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DU PONT
SUPERIOR'

2

NEGATIVE

The Proof of a Pudding.."

^UPERIOR'2 is now in use on

regular production schedules.

Under actual working conditions,

its speed proves to be twice that of

Superior- 1.

On your next assignment try this

new film. It possesses the fine grain

size, wide latitude, long scale grada-

tion, and ability to render shadow

detail for which Du Pont Negatives

long have been noted.

Du Pont Film Manufacturing Corporation, Inc.

9 Rockefeller Plaza

New York . . . N.Y.
Plant.. Parlin, N.J.

Smith & Aller, Ltd.
6656 SantaMonicaBlvd.
Hollywood . . California

cine; imm FILM



1. New "Positive'' Viewfinder
Magnifies rather than masks . . . with any lens, fills entire finder

aperture with large-size upright image . . . eliminates eye parallax.

2. New Viewfinder Turret
Enables Eyemo user to select matching viewfinder objective unit

with same speed he picks lens. Convenient. Fast. Accurate.

WHEN the shots come fast and
various, and you must get the

picture . . . that's when you most
appreciate the versatile Eyemo.
For it's instantly ready to meet the
emergency!

Vt'hat will you have? A swift

change of lenses.'* . . . conversion
from 100-foot film capacity to 200-
or 400-foot magazines? ... a tripod
mount or a light, easy-to-handle
hand camera? ... a change from
electric to spring or hand drive?

... a silent camera or a hookup
for sound? . . . slow motion or
silent or sound speeds? Whatever
the demand, Eyemo meets it.

Send the coupon now, and get
complete details on this unsur-
passed portable camera. Do it to-

day. Bell & Howell Company, 1 848
Larchmont Ave., Chicago; 30
Rockefeller Plaza, New York; 716
North LaBrea Avenue,Hollywood;
13-14 Great Castle St., London.
Established 1907.

CONVERT YOUR EYEMO
Eyemo owners may convert their Eyemos
to include the following new features at

very moderate cost. Write for details.

1 New "positive" viewfinder

2 New viewfinder turret

3 New flat base—2V2 in. square

4 Locking screws to lock each lens in focus

5 Turret lock for Eyemos with offset turret

6 Detachable cord for electric-drive models

EYEMO can he ec,iiit>ped

with many accessories for

studio and location work,

or it can be stripped down
to a light, compact, spring-

driven hand camera.

PRECISION-MADE BY

BELL & HOWELL COMPANY
1848 Larchmont Ave., Chicago, IlL

( ) Send details about new, improved Eyemos.

I own Eyemo Serial No
Am interested in converting it to include

AC 1-40

BELL & HOWELL
Name . .

.

Address.

City .State.
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A Question of Exposure
THE gentleman on the floor made

the ol)\ ious mistake of lea\ ing his

chin exposed too long. His only recol-

lection of the fight will be a whoozy
blur.

On the other hand, the man who took

this pictnre will have an nncommonly
vivid docnment of the entire proceed-

ings-

For indoor movies, for .slow-motion pic-

tures under poor light conditions, you
can u.se no more sati.sfactory film than

Agfa If) mm. Triple S Superpan Re-
versible Film. It is extremely fast, fine-

grained, and fully sensitive to all

colors. Your projected pictures ari' ex-

ceptionally deep and clear, showing the

minutest details.

Ask your dealer for Agfa Ki mm. Triple

S Superpan He\ersible Film today. It

comes in lOO-foot rolls (at $6.00) and
.)0-fo()t rolls (at 1'he.se prices

include processing and return postage.

Made in U.S.A. by A^fa An.sco. Kin<;hain-

lon. New York.

Agf
16 mm. TRIPLE S

Q SUPERPAN FILM^



PARTY GETS ROUGH
By GEORGE BLAISDELL

THERE was mention in the De-

cember issue of Cinematographer
about the hit made at the pre-

view of Paramount's "The Great Victor

Herbert." The magazine forms were
locked up and sent to the pressroom be-

fore the preview started, but so unusual

were the evidences of enthusiasm on the

part of the house—and a press preview

house can be reckoned on as a pretty

tough nut to crack—that it was deter-

mined to break into one of those forms
on the morning following if its run were
still unstarted and briefly tell about the

show. The chance was found and the in-

sertion was made.
You may have heard of a theatre ap-

plause being so mingled with that com-
ing from the screen it is not possible to

identify or segregate the house and the

screen handclapping. That happened at

the Carthay that night, not once only

but several times. As a rule manifesta-
tion of approval by the makebelieve
house is sufficient to deter a like demon-
stration on the part of the actual house,

but it was not so at that preview. The
persons who physically were present
were determined to show their approba-
tion regardless of what the screen house
may have done.

It is to be regretted that of the mil-
lions who see and hear the picture no
one will have a list of the Herbert mu-
sic, as did those at the preview—some-
thing over twenty pieces of music and
operas as well as the "bicycle" medley

—

containing eight songs from seven op-
erettas. Of course the number stated is

merely the Herbert songs used.
It was a delightful, an eniovable even-

ing. The peak of Victor Herbert's suc-
cess was described as from 1900 to 1914,
of his activities, that is. He died sud-
denly in 1924. So in a measure the
older the auditor the keener the en-
thusiasm.

Susannah Foster, the fourteen-year-
old marvel, sang the last note heard in
the picture—a B flat above High C. Su-
sannah is said to be one of the first sing-
ers to sing "Kiss Me Again" since Fritzi
Scheff" introduced the song.

•

THAT was a riotous or at least a
hilarious house at Pantages the
nicht following that at the Car-

thay. Marlene Dietrich made her first

appearance in Hollywood for some time
in "Destry Rides Again," a Universal
picture. The printed program prepared
for the occasion was phrased in the
grandiloquent manner of the last cen-
tury. Thus did it read printed on paper
quite rough:

"Universal Pictures Company presents

an Advance Exhibition for the ladies

and gentlemen of the press. An Extraor-
dinary Bill. Two Distinguished Per-
formers Marlene Dietrich and James
Stewart in a soul-stirring photo-drama
entitled 'Destry Rides Again.' Directed
by the Eminent Mr. George Marshall.
Produced by the Renowned Mr. Joe
Pasternak. Tuesday evening, November
28, 1939. Pantages Theatre, Located in

Hollywood."
It is not likely there ever before was

a Frenchy the like of Marlene. Nor for
that matter was there ever a deputy
sheriff the like of James Stewart. In-

deed they were quite different, the one
from the other. Yet both were likable,

very much so, to the house from the
start and to each other from pretty near
the start.

Since the initial showing of the pic-

ture some censorial hand took a line

out of the show that was good for a
laugh, and then some. With the prun-
ing knife they didn't reach the line

in time to cut it down the preview night.
Frenchy was playing poker with one

of the callers. She was the winner of
a bit of gold. It was handed to her.
Quietly and unostentatiously she slid

the gold into her bosom, as that was
quite open, in accordance with the dec-
olette custom of the house; at least, the
latch seemed to be out. One of the by-
standers, innocent or otherwise, roared
as ungently as a sucking dove:

"Boy, thar's gold in them thar hills!"
Everybody out front seem to see the

move and to hear the wisecrack, because
the reaction was like unto a thunderclap.
The remark was in the mood and the

character of the moment and the place,
of the lusty presence of Shakespeare's
Falstaff—not of the grim censorial mugg
of Dickens' Pecksniff of several cen-
turies later.

•

THE Southern California Film So-
ciety's program for December 8, 9
and 10 included Charlie Chaplin's

"Burlesque on Carmen" and as well the
first and the last reels of "Modern
Times." Of the latter picture the an-
nouncement stated it had been withdrawn
from commercial circulation on account
of his coming "The Dictator." That
"withdrawn" is only temporary, you may
be sure.

In the final reel of "Modern Times"
the comedian does a dance that will be
just as ageless as may be the film that
bears its image. Perhaps nothing Chap-
lin has done in all the years will match
the dance for sheer artistry. Chaplin
also sings a song that trails along with
the steps. He really sings it, too. There

is no ghost voice. There could hardly be
for that matter. It was too funny for
any other than Chaplin himself.
One man who went through all of

"Carmen" with practically a dead pan
became uncontrollable once the comedian
started on his dance. Show business's
familiar old expression of "belly laugh"
utterly failed to describe his predicament.
Required would be some terai applicable
to the entire anatomy at least.

The writer thinks of nothing off hand
that would more certainly insure the
screaming success of the new Dictator
parody than the inclusion of a dance se-

quence, staged with all the grave pom-
posity and flapdoodle of the Hitlerian
presence.

•

AT the new Academy Review The-
atre at the opening of D-^cember
the Southern California Film So-

ciety screened the French production of
"Le Mioche," with sub-titles in English.
There probably will be no other public
or semi-public screening. This is to he.

regretted. It is a delightful subject as
it is presented, even with the dialogue
in French and the titles in English.
M-G-M has purchased the picture, the

English title to which is "Forty Little

Mothers," and will remake it in English
with Eddie Cantor in the lead. It is a
procedure somewhat out of the usual.

An American company sees the French
picture, likes it, believes it can improve
it or at least- equal it, and removes from
the market the original picture.

As said, it is a delightful subject. The
interest centers very much on a ne'er
do well window washer or something,
handicapped, shall we say, by an excel-

lent education. In any event, it is a
possession of his, and after he goes to

the front in the interest of a foundling
which landed in his arms instead of the
intended skunk of a father his luck turns
and he is placed as a teacher of a girls'

school.

The teacher is not popular with his

pupils, or isn't anyway until it comes
out that he is the bachelor father of an
infant and trying to hide the presence of
that infant in the school. The girls come
to the rescue, of the teacher and the
baby boy.
The reversal of the girls' opinion is

most pronounced. They are as militantly
on the teacher's side as formerly they
were not. When the presence of the boy
is discovered by the proprietress—to her
horror; hasn't the teacher told her on
applying he was a bachelor—the teach-
er is summoned and fired. The girls

stage a screaming sit-down strike.

(Contirmed on Page iO)
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St. Paul
Club Does
Big Job

Produicin*

"^School

Police^
The story behind the filming of "Barbara Steps Out,"
750-foot Kodachrome feature produced in the interests of
safety by the St. Paul Amateur Movie Makers' Club.

As told to Ormal I. Sprungman.

Klm/ni. Kodachrome frames enlarged by the writer.

NOT unlike every other big city,

St. Paul has done its share of
head-scratching, trying to figure

out efficient ways of preserving the
lives of school children at dangerous
street intersections. In fact, officials

learned that no less than 54,000,000
school crossings were made each year
by grade and parochial school children
in Minnesota's capitol city alone.

And so it remained for one Sister
M. Carmelia, parochial school principal,

to offer a suggestion which caught on im-
mediately and has since spread to every
sizable town in the country.

In 1921 the school police system was
inaugurated locally in an effort to pre-
vent accidents near schools. Selected
youths from each school, 12 years of age
or older, donned belts and ponchos,
guarding each street intersection, halting
traffic with portable STOP signs when-
ever children gathered to cross en route
to or returning from school.
Of course there was opposition at first

from a few adults who refused to take
orders from traffic directing youngsters.
But when a definite decrease in accidents
was noted, the public came through with
wholehearted support.

In the last eighteen years St. Paul
recorded only one child fatality under
its school police system, and in the
record year of 1938 not even a single
injury!

A year ago last June, Chief of Police

Clinton A. Hackert approached members
of the St. Paul Amateur Movie Makers'
Club. "We need a documentary film,"

he pointed out. "Something that will

unfold the history and show the present
activities of our young traffic aids. And
we want it in color."

Chief Tells 'Em

These civic-minded moviemakers need-
ed no further instructions, for, six months
before, under leadership of past Presi-
dent Art Olson, the club had prepared
another 16mm. departmental feature,
"Spare the Evidence," which 600-foot
black and white film taught rookie police
how evidence found in crime cases might
be preserved.

Except for retakes, it was miraculous-
ly shot in a single day. Many duplicates
are now in circulation, one being used
by the Kansas City police force, while
another rests in the files of the Federal
Bureau of Investigation.

It was agreed of course that all film,

titles and materials would be either fur-
nished by the department or donated, and
that the club and its members would
provide the necessary labor as well as
the artistic touch.

"It was a bigger job than we had
bargained for," Club President Ken Hez-
zelwood admitted. "First, a scenario
committee of five and a camera com-

Minnesota's Gox'ernor Harold E. Stas-
scn (right) presents the school police
film formally to St. Paul's Mayor,
William H. Fallon, during premiere
showing in the State Capitol. Photo-

graphed by Leo Stewart, Jr.

niittee of four were appointed. We held
club discussions on several occasions to

get new ideas and slants, and then we
were ready to unfold our plans."

First Assignment

All members were invited to help, and
though there was no compulsion, the
response was encouraging. Hezzelwood
acted as director. Since the filming was
to be done exclusively in 16mm., 8mm.
enthusiasts cooperated in other ways by
shooting 16mm. stuff with borrowed
equipment. Out of a club roster of 45,
some 17 members took an active part in

the preparation of the film.

The first big assignment was to cover
the school police parade of June, 1938.
Five cameramen went to work on the
1939 parade, scenes of both of which
were later combined, and then followed
the school police picnic and the elec-
tion of chiefs.

With these main events well in hand,
the next job was to tie the shots to-

gether to give some semblance of a
story, at the same time showing the

American Cimematographer • January, 1940 7
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Double-exposed main title oj acnooL police film wan obtained
hti jmvting wording on transparent material lai/l over air-

hruahed color background.

Hans Renter (left) and La^ey Harmon, St. Paul movie-
mnkem, are shoivn preparing to shoot the main title of

special film.

Four club members at work on animation sequence, which
required over 12,000 moves. Eight hours were needed to ani-

mate 1,000 frames which had a screening time of little more
than a minute.

Conferring awards at annual school police election. To cover
this auditorium event special lighting was used as explained

in article.

prog^ress of the school police system. Those who were not
shooting the parade set to work elsewhere staging scenes
revealing the discussion of the original school police project,

and filming pertinent stuff of a historical nature.
With children as the principal actors, six-year-old Barbara

Johnson of St. Paul was selected to play the feminine lead.

The male role was carried by six-year-old Tommy Harmon,
.son of Lacey Harmon, St. Paul moviemaker whose windback
gadget for Cine-Eights was described in last month's Ameri-
can Cinematographer.

Natural Action Wanted
"At first we tried directing all the youngsters, telling

them exactly what to do," Hezzelwood revealed. "Finally,

this idea was abandoned and we tried shooting candid stuff

with much more satisfaction.

"After all, we wanted the natural actions of children in

everyday life, although it was necessary to work in some
posed sequences. Fortunately, we had trouble with only one
or two youngsters who tried to smart off before the camera
lens, but their antics only landed them on the Cutting room
floor.

"Although we had lots of fun with the youngsters who really-
performed as well as professionals, still we had difficulty in

keeping them away from our camera equipment during set-

ups. Most juveniles seem to have a curious love for fingering
things and poking their noses into lenses. We solved this

problem by calling in an assistant cameraman whose job
was simply to shoo off kids. Despite this, the school children
and their police representatives cooperated splendidly."
Even the director's role was not wathout grief. In one

scene, for instance, Director Hezzlewood wanted a couple
youngsters to skip down the sidewalk in a natural manner.
No amount of talking would give the desired effect, so

Hezzelwood himself stepped out before the lens to demon-
strate the proper method of skipping—unmindful of a traffic-

crowded street full of onlookers who chuckled at his antics.

Low Budget Controlled

At least a dozen different kinds of movie cameras were
used to film the production, varying from Keystone, Filmo,
Bolex and magazine jobs to the luxurious Cine-Special.
Working on a low budget, the club had to cut comers on

production expenses wherever possible, and retakes were
made only where necessary and usually to fill up a sequence.
Less than 2000 feet of Kodachrome were exposed to pro-
duce the completed 750-foot feature.

Fifty different camera set-ups were made with exterior
and interior before the shooting schedule was over, the
parades themselves being filmed from at least 20 different
points. Astounding things were accomplished in the cutting
room, for instance, when Minnesota's Governor Harold E.
Stassen, filmed in 1939, was showTi applauding a drill forma-
tion actually photographed in 1938.

Some filming difficulties were encountered, despite the
fact that exposure meters were used throughout. Strong
winds and scattered clouds during outdoor filming necessi-
tated frequent readings to keep exposures even.

Cold weather did not affect camera motor operation, accord-
ing to Hezzelwood, but it was increasingly difficult to judge
light on snowy days, avoiding the reflection of falling snow
when exposing for the face or clothing.

Since considerable footage had to be exposed during one

I



Close-lips played an important part in the scliool police fi'm.

Here an officer is commending school police for their traffiic-

handling ability.

Typical street scene of school children crossing intcrsect'o:i

nnder protection of school police.

Parades and picnics were interesting sidelights in the ed'icn-

tional film.

Minnesota's Governor Harold E. Stassen (holding ^vhit? hat)
and St. Paul's Mayor Williayn H. Fallon (in ivhite siite)

revieiv the parade of the school police. The parade scene
ivhich followed actually was filmed 12 months before.

of St. Paul's hardest snowstorms some trouble was experi-

enced in keeping the snow out of the lenses. Auto head-
lights glowing in the midday blizzard lent an artistic warmth
to the frigid street scenes.

Lighting Problem

Once when the temperature dropped to 10 degrees below-

zero, Ken rushed out with a borrowed 16mm. camera to get
a closeup of the mercury reading to fit the snowfall footatre.

It was so cold, he admits, that he had difficulty in holding
his tripodless camera still for a shivery second or two.
One of the toughest problems in lighting was the illumi-

nation by photoflood of the entire auditorium of the Public
Safety Building, under which roof the annual election of
the school police chiefs was to be held. Five cameramen
went off to cover the event after consulting lighting experts
from the Northern States Power Company.
A special powei' line was man into the auditorium, and 12

number two photofloods were installed in ceiling fixtures.

Six number four photofloods were used in special reflectors at
shooting level, three being placed on each side of the rooui
near the front to lighten the foreground.
A wide angle lens set at its widest aperture, f.2.7, recorded

the action. Even at that, some of the footage was slightly
underexposed, and an f.1.9 opening might have besn better.

Lighting set-ups were arranged several hours before the
600 children filed into the auditorium, and lights burned con-
tinuously throughout the three-hour session. Everything
was so well handled cinematically that the school police con-
ducted their regular meeting, undisturbed by the activities of
filming.

"During the whole course of filming, we wanted members
to do everything possible to obey the law itself," President
Hezzelwood said. "We didn't want members hailed into

court while we were engaged in producing a traffic safetv
film.

Filmer Arrested

"On one occasion, however, when a special filming group
of six was called together to shoot animation, a tardy mem-
ber sped down St. Paul streets a bit too zealously to reach the
meeting. Picked up by police for speeding, he was brought
before traffic court and handed a suspended sentence."

In one sequence, producers wished to show in perspective
a school traffic area, including streets, homes and school

building to portray the movements of traffic and children by
animation. The chief designer for the city architect's office

drew up an excellent color chart, 12 by 18 inches, and 14

1-inch pasteboard vehicles and 2 1 '2-inch streetcars were cut
out for animation purposes.

Forty BB shot, flattened slightly by hammer-whacking,
served as "school children."

The camera was mounted vertically shooting down on the
chart, and as each individual frame was exposed, each par-
ticipating club member moved figures assigned to him with
either his finger or a lead pencil.

Six members spent eight hours exposing 1,000 frames
which last little more than a minute on the screen. No le33

than 12,000 individual moves of the tiny street cars, trucks
and children were necessary to furnish the animation.

Pasteboard Figures

Since trees were shown in perspective, those pellets repre-
senting children were removed for six frames and set down

American Cimematographer • January, 1940 9



again on the other side to give the effect

of walking under the trees. Later, to

save time, 16 pellets were placed on ad-

hesive tape, cut to the width of the street

walk, and the whole tape was advanced
slowly.
When one cardboard figure performed

a "tiddly-wink" during a crucial move,
almost throwing off the entire animation,
it was decided that metal would have
been much better to work with than
pasteboard for the figures.

Animation filming was begun at four
o'clock one afternoon,, and the last move
was made just before midnight. The po-
lice department cooperated by sending
up a dinner to the perspiring cameramen
and animators in order that work might
progress slowly but surely without inter-

ruption.
An Eastman Cine-Special was used for

chart filming, and two number four
photo-floods on a special line placed six

feet away provided the right illumina-

tion for an f.8 setting. Because of the

excessive heat, lamps could not be used
closer without discomfort to the workers.
Four different camera settings were

employed, but in each case the lens re-

mained at f.8, the lights being moved
to correspond with an identical meter
reading.

Much Editing Necessary

While most of the work was done in

the last month or two just before dead-
line, the biggest difficulty was trying to

get the fellows together for group work
at convenient hours.

In editing the hodge-podge footage,
three men ran the projectors, selecting
scenes wanted and not wanted, and mark-
ing the film for the cutters. So many
different cameras were used to cover the
events that it was difficult to work up
sequences in their exact order and final

polishing was necessary.
All body titles were filmed on blue

positive stock by an eastern titling firm,
but the introductory title, "Barbara Steps
Out," was made in the moviemaking
workshop of the St. Paul club.

The handset wording was imprinted on
a transparent, parchment like material,
and this was placed over an air-brushed
color background showing the State
Capitol building to produce a double ex-
posed effect in Kodachrome. At first

Kodapak was tried, but it was found that
the surface did not take ink quite so
readily.

Music Helps

When the film was ready for projec-
tion, Hezzelwood and Harmon worked
out the musical background, employing
some 14 recordings keyed to fit the mood
and scene length. They found, for in-

Several mamherH of the St. Paul Amateur
Movie Makers' Club enthuaiaatxcaUy set
up their new screen prior to another
Hhovnrui of their unique school police pic-
ture, "Darhara Steps Out." Back row,
left to rif/ht: lyynn liauman, Irvincj Rice,
Charles Atkins, John Stees. Front row,
left, is Kenneth Hezzelwood, president of
the club. Hans Renter, technical advisor
for the fjroup, is seen at the lower rifjhi.

stance, that music actually helped to

carry the film story along, especially in

sequences which were inclined to drag a
bit. By altering music experimentally
with each successive showing, they were
able to hit the perfect combination.

For the introduction, "Queen of Sheba"
was played, while "Spinning Song" and
"Spring Song" figured in the lighter
scenes. With the police band playing and
the kids saluting, a recording of "Star
Spangled Banner" fit the sequence like

sound-on-film. Liszt's "Les Prelude"
added a nice touch in the closing scenes.
No amateur-made production ever had

such a distinguished list of guests at its

premiere as the group which assembled
on November 6, 1939, in the House Cham-
bers of the State Capitol.
Governor Harold E. Stassen, Mayor

William H. Fallon, other city and police
officials, including members of the St.

Paul Safety Council and their guests,
were on hand. Juvenile stars in the film

itself as well as the men who produced
the piece were spotlighted.

E. E. Baumann, chairman of the
scenario committee, made the acknowl-
edgments. Ford Marshall, club secre-
tary, presented the reel to the Governor,
who, in turn, formally handed it on to
St. Paul's Mayor.
The Mayor gave it to Gus H. Barfuss,

commissioner of public safety, who
smilingly remarked that "if no one else
wants the film, I most certainly am going
to keep it."

Many Requests for Showing

But others do want the film. In fact,
headquarters has been swamped with
more than 150 requests for showings in

little more than a fortnight.
With two productions already to their

credit during the short existence of the
St. Paul group, other organizations are
querying these able movie makers on

shooting films for private or public use
at cost. But President Ken Hezzelwood,
not so sure that his club wants to enter
the commercial filming field, explained:

"So-called club project work usually
falls on the shoulders of a few fellows in

the organization who put in an immense
amount of time. In the future, we be-
lieve it will be better to accept club work
as individual responsibility, and let the
fellows who want to aid go right ahead,
the rest of the members cooperating if

they wish to do so."

1940 Kodak Exhibit to be
Shown in Thirty Centers

Amplified, Ijioadcned in .scope, and de-
signed for maximum appeal to the seri-

ous amateur photographer, the 1940
tiaveling exhibition of the EastmaTi
Kodak Company will open its first show-
ings in Boston January 10, to be followed
by showings in more than thirty eastern
and southern cities during the succeeding
months.

Divided into four major sections

—

salon, equipment, special displays, and
lectures and demonstrations — the 1940
Kodak Exhibit includes:
"Parade of Color," made up of selected

Kodachrome transparencies from the fa-
mous Cavalcade of Color at the 19.39

fair exhibit, screened two evenings with
accompaniment of the original music and
narrative; Kodachrome motion pictures
of the New York World's Fair.

Discussion sessions on photography,
both for the inexperienced camera owner
and for the advanced technician.

Functional demonstrations of the
Kodak Precision Enlarger, and color mo-
tion pictures showing this instrument's
manifold applications; a model darkroom,
completely equipped, with an expert
demonsti-ator in attendance.
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CAMERA
TECHNIQUE
DOMINATES
FILMING
RESULTS
By Claude W» Cadarette

Founder Los Angeles 8mm. Club

THE manner in which a camera
is handled during filming reflects

the technique of the photographer.
Any eye strain which may be produced
by motion pictures is directly caused by
the unsteadiness of scenes on the screen
filmed by the careless amateur. It is well
to remember that the movement in the
camera finder is not as apparent as
when the action appears on the screen.

A basic rule of cinematography is that
the camera should be stationary and all

actions in the scenes should provide the
necessary movements.
As long as this is a definite rule we

should abide by it unless we feel privi-

leged to move the camera for some dis-

tinct action or effect. To relieve the repe-
tition of eye-level shots, or to create a
certain mood that may be desired, we
can resort to another technique of mak-
ing angle shots.

In straight ordinary filming the cam-
era must be held firmly or placed on a
solid support. Any wobble or motion of
the camera is greatly exaggerated on
the screen and causes a very unsteady
picture that soon tires the eyes. By
bracing the camera against a tree or
leaning against a post, you can steady
yourself reasonably well, as often times
a slight wind will sway your body forc-

ing you to weave the camera.
Sometimes, when filming from a car,

you can rest the camera on the door
sill, but be sure to stop the motor to

eliminate any vibration.

Solid Tripod

The amateur cameraman should have,
as an essential part of his equipment, a
well built and solid tripod. Any tripod
with wobbly legs is useless, as a slight
breeze will cause them to shake. A good
tripod is equipped with reversible legs,

having sharp points on one end for out-

door use and rubber capped ends for in-

door use.

The panoramic heads allow movements
for the camera and facilitate the level-

ing and tilting action. The heads are
constructed in such a manner that the
lens can be pointed in any direction and
securely locked. Steady panoramic shots
can be made in a vertical or horizontal
movement with perfect control.

If an up-and-down motion is discern-
ible in a horizontal panoram, the re-

sults are very unpleasant. By rehearsing
the pan shots before shooting, you can
watch for any unevenness and check
your beginning and end composition of
the scene.
Never pan in two directions in a

single shot, unless you are following
a specific action. Although this is not a
steadfast rule, any variation of it must
be carefully executed. An example of a
variation of this rule would be the fol-

lowing of an aeroplane in stunt flight.

Panoramic shots must be slow, even
and uniform. There is a limit of speed
in which the camera can be moved to

prevent the picture from jumping across
the screen. According to the phenomenon
of "persistence of vision," the eye re-

tains the image of one frame until the
next frame is flashed on the screen

Watch Panoramic Shots

If the movement of an object is not
too great between frames, the action is

smooth, but if the camera is moved fast
the distance increases in each succeed-
ing frame, giving the picture a jerky
effect, and the action is not normal.

This is perceptible in fast panoramic
shots, where you see the background
leap across the screen. Your eye can-
not follow it and the whole shot is

worthless. It is also evident in follow
shots where you are filming action in

the foreground and the background blurs
on the screen.
To avoid this, film this type of action

at an oblique angle. You would not place
the camera so that a train would pass di-

rectly across its line of vision, as the
train moves too fast, resulting in a
streak across the screen.
However, by shooting at an angle of

less than 45 degrees, the train remains
in the frame longer and the extreme
movement is lessened. Of course, on
long distant shots, this is not applicable.
A train at a great distance appears to
move slowly and the camera shutter is

fast enough to record the movement
evenly.

Follow shots are very difficult to do
properly if the action is fast. It is a
prime factor that the action be kept
in the center of the finder while mov-
ing the camera and not allowed to see-
saw from one edge of the finder to the
other edge.

Technique Through Practice

It is wise to rehearse action shots
when possible, but the filming of sport
events or races must be done without
rehearsal, and your technique must be
gained through practice. Follow shots
made with a telephoto lens must be
done with a tripod and panhead. The
slightest error in movement is greatly
enlarged, and only perfect control of
camera movement can eliminate it. It

is not humanly possible to be suffici-

ently steady to use a telephoto lens

while holding the camera in the hands.
Don't try it.

Shots taken from a moving car or

train are rarely acceptable for a good
picture. If a scene is worth photograph-
ing, it will warrant time spent in stop-
ping the car and setting up the tripod.

If your scenario calls for a moving au-
tomobile shot, choose a well paved road
and partially deflate the tires so that
they will absorb any road shocks.

If you are shooting the action in an-
other car while it is traveling, the car
containing the actors should be slightly
behind the camera car to smooth the
background action. For interior dolly

shots, use a child's wagon with rubber-
tired wheels.
The dolly is very handy for interior

work. It makes travel shots easy as
you can move from a long shot to a

medium close-up without an abrupt cut
in the scene. Judicious planning will

alleviate your editing problems if it is

done in such a manner that the begin-
ning and end of the dolly shot is sta-

tionary as in a panoramic shot.

Never move a camera until you have
sufficient footage from a still position to

make an allowance for cutting and edit-

ing. An important rule is that dolly

shots are not made on people that are
not in action.

Dolly or Cut

For example, a man is reading a book,
reclined in a chair. You will not gain
anything by dollying forward to a close-

up. A direct cut from a long shot to

(Continued on Page A2)
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Gerstenkorn
.ecoms

Pendleton^s
Rodeo
Thrills

IN the course of a six weeks' cruise

through the Northwest country last

fall Dr. Roy E. Gerstenkorn of Los
Angeles spent ten days in the immediate
vicinity of Pendleton, that famous Ore-
gon town in which every year for thirty

years there has been a Round-Up. Nor-
mally the town claims about 5000 per-
sons as its population. But that figure
is far from what actually conceals itself

within and on the fringes of the corpo-
rate limits of the town during the few
days of the annual festivities.

On those occasions the temporary resi-

dents literally come from the ends of the
earth. From September 13 to 16 the last

year the town swelled to 30,000 persons.
One man for the tenth year in succession
came from Florida. Cars were present
from every state in the country.

Where these visitors were stored for
the somewhat necessary job of snatch-
ing a few hours sleep was a mystery.
To be sure, there are two very fine hotels
as well as the average number of lesser
houses catering to the needs of 5000
souls. The burden of the responsibility
fell upon the townspeople, and they
went to it.

One of the important factors of the
attendance from the outside world con-
sisted of three thousand Indians. They
came to entertain and to be entertained.
With them came their finest horses

—

and among them were splendid animals.
The women brought their rarest raiment.
Millions of beads sparkled their brightest.
The little Injuns were dolled up regard-
less. The chiefs of the five tribes partici-

pating were arrayed in all their glory
of headdress.

Preliminary Questions

These original Americans were all

provided for in a special space by them-
selves. They brought their own tepees,
some of which had been in their families
for a hundred or more years. Some

there were made entirely of buffalo

hides, handed down from father to son.

Dr. Gerstenkorn arrived in Pendleton
before the start of the program and
made rather extensive inquiries among
the photographers. He made especial
inquiry as to the best spots on the field

to get the sun and where as a rule

the animals chose as their ground to

perform. On the tryout days he took
his camera down on the field and shot
close up.

The management was very consider-
ate of photographers and allowed full

scope. The doctor, however, during the
last of the tryouts got in the way of
one of the animals wildly cavorting,
animals by the way which cared not a
snap of their lively hoofs for photogra-
phers or cameras. The doctor escaped
the steer by the narrowest of margins.
Thereafter he chose one of the boxes
from which to make his exposures.

All of his shots were made from a
tripod. The pictures show the wisdom
of the provision. Another precaution
he took was in camera speed. After an
early experience he made his speed never
less than 24, and he made many at 32
and 64. That early rodeo experience was
trying out a roll of film at 16. When it

came back from the processing it was
discarded.

The doctor stresses his point of speed-
ing a camera at rodeos, especially when
planning on taking stills from the film.

It also goes for practically all sports
events.

Fast Action

One of the pictures that Dr. Gersten-
korn brought home from his trip to the
Northwest is a 400-footer titled "Let
'Er Buck." It is all rodeo, packed with
action, each sequence following the other

Picture of fntiire topliand at Petidle-
ton Round-Up. The shadow of Ids
bottle of pop is across the face of his

mother.

as rapidly as do the news reels in their

football summaries.
Perhaps a list of a day's program will

give a better idea of what a rich harvest
is here provided for the camera addict

looking for something worthwhile to

shoot:

Introduction of queen and attendants,
cowboys' pony race, amateur calf rop-

ing contest, stage coach race, squaw
race, amateur bucking contest, cowboys'
relay race for the championship of the
world, Umatilla squaw race, free-for-all

Indian race, calf roping contest for the

championship of the world, bulldogging
contest for the championship of the

world, cowgirls' and cowboys' grand
mounted parade, spectacular Indian pa-
rade, trick riding, trick and fancy rop-
ing, full-blooded Indian ceremonial and
war dances.

Umatilla Indian race, steer roping con-
test for the championship of the world,
cowgirls' pony race, pony express race
for the championship of the world, cow-
boys' bucking contest for the champion-
ship of the world, Indian relay race,

cowgirls' relay race for the champion-
ship of the world.
There is plenty of thrill in the 400

feet of film. Motivating it are thirty

years of experience in rodeo manage-
ment. There is little injury to the par-
ticipants so far as is discoverable. There
is a hospital case in the Doctor's film.

One of the bulldogging contenders missed
his hold when he left the horse's back
and reached for the animal's horns. The
stretcher is on the spot.

In the second picture in the first col-

umn of the layout on the page opposite
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the rider in a cloud of dust has just

gone through the fence. The third pic-

ture, just below, is a continuance of the

same sequence. The throw still is un-

completed, as the steer must be thrown
with bare hand, flat on the ground on his

side, all four feet out, head turned in

proper manner.

Close Calls

At the head of the first column is a

picture of a man being thrown by a buck-
ing horse under the latter's raised feet.

It seems impossible the contender will

escape them, but apparently they do
not descend on him.
At the top of the second column is a

picture of a bucking horse that has all

four feet off" the ground. This was taken
at l/64th of a second.
The total amount of money hung up

for the contenders in the Round-Up was
S9365, of which .$4400 was expended on
events which give points for all-around
cowboy champion in accordance with
the rules of the Rodeo Association of
America.

Hollywood will be interested in one of
the famous cowboys who has been a
contender in Pendleton. In the cast of
"Gone with the Wind" is Yakima Ca-
nutt, who has been in pictures for more
than fifteen years—principally as ace
daredevil.

According to the record of Pendleton
Canutt was world's bucking champion
for 1917, 1919 and 1923. He was bull-

dogging champion in 1920 and 1921. For
the Police Gazette belt he was regis-

tered winner in 1917, 1919, 1920 and
1923. In 1923 a $2500 trophy was dedi-

cated to the memory of ex-President
Theodore Roosevelt emblematic of the
all-around cowboy championship of the
world, to be awarded the three-time
winner of the most points at the Chey-
enne Frontier Days and the Pendleton
Round-Up, the latter conducting the
finals. Canutt was the winner of the
award for 1923.

Dr. Gerstenkorn suggests if an ama-
teur wishes really to test his ability to

make a record of thrills and spills that
he take a husky tripod, speed up his

camera to a minimum of 24 per second,
with an occasional trial of 64, visit his
home or nearest rodeo and make a pic-

ture.

Not only will he learn how good he
is in following with his eye and hand
the fastest kind of action and experi-
ence the keenest sort of excitement per-
sonally but he will make an addition to
his library that will be viewed with deep
interest by his friends and club-members
as well as those of other clubs who will

ask to get a peek at it.

PHILADELPHIA'S CINEMA
GIVES KIDS GREAT TIME

The Spirit of Christmas—the Joys of
Christmas-time are best exemplified by
the joys of the children. To that end,
the Philadelphia Cinema Club dedicated

its December meeting to the children
with a regular not old-fashioned but
really new-fashioned Family Christmas
Party.

Getting under way at 7:30 p.m., in

the Crystal Room of the Adelphia Hotel,
a program to delight the hearts of the
children as well as their parents was
presented. To those members, not hav-
ing children of their own, the invitation
was extended to bring the neighbors'
children. After all, amateur movies got
its start in filming the antics of the
children, to be shown thereafter to any
and all who will come to see them.

What human—be he young or old—is

not delighted with the man-made crea-
tures; so in both monochrome and color
a program of movie cartoons was shown
and well received. But to see the car-
toon characters being created before
your very eyes! That's where our own
"Mike" Angelo, famous artist, captured
the hearts of the audience.

With sure, swift strokes the charac-
ters they all love were created for them
—and did they love it! Then, to prove
that the cartoon form of drawing can
be applied to real characters, "Mike"
proceeded to draw cartoons of the vari-

ous children as well as some of the
club members.
The Christmas Carols, no novelty of

course, but as offered at this gala oc-

casion were something 'really to hear.
With musical accompaniment furnished
by members of the Ladies Auxiliary,
with the novel method of presentation,
with the voices of girls and boys blend-
ing with that of men and women, is a
memory that will never be forgotten.

But Santa Claus is ready to open his

pack. Lights Up! Camera Set! Roll them
over, and as Santa distributes his gifts

to the kiddies and even an oldster or
two the cameras record it all for the
future.

Four No. 2 Photofloods plus ordinary
room lighting provided the necessary
illumination , for two 8 mm. and three
16 mm. cameras to record the events.

As the hour of parting draws near
(lights out at 9:30 for the kiddies), the
officers of the Philadelphia Cinema Club
extend to you, the Readers, a Very
Merry Christmas and a Happy New
Year. B. N. Levene,
Chairman of Publications Committee

German Motion Picture Notes
According to the German press, the

Commercial Attache at Berlin reports
that innovations adopted by German mo-
tion picture theaters as a result of the
war and its attendant inconveniences
such as black-outs, curtailment of trans-
portation facilities, etc., include a re-

vision of the time of performances in

favor of earlier shows and the scheduling
of special shows at which newsreels,
the Westwall Film (Siegfried Line) and
various educational films featuring mili-

tary and naval subjects are exhibited.

When the Philadelphia Cinema Club
(/ives its annual Children's Party Presi-
dent A. L. O. Rasch is caught with an
anonymous but a real thing Santa Clans
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Amateu-r
Progress
in 1939
Exceeded

Professional

INSOFAR as professional cinematog-
raphy is concerned, the year 1939,
while highlighted by detail advances

in many directions, did not bring forth
(with one possible exception, still hardly
out of the developmental stage) any
broadly revolutionary advances.

In the amateur field, more notable ad-
vances in materials and equipment may
be noticed, following in several instances
upon the heels of similar professional
advances of the previous year.

In the professional field, the year's
progress followed, in general, the logical-

ly predictable trend of consolidating the
gains made possible by 1938's tremen-
dous advances in film sensitivity, through
the development of improvements in

methods and accessory equipment.
Since the start of the European War

in September, two definite economic
trends have been observed, both of which
may be far reaching in their conse-
quences. The first—noticed even before
the outbreak of hostilities—is the trans-
ferrence of several fundamentally Euro-
pean production^ from the European stu-

dios to Hollywood.
The second—of probably greater im-

portance—is a tendency among Holly-
wood producers, in view of expected
losses in the foreign market, to curtail

or wholly eliminate the lower-budget,
so-called "B" productions in favor of
fewer but more expensive films which
may be expected to enjoy a more stable
market because of their quality.

Methods
Another corollary of the European

War is the probability that vdth the
virtual elimination of foreign sources of
supplies of such things as lenses, dyes,
chemicals, and fine miniature cameras,
American manufacture of such products
must benefit.

Perhaps the outstanding advance in

professional methods has been the enor-
mously increased acceptance by studio
cinematographers of photoelectric ex-
posure meters. The fact that these de-
vices are now almost generally used not
only on exterior scenes but on studio
interiors as well may be ascribed partly
to the higher sensitivity of the present,
high-speed emulsions, which made neces-
sary closer control of illumination levels,

and partly to the introduction of meters
better suited to these lower light levels.

The trend, noted last year, toward the
use of smaller lighting units, especially
baby spotlights, has continued and in-

creased as cinematographers grew more
familiar with the faster emulsions. The
new films' sensitivity to delicate grada-
tions of lighting has also prompted cine-

matographers in several studios to ex-
periment with methods aiming at more
scientifically accurate coordination of
make-up and illumination levels.

Film—Professional

Potentially the outstanding actual de-
velopment of the year has been the in-

troduction of fine-grain positive emul-
sions, combined with ultra-violet print-
ing by means of modified, high-pressure
mercury arc light sources, for making
studio rerecording sound tracks (both
negative and positive) and for release
printing of both sound and picture.

While yet scarcely out of the experi-
mental stage, two productions now in

release have utilized this process to some
extent. Revolutionary improvements in

sound quality (especially high frequency
reproduction), in reduced emulsion
ground noise (6-8 db.) and in improved
picture quality are to be noted.
The possibilities of using this fine-

grain stock for original sound track
negative, dubbing and release positives.

combined with the known fine-grain

characteristics of present picture nega-
tive emulsions, seem impressively great.

During the latter part of the year the
DuPont Film Manufacturing Corporation
quietly introduced its "Sujjerior, Type
II," a high-speed panchromatic negative
emulsion of the type generally classed
as modern, fast production negatives.
Announcement that the Gevaert organ-

ization was erecting a film coating plant
in this country brought the total of
major American factories producing mo-
tion picture film to four.

Film—Amateur

During this year Ifimm. and 8mm.
film products benefited by the evolution
of higher speed emulsions in much the
same way professional 35mm. film prod-
ucts benefited the year before. Agfa in

"SSS Pan" and Eastman in "Super-XX"
introduced 16mm. reversal emulsions
with (Weston) speed ratings of 100 to

daylight and 64 to Mazda. Agfa, in ad-
dition, made the well-known "Supreme"
emulsion (speed, 64-40) available on
16mm. (safety base) negative.
The 8mm. field benefited almost equal-

ly from these advances, as both manu-
facturers introduced 8mm. emulsions of
approximately thrice the speed of pre-
vious 8mm. monochrome films, and with
notably finer grain structure. Agfa's is

marketed as "Twin-8 Hypan"; East-
man's as "Super-X"; the Weston ratings
of both are 24 to daylight, 16 to in-

candescent illumination, as compared to

8 and 5 for previous types.

Color

Technicolor remained the dominant
35mm. natural-color process, though at

least three other three-color systems
made greater or less strides toward com-
mercial practicability, while in addition,

prior to the beginning of the European
War it was rumored that the Gasparcolor
process, already in use abroad, was plan-

ning entry into the Hollj-wood field.

At the start of the year Technicolor
introduced faster emulsions, approxi-
mately four times as fast as its previous
product in daylight, and three times as
fast in artificial light.

This resulted in marked decreases in

the illumination levels for Technicolor
photography. With the previous film,

normal illumination levels averaged be-
tween 500 and 600 foot candles, while
with the new, faster Technicolor films

the average is approximately 250-350
foot candles.

This has revolutionized Technicolor
lighting, making it possible for the first

time to follow the monochrome practice
of using very small incandescent spot-
lighting units, including baby spots. At
the same time, it vastly widens the scope
of background projection process pho-
tography in color, making possible the
use of remarkably large background
screens.
The sensitivity distribution of the new

emulsions seems somewhat better, with
resulting improvement in color rendition.

Although accurate information on the
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score is lacking, it would appear also

that the front bipack element is thinner

and less dense, with a resulting improve-
ment in the definition obtainable in the

rear, red-record negative (producing the

cyan or blue print), and consequently
in the overall definition of the trichrome

print.

Similar improvement has been noticed

in Eastman's faster "Zelcras" bipack
negative. While several laboratories have
been processing two-color negative and
prints by this method, Cinecolor, in a

large, new plant opened this year, re-

mains the most active in this field. Cine-

color has also shown excellent results in

the production of 16mm. two-color re-

duction prints from 35mm. bipack nega-
tives.

.35mm. Cameras
The outstanding happening in the

35mm. studio camera field during 1939

was the introduction on the American
market of the French "Eclair" camera.
This camera, a direct lineal descendant,

by the way, of the well-remembered
"Gillon" of pioneer days, is a noiseless,

self-blimped studio camera of modern
design.

It is equipped with external magazines,
a pilot-pin movement apparently much
more rugged than common in European
designs, and several novel and practical

operating features. What the result of

wartime conditions on the Eclair's Holly-
wood future may be is unpredictable;
however the latest authoritative reports

indicate that, in conformity with the
Allies' "business-as-usual" commercial
policy, the cameras will be readily avail-

able for export to this country.
It is conceivable that transactions in-

volving these cameras might have a
stimulating eff'ect upon release of the
foreign earnings of American films.

Sub-standard Cameras
The sub-standard camera field re-

mained relatively quiet. Although it was
frequently rumored that, following the
introduction of Bell & Howell's turret-

equipped 8mm. camera, other equally
advanced American eights were to ap-
pear, none did so.

Bell & Howell, however, offered anoth-
er greatly desired fitting for their 8mm.
cameras, in the form of a back-wind
permitting the making of dissolves and
double-exposures. Similar devices had
been made to order by individuals for
several types of 8mm. cameras; but this

was the first instance of a major manu-
facturer's providing such a device.

The 16mm. camera field remained
equally static. From abroad, the Zeiss
"Movikon," equipped with an interlocked
range-finder, and the Bolex-Paillard, both
incorporating many technical refine-

ments and available in both 16mm. and
8mm. sizes, found favor among an in-

creasing group of users.

Lenses
The greatest advance in this field re-

mained potential, rather than actual. It

was of course the announcement by two
independent researchers of a process of

coating glass with a chemical film, said

to measure approximately one wave-
length in thickness, which virtually elim-

inates surface reflections.

Applied to lenses, this treatment
would, it has been estimated, increase
the light-transmission—and hence ef-

fective speed—by some 25 per cent.

While it is understood that the process
is being investigated by several sources,

it has not as yet been publicly applied
to photographic optics.

For natural-color studio still photog-
raphy, Bausch & Lomb supplied at least

one studio with what are believed to be
among the first large, color-corrected
lenses commercially made in this coun-
try.

In the sub-standard field Bell & Howell
introduced the French-made Som-Ber-
thiot "Hyper Cinor" wide-angle attach-
ment for 8mm. cameras. This consists
of a supplementary objective which re-

duces the effective focal length of the
standard 12^/2 mm. lens to approximately
6mm., doubling its angular coverage.
Abroad the Siemens & Halske A.G.

of Germany marketed a 16mm. version
of their "Transfocator" zoom lens, while
in this country Joseph Walker, A.S.C.,
developed an experimental zoom-type
lens of simple design, for 16mm. use.

Accessories—Professional

Probably the most generally used in-

novation in accessory equipment was the
Weston Master exposure meter, which
gained wide acceptance in both profes-
sional and amateur use. This meter
provides dual-range readings, with in-

creased low-illumination sensitivity spe-
cially suitable for use with modern,
super-speed emulsions and low-inten-
sity illumination.
At the Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer studio a

radically new mobile camera carriage
was designed by John Arnold, A.S.C.,
and put into use. Featuring a medium-
sized monocoque-type cranearm and an
underslung camera mount, it is intended
to provide a single, highly flexible cam-
era support to be used for virtually all

types of both stationary and moving
shots.

In at least two studios, systems of
remote-control focusing patterned in

some degree after the Technicolor selsyn-
motored method, have been applied to
standard black-and-white cameras.

Cinematographer Joseph Yolo, of
Yakima, Washington, devised a remark-
ably interesting combined viewfinder and
range-finder for use with extreme tele-

photo lenses and an Eyemo camera. With
this, the focusing of a 12-inch lens is

effected with an interlocked range-finder
in a manner similar to that familiar in

miniature still cameras.
A number of major studios adopted

the system of providing wheeled camera-
lockers for each camera. With this, all

equipment used with a given camera is

kept together at all times, whether in

the studio or on location, thereby not
only safeguarding the equipment, but
saving considerable time when special

lenses, motors, tripods or other fittings

are unexpectedly needed.
A very interesting design for a photo-

electric-electronic light meter was sug-
gested by C. S. Franklin of Hollywood.
In this unit, by an adaptation of tele-

vision principles, a graphical indication

of the intensity of illumination on any
given, minute area of the objective field

might be read.
The device would consist of a lens, a

photo-electric cell, a physical scanning
system and a cathode-ray tube, together
with the related synchronizing circuits.

Accessories—Amateur
The usual variety of accessory equip-

ment for amateur filming appeared, most
of it of a somewhat minor nature. Per-
haps the most important were various
attachments for both 16mm. and 8mm.
cameras to permit the making of fades,
dissolves, wipes, etc. Among them may
be mentioned the "Fadette," the "Tran-
sito" and others in this country, and,
abroad, the excellent Smethurst High-
light Wipe and the Bools (Boolsky)
vignetter.
An 8mm. version of the previously

introduced Craig "Projecto-Editor" op-
tical motion viewer was introduced. A
very clever stroboscopic viewer, designed
by amateur Fred Doolittle, was also
observed, though not marketed com-
mercially.

Lighting

In the professional field, the trend
in lighting was again toward the in-

creased use of very small spotlighting
units. Baby spotlights, of the Fresnel-
lensed type—both Bardwell-McAlister
and Mole-Richardson—with CP type
globes and daylight corrective filters,

were successfully used in Technicolor
cinematography. Experiments were also
made with still smaller spotlighting
units.

In several studios the recently devel-
oped tubular, fluorescent lamps have
been used—usually in banks of two,
three or four tubes—for soft front-
lighting in close-ups.

In the amateur field a notable devel-
opment was the introduction of General
Electric's reflector-type globes. These
are available in both the floodlighting
and spotlighting types, and in each case
consist of a funnel-shaped bulb with a
suitable reflecting surface permanently
coated upon the inside of the bulb.
The Bardwell-McAlister "Baby Keg-

lite" was made available to the ama-
teur and commercial fields through dis-
tribution by the Eastman Kodak Stores
throughout the country. In addition at
least one other line of Fresnel-lensed
baby spotlights is being exploited in the
amateur field.

An interesting twin floodlight unit,
in which two individually adjustable re-
flectors are mounted on a pantograph
support which collapses into a perma-
nent, caster-equipped case, has been in-
troduced by the Agfa-Ansco Corpora-
tion under the name "Agfalite."

(To he Concluded)
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STUDYING
PHOTOELECTRIC

EXPOSURE
METERING

By CAPTAIN DON NORWOOD,
U,S,A,, Retired,

Part II

IN October we considered the action
of the photoelectric exposure meter
in the face of certain typical condi-

tions in the field. It was noted that
under some conditions errors were in-

troduced by the meter.
Some of these were due to natural

variations in relative size of light and
dark areas in the scene; some due to

relative location of meter operator at
the time of taking a reading; some due
to variations in angular position of
meter when taking a reading.
The latter two sources of possible

error depend, in an analysis, on the
manner in which they affect the relative
sizes of light and dark areas in the
scene as "seen" by the meter. So it

develops that practically all of the er-
rors considered may be laid to the
underlying cause of variations in the
proportions of light and dark areas as
"seen" by the meter.

Test Stand Built

It was thought that it would be in-

structive to make a laboratory set-up
so that the meter could be tested under
controlled conditions and the exact mag-
nitude of the various errors thereby de-
termined. Accordingly an exposure meter
test stand was constructed.

The test stand consists of a rigid sup-
port for the exposure meter, and a re-

flecting surface at a fixed distance from
the meter. See Figure 1. The reflect-

ing surface, in the form of a disc which
just encompasses the area seen by the
meter, is adjustable as to relative size

of light and dark areas.

It is possible to have this disc area
adjusted to show all dark surface, or
all light surface, or part dark and part
light in any desired proportions.

By using various proportions of light

and dark areas a total allover effect of
reflected illumination may be made to

match the reflected illumination from
any conceivable photographic scene.

The material chosen for the dark sur-
face is one having a very low reflec-

tion factor; black velvet, with a reflec-

tion factor of 2 per cent. The bright
surface has a high reflection factor;
white velvet, with a reflection factor
of 80 per cent. The reflection factors
refer to diffuse reflection in every case
in this study.

Illumination Constant

The ratio of these two reflection fac-

tors is 40—1, which serves our purpose
very well since, with very few exceptions,

a 40—1 range of brightness is the great-
est usually encountered in the average
photographic scene.

In using the test device the illumina-

tion on the disc will be constant. The
effect of variations in the size of the
light and dark sectors can be observed.

Let us first make an adjustment of

the test disc which will give us a set-

up that will roughly correspond to the

scene illustrated last month in Figure
1, that of the girl in the white dress
standing in front of a dark background.
That will give us the adjustment shown
in Case I, of Figure 2: A small sector

of white and a large area of black.

In all of these tests the incident light

will be constant. It will be set to have
a value, normal to the surface of the

test disc, of 1000 foot candles. If the
reflection factor of the white velvet were
100 per cent then the brightness of the

white velvet would be 1000 foot lamberts.

Since the reflectance of the white vel-

vet is actually 80 per cent, the brightness

of the white velvet turns out to be 800

foot lamberts. The black velvet with

FIGURE 3

LOG EXPOSURE
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Figures la, lb and Ic—Exposure meter
stand as designed by Capt. Norwood.

a, reflectance of 2 per cent has a bright-
ness of 20 foot lamberts.

White and Black

If the entire disc, with area of 1

square foot, were white velvet with
brightness of 800 foot lamberts, the light

flux reflected from it would be 800
lumens. If the entire disc, with area
of 1 square foot, were black velvet with
brightness of 20 foot lamberts, the light

flux reflected from it would be 20 lumens.

Combinations of white and black sec-

tors will give values of reflected light

flux intermediate between the limits of
800 and 20 lumens.

We must bear in mind that what
actuates the exposure meter is the flux
density of the light striking its sensi-

tized surface, and this flux density
for our set-up will be a function of
the number of lumens being emitted
from the 1 square foot of reflecting
surface.
Now in Case I, Figure 2, the com-

bination of 1/32 square foot white and
31/32 square foot black will reflect to
the meter a flux density of light that
will give a meter reading of 44 k.

The factor k is a constant depending on
the calibration of the individual meter.
In our study it will simplify matters to

consider it as having the value of
unity (1).

In Case II, where the white area has
been increased to Vs and the black area
decreased to %, the meter reading turns
out to be 118 k.

In Case III, with Vi of the area in

white and % black, the meter reading
is 215 k.

In Case IV, with V2 the area in white
and V2 in black, the meter reading is

410 k.

In Case V, with 31/32 of the area in

white and 1/32 in black the meter read-
ing is 776 k.

Incident Illumination Unchanged

Xow all through this series of tests
the incident illumination (foot candles)
has not changed. The brightness (foot
lamberts) of the white velvet has not
changed. The brightness of the black
velvet has not changed. Therefore one
photographic exposure which would be
properly set to include the brightness of
the white velvet and the brightness of
the black velvet would do for any and
all of these cases.
However the reflected flux density was

diff'erent in each case. Since the meter
reading is a function of the total re-
flected flux density, we have a wide
variation in meter readings, ranging
from 44 k in Case I, to 776 k in Case V.
The exposures indicated by a meter

in Cases I to V would vary by the same
ratio 44 to 776, except that it would be
in inverse fashion, of course, since the
highest meter reading dictates the least
exposure and vice versa. So it now
becomes apparent where the meter read-
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FIGURE 2 tHt BRIOHTHESS

IDEAL iXfCSUhii graph
{ ror reference )

The mld-polnt of the Scene
Brightness Range coincides
with the mld-polnt of the
Film Exposure Range.

ft.
ft.
ft.
lamberts
laT.berts

Total area of disc - 1 scj.
Area of white - 1/52 sq.
Area of black - 31/32 sq.
3rlj:htne3s of white area - SOO ft.
Brightness of black area - 20 ft.
Light flux reflected from white area •

POO X 1/32 - 25 luinens
Light flux r-^flected from black area

20 X 31/32 - 19.4 lumens
Total reflected flux density - A4.4 lumens/sq . f f-^
;..eter reading AVERAijr. BRIGHT..ESS of scene- 44

"

SCENE BRIGHTNESS |.iTC

" RANGE ^

CAii II

Total area of disc - 1
"

sq. ft.
Area of white - 1/8 sq. ft.
Area of black - 7/8 sq. ft.
Brightness of white area - SOO ft. lamberts
Brightness of black area 20 ft. lanberts
Light flux reflected from white area

eoo X l/e - 100 lumens
Light flux reflected from black area -

20 X 7/8 - 17.5 lumens
Total reflected flux den3lty-117. 5 lunens/sq. f tJjS
Leter reading AVERAGE B.^IGHT.NEbS of scene-118

~

CASE III

Total area of disc - 1 sq. ft.
Area of white - 1/4 sq. ft.
Area of black - 3/4 sq. ft.
Brightness of white area - 800 ft. lamberts
Brightness of black area 20 ft. lamberts
Light flux reflected from white area -

800 X 1/4 - 200 lumens
Light flux reflected from black area -

20 X 3/4 - 15 lumens
Total reflected flux density- 215 lumens/sq.'ft.
Meter reading AVERAGE BRIGHTNESS of scene- 215 'HIS

CASE IV

- 1 sq. ft. -2.0

- 1/2 sq. ft.
- 1/2 sq. ft.
- 800 ft. lamberts

20 ft. lamberts

Total area of disc
Area of white
Area of black
Brightness of white area
Brightness of black area
Light flux reflected from white area -

800 x 1/2 - 400 lumens
Light flux reflected from black area -

20 X 1/2 - 10 lumens
Total reflected flux density- 410 lumens/sq.ft.
iieter reading AVERAGE BRIGHTNESS of 8cene-4l0 k

SCENE BRIGHT NESS

RANGE

CASE

^FlLM EXPQgURE RANGE

^

I I I I I I I I

Total area of disc
Area of white
Area of black
Brightness of white area
Brightness of black area
Light flux reflected from

800 X 31/32 - 775
Light flux reflected from black area -

20 X 1/32 - 0.6 lumens
Total reflected flux density- 776 lumens/sq.ft.
Keter reading AVERAGE BRIGHTNESS of 3cene-776 k

- 1
- 31/32
- 1/32
- eoo

20
white
lumens
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Gleimon Three Times "Winner
BERT GLENNON and Ray Rennahan won the critics' aw^vd for their

Technicolor photography on "Drums Along the Mohawk," made by
Twentieth Century-Fox, by a substantial majority. It was released in

November. For Glennon it means an honor that outdoes that of any other
photographic award in the twenty-one polls that have been taken by the
Hollywood Reporter.

It is Glennon's third consecutive release to be so recognized. They were
"Stagecoach," a Wanger production, released in February; "Young Mr. Lin-
coln," Twentieth, released last June, and the present.

Rennahan has been mentioned once before in the twenty-one months the
poll has been conducted, sharing the honors with Ernie Palmer in "Kentucky,"
released in December, 1938.

There were tie votes for both second and third places. For the second
the votes were even on Victor Milner's "The Great Victor Herbert" and Tony
Gaudio's "We Are Not Alone," which subject by the way took all but four
awards for the month. The third place was divided between Universal's
"Destry Rides Again" and "Tower of London," the cameramen respectively
being Hal Mohr and Geoi-ge Robinson.

It was a matter of interest to note that one director of photography, Al
Gilks, in three consecutive subjects coming from his hand has participated in

an award for "best general feature." These were at the MGM studio—"These
Glamor Girls," "Dancing Co-ed" and "Secret of Dr. Kildare."

ings may be somewhat misleading in

indicating exposure values.

The correct exposure for this set-up

would be indicated by a meter reading

of 127, this figure being the geometric

series mean between the brightness val-

ues of 20 and 800. The readings ac-

tually shown by the meter in the test

series just considered ranged from 44

to 776, or from about 1/3 of the correct

reading up to over 6 times the correct

reading.

Negative's Exposure Latitude

Such values would have resulted in

exposures ranging from 3 times normal
down to 1/6 of normal, all due to the

change in relative size of bright and
dark areas in front of the meter. As an
aside it may be of interest to note here

that an arrangement of black and white
sectors which would give the ideal read-

ing of 127 would consist of 14 per cent

of area white and 86 per cent black.

The reason the meter works fairly

well for black and white film is due
to the great exposure latitude of modern
negative films. This exposure latitude

is about 1—128 in most cases. With a

scene brightness range of 1—-40 being
imposed on a film with latitude of 1—'128

considerable error in the meter reading
can be tolerated and passable results

still secured.

It was thought it would be interesting

to carry this study still further and
plot the results of meter determined ex-

posures for Cases I—V on H. & D.

curves. This was done and the results

are shown in the right hand column
of Figure 2.

In each graph in this column is shown
an H. & D. curve for a inodern pan-
chromatic emulsion developed to a gam-
ma of 0.70. The limits of the substan-
tially straight line portion of the curve
are shown by dots on the curve. For
convenience these limits are projected

down on to a band entitled Film Ex-
posure Range. This range embraces
exposure values having a ratio of 1—128.

The mid-point of this range is also in-

dicated for reasons that will presently
appear.

Brightness Values

At the top of each graph appears
another band entitled Scene Brightness
Range. Since this appears over a Log.
Exp. scale, what is actually referred to

are the values of the Scene Brightness
Range image after going through the
camera lens and being modified by the
exposure controls of f stop and shutter
time. This upper band is projected
down on to the H. & D. curve in each
case so that relative positions of the
two bands may be noted.

The length and position of the Film
Exposure Range band is determined by
the characteristics of the emulsion and
the development. The length of the
Scene Brightness Range band depends
on the range of brightness values found
in the scene.

The position of this band on the chart
is determined by the exposure controls

of f stop and shutter time. If a meter
is used to determine these two exposure
controls it can be readily seen that the
meter determines the position of this

band on the chart. The shifting of
this band to right or left on the chart
consequent to exposure determination by
the meter is the important feature of

the series of graphs.

At the top of the column is shown,
for reference, an ideal exposure. It

will be noted in this case that the mid-
point of the Scene Brightness Range
coincides with the mid-point of the Film
Exposure Range.

Exposure meters functioning on flux
density of light reflected from a scene
give a reading that indicates average
brightness of the scene. This average
brightness may have a value any where
in the brightness range of the scene
depending on relative proportions of
bright and dark areas in the scene, as
we have learned in studying Cases I

to V.

In Case I, the average brightness has
a value of 44, quite near to the bright-
ness value of the black area, namely, 20.

Highlight and Reflection

Now let us digress a moment to scan
a few principles. The computer on a
meter indicates exposure controls which
will so modify the Scene Brightness
Range that the average brightness point
will coincide with the mid-point of the
Film Exposure Range.

It then follows that the brightness
range of various scenes will be moved
to right or left on the exposure scale
depending on where the average bright-
ness value of the scene happens to
lie with respect to the values of brightest
highlight and least reflection.

Since in Case I the average bright-
ness has a value quite near to the
brightness value of the black end of the

Scene Brightness Range, the whole band
will be shifted to the right on the chart,
so that the average brightness point
will coincide with the mid-point of the
Film Exposure Range.

It can be seen that in this location
the white end of the Scene Brightness
Range lies outside of the limits of the
Film Exposure Range.

The result of following the meter read-
ing when confronted with a scene having
a small proportion of bright area and a
large proportion of dark area, as in

Case I, will be overexposure for the
high lights in the scene.

Exposure Satisfactory

In Case II the average brightness
value of the scene has moved nearer to

the center of the Scene Brightness Range.
Consequently, in an exposure based on
the meter reading the Scene Brightness
Range has been moved to the left on
the chart. Now the extremes of black
and white lie within the limits of the
Film Exposure Range and the exposure
is said to be satisfactory.

In Cases III, IV, and V a continuation
of the same shift to the left may be
observed. However in Case IV it will

be noted that the black end of the Scene
Brightness Range now lies outside of the
limits of the Film Exposure Range.

The same thing is still more marked
in Case V. These last two cases illus-

trate the fact that with a scene having
a large proportion of bright area and a
small proportion of dark area, there
will be underexposure of the dark areas,
when the meter reading is followed.

Natural Color Film

We have seen how determination of

exposure with the meter and computer
results in placing the average brightness
of a scene at the center of the Film Ex-
posure Range.

(Continued on Page H)
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Superior II

Combines Speedy*

Fine Grain^

^Wide Latitude

By MOLLIS W. MOYSE,
Teclinicnl Represetitative DuPont Film

Manufactnrinfj Corporation

DAYLIGHT FILTERS FOR DuPONT
PANCHROMATIC NEGATIVES

SLPERIOR I SLPERIOR II

Filter Factor Filter Factor

Aero 1 1.5 1.0

Aero 2 2.0 2.0

12 2.0 2.0

15G 2.5 2.0

21 3.0 2.5

23A 4.5 4.0

25A 6.0 5.0

29F 12.0 11.0

56 3.0 3.0

3N5 4.0 4.0

5N5 5.5 5.5

25ND 1.8 1.8

50ND 3.1 3.1

75ND 5.6 5.6

lOOND 10.0 10.0

INTRODUCTION of the recently an-
nounced DuPont Superior II negative,
now in use in several major studios,

makes available to cinematographers a
new stock which combines very high
speed, exceptionally fine grain and wide
latitude. A brief description of its more
important characteristics is presented
herewith.

Emulsion Speed

Practical usage under studio condi-
tions has shown DuPont Superior II to

be conservatively twice the speed of Su-
perior I, with which cinematographers
are well acquainted. This is confirmed
by Theodor Sparkuhl, A.S.C., in his com-
prehensive article "Testing New Weston
Meter," which appeared in the December
1939 issue of American Cinematographer.

Grain

The grain improvement in Superior II

is readily recognized by its beneficial ef-

fect on the definition and texture of the
image. It is noteworthy that the graini-
ness characteristics have been improved.

rather than sacrificed, in obtaining the

substantial speed increase.

Latitude

As a result of specific research effort,

Superior II will be found to embody the
wide latitude, shadow detail, and so-

called "fool proof qualities" of Superior
I. Enthusiastic reports on the ease of

handling Superior II serve as evidence
that this recognized DuPont characteris-
tic has been retained.

Color Balance

As may be seen in the spectograms
here illustrated, and the filter factor
chart, DuPont Superior II has very
closely the same color balance as Su-
perior I, except for a slight increase in

red sensitivity.

The DuPont Film Manufacturing Cor-
poration offers Superior II with the ex-
pectation that its exceptional speed, lati-

tude and grain will enable it to serve as
an effective tool in advancing the cine-

matographic art.

Hong Kong Takes American
Motion Pictures "As Is"

Censorship of American motion pic-

tures is notably more lenient in Hong
Kong than in most other parts of the
world, according to a report from Consul
John H. Bruins.
The only competition to American

films in the island colony comes from
Chinese-produced pictures, the report
indicates. Official figures show that in

the first nine months of this year 22.5

American feature films and 128 locally-

produced films were censored in Hong
Kong.

It is estimated that approximately 100
feature films will be produced in China
during the current year, which is double
the total of 1938. Chinese pictures, how-
ever, are technically inferior and the
domestic features cost less than S2000
each to produce.
There are 28 motion-picture theaters

in Hong Kong, having a total seating
capacity of 29,000.

Superior I

Spectograms demonstrating similarity of
color balance characteristics in DuPont
Superior I and Superior II negatives. Superior II
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Mountain
Aiutliority

Completes
Color

Feature
By CLIFFORD NELSON

SIERRA NEVADA
Grand Crescendo of California

SIERRA NEVADA is a delightfully
intimate color film describing some
of California's most spectacular high

mountain regions. It features the John
Muir Trail, which extends from Yosemite
National Park to Sequoia National Park.
This route takes one through a sublime
wilderness of mighty mountains, with
joyous streams and stupendous water-
falls, basins of gleaming blue waters,
icebergs, glaciers at work in the shadows
of the peaks, groves of lovely trees, gar-
den spots of delicate alpine flowers, and
incomparable mountain glows and magic
sunsets.

The picture is dedicated to John Muir,
famous and beloved California moun-
taineer. For the theme of "Sierra Ne-
vada" I chose one of his many beautiful
invitations to "climb the mountains":
Climb the mountains and get their glad

tidings.

Nature's peace will flow into you

As sunshine flows into trees.

The winds will blow their freshness into
you

And the storms their energy,

While cares will drop off like autumn
leaves.

Muir also stated: "I live to entice peo-
ple to learn of nature's loveliness." With
the hope of contributing to this fine ideal,

I made this color film describing an in-

teresting pack trip over the John Muir
Trail.

ITINERARY

Although the Muir Trail proper begins
at Tuolumne Meadows, I have also in-

cluded pictures of many interesting high-
lights of Yosemite National Park, such
as Yosemite Valley, the Big Trees, Hetch
Hetchy, Glacier Point, ascent of Half
Dome, and the popular Merced Lake-
Vogelsang Pass Trail, which is one of
the northern laterals to the Muir Trail.

Leaving Tuolumne Meadows, we fol-

low the Lyell Fork Trail, sometimes
walking over magic carpets of delicate
wildflowers. Finally we ascend to Dono-
hue Pass on the Sierra Crest, where ad-
mirable views of Mount Lyell and its

spectacular glacier are enjoyed.

To the south we get a glimpse of
Mount Hitter and Banner Peak, part of
the noble Hitter Range. Banner Peak
dominates Thousand Island Lake, which
is the site of one of our very interesting
camps. Although this lake is dotted with
rocky islets, and surrounded by rugged
barren slopes, its shores are covered
with green grass and coloi-ful flowers.

On the other side of a low ridge, we
see Garnet Lake, with Mount Hitter

crowning its mighty setting. Here we
find the pass between Garnet Lake and
Shadow Canyon blocked with snow, so

we detour about twenty miles in order
to get through to the other side of this

"We lienr the lienrtbcntft of Nnture."
Nelson, stnndi^ig, and his companion

in the Sierras.

otherwise easy mountain pass. On this

alternate trail we photogi-aph our best
collection of flowers.

Piling Beauties

Shadow Canyon presents a ti-emendous
concentration of mountain wonders.
Shadow Creek, Shadow Lake and Lake
Ediza, are dominated by Mount Hitter
and the Minarets. The latter are tre-

mendous walls of sheer rock with nu-
merous jagged spires and pinnacles
crowning the crest.

In the shadows of these heights we see

interesting glaciers, dazzling snow fields,

and a lake jeweled wath icebergs. Final-

ly, we thrill at the sight of an incom-
parable sunset effect on clouds which
are breaking up over the dark massive
silhouettes of Banner and Hitter. The
pictures of the wonders of uppei- Shadow
Canyon and the sunset climax complete
the first reel. An intermission usually
follows.

In describing the second reel I shall

merely mention a few of the most inter-

esting highlights. This part of the film

takes us from Shadow Canyon to Mount
Whitney in Sequoia National Park.

At Agnew Meadows we visit Mr. and
Mrs. Charlie Sonmiers, whose cordial
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"The. river gUjwH like a mirror, and in
every rapid the xun in sowing spangles."

"Godn are often judged by the peaks
they throw af/ainst the sky."

"Nevermore need one tveary or faint by
the way

Who gains tlie blessings of one moun-
tain day."

caring for the pack animals. Another
series describes the routine of a day in
camp, showing sleeping in bags, washing
in the stream, cooking breakfast, eating
a typical trail lunch, and finally prepar-
ing dinner.
The fishing story describes catching

the golden trout, preparing them for
cooking and then frying them to a crisp
golden brown.
The packing sequences describe such

conveniences as nests of pots, specially
made waterproof sacks, duffel bags, sad-
dle bags, etc., and also show how these
items are carried on the animal.
A few of these so called educational

picture incidents are rather thrilling.

Due to the extremely heavy snowfall
during the previous winter some of the
passes and many sections of the trail

were blocked with snow. I tried to point
out a few potential sources of danger
and explain how it is possible to avoid
or overcome them.
To the inexperienced mountaineer, this

series of educational pictures will present
interesting and valuable material for
practical use. The experienced moun-
taineer will delight in recalling memories
of his interesting trips.

CONTINUITY
The everchanging route of the trail

provides a fundamental background for
interesting and thrilling continuity. Ac-
tion is, of course, a most important fac-
tor. Various phases of this subject are
mentioned in connection with my de-
scriptions of our hiking and camping
activities. However, I might add that
even many of the scenic shots include at
least some suggestion of motion.
The titles are selected "poems in

prose" which, although brief, are rich

in meaning. They are little "thought
gems" that add a rather refreshing
sparkle to the pictures that follow them.
For example, when some people watch
us ascend a high mountain pass, they
question the safety of mountain trails.

I can't help but chuckle (and the audi-

ence chuckles with me) every time that
I read the title, which is John Muir's an-
swer to such a question: "These moun-
tain passes lead through regions that lie

far above the ordinary haunts of the
devil."

As a final finishing touch to the con-
tinuity of the pictures I prepared a de-

scriptive dialogue. In this dialogue,

combined with the plan of the pictures,

I have attempted to create a friendly
relationship between the "characters" on
the trip and the people in the audience.
"Hank," my congenial companion, is a
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"These beautiful days saturate them-
selves into every par-t of the body and

live always-"

"The Sierra are so hospitable, kindly and
tenderly inspiring. It seems strange that
every one does not come at their call."

"Glaciers are still at work in the shadoivs
of the peaks, and thousands of lakes and

meadows blooyn beneath them."

hospitality is recalled by many who
have packed into this section of the
Sierra. I took a few shots of their camp
in order to illustrate how easy it is to

reach various wildernesslike areas in the
Sierra from nearby pack stations.

A few miles out of Agnew Meadows we
view the Devils Post Pile. This curious
postlike structure consists of formations
of ci-ystalized columnar basalt, with
masses of broken columns beneath them.
It is one of the finest of such structures
in the United States, and ranks with
the Giant's Causeway in Ireland and
F'ingals Cave in Scotland.

Wide Angle Shots

On top of all of the high mountain
passes along the Muir Trail I have taken
wide angle shots of views looking toward
the north and of views looking toward
the south, in order to orientate the audi-
ence. For example, at Silver Pass, my
views looking toward the north include
our final glimpses of the already familiar
peaks of the Ritter Range.
Above Mono Creek we see a very in-

teresting "half dome" structure. My
telephoto shot reveals that it is a very
curious cross section of a volcanic crater.

After crossing over Bear Ridge, we
drop down to Bear Creek, where we ex-
perience, and of course photograph, de-
lightful fishing for golden trout.

In the spectacular Evolution country
we enjoy some of the most beautiful
meadows in the Sierra. Then we ascend
to Muir Pass (elevation 12,059 feet).

Unfortunately, space does not permit
me to follow through to the end of the
trip with this very sketchy description.
In this account, I merely attempt to give
the reader some idea of the trip and of

my motion picture record.
From Muir Pass to Mount Whitney

the country is equally beautiful, and
probably a bit more spectacular. I might
add, however, that the trail winds
through such lovely forested canyons as
Palisade Canyon and Woods Creek and
ascends to such heights as Mather Pass
(12,000 feet), Pinchot Pass (12,050 feet)
and Foresters Pass (13,200 feet). In
Sequoia National Park we ascend to the
summit of Mount Whitney (14,496 feet).

EDUCATIONAL
In addition ^to photographing the

beauties of these many mountain scenes
I took many picture sequences that illus-

trate the technique involved in making
a pack trip. I wanted the picture to be
instructive as well as entertaining, and
I tried to picture the answers to some
of the many questions that people ask
about such trips.

One series describes the importance of
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likeable outdoor youth, who is neither
camera-shy nor camera-conscious.
"Wheezer" is the big strong mule that

packs most of our supplies. "Tiger-
mule," on the other hand, is quite tem-
peramental. She coasts down hill with
the greatest of ease, but has to be towed
by "Wheezer" on the up-grades. That
"third person," whom so many people
insist must have been on the trip in order
to operate the camera, is none other
than the writer, who occasionally gets

into the picture by playing the dual role

of "camera starter and stoppei'," and
amateur actor.

PRESENTATIONS
"Sierra Navada" is presented with an

explanatory dialogue and background of

selected music. The film has been so

planned that the first half (1600 feet)

constitutes a general cross section of a
pack trip in the Sierra.

In this I'eel I have attempted to in-

clude shots of the most important phases
of trail camping.

Also the country visited includes a rich

variety of spectacular sceneiy. It begins
wdth some of the scenic wonders of Yo-
semite National Park, and climaxes with
the lakes, icebergs, glaciers, and peaks
of the Ritter Range. This reel provides
an ideal progi'am for groups that desire

a forty-five minute to one hour show.
The second half of the picture depicts

some of the most spectacular wilder-
ness areas in the entire Sierra Nevada
Range. The entire program can be pre-
sented in about an hour and forty min-
utes, including the intermission.
The showings in San Francisco and

the East Bay regions have been very
successful, as indicated by sold-out per-
formances as long as six days in advance,
extra shows, and a most enthusiastic re-

sponse in the form of sincere letters of
appreciation.
While in the mountains I always feel

that everyone should be there with me.
It is a genuine enjoyment that I sincere-

ly desire to shai-e freely. Quoting Muir
again, showing these pictures is my way
of "enticing people to leain of nature's
loveliness."

St. Paul Metropolitan Cine
(From the December Bulletin)

Our club picture "Active Spirits"
turned out fairly well. Made as it was
in one evening, with the characters hav-
ing no rehearsal, other than short in-

structions before each scene was taken,
the picture as a whole was good.
The instruction received by those tak-

ing part and also those looking on was
indeed something that could be obtained
nowhere else, and all agreed their fu-

ture pictures would be a whole lot bet-
ter as a result of the information and
instruction received that evening.

It goes without .saying Leo Zengerle
directed the picture like an old timer,
even to having a complete script from
which he directed the picture very
capably.
The characters were portrayed by

"Doc" Martineau and Ed Barber as

tourists and Roger Byrne as the waiter
in the cafe. Camera technique, light-
ing, make-up, exposure and composition
all received their share of attention, and
everyone present really had a chance
to go to "Movie School" that evening.

Those who served on the picture com-
mittee were Leo Zengerle, chairman;
John Bordenave, Harold Piggott and
Lyman Gallagher.
The State Conservation Department

which is desirous of having a picture
made showing the recreational possibili-

ties of Minnesota, met with representa-
tives of the club, Leo Zengerle, John
Bordenave, Joe Ermatinger, and the
matter was gone over.
While no definite decision has been

reached as yet, Mr. Kemp of the Depart-
ment was very much impressed with
the quality of the pictures screened
by our members. The following members
made a showing that evening: Ted.
Hotchkiss, Earl Waldorf, Ed Grumke,
Harold Piggott and Gilbert Peterson.

Academy's Research Council
Considers Program of 1940

In line with the trend for advance-
ment of motion pictures by means of new
research ideas, the Research Council of

the Academy of Motion Picture Arts and
Sciences is now considering its coming
year's program, with plans for even
more thorough consideration in the fields

Clifford Nelson
CLIFFORD NELSON, who has

written this description of his
feature-length 16mm. Kodachrome
subject, for several years has been
closely affiliated with playground
and visual recreation work in San
Francisco. In the last five years
he has developed a large boys' cen-
ter to the extent it has become na-
tionally recognized in the field of

juvenile delinquency prevention.

His conception and development
of the plan for visual recreation
proved to be a valuable asset to the
San Francisco Recreation Commis-
sion, both as a public I'elations and
an educational program.

Prior to the making of "Sierra
Nevada" all of Mr. Nelson's pic-

tures were made for the Recrea-
tion Department of San Francisco.
The present picture is his own. It

will be shown in Los Angeles on
the evening of Tuesday, Januai'y 9,

in Royce Hall Auditorium, on the
campus of the University of Cali-

fornia, at 8 o'clock.

Mr. Nelson, besides being an out-

door enthusiast and the maker of

many really high quality pictures
in color as well as in black and
white, is the author of the book
"Natural Color Film," now in its

second edition.

of photography, laboratory processing,
sound lecording, motion picture optics
and sound and picture projection than
previously.
Membership of the Research Council,

made up of one representative from each
studio, consists of John Aalberg, repre-
senting RKO Radio; Bernard Brown,
Universal; Farciot F^douait, Paramount;
E. H. Hansen, Twentieth Century-Fox;
Nathan Levinson, Warner Brothers;
John Livadary, Columbia; T. T. Moul-
ton, Samuel Goldwyn, and Douglas
Shearer, Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer.

Eastman Issuing Control
for Two Photoflood Lamps

Designed to prolong the life of Photo-
flood lamps and assure comfort for sub-
jects while a picture is being arranged,
a new Kodak control for photoflood
lamps is announced by Eastman.
The Kodak Control, a compact metal

box less than six inches square, accom-
modates up to six No. 1 Photofloods or
up to three No. 2 Photofloods. It plugs
into any power line of 100 to 125 volts,

either A.C. or D.C., and four sockets
are provided into which cords from
Photoflood lamps may be plugged.
During the time a person is being

posed, or a still-life subject is being
arranged, the lamps may be burned at
about half voltage, through use of the
"dim" switch setting on the Kodak Con-
trol. At this voltage, the lamps emit
enough light for working out a lighting
scheme, but heat and glare are greatly
reduced. This means added comfort
for all persons engaged, and helps in

handling many still-life subjects that
are sensitive to heat.
An interesting feature of the device

is that either the left-hand or right-hand
group of lights can be turned on or off

independently of the opposite group.
With the Kodak Control placed at camera
position, the photographer can shut off

or alter the lighting without the need
of moving from lamp to lamp.
When a lighting scheme has been

evolved and everything is ready for
the exposure, lamps may be instantly
switched to full brilliance for the few
seconds necessary, then returned to the
convenient and economical low voltage
during preparations for the next shot.

Priced at $4. .50, handsomely finished

in brown wrinkle with "dim" and
"bright" lettering in white, the Kodak
Control for Photoflood lamps makes an
excellent holiday gift for the serious
amateur photographer. Complete in-

structions are furnished with each con-
trol.

Agfa Announces New Trays
Announcement is made that the 4 by 6

inch composition developing trays, mar-
keted by Agfa Ansco, are now being
superseded by trays of the same size,

made of genuine hard rubber. Amateur
photographers will be interested to know
that the new hard rubber trays are avail-

able at the list price of 20 cents each,

a new low price for trays of this quality.
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Composition

Is Simple

—Pephaps—
IbiuLt Very
Important

By JAMES A. SHERLOCK

ACTION is a dynamic force in a mov-
ing picture, but is not sufficient to

hold attention without that elusive
quality known as "Picture Composition,"
difficult enough to obtain in the reflex

viewfinder of a still camera but ten times
more difficult to acquire in the small
viewfinder of any cine camera.

If the amateur cinesmith wishes to

add Picture Composition to his films he
can easily develop a picture conscious
eye that will naturally select a good cam-
era angle for every shot. A study of

good work done by artists and still pho-
tographers will assist, but will also prove
to the cinematographer that he must be
careful in selecting camera angles as the

size and shape of the "field" in a moving
picture remains permanent after the film

has been exposed.
A good scene will have an abstract

quality that suggests much more than it

actually shows. A visit to the local art
galleiy by a movie maker in a receptive
mood will prove this point more than
any words, and a study of works of art
will show that most paintings are BUILT
on some geometrical pattern that has the
power to attract the eye and HOLD at-

tention.

Why "Old Masters"

The "S" curve suggests depth and
beauty, the Diagonal is used for speed

I'he simplest method of obtaininf/ depth
to a scene is to fraine it. Photo by Eric

Merton.

or movement, the Triangle or Pyramid
suggests strength and stability. Radia-
tion suggests growth and the Rectangle
is used if dignity is emphasized.

Great artists have used these forms on
which to BUILD pictures that have
stood the test of time, and a study of
their etchings or paintings explain why
they are known as Old Masters. Their
work holds the most casual eye in chan-
nels that all lead into the picture and
attract attention long enough till the
viewer appreciates the abstract meaning
of the Master.

All mentioned geometrical forms are
now used by the world's best professional
cinematographers when photographing
either an interior or exterior. They use
a particular design to suggest a mood
in keeping with the scene. Sometimes a
geometrical design is used to group or
pose characters, while at other times the
design is in the set or scene.

Geometry Valuable

This might seem a little involved to

the amateur who has not yet troubled
about this absorbing phase of movie-
making, but once the first few rules are
learned, the cinesmith will find an added
pleasure to his fascinating hobby and
his work will be of a higher standard,
particularly if he is observant and has
imagination.

There are many books written on still

picture composition that will intei'est the
cine woi'ker. They explain that every
scene as a whole must be studied and
correctly balanced with flowing lines

that lead the eye into the picture.

Most rules governing still picture com-
position are applicable to moving pic-

tures, but are not strictly followed by
the cinematographer with imagination,
who cuts a scene when the action I'eaches

its climax, then follows with a shot that

Each scene must have a dynamic ap-
peal that compels the viewer to look,

and having seen, to understand.
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has a pleasing- camera angle pioducinjj'

a smooth change of scene.

One of the most enjoyable aspects of

a good motion picture is the careful cam-
era angles chosen to secure successive
scenes that are restful to the eye.

Unlike the painter who can eliminate
or add what he wishes, the moviemaker
must carefully choose the best position
for his camera with the knowledge that
every tone of light and shade will reinain
permanently as each scene is photo-
graphed.

What Makes Depth

The sense of depth is a vital part of

all moving- pictures and good cameramen
use light and shade to suggest the feel-

ing of the third dimension on a screen
that has but two dimensions.
To create this illusion a series of ob-

jects must be placed at different dis-

tances from the camera. It is the sug-
gestion of space between objects that all

cameramen should strive for when seek-
ing pictorial effect. When black and
white film is used, light must fall from
an angle and break the picture into vari-
ous shapes, thereby causing shadows to
fall diagonally on the scene.
With color film this is not as impor-

tant, as different colors separate the ob-
jects, but even when using- the latter film
shadows should not be avoided.
On occasions the beginner will select a

camera angle which shows perspective,
texture and harmony, but unless he has
had previous experience with a still cam-
era his early pictures will be flat and
dull.

Thin picture in spoiled hy tlie inclusion of
the fence in the foreground which takes
the eye out of th,e scene. Cover it and

notice the difference.

Using a camera outdoors, long shad-
ows are to be gathered in early morning
or late evening. Nature is then at her
best for the pictorialist. Landscapes and
buildings are draped with long trailing

shadows. If the building is light in color

a heavy filter is used to give contrast be-
tween the sky and architecture. If it is a
dark building try for a white cloud be-
hind it. The contrast of tones give a
suggestion of depth.

Line of Beauty

By having a road or river recede from
the camera in the form of the letter "S"
depth is felt in a decided manner. This
form of picture composition is to be

There are many yood points about thi^
still. Notice the S curve finishing in the
bottom, left hand corner, also lines lea/i-

iny to the nuiin point of interest whick
has not been placed in the center of the

jnctiire. Photo by Eric Merton.

found everywhere; in a shapely woman's
figure, cumulus clouds, winding paths, a
winding brook, breakers on the seashore,
in fact it appears more often in nature
than any other form of picture composi-
tion and is most pleasing to the eye. It

is known as the line of beauty.
The simplest method of obtaining

depth in a scene is to frame it. "Fram-
ing" means placing an object along or
near the edge of a picture but the object
should be small and of a medium tone
and should not contain distracting con-
trasts. If the "Frame" is in keeping
with the mood of the scene so much the
better.

For example, when photographing a
landscape, have a small tree near one of
the lower corners of the viewfinder; then
in a seascape, include a small boat in a
similar spot. In street scenes, a sta-

tionary vehicle or traffic signal can be
used; when photographing architecture
look round for an archway, but remem-
ber the framing must be used to attract
attention to the center of interest.

Framing a Breeze

Another popular form of "Framing"
is the use of a branch of a tree. This is

particularly advantageous when photo-
graphing a scene that has little i-nove-

ment. A real tree is best, but a small
branch can be held a few feet in front
of the camera. If there is no wind, the
branch could be gently swayed as the
film is running through the camera.

(Continued on Page 39)
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Making Modern Matte^Sliots

DURING recent years the increas-

ing use of Technicolor photog-
raphy, especially evident at the

Warner Brothers' studio, has brought
new problems to the making of matte-
shots.

It is no longer enough to match mere-
ly the alignment, line, form and tonal
values of the two elements of the shot:

the color values must also be matched
perfectly, or the composite shot will lose

its naturalness. On the other hand, it

is becoming evident that color offers

highly inviting possibilities in utilizing

matte-shots.
Color matching must be done in two

senses. It is obvious that the coloring
of the actual set or landscape of the

live-action portion of the shot must be
precisely matched by the coloring of their

respective continuations in the painting.

This is by no means easy.
Two pigments which give visually

identical color impressions very frequent-
ly may not photograph the same in

Technicolor. It is entirely possible that

the pigments used to paint a set may
not photograph with the same Techni-
color values as will visually identical

pigments used in producing the matte-
painting.

Therefore more than ordinarily close

coordination between the matte-shot per-
sonnel, the set, the art, and painting
departments is necessary. The matte
painter must not only know what colors
were used in the set, but what paints
were used to produce those colors. Where
it is possible, he should have samples of
the colors and paints used. The same,
of course, is also true of fabrics and the
like where they enter the matte painter's
problem.
To date, we have found no method of

making natural color frame enlargements
to guide the painter as the monochrome
frame enlargements do.

By Byron Haskin^

Head of Department of Special Effects
Warner Brothers-First National Stiidios

In Two Articles

ARTICLE II

There are color print processes which
will yield good color prints from Tech-
nicolor negatives, it is true; but they
are slow and troublesome, and—most im-
portant—they do not use dyes which
give the same results as those used in

Technicolor printing. And unless the
print gave the same chromatic balance
as the ultimate Technicolor print it would
be valueless for precise work.
Our greatest reliance is therefore

placed on projection and inspection of
the actual Technicolor negatives, and
upon careful study of the natural-colored
Technicolor "pilot" prints in a magnify-
ing viewer.
The light illuminating this viewer

must, of course, be filtered to match
Technicolor projection standards, for ob-
viously one would get an erroneous im-
pression of color if he viewed the pilot

by a ruddy, low-intensity incandescent
light instead of a whiter illuminant.

Color of Lighting Important

Equally important is the color of the
lighting used in photographing the matte-
painting. Most Technicolor interiors are
lit with special arc equipment which
gives a light very closely matched to

natural daylight.

Left, view of matte-shot photograplii)i(j
room, note absence of electric cables;
outlets are placed in floor, conveniently
close to lamp positions. Right, photo-
grnpliinff a matte painting for a scene

from "Robin Hood."

If, then, the painting was photo-
graphed under ordinary Mazda lighting,

it would have a strongly red-orange hue
which would be basically different from
the natural coloring of the rest of the
shot.

Our matte-shop camera room is

equipped with B-M Keglites, which are,

of course, incandescent units. From our
viewpoint, incandescent lamps are far
more convenient for matte-shot illumina-
tion. So we fit our lamps with the spe-
cial, high color temperature "CP" type
globes, and special daylight corrective
filters.

The result is Mazda light corrected to

an acceptable match to Technicolor's
daylight standard. It is necessary, how-
ever, to take special care to guard
against changes in the color tempera-
ture of the globes, and against deteriora-
tion of the corrective filters.

With these precautions, making matte-
shots in Technicolor is not particularly
difficult. Variations in the color balance
of prints seem to constitute the re-
maining difficulty, and this is of course
beyond our control.

It is possible, however, to plan a matte-
painting on the basis of a color pilot

which, as a "rush" print, has not been
printed in perfect color-balance, and
find that when the shot is finally com-
pleted and the full print made a dif-

ference in printing color balance has
affected your color matching.

Increasingly close coordination with
the Technicolor laboratory and the steady
improvement in Technicolor printing are
slowly minimizing this problem.

Technicolor Softness an Asset

In many phases of camerawork the
slight tendency toward softness or de-
creased definition apparently inherent in

Technicolor's three-negative method and
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Bottom, setting built for "ElizahetJi and
Esaex." Center, nhoiving area matted
out. Top, the completed matte-shot.
(Enlargements from Technicolor nega-

tive.)

imbibition trichrome printing has been
deplored.

In making matte-shots, however, it

appears to be a definite asset, for it

gives us a better blend, and a more
convincing appearance than does the
more sharply defined monochrome.

This, combined with Detlefsen's skill

in painting his mattes in color, has made
our many Technicolor matte-shots sur-
prisingly eff'ective. It may seem like

a press agent's blurb to say so, but it

is a fact that, as many unbiased ob-
servers have told us, matte-shots in

color seem to convey an even greater
illusion of actuality than they do in

monochrome.
The possible combination of matte-

shots with other special effects methods,
like projected backgrounds, miniatures,
and the like, are endless, either in color

or monochrome. Multiple matting, for
instance, offers valuable possibilities of

making the live action at one take, other
foreground action at another, and blend-

ing the two together by means of a

matte painting.

Avoid Great Expense

In one recent production, for exam-
ple, we utilized back-projection of a
miniature as a background for the ac-

tion of the principals; in the immediate
foreground a separate take provided
surf, and these two elements were bound
together by a multiple-matted painting
to form a composition which would have
been both difficult and expensive to pho-
tograph by conventional methods.
As regards production economy, a re-

cent, routine shot tells its own story.

The script required action on a high
trestle of a logging railway. The near-
est actual location of this nature would
have been more than six hundred miles
from the studio.

But a suitable railway bridge was
found less than a dozen miles from
the studio. Matte paintings changed
this bridge into a much higher timber
trestle, and replaced the background
with typical north-country scenery.
The artist even transformed a con-

veniently placed telegraph pole into a
tall pine tree! The scene was quickly
shot with doubles, and while the matte-
painter finished the shot the principals
enacted the closeups on a studio stage,
with a simple bridge railing and a sky
backing for "location."
The resulting sequence was as con-

vincing as if the action had been filmed
on a distant location—and the saving in
time, effort and production cost marked
another routine step in the constant
effort to obtain economy in production
without sacrificing production values.

Germany's motion picture industry,
cooperating with the military and civil
authorities, is making every effort to
have the moton picture theaters in occu-
pied Poland resume operations.
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RESPONSIBLE
LEADERSHIP

EASTMAN'S negative films—P/ms-X,

Super-XX^ Background'X—have special

features that more than meet every con-

tingency. This ability is backed up by

unmatched photographic quality and

unvarying uniformity, the vital factors

in Eastman leadership for over fifty

years. Eastman Kodak Company, Roch-

ester, N. Y. (J. E. Brulatour, Inc., Dis-

tributors, Fort Lee, Chicago, Hollywood.)

EASTM J

PLIJS-X SUPER-XX
for ffenerat stutlio use for all diffieuMt shots

BACKGROIJND-X
for hfictitfrounds uuti fff»nvrul vxU*rior uork
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Mrs, Snrmiemiaii Makes Pictorial

D1ary of Prewar Europe
nrHAT was at least an unusual sum-

. nier experienced by Mrs. Charles
A D. Zimmerman of the Los Angeles

Cinema Club. From the time she left

her home in Los Angeles until she

returned she consumed practically three

months. She traveled by easy stages

by automobile to Quebec, a matter of a

couple of weeks, and on June .'5()th sailed

on the Empress of Australia.

She was accompanied by three of her
four children. George is at Stanford and
Susanne and Charles are at U. S. C. A
third son is a senior at John Burroughs
High. As the three are active in their

college work Mrs. Zimmerman planned
a summer in which they should all be
together. In the party also was Mrs.

Fritz M. Pistor of Los Angeles. With
the two

.
sons taking turns in driving

the family car they would be able to

go and come as and when they pleased.

Mrs. Zimmerman was not unmindful
that in this respect she would be at a

decided advantage in the pursuit of her
favorite pastime—the taking of pictures.

There would be no cut and dried itin-

erary. She would be subject to the

beck and call of no one unless it orig-

inated within her own family when she
asked to stop the car every few miles.

And in that matter of taking pic-

tures Mrs. Zimmerman really was ex-

pert. She had been taking them ever
since the older children were young.
And as they took on stature she took
on skill.

As an earnest of her intentions in a
picturemaking way for ths summer she

By George Blaisdell

was taking along with her on the boat
from Quebec to Europe a matter of

4800 feet of Kodachrome, as she could

not depend upon buying over there.

Two hundred feet of it were shown
at the annual banquet of the Los An-
geles Cinema Club on the night of De-
cember .'3. The title was "Holland."

Wins First Prize

The subject was awarded first color

prize. Speaking conservatively, it was
beautifully done. It was not particular-

ly in any one department or one phase
of a motion picture that the- subject
excelled, but it seemed to be in all of
them. Any amateur or at least the aver-
age amateur knows how easily one may
make a slip, but apparently there was
no time for such an accident here.

The filming of the Island of Marken,
which was done in a brief half hour,
was of a remarkable even quality—and
that applies particularly to the photog-
raphy. We are told that in Kodachrome
the latitude of the photographer is less

than that in black and white; that the
exposure should be on the nose.

This exposure really was on the nose.
The pictures were taken in and around

the Holland towns of Vollendam and
Marken, characterized by a garb peculiar
to the locale. Certainly it was pic-

turesque. The day was a Sunday, and
the natives all were on show. They
were of every age, from infancy to old

age. One of the most interesting se-

quences was of two seasoned old salts

strolling along in front of the church.
Like two variety artists of another day,
they walked up and down.

Mrs. Zimmerman said that whereas
at one time she had used black and
white exclusively, there never had been
any doubt as to what she wanted once
she had tried color. "There is a thrill

in color," she declared. "What a dif-

ference it makes—whether you are work-
ing in black and white or in color—

-

when you focus on a beautiful flower-
ing bush? What you see with your eyes
you may visualize on the screen. For
me the black and white has no com-
parison with the appeal that rides in

color. I think in color!

"I took two black and white films

which proved to be a total loss. That
is, the color was so definitely outstand-
ing they were lost by comparison.

Likes Simple Titles

"I had good fortune with my process-
ing, good in final results. I think I al-

most lost my mind waiting for the re-

turn of some of the films, especially
three packages which I had forwarded
from Monte Carlo to Rochester. I had
five films processed in England, five in

Berlin, three in Paris, and mailed twelve
from Rome to Rochester. These latter
were two months in getting back to

Los Angeles."
Nor do a multiplicity of titles appeal

to the photographer. When possible she
enjoys showing her film to friends and
verbally describing the scenes as they
are unreeled. Her pictures mainly are
edited from that point of view. It is

her experience her friends so prefer to
have it. They have the feeling, they
tell her, of having taken a trip abroad
or to the point portrayed on the screen.
The camera used by Mrs. Zimmerman

is a Bell & Howell TOD. It has a turret
head, with a 3% -inch Taylor-Hobson 3.5

lens, a regular Taylor-Hobson 3.5 1-inch
lens, a 1.8 Cooke which is used when
light is poor. "I use standard lens when
I can to secure sharp background," said
Mrs. Zimmerman. "I think most peo-
ple like to see what is in the back-
ground as well as what is in the fore-
ground.

"I have a wide-angle 2.5 lens which
comes very handy. In Germany I bought
a 2-inch telephoto 2.5 Dallmeyer lens
made for a Bell & Howell." A Weston
meter is employed on all pictures.

The first stop from Quebec was Eng-
land. Landing at Southampton, London

Tlie party—Clinrles Zimmerman, Su-
sanne Zimmerman, Mrs. Mildred Zim-
mei-man, Mrs. Fritz M. Pistor, George

Zimmerman
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Mrs. Charles D. (Mildred) Zimmerman
in Berchtesgaden, Bavariati Alps, locale

made famous by the Hitler retreat.

Siisayine Zimmerman

George Zimmerman at Berchtesgaden

Charles Zimmerman, the bearer of the
camera and tripod

and the countryside were toured and a

night boat was taken from England to

Holland. Truly the gateway to Germany,
arrangements had been made for but a

brief stop.

Bright sunlight prevailed while the

camera was in work, but clouds por-

tended rain. Consequently what pictures

were taken were "on the dead run." It

was all to her later regret, however,
for on various occasions she "laid awake
nights recalling all the fine shots" she

did not wait for.

No Pictures on Shipboard

The tour extended to Northern and
Southern Germany, Budapest, Switzer-

land, Italy, French Riviera and Monte
Carlo, from which point films were for-

warded. These arrived in Los Angeles
a month after Mrs. Zimmerman's return.

Then came France, the Grand Route des

Alpes, and scenically gorgeous Geneva.
From Paris they drove to Cherbourg,
where in great anxiety they awaited the

Empress of Britain for the return to

Quebec.

The Britain was due to sail on Sep-
tember 2, and Mrs. Zimmerman was
particularly anxious to connect with the

boat. She was assured later bookings
were problematical as to promptness.
However the Britain sailed on schedule,

Sept. 2. That was the day on which
the Athenia was sunk, to the north of

them. Passengers were not notified.

The speedy vessel sailed 400 miles off

of her course, zig-zagging with absolute
blackout at night. Every passenger was
carrying a lifebelt on ofi'icial orders from
the Admiralty. Asked if any pictures
were taken on board, Mrs. Zimmerman
shook her head in the negative.
"The situation seemed to be too seri-

ous to dramatize on film," she said.

"I'll admit I would like to have a picture
of life on that boat for the six days'
crossing, but we were not thinking in

terms of motion pictures," she added.
Mrs. Zimmerman does her own edit-

ing. She is interested now in illum-
inated titles, which she plans to do for
herself. She admires the results se-

cured by professionals with the aid of
an air brush and is considering the
taking of lessons in the field of hand-
painted titles.

She realizes the making of these is

an accomplishment in itself—that there
is much to be acquired in the way of
skill—in painting the backgrounds and
in the lettering. Already she possesses
a creditable collection of her own water
colors which she is mulling over.
Most men and women will rest quite
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contented if they can put on for their

friends' entertainment such examples of

photography as Mrs. Zimmerman dis-

played the night of the Cinema Club's

annual dinner; a few perhaps will strive

to master in addition what may be
described as an added art and a craft

A TREND toward better understand-

ing between the non-theatrical and
theatrical film industries was fore-

shadowed in a statement released by the

recently formed Allied Non-Theatrical

Film Association, with offices at 1600

Broadway, New York.

The association took friendly issue

with the action of the thirteenth annual
convention of the Associated Theatre
Owners of Indiana, which demanded that

the film industry discontinue the release

of pictures for 16mm. distribution.

"The Allied Non-Theatrical Film As-
sociation, while it respects the belief of

exhibitors that the theatrical motion pic-

ture is primarily an entertainment form,
takes this occasion to point out that

films and projectors have other legiti-

mate uses; education, instruction, ad-

vertising and constructive propaganda
of various types," the statement said.

"These uses were not invented by the
16mm. industry. On the contrary, the
16mm. industry came into being because
there was a demand for films and for

types of exhibition which could not be
met by the entertainment industry.

"The demand of 35mm. exhibitors that

Los Angeles Cinema Club's

Head for 1940 Is Ed Pyle

Edward J. Pyle, Jr., was elected presi-

dent of the Los Angeles Cinema Club at

the organization's annual banquet, held
at the Hotel Mayfair, December 5. Other
officers for the coming year included D.
S. Kilgour, vice president, and William
Hight, secretary-treasurer. Retiring
president James Mitchell acted as toast-

master, and over 80 members and guests
attended.

The feature of the evening was the
presentation of the prize-winning films in

the Club's annual contest. Competition
was divided into separate classifications

for black-and-white and Kodachrome
films, with three prizes awarded in each
group.

Premier winner in the monochrome
group was "Building a Home," filmed by
Giles de Tremaudan. This 400-foot reel

very completely detailed the building of a
house from the initial sketches through
to completion. Photographed necessa-
rily under conditions of weather and

—-painting in oils or water colors and
hand lettering.

Mrs. Zimmerman is strong for her club

affiliations. "I think joining the Los
Angeles Cinema Club has helped me
concentrate on accuracy, both in taking
and in editing my pictures," she said.

no films shall be released for 16mm. dis-

tribution implies a denial of the im-
portant moral, social and educational in-

fluence which films, regardless of widt»i,

can exercise beyond the walls of the

regular movie house. One of the peren-
nial bugaboos of the theatrical industry
has been the sponsored film, and the

16mm. field has continuously served as

a safety valve for this explosive pos-
sibility.

"It should also be noted that if the
attitude expressed in the recent resolu-

tion of the Indiana State Exhibitors As-
sociation should ever prevail, the entire

film industry would incur the deep re-

sentment of thousands of school teachers,
social workers, professionals, civic lead-

ers and other groups which use 16mm.
films for constructive, legitimate pur-
poses of their own.

"It is the hope of the Allied Non-
Theatrical Film Association that any
abuses which may exist in the non-
theatrical field can be eliminated by our
organization and that some permanent
basis can be found, in the near future,

for the harmonious co-existence of the-

atrical and non-theatrical film enter-
prises."

lighting that were sometimes adverse, the
judges pronounced this film an outstand-
ing example of smooth and complete
continuity.

Second place was awarded to "The
Caldron," a "candid movie" impression
of unposed happenings in a public park,
filmed by Dr. Roy E. Gerstenkorn, and
described in detail in the May 1939 issue

of The American Cinematographer.

Third place in the black-and-white
group went to Dr. Harold Lincoln Thomp-
son's "Towzy Tyke," a thoroughly ap-
pealing one-reeler of the career of a
scotty. Expertly edited and cleverly
titled, the film was assembled of scenes
filmed over a period of several years, and
was more than ordinarily interesting.

First award in the color group went to

Mrs. Charles D. (Mildred) Zimmerman
for her too-short film on "Holland."
Beautifully photographed, and abound-
ing in human-interest touches not always
found in amateur travel films, this film,

which was only about 200 feet in length,
left the audience audibly wishing for
more—praise indeed in a club whose
members are inveterate globe-trotters!

Second award for color went to K. F.

G. Chapman for his film, "Flowerland."
In this Chapman took an admittedly
hackneyed subject—flowers — and ren-
dered them more interesting by a skill-

ful combination of excellent Kodachrome
camerawork and a dazzling display of
lap-dissolves and similar optical transi-
tions.

Third place in the color group was
given to Charter member C. Earle
Memory for his film "Tomorrow's World."
This film, dealing with the New York
World's F'air, treated its subject capably
and with such completeness that the
maker's remark that it had been filmed in

a two-day visit to the exposition seemed
incredible, even when spoken by the
club's energetic founder and consistent-
ly dissenting minority. W. S.

Los Angeles 8 mm. Members
Celebrate Annual Dinner

The annual banquet, which replaced the
December meeting of the Los Angeles
8 mm. Club, was held at the fashionable
Elks Club, overlooking beautiful West-
lake Park in Los Angeles.

After the dinner, and after comments
and remarks had been made by the re-

tiring officers, Alexander Leitch, the
president, introduced the new officers

for the year 1940. Elected at the Novem-
ber meeting, they were as follows:
William Wade, president; A. J. Zeman,
vice president; Leo Caloia, secretary;
William Miller, treasurer.

Claude Cadarette, founder of the club
and member of the Board of Governors,
then presented Mr. Leitch with a pin
from the members as a token of appre-
ciation for his untiring efforts and in-

terest in behalf of the club.

The main event of the evening was the
announcing of the winners of the an-
nual contest, which was done by William
Stull, A S. C. First prize went to William
Wade for his very fine production, "It
May Happen To You." This picture also
was awarded the Horton vacation trophy,
as the best vacation picture submitted
during the year. Other prize winners
were as follows:
Paul Cramer, "Conscience."
Leon Sprague, "San Francisco Exposi-

tion."

Leo Caloia, "The Lady on June Street"
(one of ten best).

Earl Janda, "Boat Fever."
Al Leitch, "Oranges."
Dr. E. P. Boiler, "Trail Riders."
Mrs. C. H. Taber, "Artist's Revenge."
Lewis B. Reed, "Watch the Birdie."
A. B. Callow, "Inventitis."

Allen P. Smith, "Santa Fe in Minia-
ture."

Jack Cornell, "San Francisco Fair."
George L. Johnson, "Alaska Vaca-

tion."

Arbogast-Lee—"Jungle Fever."
Through the courtesy of the East-

man Kodak Company, six of the prize
winning pictures were projected on the
new Eastman Model 70 Projector. The
meeting adjourned at 11:30 p. m.

LEO CALOIA, Secretary.

NON^THEATRICAL GROUP
DENIES THEATRE DEMAND
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says

JOSEPH RITTENBER6, A.S.C.

"k\\ scenes match perfectly in exposure and

printing density when this dual-range meter is used

"To be valuable to a Hollywood cinematographer, an exposure meter
must be as dependable under the extreme low-key lightings possible on
the sound-stage with today's fast films, as it is under the brightest glare

of the California sun on location," continued Mr. Rittenberg. "My new
Weston Master is the first meter I have found with this dual-range
performance. It is dual-range in another way, too, for it combines pro-

fessional accuracy and amateur simplicity — a very valuable feature in

our work, where every minute's delay can add hundreds of dollars to

a picture's costs.

"Using this new meter has helped me simplify one of the worst prob-
lems of modern studio camerawork. Often while I am photographing the

dramatic parts of a picture, other cinematographers are filming dance
numbers, location exteriors and other important sequences. They may
have methods of lighting and exposure different from mine — yet all of

our scenes must match perfectly in exposure and printing density to

make a photographically successful production. Thanks to the Master,
they all blend together perfectly. You are to be congratulated on build-

ing such a fine instrument." Weston Electrical Instrument Corporation,

598 Frelinghuysen Avenue, Newark, New Jersey.

'QftadJei FEATURES
AUTOMATIC "high LIGHT," "LOW
light" scales — provide greater scale

length with utmost readability; no con-

fusing, congested numbers at either end.

*
EXTREME sensitivity — gives depend-
able settings in light as low as 1/10
candle per square foot.

*
increased brightness range — pro-

vides for measurements in extremely
bright light, up to 1600 candles per
square foot.

*
LIMITED viewing ANGLE — gives better

pictures outdoors as well as for color

and cine work.
*

FLUORESCENT . . . TUNGSTEN . . . DAY-
LIGHT . . . dependable settings under all

types of lighting.

Rugged instrument movement and her-

metically sealed photo-cell assures de-
pendability . . . improved calculator dial

with speeds to 800 WESTON.
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OTbtainiiig Increased Illumination for

Fine Grain Film Recording
By O. L. DUPY and JOHN K. BILLIARD

THE current use of fine grain posi-

tive stock for recording and print-

ing of Variable Density film rec-

ords has brought about demands for in-

creased illumination due to the fact its

speed is 1/6 that of ordinary positive.

A mercury lamp which has a rating
of 85 watts at 250 volts has been used
in most cases. However, in some cases
greater illumination is required than
that which can be obtained at its normal
rating. To produce this greater illumina-
tion the outer jacket was removed from
the lamp and a new one which had an
inlet and outlet for air was provided.

By means of a blower sufficient air

was passed through the tube to keep the
quartz tube below the melting point.

Under this condition it is possible to
obtain from two to three times more
illumination with a power input as high
as 300 watts.

Automatic Control

It was found that the best operating
condition was with an amount of air
which reduced the voltage on the lamp
down to 150 volts and the current went
to 2 amps.
To stabilize the illumination, because

of slight variation in voltage from the

supply of air temperature, a method was
finally adopted which gave an automatic
control over wide ranges of air tempera-
ture and supply voltage.

This method consists of using a small
series D.C. motor placed directly across
the lamp terminals in order to operate
the blower fan. The amount of air de-
livered then is proportionate to the
square of the voltage across the lamp.

If the supply voltage tends to de-
crease, the motor slows down, delivering
less air, and the lamp heats up, decreas-
ing the rising current to keep the volt-

age constant, and the illumination is

unchanged.

If the voltage rises, the motor speeds
up, and forces more air to cool the
lamp, and the voltage goes down and
the current rises to a normal value to
maintain a constant wattage and illu-

mination. It is possible with such a
regulator to vary the current and volt-

age over a wide range to maintain a
given wattage.

This is due to the non-linear character-
istic of the blower-motor which when
combined with the lamp characteristic
permits stable operation at any wattage.
The electrodes do not evaporate for cur-
rents below 2 amps.

Thus it is possible to operate at 200
watts with 100 volts arc drop and 2 amp.
current or 150 volts arc drop and 1.33
amp. or at 300 watts with 150 volts arc
drop 2 amps, is required.

The more air that is used reduces the
efficiency between power input and illu-

mination somewhat, but since absolute
efficiency is not important it is possible
to use the lamp over the indicated lati-

tude with reasonable life.

Since the mercury arc lamp when
started draws a very high current and
has an arc drop around 15 to 25 volts,

depending upon the temperature, a non-
linear resistance or current limiter is

necessary for automatic starting.

The ordinary incandescent lamp is

sufficiently non-linear, so that it can be
used for this purpose. By this method
when the arc drop is low, the voltage
across the incandescent lamp is high,
and when the arc voltage builds up the
incandescent lamp voltage goes down,
allowing the arc to absorb the required
power.

Where a wide range of current is re-
quired, the lamps are changed in size
so as to allow the proper current.

In order to keep the D.C. supply volt-

age as low as possible, the lamps are
started by external means. A high fre-
quency buzzer or spark coil is held near
the lamp to break the arc down. In this
way a 200 or 350 volt D.C. supply can
be used.

Otherwise, a 500 to 600 volt supply
would be needed in order that the arc
be started. At 350 volts the arc then
can be started by static electricity such
as can be obtained by rubbing a piece
of glass with silk. Figure 1 shows a
schematic set up on the equipment.

Agfa Adds Darkroom Outfit

Agfa AnSCO Corporation announces the
addition of a new darkroom lamp and
filter outfit to its line of photographic
equipment items.

The new outfit includes an Agfa 3\i
by 4 ^4 -inch Safelite Lamp housing and
socket, one A3 Green Filter, one A6
Yellow-Green Filter and one A7 Red
Filter. The filters, which are all 3% by
4% inches in size, are designed to pro-
vide maximum visibility with complete
safety when correctly used and fitted

with a standard 10-watt frosted Mazda
lamp.

SERIES MOTOR

RUBBER
TUBE

3 60 V. D.C
SUPPLY

D.P.ST. SWITCH
OPEN FOR LOW INTENSITY
CLOSED FOR HIGH INTENSITY.
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im anffes Iimprove

amera JDomLipmeiit
By EDWARD KEARNS, Assistant Cameraman

RIGHT now all of us in the industry
are being asked to cooperate in

finding ways to make production
more efficient—in finding ways to save
time and money. As many people have
pointed out, there are many little ways
in which we can effect savings of time
and money which, while small in them-
selves, none the less can mount up to

form very welcome economies.
As a practical assistant cameraman

who has had the pleasure of working
with many different directors of pho-
tography, on every sort of film from
major studio "specials" to quickies, I'd

like to point out a few such little details

which could, at little or no cost, add
greatly to the speed and convenience of
routine camerawork.

Just as a starter, let's take one of
the most familiar matters of every day
operation : focusing. The Mitchell cam-
era, which most of us use, is equipped
with a focusing telescope which in turn
has an ocular adjustable to the individ-
ual eye.

That's fine—but what happens when,
as is usually the case, each of the three
men in the crew who use it have eyes
that focus differently?

Each May Change
If I, as the assistant, adjust the eye-

piece to suit my eye, it is very likely
that it will not be focused correctly to
suit the eye of the operative camera-
man. So when I have the camera fo-
cused on a scene my operative can't ac-
curately check the shot until he has
taken time to refocus that eyepiece for
his own eye.
Then if the director of photography

wants to take a last minute glance
through the camera, to make sure that
both the operative and I have done our
work correctly, nine times out of ten
he, too, must delay a moment or so
while he readjusts the ocular to his
own eye!

All told, it is only a loss of a dozen
seconds for each of us: but it happens
on every set-up — usually on every
"take," and it can pyramid into a really
noticeable total of lost time and motion
in the course of even a single day's
shooting.
There are several ways of overcoming

this. On my last picture, for instance, I

scratched some crude calibrations on the
eyepiece tube of the camera, so that all

I needed to do was to give the tube a

quick pull or push to the mark, and be
sure that the eyepiece would be pretty
well focused for whichever of my fel-

low-workers wanted to look through the
camera.
Some cameras—among them I be-

lieve the new French Eclair, described
in the September issue of /this maga-
zine, and the 20th Century-Fox Camera
built by Grover Laube—have eyepieces
that are calibrated much the same way
as the oculars of telescopes or binocu-
lars, with a center line for average
eyes, and uniformly marked "plus" and
"minus" calibrations for eyes nearer
or farther sighted than average. That's
a step in the right direction!

Saving Time and Bother

But since this inatter of looking
through the camera is one that is gone
through hundreds of times each day,
wouldn't it be worthwhile to fit the eye-
piece with some sort of a semi-auto-
matic, pre-set control ? That way, it

could be set, let's say, so that it would
normally be focused to suit either the
operative or the assistant.
But by depressing a handy lever be-

side the eyepiece the director of pho-
tography could snap the system into
perfect focus for his own eyes. Releas-
ing the lever would automatically snap
the focus back to what was right for the

IN "Charlie McCarthy, Detective," as
in all of these pictures in which
Charlie is given the leading part, it

seems to be the regular story. Charlie
or rather his sponsor, Edgar Bergen,
A.S.C., takes the leading part and no one
else seems to have much chance.

Charlie here sings a song which suc-
ceeds in making something of a sensa-
tion. The contour of Charlie's cranium
has been monkeyed with. His eyes seem
more expressive than formerly. In fact,
his whole appearance is changed—and it

must be said to be on the side of even
more attractiveness, of more allure.
Then again it may be added that it is

possible George Robinson, A.S.C., paid
added attention to Charlie—as it has
been hinted since the beginning of screen
history and possibly by jealous fellow-
players that cameramen have been known
to be singularly lucky in their exposures
when photographing the more fortunate
of God's creatures.

younger eyes of his operative and assist-

ant. A lot of time and bother could
thus be saved.
Now in much the same way let's

consider what the assistant is up against
in the last few seconds before a scene
is shot. In those last seconds, when
everybody is on edge to get the take
started, the assistant runs a tape-meas-
ure to the point of focus—usually the
principal player.
Then he checks the calibrations on the

lens to make sure that the focus setting
agrees with the measured distance. If

necessary, he re-sets the lens to that
measured distance.
That is all very well. But in many

instances—especially in the closer an-
gles—he finds that the lens-calibrations
and his tape-measure don't agree. Let's
say we are making a closeup. The meas-
ured distance is 5 feet 10 inches. But
the focus-calibrations on the lens take
a standing broad-jump from a marked 6

feet to 5 feet—or in many cases, they
even ignore 5 feet and the next mark
is for 4 feet!

That means that to set the focus, the
poor assistant has to guess. First he
sets the lens to 6 feet. Then he resets
it to the next mark—4 feet. Then he
twists the mount to approximately half-

way between the two; that should be
pretty close to 5 feet.

When Everybody's Tense

Now he takes another guess and ties

it off at a point roughly two-thirds of

the way between the imaginary 5-foot

point and the actual 6-foot mark. If

he's lucky, he should have the lens fo-

cused pretty close to 5 feet 10 inches.

If he isn't lucky he's just a bum.
And, mind you, he's doing this in

those last few seconds before the cam-
eras start rolling—the time when every-
one is a bit tense for the take, and when
everyone wants technicalities crowded
out of the way so the troupe can make
pictures! Even the technicians tell him
to hurry up and get out of the way.

In some few studios, blimps are ar-

ranged so that this can be done on
an accurate scale, outside the blimp.
But in many more, the job has to be
done on the lens itself, inside the
blimp; if there are external scales, they
are either inaccurate or uncalibrated ex-
cept for scrawled "foUow-focus" marks.
Now on the lenses most frequently

(Continued on Pfuje IS)
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Composition Is Simple
—Perhaps

(Continued from Page 28)

Interior shots are just as easily han-
dled. The next time you are watching
an interior scene photographed by an
A.S.C. cameraman notice how a small
ornament, a small piece of furniture, a
photograph, a bowl of flowers or a few
books have been used to coincide with
the mood of the scene and improve its

composition, but these cinesmiths do not
litter a scene with useless objects. They
have the principal thing in the scene dis-

tinctive and isolated.

When human figures are added, they
should harmonize with the mood of the
scene and should not look directly into

the lens, as they will appear to be look-

ing out of the picture instead of into it.

The most common fault with beginners
is that they do not hold the camera level

when photographing a scene that con-
tains a long horizon. Another fault is

the desire to include too much in one
scene. This is accentuated when the
scene is panoramed. The eye and brain
are confused as they wander from one
point to another trying to seek under-
standing.

iVIain Point of Interest

The main point of interest should not
be in the exact center of the picture and
should have lines leading in its direction.

Unnecessary detail should not crowd a
scene. If the foreground is interesting
keep the background subdued, and if the
background is to be the main point of in-

terest have the foreground subdued.
The main point of interest is empha-

sized by lighting it strongly. It should
have the greatest contrasting tones and
should be the point where all lines lead.

There should not be two highlights or
subjects of equal value in the one scene
and the highlight should be placed near
or in the main point, which should be
kept away from the edge of the picture.

In photographing land or seascapes,
never have the horizon divide the scene
in halves. If the sky in interesting keep
the horizon low in the viewfinder. If the
foreground is to be featui-ed have the
horizon near the top of the picture.

Photographing Procession

Clouds are a great advantage, as they
break the monotony of a light sky and
add to the beauty of the scene. If a mov-
ing object is to be followed keep plenty
of space in fi-ont of the action. Do not
have the subject appear to be running
out of the picture and try to panoram
at the same speed as the moving object,
keeping it in the same position of the
viewfinder. Otherwise the speed of the
action might appear to vary and possibly
will not look convincing.
Do not photograph a procession or

When photographing moving objects,
have them, approach the camera at an

angle.

traffic at right angles to the camera.
Have moving objects approach the cam-
era from an angle. A low camera angle
will make an object appear larger than
a high camera angle.

A close analytical study of good pro-

fessional films will show that the photog-
rapher has carefully studied camera
angles to get pictorial eff"ectiveness. He
uses lighting to suggest moods in sym-
pathy with the emotional appeal of the

shot.

Newsreel cameramen use angles that

have a candid appearance. They force

Shoots Dastardly Villain;

All Actors' Voices Rattle

The villain in a fast-moving Western
movie rode hot on the trail of the furi-

ously retreating hero. Their guns spat
fire as their frothing steeds raced on.

Suddenly the audience in the State The-
ater at Vivian, La., took a sharper in-

terest in the proceedings as one patron
rose in his seat, raised a long-barrelled
weapon and fired point-blank at the

terrible villain.

Such is the record of a new high in

dramatic realism achieved by motion pic-

ture sound. But the story ends happily
after all, almost. It turned out that the
gun was a "BB" rifle, and so the dam-
age to the screen was limited to a

tiny hole.

But the RCA Photophone loudspeakers
behind the screen didn't come off so

easily. The pellet lodged between the
aluminum throat and the cone of one
of the high-frequency horns, so that
henceforth all the actors seemed to have
a rattle in their voices.

R. H. Stimpert, of RCA Photophone's
Dallas Office, is the field engineer serv-
ing the "State." He proved to be the
real hero of the day by responding in

short order to an emergency call from
Exhibitor B. R. McLendon and remov-

an audience to feel participation in the
subject matter. Professionals use more
closeups than amateurs. They realize
that each scene must have a dynamic ap-
peal that compels the viewer to look, and,
having seen, to understand but unfortu-
nately it is not always convenient for
the amateur to take a camera close to an
object or a person to get the candid close-

up that is wanted. It is at this point of
moviemaking that the amateur realizes
the necessity of telephoto lenses and
the advantage of a turret head on a
camera.

ing the "BB" pellet. No damage to the
equipment developed, and so Mr. Stim-
pert retired and the show went on.

Government Sponsors Film
to Prevent Animal Injury

Improper handling of livestock in
transit to market has been costing stock-
men and packers about 812,000,000 a
year. Thousands of hogs, sheep, and
cattle die or are injured annually in

shipment, largely from preventable
causes. To show how this loss may be
reduced the United States Department
of Agriculture has released a two-reel
sound motion picture "Do Unto Ani-
mals," portraying proper methods of
shipping livestock, both by rail and by
motor truck.
The film was sponsored cooperatively

by specialists of the Bureau of Animal
Industry and the National Livestock
Loss Prevention Board, and produced
by the Motion Picture Section of the
Department's Extension Service. It is

available in both 16 and 35mm. widths
and requires approximately 21 minutes
for projection.

Responsible organizations and individ-

uals may obtain the use of the film on
application to the Extension Service,

U. S. Department of Agriculture, Wash-
ington, D. C.
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Party Gets Rough

(Continued from Page C>)

The mother who had deserted the in-

fant obtains a job and goes hunting for

the boy—she wants him back. She gets
on the trail of the teacher and follows
him to the school. That morning the
teacher, before the world had turned a
complete blackout, had formally adopted
the boy. The mother, on her arrival told

of the piling circumstance, is over-

whelmed.
It's a black outlook, for the man and

the woman. The man is jobless, with
the responsibility of fatherhood, the buy-
ing of clothes and milk. The woman is

without claim to her child, which she had
expected to receive for the asking.

There's a way out of the dilemma,
however—one in which each of the three
involved is a winner. The father by
adoption is a bachelor. The mother in

fact has no ring. There's no legal im-
pediment to marriage, for which the
fates are crying. It's a dead open and
shut case.

Well, the clinch leaves every one in

a most happy, even tearful, mood. It is

a natural as well as a happy ending,
especially happy after the riotous and
determined sit-down strikers have been
informed the hard-hearted mistress of
the school has relented, that the teacher

and the baby and the mother all will

remain.

Will the industry authorities have the
sense and the sand to preserve that
naturalness—or must they declare with
straight faces it to be the law of God
and man that an unmarried screen
mother is to be forever debarred from
the blessing of a screen minister—that
today is still the day of the Scarlet
Letter ?

We shall see.

IMPRESSIVE indeed is RKO-Radio's
"The Hunchback of Notre Dame." It

is impressive because of its magni-
tude, equaling and probably exceeding
that of any of its predecessors in the
area covered—and thickly peopled; in

the conviction and sincerity and authority
of its actors; and in the greatness and
the conception and the execution of the
story.

The Hunchback himself is a master-
piece. It is easy to employ superlatives,

and frequently they are employed. But
in this instance running back to the be-

ginning with some care brings to mind
no make-up that exceeds that of Charles
Laughton in sheer repulsiveness in its

initial effect upon the beholder. How
that feeling changes as the play pro-
gresses, from repulsion to sympathy, is a
major part of the story.

No one who is in ordinary health and

who is interested in the making of mov-
ing pictures should miss seeing "The
Hunchback." It is true there are one or
two instances where the lash is brought
into play where it will be painful to the
sensitive.

It is now five days since this reporter
witnessed the picture. He has seen no
other films in the meantime. "The
Hunchback" is practically as vivid now
in his memory as it was the morning fol-

lowing the showing.

There are so many great characteriza-
tions—Laughton's is but one. There is

Sir Cedric Hardwicke, fanatical justice,

a cross between Jekyl and Hyde, remind-
ing at times of that other Hugo char-
acter Javert, the stern right arm of the
law we find in "Les Miserables"; Tom
Mitchell, who to the public at large has
come so fast during the last two years
but who has been accumulating, piling

up, that marvelous ability of his, as the

king of the beggars; there is young
Maureen O'Hara, whom Laughton
brought from the other side, of mar-
velous appeal as Esmeralda.

Then there is Walter Hampden as the
Archbishop, fully as good as one would
expect the Shakespearean veteran to be;

Harry Davenport as King Louis XI; Ed-
mond O'Brien, the splendid juvenile mak-
ing his first screen appearance; and a

host of others.

William Dieterle directs the produc-
tion. A goodly measure of all the praise
that has been bestowed upon others pri-
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marily belongs to him—for even if he
may not have been in the first instance

responsible for it he did pass it—let it

stand—and consequently was a part of it.

And Joseph H. August, A.S.C., with
his photography and the vast areas of

space it was his responsibility to illumi-

nate and reproduce on the screen as well

as the closeups—another of the veterans
of the camera who like old wine improves
as the years give added experience. And
Vernon L. Walker, A.S.C., who with his

special effects adds so much to the beauty
—and the horror—of the production.

An Admiral of the United States Navy
made the remark forty-odd years atro in

speaking of a naval battle in which he
had been a part: "There's glory enough
for all."

Which is true indeed in the present
instance—but space forbids.

•

CHARLES G. CLARKE, A.S.C., has
privately printed an account, one
of the rare first accounts, of the

talking motion picture. The book is

titled "Edison's Invention of the Kineto-
Phonograph," by Antonia and W. K. L.

Dickson, being a reprint of an article

appearing in the Century Magazine in

1894.
Mr. Clarke was in possession of the

original story. Inquiry among usual
sources for locating a duplicate of it

brought out the fact it was not avail-

able. It was his conviction the sto^y
was sufficiently worthy to justify him
in going ahead and making it ac^ssible
to those who were interested. He ar-
ranged for the printing of 250 numbered
copies.

The book will be reviewed in the Feb-
ruary issue.

THERE has just been laid on our
desk "U. S. Camera 1940." It is

a m.ost worthy book and fitly cele-

brates the 100th year of photog^'aphy.
It has over 300 pictures in black and
white and color by America's leading
photographers, both amateur and pro-
fessional. It is limited to 30.000 conies
and its sale price is $2.95. It is edited
by T. J. Maloney. One of the outstand-
ing features is a section devoted to the
two years' work Edward Weston did on
a Guggenheim Fellowship, the text ac-
companying the pictures being by the
hand of Charis Wilson Weston, his wife.
The book will be reviewed another
month.

ACCORDING to the very interest-
ing story by Earl Miller, chief
electrical engineer RKO-Radio

Pictures, which will appear in Febru-
ary, the load peak in amperes in 1922-
23, at the time "The Hunchback of
Notre Dame" was produced by Univer-
sal, was 37,500. At that time Mr. Miller
was chief gaffer at Universal on the
picture in question.
At the present time RKO-Radio's am-

perage was 11,500 on the same picture.
The reasons for the employment of less
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than one-third of the "juice" this year
may be many, but they will be interest-

ing. Of course, the first thought is of

faster films, and that of course is one.

There are others.

Some of these may be a difference in

lights as well as a faster and different

kind of film. It goes without question

there must have been a great advance
in the means and methods of speed and
economy in the making of special ef-

fects and process work in the last six-

teen years, all of which is within the
knowledge of Vernon Walker, A.S.C.,

who specializes at Radio in that sort of

work.

Kodak Exhibit Adds Dates

Three more cities have been added to
the tour schedule of the 1940 Kodak Ex-
hibit, making a total of thirty-five book-
ings. In each city, the exhibit will in-

clude a large black-and-white salon,
panels of local exhibition prints, color
exhibits, equipment displays, and special
evening shows featuring color motion
pictures and a Parade of Color from the
1939 Kodak World's Fair exhibit.

The Baltimore show, Feb. 2-5, will be
held at the Enoch Pratt Library and the
Dayton (Ohio) show Jan. 27-29, at the
Biltmore.
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Camera Technique Dominates
Filming Results

(Continued from Page 11)

a closeup carries you there faster. How-
ever, if action is present, a dolly shot

may be better. If a man is standing by
a table and walks across the room to

a chair, a dolly shot will permit you to

film a medium shot continuously, where-
as the distance he travels would force

you to take the scene at an extreme
distance to cover the entire scene.

Dolly shots often require a change of

focus during the course of the shot and
you must determine the speed at which
the lens barrel must be turned to main-
tain critical focus. Rehearsal will help

you, as usually the focusing has to be
accomplished without you being able to

view the distance scale on the barrel.

A well planned travel shot can elimi-

nate many splices in editing, but do not
keep the camera moving all the time.
If you are doubtful about the dolly shot,

eliminate it entirely and use fixed posi-

tions. Every movement of the camera
must have a definite purpose behind it,

and if it is done without a good reason
you are just retarding the tempo of the
picture.

Vary Monotony

Angle shots are usually described as
unnatural views of a subject, but their

use adds life and interest to the picture.

Low angle shots lend a sense of strength
to your actor and gives the illusion of
height and dignity. Dramatic effects

are given impetus with odd angles, but
the unnaturalness of the angle usually
demands that only a short length of it

should be used.
Do not film at an extreme angle, as

you will only confuse your audience,
but by slightly tilting the camera or
varying the shots from eye level monot-
ony, you will get many impressive shots
that give zest to the picture.
Good camera technique also calls for

a thorough knowledge of your camera
speeds and the proper time to use them.
The speeds are given for a purpose in

spite of the fact that most amateurs
seem to disregard their importance.
Most cameras are equipped with film
speeds of 8-12-16-32-64 frames per sec-
ond.
The amateur will usually take a shot

or two for slow motion effect and dis-

regard the purpose of the other speeds.
High speeds (which give us slow motion
effects) are advantageous for sport
events or any actions that you may
wish to study closely.

Also, slow motion is necessary when
filming miniature sets as the increased
speed of the film will do away with
the jerky actions and render an illusion

of great size and weight. Your chance
to obtain a lot of footage of some
celebrity can be lengthened by shooting
at slow motion.
Comic situations are often given more

punch by speeding up the action on the
screen. This is done by the use of the
12 frame per second speed. Your hero
will fight harder and faster at 12 frames
than 16 frames and the force of the
blows are increased. Use your judg-
ment on film speed choices and don't
forget to compensate the exposure when
making a change.

Watch Closeups

It must be remembered that the finder

of the camera is not in the same posi-

tion as the lens, and although this slight

difference is not noticeable when filming
long shots, we must correct it when
taking closeups.
Some cameras have the finder directly

over the top of the lens and the allow-
ance must be made by slightly tilting

the camera upwards. This is necessary
only when the subject is within six feet

of the camera.
A small arrow in the finder guides you

in framing your subject. When you keep
the subject below the arrow you are ad-

justing for parallax and keeping the
lens field in line with the finder field.

Other cameras require a slight compen-
sation for parallax by moving the cam-
era sideways.

This is necessary when the finder is

placed on the side of the camera. When
no allowance is made for parallax while
filming closeups, you will cut off part
of the subject at the top sides, accord-
ing to your type of camera.
Watch the professional screen for

camera movements. Unless the action

necessitates a dolly shot or panoram,
the camera remains stationary and the
actors supply the actions. The world's
foremost cinematographers are filming
your entertainment, and if you are suc-

cessful in emulating their work to the
used—the 50mm. and such—the focus
calibrations begin to spread out increas-

ingly as the focus shortens from 10 feet
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best of your ability you will readily be-

come an advanced amateur.
If these artists decline to break the

rules of good cinematography, it is my
opinion that what we learn from the
professional screen is the greatest tu-

toring we can acquire in this field.

Use Tripod

Camera technique is that element
which produces a smooth, visual narra-
tive. It can be likened to a gift which
is presented in a pleasing manner, add-
ing to the pleasure of the recipient. A
well balanced scenario, properly exposed
and edited, will be greatly weakened by
improper handling of the camera.
Unsteady scenes are not easy to view,

and it is paramount that all scenarios

be filmed with the use of a tripod. It

is wiser to reshoot a scene if it is not
desirable or to cut it from the reel, re-

placing it with some suitable action.

To excel in any undertaking, whether
it is for personal gain or a hobby, one
must have a thorough knowledge of the

basic fundamentals of that undertaking.
It is strongly recommended that each
amateur cinematographer affiliate him-
self with an amateur motion picture

club in his city, and in this way asso-

ciate with other amateur moviemakers.
An exchange of film and ideas is most

beneficial in improving your own filming

and discovering your weaknesses. If an
amateur will strictly abide by the funda-
mentals and basic rules of motion pic-

ture technique, his filming results will

improve and increase his enjoyment in

this fascinating hobby.
By constantly criticizing your own

work and using the best of any con-
structive analysis you may receive from
other sources you can polish off all

rough edges of your filming activities

and produce screen results that place

ONLY &m ADJUSTMENT
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Sound Recording Unit never requires other adjust-

ments. For utmost simplicity, all parts are adjusted at

the factory and permanently locked. Write for literature.
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your films in the prize winning class.

Then, too, always remember that a good
picture is yiever made in a hiir)-y.

Television Broadcasts On
16mm. Product Now Showing
Regular television broadcasts of in-

dustrial as well as other motion pic-

ture subjects are now being made with
live broadcasts on a regular schedule
from the Don Lee Broadcasting Com-
pany in Los Angeles.

Typical industrial films transmitted
recently by the use of 16mm. sound
prints are "Helpful Henry," a comedy
from the International Harvester Com-
pany; "Hawaiian Harvest," a thirty min-
ute educational film from the California
and Hawaiian Sugar Refining Corpora-
tion, and "Trees and Men," a forty min-
ute picture from the Weyerhaeuser Tim-
ber Company, these being pictures pro-
duced by Dowling and Brownell of Hol-
lywood.

Eastman Issues Projector
Care with Tripod for 16mm.
New convenience in the projection of

16mm. motion pictures with the Koda-
scope Model EE, Series II, and the Koda-
scope Model G, Series II, is afforded by
a projecto case with folding tripod legs,

just announced by the Eastman Kodak
Company.
The case is designed to eliminate pre-

show confusion and supplants makeshift
projector supports. It is a particular
boon to projectionists who travel and
to those who must show movies before
large groups. At home it offers a more
convenient and satisfactory support than
the usual card table or taboret.

The case holds the projector and a
separate compartment on the side of the
case houses the tripod legs. When the
case is in use as a projector stand the
tripod compartment makes a convenient
shelf, for extra reels and other equip-
ment.
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Studying Photoelectric
Exposure Metering

(Continued from Page 21)

We have also noted that if the natural
proportions of bright and dark areas in

a scene depart from a prescribed ratio,

the Scene Brightness Range will be shift-

ed to right or left on the H. & D. curve,

thus departing from an ideal exposure.
A limited amount of shift to right

or left can be tolerated with a Scene
Brightness Range of 1—40 being record-
ed on a film having a Film Exposure
Range of 1—128.

Perfect Computation

However, suppose that we have a film
with a gamma of 2.0. This is a high
contrast in comparison with the pre-
viously considered film with its gamma
of 0.70. An H. & D. curve for this film
would appear something like that shown
in Figure 3.

Here the Film Exposure Range is only
1—40. Now if we want to record on
this film a scene having a Scene Bright-
ness Range of 1—40 it can be appreciat-
ed that only a perfect computation of
exposure will do. The exposure must
be the ideal one previously considered
in this article or there will be either
underexposure at one end of the Scene
Brightness Range or overexposure at the
other end.

Natural color film such as Kodachrome
has a high contrast, the gamma being
approximately 2.0. Hence this film has
an H. & D. curve comparable to that
showTi in Figure 3. So exposures made
on Kodachrome cannot stand any de-
parture from the ideal exposure.

Perhaps this will explain why people
who have used exposure meters with
apparent success on black and white
film have experienced difi'iculties when
attempting the same procedure with
natural color film. This indicates that
a device working on a more accurate
principle than the conventional exposure
meter is needed for natural color work.

UNIFORM AVERAGE DENSITY
NEGATIVES VS. UNIFORM
PRINTING EXPOSURE

Another point of interest is the fol-
lowing. The conventional meter if care-
fully used produces negatives all having
the same average density. A snow
scene, all full of brilliant highlights
(comparable to Case V) will be recorded
with the same average negative density
as a scene taken in a dark forest (com-
parable to Case I).

Since both negatives have the same
average density it is evident that one

8 ^"'^g'"' 16 Reduced
TO 8

Geo. W. Colburn Laboratory
Special Motion Picture Printing

1197 MERCHANDISE MART
CHICAGO

must be printed very lightly to get a
bright print which will represent the
original scene. The other must be print-
ed very heavily in order to get the
dark effect of its original scene. Thus,
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entirely different printer settings must
be used for the two scenes.

Now if the exposures had been de-

termined by having the mid-point of
each Scene Brightness Range coincide

with the mid-point of the Film Exposure
Range as in the ideal exposure, we
would find one negative to appear some-
what dense, the other to appear some-
what thin. Both would be printed with
the same printing exposure.

The dense negative would then re-

produce on a print the brilliance of the
snow scene. The thin negative would
reproduce on a print the darkness of
the forest scene. In motion picture work
all scenes made by an ideal exposure
method could be printed with a constant
printer setting.

How can Ideal Exposures be consistent-
ly made for every type of scene? Well,
to begin with, some type of exposure
determination that ignores the relative

proportions of bright and dark areas in

a scene must be used. A method that
determines the mid-point of the Scene
Brightness Range would be desirable.

Ideal Exposure

This has been attempted by some with
the following scheme. A large gray
card having a diffuse reflection factor
of about 12 or 13 per cent is secured.
The reason for this reflectance percent-
age is that 12.7 per cent is about half

way, in a geometric series, between 2

per cent and 80 per cent, our Scene
Brightness Range limits.

If an exposure of the gray card image
could be made to coincide with the mid-
point of the Film Exposure Range, then
it follows that the mid-point of the
Scene Brightness Range has coincided
with the mid-point of the Film Exposure
Range, and the Ideal Exposure is ob-
tained.

To achieve this result the gray card,
about 1 foot square, is placed at the loca-

tion of the photographic subject. The
meter is held close to the card so that
it will be affected by light from no
other source. Then a reading is taken.
This serves to determine the value of

the mid-point of the Scene Brightness
Range.
An exposure determined from this

reading will give proper exposure to

all brightness values in the scene ac-

cording to their position in the bright-
ness range above or below the gray
card brightness.

Since the reflection factor of the gray
card is a constant, the above described
method is actually an indirect method
of measuring incident illumination. The
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meter readings from the gray card will

be high or low depending on whether the

incident illumination is high or low.

Remarkable Uniformity

Some analytically minded operators

have taken advantage of this fact to

eliminate the gray card entirely. Their
method is to turn the meter around so

that from the position of the principal

subject it faces the source of key illumi-

nation. In this position the incident

illumination is directly measured. Of
course some adaption of the meter is

necessary before this can be done.

Those who have taken this step have
found a remarkable uniformity in the

printing qualities of the resulting nega-
tives.

Thus it appears that a meter to meas-
ure incident illumination has certain

marked advantages over those meters
which measure reflected illumination.

However, there are some problems that

are involved in the design of the inci-

dent illumination type of meter. These
problems, and the features of an ideal

type of meter will be discussed next
month in the third and concluding issue

of this series.

SUMMARY OF PART II.

1. If a given scene has a proportion of

14 per cent high reflectance and 86 per
cent low reflectance area the conven-
tional exposure meter will give satisfac-

tory exposure readings.

2. Meter readings on scenes which
show some departure from the propor-
tions noted above will be tolerated in the
exposure latitude of black and white
film.

3. Scenes which show a marked de-
parture from the proportions noted above
must have the meter readings compen-
sated by the camera operator. Scenes hav-
ing a small relative proportion of high
reflectance area require an exposure less

than that indicated by the meter. Scenes
having a large proportion of high re-

flectance area require an exposure
greater than that indicated by the meter.

4. In natural color photography any
departure from the prescribed proportion
of light and dark areas in the scene re-

quires compensation of the meter read-
ing as indicated in paragraph 3 above.

5. Negatives produced following con-
ventional exposure meter readings all

have the same average density, regard-
less of brilliance or darkness of subiect
matter in original scene. To reproduce
effect of brilliance or darkness in the
print a great range of printing exposure
will be required.

6. An exposure meter which directly

FRED HOEFNER

Cinema Camera Shop
True Ball Tripod Heads

915 N. La Cienega, Los Angeles, Calif.

Telephone CRestview 5-7092

measures incident illumination appears to

have interesting possibilities. A further
study of this type of meter will be made.

(TO BE CONCLUDED)

For Customers' Convenience
When customers send in for process-

ing at one time 400 feet or more of
16mm. Panchro super reversal, Panchro
microgran reversal, or ortho reversal,
Gevaert laboratories will, unless direct-
ed otherwise, return customers' films
spliced on a 400 foot spool ready for
projection. It is requested the customer
kindly number the boxes in the order
in which he wants the films spliced.
This offer applies to films processed in
the United States and Canada only.

^^^^
COOKE
LENSES
FINEST CORRECTION
FINEST DEFINITION
FINEST NEGATIVES

BELL & HOWELL COMPANY
Exclusive World Distributors of
Taylor-Hobson Cooke Cine Lenses

1848 LARCHMONT AVENUE CHICAGO
New Voik: 30 Rockefeller Plaza. Hollyvond: 716
V l.a Rira Ave. London: 13-14 Great Castle St

PACIFIC
LABORATORIES
Complete 16mm. Film Service

MACHINE DEVELOPING
For the Professional Photographer.
Densitometry, and Time and Tem-
perature Control. Specializing in

Negative-Positive Sound Track and
Picture work. Also Duplicate Neg-
atives, Composite Prints, etc.

SOUND RECORDING
Direct on 16MM film. Dubbing, Nar-
ration, Sound Effects, and Absolute
Synchronous Sound on film. Sound
Camera and Sound Truck avail-

able for location.

1027 NO. HIGHLAND
HOLLYWOOD HI-0226 CALIFORNIA

The Hibernating Camera
(Chicago Cinema Club Bulletin)

Do you have a hibernating camera in
your household? You know what we
mean, one of those cameras that covers
its sprockets and pulls in its claw with
the first hint of the cold weather? Yet,
some of our best movie-taking possi-
bilities will come up during the next
four or five months. Unusual oppor-
tunity is in store for you not only be-
cause of extra chances to take indoor
movies with complete little stories or
plots, but unusual also because the va-
riety in your film offerings as a result
of new indoor and wintertime films will

add spice to your projection program
that your friends and others will notice
quickly and favorably.

'Fess up, now! Honestly, how long is

it since you took any snow pictures if

at all? Have you taken any sleigh-
rides, any skating action, any ice-boat-
ing, any skiing, or any straight outdoor
snow scenics?
Have you ever taken a walk along

Lake Michigan's rocky shore (right here
in Ch'cago), seen the beautiful ice for-
mations created by the waves, wind and
spray and have you finished that little

hike with pictures of the g.f. (girl

friend) ?

And, indoors, have you anything taken
inside at all?

Why not start planning a movie right
now for Christmas, take some shots
early leading up to the grand holiday,
perhaps get the Holiday spirit all around
you, in the downtown shopping districts,

at church, among rich and poor alike,

everywhere.

MOVIOLA
FILM EDITING EQUIPMENT

Used in Every Maior Studio
Illustrated Literature on request

MOVIOLA CO.
1451 Gordon St. Hollywood, Calif.

Astro'
LENSES

1.8

F2.3

for sale by

Mitchell Camera Corporation
665 North Robertson Blvd.

West Hollywood, California
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Simple Changes Improve
Camera Equipment

(Continued from Page 38)

used—the 50mm. and such—the focus

calibrations begin to spread out increas-

ingly as the focus shortens from 10 feet

on down. And it is in just that range

that the great majority of our studio

work is done. It is in that range, too,

where minor inaccuracies in focus are

most harmful.
Wouldn't it be possible, then, to pro-

vide some sort of auxiliary focus cali-

brations for these most commonly-used

settings? There is no need for elab-

orate scaling; but if there could be defi-

nite calibrations of each foot from 10

feet down, with an intermediate dot be-

tween these calibrations to indicate with

reasonable accuracy where each 6-inch

point fell, the assistant's work would be

rendered faster and more accurate.

Fast Film Products

The same is true of diaphragm cali-

brations, too. Until fairly recently about

all that was really necessary was to

have clearly recognizable indications of

the maximum opening: f.2.3, f.2.5, or

whatever might be the case—and of the

smaller apertures—f.5.6 and smaller-

used outdoors.

But today we have fast film products

which have brought with them a habit

of stopping down the lens to a greater

or lesser extent on interior scenes.

Suppose, with such film, your director

of photography decides to shoot at f.3.2.

Many lenses may be calibrated some-

thing like this: f.2.5, f.2.8, f.4, f.5.6 and

so on. Between that f.2.8 calibration

and the next mark, f.4, there is a lot of

room, and it is up to the assistant to

guess at the correct point to set the

lens at the prescribed f.3.2. The possi-

ble margin of error is close to 100 per-

cent—at least equal to the 1.8 exposure-

increase of a .25 neutral density filter!

Of course it would be foolish to ex-

pect every possible intermediate lens-

setting to be calibrated on a normal

lens mount—especially when one thinks

of the meticulousness of one noted cine-

matographer who, in a case like this,

might have been expected to tell his

assistant to set the lens not at f.3.2, but

at f.3.19876!

But would it not be both possible, and
an excellent safeguard, to provide some
suggestion of where the normal interme-

diates are? Let's say, in this case, a dot

to mark f.3, another dot for f.3.2, a line

for f.3.5, and another for f.4.5, and so

on. Only the range from wide open
down to about f.4.5 would need to be

given these added markings, and, as I

have said, a dot or a line would be
enough.

All a good assistant really needs is

some slight indication of such key set-

tings. But it hardly seems fair to

ask them to guess almost blindly, as

they must now, on so vital a question as
exposure when the success of a scene

may be dependent upon not judgment
but a mere guess.

Finally, let's look at the rear of our
camera. The adjustable shutter on a
Mitchell is controlled by a lever travel-

ing along an arc. At different points in

this arc are little holes into which a

spring-loaded pin drops, to lock the

shutter at the indicated aperture.

Assistants Responsible

Making panning and dolly shots out-

doors we may often begin a shot in the
sunlight, with the shutter cut to 90 de-

grees. Then as we move into the shadow,
we open the shutter to, say, 150, 170 or
180 degrees.

Doing this, the assistant must often
adjust the shutter with one hand while
he follows focus with the other. As a
result, he has to do the shutter-changing
by touch.
To simplify this, most of us will slip

a bit of match stick into the desired
hole, so that we can simply swing the
shutter-control blindly until it brings
up against the crude stop. Then we
know the shutter is open or closed to

the correct degree.
But matchstick stops, like most im-

provisations, are not always depend-
able. They can drop out at the most
embarrassing moment—and sometimes
they break off between takes. The re-
sult is more guesswork and more acci-
dents.

Wouldn't it be a good idea, therefore,
to make these stops of metal, attached
in some way to the camera, so they
couldn't be lost or mislaid. For instance,
why not have two little metal stops
shaped to slide over the same arc, and
fitted with spring-loaded locking pins
like the regular shutter control ?

Ordinarily, they could be swung out

FOR SALE
THE WORLD'S LARGEST VARIETY OF

Studio and Laboratory equipment with latest
improvements as used in Hollywood at tremend-
dous savings. New and Used. Mitchell. Bell-
Howell, Akeley, De Brie, Eyemo, animation
process cameras, lenses, color magazines, adapt-
ors, lighting equipment, silencing blimps, dollies,

printers, splicers, moviolas, motors, light-testers,
gear boxes, synchronizers. Guaranteed optically
and mechanically perfect. Send for bargain
catalogue.

HOLLYWOOD CAMERA EXCHANGE
1600 Cahuenga Blvd. Hollywood, Calif.

Cable: Hocamex
WESTERN ELECTRIC INTERLOCK MOTOR
mounted on door for Mitchell Standard Camera.

CAMERA EQUIPMENT COMPANY
IGOO Broadway New York City
Tel. Circle 6-5080 Cable: Cinequip

RABY STUDIO EQUIPMENT TURNTABLE
dolly in new condition. Also Fearless . . .Blimp.

CAMERA EQUIPMENT COMPANY
1600 Broadway New York City
Tel. Circle 6-5080 Cable: Cinequip

EDUCATIONAL AND INDUSTRIAL FILM EX-
pert ; unusual training ; very wide experience ;

skilled in scenario, directing, and 16mni
camera work. H. L. J.. Box 979, American
Cinematosrrapher.

WE BUY, SELL AND RENT PROFESSIONAL
AND 16mm EQUIPMENT, NEW AND USED.
WE ARE DISTRIBUTORS FOR ALL LEAD-
ING MANUFACTURERS. RUBY CAMERA
EXCHANGE, 729 Seventh Ave., New York City.
Established since 1910.

of the way, at the extreme ends of the
scale. But if we want, say, to close th<

shutter to 90 degrees, the right-hand
one can be swung in and locked with
its metal pin in the 90-degree position.

Then if we want to open the shutter to

160 degrees the other guide can be
swung in to mark that position. With
them in place, adjusting the shutter be-

comes a simple matter of moving the
control lever between two positively

marked extremes.

You don't have to look; you can be
sure nothing can slip out of place or
break. Again a piece of hazardous
guesswork is eliminated, and with it a
troublesome, if common, operation that
consumes time is made quicker and more
certain.

Speedgun For Flash Shots
Available For Agfa Memo

The scope of the Agfa 3r)mm. Memo
Camera now includes synchronized flash-

bulb pictures by the availability of the
Agfa Memo Speedgun, especially de-
signed and fitted for use with the Memo
Camera.

Similar in design and construction to

the famous Mendelsohn Speedgun, the
Memo Speedgun provides accurate syn-
chronization of flashbulb exposures at all

camera speeds and with all types of flash

lamps.

Provision is made for extension wiring
to additional flash lamps, for a safety
catch to prevent accidental exposures and
for adjustment of both reflector position
and synchronizing control for different
sizes and makes of flash lamps. The new
Agfa Memo Speedgun is obtainable
through regular photographic dealer.s

and sells for $14.50.

NEW PRECISION TEST REEL FOR PROJEC-
tion and Sound. Developed by prominent SMPE
member. Combination visual, sound tests for
all soundtrack adjustments. Indicates travel
ghost, sidesway, picture jump, etc. Contains
visual targets and constant level frequencies.
W. E. Mirrophonic recording. Truly simpli-
fied, easily understood. Comparative value,
$75.00. With full instructions, $29.50. 16mm
edition, $17.50. S.O.S., 636—11th Ave., New York.

EYEMO CAMERAS from $100.00 up; Deprie, 4

magazines, tripod, case $125.00; Bell & Howell
silenced camera outfit $1150.00; Scene Movieola
$37.50 ; Movieola with reel posts $75.00 ; Filmo
Sound Projector, 2 case $225.00 ; double
sprocket measuring machine $42.50 ; accessories.
Camera Mart, Inc., 70 West 45 St., New York.

WANTED

WE PAY CASH FOR EVERYTHING PHOTO-
GRAPHIC. Write us today. Hollywood Camera
Exchange. 1600 Cahuenga Blvd., Hollywood.

WANTED TO BUY FOB CASH
CAMERAS AND ACCESSORIES

MITCHELL, B & H, EYEMO, DEBRIE. AKELEY
AL£0 LABORATORY AND CUTTING ROOM

EQUIPMENT
CAMERA EQUIPMENT COMPANY

1600 BROADWAY, NEW YORK CITY
CABLE: CINEQUIP

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
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'^THANKS TO FILMO,

OUR ADOLESCENTS'

BABY FILMS

ARE STILL IN FINE

CONDITION!"

New Filmo-Master 16 mm. Projector
You can buy no finer moderately priced
16 mm. silent projector than this new
Filmo - Master. It includes de luxe
features heretofore found only in
higher-priced Filmos. It is completely
gear-driven and has a speedy power
rewind. Brilliant pictures in home or
small auditorium are assured by its

7 50-watt lamp, fast two-inch F 1.6 lens,
and Magnilite condenser. With case
$139. Mail coupon.

..SHOW THEM WITH A

Filmo-Master 8 mm. Projector
The Filmo 8 mm. Projector now appears
in the new, improved model pictured
above. Retained is the basic design which
made Filmo the finest of 8 mm. projectors.
Added are an improved film moving mech-
anism, lens focus lock, new two-way tilt,

radio interference eliminator, and a
threaded socket so that your tripod may
be used as a projector stand. Line current
and lamp switches are side by side on the
cabinet base. The new Filmo-Master 8 is

fully gear-driven—no chains or belts in-

side or out. Uses 400- or 500-watt lamp.
Has fast F 1.6 lens. No increase in price

—

still $118, case included

' DAPALM-SIZE FILMO 8

Filmo 8 is scarcely larger than the
palm of your hand and weighs
only 24 ounces. It makes movies at

snapshot cost; makes color movies,
too, indoors and out, even in slow
motion. Has single frame device,
viewfinder masks for use with tele-

photo lenses, and can be equipped
with film rewinding device for
making lap dissolves and double
exposures!
With F 3.5 lens, speeds 8, 16,

24, 32, only $49.50.
With F 2.5 lens, speeds 16 to

64, only $75.

JUST one passage through an inadequate projector
could ruin your most treasured films. No saving in

projector price can justify your taking that chance
with films that can't be replaced. At the lowest prices
in their histoi^. Bell & Howell Filmo Projectors now
oflfer more ativantages than ever before, including
this complete film protection:

"FLOATING FILM"— at no point does the picture

area of your film touch any stationary part. Filmo
can't scratch!

NO "SAWING" ACTION—shuttle tooth moves in a

rectangular path—straight in, down, and straight out
—thus minimizing wear on perforations.

NO JERKING— thanks to positive gear drive and
correctly accelerated shuttle.

STRAIGHT LINE FILM TRAVEL—film is not twisted

at any point!

Besides film protection, a Filmo Projector also gives

uniformly brilliant, flickerless, rock-steady screen
pictures. Filmo's scientific design and precise con-
struction assure lasting, dependable service. Write
today. Bell & Howell Company, Chicago; New York;
Hollywood; London. Established 1907.

NEW 16 MM. FILMO 141 Eliminates Threading

of Film— Permits Mid-reel Changes from Color to Black-and-white Film

Ideal for both beginner and advanced worker.

Loads with pre-threaded film magazine. Easy to

use, yet designed to keep pace wieh your cine-

matic progress. Has four operating speeds includ-

ing s-l-o-w motion if desired, single-frame ex-

posure control for making animated titles and

cartoons, and starting button lock. "Positive"

finder eliminates off-center pictures. Lens is in-

stantly interchangeable with telephoto, wide-angle,

and speed lenses. With 1-inch F 2.7 lens. ..$115.

FREE FILM OFFER! "How Motion Pictures Move and Talk," a new film pro-

duced by Bell & Howell, traces the making of a modern Hollywood sound
movie from the raw film to the finished picture. You can borrow a print, either

sound or silent, for a group showing. No charge. Mail coupon.

See Your Filmo Movie Dealer

for demonstration and in-

formation about easy time
payments. Or mail cou-
pon for full details.

ELL

I BELL & HOWELL COMPANY ac 1-10

I 1848 Larchmont Ave., Chicago, Illinois

I
Please send details on ( ) new Filmo 8 mm. Projector; { ) 16

I
mm. Projector; ( ) palm-size Filmo 8 Camera; ( ) new 141.

( ) I'd like to show a g l^^^f^ 16 mm. print of the film

"How Motion Pictures Move and Talk."

before.

on

Name.

.

3 and nature of groap)

. . . or
lalternate date)

Address.

City
, .State.



MITCHELL CAMERA
CORPORATION
Extends to the Moving Picture

Industry its Best W^ishes for a

Prosperous 1940 and Promises

to Continue as it has in the past

the Production of the best Pro-

fessional Motion Picture

Camera

The Standard for 20 Years

MITCHELL CAMERA CORPORATION
66 5 NORTH ROBERTSON BOULEVARD

WEST HOLLYWOOD. CALIF.
Cable Add.ess "MITCAMCO" Phone OXford 1051

AGENCIES

BELL & HOWELL, LTD.. London, England MOTION PICTURE CAMERA SUPPLY CO., New Yoric City

CLAUD C. CARTER, Sydney, Australia FAZALBHOY. LTD., Bombay, India

D. NAGASE & CO., LTD., Osaka, Japan H. NASSIBIAN, Cairo, Eavot
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Check and Double-Check for

SUPERIOR-2
/ Cinematographers verify the

^ increase in speed. This new

film is one full stop faster than

Superior- 1.

/ / Results prove Superior-Z retains

^ ^ the fine photographic qualities

for which Du Pont Negatives are

noted.

For a negative tiiat is "tops" photo-

graphically, use this new film on

your next production.

Du Pont Film Manufacturing Corporation, Inc.

9 Rockefeller Plaza Smith &. Aller, Ltd.
New York ... N.Y. 6656 SantaMonicaBlvd.
Plant • . Parlin,N. J. Hollywood . . California

BETTER THINGS for BETTER LIVING through CHEMISTRY



Has a New ^^Positive'^ Viewfinder!

BELL & HOWELL engineers have scored again! Now the versatile

Eyemo has a "positive" viewfinder and a new finder turret

which mounts three matching viewfinder objectives.

With this new "positive" viewfinder, there is no masking to re-

duce the field. A large-size image always fills the entire finder

aperture . . . for all lenses of any focal length.

In addition, this new Eyemo finder eliminates eye parallax! Even
when your eye wanders from the center of the eyepiece, you still

see the EXACT field to be filmed!

Add the advantage of having three matching finder objectives on
a turret for instant readiness, and you begin to know why now,
more than ever, the Eyemo is unsurpassed in the field of portable

cameras. For no other camera offers the versatility and dependability

of the Eyemo. For information about this superb 35 mm. camera,
please mail coupon. Bell & Howell
Company, 1848 Larchmont Ave.,

Chicago; 30 Rockefeller Plaza,

New York; 716 N. LaBrea Ave.,

Hollywood; 13-14 Great Castle

Street, London. Established 1907.

Other Recent Eyemo Improvements

Important! Many Eyemo owners are

converting their cameras to include

these changes. Conversion charges

are reasonable. Write for details.

NEW FLAT BASE — 21/2" square, with dowel

holes, gives perfect seating on any flathead

tripod.

LENS MOUNT LOCKING SCREWS lock each lens

in focus!

TURRET LOCK for Eyemos with oflfset turret as-

sures alignment even with long, heavy lenses.

DETACHABLE CORD now supplied with electric-

drive models.

EYEMO can be equipped with 400-foot

external magazine, offset turret, electric

drive, and other studio accessories, or it can
be stripped down to a light, compact,
spring-driven hand camera.

PRECISION-MADE BY

BELL & HOWELL

1

AC 2-40 IBELL & HOWELL COMPANY
1848 Larchmont Ave., Chicago, IlL

( ) Send details about new, improved Eyemos.

( ) I ovk-n Eyemo Serial No Am interested in

converting it to include

Hame .

.

Address .

City .State.
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Lee Garnies^ A»S,C»^ Pirodiucer

HERE is the crew on the set of "And So Goodbye," which
Lee Garmes, A.S.C, is producing for RKO and for which

he will produce two more. Garmes is standing with arms behind
him directly behind the man kneeling. The set, constructed by
the company, is of Central Park, that famous southern frame at
the south of the great area at an hour when all lamps are
illuminated.

Among those also shown are A. Edward Sutherland, director;
Lester White, director of photography; Joe Nadel, production
manager; Bob Stillman, assistant director; Stephen Gooson, art
director; James Potevin, gaffer; Fred Williams, assistant grip;
Bill Wilmarth, sound; Truman Joiner, grip; Fred Guard, painter;
E. Fredricks, operator of camera.
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Agfa Twosome

SUPREME STAR 1 AGFA SUPREME

A great film under normal production con-

ditions. Combines speed with fine grain,

improved color balance and gradation.

i

ULTRA
SPEED
PAN

STAR 2 . . AGFA ULTRA-SPEED PAN

A superb film under difficult lighting con-

ditions. Noted for its amazing speed.

Agfa Ansco Products. Made in Binghamton, New York, U. S. A.

AGFA RAW FILM CORPORATION
HOLLYWOOD

6426 Santa Monica Blvd.
Tel: Hollywood 2918

NEW YORK
245 West 55th Street
Tel: Circle 7-4635
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THREE GREAT FILMS
THOSE who are privileged to look

upon "Abe Lincoln in Illinois" can-
not escape the realization from the

first scene of the production that great
as it is in all the essentials of a motion
picture the photography of James Wong
Howe stands out. It stands out among
the superlatives in this story of the Great
American.

It carries the story literally from the

first scene right to the very last. The
final shot is of the retreating, departing
train from the Springfield station start-

ing the President-to-be on his way to

Washington. The camera is directly to

the rear centre of the train, perhaps one
or two hundred feet from the end of the
rear platform. In the front of the dimly
lighted train a column of brilliantly

white smoke climbs and streaks into the

air, as vivid as a flash of lightning. It is

breath-taking.
It follows the good-bye talk of Lincoln

to his friends and neighbors—as drama-
tically and emotionally effective as one
may believe. For practically two hours
the house has been quiet, tense, except
for an occasional chuckle, subdued or
hearty, interspersed by rapidly recurring
chokes. The art of the author, play-
right and actor has been combined in

throwing into this scene every conceiv-
able bit of drama.
The cinematographer responds, per-

fectly sealing a notable photographic con-
tribution that may be expected to last

for a long, long time.

Raymond Massey may have been pre-
ceded on the screen by nine Lincolns
some of them bearing closer resemblance
to the Great Emancipator than himself.
No one of them so closely resembled in

action the man they were portraying.
It was a splendid representation, one
that may do for the North what "Gone
with the Wind" is doing for the South.
Nor will the South be less enthusiastic

over "Abe Lincoln of Illinois" than will

the North. RKO-Radio has not pussy-
footed on the political angle. It has per-
mitted Lincoln to talk on the screen as
he did in the flesh. For this we may
thank primarily the author, Robert E.
Sherwood, and the adapter, Grover Jones,
for their courage in following the truth
and for the production authorities in

backing them up.

Gene Lockhart is Stephen A. Douglas
—a great characterization. Ruth Gor-
don portrays iVIary Todd Lincoln—with
thought only of the ambitious, dominant
woman she represented. Mary Howard
lends to the play the one touch of senti-
ment. As Ann Rutledge her appearance
is all too short.

Jack Armstrong in the person of How-
ard Da Silva came from the stage com-
pany to play the part of the town bully,
the leader of the Clary Grove boys. When
Armstrong and Massey tangle in the

By George Blaisdell

wrestling bout they stage one of the
best rehearsed performances ever seen
in a picture. It thrills.

Vernon L. Walker, A.S.C., is credited
with the special effects—splendidly and
effectively executed.

There is one actor in the picture who
does not appear in the printed cast, the
man who stands in the shoes of John
Brown. This is the directorf John Crom-
well. He makes it plain to his audience
he can do more than tell an actor how
to put on a part. He can put it on him-
self.

"Abe Lincoln in Illinois" is a must
picture for any normal person who is

interested in the United States.

•

FOR sheer beauty in picturemaking
"The Blue Bird" perhaps tops any-
thing that has preceded it. For this

Technicolor production Twentieth Cen-
tury-Fox spared neither time, effort nor
for that matter money in the making of
this subject. Above all else, it is a

Presenting William Wade, new jyi'esi-

detit of the Los Angeles 8mm. Club. On
the night he was installed he was
awarded the first prize at the annual
banquet. "It May Happen to You" really
ivas a fine picture. It has to be to get
away tvith anything at the 8mm. It was,
too, a vacation picture. Now the club
each year awards a notch on the Horton
Vacation Trophy, a very fine cup.
Hearty applause followed the announce-
ment that President Wade gets his name
carved on the cup as well as winning
first prize. The one picture was good

enough to call for the second.

photographer's picture—a technician's
picture, if you will. Lights and lenses
tell the story—pretty but not deep; an
appeal to the eye all the way but not so
often to the heart; deep thrill inspired
by the storm and fire in the forest, un-
forgettable in its terror, in the seeming
hairbreadth escapes of the trio from
destruction by the falling in flames of
giants of the forest.

At the cameras were Arthur Miller,

A.S.C., and Ray Rennahan, A.B.C. In
charge of the special effects was Fred
Sersen. The art direction was by Rich-
ard Day and Wiard B. Ihnen, with the
set decorations by Thomas Little. The
sound was supervised by E. Clayton
Ward and Roger Heman.
These were the men to whom credit

for an unusual production mostly were
due. Shirley Temple as Mytyl was cast
in a part somewhat different from the
usual assignment—in a role wherein
she was more of a natural, everyday
youngster, where she wanted what she
wanted when she wanted it. The miss is

growing up, perhaps faster than is

realized by her producers.

The three central figures, or possibly
four, were, with Shirley, Johnny Russell
as Tyltyl, the brother; Tylo, transformed
from a dog into a man, and Tylette,

from a cat to a woman. Tylo was played
by Eddie Collins, who changed his name
either for the occasion or for good, and
gave a fine portrayal. Gale Sonder-
gaard was Tylette, a splendidly feline

characterization.
The picture is well worth seeing, by

all children of all ages for its own sake;
by all others at least for its beauty.

WELL, it had to be sooner or later,

and although later it had to be
by the afternoon of January 20.

Tickets for "Gone with the Wind" were
unobtainable at the Carthay for any time
Saturday or Sunday—that was a Friday
inquiry. At the same time the informa-
tion was to the effect the United Artists
Theatre had unreserved performances
forenoons and afternoons Saturday and
Sunday, with reserved shows for even-
ings.

So at 1:05 Saturday afternoon yours
truly secured tickets and took up posi-

tion outside United Artists Theatre be-

hind some thousand or so waitees, while
for thirty-five minutes he watched an-
other thousand take place behind him.
Only 2100 tickets were sold, waiting for

the break to come at 1:40. It was an
experience in a really hot sun and went
to show what human beings will under-
go when properly aroused by an astute

press agent.
Sometimes it is possible one is too ex-

pectant regarding glories to come. Per-
haps contributing to this "show me" at-
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titude is having stood too long in line

or to having secured a seat too far front
and off on one side, where for the first

time in the reporter's recollection it be-

came necessary to remove eye glasses.

To be sure, they were balanced on the
fingertips for three and a half hours or
more to the later surprise so much time
had passed.

Regardless of opinions about the story
there can be no disagreement about the
quality of the photography. Yes, it was
Technicolor, too, and of a quality which
we are coming to expect at all times.
Ernest Haller, A.S.C., was director of
photography, his associates being Ray
Rennahan, A.S.C., and Wilfred M. Cline,

A.S.C. More than three and a half
hours running time means a long film,

but it afforded abundant opportunities
for strikingly beautiful photographic
effects.

"Gone with the Wind" in many re-

spects is a record-breaker. In one
respect is this true of the number of
picturegoers who have read—and reread
—the book. The responses of the aud-
ience testify to this. A number of times
a chuckle all over the house would fol-

low some remark that by the unprepared
would pass unnoticed.

Given the story, for better or worse,
according to the great majority or the
almost nonexistent minority, it is finely

reproduced. Gable as Rhett Butler is

the works all the way. The morals of
Butler may be unconventional, but the
playing of Gable is superb—and he car-
ries sympathy aplenty.

"Vivien Leigh as Scarlett O'Hara is

presumably the heroine, but just why
maybe a question. When for three hours
and twenty minutes a woman has devoted
her time and efforts, barring spectacular
lapses to the heroic, to convincing an
audience she is bent only on doing every-
thing that is selfish and mean, you can-
not expect any one to recreate her entire
character in ten minutes. She is not
the heroine. She's the heavy, a mighty
good one, it may be added.

Melanie, played by Olivia De Havil-
land, is the heroic character—great in

all feminine attributes, but lacking as
many real women do in an absence of
masculine strength. Leslie Howard, as
the plodder who declines to fall for the
fickle Scarlett, is given a great part

—

and plays it.

Another character that stands out in

humanness—and likeability—is the pro-
scribed Belle Watling. One of the
dramatic heights of the long drama is

the conversation between Melanie and
Belle.

When any person sees three great pic-

tures in three days it is to be expected
the one seen Thursday will have the ad-
vantage over its successors, especially
when it vividly portrays one of the great
figures of all-time history. It takes
precedence over the one seen Friday, be-
cause the theme of that is a phantasy,
its chief characteristic being the charm
of its settings and the miracles which are
performed with Light and because of the

latest and most mystifying means known
to the cinematographer.

It takes precedence, in one man's
opinion, because the one seen Saturday
portrays a phase of American history
which never would have been penned had

THE evening of Tuesday, January
9, was an unusual one for Clifford
Nelson of San Francisco. That was

the night he showed his "Sierra Nevada,
Grand Crescendo of California," at Royce
Hall, University of California, Los An-
geles. In the first place there were 3200
feet of remarkable Kodachrome, with
sound on records.

Entering the hall, some persons made
inquiry to learn if their understanding
was correct about the picture being on
16mm. Told it was, they looked again
at the screen. It proved to be 18 feet 3
inches wide. Further, the projector was
a Filmo Arc of 5000 watts and 3 inch
lens. The throw looked like 200 feet or
something, at least it did to one. A
spokesman for the university has just in-

formed us actually it is 118 feet. The
splendid Royce Hall is said to seat 3000
persons, and surely it would seem there
were at least 2000 there for the show.
The great organ was played as the hall

was filling. Mr. Nelson took his place
on the stage at the beginning of the
show, and throughout the course of the
entertainment made a running comment
on the scenes revealed on the film.

Fundamentally the thought behind the
occasion was to show to the world what
may be found in the Sierras.

Film Covers Two Visits

The film covered two visits to the
mountains, one of three weeks and the
other of two. In each case but two men
were in the party. On that account most
of the time but one person would be
found on the screen, although it frequent-
ly happened there were two there. This
was through a private arrangement with
the camera and by agreement with the

two men.
In the case of a closeup for one and

then the other due care was taken in the
particular position to be filled by the one
being photographed. In fact, such close

attention was paid by the two actors to

that seemingly minor phase of the mat-
ter that it was not given thought by the
audience.
There was mirth in the picturewise

audience when Mr. Nelson, oblivious to

the fact he had the whole audience rabid-

ly hungry watching his companion cook
a breakfast of trout and hot biscuits

—

much too busy doing the hungry dog act

than to watch his manners—brought
a hearty laugh when he explained paren-
thetically he was eating in a hurry be-

cause he wanted to shut off his revolving
film.

not the great character seen on Thursday
met an untimely death at the hands of an
assassin; instead of a living Lincoln be-

ing present to "bind up the wounds"
there was no one to take his place—and
the carpetbagger came on.

In the course of the 200 miles fol-

lowed by Mr. Nelson and his companion
the two men traveled at all altitudes

from a medium low one to the height of

Mount Whitney, something over 14,500.

It was a packing trip, the party being at

all times on its own.

There were many scenes of high alti-

tude, of vistas reaching for miles, some
great distances above clouds. There were
water falls and lakes. Much of the terri-

tory shown was above timberline. There
were clouds enough to furnish a photog-
rapher's paradise, and they did. But al-

ways or nearly always there was the

brilliant blue showing underneath and
around, which after all really was the
paradise.

No Time to Stop

On one occasion especially the clouds

filled the sky, along in the afternoon.

The men were in the snowbelt, and the

snow began falling. They were lightly

clothed, one of them garbed in shorts.

The men and women in the audience may
have wondered why the two travelers

did not don more clothes in their fight

with the apparent cold. It was not until

the next day this writer learned the

reason:

To stop would have meant delay, as

their clothes were packed. It was 9

o'clock as it was before a camp was
found.

The picture was more than just views

of scenery, a travelogue. There were
incidents designed to stir the wanderlust

in men and women, or as the photog-

rapher phrased it, possibly after John
Muir, to tease a human being to "climb

the mountains and get their glad tid-

ings."

There was variety, too, in the many
intimate bits around the camp fire, of

fording streams, unpacking, making
camp, cooking the dinner, stowing away
for the night, crawling out in the morn-
ing and getting breakfast. Other persons
were met, too, on the trail. In fact, there

were quite a number in the house who
had met Mr. Nelson in the mountains
and who came forward after the show
and greeted him.

It was an unusual—even a rare—film.

The house rose to it to a high degree.

The fine quality was sustained for the

entire 3200 feet, which for a film which
has passed through but one man's hands
in cutting, editing and titling, speaks for

itself.

CLIFFORD NELSON SHOWS
REMARKABLE COLOR FILM
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''The Road
to Bali''

By LEN ROOS, F,R,P,S.

FROM Batavia to Banjoewangi is approximately 650
miles by road. This is about the total length of the
island of Java, and it averages 87 miles in width. On

this small island over forty million people live. The drive
could be made easily in one day as the roads are good.
The only obstacle is that about half of the forty million in-

habitants are in front of you in the center of the road in

bullock carts, horse-drawn carriages, bicycles, or on foot.

The rule of the road in Java is that one keeps to the left

—

in practice most people keep to the center or to the right of
the road. The drive to Bali was made to secure color pic-

tures of an elaborate cremation ceremony, which takes
place annually. The ceremony this year was particularly
elaborate, as the main bier was for the mother of one of the
Regents of Bali.

For the trip I used my small English Ford 10. These
diminutive cars are built by the Ford Motor Compay in Eng-
land and are sold throughout the Far East. They are par-
ticularly handy on estates due to their narrow tread, and are
very reliable and economical to operate. The car was loaded
with camera equipment and one tall Dutch assistant named
Koning.

Sailed to Bali

We left Batavia about 8 o'clock in the morning, had lunch
in Cheribon, and spent the night at Semarang. The next day
we drove through Soerakarta and straight on to Banjoe-
wangi, where w-e arrived about 8:30 in the evening. Early
next morning the car was loaded on a prah and sailed over to

the island of Bali, where it was landed at Gilimanoek. The
trip took about one hour.
From Gilimanoek to Denpasar is about 160 kilometres,

the first part of which is through the jungle, where we saw
a number of monkeys. Upon arrival at Danparsar we went
out about 40 kilometres to the location of the ceremonies,
which were to take place the next day.
The following morning we were at the location of the cere-

monies at 6 o'clock and spent the entire day getting color
scenes of the cremation. It is difficult to describe the varied
color scheme and the elaborate biers. The colors are bril-

liant and contrasting, and are applied to the biers in the
form of a tinsel, which glitters in the brilliant sunshine.

The temperature was about 90 degrees and the humidity
about 100 per cent. We had two thermos bottles with us,

which we had asked the hotel to fill with ice and orange-
crush. They put one bottle of orange-crush in the small
thermos and ice in the large one. After we had consumed
the contents of the small thermos, we merely left the top off

the large one and very quickly had some ice water.

(Continued on Page 90)

Loading the Ford Ten on a prahu at Banjoewangi for a trip
to Bali.

The writer and the Ford Ten on the road to Denpasar, Bali,
an old Balinese temple in the background-

Balinese crowds watching the ceremonies.

Crowds collect when camera is set up on "The Road to Bali."
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Land
By Ormal L Sparungmam
16mm. color frame enlargements by writer.

GLOBE-TROTTING cinemillions
who have never filmed under an
arctic sun will find that Alaska

and the Yukon provide colorful footage
for peripatetic movie cameras.

Despite popular belief that the north
country is all snow-splashed and glacier-

covered, interior Alaska can boast of
flower gardens more beautiful than any
down in the States, for excessive sum-
mer sunlight and dark-less nights cause
blooms to grow to huge size. Even the
skies are brilliant and almost always
cluttered with puffy picture clouds.
Alaska, indeed, is a cine dreamland.
When my partner and I set forth on

our northern jaunt it was decided that
this trip would be different from others
we had taken. There would be no defi-

nite plans, no previously outlined travel
routine.

We'd simply sail up the Inside Passage
to Seward, go inland to Fairbanks, and
take advantage of every break to see as
much of the northland as we possibly
could.

We carried our camp clothes, sleeping
bags, fishing tackle, firearms, and three
cameras—the f.1.9 movie outfit, the
f.4.5 Graflex, and an f.3.5 miniature,
with what I thought was plenty of film
stock. Unfortunately, before the 2^2-
month trip was up, we had run out of
fodder.

Opening my film with a long shot of
the steamer at the Seattle pier, I fol-

lowed in turn with freight-loading views
framed through warehouse doors. From
a close up of the S.S. Yukon nameplate,
I swung to medium shots of a deck hand
shining brass, sailors climbing over the
rigging, tourists crowding up the gang-
plank, while aboard the steamer I took
several pier views of paper streamers
being cast ashore, a most colorful sight
for any departure.

Purplish Tinge Helps

While shooting an over-the-rail se-
quence, my only haze filter broke loose
from its mooring and plopped into the
Pacific. Too late to go ashore to pur-
chase a new one, I was worried lest all

my films be haze-soaked.
I discovered, however, that the slight

purplish tinge which creeps into moun-
tain scenes, and especially Inside Passage
views, actually helps create a desirable
mood and should not be filtered out for
any reason.
The narrow passageway up past

glaciers, hanging valleys and moun-
tains that rise out of the sea offered won-
derful filming opportunities. But to
avoid overemphasis I decided to shoot
only 400 feet up the Passage.

I framed my snow-dunked mountain

H
'^'Arctic Holiday

irome

Feature

Was Filmed

scenics through port holes and rigging,
and to give steadiness to scenes I often
rested the camera on a railing or some
stationary object near the center of the
deck.

Picturesque harbor shots were made
occasionally in heavy downpours, for
coastal Alaska has much precipitation.

Ketchikan, Wrangell, Sitka, Juneau and
Valdez—here the camera caught glimpses
of salmon-loading, bearded old-time fish-

ermen, native women dispatching curios,

and—beneath one pier—a jelly fish flut-

tering about in the shallows. This jelly

fish sequence, taken with the 3-inch tele-

photo lens, was a lucky study.

Totems Hard to Film

Deck games, such as ring-tossing and
shuffleboard, were best photographed in

the morning or late afternoon when the
sun cast side or front lighting. Such
action shots were never posed, but clicked

candidly when participants were least

expectant.

Enlarged from 16mm. color movie
frame. A corner of the cabin in which
the writer and his -partner lived in
interior Alaska fits nicely in the com-
position of this Iceland scenic. The
swinging trap helped to enliven the

picture.

An excellent closeup of the captain
giving orders on the bridge was obtained
while I stood aside, facing the bow, and
pointed the camera at right angles at
the unsuspicious skipper pacing back
and forth not ten feet away.

Because of their lanky structure, the
color-dabbed totem poles were difficult

to photograph. Long shots of the poles
would lack the minute detail of the carv-
ings, while closeups meant panoraming
to show these features.

A compromise was reached, however,
and rock-steady closeups of outstanding
figures were mixed with a few long
shots, and panorams were made only
when necessary, and then very slowly.

Huge Columbia Glacier, 300 feet high
and running 80 miles back from the sea,

is one spot few frost-fringed movie
cameras ever miss. As the steamer
drifts in among floating bergs and toots

its whistle, big gobs of ice crack off the
mighty glacial face and hit the water
with a terrific roar as a tidal wave skims
seaward.

To catch these glacial avalanches re-

quires alertness, but quite often a tell-

tale trickle of shattered ice furnishes
sufficient warning that an avalanche will

soon follow. To avoid overexposure
from the blinding glare, a small aperture
must be used, and scenes are given
greater depth if a ship railing or part of

the rigging juts midway between ice

field and camera.

Since the summer sun rarely sets in

this northern climate, some striking

blue-toned water scenes can be made up
the Passage as late as 11 p. m., and even
snapshots can be taken at midnight.

Alaska Industries

It was decided that the second 400-foot
reel would be devoted to interior Alaska
—the 470-mile rail trip from Seward to
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Alaska's coastline

is romantic enough,
yet to appreciate the

north country one must
travel inland.

Here sledge dogs spend
summer in leisure, await-

ing the call - "Mush !"

Ice - bound Alaska
can boast of gardens,

too.

While we fished,

salmon wriggled
upstream to spawn.
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Fairbanks, closeups of large scale min-
ing, winter sledge dogs spending summer
in leisure, Alaska's striking home-grown
flowers of big dimensions, a fishing jaunt
up the Chena river in a 30-foot motor
boat, our 10-day camping trip on an in-

terior lake above timberline, including
the grayling we caught and the spawning
salmon we saw.

The rail sequence opened with a long
shot of the Seward depot with the camera
panoraming slowly to the left to the
waiting train. Before the panoram
started, a semi-closeup of the station
sign was introduced.

Then the camera angle was changed
with the locomotive front shadowing the
right side of the scene against a back-
ground of hazy mountain peaks. This
was followed by a moving shot of the
road bed, the camera slowly lifting to

reveal passing scenery. If the right-of-
way were dust-free, the camera might
have been inverted on this scene and the
upside-down footage reversed after proc-
essing to give the impression of forward
movement.
At Anchorage we hopped a puddle-

jumping gas car which was making the
overnight trip to Fairbanks. Sandwiched
in between fresh fruits, vegetables and
other perishables, we spent a sleepless
night, bouncing through country where
the sun forgets to set.

Bird's-eye views of Fairbanks, where
we made our base, were taken from atop
the weather bureau ofi'ice, but closeups
of malamutes and huskies were made on
the outskirts of the city, since these
wolfish critters are too noisy and some-
times too vicious for the towmsfolk.

Husky Closeups

Here again the telephoto lens was
handy for securing full facial closeups
without attracting canine attention, al-

though one dog did cock a puzzled head
at the whirr of the camera motor. Back-
lighting and sidelighting brought out the
sunny sheen of bristled hair.

We got our first glimpse of the Yukon
River from the back end of a freight
truck, and saw gold mining operations
firsthand by riding out on a mining bus.
The gold mining scenes were brief, but
showed large scale hydraulicking, as
practiced in Alaska today, ranging from
long shots of gravel beds to medium
shots of sluice boxes and dredges and
closeups of nozzle men.

From among the host of flower-loving
Alaskans, we picked one old-time Klon-
diker whose front yard contained more
than a hundred varieties of colorful
blooms. He lived alone in a little cabin
near the outskirts of Fairbanks, and
closeups of his bright-eyed flowers con-
trasted nicely with the glaciers and snow
fields filmed only a week before.

Instead of posing, the old-timer was
asked to walk through his garden with
my partner, pointing out beautiful flow-
er clusters which later were close-upped.
Sun-glistening dew (a sprinkling can
furnished the "dew") hanging on many-

hued blooms furnished good color se-

quences.
To provide a transition between these

scenes and shots of camp life and fish-

ing, I shifted from a closeup of do-
mestic flowers to fireweed bordering an
inland trail. Then the camera drew
back for a medium shot showing the
trail, flowers, and a rustic roadhouse
in the background.

Salmon Battle Current

This was followed by a closer view
of the roadhouse, with emphasis on the
over-the-door sign reading, "Good Fish-
ing." Finally, a grayling is shown swim-
ming upstream through the shallows,
and this introduces the fish fighting
scenes which carry on the continuity.

While we tossed our flies, bloody red
salmon with tattered fins battled the
current to reach their spawning grounds.
The most satisfactory swimming salmon
shots were taken through unrippled
water, free of sky glare or cloud reflec-

tions. Fluffy gobs of surface foam float-

ing down over the struggling salmon
gave the scene an artistic touch.

For ten days we camped in a dilapi-

dated log cabin on the shores of a
grayling-lousy lake, situated high above
timberline and 200 miles in from the
coast. Each day we would shoulder guns
and cameras and hike off through
shoulder-high brush in search of bear
and other wildlife.

For such ridge-tramping scenes, hu-
man silhouettes against a background
of billowy clouds provided good color
footage. On one such trip, when we en-
countered several ptarmigan, I snapped
on the telephoto again, sat down on an
old dried-up lake bed for steadiness, and
followed the tail-fluttering bird as it

dodged from one hummock to another.

Several days before, I had taken a
shot of a hen mallard and her flock

paddling up a small stream, and this

sequence was spliced in -with the footage
covering our boat trip up the snaky
Chena river.

Squirrels of Size

Because the salmon run was small
and the caribou migration late, w^e feared
that the Alaska film would be devoid
of all animal interest. However, be-
neath our cabin on the shores of a
pretty interior lake dwelled ground

John Boyle in Khyber Pass
Under date of December 8 a card has

been received from John W. Boyle,
A.S.C., in which he says:

"Now in India and having Southern
California weather. I have just spent
a week shooting Khyber Pass—there's
always some activity there. Keep U.S.A.
out of all wars at least until I get home
next spring. Kindest regards to all the
gang."

Mr. Boyle may be reached prior to
April 1 at the ofiice of Thomas Cook
Sons, Bombay.

squirrels of near-grizzly proportions,
and these furnished the necessary hu-
man interest.

Our flights into the Arctic and east
to Dawson and our river packet trip

up the Yukon to its headwaters brought
new filming problems. One evening, for
instance, we took off at Fairbanks for
an overnight stay at the little Eskimo
village of Wiseman, located 100 miles
north of the Arctic Circle.

This tiny city of log cabins, which
claims no white women but only Eskimos
and prospectors, and requires a month
of travel by boat or dog team to reach,
is only 90 minutes from Fairbanks via
air.

Among our picturesque passenger
friends were Alaska Pete, famous wres-
tling champion of the north country;
an Indian woman en route to her tribal

home; a trading post operator, whose
hands and face were frightfully scarred
in a fire that nearly cost his life; and
my partner and I.

When we crawled out of our cheese-
cloth lined bunks next morning, ready
for the return trip to Fairbanks, fog-
dripped from every peak about us, and
for three days we were grounded at
Wiseman. On the fourth day, we took
off down the Koyukuk, following the
twisty stream hardly a few hundred feet
above its surface.

Rare Shot

There was no landing field at the
native mission, but this was no obstacle
to our experienced pilot. A handy sand
bar popped up in the river, and we sat
down on that. The last hop over a
cloud-hidden range north of the Yukon
provided a nail-biting thrill I shall never
forget.

Because of the delay, we missed our
river packet, and, to make connections,
we were forced to fly some 300 miles
east to Dawson, the Yukon's once famous
mining town. The day was ideal for air

travel, with a few puffy clouds swishing
past beneath the wings.

Once I looked down, and there on a
cloud bank lay the shadow of our plane
surrounded by a perfect rainbow of
color! By quick trigger manipulation,
I managed to get a movie as well as a
minicam shot of the rare phenomenon,
and the shadow-rainbow scene has be-
come one of my most treasured color

mo%ne sequences.

From an aerial shot of the town of

Dawson I swung to a closeup of a bulletin

board announcing the packet's departure,
following with a near shot of the stack
of the wood-burner and the shadow of

the turning stern wheel on the Yukon's
milky waters.

Floating wood rafts, the wreck of the

S.S. Casca, and the cable pull up through
Five Finger Rapids offered interesting

footage en route. Aptly enough—for

this was the spot where I ran out of

film—the reel closes with a full moon
rising over the Yukon, framed through
the boat rigging at f.1.9.
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BOOK
Edison's Invention of the Kineto-Phono-

graph. By Antonia and W. K. L.

Dickson. With an introduction by
Charles G. Clarke, A.S.C. Being a
reprint of an article originally ap-
pearing in the Century Magazine in

1894. Privately printed by Mr.
Clarke at the Pueblo Press, Los An-
geles. $4. 1939. 250 numbered
copies.

Mr. Clarke begins at the beginning of

motion pictures in the telling of this

story of Thomas A. Edison and his work
for the screen. He goes so far into his-

tory, in fact, he reprints or reproduces
a copy of the Zoetrope, as it was when
first made in 1833.

He recites the efforts of Governor
Leland Stanford of California to secure
evidence that at times a horse has all

four hoofs off the ground at the same
time—how he did at a cost of nine years'
time and $40,000—^and how he made a
great start toward motion pictures.

As Mr. Clarke points out, it was Edi-
son's first conception of the motion pic-

ture that it be an accompaniment of the
phonograph. It was in 1876 that he in-

vented the phonograph, some eighteen
years prior to his Kineto-Phonograph.

It was late in 1899 that Edison, re-

turning from Europe, was ushered into

a room in his works and introduced to a
moving—and speaking—figure on the
wall. It was the man who uttered the
words he heard who writes the brief on
Edison's invention of the Kineto-Phono-
graph.

It should be borne in mind the story
was written in 1894—forty-six years ago.

when things were primitive. Neverthe-
less, the tale sets forth the many expedi-
ents tried and abandoned; others tried

in their place and some found to be suc-
cessful.

A part of the final sentence, written in

1894, will show the fullness of the proph-
ecy in which the Dicksons indulged:
"Not only our own resources but those

of the entire world will be at our com-
mand. The advantages to students and
historians will be immeasurable. Instead
of dry and misleading accounts, tinged
with the exaggerations of the chron-
iclers' minds, our archives will be en-
riched by the vitalized pictures of great
national scenes, in.stinct with all the
glowing personalities which characterize
them."

U. S. Camera Annual 1940. Edited by T.

J. Maloney. Random House Incor-
porated. New York. 1939. Photog-
raphy selection Edward Steichen.
276 pp. Over two hundred photog-
raphers represented, sixteen in color.

$2.95.

Here is a book rich in contents. It is

announced there will be but one printing
and that there is a limited edition of
30,000 copies. Looking at the book, that
number does not sound so big. The book
has been given a permanent, handsome
binding, easily the best presentation the
Annual has had.

It was a one-man selection, by Edward
Steichen. Fifteen thousand pictures
were submitted, of which 5000 were
handed to Steichen. He went beyond
that and examined a thousand which had

been withheld, to satisfy himself that due
care was being exercised, that none were
being eliminated that he also would not
have participated in.

The real problem, of course, came when
he reduced 5000 to 500. Of these 100 be-
came "musts." An additional 200 were
selected, and the final choice among these
rested with the editor in meeting the
problems of layout.

Anticipating the story of the publica-
tion of the result of Edward Weston's
awarding of a Guggenheim Fellowship
last year are twenty-four pages devoted
to a preliminary showing of some of his

work in California. In the section are
twenty-three pictures by the photog-
rapher, accompanied by text written by
Charis WiLson Weston, his wife. It is

all of deep interest to every lover of
photography.
The contributors to the color section

are Valentine Sarra, Lejaren Hiller, Ruz-
zie Green, Louise Dahl-Wolfe, Anton
Bruehl, Ruth Nichols, Tony Frissell, Ed-
ward Steichen, Paul Outerbridge, Victor
Keppler, Hoyningen-Huene, Leslie Gill,

Ivan Dmitri, Nickolas Muray, Arthur
Gerlach, Charles Kerlee and others.

There is in chronological order a de-

scription of what has taken place in the
photographic world in the pa.st 100 years.

It occupies eight spacious pages. An in-

dex at the close of the book describes not
only each picture and its factors but the

background of the photographer.

Pictorial Composition in Photography.
By Arthur Hammond, F.R.P.S., Asso-
ciate Editor of American Photo-
graphy. Third edition, revised and
enlarged. 1939. American Photo-
graphic Publishing Company. Bos-
ton. 48 illustrations and 153 pp.
$3.50.

Opening this book at random the eye
lights upon a sentence that will stand
rereading. "There is much to learn in

making pictures," it says. "Only a little

can be gathered from books. The greater
part of the knowledge must consist of

actual experience."
We will go back to the beginning of

that paragraph. "It must be understood
that in picturemaking," we read, "the
methods used by one photographer may
be entirely unsuited to another. This
must be so, or there would be little or no
individuality in pictures by different art-

ists. The principles referred to in this

book are merely some of the fundamen-
tals, and each artist must develop his

own individuality, while still adhering
more or less closely to these basic prin-

ciples.

"I have endeavored to make clear to

those interested in the artistic side of

photography how the mechanics of sug-
gestion can be applied in picturemaking.

(Continued on Page 90)

Don Ameche and Andrea Leeds in Twen-
tieth Century-Fox's "Sivanee River,"
illustrating the low key lighting which
Cinematographer Bert Glennon employed

in photographing the story.
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Story Should
Always

Come First
By BERT GLENNON, A.S.C.

(Famous Twentieth Century-Fox Cine-
matographer who has handled the film-
ing of some of the greatest pictures to

come out of Hollywood, among them
"Hurricane," "Stagecoach," "Young Mr.
Lincoln," "Drums Along the Mohawk,"
and his last, "Swanee River")

FOR a long time I wanted to work
in color. That, no doubt, is the
desire of every progressive motion

picture photographer because color af-

fords such an opportunity to fully ex-
press the moods that are so vital in true
story telling.

Black and white photography re-

stricts both photographer and director

to the ability of the audience to supply
mentally the color that is absent from
the screen. For instance, the audience
sees the American flag in black and
white. Automatically, it visualizes the
flag in red, white and blue.

However, the fact that we are com-
pelled to depend on the audience itself

to supply the missing element is a handi-
cap, for no two people react exactly in

the same manner.
That, it strikes me, accounts in large

part for the enthusiasm among audi-
ences for pictures in color. True, some
of these pictures are not carefully photo-
graphed, but the audience gladly over-
looks many of the defects because a
missing component of expression has
teen supplied.

That component of color—added to

lighting, composition, and angle of view,
—gives the author, director and pho-
tographer a complete set of tools with
which to create a perfect background.
And the story, I might add, is the im-

portant element of the motion picture, a
fact which is not forgotten even during
the set-up of the most simple scene.

Color Adds to Beauty
Until the perfection of color for the

screen, the photographer had to depict
the background with light, shadow and
composition, striving to create a syn-
thetic mood in monochrome and rely-
ing on the audience's black and white
education to supply the feeling of color.

Now color enters our experience to

enhance all the other elements, simplify
the photographic approach and obtain
all the fine textures and shadings im-
possible in black and white.

In short, we add to the beauty. We
get painted images which the observer
can carry home with him in his mind.
Now, even a gaunt draft horse with
protruding ribs looks beautiful because
of the poignancy which color adds.
My assignment to photograph "Drums

Along the Mohawk" gave me an op-
portunity to put to the test certain
ideas which I had long entertained.
Theatre patrons can thank Darryl F.
Zanuck for the photographic beauty of
Twentieth Century-Fox pictures because
he refuses to compromise with quality.

His view, which I have often heard him
express, is this:

"On the Screen"

"I'm not interested in the trouble you
had getting the scene. All I know and
believe is what I see on the screen."

That makes for persistence and per-
fection as far as it is possible to attain
perfection. I approached "Drums Along
the Mohawk" with certain reservations.
It won Mr. Zanuck's approval.

It also won the monthly critics' award
for photography. The credit goes equal-
ly to Mr. Zanuck for the confidence
which he placed in me and to John
Ford, the director, whose knowledge of
photography made possible the fine ef-

fects in the picture.

Then followed "Swanee River," an-
other opportunity—an opportunity to

submerge the camera for one of the
best screen stories it has been my pleas-

ure to film.

If, in "Drums Along the Mohawk,"
we had used color with a free hand,
we had a totally different problem here.

The story was a simple, tragic and
moving tale. Yet it was laid in a color-

ful period.

Costumes in those days ran the gamut
of the rainbow. But to have given em-
phasis to the color would have meant
obtruding on the story itself. The eye
would have been taken, but some of the

Cinematographer Glennon (right) crit-
ically studies his meter as Don Ameche
awaits the word for a scene in Twentieth

Century-Fox's "Swanee River."

emotion which the tale contained would
have been lost.

We decided on a rather revolutionary
treatment. We decided to use no more
light in filming "Swanee River" than is

used in plain black and white. Ordina-
rily, five times as much light is used
in color pictures than in monochromes.

Days of Doubt
I had misgivings, naturally, and the

rushes that I saw from day to day
didn't quite dispel my feeling of doubt.
There was nothing spectacular either
in the set up or the color in those daily
rushes.
The effects which we had obtained in

"Drums" still seemed to predominate in

the minds of those at the studio. Com-
parisons, mostly critical, began to come.

Mr. Zanuck himself began asking ques-
tions, and about that time I began to

wonder if my whole conception of the
picture was out of focus. I was com-
pelled to gamble the confidence of al-

most everyone concerned against the
final outcome.

I was convinced that the story would
emerge with all its appeal undiminished
and that any spectacular treatment pho-
tographically would only confuse those
who saw the picture.

My co-workers were good enough to

let me have my way. I had the feeling
that the work was good enough for ac-

ceptance and not bad enough to war-
rant the expense of retakes.

In short, I hoped that the photographic
treatment I had given "Swanee River"
would enhance the melodies and the
human portrayals and still not make
the public camera conscious.

I might have been wrong, of course,
but fortunately I wasn't. "Swanee Riv-
er" has enjoyed more favorable com-
ment for its photography than did
"Drums Along the Mohawk." Which
proves to my mind once more that the
story should always come first.
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STUDYING
PHOTOELECTRIC

EXPOSURE
METERING

By CAPTAIN DON NORWOOD,
U»S»A,, Retired,

Part III

PHOTOELECTRIC exposure meters
of the reflected illumination type
have been responsible for a marked

advance in photographic practise. They
h.ive offered a convenient means (>f

quickly determining approximate expos-
ure.

However, in our study of the action
of this type of meter it has become
apparent that an indication of approxi-
mate exposure is the most that can be
expected. Certain principles underlying
their operation act to introduce certain
errors in many cases so that a precise
indication of ideal exposure for a given
scene must not be expected.
The most recent advances in this type

of meter, such as narrowing of accept-
ance angle, increased sensitivity, and
better mechanical construction while

good, have not served to eliminate er-

rors inherent in principle of operation.

Check with Laboratory

Let any cinematographer who is com-
pletely satisfied with his negative ex-
posures check up with the laboratory and
note what printer settings are required
to print from his negatives. If all his
negatives can be printed from one print-
er setting near to the center of the
printer scale, his satisfaction is justified.

On the other hand, a wide variety
of printer settings and any considerable
departure from the center of the scale
may be taken as reliable indicators of
the amount of room available for im-
provement in this regard.

With the rising demand for black
and white negatives that are of such

high quality that they can be printed
with a constant printer setting, and
the requirement of natural color films
for consistently ideal exposures for every
scene, it appears that there is consid-
erable need for a type of meter work-
ing on principles which do not allow
the introduction of errors of any con-
siderable magnitude.
The latter part of Part II of this

series led us directly to a consideration
of a photoelectric exposure meter which
measures Incident Illumination.

Exposure Determination

Since there is some controversy over
the relative merits of incident light
measurement vs. reflected light measure-
ment, for determination of exposure, it

might be of some interest briefly to

scan the field of devices used for the
purpose. Let us note to which group
each of these devices basically belongs.
The actinometer. This was one of

the earliest types of exposure meters.
Examples of this type of meter are the
Watkins, the Wjnne, the Imperial,
Photometer M. and V., Haka-Expometer,
Metropose Michant, Steadman and Beck.
The principle of operation is that of

exposing a small segment of sensitized
paper to incident light. The length of
time necessary for the segment of paper
to darken to a predetermined shade in-

dicated the strength of illumination.
From tables the proper exposure con-

trols could then be determined. The
device worked quite well. It will be
noted that this device functioned by
measurement of incident illumination.

Exposure Tables

Exposure Tables. Examples of these
are the Burroughs-Wellcome, various
Photographic Almanacs. They take into

account such factors as time of year,
time of day, condition of sky, etc., are
actually an indication of what strength
of illumination may be expected from
the sun under the given conditions.

This in effect amounts to an evalu-
ation of incident illumination. Some of
these tables have been in use for decades,
and although not very convenient to use,

vdW give a good approximation to the
correct exposure.

Booklet "How to Expose Kodachrome."
Issued by the Eastman Kodak Company
for the guidance of users of Kodachrome
film. The tables and charts in this book-
let work on the principle of an evaluation
of incident illumination under given
conditions.

Tables issued by the General Electric

Mazda for the determination of exposure
under photoflood lights. Here the size

of the lights and the distances from
lights to subject are the factors in-

volved. These tables are based on a
determination of the value of incident
illumination on the subject.

"Lights and shadows on the subject
find their counterpart on the pick-up
surface of the meter."—Photographer
when taking reading is in position of

subject.
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It can be seen that there is a good
deal of precedent for the evaluation of

incident illumination in determining pho-
tographic exposure control values. The
principle is fundamentally sound.

Photoelectric Cell Meter

If a photoelectric cell meter could
be properly adapted to this use it would
present distinct advantages in the way
of accuracy, speed of operation, con-
venience and extended utility. The char-
acteristics of such a meter appear to be
worthy of some study.
A very natural question confronts us.

How can a measurement of the incident
light serve as a guide to exposure when
a scene may have in it bright or dark
areas, or objects, covering quite an ex-
tended range of brightness?
The first part of the answer to this

question lies in the definition of bright-
ness. The brightness of any object in

a scene is a product of the incident
illumination and the reflection factor of
the object. The incident illumination is

what we propose to measure.
We are next concerned with the range

of reflection factors liable to be en-
countered. Will the negative film have
a latitude broad enough to take care
of the range of reflection factors en-
countered? If so, then the problem is

solved.

Examine Range
Let us examine this range of reflec-

tion factors to see just how broad it is

in practice. Theoretically it may range
from percent to 100 percent. Practical-

ly we find that objects having a reflect-

ance of percent to 4 percent are
called black. Also it is usually found
that the portions of a scene falling in

this range are of least significance to

the picture.

What do we find at the other end of
the scale ? Very few objects having a
diffuse reflection factor of over 90 per-
cent will ever be encountered.
The practical range required then is

from, say 2 percent to about 90 percent,
a range of 1-45. This is very easily in-

cluded in the film latitude of 1-128, if

properly centered.
Also there will be plenty of spare

room left at each end of the film lati-

tude to take care of the exceptional
cases where an unusually long scale
of brightnesses are encountered.
The measurement of the incident il-

lumination serves to indicate exposure
controls which will accomplish the cen-
tering of the brightness range on the
film latitude. This is exactly the condi-
tion desired for the production of the
ideal exposure.

Several benefits result from this
method.

First: Incident illumination is tre-

mendously stronger than reflected illumi-

"The meter is pointed at the camera
from the subject's position, where it

integrates and evaluates all illumina-
tion photographically effective on the

subject."

nation. A meter made to measure it

may be made more compact, more
rugged, and more accurate than the
delicate meter required to measure re-

flected illumination. The feature of ac-

curacy at low levels of illumination be-

comes of increasing importance as faster

film emulsions become available.

Confusing Efifect

Second: The confusing effect on a

reflection type meter of variations in

the relative proportions of light and
dark areas in a scene is entirely elim-

inated with this direct acting type of

meter. (This phase of the matter was
covered in detail in Part II, of this

series.)

Third: Errors due to color in a scene
are eliminated. The response to dif-

ferent colors in the spectrum is quite

different for a photoelectric cell and a
photographic emulsion.

Thus if a scene were preponderantly
one color the light reflected from it

would be of that color. Light of said

color might have more, or less, effect

on the photographic emulsion than it had
on the photoelectric cell.

It will be appreciated that wide varia-
tions in color of reflected light may
be encountered. Thus the indicated ex-
posures from a meter measuring reflect-

ed illumination may be thrown consid-
erably off from the correct value by
chromatic error.

While there also will be found some
variation in chromatic composition of
incident illumination, this variation is,

by comparison, small. Furthermore, in-

cident illumination will usually contain
a known balance of the visible colors,

so that correction is easy to make. So
by the measurement of incident illumi-

nation the chromatic error may be prac-
tically eliminated.

Fourth: The reflected illumination type
of meter is subject to one particularly
bad hazard when used in the studio. The
light from a back-lighting unit may
strike its sensitive cell. This will cause
an entirely erroneous reading that will

result in a considerable underexposure
of the subject. The incident illumina-
tion type of meter is entirely free from
this hazard.

[To Be Concluded]
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DAN CLARK DISCUSSES
CAMERAS AND LIGHTS

HERE is a photograph of the new
Twentieth Century Camera. Much
has been said about it, but outside

of the studio where it has been in opera-
tion nothing much has been seen of it.

Dan Clark, A.S.C, former president of

the A.S.C, and head of the Twentieth
Century-Fox camera department, who in

the picture holds the meter on Pamela
Randall, talked enthusiastically of the in-

strument one morning at the end of the
last month.
One of these cameras has been in

operation, he said, at the Twentieth Cen-
tury-Fox studio for four years and an-
other for two years. By March 1 the
Wall Machine Company of Schenectady,
N. Y., will begin the delivery of the third.

Nine more already are ordered, and
they will arrive steadily until the ten are
completed, which is expected to be early
in the Fall. The Wall Company then will

be ready to start work on orders for the
open market.
"The camera is working very success-

fully," declared Mr. Clark when asked
about the camera. "The Fox men all

swear by it. The Twentieth Century is

bringing down the weight of camera
equipment from 600 to 98 pounds. As a
matter of fact, the Twentieth Century
camera will be only 20 pounds heavier
than cameras were in the days of the
silent era.

"It does not require a blimp of any
kind nor do we have to shoot through
glass. We just use an ordinary lens, the
usual lens, with the result of making a
big difference in photography."

There was a moment's discussion of
"The Blue Bird," product of the Twen-
tieth Century-Fox Studio. The writer
emphasized the heights of photography
attained in the making of the picture

In attendance, left to right, around the
Twentieth Century Camera: Lucien An-
driot, A.S.C; Dan Clark, A.S.C; Pamela
Randall, Roger Sherman and Eddie Fitz-
gerald. The set was lighted with four

Dinky-Inkies and a Keglite.

and of the miraculous nature of the tech-

nicians' work all the way.
"Yes," agreed Mr. Clark, "it is too bad

it could not have been released a little

sooner, in time to come into the reach
of the year 1939. I think it is agreed by
a great many it would have been a strong
contender for any special award that

might have been floating around. Artie
Miller did himself proud by his work in

the making of that picture. Many be-

lieve it was a great deal of a trick job.

They are in error. It was a lighting prob-
lem all the time."
The talk turned on the strong tendency

to follow the path of the streamlined
train, to make for speed and lightness,

to create for real efficiency, the camera
being a striking instance.

"As weight and bulk of the camera
are going down so also are the supple-

(Continiied on Page 93)
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New Gadget
Coordinates

Meter.

htiii'

By Joseph Walker, A. S. C,

S a rule, when a cinematographer
/A develops a new gadget to aid his
* work, the device itself evolves
first; its application last. In other words,
it is usually a case of getting an idea
for a piece of equipment first, and then
figuring out some way to put it to work
simplifying some of the problems of
production.
Only on rather rare occasions does

the use present itself first, and forcibly
demand the development of some piece
of equipment for solving a specific prob-
lem.
During the past year I have felt a

need existed for some device which
would simplify the cinematographer's
daily problem of coordinating illumina-
tion levels with the tonal values of his
subject, most particularly, of course, the
face tones of his principal players. Mod-
ern photoelectric light meters, even
though they represent a noteworthy for-
ward stride in technique, do not do this.

Uneven Subject Tones
With a meter it is of course possible

to maintain consistent illumination
levels. If, for instance, you find that
for normal effects you get the best re-
sults with a key-light level of 80 foot-
candles, the intelligent use of a meter
makes it simple to maintain that value
consistently through any number of
scenes, made over any period of time.
But it fails to take into account varia-
tions in the tonal value of the subject.
And wdth the extreme sensitivity of to-

day's emulsions, even slight variations in

illumination levels and tonal values, so
small that a few years ago they were
negligible, are today important factors.

In studio cinematography, the key
value of any scene is generally the face
of the star or some principal player.
Lighting, exposure and processing are
all coordinated to keep that face tone
at a pleasing, normal rendition. Make-

up, too, is a vital part of this claim.
Theoretically, the make-up should keep
the actual face tone consistent, while
the use of the light meter should
keep the illumination level consistent.
This, with the uniform processing of
modern laboratories, should keep the
facial rendition on the screen consist-
ently normal and pleasing.
But with the extreme sensitivity of

modern emulsions, this is not always
the fact in actual practice. Minor varia-
tions in the actual tonal value of face
and make-up—often too small to be
easily detected by purely visual inspec-
tion—can and do produce embarrassing
variations in the photographic rendition
of those facial values.

Perhaps the most common variation
is the all-but-imperceptible change dur-
ing several scenes—-or even several takes
of the same scene—that come as the
make-up is retouched and "powdered
up." That retouching is of course neces-
sary to maintain the desired textural
smoothness. BXit each time it is likely
to lighten the tonal value of the face
slightly.

The alteration is unintentional, it is

true, and usually so slight as to escape
detection when you glance at the re-

touched make-up as a whole. But the
film sees it.

Inevitably, too, the effect is cumula-
tive: by the end of the day's work the
tone of the make-up may be several
shades lighter than it was at the start.

And how it can show up in the rushes!

Balance Light to Make-up
This variation can be easily compen-

sated—if it is seen. A slight reduction
or increase in key-light level will do
it. But the problem is to detect and
measure it.

As I considered the problem, it became
increasingly obvious that if the visual
tonal value of the make-up could be

Joseph Walker, A.S.C., shows method
of using his comparator. The rheostat
in his right hand controls intensity of
internal globe illuminating make-up
standard; switch at right tm-ns light
on ayid off. The meter's dial is visible
through tvindow on top, while knob
nearbii rotates the four make-up stand-
ards into position. Still by Irving

Lippman.

compared, visually, to a known, con-
stant standard, with the actual make-up
illuminated by the set lighting, and the
comparison-standard illuminated by a
known standard illumination, variations
in the tonal value of the make-up could
quickly be detected, and compensation
made by raising or lowering the key-
light level.

To this end, I developed a simple com-
parator which has proved its worth dur-
ing the production of several recent pic-

tures, including "Only Angels Have
Wings" and "Mr. Smith Goes To Wash-
ington."
The device consists of a small, wooden

box which houses a standard General
Electric light meter, a variable light

source and a surface which may be
treated with the desired make-up.

This latter is a four-sided shaft,

about a quarter of an inch square,
made of dural. Each of the four faces
may be treated with a different shade
of make-up—one bearing the leading
woman's make-up, a second the leading
man's, and so on. If desired, one face
may be painted to match the set walls.

Visual Comparison
An optical system composed of a nega-

tive lens and a positive eye-piece per-
mits one to look through the comparator
at the scene, as in a simple finder. A
small, positive mirror reflects the make-
up sample into the center of this view-
ing field, with a sharp-edged blend.
Thus it is possible to study the actual

make-up through the comparator, with
the standard make-up brought directly
beside the player's face for easy com-
parison.
The make-up standard is illuminated

by a small, frosted 10-watt globe pow-
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HALLER, RENNAHAN, CLINE
THE photographic award by the correspondents of Hollywood in the

Reporter for December was given to Ernest Haller, A.S.C.; Ray
Rennahan, A.S.C., and Wilfrid M. Cline, A.S.C. The picture was "Gone

with the Wind." The correspondents must have been under the spell the
photography created, iiecause evei-y honor but that for the best original song
and best general feature went to the Selznick International subject.

This is the second award won by Ernest Haller, he having taken the
opening picture in the poll, that for "Jezebel," given in March, 1938. It

was the third given to Ray Rennahan, his preceding mentions having been
with Ernie Palmer, A.S.C, in the making of "Kentucky" and with Bert
Glennon, A.S.C., in "Drums Along the Mohawk."

The Reporter cited some of the pictures that had created what would
have been unusually strong competition against "Gone with the Wind."
There were such pictures as "Of Mice and Men," "Balalaika," "The Earl
of Chicago," "Gulliver's Travels," "Hunchback of Notre Dame," "Judge
Hardy and Son," "The Light that Failed" and "Swanee River."

The winner of second photographic honors was Bert Glennon with "Swanee
River." Glennon has taken the first award in his three consecutive preceding
pictures: "Stage Coach," "Young Mr. Lincoln" and the third, a Technicolor in

which Ray Rennahan shared, "Drums Along the Mohawk."
Third place in the poll for December was won by Norbert Brodine, A.S.C,

who photographed "Of Mice and Men."

ered from any convenient source of cur-

rent—either D.C or A. C. may of course

be used.

The light from this globe falls on the

photoelectric cell of the light meter. By
means of a small rheostat built into the

case, the strength of this light is ad-

justed to produce a predetermined stand-

ard reading on the meter's dial, which
is visible through an opening in the

top of the case. This effectively stand-
ardizes the illumination on the make-up
standard, eliminating inaccuracies which
might otherwise be caused by fluctua-

tions in line voltage, by deterioration

of the light globe, and so on.

This standard reading is determined
during the pre-production make-up tests

of that particular player. It is balanced
to the standards of make-up and set

illumination which have been found to

give the most desirable facial rendition
for that player.

Measuring Make-up Changes

In use, after the set has been lit, and
the conventional illumination readings
made with the ordinary meter in the
usual way, variations in make-up tone
can be checked by quick inspection
through the comparator.

Obviously, the make-up standard and
the actual make-up, as seen through the
comparator, with make-up, set lighting
and comparator illumination at normal
standards, should match perfectly. If

they do not — if the actual make-up
seems too light or too dark in compari-
son to the standard, either the make-up
or the lighting has obviously varied.

Compensating for this variation is

achieved simply by manipulating the
intensity of the key lighting in any con-
venient way—by flooding or concentrat-
ing the key-light, by altering diffusion.

or by the use of individual dimmers, as

one may prefer.

It should, I believe, be as useful in

color cinematography as in black-and-
white.

It will be clear, I hope, that this com-
parator is not in any way intended to
replace conventional light meters and
their use. It is intended to supplement
them and to afford a quick and easy
means of detecting and correcting the
tonal variations which conventional
meters are not capable of measuring. In
that use, my own experience has proved
it a useful aid to cinematography.

Academy's Sound Committee
Sets Candidate Productions

John Aalberg, chairman of the sound
recording award committee, announces
the following nominations for the Acad-
emy award for achievement in sound re-

cording:

"Balalaika," Metro - Goldwyn - Mayer

;

"Daytime Wife," Twentieth Century-Fox;
"Gone with the Wind," Samuel Goldwyn;
"The Great Victor Herbert," Paramount;
"The Hunchback of Notre Dame," RKO
Radio; "Man of Conquest," Republic;
"Mr. Smith Goes to Washington," Co-
lumbia; "Of Mice and Men," Hal Roach;
"Private Lives of Elizabeth and Essex,"
Warner Brothers; "When Tomorrow
Comes," Universal.

The rules governing the sound record-
ing award specify that the members of
the sound recording award committee
must view all of the nominated produc-
tions under the same viewing conditions,
in order to be qualified to participate in

the final voting to select the one pro-
duction to receive the Award.
Under the schedule set up by the com-

mittee, the final meeting for the pur-
pose of viewing these excerpts and for
subsequent voting will be held on Tues-
day evening, February 26.

Interior arrangement of Walker's com-
parator. Ten-watt globe (left) controlled
by rheostat (partly concealed by rear
partition) ilhiminates four-sided shaft
(right), to which make-up standard is

applied. This illumination is measured
by General Electric exposure meter
seen at far erul of box. A small positive
mirror attached to the front window re-
flects the image of the make-up stand-
ard into tlie center of the field covered
by the viewfinder system, seen below

and behind the meter.
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PENETRATION
The tremendous penetrat-

ing power of the carbon arc

is well demonstrated by the

famous air beacon at Chi-

cago. Pilots are able to see

the beam from the single

carbon arc in this huge

searchlight at a distance of

more than one hundred

miles.

This penetrating quality

of carbon arc illumination

adapts it to the lighting

requirements of large

studio sets. The color qual-

ity, closely resembling day-

light, is a further advan-

tage for color productions

or where there is need to

blend artificial lighting

with daylight.

/l,;lrUh-lil,'ssinn Slii.l,

USE NATIONAL
TRADE-MARK

MOTION PICTURE STUDIO AND
HIGH INTENSITY CARBONS

NATIONAL CARBON COMPANY, INC.
Unit of Union Carbide \\\^^ and Carbon Corporation

Carbon Sales Division, Cleveland, Ohio

GENERAL OFFICES

30 East 42nd Street, New York, N. Y.

BRANCH SALES OFFICES
New York, Pittsburgh, Chicago, San Francisco
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Startling

Electrical

Comparisons

in ^Huncliback

1923 and 1939

By EARL MILLER
Chief Electrical Engineer RKO-Radio Pictures

YOUR memory of what happened
seventeen years ago may be dim
and unreliable, but photographs and

records have a way of remaining un-
changed. You speak and think of the
improvements which have taken place in

motion picture technique since 1923, but
seldom do you actually sit down and com-
pare today's procedure with that of the
early twenties.

The RKO production, "The Hunchback
of Notre Dame," starring Charles Laugh-
ton, which was filmed in 1939 and has
just been released, brought back many
memories to those of us who had worked
at Universal City in the old days.

Nearly seventeen years ago. Universal
Pictures made "The Hunchback of Notre
Dame" with Lon Chaney in the title

role. As "gaffer" of the 1922-23 produc-
tion, my memory of that period on some
points is very clear.

Actual shooting started December 16,

1922, and what a winter that was; rain,
fog, wind and mud—-days, weeks, months
of it. "The largest artificially lighted
motion picture set in the world," they
told us.

Believe me, when I recall those foggy
cold nights and the miles we walked,
night after night, up and down that
cobblestone street and out in the mud,
I wonder how the picture was ever com-
pleted.

No Inkies in 1923

In 1923, incandescent lights were not
used for motion pictures. The street set

was a few feet longer and wider than the
one used in the 1939 production. There
were only fifty-six 24-inch sun arcs in

the entire industry in Hollywood.
We needed eveiy one for our night

shots, and Universal arranged to rent
all but one. Every night for seven long
weeks all the sets in other studios were
stripped of 24-inch sun arcs. They were
loaded on trucks and hauled to Universal.
We used them until 5 a.m., but had to

return them to the proper studio and
have them set and ready to burn by 8

A.M.
Whenever possible, we left the lights

on the trucks all night instead of build-

ing parallels. This accounts for the
number of trucks showing in the pan-
oramic picture accompanying this story.

Every light used in the 1923 produc-
tion was an arc. Some of the 24-inch
had automatic feed, but in addition to

these there were more than 450 other
arcs, all of which were hand fed. All

lights had to be trimmed at least twice
every night and some three times.

Yes, we actually shot every night, all

night, for foi'ty-nine straight nights. At
one time (and it would be the time it

rained the hardest) my ci'ew and I

worked five days and six nights straight,

rigged all day and shot all night; never
took our shoes off; cat-napped between
shots.

Six Months' Work
Finally on June 3, 1923, the last reel

was in the can, and in spite of all the
work and worry everyone who worked on

Earl Miller, gnff^r on Universal's pro-
duction of "The Hunchback of Notre
Dame" in 1922-23, now chief electrical
engineer of RKO-Radio Pictures and
as such in charge of the electrical
equipment on the 1939 production of
the same picture. Photo by Ernest A.

Bachrach.

or in that picture will tell you that we
had lots of fun making it.

Here are a few of the electric statis-

tics :

8 portable generators (every one we
could buy or rent)

2 300-K.W. stationary generators
6 150-K.W. transformers
The peak load was approximately

37,500 amperes.

Now let us take a look at the RKO
1939 production from the electrical

standpoint.
First, let me pay a deserved tribute to

Joe August, A.S.C., the cameraman who,
after all, is the man responsible for the
superb lighting effects achieved in this

production. Joe knows his lights and
where he wants them. His thoroughness,
untiring patience, and knowledge of
lighting problems made the work of our
depai'tment a real pleasure.

16 Years' Difference

You will note that in 1939 only 29 arc
lights were used; of the balance, more
than one hundred were the new T-5 con-
verted type, 24-inch sun spots.

In addition to the lights mentioned
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herein, every window and doorway (110
in all) was lighted by a lOOO and
2000 watt studio-made reflector. These
lights were all wired to a central con-
trol board in each set.

In close-up work, we also used 150
2000 watt type 14s and 30 500 watt Baby
Kegs.

In the electrical department recoi'ds

we find these interesting facts and fig-

ures :

It required 75,000 watts in small globes

(25 to 500 watts each) to illuminate
dressing room and dining room tents and
back stage.

We built 3200 feet of special high ten-

sion power line, cariying 2500 volts 3

phase.

Approximately 35,000 feet of feeder
cable were used.

45,000 feet of No. 14 lamp cord.

12 remote control boards.

3 manual boards.

All of this seems like a great amount
of equipment, and it was, but here is the

great difference. The peak load for this

entire set was 11,500 amperes or about
one-third of the peak load of the 1923
production, 37,500.

While the 1939 street set was prob-
ably the largest attempted in recent

years, it was just another production in

our department. To be sure, we had
perfect weather every day.

We started shooting on .July 10, 1939,
and completed work on Oct. 2, 1939.

There was hardly a hitch from start to

finish. Evei-y man in our department
did a swell job and I am proud of every
one.

Remembering all the trials and hard
work of the 1923 production, I natural-
ly did a little advance worrjing when
the 1939 "Hunchback of Notre Dame"
was scheduled. But, like most of the
troubles we worry about, they never
happened.
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C, Roy Hunteitr Talks
of Otker Days

CUSTOMS in the taking of pictures
change in the course of sixteen odd

years. The total footage of negative ex-

posed on the recent making of "The
Hunchback" was 228,290. That was ex-
clusive of the positive film employed in

the music scoring, a matter of 148,365.

Where on the 1923 production at Univer-
sal 165 days were employed in the mak-
ing of the production, only 72 were de-

voted in 1939.

Going back to 1923 C. Roy Hunter, now
head of the Paramount Camera Depart-
ment, in those earlier days was at the
head of both the laboratory and the
camera department of Universal. His
recollection of the negative film exposed
was 750,000 feet. Where on RKO-Radio's
camera work on the picture not more
than seven cameras were used at one
time, in the making of the Universal
production there was one day when the
cameras totaled twenty-six. They were
grouped in thirteen pairs.

The occasion was the engagement of
2500 extras. Unknown to these extras
they were to be attacked by 500 horsemen

in tin armor and driven on to the steps
of the cathedral. The plan was to create
a panic. The plan succeeded—in full.

Every precaution was taken to avoid
accidents. First aid stations were es-
tablished at convenient points, while sur-

geons and nurses were allotted. The
500 horsemen precipitated a most realis-

tic mob scene when the word was given
for them to move in. Terror and pande-
monium reigned, speaking truthfully.

But the precautions that had been
taken worked to a charm. Almost. Of
all the close calls and narrow escapes
from injury only one required the at-

(Continued on Page 86)
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Philip Hooker, manager of the Dealer Carl Schreyer, new Bell & Howell repre-
Service Division of Bell & Howell, sentative in South.

Chicago.

J. Lawrence Goodnow, manager of the
Personal Equipment Division of Bell &

Howell, Chicago.

BELL & HOWELL PROMOTES THREE
The Bell & Howell Company has

named three of its younger employees
to positions of greater responsibility

—

Philip Hooker, J. Lawrence Goodnow and
Carl Schreyer. Mr. Hooker has been
appointed manager of the dealer service
division of the Bell & Howell Company,
Chicago. A graduate of Northwestern
University, Mr. Hooker joined the staff

of the Bell & Howell Company six years
ago, leaving the Packard Motor Car
Company to enter the motion picture
equipment field. He served as the B&H
district manager for Pennsylvania for
two years, and subsequently returned to

the main office to handle dealer activi-

ties in the Chicago area.

0. N. Wilton, assistant sales manager,
continues in charge of all Bell & Howell
export business, and, with J. H. Booth,
general sales manager, as general su-
pervisor of all B&H sales activities and
dealer relations.

Mr. Goodnow has been appointed man-
ager of the personal equipment divi-

sion of the Bell' & Howell Company,
Chicago. After graduating from the
University of Chicago, Mr. Goodnow
accepted special military duty, serving
as lieutenant of field artillery at Fort
Sill, Oklahoma. Leaving the army for
civilian life, Mr. Goodnow joined Bell

& Howell two years ago as assistant
manager of the personal equipment
division.

Leaving the Chicago office to become
Bell & Howell's district manager for

the southeastern part of the United
States, Mr. Schreyer takes to the road
with a wealth of experience. During his
five years with the Bell & Howell Com-
pany Mr. Schreyer has been successively

in the industrial and educational divi-

sions, the B&H New York branch of-

fice, and the personal equipment divi-

sion, of which he was manager at the
time of his new appointment.

Agfa Ansco Stockholders
Merge with General Aniline
December 28 last the stockholders of

Agfa Ansco Corporation approved the
merger of Agfa into the General Aniline
and F'ilm Corporation, which latter com-
pany for some time past has owned a ma-
jority of the outstanding stock of Agfa
Ansco Corporation. The directors of
Agfa Ansco Corporation recommended
this merger in the interest of simplifying
the corporate structure and effecting
various economies in the operation of the
business as a whole. The continuing cor-
poration's other major industry outside
of photographic materials is the manu-
facture of a large variety of dyestuffs.

The business of Agfa Ansco Corpora-
tion will be conducted under the same
management and under the name of Agfa
Ansco division of General Aniline and
Film Corporation.

It must be considered as a great ad-
vantage for the growing business of the
Agfa Ansco Division that the continuing
corporation will be in a position to fur-
nish additional capital if such should be-
come necessary as it has a working capi-
tal in excess of forty million dollars.

Southern Cinema Club
The Southern Cinema Club was or-

ganized in January, 1939, by P. M.
Niersbach, president; Henry Huddleston,
vice president; Miss Doris Lee, secre-
tary, and Miss Louise Arbogast, treas-
urer.

The club is for 8mm. and 16mm.
enthusiasts of the southeast Los Angeles
district. Our meetings are held the
fourth Tuesday of each month in the
Lynwood City Hall. At each session we
have a speaker or give a demonstration
on some phase of moviemaking and
pictures are shown.
We have a technical committee which

gives advice and a social committee
which has charge of our social events.
During the year we had two social af-

fairs, an outing at Forest Home and
a fishfry at Santa Monica.
We have thirty-five members. Dues

are $1 a year, and membership in the
club is still open.
On January 23 we installed our new

officers, who are as follows: A. B.
Callow, president; J. O. Law, \'ice presi-
dent; Don Hunt, secretary; Vernon Lar-
son, treasurer.

DORIS LEE, Secretary.
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WORLD-WIDE
SUPREMACY

NINE out of the Ten Best Pictures chosen

in the Film Daily's 1939 critics' poll were

made on Eastman Negative Films. Two of

the Ten Best Pictures were made in Eng-

land, and both were on Eastman—striking

evidence of the world-wide recognition

of this film's excellence. Eastman Kodak

Company, Rochester, N. Y. (J. E. Brula-

tour. Inc., Distributors, Fort Lee, Chi-

cago, Hollywood.)

NINE OF THE ^^TEN BEST"
ON EASTMAN NEGATIVE
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SUB.STANDARD FILM STRONG
IN ENGLAND

J. p. J. CHAPMAN.
THE H U O N

,

BRANKSOME HILL ROAD,
BOURNEMOUTH, ENGLAND

23rd December, 1939.

To the Editor:

The year 1939 has been a momentous one for the Kinematograph
Trade. The first blow came with a heavy tax on ail kinds of photoKraphic
stock. Two more shuffles added insult to injury. It cost the Industry a
staggering sum.

Owing to this tax, much footage of their Majesties' American tour
has been lost. The propaganda value would have been untold.

Continued strain of international relations slowed the wheels of

industry.
Then came the war. Theaters were closed, but after a while a more

normal status developed. Trade has now settled down to a war footing.

The amateur societies have of course been curtailed through present
conditions.
The 16mm. side has been jogging along in its usual steady manner.

Imports from America are naturally severely restricted, and delivery diffi-

cult. Prices, too, have risen and have not yet reached high water mark.
It was expected that the sub-standard trade would slump, but just

the opposite has been experienced. The black-out has kept people at home,
and the demand for films and machines has exceeded all expectations. The
secondhand market has had a good filip.

Your paper is always a welcome visitor, being paramount in the
Movie-World.

Congratulations on your publication, and a prosperous New Year.

Yours faithfully,

J. P. J. CHAPMAN, A.R.P.S., F.R.S.A.

AMPRO ANNOUNCES ITS
FIRST 8MM. PROTECTOR

PERSISTENT rumors that Ampro
was planning to enter the 8mm. pro-

jector field have at last been verified

by the announcement of the first Am-
pro 8 projector, which pioneers several
features long desired by 8mm. users.

These include reverse projection, 400-

foot reel capacity, built-in pilot light,

and fully automatic film rewinding,
controlled only by the motor-reverse
switch.

The new machine, officially Ampro
model A-8, is a sturdy, stream-styled
machine equipped with a standard 500-
Watt lamp, a color-corrected optical sys-
tem and a one-inch f.1.6 projection lens.

The operating controls are conveniently
centralized on the base, and include in

addition to the main line switch and
lamp switch a motor reversing switch
for reverse projection and rewinding.

Special provision has been made for
cooling when operating the machine in

reverse, and the cooling system, with its

cool air intake across the film aper-
ture, is said to be equally efficient for
either forward or reverse operation.

Great attention has apparently been
paid to durability and serviceability. The
projection lamp is a standard, pre-
focused-base 500-watt bulb, and may be
removed from the lamphouse by loosen-
ing two knurled knobs at the top of
the housing. The heat-resistant conden-
ser is easily accessible for cleaning.

The lens, which is in a standard
mount, may be interchanged with other
objectives of %, 1 or 1% inch focal
lengths. Lubrication is provided for by
central oil distribution to all high-speed
shafts, while the motor is equipped with
grease-sealed, self-aligning bearings.

Convenience of operation is also pro-
vided by such refinements as micro-
metric tilting control, operated by a
single knob; a conveniently located fram-
ing knob; the centralized electrical con-
trols and the pilot light. Operating

speed is controlled by a full-range rheo-
stat. Large sprockets contribute to easy
threading, and a special, heat-proof
safety shutter and still picture control
lever permit still-frame projection.
Rewinding is automatic, requiring only

threading film from the lower to the
upper reel and operation of the motor
reverse switch. A convenient carrying
handle is incorporated in the arm sup-
porting the upper reel.

The new Ampro 8 is priced at $98.

McNabb Visiting Coast
J. H. McNabb of Chicago, president

of the Bell & Howell ('ompany of that
city, is in Hollywood for a couple of
weeks. It is a routine visit, possibly just
at this time a fortunate one. For the
weather in Southern California during
the time Mr. McNabb chose for his trip
is slightly different from Chicago—or at
least it was on the day of writing.
The Bell & Howell executive has been

finding a little time to look over some of
the local golf courses when his presence
is not demanded at Western headquarters
of the company in La Brea avenue.

Reeves Returns from Mexico
Art Reeves, of the Motion Picture

Equipment plant at 7512 Santa Monica
Boulevard, returned from Mexico City
the latter part of January. With Mrs.
Reeves and their two children he left

December 12 for the southern city,

driving the distance. His trip was more
in the way of a Christmas vacation for
himself and family, but he found his
quarters at the Hotel Reforma were no
secret to the motion picture trade, with
the result he had a host of visitors.

And his intended Christmas vacation be-
came at least a 50 percent business trip.

New Ampro 8mm. projector
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Amateur
Progress
in 1939
Exceeded

Professional
By WILLIAM STULL, A.S.C.

In Two Parts = Part II

Special-process Cinematography

Outstanding in the field of special-

effects cinematography is the increased

use constantly being made of extremely
large-scale transparency background-pro-
jection process shots. By means of the

triple-head projectors, which superim-
pose three images of the same back-
ground scene on the screen, and the use

of modern super-speed films, process-

shots of a size never before possible

have been achieved.

In some instances notable outdoor
films have been made almost entirely

by this technique, at notable savings
of money, time and effort, and with
virtually no sacrifice in quality.

In at least one studio, it is reported
that experiments are being conducted
toward the development of a single-film

projection head equipped with a triple

lamphouse.
As has been mentioned, these develop-

ments have also greatly increased the
scope of special-effects cinematography
in natural color.

Set Design

A notable advance in this closely
allied field is the system of standardized
colors for set painting developed by
Jack Otterson and Joseph Valentine,
A.S.C., at Universal. In this four stand-
ardized colors are used, each appearing
in four standardized values ranging in

each case from dark to light.

The photographic values of these
shades correspond closely to their re-
spective visual brightnesses. The system
has been found virtually to eliminate
the need for repainting, to permit the
use of less light, and to produce more
pleasing effects on the screen.

The completion of the new Cinecolor
laboratory was the most notable event
in this field during 1939. For almost
the first time it offered the many users
of bipack laboratory facilities compar-
able in capacity to those available in

three-color cinematography or in mono-
chrome.

A most interesting development has
been the introduction of a direct-reading
photoelectric densitometer designed by
C. S. Franklin, and already in use in

several Hollywood laboratories.

Sound—35mm.

The principal innovation in profes-
sional sound technique has been the
pioneering, already mentioned, in the use
of newly introduced fine-grain positive
stock for sound recording and printing.

RCA introduced a most interesting
multi-purpose microphone known as the
"Cardioid" microphone, due to its heart-
like shape. This microphone may be
used interchangeably as a unidirectional,
bidirectional or non-directional micro-
phone, the change being controlled by
a switch governing the two separate
microphone units of which the device is

composed.

The same firm's "Vocoder" speech-
synthetizer was demonstarted at several
Hollywood gatherings, and while it has
not as yet been utilized in this field,

shows remarkably interesting possibili-

ties, especially in connection with car-
toon production.

What is said to be the first indepen-
dently made 35mm. re-recorder or film-
phonograph was introduced by Art
Reeves.

The use of 16mm. sound-films for edu-

cational and industrial uses increased
apace, although none of the rumored
16mm. recording units for amateur use
materialized. The Berndt-Maurer Cor-
poration, however, announced a series
of synchronous motors for driving 16
mm. cameras at sound speed, especially
with a view of assuring adequate main-
tenance of sound speed so that the film
would be suitable for the later applica-
tion of synchronized accompaniments,
narration, etc.

8mm. Synchronized

In at least one instance an amateur,
using disc synchronization, succeeded in
making a completely synchronized talk-
ing picture in 8mm.

In England a very interesting system
for putting sound to 16mm. film ap-
peared in the "Tanar Link." This con-
sists of fittings comprising two additional
take-up arms mounted on a unit which
serves as a sub-base for a standard Bell
& Howell Model 138 Filmo sound sound-
on-film projector.

By means of this device, which is rem-
iniscent of the so-called "preview heads"
professionally used for running separate
picture and sound film on a single pro-
jector, any silent 16mm. film—regard-
less of the speed at which it was photo-
graphed—may be given a synchronized
musical accompaniment, narration, etc.

In the "Tanar Link" the front arm of
the projector holds the picture feed reel,
while the rear arm, normally the take-
up, holds the sound feed reel. The front
arm of the "link" takes up the picture
film, while the rear one takes up the
sound film. The sound pick-up is through
the projector's regular scanning unit.

Since this system eliminates the neces-
sity of duping the picture and printing
the sound-track to form a single, com-
posite sound positive, it is claimed to re-
duce the cost of 16mm. sound by nearly
two thirds.

Projection

In the professional field, the most nota-
ble development was the suggestion ad-
vanced by J. G. CapstafF for the use of an
illuminated white border in place of the
conventional black screen border.

In the amateur field, however, a wide
variety of developments can be noted.
Perhaps the most spectacular is the re-
cent introduction abroad of the Bolex-
Paillard five-film sound projector.

This accommodates 16mm. sound or
silent film; 9.5mm. sound or silent; and
8mm. silent

Some of our readers abroad who have
owned and used the machine report it to
have excellent sound quality—especially,
of course, in 16mm.—and picture quality
which justifies the makers' claim that its

efficient optical system makes its 750-
watt lamp at least the equal in light-out-
put of any 16mm. projector using in-
candescent illumination, regardless of
wattage.

In this country there has been a
marked trend toward the introduction
of a new range of lower-priced 16mm.
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Anotlieitr One of Those Things

You see, it all happened like this. It was one of those errors discovered
before the issue was in the mail, but after the edition was printed. Last

November we were trying to tell a story of how Theodor Sparkuhl, A.S.C.,

made a couple of Leica as well as other exposures at Earl Carroll's theatre-
restaurant. Declared the presumably authentic caption:

The new DiiPont Superior Type II negative was used, exposed l/50th
second at / .-B.c

—

tlie same exposure given by the motion picture camera.

Along about January 17 there was a call on the phone at the editor's

desk. A male voice asked: "Will you tell me the meaning of 'f:B.C.'? I have
asked around and no one can tell me."

"Sorry, brother, but I can't help you."

"But it was in your paper."

"It was. Oh-oh. In December? Wait till I get a book. Yeah, I find it

right in front. That, of course, is a typographical error. That was written
f:2.3, but as it was printed in italic the small caps in the keyboard were partly

represented by figures. The small caps were in line with the italic on the

double-lettered matrix. The error came in a correction when the operator
failed to lower the matrices involved. The figure 2 carried the B and the fig-

ure 3 the C. So f :2.3 is right. Thank you so much for calling."

"How'd you know about that linotype thing?" asked our caller. His voice

sounded a trifle skeptical.

"That's really a long and almost—at times—a forgotten story. But I

thank you so much for calling."

sound projectors for school and commer-
cial use by all manufacturers, and at

least one of these (Bell & Howell) has
introduced a special 16mm. sound pro-

jector directly intended for home use.

Two completely new projectors in the

upper-class bracket of the 8mm. field

were announced respectively by Eastman
and Ampro. The former, known as

Model 70, features improved mechanical
construction, centralized controls, an
f.1.6, color-corrected projection lens and
interchangeable 300, 400 or 500 watt
globes.
The latter signalizes the entry of a

newcomer into the 8mm. field, though
Ampro is already widely and favorably
known for the manufacture of fine 16

mm. projectors. The Ampro 8 presents
several definite innovations in American
8mm. projector design.

Among these may be mentioned that it

is the first to provide reverse as well as
forward action, and one of the first, if

not actually the first, to accommodate
400-foot reels.

The pressure ventilating system is de-
signed for efficient operation in both for-

ward and reverse motion. A standard,
prefocused 500-watt globe is used with a
color-corrected optical system and an
f:1.6 projection lens. Centralized con-
trols and an automatic rewind are in-

corporated.

Still Photography

In studio still photography the demand
for natural-color stills increased, and it

became evident that for the majority of
outlets the Kodachrome process was defi-

nitely displacing all other types, includ-
ing "one-shot" paper-print methods.

An important innovation for high-
speed synchro-flash stills work was the
introduction of the Kalart "Sistogun"

synchronizer for Graphic focal-plane
shutters, and the H. C. E. synchronizer
for Graflex shutters.

With the long-peak (wire-filled) flash-

globes these synchronizers make possible
the photographing of extreme high-speed
synchro-flash pictures, especially at

shutter-speeds from 1/200 to 1/1000
second.

A decidedly interesting development
was the method evolved by Steve Han-
sen, of Hollywood, for making portrait
quality still enlargements from motion
picture negative. In this several succes-
sive frames of the 35mm. negative are
exposed to make a single print, using a
pilot-pin equipped enlarger. The super-
imposition of the several negatives in the
single print virtually eliminates the
usual eff"ect of graininess.

During the year the introduction or
improvement of several American-made
miniature cameras, including the Agfa-
Ansco Memo, the Argus C-3, the Perfex,
the Detrola, and others, marked the first

appearance of American-made 35 mm.
miniature cameras capable of any degree
of competition with the established,
European-made types.

With wartime conditions restricting
the importation of most of these latter
cameras, it is to be expected that Ameri-
can-made, high-grade miniatures will
make further notable strides both tech-
nically and commercially.

Television

With the granting of a limited num-
ber of licenses for television transmit-
ters, and in some cases permission for
semi-commercial operation, the stage
seems set for a considerable advance in
television.

As we go to press, an announcement
by officials of the General Electric Com-

pany that the problems of linking tele-

vision stations by air, apparently by
means of super-powered receivers, has
made the use of prohibitively costly co-
axial cables less necessary, appears to
have at least potentially minimized the
problems introduced by the limited range
of the ultra high-frequency television
carrier wavebands.
But perhaps the most significant of all

- is the production, in Hollywood, by Dr.
Friedrich Feher, of a series of musical
.short-subjects intended not only for
theatrical release as motion pictures, but
as transcribed video programs for tele-
casting. In this, possibly more than
any other development of 19.39, we may
see an indication of the future of motion
pictures.

New Hampshire Transfers
White Mountains to Screen

(From the Film Daily)

For Americans to go to the White
Mountains is usual. But for New Hamp-
shire to send its mountains to Ameri-
cans is unusual. This the astute Plan-
ning and Development Commission there
has done in a grand and bound-to-be-
resultful manner. The medium is one of
the best two-reelers ever to be fashioned
as good-will ambassador for a communi-
ty's industrial and recreational advan-
tages.

Christened "The Ninth State," in
proud recognition of the fact that New
Hampshire was the ninth of our origi-

nal national entities to ratify the United
States Constitution, this two-reeler, ex-
pertly produced, directed and even au-
thored by Emerson Yorke, is a natural
for the non-theatrical field in its present
length, and just as much of a natural
for the commercial pix houses in a
shorter version.

Cinecolor is used to convey the inher-
ent loveliness of landscapes, and make
more real and \avid the austere, inspir-
ing White Mountains. J. Burgi Contner,
A.S.C., was the cinematographer ; Alois
Havrilla, commentator; Solita Palmer,
the fashioner of the original music
score; Lindsay McPhail, orchestrator;
Jack Shilkret's Orchestra, the recording
ensemble; Phil Rein, sound engineer;
and Fletcher Smith, creator of the titles.

The picture covers an amazing amount
of subject matter,—historical, cultural,
industrial, recreational. But interest
never wanes.

Panel for Filmo-Master
From Bell & Howell comes word of

another improvement on the Filmo-
Master 16mm. projector—a centralized
switch panel. Conveniently located just
beneath the lamp base, the switch panel
holds both motor and projection lamp
controls, eliminating the line switch on
the cord. Independent use of the pilot

light is also permitted by this addition.

Bell & Howell also announces that
this switch panel can be added to any
Filmo Model 57 projector now in the
field.
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LIGHTING
FOR

INTERIOR:
CLAUDE W, CADARETTE

Founder, Los Angeles 8mm. Club.

THE pictorial attributes of a pic-

ture depend on the proper uses
of certain phases of artistic ele-

ments which are found on every canvas
of renowned artists. These elements
are necessary for an excellent picture,

and the pictorial result is achieved by
combining all of them correctly.

A picture that contains excellent com-
position, beautiful color, interesting sub-
ject and unusual angle may prove dis-

pleasing if the lighting is not properly
aligned. Correct lighting is an integral

part of good composition and balance,
whether it is in a black and white or

colored picture.

In photography the essential point is

not the precise reproduction of the sub-
ject, but rather a reproduction which
is pleasing to the eye without loss of
identity.

Through correct lighting we tend to

acquire in our motion pictures that
which is done by a retouching artist in

a photographic studio. We try to ac-
centuate and delete certain high lights
in an effort to glamorize our subject.

Light, and its control, requires much
study and experimenting. By distribut-
ing light evenly over the surface of a
ball and a cone you will make them
appear as a circle and a triangle. The
objects did not seem to have body or
solidity due to this flat lighting.

Holes in a Sheet

A scene or person's face photographed
under these conditions would not be
satisfactory because the shadows were
destroyed. A portrait of this kind would
be formed only by the contrast of the
lips, eyes and brows. As this contrast
would be too extreme, the eyes would
appear as two holes in a sheet.

Leaving the ball and cone in the
same position, and moving the light

source behind them, we will see that

each object is rimmed with light, but
we are not able to distinguish their

true shape as the faces of the objects

are in deep shadow. This is known as
back lighting.

Now by placing another light to one
side to illuminate the faces we create
a contrast on the faces which gives us
the sense of solidity. But as the shadow
is too deep on one side of the face we
must cast a third light to lift these
shadows somewhat.

This third light must be farther back
so that its intensity is less, otherwise
we would again have flat lighting. By
shifting your front lights you will find

a set-up where the ball and cone appear
to have depth and body.

Arranging Lights

This arrangement of lights is neces-
sary when filming portraits. One light
is placed to illuminate one side of the
face and another light is used to lift

the shadow side of the face so that
the detail will not be lost. A strong
backlight is used to separate the subject
from the background and illuminate the
hair.

Use diff"erent arrangements of lights

until you find the set-up that is most
pleasing and flattering. If diffusing
cloths are placed in front of each light
source, the sharp lines between high-
lights and shadows are softened and
the tonal gradations are evenly blended.

Beauty, glamour, or a glorified picture
cannot be made with harsh light. The
only places where harsh light is used
are in police, scientific or commercial
pictures. These pictures must be all-

(Continued on Page 88)

Evenly distributed light causes the face
to appear flat. The lack of highlight and
shadow loses the effect of roundness in

the face.

A touch of backlight to accentitate the
hair and rim on cheek with light coupled
with a deeper shadow side of the face,
gives a better illusion of roundness and

solidity.

High angle lighting for any special
effect. One lamp is placed overhead and
a low light is used to lift deep shadows.
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You select the scenes you shoot with care; you make the exposures expertly. You
have the right to expect results that will do justice to your subjects and to

yourself as a cinematographer.
Naturally, you use Cine- Kodak Film. It is uniformly reliable, completely respon-

sive to your skill. There are five 16 mm. emulsions, four in the 8 mm. size. What-
ever the work you have to do, there's a Cine-Kodak Film to do it^—and do it

beautifully.

16 MM. KODACHROME—For color, of

course, Kodachrome's the film. In two
types, one for daylight u.se and Type .\

for use with Photoflood light; both are
the same price. "^OO-ft. rolls (from
Rochester only), $1(5; lOO-ft. rolls, $8;
50-ft. rolls, $4.30; 50-ft. magazines or
packettes, $4.65.

16 MM. SUPER-XX—Top speed, plus
pliotograpliic quality. "ZOO-ft. rolls

(from Rochester only), $13.50; 100-ft.

rolls, $6.75; 50-ft. rolls, $3.75; 50-ft.

magazines, $4.

16 MM. SUPER-X—A real achievement
in film making. It combines adequate
speed for most shots, with remarkable
brilliance, clarity, and fine grain. 200-ft.

rolls (from Rochester only), $1^2; 100-ft.

rolls, $6; 50-ft. rolls,
'

$3.^25; 50-ft.

magazines, $3.50.

16 MM. SAFETY "PAN"—A low-cost
film of remarkable quality, generally

reserved for use when the special char-
acteristics of the other emulsions are
not required. Cine-Kodak Safety "Pan"
is supplied in 100-ft. rolls only, at $4.50.

8 MM. KODACHROME—Kodachrome
has taken command in the 8 mm. field,

too. The practically grainless Koda-
chrome image projects beautifully on
even the larger screens. Both the regu-
lar (daylight) and Type A emulsions
are available at $3.40 per 25-ft. roll.

8 MM. SUPER-X—This is the .speed film

for all 8 mm. work by artificial light or
in poor outdoor light. Remarkably fine

in grain, too. An immensely u.seful and
popular film. In 25-ft. rolls, $2.25.

8 MM. "PAN"—This is the famous film

which made 8 mm. movie making fir.st

possible, then popular. It is a film of

tremendous latitude; its speed is ade-
quate for most movie-making oppor-
tunities. In 25-ft. rolls, $2.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY, ROCHESTER, N. Y.
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44Behind

the Bottle^^

Tell

Good Story
By WILLIAM STULL

So many interesting and often note-
worthy amateur films are being sent in

for review and analysis it has been de-
cided to publish some of the reviews.
Most amateurs read The American

ICinematographer primarily to improve
their understandnig of moviemaking:
and next to studying outstanding films
on the screen perhaps the best way of
doing this is to study reviews of such
films, which analyze their strong and
weak points—and tell why each is as it

is, and how it could be improved. Such
comments can often be applied to your
own films, too.

"Behind the Bottle," Documentary
film, 400 feet 16mm. Kodachrome. Made
by William R. Hutchinson, Newburgh,
N. Y.

BEHIND The Bottle is stated to be
its maker's first attempt at seri-

ously purposeful picture making,
but it has a smooth completeness that
many a more experienced filmer might
envy.

Continuity is particularly well planned,
for this story of milk begins with the
delivery of the morning milk bottles at
the housewife's back door, and then goes
back to tell the whole story of milk,
literally from the cow to the customer,
ending again with the freshly bottled
milk on the doorstep.

Technically, this picture has but two
basic faults, both of which are reme-
diable. First, since it is a color picture,
the titles should also be in color, for

black-and-white titles in a color film dis-

tract the audience's attention to techni-

calities.

Even if, as in this case, the titles are

on colored (blue-tinted) positive film,

the change from color to monochrome is

irritating. In addition, it is seldom if

ever possible for a projector to accom-
modate color and monochrome at the

same focus setting: therefore if the pic-

ture is sharp—as it must be—the titles,

photographed on film of a different

thickness, will be projected slightly out
of focus.

Easily Remedied

Second, especially in the earlier parts
of this film there are a number of pans
that are either too fast, or jerky, or both.

It must be admitted that we haven't
yet seen an amateur tripod that would
assure consistently smooth panning, but
with most of the better types, between
much practice and careful adjustment of

the friction control, it is possible to get
reasonably good pans once one learns to

pan slowly enough.
Fortunately in this case virtually all

of the offending shots can easily be
trimmed down into two amply long static

(non-panning) shots, eliminating the too

fast or jerky sections.

The composition and camera angles in

this film are excellent. They strike a

rather rare blend between purely photo-
graphic decorativeness and strictly

graphic exposition of the subject action.

The sequence showing how the grain is

harvested to provide feed and bedding

Scene from "Beliind the Bottle," pic-

ture made by Williarn R. Hutchinson
of Newburgh, N. Y.

for the cows is particularly effective in

this respect.

The sequences in the milk plant's test-

ing laboratory and in the bottling oper-

ations show commendable restraint in

avoiding over theatrical compositions

—

which could easily be a temptation in

such locations—and still tell their story

with a hint of decorative pattern.

Many if not indeed all of these interior

scenes seem to have been made solely

by natural light, without benefit of re-

flectors (other than the white walls of

the dairy, barns, etc.) or artificial light.

They offer remarkable evidence of what
can be done with modern color film and
lenses: only a few years ago, such shots

would have been difficult, if not impossi-

ble in black-and-white; today they can
successfully be done in color.

Shoot Away from Midday

From all viewpoints, the weakest se-

quence is the one showing how corn is

harvested and stored in the silo. Prac-
tically all of this seems to have been
photographed—probably of necessity

—

under the most unfavorable lighting.

The scenes in the field, showing the corn-

binder at work, were made at midday,
when the light is least suitable for

photography.
In this case, the high corn-stalks threw

the corn-binder into an impenetrable
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"Behind the Bottle" Tells

Good Story

(Continued from Page 81

)

shadow, and the high general contrast of
both subject and lighting made this
worse. Such scenes should be filmed
in early morning or late afternoon, and
from angles such that the sunlight
front-lights the scene, showing the ma-
chine and its operation better.

Meter in Shadow
The same is true of the scenes showing

the ensillage cutter cutting the corn and
blowing it into the silo. This machine
seems to have had to be set up in a
deeply shadowed position. In this case,
the exposure meter reading should be
taken in the shadow itself—perhaps even
with a slightly lowered film-speed setting—and the scene exposed for shadow
detail, letting the few highlights (which
in this case are unimportant) take care
of themselves.

That, in fact, is the basic rule of
photography—"expose for the shadows,
and let the highlights take care of
themselves." It holds reasonably good
even for today's color.

Since the farm shown here does not
seem to have been electrically equipped,
the omission of a shot or two made inside
the silo is understandable. This action
is interesting, however, and the shots
could very probably be made with the
illumination of flares, using the curved
wall of the silo to shield the lens.

Cutting Excellent

The cutting of "Behind the Bottle" is

excellent. In general, it moves along
very well, tells its story clearly, and
seldom drags. A few of the early scenes
showing cows—ever bad actresses

—

ambling in bovine contentment across
the barnyard seem repetitious and
should be shortened.

A word of caution, however, is neces-

Shots from "Behind the Bottle"

sary: if a film is intended for educational
use, it can stand much more repetitious
footage of important scenes or action
than a film intended for general exhibi-
tion. This is necessary so that students
-particularly children—may have time
not only to see but to understand the
scene.

Two other minor errors in cutting ap-
pear observable. In the opening se-

quence, the milk company's truck is

seen delivering milk. In the first several
scenes, it moves consistently from the
left of the screen to the right.

Then it suddenly is shown coming from
the right toward the left, which tends
to confuse the audience, for the truck
has been presented in several scenes as
going somewhere, then, suddenly seen
going in the opposite direction, it seems
on its way back from wherever it was
going, when suddenly it stops and the
driver for the first time gets out and de-
livers milk.

This can be corrected easily by adding
another shot in which the truck is shown
entering from the left, then rounding a
curve and going out in a generally left-

ward direction.

Added Scenes

The second minor editing error is in

the shortness of the scenes following a
title that states the milk is rushed from
farm to bottling plant. But two scenes
are shown, both with the truck already
arrived at the plant. At least two further
scenes should be added: one showing the
truck leaving the farm; the other, show-
ing it literally rushing along the high-
way.
The titling is excellent, a feature which

is doubly commendable since we under-
stand Mr. Hutchinson not only writes
and photographs his own titles but prints
them as well. The titles should, how-
ever, be filmed in color. There should
also be several more explanatory titles

to make clear some of the operations in

the testing laboratory and perhaps in

some stages of the bottling.

The closing sequence is an excellent
example of the compression of time and
space which is possible only to the
moving picture. The camera returns us
to the original shot of the bottles on the
doorstep, and to stress what we have
already seen at the start of the film

—

the use of milk in the home—scenes of
milk being poured and of a child drink-
ing a glass of milk are double-exposed
over the shot of the bottles on the door-
step.

The whole thought is presented in a
few seconds, with only a few feet of
film—yet it is gotten over perfectly.

All told, Mr. Hutchinson is to be con-
gratulated on the sound craftsmanship
showTi in making "Behind the Bottle."

It is no wonder that when he showed
his film—made purely for his own en-
joyment—to the officials of the dairy
whose facilities he had used, they asked
for a dupe of the film for their own use
in exploiting their service.

La Casa Moviemakers
At the January meeting of La Casa

Movie Makers of Alhambra, Cal., Mr.
Korns continued his lectures on film

structure, Kodachrome being the subject.

Mr. Moore gave final instructions on the
scenario contest, which takes place in

February. Mr. Powell ran a picture of
the picnic given by the club last July.
Some fine color shots made at night were
shown. Mr. Moore showed some good
continuity in his film, "About Town."

Mr. Reed developed a fine scenario in

his "Watch the Birdie."

Mr. Oberholzer concluded the pro-
gramme with many hundreds of feet of
color made in China and the Philippines.

Over a hundred members and guests en-
joyed a fine evening.
R. A. BATTLES, Publicity Chairman.
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^Waskington

Club
Looks On
UmuLsual

Kodaclirome
By MILTON J. PIKE

WHEN one meeting of an ama-
teur movie club, in a long series,

is so outstanding as to fall in

that proverbial "man-bites-dog" cate-

gory, that would seem a propitious time
to tell the world about it.

And, by unanimous acclaim, that's

what happened at a recent meeting
of the Washington Society of Amateur
Cinematographers, held at the Ambas-
sador Hotel, with President Reed Hay-
thome, A.S.C., presiding.

Responsible for this out-of-the-ordi-

nary interest was Eddie Foreman, at

present a prominent Washington ama-
teur and destined, in our opinion, to

go places in the movie world. Mr. Fore-
man is associated with John V. Hansen,
vice president, Amateur Cinema League,
Inc.

After attending numerous camera
club meetings, the best gauge, it would
seem, of the popularity of a program,
is in the amount of time, after the
meeting closes, required to slow the
momentum gathered during the prog-
ress of the meeting. And it was well
after midnight when the members finally
ran out of questions.

Shown Fifty Times
Mr. Foreman, about two years ago,

made a 16mm. black-and-white film for
the Riggs National Bank of Washington.
The picture, titled "60,000 a Day," suc-
ceeds very well in showing the nu-
merous and varied stages through which
a check passes from the time it is

drawn by a customer until returned to
him at the end of the month.

After his film had been viewed by
the directors of the bank Mr. Foreman
was given the assignment of showing
it to audiences in and out of Wash-
ington, in the furtherance of increased
public interest in the bank and its

services.

During the past two years the film

has been projected for more than 50
audiences, totaling 20,000, and is still

much in demand both in and out of
the banking profession. The photog-
raphy is uniformly excellent throughout
and Mr. Foreman told his story extreme-
ly well in his resort to many closeups.

Many fine angle shots go to make up
the 169 separate scenes.

The banking picture was followed by
400 feet of 16mm. Kodachrome which
Mr. Foreman took during his vacation
this summer on the Pacific Coast and
in Grand Canyon. His shots of the
San Francisco World's Fair were un-
usual in their beauty of color, composi-
tion and angles, and they met with re-

peated applause from the members as
each shot, reluctantly to the audience,
gave way to the one which necessarily
had to follow.

For each succeeding shot was so out-
standing in sheer beauty that the entire

film literally had the spectators on the
edge of their chairs.

From the fair Mr. Foreman took his

audience down along the coast, where

The Toiver of the Sun, Golden Gate
Exposition.

he obtained some striking pictures of
the Pacific and of the Mission at Santa
Barbara. Leaving the coast, he headed
east and pointed his camera at the
Grand Canyon.

In many instances, he resorted to a
polarizing filter, and in some of the
cloud shots obtained by this method
formations stood out in snowy white-
ness and in startling reality against a
darkened blue sky. In one case, the
use of the polarizer produced an ab-
solutely black sky, the strange, flamy
beauty of the rocks in the foreground
standing out in full color.

4000 Feet in Two Weeks
The strange colorings of the rock

formations in the canyon were caught
with absolute realism and the breath-
taking experience one gets in standing
on the edge of the canyon and looking
into a mile-deep gash in the landscape
was caught in the beauty of this strip

of celluloid. The illustrations on these
pages were reproduced from the film.

The comment which accompanied the
film added immeasurably to the interest
and enjoyment, and each member of

the audience enjoyed for a few too
brief minutes the swift flight from
reality to this fairyland in Kodachrome.

(Continued on Page 9A)
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Handicaps

Against Indians

Film

ProdnLction
By F. BERKO

In Two Parts — Part I

IN the October number 1939 of Ameri-
can Cinematographer I gave a gen-
eral survey of the Indian film indus-

try as a whole. The great difficulties

with which it is confronted because of

its methods of financing, producing, dis-

tributing and exhibiting films were sum-
marily outlined.

In this article, I want to go more
into detail about the administrative and
purely technical aspects which are the
cause of the many problems Indian film

production has to contend with.
Furthermore it must be mentioned

that in a short article of this kind
there must necessarily occur all kinds
of generalizations, and while some of
the things said might be unpleasant
to those of the Indian film industry
who are earnestly striving to avoid them,
and perhaps even succeed in doing so,

they are correct for the industry taken
as a whole, and given for that reason
only.

On most of the points, moreover, the
more intelligent and critical part of the
industry and of those interested in it

are quite of the same opinion, and have
frequently expressed themselves to that
effect. A healthy criticism is necessary
for development, and without recognizing
—and openly admitting—faults, they will

never be remedied. It is in this sense
that the present article is written.

Part 1: Administration

If the cause of all the troubles and
problems in the Indian film industry
could be stated in the shortest possible

way, it would undoubtedly have to be
expressed by the three words "lack of
organization."

This lack of foresight and organiza-
tion can be found at every single stage
of film production. It is its organi-
zation which makes Hollywood the most
efficient film producing center in the
world, and it is the complete lack of
it which, more than any other deficiency,

cripples any healthy development of the
Indian film industry.
To start at the beginning: In general,

it can be safely said that hardly any
film is started in India with a completely
thought-out and finished shooting script.

There are practically no proper literary

or scenario departments. Stories, on
the whole, are mostly rehashes of old or
contemporary films; they sometimes are
written by a special writer attached to

the studio, more often by the director
himself; very seldom are original out-
side stories accepted, although they are
often partly utilized in the final scenario.
Except for the bigger and better or-

ganized companies, the studio is usually
busy with one film at a time, and the
writing of the scenario starts only when
the shooting of the film in production
is finished.

Two-Four Films a Year
This means that, apart from keeping

the staff idle—lif most of it is not dis-

missed and re-engaged later on, any-
thing from two weeks to two months
might pass before the shooting of the
next film can start.

As the actual shooting—for reasons
given below—may take anything from
one and one-half month to nine months,
it is easy to see why the one-unit
studios—^and a great percentage of the
films produced annually comes from
them—cannot produce more than two-
four films a year, four being already
an exceptional case.

When the scenario has advanced far
enough for shooting to start, and as
there are hardly any properly trained
or qualified men to prepare it, it emerges
already slightly changed after a special
dialogue writer, versed in the particular
language in which the film is made but
without much knowledge of film dia-

logue proper, is through with it, a cast
is chosen.
Except for a few rare instances, the

roles do not fit either the few stars

and actors permanently engaged or those
actors who are newly taken on. As
till recently even in England, in India,

too, only to a much greater extent, there
are not sufficient character and "bits"

actors, and the few there usually are
attached to their studios.

Hence, most of the supporting cast

neither look nor are able to play their

parts, being recruited to a great extent
from completely untrained people.

Scant Rehearsals

As the director, who is often also

the producer, and then has a virtual

dictatorship over the whole company,
partly necessitated by the fact that he
is the sole brain and has to do everything
himself has had no free time so far, and
as a rule does not consider it necessary,

the parts are usually not rehearsed till

the actors are on the stage.

As scenarios are hardly ever available,

the actors try to obtain their dialogues

from the dialogue writer,—that is to say,

if they have any real part at all, and
if they take an interest in the film,

—

and rehearse their dialogues for and
among themselves.
As moreover, as already stated, the

scenario is hardly ever complete, or at

the time of shooting to the director's

liking, dialogues are often, as shoot-

ing itself is, too—done "from the cuff."

If the result of this is to match the

rest of the film in mood, speed, etc.,

exceptional gifts are required from the

director, which he, being not properly
trained and mostly self-made and with-

out much culture, does hardly ever pos-

sess.

Consequently, the stuff thus done is

incongruous with the rest of the film,

if its scenario has had any real con-

gruity from the beginning; which in

most cases, for the reasons given, it

does not have.
Because there are no proper prepara;

tions, orders for sets, wardrobes, furni-

ture and other properties are given
much too late. The result is that hardly
anything is ready at the time it is

required; that nothing fits, and that a
lot of time—and money—is being wasted.
For most of the staff, by the way,

waiting, interrupted by periods of fright-
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fully hurried work, and a lot of over-

work is the main occupation.

Music Has Best Chance

The only exception to the rule is the

music department. As every Indian film

has to have at least four-six songs,

on the response to which by the main
body of the public the success of the
film usually depends, even a small com-
pany has its own musical director who
not only composes the tunes—repetitive

because of fixed limits to Indian music—

•

and writes the text, which has to fit,

or at least should fit the situation,

but who also rehearses the singers and
his orchestra.
He usually is given the number of

songs, their contents, etc., as soon as
they are known, and has therefore the
best chance of the lot to get his stuff
rehearsed and brought up to standard
by orchestra and actor-singers alike.

With this exception, however, the state
of affairs is still very unsettled when
the cameras actually start turning and,
as we shall see, this inadequacy of
preparations also considerably add to
the various difficulties already confront-
ing the technicians.

Part II: Production

(1) Photography.
It has been noted above that as a

rule dialogues are not rehearsed in ad-
vance; nor are sets discussed sufficiently,
if at all, with the people concerned,
that is to say with the art department

—

hardly existent in our meaning of the
term; with the research department—
entirely absent—and with the director
of photography (who is operating cam-
eraman as well).

Hence, camera angles and movements
are decided upon on the spot, usually
by the director alone; and as sets are
constructed without the slightest regard
to the requirements of photography,
almost any interesting camera angle or
movement which might improve the
quality of the film could not easily, if

at all, be executed even if it were pro-
vided for in the script or thought of
at the time of shooting—both of which
it seldom enough ever is, though.

The lighting equipment is, on the
whole, very inadequate and inefficient,

and while some of the latest Mole-
Richardson spots are also being used
by a few studios, they are in the com-
pany of old lights, and then all the more
difficult to use.

Electricians Few
No arcs are being used in India even

at the present day, the reason for this
being the refusal of the insurance com-
panies to insure the mostly non-fireproof
sheds and studios against the "open
flame" of the old-time arc; and as cam-
eramen usually occupy a very subordi-
nate position in Indian film companies,
even if some of them would insist on
arcs, they would not be able to persuade
producers as much as to talk this matter
ovpr with the insurance companies.
Anart from fixed banks of floods, sus-

pended by chains from the catwalks,
up to very recently, lights were not put
up on top of the sets—the substitute for
galleries, etc., only present in a couple
of studios, and had to be shifted around
on the ground.
As there are no electricians and chief

electricians in our sense of the word,
the cameraman and his assistants often
had and still have to help the one-two
electricians to move the lights about.
Even when the lights have been fixed

on to the top and comer of the settings,
every time they have to be changed one
of the coolies—who also have to carry
the cameras, act as grips, etc., as de-
scribed later on—has to climb up to

them.
This and the execution of the cam-

eraman's orders takes more time than
is liked to be spared for the cinema-
tographer, and consequently the lights
often have to be fixed in such a way
as to give general illumination only,

which is to say the least a waste of
the few precious spots.

Every decent studio has at least one
good studio camera apart from old

standards and 400-foot Eyemos. As
the cameras are being very roughly
handled, however, and as no proper
repair departments are attached to most
of the companies, they do not give fault-
less service for any length of time and

Gene Kommann of Twentieth Century

-

Fox Film Corporation's port7-ait gallery
has just published a booklet, "Lighting
the Stars," which is now available at
all Eastman Kodak Stores as ivell as at
other pliotographic dealers. This inter-
esting booklet for both amateur and
professional photographers contains out-
standing portraits of Hollywood's most
famous stars ivith lighting diagrams
and complete photographic instructions
explaining how these unusual portraits
were obtained and captured by his cam-
era. Gene Kommann has photographed
practically every noted star in Holly-
wood during the last tivo decades, dur-
ing ivhicli time he has taken more than

a million and a half pictures.

m

on the whole have a comparatively short
life.

Prefer American Cameras
That is also why the sturdy American

cameras are preferred—if financially

possible—to the rather more delicate

European Continental models.
Apart from the aforementioned diffi-

culties—his subordinate position, no pre-
liminary discussion with the director,

difficult sets, inefficient and not very
mobile lighting equipment, etc.—the cine-

matographer also is up against a certain
immobility of the camera, and the in-

sufficient and insufficiently trained cam-
era crew.
There are only a few dollies in India,

self-made, crude, bumpy trolleys being
mostly in use, and there is in the whole
of India only one crane, an Indian-made,
clumsy, heavily vibrating affair.

The trolleys usually are moved by the
same coolies who carry the cameras
and, in outdoor shooting, the reflectors,
move the furniture around, fix the lights,

etc., and who consequently are not very
efficient as "grips."
Outdoor shooting incidentally is prac-

ticed to a comparatively greater extent
in India than anywhere else, because
of the eight months of uninterrupted
sunshine, and because of its essential
simplicity. There are no lights being
used outdoors, except by one company,
and as the sunlight is very hard, even
in the mornings and evenings unless it

be very early or very late in the day,
reflectors have to be used extensively
in order to lighten the shadows.

Usually, they are of the hard, silver

type and, combined with the strong sun-
light and the heat, make it very diffi-

cult for the actors to keep their eyes
open.

Hard on Eyes

Very little experimenting is done

—

or allowed—with shutter openings and
filters, and as a rule, the shutter is left

at 170 degrees, the diaphragm closed
down and an Aero II, G, or, at the most,
5N5 filter put on.

The results are accordingly, especial-
ly as no attention can be paid to the
directions of the cinematographer, if

any should be given, to the laboratory.
The problems the latter has to contend
with make it virtually impossible for
the cameraman to be sure of consistent
results, and while, till recently, the labor-
atory chief usually had the better of
the argument when he and the cinema-
tographer put the blame upon each other
when results were bad, now the camera-
man has at least one alibi if he belongs
to the few who are able to work with
a reliable meter in the studio.

There are no special effects depart-
ments attached to any studio, and as
there are only two-three background
screens and projectors, and no optical
printers, in India, here, too, the cine-
matographers have to face a lot of prob-
lems which even their undoubted in-

genuity is not always able to solve
satisfactorily.

[To Be Continued]
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Hunter Talks of Other Days

(Continued from Pacje 73)

tention of the surgeons and nurses. And
that was a horseman who inadvertently
fell from his mount and thereby broke a
leg.

While naturally there were minor acci-

dents in the recent staging of big scenes
no serious casualties were reported.

Close Call

There was one mishap, however, which
threatened to become a major catas-

trophe in that earlier period. On the eve
of the day on which the twenty-six
cameramen were to photograph the great
mob scene the director announced that if

any one of the twenty-six men should
fail to perfoiTn in faultless fashion in his

full duties as a photographer a demand
would be made to retake the work of the
whole day.

That meant 2500 extras as well as 500
horsemen would have to be reengaged.
Three thousand men at, sa(y, $5 a day
would mount up to $15,000. The other
expenses of the production easily carry
the cost to double that amount.

While the demand probably might not

be honored there certainly would be a

controversy that might cause intermina-
ble delay. Then again production de-

partments in those days were not apt to

be quite so vocal as they became through
the course of years.

Anyway, when the film showed up in

the laboratory it was more than plain
that one cameraman had skipped a cog.

On his shot of the slate Mr. A had used
a three-inch lens. In switching to a two-
inch lens for his picture of the scene he
had failed to remove his lens cap—and
the film was blank.

$30,000 in Balance

There was no time for discussion. The
laboratory head also was the camera
head. There was $30,000 at least in the
balance. Quickly taking the slate of Mr.
A. and removing from it the blank film

Mr. Hunter duplicated the good two-inch
shot of Mr. A's partner, Mr. B, and added
it to the slate of Mr. A. The two men
had stood side by side as they worked.

When the rushes were shown the big
boy was sitting in the projection room
vnth his most hawklike look. He was
carefully examining each slate and the
name of the cameraman on it as the slate

appeared.

On came the slate of Mr. B. and the
film which had been taken by that cam-
eraman. It was okey. The laboratory
head now was quite nervous. The film

was followed by the good slate of Mr. A.
and the added film taken by Mr. B. It

was identical with the "take" that had
preceded it, but had not the men stood
side by side when it was taken?
The laboratory chief was watching the

director. The director was watching the

screen, but his expression was unchanged.
The lab chief breathed more freely.

Successful Ruse

The ruse was succe-ssful. There would
be no fight for a retake and the thousands
of dollars were safe.

On each occasion of the making of
"The Hunchback" the film exposed was
Eastman. In 1939 the run of the mill

was Plus X, with a Weston daylight of

04. In 1923 the Weston daylight equiva-
lent probably was about 12, according to

authorities. That is quite some differ-

ence.

Then again in the matter of lenses

there is a wide variety in the standards
obtaining in the two periods. Joe August,
A.S.C., who directed the photography on
RKO-Radio's "Hunchback," agrees that

an average lens on motion pictures today
would be f:2.3 and that in the former
days f:3.5 and even f:4.5 were used. He
speaks rather tenderly of the f:3.5 and
especially of the f :4.5, and it is plainly to

be seen he observes there are advantages
in the former standards.

Bell and Howell Introducing
New Type of Red Ray Carbon
A new type of carbon, said to produce

illumination much higher in red ray con-
tent than heretofore available in arc
lamp projection, is announced by the
Bell & Howell Company, and is said to

be of major importance in the projec-

tion of 16mm. Kodachrome film.

All Kodachrome film is especially cor-

rected for projection with incandescent
light, which is high in red content, and
when this film is screened with arc lamp
illumination, which is deficient in red,

there is a slight coldness of color.

With the introduction of the new type
carbon, this deficiency has been over-
come, says Bell & Howell, and the colors
in Kodachrome will screen in their true
warmth and tonal values. Projection of

black and white film remains unchanged.

Film on Impaired Hearing
"Life Begins Again," produced and dis-

tributed by Western Electric Company's
motion picture bureau, is a highly dra-
matic presentation telling how many of
the more than 15,000,000 Americans suf-
fering from hearing deficiencies can be
enabled to hear again.

The picture dwells particularly on
problems arising in the case of school
children who have impaired hearing and
demonstrates the correct procedure for
discovering hearing deficiencies by
means of audiometric test. Included in

this film is an interesting animated se-

quence which demonstrates clearly how
the human auditory system functions.
The film is available W theatres with-
out charge.

Agfa Ansco Introducing
Two New "Flash" Cameras
Two new Agfa cameras, the B2 Shur-

Flash and the A8 Cadet-Flash, make the
snapshot day 24 hours long—for the syn-
chronizing mechanism in no way inter-

feres with the use of the camera for out-

door picture taking. At night, or in-

doors, the separate flash unit can be
quickly and easily attached to adapt thf-

camera for making synchronized flash-

light exposures.

The flash unit is light and compact,
providing a polished metal reflector on
a light-weight plastic base. It uses two
penlight-size batteries and can be fitted

with any one of several types and sizes

of standard photographic flashlamps.

The B2 Shur-Flash camera takes eight

2V4 by 3V4-inch pictures per roll of B2
film. It provides a high-quality, menis-
cus lens; two diaphragm openings; an
optical, direct-view finder; easy loading
arrangements with a hinged back having
a secure latch; compact, rigid construc-
tion; and an attractive waterproof cov-

ering trimmed with black enamel anH
satin finish chromium. The retail pri< •

of the Agfa B2 Shur-Flash is $3.95 (in

eluding flash unit, but without lamps or

batteries).

The A8 Cadet-Flash takes eight 1%
by 2 1/2 -inch pictures per roll of A8
film. Priced lower, it nevertheless is a
staunchly-built camera with high-quality
lens and shutter elements.

New B & H Filmo Master 8

Marked by Many Features
Just announced is the new Filmo Mas-

ter 8 Projector, latest product of the Bell

& Howell engineering laboratories. The
Filmo Master 8 is fundamentally the

same as its highly successful predeces-
sor, the Model 122 Filmo 8, but the new
unit is even further refined and improved
by many new features.

Like its predecessor, the F'ilmo Master
8 has the B&H film-protecting, side-

tension feature, all-gear drive, electric

rewind, still picture clutch, framing de-

vice, and ability to take 300, 400, or 500

watt lamps. There is no increase in price.

Alhambra Moviemakers
At the December meeting of La Casa

Moviemakers of Alhambra many inter-

esting films of travelogues of the past
summer were shown. Miss Turnbull made
a very fine color film of her Mediterra-
nean cruise.

Mrs. Gillman explored Guatemala and
brought home the entire trip in color.

Miss Wanda Taylor, with her mother,
toured Europe just before the outbreak
of the war. Her adventures are well

shown in her film, also in color.

Over a hundred members and guests

enjoyed a fine evening.

R. A. BATTLES, Publicity Chairman.
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PROJECTOR AND CAMERA
WIN COLLEGE FRIEND

SECOND INSTALLMENT
By George Oliver Smith

When I was only fifteen years old and
a sophomore in high school I wrote you
(with the help of my mother) about my
movie business and you published it with
my picture. Was I ever Proud! But
that was so long ago I thought you might
like to have another chapter about this

interesting hobby, since now I am a
freshman in college and know a lot more
about movies—and am just as "bugs"
about them as ever.

As I told you before, one of the first

and the worst things I did was a play
by our Latin Class entitled "Aeneas and
Dido." Although I am humiliated pink
over the aw^ulness of the shots and the
acting now, I find in educational jour-
nals that such projects are being pro-
moted by advanced educators. So at least

the idea was a good one and we were on
the right track.

The next summer my mother and I

tried a much simpler picture, We used
Kodachrome film and called the picture
"The Happy Farm Woman." It has a
story with titles in verse telling how the
farm woman compared herself with the
Duchess of Windsor and decides she pre-
fers Pa to the Duke and her own simple
tasks to the life of a Duchess.

Has Local Run

We sent this film to your 1938 contest
and was much surprised—and over-
joyed—to receive an honorable mention
in the documentary class. The picture
had quite a local run and netted me quite
a little of "what it takes."

The Happy Farm Woman was a well
loved person in her community, and so
all of her friends had parties and meet-
ings for showing it. It was also fea-
tured at the University Extension Wom-
en's Vacation Camps (since my mother
helps with the programs).
At the suggestion of an insurance ad-

juster I had a business card printed with
my name, address, and in small letters
"Moving Picture Producer," "home, docu-
mentary, and claims evidence."

So far business has not been pressing,
but I have had quite a few requests for
pictures. I take weddings, babies and
even had to take a funeral scene which
I confined to floweis.

At college I find my little projector
and camera has won me many friends
and given me a certain standing, besides
helping me make a little money. I also
have discovered many new fields opening
up for pictures.

I took a forty-five minute production
of the Home Coming Events, including
the football game and stunts and decora-
tions, with silhouettes around the bon-
fire. They were pretty good effects if

I do say so! And since I have the only

movie on the campus there are no end of

requests for the picture.
My industrial art teacher wants a

picture on the Art of Lettering. I have
the script nearly finished. Will tell you
how that turns out later.

I forgot to tell you about the World's
Fair picture I took at the Golden Gate
Exposition. I have a full evening of

Zanuck Directs Program of

Academy Research Council
Darryl F. Zanuck, vice president in

charge of production of Twentieth Cen-
tury-Fox Studios, will direct the cooper-
ative technical program of the Research
Council of the Academy of Motion Pic-
ture Arts and Sciences during 1940, hav-
ing accepted appointment as chairman
of the Research Council. He will rep-
resent the producing companies in direct-
ing the Council's efforts to raise ef-

ficiency, lower costs and improve sound
and picture quality throughout the
world.

During the past month, plans for en-
larging the Council's scope and increas-
ing its value to the industry have been
under consideration. As chairman, he
will participate in and supervise these
expanded activities, which will encom-
pass the fields of photography, labora-
tory processing, sound recording, mo-
tion picture optics and sound and picture
projection in the theatre. Thirty-one
technical committees now operate under
Council auspices.

Darryl F. Zanuck

pictures of my trip, and have worked up
a talk that sort of holds the pictures to-

gether. These are in color, and I was
lucky to have a sunny day while I was
there. This has made a popular show.

I am plenty thankful that I got over
as many hurdles as I did in this business
when I was just a kid, because so many
fellows who have movies as a hobby do
not start until they can afford expensive
equipment, and then they start out by
panoraming everying in sight, with the
result that, because of poor photography,
they soon lose interest in their own pic-

tures. If they had started learning the
art of taking pictures when they had
more time to devote to it they would take
pride in their work.

I expect to add to my reel of celebrities
when the premier showing of "Northwest
Passage" comes to Boise.

I am now planning to hitchhike with
a friend to Southern California as soon
as school is out and if I do I'll come to
see you because I want to learn to find
my way around, and I believe you are
the kind of a person who would direct
me right.

Mrs. Zimmerman Entertains
with Films at Ebell Club

At the Ebell Club, Los Angeles, on the
afternoon of January 23 Mrs. Charles
Zimmerman showed Kodachrome pictures
she had taken last summer in Europe.
Mrs. Zimmerman had earlier in the month
showed a small section of her pictures,
that taken in Holland, to her fellow-
members of the Los Angeles Cinema
Club. Those she had put on at the Ebell
included travels in England, Holland and
Germany.
The pictures were displayed in Brown-

ing Hall before several hundred members
of Ebell. Mrs. Zimmerman stood along-
side the screen and described scenes as
they were shovsTi, her youngest son
inanipulating the projection.

The club members of Ebell were enthu-
siastic about the pictures, as well they
might have been. They were ran more
than an hour, stopping at 4 o'clock in
honor of the traditional afternoon tea at
the club at that hour. Some of the mem-
bers were anxious to proceed regardless.
The photographer did not exactly

satisfy her fellow-members when she an-
nounced she would have to forego the
running of the Switzerland pictures as
there would not be time. She somewhat
regretted that fact, too, as the Swiss pic-
tures had appealed to her as the best she
had taken during the summer. It was
declared, however, by the house they
would see those at another time.
The pictures were notable for the even-

ness and quality of their exposure. One
of the factors lending to the value of the
films was the fact they were made in
the two months preceding the opening of
the war, Mrs. Zimmerman and her party
of five—a daughter, two sons and a
woman friend—getting away from the
shores of Europe on the day hostilities
were opened.
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BRING OUTSIDE FUN Indoors

With Movies or Stills

O N
A

Shown at their Brightest
GLASS-BEADED

SCREENDME
Reg. U. S. Pat. Off.

"Until I saw how much brighter my movies were on a Da-Lite Glass-
Beaded Screen," a movie maker recently told us, "I never realized what
a difference a screen could make in the quality of my pictures."

Ask your dealer to show you how much brighter, sharper and clearer
Da-Lite's exclusive finer glass-beaded surface makes any pictures—movies
or stills. A comparison will convince you that for perfect projection
you too need a Da-Lite Glass-Beaded screen. Famous for quality for
31 years. Styles for every need.

The Challenger shown above, offering maximum convenience, is the
only screen with square tubing. Write for literature!

DA-LITE SCREEN CO., INC.
DEPT. 2AC 2723 N. CRAWFORD, CHICAGO, ILL.

Lighting for Interiors
(Continued from Page 79)

revealing and the smallest detail pho-
tographically recorded.

Diffusion blends small skin wrinkles
and softens the contrast of skin blem-
ishes. The shadows and highlights blends
so that a smooth roundness is made in

the cheeks. Notice the portraitures made
in Vogue or Harpers Bazaar Magazine.
The beautiful closeups on the profes-

sional screens are not due to make-up
alone, but by the right distribution of
light by the cameraman.

Light can be diffused at two places,
namely, the light source or the camera
lens. For indoor motion picture work,

it is advisable to diffuse your light at

its source as you are usually filming
at a large diaphragm opening which in

itself gives some diffusion. Also, you
have more control by diffusing light

sources, as you may want the back-
ground heavily diffused and the subjects
lightly diffused.

For proper lighting effects in indoor
filming there are certain rules which are
generally accepted as fundamental requi-
sites. However, most rules can be broken
when warranted. The type of picture,

the tempo or mood may call for effects
not classified as basic principles of
lighting.

Photography requires three types of

lighting: low key for sadness or mys-
tery; high key for happiness and com-
edy; and normal key for building ex-
posure. Unusual effects require unusual
lighting and these must be worked out
by the cameraman.
Every light in a set-up has a certain

duty to perform. The first step in

lighting a set is to light the background
to the key you desire. If the back-
ground is to play an important part in

the scene, set the lighting in accordance
to its importance. If the action is the
most important part of the scene, sub-
due the background slightly.

Light Distribution

The second step is to place other light
units to lift deep shadows caused by
furniture or actors. Constantly view
the scene through the camera finder
and check for objectionable shadows as
the actors rehearse the action. The third
step necessary is the even distribution
of light on actors as they move from
one part of the set to another.
Watch for high reflections from your

lights on wall pictures, windows or furni-
ture. These "hot" spots reveal careless
light planning on your part and stamp
your efforts as amateurish. After the
set is lighted, turn on the lamp for
back-lighting on your actors and film

the scene.
For low key lighting, we subdue the

background to a great extent, leaving
it only as a vague impression of its

locality. Low key scenes call for deep
shadows and cross lighting on the actors.

Melodramatic scenes usually require the
breaking of lighting rules to obtain the
desired effect.

Flattered or Distorted

Some actions may require the plac-
ing of a light on the floor and illuminat-

ing the face from this low angle or
using only the backlighting to give a
silhouette effect without front lights.

Assume that you have two bank rob-
bers in a hideout. They are standing
on opposite sides of a table which has
a kerosene lamp on it. By lighting
from a low angle, we have the effect

that the lamp is the source of light and
the faces acquire a sinister look caused
by the weird shadows.

In filming heavy drama, the use of
strong highlights and deep shadows is

permissible, which gives the picture a
cold, harsh light that is appropriate
for that type of picture.

Faces can be flattered or distorted by
light. Prominent eyes can be made
more attractive by casting a low key
cross light on the face, whereas the
use of a semi-flat light will lighten
the shadows around deep set eyes. Peo-
ple with full faces can be lighted to

appear thinner by casting shadows on
the face and hollow cheeked persons
are made fatter by removing the shad-
ows in the cheeks.

The best facial closeup lighting is

achieved by using few lights well placed
so that the movement of the head won't
cast a shadow which is objectionable to
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the portrait. Many closeups may be
lighted from overhead with a weaker
low angle light to lift the deep shadows
in the eyes.

One side of the face must always be

a little lighter than the other side for

roundness, and the general practice calls

for the brighter illumination to be set

on the left hand side of the screen.

The majority of famous paintings
indicate that the source of light is

shining from the upper left hand side

of the canvas. It seems unnatural for

the light to fall from the right hand
side of the picture, and this rule should
apply to motion picture photography.

Picture Tempo

Lighting in motion pictures is directly

related to the tempo of the pictures.

Tempo is the degree of speed with which
the picture moves. The action, if fast,

makes it compulsory for the cameraman
to illuminate his actors so that the eye
easily views the action without other
lights distracting.

He should light as ably as possible,

to give all assistance to the eye so that

it will quickly grasp the important parts
of the scene. Fast action also requires

less light diffusion as the characters do
not remain still for any length of time
to give the viewers the opportunity to

notice the flaws revealed by the harsher
light.

Slow tempo gives the eye more time

to explore each scene. Composition can
be more intricate and the lighting may
be heavily diffused. Scenes of slow
tempo should tend to low key lighting,

while fast tempo should be lighted in

a higher key.

Balancing of light in scenes needs the
same attention as balance in composi-
tion. If all of the light appears on one
side of the screen with deep shadows
occupying the other side, the picture ap-
pears heavy on the shadow side and
the visual attention becomes riveted to

the high lights.

The range of latitude in panchro-
matic film is very great, but the bounds
can be overstepped. If a scene shows
a man at a window looking outside into

the garden, the outside sunlight would
cause an overexposure in the garden,
because we would have to use an f.1.9

opening for the man's exposure in the

house.

The dim light in the house is greatly
overbalanced by the outside sunlight.

This difference in light balance exceeds
the latitude range of the film, result-

ing in an unsatisfactory picture. To
offset this difference and partially equal-

ize the light intensities, we must shut
off some of the sunlight, or increase
the interior light.

Balancing Light

By building your interior exposure so
that you can film the man at f.4.5

or f.5.6 openings, you decrease the wide
range and achieve a better light balance.
Light ratios should be kept within 1:3

for safety.

That is, if full exposure is 100 per
cent, the deepest major shadow cannot
be less than 33 per cent of full exposure.
When light is properly balanced between
this ratio, and your exposure is made
for the shadow, the highlights will ad-
just and tune themselves to the shadows.
Improper balance is often done by us-

ing photoflood lamps in wall sockets or
table lamps. By using 150 watt lamps
in table lamps and 25 watt lamps in

wall brackets you will acquire a more
natural effect. Photoflood lamps are too
intense to use in these places.

When lighting your actors, do not feel

that their faces should be bathed with
light at all times. If your scene takes
place in some dark room, you may use
enough light to identify your actor, but
it is not necessary to light him unnatu-
rally merely for identification.

You often know a character on the
professional screen whose face may be
in deep shadow. If his face were well
I'ghted, the light would appear unnatural
for his surroundings, and you would
question where the light originated.

Light for naturalness and tempo. You
must do with light what an artist does
with a brush. Light is a material aid

for building composition, yet when
wrongly applied may ruin good composi-
tion. Good lighting means good pictures.

Motion Picture Equipment
Studio and Laboratory Tested Since 1929

AUTOMATIC DEVELOPING MACHINE
COMPLETE IN EVE RY DETAIL

HOLLYWOOD USERS CAN ATTEST MACHINE'S
SUPERIORITY

USERS ALL OVER THE WORLD CAN RECOMMEND
THIS DEVELOPING MACHINE

THIS PRACTICAL MACHINE CAN BE USED IN ANY
CLIMATE

EASILY INSTALLED — QUICK DELIVERIES

• SENSITESTER—For Light Tests and Sensitometric Strips

•SOUND RECORDING SYSTEMS

ART REEVES
7512 Santa Monica Blvd. Cable Address: ARTREEVES Hollywood. California. U. S. A.
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The Road to Bali
(Continued from P<i(je 5(1)

The ceremonies are evidently an ex-

cuse for feasting by the natives, as there

were innumerable eating stands all over
the place. After the ceremony of placing

the body in the bier it is carried by hun-
dreds of men to the cremation grounds,
about half a mile away, and the body is

then placed in a coffin carved in the form
of a bull, and burned. Later the ashes
are scattered in the sea.

On the way back we made road shots
of interesting things. On the road we

saw several native wedding processions,

and in the glare of the lights at night in

the jungle we saw a small animal which
looked somewhat like a fox, and which
Koning informed me was called a moss-
ung, and aLso added that they were "very
stink."

The fellow who does the descriptive
commentary on these pictures will prob-
ably end up with—"and so it is with deep
regret that we say farewell to this beau-
tiful isle." That's what he thinks.

After I return to Batavia to a com-
fortable apartment—American coffee

—

The FINEST RENTAL EQUIPMENT
AVAILABLE IN THE EAST

f
^

NEW MITCHELL BNC STUDIO MODEL CAMERA *

MITCHELL NC SOUND MODEL CAMERAS
MITCHELL STANDARD CAMERAS
MITCHELL HI-SPEED CAMERA
WALL SINGLE SYSTEM SOUND CAMERAS
BELL & HOWELL PROCESS CAMERAS
BELL & HOWELL HI-SPEED CAMERAS
BELL & HOWELL EYEMO CAMERAS

STUDIO EQUIPMENT CAMERA BLIMPS PANORAM DOLLYS

Interlock, Synchronous, Hi-speed and Wild Motors
Astro Pcm-Tachcfr cmd Cooke Pancro Lenses

I

I

Write—Wire or Cable for quotations on your next production,
|

I

Exclusive Eastern Representatives MITCHELL CAMERA CORP.
j

J. BURGI CONTNER I

MOTION PICTURE CAMERA SUPPLY, INC.
723 Seventh Ave. New York, N.Y. I

Cable: Cinecamera I

EASTERN
HEADQUARTERS,"];

FOR THE

CAMERAMEi^

I^^^^owELL- MITCHELL
CAI

||.o a CUTTING ROOM EQUIPM E NT
""'\^'GHTS-LFwctr.

MERAS

FRANK-ZUCKER CABLE AmRESS: CINEQUIP

f:AMERA EQUIPMENT
1600 BROADWAY N YC \ CIrcle 6-5080

CO.

EVERYTHING PHOTOGRAPHIC
AND CINEMATIC

FOR PROFESSIONAL AND AMATEUR
The World's Largest Variety of Cameras and Projectors. Studio
Laboratory Equipment with Latest Improvements as Used in

Hollywood Studios. New and Used. BARGAINS.

Hollywood Camera Exchange
1600 CAHUENGA BOULEVARD

HO 3651 Hollywood, California Cable: Hocamex

an air-conditioned bedroom—and fried
chicken Southern style, I am unable to

figure out where he gets this "regret"
angle.

Books
(ContiniiejL from I'df/e (i2)

Such things as line, spacing, mass, bal-

ance, perspective and so on are just so
many cogs in the machinery. How they
are put together depends upon the in-

genuity and skill of the individual."
The author quotes Leonard Misonne

the Belgian, whom we will requote: "If
I were asked what I have learned during
my forty years' experience as a photog-
rapher I should reply: 'The most impor-
tant thing is to observe the beautiful
effects of atmosphere and light.'

"Many photographers are concerned
only with the subject and they seek to
render as it is. Often they fail to observe
that the lighting and the atmosphere
adorn and transform even the most hum-
ble and commonplace objects. It is the
effect that should be depicted and not the
subject only. To do this successfully the
photographer should seek continually to
develop his powers of observation so that
he may acquire the ability to see well.
These are the qualities that every suc-
cessful pictorialist must possess."
More than twenty pages are devoted

to a description of the pictures, which
appear at the back of the book. The text
is devoted to General Considerations,
i.e., learning to see pictorially, the me-
chanics of suggestion, suitability of sub-
ject, modernism. Pictorial Composition
in Principle, spacing, massing, lines, bal-
ance, notan, suppression of detail, accent,
figures in landscape, genre.

Pictorial Composition in Practice, land-
scape values, color sensitivity of films,

facts about color, aerial perspective, use
of filters, film speed and fine grain.
Exposure and print quality, linear per-

spective, applying the rules, the tech-
nique of pictorial photography, about the
pictures.

The preceding editions were issued in
1920 and 19.32, abundant evidence the
author not only knows whereof he speaks.
He has been a part of numberless
changes in picturemaking.

Rapid Theatre Building in
South and Central America
Expanded theatre construction pro-

grams in Central America and the West
Indies point toward increased sales by
United States equipment manufacturers
in the immediate future, according to
H. B'. Allinsmith, general manager of the
Western Electric Company of Cuba.
Although the European war has tem-

porarily postponed expansion plans in

British dependencies, the increase in

American garrisons has boosted business
at Puerto Rico and Panama, while the
Latin American republics are forging
ahead with building plans unprecedented
in recent years. Two thousand and 3000
seat houses are going up in Caracas and
Baranquilla, while reports from Bogota
show that the largest South American
theatre is rising there.
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Los Angeles 8mm. Club
The January meeting of the Los An-

geles 8mm. Club was held at the East-
man Auditorium, Hollywood. President
William Wade introduced the members
of the various committees for the year
1940. They were as follows:

"Social, Ray Wilhelm, E. L. Emenegger,
I. C. Dietze; technical, Paul Cramer, B.

M. Bevans, A. B. Callow; shut-in, Vin-
cent Hague; Through the Filter, T. H.
McMurray, editor; ladies activities, Mrs.
C. H. Taber; still photographers, Henry
Huddleston, James B. Ridge, P. M. Niers-
bach; Projectionist, John Walter, Mil-

ton Armstrong; Sound, Jack Cornell,

William Stull.

A contest for an appropriate slogan,
not over 10 words, for the Los Angeles
8mm. Club was announced. The slogan
desired should be one that is apt and
typical of the activities, progress and
aims of the club. The officers of the
club, acting as judges, will announce
the winner in the February meeting.

A well known radio announcer. Art
Brearley, was introduced to the mem-
bers. Mr. Brearley conducts a weekly
photographic program, "The Studio
Darkroom," which is broadcast over
radio station KECA. Mr. Brearley in-

vited members to be present at his next
broadcast to photograph Mischa Auer,
famous film comedian, whom he will

interview over the air.

The remainder of the evening was
devoted to screening of the balance of
the contest entries which were not shown
at the December meeting. Pictures
were:

"Trail Riders" by Dr. Beller, "Blue
Monday" by A. B. Callow, "Topics in

the News" by Leo Caloia, "A Bible
Story" by Frances Taber, "Watch the
Birdie" by L. B. Reed, "Tell Me a
Story" by Milton Armstrong, "Jungle
Fever" by Doris Lee and Louise Arbo-
gast. LEO CALOIA, Secretary.

Some Amazing Figures in
Photographic Industries

From simple experiments started more
than a half century ago by George East-
man, America's laboratories have cre-
ated new industries in photography hav-
ing an annual sales volume of $1,720,-
000,000, according to an exhaustive sur-
vey issued by the International Eco-
nomic Research Bureau of New York.
New technological developments and
patents have developed so rapidly that
the industries' laboratories are more
than five years ahead of the public.

The annual sales volume in photog-
raphy is divided into the following main
divisions: Professional motion picture in-

dustry, 81,000,000,000; amateur photog-
raphy, 8120,000,000; lithography, S200,-
000,000; photo-engraving, 8100,000,000;
tabloid picture newspapers, 870,000,000;
studio portrait photography, 860,000,000;
picture magazines, 850,000,000; devel-
oping and printing, 850,000,000; medical,
industrial and office photography, $40,-

000,000; industrial motion pictures, 830,-

000,000.
According to this survey, the billion

dollar division—the motion picture in-

dustry is facing the "forties" with very
serious obstacles due to the combined
factors of high costs, excessive capi-
talizations, increasing taxes, lower for-

eign exchange rates, competition from
abroad as well as a saturation in do-
mestic "movie" attendance. Color and
other new developments, however, are
expected to play an increasing part in

the future of the industry.

The annual banquet of the Philadel-
phia Cinema Club will be held on Febru-
ary 20. If it matches the affairs that
have preceded it it will be a party.

Cinema Club of San Francisco
At the meeting January 16 of the

Cinema Club of San Francisco the mem-
bers viewed "San Francisco Salutes
You," made by the Colortone Produc-
tion Company's crew. There was disc
accompaniment. Robert McCoUester
showed his "Golden Gate International
Exposition." John Scmurr screened a
film he recently made for Safeway Stores
entitled "Wine Making in California

—

From Wine to the Bottle."

Officers were elected as follows: Presi-
dent, H. T. Kelley; vice president, John
Scmurr; treasurer, R. E. Pettingill; sec-
retary, Edwin L. Sargeant; directors,

Robert S. McCollester, Russell A. Han-
Ion and Dr. J. A. Thatcher.

MOTION PICTURE FILM
DEVELOPING MACHINERY
35MM 16MM

A SIMPLE, FRICTION DRIVING PRINCIPLE
that needs no precision maintenance.

Film flows through machine with
steady controlled action.

There is no slippage, no slack, no stretch.

Maintenance costs are less than half.

Units are made for both 35mm. and 16mm. film.

Very easy to install and operate.

MODERN SAFE COMPLETE

FONDA MACHINERY COMPANY
8928 SANTA MONICA BLVD. LOS ANGELES, CALIF.

Cable Address "Fonda"

CAMERA SUPPLY COMPANY
ART REEVES

1515 Nortli C«huen9« Boulevard

HOLLYWOOD CabU Address—Cameras CALIFORNIA

Efficient-Courteous Service New and Used Equipment

Bought—Sold—Rented

Everything Photographic Professional and Amateur

LANDERS «c TRISSEL, Inc.
RENTALS - SERVICE

MOTION PICTURE CAMERAS - BLIMPS - DOLLIES - CAMERA CRANE
AND ALL ACCESSORIES

PHONF 6313 SUNSET BOULEVARD Night„" ^ NEAR VINE STREET Landers HE 1311
Hl-8333 HOLLYWOOD, CALIFORNIA Trissel - Sunset 25992
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Eveready Carrying Case Is

Announced by Agfa Ansco
A new Eveready-type_ carrying case

of unusual design has just been an-
nounced by Agfa Ansco of Binghamton,
N. Y., for use with the No. 1 and 2
Agfa metal tripods.
The new carrying case incorporates

a unique design, which permits the tri-

pod to be used at any time without re-

moving it entirely from the case. When
the tripod is to be set up, the case is

opened but remains attached to one leg
of the tripod, where it is out of the
way and yet conveniently handy when
the tripod is to be put away.
This new feature should appeal to

many amateurs, as it not only provides
the answer to the question of where to

put the case when the tripod is un-
packed, but it also prevents possible loss
or misplacement of the carrying case
when the tripod is in use.

The new Agfa Eveready-type carry-
ing case is obtainable through regular
photographic dealers at the list price
of $1.75.

Wolff Promoted
W. A. Wolff, advertising manager

since 1929 of Western Electric Company
and Electrical Research Products, Inc.,

a subsidiary, has been appointed infor-
mation manager of both companies. He
is succeeded by H. W. Forster, informa-
tion manager for the past ten years.

Birdseye Changes Hands
Wabash Appliance Corporation, Brook-

lyn, N. Y., has acquired complete con-
trol of Birdseye Reflector Lamps and
will market these nationally along with
their Superflash and Superflood Photo-
lamps.

Ik

COOKE LENSES
have earnedworld-wide pref-
erence among experienced
cinematographers because
they give superior results un-
der all conditions. Focal
lengths for every need. Write
for descriptive circular.

BELL & HOWELL
COMPANY

Exclusive World Distributors of
Taylor-Hobson Cooke Cine Lenses

1848 Larchmont Ave., Chicagro
New York: 30 Rockefeller Plaza
Hollywood: 716 N. La Brea Ave.
London: 13-14 Great Castle St.

Adelaide Buys Titler
The South Australian (Jine Society of

Adelaide has purchased a complete titling

outfit for the use of its members, reports
the Movie News of Sydney. The device
enables all sorts of special effects with
titles, such as revolving, receding, ap-
proaching and stage effects.

S»<i Fw^us and many wJh«r»ffTt+s

Gporqo H. Schpibc'
ORIGINATOR OF EFFECT FILTERS
1927 WEST 78'" ST LOS ANGELES CAL

1

Fried
16mm.

Sound and
Picture
Printer

Model DB

FRIED CAMERA CO.
Developing Machines . . .

Printers. Lite Testing Machines
6156 Santa Monica Blvd.
HOLLYWOOD, CALIF.

Cable Address: FRIEDCAMCO

%u0Gumma
Rugged construction and critical manufacturing
standards enable us to guarantee efficient perform-
ance of the B-M Model F Sound Recording Unit
for two full years without regard for the amount of
footage recorded. Write for literature.

B-M
SOUND RECORDING

MODEL F
UNIT

Freque.icy

response

chart

A compact,
rugged and sim-

plified 35 mm S O F
recording unit for sym-
metrical V A track

IHIIIIIHHHIKitl
IIIIIIHHHSillll
HnUIHUIIIIIIll

The BERNDT-MAURER Corp.
117IAIT 24th STREET • NEW YORK, N.Y.

Philadelphia Cinema Club
The Philadelphia Cinema Club's prize

film contest is now history, and what
a history it is.

The largest number of films ever en-
tered here in an amateur club's contest
was presented for review and judgment
before the entire membership, who wer<
kept at it far into the night.

Out of the entire a-ssortment of film.s

it was finally decided to list definitely

in the order of selection six winners,
all of whose films were 16mm., and
all in color.

The winners were as follows:

First prize, "Tally-Ho," A. L. 0.
Rasch; second, "Bermuda," Neil L. Mac
Morris; third, "Still of the Night," Leon
M. Bardfeld; fourth, "Valley Forge,"
Harold C. Moock; fifth, "Westward." V.
E. Woodcock; sixth, "Charleston Gar-
dens," Robert R. Henderson.

To those members whose films were
not included in the first six the com-
mittee expresses its appreciation for

their efforts, for the time expended in

preparation of the films and for their

help in making one of the greatest ama-
teur film contests of all time.

B. N. LEVENE,
Chairman of Publications Committee.

RabSons Offer Wide Service
RabSons Music and Camera Company,

Inc., Ill West 52d Street, New York, an-
nounces the production of commercial,
surgical, industrial and social moving
pictures, educational films for school use
and offer 16mm. projection service. Also
the company offers professional film edit-

ing. Among the several types of pic-

tures the company is prepared to contract
for is that of social functions.

FAXON DEAN
INC.

CAMERAS
BLIMPS-DOLLYS

FOR RENT

MO. 11838

4516 Sunset Boulevard

Night, NO. 22563
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Dan Clark Discusses
Cameras and Lights

(Continued from Page 66

J

mentary, the complementary, equipment,"
declared Mr. Clark. "Take these Dinky-
Inkies we have here in this picture: just

four of them, with the Keglite at the top

of the camera. Outside of the Keg these
four drew 100 watts apiece.

"This Dinky-Inkie is about the handi-
est little piece of equipment we have
had in a long time. We think so well of

it here that we have bought thirty of

them. We plan to have four or five of
them on each active set."

When the remark was passed that in

some studios it was reported the camera-
men had purchased the lights for their

own use Mr. Clark smiled.
"Yes," he said. "Leon Shamroy and

Charlie Clark bought them on sight here.
There's so many things they can be used
for it is almost impossible to enumerate
them. Their small size, too, gives them
an advantage over some of the cumber-
some equipment that preceded them.

"It is no trouble at all to stow them
away in auto dashlights or to put them
inside of headlights. They may be used
in small yet important places with no
waste of time. In fact, they increase
eificiency and speed in the little things
that count big in the effectiveness of the
whole.
"By the way, this should be down your

alley—in the fact the lamp is a natural
for the amateur and likewise for the
commercial photographer, too."

Agfa Lowers Triple S Pan,
Superpan Press Cut Films

General adoption of Agfa Triple S
Pan and Superpan Press cut films by
professional, press and commercial pho-
tographers has made it possible to pro-
duce these films in quantities that per-
mit an important saving to be passed on
to the consumer.

Prices on Agfa Triple S Pan and
Superpan Press cut films are now re-
duced to that of Agfa Superpan Por-
trait, SS Pan and other Agfa panchro-
matic films. With this price reduction
it now becomes possible for photogra-
phers to obtain these two premium, high-
speed films at regular, panchromatic
cut film prices.

8 Enlarged
TO 16 Reduced

TO 8
Geo. W. Colburn Laboratory

Special Motion Picture Printing

1197 MERCHANDISE MART
CHICAGO

MOVIOLA
FILM EDITING EQUIPMENT

Used in Every Maior Studio
Illustrated Literature on request

MOVIOLA CO.
145! Gordon St. Hollywood, Calif.

B & H Devises Film Storage
Amateur moviemakers seeking conven-

ient storage and portability for their film

reels will be interested in the new metal
cases just announced by Bell & Howell.
Of all-steel construction with welded
seams and durable wrinkle finish, these
cases are said to be amazingly light and
compact.

PACIFIC
LABORATORIES
Complete 16mm. Film Service

•

MACHINE DEVELOPING
For the Professional Photographer.
Densitometry, and Time and Tem-
perature Control. Specializing in

Negative-Positive Sound Track and
Picture work. Also Duplicate Neg-
atives, Composite Prints, etc.

SOUND RECORDING
Direct on 16MM film. Dubbing, Nar-
ration, Sound Effects, and Absolute
Synchronous Sound on film. Sound
Camera and Sound Truck avail-

able for location.

1027 NO. fflGHLAND
HOLLYWOOD HI-0226 CALIFORNIA

GOERZ Reflex FOCUSER—Patented—
A BOON to 16mm Movie Camera users—elim-
inates PARALLAX between finder and lens

—

provides full-size ground-glass image magni-
fied 10 times. Adaptable to lenses 3" and up.
Also useful as extension tube for shorter
focus lenses for close-ups. Extensively used
in shooting surgical ofjerations, small animal
life, etc.

GOERZ
KINO-HYPAR
LENSES
/:2.7 ami f:3
High chromatic cor-
rection forfaiting color
movies of surprising
quality . . .

Focal lengths 15mm to lOOmm—can be fitted
in suitable focusing mounts to Amateur and i

Professional Movie Cameras.

GOERZ Parallax-Free FOCUSER
and FIELD FINDER CONTROL
for the same purpose, for Filmo 121 and
Simplex-Pockette, magnifies 4 and 8x.

For Detailed Information Address
Dept. AC-2

C.P.GOERZ AMERICAN OPTICAL CO.

317 E. 34th St., New York, N. Y.

American Lens Makers Since 1899

Goerz American Produces
Focuser and Field Finder

Many movie, pocket cameras, handy as
they are, lack the one important feature
of a precise focusing and field control.
The small direct view finder, with its

lens axis considerably displaced from
that of the photo-lens, causes a paral-
lactic difference, that is, the finder does
not show the same image area which
the photo-lens includes.

This difference increases rapidly for
nearby objects. Furthermore, the finder
in such cameras cannot be used to check
the exact focus of the photo-lens and the
user must entirely rely on the focusing
scale of the lens and his ability to judge
distances correctly. If objects at very
close distances to the camera have to be
taken, this difficulty of bringing the
lens into sharp focus on the film also in-
creases.
The owner of a Filmo 121 or a Sim-

plex Pockette are advised that, in con-
structing the Goerz Parallax-Free
Focuser and Field Finder Control, the
Goerz Company has created a device
which eliminates these troubles com-
pletely.

Viewfinders Available for
Filmo 70 and Double Eight

The "positive" type viewfinder on
Filmo 141 and turret 8 cameras has
proved so popular that this viewfinder
is now being made available as an acces-
sory for all Filmo 70 and Double Eight
cameras in the field, regardless of their
age.
The viewfinder known to Hollywood

technicians as "positive" has two great
advantages. First, the image remains
fixed on the viewfinder glass, regardless
of how the operator's eye may shift
around the eye-piece. In other words,
eye-parallax is said to be entirely elimi-
nated—very important in closeup film-
ing.

Secondly, the full image always fills

the entire viewfinder glass, no matter
how long a telephoto or how short a
wdde-angle lens may be used. There is no
masking of the field for the longer
lenses.

Equipment Houses Merge
S. O. S. Cinema Supply Corporation

has taken over International Theatre
Accessories Corporation, with which
S. 0. S. was affiliated for years.

O s-or R£CDRDINO SE^SRJION

WHY be satisfied
with half the musi-
cal range when you
can get the full range
with a Shook «fe

Pace Kecorder. Also
world's finest record-
ing unit adaptable to
several make ma-
chines.

p/tooucetis iroUNO-lOLOR PICTURES
«fe5H00K«. PACE issai
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Washington Club Sees
Unusual Kodachrome

(Continued from Page 83)

The interest in the films viewed was
so keen that Mi. Foreman was deluged
with questions for more than an hour.
In answer to one question he disclosed

that practically the entire film had been
exposed without benefit of exposure me-
ter. This came as a surprise to most
of us, who have made ourselves slaves
in the use of a meter.

And, after the enjoyable evening spent
in viewing the two films, the members
of the club felt somewhat relieved only
when Mr. Foreman promised to show
more of his pictures at one of the early
meetings of the club.

Nielson Sees No Sale Here;
You Never Can Tell, Though
Charles Nielsen, manager of Martin

Drug Store No. 1, Tucson, Arizona, who
sells photograyhic equipment and sup-
plies so fast he can't keep any stock
on hand long enough to get acquainted
with it, recently pulled a new one in

the demonstration line.

Nielsen is continually making home
and club demonstrations of movie equip-
ment with botli ears tuned up for pos-
sible sales. Recently he made a dem-
onstration that caused him no little

trouble, time and expense, and it was a
demonstration that offered very little,

if any, prospective sales.

Nevertheless Nielsen got a kick out
of it and was pleased with the results.

He packed hii- equipment into his car
and drove approximately 35 miles up
to the New Mountain Lemmon Road,
which is under construction near Tucson,
and gave a two hour show at the camp.
His subjects were football games, news,
fishing, rodeos and cartoons, and they

were well received by his audience of
some 140 Federal convicts who are en-
gaged in constructing the new road.
Not much chance of future sales to

any of his audience, but Nielsen was
more than repaid in gratitude for his
efforts and hopes to give several more
shows at the camp.

Grand Canyon, Arizorui, looking north
from the south rim. EnUirgement hi/

Eddie Foreman from Himm. Koda-
chrome film.

Academy Awarding Oscar
for Technical Achievement

This year the Academy of Motion Pic-

ture Arts and Sciences will again con-
sider awards for scientific or technical
achievement. Nominations are being re-

quested for devices, methods, formulas,
discoveries, or inventions of special and
outstanding value which were actually
employed in the motion picture industry
during the calendar year 1939.
Nominations for thi.= award, known as

the "Award of the Academy Research
Council for scientific or technical achieve-
ment" may be made by any individual,
organization or company. Letters calling
attention to the award and requesting
nominations went out to all studios,
technical department heads, producers,
equipment manufacturers and develop-
ment companies.

Nominations for the award will be
considered by the Research Council,
which will handle the details of select-

ing the achievement or achievements
considered worthy of recognition in this

awards classification. Nominations for
the award closed Monday, January 22.

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
FOR SALE

THE WORLD'S LARGEST VARIETY OF
Studio and Laboratory e<)uipment with latest
improvements as used in Hollywood at tremen-
dous savinKs. New and Used. Mitchell, Bell-
Howell. Akeley. De Brie. Eyemo, animation
process cameras, lenses, color maeazines, adapt-
ors, lightinjr equipment, silencing blimps,
dollies, printers, splicers, moviolas, motors,
light-testers, gear boxes, synchronizers. Guar-
anteed optically and mechanically perfect. Send
for bargain catalogue.
HOLLYWOOD CAMERA EXCHANGE

1600 Cahuenga Blvd. Hollywood, Calif.
Cable : Hocamex

WESTERN ELECTRIC INTERLOCK MOTOR
mounted on door for Mitchell Standard Camera.

CAMERA EQUIPMENT COMPANY
1600 Broadway New York City
Tel. Circle 6-5080 Cable: Cinequip

RABY STUDIO EQUIPMENT TURNTABLE
dolly in new condition. Also Fearless . . . Blimp.

CAMERA EQUIPMENT COMPANY
1600 Broadway New York City
Tel. Circle 6-5080 Cable: Cinequip

WE BUY. SELL AND RENT PROFESSIONAL
AND 16mm EQUIPMENT, NEW AND USED.
WE ARE DISTRIBUTORS FOR ALL LEAD-
ING MANUFACTURERS. RUBY CAMERA
EXCHANGE, 729 Seventh Ave., New York City.
Established since 1910.

GWYNNE ONE-MAN AUTOMATIC COMBINA-
tion Laboratory for 35mm and 16mm Motion
Picture Negative and Positive Processing. Com-
plete Unit Guaranteed in perfect operating
condition. List Price $3500.00. our Like New-
Price. $1500.00. Hollywood Camera Exchange,
1600 Cahuenga Blvd., Hollywood. Calif. Cable
Address: HOCAMEX.

"NEW" VICTOR MODEL 4. 16mm camera, two
Dallmeyer lenses 1" and 2". leather carrying
case and tripod. Original cost $235.00. Will
sell for $150.00. Gerden Russell, 2977 Reming-
ton St., Jacksonville, Fla.

WE BUY 8-16-35MM. MOVIE EQUIPMENT,

LENSES, PROJECTORS, ACCESSORIES,

SOUND-SILENT. WRITE FOR FREE BAR-

GAIN BULLETIN.

CAMERA MART, 70 W. 45th ST., NEW YORK

SINGLE SYSTEM RECORDING HEAD FOR
Mitchell Camera. Raby Studio Equipment Blimp
for Standard or N. C. Camera, complete double
system portable or studio recording unit, latest
improvements, noise reduction, Berndt-Maurer
Galvanometer, Fearless Model BD Dolly with
friction head, DeVry Camera with Mitchell
lens mount, Eyemo, Wall Friction Tripod, bat-
tery operated 3 phase generator, Mitchell Up-
right Finder. All priced low for quick sale.
Don Malkames, 40 Standish Ave., Tuckahoe. N.Y.

STUDIO, RECORDING. AND LABORATORY
equipment. New. Used, Rebuilt, Cameras.
Printers, Splicers, Recorders, Amplifiers. Movi-
olas, Motors. Developers. Galvanometers. Opti-
cal Systems. Glowlamps. All at Lowdown
Prices. Send for Bargain Bulletin. Will Buy
or Trade. S. O. S. Cinema Supply Corp., 636
11th Ave., New York, N. Y.

WANTED
WE PAY CASH FOR EVERYTHING PHOTO-
GRAPHIC. Write us today. Hollywood Camera
E-xchange. 1600 Cahuenga Blvd., Hollywood.

WANTED TO BUY FOR CASH
CAMERAS AND ACCESSORIES

MITCHELL. B & H, EYEMO, DEBRIE. AKELEY
ALSO LABORATORY AND CUTTING ROOM

EQUIPMENT
CAMERA EQUIPMENT COMPANY

1600 BROADWAY, NEW YORK CITY"
CABLE: CINEQUIP

STANDARD BELL & HOWELL "I" SHUTTLE.
IIOV. A.C. Synchronous motor and 12V. D.C.
motor for Bell & Howell. Gerden Russell,
2977 Remington St., Jacksonville, Fla.
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t^-fU^ft^ PROJECTOR
MAKES A DIFFERENCE!

JANU THESE CAN'T BE
THE SAME MOVIES
I SAW LAST YEAR! I

SAME ONES, RUTH, BUT
OUR NEW FILMO MAKES

SUCH A DIFFERENCE!

WANT TO SEE your movies at their best
— brilliant? rock-steady? free from

flicker? in needle-sharp focus? Want to be
sure prized films are safe from damage? Then
get a Filmo Projector . . . for a small diflfer-

ence in cost, but a big difference in movie

M NEW FILMO-MASTER 8 mm.
This new Filmo—the finest of all 8 mm. pro-

jectors—bar none—now offers these fea-

tures which make a difference: 400- or 500-

watt lamp; gear drive throughout; fast F 1.6

lens; improved camera-matched film-mov-

ing mechanism; lens focus lock; two-way
tilt; radio interference eliminator; and tri-

pod socket. With case, only $118.

NEW FILMO-MASTER 1 6 mm.
Filmo-Master 16 mm. includes de luxe fea-

tures heretofore found only in higher-priced

Filmos. It is completely gear-driven and has

a speedy power rewind. Brilliant pictures in

home or small auditorium are assured by its

750-watt lamp, fast two-inch F 1.6 lens, and
Magnilite condenser. With case, only $139-

enjoyment. For Filmos are precision-

made by the makers of Hollywood's pro-

fessional equipment. Your Filmo dealer

invites you to inspect the new, improved
Filmos described below. Or if you pre-

fer, mail coupon for full details.

FILMO MOVIE CAMERAS .

PALM-SIZE FILMO 8 On// $49.50
, i-size Filmo 8 oflFers an amazing variety of movies!
ies color movies or black-and-white, indoors and
even in slow motion. Has four speeds, single ex-
re for animating cartoons, masks for use with tele-

o lenses, and can be equipped with rewind for
iing dissolves and double exposures. With F 3.5
speeds 8, 16, 24, 32, only $49.50. With F 2.5 lens,

ids to 64, $75.

FILMO TURRET 8
On// $140 ^

Filmo Turret 8 provides all fea-
tures of single-lens-seat Filmo,
at left, plus instant readiness
provided by turret mount of
three lenses and matching find-
ers. When a lens is in position,
its matching finder unit is too.
Has new eye-parallax-correct-
ing viewfinder; critical focuser;
four speeds, including slow
motion; single frame exposure.
With 12V2mm.F2.5 lens, $140.

PRECISION-MADE BY

ELL & HOWELL

New 1 6 mm. Filmo 141 On/y $115
I' SHELLOADING ' Filmo 141 gives
movie makers a new freedom from gad-
gets. It loads with pre-threaded 16 mm.
film magazines. Permits mid-reel changes
from color to black-and-white. No
threading! Has four speeds and single

frame exposure. New "positive" finder

eliminates off-center pictures. Uses all

special lenses. With one-inch F 2.7 lens,

$115.

WHY NOT GET DETAILS RIGHT NOW?
Mail coupon. Bell & Howell Company, Chicago;
New York; Hollywood; London. Established 1907.

BELL & HOWELL COMPANY ac 2-40

1848 Larchmont Ave., Chicago, 111.

Okay. Send free, illustrated literature telling all about:
( ) New Filmo 8 mm. Projector; ( ) Filmo 16 mm.
Projector; ( ) new 16 mm. Filmo "Shelloading" Cam-
era; ( ) Filmo Turret 8; ( ) palm-size Filmo 8.

Name

Address

City State.



LEADERSHIP
Mitchell Cameras
Continue Each
Year To Be The
World's Leading

Professional

Motion Picture

Cameras*

Built For Today's

Requirements.

MITCHELL CAMERA CORPORATION
66 5 NORTH ROBERTSON BOULEVARD

WEST
Cabia Address "MITCAMCO"

BELL & HOWELL, LTD.. London, England

CLAUD C. CARTER, Sydney, Australia

D. NAGASE & CO., LTD., Osaka, Japan

HOLLYWOOD. CALIF.
Phone oxford 1051

AGENCIES

MOTION PICTURE CAMERA SUPPLY CO.. New York City

FAZALBHOY. LTD.. Bombay, India

H. NASSIBIAN. Cairo. Eavot

J
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1940

20 Years of Progress

Making Film
In March 1920, Du Pont delivered its first motion
picture film. The order — a typical one — called for

positive stock, unperforated, 400 feet to a roll. The
price was 2.65 cents a foot.

Just compare that initial film to its present day counter-

part. Today Du Pont Positive costs one cent a foot,

wears three times as long, and offers a marked im-

provement in photographic quality.

Other types of Du Pont Film testify as well to the

effectiveness of the Du Pont pledge: Better Things
for Better Living through Chemistry". Regardless of
the stock you use, the Du Pont stencil on the edge is

assurance of a fine photographic result.

Du Pont Film Manufacturing Corporation, Incorporated

9 Rockefeller Plaza Smith & AUer, Ltd.
New York . . . N. Y. 6656 Santa Monica Blvd.
Plant . . Parlin, N. J. Hollywood . . California

BETTER THINQS for BETTER LIVINQ through CHEMISTRY



1. New **Positive'' Viewfinder
Magnifies rather than masks . . . with any lens, fills entire finder

aperture with large-size upright image . . . eliminates eye parallax.

2. New Viewfinder Turret
Enables Eyemo user to select matching viewfinder objective unit

with same speed he picks lens. Convenient. Fast. Accurate.

WHEN the shots come fast and
various, and you must get the

picture . . . that's when you most
appreciate the versatile Eyemo.
For it's instantly ready to meet the
emergency!
What will you have.' A swift

change of lenses.' . . . conversion
from 100-foot film capacity to 200-
or 400-foot magazines.' ... a tripod
mount or a light, easy-to-handle
hand camera? ... a change from
electric to spring or hand drive.'

... a silent camera or a hookup
for sound? . . . slow motion or
silent or sound speeds? Whatever
the demand, Eyemo meets it.

Send the coupon now, and get
complete details on this unsur-
passed portable camera. Do it to-

day. Bell & Howell Company, 1848
Larchmont Ave., Chicago; 30
Rockefeller Plaza, New York; 7 1

6

North LaBrea Avenue, Hollywood;
13-14 Great Castle St., London.
Established 1907.

New vieufinchr turret

serves with offset turret, as

shown above, and with
compact camera turret, as

shown below, right.

EYEtMO can he eciuipped

with many accessories /or

studio and location work,

or it can he stripped down
to a light, compact, spring-

driven hand camera.

PRECISION-MADE BY

CONVERT YOUR EYEMO
Eyemo owners may convert their Eyemos
to include the following new features at

very moderate cost. Write for details.

1 New "positive" viewfinder

2 New viewfinder turret

3 New flat base

—

7}h in. square

4 Locl<ing screws to lock each lens in focus

5 Turret lock for Eyemos with offset turret

6 Detachable cord for electric-drive models

BELL & HOWELL COMPANY
1848 Larchmont Ave., Chicago, 111.

( ) Send details about new, improved Eyemos.

1 own Eyemo Serial No
Am interested in converting ic to include

AC :!-40

BELL & HOWELL
Name . .

.

Address

.

City .State.
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Front Cover
ON the front cover is a scene of the camera crew of "North-

west Passage," M-G-M's stirring picture. The location is near
Payette Lake, Idaho. In the foreground is Robert Young, chief
supporting player to Spencer Tracy. In front of the camera, with
old-style megaphone and hand megaphone of public address sys-

tem, is Director King Vidor. Behind the director is Paul Hill,

Technicolor technician. At the director's right, in pith helmet and
his hand on the camera, is Assistant Director Red Golden. Behind
him, meditating a script, is Jack Smith, A.S.C, process department.

Behind the camera, wearing dark glasses and felt hat, is Wil-
liam Skall, A.S.C. Also behind the camera, quite out of sight, is

Sidney Wagner, A.S.C, director of photography. The assistant
cameraman, Bob B'assette, is at the extreme left of the picture.

"Northwest Passage" is reviewed on Page 138 in this issue.
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Five Agfa Films you should know. .

.

For 16 mm. Cameras

FOR EXTREME SPEED: FOR OUTDOOR WORK:

TRIPLE S SUPERPAN REVER-
SIBLE. De.signe<l by Agfa

Ansco especially for indoor

movies and for slow-motion

work under light conditions

requiring great film speed. It

has wide latitude and efficient

anti-halo protection. A balanced emulsion provides a pleasing

contrast outdoors, prevents harsh effects under artificial light.

Available in 100 ft. rolls at $6.00; in 50 ft. rolls at $3.25.

HYPAN REVERSIBLE. Par-

ticularly suited for <laylight

use where brilliant contrast

and clear, sharp results are

neces.sary. Hypan combines

high speed with a full pan-

chromatic .sensitivity while

excellent projccliou (|iiality is assured bv its fine-grain emul-

sion and the highly eEFective Agfa anti-halation coating.

Available in 100 ft. rolls at $(i.00; in 50 ft. rolls at $.3.25.

FOR GREATER ECONOMY: LOW-COST OUTDOOR FILM:

PANCHROMATIC REVER-
SIBLE. You will find this

film an ideal selection for a

wide variety of subject ma-
terial. It s fast and sensitive

to all colors. In addition, it

pos.sesses a carefully balanced

gradation that produces a highly satisfying screen brilliance

on projection. The low price makes it an exceptional value.

Available in 100 ft. rolls at $4.50; in 50 ft. rolls at $2.75.

FINE-GRAIN PLENACHROME
REVERSIBLE. This film has

ample >pec<l, pleasingly bril-

liant contrast and ortho-

chromatic color .sensitivity

—

providing you with an ex-

ceptionally fine outdoor me-
dium at a moderate price. It s extremely fine-grained and pos-

sesses wide latitude to minimize exposure errors. Plenachrome

is available in 100 ft. rolls at $4.50; in 50 ft. rolls at $2.75.

For Double-8 mm. Cameras

FOR EVERY PURPOSE:

"TWIN EIGHT" HYPAN REVERSIBLE. This new,

double-width 8 mm. film gives you finer results with double-

8 cameras—having exceptional speed that makes it ideal

for indoor as well as outdoor scenes. Its panchromatic

emulsion is unusually fine-grained and supplies the high

resolving power necessary for the best screen results.

"Twin-Eight" Hypan is available in 25 ft. rolls at $2.25.

AGFA ANSCO, BINGHAMTON, N. Y. MADE IN U. S. A



TOLAND AND HALLE

Gregff Tolarid, A.S.C., winner "hlack-
(ind-whitc" camera aivnrd.

GREGG TOLAND, A.S.C., wins the
Academy award for the finest pho-
tography in the 1939 black-and-

white division. The medium was Samuel
Goldwyn's "Wuthering Heights."
The award for color was to Ernest

Haller, A.S.C., Ray Reunahan. A.S.C..
and M. Wilfrid Cline, A.S.C., for their
work on "Gone with the Wind," Selznick
International.
The runner-up for the black and wh't"

division, or the second named for final

decision, was Bert Glennon, A.S.C., with
the picture released last February by
Walter Wanger, new president of the
Academy, "Stagecoach."
On the color division the second choice

was Sol Polito, A.S.C., and W. Howard
Greene, A.S.C., with Warner Brothers'
"The Private Lives of Elizabeth and
Essex."

In the department of special effects

Fred Sersen and E. H. Hansen of Twen-
tieth Century-Fox won an award on
"The Rains Came."

F'or sound recording honors went to

Bernard B'. Brown for Universal's "When
Tomorrow Comes."

Darryl F. Zanuck, chairman of the re-

search Council of the Academy of Mo-
tion Picture Arts and Sciences, announced
the granting of eight honorable mention
awards for scientific or technical achieve-
ment, given by the Research Council with
the approval of the Academy Awards
Committee to the following:

To George Anderson of Warner Brothers
Studios for an improved positive
head for sun arcs.

The positive head for sun arcs is an
improved, simplified equipment or hold-
ing and feeding the positive carbon in

an arc lamp. This mechanism contributes

to the advancement of motion picture
lighting technique by producing a stead-
ier and quieter light.

To John Arnold of the Metro-Goldwyn-
Mayer Studio for the M-G-M Mobile
Camera Crane.

This new camera crane, because of its

unicjue flexibility, permits the camera to
be maneuvered rapidly, easily and silent-

ly, thereby supplanting the conventional
type camera mounting. This equipment
includes a number of novel features and
is an important contribution to motion
picture production.

Ernie Haller, A. S. C, director of pho-
tography, color award unnner.

To Thomas T. Moulton, Fred Albin and
the sound department of the Samuel
Goldwyn Studios for the origination
and for the application of the Delta
db Test to sound recording in motion
pictures.

The Delta db Test is an effective dy-
namic method of determining best pos-
sible processing of variable density
sound tracks. Since accurate processing
is vital to sound quality this test is an
important contribution to recording.

To Emery Huse and Ralph B. Atkinsoon
of the Eastman Kodak Company for
their specifications for chemical
analysis of photographic developers
and fixing baths.

These specifications gave to the motion
picture industry the first complete, rapid
and practical method for analyzing
photographic developing and fixing solu-
tions. The importance and practicability
of the specifications has been evidenced
by the fact that they have now been
generally adopted throughout the indus-
try.

To Farciot Edouart, Joseph E. Robbins,
William Rudolph and Paramount
Pictures, Inc., for the design and
construction of a quiet portable
treadmill.

This treadmill, because of its portabil-
ity and quiet operation, may be u.sed in

a wide variety of scenes and at a wide
variety of speeds, with a minimum of
restriction to recording, and is therefore
a noteworthy contribution to motion pic-

ture production.

To Harold Nye of Warner Brothers
Studios, for a miniature incande.scent
spot lamp.

The miniature incandescent spot lamp
is a small, powerful source of light

which may be concealed in the set or
mounted on the camera matte box with-
out upsetting camera balance, and is

therefore an important contribution to

cinematography.

To A. J. Tondreau of Warner Brothers
Studios for the design and manufac-
ture of an improved sound track
printer.

Ray Reunalmn, A. S- C, associate

of Haller.
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VIN CAMERA AWARD
This printer incorporates features

which have not previously been utilized

in the printing of recorded sound track,

affording greater accuracy of track
placement, better definition and improved
quality. The development of this sound
track printed is an important contribu-
tion to the progress of the industry.

For important contributions in the
cooperative development of new im-
proved process projection equipment:

To F. R. Abbott, Haller Belt, Alan Cook
and the B'ausch & Lomb Optical
Company for faster projection lenses;
The Mitchell Camera Company, for
a new type Process Projection Head;
Mole-Richardson Company, for a
New type automatically controlled
projection arc lamp; Chadles Hand-
ley, David Joy and the National
Carbon Company for improved and
more stable high-intensity carbons;
Winton Hoch and the Technicolor
Motion Picture Corporation for an
auxiliary optical system; Don Mus-
grave and Selznick International
Pictures, Inc., for pioneering in the
use of the coordinated equipment in

the production "Gone with the
Wind."

This cooperative development improves
the already invaluable process projec-
tion method, which in the past has been
largely limited by insufficient light inten-
sity and screen size. This development
is a definite step toward overcoming past

M. Wilfrid Cline, A. S. C, associate
of Haller.

deficiencies. The resulting improvement
in quality permits wider use and in-

creased flexibility, thus greatly expand-
ing the scope and possibilities of process
projection.

By their individual contributions to

the complete equipment, each of the
above cited has furthered the progress
of the industry.

In announcing these awards, the report
of the Research Council emphasized the
careful review of all scientific or tech-
nical progress in the industry during the
year, for the purpose of determining
those achievements considered worthy
of awards recognition.

Honorable Mention

The report further stated that those
accomplishments "which have basic influ-

Sol Polito, A.S.C, runner-up on
color award-

ence upon the industry are given recog-
nition for outstanding achievement in the
form of a major award, symbolized by
an Academy Statuette.

Those accomplishments which are of

importance to the progress of the indus-
try but merit recognition to a lesser de-
gree than a major Award are recognized
by honorable mention in the annual Sci-

entific or Technical Awards Bulletin.

"A major award for scientific or tech-
nical achievement is not necessarily
granted each year," continues the report,
"but is only awarded for those achieve-
ments of great outstanding value to the
industry. The major award for scientific

or technical achievement is based upon
such rigid requirements that it is con-
sidered of the highest importance, and is

the most highly prized technical recogni-
tion throughout the industry.

II'. Howard Greene, A.S.C, nnsodnte
of Polito.

"The requirements for this award are
so rigid that only five such awards have
been made since the inception of the An-
nual Academy Awards.

"The motion picture industry has
drawn freely upon practically all the arts
and sciences known to man, and the pres-
ent motion picture represents the coordi-

nated use of developments from an un-
believably large number of scientific and
technical fields.

"Were it not for the creative ability

of motion picture technicians to use the
developments in the fields of acoustics,

optics, chemistry, electronics, mechanics
and physics, motion pictures would still

be in scripts and not on the screen.

"Governed by the policy of recognition
for only those achievements which are of
outstanding merit and which promise to

have a lasting influence on the industry,
the Research Council this year considered
thirty-five nominations for scientific or
technical awards. While the industry has
noted steady progress during the year,
no achievement, in the opinion of the Re-
search Council, was of sufficient merit to

receive a major award."

The developments granted certificates
of honorable mention were judged worthy
of recognition by the Council and by
committees appointed to assist in the re-
view of the nominations.

Academy Grows

Membership of the council, in addition
to Chairman Zanuck, consists of John
Aalberg, Bernard B. Brown, Farciot
Edouart, E. H. Hansen, Nathan Levinson,
John Livadary, Thomas T. Moulton,
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Douglas Shearer, and Gordon S. Mitchell,

manager.
The Academy is outgrowing Los An-

geles. The City of Angels has no hotel,

apparently, with capacity to accommo-
date the annual awards dinner in a man-
ner worthy of its importance. The
crowded condition of the Cocoanut Grove
attested that fact. The dinner, which was
held on Thursday, February 29, again
proved the usefulness of the Academy, its

importance to the industry as a whole
and its incentive value to the entire per-
sonnel of the studios.

Frank Capra, retiring Academy presi-

dent, opened the programme by introduc-

ing Walter Wanger, the new president.

The former officer pleaded for the free-

dom of the Academy and the industry
from racketeers and all parasites who
attempt to fasten on to the industry.

Mr. Wanger spoke briefly on the aims
and program of the Academy. In turn
he introduced Darryl Zanuck, who pre-
sented his report as chairirian of the
Academy Research Council, together with
the various awards as already recorded.

Mr. Zanuck introduced Gene Buck,
president of ASCAP, who presented the
musical awards. Following these came
Bob Hope, who brought with him his

usual bag of verbal tricks and quips, and
was heartily welcomed by the house.
Bob introduced Mickey Rooney as the

ten best American actors and Mickey
made good on the build-up.

In a speech that was marked by tact,

good judgment, poise and sincerity,
Mickey presented Judy Garland, who had
been awarded a miniature statuette
trophy for her "outstanding perform-
ances aS a screen juvenile during the
past year."

"Swell Speech"

Bob Hope, when he returned to the
rostrum, remarked amid applause: "That
was a swell speech of Mickey's."

Other speakers were Mervyn Leroy,
chairman of Awards Program Commit-
tee, who announced the award for best
direction, Victor Fleming, absent on ac-
count of illness.

Sinclair Lewis presented the writing
awards for best original story to Lewis
R. Foster for "Mr. Smith Goes to Wash-
ington," and that for screen play was
awarded the family of the late Sidney
Howard for "Gone with the Wind."

D. Ernest Martin Hopkins, president of
Dartmouth College, presented the Irving
G. Thalberg Memorial Award, to David
0. Selznick.
There was more than a bit of drama

introduced when Fay Bainter, winner last

year of the award for best supporting
actress, referred to the traditions of the
Academy in choosing its favorite regard-
less of race or creed and presented as
the winner of that award this year
Hattie McDaniel, a negress, for her work
in "Gone with the Wind." Miss McDaniel
responded feelingly and was warmly ap-
plauded.

Other awards were as follows:

Production—"Gone with the Wind,"
Selznick International.

Actor—Robert Donat for "Goodbye,
Mr. Chips," Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer (Eng-
land).

Actress—Vivien Leigh for "Gone with
the Wind," Selznick International.

Supporting Actor—'Thomas Mitchell
for "Stagecoach," Walter Wanger.

Direction—-"Gone with the Wind,"
Selznick International, Victor Fleming.

Art Direction—"Gone with the Wind,"
Selznick International, Lyle Wheeler.

Film Editing—"Gone with the Wind,"
Selznick International; Hal C. Kern and
James E. Newcom.

Music: Best Original Score—"The Wiz-
ard of Oz," Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, Her-
bert Stothart. Best Scoring—"Stage-
coach," Walter Wanger; Richard Hage-
man, Frank Harling, John Leipold and
Leo Shuken. Best Song—"Over the Rain-

Bert Glennon, A.S. C, runner-up on
black-and-white award.

bow," from "The Wizard of Oz," Metro-
Goldwyn-Mayer, E. Y. Harburg and Har-
old Arlen.

Short subjects:

One-reel—"Busy Little Bears," Para-
mount.

Two-reel—"Sons of Liberty," Warner
Brothers.

Cartoon—"The Ugly Duckling," Walt
Disney.

Bausch and Lomb Increase
Lens Light Transmission

The first commercial application of a

special film coating to increase the light

transmission of lenses has just been com-
pleted with the delivery of new projec-

tion lenses to twenty-five Loew theatres
in the larger cities. Lester B. Isaac, di-

rector of projection and sound for Loew's
Theatres, ordered the new lenses for the

first showing of "Gone with the Wind,"

after exhaustive tests by Bausch &
Lomb had disclosed that screen illumina-
tion could be stepped up from 15 to 40
per cent depending upon the type and
focal length of the lens used.
Marked improvement in image contrast

and sharpness of focus has been reported
by Rochester projectionists, who have
been testing the new lenses.

Revere Adds to Its 8mm.
Equipment Model Double 8
The Revere Camera Company, Chi-

cago, manufacturer of 8mm. motion pic-

ture equipment, announces a new addi-
tion to its line—the Revere Model 88,
Double 8 Camera. This model takes
all double 8mm. film, either color or
black and white.
An exclusive feature of the new cam-

era is a new single sprocket control
which prevents film jamming. Should
the user forget to form a loop in the
film in loading the camera, this sprocket
control automatically forms the loop for
him.

Other advanced features of the Revere
Double 8 Camera are: Capacity, all

standard double 8 spools, licensed under
Eastman spool and spindle patents, five

speeds, 8, 12, 16, 24, 32 frames per
second, rotary disc shutter 1 /35th sec-
ond speed at 16 frames, spring motor
drive with uniform run of 5 feet.

All gears are cut for silent opera-
tion; built-in optical view-finder, paral-
lax corrected; with Wollensak f.3.5 fixed
focus lens, price $29.50. Other lenses
available, f.2.7, f.1.9, one and one-half
inch telephoto f.3.5.

The new Double 8 Camera supple-
ments the Revere Single 8 Camera,
which takes ultra-fast fine-grained Re-
vere film (made for Revere by Agfa),
costing only $1.35 per 30 foot spool, in-

cluding processing.
For further details address Revere

Camera Company, 320 East 21st Street,

Chicago.

Bell and Howell Tells Why
Diagonal Juncture Is Made

Bell & Howell steadfastly adheres to

the diagonal juncture, which is said to be
exclusive to Filmo splicing equipment.

"It is not an accident, nor just to be
different, that Filmo splicers weld the
film diagonally," declares a company
statement. "Away back at the beginning
B&H engineers set out to find the most
satisfactory way of fastening one piece

of film to another. After much experi-
menting, during which the straight splice,

too, was thoroughly tested and tried, the

diagonal type was decided upon for
laboratory-proved reasons."

One of these is the diagonal splice is

longer than the straight splice, and since

the bonding ai-ea is therefore greater,

the diagonal juncture is stronger.

There is less tension on the diagonal
splice as the film moves through the loop

formations than on the straight splice is

another.
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The February Films
SOMETIMES it is better for future

comfort not to make too great a
picture —' such, for instance, as

"Snow White." Had the Disney stories

been created in reverse order, "Pinoc-
chio" first and "Snow White" last, un-
doubtedly there would have been her-
alded two great pictures. As it is, the
memory of "Snow White" is too recent,

too fresh in the mind, to allot to "Pinoc-
chio" a fair measure of its just deserts.

Possibly a major reason for the feel-

ing, if it is true it exists, is that we do
not have recorded the impressions of
the little folks, who on ballot undoubtedly
would give to "Pinocchio" the weight
of their votes. It is more of a juvenile
picture. "Snow White" was for all ages.
The story is crowded with mystifying

ways and means of achieving results on
the screen—serious and comic. Photo-
graphically it is one marvel after an-
other.

Time will tell which is the greater of
the two great pictures, and it is only
time that can tell. But "Snow White"
did travel a long distance.

Audiences will notice a far greater
dimensional illusion in "Pinocchio" than

By George Blaisdell

was seen in "Snow White," suggests the
official program of the preview. Two
factors are largely responsible for this.

One is a new painting process developed
and perfected within the Disney studio
paint laboratories. This process gives
a moulded, rounded appearance to the
faces and bodies of the characters; the
highlights and subtle changes on skin

and costumes.

Also, improvements in the studio's

multiplane camera technique made it

possible to obtain more exciting effects

in the photographing of "Pinocchio." The
new type of multiplane camera used on
the production is capable of photograph-
ing twice as large a field as the original

crane used in connection with "Snow
White," and can bring many more levels

into focus at one time than originally

designed.
•

Perhaps no book in many a month
has gone into the motion picture mill

amid greater controversy than did

"Grapes of Wrath." The controversy
was many-sided. If it were not the
foulness of the language Indulged in it

was the question of fact. Californians
of the state's mid-section were up in

arms, declaring the book badly over-
drawn, untrue, and all that. Maybe it

was—in some instances. And maybe it

wasn't.

Anyway, Darryl Zanuck of the Twen-
tieth Century-Fox company bought the
book and turned Director John Ford
loose on it. Ford is an old-timer who
has a way with him in handling these
tough babies. He gets out of them the
meat, the essentials, the things that stir

men and women.
And so he has done with "Grapes of

Wrath." Right off the bat he picked
Gregg Toland, A.S.C., to take care of

the photographing for him. "Grapes"
was in black and white; and so, per-

haps, it should have been.
It was a painful story. It was not

a story of happiness, of light, of laugh-
ter; it was a story of unhappiness, of
dark hours, and disappointment. It was
a story of low light, reflecting the
human hopes that had sunk to the

depths. And so Gregg Toland lighted

his picture. His lighting did fit the

mood—to a t.

The picture was shown in a stillness

almost deathly—indicating beyond a

doubt that those who were looking on
it were gazing on a battle of life and
death. It is a film to be seen by every
one who likes a good story, whether it

is on his side or not. It is not a picture

to be seen today and tomorrow to be
gone—one of a hundred. It is one that
will remain in the memory.
Up in front are Henry Fonda, Jane

Darwell, John Carradine, Charley Grape-
win and Russell Simpson. It's a long
cast and a good one.

It is a picture which not alone pro-
fessional photographers will study with
deep interest. Amateur cinemakers also

will follow it with closest attention, al-

though it is not likely they will try to

emulate the cinematographer by using
so small an amount of light. For that
closeness to zero is where the skill

begins.
•

"Swiss Family Robinson" is a story
that is old. It is old as well to those
now old men and women who once were
eager boys and girls. The story has
been made for the screen by a new
combination of producers, by men who
have for a long time written screen
stories and now are presenting their

first picture. It is a good picture. It

is good because it is based on a good
story, and that means ability to write
a good story should also guarantee a
good picture. The producers are Gene
TowTie and Graham Baker.
The story has a timeliness and its

MILLER AND RENNAHAN
WIN REPORTER AWARD

THE studio press correspondents voting through the Hollywood Reporter
have awarded the photographic honors for January to Arthur Miller,
A.S.C., and Ray Rennahan, A.S.C. The picture was "The Blue Bird"

of Twentieth Century-Fox.
It may be recalled that this magazine in its February issue in speaking

of that picture declared "For sheer beauty in picturemaking 'The Blue Bird'
perhaps tops anything that has preceded it. . . . Above all else, it is a
photographer's picture—a technician's picture, if you will. Lights and lenses
tell the story. . .

."

In the same issue Dan Clark, A.S.C, supervisor of photography at the
Twentieth Studio, declared, in speaking of "The Blue Bird": "Many believe
it was a great deal of a trick job. They are in error. It was a lighting
problem all the time."

In its February issue this magazine touched upon three pictures, one of
the two others being "Abe Lincoln in Illinois." Mention was made of the
manner in which the photography of James Wong Howe, A.S.C, stood out.
It is interesting to note the correspondents' poll thought likewise, for it

voted that subject in the third place.
The second spot went to Gregg Toland, A.S.C, for his work on "The

Grapes of Wrath." What The Cinematographer was moved to say of the
remarkable work photographically on that black and white subject already
is in type, for appearance in the March issue.

Coming back to "The Blue Bird" the award of the correspondents was
the second they have handed to Artie Miller, his previous one being for
Twentieth Century-Fox's "The Rains Came." That picture was previewed
four months earlier.

To Ray Rennahan comes the distinction of being mentioned four times
now by the poll, the only one above Bert Glennon, A.S.C, who has three.
Rennahan's was with Ernest Palmer, A.S.C, on "Kentucky"; with Bert Glennon
on "Drums Along the Mohawk"; with Ernest Haller, A.S.C, and Wilfrid M.
Cline, A.S.C, on "Gone with the Wind," and the present one.
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theme is presented to the audience in

the first few minutes of running. The
period is of the Napoleonic wars. The
father of four sons is concerned as to
the upbringing- of the boys. He wants
them to be raised away from the at-
mosphere of the men who kill. He
wants to get away to the colonies,
where there is peace. They set sail,

and in the south seas are shipwrecked.
The family alone survives. They thrive
in spite of mishaps.

The director of photography is Nich-
olas Musuraca, A.S.C., and the special
effects are by Vernon L. Walker, A.S.C.
There is much of the picture that falls

in the special effects class. It will par-
ticularly appeal to the amateurs, who
will marvel at the manner in which some
of the hazardous effects are secured.
Nevertheless the evenness of the pho-
tography is so marked it is unlikely
few other than the professionals will be
able to draw the line between the two
departments.

Thomas Mitchell is the father of the
family and Edna Best the mother. It
is a great team. Perhaps neither of
them has had the opportunity before
this for a part of its like. Freddy
Bartholomew, Terry Kilburn, Tim Holt
and Baby Bobby Quillan are the sons
of the family. Christian Rub has a
comparatively brief part. Those who
also see "Pinocchio" are invited to note
the similarity between Thoren, as he is

billed in "Swiss Family," and the ani-
mated Gepetto, the father of Pinocchio—and especially the sound of his voice.
They are pretty nearly like two peas
in a pod.

"Swiss Family Robinson" is a picture
that moves—a splendid family picture.

•

In its compounding of "Young Tom
Edison" MGM Studio has done a splendid
job. It is a picture for the family, for
all of the family. Mickey Rooney in his
inimitable fashion portrayed the sixteen-
year-old boy, always in the doghouse
with his father and his neighbors, yet
always understood and appreciated and
admired by his mother and younger sis-

ter. The lad's urge to learn, to know,
was the cause of his misfortunes even
as it was the foundation of his later
greatness.

It was an unusual cast surrounding
Rooney. There was Fay Bainter as the
mother—and where could a better one
have been found! George Bancroft was
the stern and uncompromising father,
anxious to discover something worth-
while in this son of his but off stage
resorting to the strap. Virginia Weidler
was the sister who adored her big
brother, and Eugene Pallette was the
conductor of the train on which young
Edison was a "butcher."

The high spot of the picture, the high-
est among several, was young Edison's
saving of a crowded train from being
wrecked. A bridge was out, wires were
down, and there was no way of getting
word through to the crew. Young Edi-

son's sister, who with him shared knowl-
edge of the telegraph code, was on the
train. The lad conceived the idea of
telegraphing the news by means of a
spare engine's whistle, the news being
identified by his sister, and the train
being stopped. The incident abounded
with thrills. Also the incident had foun-
dation in fact, and it was new in pictures.

For the second day in succession MGM
released in nreview a picture that had
come from the hand of Sidney Wacrner,
A.S.C. The one that preceded "Young
Tom Edison" was "Northwest Passafre,"
photographed the year before. The first

was the period of 1759, the second around
1860. Mr. Wagner has been much of a
traveler in recent years. It was he who
photogranhed the splendid Afri'-an scenes
of "Stanley and Livingstone," exposing
nearly 100,000 feet of nen^ative in a four
or five months' trip from Nairobi to Lake
Tanganvika. That was the period of the
1870s. Wagner has been pretty much
around this old world with his camera.

The Edison picture renewed to mem-
ory of the present writer an occasion in

the Ritz-Carlton Hotel in New York on
the occasion of the seventy-seventh birth-

day of Edison. It was a luncheon given
the inventor by the motion picture in-

dustry. That, by the way, was around
February 11, 1924. The writer repre-
sented a New York motion picture trade
paper.

It was about 12:40 when the party
was seated. Present not only were
notables of the picture industry, but also

men prominent in world affairs. Recol-
lection is keen of Adolph S. Ochs, the
great publisher of the New York Times.
It was nearly 5 o'clock that afternoon
when the diners arose from their seats.

There had been much talk. There was
a goodly list of speakers at the big
guests' table in the centre of which was
the guest of honor. Practically every-
body who was supposed to make a rec-

ord of what went on was too interested

to put pencil to paper. The present
writer was an addict to the shorthand
drudge in those days, and in spite of

the p-reat temptation to forget it had
made some notes.

The next day a story of a couple of
thousand words was written, with a car-

Gevcrert Opens in Seattle
George M. Gofiin, Pacific Coast man-

ager of the Gevaert Comnanv of America,
Inc., is now in Seattle, Wash., opening a
branch for the Gevaert Company. This
branch will handle a full line r.f Gevaert
sensitized photographic products and
will be under the supervision of A. H.
Graham as district manager. Mr.
Graham formerly was a salesman with
the Los Angeles office for a number of

years.
The Seattle branch will be situated in

the Textile Tower Building and will in-

clude in its territory Washington, Ore-
gon, Idaho, Montana and the Territory of

Alaska.

bon copy. That story was forwarded to
Mr. Edison's secretary in Orange, with
a note asking him if Mr. Edison would
be interested in glancing at it. Also
a request was made that Mr. Edison in-

close a photograph for reproduction. In
a few days an answer was returned, say-
ing that not only had Mr. Edison been
deeply interested in what the story con-
tained but that it was the fir.st intimate
knowledge he had received of what had
taken pbce that day. That told the
story of the entire absence of hearing
with which he had been afflicted, a con-
dition not too entirely understood by the
public.

Mr. Edi'-on also inclosed a nhotoe'raph.
At the writer's home a brief search for
it uncovered what sixteen years and
three thousand miles had failed to lose.

It is reprinted herewith.

It is seldom indeed a picture travels its

entire length within the walls of a hos-
pital. When it does do that the average
man will wager plenty it will not prove
a success, that it will not grip the house,
all the way through. And the average
man will be wrong.

For Carole Lombard and her fellow-
nlayers in RKO-Radio's "Vigil in the
Night" succeed in doing exactly that. It

i", a serious nictu''''. I'^^ivenfd bv a m''^i-

mum of mirth. Those who share with
Miss Lombard in the making of this

heavily dramatic subiect are Brian
Ahearne and Ann Shirley, supported by
among others Julien Mitchell, Robert
Coote, Brenda Forbes and Peter Gushing.
The picture is produced and directed by
George Stevens.

Robert De Grasse, A.S.C, directed the
photography, which was even, unspec-
tacular, eminently satisfactory. There's
pn abundance of closeups of children in
their hospital surroundings, appealing to

the eye—and to the heart. "Vigil in the
Night" is a e-ood picture, and for a ma-
ture house better than that.

•

Universal's first showing of "My Little

Chickadee." featuring Mae West and
W. C. Fields, was really an interesting
event. The combin^ition of two such
genuinely unique players in one pro-
gram and under one head was sufficient

to arouse curiosity of more than passing
depth in any group of veteran picture-
froers. Each player was expected to

draw upon all her or his experience of
years upon the stage in order to pro-
vide the best in the way of verbal mirth.
Each did. and the result at times was
hilarious.

Nor yet was all of the mirth of the
verbal order. There was that memo-
rable instance, for example, when Mae,
the unkissed bride of Fields, inveigles

the latter to take a bath in her chamber.
Straightway she lures a monster goat
into the aforesaid chamber, tucks Nanny
beneath the bedclothes, turns down the
lights leaving just a faint mellow glow
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Thomas A. Edison, from photograph sup-
plied in 192i by Mr. Edison to George
Blaisdell. The occasion had been a four-
hour luncheon tendered to the great in-
ventor on his seventy-seventh birthday

by the motion picture industry.
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NowGlare
Coating Makes
Lenses One Stop

Faster
By WILLIAM STULL, A.S.C.

FOR many years photographers
have accepted the fact that a con-
siderable proportion of the light

that enters a lens never reaches the
film. The greater part of this loss is

occasioned by reflections from the vari-

ous polished glass surfaces—inside and
out—'that make up the lens, and it in-

creases with the increase in the com-
plexity of the lens' design.
Thus the loss is considerably greater

in many of the modern, complex high-
speed lenses than in the simpler, older
objectives. But since lenses depend for
their action upon the use of many high-
ly polished—and therefore reflective

—

glass surfaces, it has seemed that noth-
ing could be done to avoid these losses.

Almost exactly a year ago, two East-
ern research groups, working quite in-

dependently of each other, separately an-
nounced the development of methods of
treating glass to eliminate surface re-

flections. That this created a sensation
in photographic circles would be to put
it mildly.
Here was a development so radically

advantageous that it would practically
revolutionize photographyl But the ex-
citement subsided when it was learned
that in both cases the project was still in

the experimental stage: that while lenses

Left, frame enlargement from a test
scene shooting directly into the sun ivith

a standard (non-treated) lens. Note
multiple reflections from glass surfaces
of the lens. Right, comparative shot, but
ivith camera panned even more directly
into the sun, photographed through an
identical lens to which non-reflection
treatment }ias been applied. Note that
flare is reduced almost entirely to simple
photographic overexposure, and multiple
reflections from lens surfaces entirely

eliminated.

could be treated, the treatment was ex-
tremely delicate and not at all lasting.

Paramount Pioneers

Today the subject takes on renewed
interest when it is learned that the
treatment has been advanced to such a
stage of commercial practicability that
the Paramount Studio has been using
a set of treated lenses on actual pro-
duction, with such excellent results that
treatment of all the studio's lenses is

being contemplated.
The process used is that developed

by Dr. John Strong of the California
Institute of Technology. Essentially,
this consists of depositing upon each of
the glass surfaces treated an ultra-mi-
croscopically thin chemical film. This
film measures but four millionths of an
inch (0.000004 inches) in thickness—ex-
actly one-quarter the length of a light-

wave.
As light falls upon this film, rays are

reflected from both its upper and low-
er surfaces. Since the coating is ex-
actly one-quarter wave-length in thick-

ness, these reflections from the upper
and lower surfaces are equal in in-

tensity, and opposite in phase. What
follows is similar to the well-known in-

terference effect in that these oppositely-
phased reflections cancel each other out.

However, classic scientific theory does
not account for the fact that with this

treatment there is an increase in over-
all light transmission which would oc-

cur if these reflections merely offset

each other.
Some of the processes announced a

year ago produced this coating by im-
mersing the glass surface to be treat-

ed in a tank of liquid on the surface of

which was an infinitely thin film (one
molecule thick) of an insoluble soap.

Forms Permanent Coating

Repeated immersions or dippings

—

approximately 22—built up the desired
quarter-wave-length coating. It was
still, however, a delicate, soapy film,

with all the inevitable drawbacks of a
soap-film.

Dr. Strong's method, however, is dif-
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ferent. In this, the desired surface-
coating is deposited by evaporation in

a vacuum. Instead of a soap-film the
coating is a metallic fluoride. While the
details of the Strong process cannot, of
course, be given as yet, it may be stated
that the present treatment produces a
coating sufficiently durable to withstand
any normal handling.

Some of the lenses used at Paramount
have been washed to remove accidential
fingerprints, without in the least dis-

turbing the non-glare coating.

In addition, exhaustive tests by the
optical experts of the studio's engineer-
ing staff indicate that the treatment
is in no way harmful to the normal
optical qualities of the lens. It is non-
corrosive, non-tarnishing, and does not
pit or scratch the glass surface. It is

further stated that the expense of treat-
ing lenses is not prohibitive.

The practical advantages gained from
using treated lenses are many. Prob-
ably the most startling is the increase
in effective speed. Normally there is

an average light-loss of 5.22 per cent
from reflection for each air-to-glass sur-
face inside or outside the lens: thus
with a typical high-speed motion pic-
ture anastigmat like the Astro "Pan-
Tachar," which has eight such glass-air
surfaces, the loss of light from reflec-
tions is in excess of 41 per cent.

If such a lens is treated on all its ex-
ternal and internal glass-air surfaces,
this loss is reduced to negligible pro-
portions.

Increased Shadow Detail

But this accounts for only part of
the actual gain in speed. Much of this
reflected light finds its way back to
the film as scattered, fog-producing
light which tends to veil the shadowed
areas. With this scattered light elimin-
ated, it is possible with a given ex-
posure to record a great deal of shadow-
detail which is normally lost.

Conversely, it is possible to obtain a
given effect, as measured by shadow
detail, with considerably less light than

Left, frmae enlargement from an interior
test photographed through an untreated
lens on DiiPont Superior II. Lighting:
three "dinky inkies" and one double-
diffused "broad"; exposure, f.3. Right,
comparative shot made under identical
conditions with matched lens to which
non-reflection treatment has been applied.
Note increased definition and depth, also
considerably increased shadow-detail (es-
pecially on back ivalls). A further dif-
ference in negative exposure values was
compensated in making the enlargements
from which Figs. 3 and U were repro-

duced.

would be needed to give the same ef-

fect with an untreated lens.

These two gains are cumulative, and
add up to a practical increase in speed
of virtually one full stop, or between
five and six printer-light settings in

the Paramount laboratory. Thus a nor-
mal f.2.3 lens, when treated is the
equivalent in speed of an f.1.6 objec-

tive, but still retaining the depth of
field, definition and optical quality of

the f.2.3 design!

The elimination of the internal re-

flections gives a marked increase in the
apparent definition of scenes photo-
graphed with treated lenses. The ef-

fect may be compared to that seen when
using a fast lens with and without an
adequate sunshade. The picture as a
whole is visibly more crisp, and details

not previously evident are suddenly re-

vealed.

In the same way, depth of field is

apparently considerably increased by
the treated lens. It is quite possible
that the circle of confusion is affected,
since the resolving power is known to

be increased.

Shooting Into Lights

Every photographer is familiar with
the lens-flare which ordinarily results
from shooting directly into strong
sources of light, such as the sun or a
studio lamp. The reflections from the
several glass-air surfaces of the lens

produce multiple, distorted images of
the light-source or the iris diaphragm,
usually with strong secondary halation
streaks.
Comparative scenes filmed through

treated lenses show an almost complete
absence of these effects. Instead, a
surprisingly clear image of the scene
and the light source is obtained: such
halation as is present is obviously pho-
tographic, rather than optical, and at-

tributable to photographic overexposure
and to reflections from the film base

itself.

The practical advantages which this

treatment offers to cinematography can
be well imagined. The increased speed
can be of tremendous value in simplify-

ing lighting. The increases in depth
and definition should be of almost equal

benefit under modern conditions, es-

pecially in the case of "follow focus"

and dolly shots.

It may be mentioned, too, that inso-

far as can be determined as yet, the

use of treated lenses should be equally

feasible in natural color cinematography,
in Technicolor or any other process.

While a treated lens, if examined in

the hand, by reflected light, appears to

have an iridescent magenta sheen, the

coating does not appear to have the

slightest effect upon the actual color-

transmission of the lens, nor upon its

color correction.

Other Uses

The visual image viewed on the focus-

ing screen of a camera shows no trace

of color alteration, and monochrome
tests of standard color charts made un-
der identical conditions with treated and
untreated lenses show no difference in

color rendition. It may therefore be
assumed that the treated lenses may be
used equally well in color photography;
and due to the inherent limitations in

speed and definition of all color pro-
cesses, they could be used to even
greater advantage in color than in mono-
chrome.

Naturally, this non-glare treatment
(Continued on Page H2)
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WHAT WORK WENT INTO
''NORTHWEST PASSAGE''

GIVING something of an idea of the
enormous work behind a great
motion picture, MGM prints a

story of 6000 words in its souvenir pro-
gram describing how "Northwest Pass-
age" was prepared and made. The com-
pany probably would be well repaid
should it reprint this tale in pocket form
and furnish it to exhibitors for dis-

tribution.

New York's MGM story department
read the galley proofs of the Saturday
Evening Post's serial "Rogers' Rangers"
November 5, 19.36, and recommended its

purchase. On June 25 following tht

story was printed in book form, subse-
quently selling 500,000 copies. Septem-
ber 23 the tale was purchased by MGM.
That was 1937.

Immediately following the story's pur-
chase a location crew started a hunt.
The original locale, Quebec Province, was
found too well settled. The search
shifted to the Pacific Northwest, with the
same result. Then the ideal spot was
discovered in Pavette Lakes, Idaho.
March 29, 1938, Spencer Tracy was

cast for Rogers.

June 7, 1938, a crew went forward,
but six weeks later the location was aban-
doned on account of inclement weather.
In May and June of last year a crew was
sent to Idaho to rebuild exterior sets and
prepare camp. On July 6, following the
arrival of the entire cast, camera work
was begun, and was continued in Idaho
until August 19.

Indians to the number of 364 were
brought from seven reservations of the
Northwest. There was a Hollywood cast
and crew of at least 250. There had to be
housing space also for 500 extras as
well as room for an entire studio in

miniature.

Teletype with Hollywood

Showers, heaters and toilets were in-

stalled in forty log cabins and two frame
dormitories. Huge circus tents were
erected to house wardrobe, make-up and
property departments. Other log and
frame buildings were set up for electri-

cal, camera and sound eauipment. The
former main loage, now the commissary,
was staffed by a Hollywood catering
crew.

In a business office alongside the com-
missary a teletype, the first to be used
on such a location, was installed to keep
the troupe in instant communication with
the production department at the studio,

some 1350 miles away. Power for its

operation, and for the lighting of the
camp, was provided by a hydro-electric
plant, also specially installed.

Three automobile-type boxcars brought
from the studio costumes for 250 British

soldiers, 240 Rangers, 200 French
soldiers, 200 oarsmen and 400 Indians.

Each of the 240 Rangers had three
"stages" of uniforms: nearly new, partly
torn, and in shreds, to represent differ-

ent stages of the trek. And because of
the rough usage which the.se uniforms
received among pine branches, under-
brush, etc., each Ranger had four
changes for each stage, or twelve in all.

Properties to an estimated value of
$55,000 were scattered over the Idaho
landscape.

To transport cast and crew to and
from water locations a veritable navy
was necessary. Four huge barges, one
cabin launch and four open launches,
one eighteen-passenger speedboat, one
smaller speedboat, seventeen whaleboats
and bateaux, two Indian war canoes, and
every other rowboat which could be
rented or commandeered carried men
and equipment.

The most elaborate outdoor set was the
Indian village of St. Francis, erected on
the upper Payette River between tower-
ing granite cliffs. Comprising 125 separ-
ate buildings, it covered ten acres cut
out of the virgin forest.

Planned Conflagration

Because the charred interiors of every
building at St. Francis had to be visible

after the Rangers had set fire to them it

was necessary that every wall be finished

from ground to roof. Forty thousand

Radio Chief McCosker Back
Home After Strenuous Visit
Alfred J. McCosker, chairman of the

Board of Directors of the Mutual Broad-
casting System and president of WOR,
New York, accompanied by Mrs. Mc-
Cosker, left Hollj'wood for his return to

New York on February 17. While on
the west coast he had met many old

friends, had been so well entertained
by them that he remarked he had not
seen so much of the California sun but
had become quite well acquainted with
the California moon.

In the old days—when the world was
young or at lea-t younger mav'i^

—

Mr.
McCosker had been affiliated with motion
picture trade papers in New York. From
the inception of the radio he had been
fascinated by it, by its possibilities. He
was one of the first commentators. In
1922 he had started a series of broad-
casts of thumbnail sketches or reviews of
motion pictures. That was the intro-

duction to the new radio of the not so

much older screen.

Mr. McCosker now is rated as one of
the veteran radio men. He is a youngish
looking veteran at that. His present
visit was his first trip to the west coast.

His friends are hoping there will be many
others.

feet of copper tubing was laid under-
ground and gasoline driven through it by
two compressors, to be sprayed through
tiny nozzles fastened behind doorframes
and under windows.
From a seventy-foot tower built like an

oil rig behind the village, field telephones
instructed men in dugouts below what
sections to fire and what to control.
The Rangers tossed flaming torches on
to roofs and against walls, but the gaso-
line was necessary to insure a rapid
conflagration. The firing of the gas
was done electrically from keyboards in

the dugouts.
The final conflagration scene, which

shows the Rangers crossing the river by
canoe as the last flames rise behind them,
required 800 gallons of gasoline and 1200
gallons of kerosene, poured directly on
to the remaining charred framework, for
by now the copper tubing had been
melted. The entire C. C. C. McCall divi-

sion stood by to prevent the fire spread-
ing into timberland.

The only suggestion of accident oc-
curred when a gust of wind blew flames
across a camera parallel, causing
Director King Vidor and Cameraman Sid
Wagner, A.S.C., and their assistants to
jump to safety, singed but not badly
hurt.

In addition to Sid Wagner, the com-
pany's director of photography, William
V. Skall, A.S.C., headed a Technicolor
crew of sixteen. Exposed film was taken
by camera truck to Boise each night,
whence it was flown to Hollywood for
processing. The prints were then flown
back to location and shown in the impro-
vised projection room.

The complete shooting time was sev-
enty days, of which Spencer Tracy
worked sixty-nine and Robert Young
sixty-eight. The recording of the score
required a sixty-piece s^nnphony orches-
tra and a male chorus of sixty, working
for an entire week.

The most picturesque set built for the
production and one of the most notable
in any picture was that of "Crown
Point." Containing 110,000 board feet

of lumber, the building was 200 feet

wide, 300 feet long and averaged 40 feet

in height. Six acres of state forest land
were cleared for the site.

Quality of Sound Advances
by Improved Cardioid Mike
Another advance in the quality of

sound as heard by radio listeners and
movie patrons will result from the intro-

duction by Western Electric Company of

an improved cardioid directional micro-
phone. According to the manufacturer,
the new device is, in effect, six distinct

microphones in one compact unit.

At the flip of a small switch, contained
within the instrument, the new mike
adapts itself to the individual acoustic

pattern of any studio or remote location.

Sound engineers thus have wide control

over the effects of acoustic conditions on
the character of reproduced speech and
music.
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Sequueiices

Are the

Heartbeat

of

Trave UC8

Charles W. Herbert, A.S.C.

THE title for a Universal Going
Places reel, now in process, will

be "Down El Paso Way." Like

most travel films of the west, its main
theme is Western Hospitality, empha-
sized with cowboys, boots, saddles and
big country.

There's hardly a town or section of

the west that makes a bid for the tour-

ist trade but what emphasizes its hos-

pitality, and travelogues are rightly

made up of scenes and sequences of

things that interest the tourist. In se-

lecting material for a travel film, the

cameraman must look for things which
are photogenic, are typical of the region

and which can be worked up into smooth
running sequences.
Of all western locations which boast

about their hospitality and prove it with
a warm handshake. El Paso certainly

tops the list. Their Rancheros and Sher-
iff's Posse, mounted organizations, ex-

tend the big hand of welcome to promi-
nent persons or large groups of tourists

arriving in their city.

Both of these organizations are made
up of business men, determined to keep
the ti-adition and color of the Old West
alive. They maintain horses, sport full

rigged western outfits, six shooters in-

cluded, and take time off from work to

meet the trains and escort their guests
through the city to their hotel.

Many cities have the Mayor or the
Chamber of Commerce run down to give
the key of the city to visiting celebri-
ties, but such ceremonies are usually

stiff, uninteresting and lacking in color,

good for news reels but not for trave-
logue.

Importance of Lead

The lead sequence to any travelogue
reel should be most carefully selected

and made. It should introduce the sub-

ject with scenes which give a convinc-
ing picture of what the location looks

like, whether desert, sea coast, plains,

rural or mountainous.

Then the succeeding scenes of log-

ically connected action should empha-
size the theme and work in local back-
grounds whenever possible. The Ranch-
eros welcome has all the elements for a
bang-up introductions to "Down El
Paso Way."

I believe that the making of this in-

troductory sequence is one of the most
outstanding examples of how to select

and connect the essential scenes. After
the theme was decided on I made a sur-
vey of the available sets, taking into

consideration the direction of the light

during the working day period. A work-
ing script was prepared and the sub-
ject covered accordingly.

Usually if a cameraman has all the
things he wants to work with on one
spot he can turn out a good rounded
sequence of shots without a working
script. But when the scenes will have
to be made in many locations and on sev-

eral different days, it is best to work
from a scene list. Here is the actual
script

:

An interesting scene can ahvnys be
handled like this. Writer and Cam-
eraman Herbert shoivs his tools to
Captain John R. Hughes, oldest living
ranger captain, at El Paso, Texas.
The captain's work on the Ranger

force is done with a six shooter.

1. High shot looking down on San
Jacinto Plaza as transcontinental train

,p,oes west on tracks in foreground. Sky-
scraper of El Paso in background,
mountains in distance.

2. Semi-closeup from moving train

as Rancheros, etc., and stagecoach come
alongside.

3. General view follow shot fi'om San
.lacinto Plaza. Rancheros and stage-

coach going alongside train. Tourists
looking out of windows.

4. C. U. from inside train. Tourists
in foreground looking out of windows at

Rancheros.
5. Ground shot G. V. from low angle

over the i-ailroad tracks. Skyscrapers
in background as Rancheros, etc., come
around corner, then pan to include train

on right.

0. G. V. looking down street parallel-

ling railroad track near station. Trans-
continental train coming towards sta-

tion. Rancheros, etc., alongside.
7. G. V. at station platform looking

down tracks as train pulls into yard.
Group of Rancheros in foreground wav-
ing hats.

8. Low shot, cowbov boots in fore-
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UNRIVALED
PERFORMANCE

NO wonder cameramen place full confi-

dence in Eastman's three negative films.

They know that each offers specialized

ability to meet modern production de-

mands. Even more important, they know

that every foot will have the same high

quality, the same unvarying dependa-

bility. Eastman Kodak Co., Rochester, N.Y.

(J. E. Brulatour, Inc., Distributors, Fort

Lee, Chicago, Hollywood.)

PLUS-X SUPER-XX
for general studio use for all difficult shots

BACKGROVND-X
for backgrounds and general exterior icorh

EASTMAN NEGATIVE FILMS
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Closeups of pietty girls with horses are
always good.

ground as engine drive wheels pass in

background.
9. Lo. S. C. U. two boys with Texas

long horns frame front of engine as it

comes into station.

10. Lo. S. looking up as cars pass.

Rancheros in foreground shooting pis-

tols into air. Tourists looking out of

window.
11. G. V. tourists getting out of train.

Rancheros on platform greeting them.
12. C. U. cowboy shaking hands with

girl.

13. Full C. U. hand shaking.

14. G. V. from train vestibule as rest

of tourists step out of car and are
greeted by Rancheros.

15. C. U. small boy tourist standing
beside Ranchero looking up at six

shooter

16. G. V. as last tourist comes out
of train and group moves away.

17. G. V. tourists coming out of sta-

tion, passing through lines formed by
typical Mexican orchestra and then get-

ting into stagecoach. Ranchero holding
door open.

18. C. U. tourists coming from sta-

tion, two musicians in costume in fore-

ground.
19. C. V. tourists getting into stage-

coach. Ranchero lifting boy up to top.

20. G. V. fullview of station as stage-
coach flanked with Rancheros and Sher-
iff's Posse leaves station on way to hotel.

21. G. V. downtown corner old church
on right and new Federal Court House
on left. Stagecoach coming around
corner.

22. G. V. stagecoach coming around
corner towards camera.

23. G. V. from stagecoach looking out
of window. Group of Rancheros riding
alongside—skyscraper in background.

24. C. U. Rancheros riding alongside
stagecoach. Camera inside coach.

25. H. S. looking down from roof of

Grand Hotel as stagecoach, Rancheros,
etc., come down street towards Paso del

Norte Hotel.

26. G. V. as stagecoach arrives at
Paso del Norte Hotel and tourists get out.

Rancheros on sidewalk greet them.
27. C. U. tourists getting out of stage-

coach and shaking hands with Rancheros.
28. Lo. S. looking up as Ranchero

takes boy dovm from top of stagecoach,
skyscraper in background.

29. Full C. U. tourist shaking hands
with Ranchero.

30. G. V. from inside hotel looking
out through doorway as tourists get out
of stagecoach and come into hotel.

31. G. V. inside hotel lobby, looking
toward reception desk, bell boys passing
with bags, tourists coming up to register
and Mexican orchestra closing in around
them.

32. Semi C. U. tourists registering,
framed with head and shoulders of or-

chestra players in foreground.

Left, this ivell worked out scene shoivs
how the El Pafto business men dress as
cowboys meet visitors in the city. Right,
in parades or similar outdoor action,

corner turning shots are good.

Closeups like this are vital to the making
of a good movie.

33. C. U. tourists registering. Mexi-
can hat framing picture in foreground.

34. G. V. behind reception desk look-
ing down as tourists register and Mexi-
can orchestra plays in background.

35. C. U. from behind desk as tour-
ists register.

36. C. U. tourist's hand signing regis-

tration card.

Not All on One Day

While most of this sequence was made
in one day, several scenes had to be
made on other days when it was most
convenient. The first scene, No. 1, a
high shot looking down as the regular
transcontinental train comes into town,
was made one morning.

The next morning, the closeup Scene
No. 7 shot of the Rancheros waving the
engine into the station, was made, using
the same daily train. On the same morn-
ing Scene No. 8 of the engine drive
wheels was made as the train pulled

out of the station.

To get the scene of the long horns
framing an incoming engine. Scene No.
9, it was necessary to come back the
next day when the next regular trans-
continental train was arriving.

Scenes 2 to 6 inclusive were only pos-
sible by having the use of a special
train (switch engine and two coaches)
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as trial runs had to be made and there
was only one camera available. The
same action had to be repeated for each
different camera angle.

As scenes using the tourists and
Rancheros were made on several differ-

ent days it was highly important to

make sure that they wore the same
clothes each day.

All of the scenes using the stage coach
and horses were made on the same day.
When the Rancheros were needed on
the station platform it was not neces-
sary to have horses there. The interiors
in the hotel lobby required lighting and
were done at night on a separate day.

Staging Closeup

In changing from the general views
to closeups it is usually most conven-
ient and economical to allow the action
to carry through until it reaches a log-

ical place for a closeup cut in. Stop
the action, then move the camera in and
make the closeup as the action is con-
tinued.

For example, in Scene No. 26 the
camera was placed where it took in the
whole stagecoach as it stopped in front
of the hotel. The door of the coach was
opened by the porter and the tourists
started out. By the time two tourists
had stepped out there was sufficient foot-
age run off for the general view, so the
action was stopped just as the third
tourist was stepping out of the stage-
coach.
The camera was quickly moved up so

Left, angles and closeups of good action
are handled like this. Right, the cow-
boys and old stagecoach are shown here
on the main streets of El Paso. Build-
ings in the background usually furnish

good framing for a shot.

as to fill the screen with this tourist

and the Ranchero as they shook hands,
and the action was continued for one
handshake only.

When a feature production unit makes
such a sequence they have several cam-
eras all trained on the set from differ-

ent angles, thereby getting all the shots
with one run-off of action. But the trave-
logue cameraman with only one camera
must repeat the action as many times
as necessary to get all angles. His task
is made doubly hard by the necessity of
keeping the characters and action ex-
actly alike in each take in order that
the scenes will match for cutting.

It is obvious that the filming of such
a sequence as the Rancheros reception
required a lot of careful planning and
arrangements for cooperation between
the various elements concerned. This
took time, and generally speaking it

would not be economical to put in as
much work and time on every sequence
that goes into a travelogue reel.

It is, therefore, essential that a cam-
eraman be able to locate and cover
other sequences with a minimum of ef-

fort and time. He must be able to view
the set and subject with a picture eye

that quickly analyzes the camera angles
available. With a set prepared it is

wise to start the work right away with
a general view and follow up with angle
shots and closeups.

An experienced man should be able to
plan his next shot while he is making
one. In this way you have the assur-
ance that each shot will dovetail if it

is inspired by what you see in the cam-
era while making the preceding one.

Once you start on a sequence it is

wise to try to complete it as soon as
you can, so as to avoid the possibility
of scenes not matching due to some es-
sential elements in your set moving
away, new ones coming into the set, or
disastrous lighting changes in between
scenes.

LIST OF SCRIPT ABBREVIATIONS
L. S.—Long Shot, scene taken from a great

distance.

G. v.—General View.
C. U.—Closeup.
.Semi C. U.—Medium Closeup.

Head C. U.—Closeup of head only.

Mass Shot—Screen filled with crowds of people,
egjrs, cattle, etc.

Hi. S.—High Shot, camera looking down.
Lo. S.—Low Shot, camera looking up.

Full View—From head to foot or from top to
bottom.

Pan.—Panorama, camera moving to right or
left across scene.

F. S.—Follow Shot where the camera follows a
principal actor across the set.

Tilt—Tilting the camera up or down.
A. S.—Angle Shot, usually made at an angle

through some integral part of the set.

Trucking or Dolly Shot—Where the camera is

on wheels and move? across the set.
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Handicaps

Against Indians

Film
ProdiuLCtion

By BERKO

In Two Parts—Part II

(2) Sound.

Sound, on the whole, is far better off

than the other departments. Equipments,
generally speaking, are of quite a good
quality, and RCA and Western Electric

are used by several studios. The tech-

nicians are mostly self-trained, as in the
other departments.

But while the quality of the camera-
work, the sets, etc., is of no great con-
cern to directors and producers alike, the
reproduction of sound is of maior im-
portance to them because, as said before,
the success of a film depends mostly on
the appeal of its songs.

Consequently, while photography, set-

tings, continuity, editing, and even act-
ing may be indifferent, sound should be
good, and for that reason the sound
technicians, although usually poorly paid,
have on the whole a much greater say
than most of the other staff members,
and because of that are able to give a
better quality.

The main drawbacks ai-e a certain im-
mobility of the mikes, their low sensitiv-
ity (factors which again impose more
difficulties on the cameramen's work),
which is necessitated, though, by the fact
that the studios are not sound-proof ; in-

sufficient facilities for mixing the sound
from different microphones—as a rule,
there are not more than two mikes at
any time; and the lack of rerecording
machinery—to my knowledge, hardly
four-five studios can rerecord—which
makes a complete synchronization very
difficult.

Hence, one of the main faults of the
sound in Indian films is its uneven level
and, apart from a lack of a fitting back-

ground music, which is not the tech-

nicians' concern, though, the lack of a
satisfactory synchronization throughout
the entire film.

With this is not meant that the shots
are out-of-sink—although this occurs fre-

quently, for reasons given later, but the
failure to maintain a continuous, even.

Continuous Projection Put
on by B & H Filmo Master 8
Motion pictures in window and counter

displays are nothing new, but heretofore,
unless costly 16mm. continuous appa-
ratus was used, it has been a bother
for the dealer to rewind and rethread
each time the reel was exhausted. Now
comes Bell & Howell wdth an attractive,

six-color, cardboard cut-out display in-

volving a continuous projection arrange-
ment that is so simple one wonders why
it hasn't been used before.
The new B&H display promotes the

recently-announced Filmo Master 8mm.
projector, which forms an integral part
of the basic unit. Briefly, the film is

led around four rollers (regular B&H
stock parts, recessed to minimize wear),
forming a vertical, rectangular loop.

The projector rests in the center of
the loop, on a raised base, and the
right edge of the film loop is threaded
in the mechanism. The continuous loop
is formed of 76 inches of film, enough
for two or three scenes of average
length or twice that many of newsreel
type. The picture on the silver screen
calls for a throw of about three feet,

and is described as brilliant and clear
even during daylight hours.

or, according to the mood and situation,

varied, sound track.

Because of the certain immobility and
insensitivity of the microphones, the
songs are frequently prerecorded and the
shots taken as playbacks.

No Written Music

This goes some way to help over the
fact that, although the songs are timed,
there is no possible means in Indian
music to divide it in exact periods, or
make it last for exactly the time pro-
vided, because there is no written music,
and the orchestra, consequently, has to

follow the singers. In turn they may or
may not let themselves be guided by the
music director and orchestra leader.

Although most of the singers are quite
capable of giving the correct lip move-
ments during their playbacks—i.e. of re-

peating their recorded songs at the same
speed—there are naturally some occa-
sions when they are apt to get out-of-
sink.

As furthermore the methods for syn-
chronizing the beginning and end of the
songs at the prerecording and the play-
back are mostly self-created, and of not
too exact a nature, there is an increased
danger of non-synchronization, in addi-
tion to hours and hours of tedious and
annoying editing work in some of the
companies.

(3) The Laboratory.

If I said before that the laboratory
chief and the cameramen often put the
blame for bad results on each other, so
was this pretty universal occurrence
certainly not cited with the intention of
accusing the former.

He and his staff, like the rest of the
technicians, are the people least to blame
and least to envy in the Indian film in-
dustry.

They all are, practically without ex-
ception, serious, willing, and hard-work-
ing men who are trying to do their best
under very difficult conditions.

The laboratory workers' greatest
handicap is the climate. The temperature
varies between 80 and 120 degrees in dif-
ferent parts of the countiy at different
times of the year, and during the rainy
season the relative humidity of the at-
mosphere may rise up to 97 percent.

To Americans air-conditioning would
seem to be so natural a solution to this
problem that it might be hard to imagine
that air-conditioning is not a reality
evei"ywhere. But there are only two or
three air-conditioned laboratories in the
whole of India, and in addition perhaps
another two or three in which there is

some provision made which enables the
laboratory chiefs to be absolutely cer-
tain of fairly consistent results.

High Humidity Content

In the rest of the laboratories—and I

am now not talking about the many com-
panies in which developing is still being
carried on by rack-and-tank methods,
with tap or well water to which ice is

added haphazardly, but about automatic
laboratories, the negative is not entirely
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immersed in the solution, the tempera-
ture of which can still be fairly well con-
trolled.

Hence, on account of the fact that it

comes into contact with the air in the
laboratory, which is of a different tem-
perature, and sometimes of a high hu-
midity content, there is introduced an
uncontrollable factor which must neces-
sarily negatively influence the final

result.

To my suggestion that at least a chart
should be made up which might enable
the laboratory chief to subtract fixed

periods from the developing time accord-
ing to the temperature and the degree of

humidity prevailing in the laboratory, in

several cases the answer was that in the
first place there were no hygrometers;
and that, moreover, even if there were,
they would not be able to spare the time
to use them because they were overbur-
dened with work already, anyway. Here
again, then, it is mainly the lack of
proper organization which is to be
blamed.

(4) Editing.

In many companies not only the cam-
eraman but the rest of the personnel, in-

cluding the director and the producer, or
director-producer, have to suffer from
the practice of not seeing any rushes.

Incredible as it may seem, the editing

is often done with the negative and the
final result not seen until the first trial

—which, incidentally, may last anything
from three to six hours, counting the
running time only.

There are very few editors in our
meaning of the word, and it is the direc-

tor who usually does the "fine" cutting
on the film which has been roughly pre-
pared^—edited—for him by the "editor"
and the "assistant director" (who were
previously told by the director which
takes they had to put in).

Although, this may be quite admirable
sometimes, in theory, in practice it means
an enormous wastage of time and hence
money, which a small company cannot
very well afford as a rule, and an over-
burdening of the already heavily over-
burdened director.

Moreover, it is evident that the nega-
tive itself must necessarily suffer, even
if it is handled with cotton gloves and
treated with great care—which it not
always is.

The percentage of negative material
used in the final (about 12-15,000 feet)

version is sometimes as high as 30 or
even more and, with all the difficulties

existing in the production process, some
of which have been explained in this ar-

ticle, it is easy to see that the quality of

the average Indian film must leave some-
thing to be desired.

Lack of Organization

The lack of organization which, as
pointed out again and again, is the chief

source of most of the troubles described,

spreads even to the last portion of actual
production work; because, although the
producer can never really know when he

will be able to finish any particular film,

he nevertheless fixes, and has to fix, of

course—a release date.

Often this date cannot be held and has
to be delayed over and over again, the
exhibitor, distributor, or theatre owner
clamouring for the film over which the
director and the editor, with their
assistants, are working for days and
nights on end.

I myself have been witness to several
cases in which the first reels of a film

were given theii' maiden showing in an
afternoon performance—there are no
previews in our sense^—while the rest of

the print was still in the laboratory and
had to be rushed to the cinema in ques-
tion !

As often this is only the second print
of that particular negative, and as it is

done in such an extreme hurry, it can
hardly be of uniform quality, and again
the technicians are being blamed for

something which is definitely not their

fault.

Laudable Exception.s

In conclusion, let me emphasize once
more, at the danger of repeating myself,
that while the conditions described pre-

vail in the majority of the Indian film

companies, there already are a few

—

though a very few—laudable exceptions
to the rule.

It is mainly the lack of proper or-

ganization, and nothing else, which

Cameraman Krasna Despite

Leaping Lion Gets Picture

Shooting lions and leopards is a job

which demands cool, steady nerves
whether a man is aiming a gun or a
movie camera.

Heartily subscribing to that theory is

Milton Krasner, A.S.C., Universal cam-
eraman assigned to photograph action

scenes for the jungle film, "Zanzibar."

"The important thing is to keep the
camera turning no matter what sur-

prising event may pop up," Krasner
explains.

"As an example," he remarked, "there
is a scene in the picture in which sev-

eral lions break loose from their cages
inside a walled compound. All the play-

ers carried long poles and rope nets

to protect themselves when they moved
in to catch the beasts. But there I

was, flat on my stomach on the ground
beside the camera. The lions were just

fifteen feet away.

"Suddenly, one of the lions turned
and leaped directly over the camera
about two feet above my head. The
hair stood straight out on my neck,"
Krasner admitted. "Only force of habit
make me stick with the camera instead

of trying to climb a nearby tree."

Although Krasner refused to consider
himself "brave," he did keep the camera
turning despite his fright. And the

scene which resulted provides one of

many thrilling highlights in the picture.

causes most of the difficulties in Indian
film production proper; that this article

is certainly not intended to be an at-

tack on the young and striving film in-

dustry in this country, but as honest, ob-
jective, unbiased, and unprejudiced a
statement of facts as is possible to be
given by someone who, with years of ex-
perience in Europe, has been working in

the Indian film industry for a year and
a half and who has had ample oppor-
tunity to experience and study working
methods in this country.

Moreover, the majority of the intelli-

gent, honest and self-critical men work-
ing or interested in the industry agree
as to the main points as given in this

article, and have frequently openly ex-
pressed themselves in that sense. Only
by frankly admitting faults and by sub-
sequent efforts to get rid of them will the
Indian film industry be able to raise it-

self to that level which it should be able
to attain by reason of the talent, intelli-

gence, determination and capacity for
hard work of its members.

Research Council Announces
Expansion of Its Activities

Darryl F. Zanuck, chairman of the
Research Council of the Academy of Mo-
tion Picture Arts and Sciences, has
announced the expansion of the Research
Council's activities to investigate prob-
lems important in the fields of labora-
tory processing, photography, cine-tech-
nology, sound recording and optics.

At a meeting of the Council it was
decided the Council's experience in han-
dling cooperative development on a large
scale in the field of sound recording
and sound reproduction could be util-

ized to the benefit of the industry by an
expanded activity in these other fields.

"Basic committees" were appointed by
the Council in each of these fields and
the chairman of each basic committee
will be given the complete responsibility

for putting the Council's plans into oper-
ation within his own field. Basic com-
mittee chairmen appointed include John
Nickolaus, laboratory; John Arnold, pho-
tography; Grover Laube, cine-technical;

Loren Ryder, sound; B. F. Miller, optical.

In addition to these new activities Mr.
Zanuck announced the reelection of Na-
than Levinson of Warner Brothers studio

as vice-chairman of the Council, and
the appointment of Darryl F. Zanuck,
chairman; John Aalberg, E. H. Hansen,
and Nathan Levinson as financial com-
mittee.

Marks and Fuller Distribute

Marks & Fuller, Inc., photographic
distributors, of Rochester, N. Y., have
been appointed exclusive distributors for

the new DeHaven Iconovisor Automatic
Filmstrip Projector.

The Iconovisor was designed and de-

veloped by T. V. DeHaven, a former en-

gineer for General Electric and RCA,
who now holds all patents and manufac-
turing rights.
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MAKING
TITLES

THAT WILL
STAND UP

By JAMES SHERLOCK
Australian Amateur Cine Society

INCORRECTLY centered titles are a
common fault with amateur films.

Some cameras are or can be fitted

with a parallax compensating device to

overcome this trouble.

A few camera manufacturers make a
special titling outfit to suit their cam-
eras, but most of these are too small
to be of practical use. Typed and ordi-

nary hand \\Titten titles appear ama-
teurish.

At various prices a great number of
lettering outfits are to be bought that
are specially made for the moviemaker,
while the ultimate in titles are those
made by professional ticket writers who
are able to vary their style of letters.

If an 1^/4 -inch board 4 feet 6 inches
long and 1 foot 3 inches wide is pro-
cured, a title holder can be mounted at
one end and a sliding base for the cam-
era joined to the opposite end by two
1-inch brass rods. With the use of this

apparatus the size of title cards may
be varied.

The following table compiled by Bell
and Howell shows approximate areas
covered by their cameras at varying
distances up to 4 feet:
Some 8mm. cameras are fitted with a

13mm. lens which covers a slightly
smaller area than a 12 ¥2 mm. lens, but
whatever camera is used keep a gener-
ous margin round the wording to allow
for variation between different cameras.

8mm. 16mm.
Camera Camera Plane

£

12V2mm. 25mm. or Horizontal
1" Vertical

The titler should be strongly con-
structed, particular attention given to

the base which is to hold the camera.
This must be heavy enough rigidly to

support the camera without permitting
side play so that the film in the camera
will remain parallel to the title card.

The lens of the camera should be set at

a spot which strikes the exact centre
of the title card. This is important as
accuracy is essential.

Below are different methods of shoot-
ing various sized titles with either a
fixed focus or a lens that has a univer-
sal focusing mount.

Every lens manufacturer makes a
supplementary lens which fits in front
of a 25mm. lens. These are known as
portrait lenses and can be used to pho-
tograph titles, but the size of the field

they cover is fixed and limited.

The following is a better method to

adopt if the camera is fitted with a lens

that screws into its mount. By unscrew-
ing the lens critically sharp titles may
be shot at any distance down to 8 inches.

The following table shows how far a
fixed focus lens should be unscrewed
from its mount to permit this. It is ad-
visable to purchase half a dozen wash-
ers varying in thickness from 1/32 inch
to 1/4 inch. These can be placed between
the lens and the camera as required to

permit the lens to fit snugly in its cor-

rect place.

Distance from Camera in Feet
1. 2. 3. 4.

.41 .82 1.22 1.63

.29 .58 .88 1.17

To obtain sharp focus with a fixed
focus lens at:

Distance of 7 feet unscrew it ^/i turn
" " 6 " " % "

" " 5 " u " 7/16 "

" 41/2
" <( " 1/2

"

" 4 " " % "

" 3y2

"

tt " % "

" 3 " n tt 7/ tt

" 21/2 " ft " 1% turns
" " 2 " tt " 1% "

" 11/2
" tt " 21/8 "

" " 1 foot tt " 3
" " 8 inches it " 4 "

If it is desired to photograph objects
at a closer distance than that marked
on a universal focusing mount lens set

it at infinity and use the above table.

A convenient size for a title card is

IV4, inches by 11 inches using letters no
smaller than % inch high. If a border
of 2V2 inches is allowed twenty words
can be used, the maximum recommended
for any one title.

When wording titles, make them as
brief as possible. For each title use sim-
ple language containing a complete sen-

tence correctly punctuated. Humor in

titles should not include fashionable
catch phrases. These at a later date
become very stale.

If the titles are to be shot with arti-

ficial light care should be taken that
high powered lighting is evenly dis-

tributed on the title. A better method
is to photograph them in daylight using
the smallest stop possible. In the north-
ern hemisphere have your TITLE face

the north and in the southern hemisphere
have the title face south. This vdll give

an even light that can be measured with
any exposure meter.

Positive film is not recommended. It

is slower than panchromatic film and
liable to show halation. It reverses the

tones and cannot be used if moving
backgrounds are to be added.
These backgrounds are not difficult

if the titles are shot first, a note made
of the footage used for each and dark
tones chosen for each scene. Of course
the reel of film must be rewound before

the film is replaced in the camera and
the backgrounds under-exposed one stop.

After loading the camera it is a good
plan to remove the lens and run the film

through till the identification perfora-
tions appear. These are about four or
five feet from the start of the film and
mark the spot where the processing sta-

tion cuts the film to join a leader. When
the perforations appear immediately stop
the camera and set the film measuring
indicator at 0. By this means you will

be able to identify anv spot on the film.

Many types of still backgrounds are
effective. Wallpaper, fancy paper, col-

ored paper, oilcloth and enlargements
from frames of your own film are excel-
lent. Borders containing straight lines

should be avoided.

Subsidiary titles should not be more
elaborate than the main title. Fades are
simple to make by either opening or
closing the lens while the camera is run-
ning. Trick titles are not as effective in
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an amateur film as simple titles. Black
and white titles seem out of place in a
color film. The background for these
should be colored to match the prevail-
ing color of the film.

It is a difficult matter to suggest the
timing of a title. There is a time lag
from the moment a title appears till it

is registered. With some people this is

more marked than with others. Then
again unusual words might be used. If

the cameraman slowly reads the title

through one and a half times as he is

shooting this title should be of the cor-
rect length.
Another method for 16mm. cameras

when using a film speed of 16 frames per
second is to multiply the number of
words by one and a half, make this
amount inches, then allow another six

inches and you have the length of film

to use. Thus a title of 20 words would
need a piece of film 36 inches long. For
8mm. cameras halve the number of
inches mentioned, e.g. a 20 word title

would be 18 inches long.

Another type of supplementary lens
which solves the focusing problem when
it is not possible to unscrew the lens
out of its mount is the ordinary specta-
cle lens, which may be placed close to

the front of any camera lens regardless
of its focal length.
These lenses are actually magnifying

lenses, the power of which is measured
by units known as diopters. If an ordi-

Build Hour iitler stronyly with a camera
base that can. be moved to or fi-om the

title.

nary spectacle has a refractive power
equal to that of a glass the principal
focal length of which is one meter, it is

then a one-diopter spectacle.

By replacing this particular spectacle
lens in front of a 25mm. fixed focus lens
or a 25mm. universal focus lens set at
infinity you are able to photograph titles

at a distance of one meter.

Spectacle lenses which vary from one-
quarter diopter to 20 diopters may be
purchased from opticians. For the pur-

pose of titling only seven different cheap
spectacle lenses will be necessary to

photograph titles which vary in area
from 14 inches by 11 inches down to

4% inches by 3'/4 inches. For lenses
that have a universal focusing mount
set the distance calibration at infinity.

Distance from Cent<
Diopter of Supplement:! r

Unit 'Size of Title Lens to Title
1 14" X 11" 3' .3"

1.25 llVi" X 8%" 2' 6"

1.5 10" X 7%" 2' 2"

2 6V-" X 6'/'" r 8"

2.25 7" X 5V." 1' 6"

3 5%"x VA" y 2"

4 4%"x 3Vi" 10"

• These sizes are only approximat« as the aper-
ture of cameras and projectors are subject to
slight variation.

HIRSTS' 8MM. CHARMS
PHILADELPHIA CINEMA

It is not often that the efforts of 8mm.
filmers are rewarded by results, such as
those obtained by Mr. and Mrs. Hirst.

B. N. LEVENE,
Chairman of Publications Committee.

EVERY once in a while, the oppor-
tunity is presented to amateur
cinematographers to witness the

work of another amateur which is out-
standing in its field. Such an occasion
occurred at the February meeting of

the Philadelphia Cinema Club.

Presenting an 8mm. all color story of
the West, entitled "In The Heart of "The
Rockies," in 4 reels, a complete one hour
show was put on by Mr. and Mrs. Francis
Hirst, both of whom are members of our
organization.

Presentation of the film itself was ac-
companied not only by music via the
double turntable method, but also with
explanatory remarks, via the microphone,
which came through every now and then
over the same 12-inch speaker which
handled the music. Using as much light
as possible, Mr. Hirst showed a full 6 foot
image from his 8mm. film.

There are many times when viewing
films of scenery as taken by amateurs
where you get misconceptions of dis-

tance and of the difficulties encountered
in taking the pictures. The results put
on by Mr. and Mrs. Hirst fully demon-
strated the work, forethought, planning,
editorial treatment, continuity and diffi-

culties encountered in securing the shots,
of which their film was built. Good use
was made of the turning leaves of a book

to divide the film into its component
parts, good use was made of sound ef-

fects, as well as the musical records, ap-
proximately 20 records being used in ad-
dition to the time out for the micro-
phone talks.

The film itself covers water, sky, moun-
tains, valleys, flowers, trees, and all the
coloring of nature to be found in North-
western United States and British Co-
lumbia. Scenes in Victoria, scenes in

Banff, around Lake Louise with which all

of us are familiar, were presented in an
entirely different manner.
Good use was made of the scarlet tunic

of the Canadian Mounted Police to high-
light the color scenes.
A special treatment in photographic

effect was evidenced when Mr. Hirst
was able to get a scene of the lowering
of the American Flag from a ship in the
port of Seattle, passing through the
smoke cloud from the funnel of the ship.

Unusual scenic effects with just the
right amount of people in them to

maintain human interest was carried all

through this show.
No record of this showing would be

complete without special mention of the
work of Mrs. Hirst, in laying out the
original musical score, and her brilliant

handling of the turntable controls where
she officiated as sound engineer.

Southern Cinema Club News
The Southern Cinema Club held its

first annual banquet and contest on
January 23, celebrating one year of
8mm. and 16mm. activities. Sixty-seven
movie enthusiasts attended the affair,

which was held at Uncle Gabriel's Log
Cabin in Downey.

Mr. Niersbach, outgoing president, in-

stalled the following officers for the
year 1940:

A. B. Callow, president; J. 0. Law,
vice president; Don Hunt, secretary;
Vernon Larson, treasurer.

Claude W. Cadarette, President Bill

Wade, and John Walters of the Los
Angeles 8mm. Club were judges for the
contest pictures. Mr. Cadarette acted
as spokesman and gave comments on
each of the following prize winning pic-

tures which were shown:

First prize winner, "Summer's Holi-
day," photographed by Miss Elizabeth
Earl; second, "Blue Monday," A. B. Cal-
low; third, "Catalina," Mrs. Helen Niers-
bach; fourth, "Primitive Patzcuaro," Miss
Louise Arbogast; fifth, "Rose Parade,"
P. M. Niersbach; sixth, "First Holy
Communion," photographed by Vernon
Larson; seventh, "A Dream Comes
True," Miss Doris Lee.
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STUDYING
PHOTOELECTRIC

EXPOSURE
METERING

By CAPTAIN DON NORWOOD,
U»S»A»;> Retired*

Part IV

AREVIEW of our entire study to

this point will reveal the follow-

ing: The conventional photoelec-
tric meter which measures light reflect-

ed from a scene actually measures the
flux density of light striking the cell.

This flux density is determined by the
following factors:

Brightness of objects in the scene,

times the
Relative area of each such object.

The brightness of objects in the scene
depend in turn on the following:

Reflectance factor of each object
in the scene,
times the

Incident illumination.

It can be seen that many elements are
thus involved when reflected light is used
as a guide to photographic exposure.
What seemed on the surface to be a sim-
ple straightforward procedure of point-
ing the meter at the subject as the cam-
era is pointed is actually quite compli-
cated, with many chances for elements
of error to enter.
On the other hand, the measurement of

incident illumination from the subject's
position, while apparently not such a
natural action, is actually a simple di-

rect method that eliminates all the more
serious elements of error.
Such measurement for photographic

purposes will indicate exposure controls
that will give negatives which take full
advantage of the values latent in the film
emulsion.

Meter's Design

Since cinematographers doubtless de-
sire to get the most out of every foot of
film exposed there may be some interest
in a discussion of the design features of
an incident illumination type of exposure
meter.
The design of such a meter would be

vastly simplified if all photographic sub-
jects were two-dimensional, flat like the
reflecting surface of a test stand in a
laboratory; and if all illumination came

Little Ahead of Schedule,
Parkers Parking in Mexico

Harry and Harriette Parker of the
Los Angeles Cinema Club—and also con-
firmed readers of a cinema magazine
the name of which we are too modest to
mention—have sent a postcard from
Mexico City. They strolled down below
the border on their own rubber, and in

the course of their travels have made
side trips, in fact admit to having made
'em all. They report many American
tourists looking over the country the
same as they are, and like them carry-
ing a wide assortment of photographic
impedimenta.

Usually the Parkers exercise restraint
in the frequency of their trips abroad,
limiting themselves to once, say, in two
years. In October 1938 they took a
four months' trip around South America,
with many side trips. During the year
they drove to New York to look over
the fair, incidentally picking up a new
car in Detroit, and visiting many other
cities more or less in between the At-
lantic and the Pacific.

For the enjoyment of their many
friends they will be sure to bring back
the bacon—in the form of projection
stills and 16mm. film of Mexico.
There are rumors the next journey will

be to the South Seas, although it is cer-

tain the rumors will not become facts
until the return from Mexico. With the
Parkers, it seems, there never is but one
grand trip in the air at a time. Concen-
trating on one definite objective at one
time enhances the pleasure of anticipa-
tion. Which is as it should be.

from a position directly beside the
camera.

In such a case a meter similar in de-
sign to the reflected illumination type
could be used for the purpose. It would
only be necessary to recalibrate the meter
so that the readings would be significant
for the purpose. Such a meter, used at
the subject's position, would be pointed
at the light beside the camera, and that
would be all there would be to it.

In actual practice, however, we find

that photographic subjects are generally
three-dimensional, quite solid; and that
the illumination is liable to come from
almost any angle, or from several at
once. To be effective the meter must
take these factors into account.
We are safe in observing that while

photographic subjects are usually three
dimensional, the camera sees only about
half way around them. Thus using a
sphere as an illustration, the camera sees
only the front half of a sphere or a
hemi-sphere. The illumination on the por-
tion the camera sees is all that should
be taken into account in determining ex-
posure.

Temporarily ignoring artistic effect, it

is a fact that the most efficient illumina-
tion on a photo subject would come from
a light source located right at the camera
position. In this case the light would go
directly to the subject and be reflected
directly back to the camera.

From All Angles

If the light source is moved to one
side the reflection of light back to the
camei'a is through an angle and conse-
quently less efficient. Therefore a meter
to measure incident illumination must
take into account not only the intensity
of the incident illumination, but also its

angularity with respect to the subject
and camera.

If several sources of illumination are
used it must do this for each and every
one of them. Since artistic photography
demands illumination from various angles
the practical meter must be designed to
take care of this situation.

This requirement can be met by the
following method: Since the meter is

used at the subject's position let the
sensitive surface of the meter be de-
sigTied in a simple geometric form to
represent the various surfaces which
might be presented by a photographic
subject in the same location. A spherical
shape will do. Since the camera sees
only the side toward it a hemi-sphere
will be sufficient.

Consider a light sensitive photoelectric
cell made up in the form of a hemi-sphere.
Let this be located at the subject's posi-
tion and pointed toward the camera. All
illumination which would be photographi-
cally effective on the subject would im-
pinge on the hemi-sphere.

Suppose there is one source of illumi-
nation only, located adjacent to the
camera.

Consider the Light

In this case the hemi-sphere would be
completely covered with light and a maxi-
mum reading would show on the meter
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dial. This maximum reading" corre-
sponds with what we know about the
most efficient illuminating position for a
light being right beside the camera.

Consider the light to be moved side-

ways away from the camera until a 45
degree angle is formed by light to sub-
ject to camera. The illumination on the
hemi-sphere would now make it resemble
a three-quarters full moon. The meter
reading would be less, thus indicating
more exposure required. This corre-
sponds with experience which teaches
that more exposure is required for cross-
lighting than when full front lighting is

employed.

Measuring Efifective Intensity
Let the light now be moved around

to the side of the subject so that a 90
degree angle is formed by light to sub-
ject to camera.
The light falling on the hemi-sphere

would be less, the illuminated portion
now presenting the appearance of a half
moon. Consequently the meter reading
would be less, which again corresponds
with what experience teaches, since we
know that a setting of the camera ex-

posure controls for greater exposure
would be necessary.
Moving the light still further around

behind the subject will give the appear-
ance of a quarter moon on the meter's
hemi-spherical surface. Consequently the
meter reading will be still less, and
larger exposure control settings will be
indicated.

All the foregoing described action
takes place independently of the absolute
intensity of the light. The meter will of
course be sensitive to changes in that
also.

Record of 90 Percent
What a meter of this type does is to

measure the effective intensity of the il-

lumination on a photographic subject. If

a number of sources of illumination are
used the meter will automatically inte-

grate the effective illumination from all

of these sources and give one significant
reading from which may be directly de-
termined the proper exposure control
settings to be used on the camera.

The negatives resulting will all corre-
spond to the Ideal Exposure described in
Part II of this series. These negatives

"The incident illumination meter has a
hemi-spherical illumination pick-up sur-
face that responds to light coming from

any effective direction."

may all be printed on one printer setting.
It is hard to imagine the simplicity of

operation of such a device and the
gratifying results to be obtained with it

and especially the feeling of confidence
that it gives, until one has used it for
some time. The writer has used one for
approximately two years under all sorts
of conditions; different parts of the coun-
try, different times of the year, different
times of the day, in shade and in sun-
shine, in flat light and in contrasty light,

exteriors and interiors, sunlight and in-

candescents.
Peihaps the writer's esteem for this

type of meter may be understood when
it is stated that of the still picture nega-
tives taken under the conditions enumer-
ated above 90 percent printed on a con-
tact still printer at five seconds' printing
time. Of the remaining 10 percent, about
8 percent showed departures of not over
IV2 seconds from the 5 second standard.
The extreme cases represented in the re-

maining 2 percent of negatives printed
between the limits of 2% seconds and 10
seconds.

Motion picture negatives all printed
with approximately the same exposure.
Kodachrome natural color pictures on
16mm. all turned out very successfully.
This after some rather dismal failures

had occurred when using other means of
determining exposure for the natural
color film.

Just as the introduction of the reflected

illumination type of photoelectric ex-
posure meter marked a big step in ad-
vance for exposure determination, so will

the introduction of a correctly designed
incident illumination type of meter mark
another big step in advance.

In fact, the introduction of this type
of meter will probably mean the last big
step toward the achievement of a light,

portable, easily and quickly operated de-
vice that will assure precision control of
photographic exposures.

If cinematographers want such a de-
vice they must demand it, and they can
be assured that meter manufacturers
will hear their demand and hasten to

fulfill it.

Note: The captions accompanying the
two illustrations in Part III of this
series (February issue) were inter-
changed by typographical error. Cor-
rectly read, each caption refers to the
picture on the opposite page.

Camera Mart Issues
Catalogue

The Camera Mart Inc. at 70 West
Forty-fifth street. New York, which for
the past two years has been under the
supervision of Irving Browning, well
known still and inotion picture camera-
man, announces the publication of its

first bargain bulletin. This catalog of
still and motion picture equipment is

sent without cost.
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Polislim<

Up
''ARCTIC
HOLIDAY^^

Ormal I, Sprangman

All photos includitig 16mm. Kodachrome
frame enlargements by the writer.

ALTHOUGH successful moviemakers
will tell you that careful planning

' usually results in better filming,

not all travel stuff lends itself to advance
treatment, and particularly is this true
where initial jaunts are made into new
and perhaps strange lands.

When my partner and I shipped north
out of Seattle for Eskimo country, we
had no idea whether we would be gone
two weeks or two years. We wanted to

see as much of the northland as we pos-
sibly could, yet our plans were quite
vague. This complicated our filming, since

making a representative film of the
country meant holding some footage in

reserve to prevent overemphasizing any
one locality.

Fortunately, a careful check revealed
that the 1200-footer would break nicely
into three separate 400-foot reels. The
first would cover the boat trip up the
Inside Passage. The second reel would
feature interior Alaska — the beautiful
flower gardens, the huskies and mala-
mutes, large-scale mining, our camping
and fishing trips.

The third reel, which we believed
would give audiences the biggest thrill,

would show our .flights over Alaska and
our river packet trip up the Yukon.

180 Inches of Rain

Since travelogs seem to furnish their
own continuity, editing came easy, al-

though some scenes had to be switched
and reswitched to fit the story thread.

After the film was in its proper order,
titles were worked out, and this took far
more time.
A non-believer in label titling, I tried

to make every title into a complete sen-
tence expressing a complete thought.
This meant consulting travel literature

Editor's Note: Last month the actual
filmin;; of the Alaska-Yukon 16mm.
color feature, ARCTIC HOLIDAY, was
described. This month the writer
covers camera tricks, titling and the
addition of sound, voice and music in
the final editingr.

and the pretty folders and books on
Alaska to dig out pertinent and interest-
ing facts about the places visited.
For instance, some people might be in-

clined to describe the little coastal town
of Ketchikan something lika this:

Ketchikan in the rain (or)

Scenes at Ketchikan

These are label titles. They don't ex-
plain anything. They add nothing to
your storehouse of knowledge. Go a little

deeper and find out the average amount
of yearly rainfall (the figure will stagger
you!), then swing the wording around
until it reads:

KETCHIKAN, FIRST PORT OF CALL,
HAS 15 FEET OF RAINFALL YEARLY

This was followed by a few angle shots
of the port taken in the rain, including

The husky and malamute of the north
country provide interesting footage

for travel movies.

occasional glimpses of natives and totem
poles.

Shore shots taken from shipboard of-

fered excellent opportunities for artistic
"framing." Instead of standing right at
railing edge and shooting out over a wide
expanse of water, the camera was
brought back farther on deck to include
a portion of the rigging or one of the
ventilators along one side of the picture
to give the illusion of depth. Similarly,
shots were framed throughout the film
by utilizing portholes, cabin doors, tree
branches, and the wings of planes.
The back-lighted "morning dew" on

flowers in an old-timer's garden at Fair-
banks was created artificially by first

watering them with a sprinkling can, and
then shooting in good sunlight. In the
dog scenes, filmed on the outskirts of
Fairbanks, we coaxed the huskies and
malamutes to cock their heads by merely
whistling or uttering an odd sound to at-

tract their attention while we filmed.

Camera Saws Wood!
Camped in a log cabin 200 miles in

from the coast and with time on our
hands, we tried a bit of animation to add
a humorous touch. Sawing wood to pro-
vide stove fuel for our excursions into
the realm of baking became quite a chore.
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Don Glcnderinincj, Arlinytori, S. D. Hportss-
man and writcr-'s partner, in shown par-
ticipating in trick wood-nawinfi anima-
tion Htanl. Enlarged from Kirrvm. color

frame.

Striking in the word for this unusual
closeup of a jellyfish telephoto-ed under
ivater up the Inside Passage. Enlarged

from 16mm. color frame.

This Klmm. frame enlargement of an
Alaskan volcano near Sitka is cnlmnced
hij shooting through boat rigging to give

scene depth.

The Koyukuk river, north of the Yukon,
is shown through the spinning propeller
blade. Note heavg mvit and low ceiling.

Enlarged fi-om IGmm. color frame.

Full moon rising over the Yukon river.
Filmed in Kodachrome at f.1.9 through
rigging of upstream bound river packet.
Enlarged from IGmm. color frame.

Note how close-upping chopping block and
including shfulow of axe and man adds
to effectiveness of shot. Enlarged from

IGmm. color frame.

Consequently, in an effort to show how
easy woodsawing can become if you know
all the tricks, I set the camera on an
impromptu tripod, facing our sawhorse.
The scene opens with a shot of my

partner sawing away on a log. When
he is better than half way through, he
stops sawing and lazily leans over the
log with hand on head, while the saw
continues the cutting motion all by it-

self until finally the cut log falls to the
ground. The sequence never fails to
bring an audience chuckle, yet the stunt
is simple.
The camera naturally must be mounted

on a fiiTn support, for even slight move-
ment will spoil an animation sequence.
After the usual introductory footage is

shot, and the sawer quits to take his
leisurely pose, stop the camera.
The saw will remain fast in the cut

groove. Now move the saw up an inch,
expose a frame or two, and move it an-
other inch, expose a couple more frames,
and continue until the saw has passed up
and down two or three times.
When the log is cut almost all the way

through, tie a dark thread around its

circumference and pull steadily as you
film, and the log will fall to the ground.
The sawer then rises and prepares to

cut olT another section in such leisurely
fashion.

Shadow Action Unique

In the log-splitting scene, instead of
pulling back for a long shot of axe
wielder and chopping block, an angle
shot was taken looking down on the
block. The axe man stands at the right
of the cameraman, and the shadow of
the upraised axe falls over the chopping
block. As the axe descends, the log is

split, with the two halves falling to the
ground. The shadow action is unique.
For the airplane sequences, the ex-

teriors supposedly showing the plane
bobbing in midair, with pilot operating
the controls, were actually made on the

Main title of filni discussed in llii.s (u lirlc.

Compare unth 10mm. frame enlargement
of positive print of identical title, pub-
lished last month, in which blacks and

whites are reversed.

ground. To give the bumpy air effect,

the camera was rocked slightly while
filming. Two or three of these very short
shots were cut into the air footage taken
from inside the plane for a natural ef-

fect. To eliminate any ground detail, be
sure to shoot up at an angle when close-

upping the pilot for the alleged wing
shots.

Fitting sound effects and a voice to

"Arctic Holiday" was no simple pastime.
The musical background came easier,

and little experimentation was necessary
before it was discovered that the com-
plete Victor Red Seal album of Dvorak's
"New World Symphony," played by Leo-
pold Stokowski's boys, was a natural,
providing just enough variation to fit the
mood.

While screening the film with its new
musical accompaniment, I made quick
jottings of possible sound effects. The
sound disc list ran something like this:

Fanfare
Harbor sounds and whistles

Wind
Train sounds
Birds

Outboard motor
Airplane effects

River boat noises and whistles

The fanfare and outboard motor sound
recording was purchased from Standai-d
Radio Sound Effects of Chicago, while
the remaining discs fortunately were
found in the catalog of the Speedy-Q
Sound Effects people at Los Angeles.
The river packet sounds came from a
Gennett recording.

Some travelogs are photographed,
edited and screened without benefit of

titles, the exhibitor furnishing a sort of

running monologue as it were. This may
have its bright spots, but the writer's
personal obsei-vation has been that audi-
ences experience difficulty listening to as
well as watching a presentation other
than the sound movie.

Adding Voice

Quite often, the movie sequence is too

short for the lecturer's lengthy verbal
accompaniment, which runs over into

succeeding scenes and causes confusion.
Titles, on the other hand, are designed
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to explain things not brought out in the

film itself, and they have a conciseness

rarely found in ordinary commentaries.

They provide the finishing touch to a

well filmed movie.

Shortly after the film was ready for

screening, D. T. Thomassian, disc record-

ing pioneer of Minneapolis, escorted me
through his studio, and before I left I

was convinced that a voice recording

might add a novel supplement to a titled

and edited film, already synchronized
with sound and music.

Such a disc would not replace the titles

which were cut into position. Instead it

would bolster them by providing addi-

tional information for audience enlight-

enment.

Rather than make a continuous re-

cording, 13 separate "cuts" were re-

corded on each side of the acetate disc,

with cuts on Sides A and B numbered
for quick identification in scoring.

Thus, when an Indian youngster is

shown holding a gold pan full of giant
nuggets, the dual turntable system picks

up the appropriate cut (B-6), and the

audience discovers:

Here are a few nuggets that passed
through the sluice box and wound up in
the tailings. Don't look now, but that
portable gold mine in the center is worth
just one thousand dollars !

Following a totem pole title and a few
long and medium shots of odd carvings,
succeeding scenes are shortened by the
verbal commentary recorded on Cut A-2

:

Nightmare of the Northlands, the totem
pole grins down on many an Alaskan
city. Here we find three types of totems

:

the genealogical, which is really the
family tree ; the historical, which com-
memorates some great event ; and the
mortuary, wooden epitaph of the snow
country Indian. Less than a century old,
many of these totems were shaped with
white man's tools, and colored—believe it

or not—with white man's paint.

Special precautions are taken of course
to make sure that no title appears on
the screen while a cut is being played.

Even a sound effect was dubbed with
the voice in one cut describing the
steamer as it rides up to the face of Co-
lumbia Glacier:

Icebergs scrape the bow of our steamer
as we drift slowly toward the glacier
wall. Once within range, the engines
idle while the skipper blows his whistle
(whistling sound effect). If nothing hap-
pens, he blows again (repeat whistle).
Suddenly, the face of the glacier cracks,
and tons of ice hit the water with a ter-
rific roar (fake roaring sound).

The roar was produced by blowing the
breath across the face of the micro-
phone. If the cut is started at the proper
scene in the film, the roar actually will

D. T. Thomassian, Minneapolis disc
recording pioneer, is seen cutting the
acetate disc used by the writer to pro-
vide verbal commentary for "Arctic
Holiday." Separate cuts were made
as portions of the script were read
through a microphone located out of

camera range.

occur when the icy cliff starts an ava-
lanche.

If voice, sound disc and music were
rerecorded on a single disc, this would
necessitate extremely close synchroniza-
tion during projection, even altering the
speed of the projector from time to time
to keep apace of the recording. With
dual turntables, however, the musical
background can be playing through one
pickup, while the other is handling the
sound and voice.

Furthermore, the properly recorded
voice is far superior to ordinary ad lib-

bing with a microphone during the pres-
entation, for the canned voice is always
consistent, with no bad breaks or weary
pauses.

Inspiration for the hand-lettering, air-

brushed main title for "Arctic Holiday"
came from the midget steamer pictured
on the folder found in the Kodachrome
film carton, while the northern light

background was suggested by a sketch
in a travel folder. The two ideas were
combined by an artist at Sly-Fox Films
of Minneapolis to produce an interesting
and original title to order.
By analyzing the abbreviated style

used by the nation's leading announcers
in introducing topnotch radio programs,
I managed to pick up a few pointers for
a send-off on my own film. As the thea-
ter lights grow dim, the fanfare blasts
out its own little piece, followed immedi-
ately by:

Good evening, everyone ! From the attic
of the world, from up there in the North
Country where the summer sun forgets
to set, we present the highlights of a
10,000-mile trip into Alaska and the
Yukon—by land, by water, by air

!

Then the main title fades in on the
scene, the background music increases to
proper volume, and "Arctic Holiday" is

off again on another one of its sprocket-
hopping jaunts.

Los Angeles 8mm. Club
The February meeting of the Los An-

geles 8mm. Club was held at the Bell &
Howell Auditorium. President William
Wade announced the new policy of the
club in connection with technical meet-
ings. The meetings, if held, will feature
the technical phase of amateur movie
production, together with demonstrations
and speakers who will be specialists in

their respective fields. Questionaires
were passed out to determine the mem-
bers reaction to such meetings and from
all indications everyone was in favor of
the additional activity.

Plans are being formulated for the Los
Angeles 8mm. Club broadcast over Radio
KECA as a feature of the "Studio Dark-
room Program," conducted by Art Brear-
ley.

The feature of the evening was the
five reel 8mm. picture "Checking Off the
Budget," produced by B'ruce Johnson.

The remainder of the evening was de-
voted to the screening of a vacation pic-
ture, "Alaska Vacation," produced by
George Johnson.

LEO CALOIA, Secretary.

New B & H 8mm. Lens
Bell & Howell announces a new, super-

fine projection lens, said to be ideal for
difficult projection conditions, is available
for the Filmo-Master 8mm. Projector.
This lens is described as particularly use-
ful when projecting unusually large pic-

tures, when screening during daylight
hours in a room which cannot be dark-
ened completely, etc.

The new lens is a well-corrected, 1-inch,

f.1.6 anastigmat, and •will produce ex-
cellent detail over the entire picture area.
It may be employed in all Filmo 8 pro-
jectors now in use.
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PHILADELPHIA CINEMA
HAS RARE 4TH ANNUAL

By B. N. LEVENE
Chairman of Publications Committee

TO highlight a program, particular-
ly a banquet with a principal
speaker, is usually a fine accom-

plishment. The Philadelphia Cinema
Club outdid itself, and highlighted two
speakers at the fouith annual banquet,
held February 20th in the famous Rose
Room of McCallister's in Philadelphia.

E. P. Coffey, chief of the Technical
Laboratory of the Federal Bureau of
Investigation came up from Washing-
ton to tell us about "Scientific Crime De-
tection Photographically Applied."

It was interesting to note from Mr.
Coffey's address that where in the ordi-

nary realms of commercial and amateur
photography we do everything we can
to produce a result that is most pleas-

ing to the eye and disguise and hide
physical blemishes, photography from the
police standpoint is a cold proposition;
highlighting to produce and show off to

advantage every physical defect, contour,
deformity, change, or out of the ordinary
condition that might exist in the sub-
ject being photographed.

Again from a commercial or amateur
standpoint, where the view of a person is

usually termed "portrait" in the parlance
of the FBI it is a "Mug."

Crime Detection

Inspector Coffey brought out in his

talk how the use of photographic equip-
ment can be employed to detect the
criminal, even in the act of committing
a crime. He cited the example of the
camera hidden in the box offices of mo-
tion picture theatres, which are usually
surrounded with quite an array of light.

In the event there is a hold-up all the
cashier has to do, while passing out the
money, is press her foot on the button,
thus tripping the mechanism and taking
a complete photograph of the scene of

the crime while it is being committed.

Dealing on quite a different phase of

photography was the address of Harry
Goldberg, director of theater advertising
and publicity of Warner Brothers. Cir-

cuit Management Corporation, who came
down from New York to talk to us on
the subject that "Audiences—Not Pro-
ducers—Make Pictures."

Audiences Make 'Em

Although speaking before us as an
amateur group, Mr. Goldberg recognized
that the amateur is interested in pro-
fessional movies, probably to a greater
extent than just the average moviegoer.

Sensing this keep inner interest, the
speaker went into details to explain why
certain types of pictures are made, while
others after being made never see the
light of day.
He explained the trends in certain

types of pictures, and set up the points
on which the producers attempt to vis-

ualize the acceptance of a certain type
of picture. He conceded, for that matter,
the producers or the distributors are not
able actually to gauge the public's re-

action to any particular style or type of
picture, including Shakespearean produc-
tions.

He brought out the fact that it is the
public's reaction at the box office which
determines the style of pictures that the
producers will make to please the public,

but also brought out that the producers
have no way of telling what the people
want unless they submit something for
approval at the box office, and after ex-
plaining at great length he came right

back to his starting point, namely that
"Audiences—Not Producers—Make Pic-

tures."

Through the cooperation of the local

trade, handling amateur movie products,
the Philadelphia Cinema Club was able

to offer a group of 31 door prizes, to

the approximate 300 assembled mem-

bers and guests. There was a 10 to 1

shot of securing a prize—and a great
deal of fun at the same time.

Having among our membership a car-
toonist extraordinary the use of "Mike"
Angelo's services were employed as a
mirth provoking portion of the program.
No banquet of the Philadelphia Cine-

ma Club would of course be complete
without the showing of prize films.

The winners of the first and second
prizes in the January contest of the
Philadelphia Cinema Club, namely "Tal-
ly-Ho" by A. L. Rasch and "Bermuda"
by Neil L. MacMorris, both of which
were 16mm., al Icolor, 400 feet reels,

synchronized with music and sound ef-

fects, brought this never to be forgotten
banquet to a conclusion.

Metropolitan Cine Club
With the recent election and ballot

counting past, the officers of the Metro-
politan Cine Club of St. Paul, headed
by a prominent St. Paul attorney, Earl
M. Waldorf, the twelve-month-old brain
child of Gilbert Peterson has grown to
include some forty of the most enthusi-
astic "shooting if not talking" amateur
moviemakers and has become the envy
of all of its kindred organizations.

Old Boreas Rex VI realm certainly
afforded many an enviable "shooting
ground," and it is the writer's opinion
that, judging from the already devel-
oped film of the recent carnival, the
major film and news reel companies
could well be proud to be the possessors
of it.

Leo Zengerle, Metropolitan Cine Club's
general chairman, was appointed by His
Majesty Boreas VI officially to film all

of the high spots of this year's carnival.
Metropolitan Cine Club has made

plans to present to the public February
28, at the Angus Hotel, an equipment
show covering all of the articles used
by the beginner and the most expert
amateur photographer. It will be an ex-
cellent opportunity for prospective pur-
chasers to compare 16mm. and 8mm.
movie-making equipment. Many of the
Twin City photographic supply houses
will exhibit and have cooperated by cir-

cularizing five thousand persons on their
mailing lists.

E. P. Coffey, chief of the Technical Lab-
oratory, Federal Bureau of Investiga-
tion, United States Department of Jus-
tice, who spoke at dinner of Philadelphia

Cinema Club.

Cinema Club of San Francisco
At the regular monthly meeting of the

Cinema Club of San Francisco, February
20, Club Member Walter Terry showed a
sound picture produced for the Great
Northern Railroad. This film consisted
of several short subjects namely "The
North Circle Trip," "Gun Sight" and
"Fishing in Glacier National Park." In

addition to this film, Mr. Terry screened
a picture produced by himself called

"Streamlined Baking Methods of Today."

This is a documentary taken of Mr.
Terry's bakery. It has been shown be-

fore a number of different groups and
has received very fine comment from
each one.
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Professional

Proiectionists

CondiuLctiiri'

Amateur
Contest

By PAUL R. CRAMER

FOR SOME TIME the organized pro-
jectionists of Southern California
have been informally discussing the

feasibility of conducting an amateur pho-
tographic contest entirely restricted to

the membership. A meeting was held

February 15, at which plans were formu-
lated for the holding of the preliminary
exhibitions and the final salon.

The title selected for the organization
was the Southern California Projec-

tionists' Amateur Camera Club.

There will be seven monthly showings,
from April to October inclusive, and a
salon will be held in November, the ex-

act date and place of exhibition being
determined later.

The men who are behind these show-
ings are those who operate professional-
ly all the projection machines in the
studios and the theatres from Bakers-
field to San Diego. They are the men
who stand behind the projectors in

theatres of the small towns and behind
the projectors of the great theatres like,

for instance, in Los Angeles the Carthay,
Warner Brothers Hollywood and down-
town, Chinese, and all the others.

Committee Members
They are the men who in Southern

California the same as throughout the
country are affiliated with the I.A.T.S.E.
The membership in the Southern Cali-
fornia locals alone runs into many hun-
dreds. Perhaps the majority of these
men are employed at night and for cer-
tain hours in the daytime are free. That
free time is to rather a large degree de-

Paul R. Cramer, at right, explaining
to Henry Fonda some of the intricacies
of sound on film at RKO-Radio studio.

voted to amateur photography, in the ag-
gregate to an amazing degree.

The informal meeting on February
15 was made up of studio projectionists,

as a matter of convenience. Later when
plans are more fully formulated there
will be another meeting at which time
the membership will be made more fully

representative of the men interested in

such places as Bakersfield, Santa Bar-
bara, Ventura, Hollywood, Los Angeles,
Long Beach, Santa Ana, San Bernar-
dino, San Diego, and many other cities

and towns.

The present Governing Committee was
selected as follows: Paul R. Cramer, pro-
jectionist at the Van Nuys Theatre of
Van Nuys, chairman; Merle Chamberlin,
chief projectionist, M.G.M. studio;
Howard Edgar, chief projectionist Co-
lumbia studio; Lee Moore, president
M.G.M. studio camera club; Fred Borch,
Local 150; Jim Brigham, Paramount
studio; John Smith, Twentieth Century-
Fox studio; and George Mariot, RKO-
Radio studio.

This department will be conducted
with articles that will appeal to two di-

visions of readers. One of these, as said,
will be matter that will appeal to the
projectionists of the theatres and studios
of Southern California. That matter will
be amateur photography.
There will be a second department.

That will be to amateur photographers
and also, perhaps strangely enough, to
professional photographers. For it is as-
sumed that the professional photograph-
er may not necessarily be so qualified as
a professional projectionist that he may
approach an amateur projection machine
as to the "manner" born. It will be a
department for amateur projectionists
written by a professional projectionist.

There are many advanced amateur pro-
jectionists who sometimes get "stuck"
on seemingly a simple matter of pro-
jection, but when they come to take the
machine apart to discover what really
makes it tick they find themselves
stumped.

Classifications

Particularly is this true in these rapid-
ly approaching days of sound. To those
amateur readers of this magazine who
have questions to ask relating to pro-
jection either silent or sound this de-
partment stands ready to attack those
questions in the issue succeeding that in
which the question is received.

Also there will be articles describing
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PAUL R. CRAMER
PAUL R. CRAMER, professional projectionist, chairman of the governing

committee of the Southern California Projectionists' Amateur Camera
Club, is well qualified for his position. In the thirty years since his school

days, when he officiated as janitor, assistant doorman, assistant cashier and
relief operator, or projectionist as they have come to be known, of a primitive

Main street theatre, he has gone through the mill.

On his return from service in France he was engaged as an assistant

cameraman, working with Arthur L. Todd, A.S.C.; Glen MacWilliams, A.S.C.;

and Tony Gaudio, A.S.C., and later at the Sanborn Laboratories in Culver
City. At the coming of sound he was employed by the Alhambra Theatre,

in South Hill street, Los Angeles, one of the first houses to install sound
equipment. Since then he has worked steadily at projection, one of the

houses in which he has been employed being the Carthay Circle, where are

shown the biggest there are.

In the articles that are to come Cramer gives the benefit of the knowledge
he has gained in thirty years in the motion picture industry. In addition to

talking about the Southern California Projectionists he will answer any
questions that may be put to him by amateurs regarding their 8mm. or

16mm. projectors.

the various projectors and the best way
of caring for them, of treating them to

get from them the best sort of work.

Finalist Class—Constitutes those who
have won over 250 points in the following

classes:

A Class—A Class consists of those
who do all of their own work and whose
work is classed above the average (ama-
teur).

B Class—B Class is the average ama-
teur photographer whose work cannot
be classed as exceptional.

C Class or novice—C Class is the nov-
ice who takes the picture with the

camera, but does not do his developing
or printing. This classification is per-

manent.

After the first showing 230 points will

be necessary to pass from one classifica-

tion to another.
The person sending in the pictures will

name the class he desires his work to

start in, and the judges will determine
whether his work will rate an advance-
ment from that class or not.

The projectionists employed in the
studios will NOT be allowed to use
studio lighting or sets. In short, all pic-

tures entered in this contest must be shot
oif the lot.

List of technical data will be mailed to

the contestant upon receipt of request
and stamped and addressed envelop for
answer.

Prints must not be less than 5 by 7

inches and submitted on glossy paper.

Advancements of prints for final judg-
ing will be under the point system. (1)

For one first, 100 points. (2) For one
second, 50 points. (3) For one third, 30
points. (4) Honorable mention, 25
points. Popular award, 50 points.

All prints must be in black and white.
No tones or color will be judged.

Each contestant will be allowed two
prints for each monthly showing. These
prints can be of any size, but must be on
a standard 16 by 20 inch mounting. Pic-

tures must have been shot during the

year of 1940 and accompanying each pic-

ture must be the technical data including
date shot and the local number of the
member. And the prints must be in the
hands of Paul R. Cramer, at the Ameri-
can Cinematographer, 1782 North
Orange Drive, Hollywood, not later than
the tenth of the month preceding the
showing.

First showing will be April 10 to 20,

action pictures only; second, May 10 to

20, children; third, June 10 to 20, table
tops and still life; fourth, July 10 to 20,

portraits, formal, informal and charac-
ter; fifth, August 10 to 20, marine;
sixth, September 10 to 20, nudes or semi-
nude (be sure and have publishing and
exhibiting release glued to the back of
the print with model's signature); sev-
enth, October 10 to 20, landscaping.

Final Salon Showings

The final salon showing of the winner
and runner up of each monthly showing
will be held November 18 to 30, 1940,
at a location to be designated later by
the committee.
The final salon and showing held in

November will be judged by Hurrell,
internationally known portrait photo-
grapher; Ernie Backrach, ace still photo-
grapher at R.K.O. Radio studio and na-
tionally known authority on photog-
raphy; Ray Jones, ace photographer
Universal studio and nationally known
authority on photography; John Nicko-
laus, head of the M.G.M. laboratory and
an internationally known authority on
all subjects pertaining to photography;
Al Shaefer, ace stillman at Columbia
Studio, who recently has won honors in

notable competitions.
General information to member con-

testants regarding the awarding of
prizes, shipment of pictures and names
of the judges, include the following:
Send all prints to Paul R. Cramer, at
American Cinematographer, 1782 North
Orange Drive, Hollywood, prepaid, who
will not be responsible for the condition

of prints received. Assurance is given
every precaution and care will be taken
to safeguard all prints sent. All prints

may be sent through the American ex-

press company in containers made for

that purpose. Be sure and include all

technical data concerning your prints on
the placard that will be mailed to you
along with your entrance blank. There
is no entrance fee, or fee of any de-

scription necessary from the contestant.

All prints will be shipped back to the

mailer in the same container that it was
received in and they will be shipped
back c.o.d.

At each showing there will be a first,

second and third prize, four honorable
mention plaques and one popular award
in each of the four classes.

The Photographs

On the opposite page are photographs
by Howard Edgar of the Columbia Stu-
dio, showing his versatility with the use
of his Argus mini camera. Before we
get too deep into the description of these
photos, it is necessary to explain one of

the major contributing factors of Ed-
gar's ability to portray Mother Nature
so superbly. That is his ability to make
his own lenses.

First take a good look at the photo
entitled "Afternoon of a Fawn." This
picture was shot on Background X film,

.35mm. at 1/300 of a second at f.8, no
filter, with a bright and clear sky, mid-
summer.

Projectionist Lensmakfr

The most amazing thing about this

photograph is the lens—a 7-inch lens,

5-glass combination, ground and as-

sembled in its entirety by its photog-
rapher. We also understand that he
has gone in for "Objective Lenses." One
has arrived at this writing, it is re-

ported, but a full description of it will

appear later.

The photograph entitled "Alley Oop"
is with the same lens, same speed, same
film except that it was shot one hour
later. The estimated speed of the sub-
ject was 40 miles per hour, riding as
you see just ahead of the incoming
wave and at the peak of its speed.

"Frilly Lace" is one of those ever-
changing moods of Mother Nature that
is so seldom recorded by the hand of

man. The attempt of a boisterous off-

shore wind to drive back the might of

the sea caused a phenomenon that was
caught by the ever-ready camera of Ed-
gar. This shot is the result of a master-
piece of timing, plus a lightning like abil-

ity to grasp a situation and a knowledge
of what to do instantaneously.

This picture was shot on 35mm. plus

X film at 1/300 of a second at f.8, using
a red filter, taken at 10:30 a.m. Christ-

mas morning with his Argus camera.
The weather was cloudy with the sun
breaking through in spots. This was shot

with another lens, or 75mm., ground and
assembled by Edgar.

Now, to prove to you members that

the photographer has more than the luck

of the candid camera toter, we turn from
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* near the Weatern avenue entrance to Griffith Park, Los Angeles; "Frilly Lace," center, is a picture of the surf—and aptly
\ named. At the right in circle is "Afternoon of a Fawn" and at the left is "Alley Oop."
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that type of photography, that requires
snap judgment, to the other type, that
requires patience, and a thorough
knowledge of composition as well as of
lights and shadows.

In the picture "Fern Dell" we find all

those inherent qualities that are neces-
sary requisites of the photographic mas-
terpiece. This picture was shot on Plus
X 35mm. film at 1/25 of a second at
f.l6, using an Aero 2 filter with the
Argus camera and 50mm. lens with a
good light, as you may see, in early
spring. The working depth of this lens

is quite apparent at first glance, as well
as the lack of grain, one of the buga-
boos of this type of photography.
From 70 to 80 minutes was required

for the developing of this negative at an
average temperature of 65 degrees F.
and this enlargement was straight, with
no attempts to block out the highlights
or soften the shadow lines.

This picture, I can assure you, will
be a high mark to shoot at, but time
will tell when the other photographs are
turned in from contributing amateurs
in our Southern California territory.

MOVIEMAKERS ADVISED
ON WAYS OF PROJECTOR

By PAUL R. CRAMER

THE AMATEUR motion picture
photographer spends from $15 to

$1000 or more on his equipment.
This he will use for photographing the
scenes or tableaus for the family his-

tories, which are later invaluable as a
record of the activities of the baby,
possibly now attending college, getting
married or maybe by now the proud
parent of his or her own child.

This amateur will spend hours in his
darkroom trying out new film or de-
velopers. Possibly he has some titles

to shoot, now and then some back-
grounds, but sooner or later in his

career as an amateur photographer he
will end up with a super super colos-
sal masterpiece of the family at play, at
work, up a tree, at the beach, etc.

At last the day arrives, the master-
piece is finished and ready for its world
premier. He sends invitations to friends
and relatives, just the select ones that
sent a card last Christmas. Now the
audience is seated, our hero turns off
the house lights, snaps on the projec-
tor switch and they're off.

The main title appears "Hmmm, that's
odd," he says. "I'm sure that title was
in focus when I shot it."

He tries to focus it while the title

is running. No luck. So the show is

stopped the lens taken out and cleaned,
and the show is started all over again.

Still out of focus, and, what is worse,
the picture is all cloudy in the center,
and is jumping just enough to be an-
noying, so the world premier ends with
the small but by now unfriendly audi-
ence making unnecessary criticisms about
the photography and the picture in gen-
eral.

Projection the Ultimate

Moral; The S15 or SIOOO camera equip-
ment is only as good as the projection
equipment that is used to reproduce the
picture on a screen for you and your
friends to see.

To begin with, let's analyze the vari-
ous components that make a good home
movie projection set-up.

First, and most important, of course,
there is the projector. On the market
today there are several makes ranging
in price from just a few dollars to

machines costing over a thousand. As
in most equipment today, you will get
what you pay for.

Right away let's determine the limi-

Table of 16mm. Projected Picture Sizes

Focal
Length

OF

Lens

Distance in Feet from Screen

8' 10' 12' W 20' 25' 32' 36' 40' 45' 50' 64' 75' 100' 125' 150'

Width of Picture

%" 4'10" 6'0" 7'2' H'r" 12'0"

H' 4'0" S'O" 6'0" 8'0" lO'O" 12'6"

1" 3'0" 3'9" 4'B" 6'0" 7'6" 9'4" inr 13'5" M'U"

m" 2'0" 2'6" 3'0" 4'0" S'O" 6'3" 8'0" 9'0" lO'O" ll'S" 12'6'

2" 1'6' no" 2'3'' 3'0" 3'9' 4'8" 6'0" 6'9" 7'5" 8'5" 9'4' mi" 14'0' 18'9' 23'5' 28'r

m" I '2" 1'6" 1'9" 2'4" 3'0" 3'9" 4'9" 5'4' 6'0" 6'9" 7'6" 9'7" n'3" IS'O" 19'8" 22'5'

3' 1'3" re" 2'0" 2'6" 3'1" 4'0" 4'6" S'O" 5'7' 6'3" S'O" 9'4' 12'6" 15'7' 18'8'

I'O" rs" I'S" 2'1" 2'8" 3'5" 3'10" 4'3" 4'9" 5'4" 6'ir S'O" 10'8" I3'4' 16'0"

I'l" re" no' 2'4" 3'0" 3'3" 3'9" 4'2" 4'8'' B'O" 7'0" 9'4" ll'S" I4'0"

tations of our particular projecUjr. If
it is a machine that costs only a few
dollars it is unreasonable to suppose
that it is designed for auditorium use.
The lamp, optical system, and in short
the entire projector must be constructed
inexpensively.

Therefore, we have our first restric-

tion—'limited power, which means that
the size of our projected image must be
strictly limited. It is much better to
project a film on a very small screen
than it is to use a large screen and
have a resulting loss in the quality of
the projected picture.

By "quality" we mean of course
"clarity, brilliance and sharpness." Brief-
ly, never try to make a lOO-watt pro-
jector do the work of a 400, 750 or 1000-
watt machine.

If your projector is capable of pro-
jecting large images, by all means use
the largest screen that is practical to

use in the room in which you are pro-
jecting. All this would seem to be an
unnecessary dissertation on what must
be obvious to even the most amateurish
amateur.

Screen Too Large

Yet how many times have you sat down
to enjoy home movies that are spoiled by
being projected on a screen so large that

the picture quality is ruined—or on a

screen so small that the intense light

hurt your eyes?

Lenses having a focal length of one
inch are standard on all 8mm. projec-

tors and 2 inch lenses are standard on
all 16mm. equipment. Lenses of various
lengths are available for use on the
more expensive equipment, but it is sug-
gested that the most satisfactory lens

is perhaps the lens with which your pro-

jector was originally equipped. Inas-

much as the size of the picture is de-

pendent on the distance between the pro-

jector and the screen, unless a lens of
other focal length than standard is used,

you are apt to find that the most pleas-

ing screen area wMll be obtained by us-

ing the standard lens. That is why, of

course, these particular lenses have been
chosen as the manufacturers standards.

Following you will find a table for

both 8mm. and 16mm. lenses and
screens. These tables are the results of

research by the larger manufacturers.
This particular set was supplied by Mr.
Weed of the Bell and Howell Company.
This is the first publication of it, and in

the next issue we will go into the con-

struction of the projection lens.

Projected 8mm. Picture Sizes

Lens

Focal

Length

Distance in Feet from Screen

8' 10' 12' 16' 20' 25' 32' 36' W

Width of Picture

% 2'0" 2'6' 3'0' 4'0" o'O' 6'3' 8'0' 9'0' lo'C

1" 1'6" no' 2'3' 3'0' 3'9' 4'8' 6'0' 6'9' 7'5'

1'3' 1'6' 2'0' 2'6' 3'1' 4'0' 4'6'
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IT'S a superb IG mm. motion picture camera, of course.

But the quality that sets Cine-Kodak Special apart is the

fact that it is truly special, in every sense of the word.

Designed by men with specialized experience in cine-

matography and built in a special shop devoted exclusively

to work of the highest precision, Cine-Kodak Special is the

logical camera not only for advanced 16 mm. cinematog-

raphers, but also for specialists in such fields as medicine,

biology, physics, engineering, athletics, and drama.

A copy of the book, "The Story of the World's Finest

16 mm. Movie Camera," may be obtained, free, from
your dealer or direct from Rochester.

Some of the features of Cine-Kodak Special, basic model

:

adjustable shutter opening . . . variable camera speeds,

8 to 64 frames per second . . . reflex finder, functioning with

all lenses . . . interchangeable film chambers (200-ft. cham-

bers available as extras) . . . capacity for fades, dissolves,

mask shots, animations, and many other "professional"

effects . . . may be fitted with eight instantly interchange-

able accessory lenses, ranging from a 15 mm. //2.7 wide

angle to a 6-inch //4.5 telephoto lens, each with its own
front view finder element . . . regularly eciuipped with the

Kodak Anastigmat 25 mm. //1. 9 lens . . . film footage

meters on both mechanism and film chamber . . . frame

counter . . . masks for double and multiple exposures.

Accessories Extend Usefulness

Among the many accessories available are several types

of electric motor drive . . . optical finder . . . reflex finder

image magnifier . . . lens extension tubes for semi-micro-

scopic work . . . electric time lapse outfit for studies involv-

ing single frame exposures at fixed intervals, from 3^ sec-

ond to 24 hours. The price of the basic model is $417.50.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY, ROCHESTER, N. Y.
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MAKING
ALL-PURPOSE
EFFECT BOX
IN HOME
WORKSHOP

By ROBERT W. TEOREY

As the average cinematographer ad-
vances in knowledge regarding

^ his hobby his thoughts often stray
toward cinematic effects and the various
methods to use in procuring shots not or-
dinarily possible in straight filming.
The general run of cine cameras are

built with only one principle, and that is

the action of moving film through a gate
at the rear of the lens at the rate of
16 frames per second. Obviously then,
fading effects, msfked phnts and ultra
closeups require external application of
devices with which to procure these
effects.

Soon our home workshops are in pro-
duction as we commence building appli-
ances for effect work. This, in spite of
the fact that many devices embodying the
desired features may be purchased from
most camera dealers.

Usually we build our own because
prices are somewhat prohibitive, but
generally because the enthusiast gets his
really genuine thrill from building an
effect device and glorying: in his versatil-
ity as evidenced on his home movie
screen. At least the latter is true in my
case.

Once the bug is instilled within us for
a variety in the shots making up our
cinematic fare, the urge to produce
them shortly has our imagination and in-
genuity worked up to the proper pitch to
go to work and gradually we have an
accumulation of gadgets to serve all

purposes. With me, this got to the point
where my devices overflowed my camera
case to the exclusion of the camera.

Building the Limit

Thus was born the idea to build a con-
traption that would be my supreme effort
for versatility and compactness, yet

having provision for every feature I

could think of.

Eventually my labors brought forth
the camera attachment depicted in Fig.
1. In my mind, this is a combination
effect box, sunshade, filter and fading
glass holder.

In addition, it has provision for mount-
ing a range finder and a still camera
view finder for parallax correction, the
latter being extremely useful in closeup
shooting where normally it is necessary
to guess at the allowance to be made for
correction with the normal view finder.

Another feature worthy of mention
is the easy attachment of an extension
arm mounting an easel for use as a titler

(Fig. 2). This extension is telescopic al-

lowing titles to be photographed at dis-

tances of 8, 10 and 12 inches which per-
mits the use of typewritten titles as well
as larger hand lettered ones.
The easel is slightly larger than the

area normally filmed at 12 inches; for
the shorter distances, area masks of black
cardboard may be slipped in place and
held in position by spring clips bolted to

the easel.

Naturally, when shooting at these short
distances auxiliary lenses are required
and these are slipped into the slot of the
upright directly in front of the camera
lens.

Easy Closeup

Another use this titler may be called

upon to perform is as a framer for ultra

closeups such as flowers, bugs and the
like. Simply center the subject within
the confines of the easel and press the
starting button. As easy as that!
The basic material used in the con-

struction of the effect box is pl^'wood.
The metal trim is of sheet aluminum

while the bellows originally served as an
integral part of an old 2Vi by 314 still

camera.
A metal rod and fittings from an old

table lamp serve as the mountings for
the standards holding the bellows. Na-
turally a few screws and some wood glue
play their respective roles in holding the
device together.
The construction of my composite gad-

get started with the base. This is exactiv
the width of the camera and extends
about 4 inches to the front of the lens.

A hole drilled in this piece is counter-
sunk to take a flat-headed bolt which .se-

cures the camera in place.

Another hole in the base has a nut
countersunk in it to serve as a tripod
socket. For positive alignment of the
camera each time it is mounted, a guide
strip of sheet aluminum is fastened to

the side of the base (Fig. 1).

Two short uprights of plywood hold the
metal rod to which the two taller ele-

ments holding the bellows is secured.
This construction is used primarily to

allow the rear element to be moved for-

ward on the rod and away from the lens
for several reasons.

First, with the upright moved forward,
it is much easier to set the diaphragm of

the lens; secondly, when winding back
by film, the camera lens must be capped
and in order to do so the lens barrel has
to be cleared of this obstruction. Cap-
ping the lens is almost an iiuton • cic

feature with this arrangement. The lens

cap is mounted to the rear upright by
means of a short arm and when not in

use it reposes in a position below the
lens.

Automatic—Almost
To cap the lens, the standard is moved

forward, the cap is rotated on its am
to where it is stopped in position by
means of a short pin. Moving the up-
right toward the lens then allows the
cap to slip in place on the lens barrel.

At least, it is almost automatic!

The next use for the movable piece

is in positioning the parallax viewfinder
(Fig. 3). This is the finder that for-

merly kept company with the bellows on
the still camera. It is masked only to

permit viewing of an area normally
filmed with the standard lens on the
camera and is fastened by means of a
short aluminum arm to the movable
piece.

When being used, the finder is rotat-

ed into place centering directly in front

of the camera lens (Fig. 3). The real

value of this finder is in shooting close-

ups where the normal viewfinder de-

mands various degrees of compensation.
After the subject is framed, the finder

is moved out of the way of the lens and
the standard is then returned to the

filming position.

Naturally the movement of the rear
element depends upon the flexibility of

the bellows for the operation would be
impossible or at best complicated if a

firm material were used for the matte
box.

In addition to the uses cited, this up-
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Figure 1—Camera and effect box ready
for filming.

right serves to hold a range finder and
a filter holder (Fig. 1). The latter is

inserted in a slot located immediately
in front of the camera lens. By remov-
ing the holder, a fading glass or supple-
mentary lens may be slipped into place.

The front section of the effect box
is of plywood faced with aluminum (Fig.

4). The plywood is slotted from the
sides for insertion of effect masks which
are held in position by the metal fac-
ing.

I Masks are made from sheet aluminum
' and are cut to fit snugly in the slotted

space. The lens side of each mask is

painted a dull black to prohibit chance
I light reflection.^.

I

Producing Various Effects

Various masks may be made for out-
lining scenes in straight shooting, such
as binocular, keyhole, oval or circle or
whatever is desired, all depending upon
the demand for a certain effect.
For multiple exposure or composite

shots, quarter masks, half masks and

Figtire 4—Matte box fitted with a di-
agonal mask.

Figure 2—Titler extension fitted
front of effect box.

to

diagonals help produce varied effects.
For this type of work a back wind oi»

the camera is helpful, but an old prac-
tice of running the film through tV-.-

camera a second time for repeated
posures can be used.
When making split field effects, two

separate or matching masks are necf-
sary for accuracy. Two half masks are
fitted in the matte box until both edsres
meet in the center of the box. The sub-
ject may then be framed in the finder
in the right of the field. The mask
on the right is removed and the ex-
posure is made.
The film is then wound back to the

beginning of the scene; the subject
moves to the left of the field, the right
mask is then carefully fitted in place,
after which the other segment is slipped
out and the second exposure is made.
The result shown on the screen will

present your subject conversing with
himself with not the slightest indication
of a split scene to spoil the illusion.

With this type of shot, a backwind on
the camera is essential as it must not
be moved until both sides of the scene
have been exposed.
To facilitate in framing masked

scenes, a piece of celluloid is fitted in

the front segment of the regular view-
finder. This is scored through the cen-
ter both vertically and horizontally as
well as diagonally. Thus the unmasked
section to be photographed may be
quickly lined up in the finder without
undue difficulty.

Title Extension
The title extension (Fig. 2) consists

of a tube and rod to which an easel
made of more of the sheet aluminum is

attached. The tube is fitted in place
near the foot of the forward section of
the matte box and is held rigidly in
place with a set screw.
Then by means of the thumbscrew at

the other end of the tube the rod may
be firmly fixed at the particular dis-
tance required for the title. The sur-
face of the rod where it comes in con-

Figure 3—Parallax viewfinder in place
in front of cam,era lenfi.

tact vdth the screw is filed flat in order
to keep the easel upright at all times.

The bellows, which is glued to the

front sector, may be removed for com-
pact stowing of the entire assembly in

my camera case (Fig. 5). A thumb-
screw holds the small end of the bel-

lows in place on a projecting ring fit-

ted in the lens aperture of the movable
upright. By disengaging this end and
sliding the masking unit off the pro-
jecting end of the metal rod. the whole
contraption is ready for packing.
The camera case is constructed from

a small overnight bag fitted with com-
partments for my camera, gadget and
accessories. The whole is lined with
velveteen. Ample space is provided
under the camera for a meter and a
small gadget or two.
And so, the gadget to do away with

gadgets seems to have accumulated a
few, so now 2ny next big task is to pre-
pare a book comprehensively setting
forth in full detail all instructions nec-
essary successfully to operate it.

Figure 5—Camera and effect box fitted
in case.
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warners

Cliristeii Replicas

of Ancient

Vessels
THURSDAY, Feb. 15, was quite a

day on the Warner lot in Burbank.
That day and that lot. Stage 21

to be specific, had been selected as the

time and the spot in which to christen
the studio's personal ocean and the two
vessels, Madre de Dios, Spanish galleon,

and the Sea Hawk, Britisher. Admiral
Errol Flynn was master of ceremonies.

Stage 21 has been recently built for a
marine stage. It is described as the
largest in the world. It's a big world
at that, and it also is a big stage. You
get the impression of magnitude even as

you step into it. There is a pool in ths
centre of the stage. At each side of the
pool is a vessel, perhaps thirty feet apart,
as the distance between the two is re-

called the day following the christening.
But that pool in the larger aspect

means absolutely nothing. The vessels or
rather their keels rests a dozen feet be-
low the level of the stage floor. Water
may be poured around them to the depth
of twelve feet. In fact, a million gal-
lons of water will be used for the marine
scenes. That same million gallons may
be quickly run off the premises by means
of conduits, sewers, mains and drains.
An ingenious mechanism has been

created under the hulls of the two vessels
whereby the two, either one or both, may
rock from side to side in quite an uncom-
fortable fashion possibly but surely most
realistically. It goes without major
denial from any source that hitherto
there has been no boat, no single boat,
or two boats, of the size of the two,
either inside a stage or outside a stage
that has been built especially for stage
work.

Ruggedly Constructed

A look-see on one of the vessels shows
plainly how faithfully they have been
built. It is said with a little necessary
reinforcement they could be made sea-
worthy for long ocean voyages. They
seem right now to be pretty well rein-

forced. But here are some of the figures

supplied by the Warner company, and it

is here suggested in passing that the
figures seem to have been compiled by a
press agent who forgot that fact and
wrote as a reporter who had been told

to get the facts.

Thirty models were carefully con-
structed to scale and discarded before
final plans for the two vessels were ap-
proved. These models will shortly be
exhibited by libraries and museums as
outstanding examples of Elizabethan
ship designs. Their cost is estimated at
over S10,00().

Million Gallons

The completed war ships cost over
8150,000. Four months of research work
was necessary before the draughting de-
partments began their work. The ships
were designed by Anton Grot, art
director.

Before any construction could begin
a marine stage had to be built. This mas-
sive steel and concrete building occu-
pies over two acres of ground and was
erected at a cost of 890,000.

It is the largest, most modem stage in

the motion picture industry, measuring
160 by 270 feet, is 85 feet high and is

especially constructed for marine scenes.
The stage can be filled with w^ater to

a depth of 12 feet.

Over 1,000,000 gallons of water will

be used for the sea scenes and thousands
of feet of heavy mains, sewers and drains
were built under and above several miles
of road to the principal water source.
Working in several shifts daily 375

men were employed for eleven weeks in

the construction of the British hulk and
the Spanish galleon. It is estimated that
the original ships after which these were
modeled took over a year each in build-

ing during Queen Elizabeth's time.
The Sea Hawk is 135 feet long, weighs

127 tons fully equipped, and is over 65
feet high from deck to the mast top.

The Madre de Dios is somewhat larger,

measuring 165 feet, weighs 142 tons and
is the same in height as the Sea Hawk.
Some idea of the enormity of the un-

dertaking may be gathered from the fact

that over 200 tons of lumber were em- I

ployed—enough to erect 250 four-room
{

cottages; two thousand tons of steel were
used for the underpinnings; 20,0.J0 feet of
rope and over 3000 yards of sail canvas.

Many Extras for Weeks

The two ships will carry 24 cannon and
.|

more than 1000 eight-pound shot. Crew i

of 550 will man the ships, each a trained
I

seaman. All know how to rig and set

sails and comport themselves as able
seamen. Sixty trained gunners will op-

erate the cannon. Complementing them
will be 120 men to help during the battle

scenes.
Between 3500 and 4000 extras will

work for eight weeks in the sea sequences
at a salary cost of over $300,000. Their
wardrobes faithful to the period have
occupied the attention of sixty wardrobe
mistresses and tailors for almost two
months. Thirty-five make-up and hair

dress experts will be on hand daily to

assist the participants.

Special dressing rooms covering sev-
|

eral acres on the Warner Brothers'

"Thirty Acres" have been erected with
kitchens, dining halls and other facili-

ties required for so large an army.
Furnishings for the interiors of the

cabins are all authentic and w^ere

gathered from museums, collectors and
important costumers all over the country.

These include old pewter and silver, fur-

niture, lamps and crockery. These have
great value since many are rare antiques.

|

They have been insured for 8250,000.

Two hundred and forty men will be lit-

erally chained to their tasks. They will

portray the galley slaves in the hold of

the Madre de Dios. Over 80 bolts of

specially dyed blue cloth was converted

into garments for several hundred extras.

According to English law of the 16th

century all prentices had to wear this

blue garb.

Kalort's Extension Adapter
Says No More Burnt Fingers
A new extension adapter with built-in

ejector for use with the new Mazda Num-
ber 5 photoflash bulb, more popularly

known as the "peanut" bulb or "Mighty
Midget," has just been announced by the

Kalart Company, manufacturers of the

Micromatic Speed Flash and Lens-

Coupled Range Finder.

This new ejector centers the bulb in

the reflector as well as providing bay-

onet-type socket necessary for use with

the Number 5 Mazda bulb.

Because of its small size the heat is

concentrated and the photographer would
normally have to wait until the bulb had

cooled before removing it. However, the

new ejector discharges the bulb instant-

ly when slight pressure is applied. This

permits rapid changing of bulbs and
eliminates any possibility of burnt fin-

gers.

The ejector has the standard screw

type electric bulb base and may be used

with all synchronizers now on the

market.
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POSITIVE AND NEGATIVE
FILM EXPORTS DROP 15%

Preliminary statistics of American mo-
tion picture film exports for the full

twelve months of 1939 show a decrease
of 27,600,000 linear feet in positive and
negative sound motion picture films to

the foreign markets of the world as com-
pared with those exported during 1938,
according to Nathan D. Golden, Chief of
the Motion Picture Division.

This is a decrease of 14.7 percent dur-
ing 1939. A total of 160,582,315 linear
feet of motion picture entei'tainment
films, with a declared value of .$3,400,657
was exported during 1939 as compared
with 188,237,129 linear feet valued at
$4,268,818 in 1938.

Brazil replaced the United Kingdom
as the largest consumer of American
films in point of footage during 1939,
importing 14,119,038 linear feet of posi-
tive and negative films with a value of
$268,065 as compared with 13,078,753
linear feet valued at $255,953 in 1938.
Argentina follows closely with 13,588,-

743 feet of American films with a value
of $227,433 for the twelve months of
1939. Mexico, as in 1938, remained in

third position.

United Kingdom's imports of positive

and negative motion pictures from the
United States during 1939 show more
than a 50 pei'cent decrease.
The British West Indies remains in

fifth position.

During 1939 thei'e were exported to

all markets of the world 35,712,342
linear feet of 16mm. exposed positive
film with a value of $887,634 and 1,911,-

497 linear feet of 16mm. exposed nega-
tive film valued at $92,901.

Exports of sub-standard gauge motion
picture cameras of 16mm. or less during
1939 totaled 16,912 with a value of $454,-

155, a drop from 25,866 cameras valued
at $754,822 during the year 1938.

Exports of sub-standard gauge silent

motion picture projectors of 16mm. or
less amounted to 19,448 with a value of

Scene showing the Seahawk and the
Madre de Dios, replicas of early decpsca
craft erected within the confines of War-
Tier Brothers' Stage 21. In major and
minor detail, the ships are all they pre-
tend to he—except they are within four
walls. The Seahawk is 135 feet long and
its companion is 165 feet in length, with

a weight in tonnage of H.2.

$414,440 during 1939 as compared with
25,866 projectors with a value of $754,-
822 for the year 1938. Sound projectors
of the same class are carried for the first

time during 1939; the total exports of
sound projectors during this twelve-
month period amounted to 1,548 projec-
tors with a value of $245,337.

Pasadena Movie Club
C. F. Carlson of the Bell and Howell

Hollywood office gave a demonstration
of cameras, lenses, filters and equipment
to the members of the Pasadena Movie
Club on the evening of February 27.

Gordon Clark, recently returned from
Russia and the Scandinavian countries,
showed fine colored pictures exposed just
before the outbreak of hostilities.

R. F. ROCKHOFF, President.
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Securiiig

Required Liglit

on Outdoor

Pictures
By Clanide W» Cadarette

Founder Los Angeles Smm. Club.

AS the sun is the main source of light

for exterior photography, the prob-
lem of its control is usually com-

plex. It is a harsh, glaring source, all-

revealing and severe. Sunlight diffusion

presents a different task for the camera-
man, and often taxes his ingenuity to the
extreme.
Due to the intensity of it, the camera

must be operated at small diaphragm
openings which increases the sharpness
of a picture and builds up the contrast
of highlights and shadows.
For soft, diffused pictures, the ability

of widening the diaphragm to a large
opening is most beneficial; hence the
problem is more difficult as the proper
exposure must be acquired at this larger
opening.

There are several ways of capturing a
diffused picture while filming out of
doors. The simplest of these is the ap-
plication of a neutral density filter on
the camera lens. Neutral density glass
is not a colored filter, but is similar to
smoked glasses that a person would wear
to relieve eyestrain.

Its purpose, like smoked glasses, is to
reduce the quantity of light that enters
the camera lens and does not, in any
manner, act as a color correction filter.

Trying Neutral Density

If you were in the desert or on a large
body of water where the sun glare is

very intense, the irises of your eyes
would be closed to a pinhole to reduce
this glare. The constant pull of the iris

muscles soon cause a tired condition.
When smoked glasses are worn, the re-

duction of light allows these muscles to

relax, relieving this strain. The irises

open larger to compensate for the loss

of light occasioned by the glasses.
Likewise, by placing a neutral density

filter over a camera lens, we may open
the lens diaphragm to a larger aperture
to compensate for the loss and maintain
a correct exposure. This will also de-
crease the sharpness of the picture and
the extreme contrast between highlights
and shadows is lessened.

Neutral density filters are made in

various absorption powers, the heavier
filters absorbing 50 per cent of the light,

or more. The lesser densities of 25 per
cent are more practical as they can be
used in conjunction with color filters.

Diffusion Filters

The use of diffusion filters on camera
lenses will also produce soft effects on
the screen. Many times a cameraman
may want the background heavily dif-

fused, and the foreground undiffused or
sharper. This effect, however, cannot be
achieved with diffusion disks.

The only control you have by using
these disks is the various overall dif-

fusions obtained according to the degree
of light dispersement in the different
disks. They are adaptable for scenics or
shots wherein the diffusion can be spread
over the entire screen.

When fine mesh gauze is stretched in

a titler frame, it is possible to leave the
background photograph very fuzzy, yet
leave the action in the foreground remain
sharp. Mount the camera on the titler

and remove the auxiliary lens. By align-
ing your actors in the frame, burn out
that section of gauze which would diffuse
them.

Using a lighted cigarette, you can burn
this section without danger of igniting
the whole piece of gauze. Sharp cloud
effects and soft foregrounds can be filmed
by placing the gauze along the lower
half of the frame in the titler.

Then, again, in some romantic se-

quence of your story, you may want the

actors to be softly diffused yet retain a
sharpness of the background for the ef-

fect of depth. This necessitates the build-

ing of a large wooden or bamboo frame
over which a piece of cheesecloth is

stretched.
Mount the frame on some support so

that the sunlight falling on the actors is

diffused through the cloth. The back-
ground will remain sharn while the ac-

tors are in a soft light which adds
warmth to their part in the scene.

Duplicate Sun in Retakes

The filming of actors in outdoor scenes
should be confined to hours of lower sun-
light. Hiri-h noon or vertical lijrht casts
ob.iectional shadows in the eyes and ac-
centuates the cheek bones of the face.

Lower angle light makes loneer shadows
that are more attractive, and is more ad-
vantageous for back liehtinR.

In making any retakes, do it at the
same time of day .so that the lighting is

uniform in the sequence.
When backlighting the actors, use sil-

ver or gold faced reflectors and expose
for the shadow side of the scene. The ex-
posure should be kept at approximately
f.3.5 or f.5.6 for the soft effect. The dis-

tance of the reflectors from the actors
will determine the exposure. The meter
readings must be carefully taken so that

no sunlight is included to affect the meter.

In takinfiT a reading against the sun,

it is of vital importance to shade the

meter with the hand and slightly tilting

the meter down to eliminate light from
the sky. If the reading of the background
registers an opening of f.o.6, set your re-

flectors so that the face of the actors
also register a f.5.6 reading.

This will give you a balance of back-
ground and foreground light. If no re-

flectors are used in a scene of this type,

you can silhouette the actors against the
background. For extreme silhouettes
against a setting sun, place a 2.3A red
filter on the lens and use an f.ll stop.

Telephoto for Closeups

A painter has his brushes and colors

to produce his art. Your equipment of
filters, reflectors, camera, etc., must be
handled as judiciously as the brushes
and oils to get the most desirable scene
on your screen. You are the painter.

The screen results depend entirely on
the man behind the camera and not on
th-^ pquipment.

The use of a telephoto lens for close-

ups is a novel means of fuzzing out the
background without the use of gauze or

disks. It must be remembered that the
short focal length lenses of amateur mo-
tion picture cameras has an enormous
depth of focus.

Usually this deep range is too great to

overcome without the use of disks or
gauze. The longer focal length lenses
for telephotography are more critical in

focus and the focal depth is considerably
shorter. Thus by using the longer focal

length lenses for closeups, the back-
(Continued on Page HI)
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USE A BME PROJECTOR STAND

AND CHALLENGER SCREEN
Reg. U. S. Pat. Off.

A
Screen case and tripod are
all in one unit. The Stand-
ard Challenger is the only
screen that can be adjusted
in height to these positions
as shown here merely by
releasing a spring latch
and lifting the extension
rod. 12 sizes includinsr
square sizes from $12. .50

up. Prices slightly higher
on Pacific Coast.

With these two convenient Da-Lite accessories you
can eliminate confusion getting ready, seat your
audience to best advantage for viewing the pictures

and can be sure of brilliant projection

for your movies or stills . . . the Da-Lite

Projector Stand is available with either

a tilting platform for silent motion pic-

ture eijuipment or a non-tilting platform

for sound and slide film projectors. The
Da-Lite Challenger Screen can be set up
anywhere in 15 seconds. It is the only

screen with square tubing in the tripod

to hold the case in perfect alignment.

Both products are fully adjustable. See

these practical accessories at your deal-

ers today. Literature on request.

OA-LITE SCREEN CO., k.
Dept. AC3, 2721 No. Crawford Ave., Chicago, III

Graphic Graflex Photography. Morgan
and Lester, Publishers, 100 East
Forty-second street, New York. $4.

Over 400 pp., 7% by 10 inches. Copi-

ously illustrated.

HERE is a book which covers all

the exciting uses for the Speed
Graphic and Graflex cameras.

Photographers and contributors give
their personal experiences, including ac-

tual facts and working descriptions.

For the first time in modern photo-
graphic literature a special chapter has
been included giving full details about
using the view cameras, which are coming
into popular use. This chapter is pre-
sented by Berenice Abbott, whose many
view camera pictures have appeared in

various publications and in her new
book, "Changing New York."

Illustrative and Advertising Photog-
raphy is fully described by John F.
O'Reilly, who takes you behind the
scenes and shows you how he makes
those arresting pictures which appear in

all the National publications.
Negative Exposure and Development

is presented from a new angle by H. P.

Rockwell, Jr.

Another chapter gives a clear under-
standing of lenses and information about
their selection, written by R. Kingslake.
Photographic Filters and a complete

story on Kodachrome Photography are
presented by John W. McFarlane.
Ansel Adams gives his practical step-

by-step procedure in making photo-
graphic prints.

Illumination and Its Control is pre-
sented in a novel and informative way
by D. J. Mohler and R. E. Worstell.
News and Press Photography has a

direct interest for all who are interested
in pictures. This chapter is written by
Prank Scherschel and Stanley E. Kalish
of the Minneapolis Journal.

Millions of dollars are spent every
year on publicity photographs. No one
has ever written a complete story on this
important phase of photography. There
is a complete chapter by Willard D.
Morgan on this subject, fully illustrated.

There are many other chapters filled

with current, practical information for
every one interested in photography.
Henry M. Lester presents a comprehen-
sive review of all Graphic and Graflex
Cameras and their accessories, with de-
tailed explanation of their application
and usefulness. He also provides a num-
ber of interesting solutions of modern
Darkroom Problems. At last we pre-
sent a book for all users of the larger
cameras.

Infra-Red Photography with Kodak Ma-
terials. Eastman Kodak Company,
Rochester, N. Y. 36 pp. 5% by 8V2
inches. Illustrated. 25 cents.

This is a new title in the series of
photographic data books issued by East-
man. It is paper-bound and uniform in
format with the other Kodak data books.

Both theoretical and practical aspects
of infra-red work are discussed in the
new booklet, which is complete with
specification tables for Kodak infra-red
film, Eastman infra-red sheet film, East-
man infra-red sensitive plates, and East-
man infra-red process plates.

The nature of infra-red radiation, and
its place in the spectrum, are treated.
Applications in pictorial photography,
long-range work requiring haze penetra-
tion, photography in darkness, criminol-
ogy, discovering forgeries and restoring
obliterated passages in censored books,
copying and other fields are described.

Data are given on lenses and filters

suitable for infra-red photography, hy-

persensitizing techniques, exposure for
landscape pictures and shots by artificial

light. The specification tables include
characteristic curves and full processing
data and a lengthy bibliography is sup-
plied.

Kalart Distributes $250
Winners in the third annual Kalart

Speed Flash competition have just been
announced. Cash prizes to the amount
of $250 were awarded to 25 winners.
More than 2000 prints were received,

a 130 percent increase over last year's
contest, showing the interest in Speed
Flash photography.
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GOERZ
KINO-HYPAR
LENSES
f:2.7 and f .li

High chromatic cor-
rection for taking color
movies of surprising
quality . . .

Focal lengths 15mm to lOOmm—can be fitted
In suitable focusing mounts to Amateur and
Professional Movie Cameras.

THE FEBRUARY FILMS
(Continued from I'atje 107)

GOERZ Keflex FOCUSER

A BOON to lAmm Movie Camera users—elim-
inates PARALLAX between finder and lens

—

provides full-size ground-glass image magni-
fied 10 times. Adaptable to lenses 3" and up.
Also useful as extension tube for shorter
focus lenses for close-ups. Extensively used
in shooting surgical operations, small animal
life, etc.

GOERZ Parallax-Free FOCUSER
and FIELD FINDER CONTROL

I for the same purpose^ for Filmo 121 and
I

Simplex-Pocket+e, magnifies 4 and 8x.

I For Detailed Information Address
t Dept. AC-.I

C.P.GOERZ AMERICAN OPTICAL CO.

317 E. 34th St., New York, N. Y.

American Lens Makers Since 1899

over the scene, and sails out to keep a
date with her latest.

When Winsome Willie comes strolling
from the bathroom, attired in one of
his bride's Kowns, his new sheriff's star
blazing from the breast, and takes due
note of the romantic atmosphere per-
meating the now dimly lighted room,
he slides to the bed and climbs in.

As Willie sinks into the feathered
surroundings there comes a plaintive
"Ma-a-a-aa-h!"

Right at that point the house breaks
—loud and long. It is several minutes
before things get straightened out be-
tween Willie and the goat.
But the foregoing, of course, is an

extreme situation, as it must be. It is

merely quoted to show what two long-
time troupers will cook up to make fun
for the million.

It was Joseph Valentine, A.S.C., to

whom fell the pleasant task of supervis-
ing the photography on the picture. He
made the most of his opportunities in

photographing the 120-pound slimmed
Mae Westian figure, adding immeasur-
ably to the physical charm of the siren.

For those who dearly love a laugh
there should be no thought of missing
a peek at Mae and Willie in their fun-
making. And there's a host of good
actors to support them.

•
Splendid entertainment is provided by

Twentieth Century-Fox in "Little Old
New York." While it is stem drama at

MOTION PICTURE EQUIPMENT
Studio and Laboratory Tested Since 1929

AUTOMATIC DEVELOPING MACHINE
COMPLETE IN EVERY DETAIL

HOLLYWOOD USERS CAN ATTEST MACHINE'S
SUPERIORITY

USERS ALL OVER THE WORLD CAN RECOMMEND
THIS DEVELOPING MACHINE

THIS PRACTICAL MACHINE CAN BE USED IN ANY
CLIMATE

EASILY INSTALLED — QUICK DELIVERIES

• SENSITESTER—For Light Tests and Sensitometric
Strips

©SOUND RECORDING SYSTEMS

ART REEVES
7512 Santa Monica Blvd. Cable Address: ARTREEVES Hollywood, California, U.S.A.

times, there is a aeal of comedy running
through it. It is New York of an earlier
period, of 1807, with the atmosphere of
the waterfront. There are local bigwigs
of the day—for instance, Robert Livings-
ton, Nicholas Roosevelt, John Jacob
Astor, Washington Irving—headed by
Robert Fulton, builder of the Clermont,
the steamboat he constructed that was
able to make four miles an hour up
the Hudson.

Fulton was well portrayed by Richard
Greene, while Alice Faye and Fred Mac-
Murray were the other leads. Brenda
Joyce, Andy Devine and Henry Stephen-
son were the remaining principals. There
was a large supporting cast.

The director of photography was Leon
Shamroy, A.S.C., and Fred Sersen was
in charge of special effects. As the at-

mosphere was of the waterfront, so it

also was of the shipyard—of its literally

forest of masts.
There were stirring scenes of ship-

building, the thrill of a foggy river at

night as the hero tries to baffle the har-
bor patrol ; scenes of fist against fist and
club against club, of the premature
launching of a half-completed boat in

order to save the shipyard from de-

struction by fire. There were charming
views of the interiors of New York
homes of the period.

It is stirring melodrama.
•

Barring one more or less famous re-

cent exception, tales of North and South
are somewhat infrequent these later

days. In contrast with that they were
one of the more notable themes of screen
dramas in the early days of the motion
picture, twenty-five or even thirty years
ago. Of course one reason for that is

that a quarter of a century ago the
Civil War was more actively in the
memory of millions who now have
passed on.

"The Man from Dakota" is an MGM
drama of two Northerners, a lieutenant

and a top sergeant, held in a Southern
prison camp. Piling evidence of a com-
ing important conflict and the exist-

ence of a detailed plan of battle from
the Southern side determine the lieu-

tenant to make a try for escape. The
story turns on that.

Wallace Beery is the top sergeant,
John Howard the lieutenant, and Dolores
Del Rio a Russian girl thrown into the

drama by circumstances unexpected as

they are somewhat thrilling. It is not
a great picture, as few pictures really

are, but it is a satisfying production, to

all at least other than those who frankly
see too many screen performances.
Ray June, A.S.C., is the director of

photography who had few opportunities

for brilliant lighting. The picture was
sombre, a majority of the scenes being
of the woods, swamps and streams,
usually heavily shaded. The few occa-

(Continued o > Page 138)
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The February Films
(Continued from I'ttr/r l.lii)

sions of showing wide, sunlit fields and
vistas appeared to all the greater ad-
vantage. But many of the heavily shaded
shots, with the sun fighting its way
through, were of a striking character.

•

LOVERS of the dance will get their
fill in MGM's "Broadway Melody
of 1940." Instead of the usual two

principals now there are three—Fred
Astaire, Eleanor Powell and George Mur-
phy. There is a plot, of course, but its

purpose is to serve as a background for

the dance. And justification for that
background is abundant. It provides rare
entertainment. The dancing is superb.

The production is sumptuously staged
—which means that it must be sumptu-
ously photographed. As evidence that it

was the company lists two of its top
A.S.C. men as directors of photography
—Oliver T. Marsh and Joseph Rutten-
berg. Just for an example of the piob-
lems faced by the photographers is the
size of the set on which was perfoiTned
the "Begin the Beguine" dance.

It was the largest ever created for a
dance—225 feet long, 137 feet deep and
80 feet high. As the dancers rambled
and rolled over the great area the

cameras had to be alongside the greater
part of the time. Some of the time they
remained stationary in order the audi-
ence might grasp a conception of the size.

Then there was a mirror on which
Astaire and Powell danced around and
over which may have presented some
photographic problem.s—pure white garb
against a deeply black background. The
mirror was sixty feet .square—3600
square feet, but appearing several times
larger. The mirror was created in sec-
tions. In the finished print there is no
evidence visible the dancers smashed
thirty of these sections.

In the Pierrot and Pierrette number
put on by Astaire and Powell fifty-three
diff'erent light set-ups were required for
the opening few minutes.

•

ANOTHER fine picture was added to
the several which had been released
•during the past few days when on

Febiuary 1 Warner Brothers previewed
"Dr. Ehrlich's Magic Bullet." Edward
G. Robinson is the player who took over
one of the most delicate portrayals ever
assigned a screen actor. But with such
tact had the screen play writers per-
formed their task that he went through
the part without a thought of giving of-

fense. The writers were John Huston,
Heinz Herald and Norman Bumside. It

was a splendid script—and a splendid
directing and acting performance.
Ruth Gordon, who made her picture

debut as Mary Todd Lincoln in the re-
cent "Abe Lincoln of Illinois," made her
second appearance on the screen as Mrs.
Ehrlich. It is a deeply sympathetic part,
the opposite of her Lincoln portrayal,
and one that even more strongly will

make for her popularity. Prominent in

the cast were Otto Kruger, Donald Crisp,
Maria Ouspenskaya and Montagu Love.
The settings, meaning the properties,

perhaps were the most pretentious re-

called. The company went to great time,
research and expense to visualize on the
screen the experimental laboratories and
manufacturing establishments of Dr.
Ehrlich, perhaps at the time the great-
est in the world.
Jimmy Howe, A.S.C., was the direc-

tor of photography. It was two great
biographical stories in a row, being a
follower of "Abe Lincoln in Illinois."

Seldom does it fall to a cinematographer
to handle consecutively two such un-
usual, two such great, films.

•

In one of the greatest of outdoor
stories, "Northwest Passage," M-G-M
Studio has done itself proud in many de-
partments. In the first place, let it be
said that unthinking persons may declare
the production to be a natural for men
and not so much for women. Undoubt-
edly that will prove to be only part of
the truth.

Conceding the story ignores the roman-
tic side, that it magnifies the adventur-
ous, the heroic, the hazardous, and brings
out the sufferings and the sacrifices de-
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manded of men who lay the groundwork
of a later peaceful life, who will assume
women are not concerned in these major
factors of frontier soldiering. "North-
west Passage" may be a man's story all

right, but also it will carry plenty of

thrills for women. The women will trail

along with the men to see the picture.

Spencer Tracy is the head and front of

the picture. He has the part of Major
Rogers, the chief of Rogers' Rangers, the
small but most effective force of Indian
fighters operating out of Portsmouth,
N. H., in 1759 and later. Its allies were
the British Redcoats and its enemies the

French and Indians.

There are events in the picture that
stand out, things of such size as will

live in the memory. There is the cross-

ing of the Idaho river rapids by the
Rangers for one of these. Tracy, im-
mersed in the river and with one arm
locked around the trunk of a tree, served
as the anchor as one by one clasped
hands and swung out across the rapids.

When contact with the opposite shore
was established then began the crossing
of the remaining men with the added
impedimenta of the men on the chain.

It was a battle. A crew of lifesavers
was strung along to pick up any who
slipped through the chain.

There was the attack on the Indian
village in the early morning hours. It

was a pretentious encampment, housing
several hundred—one of the biggest in

film history.

Sidney Wagner, A.S.C., and William
V. Skall, A. B.C., were the directors of
photography, which was in Technicolor
throughout. And throughout it was of
the best. Giving just an idea of the
labor involved in this department, there
were 1268 different set-ups for the
cameras on nine major sets. Of the 298,-

000 feet of Technicolor negative that
had been exposed 262,000 were printed.
There were in addition 192,345 feet of
sound track printed.

•

In M-G-M's "The Ghost Comes Home"
Frank Morgan is seen in another "new
departure" picture, following up his role
in "The Shop Around the Corner." Un-
doubtedly he attracted more attention in

the latter picture than it is likely he
will in the present one. Of course in it

he was more a part of the show rather
than as in the present one a dominating
factor. In the preceding picture he was
attended by all the elevating influences
of a strictly No. 1 performance, with two
veteran stars and a veteran director.

In the present film Morgan, the star,
is accompanied by a young woman play-
ing her first romantic lead. Opposite Ann
Rutherford is John Shelton, in his first

leading screen part. Recently signed by
M-G-M, Shelton makes a splendid impres-
sion. He will go far. There are good
players in the other roles—as for in-

stance Billie Burke, Reginald Owen, Don-
ald Meek, Nat Pendleton, Frank Albert-
son, Harold Huber and Hobart Cava-
naugh.
The story is simple, with no spectacu-

lar or dramatic heights; but to an aver-
age audience it will interest and amuse,
perhaps highly and perhaps mildly, de-
pending to a degree upon the frequency
with which the individual attends the
pictures.

Leonard Smith, A.S.C., is the director
of photography. He acquits himself with
credit in a spot that had its difficulties.

•

Paramount's "Seventeen" is a picture
upon which there may be wide differ-

ences of opinion as to its appeal. After
all, perhaps it is a young person's story,

although there is reason to be skeptical
on this point, too. The woman who for
lo these many has sat down to breakfast
opposite this writer—and who, by the
way, is also something more than seven-
teen herself, was quite charmed with the
story. She frankly was interested in it

—thought it a most appealing portrayal
of the difficulties encountered by a boy

in love, of the magnitude in his imagina-
tion of the many factors opposing him,
factors which his parents among others
were inclined to minimize.

Jackie Cooper plays Willie Baxter

—

plays the part for all he is worth, with
force and conviction aplenty. Betty
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Field is Lola Pratt, the girl from Chi-
cago who comes to visit the small town
where the story is staged. She causes
herself to be properly disliked. As one
of a group of young folks remarked as
she was filing out of the theatre "We all

just hated her."

Contributing to the entertainment side
as opposed to those who fostered the an-
tagonistic, the unpleasant, side of the
story were Otto Kruger as father Bax-
ter and Ann Shoemaker as mother Bax-
ter. Also there was the little girl, Jane
Baxter (Norma Nelson), who delegated
herself to put her big brother under
espionage and to keep her mother in-

formed. Along with her parents she did
a splendid job.

There was another character who did
valiant service to contribute a laugh or
two to a tale that at times seemed over-
drawn. That was Thomas Ross, who
struggled with a typewriter while the
spooners spooned in an adjoining room
or under his window.

Victor Milner, A.B.C., was the director
of photography; he gave the picture of
his abundance, but it was not "The Great
Victor Herbert," abounding in oppor-
tunities to display his many wares.

New Kodaguides Offer Aid
To Advanced Photographers
Two new Kodaguides, of definite prac-

tical value for the professional and com-
mercial photographer and the advanced
amateur, are announced from Rochester
by the Eastman Kodak Company.

One, the Eastman Film Kodaguide,
provides extensive and valuable data on
all Eastman Sheet Films, miniature
films, and roll and pack films in general
use. Data include identification of film
type, color sensitivity, Kodak speeds,
Weston and General Electric meter set-

tings both daylight and tungsten, a

AsTROp
LENSES

1.8

2.3

for sale by

Mitchell Camera Corporation
665 North Robertson Blvd.

West Hollywood, California

notching code chart, a chart showing the
monochrome rendering of colors by each
film type under tungsten light, and day-
light and tungsten factors for eight
commonly used filters (K-1, K-2, X-1, G,
A, F, B and C-5) when used with each
film type.

In addition, spectrograms of all film

types and spectral transmissions of all

filters are charted in full color—and all

this material is presented on a single
handy, Kodapak-laminated, pocket-size
card 3 by 4 '/i inches!

The other guide, known as the Effec-
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provement in the resolving
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tive Lens Aperture Kodaguide, will be of
material use to photographers in all

branches of copying and small-objwt
photography, when lenses are used at
other-than-normal extensions. Covering
all lenses from 25mm to 30-inches focal
length, and lens-to-film distances from 1

to 64 inches, this Kodaguide will be of
value both in still photography and in

motion-picture work where extension
tubes are employed.

One dial setting, for a known lens-to-
film extension, immediately indicates the
effective values of the f/numbers at that
degree of extension, and also gives the
correct factor for increasing or decreas-
ing shutter time at an indicated f/num-
ber setting, to obtain normal exposure.

The new Kodaguides, each retailing at

10 cents, supplement a list of eleven now
in regular use by amateur or profes-
sional photographers.

Self-Reflecting Photoflood
Lamp Is Designed by GE

And now comes a self-reflecting photo-
flood lamp with a black neck. This new
refinement applied to the 500-watt Mazda
photoflood lamp R2, a revolutionary light
source introduced last year, is announced
by General Electric's lamp department
at Nela Park, Cleveland.

The black opaque coating on the out-
side and extending for two inches from
the lamp's base to a point beyond the
lamp's interior aluminum reflecting sur-
face is designed to prevent stray light

from escaping.

The new black-neck feature was de-
veloped in response to unforeseen uses
to which professional and amateur pho-
tographers have been putting the R2
lamp. One and sometimes two GE R2
photofloods are often used—as shown
in this photo of a studio set-up—with
the flood source, or sources, very near
and just ahead of the camera.

In cases of this kind, the opaque coat-
ing prevents stray light from spilling

backward through the lamp's neck and
into the camera lens.

Showinrj self-reflecting photoflood lamp
with black neck issued by G.E.
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Light on Outdoor Pictures
(Continued from Page 1.U)

ground will fall out of focus faster than

when you use a standard lens.

Also", its field is smaller, which allows

you to place reflectors or diffusing frames

closer to the actors. Telephoto lenses

should be used as much as possible for

portrait use, unless the actions require

more area of field for movements with-

out panoraming the camera.

Many amateurs replace reflectors,

when they can, by using photoflood lights

to lift the shadows on faces. Using
photofloods outdoors is less troublesome

than reflectors and get the same result.

Although you use artificial light, it is not

advisable to change the meter setting

for artificial light, as sunlight is to pre-

dominate.

Use Plenty of Time
Good lighting cannot be set in a hurry,

and keep in mind that Time is the cheap-

est commodity when filming motion pic-

tues. Use plenty of it, plan your light-

ing, angles and camera technique, con-

stantly checking your progress in the

finder until your scene is as pleasing as

you wished it. Strive for a result as

professional as your equipment will per-

mit.

The still photographer can control his

highlights and shadows to a great extent

while making his enlargements in the

darkroom. Your screen results must be
produced in your camera.

This should train you to be more criti-

cal and your technique must be more ex-

acting. If you film motion pictures with
excellent results, you can be reasonably
classed as a better photographer than a

still photographer.

Good judgment and common sense play
as important a part in good lighting set-

ups as any basic lighting rule that may
exist.

Avoid the use of flat lighting. A slight

change of camera position will give you
a cross lighting efi^ect adding life to the
scene. This is true when shooting both
panchromatic and color movies.

The only pictures that receive out-
standing merit are those which have
taken time and study to produce. Most
amateurs are pressed for time since their
filming activities are confined to week-
ends or evenings. They have a tendency
to speed up their shooting and neglect
the details that brand their picture as
amateurish.

Your reaction to a Hollywood "quickie"
is identical to the reaction that your
own audience receives when it views your
"quickie." Poorly lighted films soon find

1 DiffuSvJ F^7r'us and maoi^ fA\ivr »ff«rls

Gcorqc? H. Schoibc
ORIGINATOR OF EFFECT FILTERS
1927 WEST TSTH ST LOS ANGELES CAL

their way to the bottom of presentable
films.

After spending money for film, time to

film the picture and energy in planning
each shot, can you afford to produce a
scenario that is insufficient in entertain-

ment quality?

Chicago Cinema Club
The Chicago Cinema Club issues News

Flashes, which under date of February 2

is a honey, whether you are thinking in

terms of style or content. Peter S.

Besek is the editor. His associates are

J. R. Brongel, Charles Edwards, Francis
Hessler and A. W. Saunders. News
Flashes is in four pages and measures
5i'2 by SVs, or half letter size.

Two of the pages are typewritten full

width and two are of half width, or two
columns to a page. On three of the
four pages the lines are "justified" in

printer's parlance, that meaning to the
uninitiated each line comes out full.

The end of the lines do not fall where

Fried

16mm.
Sound and

Picture

Printer

Model DB

For Black & White and
Kodachrome Duplicating

FRIED CAMERA CO.
6156 Santa Monica Blvd.

HOLLYWOOD, CALIF.

Cable Address: FRIEDCAMCO

1

PACIFIC
LABORATORIES
Complete 16mm. Film Service

MACHINE DEVELOPING
For the Professional Photographer.
Densitometry, and Time and Tem-
perature Control. Specializing in

Negative-Positive Sound Track and
Picture work. Also Duplicate Neg-
atives, Composite Prints, etc.

SOUND RECORDING
Direct on 16MM film. Dubbing, Nar-
ration, Sound Effects, and Absolute
Synchronous Sound on film. Sound
Camera and Sound Truck avail-

able for location.

1027 NO. fflGHLAND
HOLLYWOOD HI-0226 CALIFORNIA

the words normally would bring them,
but extra spaces are supplied as neces-
sary. The job, and it is a tough one, is

well done.
On page 1 is some advice about the

value of snow scenes in your library.

"We had a nice snow storm here only a
few weeks ago, albeit the zero wave
which accompanied the snowflakes was
no musical symphony to any except the
hardiest northerners or the famed
'Polar Bears' of this city," declares the
editor. "But we did get some good pic-

tures of places and people, mostly the
latter, that should look pretty good to us
along about July or August.
"But there'll be another snowfall at

least before spring, one of those soft,

clingy snowfalls, when you plough
through it as though through down.
Then, if ever, is everything made to order
for you for a real perfect setting to

almost any picture you may have or want
to make."
Another suggestion or several of them

under the heading of Cinechatter are:

Here's an idea for editing that Ye
Editor has had in mind to do for months
but has never got around to it. If you
have a bunch of unrelated parade shots
lying among your useless footage, why
not put it all together, give it a good
title, something like "Everybody Loves a
Parade" and score it to music of the
same nature.

B&H Film Laboratory OK's
Kodachrome Film Cleaner

Bell & Howell calls attention to the
fact that Filmoleen cleaning fluid is rec-
ommended for Kodachrome film as well
as for black and white. B&H wishes
to point out that while Filmoleen, along
with other cleaners, will remove the
slight surplus of dye from the surface
of the color film, giving the cleaning
fabric a yellowish tinge, the colors of
the film are in no way afl^ected. It is

stated that after the first tinge of color
is removed, subsequent cleanings with
Filmoleen have no further effect in this

respect.

It is stated further that in thoroughly
testing the cleaner in its engineering
laboratory, a Filmoleen-cleaned loop of
Kodachrome film was projected nearly
500 times, with no effect whatsoever on
the color.

MOVIOLA
FILM EDITING EQUIPMENT

Used in Every Major Studio
Illustrated Literature on request

MOVIOLA CO.
1451 Gordon St. Hollywood, Calif.

8 Enlarged
TO 16 Reduced

TO 8
Geo. W. Colburn Laboratory

Special Motion Picture Printing

1197 MERCHANDISE MART
CHICAGO
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NON-GLARE COATING SPEEDS LENSES
(CovtiriKvd from I'ayc 10!)

)

need not be confined solely to motion
picture camera lenses. It will be equal-

ly beneficial when applied to the lenses

of still cameras, optical printers, pro-

jection lenses and the like, while the

advantages to be gained from applying
the treatment to the optical systems used

in recording and reproducing sound,

where speed and extreme resolving pow-
er are so necessary, should be equally

revolutionary.
The possibilities inherent in the com-

bination of treated camera and recorder

lenses with the recently developed tech-

niques of fine grain recording and print-

ing seem tremendous.

In addition, there are many other

glass surfaces which can benefit by non-
glare treatment. In many types of trick

photography, mirrors are employed.
Conventionally, front-surface mirrors
are used, to eliminate the double image
given by the inevitable reflection from
the glass surface of an ordinary rear

surface mirror.

Such mirrors are expensive, and
scratch and tarnish very easily. But if

the glass used is given this anti-reflec-

tion treatment, the cheaper and more
durable back surface-mirrors may be
used with perfect satisfaction.

Used On Production

Paramount's experiments with treat-

ed lenses have been under way for sev-

eral months. The studio's optical en-

gineers had been closely watching the
progress of Dr. Strong's work, and as
soon as it was learned that he felt the
process had reached the stage of com-
mercial practicability, the Paramount en-
gineers launched their own programme
of tests.

Two identical lenses were selected
from the studio's stock: both were
standard three-inch Astro "P a n-

Tachars," which the most exhaustive op-
tical and photographic tests had proved
to be identical in all optical character-
istics. One lens was treated; the other
was not.

Tests on the optical bench and in ac-

tual photographic use immediately re-

vealed the advantages of the non-reflec-
tion treatment. In consequence, a com-
plete set of objectives ranging from a
28mm. to a three-inch were treated, and
after many tests were used on actual
production.

At this writing, several sequences of

the production "The Ghost Breaker"
have been filmed entirely with the treat-
ed lenses. So successful have been the
results that, as has been said, it seems
probable that all of the studio's lenses
will be given the non-reflection treat-
ment.

In closing, the writer has been asked
to state that as Dr. Strong is primari-
ly a research scientist and engaged in

further exacting research activities, any
in()uiries as to the commercial applica-

tion of this process should not be ad-
dressed to him, but to the Vard Me-
chanical Laboratory of Pasadena, which
is undertaking commercial development
of the system.
A pilot installation, capable of treat-

ing objects up to about four or five

inches in diameter, is now in operation,
and eciuipment of larger capacity is be-
ing installed. The process as a whole
seems capable of unlimited application
in photography, and represents without
doubt one of the most sensational ad-
vances in many years.

comedies, newsreels, films on history,

travel, industry, religion, adventure
music, sport, teacher training—all ar<

fully described, some in minute detail,

that the customer may know in advani
as much as possible about the film h
orders.

ONLY 6fte> ADJUSTMENT
After the necessary initial focusing, the B-M Model F
Sound Recording Unit never requires other adjust-

ments. For utmost simplicity, all parts are adjusted at

the factory and permanently locked. Write for literature.

B & H Film Book 1940 Edition
30 Percent Gain Over 1938

Literally a "blue book" of film informa-
tion, the 1940 edition of the Filmosound
Library Catalog is now available, oppoi-
tunely coming just at the height of the
film-booking season. Bell & Howell an-
nounces that the new 92 page film book is

28 pages larger than last year's catalog,
that it lists 400 more films, and that it is

more helpful than ever as a guide to the
selection and evaluation of film pro-
grams.

Geared to meet the most diversified de-
mands of educator, industrialist, home,
church and community, the library offers

carefully selected films on a vast variety
of subjects, and the new edition of the
catalog covers them all.

Hollywood features, nature subjects,

B-M
SOUND RECORDING UNIT

MODEL F

I
A compactl

ugged and guar^
anteed 35 mm. SOi
recording unit for *ym^
metrical V A track.

Frequency

response

chart

The BERNDT-MAURER Corp.
117 EAST 24th STREET • NEW YORK, N.Y.

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
FOR SALE

THE WORLD'S LARGEST VARIETY OF
Studio and Laboratory equipment with latest
improvements as used in Hollywood at tremen-
dous savings. New and Used. Mitchell, Bell-
Howell, Akeley, De Brie. Eyemo. animation
process cameras, lenses, color magazines, adapt-
ors, lighting equipment, silencing blimps,
dollies, printers, splicers, moviolas, motors,
light-testers, gear boxes, synchronizers. Guar-
anteed optically and mechanically perfect. Send
for bargain catalogue.
HOLLYWOOD CAMERA EXCHANGE

1600 Cahuenga Blvd. Hollywood, Calif.
Cable : Hocamex

WE BUY, SELL AND RENT PROFESSIONAL
AND 16mm EQUIPMENT, NEW AND USED.
WE ARE DISTRIBUTORS FOR ALL LEAD-
ING MANUFACTURERS. RUBY CAMERA
EXCHANGE, 729 Seventh Ave.. New York City.
Established since 1910.

STUDIO, RECORDING. AND LABORATORY
equipment. New, Used, Rebuilt, Cameras.
Printers, Splicers, Recorders, Amplifiers, Movi-
olas, Motors, Developers, Galvanometers, Opti-
cal Systems, Glowlamps, All at Lowdown
Prices. Send for Bargain Bulletin. Will Buy
or Trade. S. O. S. Cinema Supply Corp., 636
11th Ave.. New York, N. Y.

BELL & HOWELL, 5-WAY SOUND PRINTER.
CAMERA EQUIPMENT COMPANY

1600 Broadway New York City
Tel. Circle 6-5080 Cable: Cinequip

WE BUY 8- 16- 35MM MOVIE EQUIPMENT,
CAMERAS, LENSES, PROJECTORS, ACCES-
SORIES, SILENT-SOUND. WRITE FOR BAR-
GAIN BULLETIN.

CAMERA MART, DEPT. D
70 WEST 4.5TH STREET NEW YORK

RABY STUDIO EQUIPMENT TURNTABL
dolly in new condition. Also Fearless . . . Bliml

CAMERA EQUIPMENT COMPANY
1600 Broadway New York Cil

Tel. Circle 6-5080 Cable: Cin^

WESTERN ELECTRIC INTERLOCK MOTOl
mounted on door for Mitchell Standard Cameri

CAMERA EQUIPMENT COMPANY
1600 Broadway New York Ci
Tel. Circle 6-5080 Cable: Cineq'

E.4STMAN SOUND KODASCOPE SPECIAI
Demonstrator like new—Cost S800—Sell $501

Cash. McLarty Business Films. Buffalo. N. T

AKELEY AUDIO SINGLE SYSTEM CAME_
with focussing turret in excellent condition
Equipped with practically every built in feature
Five lenses, Mitchell upright finder and matti

box. Four motors: 110 volt D.C. and 32 vol*

DC Selsyn. 110 and 220 volt A.C. SynchronoUB
Berndt-Maurer galvanometer ; portable am'
fier : RCA dynamic microphone. All
cases, cloth barney.

RALPH STEINER
1 Eait 12th Street New York Ci*

WANTED
WE PAY CASH FOR EVERYTHING PHOTO
GRAPHIC. Write us today. Hollywood Camer
E-xchange. 1600 Cahuenga Blvd., Hollywood.

WANTED TO BUY FOR CASH
CAMERAS AND ACCESSORIES

MITCHELL. B & H. EYEMO. DEBRIE. AKELEl
ALSO LABORATORY AND CUTTING ROOJf

EQUIPMENT
CAMERA EQUIPMENT COMPANY

1600 BROADWAY, NEW YORK CITY
CABLE: CINEQUIP
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our movies can be no better than the camera with which you make them,

t's time you owned a really fine camera . . . one so precise that it would
ilways assure professional results with amateur ease . . . one so versatile it

A'ould permit you to cope with every movie opportunity. Get that kind of a

novie camera now—a FILMO, precision-made by the makers of Holly-

wood's professional movie equipment. Easy terms available.

e Ready for Every Shot
. . . with th* n«w Fllme Turret S. This midget

miracle combines the economy of 8 mm. film

with the instant readiness of a newsreel man's

camera! Mounts three lenses and matching

Ttewfinders on a revolving turret. Just turn

(he turret, and the correct lens and finder are

in position ready to shoot—one quicic oper-

ation! Also has new eye-paraliax-correcting

viewfinder; critical focuser; four speeds, in-

cluding slow motion; and single frame ex-

posure. With 12M mm. F 2.5 lens $140

FILMO PROJECTORS
Both Fully Gear DrivBn!

Mttti lit their best,

new i ilmo-Master 8. With many
^fca(ure%, i( offers theater-quality

and absolute film safety. Has
lOO-wali lamp; gear drive through-

lit P 1.6 lens; 2(>0-foot film capacity;
lis lock; two-way (ill; radio inter-

C«eliniina(or; (ripod socke(; separa(e

I

switch; and many o(her fea(ures.

$t 18

The nd^^^^HH^Wlmo-Master Silent

Projector provides ex(ra power and
ex(ra convenience. Is fully gear driven.
Has speedy power rewind. Has power-
ful 7 50-wa(( lamp and Magnili(e con-
denser for i2% grea(er pic(ure bril-

liance. Has two-way tilt; reverse switch;
still-picture clutch; "floating film" pro-
tection; metered lubrication; other fea-

tures. Wi(h 400-foo( capaci(y, two-inch
F 1.6 lens, and carrying case $139

SMIoadingI" No ThfotBng of FUml

:ASY Does If

. . . with the new Shelloading Filmo. This trim,

pocket-fitting 16 mm. camera gives you unusual
versatility and almost automatic ease of operation.

It "sheiloads" with pre-threaded 16 mm. film maga*
zines. Permits mid-reel changes from color to black-

and-white. Has built-in, damage-proof, "positive"

viewfinder which eliminates off-center pictures even
if your eye wanders! Has four speeds and single frame
exposure. Uses all special lenses. With one-inch F 2.7

lens $115

FREE! New Filmo Accessory Catalog
Every movie maker anxious to improve his
films should have a copy of the new 36-page
Filmo Accessory Catalog. It's a guide book
to the innumerable fascinating things you
can do with a personal movie outfit, and it

presents units that will extend your camera's
abilities into delightful new fields of movie
making. Mail coupon today for your free
copy. i^jyy FILMS AVAILABLE
Expect a Baby? Dr. David Bennett Hill has prepared three new
single-reel films, 16 mm. sound or silent, on prenatal, infant,
and child care. Order by name: Before the Baby Comes; The
First Year; The Child Grows Up.

Like Astronomy? A new, condensed edition of Ruroy Sibley's
popular astronomy demonstration is now available in two reels,
16 mm. sound or silent. Title: Seeing the Universe.

Charming Fairy Story — told in superlative puppet technique.
(Two reels, 1 6 mm. sound or silent. ) Title: King and Scullery Maid.

A A ii „jii A i\fk
mall Coupon for Ftff FIIM LIST. Bell & Howell Coinpany, Chicago:

; HoU> wood; London. V.sttibliti

MAIL TODAY

BFIL & HOWELL COMPANY
1848 Larchmont Ave., Chicago, 111.

Send ( ) free Filmo Accessory Catalog; ( ) free list of
( ) sound ( ) silent 16 mm. films for home showings.

Include details on ( ) new 16 mm. Shelloading Filmo Cam-
era; ( ) Filmo Turret 8; ( ) Filmo-Master 8 mm. Projector;
( ) Filmo-Master 16 mm. Projector.

Name

Address

City. . State.

PRECISION-MADE BY

ELL & HOWELL



MITCHELL
Camera Corporation

Congratidates

GREGG TOLAND, A.S.C.,

on winning the

Academy 1939 award for finest

black and white photography

with Samuel Goldwyn^s

'Wuthering Heights/^

MITCHELL CAMERA CORPORATION
665 NORTH ROBERTSON BOULEVARD

WEST HOLLYWOOD. CALIF.
Cab)- Address "MITCAMCO"

BELL & HOWELL, LTD., London, England

CLAUD C. CARTER, ^lydney, Australia

D. NAGASE & CO., LTD., Osaka, Japan

AGENCIES

Phone oxford 1051

MOTION PICTURE CAMERA SUPPLY CO., New York City

FAZALBHOY, LTD.. Bombay, India

H. NASSIBIAN, Cairo. Eavot
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SUPERIOR-2
Wins on Performance

Experience confirms the high speed rating

of this new film. Results establish its fine

grain size, wide latitude and excellent

Plan to photograph your next produc-

tion on Superior-Z. With this versatile film

you are assured of a fine cinematographic

result.

Du Pont Film Manufacturing Corporation

photographic quality.

INCORPORATED

9 Rockefeller Plaza
New York . . . N. Y.
Plant . . Parlin, N.J.

Smith & Alter, Ltd.
6656 Santa Monica Blvd.
Hollywood . . California

BETTER THINGS for BETTER LIVING through CHEMISTRY



Improve Your Eyemo or Filmo 70

"Positive'' Viewfinder

YES sir—the Eyemo or Filmo 70 Camera that you now have can
be brought right up to date by fitting to it the new Bell & Howell

Positive Viewfinder and Viewfinder Turret which mounts three
matching viewfinder objectives.

The new units are not expensive, and they're so designed that you
can easily install them yourself.

The new "POSITIVE" viewfinder magnifies rather than masks,
with any lens. The entire finder aperture is filled with large-size,

upright, sharply outlined image. Eye parallax is eliminated. Even
when your eye wanders from the exact center of the eyepiece, you
still see precisely the field being filmed.

NEW viewfinder turret enables you to select matching view-
finder objective unit with same speed you pick the lens.

Mail the coupon now for details and cost of bringing your present
Eyemo or Filmo 70 right up to the moment. Other new features may
also be added—see coupon. Bell & Howell Company, 1848 Larch-
mont Ave., Chicago; 30 Rockefeller Plaza, New York; 716 North La
Brea Ave., Hollywood; 13-14 Great Castle
St., London. Established 1907.

FILMO 70- D:
Master of personal
movie cameras — de-

signed and built by the master crafts-

men who make Hollywood's pre-
cision equipment. Seven film speed:;,

ncluding slow motion; turret head
for quick lans changes; wide variety

of optional accessories, all remov-
able without tools— electric motor
drive, e.ternal magazines holding
up to 400 feet of film, and others.
Coupon brings details.

No other camera offers the professional the
versatility and dependability of the Eyemo.
Swift change of lenses; conversion from
100-film capacity to 200- or 400-foot maga-
zines; tripod mount or light, easy-to-handle
hand camera; change from electric to spring
or hand drive; silent—or hookup for sound;
slow-motion or silent or sound speeds, plus
the two new features that assure accurate
composition and quicker setup—"Positive"
Viewfinder with Viewfinder Turret.

My Eyemo Serial No. is

My Filmo Serial No. is Send in-
formation on other modernizations for my particular
camera.

PRECISION-MADE BY

BELL & HOWELL
I Name . . .

Address

.

City.

BELL & HOVC'ELL COMPANY ac 4 4o
1848 Larchmont Ave., Chicago, 111.

Send details about "Positive" Viewfinder for mv
jEyemo Model GK., OL-M, ON-O, DP-Q; OFilmoVO.

.Slate.
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Men working around cameras are accustomed to curious perches
for their equipment. The idea of danger seldom occurs to them

—

and then again there sometimes are compensations. In this case,

Tony Gaudio, A.S.C, and his crew, which filmed "Till W^e Meet
Again," climbed their 75-foot parallel or platform to shoot Merle
Oberon for a scene in Warner Brothers' picture.

The "liner set," one of Warner's most interesting exteriors, was
windier than Chicago in March on the day this shot was made.
The fragile platform swayed merrily. The man with Miss Oberon
is William K. Howard, the director subbing for Edmund Goulding
when the latter fell ill.

Carl Guthrie is operating cameraman and Mac Julian exposed
the photograph.
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BEING SOME FILM
Virginia City

Warner Brothers' "Virginia City" is a

sure-enough picture. It is of magnitude
in several ways. Its locations have
sweep, ruggedness, unusual appeal to the

city man who gets his atmosphere of

desert and crag and plain from the
screen. It has provided abundant oppor-
tunity for spectacular and thrilling pho-
tography.

The picture has a story, a love story,

one of those tough ones meaning that
now you know you have her, now you
are not sure you want her, now how are
you going to get along without her

—

and, mind you, this is a triangle: two
men and a woman. The woman and the
other man are about as badly off as the
hero.

The picture runs for two hours and
ten minutes, and yet it is not long. It

appeals to the eye as well as to the
heart. Everything is on a big scale, and
yet as so often happens there is no ten-
dency just because the picture is big,
that there are crowds of men and women,

ito
neglect heart interest.

Again the story is of the North and
South. It is of the closing days of the
civil war, of Southerners living in Vir-
jginia City who attempt to run five mil-
uion in gold bullion across the country
into the Confederacy. Errol Flynn is the
Northern army captain who is assigned
ito capture the five million, Randolph
Scott is the Southern captain who at-
tempts to get it through, Miriam Hop-
kins is the girl who is between two
loves.

There is a big cast, and plenty for it

to do. Among these are Humphrey Bo-
gart, Frank McHugh, Alan Hale, Guinn
"Big Boy" Williams, Russell Simpson,
Victor Kilian and Charles Middleton.

Sol Polito, A.S.C., and his photographic
crew contribute vastly to the charm and
beautiful quality of the picture. In loca-
tions, splendidly photographed, "Virginia
City" easily will rank as one of a half
dozen in a year's production. He who
joverlooks this one will be missing a bet.

Its opening thrill is accentuated by the
superb music of Max Steiner, and that
music clings closely to the spectator all
the way to the closing: In which Miriam
Hopkins pleads for the life of a man
from President Lincoln—a moving scene,
one of rare power.

•

Primrose Path

Last spring this reporter saw in New
York a play titled "Primrose Path," the
chief drag of which as it appealed to him
at the time was its coarse language and
raw language. On the stage it was like
•'Grapes of Wrath" in the book. As he
with some difficulty recalls he received
no particular rise out of the drama, per-

By George Blaisdell

haps feeling if the drab stuff were re-
moved there would be not much left.

RKO-Radio has remade the play, for
which the screenplay was written by
Allan Scott and Gregory La Cava, the lat-

ter of whom also directed. The result is

well worth while. That is true in spite of
the fact there are no beautiful settings,
practically the entire course of the story
being on the other side of the tracks. It
is peopled by everyday folks, folks whose
grammar would attract startled attention
in any drawing room.

If the Hays organization can be point-
ed to as being responsible for the mir-
acle which Scott and La Cava have
wrought in this instance then the group
can be well said to have justified its

existence in that one contribution alone.
Ginger Rogers and Joel McCrea have

the leads. Their work rings of quality,
all the way. They are supported by a
strong cast, Marjorie Rambeau, Henry
Travers, Miles Mander, and Queenie Vas-
sar, who puts vitriol aplenty into the
part of the villainous Grandma.

Joe August, A.S.C., and Vernon L.
Walker, A.S.C., the latter being respon-
sible for the special effects, are behind
the photography. Vernon Steele, music
critic, at the conclusion of the picture
remarked upon the splendid quality of
the sound. He followed with the ques-
tion: "How about the photography?"

"I didn't see it," the reporter was
compelled to confess. Steele chuckled.
"It must have been good beyond ques-
tion," remarked the wise critic. B^it that
is Joe August's way of doing things—he
did that in sunlit "Gunga Din" and he
did it in low-lighted "Primrose Path."

By the way, John L. Cass recorded
the picture.

•

Rebecca

Selznick International again has rung
the bell with Daphne du Maurier's "Re-
becca." It is a grim picture, altogether,
although it is not without its leavening
influences. It is stern drama, running
true to the book, gripping and not re-

pelling; fascinating, intriguing.

For those who, as some may view it,

fortunately have not read the book, the
tragic disclosures at the end are entirely
unsuspected. Altogether, the story closes
with what used to be and still is some-
times described as an "O. Henry finish,"

a surprise ending of the first order.

Primarily it is a woman's story, that
is, if the tale may be any stronger for
one sex than for the other. On the wom-

an's side there are two who are present

—

a good woman and a bad woman, the
latter one of whom may be cordially
hated by both man and woman. The
one who plays the character of the good
woman is a sure-enough blood sister of
the one who played the lovable Melanie
in "Gone with the Wind." And Joan Fon-
taine's portrayal of the second Mrs. de
Winter is a rare performance. So, too,

in her translation of wickedness or more
truthfully meanness to the screen is

Judith Anderson as Mrs. Danvers.

There is another woman, the first Mrs.
de Winter, who has been dead a year
when the second Mrs. de Winter enters
the picture. She is never absent from the
life of those who people the story; her
hand is in and on everything. For those
who may read this and later may see
the picture it would be a shame to un-
cover the story of her married life.

The male lead is Laurence Olivier, a
man who already has gone far on the
stage and screen. His characterization
of the de Winter who is the head of a
great landed house, mostly unsmiling and
often exceedingly serious, will carry him
further, for his work is bound to en-
hance his fame.

It is an English tale and it is freely
sprinkled with English actors as well as
being guided by an English director, Al-

fred Hitchcock. Some of those players
are George Sanders, Nigel Bruce, Regi-
nald Denny, C. Aubrey Smith, Florence
Bates and Gladys Cooper.

George Barnes, A.S.C., directed the
photography and in notable manner.
Many of the sets were staged in the
enormous castle or mansion of the de
Winters, with interminable halls and
great rooms presenting their problems
of lighting. Jack Cosgrove was in charge
of the special effects. One of the spec-

tacular sequences was the burning and
destruction of the homestead.

•

Strange Cargo

Little if any laughter follows the un-
reeling of M-G-M's "Strange Cargo,"
featuring Clark Gable and Joan Craw-
ford. We say featuring Clark Gable and
Joan Crawford. We should include in

any such catagory the name of Ian
Hunter. In the casting he is placed third,

but well he might have been placed
either first or second.

To the two leads there were allotted
parts that were harsh and rough, not
pleasant parts. They were stern and
rough parts. Life had dealt unevenly
with the two, and it was reflected in
their characters. To Hunter, the mys-
terious convict in a penal colony in
Guiana, is given a Christlike role. To
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Charlen Winninyer leans over the figure
of Richard Carlson "Beyond Tomorrow,"
RKO-Radio picture, which was produced

by Leo Garmcs, A.S.C.

his interpretation of the lines that fell

to him meant the lifting of the picture
from a rating that was so-so to one of
really impressive proportions.
The picture was based on RicVard

Sale's book entitled "Not Too Narrow,
Not Too Deep." For the interpretation
of the screenplay written by Lawrence
Hazard an unusually fine east was em-
ployed—Peter Lorre, Paul Lukas, Albert
Dekker, J. Edward Bromberg, Eduardo
Ciannelli, John Arledge, Frederic Wor-
lock, Bernard Nedell, Victor Varconi

—

the latter in a most impres:;ive bit at the
conclusion.

Robert Planck, A.S.C, was director of
photography. There was a wide variety
in the locations he was called upon to re-
produce, of white walled exteriors under
extreme sunlight, of interiors devoid of
light, of shaded jungle scenes, of night
shots over stormy and raging waters, of
a sailing vessel becalmed at night.
The photography matched the atmos-

phere of a sternly brutal story, leavened
spiritually by the placid comments and
advice and conduct of the imperturbable,
unruffled and thoroughly human Cam-
breau.

•

Dr. Cyclops

With its release of "Dr. Cyclops"
Paramount will raise many a question
in the minds of photographers—and not
only amateurs at that. The picture all

the way through its course touches on
magic—frequently more than "touches";
how it lays a heavy hand on the magical
would be a better description.
The story is of a scientist working

in the wilderness who not only goes mad
in the course of his experiments but who
also is losing his sight. He invites
fellow-scientists to visit him, seeking to
have them straighten him out along
those lines where he fails because of his
physical handicaps to learn the truth.
They do set him straight. When they
are curtly dismissed they rebel at the
discourtesy, become peevish and decide
they will not be dismissed. The feud
follows.

Dr. Cyclops discovers a method by
which he reduces animals in size. En-
raged at the refusal of his visitors, three
men and a woman, to depart he in-

veigles the four into his chamber and
turns on the works. When we again see
them the tallest of the four is about 14
inches. The battle from that point is one
between midgets and their wits against
a giant and his wits but handicapped by
failing eyesight.

The photographic difficulties are many
sided. The film is Technicolor. The
giant by comparison is of normal size,

as are the sets in which he works—

-

unchanged to coincide with the arrival

of the midgets. The midgets and the

giant occupy the same sets simultane-
ously.

Henry Sharp, A.S.C, the director of
photography, and his associate, Winton
Hoch, A.S.C, take care of the dramatic
phases. Farciot Edouart, A.S.C, and W.
Wallace Kelly, A.S.C, attend the de-
mands of the process photography. Of
this there are many.
Ernest Schoedsack, who directed the

picture, was associated with Merian
Cooper in the making of "Grass,"
"Chang" and "King Kong." "Dr. Cy-
clops," in the difficulties it presented in

the filming, was away out in front of
these three.

The film was a carefully guarded se-

cret during production. Studio police-

men were stationed at each stage door,
and only those immediately concerned
with the production itself were permitted
to enter. Studio officials, other players,
newspapermen and casual visitors were
informed they were not welcome.
And the film is a carefully guarded

secret after production.

•

Three Cheers for the Irish

A lot of veterans are registered in the
making of Warner Brothers' "Three
Cheers for the Irish." It's a simple story.

There is not so much of the spectacular,
although at times there may be a meas-
urable amount of excitement. Neverthe-
less the story is real; the illusion is com-
plete—you feel you are absorbing the
unusually interesting details of the life

of an everyday cop. And there are three
daughters and a family life that re-

volves around the three. Also there is

a splendid cast.

Behind and around the theme is the
tale of an honest policeman. True, he
lifts an apple a day from the fruitstand
man, lifts one for twenty-five years, and
in that act sees no wrong. Yet he is

scrupulous in matters of money, eve
when running for alderman. Thoma
Mitchell as Peter Casey is the star ci

the picture, all the way, although he i'

billed second. The public, however, make'
stars regardless of billing.

One young man who undoubtedy wi-

secure marked recognition on the part c

picturegoers for his work in the fill'

is Dennis Morgan. He has the part c

a rookie cop, one with a Scotch brogu
as thick as Casey's is of the Irish. H
is an upstanding youngster who seem
destined to go places. Among the fat

tors on his side are youth, a face tha

is good to look on, a fine physique am
a real ability to portray a character.

Charles Rosher, A.S.C, backs up D
rector Lloyd Bacon with a fine exampl
of straight photography. His opportun:
ties are limited to interiors—humble ir

teriors; it is not a showy or spectacula
film, but it is a picture that is good t-

look upon—from all angles.

•

Road to Singapore

Bing Crosby and Bob Hope are teame
in Paramount's "Road to Singapore,"
combination that has real results—hila

rious is a fair word to employ in circure

stances such as these. Dorothy Lamou
is a third member of a crew that is a

efficient as it is novel in the way of er

tertainment provision.

It is the first time the two men hav
been named together, as it was likewis

the first time Bing Crosby and Mis
Lamour have been together in a pictu«

On several occasions, early in th

story and again just at the ending, th

two men drop into a routine that fore

bodes trouble for those in the neighboi

hood. The two men stand face to faci

slap their hands together, the meanwhil
singing a ditty in the familiar "Patty

(Continued on Page 186)
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WESTERN MERRYMAKING
AT JUDY'S WELCOMING

JUDY CANOVA was welcomed into

the Republic Studio fold March 8 by
a grand jamboree. Present were all

the workers on the lot as well as a slice

of the Hollywood reporters. Driving
right inside the gates, the guests were
separated from hats and coats, whether
male or female. It was a cold night,

and there were some protests—but the
garments were taken just the same.

Walking across the street and enter-

ing a great stage, titled for the night
the Mountain Dew Inn, the women were
provided with a sunbonnet and an apron.
To the men were handed a hat of straw
that would measure a gallon or more,
a flaring red bandanna—is that what
you call 'em ?—and an imitation sheriff's

star on which was inscribed the name
of the bearer.

Perhaps you don't think that rig made
some difference in the appearance of the
wearer—and also that with it went that
indefinable sensation of added rubber in

the heels. You looked upon a long table
covered with eats—for rich man, poor
man, etc., etc. There within reach of a
moderately long arm were vittles ar-
rayed in Victor Hugo's best. The range
was from hot dogs to Rocquefort cheese,
whole fish reminiscent of a Swedish
banquet, a young pig most alluringly
stretched out on a long platter, pork,
ham, beef, turkey, oodles of preserved
fruits—aw, what's the use ? There was
plenty plus.

Real Homey Crowd
In an opposite corner of the big stage

floor was a long bar, with an elbow in

it as there were many elbows on it. In
plain sight were bottles—not the usual
old stuff you find on stage bars. No, no.
.A.S difficult as it may have been for some
of the older actors to grasp a serious
situation, there really was about every-
thing that could be enumerated. That
went from beer to brandy, or speaking

chronologically from brandy to beer.

Some of the older actors started, just
to make sure it was real, you under-
stand, on the brandy, and maybe one or
two of the reporters did, too, to keep
them company, in a way of speaking.
Some of the actors, being by compari-
son inexperienced as it were, dwindled
down to beer. Maybe the reporters did,

also, but if they did no one recorded it.

Between three and four hundred were
present. It was a gay, even a homey,
crowd. There were tables for those who
cared to sit down, but no one did for
any length of time. There was an urge
to roam, visiting old friends or making
new ones. The sawdust on the floor was
reminiscent to the men, and the women
did not seem to mind it. One had an
inclination to glide through it, or on it,

as one might ascend a pair of skates

—

excuse, please, there was not a trace of

a skate in the house, or not much of
one, anyway.
About 10 o'clock the corner of the

room reserved for the dancers began to

fill. There were all kinds of samples
of dancing. One of the most spectacular,
and thrilling, of these, was a rollicking,

circling dance of perhaps thirty or forty
of the guests. Two of the dancers were
gradually shunted into the centre of the
dance floor, where for minutes almost
without end two serious-faced persons
whirled and curtsied, swung and sepa-

Rudij Valee, Judy Canova and Gene
Autnj talk things over at the Judy
Canova party at Republic Studio. Miy^
Canova is to star in a series of hillhUhi
features. These two actors crowned her
"Queen of the Ozarks" at the party.

One corner of tlie bar and dance floor in

the reconverted Republic studio yarage
at the Judy Canova press party.

rated, to the cheers of the sidelines and
of the continuously circling dancers.

Godoys Favorites
The couple inside the ring were Arturo

Godoy and his handsome and charming
young wife. The man who stood off

"and up" Joe Louis for fifteen rounds
was the centre of attraction the whole
evening. As dancers he and his wife
were tireless. Watching the agile and
even gentle mannered athlete, one was
inclined almost to feel sorry for Joe
Louis as the Black Bomber tried to fol-

low Godoy, the man who wouldn't stand
still.

Headman Herbert Yates was there,
minus the hat and bandanna, but cer-
tainly doing his utmost to keep things
humming so far as he personally was
concerned. He danced whatever any one
else did. Gene Autry was much in evi-

dence. So, too, was Rudy Vallee, who
with Autry crowned Judy Canova
"Queen of the Ozarks."
That last-named person was a real

hostess. She was everywhere, from tak-
ing a private dancing lesson from the
serious faced but altogether genial
Arturo Godoy to posing for pictures in

the adjacent "portrait gallery" with
some of the notables present—in an
ancient Oldsmobile.

It was only 11 o'clock when this re-

porter literally tore himself away from
one of the best parties he has encoun-
tered in fifteen years in Hollywood. And
things were just getting warmed up.
Nevertheless there will be a reminder
of it in time to come when Judy is seen
on the screen in hillbilly stories—which
she is going to make.
And then there was the little brown

jug delivered several days in advance,
whetting the appetite as well as the
curiosity—bearing on the inside of the
accompanying folded invitation some ad-
ditional enticements regarding the jam-
boree, quite unnecessarily, it seems, in

view of eventualities—while boldly in-

scribed on the outer fold was the injunc-
tion — also quite unnecessary: "Aw,
g'wan, open it up!"
The jug remains: A reminder of Judy

and her splendid party.

4.
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MEXICO
JACK LONG Pictmiresquic

FOR the amateur cinematog-
rapher old Mexico is a land of
enchantment. Picturesque be-

yond belief, a country of eternal
spring, of snow-capped mountains,
of tropical lagoons, it is a magic,
richly colored carpet, at once the
joy and despair of the man with
the camera.

Its climate is superb; its people
are friendly, courteous, hospitable

;

its pyramids, temples and history
as fascinating as those of ancient
Egypt. If one motors it is com-
paratively an inexpensive trip and
its beauties will not be forgotten.

I did not touch my movie camera
until we had crossed the Tropic of
Cancer, approximately three hun-
dred and twenty-five miles south of
the border, or one-half the distance
from Laredo to Mexico City. We
had reached the tropics and the
full, rich colors and the scenic won-
ders could be captured in koda-
chrome.

I carried a 16mm. camera, a 4.5
three-inch telephoto lens, a pho-
tronic cell type light meter, and a
haze filter. The filter I clipped in

when I loaded the camera for the
first shot; I removed it only when
filming the interior of a cathedral
at Puebla, and the soft clear tones
of the resulting kodachrome film

made this experiment worthwhile.

Mountain Road

My first shot is an Indian, slim,

wiry, dressed in loose white cotton
duck. I saw him coming toward
us down the road, back bent, carry-
ing a load of cordwood.

I shot this patient, plodding
figure, cut the scene as he neared
us, stopped him on the pretext of

asking the distance to the nearest
town, spoke to him in a few halt-
ing Spanish phrases, offered him a
cigarette and asked him courteous-
ly if I might take his picture.

His impassive, sad, friendly face
looks at you for a moment and
he trudges on and we see him no
more. But the scene is rich in its

trueness to the Mexican scene; no
preliminaries, no maps, a simple

woodcutter on a winding mountain
road.
And this I think served as a

pattern for the photographic magic
that is Mexico ; the Indian, the
burro, the basket carriers, serapes
hung in the little village market
places, the magnificent Gothic
arches of old cathedrals, the flow-
ers, the gardens, the dust and the^

beauty of Mexico.
I had with me about eleven hun-

dred feet of kodachrome. It was
necessaiy, of course, to determine
on an approximate footage per day;
otherwise my film would be gone
before I realized it. Of course this
rule could not (and should not) be
carried out rigidly, but it will serve
as a guidepost for amateurs like

myself with a limited amount of
film.

It is interesting to note here that
I cut only ten feet of film out of the
entire trip so that my rule proved
quite effective and reliable.

Arrival in Capital

A glimpse of the magnificent
Pan-American highway, the beau-
tiful cloister of St. Augustine Con-'
vent at Actopan, a closeup of the
maguey plant, a pretty Mexican
girl in a quaint costume, a stolid

Indian in a wide sombrero, the
statue of Montezuma at the gates
of Mexico City, and we arrived in'

the capital itself.

So much to be seen, so little-

time to see it! This is one reason
I think for the joy of a motion pic-

ture camera, one reason, too, why
too much care cannot be given to

insure correct lighting and correct'

pictures, in order that this store-

house of beauty may be carried

away and filmed on the screen in

the home.
By all means use a photronic cell

meter. Skies are azure in Mexico,
color everywhere, and correct color

is surpassing beauty. Once these

are assured we may concentrate
on the shot itself ; we may begin to

"see" the pictures we wish to bring

away with us.

On a Friday we visited the
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famous market place in Toluca,

forty miles west of Mexico City.

I shot cattle in a swirl of red dust
on the road, the beautiful plaza or
square, the market place itself.

ondB
closeups of beautiful baskets and
serapes, an Indian guarding a pig
tied to a telephone post, the stud-
ded doors of a church centuries
old.

The filter etched the clouds when
the sun shone clear, warmed the
tones when clouds shaded the sun.
I confess I did not use a tripod
(an amateur scarcely has time),
but always I sought a rest or sup-
port of some kind, and usually I

found it.

Seeks Human Touch

I love angles and framing and
anything that has a human touch,
the universal appeal of animals,
flowers and the beauty of church
bells flung against the sky. These
I found in Toluca and everywhere
in Mexico, and these I tried to cap-
ture.

Puebla is an interesting and
beautiful city east of Mexico City,
famous for onyx and pottery,
famed, too, for its churches. Here
I secured some splendid shots. The
skies are breathtaking, and I shot
in rapid succession short shots of
Gothic towers, one after the other.

I tried an experiment, too, and
it succeeded. I shot the interior of
an exquisite church called Camilla
de Rosario, the Chapel of the
Rosary. The meter showed a zero
reading, but I felt that the reflec-
tion of the vaulted ceiling and
walls, in burnished gold, might
give me a picture.

I shot a few feet at half speed at
the full f.1.9 opening, and the re-
sult was splendid. I tried the same
thing with two stained-glass win-
dows with equally good effect, in
full color, of course, and inciden-
tally about midday.

Simple Things Interest

In Puebla I shot the pottery and
tile workers. They were courteous
and friendly. I offered cigarettes
and got their permission to film
them, using a side angle in order to
avoid their looking too directly at
the camera.
How does one "see" pictures?

This, of course, I cannot tell any-
one with a rule of the thumb
measure. Either one sees a pic-

ture or one does not.
What are the things that inter-

elief
est most of us? Principally, I

think, the simple things. It is

these simple things I photographed
in Mexico, and these subjects any-
one may choose.
As an amateur I have given a

few lectures on my film and have
met with some measure of success.
I have observed the reaction of
audiences and I know that simple
things have the most appeal.
The Palace of Fine Arts in Mex-

ico City, the famous Cathedral, the
National Palace ; the splendor of
the Borda Gardens in Cuernavaca,
with the play of soft lights in a
pool surrounded by roses ; the im-
posing baroque church in Taxco,
and the cobbled streets ; all these
are most interesting and beautiful.
But two kittens licking their

paws on a porch step in this same
quaint little town of Taxco drew
most applause; and a sweet-faced
Mexican boy with a shirt two sizes
too large draws as much interest
as some more spectacular scene.

Indians wrapped in their serapes
are just as interesting photograph-
ically walking from you as toward
you, easier to photograph and just
as picturesque.

Brilliant in Light

The cloister of a monastery is

beautiful, but far more so if you
can find oranges growing within it.

Popocatepetl is magnificent, but of
more delicate beauty framed
through a monastery window.

Mexico, especially in the winter
or dry months, is brilliant in light.

I used an opening of f.8 under most
conditions where the subject was
in direct light. F.5.6 or f.4.5 is ac-
curate in open shade.

Strangely enough, the light on
the blue Pacific at Acapulco is most
deceptive. The light meter spins
like a compass in the extreme re-
flection of the water, and it is most
difficult to obtain a correct read-
ing.

I should never use a smaller
opening than f.8. In one instance
I filmed a shark two or three feet
below the water, as we made the
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catch, with approximately an f.3.5
opening, pointing the camera di-

rectly at the dark blue waters.
The exposure was perfect.
The surge of the sea at Acapulco

is beautiful. The town is the old-
est port on the Pacific, and it is a
paradise for the camera fan. It

lies nearly three hundred miles
south and west of Mexico City.
The mountains reach to the shore
of the Pacific

;
indeed, the spar-

kling beach which stretches for
miles south of the town is named
Pie de la Cuesta (Foot of the
Mountain)

.

I filmed the blue sea, the rugged
coastline, papayas and palms, a
shark cutting the water, and, be-
lieve it or not, a full orange-colored
moon in the eastern sky at ten
o'clock at night.

Photographically the famous
Laguna de Coyuca (Lagoon of the
Canoes) is the choice spot of the
region. Bird life and beautiful flow-
ers abound ; rice growers may be
filmed as the small boats slip past
them.

Mountain Sunset
Pictures are not hard to see.

Driving back to the canital from
Acapulco I filmed a little caravan
of burros laden with palm leaves,
plodding through the heat and dust
of the desert region ; an ancient
Spanish aqueduct near Taxco; a

JULIEN BRIAN came to Los Angeles
the evening of March 15. There
were few unfilled seats in the huge

Shrine Auditorium when under the aus-
pices of the Pacific Geographic Society
he stepped upon the platform at 8:30.

Since his appearance in the west coast
city last year he has seen some goings on
of world importance. He has secured
motion and still pictures not only of rare
topical value but also of unusual his-

torical importance.

And in the securing of these pictures
during the course of a couple of weeks
of intense bombardment in Warsaw at
the height of the German attack upon
that city, and not only in securing them
but also getting the negative out of
Poland, through Europe and safely back
into the United States, he greatly en-
hanced an already worldwide fame as an
international recorder of events, peace-
ful as well as warlike.

Brian is one of those rare individuals
who i.s an excellent photographer as he

sugar field at sunset near Cuerna-
vaca.
On the highway returning to

Laredo I selected only a few shots,
some scene typical again of the
beauty of the country we were
leaving. Thatched native Indian
huts in a valley far below the road

;

a mountain sunset ; a bullock with
a load of corn; the plaza at Mon-
terey; a closeup of the cactus
plant; the bridge at Laredo.

Later I made titles with wood
blocks on a Mexican table cloth,
and as my title I chose "The Road
to Old Mexico."
Things I recommend : a haze

filter, constant and patient meter
readings, no panoraming, scenery
but not too much of it (people
and things are better with scenery
in the background), closeups of
flowers, scrapes, vases, wood carv-
ings and market places! If you
have a telephoto lens use it ! It has
inestimable advantages, and I can-
not recommend it too strongly.

Places to be sure and go: Cuer-
navaca, Taxco, Acapulco, Toluca,
Puebla. And places to be sure and
film : The Shrine of Guadalupe,
Xchomilico, the Borda Gardens,
the Borda Cathedral at Taxco, the
Pyramids of Teotihuacan, Chapul-
tapec Castle.

It is "The Road to Old Mexico"
and the royal road for the pho-
tographer.

is also an excellent speaker—he is a dual
entertainer. On the occasion of his recent
Los Angeles visit he explained in a talk
preceding his showing of a documentary
film taken in Finland how it happened
he was not showing any part of the pic-

tures he had exposed last year in Poland.
Requests had been made that he refrain
from showing any scenes of bombings,
any scenes of war. So he did not.

Nevertheless the films exist. They are
on the record, for today and tomorrow.
It is quite probable the squeamish per-
sons requesting their non-projection
would have found an ardent supporter
in that in-action or non-action in the
person of the German Government's con-
sul general at San Francisco. Or among
any other Nazi sympathizers.

Before his scheduled showing, how-
ever, the speaker of the evening devoted
a quarter of an hour to a verbal recita-
tion of some of his experiences in Poland.
He told of hours spent in bomb-proofs,
of the general acceptance by the public

that their chances of getting out
War.saw alive were negligible.
Among the natives of that strick

country there seemed to prevail t

spirit of the soldier—to carry on so Ion
as they might be permitted so to do,

'

expect the worst, meantime calmly pro
ceeding with what they considered
be their duty. The women were ev
with the men in this regard. The speak
er referred to the women who were em
ployed in the United States Legation
When the bombs were dropping they ha
to be dragged into the bombproof cellar

declaring their work was in the hou
proper.

Brian also told of the feeling of fre

dom when he inwardly rebelled at th
confinement, how without any sentimen
of bravery or anything of the sort h
went out into the streets with his cam
eras and took pictures. He told of on
German bomber ten thousand feet in th

air busily engaged in dropping some-
thing much more substantial than leafle

being smacked by an anti-aircraft shell

and dropped to earth.

He described how four men, strangers,
thrown together at a corner yelled at

the top of their voices at the sight of th
dropping plane taking its four men to

death. One German prisoner of war ex-

plained to him the bombing of civilians.

"They made us do it," it was explained.

Yet Brian praised the Germans as a
race. His return was through Germany,
where he had abundant opportunity to

converse with many persons who were
against the war.
The pictures shown were of Finland,

taken just before the beginning of the

war. They were of town and country,

of forest and lake, of handsome, modem
buildings, of lawnlike, peaceful country-

side. Many intimate shots were made of

the famous men of the little republic.

As always with a Brian lecture, the

photography was praiseworthy, meaning
it was excellent.

Tuesday evening, April 2, under the

auspices of the Pacific Geographic,
Father Bernard J. Hubbard, S. J., the

Glacier Priest, will be at the Pasadena
Civic Auditorium at 8:15; Friday eve-

ning, April 5, under the same auspices,

he will be at the Shrine Auditorium,
Los Angeles, at 8:15.

Two New Agfa Memos
Two new models of the popular Agfa

Memo Camera, which have just been an-

nounced, will be of interest to photogra-

phers preferring the 35mm. "single-

frame" picture size. Each of the two new-

cameras employs the same general con-

struction features of the Agfa Memo
camera introduced last year, but the

aperture and film advancing mechanism
are designed to give 48 exposures 18 by

24 mm. (approximately -H by 1 inch)

with a Memo film cartridge.

Educators and others who take 35mm.
pictures for projection will be especially

interested in these single frame cameras
since positive projection strips can be in-

expensively made direct from the original

negative.

BRIAN PUTS ON PEACE
FILMS, DESCRIBES WAR
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HAVE you ever sat and mai-veled

at the cinematic quality of the
16mm. opus which your neighbor

made last summer? Whether he be the

fabled doctor, lawyer, merchant, or thief,

if his interest in his hobby is deep and
assiduous, the chances are better than
fair that he occasionally turns out foot-

age of definite merit.

The same thing is true of the men and
women in various departments of our
universities who find that home-made
educational pictures are potent catalytics

in the classroom.
Still other non-px'ofessionals find in

movies a medium for documentation
which carries a tremendous punch and a

highly cogent vehicle for propaganda
which the man-in-the-street will go out

of his way to absorb.

Not for Hollywood
With a first hand appreciation of the

technical problems faced by such pro-

ducei'S and exhibitors and the growing
importance of their work, the summer
school office of Syracuse University de-

cided in 1938 to inaugurate a course of

study "to acquaint the student with the

apparatus, the methods, and the technical

problems involved in sound motion pic-

ture production and projection so that he
may better understand film making."

SYRACUSE
TEACHES
CINEMA

By R, WILLIAM STANMYRE
We had no intention of training people

for jobs in Hollywood, and in a sense
perhaps even the purposes thus outlined
in our catalog constitute rather a large
order. But while the average amateur
is handicapped to no small extent by his
equipment, it is quite true that his prod-
uct may benefit immeasurably by even
a modicum of guidance and perhaps even
by being exposed to his mistakes and
those of his neighbor.

The matter of sound recording was to
receive the lion's share of attention. At-
tend the conferences on visual education
throughout the country or drop in on

j

your local movie club and you will find

I

that everywhere the great unheeded cry
lis for sound; film makers everywhere are
;

struggling with such makeshift contrap-

tions as acetate playbacks with flexible

shafts to maintain synchronism.
Undoubtedly acetate recorders are ex-

cellent machines when applied to the
proper task, but pressed to such a use
they are likely to become a curse and an
abomination : they provoke in an aggra-
vated form all the hideous ailments we
experienced in 1927 when the best pro-
jectionists in the country were strug-
gling with out-of-sync conditions, black
patches in continuity, dirty, scratched
and broken discs, unsharp needles, and a
host of other ills.

Records Good Cricket

And the money invested in some of
these abortive attempts is often a good
start toward film recording. I do not

wish in the above statements to dis

Scene from "Streyigth of a Citii"—
Eytlarged from 35mm. photographed

on positive stock.

parage the practice of playing standard
records as an accompaniinent for silent
films—undoubtedly this is good cricket.

Just a few years ago, only the most
intrepid individuals attempted to make
movies until word got around that it

wasn't so difficult. Today, even with the
equipment currently available, I believe
that the serious amateur can record
more satisfactorily on film than on disc.

Not that everyone who owns a camera
should now buy a recorder, but he may
buy a sound projector and hare access to
scoring facilities.

In the correlative field of projection,
too, a few simple rules and the apprecia-
tion of some of the pertinent principles
of electro-acoustic phenomenon may make
a tremendous difference in the results ob-
tained by a person who is accustomed to
walk into a hall, drop a loudspeaker on
the stage, and squirt a picture on the
screen with a bland disregard for the
potentialities of his equipment.

Make Film for Chest
During the first conduct of my course,

financial considerations made it impos-
sible to do much actual filming, but it be-
came immediately obvious that it would
be easier to keep a class awake during
the sultry summer lecture periods if the
monotony could be broken by actually
making a short picture.

So the following summer arrangements
were completed to make a film which the
local Community Chest could use in its

fall campaign. The Community Chest's
publicity department agreed to pay the
cost of stock and laboratory; the di'ama
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H. W. Smith, president L. C. Smith (Did
Corona Typewriters, Inc.; "Its indus-

trialists—hard-headed and exact."

"... Its University"—Infra-red.

"What makes a city great?"

"... Deft hands read unseen hooks."

. . . "It's public buildings, row on row."

(iepartment of the University wa.s to do
the rest.

It was decided to work in the docu-
mentary form to avoid direct comparison
with Hollywood products and also be-

cause such a format lends it.self well to

the exposition of a social thesis. Our film

was intended to finish about 900 feet;

ultimately it consisted of all the footage
that could be squeezed on to a single
reel.

We work in 35mm. for two rather
arbitrary reasons: first, flexibility, and
secondly because the only sound equip-
ment available is my own outfit.

Majority Film Silent

Three distinct types of work were in-

cluded in the final print rather to show
that they can be accomplished with
limited facilities than because they con-
tributed particularly to the final result.

The bulk of the material was photo-
graphed silent. Two sequences were shot
in single-system sound and the resulting
track mixed with music and commentary
in the scoring process.
One short sequence consisted of ma-

terial which was shot directly in sound
in the tradition of a newsreel interview,
but instead of rerecording it was printed
separately and spliced into the final

print.

A few adaptable outdoor shots were
made on positive stock in order to ex-
amine the possibilities of this material,
and some very interesting results were
obtained. This is not a new or original

idea : I have seen many amateur films

—

particularly in 8mm. on positive stock.

When developed in the home labora-
tory such an arrangement reduces film-

ing costs to an absolute minimum, and if

one is careful to avoid severe contrasts
and halation definitely brilliant and
grain-free pictures may result, although
the color values will naturally be a total

loss.

Interiors Mostly
Much of our shooting consisted of in-

teriors. These were made on fast stock
with a flock of No. 2 fotofloods. The
areas included ranged from a square foot

of gears to entire swimming pools and
gymnasiums. Plus X was used largely
on exteriors and a small quantity of
Infra-red was required for special ef-

fects. Total negative used was only
2600 feet.

The working print was whittled down
to 1100 feet and presented, together
with a scene list, to the head of the
drama department at Syracuse Univer-
sity, who provided the commentary.

Fades, wipes and dissolves were made

directly from the working print. These
were developed in a Stineman tank and
dried by hanging from wall to wall,
which procedure readily proved by re-

verse inference the value of a well
equipped, dust free laboratory!

The score was arianged and played on
a Hammond Novachord by a recent
graduate in music. We used the Uni-
versity Theatre for a scoring stage. For
this purpose, the workprint was broken
down into lengths of approximately 400,

400, and 300 feet.

After each section was scored, the re-

corder was reloaded with the same stock

and a second "take" effected from tail

to head. Thus we were able to choose
between two takes from each single

length of film.

Cost Low
This scheme would probably appeal

little to Hollywood recordists, but com-
mercial film makers have been using it

for years. Though not applicable to

16mm. recoi-ding systems, it renders the

cost of 3.5mm. track very low on a dollar-

per-minute basis.

Our improvised scoring stage contrib-

uted perhaps the most serious difficul-

ties of the entire project. The student
who handled the mixer controls was re-

quired to monitor by means of earphones
since we had no provision in the budget
for building even a temporary monitor
booth. This made it extremely difficult

to judge relative levels. To do so would
require him to differentiate between the

music in the earphones and that which
came to him direct from the Novachord
some twenty feet away.

The commentator, too, was required to

work extremely close-mike on account of

the bad reverberatory conditions; you
may imagine what it would be in a 350,-

000 cubic foot house with 1600 empty
seats

!

All recording was done by students.

The track was developed in a New York
laboratory and the finished print was
shown at the opening campaign dinner of

the local Community Chest organization.

Plans Enlarged
It was originally planned to exhibit the

picture on portable equipment before

small influential groups such as luncheon
clubs and church organizations, but the

Chest officers soon stewed up other plans.

Within two weeks, and at the height

of their drive, it was on the screen of the

largest and most opulent theatre in

downtown Syracuse.
During the week, upward of 30,000

persons in a city of 220,000 spent 11

minutes and 12 seconds eagerly absorb-

ing the Community Chest's sales story.

I am happy to credit the officers of our

local Community Chest with having the

vision to sponsor this sort of work; it is

definitely something new. Especially

since their cooperation was modest. We
studied their literature, and direct guid-

ance was available whenever it was spe-

cifically requested. But our own aims

and concepts were never belayed in the

least.

Those of you who work in the com-
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niercial field with the sponsor's ad writer

dogging- your days and haunting your
dreams will know what this means. We
were not required to make a film on the
"cram-it-down-their-necks" pattern, nor
even to insert the sponsor's name with
every breath.

Collegiate Field

Instead, we were permitted to present
their story as a thesis for social planning
and civic betterment. We produced the

sort of film which I believe is definitely

within the specific province of collegiate

producers.

The idea of making such films as a
class project seems to be a good one.

There is probably no way of accurately
gauging the value of this film to its spon-
sors, but I like to observe with tongue in

cheek that the Community Chest drive
went "over the top" for the first time in

ten years. Seldom does it even come close.

As a means of teaching sound-picture
technique. I think there can be no doubt
of its value. Certainly it is more efFec-

Agfa Ultra—by daylight.

St. Mary's Orphans Home.

An old Universal camera is used as a
decoy.

"Underprivileged mothers must be given
care."

tive for a student to watch a picture as
it is planned and executed than to at-

tempt to get it all from lectures and idle

motions.
Our picture has faults, to be sure,

principally those which result from the
lack of a suitable scoring stage, but the
local flavor it provides compensates to a
great extent for technical deficiencies

and the conditions under which we work
quite closely approximate those which
the student will command when he re-

turns to his own backyard.
I believe that he is thus better

equipped than would be the case had
he been taught to work under conditions
which he could never hope to duplicate.

CLEVELAND AMATEURS
MAKE COMIC QUICKIE

THE Cleveland Amateur Cinema-
tographers was organized a little

more than two years ago, with this
writer serving as president until January
1 of the present year. At that time Rich-
ard C. Batchelder took over with a new
set of officers, consisting of Miss Dor-
othy Boetticher, secretary; Gordon A.
Smith and Charles Ciasca, vice presi-
dents, and Harry Guenther, treasurer.

These officers were installed at an an-
nual banquet held on Wednesday, Janu-
ary 17, in the Tavern Room of StoufFer's
Restaurant, which was filled to capacity.

Member J. J. Worz served as toast-
master, and very ably gave a history of
the birth and life of the club, after which
an interesting series of films was pre-
sented.

A well planned and diversified pro-
gram along educational and instructive
lines has kept interest at high pitch in
our group. At a recent meeting, Vincent
Burns, author of "I Escaped from a
Chain Gang," which was adapted and
produced as a motion picture, gave some
very interesting and helpful hints on
how to inject story interest into a script
to improve amateur filming projects.

At our last meeting, on February 21,
a production committee directed by the
President, Dick Batchelder, made it pos-
sible for members to film an entire pro-
duction in the short space of one evening.

This was a quickie-comedy titled "Hair
Today—Gone Tomorrow." It related the
story of an eccentric chemist who at long
last falls upon a formula which, the en-
suing sequences reveal, will grow hair
on anything. A transition carries the
situation to the office of a hair tonic
manufacturer who views these many

miracles with amazement until the con-
coction is applied to his own bald pate,
only to become violently enraged when
he finds that the stuff removes what
little remaining hair he had.
The climax, in true slapstick style,

finds the inventor with his collection

of bottles, beakers, and paraphernalia
bouncing to the sidewalk outside the
factory door.

This project, we believe, is something
new in filming activities for a cine group,
because the entire procedure was started
and completed, with the exception of
editing, in a single evening. The story,

however, was written previously, but
everything was furnished and in readi-
ness, including direction, actors, script,

props, lighting and titles.

All the members had to do was bring
their cameras loaded with film, set up
their tripods and shoot at the command
of the director. Titles were lettered
white on black, size 22 by 28 inches and
were simply placed on the wall of the
room. These were shot at a distance of
ten feet, and eliminated the parallax
bugaboo.
The boys are now editing their indi-

vidual efforts, with many encouraging
reports coming in about their results.

When they are shown the committee may
offer some sort of recognition for the
more noteworthy of the lot.

JACK L. KRAPP,
Director of Public Relations.

Major General J. 0. Mauborgne, Chief
Signal Officer of the United States Army,
arrives by plane from Washington, March
25 on his annual inspection tour of Sig-
nal Corps activities on the Pacific Coast.
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SCHOEDSACK TELLS OF
MAKING ^DR. CYCLOPS'

ASK Paramount Director Ernest
Schoedsack how he made the amaz-

^ ing "Dr. Cyclops" and he'll answer,
"With a slide rule and a blueprint."

Astonishingly enough, Schoedsack isn't

kidding. That's actually how the picture

was made. To be sure, there were the

usual photographic tricks — transpar-
encies, split screens, glass shots and
double exposures. These have been used

: before, but they are new to Technicolor,

]
and "Dr. Cyclops" bears proof that color

\
will have no hampering effect on the

; mobility of the screen.

When Schoedsack and Producer Dale

I

Van Every started to make the picture

they had an artist illustrate every scene
in the script. Each individual scene was
sketched, illustrating proportionate sizes

of the "little people," with Albert Dek-
ker, who plays Cyclops, and with normal
objects.

Then the slide rules and blue prFnts

came into being. Each scene was care-
fully mapped out. Scale drawings showed
where every prop, every piece of furni-
ture, every object in the scene was situ-

ated. The special effects experts, the
cameramen and Schoedsack worked out
formulas to determine the exact spot the
camera would be placed, and the exact

I
position each actor would take.

Much Estimating

I

They even figured on how high the
lens had to be from the floor, how far
the camera was from the player, how
far the player from a table, for example,
and whether the player had to be stand-
ing on a level floor or on a sloping one.
All this was necessary to create the
"little people."

Hardest job of the filming was to keep
Dekker normal in size, while Janice
Logan, Thomas Coley, Charles Halton,
Victor Kilian and Frank Yaconelli be-
came small. Dekker was not permitted,
at any time, to look like a giant, while

I
the rest of the troop would be considered

I

normal. To keep this illusion always be-
jfore the audience the "little people" are

I
shown only in relation to known objects.

For example, Dekker is shown sitting

in a chair. He is leaning forward, one
arm on a table, while he converses with
the "little people." Everything is normal
in size. A quick cut shows his victims
gazing fearfully up at him.

Sound Mixer Mixes

In the scene are the table and the
chair with Dekker in it. The audience,
adjusting itself to the change, recognizes
Dekker as normal, and sees the people
as small.

All the movements—-walking, running,
gesturing—of the little people were
slowed down to emphasize the fact that
they were small. The sound mixer, with
his complicated apparatus, raised the
pitch of their voices, for deep, booming
voices hardly would issue from such tiny
figures.

Shot With Stop Watch

Even the dialogue was written so that
there were no quick questions or answers,
permitting space between each line.

Every scene was shot with a stop watch,
each speech being delivered in a certain
number of seconds. Then there was an
interval allowed for a reply from the
towering Dekker before the "little peo-
ple" spoke again.

Schoedsack refuses to accept praise
for the amazing accomplishments. He
hands credit around to everybody who
worked with him, and then remarks;

"We showed 'em what could be done.
But we can do better. Not with any
'shrinking' story, of course. But some of
the stuff we found out about this type
of photography is going to come in

mighty handy for another picture we're
thinking about."

Newark Museum Planning
Color Photography Exhibit

The Newark Museum is planning an
exhibition of color photography from
April 16 to June 2, 1940. The display
will take up the fundamentals of color
and their relation to the problem of
photography; the history of color pho-
tography, descriptions of several of the

chief processes in use, special applica-
tioni^of color photography in the fields

of science, illustration, advertising, etc.,

and will also include a section on color

motion pictures.

In addition, the exhibition will show
a collection of color photographs by such
outstanding professionals in the field as

Nicholas Haz, Ivan Dmitri, Victor Kep-
pler, Leslie Gill, Halleck Finley and Hi
Williams.

Showing contrast is sizes of "Dr.
Cyclops" and one of his human prisoners

in Paramount's picture of that title.
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Congratulations to

BERNARD B. BROWN and the entire

Sound Department of Universal Pictures

for winning the 1939 Academy Sound
Award.

A// Lnhoratory Processing by

Consolidated Film Industries, Inc.,

959 Seward Street, Hollywood, California

MAJOR SOUND CHIEFS
EAST AS ERPI GUESTS

Major studio sound directors will be
guests of Electrical Research Products,
Inc., on a trip to New York for a week's
study of recent and pending improve-
ments in sound film recording and re-

producing, including demonstrations of
improved equipment.
Group pulls out for the East April 5

on the Super Chief, with daily technical
discussions slated at Bell Telephone
Laboratories and ERPI headquarters. A
highlight of the trip will be attendance
by the party at the first demonstration
of stereophonic sound reproduction by
Bell Telephone Laboratories at Carnegie
Hall April 9. Visit to the Western Elec-
tric manufacturing plant at Kearny,
N. J., and other points of technical in-

terest are also scheduled.
The trip is in line with the policy of

ERPI in establishing closest possible re-
lationship between the Bell Laboratories
and its own research engineers and the
studio licensees of Western Electric
sound recording.

Clifford W. Smith, Hollywood, vice
president of ERPI, vy^ill be in charge
of the trip. Others in the party will

be Douglas Shearer, Metro -Goldwyn-
Mayer; Elmer Raguse, Hal Roach; E. H.
Hansen, Twentieth Century-Fox; Loren
L. Ryder, Paramount; John Livadary,

Columbia; Thomas Moulton, Samuel
Goldwyn; Bernard Brown, Universal;
Jack Whitney, General Service Studios,
and K. F'. Morgan, Commercial Manager
of ERPI.

Los Angeles 8 mm. Club
The March meeting of the Los Ange-

les 8mm. Club was held in the Eastman
Auditorium, Hollywood.

All the members w-ere urged to par-
ticipate in the 50 foot roll contest to be
held at the April meeting.

President William Wade spoke on the
arrangements made for the Club's radio
broadcast over Radio KECA as a fea-
ture of the studio darkroom program.
Art Brearley, conductor of the program,
urged all members to attend, as the
KECA Auditorium had been reserved for
members and friends.

Frank Judson of the Art Center
School, and an authority on composition,
was the guest speaker of the evening.
His talk was well received and very help-
ful to the members.
The quarterly copies of "Thru the

Filter" were distributed. Editor T. H.
McMurray was commended on the new
and bigger Magazine.
The feature of the evening was the

viewing of an unusually fine 8mm. color
picture of the South Seas filmed by
Burton Baldwin, yachtsman and sports-
man. Other pictures shown were "A
Star is Born," filmed by member Al
Leitch, and "1940 Rose Parade," filmed
by member Leon Sprague.

LEO CALOIA, Secretary.

B & H Increases Illumination
50 Per Cent on Film Viewer
Indicative of Bell & Howell's constant

attention to small details is the an-
nouncement of a brilliant new lamp for
the B & H 16mm. film viewer. Said to

increase the brilliance of the image on
the ground glass by a full .50 per cent
and to provide greater uniformity of
light over the picture area, the new lamp
achieves these improvements by concen-
tration of the filament rather than by
increased wattage.

Bell & Howell explains thus: The
optical system of the viewer accepts
light from a definite field, just as a
camera lens covers a given area, and it

is only that portion of filament included
in this field which is effective in light-

ing up the film in the viewer.

Light from filament outside the field

is not "seen" by the lens, and therefore
contributes nothing to the brilliance of

the image. Also, uniformity of light

over the picture area depends on uni-

formity of filament distribution in the

field of the lens.
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Our Congratulations

to

ERNEST HALLER, A. S. C. and RAY RENNAHAN, A. S. C.

Winners of the

COLOR CINEMATOGRAPHY
AWARD

of the

ACADEMY OF MOTION PICTURE ARTS AND SCIENCES

for their

TECHNICOLOR PHOTOGRAPHY
of

"GONE WITH THE WIND"

TECHNICOLOR
MOTION PICTURE CORPORATION

HERBERT T. KALMUS, President
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TWO COMPANIES MAKE
DEBUT IN 16MM. SOUND

COLOR and sound on 16mm. stock
makes a strong- showing in two
films projected by Hollywood In-

dustrial Pictures at the end of March.
The first was "Record Breakers," a

story of the 1940 Gilmore Yosemite an-
nual automobile contest, and "Wild-
flowers of California." The contest was
in approximately 1000 feet and the
second was 400 feet in length.

The contest was produced by the In-

dustrial company, the flower picture by
Telefilm, Hollywood. The showing, as a
matter of fact, was intended to be a
double demonstration of the ability of
the two companies along their particular
lines.

Hollywood Industrial Pictures aims to

produce commercial films that may be
exhibited in stores, schools, etc., any-
where at a moment's notice. They may
be used to train personnel, sell dealers

and consumers, dramatize factory proc-

esses and improve public relations.

Telefilm, Hollywood, has been in busi-

ness for some time. The company spe-

cializes in putting sound on film, black
and white or color. This reporter had
been told by Hollywood men—men who
know—'that the Telefilm company was
doing something out of the usual in the

way of recording and duplicating color

work so far as known that had not been
done before.

It was March 22 when the reporter
was given his first opportunity to hear
and see an example of the company's
work. It was excellent, and demon-
strated that real progress has been
achieved in recent months.

The Industrial company's staff is com-
posed of the following: Merchandising
counsel, H. J. Hoxby; production, W. G.

Campbell Bosco; technical direction, Wil-
liam Stull, A.S.C; cinematography, Rob-
ert W. Teorey; associate editor, George
Carleton Brown; associate director, Pat-
rick Michael Cunning; narration. Bill

Fuller; secretary, Edward J. Pyle, Jr.

Rain and Snow

The Yosemite run started at 5:30 in

the morning in a driving rainstorm.
Ten and a half hours were allotted for

each car to cover the course of 305
miles—it was an economy run. The pic-

tures of the run demonstrate the handi-

caps suffered by the photographers

—

rain a good part of the way to the snow
line. That was reached some time dur-

ing the afternoon as the cars started

up the mountain. The elevation at the

close of the run was in the vicinity of

six thousand feet, where the snow was
much in evidence.

One of the mitigating features the
photographers discovered when their

films were shown was the unusual cloud
effects. The four cameramen were Rob-

ert W. Teorey, Ellis Yarnell, Sterling
Barnett and William Stull, A.S.C. Ed
Pyle was production manager and film
editor.

The sound recording on the contest
film was by Telefilm, Hollywood. Five
scenes were actually synchronized on
location, but on the others were recorded
directly on 16mm. film.

The flower picture was a test subject
by Telefilm. The company wanted to

demonstrate—and it did—what could be
accomplished in 16mm. on color, with
music added to the film. There were
pictures of great fields of poppies, long
shots and closeups. There were many
pictures taken in the desert, of joshua
trees, of cactus and Spanish bayonet,
the "queen of the desert," the wild ge-
ranium and wild mustard, and many
others.

Coming back to the sound, it was un-
usually good. This reporter thought it

too loud for a room but 14 feet wide
and 24 feet long, that it should have
been reduced in volume. Ed Pyle agreed
—he was running the 16mm. projector

—but said purposely it was permitted
to be loud to convince any doubtinj^
Thomases that the sound was there if

needed.
He showed on the indicator of the

portable De Vry projector how on a
scale of 100 but 25 percent of that vol-
ume had been employed.
"That is not our sound, but Tele-

film's," Pyle explained, "but there is

enough of it easily to fill the Shrine
Auditorium." The Shrine seats 6600.

CinemaClub of San Francisco
The monthly meeting of the Cinema

Club of San Francisco was held March
19.

The program consisted of the follow-
ing:

Club Member J. Allyn Thatcher gave
a talk on "Special Effects" and brought
along all his "gadgets" necessary for the
work. He also screened his 1939 Christ-
mas pictures.

Club Member Milton Dean showed one
of his interesting pictures called "Cali-
fornia in Spring Time," entirely in Koda-
chrome.

Club Member Rudy Arfston had some
very interesting pictures on Lake Louise
and Banff taken on his vacation, also in

Kodachrome.
HERB KELLEY, President.

WAGNER AND SKALL WIN
PHOTOGRAPHIC AWARD
SIDNEY WAGNER, A.S.C, and William V. Skall, A.S.C, were given the

photographic honors for February by the Hollywood Reporter's poll of
the correspondents situated in the west coast film centre. M-G-M's Techni-

color "Northwest Passage" was the production. It was the twenty-fourth
month the correspondents have so voted.

This is the first time either of the two men have been named by the
correspondents for first honors, although both have been close to that posi-

tion before. There was no doubt of the correspondent's decision, as they gave
the M-G-M subject seven times the number of votes they accorded the second
choice.

That was a black-and-white subject, Warner Brothers' "Ehrlich." This
splendid picture was photographed by James Wong Howe, A.S.C, who in

July of 1938 was declared the best photographer of the preceding month with
"Algiers." "Ehrlich" ran a close race with "Northwest Passage" in the course
of the voting, securing four winners, while "Northwest Passage" won out on
but two. Oliver T. Marsh, A.S.C, and Joseph Ruttenberg, A.S.C, won third

for their photographing of M-G-M's "Broadway Melody."
"Dr. Ehrlich" was voted the best picture, Edward G. Robinson the

best actor, John Huston, Heinz Herald and Norman Burnside writers of the
best screenplay, and Albert Basserman the best incident performance. For
"Northwest Passage" besides the photographic award King Vidor was named
the best director.

Carol Lombard for RKO's "Vigil in the Night" was declared the best

actress, an honor, indeed, considering the sombreness of the part. Ann Shirley,

for her work in the same picture, was voted the best supporting actress,

fan Hunter, in M-G-M's "Strange Cargo," was voted the best supporting actor

—the only player in that Gable-Crawford subject to be so honored. It -would

be difficult to select any part in the month that overrated that of Hunter's.

The best musical score was awarded to Cole Porter, for his score of

M-G-M's "Broadway Melody of 1940." From the same picture came the

vote also for the best original song, "I've Got My Eyes on You." The best

general feature was said to be M-G-M's "The Man from Dakota."
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Pictiure

Treastires

the

Desert
By CHAS. W. HERBERT,

A.S.C.

FOR centuries deserts throughout

the world wei-e shunned by man.
No exception was the Great Ameri-

can Desert, stretching across the south-

ern tip of New Mexico, Arizona, Nevada
and into California. With the pushing
westward of frontiers, the desert's hori-

zons have been narrowed with amazing
speed by men of determination, brawn
and knowledge.

Just as early travelers skirted the des-

ert, selecting long roundabout routes

rather than venture a hazardous cross-

ing, so most photographers have avoided
the desert and sought greener fields in

which to work.

Some ambitious artists and photogra-
phers have, however, heard the call of

the desert and brought back beautiful

pictures. These were inspired by bril-

liant flowers and ever changing colors

with patterns of lights and shadows.

Action and life had been lacking, and
this made the desert particularly unin-
viting to the motion picture cameraman.
But with the progress in irrigation, high-
ways and the coming of hordes of sun-
seekers, the face of the desert has been
lifted and life has sprung up where still-

ness had prevailed.

Search Thoroughly

In November I was requested by the
home office of Universal Newsreel to

cover the Southwest, making material
for our "Going Places" travelogue i-eels.

As my last assignment had been in the
Absaroka Mountains near Livingston,
Montana, the idea of working in desert
country was quite a let down.

I knew that I would have to work hard
and search thoroughly for features that
would come up to the pictorial and in-

terest requirements of our reels.

Since many changes in the desert had
taken place in the last ten years, I first

looked around for newly developed fields.

I soon learned that Death Valley, through
the efl'orts of the National Monument
Service of the Department of the Inte-
rior, plus development of tourist facili-

ties by the Pacific Coast Borax Com-
pany, was becoming more and more pop-
ular as a place to see in the winter.

Making "Going Places" Reel

So I headed for Death Valley, but
with a skeptical feeling that, at most, I

could only shoot enough material to fill

up part of one of our reels. It took only
two days of research and talk with the
many enthusiastic boosters of Death
Valley for me to visualize a complete
reel right there, so I started to work
with enthusiasm.

Each travelogue reel needs nine hun-
dred feet of scenes built up from about
eight different sequences. Each sequence

Scene showing loadinc/ of cactus for
candy manufacturer on to back of

burro.

should be of widely different subject
matter and have action interest as well
as pictorial quality.

The following working outline gives a
good idea of what I found in Death Val-
ley, and incidentally what constitutes a
"Going Places" travelogue reel.

After making a series of introductory
scenic shots of the valley, various eroded
areas were included with tourists seen
here and there.
Next a sequence of the Government

naturalist searching for and finding pre-
historic animal tracks was worked out
and made in spectacular settings.

A convincing sequence was built up
showing how natural springs have been
found, ditched and controlled to supply
water for the tourist needs, irrigate the
date orchard, golf course, garden and fill

the swimming pool. This sequence was
closed with shots of a swimming party
in the beautiful Furnace Creek Inn pool.

Following along the same line, a se-

quence was worked out showing the chef
serving elaborate food at an outdoor
luncheon in the Palm Garden of Furnace
Creek Inn.

As mining and prospecting have long
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been associated with Death Valley, a pic-

turesque and interesting sequence was
made of an old prospector showing a
group of tourists how to pan gold. The
setting was along a fast running stream
of water with the Inn as a background.

Long Shadows Intrigue

Horseback riding in one of the chief
diversions and the best way to see the
spectacular areas, so a party was photo-
graphed leaving Furnace Creek Ranch
and at various effective spots round
about. This sequence closed with a
couple of riders galloping through the
Devil's Cornfield and across the Sand
Dunes at sundown when long shadows
relieved the monotony of the settings.

A novel sequence was worked out on
the world's lowest golf course by dress-
ing the Indian caddies in fancy costumes,
thus making a commonplace subject of
golfing colorful.

Tourists riding on the Baby Gauge
Railway at Ryan, along the old borax
mine tracks furnished a sequence with
plenty of movement and interest.

The material which I obtained in Death
Valley promises to make a complete and
interesting pictorial reel with plenty of
action throughout.

Searching around Tucson for suitable
subjects for a reel "Tucson Trails,"
the Saguaro Cactus Forest in the desert
nearby sounded good and would furnish
an ideal backdrop but was monotonous
without action. Inquiring around, I

learned that the University of Arizona
Botany Class made occasional excur-
sions there to study these unusual plants.

Bus on the Desert

A party was arranged. They made the
trip in a sleek new bus which put action
in the general views of the forest. Then
as the class got out of the bus, a series

of effective shots were made showing
the students walking around the out-
standing specimens.

Next a set up was made as the pro-
fessor gave a lecture on one of the giant
cacti while the class sketched it. Most
unusual of all were the scenes which I

made as the professor took a big cross-
cut saw and cut off one of the large
stalks to allow the class to study age
rings and the accordion structure which
allows the plant to expand and contract
as it absorbs or consumes water.

By this time I had come to regard the
desert as a storehouse of material for
me, and when I moved over to El Paso
to make a reel there I cast my eye about
the desert again for material.

A box of cactus candy in a store win-
dow attracted my attention and led me
to the manufacturer in El Paso. After
he explained the process I knew I had an-
other subject.

I went in a truck to the foothills of
the mountains about ten miles away
with a Mexican who gathered the cactus
for the candy maker. He took along a
burro, a stout chain, a crowbar and an
axe. Cactus for candy must be the bar-

rel variety and it must be healthy and
fat from plenty of water that it has ab-
sorbed. Scenes were made as the Mexican
selected a prime specimen, cut the ac-
cessible roots, put a chain around it and
uprooted it with the crowbar.

The barbs were then cut off with the
axe and the cactus, weighing almost a
hundred pounds, loaded on to the burro.
All of these scenes had effective moun-
tain backgrounds and the foreground
action was picturesque and interesting.

Cactus to Candy

Next the burro was led to the truck
and his load transferred. Some cacti near
the road were put into the truck direct
without having to cut off the barbs and
load them on the burro's back for relay.

When the truck was filled it was driven
off to town.

There the cactus was assembled in a
yard where a picturesque mission filled

up the background of my set. Scenes
were made as the barbs were burned off

some of the plants and the cactus pre-
pared for its entry into the factory.

They were peeled vdth an axe, quar-
tered with a saw and then the core re-

moved. All of these shots were made
from angles which took advantage of
cross lighting to create shadows while
the mission was kept in the background
wherever possible.

In the factory I made scenes of the
slicing machine and then another ma-
chine which cut the sliced pulp into
cubes. Next came scenes of cooking the
cubes in giant copper kettles of thick
syrup. The final shots showed the golden
brown cubes being packed into boxes
and fancy containers.

I expect to build up another sequence
of cacti in bloom during April and then
it will be time for me to move on to

Girls packing cactus candy in El Paso.

other places for more "Going Places"
reels.

St. Paul Moviemakers
Chairman E. C. Sickel of the St. Paul

Amateur Moviemakers Club program
committee announces through the col-

umns of Reel Stuff, the club's house
organ, a plan for the approval of the

club. This is it:

First, two members of the committee
are assigned to the responsibility of ar-

ranging for the meetings for one month.
These two members are to select as co-

workers two additional members who
are not now on committees, to assist

them in these programs.
In this manner no one person will ever

be responsible for more than two meet-
ings during the year. This will permit
them to put their best efforts into giv-

ing the best possible.

Second, the first meeting of every
month will be given over entirely to:

(a) Business session, (b) Lecture on a

timely subject, and (c) Discussion
groups. This meeting is for the members
only, including prospective members.
There will be no entertainment feature.

The second meeting of the month will

be given over entirely to visual educa-
tion and entertainment features. This

will be open to the public. There will be

no business session.

Third, all pictures to be shovm should

be checked with the committee for qual-

ity and length so as to make the pro-

gram helpful and interesting.

Fourth, continue two meetings a

month with final meeting on June 4, it

being the annual banquet night.
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• The light from "National"' Studio and High Inten-

sity Carbons is as adaptable as the artist's pencils. It

allows the cinematographer to use his craftsmanship to

the best advantage in both color and black and white

productions.

The pure white light from these carbon arc sources

adapts itself admirably to all types of emulsions. Hard

effects may be obtained when desired by using the con-

centrated brilliance of the arc to produce sharply out-

lined shadows. With moderate diffusion, and with the

minimum use of filters, the arc, due to its even balance

of colors, closely approximating

daylight, will give without loss

of speed a softness of tone that

cannot be equaled by other light

sources lacking these qualities.

The cool, quiet and efficient op-

eration of modern carbon arc

equipment adds materially to the

effectiveness and economy of

studio illumination.

BETTER LIGHT

NATIONAL
TRADE-MARK

m
MOTION PICTURE STUDIO AND
HIGH INTENSITY CARBONS

NATIONAL CiJkm^^M COMPANY, INC.
Unit of Union Carbide and Carbon Corporation

CARBON SALES DIVISION, CLEVELAND, OHIO
General Offices : 30 East 42nd Street, New York, N. Y.

Branch Sales Offices
Ic Pittsburgh Chicago St. Louis San Prancisco
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MITCHELL
BLIMPLESS
CAMERAS
REALLY
SILENT

By WILLIAM STULL, A.S.C.

FOR over a dozen years—ever since
the Vitaphone drove motion picture
cameras into sound proof conceal-

ment—cinematographic conversation has
pivoted about the phrase "—>but when
somebody gives us a silent camera—

"

That phrase is still in use: but it is a
matter of record that today no less than
three types of silent, blimpless cameras
are commercially available, and a fourth,
it has been announced, will soon be on
the market. It seems logical, therefore,
to inquire into how these present-day
silent cameras are performing in actual
service.

Probably the most widely used of these
cameras is the Mitchell "BNC," which, it

may surprise some readers to learn, first

appeared nearly six years ago, in 1934.
Fundamentally this camera is a logical

refinement of the basic Mitchell design,
which first gained favor in silent-picture

days, neary twenty years ago. The move-
ment has been mechanically silenced and
inclosed in a sound-proof double housing
which eliminates the need for a blimp or
other sound-proofing.

All of the other desirable features of
silent day Mitchells have been retained,
including, of course, the speedy focusing
shift, the dissolving, adjustable shutter,
the built-in filter disk and internal
mattes, and the like.

Simple Designation

The finder is mounted close to the
lens, and automatically compensates for
parallax in focus changes. The lens is

externally mounted, and eliminates the
undesirable practice of photographing
through a glass-windowed blimp port-
hole. All controls are external, and the
camera may be operated with the same
freedom as an unblimped, silent picture
camera.

The derivation of this camera's desig-
nation—BNC—has puzzled many mem-
bers of the industry, yet it is simple
enough.
Some eight years ago the Mitchell en-

gineers drew plans for two cameras, a
studio camera and a newsreel camera.
The latter was built first, and received
the obvious designation "NC." It proved
unexpectedly well suited to many studio
uses, and became the present model so
successfully used as a blimped camera in
many studios.

The "studio camera" design was never
built. Two years later, the NC design
was further refined into what was vir-
tually a new model, with its integral
sound-proofing, and became the present
BNC, the genuine studio model.
More than a score of these cameras

are in use today. The largest user is the
Warner Brothers' Studio, where ten
BNCs have been in operation for nearly
two years. Several others have been in
use for varying periods in other Holly-
wood studios and abroad. Therefore
when we wanted information as to the
performance of the BNC we turned
naturally to the Warner Brothers' photo-
graphic staff.

"Profitable Investment"

First of all, naturally, we queried
Camera Executive E. B. (Mike) McGreal
as to why his studio had gone to the
added expense of purchasing these more
costly cameras, and asked him if expe-
rience had proved the move justified.

His reply was that experience had
proved that the cameras have gone far
beyond expectations. Elimination of the
blimp has proved a great time saver, he
states, and the camera is more efficient

and easier to handle than any camera
since the days of silent pictures.

He pointed out that the aspect of cost
was relative: that while the conven-
tional blimp-type cameras might be in-

dividually less costly, by the time they
had been equipped with adequate blimps
much of the disparity in cost would be
gone.

Further, the speedier operation of the
blimpless BNCs has saved so much time
in every day's shooting that the added
cost has proved a profitable investment.

"Finally," he remarked, "we felt that
since we were getting cameras, we might
as well get the best. Since the BNC was
available, why should we make a six-

figure investment in conventional
cameras that were already obsolescent,
knowing that sooner or later the industry'

would be on a basis of using either BNCs
or some similar blimpless design—and
we would then have had to equip our-
selves all over again?"

Next we encountered Charles Rosher,
A.S.C., on the set, lining up a shot for

his BNC. "I think I can sum things
up best," Rosher said, "by looking back
nearly twenty years. Back in those
earlier days every cinematographer of
standing owned and maintained his own
camera.

"Naturally, when he saw something
that was genuinely better, he bought it

as a practical investment in business
equipment. Just as naturally, with his

own money at stake, he made himself
very sure that it was an improvement!

"I feel pardonably proud of the fact

that I was one of the very first cine-

matographers to purchase a Mitchell

camera. Actually, as I remember it,

mine was Mitchell No. 3.

Speed and Convenience

"At that time, speed and convenience
were the two outstanding features of the

Mitchell. The focusing system was by
far the fastest and easiest to use. To
focus you simply twisted a convenient
handle, and there was your picture on
an accurately-placed ground-glass, viewed
through a powerful magnifying system
which reinverted your image and cor-

rected it laterally\

"Another twist of the wrist and you
were ready to shoot. You could take a

last-minute check of focus and framing
on the ground-glass, even after the di-

rector had called 'Camera!'—and still

you would not be holding up shooting.

"The present Mitchell BNC compares
to conventional blimped equipment al-

most exactly the way these first Mitch-
ells compared to the cameras we were
using back in 1921.

It is faster and easier to work. Ac-
curate focusing is no longer an involved

problem of unbuttoning five or six

catches, opening a couple of heavy doors,

and burying y^our head in a blimp—to say

nothing of having to reclose the assem-
bly when you've focused.

"Instead, once again it is the old,

quick twist of the wrist and a direct

glance through the magnifier. Once again

you can check your focus at the last

ininute—even, if necessary, while the
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camera is getting up to speed—and still

be ready to shoot without delay.

"The operative crews, on their part,

find this more convenient operation fully

as advantageous. In foUow-focus shots,

for instance, the follow-focus, parallax-

correcting features of the finder are very
helpful. In routine operation it is also

an advantage that all the controls are on
the outside of the camera.

Noteworthy Gain

"Finally, eliminating the glass window
that we used to have to shoot through
from the old-fashioned blimps is another
positive asset. No matter how carefully

selected such a pane of optical glass
may be you can't photograph through it

without some loss in visual quality; and
since at each surface of such a window
you have a loss of some 5 percent of the

light passing through, eliminating that
glass is, with the low illumination levels

used with our present fast films a note-
worthy gain in lighting and exposure."

Sol Polito, A.S.C., on another set,

also paid tribute to the speedier oper-
ation of the BNC. "Just like the original
Mitchells of twenty years ago," he said,

"these cameras are faster operating.
You can go throu^j-h a whole day's work
without ever having to open the case ex-
cept for reloading—everything is right
out where you can operate it without
having to dig your way into a blimp.

"On exterior scenes the adjustable
shutter which we have on the BNC—and
which we didn't have on many of the
older types—is another asset. Often we
have to pan or dolly from direct sunlight
to heavy shadow or back again, giving
a tremendous variation in exposure, even
though we use reflectors or booster
lights to lighten the shadow.

"With the BNC it is simple to adjust
the shutter from outside the case, during
the shot. It pays triple dividends in

smoother photography, easier camera-
work, and simpler laboratory work. This
is just one of the many points where we
are at a disadvantage using conven-
tional blimped cameras, and where this
new Mitchell will help us out.

"The lighter, smaller camera gives us
more of the mobility we used to have
back before sound came in. The smaller
bulk of the BNC makes it much handier
to use in cramped quarters, where a
blimped outfit might be inconvenient, or
even impractical.

Interchangeability

"And here's another thing we've
learned from experience: the lens-mounts
and accessories are better standardized
than on the older cameras. Before we
had the BNCs, if my camera was in the
shop and I had to use another—or if I

had to borrow a lens or finder from some
other outfit to use on mine—I couldn't
be absolutely sure that they would work
perfectly together.

"The calibrations on the lens from an-
other man's camera might not be accu-
rate if the lens was used on mine; the

finder might be slightly off; in fact,

there would be too much individualism
among the different components.

"But if today my BNC is in the shop,
and I carry on using Ernie Haller's or
Jimmie Howe's, or any of the seven
other BNCs in the studio, I not only
know that it will be accurate, but that
I can use my own lenses and accessories
on it without the slightest variation
from normal."
But the best summary, perhaps, was

DUNCAN MacD. LITTLE will again
present his Annual International
Show of Amateur Motion Pictures

for the benefit of the Peabody Home on

Wednesday evening, April 3, at the Bar-
bizon-Plaza Theatre, New York.

This program, the eleventh annual,

has been selected by a competent and
able Jury from more than thirty films

submitted by amateurs far and near.

These films, varied as to subject and ex-

cellent as to photography, are both in-

teresting and beautiful.

The jury for the selection of the pro-

gram was composed of the following:

Dan C. Anderson, feature writer, New
York Sun; Wladyslaw T. Benda, artist

and illustrator; Eleanor D. Child, super-
visor, Audio-Visual Education Depart-
ment, Public Schools, Greenwich, Conn.;
Jocelyn Crane, New York Zoological So-

ciety; Eileen Creelman, film critic. New
York Sun; Bosley Crowther, film critic.

ELEVENTH ANNUAL INTERNATIONAL
SHOW OF AMATEUR MOTION

PICTURES

Sunday Evening. March 31. li)4ii

33 West 67th Street

Preview

Wednesday Evening. April 3, 194(1

Barbizon-Plaza Theatre. New York
Gladys Andes. Director,

For the benefit of Tha Peabody Home

Monday Evening. April 8

Newark Art Club. Newark. N. J.

Under the auspices of Newark Art Club

Sunday Afternoon, April 14

NuKSJet Theatre, Hanover, N. H.

Under the auspices of Audio-Visual

Education Department,
R. Haven Falconer. Director,

Dartmouth Col lege

Monday, April 15

Durham. N. H.

Under the auspices of the Lens and Shutter

Club, University of New Hampshire

Wednesday Evening, April 24

John Hancock Hall, Boston
Under the auspices of New England

Museum of Natural History,

Bradford Washburn. Director

made by L. William O'Connell, A.S.C.,
when he said: "I can't say much about
them. They're simply such a perfect in-

strument for the work at hand that I

never have to give the camera a thought.
It's there—it does its work perfectly

—

so perfectly I'm never conscious of its

presence.
"I just go ahead with my own work

and never have to think of the mechan-
ics of the camera at all. You'd better
go and ask someone else about it!"

New York Times; Arthur L. Gale, editor,

Movie Makers; Mack C. Gorham, educa-
tional film producer; Russell Potter, Di-
rector, Institute of Arts and Sciences,
Columbia University; Jesse Zunser, film

critic. Cue Magazine.

The program of the eleventh annual
will be as follows, all black-and-white,
selected from well over thirty films:

"The First Christmas," a "first film,"

Rudolph Rowland, New York City; "Gold!
Gold! Gold!" F'ifth Grade, University
Training School, Lexington, Ky.; Direc-
tion and photography, Lillian McNulty;
"When the Cat's Away," Eighth Grade,
Lowell Junior High School, Long Beach,
Cal.; under supervision of Helen Rees
Clifford; "Mexican Silhouette," Clement
K. Chase, Tucson, Ariz.

All the remaining six films are in
Kodachrome:
"Below Zero," Duncan MacD. Little,

New York City; "Skis Over Skoki," John
C. Jay, Jr., Williamstown, Mass.; "New
York World's Fair," Ralph W. Smiley,-
Roseland, N. J.; "Flaming Canyons,"
"Cinecoles," New York City; "Marshland
Mysteries," Robert H. Unseld, Chicago;
"At Christmas Time," Miss Esther Mar-
tin, Newark, N. J.

Three of the foregoing were sound on
film, two with records accompanying.
The program will run about two and a
quarter hours.

The Peabody Home this year is cele-
brating its sixty-fifth birthday. During
these many years its doors have been
open to those women whose resources
have become exhausted and whose age
has made it impossible longer to care
for themselves. Every effort is made that
Peabody shall be a home in spirit as well
as in name, and everything possible is

done to surround the women in its care
with an atmosphere of friendliness and
cheer.

All seats for the Eleventh Annual In-
ternational Show of Amateur Motion
Pictures are reserved; applications for
tickets will be filled in order of receipt
and tickets can be secured from Mrs.
Duncan MacD. Little, 33 West 67th
street.

LITTLES' PROGRAM GETS
SIX FORMAL SHOWINGS
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In Making
Government

Documentaries
Yom Meet tlie

Unexpected
By FLOYD CROSBY, A.S.C.

THERE is very little chance of be-
coming bored with life if you are
assigned to direct the photography

of some of the documentary films Pare
Lorentz and others are producing for
the United States Film Service!

Not even newsreel cinematography
could produce a greater succession of

varied technical problems, for in this

work you often have to combine the
most literal of realism with a photo-
graphic treatment keyed to the basic
mood of the idea your film is trying to

convey.

Some of the time you may be able to

work in a Hollywood studio, with pro-
fessional actors and all the latest tech-

nical conveniences. At other times you
may be sent on location to some distant
and sparsely settled region to film ex-
teriors, and often practical interiors as
well, with untrained actors and equip-
ment pared to the bone by the need of
utmost portability.

At other times you may be sent to

picture phases of this industry or that.

And at still other times you may face
the problem of making strictly candid
scenes in some big city slum.

Those, at least, are just a few of the
problems I've enjoyed during the last

fourteen months. During that period I

spent several months working with Pare
Lorentz on a feature length film, "Ecce
Homo" ("Behold the Man"), dealing
with American industry.

Next, as completion of this film had
to be deferred, I worked with the same
director on the recently released "The
Fight For Life," based on Paul De
Kruif's book dealing with maternity and
infant health problems in the cities. In
between, I made a film telling the story

of rural electrification, with the Dutch
documentarian .Joris Ivens.

Stress Realism

Strangely enough, photographing some
of the Hollywood-made scenes for these
films furnished some of the most per-
plexing problems. Realism is the key-
note of the pictures — and my studio-
made scenes had to match with interiors

made in the field, under the crudest of
conditions.

Underplaying Hollywood's accustomed
photographic finish while yet retaining
properly good photographic quality was
often a real problem. It is one thing to

make a scene that is to go into a wholly
studio-made production look real; it is

quite another to make such a scene look
as real as intercut shots of the real
thing!

F'or example, there were several se-

quences in "The Fight For Life" which,
as they required synchronized dialog,
were made in the studio in Hollywood.
But these were intercut with many
other sequences made actually in one of
Chicago's greatest maternity hospitals,
and with others made under incredibly
adverse conditions in slum dwellings.

Juice Limited

Making those slum scenes was a really
unique experience. Some of our scenes
had to be made in a crowded apartment
with rooms so small we could scarcely
get our equipment into place. In one in-

stance we had to work—camera, lights,

crew and all—in a dingy room less than
eight feet square, with four adult actors,
a large double bed, a bureau and two
chairs! For other shots in the same se-

quence we had to light up not only that
room, but two adjoining rooms.

Yet our current supply was alway.s
limited. My gaffer, Pete Swenson, was
constantly faced with the problem of
finding as much as 60 amperes. Of course
we had the advantage of fast film—Plus-
X—but even so, we usually had to snread
the light very thin. Vor the more'dis-
tant rooms, we could make excellent use
of .some of Art Reeves' efficient flood-
lighting units, equipped with No. 4
Photofloods.
But in the foreground, and in the other

shots in the small rooms, even though we
made full use of our M-R "Baby .Jun-

iors," often nailed to the walls with wall-
plates, the cramped quarters played
havoc with our front light. There was
only room on the floor for one lamp.

Often camera and lamps, though
backed against a wall, were almost with-
in arm's reach of the actor.s, and it was
impossible to prevent spotty exposure-
values as the players moved in and out
of individual lamp beams, especially
since we had only one dimmer available!

Hypersensitized Super-XX

That same production called for a
follow shot of one character as he left

the hospital where a woman has just
died, and wanders sadly along the street

at night. It was utterly impractical to

stage this in the accepted studio sense,
with special lighting equipment.
So we had a roll of Super-XX specially

hypersensitized for the purpose, and
made the shot under .strictly practical
conditions, with the camera following
the actor from our camera car. The
Eastman experts in Rochester conserva-
tively told us they though the hypersen-
sitization would increase the speed of
Super-XX by about 15 per cent; the
actual speed increase, as nearly as I

could estimate from our tests, was much
more nearly 3.5 per cent.

At any rate, the scene as filmed was
eminently successful, gi\ing excellent
exposure not only in the store windows
in the background, but in many shadow
areas, and, of prime importance, on our
actor, who moved largely in the light

cast by the illuminated windows.

Another instance where Super-XX
proved valuable was in a scene made for

the rural electrification picture. In this

scene, the farmer, who has just electrified

his farm, shows how this new convenience
fascinates him by going out in the eve-

ning and flipping on and off the switch
controlling the lamp that floodlights his

farmyard. I lit up the surrounding build-

ings as best I could by scattering all our
available lamps wherever possible.

Then the problem was to get the

"switched-out" night effect without
having everything go absolutely black
on the screen. So I wired the lights in

two circuits. At the cue, the front lights

were killed, leaving only the cross lights.

At the same time I cut the camera's
shutter down to about 50 degrees. This
gave us just the right effect; the build-

ings show up as faint, ghostly shadows,
and then jump into evidence as the new
light goes on.

Another similar problem was a shot of

the same farmer in pre-electrification
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days, walking to the barn at early dawn
with his lantern. Between undercrank-
ing and the speed of the film, we got

just the desired effect, a fair illumination

of the farmer's legs, with very little else

shoeing.

Interiors Under Difficulties

For this picture, we filmed our inte-

riors in the actual rooms of an Ohio
farmhouse. Here again we had to work
under difficulties. The new power line

supplying the farm carried plenty of

current for farm and home purposes,
but not nearly as much as we would
have liked to power our photographic
lamps.
A line rated normally at 60 amperes

seems ample—until you start using it to

feed photographic lamps. We often had
to overload the circuit, drawing 80 or
even 100 amps, for short periods—and
still we often wished for more.

Inevitably many of our scenes dealt
with the unfavorable illumination of the
farm home before electrification. This
gave us a chance for several interesting
light-effect shots, with the entire family
clustered round a single kerosene lamp,
each trying to find a position where he
could get enough light without incon-
veniencing the others. Baby Juniors
came in very handy there.

In direct contrast were the later
scenes in the same room, apparently
after electrification. These called for
normal interior lighting, yet had to be
done with limited facilities and in a rel-

atively cramped space.

Had the new "dinky inkies" Been
available then, they would have been
worth their weight in gold to us, for they
don't draw much current, yet produce a
very useful amount of light. Moreover,
their small size would have enabled us
to conceal them in the scene to give
needed highlights.

I believe, too, some could have been
suspended on the walls with rubber suc-
tion cups to give us some of the high
angles of light we could not get as it

was, since we could not nail wall brack-
ets to the walls of this house.

On that particular film, the budget
was rather small, and much of the time
we had to do without a gaffer, or even
an electrician. But luckily we trained
the farmer's son as a general helper, and
as he learned to move and adjust lamps,
connect and disconnect them, the work
became easier.

Problems In Auto Factory

In some of the sequences for "Ecce
Homo" we worked in the big industrial
plants of Detroit and Chicago. Here we
were able to use a larger crew and more
equipment, but to offset it we had im-
mense areas to light. Even with the
fastest film, if you have only a dozen or
so lamps, it is an almost impossible
problem to light an automobile assembly
line nearly a quarter of a mile long!
The only solution was to light the fore-

ground, where the important action oc-
curred, quite fully, and then to let nat-
ural lighting take care of the distance,
aided wherever possible of course, by

one or two strategically-placed lamps.

Making these scenes was again a mat-
ter of working in rather cramped quar-
ters, for naturally every possible bit of
space was devoted to making automo-
biles, rather than movies. In one of
these scenes we had to set up at a point
embarrassingly close to one of the over-
head conveyor lines that brought a con-
stant stream of fenders to the assembly
line.

These parts were hung on hooks; and
our set-up had to be such that if my
assisant, Dave Smith, leaned forward
to look through the finder, he cleared
the dangling fenders—but if he straight-
ened up for a moment, he was likely to
get a nice crack on the head from the
next part that came along!

Non-Glare Would Help

The scenes in which we photographed
the refining, pouring and forging of
molten metals were another problem.
The metal, of course, was white-hot, in-

candescent. It was impossible to build
up an equal level of illumination with
our lamps, so the contrast was neces-
sarily extreme.

In addition, the incandescent metal
gave us "ghosts" and all sorts of glare
on the lens. Some of the recently intro-
duced non-glare treated lenses would
have been invaluable; but since we didn't
have them I tried using a neutral-den-
sity filter, but it had little effect on
ghost images.

In general, we used Super-XX film on
all of these scenes made under extremely
adverse lighting conditions. And as there
were few expanses of light-toned neutral
areas in these shots, the grain was not

Photographing Ford River Rouge plant
in near zero iveather, Floyd Crosby at

camera

noticeable. For more normal interiors,

we used Plus-X with excellent results,

and Background-X on normal, day exte-
riors. All of our negative went through
the Paramount Studio laboratory in

Hollywood, and the excellent treatment
Ray Wilkinson's crew gave it was a
tremendous asset.

Our photographic and lighting equip-
ment was first class. We began with a
Mitchell rented from the Grand National
Studio, and later changed to one of the
new Bell & Howells, fitted with their
new lever-operated rack-over, which
proved to be an ideal camera for this

work.

Speaking about this rack-over mech-
anism, I'd like to say that although we
didn't—luckily—have to work in any
dust storms, we did use the camera in

plenty of dusty places, and never did
we have any trouble with dust getting
into the mechanism.

Twenty Lamps Minus

Our lighting equipment, as mentioned,
consisted of several "broads" and "baby
Juniors," together with a group of Art
Reeves' excellent portable units for
photofloods. All told we had less than
twenty lamps! While these lamps are
neither as large nor as numerous as the
equipment a studio unit would expect
to take on location, they served us well.
And unlike a studio troupe, we could
not carry a generator with us, but had to

(Continued on Page 182)
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MORE THAN
SPECIAL ABILITY

TRADITIONAL Eastman uniformity

backs up each film's special ability. That's

why cameramen place utmost confidence

in the three Eastman negative films —
Plus-X, Super-XX, and Background-X.

This reliability has made them the raw-

film favorites of the industry. Eastman

Kodak Co., Rochester, N. Y.

J. E. BRULATOC R, INC., Distributors

Fort Lee Chicago Hollywood

PLIJS-X SCPER-XX
for general studio use for alt difficutt sliots

BACKGROVXD-X
for bacligrounds and generat exterior worh

EASTMAX XEGATIVE FILMS
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pregressive
Kodak Hawaii

ens

New Home
By IRA B. HOKE

UNDER the able guiding hand of

F. B. (Fritz) Herman, Kodak Ha-
waii Ltd. has just completed a

highly modern establishment to take

care of sales and service in the south

sea islands.

Situated at 1065 Kapiolani Boulevard,

Honolulu, the new plant and store is a

monument not only to Mr. Herman's
business acumen but also to the local

island firms that were able to produce
the fine building and equipment.
Thoroughly fireproofed by an exten-

sive Grinnell sprinkler system as well as

hollow tile partitions, the 26,000 square
feet of floor space includes showrooms,
non-reflecting show windows, developing
and printing rooms, Kodachrome process-

ing plant, two projection rooms, model
dark rooms and a specially designed still

studio.

The welfare of Kodak Hawaii's ninety
employees, of whom all but three are

Honolulu residents, has been well taken
care of. The recreation room for women
workers is furnished in a homelike at-

mosphere with broad windows giving a

lovely view of the Koolau mountains.
For relaxation the room has been pro-

vided with magazines, checker board and
bridge tables.

Men employees have been provided
with tile showers and recreation room
furnished with card tables and lounging
chairs.

Top Speed Finishing

The designers of the building have
taken advantage of Hawaii's matchless
climate by furnishing the roof with um-

Here are 85 of the 90 employees of
Kodak Hawaii, Ltd., standiriff in front of
the new Eastman Building in Honolulu.
Two other Kodak stores are situated

in Honolulu.

brellas and comfortable chairs for the

use of employees during the lunch hour.

Speed and the best service modern
photographic scientists can provide are
incorporated in the finishing department
of Kodak Hawaii's new home.

It is equipped with the latest straight
line method of production. An automatic
printing machine, developer and electric

dryer are used to provide not only an
eight hour service, but to insure the most
consistent and accurate work as well.

Developing solutions are prepared in

a chemical mixing room and then carried
by chemical proof pipes to the processing
rooms.

Cooled water for temperature regula-
tion of chemical solutions is provided by
two compressors with a capacity of 1500
gallons.

The processing of 8mm. and 16mm.
Kodachrome color movie film in the new
plant of Kodak Hawaii makes possible
much more rapid service in the return-
ing of films which are brought in for
development. In the past it has been
necessary to send these films to the lab-
oratories in either Los Angeles or San
Francisco, which meant a delay of any-
where from three to five weeks before
the film was returned.

It will be possible with the local lab-

oratory to return processed films 48
hours after they have been received. The
laboratory at Honolulu is one of a chain
of worldwide Kodachrome processing
stations.

Film Storage and Delivery

Regulated temperature and controlled
humidity in the film storage rooms keep
films as fresh as the day they were made.
Kodak Hawaii's watchword of service is

carried to the shipping department which
has its own entrance and loading plat-

form. It features four regular deliver-

ies daily, employing two trucks and one
motorcycle.

A specially designed studio for Ha-
waii's professional photographers, the
first of its kind ever to be used in Hono-
lulu, has been provided in the new Kodak
building. In this studio, beautifully fur-
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nished, eveiy convenience is available.

Instruction in the use of new cejuipment

is provided by Kodak experts. The stu-

dio provides a fluorescent lip:ht, a Gra-
flex lOA camera capable of taking pic-

tures up to 8 by 10 inches, head screens,

a boom light and backgrounds in three
colors, ivory, pongee, and blue.

F'. B. Herman Manager
The remarkable growth of Kodak Ha-

waii in the past 12 years, during which
time it has increased from a small store

to one of the major Kodak branches, is

due primarily to its manager and treas-

urer, F. B. Herman. He came to Hono-
lulu in May, 1928, having been trans-

ferred from Kodak Cubana. Ltd., to

establish Kodak Hawaii Ltd.

Mr. Herman was born in Newark,
N.Y., was graduated from the public

schools there, attended the Rochester
Business Institute and was graduated
with a B'.S. degree from the Wharton
School of Commerce and Finance of the

University of Pennsylvania.
Not only does he offer sales and serv-

ice at the three Kodak Honolulu stores,

1065 Kapiolani Boulevard, 1059 F'ort

street, and 2315 Kalakaua avenue, Wai-
kiki, but also arranges special shows of

Hawaiian activities so staged that ama-
teur photographers can actually photo-
graph with their own equipment all of

the romantic sports, dances, and scenery
that individualize these islands from all

other tourist spots of the world.
Popular among these attractions are

the hula dances conducted at Waikiki
beach with a background of ancient co-

coanut palms and the blue Pacific be-

yond. These dances of pretty native girls

have been photographed by thousands
of camera enthusiasts, guests of Kodak
Hawaii.

Island Trip Popular

Realizing the shortness of the average
vacationist's stay in the islands, Mr.
Herman several years ago inaugurated
a special train trip around the island of

Oahu, known as the "Photographers'
Special." This train has become so popu-
lar that as many as nineteen railway
coaches have been required to accommo-
date enthusiastic passengers.
The train covers a route otherwise al-

most inaccessible to tourists, and makes
long stops to allow passengers ample
time to photograph the chief scenic won-
ders of the island coast.

For tourists Mr. Herman has also pre-

pared a cartographic map of the island

chain showing the most interesting scenic

spots. This affords tourist photogra-
phers a guide that enables them to visit

within a short vacation scenic and his-

toric places that would otherwise re-

quire many weeks to discover for them-
selves.

Professional photographers in the

islands are also well cared for by Kodak
Hawaii. Regular salesmen and demon-
strators for the company make periodic

trips throughout the islands and weekly
trips around Oahu, calling on them to

supply information, provide new equip-
ment and make arrangements for rej)air

work.
Recently M. L. Bokman, supervising

demonstrator of the Eastman Kodak
Company, was brought to Honolulu to

demonstrate to newspaper publishing
companies the use of stripping film in

place of the wet plate process.

Bell & Howell Introduces
Home Filmosound Projector
We have all known that the day was

bound to come when talking movies in

the home would be practical and within
the reach of even modest income brack-
ets. Now comes news from Bell & How-
ell indicating the day has arrived—the
announcement of a new Filmosound
Projector, moderately priced and de-

signed especially for home use.

The Filmosound DeLuxe Model is

housed in polished walnut cases which
blend smoothly with home furnishings.
The projector unit is fundamentally the
same as that of the "Academy" Filmo-
sound, the model which has had such
wide acceptance in schools throughout
the country.
A 750-watt lamp furnishes brilliant

illumination, and the new Filmosound
will project the silent 16mm. movies
made at home as well as sound films.

In market tests prior to the general
announcement, dealers were quick to

recognize the extent of the vast field

opened up by the entry of sound into the
home market, and that response has
been most enthusiastic.

It is perhaps because of two factors,

Bell & Howell states further, that sound
has not more widely entered the home

Fritz B. Herman, manager and treas-
urer of Kodak Hawaii, who tioelve years
ago went to Honolulu to establish the

store.

Showing a part of the salesroom of the
new Kodak Hawaii plant in Honolulu.

field ere thi.s—availability of suitable
sound films, and mystification on the
part of the public as to how sound is

produced.

With the constant expansion of the
many film libraries all over the United
States, the first difficulty has now prac-
tically disappeared, it is claimed, and the
company believes that "educational" ad-
vertising will soon show the public that
it is just as easy to operate a sound-on-
film projector as it is to run a silent

machine.

The Filmosound Library alone con-
tains more than 3800 reels of sound films

—Hollywood features starring current
favorites, cartoons, travelogues, news
reels, sport shorts and dozens of other
subjects, all available at moderate
rentals.

Allied Non-Theatrical Film
Gather for Annual Meeting
To commemorate its first year of ac-

tivity in its field, Allied Non-Theatrical
Film Association members will gather
in New York City on April 26 for their
annual meeting and banquet. It is ex-
pected several hundred film distributors,
equipment manufacturers, laboratory
men, visual education specialists, and
others connected with the non-theatrical
film field will attend.

Leaders of the industry will discuss
current problems affecting the field,

while officers will report on the activities

of the organization during the past year.
Election of officers for the ensuing year
will also occupy a place on the program.
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Projectionists

Alter Rules at

Committee

Meet
By PAUL R. CRAMER

THE second meeting of the South-
ern California Projectionists'
Amateur Camera Club was held at

Al Levy's cafe in Hollywood on March 15.

New business brought forth some refine-

ments of the original rules and regula-
tions, especially in the classifications,

to wit:

That each entrant will be allowed four
pictures for each salon instead of two.

Class A will consist of those amateurs
who have had over one year's experience
doing their own work, and must state so
on the technical data sheet that is sent
in with the pictures.

Class B will now consist of those ama-
teurs who have had less than one year's
experience.

Class C, however, will remain un-
changed.
Tones will be allowed, but no tints or

colors will be judged. The third change
is a very important one, changing the
judging of the final salon to be held in

November.
This will now read: "Final salon will

be open to all classifications and the
winner will be the highest scorer of the
previous salons." For example, a man in

Class A has entered the first six salons,
having won three first places and nothing
else, whereas the next man has won six

second places and one third, giving him
a total of 330 points, whereas the first

man has only 300 points.
Therefore, if the judges decide the

winner of the final salon is the first man
he will have a total of 400 points, beat-
ing the second man by 70 points, or if

the judges decide the second man wins
in the final showing he will have 430
points. This was done to try to boost
the consistency of showings among the
entrants.
At this meeting we had some addition-

al members come in. The names were
R. J. Taliaferro, K. H. Reynolds, Donald
R. Long, L. A. Lindley, from Long Beach,
and Jack Staikey, C. C. Vaughn and
James A. Phillips from Los Angeles.
At the first meeting it was decided that

at all subsequent meetings we would
arrange to have at least one guest.
At the meeting of March 15 we had

two guests, Edward Egan, president
Local 165, and Ralph McDonald, business
representative of Local 150. They wished
us godspeed with our organization, and
by the look of contentment on their faces
when they left we know for a certainty
that they enjoyed every bit of their din-

ner.
At the next meeting on April 4 we will

have speaker Ralph Hayden from the
Eastman Kodak Company, who will speak
on "Kodachrome Transparencies." This
will be exceedingly interesting to all

amateur photographers.
The next meeting of the club will be

held Thursday, April 4, at 12 noon, at
the original Torino Villa Cafe, 627
South La Brea avenue.
Be sure and have your salon pictures

in the hands of Paul R. Cramer, care of
American Cinematographer, 1782 North
Orange drive, Hollywood, on or before
April 10 for the first showing. These
will be action pictures only.

TECHNICAL DATA
Shafts—By Leo Moore
Camera 3^4 by 4^/4 Graphic, lens Tes-

sar 4.5, Film Superpan Press, lens
stop F.ll, 2 seconds exposure, no filter,

normal room light in the shaft room of
Boulder Dam power house. Dodged the
walls, otherwise straight print. The neg-
ative was developed in KD 50, print de-
veloped in Defender 55D.

If you have ever had the pleasure of

Present at the Mareli meetiny of the
Projectionists' Southern California Ama-
teur Camera Club, were the following

:

At left foreground is the verif wortiiy
president of Studio Projectionist Local,
Edward Egan, a guest. Next is Jack
Staikei/, with the so-o-o surprised look;
Paul Cramer, John Stanley Smith, and
hidden behind Johnny is Jimmy Phillips;
Leo Moore, and starting on the left at
the back table are the boys from Long
Beach: R. J. Taliaferro, Donald R. Long,
K. H. Reynolds and G. H. Lahlum.

Starting on the right rear of the cen-
ter table is H. A. Lindley of Long Beach,
Mr. Donaldson, a visitor from Colorado,
C. C. Vaughn of Local 150; Pat Offer, Ye
Editor of the Sound Ripples in the Los
Angeles Citizen; Art Schroeder, and last
but not least is Ralph McDonald, the
popular business representative of Local
150, another guest.

Picture was exposed by Fred L. Borch,
member Local 150 and of the club.
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'Shafts' 'Tranquillity"

going through this room at Boulder Dam
you will realize the difficulties the pho-
tographer has had to surmount to catch
this picture at a two second exposure,
knowing full well that the perpendicular
shafts were revolving at a terrific speed.
The noise alone would throw off any
mental calculations one would attempt.
We note by the technical data that Leo

had a Tessar 4.5 Lens in his Speed
Graphic, but what a lens. Notice the
definition in the distant background, the
every shadow and highlight reproduced
with razor blade sharpness. In my esti-

mation the composition of this picture
could hardly be improved upon.

Every shaft is in full view and making
use of the highlights produced by each
overhead lamp. The shadows cast by the
overhead lamps in the background weave
a mysterious pattern that would com-
pare well with the brush strokes of our
famous artists of the past. Truly, Leo

"Character"

Moore has brought to your eyes through
his camera a work of craftsmanship that
in my opinion will be hard to duplicate.
He should be proud of his endeavor.

Character—By .Marvin Sasselli

Camera Midget Marvel, lens 2.9 Hugo
Meyer, Film Super XX, .stop F.ll 1/100
second, no filter, Brovira paper, Agfa
developer.

This is a character portrait of one of
the actors taken on location during the
filming of M-G-M's "Northwest Passage."
Referring to the technical data you will

see that Marvin Sasselli used a Midget
Marvel with a 2.9 Hugo Meyer lens.

If you know your cameras you will

realize that this is not the most expen-
sive camera on the American market
today. But Marvin Sasselli succeeded in

achieving what some of our greatest por-
trait artists have been striving to do for
years.

In this respect note the third dimen-
sional illusion achieved, also that he
captured the skin structure of the face.

This is exceptional inasmuch as the
direct overhead light and the reflection

of the sun on the water is his only back-
light and with a graying sky diffusing
the light in the background.

One can but wonder at the marvelous
workmanship turned out by this man
with his inexpensive camera. However,
as you can readily see, every minute
detail is brought forth with a clarity

that is astounding. Marvin Sasselli

should be well satisfied with his work-
manship.

Tranquillity—By Merle Chamberlin

Camera, 2^/4 by 3^/4 Speed Graphic,
lens Kodak—3.7, film Panatomic X, stop
F.ll, 1/100 second, filter K2. Taken at

Laguna. Brovira Paper. Agfa Developer.

This picture "Tranquillity" is well
named. Looking at it reminds one of a
glass of bubbling champagne or on sec-

ond glance would it not remind one of a
handful of loose diamonds thrown care-
lessly upon the azure bosom of mother

nature. How Merle Chamberlin stoppe
the glare of the sun from fogging ou
his film is going to be one for Riple\

As you can readily see, each pinpoir,

of light reflected on the dancing wave
represents millions of candle power i

energy produced by the sun, capable o

ruining any film unless exposed wit

expert ability. When handled this wa
we arrive right back at the beginning:

a picture restful to the eye, easy to loo

upon, truly tranquillity, by an artist.

Trumpeter—By James A. Phillips

Camera Duo Six 20, Film Panatomi
70, lens Eastman F.3.5, stop F.8, 1/10
second, filter none, Developer DK 20, 1:

minutes at 65 degrees, time of day 2:3i

P.M., shot at Griffith Park Zoo, Los An
geles.

This is the portrait of one of the larg

est elephants in the Griffith Park Zoc

(Continued on Page 18Jt)

"Trumpeter"
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Tliere^s Ftwi in

Usinff a Filter:

If It

Used Rightly
By CLAUDE W. CADARETTE

THE use of filters in all phases of

photography is needed to over-

come certain conditions which pre-

sent themselves and which are detrimen-
tal to the photographer who wishes to

attain the highest quality in his efforts.

Each filter has a definite function to per-

form.
The average amateur photographer,

upon seeing a list of approximately one
hundred filters in a catalogue, turns
three shades of green, becomes confused,
and makes his picture without tackling
the filter problem. It really is not diffi-

cult. The use of filters and the effects

which may be had by them soon become
fascinating, adding more enjoyment to

your hobby.
The average amateur has use for only

five or six filters that will give him all

the desired effects. There are many fil-

ters manufactured that amateurs do not
use, as they do not have occasion to use
the type of film for which the filters are
intended.

The employment of filters is governed
by three elements, and each of these ele-

ments is related to each other in the
filming of each scene.
The first element that must be consid-

ered is the source and nature of the light
|we are using to make the exposure. The
most common light source we use is the
sun, so let's step outside for a moment
to see what sunlight does for us.

Sunlight of Many Colors

The light is brilliant and we notice the
3un appears to be white light. But if

Scene in Paramount's "Safari." Direc-
tor of Photography Ted Tetzlaff, A.S.C.,
nounts his camera on a movinq barge to
let that shot. Edward H. Griffith di-
ects. Credit for still photograph goes

to Talmadge Morrison.

white light is coming from the sun, why
is the grass green, a flower red and an-
other object yellow?

Isaac Newton discovered that sunlight,
although appearing white to our eye, was
actually composed of many colors, which
when blended in their proportionate
amounts became white. By placing a
prism in a path of light, the white ray
was split into all of the separate com-
ponents, called the spectrogram.

Newton noticed that the position of the
colored rays always remained in their

same position. The blue rays were al-

ways at one end of the spectrum and
these blended into the green, yellows, or-

ange, red and deeper magentas at the
other end of the spectrum.

If a circular card were made and di-

vided into areas of these same colors
proportionate to the area each color oc-
cupies in the spectrum, then revolved at
a high speed, the surface of the card
would appear white, although there are
no white areas on the card.

This experiment proves that white
light is composed of all the visible col-

ored rays of the spectrum. But if white
light is made up of all colors, why does
the grass appear green and the flower
red?

The pigmentation of the grass has the
power to absorb or hold back all of the
colored rays of the sunlight except the
green rays. As only the green rays
bounce off of the grass again, that is the
only color reaching our eye, resulting in

green grass. The flower cannot absorb
the red rays of light, but holds back all

other colors.

Filters and Artificial Light

Consequently, we think the flower is

red. A colored object appears colored to
the eye, as it reflects the light rays of
the color we see and absorbs all other
rays. When photographing with tung-
sten or artificial light we find that this
light source is deficient in blue rays but
very strong in the red side of the spec-
trum. This condition must be taken into
consideration when using filters with ar-
tificial light.

The second element in the use of fil-

ters are the colors of the objects to be
photographed. As we look at a group of
various colored objects, we are con-
scious of a degree of contrast that is
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present between the colors. Yellow ap-
pears brighter than red, and red seems
more brilliant than green.

Yet when we photograph this group,
the contrast is different on the screen
than in our eye. On the screen, the red
seems to be quite dark, the green is

light and yellow is a shade between
these two. The contrast of the colors

has been completely altered, and gives
us an unbalanced color rendition.

To balance correctly the contrast on
the screen we should use a filter that
will lighten the reds and subdue the
green to a certain extent. The camera-
man must be able to ascertain what filter

it is necessary to use to get the effect

he desires.

On many occasions, he may wish to

eliminate some aerial haze which is usu-
ally present in scenics. Haze is made up
of tiny particles of vapor which reflects

the blue light of the sky. This i-eflection

obscures distant objects and details are

lost which are desirable in the picture.

Filming Haze

Haze should not be confused with mist
or fog, as these two phenomenas are
composed of large water particles in the

air, giving off a grayish or white light.

If true mist or fog prevail in the at-

mosphere, there is no combination of

films or filters that will combat it. There
are, however, certain filters that will

counteract haze.
The third element which is necessary

to consider deals with the type of film

emulsion we are using in the camera. As
emulsion is such an important factor of
photography we should briefly study its

development.
The emulsion or sensitized surface

contains microscopic grains of silver

which is evenly distributed over the film

base. After exposure to light, and proper
development in chemicals, the grains are
converted to metallic silver. The amount
of exposure and distribution of metallic

silver forms a negative image of our
scene directly related to the distribution

of light over the film as completed by
the camera lens.

Early emulsions were only sensitive

to blue rays of light. All other light

rays photographed very dark. Improve-
ments soon gave us another film which
became sensitive to yellow and green
rays, rendering better balance in color

contrasts.

Enter Panchromatic

However, about 1927, a film was in-

troduced that became sensitive to all of

the visible spectrum. Pictures made with
this emulsion appeared to be very nat-

ural. Due to the extended sensitivity of

this panchromatic emulsion, the speed of

the emulsion was greatly increased.

Instead of photographing with only
one or two rays of light, we could use
six or seven rays, consequently the ex-

posing time was greatly decreased. This
meant that pictures could be made under
adverse conditions of light and also

under artificial lighting conditions.

In spite of the added conveniences and
advantages that panchromatic film gave
us, we found that the blue rays still pho-
tographed as white, and the reds and
greens were still too dark to balance the
color contrasts.

It became necessary, then, to control

certain rays of light, although it meant
sacrificing some of the emulsion speed.
This control was achieved by the adop-
tion of filters.

A filter is a colored piece of glass or
gelatin, that allows certain colored rays
of light to pass through, and stops or
holds back other colored rays. By using
certain filters we can photograph with
any choice of color ray we desire. The
average amateur can limit his filter sup-
ply to approximately six filters which
will give him all of the effects he needs.

Try It With Red

If you hold a red filter to your eye and
look at a blue and red object you will

note that the blue object turns black,

yet the red object remains unchanged.
Thus, if the blue object turns black, it

must be due to the ability of the red fil-

ter to hold back any blue rays from
reaching your eyes, however the red rays
are allowed freely to pass through the

filter.

Consequently, if the red filter were
placed on the camera lens the blue rays
would not reach the film, but the red ob-
ject would be allowed to expose on the
film. On the screen, the blue object
would be black, while the red object
would be much lighter.

A red filter is used only for extreme
contrasts usually wanted to sharply ac-

centuate clouds in a blue sky. It renders
the blue sky as black, and the red rays
from the white cloud expose on the film

which gives us a brilliant white cloud on
a dark background.

Western Movie Announces
Type of Simplified Tripod

A new and vastly simplified type of
tripod head has been announced by Phil
Lasher, president of Western Movie Sup-
ply Company in San Francisco.

The new head, called Wesco "All-In-
Won," may be used for either still or
motion picture work. Instead of sepa-
rate adjustments the Wesco AU-In-Won
may be locked for either vertical or
horizontal framing, by a slight turn of
the tilt arm.

In still work, this method of locking
permits an instant change from a ver-
tical shot to a horizontal shot, and allows
a reflex type of camera to be used on a
high tripod for vertical shots without the
usual difficulty of straining one's neck to
look into the ground glass.

For motion picture work, either tilting

or panning may be made with equal
speed control, because the Wesco All-In-

Won single adjustment maintains pre-
cisely the same tension or resistance to

movement in all directions.

For more natural renditions we u:

yellow filters in various densities. Tli
K-'.i, G and Aero filters are more suitabf
filters for correct balance than the rf

23-A or 29-F filters.

Using the K-3

The K-3 is a pure yellow filter whic
holds back blue rays to a great e:

tent, allowing some green and red raj

to be transmitted while allowing all (

the yellow rays to pass. It is a correi

tion filter, as it renders all colors in

close relation as seen with the eye.

does not allow all of the blue rays of tl

sky to pass through it, and the yello\

green and red rays are given more tin

to act upon the emulsion.
The yellow rays reflected from clouc

easily penetrate the filter, creating
contrast against the darker sky. R(

rays are transmitted in proportion t

their true relation to other colors. Ti
finished picture has a sufficient amoui
of correction to make it appear natura
as compared to the contrast as we r<

membered it visually.

The G filter is a yellow filter like tY

K-3, but a small amount of red is add*

to it to increase its transmitting rang
It also holds back more of the blue ra\

than does the K-3, but passes more «

the red rays. The filming results she
more exposure is given to the yellow an
red end of the .spectrum, while the blu

and green end is darkened to a great*
degree.
Although the results are pleasing t

the eye, the increase in contrast is not i

relation to the tonal gradations as see

with the eye.

For Cloud EflTects

Its use is more valuable as a haze cu'

ter, inasmuch as the blue haze is pn
vented from entering the lens, while th

other rays beyond the haze are transmi
ted, recording the distant detail in th

emulsion. It is excellent to use on m<
rine scenes or for cloud effects, whei
the increased contrast in the sky is nc

objectionable.
For extreme contrasts, the pui

red 23-A or 29-F filter is best. If a si

ver aeroplane is wanted against a blac

sky or haze penetration is needed to

great extent, it is recommended, but it :

definitely a contrast filter and does nt

in any manner act as a correction filte

Moonlight effects can be filmed with th

red filter. However, do not use it fc

portraiture.
The Aero 2 filter is a yellow filter, bu

unlike the G filter it has a small amouii

of green added to it. This lightens th

green objects and darkens the red one;

It was developed for aerial photograph}
but serves many purposes for those i

us who keep our feet on the ground.
Two green filters are also recon'

mended for amateurs, namely, the X-
and X-2. As green stops red rays to

large degree, their use is confined t

scenics where no red exists. The X-1 i

mostly used with artificial light. Be

cause photofloods are predominant in re

(Continued on Page 185)
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SOLVES
New Universal Guide for Cine-Kodaks Gives Immediate,

Explicit Answers to Movie-making Exposure Problems

OX the side of all new Cine-Kodaks is a
simple little device that takes all the

worry, higher mathematics, and black magic
out of the exposure problem.

It's called the Cine-Kodak Universal Guide.
For every type of Cine-Kodak Film there's a

little exposure card designed to slip neatly into

place in the Guide; by rotating the disk of the

Guide so that its indicator arrow points to a

specific light condition, given on the exposure

card, you may take immediate exposure read-

ings. One side of the exposure card defines out-

door light conditions; the other covers indoor

lighting in terms of the number and type of

Photofloods used and their distance from the

subject. Allowances are shown for the various

standard camera speeds and for the subjects'

color.

An individual exposure card is now being

packed with each roll of Cine-Kodak Film
(obviously, it will be some time before film so

packed is generally' available). Pocket Model

Universal Guides, complete with exposure
cards for all Cine-Kodak Films, are available

(price, $1) at Cine-Kodak dealers'. New ship-

ments of Cine-Kodaks, of course, include the
Guide and a set of cards. Present owners of

Cine-Kodaks may have Guides affixed to their

cameras. A charge of $1 covers the Guide, a
set of cards, installing Guide on camera, and
removing the old front exposure plate. Your
dealer can arrange this service.

Simple, Explicit, Inexpensive

The Guide for each model Cine-Kodak
varies according to that camera's standard
lens equijjment and operating s])eeds.

Simple, explicit is this new Guide. With it

the precise exposures required for finest re-

sults with Kodachrome Film are as easily and
accurately determined as are exposures for

black-and-white filming. It's beautifully sim-
ple, completely successful.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER, N.Y.

Slip the exposure card, For the

kind of film you're usins, into

the Guide, and the answers to

your exposure problems are im-

mediately determinable. Inciden-

tally, when you become a Guide
user, you eliminate the possi-

bility of Forsetting the type of

film loaded in your camera.
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In Framing Yoiur

Picture

Composition

Searcli

for Lines
By JAMES A. SHERLOCK

y^CTION is a dynamic force in a mov-
ing picture, but is not sufficient to

hold attention without that elusive

quality known as "Picture Composition,"'

difficult enough to obtain in the reflex

viewfinder of a still camera, but ten

times more difficult to acquire in the

small viewfinder of any cine camera.
If the amateur cinesmith wishes to

add picture composition to his films he
can easily develop a picture conscious
eye that will naturally select a good
camera angle for every shot.

A study of good work done by artists

and still photographers will assist, bur
will also prove to the cinematographer
that he must be careful in selecting cam-
era angles, as the size and shape of the
FIELD in a moving picture remains
permanent after the film has been ex-

posed.

A good scene will have an abstract
quality that suggests much more than it

actually shows. A visit to the local art

gallery by a moviemaker in a receptive
mood will prove this point more than any
words, and a study of works of art will

show that most paintings are built on
some geometrical pattern that has the
power to attract the eye and hold atten-

tion.

Why Old Masters

The "S" curve suggests depth and
beauty, the diagonal is used for speed or
movement, the triangle or pyramid sug-
gests strength and stability, radiation

suggests growth, and the rectangle is

used if dignity is emphasized.
Great artists have used these forms

on which to build pictures that have
stood the test of time, and a study of

their etchings or paintings explains why
they are known as Old Masters. Their
work holds the most casual eye in chan-
nels that all lead into the picture and
attract attention long enough till the
viewei* appreciates the abstract meaning
of the Master.

All above mentioned geometrical forms
are now used by the world's best profes-
sional cinematographers when photo-
graphing either an interior or exterior.

They use a particular design to suggest
a mood in keeping with the scene. Some-
times a geometrical design is used to

group or pose characters, while at other
times the design is in the set or scene.

This might seem a little involved to

the amateur who has not yet troubled
about this absorbing phase of moviemak-
ing, but once the first few rules are
learned the cinesmith will find an added
pleasure to his fascinating hobby. His
work will be of a higher standard, par-
ticularly if he is observant and has
imagination.

There are many books written on still

picture composition that will interest the
cine worker. They explain that every
scene as a whole must be studied and
correctly balanced with flowing lines that
lead the eye into the picture.

Must Choose Carefully

Most rules governing still picture com-
position are applicable to moving pic-

tures, but are not strictly followed by
the cinematographer with imagination,
who cuts a scene when the action reaches

its climax, then follows with a shot ths

has a pleasing camera angle producin
a smooth change of scene.
One of the most enjoyable aspects o

a good motion picture is the careft
camera angles chosen to secure succf;;-

sive scenes that are restful to the cyt

but unlike the painter who can eliminat
or add what he wishes the moviemake
must carefully choose the best positio]

for his camera with the knowledge tha
every tone of light and shade will re

main permanently as each scene is pho
tographed.
The sense of depth is a vital part o

all moving pictures. Good cameramen uS'

light and shade to suggest the feeling o

the third dimension on a screen that ha
but two dimensions. To create this illu

sion a series of objects must be place<

at different distances from the camera
It is the suggestion of space betweei
objects that all cameramen should striv<

for when seeking pictorial effect.

Angles for Shadows

When black and white film is used
light must fall from an angle and breal

the picture into various shapes, therebj

causing shadows to fall diagonally or

the scene. With color film this is not as

important, as different colors separaK
the objects, but even when using th(

latter film shadows should not bf

avoided.
On occasions the beginner will select

a camera angle which shows perspective
texture and harmony, but unless he ha?

had previous experience with a still cam-
era his early pictures will be flat and

dull.

Using a camera outdoors, long shad-

ows are to be gathered in early morning
or late evening. Nature is then at her

best for the pictorialist. Landscapes and

buildings are draped with long, trailing

shadows. If the building is light in

color a heavy filter is used to give con-

trast between the sky and architecture.

If it is a dark building try for a white

cloud behind it. The contrast of tones

give a suggestion of depth.

By having a road or river recede from
the camera in the form of the letter "S,"

depth is felt in a decided manner. This

form of picture composition is to be

found everywhere; in a shapely woman's
figure, cumulus clouds, winding paths,

winding brook, breakers on the seashore.

Line of Beauty

In fact, it appears more often in na-

ture than in any other form of picture

composition and is most pleasing to the

eye. It is known as the line of beauty.

The simplest method of obtaining

depth in a scene is to frame it. "Fram-
ing" means placing an object along or

near the edge of a picture but the object

should be small and of a medium tone

and should not contain distracting con-

trasts. If the "frame" is in keeping with

the mood of the scene so much the

better.

For example, when photographing a

landscape, have a small tree near one of

the lower corners of the view-finder; then
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in a seascape, include a small boat in a

similar spot.

In street scenes, a stationary vehicle

or traffic signal can be used; when pho-

tographing architecture look round for

an archway, but remember the framing
must be used to attract attention to the

center of interest.

Another popular form of "framing"
is the use of a small branch of a tree.

This is particularly advantageous when
photographing a scene that has little

movement. A real tree is best, but a

small branch can be held a few feet in

front of the camera. If there is no wind,
the branch could be gently swayed as
the film is running through the camera.

Mood of Scene

Interior shots are just as easily han-
dled. The next time you are watching an
interior scene photographed by an A.S.C.
cameraman notice how a small ornament,
a small piece of furniture, a photograph,
a bowl of flowers or a few books have
been used to coincide with the mood of
the scene and improve its composition,
but these cinesmiths do not litter a scene
with useless objects. They have the prin-
cipal thing in the scene distinctive and
isolated.

When human figures are added, they
should harmonize with the mood of the
scene and should not look directly into
the lens, as they will appear to be look-

,
ing out of the picture instead of into it.

The most common fault with begin-
ners is that they do not hold the camera
level when photographing a scene that
contains a long horizon. Another fault
is the desire to include too much in one
scene. This is accentuated when the scene
is panoramed. The eye and brain are
confused as they wander from one point
to another trying to seek understanding.

Light Emphasizes

The main point of interest should not
be in the exact center of the picture and
should have lines leading' in its direction.
Unnecessary detail should not crowd

a scene. If the foreground is interesting
keep the background subdued, and -f

the background is to be the main point
of interest have the foreground subdued.
The main point of interest is empha-

sized by lighting it strongly. It should
have the greatest contrasting tones and
should be the point where all lines lead.
There should not be two highlights or
subject of equal value in the one scene.
The highlight should be placed near or
in the main point, which should be kept
away from the edge of the picture.

In photographing land or seascapes
, never have the horizon divide the scene
in halves. If the sky is interesting keep
the horizon low in the viewfinder. If
the foreground is to be featured have
the horizon near the top of the picture.

Clouds are a great advantage, as they
break the monotony of a light sky and
add to the beauty of the scene. If a mov-
ing object is to be followed keep plenty
of space in front of the action. Do not
have the subject appear to be running
out of the picture and try to panoram

at the same speed as the moving object,

keeping it in the same position of the
viewfinder. Otherwise the speed of the
action might appear to vary and possibly
will not look convincing.

Low Camera, Larger Object

Do not photograph a procession or
traffic at right angles to the camera.
Have moving objects approach the cam-
era from an angle. A low camera angle
will make an object appear larger than
a high camera angle.

A close analytical study of good pro-
fessional films will show that the pho-
tographer has carefully studied camera
angles to get pictorial effectiveness. He
uses lighting to suggest moods in sym-

Photographing in Color. By Paul Outer-
bridge, Jr. A U. S. Camera Book.
Published by Random House, Inc., 20
East Fifty-seventh street, New
York. SVz "by 111/2 inches, 204 pp.,
15 full page illustrations in color
and color chart. $4.85.

"Photographing in Color," by Paul
Outerbridge, Jr., is an authoritative and
informative book. Entirely apart from
that, it has real quality. Even if a per-
son has no vital interest in color work
the book will be an added ornament to

any library. To those who do claim a
vital interest it cannot help being a real

adviser.

In Part I there are chapters on Color
and Photography, Cameras and Camera
Equipment, Lighting and Exposure,
Composition and Picture Material, and
Transparencies.

Part II contains chapters on The Labo-
ratory, Separation Negatives and Print-

ing Processes. There are descriptions of

the pictures as well as the camera fac-

tors. In the Appendix are details of

Camera and Camera Equipment, Plates
and Films, Photographic Lamps, Light-
ing Equipment, with illustrations; Nega-
tive Processing Formulas, Formulas for

the Dufaycolor Process, etc.; for the

Chromatone Process, etc.; the Carbo
Process; materials for the wash-off re-

lief process, preparing paper for trans-

ferring images, weights and measures
and the laboratory.

"All color processes are constantly be-
ing improved, so much so, that in time I

believe it will be possible almost to take
color prints out of the back of your
camera," declares the author. "Unques-
tionably, all motion pictures will even-
tually be in color, and in most of the
daily newspapers color will be as com-
mon as black and white is today.

"Black and white will occupy the same
place in relation to color as it does to-

day in an art exhibition—one small
room off the entrance for the etchings
and lithographs.

"In these days of multiplicity of pho-
tographic gadgetry, too many people be-
lieve that ultra-fast lenses and expen-

pathy with the emotional appeal of the
shot.

Newsreel cameramen use angles that
have a candid appearance. They force
an audience to feel participation in the
subject matter. Professionals use more
closeups than amateurs. They realize

that each scene must have a dynamic
appeal that compels the viewer to look
and, having seen, to understand, but un-
fortunately it is not always convenient
for the amateur to take a camera close

to an object or a person to get the can-
did closeup he wants.

It is at this point of movie making
that the amateur realizes the necessity
of telephoto lenses and the advantage of
a turret head on a camera.

sive camera equipment insure fine pic-

tures. It is always to be remembered
that it is not cameras that take pictures,

but the men behind them who do.

"The camera is only a tool to be mas-
tered like any other tool with which you
expect to produce a given result. Nor
is it the laboratory equipment that pro-
duces the prints, but the intelligence and
talent of the men who use it. What is

wanted is ideas, a bit more of an aes-
thetic point of view in a materialistic
civilization.

"To express really vital ideas beauti-
fully through the maze of mechanical
and technical media necessary for the
production of a good color photographic
print is a rare but much to be desired
talent, and offers a challenge to those
who are now taking up the work."

In the U. S. Camera Magazine, issued
every two months, Paul Outerbridge, the
author, conducts the widely read "Color"
column.

New Agfa Developing Tray
A new 5 by 7 inch stainless-steel de-

veloping tray, offering a number of ad-
vantages over developing trays of other
types, has just been announced by Agfa
Ansco.

Rigidly constructed, with reinforce-
ment ribs on the bottom, the new, stain-

less-steel tray is ideally suited for dark-
room work. It is proof against chipping
or breaking, and having no chemical or
fogging effect upon sensitized photo-
graphic materials.

Bee Bee Viewer Reduced
Burleigh Brooks, Inc., New York, an-

nounces a reduction in price of the
American made Bee Bee Illuminated
Viewer. The new price of the viewer is

$8.50 and the price of the extra carrier
has been reduced to $1. This sturdy, one-
piece cast aluminum viewer brings out
all the natural colors in transparencies.

Its precisely ground lens makes 35mm.
frames appear to be enlarged to approxi-
mately 2V2 by 3% inches.

BOOKS
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MARX TELLS
OF SCRE

ENGINEERS
EN LIGHTING

THE Hollywood section of the So-
ciety of Motion Picture Engineers
held a dinner meeting in March

at the Hollywood Athletic Club. There
were two principal speakers, F. H.
Marx, sales department of the National
Theatre Supply Company, and S. Charles
Lee.

Mr. Lee talked on the relations be-

tween the architect and engineer. Mr.
Marx discussed "Commercial Aspects of

Screen Illumination."
Professional cameramen have a vital

interest in the questions talked about
by Mr. Marx, for it is beyond question
that unless to the projectionist is given
equipment that will return on the screen
100 percent of the quality residing in the
film then the efforts of both camera-
man and projectionist suffer.

"The most generally accepted standard
for modern theatres is a minimum
screen brightness of ten foot candles,"
declared Mr. Marx. "To produce light

in quantity and quality up to this .stan-

dard there are now available six dif-

ferent types of carbon arc light sources.

"The classification of the various types
of carbon arc light sources available

has been changed to include the new
intermediate low voltage high intensity,

both A.C. and D.S., while 900-1000 Watt
Mazda and 75 ampere high-low are no
longer in sufficient use to be considered.

Illusion of Reality

"Figures moving on motion picture
screens must be of such scale as to create
the illusion of reality to the greatest
number of patrons. Tables giving the
size of the screen image in relation to

seating capacity of the theatre cannot be
accurately followed since the proportion
of the width of the seating area to the
depth is one of wide variation.

"A fairly accurate rule of thumb
recommends a screen height of one-sixth
of the distance of the screen to the most
remote row of seats. This will be ac-

curate for all except the very smallest
and very largest theatres.

"Assume a distance of 90 feet from
the back row of seats to the screen.

One-sixth of this is 15 feet, which sets

the screen size as 15 feet high by 20
feet wide. Referring back to the six

types of light source, we find that type
number four, namely, simplified high in-

tensity using 7mm. positive Suprex car-

bons at 45 amperes, is recommended as
the light source.

"From this example it is observed that
auditoriums 100 feet or longer should
use either simplified high intensity at

65 amperes, or, in the case of very large
balcony type theatres, straight high in-

tensity at 120 amperes or more.
"The obstacles to achieving satisfac-

tory screen illumination for these very
large theatres are primarily technical

since, from a commercial (or operating
cost) point of view, the cost of screen
illumination is very small when ex-
pressed on a per seat basis or as a per-
cent of total gross receipts.

Small Theatres Have Advantage
"There are approximately 500 the-

atres, seating 2000 or more, utilizing

straight high intensity. Add to these
about 2200 theatres using 65 amperes
simplified high intensity and we have
about 14 percent of the theatres in the
United States utilizing the brightest

light source available and still obtaining
barely the minimum of 10 foot candles.

"Further improvement in the case of

these theatres may be achieved by the

use of faster lenses, faster condenser
and reflector combinations, and double
shutter type projectors where blade area
is reduced from an arc segment of 90

degrees to one of 72 degrees.
"Proceeding now to the very small

theatres seating less than 500 (this re-

presents close to 55 percent of all the

theatres in the United States) we find

that they have been generally obtaining

satisfactory screen illumination ut
ing low intensity carbons at from 2l
'iO amperes. The last row of seats
seldom more than 65 feet from
screen, and a picture size of 10 feet
by 13 feet nine inches which is adequalj
"Though long neglected, this mar

has of late years been given considerab
attention by equipment manufacture!
and the level of .screen illumination
these small theatres has been raised
developments and technical improv|
ments.
"The use of low intensity lamps

medium sized theatres with screens
to 18 feet wide has resulted in scr

brightness as low as four foot cand
This condition exists in about 4000 th

atres ranging in seating capacity, fro^

500 to 700. The introduction of the lo

voltage, high intensity lamps will

able all of these theatres economically
come up to the required ten foot car

minimum.
"Since the increase in operating co

in the case of the D.C. lamp is only

cents per hour above low intensity, it

logical to expect a definite improveme
in the level of screen brightness fd

these medium size theatres.

"Only by continuing to consider

foot candles as the absolute mininn
can we expect to raise the average lev

of screen illumination."

AWARD CERTIFICATES
ISSUED BY ACADEM'

The Academy of Motion Picture Arts

and Sciences has awarded thirty-two cer-

tificates of nomination for award to di-

rectors of photography for black-and-

white and color motion pictures and for

special effects. The certificate set forth

that the recipient was nominated for an
Academy Award of Merit for outstand-

ing achievement, and was duly signed by
the president and secretary of the Acad-
emy. Those nominated were:

For Academy Award for Achievement
in black-and-white cinematography:

Joseph H. August, A.S.C., Gunga Din.

Norbert Brodine, A.S.C., Of Mice and
Men.
Elmer Dyer and Joseph Walker, A.S.C.,

Only Angels Have Wings.
George Joseph Folsey, Jr., A.S.C.,

Lady of the Tropics.
Tony Gaudio, A.S.C., Juarez.
Bert Glennon, A.S.C., Stagecoach.
Arthur Miller, A.S.C., The Rains Came.
Victor Milner, A.S.C., The Great Vic-

tor Herbert.
Gregg Toland, A.S.C., Intermezzo.
Gregg Toland, A.S.C., Wuthering

Heights.

Joseph Valentine, A.S.C., First Love.

For Academy Award for Achievement
in color cinematography:

Osmond Borradaile and Georges Per-
inal, Four Feathers.

Allen Davey, A.S.C., and Hal Ross

A.S.C., Wizard of Oz.

Bert Glennon, A.S.C., and Ray Rer

han, A.S.C., Drums Along the Mohav
W. Howard Greene, A.S.C., and

Polito, A.S.C., The Private Lives of El

abeth and Essex.
Ernest Haller, A.S.C., and Ray Renna*

han, A.S.C., Gone With the Wind.
Bernard Knowles and William Skall

A.S.C., The Mikado.
For Award for Achievement in specia'

effect photography:
Jack Cosgrove, Gone With the Wind.
Roy Davidson, Only Angels Have

Wings.
Farciot Edouart, A.S.C., and Gordon

Jennings, A.S.C., Union Pacific.

Arnold Gillespie, Wizard of Oz.

Byron Haskin, A.S.C., Private Lives

of Elizabeth and Essex.
Roy Seawright, Topper Takes a Trip.

Fred Sersen, The Rains Came.

Adds to Agfa Lines of Paper
Another attractive surface has just

been added to the growing assortment

of surfaces in which Agfa Cykon and

Cykora papers are being supplied. The

new surface, designated as matte white,

is neutral white in color and provides a

smooth, even surface devoid of sheen

or texture.
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MOVIEMAKERS ADVISED
ON WAYS OF PROJECTOR

By PAUL R. CRAMER

A GOOD screen is absolutely essen-

tial if you are to get the maxi-
mum efficiency out of your pro-

jector. You will probably be most satis-

fied with the type known as "glass-

beaded" and will use your own judgment
as to the type known or whether or not
you want it to hang on the wall, stand on
its own tripod or fold up into a box. All

are equally satisfactory, providing the

screen surface is the same.

As to the size of the screen, you will

probably use one of two methods in

selecting it: If your projector is capable
of projecting a large picture, you will no
doubt simply measure the projected pic-

ture area and purchase a screen to "fit"

these dimensions.

If your projector has limited power,
you should determine the most satisfac-

tory size by projecting a film on a white
surface varying the size of the picture
until you find the maximum size obtain-
able without the loss of picture quality.

Before we finish the topic of screens,
a word of caution: No matter how pow-

erful your projector, never project a pic-

ture so large that your audience will

view the picture from the same sort of
angle you get when you sit in the first

few rows of a theatre.

Of course, a picture so small that you
have to strain your eyes to see will be
no more satisfactory. In short, try to

eliminate the "bald-headed row" and the
"peanut gallery" from your home movie
"theatre."

We Put on Show

Now that we've acquired a projecto.-,

screen and film, let's put on a show. Be-
fore our guests arrive, the screen and
projector should be set up and ready to

run. First, we'll see that the machine is

properly oiled, the lens cleaned and the
projected rectangle of light aligned on
the screen.

Then the film aperture gate should be
cleaned. This is a very simple operation
explained in your inanual of instructions,

and a very important procedure. If the
gate and aperture are not carefully

cleaned, you may find that you have
caused serious damage to the film by
scratching it.

Also, it is not very pleasant to see a
picture that has what appears to be
"trees and bushes" growing from each
edge of the screen. Next, we'll thread
the projector and focus the image on the
screen.

If our projector does not have a re-

verse switch, it will be necessary to stop
the machine, unthread it, rewind the film

and rethread, being careful not to dis-

turb the lens which we have carefully
focused. Now, let's check our set-up. Is

our projector high enough so that some-
one's head will not be silhouetted on the
screen? Is our film all rewound and
laid out in proper order? Are ash trays
handy? (If not, it's dimes to doughnuts
that someone will bob up in front of
your lens and grope around in the dark
looking for one.)

Enough chairs handy ? If your pro-
jector does not have a pilot light, a table

or floor lamp should be handy so that
you will not have to turn on the bright
lights of the room while you thread the
projector, between reels. These are small
things, easily overlooked, but important
if your show is to bear some of the
aspects of a professional presentation.

A Few "Don'ts"

Just because you have several thou-
sand feet of film don't try to show it all

in one sitting. It may be intensely in-

(Cotitinitcd on Page 190)

TYPE T-5
(2000-5000-wa t) :

Gives three times intensity
of old-style "24's".
Your "24's" can be con-
verted to Type T-5s.

TYPE 19 SENIOR
(5000-watt) :

Instant focusingdevice (pat-
ented).
"Leak-proof" Fresnel-type
lens. Approved for Tech-
nicolcr—Kodachrome.

TYPE 14 JUNIOR
(1000-2000-watt)

:

Instant foousingdevice (pat-
ented).
"Leak-proof" Fresnel-type
lens. Approved for Tech-
nicvlor— Kodachrome.

LIGHTS from Hollywood
For Better Motion Pictures . . . The World Over

• Photographically, Optically Correct
• Heat Resisting and Leak Proof Lenses
• Whiter Lenses—Instant Focusing Devices
All Exclusive Bardwell & McAlister Features

100 Watt to 5000 Watt Lights Available for Immediate Delivery
Bardwell & McAlister incancJescent lights lead the field for every motion picture lighting

need. Engineered and manufactured to the thousandth degree of accuracy, they are
universally recognized as the finest lighting equipment available. This precision accuracy,
designing, engineering and manufacturing supremacy means: better pictures, saving of
time, no costly retakes, more light at less cost, less weight to carry, less heating problems,
longer hours of use per globe—lifetime service—for Bardwell & McAlister lights are
made to the exacting requirements of the world's outstanding motion picture producers
and photographers. Furthermore B & M lights include all the latest developments in

photographic and film technique because their engineers are in intimate touch with motion
picture studios, film manufacturers and outstanding lighting research engineers. This means
when you use B&M Equipment you enjoy all the benefits of the most efficient lights for

your every photographic need.

Write For Full Information About any Lighting Problem
Just tell us your lighting problem, what B&M Equipment you are interested in and we
will give you all the advice at our command. Please mention your photographic or studio
connection.

BARDWELL & McALISTER, INC.
MOTION PICTURE ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT

7636 SANTA MONICA BLVD. HOLLYWOOD, CALIFORNIA
Foreign Representatives of Bardwell & McTlister

PHOTO CINE STUDIO AGENCIES, LTD. GRUN BROS.
Bombay, India Cairo and Alexandria, Egypt

BABY KEG-LITE
(5IX)-750-watt) :

ijistant focusingdevice (pat-
ented).
"Leak-proof" Fresnel-type
lens. Approved for Tech-
nicolor—Kodachrome.

FOCO SPOT
ATTACHMENT:

Optical attachment for
Baby Keg-Lite. Provides
sharp or solt-edged circles
or rectangular shapes. Pro-
jects backgrounds.

DINKY INKIE
( 100- 150-watt)

:

5'/2" diameter: 7" tall: wt.
2^/4 lbs. When space is

small and lighting impor-
tant—use a "DINKY".
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Making Government Docu-
mentaries

(Contiimed from I'afje l(i9)

depend on the usually limited local powei
supply, so these small units were just
what was needed.

Our camera car was a special Pontiac
station-wagon, with a camera platform
on the front. I had advised getting a
car with knee-action springing because
its smoother ride would make for better
running shots. But when the car was
delivered in Washington, it was found
that the added weight of camera, crew

and platform was too much for the soft
front springs, and ground clearance was
reduced below a safe margin.

I was in Cleveland at the time, and
immediately went to the local distribu-

tor to see if something couldn't be done
to provide some auxiliary springing.

Excitement Aplenty

He replied, "Certainly; just put in

some special, taxicab front springs

—

they're stifFer." That was done, and
cured the trouble. But I learned later

that type of spring is made only for cars
sold for taxicab service in Cleveland,
and would be unknown in any other city!

Completing the rural electrification

film, I was called on to make a pick-up
shot of some electric transmission lines

and a power station. The location chosen
was in New Jersey, and the power exec-
utives gave me every cooperation. The
best set-up seemed to be on top of one
of their buildings, which was about 100
feet high.
As I climbed to the top I noticed the

man they had assigned to help me with
my equipment seemed rather a light-

weight for such a job, and I was rather
worried as to what would happen if he
tried to carry my heavy camera-cases,
battery-boxes, etc., up the exposed 100

foot stairway.
So I asked if they could let me have

an additional man. They did. He was
just a little fellow—about five feet noth-
ing—but stocky and immensely strong.

We decided to hoist the equipment up
to the roof, and he rigged a line and
started hauling.
On three sides, this room was pro-

tected by a waist-high parapet; the

third was open—and he chose the open
side, standing perilously on the edge
as he hauled away at his rope. Natu-
rally that worried me, and as I didn't

want him to unbalance and fall off that

open edge I asked him to bring the next
load up on another side.

Imagine my surprise when, a few
moments later, I saw him obediently
hauling away—perched directly atop the

parapet!
Making these documentaries isn't al-

ways the easiest of assignments—but

you aren't likely to get bored doing it.

After Much Testing Vard
Opticoat Surface Available

' Vard Mechanical Laboratory, Pasa-
dena, announces its Vard Opticoat Sur-

face is now available commercially, after

much experimental and testing work
done chiefly in conjunction with the

large motion picture studios.

Opticoat Surface is the new process

of treating transparent materials to re-

duce reflections and increase light trans-

mission through the material. There
will be wide application for the process,

but of immediate and exciting interest

are the results being obtained with

treated camera and projection lenses.

When a beam of light falls on the

surface of a transparent material, 4 to

5 per cent of the light is lost by reflec-

tion at each surface. The loss by re-

flection takes place each time the light

beam passes from air to glass and also

when it passes from glass to air.

In a complex lens system, i.e., several

lens elements with several glass-air sur-

faces, the loss by reflection is cumulative

and results in a considerable loss of

light. In a camera lens, much of the

light lost by reflection on the inner ele-

ments is re-reflected, finally finding its

way to the film, not as useful light, but

as flares and stray light whose sole ef-

fect is to produce fog and "ghosts" and

impair contrast.

EASTERN

HEADQUARTERS I RENTALS ' SALES • SERVICE
FOR THE

CAMERAMAN
Pto^eMto*uU SltteLo a*ui QuUuUf. Room. C^tufime*U

Available At AU Times

MITCHELL — Standard, Hi-speed, Silenced and N C Cameras

•k BELL & HOWELL — standard, Hi-speed, Process and Eyemo Cameras *

k WALL — Latest Model Single System Sound Cameras *

it FEARLESS BLIMPS*. FEARLESS and RAIV
PANORAM DOLLYS. FRICTION and GYRO TRIPODS ^

INTERLOCK. SYNCHRONOUS. HI-SPEED and VARIABLE SPEED MOTORS with TACHOMETERS

i, 3Smm DOUBLE SYSTEM RECORDING EQUIPMENT *
i, COOKE SPECO PANCHRO and ASTRO PAN TACHAR LENSES

all facol Icnqthi — FILTERS and LIGHTS -k

MOVIOLAS it SYNCHRONIZERS it REWINDS

WE SPECIALIZE in REPAIR WORK on MITCHELLand BELL&HOWELL CAMERAS
FRANK-ZUCKER CABi5 ADDR£SS. CINEQUIP

fTAMERA EQUIPMENT
1600 BROADWAY NYC \ CIRCLE 6 -50ftO

CAALE ADDReSS: CINEQUIP

MOTION PICTURE FILM
DEVELOPING MACHINERY
35MM 16MM

35MM and I6MM •

COMBINATION
Any Capacity Greater than 1000 ft. per Hour

SIMPLE DEPENDABLE
MODERN ECONOMICAL
EFFICIENT COMPLETE
SAFE EASILY INSTALLED

Americans largest laboratories are

buying and using these machines

FONDA MACHINERY COMPANY, INC.
8928 SANTA MONICA BLVD. LOS ANGELES, CALIF.

Cable Address "Fonda"
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F

For brilliant, lifelike projection of motion pictures or slides

in full color or black and white—you need an efficient screen

as well as a good camera and a good projector,

^t^f^ GLASS-BEADED
SCREEN S

Reg. U. S. Pat. Off.

sharpen details and give added realism to every scene. The
Da-Lite Glass-Beaded fabric reflects the maximum of light, yet

without sparkle or glare. Although Da-Lite makes White,

Silver and Glass-Beaded Screens, the Glass-Beaded surface is

recommended as the most efficient for average home require-

ments. Compare the Da-Lite Beaded surface side by side with

any while screen or any other beaded screen. Then <lecide.

You, too, will want Da-Lite Glass-Beaded Screen performance.
Many styles. The Challenger shown above can be set up
instantly anywhere. Write for literature.

DA-LITE SCREEN COMPANY, INC.
DEPT. 4AC, 2 7 2 3 N. CRAWFORD AVE.. CHICAGjO, ILL.

Formal Announcement from
Riding Railroad Boosters

If you're a Southern California rail

fan or a camera fan, climb aboard the

special train and head out with us on to

the desert for a real, old-West jamboree.

Iron horses from the UP ranch and the

Santa Fe spread will feature the show,

on display in San Bernardino and the

frontier towns of Barstow and Yermo;
with some of the best hoggers this side

of the Pecos on hand to demonstrate
how these descendants of Baldy Baldwin
and Alco Al make the hills into level

stretches and the level stretches into

race tracks. (These are the best trained

horses in the West) Settling down, the

day lines up this way:

Sponsors, Railroad Boosters and the

Union Pacific; time, Sunday, April 14,

leave Los Angeles Union Pacific train 8

A. M.; destination, Yermo, 330 miles

round trip; fare, S3.85; under twelve,

$1.95.

Features, Santa Fe shops and engines
at San Bernardino and Barstow, Union
Pacific roundhouse and engines, Yermo;
Mojave Northern Railroad equipment at

Victorville; spectacular Cajon Pass, a

stop at Summit for photos; wildflowers
on the Mojave Desert; lunches available

on the train, dinner at the Harvey House
in Barstow.

Don't forget your cameras. Special
facilities on the train and at stops for
photographers. And it isn't a stag, so

bring your wife or girl friend or both.

Just send your reservation to Ralph
Melching, 2355 Lucerne Ave. (PA 6998),
before April 5.

Philadelphia Cinema Club
Sound as applied to amateur motion

pictures, whether they are 8 or 16 mm.,
takes many forms. The usual method
of adding music is with a dual turn-
table, but every so often we find an
amateur who makes use of his own voice
to provide the sound background, some-
what in the manner of a Pete Smith
Comedy.

It was this latter type of film which
was presented by Harry S. Shimwell at
the March meeting of the Philadelphia
Cinema Club. Mr. Shimwell's film con-
sisted of 1600 feet of Kodachrome cover-
ing his rambles through Yellowstone
Park, Glacier Park and Bear Trail High-
way; and was presented completely with-
out titles. Instead he had prepared a
running comment to go along with the
film and with the keen sense of humor
displayed by Mr. Shimwell he was able
to turn a normal scenic type of film into
a live, vibrant form of entertainment.

Then to prove how versatile such a
presentation might be, he showed a short
reel of a gymnastic class taken on the
beach at Ocean City, N. J.; a normally
silent film of men and women going
through the motion of gymnastics would
be more or less drab, even though pre-
sented in Kodachrome, but by the addi-
tion of talking humor an entirely differ-

ent idea was gleaned from so simple a
subject.

Sound in various forms is rapidly com-
ing to the fore among the amateurs.
Mr. Shimwell's presentation indicated

that the human voice adds much to the

otherwise silent film.

General election of officers held at the
March meeting brings to the head of the
organization the following: President,

Carl Finger; vice president, B. N.
Levene; secretary-treasurer, George A.
Pittman.

All of the new officers are charter
members of the Philadelphia Cinema
Club.

B. N. LEVENE,
Chairman of Publications Committee.

New Agfa Booklet Available
Photographers will be interested in

the 48-page, illustrated booklet which
has just been published by Agfa Ansco
to describe the properties, processing
and applications of the various types of
Agfa photographic papers.

Including a clear and detailed descrip-
tion of the various factors and conditions
that are important in the use of photo-
graphic papers, this booklet will be of
great assistance to every photographer
wishing to obtain the utmost print

quality in his photographs. The booklet
contains both general and specific in-

formation on types of paper and paper
surfaces.
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Projectionists Alter Rules
(Continued from Page 174)

caught in the act of trumpeting, whether
for peanuts or from anger, we cannot
tell. But we do know this, that Phillips
had to work fast to stop this elephant':;
trunk at the peak of its swing.

I was talking to Jimmie Phillips about
this picture at the last meeting of th'^

Southern California Projectionists Ama-
teur Camera Club. He explained to w:
the patience that was required to get it.

In other words, Jimmie had to pac^
back and forth in front of this animal
for over two hours, waiting for his tem-
peramental model to get in the mood.
Of course when he did Jimmie had his
back turned to him or her. After a frac-
tional second of fast action this picture
is the result. And not so bad, says we.

Tri-City Cinema Club
Davenport—Rock Island—Moline
At the monthly meeting on March 22

of the Tri-City Cinema Club, the fol-

lowing films were shown:
"Century of Progress Exposition,"

Chicago, 1934. 16mm. 400 feet. Koda-
color, by Miss Georgia T. First, Rock
Island, ill.

"Texas Centennial Exposition," Dallas,
1936-1937. 16mm. 800 feet. Kodn-
chrome, by Dr. Albert N. Mueller, Rock
Island.

"Golden Gate Exposition," San Fran-
cisco, 1939, 16mm. 400 feet, Kodpchrome,
by Berger Swenson, Rock Island.
"New York Worlds Fair," 1939, Koda-

chrome. (1) 350 feet, by Dv. Jairc,
Dunn, Davenport, Iowa; (2) 400 feet, by
Harry T. Knox, Rock Island.
Explanatory note: Two types of color

film were shown. Kodacolor (Addi-
tive process) and Kodachrome (Sub-
tractive process). The first successful

amateur color film (16mm.) was Koda-
color announced in 1928. It is now off

the market, being superseded by Koda-
chrome in 1935. Kodacolor, in taking
a picture, required a special tri-color

filter (red-green-blue) on the camera
lens and a similar filter on the projector.

It is classified as an Additive process
because we project white light through
black-and-white color-separation positive

images and then through corresponding
tri-color filters.

The light rays coming through these
images and filters are added on the

screen or in the eye. Kodacolor film

stock had the usual emulsion and also

was embossed with a multitude of tiny

parallel half cylinders which acted like

tiny lenses. This mosaic, as it comes
through the three filters and camera
lens, imaged t'le light on to separate
microscopic areas on the sensitive film.

Developed in the usual way, it can be

projected as a black and white picture,

by omitting the color filter from the

projector.—Tri-City Bulletin.

Bardwell & McAlister Act
For Stray Light Control

The items shown here from the plant
of Bardwell & McAlister are not "trick

gadgets," but are practical working tools

designed to help any photographer who
is interested in saving time. The con-

trol of stray light has always been a

problem for the photographer. With
the advent of fast film it has become
most imperative to direct light only
where desired and to mask it from lens

and background.
The old "Go-boes," or mask requiring

a great amount of time and patience,

with questionable results, are made ob-

solete by these simple, accurate, speedy
light control adjuncts.
The "Snoots" and "Barn Door" pic-

tured here have been developed in uk

by motion picture camera and portrai
photographers, in whose work speed arn

efficiency are vital. Many of thes<_' ac

cessories are used daily in Hollywooci
For confining light to a desired jdai

and for keeping stray light from Ir^u

or background, these "Snoots" replac
the old "go-boes" or pasteboard shadcs

"Burn Door"

"Snoots"

Space is provided between light lens

and "snoots" for inserting one or mor(

diffusers if desired. They come in setf

of four with 2, 3, 4 and 5 inch opening!

and are made of 22 gauge steel, witl

inside finish dead black enamel and ex

terior in gray wrinkled enamel to mate?

Baby Keg-Lite.
The "doors" may be opened to cu

light at any angle desired. They rotate

around the light and fold flat wher

not in use. Space is provided betweer

lens and doors for diffusers.

Added Agfa Texture Screens
The response to the Agfa Textur>

Screens, recently introduced in 8 by 1'

inch size in four different patterns, hat

been so favorable that two additional

sizes, 5 by 7 inch and 11 by 14 inch,

have now been prepared to meet the

growing demand. Both new sizes are

being supplied separately or in sets of

the four texture patterns. Satin, Ox-

ford, Ripple and Homespun.
These Texture Screens are made in

the United States by Agfa Ansco, Bing-

hamton, N. Y., and are available through

regular photographic dealers.

MOTION PICTURE EQUIPMENT
Studio and Laboratory Tested Since 1929

AUTOMATIC DEVELOPING MACHINE
COMPLETE IN EVERY DETAIL

HOLLYWOOD USERS CAN ATTEST MACHINE'S
SUPERIORITY

USERS ALL OVER THE WORLD CAN RECOMMEND
THIS DEVELOPING MACHINE

THIS PRACTICAL MACHINE CAN BE USED IN ANY
CLIMATE

EASILY INSTALLED — QUICK DELIVERIES

• SENSITESTER—For Light Tests and Sensitometric
Strips

•SOUND RECORDING SYSTEMS

ART REEVE!^
7512 Santa Monica Blvd. Cable Address: ARTREEVES Hollywood, California. U.S.A.
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rhere's Fun in Using a Filter

(Continued from Page 176)

ays, the X-1 balances the contrasts in

)ortraitures or interiors when used with
his light source. The density of the
^-2 filter is too great for use with tung-
ten light, as the exposure time has to

le greatly increased.

Other effect filters which most ama-
eurs use are the diffusion discs and fog
liters. These discs are used only for ef-

ect and do not correct for color. For
oft focus, the diffusion discs are suita-

ile as they are more convenient to use
ban gauze mattes. Their function is

lerely to destroy any sharpness by
lightly dispersing the light ray before
: enters the lens.

,

Factors

With the use of a filter on the lens we
lust consider another situation which
rises with its use. The filter acts as a
ark glass on the lens and it is neces-
ary to open the diaphragm to allow for
he loss of light that is held back by
he filter.

When we hold back certain rays from
he film emulsion, we are depriving the
(inulsion of light that would affect its

exposure, so we must open the dia-

phragm to let more of the transmitted
rays enter the camera.
Each filter has a certain absorption

power. If we know this power we can
quickly determine how much light we are
losing in absorption. The absorption con-
stant or factor of a filter is a number
which tells us how many stops to open

our iris. A filte'* with a factor of 2
means that we must open our iris two
openings or one stop on the camera. If

normal exposure of a scene was deter-
mined an f.8. we would open our lens
to f.5.6 when using a filter with a factor
of 2. One stop on our camera usually is

equivalent to two openings of the f
fcale.

Correct stops without filter — 16 frames per second

Factor.

f 16 11 8 5.6
1

3.5
/

2.8

F

2 11 8 5.6 4.0 2.3 19

2.5 10 7.2 5.1 3.5 2.0

3

4

9.5 6.7 4.7 3 2 19

8 5.6 4.0 2.8

5 7.4 5 1 3.7 2.5

6 6.7 4.5 3.5 2 3

8 5.6 4.0 2.8 19

10 5.0 3.5 2.3

Determine correct exposure of scene
without filter. Find factor of filter to
be used. Correct opening of diaphragm
is found at inter-section of columns.

Example:
Correct exposure
Factor 6

Film at f 4.5

f 8.

Jew Prices Are Announced
by Eastman on Kodachrome
New prices are announced on Koda-
hrome duplicates and reductions in 24
y 36 mm. size. 24 by 36 mm. size dupli-
ates from K135, and 24 by 36 mm. re-
uctions from K828, and all listed sizes
f Kodachrome professional film trans-
arencies, except 45 by 107 mm., 6 by
3 cm., and 11 by 14 inches, are priced as
oUows:

X 36 iii)n, ]\ocUichroi)t€ Duplicates List Pt^ice
iist duplicate from each original $ .2.5

ach succeedinjr duplicate from same orig-
inal, up to 80 duplicates .20
inimum charge per order (duplicates from
K13.5 and K828 transparencies) 1.00
inimum charge per order (duplicates from
Kodachrome Professional Film transpar-
inciesl l,-,fl

These prices apply to each original
uplicated. If the same original is sub-
litted later for additional copies, it will
e treated as a new order.
Originals may be mounted or un-

lounted. 24 by 36 mm. duplicates will
e returned in Kodak ready-mounts
eady for projection, at no extra charge,
nless the order specifies otherwise. They
Iso may be reproduced in sequence on
Im strips provided the originals being
apied are all of the same size. The
rst duplicate price applies to each
rame on the first strip as well as sub-
equent strips. Duplicates on film strips
re double-frame, 24 by 36 mm. size,

ingle-frame strips cannot be supplied.

The Department of Commerce an-
ounces release of a bulletin which em-
odies a comprehensive statistical survey
f all branches of the American motion
icture industry.

FILTER

K-3

FACTOR

2

FILTER

Red

ABSORBS OR DARKENS
Blue and green light

G 2.5 Green Blue and red light

Aero 2 2 Blue Green and red light

23 A 4 (Sunlight only.) Yellow Blue light

29 F 8 Magenta Green light

X-1 5

X-2 6

VARD MECHANICAL LABORATORY
announces

AS COMMERCIALLY AVAILABLE ITS NEW

VARD Opticote SURFACE
THE SUCCESSFUL SCIENTIFIC PROCESS
OF COATING OPTICAL SURFACES
For Reducing Reflections and
Increasing Light Transmission in

CAMERA LENSES — PROJECTION LENSES

Your Own Present Lenses and Optical
Systems Can Be Treated and Will

Benefit from OPTICOTE Surface

WE HAVE TREATED MANY LENSES AND OTHER OPTICAL
SURFACES FOR THE MOTION PICTURE STUDIOS

Vard Mechanical Laboratory * Bray Corporation (Sales Agent)
DEPT. B, 2980 E. COLORADO ST. PASADENA, CALIF.
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Seeing Some Films
(Continued from Page 150)

cake, pattycake, baker's man," and at the
appointed word turn back to back and
reach for the first chin. It is a sur-
prise assault. It wins knocked-out oppo-
nents and puts a house in hi^h good
humor.

There is not so much of a story, nor
does there have to be. There is enter-
tainment, however, in chunks. One of the
contributing factors to that most desir-
able element is music. There are five

songs. "Sweet Potato Piper" with a
couple of ocarinas played by Hope and
Crosby—and they play 'em—iis well
worth while.
William C. Mellor, A.S.C., and Farciot

Edouart, A.S.C., the latter credited with
the process photography, are behind the
cameras. Both have much to do and do
it well, contributing their full share to
the general sum of the entertainment.
It's a bang-up show.

A Bill of Divorcement

There's stark tragedy in the course of
the unreeling of RKO-Radio's "A Bill

of Divorcement." It's not a new story.
It was a stage play by Clemence Dane.
Associated Exhibitors put it on the

screen eighteen years ago. RKO remade
it eight years ago. And now the latter

company has made it again—with the
benefit of all the additional refinements
in picturemaking.

The deep interest of the story is cen-
tered on three, perhaps five, persons.
There's Sydney Fairfield played by
Maureen O'Hara, who cannot remember
her father, inmate of an insane asylum.
Then there are her mother, splendidly
interpreted by Fay Bainter, unknown to

her former husband divorced for a year
and about to be remarried, and the sis-

ter-in-law of the mother, stern, rigidly

conventional in all matters of church

—

Dame May Whitty.

Adolphe Menjou enters the picture
somewhat late, but once entered is very
much present. A thrill follows or ac-

companies his every act. The spectator

always is on edge, never knowing what
to expect from an escaped inmate of an
asylum. And while he is in the house
the immediately prospective bridegroom
enters and learning of his presence aims
to have it out with the madman. This

is the role filled by Herbert Marshall. C.

Aubrey Smith is the doctor and friend

of the family. Smith, by the way, a gen-

eration ago was a member of the stage

cast, at that time taking the part now
played by Marshall.

Then there is a marriage about to t

consummated between the daughter an
John Storm, played by Patric Knowle.l
The former, to her horror, learning of ir

sanity in the family for at least tw
generations, declares there will be n
marriage, sends her young man back t

Australia, successfully pushes her mothf
on to marriage, and settles down wit

her father to share her life with his.

Daniel Frohman remarked in converse
tion at one time: "Self-renunciation i

the greatest theme of all." But it is th

saddest.
Directed by John Farrow, the pictur

is splendidly made. The cast speaks h
itself. Nicholas Musuraca, A.S.C., phc

tographed the picture in sombre moo(
in keeping with his story. The period c

the play is twenty-four hours, and mo^
of the sets are in a rambling ?]nglis

countryside house. The exquisite ir

teriors are enhanced by the soft lightin

and the quality of the exposure.

•

It's a Date

Deanna Durbin's "It's a Date" unde
the Universal banner was marred to a

extent by the young woman's scrip

which caused her to appear as a perso

with scant veracity.

The idea, of course, was based o

the theory she was an extremely imag
inative girl, with great stage ambition:

and al.so not without thoughts of lovi

After all, the girl is idolized by million;

and anything tending to lessen that re

gard is harmful.
That was the drawback in a pictur

that was expensively made, with marve
ously created sets, practically all intc

riors; a splendid cast, and beautiful phc

tography. The singing by the youn
player of Schubert's "Ave Maria" at th

ending of the picture was so rarel

effective as to bring full forgiveness fo

everything she had been made to d

and say.
Her playing throughout was vivid, cor

vincing, capitalizing her experience i

seven pictures. She is more mature, an

her singing grows along with her.

Kay Francis and Walter Pidgeon heac

ed the strong supporting cast and gav

an outstanding performance. Cecili

Loftus, gentle and wise household con

panion of mother and daughter, wi

bring to older theatregoers memories i

her early stage triumphs, of, for ir

stance, her Ophelia to Sothern's Hamle
And there were Eugene Pallette, Samuf
S. Hinds, S. Z. Sakall, Henry Stephenso
and Lewis Howard.

Joe Valentine, A.S.C., again functione

as the photographer for Durbin, com
pleting his seventh picture for her. Jac

Otterson, as art director, had given hir

some unusually expansive and extensiv

interiors, as for example the setting o

the Governor's ball and the Hawaiia
home of mother and daughter, and o

these as well as on the minor setting

Valentine lavished his best camera worl

By the way, it may be said and shoul

be said in passing, that subtle romanc

EVERYTHING PHOTOGRAPHIC
AND CINEMATIC

FOR PROFESSIONAL AND AMATEUR
The World's Largest Variety of Cameras and Projectors. Studio and
Laboratory Equipment with Latest Improvements as Used in the
Hollywood Studios. New and Used. BARGAINS.

Hollywood Camera Exchange
1600 CAHUENGA BOULEVARD

HO 3651 Hollywood, California Cable: Hocamex

LANDERS «c TRISSEL, Inc.
RENTALS - SERVICE

MOTION PICTURE CAMERAS - BLIMPS - DOLLIES - CAMERA CRANE
AND ALL ACCESSORIES

PHONF 6313 SUNSET BOULEVARD Night
NEAR VINE STREET Landers HE-1 311

HOLLYWOOD, CALIFORNIA Trissel - Sunset 25992

CAMERA SUPPLY COMPANY
ART REEVES

1515 NorHi Cdhuenga Boulevard

HOLLYWOOD CabU Address—Cameras CALIFORNIA

Efficient-Courteous Service New and Used Equipment

Bought—Sold—Rented

Everything Photographic Professional and Amateur
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portrayed between Kay Francis and Wal-

ter Pidgeon was a charming feature of

the picture.

Beyond Tomorrow

Lee Garmes, A.S.C., has turned pro-

ducer. His first picture, "Beyond To-

morrow," is an unusal one in many
respects. It reaches into the spiritual,

even the ghostly, it may be said. Tech-
nically, it is a photographer's picture

a photographer's picture played with

a wealth of superb character actors:

Harry Carey, C. Aubrey Smith,
Charles Winninger, Alex Melesh, Maria
Ouspenskaya, Helen Vinson, Rod La-
Rocque. The two leads are Richard
Carlson and Jean Parker.

The story is one that will appeal in

various degrees. To many it will bite

strongly, overpoweringly ; others may
not "get" it. It is possible that to wom-
en will come the call more loudly than
to men, although there is no means by
which that supposition may be proved.

There is a wealth of gayety in the
earlier scenes. It is Christmas Eve and
presents are being distributed. A
couple of strangers, lonesome and alone,
are brought into the big house and
entertained. As the story proceeds

GOERZ
KINO-HYPAR
LENSES

f:2.7 and f:3
For regular and color
movies of surprising
quality. High chro-
matic correction . . .

I
Focal lengths 15mm to lOOmm—can be fitted

f in suitable focusing mounts to Amateur and
j Professional Movie Cameras.

GOERZ Reflex FOCUSER
|

-Patcnlrd-
for 16mm Movie Camera users—voids PARAL-
LAX between finder and lens—provides full-

size ground-glass image magnified 10 times.
Adaptable to lenses 3" and up. Also use-
ful as extension tube for shorter focus lenses
for close-ups. Extensively used in shooting
surgical operations, small animal life, etc.

GOERZ Parallax-Free FOCUSER
and FIELD FINDER CONTROL
for Filmo 121 and Simplex-Pockette. no more
off-center pictures, magnifies 4 and 8x.

For Detailed Information Address
Dept. AC-J,

C.P.GOERZ AMERICAN OPTICAL CO.

death enters the group. Success comes
to the leading player—and also tempta-
tion. That is where the spirits of those
who have gone enter the story.

Lester White, A.S.C., is director of
photography. Plenty of wrok falls to

him, as well as to Ned Mann, maker
of special effects. Photographers, ama-
teur and professional as well, will be
interested in the camera effects, some
of which so far as known have not been
exposed in this country. They were
used in the English made "The Ghost
Goes West."

The ghostly figures shown in the pic-

ture are reflections and not double ex-
posures. The main setting is duplicated
in the area to the rear and to one side,

so that the ghostly figures are photo-
graphed through glass at the same time
as the main action. The players at the
rear simply reverse their movements,
turning to the right instead of to the
left.

The picture is beautifully made, tech-
nically and artistically. For the picture-
wise it is something that must be seen
—and on the part of those who are not
it should be seen for itself.

Other Reviews

Three other reviews have been seen
this month, too late to comment on for
this magazine. They are RKO-Radio's
"The Courageous Dr. Christian," photo-
graphed by John Alton, A.S.C.; M-G-M's
"Florian," Karl Freund, A.S.C., photog-
rapher, and Paramount's "French With-
out Tears," photographed by Bernard
Knowles.

317 E. 34th St,

American Lens

»

, Nev/ York, N. Y. S

Makers Since 1899 j

8 mm. Broadcast
BELIEVED to be the first time

8mm. movies have featured a

regular broadcast, the Los An-
geles 8mm. Club staged a meeting and
the presentation of an 8mm. talking
picture March 18 as a feature of Art
Brearley's "Studio Darkroom" program
over KECA, Los Angeles NBC station.

The entire program was planned, written
and enacted by members of the club.

Following necessary station and
"Studio Darkroom" announcements, con-

trol was switched to the 8mm. Club
meeting taking place on the stage of

the KECA auditorium. President Wil-
liam Wade was heard conducting the
meeting, and making routine club an-
nouncements. B'rearley was next in-

troduced, and greetings were exchanged
between the two organizations—the pi-

oneer 8mm. Club and Brearley's "Cam-
era Club of the Air."

Editor McMurray of the club's publi-

cation, "Thru The F'ilter," was then
heard calling on various members for
contributions to the forthcoming issue,

outlining topics, etc. Following this,

club member Randolph Clardy was
called on to describe the methods he

had used in producing the world's first

8mm. talkie, as shown at the club a year
ago.

In this, he explained, he had used a

home-recording machine and acetate

"transcription type" discs, recording
dialog at 33 1/3 RPM. In taking, cam-
era and recorder were physically inter-

locked by means of a flexible shaft; in

reproducing, the same hook-up con-

nected the projector and playing turn-
table. Sound for a full 200-foot reel

can be accommodated on a 12-inch,

33 1/3 RPM record.

Puts On Talkie

The feature of the evening followed.

This was the enactment, ostensibly in

the form of an 8mm. talkie produced
by Clardy's method, of the founding and
history of the club. The birth of the club

in a chance meeting of Claude Cadar-
ette, Courtney Dow and Milton Arm-
strong, was first shown.

Then came scenes depicting the vari-

ous stages of organization up to the
first meeting, at which seven joined, and
the organizers felt forced to carry on,

since all the subscription money had
already been spent on letterheads and
postage!

The end of that year—1934—showed
(Continued on Page 188)

Diffus^il F<7rus and many wflwr «ff»ck

Gcorqo H. ScKoibo
ORIGINATOR OF EFFECT FILTERS
1927 WEST 78'" ST LOS ANGELES C4L

COOKE LENSES
Easily passing tests far more
exacting than present uses
require, Cooke Lenses bring
assurance of meeting both
your present and your future
needs. Speeds and focal
lengths for every need. Write
for descriptive literature.

BELL & HOWELL
COMPANY

Exclusive World Distributors of
Taylor-Hobsoti Cooke Cine Lenses

1848 LarchmoQt Avenue, Chicago
New York: 30 Rockefeller Plaza
Hollywood: 716 N. LaBrea Ave.
London: 13-14 Great Castle St.
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REDUCING PRICES WHILE
STEPPING UP FILMOARC

With the rapidly increasing use of the
Bell & Howell Filmoarc and the 1200-

watt "Auditorium" Filmosound, econo-
mies in the production of larger and

most powerful sound projectors in the
IGmm. field. At the same time Bell &
Howell announces improvements in the
Filmoarc have increased by nearly 100

larger quantities have now made pos-
sible substantial reductions in the prices
of these machines, said to be two of the

^i^g^GUARANTEE
Rugged construction and critical manufacturing
standards enable us to guarantee efficient perform-
ance of the B-M Model F Sound Recording Unit
for two full years without regard for the amount of
footage recorded. Write for literature.

B-M
SOUND RECORDING UNIT

MODEL F

A compact,
rugged and sim-

plified 35 mm S O F
recording unit for sym-
metrical V A track

Ftequt.icy 1
response 1

chart H

1 lllliHillMllllHlrilllll!i|
1 IIIIHIHHIIIIIBiHHSillil

1 E|!!BBBMjiHBB|!!!!!l

The BERNDT-MAURER Corp.
117 lAST 24th STREET • NEW YORK, N. Y.

Dual installation of Filmosound "Audi-
torium" Projector. Automatic change-
over permits uninterrupted programs of

anif length.

per cent the light output of this high-
intensity arc machine. It now produces
approximately 1200 lumens.

The Filmoarc, available with either
rolling or adjustable extension-leg stand,
is now priced at $1275, complete with
amplifier, rectifier, two permanent mag-
net dynamic speakers and all connecting
cables.

Because the Filmoarc has had wide
acceptance as auxiliary equipment in

motion picture theatres, where its use
with existing 35mm. installations renders
unnecessary the additional amplifiers
and speakers, this machine is also listed

without this equipment. Either model of
the Filmoarc, complete but without am-
plifier, speakers, or their cables, is now
priced at $977.50.

The "Auditorium" Filmosound, with
its powerful 1200-watt, prefocused lamp,
is now priced at $745, with one projec-
tor, one amplifier, one speaker, and
cables. The dual installation, with in-

stantaneous changeover for uninter-
rupted programs of any length, is priced
at $1320, with two projectors, one am-
plifier, two speakers and cables.

Other combinations of one or two
projectors with one or two speakers are
available at commensurate prices.

8mm Club Broadcasts
(Continued from Page 1H7)

the club an established organization
with 43 members and a noteworthy
record in international competition.
There followed a "montage" of high

lights of the club's history, as presftitet

in announcement flashes from the or
ganization's annual banquets. It wa.'

brought out that the group had pion
eered contests exclusively for womei
members, made the first all-talkin>
Kmm. picture, and became the onl;

group in the world to be representee
by three grand prize winners in thi

American Cinematographer Internationa
Amateur Movie Contests.

During the presentation of this pic
ture. Art Brearley served as a specia
commentator for the radio audience
describing scenes, scene-changes am
transitions to supplement the dialog anc
sound effects. Chief actors in the pre
sentation of the film were Cadarette
Armstrong, Dow, and Clardy, with Hon
orary Member William Stull, A.S.C.
filling his usual role as announcer ol

the winning films in the club contests

Momentarily Speechless

Following this presentation. President
Wade called on Stull for an analysis
of the film—another frequent feature ol

regular club meetings. The meeting
closed with a session of the club's tech-

nical committee, answering technica
questions submitted by the membership

Just before the program went off the

air, an unrehearsed surprise occurred
when President Wade presented An-
nouncer Art Brearley with an honorarv

MOVIOLA
FILM EDITING EQUIPMENT

Used in Every Maior Studio
Illustrated Literature on request

MOVIOLA CO.
1451 Gordon St. Hollywood, Calif.

Fried
16mm.

Sound and
Picture

Printer

Model DB

For Black & White and
Kodachrome Duplicating

FRIED CAMERA CO.
6156 Santa Monica Blvd.

HOLLYWOOD, CALIF.

Cable Address: FRIEDCAMCO
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VICTOR'S NEW EQUIPMENT
FOR ITS 16MM. PROJECTORS

membership in the Los Angeles 8mm.
Club.

During- this presentation, studio audi-

ence and listeners alike were treated

to the rare spectacle of a professional

radio announcer so flustered as to be
momentarily speechless in front of a

"live" microphone!
The script for this broadcast was

conceived and written entirely by mem-
bers of the club, chief honors being due
to Founder Cadarette, Clardy and Presi-

dent Wade, with a minimum of advice

from Honorary Members Art Btearley
and William Stull.

Staging was done by Wade and
Brearley. The whole is a most remark-
able achievement in view of the fact

that not only were virtually all of the
participants novices at broadcasting (of

them, only Brearley and Stull had broad-
cast before), but the nature of the pro-
gram, especially the re-enactment of

the 8mm. talkie, required unusually close

timing between actors, sound-effects and
announcers.
The half-hour program was planned

with a leeway of ten seconds in its

closing time; proof of the earnestness
with which all participants did their
parts is the fact that the program closed
exactly in the middle of that permiss-
able ten-second period!
A complete electrical transcription of

the broadcast was made, to be played
at a later, regular meeting- of the or-
ganization for the benefit of members
who could not attend.

g Enlarged Reduced g
Geo. W. Colburn Laboratory

Special Motion Picture Printing

1197 MERCHANDISE MART
CHICAGO

FAXON DEAN
BSC.

CAMERAS
BLIMPS-DOLLYS

FOR REIVT

MO. 11838

4516 Sunset Boulevard

Night, NO. 22563

The Victor Animatograph Corporation
of Davenport, Iowa, has just announced
a new unit in sound equipment that is

used in connection with its 16mm. motion

Victor's neiv 16 mm. unit in sound
equipment.

picture projector; as well as in the repro-
duction of recordings, or public address
system, or radio transmission.
These new amplifiers (Units "0" and

"R") contain a new clarity of rich low
tones and clear highs as well as perfect

Editor Ribbeth's Straight
Talk to a Captious Critic

The March meeting of the Cine Club-
ber of the Minneapolis Cine Club,
edited by Rome A. Ribbeth, declares a
revival is taking place at the March
meeting, with the criticism sheets com-
ing to the fore again. "We all consider
ourselves excellent critics," he said,

"but are we? Let us consider, when con-
fronted with a score sheet, what the
photographer was aiming at; consider
the conditions under which he was
working and consider the film in the
sphere for which it was intended.
"We are not competing with Holly-

wood, and I believe that this should also

be taken into consideration. Those mem-
bers requesting score sheets are asking
for honest criticism, so if you don't
know, aren't interested enough to do an
honest job, or don't want to sign your
name, well, why bother to make out a
sheet ?

"I saw a score sheet last year that
claimed that an entire film was out of

focus. (P.S. The picture was filmed with
a fixed focus camera and had good ex-
posure.)"

sound track, records or "mike."
Now, for the first time, Victor Ampli-
fiers combine both the highs and the lows
with beauty of tone. Another feature is

reproduction of speech and music from
that any choice of tone is easily made
possible by the Victor system of controls.

The amplifier, in addition, has been re-

designed as evidenced in the accompany-
ing picture. Complete details can be
secured from the Victor Animatograph
Corporation at Davenport, Iowa.

THEATRE QUALITY I6MM
KODACHROME SOUND

CONSULT
TELEFILM, INC.

6039 Hollywood Blvd. Hollywood, Calif.
Just Finished Union Oil's "Portrait in Oil"

Gilmore's "Yosemite Run"

PACIFIC
LABORATORIES
Complete 16mm. Film Service

MACHINE DEVELOPING
For the Professional Photographer.
Densitometry, and Time and Tem-
perature Control. Specializing in

Negative-Positive Sound Track and
Picture work. Also Duplicate Neg-
atives, Composite Prints, etc.

SOUND RECORDING
Direct on 16MM film. Dubbing, Nar-
ration, Sound Effects, and Absolute
Synchronous Sound on film. Sound
Camera and Sound Truck avail-
able for location.

•

1027 NO. fflGHLAND
HOLLYWOOD HI-0226 CALIFORNIA
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Moviemakers Advised on
Projection

(Continued from Page 181)

teresting and still tire your guests be-
cause of its length. Don't show personal
pictures to casual acquaintances unless
you are definitely assured of their inter-

est. Nothing is more boring to Mr.
Average Man than pictures of "Aunt
Grace—November, 19.'59," or "Gerald

—

age two."

Save such screen records for your
family and close relatives. Don't use
your projector if you are not sure that
it is operating correctly. Take it to the
manufacturer's nearest service station
for a complete check-up. You might
ruin very valuable film by running it on
a machine that is out of order.

A Few "Do's"

Inexpensive professionally produced
films are available to the home movie
fan. Acquire a few assorted subjects.

You will be surprised to find them ex
cellent as supplements to your own films.

If possible, try to arrange a musical
background for your library. If nothing
better is available an ordinary phono-
graph and a few well-chosen records will

suffice.

An automatic record-changing radio
phonograph is, of course, ideal. Con-
tinually check the focus of your lens as
the picture is projected. Just because
the picture is in sharp focus at the very
beginning is no sign that it will remain
in focus. The film may be slightly

warped in spots and require a change in

the focusing of the lens.

When Buying a Projector

A few things to look for when you buy
a projector:

1. What is the wattage of the lamp?
An 8mm. projector should use a 400
or 500-watt. lamp; 750-watts is de-
sirable in a 16mm. home machine.

2. Of what material is the projector
constructed? Sheet metal stampings
or die-cast aluminum? The latter is

of course preferable and permits
more satisfactory replacement of

worn parts.

3. Is the optical system of the "direct"
type? The reflector, lamp, condenser
and lens should be in a direct line in

order to take advantage of all the
light emitted by the lamp. If the
light source is directed through an
indirect system of prisms and mir-
rors, considerable loss will result.

4. Is the projector driven from the
motor by belt or gears? The latter

is naturally the better method.

5. Is the lamp easy to replace ? No tools

should be necessary to complete the
changing of the lamp.

6. What type of film-moving mechanism
does the projector employ? Two types
prevail: the simple "claw" type and
the "rectangular" movement. The
latter is far preferable, but is to be
found in only the best of equipment.

Continued Production by
British Studios Planned

Consul Alan N. Steyne, London, re-

ports the British motion picture industry
is concentrating to a greater degree than
formerly on the production of feature
films suitable for international distribu-
tion. Present indications are that pro-
viding no serious air attacks occur and
personnel problems do not become too
difficult, production in British studios
will be well maintained during the cur-
rent year.
No statistics are available regarding

the output of films in Great Britain dur-
ing the past year, but production is

known to have been appreciably under
19.'58, when 104 features were completed.
The average cost of British features,
according to an extensive survey made
in 1937, was approximately $100,000
each.

Locally produced feature films offer
the only real competition in Great

Ask your camera store for an ex-
planation of these features.

7. Is the rewind automatic? If it's not,
it should be.

8. Is the guarantee as comprehensive as
it should be ? In the best equipments
the guarantee against defective parts
and workmanship is unlimited.

In the May issue of the American
Cinematographer we will go into a
lengthy discussion of the differences be-
tween the claw movement and the rec-
tangular movement. Also light trans-
mission from the source to the screen.

Britain to American pictures, accoui
ing for approximately 30 percent of tl

total exhibited. Great Britain is by f^

the most important foreign outlet i
American feature productions, accoui
ing in normal times for nearly half
the American motion picture indu.stry
total foreign business.

New Black Top B & H Lamp
No more need the customary met

lamp cap be used atop the lamps su
plied by the Bell & Howell Company f(

Filmo Projectors. Instead, these ne
projection lamps are coated with opaqi
black at the top of the glass. This bla'

top is said to reduce greatly the ligi

filtering through the top of the lami
house, and of course it eliminates tl

necessity of shifting the metal cap fro
a burned out lamp to a new one.
The black top lamp will retain the wel

known alignment locating ring, which hi

been a feature of B & H projection lamj
for so many years. The ring, which
fitted by a recently perfected precisic

brazing machine to each individual lam
is said to assure correct positioning i

the filament to give maximum light.

Agfa Film Packs Reduced
The recently introduced Agfa Supe

pan Supreme Film Pack now brings a

added advantage of lower cost to tl

user, with the announcement by Agfa (

new, low prices on all sizes of Superpa
Supreme Film Packs.

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISINC
FOR SALE

THE WORLD'S LARGEST VARIETY OF
Studio and Laboratory equipment with latest
improvements as used in Hollywood at tremen-
dous savings. New and Used. Mitchell, Bell-
Howell. Akeley, De Brie, Eyemo. animation
process cameras, lenses, color magazines, adapt-
ors, lighting equipment, silencing blimps,
dollies, printers, splicers, moviolas, motors,
light-testers, gear boxes, synchronizers. Guar-
anteed optically and mechanically perfect. Send
for bargain catalogue.

HOLLYWOOD CAMERA EXCHANGE
1600 Cahuenga Blvd. Hollywood, Calif.

Cable : Hocamex

WE BUY, SELL AND RENT PROFESSIONAL
AND 16mm EQUIPMENT, NEW AND USED.
WE ARE DISTRIBUTORS FOR ALL LEAD-
ING MANUFACTURERS. RUBY CAMERA
EXCHANGE, 729 Seventh Ave., New York City.
Established since 1910.

STUDIO, RECORDING, AND LABORATORY
equipment. New, Used, Rebuilt, Cameras,
Printers, Splicers, Recorders, Amplifiers, Movi-
olas, Motors, Developers, Galvanometers, Opti-
cal Systems, Glowlamps, All at Lowdown
Prices. Send for Bargain Bulletin. Will Buy
or Trade. S. O. S. Cinema Supply Corp., 636
11th Ave., New York, N. Y.

WESTERN ELECTRIC INTERLOCK MOTOR
mounted on door for Mitchell Standard Camera.

CAMERA EQUIPMENT COMPANY
1600 Broadway New York City
Tel. Circle 6-5080 Cable: Cinequip

RABY S T U DIO EQUIPMENT TURNTABLE
dolly in new condition. Alsc Fearless . . . Blimp.

CAMERA EQUIPMENT COMPANY
1600 Broadway New York City
Tel. Circle 6-5080 Cable: Cinequip

BELL & HOWELL. .5-WAY SOUND PRINTE
CAMERA EQUIPMENT COMPANY

1600 Broadway New York City
Tel. Circle 6-5080 Cable: Cinequip

16MM KODACHROME MOVIE FILMS
Hawaii . . . surfing, hula, dancing, coo
tree climbing, Hawaiian flowers and gen^
scenes. Original exposed Kodachrome 2.5c

foot. Duplicate prints $12. .50 for 100 feet

following subjects ; "Paradise of the Pacific'

"Flowers of Hawaii," "Hula Dancing," "Sur|

ing," "Fishes of Hawaii" . . . Add these
geous color sequences to your film librar>- . .|

high in entertainment quality.
.35mm Kodachrome transparencies—75c eac
.$7.50 per dozen.

KODAK HAWAII, LTD.
1065 Kapiolani Blvd., Honolulu, Hawaii, U.S.J

GWYNNE ONE-MAN AUTOMATIC COMBIN.|
tion laboratory, for 16mm and 35mm Motiif
Picture Negative and Positive Processing. Cor]

plete Unit Guaranteed to be in perfect opera
ing condition. List Price S3500, our Like Ne]

Price, .$1500.00.

HOLLYWOOD CAMERA EXCHANGE
1600 Cahuenga Blvd. Hollywood, Ca

Cable Address: HOCAMEX
WANTED

WE PAY CASH FOR EVERYTHING PHO
GRAPHIC. Write us today. Hollywood Camd
Exchange. 1600 Cahuenga Blvd., Hollywood.|

WANTED TO BUY FOR CASH
CAMERAS AND ACCESSORIES

MITCHELL. B & H, EYEMO. DEBRIE. AKB
ALSO LABORATORY AND CUTTING RC

EQUIPMENT
CAMERA EQUIPMENT COMPANY

1600 BROADWAY, NEW YORK CITY
CABLE: CINEQUIP
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Film drops into place . . . you can load it with
gloves on! And change from black-and-white

to color film, and back again, even in mi d-reel.

Just one adjustment for all ordinary scenes.

^\ Set the light valve (left). A built-in dial (also
I shown) tells where to set it.

Mo^ ^u*t d&u ^iU4,
Only eight turns of the key (right) and the camera
is fully wound, ready to film three average scenes
without rewinding.

Operator can get in the pictures, be-

cause there's a starting button lock
to keep the camera in operation.

New "positive" viewfinder, sealed dust-tight,

rubber-tipped for comfort and to protect eye-

glasses.

Can be operated with one hand. Requires no oiling.

Kee^ Pace> uutk ^044^ Pno<yie4^
i Makes animated movies . . . cartoons, trick titles, maps,
: diagrams ... by pressing this button up, instead of down,
for single-frame exposures.

Makes slow-motion movies
the speed-control dial (left).

Permits using extra lenses—telephotos to
bring distant subjects close, wide-angle
lenses for close quarters.

just by turning

A truly accurate viewfinder—permits good picture
composition. Eliminates the cause of "amputated"
pictures because this positive viewfinder is accurate
even though you fail to look through the center of the eyepiece
What you see, you get!

^axdM444je> AMituutcd ^eaiu^e^.
A new finish, Filmoid, that's waterproof, resists

mold, can't peel, can't chip, is practically scratch-
proof.

Lifetime tripod socket ... a steel insert in the
strong die-cast aluminum-alloy housing.

8 mm. Camera
P>r the finest low-cost pictures

Lonomy of 8 mm. film appeals to those
/ish to enjoy movie making at the low-

hssible cost. The quality of the movies
le taken with a trulyfine 8 mm. cam-
more expense per movie scene than

for a still snapshot,
invariably surprises
the uninitiated.

Filmo 8 mm. Cam-
eras are built to the
same B&H standards of perfection as 16 mm. Filmos
. . . built to give you the finest 8 mm. movies. Lenses are
color-corrected, governors assure constant speed
throughout the run, and shutters give uniform exposure
over the entire picture area . . . three requisites to suc-
cessful color movie making. There are three Filmo 8's

from which to choose.

F/'Z/wo "Companion" 8, palm-size, easy to use. Only $49.50

New Films for Immediate Release

EVOLUTION OF THE MOTION PICTURE. 2 reels, 16 mm.
sound or silent. Centuries of work, by many
men in many lands, produce the modern mir-
acle of the movie.

Filmo
8 mm. cameras. Priced from $ 1

FILMS MOVE FORWARD. 2 reels, 16 mm. sound or
silent. Companion to the reel above. Traces
progress of motion picture production and
showmanship from vaudeville "chaser" origins
through early nickelodeon days to the advent
of sound.

Mail coupon for complete free list of rental library 6lins.
Bell & Howell Company, Chicago; New York; Hollywood;

London. Established 1907.

r
BELL & HOWELL COMPANY AC 4-40

1848 Larchmont Ave., Chicago, 111.

Send details on new 16 mm. Shelloading Filmo Cam-
era; Filmo "Companion" 8; Filmo Turret 8. In-
clude free list of sound silent 16 mm. films for home
showings.

Name

.

.State

.

PRECISION-MADE BY

SELL & HOWELL
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MITCHELL CAMERAS
for All Photographic Wor]

1

Producers Throughoi

the World Select th

Mitchell Camera, N(

Only for that Winnii

Picture, but All Phot<

graphic Requirement

A Mitchell Camera f(

Every Purpose^

MITCHELL CAMERA CORPORATION
6 6 5 NORTH ROBERTSON BOULEVARD

WEST HOLLYWOOD, CALIF.
Cable Address "MITCAMCO'

BELL & HOWELL, LTD., London, England

CLAUD C. CARTER, Sydney, Australia

D. NAGASE & CO., LTD., Osaka, Japan

AGENCIES

Phone oxford

MOTION PICTURE CAMERA SUPPLY CO., New York

FAZALBHOY, LTD., Bombay, '

H. NASSIBIAN, Cairo, E
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SUPERIOR-2
A Good Result Speaks for Itself

Completed studio and location assign-

ments demonstrate the merits of Du Pont

Superior-Z. This panchromatic negative has

speed 'latitude 'fine grain size 'and beautiful

photographic quality.

You can count on the proven excellence of

this versatile film to acheive good cinema-

tographic results on your next production

schedule.

Du Pont Film Manufacturing Corporation
IN'CORPORATED

9 Rockefeller Plaza
New York . . . N. Y.
Plant . . Parlin, N.J.

Smith & Aller, Ltd.

6656 Santa Monica Blvd.
Hollywood . . California

BETTER THINQS for BETTER LIVINQ through CHEMISTRY



rue

Has a New ^^Positive'' Viewfinder!

BELL & HOWELL engineers have scored again! Now the versatile

Eyemo has a "positive" viewfinder and a new finder turret

which mounts three matching viewfinder objectives.

With this new "positive" viewfinder, there is no masking to re-

duce the field. A large-size image always fills the entire finder

aperture . . . for all lenses of any focal length.

In addition, this new Eyemo finder eliminates eye parallax! Even
when your eye wanders from the center of the eyepiece, you still

see the EXACT field to be filmed!

Add the advantage of having three matching finder objectives on
a turret for instant readiness, and you begin to know why now,
more than ever, the Eyemo is unsurpassed in the field of portable
cameras. For no other camera offers the versatility and dependability
of the Eyemo. For information about this superb 35 mm. camera,

please mail coupon. Bell & Howell
Company, 1848 Larchmont Ave.,

Chicago; 30 Rockefeller Plaza,

New York; 716 N. LaBrea Ave.,

Hollywood; 13-14 Great Castle

Street, London. Established 1907.

cO
to

Other Recent Eyemo Improvements

Important! Many Eyemo owners are

converting their cameras to include

these changes. Conversion charges

are reasonable. Write for details.

NEW FLAT BASE — 2V2" square, with dowel
holes, gives perfect seating on any flathead

tripod.

LENS MOUNT LOCKING SCREWS lock each lens

/';/ jocin!

TURRET LOCK for Eyemos with offset turret as-

sures alignment even with long, heavy lenses.

DETACHABLE CORD now supplied with electric-

drive models.

EYEMO can he equipped with 400-foot
external magazine, offset turret, electric

drive, and other studio accessories, or it can
be stripped down to a lifiht, compact,
spring-driven hand camera.

PRECISION-MADE BY

BELL & HOWELL

1

AC 5-40 IBELL & HOWELL COMPANY
1848 Larchmont Ave., Chicago, IlL

( ) Send details about new, improved Eyemos.

( ) I own Eyemo Serial No Am interested in

converting it to include

Name .

.

Address

City .State.
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Hard to catch
f
I
"^HOSE hard-to-catch outdoor se-

A quences won't get away from you
—if you put the job up to Agfa 16 mm.
Hypan Reversible Film

!

Hypan will capture them for you with
all the sharpness and contrast you
could desire, and with a perfect render-
ing of all color values. Its fine-grain

enuilsion and anti-halation coating
assure you of clear, brilliant projection.

1

FOR DOUBLE 8 MM. CAMERAS
"Twin Eight" Hypan Reversible is a
great achievement for double 8 cam-
eras. Its extra speed produces excellent

results both indoors and out; it has full

color sensitivity, and an extremely

fine-grained emulsion. "Twin Eight"
Hypan is notable also for brilliance and
wide latitude.

Either of these great films WiW add to

your skill—try them today. Agfa 16

mm. Hypan Reversible is available in

100 ft. rolls at $6.00: and in 50 ft. rolls

at $3.25. Agfa "Twin Eight" Hypan
Reversible is available in 25 ft. (double

width) rolls at $2.25. These prices in-

clude processing and return postage.

Agfa Ansco, Binghamton, New
York. Made in U.S.A.

Agfa
HYPAN

MOVIE FILM

1



Prenideiit JoJm Arnold First Vice President Ray June

New A. C.

cers
During the last month members of the

Society of American Cinematographers
have filled vacant places on the Board of
Governors due to statutory expirations.
The new board has elected the following
officers

:

President, John Arnold.
First Vice President, Ray June.
Second Vice President, Ted Tetzlaff.

Third Vice President, Joseph Valentine.
Secretary-Treasurer, Al Gilks.

At the assembling of the new board
former President Victor Milner, who had
just been elected to the board, after care-
ful reflection decided not to accept due
to pressure of work the coming year.
When his place had been filled by the se-

lection of Arthur Edeson the board stood

as follows:

John Arnold
Charles Clarke
Robert De Grasse
Arthur Edeson

Fred W. Jackman
Ray June
Charles B. Lang.Jr.^

Hal Mohr
George J. Folsey Charles Rosher
Merritt B. Gerstad Ted Tetzlaff

Joseph ValentineAlfred Gilks

Joseph Walker

Second Vice President Ted Tetzlaff Secretary-Treasurer Al Gilks Third Vice President Joseph Valentine
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Ed Harrison

Watches

G
Bird

row

ED N. HARRISON of Encini-
tas, Cal., is compiling a rare
library of bird films — a li-

brary wherein birds are hatched
and grow to maturity on the screen
right befoi'e your eyes. Hereto-
fore the work has been in the
realm of the 16mm. On his last
expedition, however, he has taken
to himself a 35mm. Eyemo. It
may be mentioned, too, there are
a couple of Leicas and a 4 bv 5
Graflex.

In the way of lenses and gen-
eral equipment the young natural-
ist approaches what may be truly
described a photographer's dream.
As a matter of fact, one of Bell
& Howell's men recently remarked

when mention was made of the
Harrison set-up that it contains
about everything Bell & Howell
carries in the 16mm. line—at least
it does so far as this B&H sales-
man knows.

It was ten years ago when Ed
Harrison began his study of birds.
In four years he acquired a lot of
information. All through that pe-
riod, however, the photographic
bug was gnawing. The bite be-
came beyond endurance, and he
fell. For six years now he has
taken pictures from all conceiva-
ble places.

None of these places has been
any more striking than his hide-
outs, his blinds, from which he

Candid shot of Ed N. Ha)riso)i,
naturalist and nlwtofjrapher, carol-
ing pack averac/inff seventii pounds in
his lonp hikes to (jet a hide-out oppo-
site suspicious bii'ds from blue herons

to eagles and condors.

shoots right into the nests of ev-
erything that takes to its wings.
He has photographed birds from
hummingbirds to condors. He has
photographed in motion pictures
eagles and condors feeding their
young, and that is something very
few if any have done before him.

Making Serious Study

He has climbed to the top of
eucalyptus trees and photographed
nests of birds in other trees twenty
to a hundred feet away—when the
wind didn't blow too hard. But
even when the wind just gently
sways the trees it is a weird pic-
ture.

It is a serious study of birds this
young man is making and intends
to keep on making. It really is a
life study, and it is hardly likely
any other man of his comparative
youth has gone so far in the com-
bined study of birds and photogra-
phy. Which means he has made

Some of the Harrison photo equipment:
Left, lens case, 12V2-inch lens; li-inch,

i-inch, 3% -inch, 2-inch, wide angle, and
1-inch on camera; vieiv finders on HI
camera, adapters for the 12V2-inch lens
to the movie camera. Center, flash gun
outfit, 12V2-inch adaptable to Leica, same
lens as on movie. Right, two Weston
meters, siinshades and filters, binoculars,
monoculars, telephoto for Leica, film,

case for HI, two Leica cases.
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At top, great lilac heron (two photon);
horned owl; 'u-ai/ //// catcher; barn owl

(flash f/im shot).

an early start in h'r. plans for a
lifework.

It is not always easy to find a
nest suitable for photography.
Some birds can be photographed
without a blind, but the best pic-

tures are obtained when the par-
ents are wholly unconscious of the
photographer's presence. The birds
are very alert and react quickly to
the noise of the camera or the
sight of a lens. For this reason a
large lens is necessary for good
results.
One must often wait for hours

for the bird to forget that she has
seen the photographer enter the
blind. So it is a good idea to have
two persons at the blind and for
one of these to go away. Birds
cannot count and seem to forget
that more came than are leaving.
One difficulty hard to overcome

is the swaying of the trees, both
the one which has the nest and
the photographer's tree. It always
seems—and it is natura'—there
should be more breeze the far-

ther you are from the ground.

Small Birds Inquisitive

Great blue herons nest in colo-

nies, usually in the tops of eucalyp-
tus trees. "From my blind, which
was 97 feet from the ground," said
Mr. Harrison, "I could see about
twenty nests. The Pacific horned
owl nests in deserted hawks' nests

or in trees, but usually on ledges r

cliff's. The barn owl nests in a t -

nellike hole in banks and cliffs, j

well as in barns and hollow tr€ .

The life history of this bird v 5

photographed in an old barn.
"If there are suitable brand 5

in another tree opposite the nes [

build a platform on 2 by 4s tied )

the limbs and put my blind on 1

;

platform. There I can be que
comfortable. Too frequently a bli 1

consists of a board to sit on anc i

curtain in front of me."
"Smaller birds are more inqui

five than larger ones. Often tYr
will go all around the blind to
vestigate.
"The Southern bald eagle, c

own national emblem, is found
the islands off the coast of Sar i

Barbara, Cal., and is seldom se

on the mainland. He has be i

nearly exterminated. His wh
head and tail make him a good t'J-

get. Of man he seems to have >

fear, just flies about overhel
making his squeaking noise.

lives on fish.

"These birds mate for life, a\

generally use the same nest ye-

after year. They add a few branchi
to it from time to time until

gets to be a huge thing. The 0:

in the pictures is 14 feet high a,

about 4 feet in diameter."
The golden eagle is found

Flash ffun picture of young condor
his nest and hearing identification ma)
on a legband. This is the first cone

whose actual birthday is knoivn.
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Posed shot of Ed N. Harrison.

over the state of California and
throughout most of the United
States. It is a very beneficial bird,

as it feeds almost exclusively on
rodents.

Eagles Mate for Life

Eagles mate for life, and the
pair occupies a large section of ter-

' ritory. This they hold for them-
selves and keep all other eagles
out. Each pair builds several nests
and may use any one of them for
nesting. They nest in trees and

i on inaccessible cliffs. The one pho-
tographed by Mr. Harrison was
most difficult to reach.
"About one and a half hours

were required to reach the nest,"
he said. "These birds are very
alert, and the slightest movement
scares them away. The blind was
100 feet from the nest across a
canyon. Yet it was not possible to
change a lens when either adult
was on the nest. I am satisfied the
golden eagle is the hardest bird of
all to photograph."

Mr. Harrison has a film on the
California condor, the largest of
the vultures. These birds are fast
becoming extinct. It is estimated
by reliable authorities that there
are probably less than fifty of
these birds living today. The
United States Government highly
protects them.

First Flights

The condor lays only one egg,
and that once in about three to five
years. The young bird is depen-

dent upon the parents for food for
at least a year. The birds soar
rather than fly, and are dependent
on air currents for a takeoff. The
naturalist caught a young condor
preparing for his first flight, caught
him standing at the edge of the
cliff near his nest, repeatedly test-
ing his wings. Plainly he was
awaiting the moment when in-

stinct notified him the pressure
was right, that it would be safe
for him to fly.

They are an easy prey for other
animals. They do not kill their
own food, but prefer freshly killed

meat. They feed on dead sheep,
deer and other animals. They nest
in caves in the cliffs.

Mr. Harrison has made photo-
graphic studies from the eggs in

the nest, the care and feeding of
the young till they are ready to
leave the nest, and shows the first

flights of the young of

The barn owl
The horned owl
The red-bellied hawk
The cooper's hawk
The golden eagle
The bald eagle
The great blue heron
The California condor

and numerous small birds, includ-
ing the least tern.
Of movie cameras Mr. Harrison

totes a No. 141 and a 70DA, both
16mm., and a 35mm. Eyemo. The
lenses for these include a I2V2-
inch, which is adaptable to the
Leica ; 2 six-inch lenses, one 4.5

UNIQUE in design, created specifi-

cally for the exacting miniature
camera user who lacks a perma-

nent darkroom,, or who travels—^a high-
ly compact, precision-made Kodak port-
able miniature enlarger is announced by
Eastman Kodak.

First enlarger to embody the idea of
miniature camera convenience through
compact size, this enlarger dismantles
readily and packs in a smartly styled air-

plane luggage type case only 13 V2 by
13 V2 by 6V2 inches. It can be unpacked
and set up ready for use in a few min-
utes—in any home bathroom, kitchen,
hotel room, tourist camp cottage, or
other improvised darkroom.

Despite its compactness, the portable
enlarger is an instrument of high per-

formance, suited for exacting work. En-
largements from two-and-one-half to

nine diameters may be projected on the
baseboard, and still greater enlargements

The Harrison soimd projector, 1200

and one 5.5; 4-inch, 3%-inch, 2
two-inch and 2 one-inch. Also there
is a wide-angle and 35mm.
Of still cameras there are two

Leicas with a four-inch telephoto
and a Graflex 4 by 5.

For the past month Mr. Harri-
son has been on an expedition to
Cape San Lucas, Isabel Island and
the Mexican coast aboard the 96-
foot schooner Kinkajou, owned by
J. R. Pemberton, Oil Umpire of
California, a famous naturalist and
photographer.

are obtained by projection to the floor or
to a wall. The enlarger head may be
rotated 90 degrees to right or left for
projection on to a vertical surface. A
scale gi-aduated in degrees indicates the
angle ofl" the vertical.

High efficiency is obtained through the
use of a No. 113 50-watt, 115-volt Mazda
Photo Enlarger Lamp, in conjunction
with a triple-lens condensing system.
This combination of diffuse and con-
denser-directed illumination is generally
conceded to be best for use with minia-
ture negatives—providing adequate con-
trast yet minimizing negative grain and
minute surface scratches.

Three rapid projection lenses are
available for the portable enlarger—in-

cluding the Kodak Projection Ektar f.4.5,

2-inch, which equips this instrument for

high precision color separation work
from Kodachrome transparencies.

EASTMAN HAS ENLARCGER
FOR MINICAMERA USER
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How Small

Lamps Are

-Bein^ Used on

or oets
\y WILLIAM STULL,

A.S.C.

(i^^^ IVE us smaller, less cumbersome
I Y lights!" For years cinematog-

raphers have been asking the
designers of lighting equipment to give
them their lighting tools in smaller,
more efficient packages. A glance through
the files of The American Cinematogra-
pher's back issues shows how consist-
ently this thought has occupied the
minds of the camera profession's lead-
ers.

As early as 1924, Victor Milner, A.S.C,
was the writer of an article forecasting
the ultimate use of incandescent lamps,
of far smaller bulk than anything then
imagined for studio cinematography, and
the use of lighting levels more closely ap-
proaching the standards of normal room
illumination.

In 1934 Oliver Marsh, A.S.C, wrote
to point out that although Mazda light-
ing had become an accomplished fact,

much could still be done to increase the
lightness and efficiency of studio lighting
units, and that such a development would
prove a practical, dollar-and-cents asset
in saving time and trouble in lighting
studio sets.

Today we have those smaller, more
efficient lamps. It may be merely a co-
incidence, but it is remarkable that the
first of the modern, Fresnel-lensed spot-
lights which made possible smaller units
and the use of smaller globes, appeared
a little more than a year after the publi-
cation of Marsh's article.

This development, together with the
use of faster and successively faster
film, has revolutionized lighting and
lighting-equipment design in the space
of five short years.

Faster Film Helped

This naturally brings the question,
"Now that these lamps are a fact, what

is being done with them?" Let the an-
swer come from the men who ai'e using
them.

Joseph A'^alentine, A.S.C, points out,

"We've always needed smaller lamps,
like the .500 and 750 watt Baby Solar-
spots and the new Dinky Inkies. But in

fairness all around, it must be admitted
that until quite recently, we couldn't
have used them to full advantage if we
had had them. Today's smaller, more
efficient lamps owe much of their value
to the fast films we use today.
"When Marsh wrote his article in 1934,

the fastest film we had was Eastman's
Super-Sensitive. From that we have
gone to Super-X and now to Plus-X and
Super-XX. We've gone from Mazda-
light speeds of Weston 12 or less to
Weston 40, 64 and better. Without these
advances in film sensitivity, the finest of
500 and 750 watt Baby Spots would be
too small for any but occasional use, and
the little 150-watt globes of the dinkies
would be worthless.

"Bear in mind that as film speeds have
increased the size of our light sources
has decreased. Where six years ago the
standard lamp was an inefficient mirror
spotlight with a 2000-watt or even a
5000-watt globe, today the standard unit
is a Fresnel-lensed Solarspot or Keglight
with only a 1000-watt globe, while Baby
Keglights, with the new 750-watt globes,
carry the main burden of key lighting.

Lighting Methods Changed

"At the same time, lighting methods
have changed incredibly. Six years ago
most of us began with an overall spread
of flat foundation-light, with the high-
lights and modeling lighting built up
from this. Today almost everyone em-
ploys the so-called precision lighting
method, in which virtually the entire

scene is lit with spotlights and the o\d\
floodlighting units are vanishing. To-

i

day we not only want smaller lamps: we<|
need them, and of course we are using ('

them."
At Paramount Camera Executive Roy

Hunter strikes the same note. "These
smaller lamps, and especially the new
dinkies, he says, "are definitely a new
and valuable note in motion picture light-

ing. In spite of their small size, they
produce a beam of sufficient power to be
of real photographic value when used
with today's high-speed films.

"And because of their small size they
are tremendously useful in cramped
spaces where no larger lamps could be
placed. But this is not by any means '

their only use. In tests we have made at
Paramount we have shown it is entirely
possible to light a fair-sized .set entirely f

with dinkies.

"Of course, this is not likely to become
very common in actual production—at

least for some time—but it shows a defi-

nite trend. And it points the way to

much better lighting when cinematog-
raphers make backgrounds or actual
scenes on practical locations, as Victor
Milner did last year in several of New
York's leading hotels, night-clubs and

i

the like.

"Our forthcoming production, 'A Night
At Earl Carroll's,' should give these
smaller lamps their first real workout in

such service, for a great deal of the light-

ing of the scenes made actually in Earl
,

Carroll's cafe will have to be done with
,

dinkies and with the 500-watt and 750-

watt Babies."

Several Types Available

At present, there are several varieties

of these tiny lamps available. As
Charles Rosher, A.S.C, points out: "The
original design was evolved by the War- '

ner Brothers' Studio, and that studio has
'

built its own lamps of the 'peanut spot'
'

type. The first commercially available

lamp of this class was Bardwell-McAlis-
ter's famous Dinky Inky.

"In addition, several other manufac- f

turers have marketed similar small spot-

lights for still and amateur use, and I

understand that at least one of these
'

types is now available to the motion
picture industry through a recognized
studio lighting firm."

One of the most obvious uses of these

small spotlights is to take advantage of

their small size, and conceal them ac-

tually in the set. As Karl Freund,
A.S.C, puts it, "the dinkies can be used

in ways no other lamp ever could be.

You can use them in cramped spaces

where no larger lamp would go. You
can hide them behind a pillar that would
be too slim to conceal even a baby spot-

light.

''You can hang them on a set wall

with suction cups, avoiding the delay and

difficulty of nailing a 'turtle' to the wall,

using an extension bracket, or suspend-

ing the lamp by ropes from the catwalk.

This saves time and trouble, and in ad-

dition it is usually possible to place these

little lamps more accurately this way
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than would be possible under similar

conditions using larger units, so that you
get your results both quicker and better."

Theodor Sparkuhl, A.S.C., is another
who has found these pint-size lamps in-

valuable when working in crowded quar-

ters. "But," he remarks, "it is neces-

sary to take the dinky seriously if you
are to get the full benefit from using it.

I have made tests that show'ed it is pos-

sible to light a moderate-sized set entire-

ly with dinkies.

"Therefore it is possible to rely almost
entirely on them when you work in small

sets where there is little room. For in-

stance, good lighting has always been
something of a problem in shots repre-

senting the interior of a car, taxicab or
airplane, simply because there is so

little room. But if you do most of your
lighting in such shots with dinkies, its

a different story."

Hide Dinkies in Set

Ted Tetzlaff, A.S.C., points out that
these lamps are so compact that they can
very easily be concealed within the actual
scene. "These dinkies," he states, "are
so small that they can be concealed al-

most anywhere. A vase of flowers—

a

pile of books—almost any small prop
will hide a dinky from the lens. Used
this way, they can provide angles of
lighting on set and players which could
not be provided in any other way."

Valentine tells of another way these
lamps are useful, concealed within
camera-range. "They are small enough,"
he says, "to be hidden right inside the
shade of one of the practical lamps in

the scene. From that vantage point their
beams can be directed any way you want,
on the set, or on the players. This opens
up a range of effects that naturally
couldn't be approached using merely
photofloods or projection globes in the
practicals."

All of the cinematographers who have
used dinkies pay high tribute to them
as a means of providing "eye lights" in
close shots. As Ray June, A.S.C., ex-
presses it: "The dinky is small enough
to be placed with unusual accuracy. Its
beam is sufficiently powerful to be of
photographic value in almost any key of
lighting now used for black-and-white.
The Fresnel lens minimizes the need for
diffusion. This combination makes it

very nearly ideal for supplying 'eve
light.'

"

Selective Lighting

In additon, these lamps can be used
handily for extremely selective lighting
when there are two players requiring
different types of lighting working to-
gether in a two-shot. "Ordinarily," as
Charles Kosher, A.S.C., points out, "a
cinematographer making a shot like that
of a woman in a light costume and a man
in a dark suit woula realize that the man
and his non-reflective blue serge would
need rather more light than the woman
in her lighter, more reflective outfit.

"To get this he would ordinarily have
to do quite a bit of juggling with diffus-
ers, goboes and the like, at a consider-

able cost in time and trouble. Today, a
single 'peanut spot,' trained on the man,
would get a better result in less time."

Inevitably, several interesting acces-
sories have been developed for use with
the dinkies. In some studios, the dinky
may be used in the existing lamp-mount
directly atop the blimp. In others, new
mountings, especially adapted to the
dinky have been developed.

Mount Dinky on Camera

"At Warner Brothers' Studio," reports
Rosher, "where Mitchell BNC cameras
are used, advantage is taken of the fact
that the dinky weighs only a few ounces
over two pounds. A fitting is provided
atop the camera's matte-box, and the
dinky may be used in this position—only
a few inches above the lens—without dis-

turbing the balance of the camera."
At the Twentieth Century-Fox Studio,

reports Daniel B. Clark, A.S.C., a most
interesting, goose-neck mount is pro-
vided. "This consists," he says, "of a
length of flexible tubing identical with
that used in goose-neck desk and reading
lamps. This highly flexible mount is

fitted to one of the iris-rods carrying
the matte-box.
"With it, the lamp may be quickly

bent to any position—besides the lens

(on either side), or above or below the
objective. Once bent into position, the
lamp stays there, and of course pans, tilts

and dollies with the camera."
This is perhaps the most flexible lamp-

mount yet used in the industry, and it

presents an idea which might well be in-

corporated into the design of floor stands
for these handy lamps.
At Universal Valentine uses a minia-

ture adaptation of the multi-jointed arm
stanaards familiarly used with Lupe
lamps, to give similar flexibility to his

dinky inkies.

It is very interesting to note the in-

fluence of individual lighting technique
and laboratory conditions upon the ac-
ceptance of these ultra-small lamps.
As might be expected, they have as yet
found their most hearty acceptance
among the directors of photography
who habitually use low illumination
levels.

Similarly, in some studios where low
light-levels are the general practice,

there is a continuously increasing num-
ber of dinkies, and they are being used
with more frequency, and for new and
ever more important purposes. In other
studios, where light-levels are generally
higher, the dinkies are coming into use
more slowly. However, it is evident that
regardless of these individual conditions,
the cinematographers who have had an
opportunity of trying these useful little

lamps almost unanimously favor them,
even, in some instances, to purchasing
them personally.

7.'')0-Watt Baby Spots

A closely related development is the
change in the industry's appreciation and
use of the baby spot light. Until the in-

troduction of the dinky, the baby spot-
light was the smallest and lowest-pow-

ered lamp used, and was employed some-
what sparingly.

Today, with the advent of the more
efficient, Fresnel-lensed Baby Keglights
and Baby Solarspots and the new 750-
watt globes that supplement the 500-

watt ones so long used in 'babies,' the
baby spot is entering a completely new
field of use.

As Valentine expresses it, "with these
750-watt globes, these babies are just
what we need for a lot of modern light-

ing jobs. With today's fast films, the
500-watt baby is just too small for some
of the heavier floor lighting jobs, while
the lOOO-watt junior is just too big.

But put a 750-watt into a modern baby
and you've got just what the doctor
ordered!"
As William Daniels, A.S.C., comments,

"it is no wonder that the 750-watt baby
is everywhere taking over an increasing-
ly important share of the lighting. In
virtually every studio it is becoming the
favorite unit for key-lighting. And I

find it is useful for an increasing share of
set-lighting and modeling, as well.

"The heavy duties of overhead lighting
can be left to the lOOO-watt juniors, and
the 150-watt dinkies are taking over
much of the work done by the 500-watt
babies. This leaves the 750-watt babies
a clear and extremely useful field as our
all-round, intermediate lamp.

Better Photography Coining

"So today we can do the bulk of our
lighting with three types of spotlamp

—

the lOOO-watt Junior, the 750-watt Baby
and the 150-watt dinky. This makes for
increased simplicity in our electrical

equipment problems, and in addition
gives us more compact, more efficient

equipment and an opportunity to do our
lighting niore accurately.

"Both the old-time technique of flood-

lighting and the floodlighting units them-
selves are disappearing. The whole thing-

can be summed up by saying that we
have better tools with which to work
and better methods of using them than
we had a few years ago. Better photog-
raphy, more easily and more quickly
done, will be the outcome."
When we consider the additional pos-

sibilities of the new, non-reflection coated
lenses, and the further increases in

film sensitivity that seem inevitable, we
cannot help wondering what advances
the next few years may see in lighting.

As Roy Hunter remarks, "We have not
yet quite approached the cinematogra-
pher's long-cherished goal of being able
to light his set with ordinary, room light-

ing levels of illumination. But the devel-
opments of the past few months are
bringing us closer to it.

"If things advance during the next
ten years as they have during the past
decade, we may expect that that goal
will be, if not perhaps attained, at least
very concretely in view. Even today,
with the speed of film and lenses, and the
efficiency of lighting equipment so sen-
sationally on the increase, that goal is

no longer an idle dream, but well within
the x-ange of practical achievement!"
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Fightin^ Fish

Hold Centre

tape

DR. ROY GERSTENKORN of Los
Angeles has tried his hand on
what, to all outward appearances,

is deep sea photography. Under the title

of "Tropical Ecstacy" he has brought
forth in IGinm. Kodachrome 400 feet de-
voted entirely to submarine life. Various
kinds of tropical fish people his under-
water preserves.
Some of these fish are peaceful, while

some are quite the reverse. In fact, they
are fierce, battling to the death of one
of the two contestants. As one sub-title
aptly describes the battling breed, the
Siamese fighting fish, "their viciousness
is camouflaged by rare beauty."
And rarely beautiful they are. The

fighting fish are of three colors, blue,
green and red. In the country of their
nativity, Siam, a thousand persons are
engaged in raising them for sporting
purposes. Like gamecocks, they are bred
to fight—and fight they do.

When three months old they are sepa-
rated from their fellows and put into an
exclusive inclosure. Their battling days
are between the ages of ten months and
two years. As in human afi^airs, there
are represented all kinds of skill. Some
of course, like some prizefighters, have
a habit of winning, and on these the
Orientals splurge their money.

Conspirators

The picture by its titles is divided into
sequences. The first sub-title sets forth
that "Convict Fish Talk Over a Break."
Convict fish is the proper name of the
particular dwellers of the deeps, but
sure enough the two in the centre of the
limelight do get their heads together in

conspiring fashion even if walls are
stout.

Then comes "Belonesox Eat Their
Live Prey." This is a brief sequence,
but it is of sufficient length to observe
the flashlike opening and closing of the

At the top is a walking fish who some-
times strolls out where the water is not,

hut who then tarries not until he is once
again under water. Second and third are
belonesox, who eat 'em alive, and speed
'em up while they're doing it. The fight-
ing fi,sh, one red turning white, while the
other is blue, are shown at the bottom of

the list.

jaws of the larger fish as, with light

ninglike speed, he assists his victim t'

enter upon his long life.

"Chinese Walking Fish Literally Walk''

by scraping their bellies on the sand a
the bottom of the sea or whatever ma}
be substituting for the bottom of th<

sea. They even creep out of the water oi

the sand, but they do not tarry. Thei
comes the reference to the Siamest
fighting fish and their viciousness anc

beauty.
We see a parade of the two contenders

One is a bright blue, the other a bril

liant red. They preen and strut, and foi

all the world conduct themselves lik(

two prizefighters looking for an open-

ing. The two fish sport a great dorsa

fin, gorgeous in its brilliance. The sub-

title even suggests that "Pride Goetl-

Before a Fall."

Strange Combat

It is one of the strangest combats ever

filmed. The only weapon at the com-

mand of the fighters is the mouth, and

that in the present instance is not a

large one. The blue wins, the red going

to the bottom a much disheveled crea-

ture.

By the way, it is not quite true that

all these goings-on are in the deep sea.

If you want the lowdown, the truth is

that the fish paraded and fought and

bled in a small tank, perhaps 7 inches

high, 9 inches wide and 3 inches thick.

This was dropped into a large tank,,

decorated with an abundance of vegeta-

tion simulating a submarine garden.

The smaller tank was inserted close

to the side nearest the camera. The

fish, it may be confided, were quite small.

They ranged in length from three-quar-

ters of an inch to 2^ inches in length,

perhaps an average of 1%.
The camera used by the doctor was

his Eastman Special. The objects were

magnified by a 3 to 5 diopter lens super-

imposed over a telephoto 3-inch lens.

That gave an average sized fish in length

perhaps a quarter of the screen width.

The shooting of the picture has had

one unexpected result. Getting curious

about these rare fishes, the doctor has

secured books about them and is study-

ing fish lore. He even threatens to tell

you the Latin names.
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THE PARKEt<
HARRY and Harriette Parker,

which to their intimates is

the same as saying Mr. and
Mrs. Harry Parker, have returned
to their hillside home in Los An-
geles for a few months before set-
ting forth again. Their last trip
was to Mexico City and its en-
virons. They chose to go in their
own car, just as they found hun-
dreds or thousands of others doing
likewise.

Mr. Parker is a methodical man.
For future reference he likes to
know what he is doing, where he is

going and where he has been, how
many miles he has traveled, and
also the number of gallons of gaso-
bne he has consumed. Unerringly
he is able to recapture the char-
acter of the roads he has traveled—mountainous or level, rough or
easy on the tank.

For instance, a trip of eight and
a half hours for 435 miles and con-
suming a little over 25 gallons
spelled 17 miles a gallon. That
meant better than 50 miles an hour
over grades and around curves. At
other times the milages were 21
miles, indicating a more level and
straight road.
The crossing into Mexico was

just before February 1 and into
weather that had been the severest
I'n fifty-three years. Until this year
the most recent snow was fourteen
years ago.
The mileage by days from Los

Angeles was as follows: Phoenix,
411 miles; El Paso. 436 miles; La-
redo, 644

;
Mante, 383 ; Mexico Citv,

435. That made a total of 2309
miles from Los Angeles, one way.
The total mileage for the trip was
5594, showing practically a thous-
and miles driving in and around
Mexico City.

Employed Guide
The Parkers had not proceeded

far into Mexico when they decided
to take on a guide, which they did
in Monterrey. They had no reason

Mexican girl.

Home of Vice-President Garner
at Uvalde, Texas.

Mexico City bullfight arena, 20,000
persons present, any Sunday at U p.m.
sharp (one tiling at least in Mexico

City on stated time).

A pueblo laundry. A grand place to

get current gossip.

to regret this step, as he was prj
tically invaluable to them in mai!
ways. Foi- they had ideas amoiS
other things of taking some ])}

tures and they wanted to know ;j

about getting the best ones. Th
were making it all in Kodachro
this t'me.
With eleven pieces of bagga;»

the Parkers were practically tv'

hours in passing through custor;
at Laredo, United States and Mel
ico. Cameras had to be register<i
to facilitate bringing them bacf
The Mexican Auto Club had fixi

up auto insurance and checks
cards, etc. •

About fifty miles south of Mo^
terrey the Parkers passed twent-
five men bearing two coffins. I

quiry brought the informatic
there had been an election in tl

town two days before.
The highway No. 1 between L

redo and Mexico City has been opt
only four years. It is a matter <

733 miles, and is becoming excee»
ingly popular with American tou
ists. There are three strong re;'

sons why: Rates of exchange, tl

cold in the north, and the wa*
Prosperous looking persons ai-

driving fine cars. The Parkers no(

ed that the great majority ai

passed middle age. •

It may be of interest to thoj

contemplating trips to Mexico t

learn there is no expense for mea
and room for guides. They are ii

eluded in your price, "because 1"

brought you." Apparently, too, t\

meals are not advanced because (.

the action, and those unaceorr,

panied do not get a less price.

Coming into Mexico City there

:

a stretch of eighty-three rniUi

where the curves are reminiscer
of the old Ridge Route from Lc
Angeles toward San Francisco an
ranging between 5000 and 800
feet elevation. In this eighty-thr€
miles are twenty-five forts or gai

risons at vantage points.

Market Day in Toluca

A trip was made about fiftj

miles on a Fridav, Market Day, t'

Toluca, a city of 40,000. It has a

altitude of 8761 feet. It is situate

in a plateau valley, surrounded b

mountains, with lakes and river

and land as fine as any in th

United States. There are man
ranches owned by the wealthy an

conducted on a big scale. Indian
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rOUR MEXICO
live in the surrounding country and
they trek in on Market Day to the
location covering several blocks, ar-

rayed in most colorful garb.
Several thousand persons were

present on the day the Parkers
attended, nine-tenths of them In-

dians. Perhaps a third of them
brought young babies. The people
speak their own tongue, and do not
dabble with Spanish or Mexican.

Just a note to those who have
radios in their car : Mexican broad-
casts are mainly of music, and if

you like radios you will have a
feast.

Riding about the country around
Mexico City the tourist passes
great cultivated mountain fields

fenced in with cactus, which pre-
vents erosion—of the soil, so to
speak. The sort of liquid or milk
which is taken from the cactus
after a couple of days' fermenta-
tion becomes the drink called

pulque.
About a litre of it a day is said

to be beneficial in certain circum-
stances — 1.0567 United States
liquid quarts—given to tubercu-
losis patients, etc. Many become
jaddicts, however, and consume a
{gallon or more or less a day, with
the result they are in a stupor
most of the time. "Drink is a proof
of poverty here," remarks Mr.
Parker.

Two Miles Up
On the way to Toluca the Park-

ers drove many miles through a
Nacional Parque, the Lions' Desert
National Park. The trees were like
the grand pines of Northern Cali-
fornia. They followed the winding
road and finally reached the sum-
mit Des Cruces (the crosses). Here
the altitude is 3158 meters, or
ibout 10,360 feet. Because of the
comparative nearness of the equa-
;or—Mexico City is below 20 North
L/atitude—the temperature was 60
legrees.

j
Latins are described as crazy

flrivers at times, but those of Mex-
ico City are the craziest. There is
I code of toots, but the American
loes not seem to grasp it. That
s where the guide comes in.
The Parkers were interested in

I trip to the Pyramids of the Sun
nd Moon and others. They are
bout thirty miles distant over
loute 1 north, with an additional
istance over a dirt road for a

dozen miles. Mr. Parker quotes his
guide as authority for their being
built in 640 A. D. by the Toltecs,
who came after the Aztecs. Two
large pyramids compare in size
with the Egyptian. But these Mex-
ican pyramids are made with very
small stones. There are thirty-six
smaller ones scattered around.
The visit to the Shrine or Church

of Guadelupe was most impressive.
The lavish gold decorations and
stained glass organ gallery were
described as amazing, claimed to be
the most elaborate in the Western
Hemishpere. "Surely we never saw
its equal," coincides Mr. Parker.
It was surrounded by poverty.

Boys Washed Car
Right here was an incident which

may have a message for some oth-
er tourist. When the car was
parked near the church in order to
get a closeup many boys clamored
for the job of watching the car.
For this they demanded 10 cents
Mexican, or 1.60 U. S. Mr. Parker
said it would not be necessary to
watch it and told the boys no. The
guide overruled the owner, how-
ever declaring afterwards the boys
would scratch the car in retalia-
tion.

When the party returned from
the church the boys were found
finishing up a job of washing the
car, without instructions, and also
for the price of 25 Mex. or 4 cents
U. S. They made a good job of it,

too, added Mr. Parker.
The guide, however, did not pre-

vent the owner from climbing one
of the small pyramids that day,
with the result because of the alti-

tude that that night he was very
much "all in."

The Pan-Pacific Hi-way going
south out of Mexico City is marvel-
lous. It will be completed to Nica-
ragua in about two years, and in
four or five years go right into
South America.

[To Be Concluded]

Cathedral in Mexico City, largest
in the Amo-icas.

Cathedral at City of Pnehla.

Spritikliuf/ lawn in front of new tile

bullfight arena at Pnehla.

Every Mexican city has a plaza. This
one is at Cuernavaca.
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Commercials

as They ^Were^

and as They
Are Today

By CHARLES W. HERBERT,
S « C

»

EARLY motion picture Nickelodeons
found haibor in out of the way,
cheap shopping streets. Nice people

ducked corners to gain entrance, while
many a juvenile was punished for cross-
ing their thresholds.

In many communities the motion pic-

ture was considered evil, not respectable
—something to be shunned. Theater op-
erators in those days, dazzled by the
nickels before their eyes, were unable
to visualize the vast power behind the
motion picture.

No sooner, however, had the motion
picture proved to be practical, than far-

sighted educators recognized its un-
limited potential value waiting to be de-
veloped. Educational pictures were made;
they were acclaimed a success by those
vitally concerned; yet many methods of
use were tried and failed.

Repeated efforts to push the educa-
tionals were made with varying success
in the resulting product and its exhibi-
tion. Most notable examples of achieve-
ment in the field were hung up by Edu-
cational Films, Society for Visual Edu-
cation, Yale Movement, Ford Motor,
Eastman Teaching Films and E.R.P.I.

None of them achieved the continued
fulfillment of their original purpose

—

the main reason being the lack of a
central standardized curriculum and
method of teaching throughout each and
every one of our forty-eight states.

Towering Monuments
A thousand and one educational reels

lie in storage vaults today, deteriorating
from the process of time—their perfora-
tions shrunk, their emulsions abrazed,
the elasticity gone from their base,
tempo jerkily exaggerated by the now
standard speed for sound, quality over-
shadowed by new emulsions, filters, treat-

ment and processing.

Still they stand towering monuments
to pioneer endeavor.

All this time, entertainment pictures
met with continued financial success.
The scope and quality were advanced
by leaps and bounds. This progress had
much to do with the failure of the first

educationals.

Some educational producers met the
challenge with bigger and better educa-
tionals only to be outrun by the enter-
tainers. Some educationals found their
way into theaters. They were given
away to gain prestige for a business or
institution. As regular theater programs
were lengthened with multiple reel pro-
ductions, the fill-in reels were crowded
off the program.

In this respect they shared the fate of
sister reels, Scenics, where overindul-
gence in straight, boring scenic shots
wrote their own doom. These inanimate
pictorial reels were often used as house
cleaners.

When a good box office show was on,
with house seats filled and a waiting cue
outside, the management slipped in a
couple of scenics between programs to

get rid of the patrons who might stay
to see the feature a second time.

Robert Bruce picked up the crumpled
celluloid of the discarded scenic, im-

Topnotcher
. . . p. S.—Your magazine is the
topnotcher in its field, and I hope
it keeps on improving as time goes
forward. By all means, continue to

give the young 'uns a break.

SID FRIEND.
New York, March 28, 1940.

proved the quality, and smoothed it on
with a specially prepared musical scoH
furnished with each reel, bringing thea
back to favor. I

Educational Pictures gave up the origl
nal program and turned its efforts u\
ward comedies in a rush to get into thi

money. I

NewsreeLs—March of Time
j

The newsreels started small, yet kep
even pace with the progress of feature:

Originally edited and directed by har
cut newspaper men, the first objective c

the newsreel was to be first. Compet:
tion between the various newsreels ur
covered this lust for speed. Later on th'

(juality was upped to a plane paralk'
with features. The news can rightfull'

take credit for putting sound on th:

screen.
Within the vaults of the five majo;

newsreels today is stored the greatesf
known record of a quarter of a centurj

of history of the world. Through thI

newsreels emerged the forceful, dra'

matic presentation of the cause, event
and possible consequences as portraye-

by the revolutionary treatment given i

by the March of Time.
Scenics graduated into travelogue*

with human interest and action. Fron
time to time glorified travelogues (docu

mentaries) came to the fore, ratinj

Broadway runs. The most outstandin)

of these was Grass.
The first feature length documentar;

films number Martin Johnson's anima
films, Chang, Nanook of the North
Moana of the South Seas, Man of Aran
Land of Promise. More recent are Th(

Plow that Broke the Plains, The Rive:

and The Fight for Life.

Then there were commercial reels. I

was not long before every city of im

portance boasted a small company
equipped to produce commercial reels

Sometimes a local free lance camera-
man, representative of one of the majoi

news companies, conducted this businesJ'

in addition to news coverage.

Laboratories were small and inefficient

The resulting products suffered froir

poor quality. The uncertain coil type de-'

veloping outfits were used by some:'

others built homemade rack type tanks '

Some Spots Were Easy

During the early twenties, promotional

commercials were at their height. There

were many ways and means (some legi-

timate and some shady) to sell a com-

mercial job to a city. Easy meat foi

goldbricking promoters were small towns,

suffering from lack of industrial activity,

yet steeped in glorious traditions and

favorable climate.

High pressure men with convincing'

letterheads and calling cards would find'

the town. They quietly hobnobbed with

bankers, mayors, leading citizens, ex-

pressing wonderment at the fact that the

motion picture industry had not dis-

covered this great storehouse of talent

and ideal locations.

Always some town beauty was found

and her praises sung throughout the
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community by the promoters. She was
used to decorate various scenes in the

reel and the promoters let it be known
that in a short time she was sure to be

picked up by one of the important feat-

ure companies.

Some commercials were inade possi-

ble by gaining the favor of the group
who held the purse strings of the local

government. Their desire to see them-
selves on the screen influenced them to

give for a reel of the town. Others were
made possible through the desire of all

of the principal merchants in town to

see themselves and their own business

recorded in celluloid.

One of the fastest of these plans was
executed in Cody, Wyoming, where it

was proposed to make first a complete
film of the town and region which could

be used to raise the capital for additional

films. The promoters moved in from
fresh triumphs in the New York film

center.

They declared that Cody surroundings
with all of its Buffalo Bill atmosphere
and historic claims was rightfully the

one and only place where real Westerns
should be made. None deserved the

parts of actors more than these pioneers
still living in the region as they had
actually helped to extend our frontiers

—they said.

Work Without Pay

A movie club was formed. Each
member who paid fifty dollars was en-

titled to act in future productions and
the privilege of acting in this first pro-
duction without charge for his services.

The plot was outlined, the cast selected

and the die cast for their first real

Western.

A local newsreel man with a then popu-
lar wartime Universal camera was a
resident of Cody and was equipped to

handle the technical work in connection
with the project. The film was made,
cut, printed and brought back to Cody
for a gala premiere before those who
had supported it with their money and
acting services.

The promoter left all in high hopes
as he boarded a train for New York,
where he proposed to sell this film at a
profit and return with additional finan-
cial backing. The film was never shown
and he never returned.
Palm Beach was the scene of another

fast job. A well appearing man with a
camera and a convincing line of talk ar-
rived at the height of the winter season.
He contracted with the principal theater
to run a one reel home town movie which
would be composed of city views inter-
spersed with flashes of the merchants
and their particular wares.
So enthusiastically did the merchants

respond to this plan that more than five

thousand feet of space was sold despite
the fact that the theater had agreed to
run only one reel in between its regu-
lar program. This promoter was just
one jump ahead of the sheriff as he em-
barked for Cuba.
Another interesting commercial motion

picture angle was worked by a promoter
who represented himself as a director

from Hollywood. He appeared on the
stage in the principal theater and after

a brief talk on how movies are made, he
called for volunteers from the audience
to come up for a scene test.

They were placed in front of the
camera, lights were set, and they were
given an emotional bit of acting to do.

Some were required to read a letter an-
nouncing an inheritance, others a tele-

gram bringing bad news.

And Some Were Good

A limited group were put through
their paces, then the camera and lights
were turned on the entire audience for
a quick, sweeping panorama. Next week
the resultant film was projected to a full

house. It was a riot, and gained happy
acclaim.

During this period, many of the early,
small commercial business houses closed
doors, others opened up and some few
grew and extended into large success-
ful organizations. Some of these large
commercial film producers have served
one client constantly for fifteen years,
making all of his films from early black
and white to the last word in color,

sound reels today.

Some large industrial organizations
such as Ford Motor, International Har-
vester, Caterpillar Tractor and Bell Tele-
phone had their own production units.

Film libraries of the large industries,
societies, institutions, etc., contain docu-
mented records of their progress just as
the newsreel libraries store a pictorial

record of world progress—but over a
longer period of time.

Early industrial commercials were
merely a jerkily arranged series of their
buildings, machines and employees.
PYom this they graduated to smooth
running sequences that held interest, pro-
viding the industry itself was adaptable
to convincing picturization.
Some of the better industrials were

All Grist That Comes to

Mill When Camera Turns
Allyn Joslyn made an impromptu and

unwitting debut as a stunt man in a Uni-
versal picture recently and came off with
a variety of bruises.
Making his entrance in an automobile

for a scene in the Bing Crosby-Gloria
Jean picture, "If I Had My Way," at
Universal, Joslyn was supposed to step
nonchalantly from the vehicle.

Instead, the car came too fast and in

making an abrupt stop the front door
flew open, tossed Joslyn on the ground
and dragged him some fifteen feet.

Joslyn had presence of mind enough
to pick himself up and shout impreca-
tions at the driver. The camera was
grinding, and while Joslyn was treated
for his injuries producer-director David
Butler changed the script to take advan-
tage of the unscheduled scene he had
caught on film.

even accepted by the theatres without
charge to the producers, the most out-
standing of which was a rhapsody of
motion which carried the audience down
the assembly line in an automobile fac-

tory.

Today Regular Film

Today the commercial has graduated
into a film with a plot using experienced
actors on authentic sets, a capable
director and technical staff for turning
out a Hollywood type picture. Many of
these films are used for sales promotion,
training salesmen, through practical
sales problems solved before their eyes
with up to the minute technique.

By far the most outstanding achieve-
ment in commercials has been accom-
plished by March of Time with its

newly established commercial depart-
ment. Behind these March of Time
Commercials stand a record of skyrock-
eting achievement hung up by a group
of men who entered an old field with new
ideas.

From their first inception, the Time
idea has grown a great staff of news,
feature and research writers whose
genius has conceived and built Time,
Fortune, Architectural Forum, Life,

Radio's March of Time, the screen March
of Time, Time Commercial Reels and now
Time's full length feature. The Ram-
parts We Watch.
The Time morgue, the Fortune and

Life files, the March of Time film and
script library with a corps of writers
and researchers is the heritage to which
the commercial department has fallen
heir. There is scarcely a government,
social, religious, financial, merchandis-
ing or industrial problem which cannot
be readily searched and tackled and mas-
tered by skilled specialists.

These commercials break away from
the old cut and dried style of glorifying
the product or project with hardshelled
advertising technique.

Tobacco is the theme of a Chester-
field film recently completed by March
of Time's commercial department. Not
only does the film show tobacco from
seed to cigarette, it tells a factual story
of the populous center around Durham,
N. C, the influence it has on the struc-
tural life of this increasingly important
city.

The important history of the start of
the industry is re-enacted in March of
Time style. The close relation of
tobacco revenues to the Federal Govern-
ment is emphasized. The film's authentic
scenes of the daily life of a typical
tobacco farmer's family erases the
stigma unjustly applied to tobacco
farmers by Tobacco Road.

From Lantern to Lantern

These farmers are industrious, law
abiding, godfearing people whose whole
lives have been devoted to the raising
of tobacco. During most of the year
they start the day's work by lantern light
and end it the same way. Their one
hope is to raise the finest grade leaves

(Continued on Page 237)
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Dramatizing the

Family Dog
By Harold Lincoln Tkompson, M,D.

IF you want to make a picture with
a different appeal, forget the human
subjects and train your camera on

the family dog. In every audience nine
people out of ten are dog-lovers; the
tenth, as a rule, only pretends not to be.

All of us remember the popularity of
two of the greatest movie stars that
ever lived—Strongheart and Rin-Tin-Tin.
Both were dogs. Year after year their

pictures drew audiences larger than those
of most of the human stars. Even to-

day, Asta, the wire-haired terrier, con-
sistently steals the show from William
Powell and Myrna Loy!
Of course, proud as we are of our

own pets, it would be too much to expect
them to rival these professional canines.

Moreover, it would be too much to ex-

pect their masters to turn out 16mm.
or 8mm. versions of Strongheart suc-

cesses.

But the family dog very easily can
be starred in a home movie built around
his own personality and his daily life.

What's more, if you're an average movie-
maker, you probably have an abundance
of material which needs only editing

and titling to make a charming dog
story for your audiences.

Such, at least, were the facts in our
case. For purposes of record, it might
as well be admitted that the Thompson
household revolves around a whimsical
little scottie named Towze Tyke. Ever
since Towze joined the clan—eight years
ago—he's been making impromptu ap-
pearances before our Cine-Kodak.

"Candid Canine" Shots

Very few of these shots were delib-

erately planned. More often one of us

would notice the pup doing something
cute, and tell the other to "—Get the

camera quick!" At other times, Towze
would simply be the handiest subject

when five, ten or fifteen feet of unex-
posed film remained on a roll, and just

couldn't be wasted.

On vacations, Towze sometimes wan-
dered into shots that were intended to

feature only scenery. In between, Mrs.
Thompson (dog-lover No. 1) would issue

strict orders to her favorite cameraman
to get some new shots of Towze!

At any rate, our supply of canine

stock shots steadily increased. Partly as

a matter of convenience in cutting, and
partly because we, at least, enjoyed see-

ing our Towze on the screen, these
scenes were assembled in more or less

chronological order on a separate reel.

After several years of this haphazard
filming, it's not surprising that we found
ourselves with more than 400 feet of
these canine candid shots.

So things stood until the fall of 1939.
Then one evening, running films with
our pet-loving friends, the Gilles de
Tremaudans, and discussing the forth-
coming contest of the Los Angeles Cin-
ema Club, to which we both belong, that
reel of dog scenes somehow got on the
projector.

Take Stock of Stock Shots

Gilles liked it. He said it had inherent
story possibilities, despite its random
origin; and as Gilles is one of the bright
lights of Walt Disney's story depart-
ment, we thought he ought to know.
Rerunning the film later, we took stock

of what we had. Here was a fine be-
ginning—genuinely candid scenes of
Towze's arrival at our home. He came
as a surprise to Mrs. Thompson on her
birthday (and I find I have enjoyed this
gift more than any other present I ever
gave my vdfe!). I had put Towze in a
basket, on the doorstep, and rung the
doorbell. Hidden in some convenient
shrubbery, I was in position to get a
fine shot of her reaction as she opened
the door and discovered the puppy.
Of course, more carefully posed close-

ups of the lady and her new pet fol-

lowed. So, too, did some shots of his
first meal in his new home.
Then there w^ere plenty of scattered

shots of his puppyhood—a cute scene of
him worrying one of Mrs. Thompson's
shoes, remarkable because her foot was
inside the shoe at the time! Another of
him teething on a huge mountain pine-
cone almost as big as the pup himself.

Another of his attempts to play with
an older and more sedate scottie, who
could naturally be introduced, via title,

as "Uncle Sandy," and several excellent
scenes, both longshots and closeups, of
visits from a cousin's Dobermann pin-
schers (the "Pinschers of Dobermann").
Next, to our delight, we realized that

there was a complete fifty-foot sequence
detailing Towze's exhilaration on a trip

to the beach. Adding to the travel motif
were scenes showing Towze in the fam-
ily car, receiving permission from a

Ranger to pass through Yosemite >
tional Park.

This gave a natural opportunity
utilize some of the scenic shots throu
which Towze had romped, and of coui
the all too brief scenes showing his fi

joyous encounter, high in the Califon
Sierras, with a snowdrift.
That suggested, too, that the sh(

showing Towze investigating the (

nary's cage, excitedly searching f

field-mice in the backyard shrubbeii
and trying to catch the fish in the go)

fish-pond, and finally falling in, coi
be grouped and titled that Towze, as
city dog, had to learn his hunting a
fishing in the backyard!

In the same way the shots of Tow
resignedly enduring his bath in the lau

dry tub suggested a title saying th
Saturday meant bathnight to him.

Showing Off Tricks

Every dog owner tries, with more
less success, to teach his pet tricks,

he has a camera, he also tries—usual
with still less success—to get pictur
of the dog doing the tricks. We we
no exceptions. We had fine shots •

Towze saluting and shaking hands, b'

the scenes where he was told to rc

over weren't so successful: Towze w}
too dignified to cooperate without pr<

test.

Well, that suggested another title-

one in which Towze said he liked salu

Tng and shaking hands, but he didn

care for rolling over.

Viewed that way, we discovered %
had a surprisingly representative serif

of scenes of Towze's career and chai

acteristics, which might easily be th

title of the picture: "Towze Tyke, Hi

Life and Letters (A, B, C)." What mor
did we need ?

By this time we realized we ha
missed two of the little fellow's every

day actions. First, his early momin;
chore of scampering down the drivewa
to fetch the morning paper. Second, get

ting into his little sweater and curlim

up on his special cushion at bedtimf

Shot Two New Sequences

To complete the picture in a wa;

that would really characterize our do(

would only require shooting these twi

brief sequences and, of course, the neces

sary titles. Knowing how temperamenta
even the most faithful pets can bi

when asked to do things before th*

camera, we approached these "addec

scenes" with apprehension—and an extK

supply of film.

But Towze proved himself a rea

trouper. We shot the morning papei

sequence late one Sunday morning, wher

he had already done his chore once

But—seeming to sense that this was s

game—Towze entered enthusiastically in-

to the spirit of the thing. Without s

single rehearsal, he played his part per-

fectly, racing down, picking up the paper

and scampering back to deliver it into

his mistress' hands. One take—and that

was in the box.
(Confidentially, he did the job farl
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TOWZE TYKE

HIS LIFE & LETTEBS

better than when no camera was around,
for he didn't stop to explore the lawn
and read "his morning paper.")
The going to bed sequence was filmed

just as easily. Towze knew it wasn't
right to go to bed in the middle of the
forenoon—especially with a spotlight
making the scene still lighter. But he
played this scene for all he was worth
—hopped right into bed with his head
on his front paws and, for the final

closeup, his drowsy eyes closed and he
apparently went to sleep!

Towze Talks in Titles

For this type of scene, by the way,
I can heartily recommend using the fast-
est possible film, like Super XX or
Triple-S Pan, so as to avoid using the
8-frame speed which unduly accelerated
our scenes, and so that you can use a
minimum of lighting units. The strong
glare of photographic lights seems to

bother most animals, making them ner-
\ous and less inclined to cooperate.

That completed our film. (I say our
film very advisedly, for Mrs. Thompson
and I shared the responsibilities of cam-
erawork, editing and titling.) The titles

almost wrote themselves, once the con-
tinuity was discovered, for the film was
so completely told from the dog's point
of view that it seemed only logical to
let them repi-esent Towze's opinions.
When Gilles de Tremaudan saw a pre-

view of the completed film, he insisted
that it be entered in the club contest.
With good sportsmanship he said that
it was far better than his own entry.
Well, Gilles deserves credit—and a sin-
cere "thank you" from the dog-loving
Thompsons—for his part in urging us
on to compete a prize-winning picture
which we're proud to show our friends.
You see, Gilles' own film won first in

the club contest!

EASTMAN TOPS WORLD'S
FAIR SHOWING OF 1939

NEAELY four million people visited

the Eastman Kodak Building at

the World's Fair in 1939, thus
placing this exhibit up among the first

in total attendance. It was one of the

outstanding hits of the exposition.

However, not content to stand on this

record, the Kodak Company has awarded
contracts for extensive improvements
and changes for the 1940 show. This in-

cludes a complete new front and an en-
larged entrance foyer to the Great Hall
of Color. The latter is designed not
only to permit a more efficient direction

of crowds, but for the comfort of visitors.

Featured again by Kodak will be its

Cavalcade of Color in the majestic,
semi-circular Hall of Color, where an

Corte^^Reim
STANLEY CORTEZ, A.S.C., and

Mildred Rehn were married
April 19. They took a plane to

Las Vegas in the afternoon and
returned that night. It developed
after the event the couple had been
secretly married eighteen months
ago, but had concluded that owing
to possible complications a remar-
liage in the open should be held.

The opportunity was presented
when Mr. Cortez concluded his
work on "No Exit," at Univtrsal.

Mrs. Cortez is a Viennese actress,
having played, in other than her
native land, in Poland, Russia,
England and Egypt. The acquaint-
ance began six years ago.
The heartiest good wishes of a

host of friends are being extended
to the doubly-weds.

enormous screen, the longest in the
world—^one hundred eighty-seven feet
long and twenty-two feet high—extends
along the inner circumference.
On this screen, in panoramic views and

in groups of pictures, will be projected
by a battery of eleven huge twin pro-
jectors, an even greater display of color
photography than in 1939; and this was
praised by photographic critics and the
public alike as the finest ever presented.

In 1939, the Kodak style show featur-
ing attractive models dressed in gowns,
frocks, suits, sport ensembles, and other
products manufactured from Eastman
acetate materials, proved to be much
more popular and attracted more atten-
tion from both men and women than was
expected. For 1940 a special salon will
be constructed in the Hall of Light for
the continuous and more elaborate pres-
entation of this parade of feminine
individuality and the latest in women's
styles.

During fashion show intermissions
Eastman experts will show some rather
startling tricks in photography, along
with other thrilling demonstrations.
Another new attraction for this year

is the addition of two model living rooms
in one of which will be projected full
color home movies and in the other
"still" pictures in full, natural color

—

such as can be taken by any amateur
and shown in his own home.
The photographic gardens, which

proved to be a snapshooting paradise
for 1939 fair visitors, is undergoing
many changes, with new and attractive
sets to serve as backgrounds for picture
taking.
These changes and improvements, along

with many minor ones, should again place
Kodak among the headliners at the 1940
World's Fair.
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Fatter Hubbard
Adds Sotmd
and Color

ONCE a year Father Bernard Hub-
bard, S. J., the "Glacier Priest,"

makes a call in Los Angeles. On
April 5 he came this year, under the aus-

pices of the Pacific Geographic Society,

and he found many friends and admirers
waiting for him at the Shrine Audi-

torium. That's a big place, seating 6600

persons, and most of those seats were
filled,

And, it may be remarked in passing, it

is the twenty-first time in which the

priest has appeared under the same spon-

sor during the last eight years.

The vast audience was entertained;

thrilled would be a better word. Motion
pictures of Alaska as usual were a part

of the program. But out of the usual

were pictures in color and pictures in

sound. Dufaycolor was used in the reel

devoted to color. Sound was employed
at times—when it counted the most.

At one time a gale was recorded. The
wind blew with arctic fierceness, as few
men are given to see it; as it did in the

Antarctic when it was recorded at the

time of the previous Byrd expedition.

At another point Father Hubbard re-

corded an entertainment staged at King
Island by Eskimos. This was of par-

ticular interest, bringing home to the

auditor with vital force what sound
means to the man in civilization, of the

insight, of the understanding, it gives to

him of the man in the wild.

Shown in advance were two reels of

Twentieth Century-Fox shorts in which
Father Hubbard is photographed with
two companions searching the glaciers to

locate their beginnings. There are many
shots of the tumbling cliff's of snow and
ice, as these are seen from the water.

But the intimate scenes are of the trio

climbing over the cliff's and wastes and
crevasses of the glacier.

Undersurface Temperatures

One of the objects of the explorer is to

secure a record of the temperatures of

the interiors of the glaciers at different

depths. At one point an assistant drops
200 feet on a rope in order to obtain a
reading. The narrowing of the aperture
finally compels ascent. Travel over the
glacier is extra-hazardous at all times.

The danger comes much from the

treacherous thinness of the surface.

The high part of the entertainment this

year is the screen record and the verbal
report of the trip made by Father Hub-
bard of 2000 miles through Bering Strait

and to the east as far as Point Barrow.
The object of the trip was to test his

theory that the Eskimos are descended
from refugees of Genghis Khan. He
visited all the Eskimo settlements be-

tween Nome and Point Barrow and found
the language identical.

The trip was made in a oomiak. The
boat was constructed right on King Is-

land, a small spot ninety miles from
Nome. We see it built by the natives,

the skill represented being that of gen-
erations of Eskimos. The cover of the

New HCE Synchronizer Is

Ready for Speedy Action
The new HCE "Holl>"wood" Focal

Plane Flash Synchronizer, 1600 Cahuen-
ga Blvd., Hollywood, is guaranteed to

be accurate and dependable for Graflex,

Speed Graphic, and all other types, mod-
els, and sizes of focal plane shutter cam-
eras.

Formerly, with between -the-lens shut-
ters, flash shots were limited to l/250th
of a second, but now you can shoot any
action at 1/100 to 1/lOOOth of a second
without re-synchronization. Uniform ex-
posure with no hot spots or fadeouts is

assured.

Not only is the scope of picture pos-
sibilities greatly enlarged, but the one
synchronizer will do the work for every
lens you wish to use, for the installed

unit is an integral part of the camera
itself and absolutely independent of the

lens, thus enabling you to cover sport

and action events, indoors, at night, or
wherever high speed synchronization is

required.

Three days after the receipt of the
camera is required for the installation

of the synchronizer, complete with bat-

tery case, holder, and reflector. Your
camera should be well packed and fully

insured for transit. You may either send
your remittance to cover the type of in-

stallation and number of auxiliary light-

ing units desired, or the camera will be
returned to you C. 0. D., if you prefer.

boat is walrus hide, several of the skin,'

being sewn together by the women.
As each average sized walrus hid<

weighs 800 pounds, the skin before th(

fat is removed being an inch thick
plenty of tailoring problems are pre-

sented to the men and women who fash-

ion these craft.

Into the boat go four tons of supplies-
ammunition, guns, fuel, food. Nine meiA
are aboard. Yes, and there are cameras;
and photographic supplies. Two enginea
add to the weight. Also, "for company,"*
are two dogs.

The explorer explains that heretofore
eighteen months has been allotted to this!

expedition. This time five weeks was al-J

lowed for the trip, and the time was
sufficient. Under easy sailing speed the

boat made twelve miles an hour. When
the engines were "given the gun" it was
the fastest craft ever seen in parts of the*
territory it was designed to cover.

Looks for Wings

To the natives speedboats are more •

than a rarity, while airplanes are more
or less common. It is entirely under-
standable that one of the natives should
inquire as he marveled at the speed with

which the oomiak slid through the water,

like an airplane just before it left the

surface in flight, "Where are the wings?"

The settlements are many miles apart.

The pictures are of deep interest, from
the point of fact as well as of photo-

graphic interest. The inhabitants of an
Eskimo village certainly go any length

to entertain visitors who are so seldom
seen. As a result the itinerary frequent-

ly is disrupted—and delayed.

Now that Father Hubbard is making
progress with his sound there is no rea-

son why he should not, of course follow-

ing his regular lecture season, permit his

pictures to be exhibited everywhere regu-

lation commercial films are displayed.

The pictures are educational beyond a

doubt. But primarily they are entertain-

ing; as said previously they are thrilling.

They are theatrical in full effect; real

entertainment. Those who remember
"Nanook of the North" will have no doubt

of what Father Hubbard's pictures, with

the addition of sound, will mean to the

world at large.

For Father Hubbard is no ordinary

commentator. In the first place he is a

wit, a real humorist. To be sure, he is a

rapid speaker. His auditor has to be

fully awake or he may as well be asleep.

It has been said he is a humorist. He
is more than that; he has the bearing,

the manner, of the man who can face

danger without making a fuss. The

priest fraternizes with the Eskimos; his

regard for them matches theirs for him.

Perhaps this is one reason why men and

women throng to see him each succeed-

ing year, bringing with them recruits.

Plainly Father Hubbard gets along with

those into whose company he is thrown.

The world has a name for him—regu-

lar guy.
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SOME RECENT FILM
Irene

It is difficult to conceive of traveling a

greater distance between two points than

to go from "Nurse Edith Cavell" to

"Irene." If it happen you have seen

that sterling actress Anna Neagle in

no other play between the two then

you may as well make up your mind it

will require a few minutes to orient your-

self before stepping completely under
the illusion of the girl with the Irish

brogue. For certainly there is a strik-

ing contrast between the characteri-

zations.

Yet one is as complete as the other.

Miss Neagle steps into the part of a

dancing and singing comedian as easily

as may be imagined. And as easily, of

course, as only after abundant experi-

ence. She is aided—and abetted—by a

crew of good actors in old and tried

parts, such as for instance Ray Milland,

Roland Young, Alan Marshall, May Rob-
son, Billie Burke, Arthur Treacher—but
why go further?

It's a good show, an enjoyable show.
There's a lot of fun in it and a measure
of drama.

Russell Metty, A.S.C., and Vernon L.

Walker, A.S.C., carefully watched over
I the photography, the latter the special

jeffects. Very strikingly there was a
"sequence in Technicolor, designed to en-
hance the appearance of Miss Neagle in

an Alice Blue gown—and very effectively

it did.

•

Till We Meet Again

Warner Brothers Studio has produced
a superb picture, one of the kind a man
will think about when he opens his eyes
the following morning. Apparently it is

the work of human beings, several of
them. There is the writer, Robert Lord;
the screen play, Warren Duff; the direct-
or, Edmund Goulding, with grateful ap-
preciation on his part to Anatole Litvak;
to the players, led by Merle Oberon and
George Brent.

It is a tragedy from the beginning,
although no blood is shed. But over two
jpersons a sword is suspended, or over
>ne of them it is a rope and over the
ither it is a tired heart. Each is aware
jf his own fate but unaware of the
other's. The man knows he is in the
?rip of the law, but hopes to prevent
;he woman learning of it. The woman
cnows of her own fatal malady, but will
JO any length to prevent the man she
oves becoming aware of it.

The two travel across the Pacific from
Hongkong through Honolulu to San
i^ranci SCO. The woman seeks to speed
he marriage, the man to delay it unless
le should be free. He goes to his death
is a recaptured prisoner with his eyes
)pen when he carries the woman on

By George Blaisdell

board the steamer when she is stricken.

Unknowing of his grave danger she lets

him bear her back to the boat.

It is one of the prettiest love stories

that has been filmed in many a day.
There is a splendid supporting cast, Pat
O'Brien, Binnie Barnes, Frank McHugh,
Eric Blore, Geraldine Fitzgerald, George
Reeves and so on down the list.

Tony Gaudio, A.S.C., directed the
photography, and he saw to it the
camerawork matched that of the others
contributing to the sum. The veteran is

on familiar ground, ground he has been
covering for many years, ground on
which he steadily improves, when he
gets behind or around a camera. No
better evidence may be secured of this

statement than to follow him through the
course of this picture.

Byron Haskin, A.S.C., was responsible
for the special effects. Just one of these
is worth while in the thrill it carried

—

wherein Brent pushed back the bolt in

the gate on an upper deck and the
camera followed the handcuffed prisoner
and the detective all the long way to the
water.

•

Dr. Kildare's Strange Case

That was a fine performance M-G-M
gave in "Dr. Kildare's Strange Case."
Although the whole story is in and
around a hospital the depression that
usually follows such an association is ab-
sent. There are a plenty of lighter
moments as well as a plenty of heavier
moments—sequences when doctors are
made to be human beings and not stuffed

shirts, as well as moments of real drama.

There's a trio at the top of the cast
that are well worth attention under any
circumstances—Lionel Barrymore, Lew
Ayres and Laraine Day. There's a fourth
one, Shepperd Strudwick, who will be
noticed much. Then there are brief ap-
pearances by Samuel S. Hinds and Emma
Dunn, as well as by Alma Kruger and
Walter Kingsford, but each will be re-

called in running over the picture.

John Seitz, A.S.C., is behind the camera
and to splendid advantage. His work on
the scene of the operating room will be
followed by amateur cinematographers,
advanced and otherwise, with intense in-

terest. The situation is complicated by
a gallery outside a glass partition,
wherein those vitally concerned in the
result are shown from a set-up inside
the operating room and from the outside.

There is a set-up showing the faces
of those who are outside and another of
what they are watching from their stand-
point. There is another of the surgeons
and nurses from the inside following

only their work and also a view of the
gallery outside. It is a fine bit of photog-
raphy and of cutting.

•

The Courageous Dr. Christian

Jean Hersholt is seen again in one of

his Dr. Christian stories—a tale of folks

who live across the track. There is a re-

semblance to the Dust Bowl victims in

the unfortunates who are thrown to-

gether in the slums of the town. There
are the not unfamiliar scenes of dirt and
squalor, of disease and epidemic. Her-
sholt is the family physician in the tru-

est sense — the smalltown doctor who
warns the town's business men they must
have hospital facilities or there will be
serious results.

This tale of RKO-Radio's is one for

the whole family. There are two small
children, a boy and a girl, who will en-

gage the attention of the younger the-

atregoers. Two of the screen's leading

character actresses, Maude Eburne and
Vera Lewis, add immeasurably to the

generous mirth of a picture which at

times is unusually serious.

John Alton, A.S.C., is director of pho-
tography, and his work is well done. He
makes it fit the mood of the story, low-
lighted and sombre.

•

Johnny Apollo

Twentieth Century-Fox has pi'oduced

a strong melodrama in "Johnny Apollo."

The five men at the top of the list will

draw attention in any company: Tyrone
Power, Edward Arnold, Lloyd Nolan,
Charley Grapewin and Lionel Atwill.

There is one woman in the cast, Dorothy
Lamour, but she does not take it away
from the men.

Arthur Miller, A.S.C., is director of

photography. He contributes his full

share to strengthening the emphasis that

is laid on the father and son angle to the

story. On many occasions there are
closeups of the two, Arnold and Power.
It is here the photographer devotes his

best thought to bringing out what the
player is striving to achieve—so to im-
press upon his fellow-player and through
him to his vast audience the emotions
stirring within him.

It is a splendid father-son story.

•

Two Girls on Broadway

M-G-M's "Two Girls on Broadway" is

a pleasing musical comedy and marks the

introduction of a new dance team to the

screen, a successful dance team, by the
way—George Murphy and Lana Turner.
Joan Blondell is carried to the M-G-M
studio for her first appearance there in

order to supply added prestige to a new
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combination. But while her presence was
most welcome, while it added materially
to the entertainment and the dramatic
quality of the performance, the new team
easily carried the show.
Kent Taylor at the head of the cast,

Richard Lane, Wallace F'ord and Lloyd
Corrigan all contributed to the entertain-
ment factors. S. Sylvan Simon directed.

George Folsey, A.S.C., directed the
photography. He had plenty to do and
acquitted himself notably well. The dance
scenes were extended and lively, involv-
ing much rapid shifting of lights and
covering large areas. There was careful
attention to lights and shadows — and
definition—in closeups. And there were
the multitudinous number of studied de-
tails which every good photographer in-

corporates in his work which is absorbed
by the satisfied, by the unwitting or un-
conscious, beholder.

•

Forty Little Mothers

It is not often one is given opportunity
to look on a picture made in France, on
a rather slender budget, as it were, and
then a number of months later to look
upon the same theme, the same picture,

being presented by an American com-
pany and lavishly made. "Forty Little

Mothers" was made a number of months
ago in France. It has now been made by
M-G-M, starring Eddie Cantor and di-

rected by Busby Berkeley.

The original was simply told as well
as simply made. There's a baby present
all the way through the tale, very much
present. In the French version he was
just an ordinary child. In the Ameri-
can he is a whiz, a distinct find. The
mother, in the former version, is a player
without distinction apparently. In the
present case Rita Johnson has marked
appeal.

In the former story the hero is a win-
dow washer, the while he desperately
hunts for a teaching job, more in keep-
ing with his superior education. In the
present one the star is a down-and-outer,
without employment, as the picture
opens.
The first version was a serious picture,

with comedy touches, comedy by situa-
tion. The Hollywood version is serious
sometimes, burlesque others, farcical
others. Many times it grips and moves.
To one who has not seen the first version
it will be a delightful tale. To one who
has seen it the Hollywooded version, as
satisfying as it is, might have been that
much finer. But diff"erence of opinion is

what makes horse races.

Judith Anderson, who was practically
introduced to the screen in the part of
Danvers in "Rebecca," is seen as the lead
in Madame Granville. It's a splendid
performance, one in which this time she
is permitted occasionally to be almost
human.

But Baby Quintanilla is the real thing.
He's worth going back to see again

—

and there are several other features
which easily will be seen again.

Charles Lawton, A.S.C., is director of

photography. He accepts the many
splendid opportunities for picturesque
scenes which fall in his lap, of a lively,

shifting camera in a reunion banquet, of
the high-lighted diversions of forty
schoolgirls at play and study, of charm-
ing settings around the Granville school—making it a delight to the eye filled

with youth and charm.

•

It All Came True

Ann Sheridan shone in Warner Broth-
ers' "It All Came True." She had, too,
plenty of competent assistance. There
were Jeffrey Lynn, Humphrey Bogart,
Zasu Pitts, Una O'Connor and Je.ssie

Busley in the first string. And there
were others in the second. There was an
abundance of entertainers of the 1890
type, and somehow they don't seem to
make 'em quite as good of any other
period. But then, again, a man, of
course may be prejudiced.

The story opened quietly, without any
fanfare, but it gradually began to bite

in. It was a long way short of half way
down when it was going strong, and so

it continued right to the end. Entirely
apart from the drama, there was genu-
ine entertainment. In this, by the way.
Miss Sheridan and Jeffrey Lynn con-
tributed.

Ernie Haller, A.S.C., directed the pho-
tography. And it was a photographer's
picture. There were lowlights and high-
lights. The sequences ranged all the
way from a shooting in the near dark-
ness to the glorification of Ann in all

the bloom of her youth and good looks.

The lighting of the girl was right "on
the nose." It was light to a "T," not

Union Oil Industrial Film
Shown with Telefilm Sound
At the studio of Telefilm HoUj^wood

April 15 the Rodney Gilliam Company
industrial company exhibited its Union
Oil picture. It is of recent manufacture,
being in 16mm. sound in Kodachrome.
Mr. Gilliam explained before the show-
ing that he had over a series of years
created equipment to do things in 35mm.,
in which medium he had specialized.

Recently 16mm. had come so strongly
to the front he found himself duplicating
in 16mm. what he already had in 35mm.,
but that it was necessary to do so to

keep abreast of changing conditions.

The sound w^as installed by Telefilm
Hollywood, with Bob Sherwood, the NBC
commentator, doing the talking. The
sound was excellent, as was the picture
in all departments.

Before the showing Telefilm installed
a Novachord, made by the Hammond
Company of Chicago. It was demon-
strated by F. H. Budrow of the Ham-
mond Company's Los Angeles office. The
Telefilm company was congratulated on
the acquisition of so valuable an instru-
ment by the considerable number of in-

terested visitors.

over, not under. Yet it was brilliant.
If amateur cinematographers may with-
draw themselves from the illusion of the
story at any point—and don't for a mo-
ment think it is easy—they will be deep-
ly interested in following the manner in
which Ernie Haller has put this girl on
the screen.

Besides, there are a lot of other play-
ers to receive equal attention.

•

Florian

Winfield Sheehan, for many years ex-|
ecutive producer for William Fox, re-f
turns to the production field in the mak-
ing of M-G-M's "Florian." It is a worthy
re-entrance. "Florian" will rank with one
of the more notable subjects of the

.

month. Its title bears the name of a •

horse, but there's plenty of interest be- i;

sides the marvelous animal from Vienna,
f-

Robert Young has the leading male
(

role, while Helen Gilbert, who plays op- •

posite him, was a concert cellist who was
discovered in a studio orchestra and
tested for the part. She is a "natural,"
meaning specifically she plays just like

that. The two make a fine team.
Some of the unusual performances are

by Charles Coburn as the veterinarian,
Reginald Owen as the Emperor Franz
Joseph, Lucile Watson as the Countess,
and Trina Baronova as the ballerina.

Karl Freund, A.S.C., is director of ph i-

tography, and he has excellent opportu-
nities to display brilliant shots. There are
good exposures in the Austrian filming,

too. These were cleverly intercut with
the American pictures, blending finely,

and making a .subject that as a whole
will take photographic rank.

And One Was Beautiful

The beginning of M-G-M's "And One
Was Beautiful" is not auspicious. Jean
Muir as Helen Latimer is given a part
to play that is more than ordinarily dis-

agreeable. If there is any redeeming '

feature in her character we don't seem
able to discover it. She is the bad sister.

There is another sister, Kate Latimer, •

the good sister, played by Laraine Day. •

She is not so much in the story at first.

When she meets Ridley Crane, played by
.

Robert Cummings, who is something
more than a playboy, and is fascinated
by him, things happen fast. From that

point on the story is entertaining. Helen
Latimer becomes of secondary interest,

Kate Latimer is out in front in audience
concern.

And it is at this time that Crane,
charged with a hit and kill that really

was caused by Helen's driving, decides

to "take the rap" in order to protect the

Latimer family. He goes to jail, with

audience sympathy solidly behind him.

Kate is striving her hardest to get him
released. That audience interest is held

tightly to the end.

Ray June, A.S.C., directs the photog-
raphy. There is a wide variety of set-

(Continued on page 235)
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Treatment of Camera Lenses witli

Low Reflecting Films
By C. HAWLEY CARTWRIGHT

George Eastman Research Laboratory of Physics, Massachusetts Institute of
Technology, Cambridge, Massachusetts

(Received January 10, 1940)

An f :2 photographic lens havinpr five separated
elements was treated with evaporated fluorite to
decrease the reflection fiom all ten air-glass sur-
faces. Photographs were taken with the lens
under carefully controlled conditions before and
after it was treated. The effective speed of the
lens was found to be almost doubled by the treat-
ment. A slight increase in contrast resulted in
photographs taken under normal lighting condi-
tions and a large increase in contrast resulted in

those taken under adverse lighting conditions.
An increase in detail was observed, because of
the absence of flare, and the ghost images usually
observed under adverse lighting conditions were
eliminated.

IT
IS well known that rapid and highly
corrected camera lenses require a
large number of separated elements.

Each separated element reflects about 10
percent of the incident light. In conse-
quence good camera lenses will ordina-
rily transmit only about 60 percent of
the light falling on them.
The incident light reflected from each

air-glass surface is, unfortunately, not
merely lost; about 5 percent of this light
is reflected again from other surfaces.
Some of it strikes the photographic plate
where it may supersensitize the emulsion,
produce a flare pattern, or in extreme
cases produce a ghost image.

Dennis Taylor observed in 1892 that
tarnishing of camera lenses led to an in-

crease of their effective speed. The tar-
nished surfaces of the glass elements of
high refractive index diminished the re-

flection of light from the air-glass sur-
faces and thereby increased the trans-
mission of the whole camera lens.

Various methods were devised for arti-
ficially tarnishing glass', but apparently
the results were not sufficiently eff"ective

to justify their adoption by the manufac-
turers of camera lenses. It is now evi-
dent that the tarnish is actually a film
of a transparent material having a lower
index of refraction than that of the glass.

To be most effective, such a film must
fulfill specific requirements. A homogene-
ous film that reduces reflection to zero
for one particular wave-length of light
must satisfy two conditions: (1) The
index of refraction must be equal to the
square root of that of the glass' and (2)
It must have an optical thickness of one-
fourth of the wave-length of the incident
light.'

The first condition is difficult to fulfill

exactly, because it requires a film of an
abnormally low index of refraction. Even
when this condition is satisfied only ap-
proximately, however, a marked decrease

in the reflection from glass is possible.

The second requirement is of para-
mount importance. Although it may be
fulfilled exactly for only one wave-length,
the reflectance is greatly reduced through-
out the spectral range used for most
visual and photographic purposes.

These two conditions can be satisfied

rather well by evaporated films of the
metallic fluorides deposited on glass in

vacuum'. The present investigation was
undertaken to study the effectiveness of
such films on photographic lenses.

Several fast camera lenses were treated
with different metallic fluorides. The tests

herein described were made with a Retina
camera equipped with a Schneider-Kreuz-
nach lens, f:2, F= 5 cm. The ten air-

glass surfaces were treated with evap-
orated films of calcium fluorite.

The reflection from the separate ele-

ments was observed during the forma-
tion of the film and the evaporation of
the fluorite was stopped when the reflec-

tion of white light appeared to be a mini-
mum. Fig. 1 shows the transmission of
the central portion of the lens before and
after the ten surfaces were treated.

Note that the transmission of the un-
ti-eated lens was somewhat higher than
would be expected for the particular
glass elements in this lens. This extra
transparency is undoubtedly attributable
to an original tarnish on the high index
elements.

For example, one element of barium
crown having an index of refraction of
1.603 transmitted 92 percent instead of

the expected 89 percent. Fig. 1 shows
that the increase in transmission result-

ing from the treatment was about 50
percent at the central portion of the
lens.

A still greater gain is expected at the
periphery of such a lens. Of particular
interest is the fact that the total trans-
mission of the five treated elements is

greater than that of a single untreated
glass plate. Since all surfaces were

treated to give minimum reflectance near
the middle range of the visible spectrum,
the transmission of the lens was greater
in these wave-lengths than in the violet

and red.

It would be possible, of course, to set

the maximum transmission for any de-

sired spectral region. Or, by varying the
thicknesses of the films on the diflTerent

surfaces, one could obtain a uniform
transmission throughout the whole visible

spectrum.

A group of test objects was photo-
graphed with various exposure times and
apertures of f:2 and f:3.5. The test ob-
jects consisted of a large sheet of white
paper (36 cmx56 cm), a large sheet of

black paper, a special set of nine rather
large gray sheets, an Eastman gray
scale, Eastman color patches, a black-
and-white drawing, and a detailed color

chart for ceramic resistors.

Two seven-watt lamps placed one meter
in front and one meter on either side of
the test objects served for illumination.

H. Dennis Taylor, Adjustment and Testing of 10 h
Telesco]>e Ohjeetires (T. Cook, York, England
1896). F. Kollmorgan, Trans. See. 111. Eng. 11,
220 (1916). F. E. Wright, Ord. Dept. Doc. No.
2037, p. 76 (1921).

- J. Strong. J. Opt. Soc. Am. 26, 73 (1936).
•'K. B. Blodgett, Phys. Rev. 55, 391 (1939).
< C. H. Cartwright and A. F. Turner, Bull. Am.

Phys. Soc. 13, No. 10 (1938). A detailed account
of this leseaich is now being prepared.
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Fig. 1. Percentage transmission of the
lens before and after being treated.

(Schncider-Kreuznach xenon f :2,

F-5 cm.)
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BEFORE AFTER

i

1

ip
10 Sec.

20 Sec.

40 Sec.

10 Sec.

20 Sec.

Fig. 2. Pictures taken with an aperture of f :2 before and after treating the lens.
An intense light is photographed in pictures No. i, 5, 22 and 23. Distance five meters.

(Schneider-Kreuznach xenon f:2, F=5 cm.)

The current through the lamps was kept
constant by means of a Variac.

Exposure times of from five to eighty
seconds were measured with a stop watch.

Pictures, before and after the lens was
treated, were taken on parts of the same
roll of .35-mm Eastman Panatomic x film.

The pictures were all developed simul-

taneously. The photographic negatives

were measured for density. Contact

prints, made simultaneously of all the

negatives, served for additional compari-
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BEFORE AFTER

5 Sec.

10 Sec.

20 Sec.

40 Sec.

10 Sec.

Fig. 3. Pictures taken with an aperture of f :2 before and after treating the lens.
An intense light is shining into the lens in pictures No. H and 33. Distance two

meters. (Sclineider-Kreuznach xenon f:2, F—5 cm.)

sons. Although attempts were made to
control the enlargements used herewith
as illustrations, some variations undoubt-
edly occur because the enlargements

could not be made simultaneously. The
pictures in Figs. 2 and 3 were taken
with an aperture of f:2. The ex-
posure times are indicated in the figures.

Pictures 4, 22, 5, 23, 14 and 33 show the
effect of a strong light shining into the
lens. In this case, a forty-watt lamp was
placed to one side and a little behind the
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Table I. Measured dennities of the photographic records of the large black and
white objects in Figs. 2 and 3. Aperture f :2.

Exposure

Befoke Afteh

De.m.sities Densities PlCTI'UE

10 sec. No 1 33 1 25 37 1 55 No. 19

20 No.' 2 39 1 5X 43 1 H No. 20
40 No. 3 1

1
1 Q•7 M •) n No. 21

10* No. 4 1 20 1 52 96 1 70 No. 22
20* No. 5 1 54 1 8 1 13 2 -NO. £tO

cO No. 10 33 87 32 1 20 No. 29
10 No. 11 34 1 22 33 1 48 No'. 30
20 No. 12 .35 1 54 39 1 .8 No. 31
40 No. 13 47 1 8 49 2 .0 No. 32

10* No. 14 .81 1 46 51 1 .64 No. 33

test objects. This was an intense light

compared with that used for illuminat-

ing the objects.

The pictures of a bright light, as

shown in Fig. 2, are probably the most
striking. Photographs taken with the

treated lens show no ghost image and a

greatly reduced flare. Ghosts and flare

originate from light that has been re-

flected at least twice inside the lens.

Consequently, in treated lenses, with
the reflection from each surface of the
glass reduced about ten times, ghosts and
flare are reduced at least a hundred-fold,
i.e., as the square of the reflecting power
of the surfaces.
Comparisons of the exposure times and

the apparent densities of the pictures in

Figs. 2 and 3 give a measure of the ef-

fect of the treatment, which appears to

have about doubled the lens efficiency.

It was found that for the same ex-

posure times the pictures taken with an
aperture of f:3.5 after the lens was
treated give about the same density as
those taken with an aperture of f :2 be-

fore the treatment. Part of this apparent
increase in efficiency is subjective.

An increase of detail and especially of

contrast results from the enormous reduc-
tion of the flare that ordinarily produces
a fogged background in pictures taken
with untreated lenses. The curves in Fig.

1 might indicate that the eff'ective speed
of the lens should be increased only 50
percent by the treatment.
As previously mentioned, however,

these curves are for the central portion
of the lens and do not include the periph-
eral portions where the reflection losses

were originally greater.

The measured densities of the photo-
graphic records of the large black and
white cards given in Table I correspond
to the pictures in Figs. 2 and 3. Two sets

of pictures of the group of nine rectan-
gular grays, at a distance of 80 cm give
densities as tabulated in Table II. Also

objects to appear whiter and the reduce
flare causes dark objects to appej
darker. The treatment of the lenses all

produces a noticeable increase of the d(

tail of the pictures due to the reductio
of flare.

The practical advantages to be gaine
from low reflecting films are, of courgi

not confined to camera lenses but ar
present in any optical system, particulai
ly those involving many airglass sui

faces. Many optical instruments hav
been treated and in each case there wa
an increase in transmission and a reduc
tion of flare and ghosts.

For many instruments the reductio
of flare alone justified treating the op
tical surfaces. For example, this wS
true for the Tuckerman AutocollimatoK
treated for Dr. Tuckerman of the Na
tional Bureau of Standards, and for

coronograph treated for Professor D. H
Menzel of the Harvard Observatory.

I am grateful to Mr. B. H. Wither
spoon of the Spencer Lens Company fo

kindly loaning his personal camera fo

the tests reported here. I am also in

debted to Professor A. C. Hardy for us

of his color analyzer, which greatly fa

cilitated the measurements of the spec

Table II. Mea.Hured densities of the photographic records of the scale of nine grayh
such as shown in Fig. 3. Aperture f :2. For the 15-sec. exposures, an intense Ugh

was shining into the lens.

Reflection

Densities for Different
Exposures Before Tre.atment

OF
Gray 10 SEC. 20 SEC. 40 SEC. 15 SEC* 10 .SEC. 20 SEC. 40 SEC. 15 SEC*

6.5% 0.52 0.61 0.77 0.66 0.52 0.60 0.78 0.68
8.8 0.62 0.74 0.94 0.80 0.62 0.80 1.02 1 00
14.6 0.80 1.00 1.22 1.00 0.83 1.06 1.40 1 45
20.0 0.92 1.18 1.40 1.16 1.00 1.32 1.60 1.70
29.5 1.10 1.42 1.62 1.33 1.22 1.58 1.9 2.0
38.5 1.24 1.64 1.8 1.50 1.44 1.8 2.1 2.1
49.0 1.36 1.80 2.0 1.60 1.62 2.0 2.2 2.2
63.5 1.50 1.9 2.2 1.75 1.8 2.2 2.3 2.4
85.5 1.60 2.1 2.3 1.8 1.9 2.3 2.4 2.5

De.NSITIES FOR S.\ME
Exposures .\fter Treatment

in Table II are given the reflectances of
the original grays for 5500A.

The data in the table show that treat-

ing the lens almost doubles the efficiency

in many cases, as well as increases the
contrast. The increase in contrast is most
noticeable under the adverse lighting
conditions that ordinarily cause flare and
ghosts.

The added transmission causes white

tral transmission of the lens, measure-

ments which otherwise would have beer

extremely laborious.

We have received from C. Hawle>
Cartwright of the M.I.T., author of the

foregoing paper, the following note anc

photographs:
"I am inclosing a pair of photograph.'

taken by Professor D. H. Menzel of the

Harvard Observatory, before and aftei

his coronagraph w'as treated. In thi?

instrument, the sun is focused on a

disc and the light coming from the edge

of the sun is photographed.
"The result is that of a perfect eclipse

of the sun. Unfortunately, the inclosed

pictures do not show any prominencef

on the sun, but they do illustrate ho\v

the treated glass increases details and

they illustrate that the films do not

scatter light. This is probably the most

severe test for scattering in a lens."
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Another step toward the all-color

screen of the near future was taken by
Technicolor in April when Dr. Herbert T.

Kalmus, president of Technicolor Motion
Picture Corporation, announced a price

reduction of 1 cent a foot.

The reduction, which becomes effective

August 1, 1940, applies to all 35mm. mo-
tion picture release prints, exclusive of
advertising and industrial subjects, de-
livered at the Hollywood Technicolor
plant for distribution and use in the
United States.

The reduction was made voluntarily by
Technicolor to give increased opportunity
to satisfy the rapidly growing public de-
mand for Technicolor pictures, as at-

tested both by exhibitors' polls and the
popularity of recent Technicolor produc-
tions.

The present price reduction was made
at this time even though Technicolor has
contracts with its customers for more
than twenty feature length productions
and a large number of short subjects,
which would normally require between
fifty and one hundred million feet of
release prints for domestic distribution.

Through the years Technicolor has
steadily improved its product and at the
same time lowered its manufacturing
costs. It has been Technicolor's constant
policy to employ a considerable part of
the saving thus effected by plowing it

jback into its business for research and
'development work, which has made pos-
sible an ever increasing service to its cus-
tomers and an ever improving quality,
and by lowering the price of prints.

Effective August 1, 1940, the new
schedule for feature productions be-
comes :

Three-component 35 mm. nitrate base
release prints delivered at the Techni-

color plant in Hollywood for distribution

and use solely in the United States of

America: For each single order of 250
prints or more, 4% cents per foot; for

each single order of 200 to 249 prints, 5

cents; for each single order of 150 to 199
prints, 5 V2 cents ; for each single order of

50 to 149 prints, 6 cents; for each single

order of 10 to 49 prints, 6V2 cents; for
each single order of 1 to 9 prints, 7

cents.

For short subjects, three-component
35mm. nitrate base release prints de-

livered at the Technicolor plant in Holly-

wood for distribution and use solely in

the United States of America : For each
single order of 125 prints or more, 4V2
cents; for each single order of 10 to 124
prints, 5V2 cents; for each single order
of 1 to 9 prints, 7 cents.

Victor Has New Two Speaker
Unit Under Single Handle

Of interest in the educational field and
industrial field is Victor's new Two
Speaker Unit in one case under one
handle (as shown at left). This exclusive
Victor arrangement permits the use of
two speakers when they are required,
and avoids the inconvenience of carrying
two cases with the projector. In addition
to the superior sound from two speakers,
it is unquestionably a great advance in

portability of sound movie equipment.
The Victor engineering department

also takes pleasure in announcing new
engineering developments in the Ani-
matophone units. The model 40A Am-
plifier output has been doubled—and the
model 40B Amplifier output has been in-

creased 50 per cent. Both models have
separate "mike" control built in.

In addition to Victor's Famous Film
Trip, there is now even more film pro-
tection. In these new models no picture
or tract area is in contact with plates,

shoes or rollers.

New Slide Projector by B & L
A new 2 in. by 2 in. slide projector

offering crisp, brilliant screen images is

now being offered by Bausch & Lomb for
the serious worker with miniatures who
desires projection of black and white
and color transparencies on a par with
the 3V4, by 4 in. slides used in stand-
ard Balopticons.

VARD MECHANICAL LABORATORY
announces

AS COMMERCIALLY AVAILABLE ITS NEW

VARD Opticote SURFACE
THE SUCCESSFUL SCIENTIFIC PROCESS
OF COATING OPTICAL SURFACES
For Reducing Reflections and
Increasing Light Transmission in

CAMERA LENSES — PROJECTION LENSES

Your Own Present Lenses and Optical
Systenns Can Be Treated and Will

Benefit from OPTICOTE Surface

WE HAVE TREATED MANY LENSES AND OTHER OPTICAL
SURFACES FOR THE MOTION PICTURE STUDIOS

Vard Mechanical Laboratory * Bray Corporation (Sales Agent)
DEPT. B, 2980 E. COLORADO ST. PASADENA, CALIF.
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''Dr. Cyclops''

In Two Coiints in

Hall of Fame
THIS reporter happened to view

Paramount's "Dr. Cyclops" by ac-
cident, in conjunction with the

screening of another film, and some time
after the subject had already been
viewed. The film is worthy of a place
in the cinematic Hall of Fame on two
counts—first, it is the first "trick-cam-
era" production made in three-color Tech-
nicolor; second, it is the first major pro-
duction that even begins to utilize the
transparency projection process to its

full scope as a means of making trick

shots.

As such, the real credit for the produc-
tion belongs to Director of Photography
Henry Sharp, A.S.C., his Technicolor as-

sociate, Winton Hoch, A.S.C., and to

Farciot Edouart, A.S.C. and Wallace
Kelley, A.S.C, who had charge of the
process photography.

Credit should also be given to who-
ever it was that made the several ex-
cellent matte-shots seen in the produc-
tion.

Farciot Edouart and his conferees
have covered themselves with glory tak-
ing exceptional care of all the trick
scenes. It must be admitted that they
used little, if anything, that could not
be predicted by anyone familiar with the
transparency projection process and its

potentialities: but they did their work
superlatively well, under the added
handicap of the supposed technical limi-

tations of Technicolor.

Camera Points Downward

The basic idea of making characters
appear unnaturally small by having them
work on overscaled sets is hardly new.
I can recall seeing the trick used in

silent films by Fatty Arbuckle, Harry
Langdon, Laurel and Hardy, and others.

But in this instance, unusual care was
taken in planning set dressings, per-
spective and camera angles. It will be
observed, for instance, that in all of
these scenes the camera is pointed well
downward from a point ten, fifteen or
more feet above the actors, greatly en-
hancing the illusion of their diminished
size.

A cleverly convincing touch in one of
these scenes, by the way, is the use of
apparently huge footprints in the dust,
made apparently by the normal-sized
"Dr. Cyclops."
The idea of combining these overscaled

sets with extremely large-.scale projec-
tion process backgrounds is likewise none
too novel. But these shots are excellently
—and most convincingly—done.

In many of them—made, I suspect,
with the addition of the new, Academy
Award-winning process lenses, projec-
tion heads and lamphouses combined in

Edouart's triple-head projector—Edouart
and Kelley have to an incredible extent
gotten away from the ordinarily flat im-
pression so common to process back-
grounds, and achieved a natural contrast
that is deceiving, even to the technically
inclined.

In a word, you know they're process
shot.s—but you can hardly believe it,

they look so natural.
There is nothing oustandingly new,

either, about the idea of projecting proc-
ess backgrounds on a miniature scale

into full-scale sets, to give the illusion

of abnormally small people in the same
room with a normal-sized man.

Trick Seems New
The idea was certainly used in "King

Kong," and I believe also in "Alice in

Wonderland," but the perfect execution
of these shots, added to the greater au-
thenticity possible in Technicolor, makes
the trick seem new.

There are a couple of shots which will

make even the trained technician sit up
and wonder how it was done. Among
these are those in which we see "Dr.
Cyclops" in a projected background creep
up on a midget-sized character and sud-
denly reach around to capture him with
an immense butterfly-net, and others in

which the weird doctor measures the
little man first with a ruler and then,
holding him in one hand, with a pair of
gigantic calipers.

These, however, are more easily under-
stood when, in the first instance, it is

observed that the Doctor reaches his arm
around a rock outcrop—and conveniently
out of both the process frame and the
actual, composite frame!—to bring his

net down from behind the unsuspecting
midget!
And both this and the caliper shot are

easily understood when one recalls the
extreme oversize ape-hand employed to

hold Fay Wray in certain scenes of
"King Kong." As for the measuring
scene, a great deal, indeed, is possible
when, like Edouart, you have a triple-

head process projector capable of giving
a thirty-foot image, even in Technicolor!

In truth, the actual novelty of these
shots is by no means their greatest claim
to success. What makes them really out-
standing is the painstaking attention to
detail in per.spective, blending back-
ground and foreground—reality and pro-
jected images—in each individual shot
to give a perfect illusion of reality.

Edouart has long been famous in the
industry for the meticulous attention .he

pays to details of perspective and cam-
era placement in making ordinary back-
grounds and composite .shots.

Color Men Achieve

In "Dr. Cyclops" that attention to de-
tail has paid him and his associates in-

calculable dividends, giving his studio
the most convincing trick picture filmed
in many a long year.

In a production such as this the spe-
cial process achievement must almost in-

evitably overshadow the conventional .se-

quences. But it must not be overlooked
that Henry Sharp and Winton Hoch have
achieved notably in their own less spec-
tacular work. Their use of projected
color in the scenes where Dr. Cyclops is

operating his fantastic machine is most
effective.

Their opening sequence, too, is very
cleverly handled, subduing much of the
effect of color save a ghostly green
luminescence.

This is smart photographic showman-
ship, for almost inevitably Dr. Cyclops
will be shown on bills preceeded by
black-and-white films (if only newsreels,
perhaps), and this beginning leads the
viewer into color so subtly that he is

hardly conscious of the often disturbing
fact of color before he begins to follow
the plot with absorbed interest.

Thereafter, color becomes natural—an
accepted commonplace—especially when
the color is handled as skillfully as
Sharp and Hoch have handled it.

In this connection, too, it should not
be overlooked that Sharp has to his

credit what was unqestionably the most
perfectly photographed production ever
made in the older, two-color Technicolor
—Douglas Fairbanks' memorable "The
Black Pirate."

During the shooting of "Dr. Cyclops,"
we encountered Sharp and Hoch at lunch
one day, and asked Sharp his reactions
as to color, then and now. His answer
told the whole story: the "Black Pirate,"

he said, was a matter of slow and pains-

taking shooting, involving test after test

from start to finish.

"Dr. Cyclops," on the other hand, for

all its trick photographic problems, was
handled on almost the same production
basis as a comparable monochrome film— a matter of known photographic
values, with experimental work relegated
largely to the unfamiliar problems
(which would occur anyway) of making
the trick scenes correctly.

Truly, coior has travelled far—and
with such skilled technical and artistic

ability being lavished on it, where may
it not go in the future? W.S.
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Cleveland Paper

Describes

Local

Moviemaker
By WARD MARSH
in Cleveland Plain Dealer

IN the past half dozen years the hobby
of taking amateur motion pictures
has become almost as popular as

snap-shot shooting was with the old box-
type camera a generation or so ago. The
more ardent enthusiasts today have
either (or both) acquired still cameras
with speed lens or movie cameras using
8 and 16 mm. film. In this last group I

know many who have been graduated
from the intimate scenes of every day
life in the yard and stereotyped vacation
movies to pictures with continuities, tell-

ing a straightforward tale.

I probably have not seen all the top-
flight amateur films here, but of those I

have seen, the big three are Windsor T.

White whose African pictures are re-

markably fine. Dr. James E. Bliss of the
Cleveland School of Dentistry whose
dental films and publicity films for West-
ern Reserve University are unusually
good, and Jack L. Krapp, Cleveland ad-
vertising man, [director of public rela-

tions Cleveland Cinematographers], who
,has gone far into the field of the docu-
jmentary.

In addition, there is the large and
thriving group known as the Cleveland
Amateur Cinematographers, a club of
movie makers who meet regularly, dis-
play their produce, help each other, and
simply make pictures. The group here
is one of the most successful in the
country.

This story is of Krapp's latest project,
a story of Cleveland's blind. Having
seen most of his work in the past it is

safe to predict an unusual film from him
'this time.

His interesting documentary "Curb
Market" gave glimpses of life in the hay-
market district, the story of the melting

pot within shooting distance of the
Terminal Tower.

His best to date is "The Staff of Life,"
a fine and brilliant documentary dealing
with bread from the first turn of the
plow for the wheat to the last turn of a
small boy's lips over a well buttered
slice of the staff of life.

Story of Blind

It was rated among last year's ten
best amateur films in the country in the
Hiram Percy Maxim contest sponsored
by the Amateur Cinema League, New
York.
He has made many other films, but his

next promises to be his best.

His new one will be filmed around the
Cleveland Society for the Blind, and will

portray the every-day activities within
this welfare organization. His interest
in this subject was aroused through the
sight-saving work and aid to the blind
which the Lions Club, of which he is a
member, gives from year to year.

He has spent the past two months
writing a scenario from which he has
prepared the final "shooting script."

Every co-operation and assistance is be-
ing given him by the society and its

executive secretary, Mrs. Eva B. Palmer,
who has been identified with that organi-
zation for 29 years.

Eager to Help

The blind engaged in occupational ac
tivities at the Society of the Blind work-
shops have shown an eagerness to help
in making this film which is tentatively
called "Hands That Work in the Dark-
ness."
The film, in addition to showing shop

scenes, will feature cultural interests of
the blind with much footage dealing with

the Grasselli Players and other musical
and literary groups.
The story opens in 1906 when persons

who were interested in working among
the blind met in the old Cleveland Pub-
lic Library to read to the sightless. It

follows the history of this group and
shows its meeting and plans for the or-
ganization of the Cleveland Society for
the Blind.

In 1907 a weaving loom was presented
to the society. A short time later a broom
shop was started. It employed five at
the outset. Now there are 25 in this
shop.

Blind Playing Baseball?

Other sequences will deal with the edu-
cational department where reading and
writing in Braille are taught. Society's
shops and concession stands in more than
a dozen factories will be photographed.
One of the unusual shots will show the
blind playing baseball.
Krapp expects to film the training of

the Lion Leader Dogs at Birmingham,
Mich., and show how they act as com-
panions and how they aid the pedestrian-
blind in city traffic. Several of these dogs
are now in Cleveland, and they and their
masters will appear in the film.

Silent titles will be augmented with
verbal commentation and the entire film
will have a suitable background of music.
When it is completed, and Krapp expects
to have it ready by September, it will be
shown before Greater Cleveland groups
to familiarize them with the work of the
blind.

Hubbard Hunt Productions
Made the Gilmore Run Film
The editor of this magazine has re-

ceived a letter from Hubbard Hunt of
Hubbard Hunt Productions, with offices
in Hollywood, declaring its organization
was the producer of the Yosemite Run
for 1940 under the auspices of the Gil-
more Company. Mr. Hunt takes issue
with this magazine in its statement that
the film was produced by Hollywood In-
dustrial Pictures.

Inquiry at the offices of the Indus-
trial company proves the accuracy of
Mr. Hunt's statement.
The picture was made under contract

by the Hubbard Hunt Productions.

Two Catalogs from B-M
Berndt-Maurer has just issued two

new catalogues, describing the B-M
Sound-Pro 16mm. motion picture camera
and the B-M 16mm. sound recording
system. The first named is available
with galvanometer included for single
system motion picture production or may
be obtained without the galvanometer
and used as a silent camera in double
system work.

The other catalogue contains a com-
prehensive treatment of the elements
which comprise the B-M Sound Record-
ing System, some of the uses to which
the system can be applied and brief in-

structions regarding its operation.
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Littles

Eleventli

Opens to

Crowd
THE eleventh of the series of An-

nual Movie Parties sponsored by
Mr. and Mrs. Duncan MacD. Little

v^ras held in New York City at the
Barbizon-Plaza Theatre, Wednesday
evening, April 3, under the style adopt-
ed in 1938—Annual International Show
of Amateur Motion Pictures.

Besides the main Show on April 3

there was a "preview" for the press
and jury, held in the Little's studio,

with some thirty-odd guests present, and
at this writing a series of one-night
"road-shows" are still to be, about which
it is hoped to have another story to

tell in time for the June issue of this

magazine.
Because the account has several times

been told in The American Cinematog-
rapher, we will skip quickly over the
early history of the Little's Annual
Movie Parties.

Let it suffice that they began with the
idea that each guest, or couple, must

bring a film to be projected as their
contribution to the evening's entertain-
ment. This was lots of fun, until a
time came when the proferred material,
all of which was screened, totaled better
than a mile and a quarter. That was
too much!

In those early days, it must be said,

few of the films were really good, but
nowadays, on the contrary, most are
really good, many are excellent, and
rare it is indeed that any have not
some point (or points) of true merit.

Crowd Starts 19.36

(However, as an aside to the dealers,
principally in the large centers, we might
suggest that the market for editing de-
vices and titling outfits is not yet ex-
hausted).
By 1937 the guest capacity of the

Little's home had become taxed to its

limit, and some new plan had to be
considered. As has been told, the Salle

GEORGE BARNES WINS
PHOTOGRAPHIC HONORS
GEORGE BARNES, A.S.C., was given the honor vote for photography

by the Hollywood Reporter's poll for the March release. The picture
chosen was "Rebecca," from the Selznick-International's studio. The

honor was the greater by reason of the two exceptionally photographed pic-

tures that ran second and third in the competition. Karl Freund, A.S.C., was
given the second award on MGM's "Florian," while Sol Polito, A.S.C., with
Warner Brothers' "Virginia City," was third.

"Rebecca" took pretty nearly a clean sweep throughout the poll. It rated
as the best picture, as having the best director, Alfred Hitchcock; the best
actress, Joan Fontaine; the best actor, Laurence Olivier; the best screenplay,
Robert E. Sherwood and Joan Harrison; the best supporting actress, Judith
Anderson, and best incident performance, Florence Bates.

The best supporting actor performance was awarded Walter Pidgeon for
his work in Universal's "It's a Date"; best musical score, Charles Previn, "It's

a Date"; best original song, "Love Is All," "It's a Date"; best general feature,
"And One Was Beautiful," MGM.

des Artistes was rented, and it was
hoped they might have maybe 125 guests
to partly fill a hall set with seats for

225, and about 300 came—!
For the next year, the Institute of

Arts and Sciences of Columbia Univer-
sity sponsored the party, which was ar-

ranged as to shows, in addition to the
regular ones, called previews. The first

was on the same old basis of films sub-

mitted by friends and their friends, the
other consisting solely of outstanding
prize films from the world in general.
But this, while a grand idea, and an

arrangement of which Mr. and Mrs. Lit-

tle were proud, had lost something that

they did not like losing. Held in Mc-
Millin Theatre, the atmosphere was cold

and lacked the friendliness and sense of

comradeship that permeated their pre-

vious shows.
Something still had to be done, for

not only did they themselves regret this

change of spirit, but their friends all

spoke about it and deplored it.

Back to First Principles

However, as the lists of possible con-

tributors had grown, and the list also

of those eager to see good amateur
films, so too was growing the expense
of the show, and it was already at a

point that no single individual should be
asked to bear alone.

Therefore, in 1939 a theatre (the Bar-
bizon-Plaza) was rented, and the show
was held there, the audience for the

first time being asked to pay for tickets.

They came, and there was a full house.

Not wishing to make money out of

this, their fun and their hobby, Mr. and
Mrs. Little cast about for a worthy char-

ity to receive the excess (if any) over
expenses, and the Peabody Home for

Women was selected. Selected because
their dear friend and loyal helper, Ed-
ward K. Warren, had for many years
been president of the trustees, and Mrs.
Warren was president of the Woman's
Auxiliary, on which body she had in-

duced Mrs. Little to serve also.

Peabody Home received a very wel-
come and not insignificant check as the

result.

Because of this new venture, and that

no one might accuse them of asking their

friends to pay to see his films, in that

year Mr. Little pointedly refrained from
submitting anything to the jury, and his

name was conspicuously absent from the

program.

Box Office Expands

So, having proved to their own satis-

faction that there was real interest in

these Movie Parties, or Annual Shows,
both on the part of friends and of the

public as well, they repeated the plan

this year for the Eleventh Annual, and
again it has seemed to be successful.

Again Peabody Home has received a

substantial check, greater by half, than
in 1939. Even were some persons turned
away, so crowded was the theatre.

The announcements sent to the "Pos-
sible Contributors" list in the fall of
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1939, were much the same as heretofore,

and the method of selecting the program
was exactly the same, by jury. Many
letters were received and many letters

were written to everyone suggested by
friends and by former contributors, so

that the films to be submitted before

the jury might be as many as possible,

and when the time came there were
thirty-eight.

Two more that had been mailed on
January 26 in Bombay only arrived on
April 1, and one was added to the pro-

gram, but unfortunately not for the

press preview, for that had been held

the night before.

Much Correspondence

Mr. and Mrs. Little had written be-

tween three hundred and fifty and four
hundred letters, besides circulars, and
had received about as many, and in

addition fifteen telegrams and four "over-
night cable letters." It had been no
small undertaking.

Naturally, because of the war, for-

eign participation was sadly curtailed.

The fate of Austria is now ancient
history. Dr. Fleischer, who ably assist-

ed the activities in 1938, when last heard
of was in a German concentration camp.
So also as to Czechoslovakia, and

Poland—Poland, whence came the two
most beautiful color-films yet seen, one
in 1938 and the other in 1939. (This lat-

ter Mr. Little still has, holding it in trust
and in the hope that, like Belgium, Po-
land may again rise, as she has done
before.

)

As to their correspondents in those
lands, the Littles know nothing today,
and are sad because of this.

Censor Restrictions

From England had come offers of
films, and more inquiries, but when the
time came to send them, their friends
found too many difficulties and too many
restrictions, to say nothing of the dan-
gers to which their prized films would
be exposed. (Our understanding is that
no less than three censorships were in-
volved, one by Customs, for a reentry
permit; one by the War Office, and one
by the regular Censors, and these might
not be combined in one screening, but
must be separately done, involving may-
be three weeks of lost time—War is

certainly as Sherman said).
Similarly with Austria. It had been

hoped to receive the "Jacobs Cup" film,
this contest being for films depicting a
phase or phases of Australian Life, and
being exactly along the lines Mr. and
Mrs. Little most approve. Again the
hazards of War prevented the desire be-
ing fulfilled.

India Sends Two
Their good friend, Fred Ells in Yoko-

hama, had long since written of the
necessary curtailment, not only by him
but also by all amateurs, of filming

Plaque presented by Mr. and Mrs. Little
to the producers of the selected films.

was out, as far as the 1940 show was
concerned.
activities in Japan, and so also Japan
However, had postal time not been

so stretched out, due to unprecedented
conditions, there might have been a film

from South Africa, but an inquiry from
Johannesburg, in response to the cir-

cular mailed about November 1, was
only received in New York on March 24!

But from India did come two films.

As has already been said, these had
been posted on January 26 and only
reached New York on April 1—sixty-six
days in transit from Bombay.
Four films were received from Canada.
There still is, therefore, justification in

calling this an "international" endeavor.
So far as possible the jury is not let to

know whose film it is they are viewing.
That these men and women give of

their spare time to this work of selec-

tion seems to indicate that the amateur
shows and the material submitted, have
some definite value, for so many of the
jury must view film after film, day after
day. And equally cordial appreciation
is due the loyal "staff," which of neces-
sity is increasing in numbers as the
years pass.

Elfriede Boerner, Musician

No small part of the enjoyment de-
rived by the audiences is because of
the genius displayed by Elfriede Boerner
in selecting the music to be background
or accompaniment to the various films.

Not only does she have an unusual
knowledge and appreciation of music,
and its suitability for the purpose, but
she has also a remarkable knowledge of
what music is available on discs, for un-
like the big studios of Hollywood, re-

liance must be on this source. How-
ever, Mr. Little sometimes dreams that
he might be able to put at her disposal
a good orchestra, that she could do the
job as she would wish. Then they would
have accompaniments to bring forth
comment!

One man, well-versed in filmlore, who
was present on April 3, was astounded
when told that it was not a "sound
track" to which he had been listening,

and said that he could not see how cer-
tain changes could be so smoothly han-
dled "even with a dual turn table," but
admitted possibilities that he had not
thought of, when shown a "triple turn-
table."

Likewise, the projectionists deserve a
word or two of praise. For example,
three times during the show on April 3,

were breaks in the film—^breaks due to

poor splices—but no one in the audience
of well over six hundred, knew it save
two, and they were members of the
staff with ears so accustomed to the
sound of the projector that they caught
the fact each time.

Storm Breaks

And each time the take-up was cor-

rected by hand, and the matter rectified

after the show, with no disturbance to
the apparent smoothness of the per-
formance.

Certainly, the staff must receive great
credit, and for the time they devote also.
And now for the show itself.

Just about the time when the audience
should be assembling, came a storm, a
veritable deluge, with thunder, lightning
and hail—hail five or six inches deep in

places. Traffic in New York immediately
slowed down, slowed to a crawl. One
member of the staff, coming by taxi, was
held on Fifth Avenue between Forty-
ninth and Fiftieth street, through five

changes of traffic lights, caused by the
vast number of cars and taxis desiring
to turn west into Fiftieth street, evi-
dently with persons wishing to go to the
Music Hall, where "Rebecca" was the
picture.

Therefore there was a "delayed cur-
tain."

Too many persons had bought tickets
and wanted to see the whole show, and

(Continued to Page 236)
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Kodacliroiiie

Filming

Presents More
Problems

By CLAUDE W. GADARETTE,
Foundler Los Angeles 8mm., Club

THE introduction of Kodachrome for
the motion picture cameramen
brought renewed interest in pho-

tography and increased the enthusiasm
of amateur filmers, but it likewise intro-
duced more problems that had to be over-
come for good screen results.

Although the color process was as
simple as possible, requiring no extra
gadgets on the camera, the problems of
composition and exposure reared their
ugly heads. These conditions were not
due to Kodachrome film, but arose be-
cause the filmers were now dealing with
color.

A camera that has been set up for good
composition when using black and white
or panchromatic film may present a pic-

ture which is all out of balance if it were
filmed with Kodachrome. Likewise, a
picture of monotonous tonal values in

black and white can become a beautiful
scene if color film is used.
The other problem of exposure is not

as complicated as composition, but re-

quires more attention than when you use
panchromatic emulsions.

Latitude in a film is the amount of cor-
rection it can stand in processing for im-
proper exposure. Motion picture pan-
chromatic film has a wide latitude, that
is, if an incorrect exposure of one full

stop is m.ade, the film will be given the
proper exposure in processing to correct
the error. The developing agents can re-

turn an incorrect exposure to a normal
exposure.

Correct Exposure, Color True

Beyond one stop of correct exposure,
the film will show signs of the error, al-

though it may still be usable film. In
Kodachrome film, there is no possibility

of obtaining these corrections through

processing, as the exposure affects the
color in the film, and cannot control the
dye colors.

When correct exposure has been made,
the colors are true to Life, but incorrect
exposure turns these colors darker or
lighter and there is no method that has
been developed to correct this condition.
Consequently, for true rendition of color
in Kodachrome photography, your ex-
posure must be correct.

Color can be divided into two classifica-

tions. One class can include the blues,
greens and blue-greens, and be properly
named as the COOL colors. We can
associate these colors with objects of Na-
ture to portray their significance. Cool
water is blue, green grass suggest cool-
ness to us and we also describe ice as
blue.

The second classification, or WARM
colors, contain the yellows, oranges, and
reds. Fire, sunsets or even your red flan-

nels give you a feeling of warmth or
comfort. These warmer colors always
appear more vivid to our eye and their

Ernest (Hap) Depew Passes
Ernest S. (Hap) Depew, veteran cam-

eraman and member of the board of di-

rectors of International Photographers,
died at California Lutheran Hospital
April 11 froin a heart attack. He had
collapsed the day before on the set of
"No Exit" at Universal Studio, where he
was an operative cameraman, and was
rushed to the hospital.
He was fifty-two years old and prac-

tically all his adult life had been around
a camera. He is survived by a widow
and daughter. Funeral services were
held at the Little Church of the Flowers.

presence always commands our attention.
If you had a large cardboard painted

blue before you, with a small circle of
green painted in it, your eye would see
the circle but would soon wander over the
lest of the cardboard and would not re-
turn to the circle hurriedly. Replace the
green circle with a yellow circle, and
your eye is attracted to it immediately.
Your gaze will constantly return to the

yellow circle. Keeping this in mind, we
must carefully plan our color shots so
that inconspicuous articles of a warm
color will not attract the eye and keep it

from viewing the center of interest in the
picture.

.Mistake to Avoid

The most prominent mistake made by
amateur filmers while shooting color film

is their desire to film brilliant colors in-

stead of the softer tints and shades. If

warm colors appear in the scene, keep
your action as close as possible to these
colors and frame your picture with the
cooler shades.

What happens when a red object ap-
pears in the lower left hand corner of the
screen ? According to the rules of com-
position, we know that the eye first looks
into this corner of the picture and then
travels upward and over the top of the
screen.

The red object in the lower corner
catches the eye and holds its attention.

The eye may leave it to scan the picture
temporarily, but it returns to the warm
color and the action of the scene may be
missed. But if we place a green object

in the lower corner and a red object at

the center of interest, the warm color

catches the eye at the action point be-

cause the green object did not command
its attention.

This indeed may be an extreme exam-
ple of color composition. However, the

essence of it should warn us that the

placement of colored objects in a scene

is an important issue in color composi-
tion. In scenics, the darker, green fore-

grounds composed of trees, forces our at-

tention to the lighter shades in the back-

ground.

Vividly colored foregrounds attract

your eye and creates an improper balance

in the picture.

Kodachrome is a natural color film, and

it is important that we keep our colors

natural. When filming the family, insist

on attire of tints and soft shades rather

than the brilliant colors as found in

Spanish costumes. The picture will be

more pleasing and flattering.

Kodachrome Hours

Daylight Kodachrome has the same
light sensitivity as panchromatic film.

This speed allows you to shoot under ad-

verse light conditions, yet retain full

color pictures. The shooting period for

Kodachrome during the day lies between

10 a.m. and 3 p.m. for best color values.

Before or after these hours, the sun

penetrates more haze, which acts as a

filter, and changes the color of the sun-

(Continued to Page 232)
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THEY TAKE THEM ALL
IN THEIR STRIDE

DIFFICULT, iiimsiial, routine — no matter

what the shot requires, one of the three

Eastman negative films will more than fill

the bill. Special ability backed by unvary-

ing uniformity has made them the main-

stav of modern cameramen. Eastman

Kodak Co., Rochester, N. Y.

J. E. BRLLATOUR, INC., Distributors

Fort Lee Chicago Hollywood

PLUS-X SUPER-XX
for generttl studio use for all tliffifuH shots

RACKGROrXD-X
for havkffroMtnds and general exterior zrork

EASTMAN NEGATIVE FILMS
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DAILY PAPER GIVES OVER
HALF SPACE TO PHOTOS

THE photo department of PM, New
York's forthcoming- daily news-
paper scheduled to appear in June

with more than half its space devoted
to photog-raphs and newspaper art, an-
nounces that it extends a "let's-see-

what-you-have" welcome to the amateur
photographers of America.

Through its photo editor, William T.
McCleary, formerly of the Life maga-
zine staff, PM's photo department, which
will include some of America's outstand-
ing photographers, gives the following-
message to the amateur photographers
of America:
"PM's entrance into the New York

newspaper field ought to be of interest
to amateur photographers for two rea-
sons.

"First, PM will carry a large number
of exciting- pictui-es and will obtain bet-
ter-than-usual quality from them thi'ough
an improved method of printing. The
amateur interested in improving- his

technique, and the amateur merely inter-
ested in getting- an eyeful of exciting-

pictures every day, will find PM a satis-

fying newspaper.

"Second, PM represents a new market
for the amateur photographer who moves
around with his eyes open and his cam-
era loaded, and is on the spot when some-
thing violent happens to somebody im-
portant.

"PM will not carry 'amateur pictures'
as such. PM will carry neivspictures.
When the amateur gets a picture printed
in PM, he can be sure that he has done
a piofessional piece of work.

"We hope that the thousands of Sun-
day photographers in America—especial-
ly those in and around New York—will

give a first look at their Grade A news-
pictures.

"You probably don't know exactly
what we mean by newspictures, because
the word means different things to dif-

ferent people. Your best understanding
of PM's picture philosophy will come
fiom reading it and studying its pic-

tures, but we will give you a working-
definition.

"If you show a picture to a friend (not
too generous a friend) and he says: Gee
whiz! you may have a newspicture. If

he merely says, 'Hmmm,' oi- 'Well, well,'

it probably isn't a newspicture.

"The fact that you risked your neck
to get a certain picture doesn't mean
that the picture is newsworthy. As a
matter of fact the best newspicture will

fall in your lap.

"If you get a picture that looks like no
picture you ever saw in your life, or if

it involves a circumstance or event which
has never happened before and will

never happen again, it may be a news-
picture.

"If it involves the kind of people whose
pictures appear in the newspapers, but
shows them in an entirely different situa-
tion or against an incredibly unfamiliar
background, it may be a newspicture.

"Mostly you will have to trust your
own visual memory. If you are a good
amateur, you have seen a lot of pictures.
You will knew whether your picture has
that too-familiar look. Some of the
'best' pictures, artistically and technical-
ly, have been seen so often that they lack
that quality of unexpectedness which a
newspicture must have.
"Suppose we leave the thing this way:

We will do our best to produce a news-

paper that you, because you like and re-
spect pictures, will enjoy. Maybe you
will like PM so well that you will feel
obligated to give us the benefit of any
tremendous picture scoops that happen
to fall in your lap. You won't send dull
pictures to us, and we won't print dull
pictures fiom somebody else.

"O. K.?"

This sti-iking departure in its field willj
carry no advertising in its pages. It will!
be squarer than existing tabloids and
will be thirty-two pages in content at all

times.

Philadelphia Cinema Club
"The Right and Wrong Way of Movie-

making" was the subject of an interest-

ing and informative lecture and demon-
stration illustrated with lantern slides,

given by Fellow Member John O. Bessor,
Jr., at the regular meeting of the Phila-

delphia Cinema Club, Tuesday evening,
April 9.

Mr. Bessor, experienced in the making
of professional 16mm. movies, gave the

club some excellent pointers in composi-
tion, showing by way of lantern slide

drawings how to plan the composition in

the view finder. Each rule presented
was followed with a slide showing a fine

piece of photographic work in outdoor
scenes or portrait or still life to illustrate

the rule under discussion.

He also covered the subject of lighting

in the same constructive way, exemplify-
ing' each rule with a photographic illus-

tration. A "free for all" discussion fol-

lowed, in which a member asked him to

further illustrate his interesting talk by
using a live model with an imaginary
scene and imaginary camera and light-

ing. This he very willingly did to the

enjoyment and profit of all present.

William Brink, another member, pleased

his audience by screening his 400-foot

16mm. Kodachrome titled "Colorado." It

was beautifully done and Mr. Brink re-

ceived many rounds of applause for the

excellence of his picture and for the many
well-chosen vantage points of his set-up.

The high spot of the evening, from a

comedy standpoint, came with the show-
ing of a 100-foot black and white 16nim.

film made by Club Secretary George Pit-

man. This fine but humorous bit of pho-

tography might well be called "The Lion

and the Mouse." The two principal char-

acters (and only ones) consisted of a

very large and handsome house cat and
a very, very small white mouse. The
picture recorded the unusual disinterest

of the cat and the very pronounced curi-

osity of the little white mouse, much to

the amusement of the club members. The
writer didn't know cats could behave like

that—will some one please page Mr.

Ripley? H. E. MOORE.

"Patterns," Argus, Model C 35mm.; lens

4 inch, 1/JOO at F.ll, 11:30 a.m.; De-
veloper, D-76, ivithout Hi/dro-Quinone,

65 degrees Falir., for 90 min.

i



Projectionist

Amateiurs
Hold Salon
By PAUL R. CRAMER

I I N

WELL, here we are after three
months of preparation. Weeks of

looking for the correct subject,

exposing negatives; hours, even days, in

the darkroom hovering over the develop-

ing tank like a mother hen with a new
brood; unmindful of the wife's pleas to

come to dinner or breakfast or bed; then
to the enlarger, either yours or your
neighbor's. Ah, at last, a print to your
liking, and what a honey this time.

We fellows who were unable to turn in

Action shots for this salon cei^tainly

know that we have our work cut out for
us for the next one, after seeing what
has been done by Fred L. Borch, How-
ard Edgar, Jimmy Phillips, Donald
Long, Lee Lindley, Bert Vaughn, H. K.
Reynolds and Edwin McQuoid.
The winning picture, "The Strike," by

Fred L. Borch, is a thing of beauty when
it comes to action shots. Fred, as you
know, is a "one shot" boy. He goes out
with one negative and one flashbulb, and
comes back with a beautiful negative.
How are you going to beat luck like

that?

The second prize, "Changing Pat-

terns," by Howard Edgar, is a master-
piece among seascapes. Of course, How-
ard lives at Hermosa Beach, and has, in

my opinion, dozens of prints that would
give the one he turned in a good run for
the money, but this one was his pet, and
as you can see a beauty. It will be found
on the preceding page.

The third prize, "Trixie," by Jimmy
Phillips, has a combination of eye appeal,
craftsmanship and patience. Knowing
that pup and Jimmy, I know that that
dog just didn't get up and jump over the
fence without a little coaxing . . . not
that dog.

Popular Award "Cloud Buster," by W.
K. Lindley, was a hard picture to get,

between the fast moving horses, the
crowds and the dust, but the resulting
picture was well worth his eff^ort.

At our April 4 meeting Ralph H. Hay-
den of the Eastman Kodak Stores Inc.

gave the members present a talk on
Kodachrome Transparencies that was not
only educational but gave the members a

new field in which to work. The explana-
tion made it all so simple that it is small
wonder it is catching on like wildfire.

"Strike," Leica Model lllB; lens, Sum-
mar F.2, 50mm.; Eastman Super XX,
35mm. film, 1/500 sec, F.i.5; Kalart
Speed-Flash, 1 No. 2 Wabiuih Fotoflash,
Edwal No. 20 Developer, 31 min. at 65

degrees Fahr.

Fred Schaefer had a few transpar-
encies on exhibition for the group, and
after looking them over the boys from
Long Beach promptly asked that a spe-
cial classification be made for these
prints. This will be a special order of
business at our next meeting, I assure
you.

Mr. Hayden has turned over to me for
printing a very thorough analysis of the
Kodachrome Transparencies for the ama-
teur photographer, in a language that
we can all understand. We would like

to hear from some of the readers as to
whether to print this in installments or
just to send each member a mimeo-
graphed copy. [It will be printed next
month right here in its entirety.—Ed.]

The next meeting of the Southern
California Projectionists Amateur Cam-
era Club will be held at the same Orig-
inal Tarino Villa Cafe, 627 South La
Brea Avenue, Thursday, May 9, at 11
a.m. (Note change of time), when we
will have a speaker from one of the film

manufacturers to discuss speed of film

in relation to speed of lens, quite a sub-
ject, and a very interesting one, too.

The May Salon will be held at the
same Los Angeles Camera Exchange
Store No. 2 at 176 North La Brea Ave-
nue under the guiding hand of Mr. Welch.

Do not forget to have your pictures of
"Children" ready for the coming Salon
May 10 to 20. They may be delivered to
the office of this magazine or if more
convenient bring them with you to the
meeting on May 9. Each entry must be
accompanied by a glossy print at least
4 by 5, to be used for the publication of
winners.

"Trixie," Eastman Duo Six Tiventy ; lens,
Eastman 3.5; 1/250 sec. at F.16, 11:30
a.m.; Developer, DK 20 Defender; shot

on Super XX.
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KODACHROME
KODACHROME, the full-color Cine-Kodak Film, gives

you mastery of all the world's color—brilliant or subtle.

It requires no camera or projector accessories, is as easy

to use as black-and-white film. And its results are beautiful.

Cine-Kodak Kodachrome Film is available for 16 mm.
and 8 mm. home movie cameras. Regular Kodachrome is

for use by daylight; Kodachrome Type A is especially bal-

anced for correct color rendering by Photoflood light.

Either can be used in the other's special field by slipping a

corrective filter over the camera lens.

16 mm. CinS-Kodak Kodachrome Film (either type): 100-ft.

roll, $8; 50-ft. roll, $4.30; 50-ft. magazine, $4.65.

8 mm. Cine-Kodak Kodachrome Film: 25-ft. roll, $3.40.

Hediscover the color of the world with Kodachrome.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY, ROCHESTER, N. Y.
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SparkuLlil Bmilds

35miii^ Developer

for Home
Laboratory
By WILLIAM STULL,

A.S.C.

WHEN a cinematographer installs

a photographic laboratory in his

home it's hardly news—unless
the lab is equipped to process 35mm.
motion picture film by the latest ma-
chine development methods! That is

what Theodor Sparkuhl, A.S.C, has done.
What's more, the compact developing
machine is of his own design and con-
struction—the product of his home work-
shop.

Cinematographer Sparkuhl is one of

the many directors of photography who
like to take photography home from the
studio, either as a relaxing hobby or as
a means of conducting photographic
experiments which cannot be carried out
in the rush of studio production. With
Sparkuhl both purposes hold good.

And as he wished to make some of
his experiments with 35mm. motion pic-
tures, under a set-up which would closely
parallel actual studio conditions, and to
be able to modify developing times,
methods, solutions and printing to an
extent virtually impossible if the tests
were to go through any commercial
processing plant, he decided to install a
modern developing machine. Since he
enjoys building machinery of all types
he decided to build his own.

Compact Unit
The starting point was a room, for-

merly used as a "still" darkroom, over
his garage. It was about nine by fifteen
feet in size, quite ample for a satisfactory
experimental laboratory if the layout
and machinery were carefully planned.
The developing machine has been built
across one end of this room, behind a
light-tight partition.

I

Theodor Sparkuhl, A.S.C, and the devel-
mng machine he built for his home

laboratory.

Exclusive of the drying compartment
the machine occupies a space less than
eight feet square. Yet it has ample ca-
pacity for all ordinary needs, and has a
remarkable flexibility of control. Either
negative or positive film may be proc-
essed interchangeably, and the develop-
ing time may be varied between two and
twenty minutes. Operating at an inter-
mediate speed which gives a normal
nine-minute developing time, the machine
has a capacity of 700 feet of negative
an hour.

Everything is painstakingly planned
to permit one-man operation. All con-
trols are grouped in positions where
they can be easily reached from the feed
end, while a large automobile-type speed-
ometer provides an easily read indica-
tion of the machine's speed.

The device is naturally of the single-

strand type, with separate tanks for
negative and positive developers. The
two developer tanks, together with one
inclosing an elevator at the feed end,
are built as a unit. The hypo and wash
tanks are built in a similar unit.

Interchangeable Tankage

These tanks are easily removable, and
may be replaced with additional tanks
to permit any type of film-toning opera-
tions.

The film moving assembly is supported
by a metal frame on one side of the de-
vice, and a counterweighted hoist per-
mits lifting the mechanism clear of the
tanks. The counterweights are fully in-
closed to prevent accidental fouling of
their lines in the cramped space.
A duckboarded false floor has been

built above the actual floor of the room,
to permit installation of the necessary
overflow and drainage system.
At the left side of the machine this

false flooring also has a compartment
which houses the driving and speed con-
trol mechanism. A one-third horsepower
electric motor supplies the power: while
this seems very small for the load in-
volved, the gear ratios are so low that
there is ample power.

Belt and chain drive is employed, with
a minimum of gearing. A variable ratio
belt transmission provides for alteration
of the machine's speed and the develop-
ing time. The final drive to the film mov-
ing rollers is by belt, to the upper rol-
lers. This Sparkuhl has found provides
just enough slippage to safeguard the
film strand in the event of any binding
or mishap.

Air and Temperature Control
The several hundred rollers themselves

are of wood and plastics, each turned
out by hand in Sparkuhl's own work-
shop. They are recessed so that either
35mm. or 16mm. film may be handled
interchangeably.
Leaving the wet end of the machine,

the film strand makes a right-angle turn
and passes through a light trapped tube
in the wall to the drying compartment,
which is situated in the outer room. This



TYPE T-5
<200O-500O"watt)

:

Gives three times intensity
of oid-style "24's".
Your "24's" can be con-
verted to Type T-5s.

TYPE i9 SENIOR
(5000- watt) :

I nstant (oouslngdevice (pat-
ented).
"Leak-proof" Fresnei-typc
lens. Approved for Tech-
nicolor—Kodachrome.

TYPE 14 JUNIOR
(1000-2000-watt)

:

Instant fodusingdevice (pat-
ented).
"Leai<-proof" Fresnel-type
lens. Approved for Tech-
niooior—Kodachrome.

LIGHTS from Hollywood
For Better Motion Pictures . . . The World Over

• Photographically, Optically Correct
• Heat Resisting and Leak Proof Lenses
• Whiter Lenses—Instant Focusing Devices
All Exclusive Bardv/ell & McAlister Features

100 Walt to 5000 Walt Lights Available for Immediate Delivery
Bardwell & McAlister incandescent lights lead the field for every motion picture lighting
need. Engineered and manufactured to the thousandth degree of accuracy, they are
universally recognized as the finest lighting equipment available. This precision accuracy,
designing, engineering and manufacturing supremacy means: better pictures, saving of
time, no costly retakes, more light at less cost, less weight to carry, less heating problems,
longer hours of use per globe—lifetime service—for Bardwell & McAlister lights are
made to the exacting requirements of the world's outstanding motion picture producers
and photographers. Furthermore B & M lights include all the latest developments in

photographic and film technique because their engineers are in intimate touch with motion
picture studios, film manufacturers and outstanding lighting research engineers. This means
when you use B & M Equipment you enjoy all the benefits of the most efficient lights for

your every photographic need.

Write For Full Information About any Lightinf; Problem
Just tell us your lighting problem, what B & M Equipment you are interested in and we
will give you all the advice at our command. Please mention your photographic or studio
connection.

BARDWELL & McALISTER, INC.
MOTION PICTURE ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT

7636 SANTA MONICA BLVD. HOLLYWOOD, CALIFORNIA
Foreign Representatives of Bardwell & McAlister

PHOTO CINE STUDIO AGENCIES, LTD. GRUN BROS.
Bombay, India Cairo and Alexandria, Egypt

BABY KEG-LITE
(500-750-walt) :

l/istant fooudngdevioe (pat-
ented).
"Leak-proot" FresneMype
lent. Approved (or Tech.
iiicc lor—Kodachrom«.

FOCO SPOT
ATTACHMENT:

Optical attachment for
Baby Kea-Lite. Prcvidei
sharp or soft-edped circles
or rectangular shapes. Pro-
jects backgrounds.

DINKY INKIE
(100-150-watt) ;

S'i" diameter: 7" tall: wt.
2V4 lbs. Whon space is

small and lighting Impor-
tant—use a "DINKY".

drying compartment is of conventional
type, and the take-up is arranged to
handle a 2000-foot roll of film.

Sparkuhl has solved the problems of
ventilation, air-conditioning and solution
temperature control ingeniously. Obvi-

ously, for a small installation like this,

elaborate temperature conditioners would
be unwise; at the same time, for accur-
ate work, some such control is needed.

Air and Temperature Control

Temperature control is supplied by
serpentine shaped piping inside the
tanks, through which heated or cold
water may be circulated. Ventilation is

provided by a large air intake duct and
a smaller outlet duct made of stove-
pipes, with electric fans to furnish air

pressure.

Builds Own Printer

In hot weather, a block of ice may be
placed in front of the intake fan to pro-
vide a cool air intake. In tests made
on a day when the external temperature
was in the middle eighties, Sparkuhl
found it possible to keep the temperature
of his developing machine room below
69 degrees.

Sparkuhl has equipped his home lab-

(At left)
Driving side of Sparkuhl's home develop-
ing machine. Vertical shaft transmits
power to the machine from motor and
variable-ratio transmission under floor.
Note automobile speedometer on ivall,

used to indicate developing speed.

(At right)
Film-moving assembly of Sparkuhl's
home-made developing machine, hoisted

clear of the tanks.

oratory with no less than two printe

both of which are capable of printi

either sound or picture. One, a Dupl
step-printer, he salvaged from the d

card at the studio. He proudly exhib
a bill of sale from the Paramount Stud
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Show It In

Full Glory
ON A

(Reg. U.S. Pat. Off.)

GLASS -BEADED

SCREEN
Enjoy all of the beauty your camera captures! Project color

or black and white movies and stills on a Da-Lite Glass-

Beaded screen! This finer surface reflects more of the pro-

jected light within all practical viewing angles than any white
screen. Da-Lite makes all surfaces—White, Silver, Beaded,
but recommends the Beaded for the most efficient projection

under average conditions. Ask for a demonstration. See for

yourself how much brighter the Da-Lite Beaded surface
makes your pictures. Write for illustrated literature now!

DA-LITE SCREEN CO., INC.
DEPT. 5AC. 2723 N. CRAWFORD AVENUE, CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

conveying it to him for the munificent

sum of one dollar. But he prudently
avoids making any added charge for the

many hours of his own time spent in

overhauling the device and putting it in

better-than-new condition!

In addition, he has just completed a
second printer, of the continuous type.
This again is built from discarded parts

fialvaged from the studio scrap-heap:
.he large master sprocket, for instance,
:ame from a discarded film-numbering
nachine. The aperture is fitted with a
four-roller pressure plate which gives
remarkably excellent registration,

j

Printing-light control in this home
puilt printer is effected by an adjustable
iiask which permits varying the height
)f the printing aperture from full-frame
size to the merest slit. Light changes
ire made manually, and a small lever
iding the edge of the film flashes a tiny
ed telltale light to indicate the notches
narking each change in density.

The light source used in this compact
ittle printer is a 6-volt automobile head-
ight globe, powered by direct current
rom the rectifier used for the sound
nstallation in Sparkuhl's living room
'rejection theatre. The lamp current is
f course controlled by a rheostat, and
'uch is the brilliance available that there
s ample illumination even for printing
In the slow, fine-grain positive which
ormally requires the use of a high
itensity mercury arc.

Studio in Miniature

' Completion of this laboratory gives
parkuhl a complete home studio. Like
iiany another cinematographer whose
xperience dates back to the silent pic-
Jre days, when every cinematographer
w-ned his own camera, Sparkuhl has his
wn—a DeBrie which he still maintains
1 excellent condition in spite of its
long vacation from studio activity."

With it he can film any tests he wants
) make; then he can—unaided—process
is own negative, make his own prints,
nd finally project his picture in his own
vmg room, all without leaving the
)use!

If you pin him down to the matter, he
ill admit that in addition to the fact he
anted a chance to make tests and ex-
;riments which could not always be
irried on under the commercial routine
' modern studio operation, he has built
fis unique home laboratory because he
tijoys building useful things with his

hands.

^Vhen one considers that the entire
oject was carried out virtually single-
mded, and in the rare moments of
petween-pictures" relaxation an ace
pematographer can snatch, the achieve-
ent becomes truly remarkable.
Besides, if he had purchased all his
luipment commercially, it would have
volved at least a generous five-figure
vestment. Building it all himself,
)arkuhl got his entire laboratory for
ightly over $500, with many months of
n thrown in.

By no means a bad investment!

Ampro Issues Catalogue of

8mm. and 16mm. Equipment
The Ampro Corporation, 2839 North

Western avenue, Chicago, has issued
"Precision Cine Equipment," covering
the products of its factory. One of its

favored items is Ampro's 8mm. home
movie projector.

In the 16mm. division there are twenty-
one fundamental features of its projec-
tors. Then there are individual additional
features of the silent and sound motion
picture projectors, the Tri-Purpose Pub-
lic Address System, and accessories used
in connection with its 8mm. and 16mm.
equipment.

A page is devoted to the Craig Pro-
jecto-Editor. A separate publication gives
the entire list of silent and sound-on-film
8mm. and 16mm. projectors with asso-
ciated accessory equipment.

New Burleigh Brooks Catalog
A new 32-page illustrated catalog has

just been issued by Burleigh Brooks, Inc.

This catalog contains illustrations and
descriptions of all cameras, enlargers,
accessories, etc., including complete in-

formation on many recent American-
made additions to the Bee Bee line.

Photographers can obtain a copy of this
catalog by writing Burleigh Brooks,
Inc., 126 West 42nd street, New York.
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Kodachrome Filming Presents
Problems

(Confhincd from I'cujc 22k)

light. This change likewise alters the
color in the film. As the sun begins to

dip toward the horizon you will notice
a slight yellow east in it which later in-

creases into the orange and red rays.

This colored cast is reflected by the ob-
jects you are filming and result in a pic-

ture predominant in yellow and red. Fil-

ters have been introduced to correct this

so that the Kodachrome filming hours
are lengthened.

If you are filming portraits of people,
more pleasing results are achieved by
placing them in full shade. The down-
ward rays of a high noon sun forms dark
pockets at the eyes and accentuates the
cheekbones. The glare of light causes a
squinting of the eyes, farming sharp lines

in the face.

In open shade, naturalness of expres-
sion and relief from the intense light will

give you better portraits without affect-

ing the color values. This also enables
you to film at a larger diaphragm open-

Dircct riazy Bright Sun
OUIIllglJL v^louuy Shady Locatior

f.ii. f.8. f.5.6 f.3.5

f. 8. f.5.C f.:j.5 f.2.8
Side lighted subjects f. 5.6 f.4.5 f.2.8

f. .'{.5 f.2.8

ing which softens the picture and smooths
the skin textures.

Should your light values in the shade
be too low, use silvered i-eflectors to cast
the sunlight into the scene. Do not use
gold reflectors, as these will reflect only
yellow rays of sunlight and destroy the
proper color value.

Don't Fear Shadows

Scenic views do not necessarily require
flat lighting. The old theory of filming
color with flat light, allowing the colors
to make the contrast, is out of date and
in some cases not advisable. Forget the
location of the sun. Shoot against it or
sideways. You will have to open the
diaphragm to compensate for the shad-
ows, but do not be afraid of shadows and
they lend interest to the picture.

We see shadows in every scene we

CAMERA SUPPLY COMPANY
ART REEVES

HOLLYWOOD
ISIS Norfh Cdhuanga Boulevard

CabI* Address—Cameras CALIFORNIA

Efficient-Courteous Service New and Used Equipment

Bought—Sold—Rented

Everything Photographic Professional and Amateur

look at, and your subjects will stand o
in relief from the background if yo<
light source is behind them somewhgi
This back lighting of your subject su
gests a third dimensional effect. Light'
the faces with a reflector, if necessary.

It is the opinion of the writer that b(

ter portraits are filmed in shadows rath
than full sunlight, largely due to tl

softer hues and shades which are mo
prevalent. Full sunlight creates such ;

extreme contrast that shadow detail

lost and the full color scale is lacking.
In many cases, it is necessary to opc

the diaphragm on a sunny day to expo
for the shadows, whereas the same scei

can be filmed at a smaller opening whi
the sky is overcast. With overcast skif

the light is dispersed in all direction
eliminating the extreme contrast ai

strengthens the light in shadowed are;-

As exposure of Kodachrome must
very accurate to maintain the prop
rendition of color, a careful analysis
the subject must be made. If the subje
or scene is light colored, the exposu
must be decreased by closing the di

phragm; in like manner the exposure
dark colored subjects must be increasi

slightly.

The basic exposure table as shown w
give good results on both bright or ove

cast days. If you use a meter, you c;

check your readings somewhat with tl

above table.

The question often arises as to tl

permanency of Kodachrome film and i

ability to retain its original color.

it is true that the first rolls of Kod
chrome that were placed on the mark
have faded a great deal and lost the ori

inal color lustre, the improvements
processing have greatly lengthened tl

ability of the film to retain its origin

color.

It must be conceded however, that ai

article or substance which contains col'

will always fade, whether it is clothin

point, paper or females. It is therefo

not unreasonable for anyone to expect

certain loss of color in their Kodachron
film.

This is not the fault of the film or tl

manufacturer's method in its productio

but entirely due to the fact that you a

using color, and, with this in mind, yoi

film will fade regardless of your utmo
ability to give it the best care.

The fading of color seems to affect tl

blue end of the spectrum first, renderir

these colors whiter, which in turn mak'

the redder colors more prominent.

But in view of all the problems th

Kodachrome filming presents, it is a val

able means of recording those incidenC'

that occur which you will treasure

later years.

EASTERN

HEADQUARTERS

FOR THE

CAMERAMAN

RENTALS ^ SALES ^ SERVICE
Pia^e4440*uil StudiA and QuttUu^ Room. C«j4**fUMe*ti

Available At All Times

MITCHELL — Standard, Hi-speed, Silenced and N C Cameras *

it BELL & HOWELL — standard, Hi-speed, Process and Eyemo Cameras *

•k WALL — Latest Model Single System Sound Cameras *

•tr FEARLESS BLIMPS. FEARLESS and RABY
PANORAM DOLLYS. FRICTION and GYRO TRIPODS *

INTERLOCK, SYNCHRONOUS. HI-SPEED and VARIABLE SPEED MOTORS with TACHOMETERS

it 35inm DOUBLE SYSTEM RECORDING EQUIPMENT *
it COOKE SPEED PANCHRO and ASTRO PAN TACHAR LENSES

oil focal lenqths — FILTERS and LIGHTS it

MOVIOLAS it SYNCHRONIZERS it REWINDS

WE SPECIALIZE in REPAIR WORK on MITCHELLand BELL&HOWELL CAMERAS
FRANK-ZUCKER CABif ADDRfSS: CINEQUIP

r^AMERA EQUIPMENTco
1600 BROADWAY NYC \ CIrcle 6-5060

^
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Bell & Howell's fast new J-incli J2 lone/

distance projection lens.

Bell 6t Howell Issues Fast
New 3-inch F2 Distance Lens
One of the unavoidable factors to be

considered in "tiirowing" motion pictures
from a considerable distance is the de-

creased picture brilliancy due to the small
lens apertures which heretofore have
been necessary in order to obtain sharp
pictures on distant screens.

With the introduction of a new, fast,

long-distance projection lens, which
passes a great amount of light. Bell &
Howell claims to have minimized this

deficiency to a remarkable degree, still

maintaining the fine definition and sharp-
ness which characterized the slower,
previous model of this lens.

The new 3-inch F2 incre-lite projection
lens transmits a full 32 per cent more
light than its predecessor, and ap-
proaches very closely the speed of the
brilliant 2-inch f.1.6 lens which is stand-
ard on most Filmo 16mm. projectors.
The new 3-inch lens will show the same

size picture at a distance of 48 feet that
the standard 2-inch lens will throw at
32 feet, just filling a screen six feet
wide. Other distances and picture sizes
are in the same proportion.

Two Kodachrome Adapters
Announced by Eastman Co.
Two new Kodachrome adapters, to ac-

commodate 35mm. Kodachrome film for
use in popular 61/2 by 9cm. and 9 by
12cm. combination sheet film and plate
cameras, are announced from Rochester
by Eastman Kodak.
The new adapters make it possible for

the owner of a Kodak Recomar 18 or 33,
or other sheet film camera with similar
fittings, to utilize Kodachrome film in the
standard 35mm. magazines. The facili-
ties of the double extension sheet film

camera, in conjunction with miniature
Kodachrome or black-and-white film, thus
open up an interesting range of new
photographic possibilities—including por-
traits, nature study in color, extreme
closeups in color of minute subjects,
table-top work, copying in color, and full-

color photomicrography.

New Kodascope Eight
Taking 400-foot reels of 8mm. home

movie film, a new model of the finest
Eastman 8mm. projector is announced
from Rochester.
The new Kodascope Eight, Model 70-A,

incorporates all the features which the
de luxe Kodascope Eight, Model 70, of-
fers. It differs, however, in having a
somewhat higher base and longer reel
arms, to accommodate the larger reel.

Use of the 400-foot reel adds to the en-

joyment of home movie shows, since the

number of "stops" for reel-changing can
be cut in half.

Price of the Kodascope Eight, Model
70-A, with f.1.6 lens but without lamp or

carrying case, is $70. The carrying case

is priced at SIO.

New Kodaslide Developments
Two new developments in the Koda-

slide projector field are announced by
Eastman. A slide carrier, similar to that

for the Kodaslide projector. Model 2, is

now available for the Kodaslide Projector

Model 1. It accepts both Kodaslides and
2 by 2-inch glass slides, and is priced at

$1.75.

A model of the Kodaslide Projector,

Model 2, for use on 6-volt current, also is

now available on special order through
Kodak dealers.

EVERYTHING PHOTOGRAPHIC
AND CINEMATIC

FOR PROFESSIONAL AND AMATEUR
The World's Largest Variety of Cameras and Projectors. Studio and
Laboratory Equipment with Latest Improvements as Used i

Hollywood Studios. New and Used. BARGAINS.

Hollywood Camera Exchange
1600 CAHUENGA BOULEVARD

HO 3651 Hollywood, California Cable: Hocamex

LANDERS «c TRISSEL, Inc.
RENTALS - SERVICE :

MOTION PICTURE CAMERAS - BLIMPS - DOLLIES - CAMERA CRANE
AND ALL ACCESSORIES

PHONE 6313 SUNSET BOULEVARD Night
www NEAR VINE STREET Landers HE-1 311
HI-8S3S HOLLYWOOD, CALIFORNIA Trissel - Sunset 25992

MOTION PICTURE EQUIPMENT
Studio and Laboratory Tested Since 1929

AUTOMATIC DEVELOPING MACHINE
COMPLETE IN EVERY DETAIL

HOLLYWOOD USERS CAN ATTEST MACHINE'S
SUPERIORITY

USERS ALL OVER THE WORLD CAN RECOMMEND
THIS DEVELOPING MACHINE

THIS PRACTICAL MACHINE CAN BE USED IN ANY
CLIMATE

EASILY INSTALLED — QUICK DELIVERIES

• SENSITESTER—For Light Tests and Sensitometric
Strips

•SOUND RECORDING SYSTEMS

ART REEVES
7512 Santa Monica Blvd. Cable Address: ARTREEVES Hollywood, California, U.S.A.
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Problem of Centering Titles

Is Solved by Bell & Howell
Newest accessory offered by the Bell &

Howell Company is the IGmm. Filmo
Titler, which will fit Filmo 141, 70 and

GOERZ
KINO-HYPAR
LENSES
f:2.7 and f:3
For regular and color
movies of surprising
quality. High chro-
matic correction . . .

Focal lengths 15mm to lOOmm—can be fitted
in suitable focusing mounts to Amateur and
Professional Movie Cameras.

GOERZ Reflex FOCUSER—Patented—
for 16mm Movie Camera users—voids PARAL-
LAX between finder and lens—provides full-

size ground-glass image magnified 10 times.
Adaptable to lenses 3" and up. Also use-
ful as extension tube for shorter focus lenses
for close-ups. Extensively used in shooting
surgical operations, small animal life, etc.

GOERZ Parallax-Free FOCUSER
J

and FIELD FINDER CONTROL
I

for Filmo 121 and Simplex-Pockette, no more

I
off-center pictures, magnifies A and 8x.

i For Detailed Information Address
I

Dept. AC-^i

C.P.GOERZ AMERICAN OPTICAL CO.

121 Cameras without the use of separate,
loose adapters. Rigidity and compact-
ness are said to characterize the new
unit, and special mention is made of a
clever arrangement which permits titles

to be centered accurately through the
viewfinder of each camera. Bell &
Howell states that this "visual cen-
tering" feature off-center titles are a
thing of the past.
The titler consists of a camera car-

riage, a title-card carriage, and two
swiveled reflectors, each unit sliding upon
a connecting track and clamping firmly
in any position. The Filmo Titler can be
used in the conventional horizontal posi-
tion, or it may be set up vertically, as an
animation stand or to permit the filming
of a title actually being written by a hu-
man hand. The reflectors are adjustable
and are made to take ordinary No. 1

photoflood lamps.
When set up for normal use the cam-

era is so positioned that the film plane is

one foot from the title card. The field

covered at this distance has been found
best, says B&H, for general lettering
and for typewritten titles as well. Even
ordinary news print has been so filmed
with perfect legibility on the screen.

Accurate focusing is accomplished
either by the camera lens itself or by a
simple, easily-attached supplementary
lens.

317 E. 34th St.. New York, N. Y.

American Lens Makers Since 1899

Eastman Installs Camera
Exposure Aid in All Movies
A new, truly universal exposure guide
—furnishing quick data for all Cine-
Kodak films, 16mm. and 8mm., black-
and-white or Kodachrome, indoors or out
—will now be a part of each new Cine-
Kodak, Eastman announces from Roches-
ter.

The new guide is a neat satin-chro-
mium plate with movable dial and re-

taining grooves for small insert cards

—

one card for each type of Cine-Kodak
film.

Filmo m camera mounted on new Be
& Howell vi»ual centerinf/ titler.

The plate and dial, permanently a
tached to the side of the camera, bea
a lens-aperture scale, camera speed ai

row, and subject classifications—"light
"normal" and "dark." Each individu;
film card bears the film name and a seal

on each side, one referring to outdoc
lighting conditions, the other bearin
indoor lamp-to-subject distances.
When the camera is loaded with a ce.

tain type of Cine-Kodak film the card ft

that film is to be inserted in the exp(

sure guide plate. All necessary expc

sure information is then readily aval

able. The dial is simply turned until th

camera speed arrow points to the pr(

vailing light conditions—and the correc

len.s aperture may then be read directl

for any type of subject.

The new guide can be attached to an
pre.sent Cine-Kodak for $1 plus shippin

costs. For this service, the camera shoui

be left with a Kodak dealer, who wi

forward it to the proper Eastman brand
The service includes removing the ok
type built-in exposure guide and namt
plate, furnishing a new nameplate, rivet

ing a new Cine-Kodak universal guid

to the camera, and supplying a complet
set of exposure cards, covering each poi

ular type of Cine-Kodak film.

"Flashes from Photopedia"
A bulletin called "Flashes from Photf

pedia" is mailed periodically to a

photopedia owners by United Catalo

Publishers, Inc., 230 Fifth Avenue, Ne^
York. Included in this bulletin is th

latest innovation to keep the photc

graphic industry informed of pric

changes, new products, discontinue

items, etc., in the form of "Tip-In-Slips.

These slips are inserted on the respectiv

pages in Photopedia, the Master Equip
ment and Materials Guide of the Photo
graphic Industry.

Fried

16mm.
Sound cmd

Picture

Printer

Model DB

For Black & White and
Kodachrome Duplicating

FRIED CAMERA CO.
6156 Santa Monica Blvd.

HOLLYWOOD, CALIF.

Cable Address: FRIEDCAMCO
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Some Recent Films
(Conthmed from Page 214)

tings, ranging from brilliantly lighted

ballrooms to lonely country roads at

night—an automobile accident. It is con-

sistent photography all the way.
•

Biscuit Eater

I
Paramount's "Biscuit Eater" is a sin-

gularly touching and beautiful picture,

frhe story is simple, but directed, photo-

Eraphed and acted with the same fidelity

.and accuracy as that displayed by two
)f its principal characters, a pointer and
a setter. It was truly a pleasure to watch
these two work together. Their pre-

'ision and intelligence and the gratifying

vay in which Leo Tover, A.S.C., photo-
graphed them, leaves a memory not soon
orgotten.

The story tells of a boy's love for his

log. The dog. Promise, is a biscuit-eater,

hunting dog that has gone bad, so bad,
n fact, that he kills his own food. Ulti-

nately he becomes one of the greatest
unting dogs in the country when he is

rained by his little owner, played by
'illy Lee. The story was filmed in its

ative locale around Albany, Georgia, the
eart of the bird-dog country.

The whole community turned out and
•operated with the location company,
'nly six Hollywood actors were taken on
)cation, and the small character parts
ere enacted by the Georgia natives,
ittle Billy Lee was excellent, and gave
performance that should and will bring
im the recognition he merits. Cordell
jckman, a little seven-year-old colored
by, is a "corker." Richard Lane por-
ays the father of Billy Lee and Helene
'illard his mother.
Lester Mathews was the owner of the
antation, and Snowflake was the father

:' Cordell Hickman. All gave excellent
jrformances which brings the picture

FAXON DEAN
INC.

CAMERAS
BLIMPS-DOLLYS

FOR RENT

MO. 11838

4516 Sunset Boulevard

Night, NO. 22563

up in the real entertainment brackets.
Too much credit cannot be given to the
dog. Promise, a magnificent pointer who
in his initial screen appearance was a joy
to behold. M. D.

•
Buck Benny Rides Again

Jack Benny's radio show comes to the
screen almost intact. Lavishly pre-
sented, the wider scope of the screen with
the addition of outstandingly effective

dance numbers by the Merriel Abbot
Dancers, and Rochester's matchless pres-
entations round out the show into

another hit for both Jack Benny and
Mark Sandrich, the producer-director.
Many of the gags, however, and the man-
ner of presentation remind one too overly
much of the radio show to bring forth
the hilarious laughter they could.

It is a rip-snortin' satire on western
life with all the embellishments: guns,
outlaws, and one of the most chaotic
horseback chases ever recorded on the
screen. Benny plays himself at his

inimitable best, as does Andy Devine,
Phil Harris, and Dennis Day.

Ellen Drew is the very lovely heart in-

terest. Lillian Cornell and Virginia Dale
score as her singing sisters. Rochester's
numbers, especially his Indian dance, were
adroitly done, as were his scenes with
the dusky-lovely, Theresa Harris, who
skillfully makes the most of her appear-
ances.
Highlights of the production were the

original and catchy songs by Frank
Loesser and Jimmy McHugh. Charles
Lang, A.S.C., photographed the many
scenes of Manhattan and the West with
his usual skill. M. D.

•

French Without Tears

"French Without Tears" is a thorough-
ly diverting bit of froth which very wel-
comely makes no attempt to solve any
of the weighty political or sociological

questions confronting the world. Instead,
it strives merely to give an hour's light

amusement—an almost forgotten aim in

modern movies!
Produced by Paramount British as

(despite a topheavy list of imposing
supervisory credits) an evident "quota
picture," the film succeeds in being en-
tertaining.

On the technical side of the ledger,

"French Without Tears" stands well to

the credit of Britain's film-technicians.
Cinematography is handled very com-
petently by Bernard Knowles, already
known in Hollywood as one of England's
better directors of photography. The
script failed to call for any particular
degree of mood in lighting or photo-
graphic effects, but Knowles has treated
the picture excellently in standard light-

comedy manner, retaining a fairly high
key throughout. W. S.

Buffalo Amateur Cinema Club
The Amateur Cinema Club of Buffalo

recently celebrated its fifth birthday, and
now enters its sixth year of photographic
activity.

Constantly striving to improve its sub-

standard films, members of the Amateur
Cinema Club of Buffalo carefully study
the professional motion picture. It is

through this medium, the Hollywood
product, that photographic and direct-

ing techniques are best learned. Several
of the organization's members have re-

ceived national recognition and awards
in the field of amateur cinematography.
Probably the most outstanding of these
is the coveted Hiram Percy Maxim
Award.
The oldest organized amateur motion

picture group in the city, the Amateur
Cinema Club now looks forward to fur-

ther achievements and recognition for
Buffalo's non-professional moviemakers.

ONLY One ADJUSTMENT
After the necessary initial focusing, the B-M Model F
Sound Recording Unit never requires other adjust-

ments. For utmost simplicity, all parts are adjusted at

the factory and permanently locked. Write for literature.

B-M
SOUND RECORDING UNIT

The BERNDT-MAURER Corp.
117 EAST 24th STREET . NEW YORK, N. Y.

AFIJ
S T R O p3

LENSES

for sale by

Mitchell Camera Corporation
665 North Robertson Blvd.

West Hollywood, California
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Los Angeles 8mm. Club
The meeting of the Los Angeles 8mm.

Club was held at the Bell & Howell Audi-
torium, Hollywood.

Through the courtesy of Winter Inc.,

local photographic stoic, each member
was given a key. One of the keys dis-

tributed will open a cabinet at the Win-
ter store which contains a candid cam-
era. The camera will be a gift to the
member whose key will open the cabinet.

Prepaiations are under way for the
first technical meeting to be held in May,
which will feature a trip in the manu-
facturing concern of a first line camera
and accessory manufacturer.

The remainder of the evening was de-

voted to the screening of entries in the
50 foot roll contest. There were six en-
tries, as follows: "Wishing Well," by
Mrs. C. H. Taber; "Baby Days of

Kathy," by Margaret McGarry; "Death
Valley," by Leo Caloia; "Grand Can-
yon," by P. M. Niersbach; "A Day at
Santa Anita," by Mr. .Johnson, and "A
Night at Earl Carroll's," by William
Millar.

First prize was won by Leo Caloia,

second by Mrs. Taber and third by P. M.
Niersbach.

As an added feature, after the contest,

a picture on the city of New York pro-
duced by J. F. Hollywood of that city

was shown.
LEO CALOIA, Secretary.

Littles' Eleventh Show Opens
to Crowd

(Continued from Page 223)

besides there was a surprise for them
and it was wished for them to be there
and be surprised. So, having about
eighty-per-cent of the seats occupied,
the show got under way at 8:.50, twenty
minutes late.

Plaque for "Oscar"

Heretofore, at these shows, the con-
tributors of the various films had re-

ceived only thanks, publicly at the show
for those whose films were on the pro-
gram and privately by letter for the
others, with, for the selected films, a
leader—simple but sincere. This year
Mr. Little had talked with Tommy An-
drews (Thomas H. S.) his old friend and
assistant in many ventures, not all re-

lated to films, with the result that he
"sculpted" a plaque—Hollywood for
some years has had its "Oscars," and
greatly are they sought after. Now the
Littles, too, have their own Oscars, and
while they do not know how eagerly
they will be sought, we do know that it

gave them great pleasure, just before
the screening began, to make a public
presentation, with thanks and hopes for
new films in 1941.

A touch of comedy was added by the
collapse of the card table upon which
the trophies were resting, which easily

could have added a minor bit of tragedy
to the evening, for the placques were
only of plaster, colored—and not of the

bronze that they were meant to simu-
late. However, no harm was done.
A second innovation then took place.

Certificates of honorable mention were
awarded to five contributors of films

which, while not selected for screening,
yet might have been, had not others, in

the opinion of the jury, seemed to com-
bine with the rest to produce the better
program as a whole.

These honorable mentions were award-
ed to the following films:

PACIFIC
LABORATORIES
Compli'U- Ifiinm. Hint Service

^Ia4*hinc Dovolopin{{
For the professional Photographer.
Densitometry, and Time and Temper-
ature Control. Specializing in Nega-
tive-Positive Sound Track and Picture
Work. Also Duplicate Negatives,
Composite Prints, 35 mm. Optical
Reductions to 16 mm.

Ki»«lji4*lir«»mo
llu|»li4'alM»nN
A three-day service on sound or si-

lent prints from Original Kodachrome.

Sound K«>c«»r«linji£
Direct on 16 mm. film. Dubbing, Nar-
ration, Sound Effects, and absolute
Synchronous Sound on film. Sound
Camera and Sound Truck available
for location.

The most complete 16mm. plant
on the Went Coast.

•

1027 NO. fflGHLAND
HOLLYWOOD HI-0226 CALIFORNIA

COOKE LENSES
have long formed the "spear-
head" of progress in cinema-
tography by exceeding current

demands and anticipating
future requirements. Focal
lengths for every need. Write
for descriptive literature.

BELL & HOWELL
COMPANY

Exclusive World Distributors of
Taylor-Hobson Cooke Cine Lenses

1848 Larchmont Avenue, Chicago

New York: 30 Rockefeller Plaza
Hollywood: 716 N. LaBrea Ave.
London: 13-14 Great Castle St.

"Caribou Hunt in Newfoundland,"
John P. Davenport; "Outposts of
West," by "Cinecoles"; "Behind the B
tie," by William R. Hutchinson; "

morrow from Yesterday," by Robert
Crosby, Jr.; "Parade in October," m
William F. Small. After these eel
monies, the regular program began

—

OVERTURE
A GROUP IN BLACK AND WHIT
The First Christmas Gift

Rudolph Rowl

Gold! Gold!! Gold!!!
5th Grade, University Training Sch I

Leximrton,
Direction and photoirr.iphy, Lillian McNult

When the Cat's Away
...8th Grade, Lowell Jr. High Sch I

Loni; Beach, C
Under the supervision of Helen Rees Cliffi,

Mexican Silhouette. .. Clement K. Ch
(Third reel of three i Tucson, > .

Indian Rope Trick S. Jep i

Bombay, I

A GROUP IN COLOR
At Christmas Time Esther Mai i

Newark, >

New York World's Fair
Ralph W. Sm

Roseland. "

Flaming Canyons "CineccI
New ^ i

INTERMISSION—TEN MINUTES

A SECOND GROUP IN COLOR
Marshland Mysteries. .Robert H. Un

ChicaK".

Below Zero Duncan MacD. Li 2

New -i^<

Skis Over Skoki John C. Jay,
Williamstown, >

FINALE

Amateurs Improving

Taken all in all, it is not felt t t

any film of this show quite reached ?

level of those two shown in 19.39
—"C -

sider the Lilies," by Fred Ells, and '''

Polish Wedding," by Tadeuz Jankov.

but it was a good show of good fil

They were well conceived and well t
-

cuted, and judging by many of the fi s

not selected amateur films definitely e

improving.
|Now the Littles look forward to ,«

Twelfth Show in 1941, and hope fo a

larger number of films from which e

Jury may select, if possible, even a 1-

ter program than they have yet

privileged to present.

In closing, Mr. and Mrs. Little -k

this magazine to thank the many ac e

amateurs, at home and abroad, who h'e

both this year and in the past shcn

an interest in and helped with tl'r

International Shows of Amateur Moita

Pictures.

We hope that these Shows may (

tinue and become of greater and gre; <

value to the amateur producers and>f

greater and greater interest to the f
"

lie at large. To this end is asked '

tinued support from all producers }

the submission of films, and Mr. d

Mrs. Little pledge to them and to t"ir

audiences that they will do their utn st

to deserve it.
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Commercials As They Were
and As They Are

(Continued from page 20U)

get the highest prices. For this end,

ill members of the family, young and

Id, give their all to their beloved land

.nd precious crop.

1 Most convincing is the picture story of

he influence that tobacco and its profits

ave held in molding the cultural and in-

ustrial development of the Durham
egion. The audience is impressed with

he buildings and facilities offered to

tudents from the forty-eight states and
iiany foreign countries at Duke Univer-

Uy—a tobacco endowment.

Their respect for the serious, scien-

fic attention that is given to the making
I a cigarette is increased as they see

_^ft hands and astoundingly human ma-
lines carry the tobacco in giant hogs-
;ads, bundles, loose leaves or shredded
asses through the factory and ware-
)use on a journey that takes two years

om leaf to cigarette.

While no method of distribution is

Id as a counterpart of these reels

ey are easily mistaken for the genuine
arch of Time subjects running monthly
theaters throughout the nation. The

vie, the technique, the photographic
lality, the forceful

inctuated with the

ore, distinguishes
mmercials.

Interesting is the announcement by
arch of Time that they have not en-

red the commercial field in direct com-
tition to the well established commer-
ul producers. Instead they will only
iike commercials now and then when
l;k of pressing world events leave the
aff enough time to try new ventures.

When March of Time decided to do
te Chesterfield job, Louis de Roche-
r nt went to Durham, N. C, along with a
fipt writer to lay the ground work and
I?pare a working script. As a great
irtion of the film centered around the
1; of tobacco growers, it was essential
t locate a farm that had ready-made
stings as well as a photogenic family
V ling to co-operate.

The Chesterfield buyers who are con-
s ntly in touch with tobacco growers
vre consulted. Little research was
T'essary in deciding that the one best
pee to make the picture was on the
Iran Ellis farm near Bahama.
Grandfather Ellis had grown tobacco

a his life and raised six sons, who have
a followed in his footsteps, extend-
ii- their holdings until the Ellis family
nv own and operate a complete tobacco
giwing community in which they have
rsed families, built their own church
made themselves almost self sustain-

ii| with vegetable garden, fruit orchard

"Voice of Time"
dramatic musical
them from other

H livestock.

^he house was ideal as a farm home
^,h barns, chicken sheds, smoke house,
dry, etc. The tobacco curing barns
^e perfectly arranged and the grounds
cied for as well as the lawn of any

city home. Tobacco raising was a busi-

ness with the EUises, and they spared
no labor in creating conditions most fav-

orable for raising the best grade.

When I arrived in Durham the work
script had been prepared. It was turned
over to me and the job was started.

George Stoetzel was assigned as assist-

ant cameraman, Phil de Lacy and Jack
Hartzell of the March of Time staff were
added to assist in contact and leg work.

Getting Acquainted

It was spring, and the planting was in

full swing. I moved out to the Ellis

farm so as to get better acquainted with
the family, their work and home life.

We started in the home with shots of
the women preparing a typical Southern
meal with fried chicken, ham, corn
bread, biscuits, vegetables, jams, jellies

and layer cake. Scenes of the large
family assembled around this bountiful
table followed.

One of our few sound tracks was
recorded here as Mr. Ellis Senior gave
his simple, touching blessing, while the
familv sat with bowed heads.

Diffused Fo^us and many wJlw »ff«rfs

GoorqR H. ScKpib«>
ORIGINATOR OF EFFECT FILTERS
1927 WEST 76"- ST LOS ANGELES C A

L

MOVIOLA
FILM EDITING EQUIPMENT

Used in Every Maior Studio
Illustrated Literature on request

MOVIOLA CO.
1451 Gordon St. Hollywood, Calif.

THEATRE QUALITY I6MM
KODACHROME SOUND

TELEFILM. INC.
4039 Hollywood Blvd. Hollywood, Calif.

Just Finished Santa Fe's "From the Bus
Window," Tanner-Gray Line's "Seeing Southern
California." Novachord for Musical Scoring

8 Enlarged
TO 16 Reduced

TO 8
Geo. W. Colburn Laboratory

Special Motion Picture Printing

1197 MERCHANDISE MART
CHICAGO

NEED MONEY?
\VH L().\N .MO.NKY NO XI.VTTKK WIIKRK you are
oil still cameras, 8nim, IHinni and 3r>niin haTiil oanu'ias-
AU loans are good for one year. LOW R.VTKS. No
extra charges of any kind. Write for further details
and loan value of yoiir eiiuipmelit.

H. STERN, INC., Bonded Pawnbrokers Since 1858.

872-c Sixth Ave. (at 31st St.) New York City.

Unredeemed Bargains Available, List Free.

Later we made scenes in the smoke
house lined with rows of hams, shoulders
and bacon. Lighting for all these in-

teriors was done with ten No. 1 Photo-
floods in light reflectors hung from the
ceiling, while two reflectors were moved
here and there on the side, close to the
subject for molding.
The whole Ellis family was photogenic,

and it was an easy matter to make effec-

tive scenes around the home. We selected
diff^erent people for various scenes, such
as soapmaking, canning vegetables, milk-
ing, churning, drawing water, feeding
the horses and pigs. Even a mother hen
with a brood of chickens played her
part. Most of these scenes were routine
work, but every advantage was taken to
make them pictorial with camera angles
and lighting.

The planting sequence was relatively
easy, but required some early rising and
late work to keep up with the Ellis
family and at the same time have the
scenes authentic, as they rose at three-
thirty each morning.

Simulating Lantern Light

One of the first jobs was to build a
fire. Soft lighting was used to allow
the flame to be visible. We set up lights
in the barn to get milking scenes and
feeding the mules. Here the light was
concentrated from one direction to simu-
late the lantern light by which they
worked.

An opening shot to the sequence was
made by shooting upward at a corner of
the house darkly silhouetted against the
sky. A photoflood placed so as to shine
on the window was lighted as the shot
was taken. Fortunately, the house was
wired with a rural line but we had to
run extensions to the barn and other
buildings.

Following the "before day" scenes, we
made silhouette shots as the mules were
harnessed and the men started out to the
fields. A camera position was selected
for a general view where a whole barn
with open shed on the side and a wood-
pile stood out clearly against the Eastern
sky.

The harness was hanging on a post
and a lantern nearby. One small spot-
light was placed out of camera range
behind the barn. The action was directed
so that the men led the mules up from
behind the woodpile toward the shed
so that their forms were plainly sil-

houetted against the sky. As they took
down the harness the spot caught them
to simulate light coming from the lan-
tern.

In the dark foreground area one of
the men carrying a lantern passed to-

ward the barn while the hamessing
action was going on. This foreground
action registered well, the light from the
well cleaned lantern being sufficient.

Using Telephoto

This scene was made about fifteen

minutes before sunrise when the sky was
light and the objects against it were
dead black silhouettes. Several closeups
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and cutin shots were made immediately
after the general views before the light

changed. We were able to complete this

sequence in one morning.

The first operation of planting was
laying out the field in hills and putting
in fertilizer. Follow shots were found
to be the most convincing.

By setting the camera back far enough
to allow the four-inch telephoto lens to

cover a full closeup of horse and men, a
long enough scene could be shot before

the object started to get smaller. A
place where the furrows followed an arc

was ideal for this set-up with the camera
near the axis of the arc.

When the fields are prepared all hands
turn out for the planting. The little

tobacco plants come to age in a care-

fully nursed bed, then are pulled while
they still have dew on them. Back light-

ing was essential here to emphasize the

beads of dew.

Although planting goes on all day,

our most effective shots were made with
a very low sun coming from the side so

as to make shadows in the furrows with
each row standing out in bold relief.

As the tobacco bed was matured when
we started this job, we had to wait until

after planting for shots of preparing
the bed and sowing the seeds.

Substitute Photofloods

Once we had the tobacco planted, our
next objective was the factory. This was
like any commercial factory job except

the various processes from tobacco
bundle to cigarettes were almost endless.

While lighting the enormous rooms, al-

most a block long, seemed to be a colos-

sal problem, it was solved effectively

and efficiently with photofloods.

At night and during the lunch hour,

the house electricians took out the stand-

ard bulbs from the suspended, shaded
lights and substituted photofloods. In

some rooms we had to install additional

hangings.

The largest rooms required 250 No. 1

Photofloods. Four small spots were used to

mold the foreground and closeups as well

as reach dark corners now and then.

Side lighting was found to be effective

on all closeups of the tobacco and
cigarettes.

Some difficulty was experienced in the

steam rooms because the lens clouded
up with condensed steam. This was later

avoided by setting up the camera and
leaving it in the room long enough for it

to take on the temperature of the room
before shooting.

Another problem that seemed endless

was solved in a routine manner. As all

shorts and commercials now require a
signed release from every person who
appears in front of the camera, we
started signing up the workers as each
scene was made.
They ducked in and out of scenes so

fast that it was impossible. We were
working in the factory on pay day, how-
ever, and the paymaster signed each one
up as he received his pay check.

We had trouble in the factory making
the tobacco leaves, on carrier belts, in

mixing drums and conditioners look like

tobacco. One report from the New York
office said that it looked like molten
metal. We overcame that by slowing
down the machinery, cutting down on the
shutter opening and taking the machin-
ery apart to install lights in the most
favorable positions.

Return in Midsummer
Five weeks were spent in Durham the

first trip and the bulk of the material
was made at that time. In midsummer
we returned to make scenes of the har-
vest, curing. Chesterfield buyers looking
over the crops, and a barbecue.
As the curing barns are tended twenty-

four hours a day, night shots were essen-
tial again. The general views were made
in a manner similar to the dawn shots
so that the barns were silhouetted
against the light sky.

This time the sky was dim and the
silhouette effect much less contrasty.
In this manner all of the fires showed
up plainly also. All closeups were made

with spots coming from the same
tion as the fire in the barn shed.

Auction time found us back in Dur
To get a shot of the whole wareh
350 photofloods were installed,

were only a few light hangings and
line was not strong enough to carry
load which necessitated the installatio

a special transformer and three f*'

lines.

Heavy outside insulated wire
.strung up to cover the camera
This allowed special "pushpoint"
sockets to be quickly and easily in

anywhere along the line.

With a single system camera we
a sound track of the auctioneer
with the picture. The other sound t
of negro workers singing, the Duke T

versity choir, Mr. Ellis a.sking the b!

ing and machinery noises were all m
without picture and matched to

scenes in the cutting room.

On this last trip to Durham we n,

various retakes that were necesh
By that time there was about 50,000
of negative ready for cutting and edit

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISIN
FOR SALE

THE WORLD'S LARGEST VARIETY OF
Studio and Laboratory equipment with latest
improvements as used in Hollywood at tremen-
dous savings. New and Used. Mitchell, Bell-
Howell, Akeley, De Brie, Eyemo, animation
process cameras, lenses, color magazines, adapt-
ors, lighting equipment, silencing blimps,
dollies, printers, splicers, moviolas, motors,
light-testers, gear boxes, synchronizers. Guar-
anteed optically and mechanically perfect. Send
for bargain catalogue.

HOLLYWOOD CAMERA EXCHANGE
1600 Cahuenga Blvd. Hollywood, Calif.

Cable : Hocamex

WE BUY, SELL AND RENT PROFESSIONAL
AND 16mm EQUIPMENT, NEW AND USED.
WE ARE DISTRIBUTORS FOR ALL LEAD-
ING MANUFACTURERS. RUBY CAMERA
EXCHANGE, 729 Seventh Ave., New York City.
Established since 1910.

STUDIO, RECORDING, AND LABORATORY
equipment. New, Used, Rebuilt, Cameras,
Printers, Splicers, Recorders, Amplifiers, Movi-
olas, Motors, Developers, Galvanometers, Opti-
cal Systems. Glowlamps, All at Lowdown
Prices. Send for Bargain Bulletin. Will Buy
or Trade. S. O. S. Cinema Supply Corp., 636
11th Ave.. New York, N. Y.

WESTERN ELECTRIC INTERLOCK MOTOR
mounted on door for Mitchell Standard Camera.

CAMERA EQUIPMENT COMPANY
1600 Broadway New York City
Tel. Circle 6-5080 Cable: Cinequip

RABY S T U DIO EQUIPMENT TURNTABLE
dolly in new condition. Also Fearless . . . Blimp.

CAMERA EQUIPMENT COMPANY
1600 Broadway New York City
Tel. Circle 6-5080 Cable: Cinequip

LAB. EQUIPMENT: "CINEX" FILM POLISH-
ing Mach., Film Slitting Mach. (35mm into
16mm), "DeBrie" Color Developing Mach. Also
M-R. 9' Microphone Booms, Cable Reels, etc.

Write Frank Leslie, Paramount Studio, Holly-
wood.

BELL HOWELL CHECK PAWL ULTRA SPEED
Shuttle. LIST PRICEt $790.00
LIKE NEW, GUARANTEED 375.00

HOLLYWOOD CAMERA EXCHANGE
1600 Cahuenga Boulevard
Hollywood, California

BELL & HOWELL, 5-WAY SOUND PRIN
CAMERA EQUIPMENT COMPANY

1600 Broadway New York
Tel. Circle 6-5080 Cable: Cin'

16MM KODACHROME MOVIE FILMS
Hawaii . . . surfing, hula, dancing,
tree climbing, Hawaiian flowers and g
scenes. Original exposed Kodachromc 2Se
foot. Duplicate prints $12.50 for 100
following subjects : "Paradise of the P"
"Flowers of Hawaii," "Hula Dancing,"
ing," "Fishes of Hawaii" . . . Add theie
geous color sequences to your film libraiT
high in entertainment quality.
35mm Kodachrome transparencies—75c
$7.50 per dozen.

KODAK HAWAII, LTD.
1065 Kapiolani Blvd., Honolulu, Hawaii, TJ

GWYNNE ONE-MAN AUTOMATIC CO'
tion laboratory, for 16mm and 35mm
Picture Negative and Positive Processing,
plete Unit Guaranteed to be in perfect
ing condition. List Price $3500, our Like
Price, $1500.00.

HOLLYWOOD CAMERA EXCHANGE
1600 Cahuenga Blvd. Hollywood,

Cable Address: HOCAMEX

WANTED

WE PAY CASH FOR EVERYTHING PH
GRAPHIC. Write us today. Hollywood
Exchange. 1600 Cahuenga Blvd., HoU

WANTED TO BUY FOR CASH
CAMERAS AND ACCESSORIES

MITCHELL, B & H, EYEMO, DEBRIE, AK
ALSO LABORATORY AND CUTTING

EQUIPMENT
CAMERA EQUIPMENT COMPANY

1600 BROADWAY, NEW YORK CI
CABLE: CINEQUIP

WE BUY ROYALTY FOR ARGENTINA
16mm. SOF and silent cartoons, 10 ft
Write R. C. Vita, B. Mitre 2248, Buenos
Argentina.

STANDARD, SUBSTANDARD OR 9.5mm:
forator. developing apparatus, Ica, Kin
Paico, Nizo, Siemens or foreign camera,
jector ; Artar, Dagor, still, movie, or fast,

30 Warrington, Providence, R. I.
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iSIMPlE... EASY... SURE: Focusing the new B&H Tiller is done with the lens focusing

jscale; distance is one foot. (If camera does not focus down to one foot, focus corrector

is used. ) Spacer rods hold camera mount and title card base in correa alignment and
spacing. Reflectors are clamped to each rod where they may be moved about for various

fighting efifeas. These reflectors use standard No. I Photoflood bulbs.

[f you have a Filmo l4l, or 70, or 121, here is the Character Titter

:hat assures professional resuhs. It provides means for attaching

iny one of the above Filmo Cameras at one end—while at the other

;nd is the title card holder which is easily adjusted to align a test

:ard before the camera viewfinder. When test card has been aligned

md card holder locked in place, all title cards placed in the holder

before that same camera will be correctly positioned with respect

o the photographic lens.

for quicker, easier production
of professional-quality titles..,

NEW BELL & HOWELL

CHARACTER
TITLER

Accommodates
16 mm. *^l^ft&' 141,70, and 121 Cameras

WHAT YOU CAN DO WITH THIS TITLER:
Filming possibilities with this new titler are practically unlimited. Whatever
you can imagine—you can do. For example:

\ WIT

Title cards of any
style — printed or
hand lettered.

Animated titles in

which movable let-

ters are used.

5V/

Hand-written cards
with fingers and
pen shown in the

act of writing.

Small scientific subjects

such as flowers, insects,

etc.

...and for professional-quality
movies at snapshot cost

LL & HOWELL CAMERAS
tiKlNG movies with a Filmo 8 mm. Camera always surprises those who
jhave never tried this most fascinating of hobbies with a Filmo. Precision-

9y the makers of Hollywood's professional equipment, Filmo 8 mm.
Fras give you the last word in 8 mm. quality at no more costper movie scene

f
'ior a snapshot! And so easy! Just press the button

—

what you see, you get.

are color corrected. Governors assure constant speed through entire

biutters give uniform exposure over entire picture area. Filmo 8's provide
Is including slow motion. They get perfect pictures indoors or out

they are all basic cameras with provision for special lenses and acces-

to keep pace with your product. There are three Filmo 8 mm. models
llt^hich to choose—and each provides what thousands of seasoned movie
1*$ believe is the absolute ultimate in 8 mm. camera value.

Still pictures and an
endless variety of other
possibilities.

NEW

This moderately priced new tripod
provides a host of desirable features.
Weighs only four pounds. Folds to
only 21 y% inches long, yet extends
to 64 inches—no stooping. Tele-
scoping legs lock positively at eleven
different lengths, with ingenious new

sliding-coUar lock control. Removable pam-and-tilt head has
independent lock on each movement and permits full 90° tilt.

Tripod and head are entirely of metal, chromium plated over
all. Complete, $12.50. Without pam-and-tilt head, $8.75.

New "Universal" Features for Immediate
Release from Filmosound Library

(RENTAL OR SALE)
16 mm. sound films specially selected for family use.

"THAT CERTAIN AG£"—Deanna Durbin, Mehin Douglas
"FRESHMAN YEAR" "THE LADY FIGHTS BACK"

"IDOL OF THE CROWDS"
25 NEW "UNIVERSAL" SHORTS including "Going Places,"

Canoons, and Thrill Specials
• •

FILMOSOUND LIBRARY CATALOG SUPPLEMENT 1940-A
Lists 150 new "independent" acquisitions. Send for it.

Filmo "Sportster" 8
WithfastTaylor-HobsonF2.5
universal focus lens, $75.

Filmo Turret 8
Most versatile of Filmo 8 mm.
Cameras, with F 2.5 lens and match-
ing viewfinder objective on three-
lens turret, $140.

Pictured here with rewind attach-
ment for making lap dissolves and
double exposures, $37 extra.

MAIL THIS COUPON for complete information. Bell & Howell
Company, Chicago; New York; Hollywood; London. Est. 1907.

BELL & HOWELL COMPANY
1848 Larchmont Ave., Chicago, 111.

Send details and prices on ( ) new 16 mm. B&H Chararter
Titler; ( ) Filmo "Companion" 8; ( ) Filmo "Sportster" 8;

( ) Filmo Turret 8; ( ) new Hi-Set Tripod. Include free list of

( ) sound, ( ) silent 16 mm. films for home showings.

Name

A.ddress

City Slate AC 5-40

PRECISION-MADE BY

ELL & HOWELL
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The
MITCHELL CAMERA

.iHlllK. ^

is more than a splen

did piece of precisioi

machinery*

It is a rugged, ever^

day standby—deUvei

ing superbly unde

all conceivable coi

ditions*

MITCHELL CAMERA CORPORATIOlf
665 NORTH ROBERTSON BOULEVARD

WEST HOLLYWOOD, CALIF.
Cable Address "MITCAMCO"

BELL & HOWELL, LTD., London, England

CLAUD C. CARTER, Sydney, Australia

D. NAGASE & CO., LTD., Osaka, Japan

AGENCIES

Phone oxford

MOTION PICTURE CAMERA SUPPLY CO., New York

FAZALBHOY, LTD., Bombay, 11

H. NASSIBIAN, Cairo, U
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SUPERIOR'2
Simplifies Your Lighting Set-Up

The high speed of Superior-Z lets you work
with a low level of general illumination.

Details register over a wide tonal range.

Shadows require a minimum of fill light.

Superior-Z is easily handled because of its

well balanced color response and soft, long-

scale gradation. To achieve a fine photo-

graphic result on your next production

rely on this versatile negative — Du Pont

Superior-2.

Du Pont Film Manufacturing Corporation I
INCORPORATED |

9 Rockefeller Plaza
New York . . . N. Y.
Plant .. Parlin, N.J.

Smith & Aller, Ltd.

6656 Santa Monica Blvd.

Hollywood . . California

BETTER THJNQS for BETTER LIVmQ through CHEMISTRY



Improve Your Eyemo or Filmo 70

"Positive" Viewfinder

YES sir— the Eyemo or Filmo 70 Camera that you now have can
be brought right up to date by fitting to it the new Bell & Howell

Positive Viewfinder and Viewfinder Turret which mounts three
matching viewfinder objectives.

The new units are not expensive, and they're so designed that you
can easily install them yourself.

THE NEW "POSITIVE" VIEWFINDER magnifies rather than masks,
with any lens. The entire finder aperture is filled with large-size,

upright, sharply outlined image. Eye parallax is eliminated. Even
when your eye wanders from the exact center of the eyepiece, you
still see precisely the field being filmed.

NEW VIEWFINDER TURRET enables you to select matching view-
finder objective unit with same speed you pick the lens.

Mail the coupon now for details and cost of bringing your present
Eyemo or Filmo 70 right up to the moment. Other new features may
also be added— see coupon. Bell & Howell Company, 1848 Larch-
mont Ave., Chicago; 30 Rockefeller Plaza, New York; 716 North La
Brea Ave., Hollywood; 13-14 Great Castle
St., London. Established 1907.

FILMO 70- D:
Master of personal
movie cameras — de-

signed and built by the master crafts-

men who make Hollywood's pre-
cision equipment. Seven film speeds,
including slow motion; turret head
for quick lens changes; wide variety

of optional accessories, all remov-
able without tools— electric motor
drive, external magazines holding
up to 400 feet of film, and others.
Coupon brings details.

No other camera offers the professional the
versatility and dependability of the Eyemo.
Swift change of lenses; conversion from
1 00-film capacity to 200- or 400-foot maga-
zines; tripod mount or light, easy-to-handle
hand camera; change from electric to spring
or hand drive; silent—or hookup for sound;
slow-motion or silent or sound speeds, plus
the two new features that assure accurate
composition and quicker setup— "Positive"
Viewfinder with Viewfinder Turret.

AC 6-40BELL & HOWELL COMPANY
1848 Larchmont Ave., Chicago, IlL

Send details about "Positive" Viewfinder for mv
jEyemo Model DK, DL-M, ON-O, DP-Q; Filmo70.

My Eyemo Serial No. is

My Filmo Serial No. is Send in-
formation on other modernizations for my particular
camera.

Name .

PRECISION-MADE BY

BELL & HOWELL
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How it came about
VHP^N there's a sharp improveinont

in the quality of sonieone's home
levies, it's very hkcly the result of using
ferfilm.

-any such inipro\enients can be traced
t Agfa IG mm. Fine-drain Plenachrome
J versihle. Particularly suited to out-
f'>r work, it combines especially fine
fiiin with ample speed, brilliant con-
tiist. and orthochromatic color sensi-
t ity.

sharing the credit is the fast Agfa
1 mm. Panchromatic Reversible Film.

It is adapted to a wide variety of uses,

giving splendid screen brilliance on pro-
jection, and full sensitivity to all colors.

Each of the.se great 16 mm. films is sup-
plied at a price that offers an exceptional
value. Try them for your next movies.
Both Fine-Grain Plenachrome Reversible
and Panchromatic Reversible are avail-

able in 100 foot rolls at $4. .50; and in oO-
foot rolls at $'2.7.5. Prices inchide process-
ing and return postage. Agfa Ansco,
Binghamton, New York . . . Made in

U. S. A.

Agfa
16 mm. FILM



Films in Springtime
Our Town

Sol Lesser's adaptation of Thornton
Wilder's Pulitzer prize play entitled

"Our Town" truly may be dignified by
the much abused word "Classic." For
classic it is, if by that identification is

implied a picture that is out of the ordi-

nary groove; that is in a path entirely

its own; that is portrayed by a hand-
picked cast of character actors and two
leads that are as youthful as consistently

they can be; that in all the contribut-

ing channels of picturemaking, from
direction to editing, what is seen on the

screen is of the highest class—absorb-

ingly, vitally interesting; great today,

great any day.

In all these contributing channels no
one stands out more clearly than does
the photography of Bert Glennon, A.S.C.
As the picture was out of the ordinary in

other aspects, so was it out of the ordi-

nary in its photographic department.
Perhaps if the truth be known, the story
was one created to Glennon's liking

—

with its many moods and phases; with
its highlighting and lowlighting, at times
so low as to be extremely shadowy.
And there's a story told—and printed

—around the making of "Our Town"
which forcibly brings home to those com-
paratively few inside as well as of the

multitude outside of the studios the im-
portance of the cinematographer in the
making of a picture.

The producer was seeking a feminine
lead for his story—in this story a par-
ticular important factor. He had seen a
screen test made of Martha Scott, who

eorge Blaisdell

had played Emily Webb, who had in fact

created that part in the New York stage
production—the logical person to be

given the screen part if at all possible.

The test was decisive—against Miss
Scott.

After tests had been made of nearly a

hundred young women without outstand-
ing results the test of Miss Scott was
shown to Glennon. His verdict to Lesser
was that Miss Scott was the "victim" of

a bad test, that the lighting was wrong.
When the producer immediately sent to

New York for the player she was given
a new test by Glennon. When the new
test was flashed on the screen the pro-

ducer saw Miss Scott was highly photo-
genic. And so did every one else in the

vast house on preview night. Hers was
one of the hits of the production.

One of the novelties of the subject

is the narrator, Frank Craven, who as a
friend of the court, so to speak, advises
the house who is who and what is what.
Craven only appears in the story but
twice, just bits in themselves, but his

narration is a thing by itself—splendidly,

sympathetically, most interestingly told.

It is all a story of a little New England
town. It runs true to the life, except
that the heavies, if any there are, are re-

strained in the background.
Proving the picture is a classic, here

is a tale without any explosion or erup-
tion; no fist fight; no triangle; only one
gossip and she a very mild one; only one

drunk and that one, the organist am
choir leader, a very dubious drunk, whi
walks perfectly straight; no family quar
rel or anything approaching one; a tali

that moves, to mirth and to tears.

Perhaps the strongest scene in thi

subject, of drama and comedy, is tha

between the boy and the girl, a yea

more to go in high school, in which th<

love of the one for the other is reveale(

and confessed—subtlely wangled out o

the bashful boy by the equally bashfu
but desperately clever girl. It is a de

lightful thing. And so is the show.

Typhoon

Paramount's "Typhoon," in Techni
color, is very much a photographic pic

ture. Which is to say, it is a photo

graphic rather than a dramatic picture

It is a film no photographer should miss

It should be seen because of its excellent

natural settings—of the South Seas

though actually they may not be authen
tic, nevertheless they remain natural.

It certainly should be seen for it.

weather and its seas. These last namec
pile and tumble just as we know in manj
parts of the world they are piling anr

tumbling right at this minute, even if w<

prefer to witness the commotion on th(

screen to participating actively in it-

creation. It should be seen for its jungli

fire, which, dramatically enough, immedi
ately precedes the typhoon even as it i.-

immediately extinguished by it. In thai

respect it is not entirely an unpopulai
typhoon.

William Mellor, A.S.C, is director oi

photography, with Allen M. Davey, A.S

C, as associate. Gordon .Jennings, A.S.

C, was in charge of special photographic

effects, and as intimated in the forego

ing they were unusual. We repeat, it ii

a photographic picture.

Waterloo Bridge

Robert Taylor and Vivien Leigh mak^
an unusually strong team in M-G-M'-
equally strong story of "Waterloo

Bridge." It is the latter's second Holly-

wood picture. The making of the film

marked Taylor's sixth anniversary as a

Hollywood player. Also perhaps it was

his first screen appearance with a mus-

tache. Unimportant as that simple fact

Mae Clarke as Gail, Wendie Barrie a-

Pamela, and that famous entertainer o

the American soldier abroad in tli-

World War Elsie Janis as O'Neil a>j

trapped in a barrage in Republic
"Women in War."

Still by Joe Walters
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may sound, nevertheless it may have

wider significance.

It was one of those closely cropped

affairs such as was worn by British

officers in the World War—and also by
many American officers brigaded with

the British forces—but it made a great

difference in the appearance of the play-

er. On his entrance, as an officer of the

present war and preceding a flashback

to the preceding war, the mustache
served as an excellent disguise when
accompanied by graying hair.

So distinguished was the result, how-
ever, the bit remained for the flashback.

In fact, so well does he photograph that

way he wears a mustache all through
his following picture, "Escape." All of

which, of course, is of interest to women
customers and naturally to producers.

But getting back to serious and im-
portant things, it was a story of life

in the raw—not just a pretty story. It

was a tale that flowed from a simple

thing like a change in orders to a regi-

ment, that sent that regiment back to

France at night instead of the following
afternoon, thereby preventing a sched-
uled marriage. When a little later a
newspaper reported as dead an officer

who had been captured instead the prog-
ress of the tragedy was advanced.
The story will not be told here, how-

ever. Better will it be told on the

screen, where it will be depicted as
.Joseph Ruttenberg, A.S.C., and his

craftsmanship record it. In the picture

is shown the fog on Waterloo Bridge,
thick, like a wall, and the antithesis of
this, the brilliantly lighted reception
preceding the finally scheduled marriage
of the two in the ancestral mansion of
the bridegroom-to-be. Between these two
sequences are all the varying degrees
of lighting imaginable—and reproduced
with entire naturalness.

•

Lillian Russell

Twentieth Century-Fox has made a
bold and an expensive attempt to build
a popular picture of the life of "Lillian
Russell." Undoubtedly it will succeed.
While this famous woman of the stage
has been away from the public less than

Clyde Makes Fun Off as Well as on the
Screen — William Boyd, Russell Hay-
den arul others engaged in producing
Paramonnt's Hopalong Cassidy picture,
"Three Men from Texas," on location
newr the base of Mo)int Whitney, watch
Andy Clyde, another actor, in a scene
find genuinely laugh at his performance.
Producer Harry Sherman, with the ivind
>n his hair, sits on a stepladder and
irntches the proceedings with a critical
I'lje. The girl is Esther Estrella, taken
from the extra ranks and made a lead-
ing ivoman by Sherman. Director Lesley
Sclander sits grinning on his perch just
under the camera, while Russell Harlan,
'A.S.C; in white shirtsleeves, back of it,
directs the works. Pemj Finnerman,
mth visor, and Bob Rae do the physical
labor. Boyd stands poised in the fore-
ground and Hayden, in checkered shirt,

sits just back of him.

a quarter of a century nevei'theless a
new theatre following has been created.
That following does not have the preju-
dices, the understanding of the affection,

the veneration, the admiration of the
public for the Lillian Russell of 1880 to

1900, for a lessening degree to 1920.

Ask the average person who was cog-
nizant of stage matters at any time in

the first twenty years named as to the
screen player who adequately could poi--

tray the life of Lillian Russell the
chances are the request would be greeted
with a negative shake of the head. So
that is the tough spot on which Alice
Faye was sent into the cast—in the view
of the older audience.

To the average customer she was at
home in the part and finely portrayed
her difficult assignment. Don Ameche,
too, was strong as the first husband.
Henry Fonda as Alexander Moore, the
final husband, played a likeable part.
There was an abundance of material
without mentioning other husbands.

Edward Arnold was at his best as
Diamond Jim Brady. Warren William,
Leo Carrillo, Helen Westley, Dorothy
Peterson, Emest Truex, Nigel Bruce,
Claude Allister, Lynn Bari and Joseph
Cawthorn formed an unbeatable cast.

Weber and Fields, in person, the men
who for eight years employed Lillian

Russell as one of the members of their

stock company, convulsed the house

—

just as funny if not more so as ever.

Eddie Foy Jr. played Eddie Foy senior.
And would not the elder have been proud
of his son could he have seen him! Irv-
ing Cummings, who directed, had the ad-
vantage of personal acquaintance with
many of the notables in the story. He
had played juvenile lead in Miss Rus-
sell's last stage play.

Leon Shamroy, A.S.C., handled with

credit the important and diflScult assign-
ment of director of photography. It was
an assignment that ran the gamut of the
photographic range, from high to low,
nearly all interiors. One particularly ef-

fective shot, one that lingers in the mem-
ory, was of Alice Fay in front of a vel-

vet curtain. She was singing a song,
never mind whether it was one of the
good old ones or just one of the new-
fangled indifferent ones. It was in a
garb that was reminiscent of the player
being portrayed. It really was a bit of
photography.

•

Flight Angels

Here is a picture out of the Warner
Brothers' studio which is different from
the run of air pictures. Just why "Flight
Angels" is different might be difficult to

explain, but probably it is in the natural-

ness of the portrayals and the conse-
quent conviction on the part of the be-

holder who follows them.

The title is pinned on to the airplane
stewardesses, but the higher level of the
drama rides with one of the pilots, por-
trayed by Dennis Morgan, one of War-
ners' brightest young men, one who is

well on his way to a distant place. For
one who within a few days has witnessed
a near commercial short—and very in-

teresting as theatrical entertainment

—

from Fox's "Magic Carpet" of how stew-
ardesses are trained for work on air-

planes "Flight Angels" presents the op-
posite viewTJoint.

In the short subject the girls are
shown as a dignified, exceedingly circum-
spect group. In the present picture they
are in their recreation room, away from
work and strict attention to duty. They

(Continued on. Page 278)
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l>Vliat^s Good
in India Is Good
Everywhere

Bj STANLEY JEPSON
Anuttcnr Cine Societi/ of hidin, Ilombdij, jtrodiicer of tlic Indian "Rope Trick"

Reprinted from Amateur Cine Work in

India, a brochure published by the

Amateur Cine Society of India, Bombay.
Even the owner of one of those handy

little cine cameras "at six annas a shot"

does not always realize the vast scope

for amateur cine filming in India, and
judging by his output, the professional
cameraman has certainly not even
touched the fringe of it. The writer out-

lines a few of these possibilities and
gives some practical working hints. He
has made little documentary films and
plays in two substayidard sizes, and main-
tains that the hobby need not be too
expensive if one remembers that the

main fun is at the editing table and not

in the continuous shooting of a film that
is not intrinsically entertaining.

EVERYWHERE are seen those
handy little cameras which enable
one to keep a living record of life

—an intensely valuable record of the

family, of holidays, of work as well as

play perhaps. There may be art and
artistry even in the presentation of such
ordinary subjects to friends — failing

which "home inovies" after dinner may
be a veritable social menace

!

But after a time the button presser
grows tired of the magic of seeing his

family and his friends move about aim-
lessly (mostly) on the silver screen. He
takes an intelligent interest in filmic

creation; he realizes that films are not
"shot," but built up, spliced foot by foot

into a coordinate whole. He splices—far
into the early morning hours. His wife
cannot get him to bed, and realizes she
may become a cine widow.

She also takes an interest in this most
fascinating of all hobbies. They title,

they splice—together. They discuss films

together, read amateur film journals

—

of which there are several excellent ones.

Their bookshelf grows and glows with
bright jackets of books by Pudovkin,
Strasser, Gordon Bennett, Frances
Marion and other writers.

Mr. and Mrs. Rightstop

Now you would imagine that Mr. and
Mrs. Right.stop, living in a country like

India, would turn out some most accept-

able films. But do they? I don't think .so.

Why is this? Perhaps the facility and

handiness of those little cameras has
something to do with it. When Mr. and
Mrs. Rightstop cease to regard it as a
plaything, to be taken as an after-

thought on a week-end outing or into

the garden on a nice fine day, when
they look at it as the serious and capa-
ble instrument it is, then they will prob-
ably create good films. Too often the
amateur goes out for the day and says
"Oh, let's take the cine to see what we
can shoot!" That kind of attitude will

never produce worthwhile films.

When they sit down and plan in ad-
vance, scribble their filmic ideas on
paper, try to set out their story shot
by shot, think in pictures visually in-

stead of in ideas—then Mr. and Mrs.
Rightstop will be on the way to making
something which will give them lasting
pride and joy, for it may be a thing of
entertainment and a joy for ever. Or it

may not!
Consider, friend Amateur, your advan-

tages. You can show your audience places
they know, and demonstrate things about
these places which they do not know.
That in itself is a fine start. "My film

is silent and I am at a disadvantage,"
you say. Is that so?
Why not work out a running com-

mentary with background music (suit-

able music) from a radio gramophone,
and you can suit your commentary to

your audience with occasional references
to individuals! Is this a disadvantage?

Some Local Subjects

Consider another advantage which the
professional would give anything to

have. You can shoot in color with little

extra expense, and with no extra ap-
paratus or fuss!

No, the brake is not the amateurs'
drawbacks, but the fact that he has not
properly considered the rich filmic field

named India. What about a film show-
ing the various festivals and fairs of
India? Isn't that worth doing? You can
shoot in black and white or color, or
you can mix it

—

if you understand how
to mix color with black and white in a
film.

Moreover, you can go on shooting all

the year round, and you will learn les-

sons after shooting one festival which
you can apply to the next, and so on.

You will go on learning, which is th
main thing. Your final festival should, i

theory, have eliminated most amateu
errors, especially if you have taken aA
vice and criticism from capable friendt

and learnt from watching reactions o
your audiences. I

Have you ever thought of making il

film of the city in which you live? Wh^
has seen a really good amateui- film (o

j

professional?) of cities like Calcuttal
Bombay, Madras, Colombo?
What about a day in the life of th<'

dhobi, barber, beggar, fruit merchant
hawker, bookie, etc.? And India's od(

industries—fishermen who still use th<

methods of thousands of years ago; goU
and silver refining, agricultural con
trasts East and West, general contiast;

East and West, comparisons betweet
men and animals (be careful how yoi

include your best friends!)-—but I coulc

go on for half an hour or more. You
reader, know quite well that India teenih

with these subjects.

Technique

Your technique must not be bad. II

you read intelligently, it should not tak(

you long to master your camera. Cinema
photography is based on photography
remember, and if you cannot mastei
your cine camera put it on one side, buy
the cheapest box camera and leain tc

master that. If you cannot take good
photographs you certainly cannot shoot

films.

The reverse does not apply : because
you can take good photos it does not at

all follow that you can build up a good

film. You are only a quarter the way
there, if that ! You have to learn how
moving pictures must move — whether
through movement of the people in the

film or through varying camera angles

—how to build up the storj' (all pictures

are stories in a way even though they

are not plays) how many seconds dif-

ferent shots should last on the screen

(count the seconds when you see your

next professional film), how to avoid

jumps in action, how you should cut on

the editing table, how to title—and then

you can attack problems like continuity,

characterization, lighting, mood lighting,

rhythm, tempo, etc.

Don't be depressed by these mysterious

things. The professional makes a great

to-do about them, but you will leam sub-

consciously while you are making your

little films. That is the best way to leam
anything. Afterwards you will read a

book and realize how much you have

learnt in this way! Then you can make
another film and learn what a tremen-

dous amount you have yiot learnt!

Keep on—no, not shooting, but editing

and improving your old films. Title and

finish them all. Stop shooting until you

have done this.

And remember, the amateur of today

is the professional of tomorrow, and the

rewards of the film world are great.

But even if you have no such ambi-

tion, you will find happiness and worry-

forgetfulness in this most fascinating

of all hobbies.
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Dramatizing
Travelogue
as It ^Was

in Soutliwest

By Charles W, Herbert
A.S.C.

MOST travelogues are made in a
routine manner to a more or
less uniform pattern. They lead

off with introductory long shots and gen-
eral views which should unmistakably
establish the location.

This done, the cameraman searches
for and shoots a wide variety of sequences
to build up the reel. He gets under the
skin of his subject by opening gates and
doors to more intimate aspects of the
life of the people. Also he must get
away from the ports, the railroad and
highway to penetrate the country where
little or no outside influence has affected
the terrain or the people.

The amount of intiinate scenes and the
degree of penetration depends upon the
time and expense money available plus
the demand for the subject, and, in a
great measure, the ambition of the
cameraman.

Then comes the closing scenes. The
most popular sought for are sunsets
with typical landmarks such as palms,
minarets, missions, pyramids, Eiffel
Tower, etc., standing out in bold relief
against the sky.

To relieve the dull feeling of subjects
where action and natural interest are
either absent or not visualized by the
cameraman, various additional interest

j

themes have been injected. Beautiful

i

girls or children have been directed to
!
move across the scene or to stand on
one side to give the feeling that they
are actually traveling through the coun-
try being covered by the travelogue.

Ghosts Walk
By double exposure, ghosts have

walked from right to left, from left to
right, toward the camera, away from the
camera, or set in one corner of the frame.
These ghosts usually portray some his-

,1
torical figure that trod the same paths

I
being followed by the travelogue. Trans-

I
portation systems and their travel facili-
ties have been featured through a reel.

Picture albums have been brought to
life as their pages turn from one scene
to the other, and cut-in shots show the
characters looking at the album. These

and many other vehicles have been pro-
vided to carry the scenes of the trav-
elogue through nine minutes of smooth
running.

It's easy for the professional trav-
eloguer or experienced amateur to grind
out the run of the mill type reel as regu-
lar as clockwork. Yet often his own
particular style is easily distinguishable
on the screen.

Sometimes the full time travelogue
cameraman has to dig deep and think
hard to get material for his next reel,

especially when the country or location

is similar geographically' and racially to

the one just covered. Best way around
this problem is to try whenever possible

to vary his style and find a new approach
to an old story.

Most travelogue cameramen are in-

trusted by the producer to locate and de-
cide upon material that comes up to the
requirements of his particular series.

This is especially true because the editor

realizes that the man in the field is better
able to decide on subject matter than he,

himself, is sitting at the desk in New-
York. There are times, however, when
the editor has some particular theme in

mind and instructs the cameraman to

go out and get it.

Six Southwest Reels

I had just such an assignment this

past winter. Joseph O'Brien, editor of
Universal's Going Places series, wanted
six reels from the Southwest. I sug-
gested several reels which he promptly
approved, adding that he had long wanted
a reel on the old Missions.

I could not get very enthusiastic over
this idea, for I knew that a dead subject
confronted me. However, I started out,

determined to find a way to make that
reel. After I got down in the territory

I first discovered Death Valley for one
complete reel, then set out for Tucson to

do a reel called "Tucson Trails."

By that time I learned that California
had the most extensive chain of Missions,
but that they were quite similar and
most of them had been restored and were
being featured as tourist attractions.

"A boy of twelve, with an arresting
face, dressed in blue jeans and ragged
straiv hat, ivas out in the foreground
of one shot. He almost stole the inter-
est completely away from the Mission."

Then there were the Missions in New
Mexico through the Indian country. A
booklet published by the State Highway
Department showed pictures of them and
gave a lot of data about them. They
were similar in appeai-ance, were all in

Indian villages and also featured as
tourist attractions.

Neither of these possibilities seemed to

give the chance to build up a reel with
sufficient variety of interest and natural
action.

San Xavier Mission, in Tucson, is a
"must" on the itinerary of all tourists

doing the Southwest. I covered San
Xavier as part of "Tucson Trails," but as
I knew that I was on the trail of material
for a complete Mission reel I did it more
thoroughly than usual.

I thought in this way I might have a
foundation on which to build a Mission
reel, but if no other material was ob-
tained San Xavier would at least niake
a complete sequence for "Tucson Trails."

The Mission itself was partly in ruins
and partly restored. A general view was
very effective from several angles and
there was interesting detail on the front
for closeups. The main part of the

building was still used for worship.

Juice for Photofloods

The details of the interior were elab-
orate and had great historic value. As
the Misison was on an Indian reserva-
tion, the congregation was mostly made
up of Indians. The Annex portion around
the patio was used as a Mission school
for the Indian children.

First I arranged permission to make
scenes of a regular Sunday Mass. The
Tucson Power and Electric Company,
eager to do its part in tourist promotion,
gladly installed a special line to give us
enough juice for fifteen No. 1 Photo-
floods, as the regular wiring in the
church was too weak to carry the load.
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The camera was placed on the bal-

cony in the rear of the chapel before
Mass began. From this position, gen-
eral views of the service, taking in much
of the congregation, were made. From
this same position some telephoto shots
of the altar were easily made without
disturbing the service.

After Mass, the fathers and altar boys
re-enacted effective parts of the service
as the camera and lights were brought
in for closeups. Infinite care was exer-
cised to get impressive details here with
effective lighting.

Shots were also made of some of the
worshipers as they lit candles at the
altar. In addition we featured some of
the elaborate images and details of the
interior decorations.

The school children all wore simple
uniforms. We had them march out of
the patio, choosing a camera position
that featured the graceful age-worn
arches and dome of the Mission. Sev-
eral angles were made to extend the se-

quence and keep it interesting rather
than one long scene as the entire group
marched past.

Movement in Same Direction

Next the camera retreated to a dis-

tant position on a hill looking down on
the Mission. There were two statues of
lions which made an imposing foreground
for the long shots as the children con-
tinued their march from the patio to the
playground beside the Mission. After
the children were in position for a
game, with a two circle formation, an-
other general view was made from a
dift'erent angle.
Then the camera was moved in for full

views and closeups, always being careful
to keep the movement going in the same
direction and building up the background
with the Mission. As the camera was
brought in even closer, the all important
human interest shots of the children ab-
sorbed in their game were made.

This done, San Xavier was in the bag
with enough material to make two se-

quences for "Tucson Trails," or a firm
foundation on which to build up a Mis-
sion reel.

Down at Tumacacori National Monu-
ment, the Interior Department has built

a wall around the ruins of Tumacacori
Mission and developed a complete mu-
seum with full historical data, exhibits
and paintings pertaining to the estab-
lishment of the Father Kino chain of
Missions.
Although all of the Missions in this

region that are standing today were
built by Franciscan Monks, the pioneer
work was done by Father Kino, a Jesuit.

Father Kino started out from the Sino-
loa province of Mexico to explore and
settle a vast region to the North which
constitutes today the States of Sonora,
Mexico, and our own Arizona.
Here was a peg on which to hang a

dramatic travelogue story of an other-
wise dull subject—if merely a succes-

sion of shots were made at the various
Missions.

Fitting Climax

"On the Trail of Father Kino" was the
logical theme for the Mission reel. The
story was clear in my mind—a re-enact-

ment of Father Kino traversing the
country, a re-enactment representing the

building of the Missions, then shots of all

of the standing Missions along his trail,

ending with impressive shots of the

Cathedral in Tucson would make the
reel.

The Cathedral, which stands as a
monument of the foundation laid by
Father Kino centuries ago, was a fitting

climax.
Finding a double for Father Kino was

not easy, especially as I could not call

on the services of a make-up depart-
ment as a production cameraman could.

It seems that Nogales would be the
logical place to find a double, but though
we searched and searched, even run-

ning a story in the local paper, none of
the suggested men or applicants filled

the bill.

Back in Tucson I searched among the
Catholic fathers in that diocese but they
were either too young, too fat or just
not like Father Kino should be. He
must have been a man of determination
and vision, bronzed by the desert sun and
hardened by his exploits.

Getting a Double

While discussing the problem with
Father Gordon, a man passed. He was
the caretaker and handyman around the
Cathedral. Father Gordon said "There's
your man." Sure enough he was. But
Juan had a mustache. When we told him
what we were looking for he said "Well,
I'll shave it off." And shave it off he did.

An Indian guide was picked up at the
Papago Reservation and we went out to

the Lazy K Bar ranch, where a variety
of settings were available.

Father Kino's costume was assembled
from pieces we found here and there in

Tucson. The hat, Jesuit style, was built

from the brim of one cowboy hat and the

crown of another. A horse was saddled
with an old Mexican saddle for him to

ride and a crude pack rigged on a don-
key's back for the Indian to lead.

Various scenes were made of Father
Kino and his guide making their way
across different types of desert and moun-
tain country, these to be cut in here and
there in the reel.

At San Xavier we selected a small por-

tion of the building with a bell tower,

smoothed off the cracked and chipped
places with cement and gave it a fresh

coat of white water paint. The Indians
wearing breech clouts were given some
crude straw brushes and a shot was
made as they put on the finishing touches
of paint.

One of the Franciscan fathers stood

nearby holding a rough plan as he super-

vised the work. At sundown a silhouette

shot was made of the father blessing the

bells to portray the completion of the

Mission. These three shots were suffi-

cient for the re-enactment part of the

reel.

Getting Tourists

In the museum of Tumacacori there

were lifelike dioramas of an interior of

Tumacacori Mission during its heighth,

of Father Kino on the trail, and of the

battle of Tubatama. We removed the

glass, lighted them with photofloods

and made shots.

This sequence was built up by showing
a group of tourists in the Museum, look-

ing at the displays, then coming in close

to fill the screen with one of the dioi-amas

Jiian, hanchi vian and caretaker around
the Tucson Mission, is selected after

much search to portray Kather Kino,

famous Jesuit of centuries ago. TIte

cameraman pictured one of determina-
tion and vision, bronzed by the desert

sun and hardened by his exploits. Juan
does not hesitate to sacrifice his mustache.
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Juan as Father Kino in "On the Trail
of Father Kino."

and a tourist's head on the side. Detail

shots of the dioramas followed logically.

There were some water color illustra-

tions with brief descriptive data giving
the various stages in the establishment
of the Mission. We copied these and
also a map showing the trail and location

of the various Missions founded by
Father Kino.

We then went down into Mexico,
starting at San Ignacio, near Magda-
lena, about ninety miles south of Nogales
on the new highway to Hermosilla. San
Ignacio was well cared for and full of
charm. It was in the center of a peace-
ful village where practically all of the
inhabitants are direct descendants of the
early Spanish settlers.

We made a series of shots of life in

the village, always keeping the Mission
in the background and including in the
foreground various everyday activities of
the peaceful life in the community.

Series of Incidents

A woman feeding chickens, girls hang-
ing out clothes, a man on horseback
talking to a neighbor, a silhouette of a
woman in a window combing her child's
hair, a man in a doorway smoking a
cigarette and a girl sweeping off the
doorstep of her home. Some men work-
ing in the same fields that Father Kino
planted, with fruit trees in bloom and the
Mission in the background, completed
the sequence. I couldn't resist a closeup
of an apple blossom with a bee sipping
the nectar.

A brief coverage of Mission Magda-
lena was sufficient, as it is not picturesque
and almost crowded out with the town
buildings. But Father Kino is supposed
to be buried in Magdalena.
From Magdalena we headed westward

on a back road through a region rarely
visited. Here we found Caborca, by far
the most elaborate, most massive and
most impressive Mission. A recent flood
destroyed its rear section and practically
no life exists around it.

My scene here was framed through a
tumble-down doorway and shot with a
72A filter on Plus X to give a striking
effect to this inanimate subject.

Pitiquito Mission, nearby, was quite
unimpressive and, like Magdalena, diffi-
cult to get a pictorial angle. So I just
made one shot, framed through the up-
right and roof beam of a porch on a
house across the street.

Oquitoa Mission was striking indeed
with the typical bells atop its front
wall. Age had worn away the stucco
and mellowed the wall. The setting
alongside the cemetery provided a vari-
ety of angles. A few of the inhabitants
of the village were used to provide some
natural, pleasing action. A boy of twelve
with an arresting face, dressed in blue
jeans and ragged straw hat, was put in
the foreground of one shot. He almost

stole the interest completely away from
the Mission.

Off Beaten Path

This region off the beaten path is cer-

tainly worth seeing. The people live in-

dustriously, farming little irrigated
patches. It's fresh and green; there's a
kind word and a friendly smile from
everyone for the visitor. There seems
to be nothing except pure Spanish blood
here. Indian mixtures were not seen.

Going on northward, we came to Atil.

Although the original Mission is a
crumbling ruin, there is a new one be-
side it and the original bells hang on
poles in front. For variety I built up a
sequence of a group of tourists visiting

the Mission. First the camera aperature
was practically filled with the bells. In
the space between the two bells, the tour-
ists were shown coming into and out of
the picture as they walked toward the
ruins.
Then the camera was put on the other

side of the bells, further away so that
the Mission ruins stood out plainly in

the background. The tourists were just
entering the doorway as the scene was
run off. Next the camera was put inside

the ruins, so the crumbled doorway
framed the tourists as they entered.

This sequence was ended with a low
shot of the backs of the tourists. As
they walked in the doorway, the camera
was tilted up ending with an artistically

framed shot of the archway and walls
against the sky with a light and shadow
composition.

Gets Indian Fiesta

Going farther north, we came to Tuba-
tama Mission, which unfortunately was
undergoing repairs. The scaffolding de-

stroyed the artistic lines of the Mission,
and as I had sufficient material of this

type I passed it up, remembering that I

had already made the diorama of the
battle of Tubatama while working in

the Museum.
Back in Tumacacori, I was just in

time for an Indian fiesta, during which
they enacted all of the ritual of the
burning of an effigy of Judas. This gave
me a pleasing sequence with the variety
I needed. The Indians were in home-
made costumes, and their intent simplic-
ity of movement furnished just the right
action in front of the Mission ruins.

Palm Sunday found us busy at San
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Augustine Cathedral, in Tucson. Im-
pressive full view exteriors of the front
of the Cathedral bathed in early morn-
ing light, heavily filtered, were good for
an opening to this sequence. Then as
the congregation came out, we moved in

for details.

The interior was too large to light up,
so a general view was made on Super
XX at ten frames per second while the
congregation was at prayer during the
next Mass. Some impressive closeups
of the choir and the ritual at the altar

The Revere Camera Company, Chi-
cago, announces the addition of a new
turret mount 8mm. camera to its line of
motion picture equipment. This camera
has the same pi'ecision mechanism as the
Revere double 8mm. camera. Model 88,
which was announced recently, but is

equipped with a rotating turret head
for three screw-type lenses. It also has
an extra optical viewfinder (31mm.) for
telephoto shots. Correct lens position is

assured by precision index mechanism.

were made after Mass through the kind
co-operation of the church.

In summary, the maps and historical
paintings, followed by the re-enactment
of Father Kino, and the building of the
Missions gave an informative introduc-
tion with dramatic feeling. By selecting
different action at each successive Mis-
sion the interest was not allowed to lag.

The interiors of San Xavier with the
simple Indian congregation gave a use-
ful step-up to the dramatic finale of a
glorious Mass at Eastertime.

The Revere turret camera, like the
single lens Revere Model 88, uses all

standard 2.5-foot double 8mm. full color
or black and white films. It is licensed
under Eastman's Double 8 spool and
spindle patents. It has an exclusive re-

tarding sprocket film control which
makes a film loop automatically should
the user forget to do so.

Other features include five speeds, 8 to

.32 frames a second, film footage counter,
five-foot spring motor, helically cut

gears, stainless steel aperture plate and
IGO degree rotary disc shutter. The price
of the new Revere turret model repre-
sents an outstanding value. Complete
with three lens turret, one f.2.5, I'ZJmm.
Wollensak Velostigmat lens, and two
viewfinders, the Model 99 retails for $65.

Other Wollensak Velostigmat lenses
are also available including f.1.9, 12.!)mm. t

with focusing mount; f.3.5, IMj-inch;;
telephoto, focusing mount, and f.2.7,

1-inch telephoto, focusing mount. For

;

further details write Revere Camera
!

Company, 320 East Twenty-first street,
'

Chicago.

Photographic Facts and Formulas. Amer-
ican Photographic Publishing Com-

j,

pany, 3.53 Newbury street. By E. J.
'

Wall, F.C.S., F.R.P.S. Revised and
.

largely rewritten by Franklin I.

Jordan, F.R.P.S., Boston, 1940.

384 pp. S2..50. ;

This book follows a long line of dis-

tinguished predecessors which have been
the working companions of a full gener-

^

ation of photographers. The work was
first undertaken by H. Snowden Ward
and carried on in successive editions by
Arthur D. Godbold and Professor E. J. .

Wall, culminating in the edition of 1924.

The present volume is brought out in

response to a continuous demand for a

work of this sort that will give in con-

venient form the essential facts and for-

mulas constantly used in photography.
The years intervening since the pre-

vious edition have seen photography :

moving so rapidly that the book had to

be practically rewritten to bring it up .

to date, although many of the old for-

mulas that have their permanent worth
have been retained, along with the host

of new ones necessary to keep up with

the procession.
The book is intended as a working

guide to practical photographers, giving

them in easily accessible form, plain •

working directions and formulas for all

the most commonly used photographic
processes. Descriptive matter has been

introduced only so far as it seemed nee-

essary to give the reader a compre- •

hensive idea of the processes for which

directions and formulas are furnished,

so that the formulas could be chosen

and used more intelligently. It is also

hoped that the descriptive matter, by
increasing the reader's knowledge of

photographic terms, will enable him bet-

ter to understand his general photo-

graphic reading.

Stillfilm Changes Address
Stillfilm Inc., producers of Educa-

tional Films since 1922, has removed
its laboratory to 8443 Melrose avenue,

Hollywood, or is removing the first

week in June.

Revere three lens turret camera, equipped
with f.2.5, 12.5mm. Wollensak Velostig-

mat lens and tivo viewfinders.

REVERE 8MM. CAMERA
ISSUES TRIPLE MOUNT
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Reprinted from Journal of Society of Motion Picture Engineers

Effect of Aeration on Pliotograpliic

Properties of Developers
Bj J, L Crabtree and G» H, Scliwingel

Conimunication No. 672 from the Kodak Research Laboratories

IT
is well known that many types of

photographic developers tend to lose

their developing power as a result

of exposure to the air. This is espe-
cially true in the case of developers con-

taining an appreciable quantity of pyro-
gallol which change rapidly from color-

less to brownish red solutions, especially
when the temperature is much higher
than 70 degrees F.

Developers of the elon-borax type,
however, show no visible signs of change
under the above conditions, but their de-
veloping properties are more or less

affected.

With hydroquinone developers con-
taining sodium carbonate or caustic
soda, and which have been allowed to
age in the presence of air, it is neces-
sary to develop for a longer time than
with fresh developers in order to secure
a given degree of contrast.^ In 1929,
Carlton and Crabtree^ discovered that
a developer containing borax as the
alkali showed increased activity when
allowed to age under ordinary condi-
tions. Luppo-Cramer3 and Rzymkow-
ski' have also shown that sodium sulfite
solutions containing developing agents
but without alkali show increased de-
veloping action after being subjected to
aerial oxidation.
Mees and Piper^' encountered aerial

oxidation fog with hydroquinone devel-
opers and also stated that the oxidation
products of pyrogallol, when present in
developers, caused fog. Similarly, it

was stated by Crabtree'' that the oxida-
tion products of developing agents, pro-
duced by improper methods of mixing,
may cause development fog.

This observation was not confirmed in
the later work of Dundon and Crabtree'^'
when it was found that the addition of
oxidized developer to a fresh developer
tended to decrease fog. This inability
to produce oxidation fog with existing
chemicals was attributed to the fact
that chemicals manufactured previous
to 1920 which readily gave fog, must
have contained impurities which, on
oxidation, behaved as powerful fogging
agents.

Fuchs« also found that the oxidation
of hydroquinone developers by air in
contact with an emulsion produced a
latent image fog, while the oxidation
products in the developer tended to de-
crease rather than increase fog.

He considers that aerial oxidation fog
is the result of a latent light image pro-
duced by chemi-luminescence which, in
turn, is a result of oxidation of the de-
veloper in contact with the film. It is

more probable, however, that aerial fog
is a result of the formation of peroxides
which are known to be powerful fogging
agents.

In order to obtain uniform develop-
ment of a photographic image, it is nec-
essary to employ some means whereby
fresh solution is constantly applied at
the surface being developed, otherwise
uneven development is obtained. Prob-
ably the simplest procedure for develop-
ing short lengths of film or plates is to
develop in a shallow open tray.

Agitation of the solution is accom-
plished either by rocking the tray or by
brushing the emulsion surface with a
camel's hair brush. These conditions
are conducive to rapid oxidation owing
to the large surface of liquid which
comes into contact with the air.

In the case of processing machines
in photofinishing establishments, the film

wetted with developer is exposed to the
atmoshpere for at least 10 per cent of
the total developing time while, with
certain motion picture developing ma-
chines, somewhat similar conditions pre-
vail which present ideal conditions for
aerial oxidation.

Aerial oxidation also presents serious
difficulties when motion picture film is

developed on a reel when, due to the
prolonged contact of the wet film with
air, it is usually necessai-y either to add
a desensitizing dye or an increased quan-
tity of sodium sulfite to the solution in

order to prevent aerial fog.

Many motion picture laboratories de-
pend upon the circulation of the de-
veloper as a means of agitation and con-
ditions are often such that during re-

circulation the solution is allowed to
overflow into a tank situated on the
floor below. This overflowing of froth-
ing developer with entrapped air fur-
nishes excellent conditions for aerial
oxidation.

The importance of agitation of the
developer in order to obtain uniformly
developed images is becoming more fully
appreciated." Of the various possible
methods of agitation, the use of a stream
of gas bubbles is eff'ective and econom-

ical. Nitrogen gas is to be preferred
for this purpose, but is expensive.
The object of this investigation was

to ascertain the feasibility of using air
as a mean of agitating developing solu-
tions by determining the effect of bub-
bling air through various commercially
used developers on their photographic
properties.

Experimental Methods

The following data were obtained by
the use of a 1% inch by 70 inch glass
tube closed at one end and mounted
vertically for holding the solutions
through which the air was bubbled. Two
liters of solution were used for each test
which filled the tube for about one-half
the height, the remaining tube portion
serving to prevent loss of solution by
spattering and frothing.
The air was passed in at the bottom

of the tube and the rate of air flow was
approximately 5 cubic feet per hour at
a temperature of 72 degrees to 74 de-
grees F. which produced a degree of
aeration somewhat more rigid than
that which usually occurs in practice.
The air employed was filtered and

then washed so as to bring it to near
saturation and thereby minimize evap-
oration of the developer liquid. All con-
nections, stoppers, and stopcocks were
of glass so as to eliminate any possible
contamination.

On the completion of a bubbling" test,

the two liter sample of developer was
withdrawn from the tube and used im-
mediately for developing sensitometric
strips which had been exposed previ-
ously on a Type lib sensitometer.^i

The temperatui'e during development
was maintained at 65 degrees F. When
a positive type of developer was being
tested, Eastman inotion picture posi-
tive film (1301) was used and, for a
negative type of developer, Eastman
motion picture negative film (1217) was
employed.

All pH measurements were made on
a slide comparator using LaMotte indi-

cators.

EITeet of Aeration with an EIon-Hydro-
quinone Motion Picture Positive De-
veloper

Figure 1 shows the effect of prolonged
air agitation on an elon-hydroquinone
developer (Formula D-16) with respect
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OH OH

OSOjNa + NaOH

OH OH
Equfttion No. 1

OH OH

OH OH
Equation \o. 2

OH OH
030_Na

+ NaHCOj + ^ Ag + 2 HiBr

OH OH
FJqKdtion No. 3

to (a) the change in density obtained
with equal exposures, (b) the change
in solution alkalinity, and (c) the emul-
sion fog density values. Data are in-

cluded for (a) fresh D-IG, (b) par-
tially exhausted I)-16 (175 feet per gal-

lon), and (c) D-16 containing douftlc

the normal quantity of sulfite.

Fresh D-KJ Developer

The results indicated that with a

fresh developer aeration caused maikcd
changes in its developing properties.

At first the density value showed a
slight decrease with increasing time of

aeration, but after a period of IV:; hours
the decrease was quite rapid. Aftci"

4M> hours the solution possessed no de-

veloping properties; the speed loss fol-

lowed closely the trend in density, and
the alkalinity increased from a pH of
10.2 to 11.3.

The increase in developer alkalinity

and decrease in activity may be ex-

plained partially by the probable reac-

tion between hydroquinone, sodium sul-

fite and oxygen, with the formation of

hydroquinone sulfonates together with 1

mole of sodium hydroxide for each mole
of hydroquinone reacting, as indicated
equation No. 1.

The first published accounts of the
formation of hydroquinone sulfonates
in a developer were by Andresen^- and
Bogisch.i-' A large number of investi-

gators have since examined the nature
of the reaction products of development
including Pinnowi* who, in 1913, iso-

lated both hydroquinone monosulfonate
and disulfonate.

Subsequently, many authors have of-

fered various explanations for the mech-
anism of the formation of these com-
pounds during development including

Rzymkowski'*, Lehmann and Tausch'"',
Seyewetz and Szymson"', and James
and Weissberger.i^

For the present consideration, the
most important fact is that sodium hy-
droxide is formed as a by-product of

the oxidation of hydroquinone in the
presence of sulfite to hydroquinone
monosulfonate. A portion of the mono-
sulfonate probably reacts in the same
way as hydroquinone to form the disul-

fonate with the liberation of an addi-

tional quantity of sodium hydroxide,
according to equation No. 2.

The by-products of oxidation, with a
hydroquinone developer, are therefore
sodium sulfate, hydroquinone mono- and
disulfonates, and sodium hydroxide. So-
dium sulfate in the concentration formed
should have little or no effect on devel-

opment and, according to Evans and
Hanson,^*^ it is doubtful if the sulfon-

ates play any part in the development
of an image.
The total effect therefore is to raise

the pH or degree of alkalinity of the i

developer which, in turn, accelerates the
rate of development, but this effect is

offset by depletion in the quantity of

active developing agents as a result of

oxidation.
During the first stages of aeration,

the alkali accumulation is sufficient to

offset the depletion of developing agents,

but since the activity with increase in

pH rapidly levels off, the photogi-aphic
effect of depletion of the developing
agents becomes more and more appar-
ent with prolonged aeration.
Seasoned Developer

The curves in Figure 1 also show the

effects produced by aeration of a de-

veloper which had been seasoned pre-

viously with 175 feet per gallon of

flashed 35mm. motion picture positive

film.. The experimental conditions were
identical with those for the fresh de-

veloper. The rate of loss of density was
less than when the fresh developer was
employed, no appreciable change occur-

1. Crabtree. J. I. : Development of Motion Pic-

ture Film by the Reel and Tank Systems. Trans.
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1927).
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Figure 1. Effect of prolorujed aeration on an elon-hydroqninone developer
(Formula D-lG).
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ring until after an initial period of IV2

hours of aeration, after which the den-

sity values decreased but not as rapidly

as with the fresh developer. The pH
of the solution showed only a slight

increase.

These observations are quite different

from those with fresh developer when
the pH increased from 10.2 to 11.3.

No precise explanation can be offered

for the difference in behavior between
the fresh and seasoned developers, but it

is reasonable to suppose that the devel-

oper reaction products served as anti-

catalysts for the oxidation reaction.

When silver bromide is developed to

metallic silver with a hydroquinone-
carbonate developer, the following re-

action probably takes place as set forth
in equation No. 3.

This equation would indicate that a
seasoned developer should be of slightly
lower alkalinity than one in which no
film has been developed because of the
exchange of sodium carbonate for so-
dium bicarbonate and the elimination of
the slightly alkaline salt, sodium sulfite.

(To he Continued)

Agfa Photographic Formulas
in Booklet Form by Agfa

Photographers who carry out their
own processing of sensitized materials
will be interested in the new and revised
edition of the booklet "Agfa Formulas
for Photographic Use," which has just
been published at 10 cents a copy.

Including over forty-five formulas
which have been developed primarily
for use with Agfa Ansco materials, but
which have general photographic appli-
cation as well, the booklet lists formu-
las for developing, fixing, short-stop,
toning, reducing, intensifying and de-
sensitizing solutions.
A separate section of the booklet

gives a detailed description in simple
language of the chemistry of develop-
ment, and, in the current edition, pre-
sents new information on developer ex-
haustion and time-temperature compen-
sation.

The booklet is obtainable through pho-
tographic dealers or by writing directly
to Agfa Ansco, Binghamton, N. Y.

Chicago Cinema Club
According to the May issue of News

Flashes, the bulletin of the Chicago
Cinema Club, edited by Peter S. Besek,
the club was slated to be taken for a
ride on May 26 for a full hour. It was
not to be on bicycles, either. The ride
was to be in two Douglas DC-3s and
the price was set at S3.50. As the dis-
tance was estimated to be 175 miles, that
is only 2 cents a mile. There should be
some pictures to show for that trip.
Here is one paragraph from News

Flashes: "Starting with this month, an
instruction period for members, begin-
ners and others, will precede the regular
meetings which are held at our regu-
lar clubrooms. The sessions will start

promptly at 7:30, one-half hour before
the meeting. Each period will be in

charge of a man who is qualified to

speak on the subject. When our meet-
ings are held outside of clubrooms no
instruction period will be held. Begin-
ning movietakers, as well as others, are
welcomed to the classes."

Philadelphia Cinema Club
"Animal Photography," as applied to

making moving pictures of the inhabi-
tants of the Philadelphia Zoo, was the
subject of an interesting talk given by
the Zoo official photographer, Mark
Mooney, at the May meeting of the
Philadelphia Cinema Club.

Mr. Mooney projected two 400-foot
reels of 16mm. pictures, illustrated dif-
ferent ways of photographing animals
in their cages and out. One reel was a
black and white and the other a Koda-
chrome—both beautifully done and both
very helpful to those planning to take
pictures in the Zoo.

The club was invited to visit the Zoo
on May 26, for a film-exposing expedi-
tion.

The showing of members' films fol-

lowed the guest speaker, the first of
which was member John Bessor, who
presented a 100-foot 16mm. black and
white film called "Home Movies." It was
a comedy picture which caused a great
deal of laughter, both because of the fine

way the film was so comically made and
also the keen wit and humor Mr. Bessor

displayed in his running comment by
way of microphone throughout.
Member Michael Angelo, a Philadel-

phia cartoonist, handled a very delicate

subject exceedingly well in his 400-foot

16mm. Kodachrome picture called "Our
Baby." The principal characters were
Mrs. Angelo and her baby up to the age
of three months. H. E. MOORE.

Los Angeles 8mm. Club
The May meeting of the Los Angeles

8mm. Club was held at the Eastman
Auditorium, Hollywood.

President William Wade called the

meeting to order and announced the

winner of the Slogan Contest. Five win-
ners were chosen. They were Mrs.
Taber, Mrs. Barney, Mrs. Brandes, W.
D. Garlock and Paul Cramer. The slogan

selected was "Los Angeles 8mm. Club,

America's First—Now It's Foremost."

Member Clarence Gilley won the can-

did camera given away by the Winter
Store.
The feature of the evening was the

presentation of two versions of Debussy's

"La Mer," a pictorial mood in music
produced by Ovady Julber, prominent
Hollywood musician and Member Lewis
B. Reed without collaboration.

The remainder of the evening was de-

voted to the screening of members'
films, produced by Messrs. Garlock, A.

Smith and Cornell. It was a good show
all the way.

LEO CALOIA, Secretary.

MELLOR AND DAVEY WIN
PHOTOGRAPHIC AWARDS

WILLIAM MELLOR, A.S.C., and his associate, Allen M. Davey, A.S.C.,
were given the photographic award by the Hollywood correspondents'
poll in the Hollywood Reporter for their work in Paiamount's Techni-

color "Typhoon," first shown during April.

Gordon Jennings, A.S.C., w^ho was in charge of the special photographic
effects, was not mentioned by the correspondents. Sometimes the special

photographic effects may be bits. In this case, however, they were major
spectacular parts of the picture, and undoubtedly Mellor and Davey would have
been first to suggest Jennings' inclusion in the credits.

As this magazine says in its review of the subject, the picture is a
photographic rather than a dramatic one. It is one that should be seen by
all amateurs, or professionals either.

There were two black and white subjects that ran second and third.

Russell L. Metty, A.S.C., was second for his photographing of "Irene," RKO.
The third place fell to Clyde De Vinna, A.S.C., for MGM's "Twenty Mule
Team."

The best director was declared to be Carson Kanin for RKO's "My
Favorite Wife," which also by the way was declared the best picture. The
best actress performance was given to Irene Dunn for her work in the same
picture, and Cary Grant was awarded the best actor performance for the
same film. Similar awards went to the same production for BelTa and Samuel
Speewack for their screenplay and Granville Bates for the best incident
performance.

May Robson took the honors for the best supporting actress performance
in RKO's "Irene," Eddie Anderson for the best supporting actor performance
in Paramount's "Buck Benny Rides Again," Anthony Collins for the best
musical score with "Irene," best original song Gaucho Serenade in Warners'
"It All Came True," and Paramount's "The Biscuit Eater" as best general
feature.
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Overcoming

Difficulties in

Putting on

Amateur Shows
By DUNCAN MAC D. LITTLE

THE Eleventh Annual Show of
Amateur Motion Pictures went
"On the Road!" True, it was for

only a weekend, but the first engage-
ment was in Hanover, N. H., for Sun-
day afternoon, two shows and a "con-
ference" in the evening, and the second
was in Durham, clear across the state,

for one show on Monday evening.
It does not sound like much of a

proposition, but we found possibilities

for trouble lurking everywhere and
every moment.
Our equipment consists of a folding

screen, 8 feet wide, a 1200 watt pro-
jector supplemented by a special electric

phonograph, speakers and amplifier, be-
sides which we carry speaker cords and
electrical connections (a hundred feet of
both of these), etc., in another case, with
naturally the necessary cases for films
and records.

This makes considerable to transport
and to keep checked at each handling.

However, we have become accustomed
to doing this, for times without num-
ber we have carried it all, hither and
yon, for single shows, or for, say, three
or four in a ten day or two week trip,
to be arranged at our own convenience.

But working on a definite schedule and
such a close one is completely difi'erent.

Nothing could be allowed to go wrong
or to miscarry.

Sifting Figures

We made inquiry and learned that our
theatre in Hanover had alternating cur-
rent, but that the college building (in
one of which the "conference" was to
be) had direct. The "throw" in Hano-
ver's Nugget Theatre was 125 feet to a
22 foot screen. This was bad!
At Durham we found alternating cur-

rent, but word of this did not come be-
fore starting on our "Road Tour," so

to our equipment was added a "rotary
converter" in case of need.

All we knew about Durham was that
there was a screen—we did not even
know how good.
With that information we went earn-

estly to work, for we had, once before,
projected at a distance of 105 feet. True,
it was on a poor and homemade screen,
but the results had not been such as to
make one proud of his job.
As usual, an appeal was made to

Messrs. Bell and Howell, and as usual,
they responded manfully. Without their
cooperation the show m the Nugget
Theatre, at Hanover, would have been.

Informal sitot of Mrs. Little, surrounded
hy and swathed in bearskins in a sleigh

in Northern Quebec.

at very best, poor. As it was, the re-
sults even on that large screen at 125
feet, were excellent.

Through their cordial cooperation we
were able to carry with us the new
Filmo-Arc projector. This added four
sizable and very heavy cases to our
already bulky equipment. This equip-
ment was carried in a station wagon,
which was well filled with it all, and
the three of us comprising the "staff"
traveled in our own car.

For the occasion, the "staff" consisted
of Dorothy R. (Mrs. Duncan MacD.)
Little, business manager; Frank Tan-
ham, projectionist; and your (not too)
humble scribe as director and "entre-
preneur."

It was too bad, but at the last moment
our director of music, Elfriede Boerner,
found herself unable to make the trip.
This put an extra duty upon the direc-
tor, who had both to make the an-
nouncements and "run the music,"
which under normal conditions means
addressing the audience from the plat-
form and then a quick dash to the
turntable and work.
We left New York after luncheon on

Saturday and took our time on the road,
stopping at Greenfield, Mass., when
night was beginning to overtake us and
continued our journey on Sunday morn-
ing.

Thinking that we had plenty of time
before us, and understanding that the
show was to begin at 2:30 P. M., we
rolled into Hanover at about 11, to find
that the time had been changed to 1:30,
so as to run the two shows and clear
the theatre in order that it could be
ready at 6 for "Gone with the Wind."

Amateurs on Spot

That meant getting right to work, for
we were to project from the booth and
must not only set up the as yet untried
arc machine, but also we must" find a way
to set up our phonograph among the
regulation projectors, in order that we
might, through one of the "ports," watch
the screen for music cues and yet not
be too much in the way of those pro-
jectors. For they also would be used,
for the day's program was to include,
for a starter, Donald Duck, followed by
the March of Time, "Finland," and then
our amateur films.

These made another big hazard, right
across the fairway, and "Gone with the
Wind" to follow. It surely was putting
the amateurs on the spot.

The arc machine went together very
simply, after a few mistries, and we
plugged in to a socket that was indicated
for us.

Bang! — It went dead.
Another socket was tried with the

same result; and a third—! It began to
look extremely bad.

Finally after some telephoning the lo-
cal electrician (who services the theatre)
was located and he came to the rescue.
He re-fused the lines—the main fuse

box having been locked and he apparent-
ly having the only key—and he showed
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us that those lines had been fused for
only ten amps.
But before trying again, it was de-

cided to line up the 1200, just in case
—and for some reason unknown, on
starting that machine—

»

Bang — the lamp went dead, although
the motor continued to operate.
A new lamp was tried. Result the

same.

Work for Staff, Plenty

So, having only a partly used and
slightly blackened lamp in reserve, we
sought a new outlet, and having plenty
of what the Englishman calls "flex,"

we drew our current from a distant
lamp socket.
That worked all right, but the poor

bulb in the projector did not produce
an image on the screen that would sat-

isfy us, and we were fearful of the
sophisticated undergraduate audience
who would first see Donald Duck and
a March of Time before our amateur
films.

The arc machine must work and must
be kept working.

Well, as events proved, it did, and
from that angle all was well.

And it was extremely well that our
party consisted of five. For the arc
machine calls for the entire attention
of one person, and with none of us
ever before having seen more than a
picture of one, it took the careful at-

tentions of two—one to "sit on" the
focus and the other to watch and nurse
along the arc itself.

Then due to the cramped and unac-
customed position of the phonograph,
the records had, perforce, to be handed,
one by one, to the operator of that ma-
chine, and be received back the same
way, when each was finished.

This left the fifth person to rewind
the films and rearrange the records in

needed order, for we would begin the

second show immediately the first one
was done, with no intermission whatso-
ever, except that again would come
Donald Duck and the March of Time.

Bouquet for Projectionist

But it all worked, and largely due to
the aid and assistance volunteered in

a most cordial and whole hearted way
by the theatre projectionist—a medical
student at the College; and an ama-
teur, too, who works, aa we do, in 16mm.
He was a "Rock of Ages" for the

visiting troupe, and we hereby offer our
sincere thanks to him.

It was diff'icult, assuming we might
succeed at all, to conv^ey to the audi-
ences anything of the background of
the various films, or of the idea and
ideals permeating our Annual Shows.
To have your only contact with your
audience by means of a microphone and
loud speaker, with the house dark, is

hard. It might be that no contact at
all was established, but we hope that
we succeeded somewhat.
But you have to take things as you

find them, on such a tour. It is like
dueling as opposed to fencing—the but-
tons are off the foils.

No allowances can be asked, and you
and your show must either go across
because it is a good show, or you must
go down, if it is not good enough to
carry its own weight.
We could only hope that ours went

across.

Competing with GWTW
It was a weary group when 5 o'clock

came and the shows were done. Hastily
we disassembled our equipment and got
out of the way of the evening's big show,
"Gone with the Wind." At any rate,
we had shared the screen that day with
a real Top Ranker.

The conference of the evening was
something quite difi'erent and with only

Snapshot of Duncan MacD. lAttle taken
a couple of yearn ayo on the Little^

Nova Scotia porch.

a small number in attendance. The
aforesaid top-ranking picture undoubted-
ly drew most of the possible group.
However, to this small gathering, we

were able to tell a bit about the plans
and history and aims of the Annual
Shows, and, in addition, some odd bite
from our own experiences with both cam-
era and projector in this country and in
Canada.
Next morning, with the undergradu-

ates, we attended a class session of the
college "Script Writing" course, and
then started our journey to Durham,
about 130 miles distant.

Our way led across and around the
more southerly of the White Mountain
group, and gave many opportunities for
picturemaking, both still and movie, for
it was a rare day and perfect "sugar-
ing" weather. However, we were not
on a picturemaking expedition, though
we deeply regretted lost opportunities.

Arrived in Durham in midafternoon,
we sought the office, in the University
Administration Building, of the "Lens
and Shutter Club," our sponsors here,
receiving a warm and friendly greeting
and being promptly taken to meet the
Dean.

Cold Water

That gentleman quietly and complete-
ly took all the wind from our sails by
announcing that for his own part he
entirely disapproved of the whole idea

of our Show, but "that the boys and
girls had greatly desired it, so I let

them go ahead at their risk, and here
you are, so let's see what can be done
for you and about you."

Well, to make a long story short, he
took us to a photographic exhibit that
had been arranged by the faculty and
undergraduates, to be sort of a con-
current affair with our Show, and then
he escorted Mrs. Little to a tea ar-

ranged in her honor, telling us men that

we could come or not as we wished.

But for our part, we wished to get
set up before dinnertime, and then have
no worries until the Show should ac-

tually get underway.
So we were taken to the auditorium,

and found a seventy-five foot throw to

a sixteen foot screen.

It was well that we had come ahead
of time, for here it was found that we
must draw the "juice" for projector, am-
plifier and phonograph from sockets; be-

hind the screen, calling for two lines each
more than a hundred feet! But, aided
by what the "Lens and Shutter" boys
had and could borrow, our supply of wire
worked, and everything was soon ready.

Soon, because we had at least two able

volunteers for every job suggested.

Again Full House

And they used their heads, those boys.

Early we had spoken about wanting a

(Continued on Page 286)
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10 FEATURES which assure

better exposure results... longer life...

1 A STABLE PHOTO-CELL. . the WESTON-
made photo-cell is unaffected by tempera-
ture variations from 50° below zero, up
to 120° above. Thus, you can be certain
of your Master . . . sure your exposure
settings are correct . . . any place and in all

seasons of the year.

2 MOISTURE CONTROL ... as a further
safeguard, the WESTON photo-cell is con-
tained in an hermetically sealed housing
... to keep injurious moisture out . . . as-

sure correct readings in any atmosphere.

3 DOUBLE SCALE LENGTH ... the Mas-
ter's exclusive "High-Light," "Low-Light"
scales provide double ordinary scale length
. . . eliminating the necessity for crowded
scale spacings and light numbers. It's al-

ways easy to read . . . and accurately read
. . . the Master's scale.

4 MEASUREMENTS IN LOW LIGHT. ..the

Master has over 50 times the sensitivity
required for indoor shots under ordinary
artificial illumination. And each measure-
ment can be read easily and accurately,
because of the Master's legible scale.

5 PRACTICAL SIZE... no cramped intern-

al design in order to achieve smallest pos-
sible size. While the Master is of practical

hand-size, its internal parts are of ade-
quate proportions to insure highest char-
acter of dependability and service.

6 WIDE BRIGHTNESS RANGE. ..evenpic-
tures taken in brilliant tropical sunlight
. . . down to those taken in extremely low
light . . . are well within the wide bright-

ness range of the Master.

7 A PROVED INSTRUMENT MOVEMENT
... a genuine WESTON movement is used
in the Master for accurately measuring
the minute currents generated by the
photo-cell. It's the same instrument move-
ment used by laboratories, engineering
schools, and throughout all industry for

accurate and dependable electrical meas-
urement. It's a proved, dependable instru-

ment . . . the result of 52 years of instru-

ment leadership.

8 CORRECT VIEWING ANGLE FOR STILL
WORK . . . the Master's viewing angle is

cone shaped, and covers approximately the

same area as the camera lens. Thus, ex-

traneous, surrounding light, which often
leads to erroneous readings, is not meas-
ured. The Master measures only the light

the camera lens sees.
- >»-' „ •

9 LIMITED CINE' AND COLOR ANGLE...
when the Master's "High-Light" scale is

in use, the viewing angle is reduced to 30° .
This is essential for cine' work; and is the
preferred angle for color work, as well as
work in bright light.

10 AUTHORITATIVE FILM RATINGS...
the film ratings developed for WESTON
Exposure Meter owners and based on con-
tinual WESTON laboratory testing and re-

search are standard throughout the indus-
try; just as WESTON Exposure Meters are
the accepted standard for accurately in-

terpreting these ratings into correct ex-
posure settings.

Be sure to see the Master, or other WESTON
models at your dealer's today, or write {or
literature. Weston Electrical Instrument
Corporation, 598 Frelinghuysen Avenue,
Newark, New Jersey.
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Practical Amateur
to Begiiijiers:

Lens Equipmeiiit

Characteristics

By JAMES A. SHERLOCK,
Vice President Australian Amateur Cine Society

PART I

THIS is not a story of the Laws of
Optics or the production of cine
lenses, but rather an attempt by a

practical amateur cinesmith to explain
to beginners and other amateurs who are
striving for better pictorial quality in

home movies why they won't go far if

they don't know the characteristics and
limitations of their lens equipment.
The cine lens is an exquisitely de-

1

1

f/'\9 25 m m lens

^/3 5 2 IN

signed precision instrument which has
made practical home movies possible, and
is the most important single part of a
cine camera. Therefore, it should be of
the highest quality in design and work-
manship. Its price is not as good a
guide to its quality as the well-known
names of several manufacturers who
produce cine lenses capable of recording
brilliant theatre-quality pictures having

1/^7 15mm lens
(WIDE-ANGLE)

LENS

sharp definition and a flat field extending
over the full surface of the picture.

These people have a world-wide repu-
tation, and even their sometimes under-
valued f.3.5 fixed focus lenses are of
all round excellence, and owing to the
simple operation of these len.ses they can
be thoroughly recommended to beginners.

Cine photographic objectives are never
made of a single piece of glass. They
require a combination of several differ-

ent types of glasses all ground to special
shapes and sizes.

High class cine lenses cannot be pro-
duced cheaply due to the incredible ac-
curacy required in their design and
manufacture. It is essential that the
amateur realize this fact before money
is wasted on cheap inferior lenses which
to the uninitiated are similar in appear-
ance to the modem precision made cine
lens that has reached such a remarkably
high standard of perfection.

Years of research by optical scientists
have resulted in them reaching the pin-

nacle of accuracy humanly possible when
they produce a cine lens containing sev-

eral separate glasses each ground and
polished to an accuracy of half a mil-

lionth of an inch.

Herewith are diagrams showing ele-

ments of several Cine Kodak lenses

which are made from the finest optical

glass of exceptional transparency. The
exact curvature for these elements, the
refractive index and thickness of each
glass, together with the exact air space
between each element, has to be cal-

culated to an infinitesimal tolerance by
lens designers before their computa-
tions can be executed in metal and va-

ious types of glass.

Cine lenses are classified by three

factors: focal length, speed rating and
lens mount.

FOCAL LENGTH
Technically the focal length of a lens

is the distance from the optical centre

:X: of a lens to the film, but is gen-

erally accepted as the distance from the

centre of the lens to the film. Actually it

defines the boundary and perspective

of a scene.
*Technically, the optical centre of a

lens is the point where light rays con-

verge and pass through the glass with-

out being bent or affected.

Most cine cameras are so designed

that lenses of various focal lengths are

interchangeable, while the best designed

camera for serious workers is one with

a turret holding several lenses that can

be interchanged in a fraction of a sec-

ond, but, of course, this extra equipment

adds to the cost and weight of a camera.

Since the ratio of focal length to size

of film is about the same in each case,

the results of a half-inch lens on 8mm.
cameras is comparable with a one-inch

lens on a 16mm. camera or a two-inch

lens on a 35mm. professional camera.

All these lenses are recognized as stand-

ard and give more pleasing perspective

:X: than normal lenses supplied vnth

still cameras. Scenes photographed

(Continued to Page 272)

*/21 2-5 IN. LENS
f/2 7 4 IN. LENS

16 MM CINE-KODAK LENS TYPES
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LET'S HAVE AN AWARD
FOR COLOR BY ITSELF

FOR twenty-six months the Hollywood Reporter has canvassed the opin-
ions of the correspondents assigned to Hollywood as to the best picture,
the best director, etc., to the extent of a dozen bests, based on the subjects

previewed during the preceding calendar month. Among these tops for bests,
as the correspondents judge it, is that for photography.

Now photography is a subtle thing. Naturally those able to judge it for
quality are in a minority, how vast a minority only those best able to create
it are able to estimate. But, it may be advanced in extenuation for the
right of the non-technical to give what ordinarily would be technical judg-
ments, the same may be said of judging the best musical score, the best
screenplay, the best director.

The correspondents hardly will defend a statement that the men employed
on color pictures are more skilled in their craft than the men who photograph
black and white. They will not deny the probability that the men whose
work up to this time has been mainly or completely given over to black
and white are on equal terms with those whose work is now half and half
or wholly restricted to color.

Yet for five out of the last six months the correspondents have awarded
their decisions for best photography to men who photographed in Techni-
color. That to all intents and purposes is closing the award decision to thirty-

nine out of forty men who photograph major pictures. Which is not, it will be
conceded, as it should be.

The Academy some time since decided to make two awards for photog-
raphy. Accordingly this annual bouquet now is declared for black and white
and for color. If the Reporter should decide to make two decisions in line

with the big Academy award it could declare one for black and white and one
for color, in the event theie were enough color pictures to justify a contest.

The day is approaching, faster than some of us believe, when pictures
in color will predominate fully as much as do the black and white today.
There is no question that as between two pictures, one in color and one in

black and white; with exposure, composition and all the contributory elements
of artistry evenly balanced, the greater appeal will ride with color. There
will be exceptions to this belief, but they are negligible.

Until that day arrives, whether it be soon or later, let us be fair with
the men who continue to shoot the straight black and white, as forbears
and contemporaries have been doing for a hundred years.

Let us recognize the man who through days of photographing a black
and white picture perhaps sombre and even sordid in mood, with only a few
vagrant rays of sunlight to lighten his work and his heart, yet steadily
plugs along and comes through with a subject that is of unusual quality

—

acclaimed by photographers conscious of the infinite thought and skill

bestowed on it, greeted by the unconscious non-photographers silently yet
satisfyingly.

And also let us give him an even break by making an extra award if

circumstances justify. Don't close the door.

Bell & Howell's New Hi-Set

Tripod Has Many Features
Said to be ideal for 8mm. cameras

and priced in keeping with the eco-

nomical 8mm. equipment, the new Hi-

Set Tripod just announced by Bell &
Howell embodies many features new in

tripod construction. Extraordinary
height, sturdiness, quick-action legs, and
lightness in weight characterize the new
unit.

The Hi-Set is chromium plated overall,

and when the legs are fully extended it

stands 64 inches high, said to be far

and away the tallest lightweight tripod.

Weight is only three pounds without
pam-and-tilt head, another pound with
head. Folded, without head, the tripod

is only 25 inches long, 2 inches longer
with head.

Great Convenience

Bell & Howell claims remarkable con-
venience in extending and folding the
tripod legs. With no screws or clamps
to release, the rigid, tubular legs are
pulled out, automatically locking firmly
at any of twenty different heights. To
fold the Hi-Set the legs are simply
pushed toward the head, and the pho-

The new Bell & Howell Filmo Hi-Set
Tripod combines extraordinary height,

rigidity and ease of use.

tographer need not stoop over to do it.

B&H goes on to state that although
the tripod cannot possibly be collapsed
by bearing down upon it when it is set

up, the legs readily telescope when
pushed toward the head. Sliding collars

on each leg, which must be actuated by
hand, control this convenient feature.

Both pam and tilt movement lock inde-

pendently of the other, a full 90 degree
tilt is permitted, and an entirely new
feature is provided in the gear-driven
camera screw. Just tum a large knurled
knob and the camera screw rotates right
into your comera.

The price of the Hi-Set is 88.75 for
the tripod only, and $12.50 for the tripod
with pam-and-tilt head. The head alone,
which may be mounted on any tripod
having a standard screw, is priced at
$4.25.

Agfa Announces Tray Clip
The new, inexpensive, Agfa "Tray-

Clip" thermometer is a darkroom acces-
sory that every photographer who de-
velops in trays or small, open tanks
will want to have. Furnished on a stain-
less-steel support with a clever bend at
the top, this new thermometer has been
designed with the realization that to be
effective and useful a thermometer must
be in the developing solution, convenient-
ly placed but not in the way, through-
out development.
The new "Tray-Clip" Thermometer

answers these requirements, since with
its exclusive clip-on feature it can be at-
tached snugly to one side of the tray or
to one end of a small, open developing
tank, where it can be quickly seen with-
out interfering with the handling of films
turning development.
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NATIONAL
^ TRADE-MARK

• The light produced bv ' National"' Studio Carbons duplicates

tlie photographic effects of natural sunlight supplemented by ,

the blue from the sky. It gives true daylight quality and realism '

to studio scenes, whether in color or monochrome.
Carbon arc lighting has exceptional penetration and photo-

graphic speed without excessive heat. It supplies all of the

spectral colors, balanced in intensity to the sensitivity of modern
photographic emulsions. It gives accurate and natural repro-

duction of form, color and detail.

MOTION PICTURE STUDIO AND
HIGH INTENSITY CARBONS

I
NATIONAL CARBON COMPANY, INC.

Unit of Union Carbide and Carbon Corporafion

CARBON SALES DIVISION, CLEVELAND, OHIO
General Offices: 30 East 42nd Street, New York, N. Y.

BRANCH SALES OFFICES
New York Pittsburgh Chicago • St. Louis San Francisco
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Metropolitan Council Holds
Fifth Annual in New York

This year the Metropolitan Motion Pic-
ture Council, an organization interested

in all phases of the movies, chose Ama-
teur Production for the theme of its

fifth annual meeting, held at New York
University's auditorium on April 25.

Donald Eldridge of New Haven talked
on "The Production of School-Made
Films," and he showed "The Sentinel,"
a movie about the New Haven High
School newspaper, produced by students
of that school.

Mr. Eldridge, head of Visual Educa-
tion for the New Haven Schools, was
assisted by three students giving dem-
onstrations of sound recordings synchro-
nized with the film.

Duncan MacD. Little, famous for his
international film parties, spoke on
"What Amateur Films Have Brought
Me." His film called "Making of Cana-
dian Homespun" was exhibited. Robert
Gowen of the Gowen Laboratories in

Ossining, N. Y., spoke on "Community
Filming" and showed "The Birth of St.

Mary's," a film picturing the history of
that church and produced by its mem-
bers.

The production committee of the Met-

This nnusually fine still of the Sac7-a-
mento Movie Forum at its last meeting
tvas exposed by Bob Handsaker. We
commend it to the reader's critical ex-
amination. Demonstratinf/ the camera is

Bill O'Doglierti/ of San Francisco, who
lias been snccessfnl in installinc/ an elec-

tric drive on a Model 00 Eastman as well
as an electric ivindback. Various mem-
beys of the club brought to the meeting
their favorite gadget. The evening's
program was completed by the projection
of the Eastman picture, "Highlights and
Shadows." The president of the club,
Harry A. Downard, Jr., is shown in tlic

first seat in the front row.

ropolitan Motion Picture Council, which
was responsible for this meeting, is

composed of Eleanor Child, Greenwich,
Conn., chairman; Frank Grunell, West
Brighton, N. Y. ; Donald Eldridge, New
Haven, Conn.; Miss Frances Flanagan,
American Institute, New York; Alexan-
der Lewis, Central High School, Newark,
N. J.; Duncan MacD. Little, Interna-
tional Film Party, New York; Dr. F.

Dean McClusky, director of Scarborough
School, Scarborough, N. Y.; Miss Esther
Martin, advisor East High Photoplay
Club, Newark, N. J.; Kenneth Space,
Harmon Foundation, New York, and

Miss Hilda Wehberg, Educational Film
Institute, New York University, New
York.

Bell and Howell Booklets
Brings Equipment to Date

Of interest to all owners of Filmo
16mm. projectors and of Filmo 70 cam-
eras are the two "conversion" booklets
just issued by Bell & Howell. Illustrating,
describing, and pricing all new features
which may be added to older models,
these booklets will give you an excellent
idea as to how you may bring your
camera or projector up to date.
The projector booklet devotes four

pages to a discussion of increasing illu-

mination by conversion to use modern
high-wattage lamps.

In the camera booklet the hand crank
for making lap dissolves is discussed, as
are refinishing, positive viewfinders,
changing to different speed ranges, at-

tached winding-key, etc.

Bell & Howell will be glad to send
these booklets to Filmo owners if tHe
serial number of the camera or pro-
jector is stated in the request. Address
Bell & Howell Company, 1801 Larch-
mont avenue, Chicago, and ask for the
"conversion" booklets.
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THE P
PART II

IN the course of the Parkers'
fifteen-day stay in Mexico City,
of which the first part of the

' tory was nrinted in the May issue,
Mr. and Mrs. Harry and Harriette
Parkev of Los Anereles started one
morning for Xochimilco, a Federal
district of 11,000. It is an intrigu-
''ner place, with canals, mostly about
thirty feet wide. The location is

known as the Flower Gardens or
Floating Gardens. The canals are
bordered by trees and gardens.
The populace raise flowers and sell

them to tourists from canoes.

"We rode in a flower-ornamented
flatboat about twenty feet long,"
said Mr. Parker, "and it was oper-
ated or pushed by a pole in the
hands of an Aztec Indian. He was
indeed picturesque. This being
Sunday, a great crowd of Mexicans
and tourists were riding in the
balmy sunshine. Many were eating
luncheon at tables on the boats.
Incidentally there was much drink-
ing and merrymaking generally.

"There were dozens of these
boats occupied by musicians. For
only 4 cents U. S. they would come
alongside any boat and play. Some-
times they are hired by the hour
or day. Also the flower, soft drink,
pulque and other canoes would pull

up alongside of us and try to sell

their wares. We rode for about
four hours at a cost of 5 pesos, or
80 cents U. S., and thoroughly en-
joyed the outing.

"The camera was plenty busy
during these hours, in which fine

singing and some dancing were in-

terspersed with an occasional jam
or collision. The best of humor
prevailed, however. There were
some restaurants along the line,

with big crowds at the terminus,
a small village named Nativitas."

Bull Fights Make Film

The bull fights supplied the
Parkers with many feet of film.

The Plaza del Toros open-air sta-

dium holds 20,000 persons. The

Lots of babies in Mexico.

Puebla Hotel, built in 1726.

Workingmen with serapes (overcoats are
unknown)

.

Cathedral near Cordova.

RKERS
general admission tickets on the
shady side cost 7 pesos ($1.12 U,
S.), while on the sunny side the
same classification rated at 4 pesos.
The Parkers decided to fool the '

scalpers peddling the reserved
i

seats by obtaining perfect seats on i

the shady side of the general ad-
i.

mission section. The scalpers are

;

clever, really, and sometimes se-
;

cure many times the scale price.
The fight started at 4 p.m. with

a colorful parade. Autos filled with ,

girls in Spanish costumes made a
picture really fetching. They were .

followed by the ritualistic parade,
or quadrilla, of the matadors,
each with his five graded toreadors,
and then came the mounted pica-
dors. To these Mr. Parker awards
the real palm for bravery. Follow-
ing the many attendants came the
teams of mules employed to haul
the vanquished bulls off the field

and to a happier hunting ground.
It was all a real show.

There were five fights. The bulls

were smart, lively animals. Sev-
eral hundred soldiers with loaded
rifles were on hand for an emer-

|

gency. Police also were plentiful, '

There was a momentary diversion ,

from the ring when one of the lat- ^

ter stationed near the Parkers
pulled in a careless pickpocket.

It was a day to be remembered.
One of the things that will remain .

longest in the memory of the

Parkers w-as the raving, hysterical >

mob.
Fortin Tropical Spot i

It was 5:30 p.m. when the An-,
gelenos arrived at Fortin, 225 miles .

south and • east of Mexico City,

truly a valley tropical spot. Ba-

nanas, oranges, mangoes, in fact,

all tropical fruits; flowers, gar-

denias, hibiscus, and ever>i;hing

fragrant surrounds the Spanish
style Hotel Ruiz Galindo, set in a

square block of gardens.
The ceiling of the room was 20 i

feet high. As night fell the atmos-
phere was dampish inside. As a

measure of precaution the Parkers :

had carried along with their im-

pedimenta from Los Angeles a set

of blankets for an emergency, as

well as various fruit juices, etc. <

They went after the blankets right

there and found them worth the

freightage.
The house is under German man-

agement, as are many of the hotels
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OUR MEXICO
in Mexico. It was the first Ameri-
can plan house with which the
Parkers had been in touch.

On this trip out of the city the
services of the guide were of par-
ticular value. "A tourist just can't

get along down there without a
competent guide," declared Mr.
Parker with emphasis. "Even if

we had a perfect command of the
language, the roads, the ways to

go, and the speed laws, the cus-
toms are so different. To a tourist
the police are lenient. To a guide
who is driving they are strict.

"To get out of Mexico City or
around it is more difficult than in

any city in which we have been,"
continued the world traveler. "The
police run the traffic by standing
and holding their arms in differ-

ent positions. There are few traf-

fic signals, as such, and all in all

it is the craziest city in which to
drive a car—every one is tooting
and trying to cheat the other
driver."

"Society" Dines Late

Speaking of the dining customs
in Mexico, Mr. Parker recalled at
Puebla it was 1 o'clock before they
could be served. At night at the
hotel it was 7:30 before they were
served, and when they left the din-
ing room at 8:45 some of the well-
to-do Spanish and Mexicans were
just coming in. Mr. Parker sug-
jgested that somehow he had a feel-

ing, intangible perhaps, that his
early dining hour had in the minds
of some of the residents put his so-
cial standing under something of a
cloud.

For an hour and a half that day
on the trip south the Parkers had
an experience in a desert sand-
storm. It was necessary to keep
the car tightly closed.
For the two hundred-odd miles

from Mexico City to Fortin, or for
most of the trip at any rate, the
road ran into altitude. At one time
the Parkers were above 11,000
feet. Most of the time they were
in sight of Mexico's two highest
mountains, Popocatepetl, 17,876
feet, and Ixtaccihuatl, 16,960 feet.
For the benefit of any who might

icontemplate making this particular
trip, it is stated that a short time
before coming into the little village
of Fortin the road drops 2000 feet
in a very short distance. As Mr.
Parker expressed it, that less than

half a mile descent contained the
sharpest turns and steepest grades
he ever experienced.
German propaganda in Mexico is

described as most scientific and
subtle. The wealth of the United
States as a nation and the com-
parative poverty of the mass of
the Mexican people makes possible
the circulation of many stories to
willing ears. The fact remains the
best schools in Mexico are German.
Practically all new buildings in
Mexico are German, modernistic in
design. Nearly all hotels are of
German ownership and manage-
ment.

In driving over Aculdzingo Pass,
which Mr. Parker describes as
steep, he tells how all buses, trucks,
cars, etc., drain radiators and fill

with cold water before starting the
ascent. Changing water, his own
car was kept in high.

Pictures from Belfry

The Puebla Cathedral was de-
scribed as tremendous in size, be-
ing capable of swallowing a half-
dozen large-sized churches, seem-
ingly near St. Peter's in Rome.
The Parkers climbed to the belfry,
from which they took pictures of
the city. The bellkeeper was 87
years old, an Indian who looked
good for at least another twenty-
five years. The bells were ten in
number and the largest about ten
feet in height. Their great weight
and the distance they had been
lifted were some of the many
things the tourists were wonder-
ing about.

Mr. Parker is enthusiastic over
Cuernavaca. "In the many trips we
made away from Mexico City
Cuernavaca to me is the nicest and
best city we have visited in Mex-
ico," he said. "There's an abun-
dance of fine homes, gardens,
flowers, etc. Some of the big gov-
ernment men make their homes
here, while others spend only their
weekends. Here I found the best
meal in Mexico since I left home."
On the Sunday preceding the

day the Parkers started on their

Cnballeros in Chapiiltepec Park.

Street scene.

Cooking tortillas.

Hand paintincj tile.
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return north they first visited
Chapultepec Park, an area of about
three by four miles. They wit-
nessed a demonstration of the love
for the outdoors on the part of the
Mexicans. Surely they patronize
the public parks, of which there
are many. A roller skating as well
as a bicycle Marathon was on
through the streets leading to the
main park. Band concerts at 12
o'clock noon were well attended,
too.

Those filmers who are seeking
the striking and possibly the spec-
tacular may be interested in the
great number of horsemen present
in Chapultepec. They are arrayed
in all their equestrian regalia. They
take advantage of the very fine

bridle paths in the park every Sun-
day, especially in the middle of the
day. Many have leather suits of
brownish color. The style is strict-

ly Spanish, unlike any other cos-
tume or country of which Mr.
Parker has knowledge.

Again they visited the Mexico
City Cathedral, the largest in Latin
America. The great structure is

described as being in a marvellous
setting and covering a couple of
city blocks.

Three to Two
Competent authorities compute

the proportion of the sexes from
the United States visiting Mexico
as three women to two men. There
were so many from the United
States present in the southern
country last winter the surplus
were being accommodated in pri-
vate homes.
A farewell visit was paid to the

bull ring, which was found if any-
thing extra exciting. A matador
was knocked down, miraculously
escaping. Others were in the nar-
rowest of pinches. Two horses
were bowled over and gored. The
tourists were nervous wrecks at
the close of the show.
To the Parkers a big part of the

show was the presence near them
of the anti-Cardenas presidential
candidate, Almazan, fine looking
and popular. He was surrounded
by about twenty-five soldiers or
police, who were watching like
hawks for an enemy with intent
to kill. Two weeks before that
date an attempt had been made to
assassinate Almazan.

In a couple of years the residents
of the western United States will
have a decided advantage on mile-
age in their trips to Mexico City.
It is planned the loop now under
construction between the latter

city and El Paso will be completed,
making a cut-ofi" of considerable
importance. The Parkers logged
644 miles from El Paso to Laredo,
the point in Texas at which they
left the United States. As Laredo
is a sharp southeast from El Paso
it will not be all saving, but it will

be important.

Trip Home
On the first day the Parkers

cleared 383 miles, stopping at
Mante for the night. During the
day eighty-three of the miles they
made were on winding mountain
roads at an altitude of from 6500
to 8300 feet. The air and sun were
perfect. The roads ran up hill and
down dale through scenery Mr.
Parker described as stupendous.

Thirty-seven men are employed
in the United States side of the
Laredo Bridge customs station,
showing the growth of the Mexican
tourist traffic. The inspection was
most particular. Some of the cus-
toms men seemed fatigued, or at
least short-tempered.
Between Mante and Laredo all

morning the car bucked a hard

The Du Pont Film Manufacturing Cor-
poration announces the introduction of

Superior-1, Superior-2 and Superior-3
35mm. films. These three films afford
the miniature camera owner a wide
choice of speed. All have fine grain size.

The color sensitivity of each is fitted to

the particular lighting conditions usually
encountered in its use.

Superior-1 is intended for outdoor use.

When He a Shooting Goes
He Really Goes to Town
At a recent meeting of the Penin-

sula Cine Club of Pacific Grove,
Cal., M. G. Winterton of the Ta-
coma (Washington) Cinema Club
gave an interesting talk on the ac-

tivities of the Tacoma club. Penin-
sula Club members were much in-

terested in the tripod displayed by
Winterton. His tripod head is

equipped with a mount that is pro-
vided with attachments for three
cameras, simultaneously ready for
action. It matters not whether he
wants to shoot an 8mm., a 16mm.
or a still. They are all right there
in front of him.

wind. That experience and tl

sandstorm encountered on the tr
to Fortin were the only unpleasai
occasions noted by the tourist
But coming into Laredo that afte
noon they somehow made up f(

the loss of time earlier in the da:

They left Monterrey at 4 p.r!

They arrived at Laredo at 6:1
The distance is 152 miles. Figu)
it yourself. But 46 miles of thi

distance immediately south of L
redo was straight.

Mr. Parker has a word of wan
ing for those who sometimes uf
trailers. He declares trailers ai

absolutely impractical on a trip t

Mexico City. The 83 miles in th

mountains south of Valles is tc

much of a task for any motor t

pull a trailer.

Asked if he really enjoyed hi

trip into Mexico Mr. Parker n
sponded : "Yes, we did. But
don't mind telling you that you ex

perience a mighty swelling in th
chest when you cross the Lared
Bridge and realize with greate
force you are a citizen of th
United States."

It is extremely fine grained, has a Ion)

scale gradation, and is specially colo

sensitized for exposure by daylight

Areas of sky register as printable den

sities without, the use of a filter. Thi

speed is about the same as the Superio;

Pan formerly supplied for miniature

cameras.

Superior-2 is twice as fast as Superior

1. This recommends its use outdoors ii

cameras having slower objectives regard

less of weather conditions and indoor;

for scenes and portraits ^^ath controllec

lighting. The color response is cor-

rected for an incandescent light source

The grain size, while not quite as fim

as Superior-1, is distinctly finer than th(

old type Superior Pan.

Superior-3 is a high-speed film in-

tended primarily for interior use wharf

lighting is not controlled. Its color sen-

sitivity takes full advantage of tung-

sten illumination. The grain size is about

the same as the former Superior Pan.

Forced development increases the effec-

tive speed of this film, making exposures

possible at a Mazda rating of 100 Wes-
ton.

All of these films will be available by

June 1 in 18 exposure magazines, 36

exposure magazines and spools, bulk

lengths and refills.

DU PONT ISSUES THREE
TYPES MINI FINE GRAIf^
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Uncle Sam Builds

Camera Car

That Will

tand UiD
;7 REED N. HAYTHORNE,

GOVERNMENT cinematographers
work under all conditions and
are called upon to perform almost

miracles with very limited facilities un-
der rigid regulations and at extremely
low costs. The subject matter special-
ists in the various departments are ex-
perts in their fields and there are many
of them.
These experts are consulted on all

matters singly and in groups and all of
them must be satisfied in order to attain
the highest possible results. All matters
are treated with the same amount of
thoroughness no matter how large or
small they may be. These specialists can
recognize and classify anything, and if

they can't do it they find someone who
can.

At one time or another the moving
picture is an essential in all branches of
the Government and is used either for
research purposes or for educational
work in the field in all parts of the
United States and even in other coun-
tries. The pictures are produced in such
a manner that they may be used in-
definitely. There must be no dates of any
kind that would date the time of produc-
tion.

Theories and principles of agriculture
change very little as does most work
in the Government, and the extent of
the work is unknown to the average
person.

Always a Market
The Government will always be a mar-

ket for educational motion pictures. It

Reed Haythome, A.S.C., standing on the
side platform preparatory to making a
running scene. (Note the braces at the
top bolted to spring steel.) Photo by

Moore-Haythome.

could be classed as the largest institu-

tion of higher education and research in

the world. It is needless to say that mo-
tion pictures are used, but not to the
extent that they should be. Slowly the
executives are becoming aware of the
importance of the scope of motion pic-

tures and! some day films will come into

their proper realm.

One far seeing executive informed me
that he wished to do something with
motion pictures and he wanted to do it

the best way possible. He told me of his

desires in the form of production ideas.
It was as if I were listening to a camera-
man's dream.
He certainly was a stimulant to me

and here was really a new field with
tremendous possibilties. Work, as I could
see it, was to be perpetual, constant, full
of new problems and very interesting.

It was decided that we would con-
struct a camera car that would be most
adaptable to the work, one that would
be light enough to covei^ ground as well
as a passenger car.

It must be extremely sturdy for driv-
ing over all kinds of terrain, on roads or
off of them, whatever the case might
be; in other words, it should serve any
and all purposes and operate at a mini-
mum cost. Rain and muddy fields could
not be a hindrance, as there would be
assignments calling for work under these
conditions.

Work Done Quickly

In some cases work must be accom-
plished in a very short period of time
and it might be of a delicate nature,
calling for test strips, and there would
not be time to locate a dark room or
laboratory.

Perhaps the work is many miles from
any town and, due to economic condi-
tions, the cinematographer would be the
only one on the job knowing anything
of photography. The specialist would not
be able to read a negative, necessitating
a paper print in order that the specialist
might see what the scene looked like.

Very often the production of a picture
is continued throughout the four seasons
of the year in order to obtain the com-
plete story of a crop or the conditions
of a soil under the changing conditions
of the annual cycle.

After being somewhat educated, in a
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Haytliorne workino from the top of the
car. The side platform in carried on the
top and serves as a parallel. Govern-
ment Specialist Gene Buie looking on and
recording. Photo by Moore-Haythorne.

very small way, to agriculture, knowing
of the desires of the department, the
thoroughness of the specialists, the prob-
lems that would be encountered, I set
about building a camera car that might
possibly do the work.

Looks Into Future
First of all the Government does not

plan for the present. It always looks far
into the future. Therefore I had to keep
this in mind and a dark room camera
cabin was constructed that would fit

the chassis of almost any make of half-
ton truck, known as a pick-up.

If one chassis should wear out the
cabin could be placed on another with
very few minor changes. The new truck
need not even be of the same make.
Knowing that it must serve as a dark

room the windows were made of metal
in three separate pieces. They are very
large in order to permit sufficient open-
ing to allow a cinematographer to make
scenes through them from the inside of
the cab during heavy rains. All or por-
tions of the windows can be opened at
will.

The entire back of the cab opens, the
upper portion opens inward and fastens
to the top of the cab, eliminating any
chance of hitting one's head on it. The
bottom half opens outward and forms
a small platform which is always useful.

Well Braced

For elevation shots the top of the cab
is used. To assure steadiness a tele-

scopic pipe is fastened to the top of the
cab on each side. The bottom of the pipe
may be extended to any length, placed
at an angle on the ground, thereby pro-
hibiting any side movement and making
a very steady platform.
An auxiliary platform was constructed

that fits on the right side of the car
and extends out about six feet, which is

used for running shots. The top braces
bolt into pieces of spring steel and the
resiliency takes up considerable shock.

If there is no weight on the platform
it has a slight incline, but when the
weight of a camera and a cinematog-
rapher is upon it the car sags just enough
to make the platform level with the run-
ning surface. Special rear springs make
the car ride as smoothly as a passenger
car.

Car Steady
The resiliency of the platform braces

and the riding quality of the car to-
gether make running shots appear as
dolly or crane shots. When the side plat-
form is not in use it is fastened on the
top and serves as the top platform.
For current an inductor alternator is

installed under the hood on brackets that
are adjustable. The alternator is driven
by a separate belt from a double fan
pulley. This belt can be removed easily
when the car is to be used for distant
traveling. However, there are only two

bearings, one at either end of the shaft
that will wear. These can easily be re-

placed. The generator inducts six volts,

direct current from the car battery, gen-
erated and alternates it to any voltage
desired.

I have carried seven hundred and fifty

watts at one hundred and ten volts at

a fairly constant sixty cycles. More watt-
age can be carried, but the frequency in-

creases accordingly. In various locations
on the car there are nine outlets in very
handy and accessible places. There are
no brushes, nor is there a commutator to

worry about. In other words, the curren
inductor alternator is fool-proof and ex

tremely useful.

Some of you trailer fans might re

member the idea, even some of yoi

cinematographers that have to get sun

set shots or wait for an effect, why don'1

you remember this alternator and carr\

along a hot plate for sandwiches or ;

percolator for coffee, for those of yoi

who drink coffee.

Fatker Meeus
Returning

The Rev. Father Charles Meeus,
who during the last year and a
half has toured the principal cities

of the United States in behalf of
the large troop of Boy Scouts in

China which has been consigned
to his care, is returning to China
early in June. The priest has
raised a substantial sum of money
for the benefit of his boys and has
made a legion of friends while in

this country.
On the evening of May 28 there

was a farewell to Father Meeus
held at the Ebell Theatre in Los
Angeles. Rey Scott, Life's camera-
man, and incidentally the "panda
man," showed his famous colored
film of the Great West of China,
"China Under the Stars." Chang
Shan-Tse, eminent artist of China,
was presented to the audience.
Also present was the boy choir of
St. Brendan's. Father Meeus made
a farewell address.

Hilliard Addresses Theatre
Men on "Standardization"

John K. Hjjliard, chairman of the

Academy Research Council Theatre
Standardization Committee, on May 9

addressed the Pacific Coast Conference
of Theatre Owners on the subject of

"Theatre Sound Standardization."
In his talk Mr. Hilliard explained that

the aim of the program is to make
sound from all studios reproduce equallyj

well in each theatre, and detailed the|

present technical coordination between

the production and exhibition ends of the

industry.
Members of the conference were in-

terested in the various performance!

standards set up by the Academy Re-j

search Council to guide exhibitors inj

their sound equipment problems, and ray

the present close coordination between

all branches of the industry by which

the Hollywood studios, the theatres and.

the sound equipment manufacturers are|

now proceeding in step on theatre

sound problems.
In closing Mr. Hilliard stated that the

Research Council is "performing a real

service to the exhibitors at the present

time by furnishing technical information,

by setting standards for performance

for theatre equipment and in coordinat-

ing studio sound recording with theatre

sound reproduction."
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nip Your Films

and Put Snap

in Pictures
By CLAUDE W. CADARETTE,
Foundeir Los Angeles 8mm* Club

THE projection of your films to an
audience is the final step in motion
picture photography. Your film

lust be in perfect order, the continuity

lust be strong, the action smooth, titles

•ell placed and the rhythmic flow or
jiTipo must fit the mood of the picture.

The final judgment of your picture is

ntirely dependent upon the manner in

hich you have presented it. Obviously,
will have a pleasant reaction if you

ave portrayed the story in a clear, con-
se manner, but should your continuity
i incoherent, tempo incorrect or some
;her phase of movie making detrimental
) the film there is no question about
e kind of reaction it will receive from
)ur critics.

When filming your scenario, you made
ich scene slightly longer than necessary
) that you could allow for proper cut-
ng. Then, too, the scenes were not
ways shot in their final sequence so
lat they must be rearranged to estab-
;h the continuity. Your particular in-

rest is undoubtedly centered around the
lotography and special efi'ects, while
)ur audience is usually interested in

ily the story or purpose of the picture.

Making Prize Winners

A well-edited picture, combined with
>od photography and smooth continu-

will always be found among the
ize winners. In contest judging, these
lases of motion picture photography
e the most important. The apprecia-
)n of your film by your audience will
greatly enhanced if you have edited

;'Ur film properly, removing all unde-
rable actions and welded the scenes
' produce a smooth, flowing continuity.
Assuming that your shooting schedule

' over, the matter of cutting the film
'Jst be taken in consideration. All un-
•sirable scenes, retakes and errors in
ition of the characters must be re-
'^ved. It is said that the best editing
'your film is achieved by allowing a
ranger to do it. It is undoubtedly

true that each of us are prone to leave
scenes in the picture which have a senti-
mental value, although the picture would
be improved if these scenes were short-
ened or omitted.

Cutting of film without regard or
feeling for sentimentalities will add snap
and zest to the picture. All scenes that
do not add to the picture are valueless.
Each time we cut a scene or discard
it, we naturally feel a tug at the purse-
stings. Nevertheless it is necessary to

steel ourselves each time we use the
knife of the splicer.

Simple Continuity

Cutting must be done systematically
when you are handling large quantities
of film. It is well to project each
processed reel to become familiar with
the contents and then remove the gross-
est errors of exposures. When this has
been done to each small reel, splice them
together on a larger reel, leaving in all

retakes.
After this has been done, project the

large reel so that you can resplice it

into a simple continuity. If you have
a second large reel, do the same with it.

This simple arrangement of continuity
will greatly simplify the balance of the
editing problem. The next step is the
splicing in of titles in their approximate
positions.

Now project your first reel, keeping
notes on the retakes, comparing each to

determine the best shot to use. Re-edit
this reel, removing the shots that you
have decided against using in the finished
picture.

In all of these preliminaries, the ac-
tions in the scenes, or cross-cutting of
scenes, has not been considered, as this

procedure is the final step of proper
editing. These phases will be corrected
in the last cutting of the film.

Film viewers are devices for magni-
fying each frame of the film to a suit-

able size so that actions are discernible

to the eye. They are invaluable for edit-

ing purposes, as you eliminate any guess-
work and can be assured of accuracy.
The viewers relieve the eyes of any
strain and enable you to work for longer
periods of time.

Action cutting must be very close and
exact. The flow of the story depends
entirely on the smooth action as it is

presented on the screen. Much of the
naturalness of action is maintained by
synchronizing it in splicing.

If, in a long shot, a man is mounting
a horse, the medium closeup of this

action should not show him mounting
the horse again. It would appear that
the man had made a second attempt.

Splicing Closeups

In the long shot, the man places his
left foot in the stirrup and lifts himself,
swinging his right leg over the back
of the horse. As the leg appears over
the horse's back the scene should be
cut to the frame of the medium closeup
wherein the leg is also over the horse's
back.

Splice the action of the second scene
to synchronize with the action of the
previous scene. Close cutting in this
manner gives your audience the sense
that they have merely moved from a
rear theater seat to a place nearer to
the screen without any jump or repeti-
tion in the actor's movements.

Likewise, if a long shot in a room
shows a girl going to the telephone and
picking up the receiver, the closeup
should be cut in at the point where the
actions correspond or synchronize. Re-
move all unnecessary actions that are
tedious to view. It is not necessary to
show a complete dialing of a telephone
number. Just show a finger dialing one
number, then cut to the long shot of the
girl picking up the receiver.

Faster tempo keeps your picture mov-
ing and holds the interest of your audi-
ence. Let your audience use its imagina-
tion, as a mere suggestion of a small
action is more convincing than a detailed,
pictured one. The cutting of actions of
gunplay must be done with subtleness.

Two Better Than One
Quick action of a man shooting a gun

which is cut to a man staggering can
portray more emotion than by attempt-
ing to show the murderer and victim in
one long shot.

The cutting of long shot and closeups
must be done with the thought of the
actions in each scene. Long shots are
known as establishing shots because you
can see the entire locale and definitely
locate the surroundings and settings.
These are followed by medium shots to
acquaint you with certain parts of the
locality. The closeups give you intimate
views of things or persons.

Closeups are also used to show small
important actions which would not be
easily seen in a medium shot, or to
show you the facial expressions which
would otherwise be lost in longer shots.
If an action is important, cut in a closeup
of it. Keep in mind, however, that un-

(Continued on Page 281

)
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PACEMAKERS

ENDOWED with special uhililies in iheir

special fields, and governed by supercrit-

ical manulacluring controls, Eastman

negative films set the pace for raw-film

quality. They share with cameraman and

processing laboratory the credit for the

unprecedented photographic excellence

of today's motion pictures. Eastman

Kodak Company, Rochester, N. Y.

J. E. BRULATOUR, INC., Distrihiitors

Fort Lee Chicago Hollywood

PLUS-X SUPER-:
for general studio use for all difficult shots

BACKGROCXD-X
for baekffrounds and qeneral exterior trork

EASTMAN NEGATIVE FILMS
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Itory of a 16111m.

Sync Machine
Which Really

By HUBBARD HUNT

PRODUCTION in 16mm., after a

rather hectic period, has finally

graduated into long pants. The
idustrial producer, faced with a 16mm.
'.odachrome sound job, had to rely on
dvanced amateur cutting and editing

quipment to do a job as complicated
s the average 35mm. production.

In the early days, not so long ago,
luch cutting was done on a "Rube Gold-
erg" set-up, employing a standard
5mm. projector. This, of course, was
ir from satisfactory, but as manufae-
irers came out with viewers, synchro-
izers, sound splicers and gadgets, the
tuation was greatly improved.
Hubbard Hunt Productions, with of-

2es on the Talisman lot, was faced with
any of these problems early in the
)mm. game. After two years of "trial

id error" engineering, a sync machine
as finally built which really works. We
;lieve that this application, which has
!en used on four full length sound
bs, will be of interest to those who
ay have similar problems.

Trial and Error

Several producers attempted to and
itually did construct photo-electric cells

;
standard Craig Projecto Editors.

)me of these worked, but most of them
,oved to be too inflexible. For early ex-
trimental purposes, we started assem-
ing a Craig viewer with a standard
oviola head rebuilt for 35mm.
Many different arrangements and po-
•;ions were tried out, and as the pre-
ninary idea progressed the machine
radually turned into a hodge-podge of
res, switches and headaches. With all

i'Hahle IGmm. sound cutting unit de-
!ined by Hubbard Hunt Productions,
le units used are as follows: Bolex
winds, Moviola IGmm. soundhead,
'aig Projecto Editor, Craig Sound
•dicer, Lansing Speaker and Western

Electric Amplifier.

the handicaps encountered, the cutter

managed to assemble two 1200-foot pic-

tures.

Before the next film was produced,
which was to be a full length picture

for the Harvill Diecasting Company, the

problem was attacked from a more scien-

tific basis and the result is the machine
shown in the accompanying article.

The relative position of the viewer.
Moviola and drive sprockets, had been
determined in the first experiments. The
problem was to assemble all units into

a portable machine, which would be com-
pact, and yet afford ample working room
for the cutter. The following units were

used to complete the machine:

Standard 16mm. Craig Projecto Editor

Master Craig Sound Splicer

16mm. Moviola head
Western Electric Amplifier

Lansing 12-inch speaker and case

Bolex rewinds

Bakalite Company Multiple-tap trans-
former

Bodine Sync motor

How It Was Done

The first step was to design a two-
level plywood table for transformer,
amplifier and junction boxes. The half-
inch plywood top and bottom were as-
sembled with wood screws for rigidity
and braced on the inside corners. Legs
and leg braces were made of one-inch
angle iron. The speaker was mounted
on two sections of pipe, which can be
removed from the table top for remote
speaker mountings.
Incoming power first goes into a West-

ern Electric master "kick off" switch
mounted on the front panel, which pro-
tects the entire unit against short cir-

cuits. From here the line goes to a
junction box inside the table from which
all units, switches and lights are fed.
The Bodine driving motor, which is con-
trolled with a detachable foot switch and
rheostat, can be conveniently placed for
the operator.
To eliminate vibration the motor is

mounted on a platform supported on
Lord Mounts, which are rubber rings
molded in metal. A reversing switch
is mounted on the front panel and can
be used when short takes are to be
checked. This means that the two films
do not have to be removed from the
sprockets in making short rechecks.

(Coyitituied on Page 285)
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As One Practical Amateur to

Another
(Continncd from I'df/e 2(10)

with them do not have the distant ob-
jects appearing as dwarfed as they
would if photographed with the normal
lens of a still camera.
The "speed" of a lens is controlled by

the diameter of the glass surface. Thus
a lens with a large glass surface passes
more light to the film than a lens of

similar focal length with a smaller
glass surface.

Lens speed is technically defined as
the relation of its maximum diaphragm
opening to its focal length, and all cine

lenses have a revolving ring, marked by
a system known as "f stops" which con-

trol the amount of light passing through
the lens to the film.

As previously mentioned, the most
suitable focal length for a lens on a

16mm. camei a for general use is one-inch
(25mm.) and the stops are calibrated so

that each time they are opened approxi-
mately twice as much light is allowed
through to the film. For example, since

the lens has a focal length of one inch,

the relation for each full stop opening
from f2 to fl6 is as follows:

—

The f2 openintr is V-! inch in diameter

The f2.8 openinK is 1 inch in diameter

2.8

The f4 opening is H inch in diameter

The f5.6 opening is 1 inch in diameter

.5.6

The f8 openintc is 's inch in diameter

The fll opening is 1 inch in diameter

11

The fl6 opening is 1 inch in diameter

16

It should be noted that as the f num-
bers increase, less light passes through
the lens, also that "lens speed" refers

to the amount of light transmitted to

f/it i3mm lens
rOR CIN^-KODAK EIGHT 20 f/2 7 13 UM LENS

FOR CINE-KODAK EIGHT 25 f/1.9 13mm lens
FOR CINE-KODAK EIGHT 6

*/4.5 38mm LENS
FOR CINE-KODAK EIGHT 60

8mm. cine-kodak lenses

the; film and is controlled by a diaphragm
calibrated in units known as f stops.

*:X: Perspective may be defined as
the art of portraying on a flat surface
objects as they appear to the eye.

All f stops on cine lenses are not in-

dexed as above, which admit twice as
much light at each larger opening, as
unfortunately it is not possible for lens
designers to adhere strictly to these
calibrations which are known as full

stops. Sometimes for optical reasons
a lens can be designed more simply if

its widest aperture is not included in

this scale (e. g., the popular f3.5 cine
lens).

It follows that when other f numbers
are introduced to this standard of cali-

brations, a point must be reached where
adjacent stop markings do not admit
twice as much light when the diaphragm
is opened. Because of this fact it be-
hooves the serious amateur to learn
the simple rule which determines the

exact relation of one stop to anot

This is essential when an increase

exposure is needed to compensate
tlx- absorption of light when a coloi

filter is to be used in front of the 1

In this case the following rule is

plied.

The speed of the lens varies -

VERSELY as the square of the si

For example, f2 squared is 4, anc
squared is 16; now 16 is four ti s

greater than 4, and as the speed va,s

INVERSELY with the square of e

stop, f2 is four times faster than I.

Similarly, f8 will be found to be t\ e

as fast as fll.

Get pencil and paper, work out ,e

latter problem, and you have solved 'e

difficulty of estimating correct expose
compensation. If you care to go furt'r

you will find that f3.5 and f4.5, if ud
in this table of f stops, would not e

full stops but only half stops.

To estimate the exact opening to 'e

on a given scene it is necessary to t

the diaphragm at the correct stop. 1 s

should not be done by guesswork, t

by the use of a good electric expos

meter.
F 3.5 one-inch cine lenses for 16r i

cameras and half-inch cine lenses

8mm. cameras are made in eitheia

fixed (universal) focus mount oija

focussing (movable) mount.
One inch fixed focus, or so called

versal lens mounts, have their focus

at infinity. This was introduced to f

plify amateur cinematography and s

found quite satisfactory for geni i

work. In fact, the efficiency of fi

focus lenses will be appreciated w
action pictures are being photograpd

with subjects constantly changing tl

distances from the camera. With
lens there is only one adjustment|o

make before shooting. That is to

the diaphram for correct exposure.

TO BE CONTINUED

"Repairs," third prize winner, by G •

Stewart. Camera Graflex, i by 3 KW
lens fA.5, 1/10 second, fll. Develope^

D76. P.M.C. Bromide. Made May

d
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: fccond Salon

Success

Paul Cramer

The second salon of the Southern Cali-

iinia Projectionists Amateur Camera
lub was a huge success. Twenty-eight
jiy fine entries were exhibited at the
OS Angeles Camera Exchange Store
0. 2 at 167 No. La Brea avenue.

Of the twenty-eight pictures entered,

le "Cream Puff," by Ed Potter, was
idged the winner in Class A. It well

irned its award. The second award
as "The Desert School," by W. K.
indley of Long Beach. It is one of the
lest group pictures I have had the
easure of viewing in years. This repre-
nts much hard work.

The third award, "Repairs," by George
Stewart, an exterior, gives George

11 scope of his Graflex Kodak and his

>n photographic ability. Honorable
ention went to Paul Neurerburg for
s entrance of little Douglas Willey.
le popular award went to Paul R.
amer for his entrant "Caught in the
:t."

The judging was by Jack Ewing, a
?11 known authority on photography,
'ingratulations to all exhibitors.

Responding to the wishes of several of
I r members that we endeavor to have
: expert at our next meeting to enti-
re constructively our workmanship in
(der that we may improve, contacts
Ive been made on their behalf.

To clarify a misunderstanding con-

cerning our rule.s relative to entries, I

would like to state that each picture en-
tered is automatically awarded one point
toward the final sweepstake salon,
whether it wins an award or not. There-

"Ciemn Puff" First prize winner by E.
D. Potter. Camera G7-aflex, lens Zeiss
rc.s.s-r/;-, film Dupoyit. Stop 1/S5 f9. De-
veloped in 55D. Filter none. Paper, De-

fender. Remarks, vcf/. dev. in Vital.

fore it behooves you to enter your full

quota of four pictures for each showing.
Owing to the fact that several of the

members were late in entering their pic-

tures, thereby holding up the judging on
the entire group, it will be necessaiy for
you to bring your entries with you to

next meeting or have your entries sent
in before 12 noon June 10. No entries
will be accepted after that time under
any circumstances.

William Hermance has just invested
in some new equipment and is ari-ang-
ing to take the picture of the group at
our June meeting.

Table Tops and Still Life will be the
subject of the June Salon.
Our next regular meeting will be held

June 6, at 11 a.m. at the Tarino Villa
Cafe at 627 South La Brea Avenue.

"Desert School," second axvard, hxi L.
K. Lindley. Camera x UV^ Speed
Graphic, lens Zeiss Tessar fid at 200.
Filter none- Time, 2 p.m. April 2-1. De-
veloped in D72. Paper, Defender, R33.

Remarks, Wabash No. flash.
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VAN LEUVEN OF FONDA VISITS EAS'j

JOHN F. VAN LEUVEN of the

Fonda Machinery Company of Los
Angeles left for the East Saturday,

May 25. He will be away thi'ee or four
weeks. In the course of his journey he
will visit Chicago, Detroit, Boston, New
York, Washington, Cleveland, Dayton
and Denver, as well as a stop at Salt
Lake City on the final day.

Mrs. Van Leuven is accompanying.
She is a graduate of Vassar, and is plan-

ning a stopover at Poughkeepsie to attend
the celebration of Vassar's seventy-fifth

year of educational service. That visit

and laso a stop at the New York World's
Fair will be the only incidents in an
itineraiy other than that of business.

It is three years ago Mr. Van Leuven
established the Fonda Machinery Com-
pany. In that period the company has
made substantial progress. In fact his

visit at this tiine is necessitated by in-

quiries from various points. In recent
months his company has made two
machines for the Government.

Eleven months ago Fonda installed a
IGmm. developing machine for Consoli-
dated Film Laboratories in Hollywood.
A IGmm.-35mm. developing machine, of
which a picture is printed herewith, re-

cently has been installed in the Pathe
Laboratory in Hollywood.

German Equipment Blocked
from South American Ports
E. S. Gregg, general foreign manager

of ERPI, returned to New York this

week (Monday, April 29) following a
three month tour of the Company's loca-
tions in Central and South America.

"In most countries of Latin America

lUmm.-liimm. combination developing
rmicliinc recentlu installed in Pathe Lab-
oratorn in HoUi/ivood by Fonda Machin-
ery Company, Inc., 8928 Santa Monica
baulevard, Santa Monica, Cal. It has a
capacity of 3,000 feet an hour. Standing
by machine in Harold Knox, salesman

for Kimm.

business seems to be staging a n j

boom." Mr. Gregg observed. "New th-
tres as large as .3000 seats in capa<|r

are springing up in almost every am.
ERPI's business is keeping well abrot
of this building advance and our line f

theatre supplies, including sound eqi -

ment as well as projection apparatus s

rapidly replacing the European-m 3

product. This is particularly true 1

Argentina and Brazil."

Equipment of German manufact ^

continues to occupy a prominent plac( 1

the market there, according to

Gregg, because several large shipnnt ;

slipped through the Allied blockade <

ing the early weeks of the war. Un
additional material arrives, however,
Gregg believes current requirements
largely exhaust this stock prior to

close of 1940.

Mr. Gregg's trip carried him throi 1

14 countries and the distance of m
than 22,000 miles was negotiated entii

by air.
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-CINE-KODAK FILM
T TXIFORMIT^ , reliability, l)rilliant (|uality—these are the characteristics^ that have made Cine-Kodak Film, 8 mm. and 10 mm., the standard film

for mo\'ie makers. Film cost, of course, inchides scientific processing of the

film and its return, ready for projection.

Here are the Cine-Kodak Films; there's a "right " emulsion for every type
of movie making.

KODACHROME, the magnificent full-color

film, is available in hotli S mm. and Ui mm.
widths, in rolls and magazines. 1(! mm.
prices: 100-ft. roll, $8; .50-ft. roll. $4.:U): .)0-ft.

magazine, $4.05. 8 mm., 25-ft. roll, $.'!.-K).

KODACHROME, TYPE A, is color balanced for

coh)r movies by I'liotoflood light, .\vailable

in the same sizes as regular Kodachrome and
at the same prices.

SUPER-XX "PAN" is the high-speed black-
and-white film for indoor movies or for shots
wherever daylight is poor. 16 nun. only. The
100-ft. roll is $(i.7.5, 50-ft. roll, .%'!.75, and 50-

ft. magazine. $4.

SUPER-X "PAN" is the favorite outdoor film

for general work, accurately responsive to
filters; yet it is fast enough for indoor work,

assuming ample lighting. .\ Hi mm. film. The
price, per 100-ft. roll, is .^O-ft. roll. .$.'!. '25;

.^O-f*^. magazine, $,'i.50.

CINE-KODAK SAFETY (Panchromatic), an in-

expensive, relatively slow film of good qual-
ity, for use when the special ((ualities of the
other films are not retjuired. A 16 mm. film,

available only in 100-ft. rolLs, at $4.50.

8 MM. SUPER-X "PAN" is the speed film for

8 nun. camera owners, a brilliant, clean-cut
film of ample speed for well lighted interiors

and for the widest variety of outdoor work.
The '25-ft. roll is $'2.^5.

8 MM. "PAN" is the famous, fine grain film

that made 8 mm. movies not only possible
but popular. .\ beautiful daylight film, wide
in latitude, crisp in quality. Price, $"2.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY, ROCHESTER, N. Y.
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'toot:iiiff Dtars

witli Movie
camera

By WILLIAM D. FERGUSON
Amateur Cinema Cliih of Buffalo

THE stars referred to are not the
million-niiles-away variety—they're
so close you can have parallax

trouble with them! For the stars with
which we are concerned are those of
stage, screen and radio.

One of the most interesting reels you
can have is a compilation of stage shots.
There is a certain fascination in seeing
famous faces on your own screen. And
a certain satisfaction in knowing that you
yourself photographed them. So if you've
never taken your camera to the theater,
you've missed a great bet.

Probably like many amateurs, the only
reason you haven't done so is because
you "never dreamed you could get any-
thing." As far as subject matter is

concerned, there's just no end to it.

Most all cities of any size are included
in the itineraries of movie stars and
other celebrities.

We all know a deluxe model camera
with a super-fast lens is ideal equipment
for stage photography. However, the
remarks set forth here are for the bene-
fit of those owning, let us say, an East-
man model 25 with a 2.7 lens. Amateurs
fortunate enough to own equipment of
this nature are quite capable of taking
splendid stage pictures. And amateurs
who have never tried theater photog-
raphy will be surprised at the results
possible.

Use Fast Film

Load your camera with a good fast
film. This, of course, is a prime requi-
site. Probably the best film to use for
this purpose is Super-X, which not only
has a very fast emulsion, but is re-
markably fine grained. Don't bother
shooting stage pictures with a film
slower than Super-X. You'll be losing
time, film and patience.

Lighting of the stage cannot be con-
trolled by the cameraman, of course.
But don't worry about tne lighting and
don't bother carrying your meter with
you. The combination of Super-X and
a 2.7 lens will pick up everything there
is to be seen on a well lighted stage.

What is meant by the somewhat vague
term "well-lighted stage" is one with
some white footlights burning, flood light-
ing from the wings, possibly some over-
head lights, and a good white spotlight.
This might seem quite complicated.
However, such is not the case. A little

observance will disclose the fact that
lighting conditions similar to those men-
tioned prevail in eight out of ten scenes
in the great majority of stage presenta-
tions.

One of the most important things to
remember is to shy away from colored
lights. In fact, don't shoot at all when
color predominates the lighting. It's

best to expose only when white foot-
lights or white spotlights are being
used. And the combination of the two is

much better. Was the word overexposure
mentioned? With the film and opening
recommended, overexposure is practi-

cally impossible, so leave the word home
with your meter.

"Sixth Sense"
A little experimenting will impart con-

fidence and gain for you a photographic
"sixth sense" that will enable you quite
accurately to judge stage lighting con-
ditions. This "sixth sense" will not come
in a flash, however. Stage lighting ap-
pears a great deal stronger than it ac-
tually is, especially colored lights. Most
beginners fail on this very point.

Colored lights look strong enough to

register, but nine times out of ten they're
not. Your eyes might see the light on
the stage as being extremely bright,

but keep the aperture wide or you'll

probably be disappointed. The whiter
the better for lights—the wider the bet-

ter for lens.

The model 25 Eastman is of the fixed
focus variety, which is so much the bet-
ter. With a camera of this type you can
follow a player's action completely, from
the moment of entrance at the side of

the stage to arrival at center stage.

Just try and follow quick action of this

nature with a focusing camera, especially

under the difficult operating conditions
aff'orded by a dark theater interior.

As far as where to sit is concer
1,

your best bet is undoubtedly the t

row, a few seats to one side being b'

than exact center. In these day:
public address systems a center
catches more microphone than sub

Frequent change of position is t
recommended. Shots taken at var
angles and distances, when edited in

final print, make for greater interest

order to obtain these interesting ai.

it is necessary, out of consideration
i

others in the theater, to get all the s s

you want from one particular seat at e

performance. Then change to a di) -

ent vantage point at the next perfc i-

ance. This might seen difficult, but 's

worth it. Never change seats durin a

performance.

Edit Mentally

If a really complete and interesi

sequence is desired, you might open %

a long shot taken from the balcony, (

box or loge. Then cut to a semi-clos
from the front row side, and finall

closeup from a near center seat.

These diff'erent positions afford

change of pace that is welcome in

film. And while you are taking si

from diff'erent angles, try to remen'

the shots you already have by doing si

mental editing. Your shots will tie

gether beautifully if you indulge in

telligent camera editing instead of m
ly "take pictures."

It is to be recommended, if one has
time and patience, to see a complete

]

formance before attempting to take

pictures. This is especially true if

show you are photographing is of a ]

tentious nature. By witnessing one ]

formance without a camera you are ;

to make definite plans and know ah

of time when the climax of any ac 's

reached.

The value of this advice will be -

alized after you have missed a few
prise gags." It's easy enough to e

familiar with an entire routine by e

simple expedient of viewing the perfo -

ance before photographing it. Taki
along a small notebook will enable yo\o

jot down notes that will further aid y r

planning.

The finales of most shows usually ^

the most colorful periods of the en e

presentation. Undoubtedly you will

a good deal of footage at this P'

However, here's an idea that may
have occurred to you.

In photographing the very last bitf

action, let your camera run while ?

curtains are closing. Keep on shoot

until they are completely closed. ^

waste of film, some might say. But n -

you will find that these closing curt; ^

end each episode even more effecti'

than a fadeout would. Try it.

Don't Sneak

Of course, before any of these

can be taken, it is advisable to con

the theater manager for permission

photograph. The great majority '

(Continued on Page283)

id
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^Wlien the

Amateur Tackles

Kodachrome
By RALPH H. HAYDEN

iFT is our good fortune to be living

I in this marvelous era of scientific

p achievement; and it is our particular

\ood fortune to find ourselves interested

'1 photography at the same time, so as

be able to take advantage of the many
ecent products of the research labora-
ijries.

In view of the rapid advance of pho-
igraphic interest of the general public

1 recent years, and in view of the out-

;anding advancements in our practical
nowledge of light and color, it is not,

lerefore, surprising that one of the
lost highly acclaimed modern miracles
that of Kodachrome film—a product

hich enables even the beginner in pho-
igraphy to make gorgeously realistic

pictures; either in motion or as still

•ansparencies in full natural color.

While the highly specialized profes-
onal photographer has had, for a dec-
le or so, several more or less satisfac-
ay methods of making direct color
ansparencies, it is only with the ad-
'iit of Kodachrome that the interested
nateur has found it practical to in-

'ilge in that most interesting field of
lotography.
Although no extensive photographic
lowledge is necessary for the success-
1 amateur use of Kodachrome, it is

teresting to delve slightly into its in-
icacies to understand why its handling
ust necessarily differ from that of or-
'nai-y black and white film and to learn
mething of the theory whereby such
rfect results can be obtained so easily.

All Kinds of Rays

(Reviewing hastily your knowledge of
physical properties of light, you

low that light is but that very short
inge, to which the human eye is sensi-
' e, of a long series of the electro-mag-
itic rays (cosmic rays. X-rays, ultra-
'>)let rays, light rays, infra-red rays,
1 iio waves, etc.)
Assuming light to be of this nature,

t,;n, it is easy to understand that the
clerent colors, as we see them, are but
H'S of different wave length. In pass-
U white light through a prism, the
ligest visible rays, which we know as

red, are refracted the least; the green
are refracted more, being a shorter wave
length; and showing the greatest refrac-
tion, the shortest, the violet, image is

seen.

Now, fortunately our color vision is

due to three primary color responses of
the eye. One nerve being stimulated by
blue, another by green, and the third by
red, results in our being able to discern
color, and the stimulation of these
nerves in the proper proportion results
in the sensation of any desired color.

Because of this phenomenon, it is pos-
sible to make natural color photographs,
with all intermediate colors correctly
rendered, by using only the three pri-

mary colors. Kodachrome film takes
full advantage of this fact, and thereby
produces results of maximum brilliance

with a total absence of the screen pat-
tern characteristic of many other color
transparency processes.
The film is composed of three individ-

ual emulsions, separated by layers of
gelatine, on one base; the whole being
scarcely thicker than an ordinary black
and white film. The layer of emulsion
nearest the surface is sensitive only to

the blue light, the middle to blue and
green, and the last to red and blue, but
not to green.

First Stage the Same

Between the green and blue sensitive
layers is a yellow dye which, of course,
absorbs all blue and thereby prevents
the lower two emulsions from exposure
to blue light, while transmitting all the
red and green light, permitting those
colors to register in their proper propor-
tions upon the proper emulsion.
The first stage of development is sim-

ilar to ordinary black and white proc-
essing—the emulsions are developed to

negatives. If it were possible to strip

each emulsion from the base separately
and compare it with a good set of nega-
tives made with the use of separation
filters, one could discern no difference
in color rendition.
The similarities of black and white

development with the Kodachrome proc-
ess ceases abruptly at this point, how-

ever. Rather than removing the unex-
posed silver bromide by hypo, as is done
at this stage of the black and white
process, the Kodachrome is then placed
in a bleach which removes all of the
developed metallic silver, but which
leaves the unexposed, and therefore un-
developed, silver bromide in the film.

The film is then re-exposed to white
light, and redeveloped in coupler devel-

opers, which in addition to converting
the silver bromide to metallic silver, de-
posits, at the same time, a dye of pre-

determined color along with the silver.

Following this rather intricate opera-
tion there is but one step remaining in

the process—that of bleaching out the
remaining silver, so that only the three
dye images remain.

Naturally, because the color images
of the transparency are fonned by sub-
tracting from white light that color
which will leave the desired color, the
dyes used in the film are the complements
of the color to which the film was orig-

inally sensitive.

Yellow Dye Image

In other words, where, in the unproc-
essed film there was a blue-sensitive
emulsion, there is now an image of yel-

low dye; in inverse proportion to the
amount of exposure received on that
emulsion. Likewise the middle layer is

now magenta, and the bottom a blue-
green image.
Where the emulsion received no ex-

posure there is a full quantity of dye;
where it received full exposure, there is

no dye at all. In viewing the transpar-
ency, the full range of color, exactly as
it appeared in the original scene, is ap-
parent because the white light coming
through the transparency has, in the
image seen as blue, had the green and
red completely removed by the magenta
and blue-green dyes in the two lower lay-

ers of the film.

Likewise has had the other two pri-

mary colors removed in their proper
proportion—the red being visible be-
cause of the absorption of the green and
blue by the upper two layers of dye,
and the green by the absorption of blue
and red by the yellow and blue-green
dyes in the top and bottom emulsions.
From the foregoing, although only the

primary colors have been considered, it

should be clear that intermediate colors
and mixtures aie secured by partial ab-
sorption at each layei', and where there
is a heavy dye deposit in all three lay-
ers no light will be transmitted, and
the image at that point will be black.

Exposure Latitude Reduced

So far as the casual amateur is con-
cerned, however, a mere knowledge of
the principle of Kodachrome is suffi-

cient; his main interest lies in the ex-
posure of the film. Surprising as it

may seem, quite satisfactory results are
obtained under normal conditions by fol-

lowing closely the exposure guide placed
in each package of Kodachrome and by
exercising a little extra care in the mat-
ter of color harmony.

(Continued on Page 282)
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Films in Springtime

(Contimu'd from Page 2U7)

are much at their ease, bubbling over
with mischief, not even sidestepping in

the slightest degree on one occasion a
redhot personal scrap. They talk and act
like human beings, for the moment free
from a hazardous occupation.

Virginia Bruce is the feminine lead,

that of a stewardess in love with a flier

(Dennis Morgan). She appears to ad-
vantage in a benevolent part as dis-

tinguished from a heavy. There is a
long cast, among the more prominent
support being Ralph Bellamy, Wayne
Morris and Jane Wyman.

L. William O'Connell, A.S.C., is di-

rector of photography. His work does
much to enhance the illusion, to add to

the "naturalness of the portrayals" al-

ready referred to. Byron Haskin, A.S.C.,

and Edwin DuPar, A.S.C., took care of

the special effects. They had much to
do, especially with planes in the air.

That wild stratosphere flight test was a
stirring, thrilling thing, showing the
plane simulating a straight drop of
many thousand feet—and how fast it

traveled—to be straightened out even-

tually when the pilot recovered his
senses.

In this unusually entertaining picture
mention should be made of the editor
and the sound man—James Gibbon and
Dolph Thomas respectively. In fact,

every one who touched the picture, in

little or large degree, added his bit.

Lewis Seiler directed.

Edison the Man

M. G. M. has contributed to the men
and women—and children—of the nation
and the world a vital subject. In "Edi-
son the Man" it has created a biography
that will stand in all probability for a
long time. Certainly no other effort in

the same direction can ever be made
under the same advantageous circum-
stances. The more remote the life of the
man being portrayed, the less contact
that is possible with the men and women
who were in intimate touch with the

man himself, the more difficult will it

be to recapture the subject, to show
him as he lived.

The picture as a triumph will be
credited to Spencer Tracy by the general
public. That is well. He is entitled

to it. But the larger credit by many
will be extended to Clarence Brown, di-

rector, who brought to his task >

knowledge he gained at the Univen '

of Tennessee, from which institution
i

was graduated as an engineer.

While the subject abounds in dram .

drama with a real thrill—there is m i

connected with it that is technical. Te
nicalities as a rule are not conducive >

concentration on the story by the a\
age man. There is no doubt in t i

instance the story is told so simply, >

directly, so clearly, the man out fr ;

is concentrating on this story of fori •

las, of failure after failure, and fi I

success.

There is a woman in the story, ;

.she bulks as a dramatic factor, re •

ing, as the wife of the constantly c

centrating Edison would have to be, ;

having plenty of spirit when necessj
,

Rita Johnson is an appealing picti .

In the cast are Lynne Overm
,

Charles Coburn, Gene Lockhart, He r

Travers, Felix Bressart and the mi r

coworkers of the inventor. There i

conviction in the work of all of th .

Harold Rosson, A.S.C., is director I

photography. "Edison the Man" \h
picture he will have no hesitation i

adding to his list. It is splendidly d(

Torrid Zone

James Cagney in Warner Broth

"Torrid Zone" comes to bat with S'

of his best playmates. Among these

Ann Sheridan, Pat O'Btien, Andy Dev^,

Helen Vinson, Jerome Cowan and Geo^
Tobias. It may be said all of them h

much to do, and all of it is well d<

Cagney plays himself—and for en^ -

tainment purposes that's all he has to j

at any time—in this story of the ban: s

jungle and primitive railroads. / i

Sheridan steps up a goodly space in r

steady climb to unseat that old-time ;
1

often good remark about the beaut 1

but dumb. Easily she is beautiful t

bright. And then some.

Pat O'Brien's splendid work is sligl

marred by the extreme rapidity of

near Winchellian enunciation. He ma
it rather tough on those who are h

of hearing or mentally inalert—or \
-

sibly both.

Several times in the course of the •

ture laughter blotted out the immedi; -

ly following dialogue. In other wo

the dialogue was funnier than its ci

tors realized. If that be an oversi

in construction very likely it will be 1

-

given.

George Tobias is great as a na( e

South American whose property jS

been, as he suggests, feloniously r
sorbed by the fruit company, and whts

indulging his reasonable best to hai -

cap the fruit company carrjnng on bi -

ness. Andy Devine is of his usual sta ^

—up with the best.

James Wong Howe, A.S.C., is dire(;r

of photography, with special effects^

Byron Haskin, A.S.C., and H. F. Kod-

kamp, A.S.C. It all is like the workt

LANDERS CAMERA RENTALS
"i RENTALS - SERVICE \^

MOTION PICTURE CAMERAS - BLIMPS - DOLLIES
AND ALL ACCESSORIES

PHONE 6313 .SUNSET BOULEVARD•^*^ NEAR VINE STREET
HI-8S33 HOLLYWOOD, CALIFORNIA Night HE-1311

MOTION PICTURE EQUIPMENT
Studio and Laboratory Tested Since 1929

= AUTOMATIC DEVELOPING MACHINE
COMPLETE IN EVERY DETAIL

HOLLYWOOD USERS CAN ATTEST MACHINE'S
SUPERIORITY

USERS ALL OVER THE WORLD CAN RECOMMEND
THIS DEVELOPING MACHINE

THIS PRACTICAL MACHINE CAN BE USED IN ANY
CLIMATE

EASILY INSTALLED — QUICK DELIVERIES

• SENSITESTER—For Light Tests and Sensitometric
Strips= •SOUND RECORDING SYSTEMS

ART REEVE!^
7512 Santa Monica Blvd. Cable Address: ARTREEVES Hollywood, California, U.S.A.
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The Perisphere Wonh Bounce .^f^
Nor the TryIon Dance a Jig

No.

// You
STEADY
YOUR

CAMERA
with a

(Reg. U.S. Pat. Oflf.)

UNIPOD

For movies free from wobble and stills that are free from
blurs—here is the most convenient camera support you
have ever tried. The Da-Lite L'nipod, consisting of two
telescoping tubular members, weighs only 1 lb. It can
be quickly put into service. No separate parts to carry
or get lost. Two types: No. 1 which rests upon the ground
and No. 2 with neck strap. Get your Unipod today and
bring back from your World's Fair or vacation trip,
sharper, clearer pictures that you will be proud to show.
And for perfect projection use a Da-Lite Glass-Beaded
Screen. The Challenger Model shown here can be set up
anywhere in 15 seconds. See at your dealer's! Write
for literature!

DA-LITE SCREEN CO., INC.
DEPT. 6 A. C, 2723 NORTH CRAWFORD AVENUE, CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

one man in finely matching the mood and
rapid tempo of the story.

The picture was generously applauded

a preview audience, composed of

jress and studio representatives. That
loesn't have any particular significance

:rom the studio side, but certainly it does

Tom the press—and this seemed pretty

'reely from the press.

•

Twenty Mule Team

Wallace Beery in M-G-M's "Twenty
Vlule Team" puts on one of his most
•obust performances. He enters the pic-

ure as the kingpin SlOO a month mule
kinner of the borax company. He is

oud and hard and not too scrupulous,
'"or any thirst he encounters he will be
orgiven. It's a thirsty job. Leo Car-
illo is the Indian helper or "striker."
le makes much of a seemingly unim-
ortant part.

Marjorie Rambeau is the mother of
n ambitious daughter, who in her de-
ire to reach the city gets beyond her
lother's control. The story turns on
le efforts of the bad man, the bad
oung man, to entice the girl to go to
le city. When the bad young man
loots the mother—some would say in
;lf-defense—she tells Beery what has
appened. Beery runs down the slicker
id in a duel shoots and kills him.
There is plenty doing throughout the
cture, plenty to give it interest to the
ver of outdoor, robust stories, but it

lins much in the scenes of Death Valley
id in the manner in which those scenes
•e transferred to the screen. For this
ork Clyde De Vinna, A.S.C., director
photography, is at his famous best,

e brings to us Death Valley, with its
>^eep of scarred mountain and dusty
ain. We see it in pitiless noonday and
the approaching chill of fading" day.

1 the lover of photography a view of
me of the more pronounced of these
enes well might be the major interest
incentive in deciding to buy a ticket.

"You Can't Fool Your Wife"
Cliff Reid has produced for R. K. 0. an
(tertaining little tidbit in "You Can't
lol Your Wife." While it will never
Nn any great laurels, nor has it any pre-
tjitions to grandeur, this domestic far-
cal little piece held its own throughout,
-.ere are plenty of occasions for laughs
Vich the preview audience didn't neg-
1 1. At future showings, too, the laughs
v.l come.

-lara and Andrew Hinklin could be
av average young American couple pre-
sed over by a heckling mother-in-law
vo was aptly called the old goat. After

years in a domestic rut, Andrew
fnklin comes home drunk. Thereon
t' action of the picture hinges. His
\~ e. spurred on by her mother, brings
t situation to a head and has her hus-
bid leave home.
Jnder the auspices of Battincourt, the

fighsh representative of Hinklin's firm,

the two are finally united to live happily
ever after—we hope! The familiar
routine of the Hinklins' home life, plus
the interfering officiousness of Mom
Fields, the mother-in-law, and the little

every-day happenings are what bring
the laughs.

Lucille Ball was Clara Hinklin, the
colorless wife who blossoms out. This
undoubtedly is Miss Ball's best effort.

James Ellison played Andrew Hinklin and
he, too, turned in his best performance
to date. Emma Dunn as the mother-in-
law was perfectly cast. Each of the
others cast, Robert Coote, Virginia Vale,
Elaine Shepard and William Halligan,
turned in good performances.
A full share of the credit goes to Ray

McCarey for his fine direction and to
Jerry Cady for his script. J. Roy Hunt,
A.S.C. kept up the record with his fine

photography. M. D.

•
My Favorite Wife

RKO Radio has built a genuine
comedy in "My Favorite Wife." Bella
and Samuel Spewack have written the
screen story. What they accomplished
is well told by the mirth, restrained and
unrestrained, that flowed from the great
preview audience. Irene Dunn and Gary
Grant are the leads, and in the lead
they are much of the time. Randolph
Scott was most effective in his some-
what brief appearance, while Gail Pat-
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lick played herself down on audience
sympathy in order to huiid u\i hei'

opponent.
There was an irascible judge, too,

Granville Bates, who by his crotchety
disposition had the house in stitches.
It was a smooth cast, but as the aver-
age cast is composed of veteran players
nearly always it is almost invariable
they really aie smooth.

Rudolph Mate, A.S.C., was director
of photography. To him was given a
wide range of locations, including a
Yosemite resort, a swank beach club,
elaborate night spots, a courtroom, a
mountain lake, and a number of spec-
tacular night shots. It is all well done, so
satisfyingly natural in its photography
especially that the illusion is protected
and lemains intact from the beginning.

•
I Was an Adventuress

Twentieth Century-Fox presents in "I
Was An Adventuress" a light comedy-
drama with a distinctly continental flav-
or. Directed by Gregory Ratoff, the pic-
ture runs fairly smoothly through many
varied and sometimes novel situations.
Karl Tunberg, Don Ettlinger, and John
O'Hara, who wrote the script, provided
some very amusing lines which were ex-
pertly handled by the small but choice
cast.

The story was not out of the ordinary,
but provided to a degree satisfactory
entertainment. It marks the return of
Eric Von Stroheim to the American
screen after a long ab.sence. He turns in

an excellent and very ccmvincing yjor-

trayal as one of the scoundrels and leader
of the trio. Peter Lorre, the other swin-
dler, is a master of pantomime and
plays a bewildered apologetic role in

which he steals all his scenes.
Zorina completes the trio and shows

that she can act as well as dance. The
story did not give Richard Greene, who
played the romantic lead, very much to

do other than look handsome, but he did
his best with what the script provided.

Luxuriously mounted with beautiful
sets, the highlight of the picture was the
one ballet, finely staged by George
Blanchine. It w^as all too brief. It gave
ample opportunity for some very lovely
and striking photographic effects by
Leon Shamroy, A.S.C. and Edward Cron-
iager, A.S.C., who photographed the
picture. M. D.

«
Women in War

Elsie Janis, famed entertainer of

American troops abroad in the World
War, was the sure enough lead as

matron in a nurse unit in Republic's

"Women in War." She had a stern part

in a nearly stern picture. Weni
Barrie was Pamela, the second Ic

grown to womanhood with an absei
of parental affection and even more
with an absence of di.scipline. She (

velops into a young person quite able
take good care of herself, possessing
large degree of independence —

a

plenty likable, when she chooses to be
Theie also is a love story, one

which Larry, an engaged flyer, chani
his mind about fiancee.s, deciding
favor of Pamela, to the great distn
of Gail, also a member of the unit,
is this somewhat important incid(
which goes far to change the course
the story, to heighten its drama, to 1

stow on its telling a real thrill.

It is a good stoi-y, smoothly execut
and portrayed. When a battery la

down a barrage the result is convinci—and when the women walk into
from different reasons, it is terrifyi

regardless of the reasons.
Jack Marta photographed the picti

and Howard Lydecker handled the sj

cial effects. Both men and their ere

did creditable work.

Agfa Announces Inexpensh
Model f5.6 Memo Camei

Incorporating many of the exclus

features of the f.3.5 and f4.5 Ag
Memo Cameras, a new, inexpensive m(
el—the f5.6 Memo—has now been mfc

available by Agfa Ansco, selling

S14.50.
This .35mm. double-frame, miniati

camera is fitted with an f5.6 correct

anastigmat Memar lens focusing fn
3V2 feet to infinity, and with an accur;

shutter giving speeds of 1/25, 1/

1/100 seconds, and Bulb and Time «

posures. In addition to its compact i

sign and rugged steel construction, t

camera provides the exclusive Men
type of rapid film transport mechani;

and is quickly and easily loaded with

standard Agfa Memo cartridge to gi

twenty-four double-frame size pictui

(1-7/16 by 15/16 inches) per cartrid;

Cleveland Amateur
At the last meeting of our club

Wednesday evening, May 15, in Ho
Carter, the members enjoyed one of t

most educational and instinctive p'

grams in club history. John Florj*

New York, now directing the prodi

tion of a commercial talkie for a lar

Cleveland financial institution, and fi

merly identified with Paramount as

scenarist, discussed the fundamentals
script writing and their application

the production of motion pictures

the amateur.
Mr. Flory very aptly gave many int(

esting highlights about Hollywood stuc

activities. Many helpful suggestio

were offered which will aid our membf
in improving their future filming '

forts, and certainly he will be welcom

back again as a speaker before

group.

EVERYTHING PHOTOGRAPHIC
AND CINEMATIC

FOR PROFESSIONAL AND AMATEUR
The World's Largest Variety of Cameras and Projectors. Studio and
Laboratory Equipment with Latest Improvements as Used in the
Hollywood Studios. New and Used. BARGAINS.

Hollywood Camera Exchange
1600 CAHUENGA BOULEVARD

HO 3651 Hollywood, California Cable: Hocamex

EASTERN

HEADflUARTERsI RENTALS ' SALES • SERVICE
FOR THE

CAMERAMAN Available At All Times

MITCHELL — Standard, Hi-speed, Silenced and N C Cameras

ir BELL & HOWELL — standard, Hi-speed, Process and Eyemo Cameras *

WALL — Latest Model Single System Sound Cameras *

k FEARLESS BLIMPS. FEARLESS o n d RABY
FANORAM DOLLYS. FRICTION and GYRO TRIPODS it

INTERLOCK, SYNCHRONOUS, HI-SPEED and VARIABLE SPEED MOTORS with TACHOMETERS

it 35mm DOUBLE SYSTEM RECORDING EQUIPMENT it

it COOKE SPEED PANCHRO and ASTRO PAN TACHAR LENSES
all focal lengths — FILTERS and LIGHTS it

MOVIOLAS it SYNCHRONIZERS it REWINDS

WE SPECIALIZE in REPAIR WORK on MITCHELLand BELL&HOWELL CAMERAS€FRANK-ZUCKER cMLE ADDRfSS.' GIN EQUIP

AMERA EQUIPMENTco
- 1600 BROADWAY NYC \ CIrcle 6-5080
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Snip Your Films and Put

Snap in Them

(Coritinned from Page 269)

important closeups will only retard your
tempo.

If a character is to walk out of the

|door, it is not necessary to portray his

[entire exit, as the film can be cut when
the actor is closing the door behind
him. Even a few frames of an empty
scene lessens the speed of your picture

and should be removed.

Camera illusion can be aided by the
use of good cutting. Scenes denoting

I

speed, haste or confusion are better when
short scenes of fast actions are inter-

spliced. This will key up the audience's
nind, making them more alert. You
.vill notice that professional films pre-
;ent scenes of actions on the screen
ust the proper length of time.

Avoid Sudden Light Changes

Before you have the opportunity to
isually criticize the scene, it has
hanged, and you are occupied with a
.ew scene.

Avoid, as much as possible, the splic-

ng of light and dark scenes together,
nless the action specifically requires
his practice. If the character must
xit from a high key scene to a low
ey scene, this cannot be overcome.

The splicing of spoken titles must
e cut in at their appropriate places.
. good practice to follow is to cut the
poken title in approximately two-thirds
!ie length of the scene. Cut back to
le actor finishing the talking. In this
lanner, we see the actor speaking, then
le title, after which we are brought
ack to the actor. Spoken titles must
e short, and limited in number.
Interspliced titles permit longer con-

srsations without retarding the tempo,
or an example, a closeup shows a girl

peaking, then a title: "The doctor says
e'll die—", splice back to the girl as
le turns her head slowly, splice in a
oseup of her father as he sits in

lought, splice back to the girl as she
teaks again, cut to title "unless the
)ecialist can operate." Splice back to
le girl as she begins to cry.

Break Long Titles

Intersplicing of titles must be care-
illy planned to maintain a flow of
ought without any apparent interrup-
3n. In the case where a long title is

!cessary it is more advantageous to
eak up the title so that the screen
is as much action as possible.

Whenever it can be done use montage
fects to replace titles. Changes of
cations, lapses of time and other spe-
fic transitions can be shown in a series
short, appropriate shots to better ad-
ntage than a sterotyped title of "In

je Meantime" or "Following Month."
t us assume that in a series of short
:ots you wanted to film an auto hit by
strain.

Start with a long shot of a car travel-
ing fast down a highway. Cut in a
shot of a speeding train. Now add a
short shot of the motorist's face show-
ing his horror of an impending crash.

Cut in a short shot of foot pushing the
brake pedal. Cut in a short medium shot
of the on-coming train. Back to motor-
ist putting hands over his eyes. Then
to a shot of a wrecked automobile. Cut
to a short shot of man's hand holding
steering wheel. Blood trickles down
hand.

By carefully splicing these short shots
of a few frames each, in a proper se-

quence, and just giving the audience a
flash of each scene, you can portray a
wreck more realistically and with more
emphasis than any other means.

Montage Saves Film

Slavko Vorkapich, the famous mon-
tage editor in Hollywood, states that
many thousands of feet of film is saved
each year by montage sequences. Like-
wise, many feet of amateur film can be
saved by the same method. It is most
important, of course, to make your splices
accurately so that the projector won't

jump the montage efi'ects all over the
screen.

Cutting and editing keeps your picture
moving and interesting. If you sense a
drag or lull, recut until the lull in tempo
is gone. Often, the removal of three
or four frames will do this. Although
you may be disheartened in removing
them, it is well to remember that if it

aids the picture as a whole, the loss

of a little footage will be worth it. Re-
cutting and re-editing film five or six

times is usually necessary to remove
unnecessary frames and to synchronize
actions.

Next Week Transitions

Next month we will discuss means
of transitions. A transition should not
be confused with montage effects as each
has a definite purpose, although the

methods for making each one are nearly
alike.

When you tell a story to a group or
make a speech, you try to relate it as
convincingly as possible. This is what
you are trying to do with pictures, and
the editing and cutting is that phase
of motion picture work that puts the
snap in your films.

CAMERA SUPPLY COMPANY

HOLLYWOOD

ART REEVES

ISIS North Cahuenga Boulevard

Cabia Address—Cameras CALIFORNIA

Efficient-Courteous Service New and Used Equipment

Bought—Sold—Rented

Everything Photographic Professional and Amateur

FILM DEVELOPING MACHINERY
A ISEW DRIVING PRINCIPLE

Cannot break or damage film.

Machines that demonstrate the great advantages
of simplicity.

Equipment that embodies
Dependability Service

Economy Quality

35mm. 6mm.
COMBINATION
35mm. 1 6mm.

FONDA MACHINERY COMPANY, INC.
8928 SANTA MONICA BLVD.

Cable Addi-ess "Fonda"
LOS ANGELES, CALIF.
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When the Amateur Tackles

Kodakchrome
(Continned from Page 277)

Admittedly, however, Kodachrome, as

compared to black and white film, has
very little exposui'e latitude; therefore,

the lighting on the subject should be

quite even and the exposure accurately
determined.

In fact, the Weston Electrical Instru-

ment Corp. suggests that with its meter,
the brightness range be kept within a
4:1 ratio. In using Kodachrome film for

artificial light it is quite easy, by proper
placement of lights and reflectors, to at-

tain this balance.

Lights such as the Baby Keg and
Dinky-Inkie, with which the intensity

of elimination falling upon the subject
can be easily controlled, are advisable.

In outdoor Kodachrome photography the
solution of the problem may not be
quite as simple, but judicious use of re-

flectors and of the new daylight photo-
flash bulbs will very often supply the
proper balance.

Kodachrome film is now available in

all standard cut film sizes, as well as
35mm. Bantam, and amateur motion
picture and 16mm. sizes. Each size

may be obtained with the emulsions bal-

anced for daylight or for artificial light,

although the artificial light balance for

the cut film, designated as Type B, dif-

fers from that for the other films, which
are known as Type A.

The daylight Kodachrome emulsions
are the same for all sizes, the balance
being for the average temperature of

daylight, 6000 degrees Kelvin. Because
of this color balance it is imperative
that the light by which the film is ex-
posed be of the proper color tempera-
ture.

With the artificial light emulsions,
this problem is automatically solved so
far as the amateur is concerned, by
using the proper type of light source;
remembering that the Type A is bal-

anced for the photoflood and the Type B
for the 3200 degree Kelvin bulbs.

Color Harmony Important

Daylight color temperature between
the hours of nine and four is usually
quite close to the 6,000 degree Kelvin
for which the daylight film is balanced,
and the amateur may well dismiss the
matter from his mind. However, where
the Kodachrome is to be used for repro-
duction, or where extreme accuracy in

color rendition is desired, the use of the
Eastman color temperature meter and
compensating filters are to be strongly
recommended.

8 Enlarged
TO 16 Reduced

TO 8
Geo. W. Coiburn Laboratory

Special Motion Picture Printing

1197 MERCHANDISE MART
CHICAGO

Color harmony is a subject of com-
paiatively little import in black and
white photography, where contrast de-

pends on efl'ective brightness. In Koda-
chrome photography, however, color con-
trast is of the greatest importance, and
.should be carefully considered in every
scene.

In the practical usage of Kodachrome
it will be found that the average anas-
tigmat lens of good quality will give

satisfactory results. Because out-of-
focus coloi- is not at all pleasing it is

well to use the smallest stop possible,

taking advantage of the maximum depth
of focus.

With the exception of the color com-
pensating filter used in connection with
the color temperature meter, there are
only three purposes for which filters are
recommended for use with Kodachrome.
Two filters, the No. 1 Haze and the
No. 2 A, are available for use in re-

moving the Ultra-Violet, which would
otherwise show as a blue haze, espe-
cially on landscape scenes.

While the No. 2 A filter is also em-
ployed when the Type B filter is used
with photoflash bulbs, no filter is nec-
essary should the Type A be exposed
by them. The W ratten No. 80 filter is

supplied as the Kodachrome filter for
photoflood, and is used only when the

GOERZ
KINO-HYPAR
LENSES
f:2.7 and f:3
For regular and color
movies of surprising
quality. High chro-
nnatic correction . . .

Focal lengths 15mm to lOOmm—can be fitted

in suitable focusing mounts to Amateur and
Professional Movie Cameras.

GOERZ Reflex FOCUSER
—Patented—

for 16mm Movie Camera users—voids PARAL-
LAX between finder and lens—provides full-

size ground-glass Image magnified 10 times.
Adaptable to lenses 3" and up. Also use-

ful as extension tube for shorter focus lenses

for close-ups. Extensively used In shooting
surgical operations, small animal life. etc.

GOERZ Parallax-Free FOCUSER I

and FIELD FINDER CONTROL
j

for Fllmo 121 and Simplex-Pockette, no more •

off-center pictures, magnifies 4 and 8x.
j

For Detailed Information Address t

Dept. AC-6
{

C.P.GOERZ AMERICAN OPTICAL CO.

317 E. 34th St., New York, N. Y. t

J

American Lens Makers Since 1899
j

daylight film is expo.sed under pho
flood illumination—a situation whi
becau.se of the extreme loss of film spc
should be avoided when possible.

The third situation which necessita'

the use of a filter is that brought abc

by the necessity of using the artific

light Kodachrome in daylight. Two
ters are supplied for that purpose; t

No. 85 (daylight) filter for Type A a
with the Type B Kodachrome. It

important to realize that no filters, oth

than those mentioned, should be e

ployed in the exposure of Kodachror
and even these should be u.sed in ab:

lute accordance with the instructic

packed with the film.

James Lett Celebrates Its

Eightieth Anniversary Da
The Photo Supply Deaiei' of Ferni

dina, Fla., carried a story for May ab(

the .lames Lett Company of Harr
burg, Penn., photographic supply deal

Under that same name it has be

doing business since 1860, now eigh

years. .lames Lett was born in Er
land in 1826 and came to this count

in 1848, working for a New York i

porting house. In 1860, after ten yea
experience in handling Daguerreoty
supplies, he moved to Harrisburg a

entered business as a photograpl
supply store. It was the first such st^

known in the United States and pi

haps in the world. His son succeeded
the business on .James Lett's death
1900.

The eightieth anniversary of t

founding of the business was celebrat

in Harrisburg recently by a delegati

from the East and another from t

Middle West, from dealers and mar
facturers. In 1921, when the son

.James Lett died, the business was pi

chased by William .J. Morrow, who st

remains at the head of the compai
.James Lett is store manager.

Buffalo Amateur Cinema
Club

Continuing its policy of studying p

fessional motion picture technique, t

Amateur Cinema Club of Buffalo pi

sented a 16mm. sound film, "Flagsh

of the Air," at its May meeting. In ;

dition, John DeBus, local commerc
photographer, gave a highly instruct!

talk on lighting.

"Flagships of the Air" is an Americ
Airlines film that the Amateur Cinei

Club of Buffalo recommends highly

organizations in other cities as bei

well worth seeing. Contact your loc,

American Airlines office if you are il

terested in details. '

MOVIOLA
FILM EDITING EQUIPMENT

Used in Every Major Studio
Illustrated Literature on request

MOVIOLA CO.
1451 Gordon St. Hollywood, Call'
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USE MORE
SMALL LAMPS
RATHER THAN
FEW LARGE

ONES
WHEN it comes to interior light-

ing one of the questions most
frequently asked by amateurs is

.hether it is better to use a few large
imps or a greater number of smaller
nes.

There is a very practical basis for this

uestion, for if one only has so much to

pend on lighting equipment the idea of
etting one or two highly efficient lamps,
ith consequent savings in both first cost
nd in globe replacement expenses, can
e very tempting indeed.

But from a standpoint of practical
inematography there can be only one

J^^GUARANTEE
vigged construction and critical manufacturing
andards enable us to guarantee efficient perform-
ice of the B-M Model F Sound Recording Unit
r two full years without regard for the amount of
otage recorded. Write for literature.

B-M
OUND RECORDING

MODEL F
UNIT

A compactt
rugged and sim-

ified 35 mm S O F
recording unit for sym-
metrical V A track

nnillllHHHSillll
IHIIIMllllllll

he BERNDT-MAURER Corp.
17 U$I 24th STREET . NEW YORK, N. Y.

THEATRE QUALITY I6MM

KODACHROME SOUND
TELEFILM, INC.

03? Hollywood Blvd. Hollywood, Calif.
Just Finished—City at Play: Los Angeles

-allfornia." Novachord for Musical Scoring

answer: that a large number of smaller
lamps are infinitely preferable. The
whole course of motion picture lighting-

shows that the professional cinema-
tographer has learned this the hard and
costly way—by trial and error.

The first studios used the sun for il-

lumination. Later, big overhead arcs
and mercury-vapor lamps were substi-

tuted for sunlight. They provided ample
illumination to make an exposure, but
they flooded it all over the set, and al-

lowed little or no control of the high-
lights and shadows that made the pic-

ture.

The result was a fundamentally flat

picture. There were no heavy shadows
—and neither were there any particular
highlights. There was nothing to make
the actors stand out in front of their

background; the result on the screen was
the sort of picture we've since learned
to call flat and uninteresting.

Picture Quality Improves

In other words, at that time cinema-
tographers had not yet learned to dif-

ferentiate between illumination and
lighting. Only as they did so did the
photographic quality of our pictures im-
prove.
When the revolutionary idea of model-

ing with highlight and shadow took hold,

and special lamps for the various pur-
poses were developed, the slow speed of

the film then available necessitated that
the lighting units used be large and
powerful.

Since then, a lot of changes have taken
place. Film has become infinitely faster;

lenses have speeded up. Accordingly,
less light is needed to make an exposure.
And with this development, professional
cinematographers too have been given
the choice of using fewer lamps but large
ones, or using more lamps but less

powerful ones.

For the past ten years, and especially
since panchromatic films have successive-
ly given way to superpan, Super-X and
most recently Plus-X, the dominant
trend in all studios has been toward
using an increasing number of light-

ing units, of progressively smaller and
smaller individual size.

Eight or ten years ago the bulk of

studio lighting was perfoiTned by
"broads" and "rifles," fitted with 1000-
watt and 1500-watt globes, and by 18-

inch and 24-inch Sunspots, with 2000-
watt and 5000-watt globes, respectively.

On big sets 36-inch mirror spotlights
with 10,000 watt globes were common.
Spotlights of any type smaller than a
1000-watt unit were rarely used except
in detail lighting of closeups.

Small Lamps Prevail

Today, visiting the set of any repre-
sentative director of photography using
fast film, one sees plenty of lamps, but
seldom anything bigger than a 1000 or
at most a 2000-watt globe; the bulk of
the work is done by Baby Keglites and
Solarspots fitted with 500-watt globes.

Now what does this mean when ap-
plied to sub-standard camerawork?

Simply this: that 16mm. emulsions

—

both reversal and negative—have fol-

lowed the same trend as 35mm. And
while it must be admitted that the design
of amateur lighting equipment has
lagged far behind that of professional
lamps, the advances in film sensitivity
have been so great that the amateur,
like his professional fellow, can now con-
sider illumination as distinctly secondary
to lighting.

When 16mm. made its first bow the
only film available was an ortho type, so

slow to any type of artificial light that

FAXON DEAN
INC.

CAMERAS
BLIMPS-DOLLYS

FOR REIVT

Day, NOrmaiidie 22184

Night, NOrmaiidie 22563

4516 Sunset Boulevard

/JyTn WorU-WlJe Use

Diffose^i Focus and many ofhwr «ff»r^s

Goorqo H. Schoibo
ORIGINATOR OF EFFECT FILTERS
1927 WEST 7eTH ST LOS ANGELES CAL

1
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the amateur's only hope was to use an
expensive, flickery arc that produced a
tremendous volume of light—and set

the electric meter spinning like a merry-
go-round.
Even when the first panchromatic

types appeared, they were really slow,
rating at from 5 to 8 on the Weston
scale.

The first supersensitive types improved
this somewhat, boosting the artificial

light speed to about Weston 16. Today's
fastest film.s—like Eastman's Super-XX
and Agfas Triple-S Pan—are rated at a
speed of Weston 04 to mazda light.

Concentrate on I.,ighting

In other words, the amateur can now
begin to take illumination and exposure
more or less as a matter of course, and
concentrate on lighting. He can think
of the screened effect of his picture,
rather than worrying about getting any
picture at all.

If he restricts his lighting to a rela-

tively few, powerful lamps, he can

—

thanks to modern film and lenses—illumi-

nate a large area to a satisfactory ex-
posure level. But his picture will prob-
ably be flat and two-dimensional. There
will be little separation between fore-

ground and background, and between
people and the walls behind them.

If, on the other hand, he breaks his

illumination up into a larger number of
relatively smaller light sources, he can
still illuminate the same area, and still

get the same overall exposure value:
but he can place his lights so as to make
the pictuie more natural and more in-

teresting.

One of the first tricks of lighting is

contrasting the various planes of the
picture, to give an effect of depth. This
isn't easy to do if all your light comes
from a few large lamps; but it is easy if

you use a number of smaller lamps.
Just how you do it depends, of course,

upon the room in which you are working,
and the action you are shooting. Most
frequently in home movie longshots, the
action centers in the distance.

Therefore if we arrange our lamps so

that most of the light is concentrated
where our action is, with little or none
in the immediate foreground, we'll get
an effect that makes the room seem
bigger and longer. Especially if we can
have a doorway or a piece of furniture
silhouetted in the foreground.

Backlighting Easier

It is quite possible to reverse this plan,
and have the foreground more brilliantly

illuminated, with the background not in

shadow, but with a distinctly lower illu-

mination level. Sometimes you may
want the foreground and background
dark, with the middle plane the one
best illuminated. In each case, audi-
ence attention follows the strongest
illumination.

Closely akin to this is backlighting.
Most thoughtful amateurs, when making
outdoor scenes, use backlight whenever
possible. But a large percentage of them
overlook the value of this trick indoors.

Since the development of the handy,
clamp-on type of reflector unit, interior
backlighting has become much easier.

It is far easiei- to clip one of these
lamps on to a molding or curtain rod
behind your subject and above him,
stringing the wire overhead out of the
camera's range, than to attempt to con-
ceal a stand lamp in a position where it

will serve a similar purpose.
And in interiors, where backgrounds

and clothing can so easily render in

similar tones, backlighting is an invalu-
able aid in making figures stand out
prominently from their surroundings.
There is another, closely related trick

of lighting which can not only help sep-
arate figures from their backgrounds,
but can make furniture and the like

stand out more prominently. This is

COOKE CINE LENSES
help the industry progress
... by meeting today's needs
ideally ... by being fully ca-
pableofsatisfying thefuture's
ever more exacting require-
ments. Focal lengths for
every need. Write for de-
scriptive literature.

BELL & HOWELL
COMPANY

Exclusive WorU Distributors 0/
Taylor-Hobson Cooke Cine Lenses

lt'4s Larchmont Avenue, Chicago
New York: 30 Rockefeller Plaza
Hollywood: 716 N. La Brea Ave.
London: 13-14 Great Castle St.

Fried
16mm.

Sound and
Picture

Printer

Model DB

For Black & White and
Kodachrome Duplicating

FRIED CAMERA CO.
6156 Santa Monica Blvd.
HOLLYWOOD, CALIF.

Cable Address: FRIEDCAMCO

the trick of putting a light behind
person or object in question, and dirt

ing the lamp's rays on the wall behi

But—suppo.se we follow piofessioi
practice, and have one foreground Ian
placed relatively low, detailed to the si

cific duty of illuminating that hh
wrap. Further, as the wrap is remov
suppose that particular lamp is dimn—without altering any of the rest of t

lighting.

The result will be a natural blend
the screen : as the wrap comes off, 1

exposure value will remain consta
The fact that we used a dimmer will i

be noticed: but the more consistent qu
ity of the picture will tell its own str

to the camera-minded!

Next time you go to a movie not

how frequently this trick is used to i

in lighting studio sets!

A further advantage to be gair

from using a larger number of smal
lamps is in the ability to control 1

modeling illumination on people bett

It is entirely possible to light a .shot

a person with only one or two lamps

Two Lamps Better

All of us have seen, though, that

we use only one lamp, the result is 111

ly to be flat and uninteresting, wh
if we use two, one on each side of t

camera, but with one lamp nearer t

subject than the other, we get an int'

play of light and shade which gives

more natural effect.

But in doing this, there is always
good chance of accentuating shado\

lines and wrinkles on a face in an i

flattering way. But—suppose we 1

down a foundation of soft light fn
one or two small units, diffused with s

or tracing cloth diffusers.

Then above this foundation we crei

the necessary highlights and halftor

for modeling. The foundation lights •«

iron out the heavy shadows and wr
kles; the stronger modeling lighting w

make the face and form seem norma
three-dimensional.

And the result will be a more satis!

ing picture. Then add backlight

backwall lighting to this, and you'll

surprised at the way the picture w
jump at you from the screen.

Finally, if you want to go in f

further professional refinements, th(

is the use of dimmers. Dimming rht

stats can be had in small sizes, adapt

to controlling one or two house ligh

They can be used similarly to cent)

one or two small photofloods; and th

can be extremely useful.

Suppose, for instance, that we have

scene in which a girl enters clad in

dark evening wrap, and slips it off

reveal a light-toned gown. The exposu

values of these two garments wo
match : if the lighting is correct for t

light-toned dress it will be hopeless

inadequate for the non-reflective bla

wrap; if it is strong enough to gi

some texture value to the wrap it v

overexpose the light dress.
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16 mm. Sync. Machine That
Really Works

(Continued from Page 271)

Amplifier and Moviola switches are

n series with red safety lights mounted
)n the front panel. A single two-way
iwitch turns the viewer light off and
;he work light on. The entire wiring
ayout is accessible by removing the

)ack panel.

Cutting is done into a two compart-
[nent, cloth-lined basket. An electric

^ewind is provided on a sliding track
yhich picks up long takes from either

gasket. The Craig viewer, attached to

jhe table top, has a glass jar within the

'nit to catch dust and film scraps.

More Detail

In the early experiments the Craig
ewind was used, but it was necessary
Dr the operator to hold the reel back
J eliminate "wows." As soon as the
ew Bolex rewind, equipped with fric-

on brakes, came out, a changeover was
lade and their action has proved most
itisfactory. When a 2000-foot reel is

) be reviewed a special bracket is at-

iched to the side of the table to hold

le extra rewind.
On the first setup the film was taken
cm the Moviola and viewer, through
le drive sprockets and directly on to

vo reels powered from the driving
otor. Slip clutches took care of the
langing ratio, as the films were wound
1. This system may be better in some
boratories, but we found the baskets
be handier, as much of the work is

me with short takes.

Unit Is Compact
As the cutting progresses, both track
[d work print are notched to maintain
nc without going back to the "head."
16 position of the Moviola behind the
swer may seem confusing to some

' tters.

This was done for three reasons:
rst, spacing of units worked out bet-

;r. Second, cutting is done to "dead
:nc." Third, "wows" were eliminated
I having the soundhead near the feed
13l.

On long tests or takes, when footage
i to be determined, a portable counter
i placed on the table top between the
(tter and drive sprocket and the film
i| threaded through. The one-twentieth
b'se power motor has ample power to

1 11 both films through viewer, sound
l(ad and cutter.
|The entire unit probably weighs about
B pounds. Its compact form and flat
tck make it easy to store and place
fainst a wall in the cutting room. Oper-
£)rs stool and foot control pedal are
Piced under the table when not in use.
(amoise covers are provided for sound
I'ld, viewer and cutter. The total cost
c parts was about $350.

iJhairmen of the ba.'jic committees of
Academy are John Arnold, photo-

fiiphic; Grover Laube, cine-technical;
Irton F. Miller, optical; .J. M. Nicko-
l"is, laboratory, and Loren Ryder, sound.

Eastman Issues Kodachrome
Subject on Feeding Birds

"How Birds Feed Their Young," the
first Eastman classroom film in full-

color Kodachrome, is announced from
Rochester by the Eastman Company.
One-half reel, it is available for imme-
diate delivery.

The photographer. Dr. Arthur A. Al-
len, professor of ornithology, Cornell
University, shows the Indigo bunting
and towhee bringing food to the nest
in their bills (the most common method)

;

a thrush feeding the hungriest first; a
male bluebird illustrating how he some-
times stands guard at feeding time; a
cedar waxwing feeding its young with
food carried in its throat; a goldfinch
demonstrating feeding by regurgitation
of food partially digested; a humming-
bird squirting food into the young birds'
throats; young herons pumping food
from the parent's throat; snakebirds
helping themselves to food swallowed
by the parent; the least bittern brooding
its young after feeding; quail and grouse
leaving the nest in search of food im-
mediately after hatching.

Surdam Chosen Fellow
Sherman E. Surdam, commercial and

portrait photographer of the General
Electric Company, and president of the
New York State Professional Photog-
raphers Society, has been admitted to fel-

lowship in the Royal Photographic So-
ciety of Great Britain.

Mr. Surdam, whose prints have been
shown in all the major salons of this

country, becomes one of few Americans
ever elected a fellow of the world-wide
organization.

PACIFIC
LABORATORIES
Complete 16nim. Film Service

3laeliin(> Developing
For the professional Photographer.
Densitometry, and Time and Temper-
ature Control. Specializing in Nega-
tive-Positive Sound Track and Picture
Work. Also Duplicate Negatives,
Composite Prints, 35 mm. Optical
Reductions to 16 mm.

I Kodaelironie
Duplications
A three-day service on sound or si-

lent prints from Original Kodachrome.

Soun«I Recording
Direct on 16 mm. film. Dubbing, Nar-
ration, Sound Effects, and absolute
Synchronous Sound on film. Sound
Camera and Sound Truck available
for location.

The most complete 16mm. plant
on the West Coast.

•

1027 NO. fflGHLAND
HOLLYWOOD HI-0226 CALIFORNIA

Shooting Stars with Movie
Camera

(Continued from Page 276)

managers are usually willing to coopor-
ate. If permission cannot be obtained,
don't "sneak" your pictures.

In doing this there is an excellent
chance of your being forcibly ejected and
having the film removed from your
camera. If this occurs, the goodwill of
the manager is also lost. If you can't
obtain permission to photograph the per-
formance, there's usually a good reason.

Editing in an occasional shot taken
backstage from the wings will bring
"oh's" and "ah's" from your audience.
This is usually an extremely difficult feat
to manage, unless one has some good
acquaintances at the theater.

Titling each episode presents no great
problem. A shot of the theater marquee
is always efl'ective. Here, too, a full

opening of 2.7 is usually required. The
theater's newspaper advertisement usual-
ly makes fine material, and portraits
clipped from movie fan magazines make
good subtitle backgrounds.

"Candid Shots from the Baldheaded
Row" might be used as a main title.

And instead of a fade at the end of the
main title, draw a piece of cardboard
over the card, from the top downward,
thereby simulating the dropping of a

curtain.

Reports Theatre Building

and Opening in East Asia
D. D. Wight, who returned recently

from four years of managerial duty
with the Western Electric Company of

Asia in the Shanghai and Manila offices

of the ERPI subsidiary, reports that
theatre equipment sales in the Orient
continue steadily despite war and the
unsettled status of the Philippines.

Besides interesting personal experi-
ences in the early days of the Sino-
Japanese undeclared war, Mr. Wight re-

ports a considerable number of theatre
openings in China. Despite the severe
handicap placed on importation by the
fall of the Chinese dollar and the un-
settled financial situation in the Orient,
the Chinese continue active in promoting
theatre development in the interior,

which will make theatre entertainment
available to hundreds of thousands driven
inland by the Japanese.

In addition, Mr. Wight reports, some
new building has been noted in the
three main coastal cities, Shanghai,
Hongkong and Tientsin. The Japanese
also have reopened some theatres in oc-
cupied areas and are making elaborate
plans for the entertainment of the army
of occupation.

Mr. Wight states also that consider-
able building has been done in the Philip-
pines during the past year and continued,
though diminished, activity is still ap-
parent.
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Overcoming Projection
Difficulties

(Continued from lUirjc 25H

)

new 120()-watt lamp. At about 7:30 one
was handed to us. It had been phoned
for to Boston, a hundred miles away, sent
by messenger to the Greyhound bus ter-

minal, and delivered by the chauffeur to

a waiting? member of the club later, at
the local bus station there in Durham.
The officers of the Lens and Shutter

Club were our hosts (and hostesses) at
dinner in Commons, a treat that carried
us back in thought to undergraduate days
of our own, and then it was time for the
Show.
Here again we had a full house.
There had been some advance sale of

tickets, and over two hundred and fifty

were sold at the door. The Murkland Au-
ditorium seats four hundred or there-
abouts, but very few chairs were vacant,
and those only in the extreme rear, where
we were set up.
The Show seemed to make a hit, which

pleased us, particularly as the Dean had
so definitely voiced his disapproval. He
thought "Amateur Films will never fill

the screen. You won't be able to see
them, and I have never seen any worth
such trouble, anyway."

After the Show, at his home, where
were invited the club officers, our group
and one or two faculty members, he ex-
pressed his pleasure and interest. He,
too, had been won to the "non-theatrical"
film—the amateur film—and he so stated.
His disapproval had been sincere, and
so was his subsequent approval.
As for the undergraduates: they were

already talking about "next year."
We hope that we can repeat the Tour

—and that there can be a week of it.

It was nerve-racking at moments, but it

was great fun. We all learned a lot,

and what is best, we made some new
friends, not only for amateur films, but
for ourselves.
We hope to meet them all again.

Low Priced Speedex Junior
Announced by Agfa Ansco

A new, low-priced model of the re-
cently announced Speedex Camera is

now available for amateur photogra-
phers desiring a folding camera with the
construction features of the Speedex
but with simpler lens and shutter equip-
ment. Known as the Speedex Junior, the
new Agfa model employs the identical
design, styling and construction used on
the more advanced Speedex, and so of-

fers all the picture-taking convenience
brought by the body shutter release;
centrally-located, optical, eye-level finder;

rapid opening, precision movement of
front platform, and hinged back with
safety latch.

The Speedex Junior is fitted with a
fixed-focus, four-aperture, double lens of
rectilinear correction and with an accu-
rate shutter giving instantaneous and
time exposures. Loading with inexpen-
sive B2 size roll film, the Speedex Jun-
ior takes twelve pictures in 2^4 by 2%-

inch size, the increasingly popular square
format.
A sturdy, pressed-steel frame and a

durable, ribbed, waterproof covering con-
tribute to the camera's ruggedness, while
additional construction features include:
Variable diaphragm, centrally-located
film window, recessed tripod socket in

l)osition of optimum balance, built-in
neckcoid eyelets and built-in cable re-

lease socket.
The Speedex Junior is entirely made

in U.S.A. and is obtainable through pho-
tographic dealers at $11. An eveready
carrying ca.se, yellow filter, portrait at-
tachment, cable release and neckcord
are also availble as accessories.

Vincent Hart of Hays Staff

Joins New York Legal Fl
Vincent Vj. Hart ha.s been admitt

the law firm of Friend, Holbrook,
kind and Hart, of New York, which
continue to engage in the general p
tice of law in the R.K.O. Buildi
that city. Arthur S. Friend, senior
ber of the firm, was one of the o
izers of Famous Players-Lasky Co
tion, predecessor of Paramount Pict
and for many years its general cou

Mr. Hart for the last ten years
been on the staff of Will Hays. He
specialize in motion picture law and
sorship matters.

S.O.S. Takes Over
Carbon Products Company, former dis-

tributor of projection arc and photo-
graphic carbons imported from Champion
Electrical Works, London, England, and
Compagnie Lorraine de Charbone, Paris,
have sold their entire stock to S.O.S.
Cinema Supply Corporation of New
York.
These carbons were formerly sold un-

der the trade name of Sun-Arc and will

be continued by S.O.S. under that brand
as well as its own international label.

Research Council Adds R
The Academy Research Council

nounces the availability of two addit'
test reels for use in adjusting and
taining theatre sound reproducing eq
ment to current quality standards
standard flutter test negative for m
uring the amount of flutter in a th'
soundhead and a standard contin
scanning illumination test track for
idly and accurately measuring the
formity of illumination across the
ning slit in the sound system.

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISIN
FOR SALE

THE WORLDS LARGEST VARIETY OF
Studio and Laboratory equipment with latest
improvements as used in Hollywood at tremen-
dous savings. New and Used. Mitchell, Bell-
Howell, Akeley, De Brie, Eyemo, animation
process cameras, lenses, color magazines, adapt-
ors, lighting equipment, silencing blimps,
dollies, printers, splicers, moviolas, motors,
light-testers, gear boxes, synchronizers. Guar-
anteed optically and mechanically perfect. Send
for bargain catalogue. Hollywood Camera Ex-
change. 1600 Cahuenga Blvd., Hollywood, Calif.
Cable ; Hocamex

WE BUY. SELL AND RENT PROFESSIONAL
AND 16mm EQUIPMENT, NEW AND USED.
WE ARE DISTRIBUTORS FOR ALL LEAD-
ING MANUFACTURERS. RUBY CAMERA
EXCHANGE, 729 Seventh Ave., New York City.
Established since 1910.

STUDIO, RECORDING, AND LABORATORY
equipment. New, Used, Rebuilt, Cameras,
Printers, Splicers, Recorders. Amplifiers, Movi-
olas, Motors, Developers, Galvanometers, Opti-
cal Systems, Glowlamps, All at Lowdown
Prices. Send for Bargain Bulletin. Will Buy
or Trade. S. O. S. Cinema Supply Corp., 636
11th Ave.. New York, N. Y.

WESTERN ELECTRIC INTERLOCK MOTOR
mounted on door for Mitchell Standard Camera.

CAMERA EQUIPMENT COMPANY
1600 Broadway New York City
Tel. Circle 6-5080 Cable: Cinequip

RABY S T U DIO EQUIPMENT TURNTABLE
dolly in new condition. Also Fearless . . . Blimp.

CAMERA EQUIPMENT COMPANY
1600 Broadway New York City
Tel. Circle 6-5080 Cable: Cinequip

FOX VELOSCILATOR COMPLETE WITH
Studio Equipment blimp for Standard or NC
Mitchell. Excellent Portable recording system
(double) for studio or location use. Single
system recording head for Standard Mitchell
Camera. All in NEW condition and priced
low. Don Malkames, 40 Standish Ave., Tuck-
ahoe, N. Y.

BELL & HOWELL, 5-WAY SOUND PRINTER.
CAMERA EQUIPMENT COMPANY

1600 Broadway New York City
Tel. Circle 6-5080 Cable: Cinequip

USED LAB. EQUIPT., CHEAP. DRYING DR
9' X 6', with motor and reverse gear, V
Filter (PermutitI cost $165, Elec. Water He
•> Gas Stoves, Film Racks, etc. 5000,
Master Film Prints, Foreign Places and
etc. 4703 W. Pico. YO-2002, Los Angela

16MM KODACHROME MOVIE FILMS]
Hawaii . . . surfing, hula, dancing,
tree climbing, Hawaiian flowers and
scenes. Original exposed Kodachrome 26
foot. Duplicate prints $12.50 for 100
following subjects : "Paradise of the Pa
"Flowers of Hawaii," "Hula Dancing,"
ing," "Fishes of Hawaii" . . . Add the
geous color sequences to your film libra
high in entertainment quality.
35mm Kodachrome transparencies—75c
$7.50 per dozen.

KODAK HAWAII, LTD.
1065 Kapiolani Blvd., Honolulu, Hawaii, Uj

GWYNNE ONE-MAN AUTOMATIC COMB
tion laboratory, for 16mm and 35mm
Picture Negative and Positive Processing,
plete Unit Guaranteed to be in perfect
ing condition. List Price S3500, our Like

|

Price, SloOO.OO. Hollywood Camera Exd
1600 Cahuenga Blvd., Hollywood. Calif.
Address : Hocamex

MODERNIZE YOUR EASTMAN 20, 25
with a windbak. Make professional lap
for ?15.00. Send stamps for infop
Movie Camera Supply Co.. 1833 Be
Highland Park. St. Paul, Minnesota.

WANTED
WE PAY CASH FOR EVERYTHING PH(|
GRAPHIC. Write us today. Hollywood
Exchange. 1600 Cahuenga Blvd., Holly

WANTED TO BUY FOR CASH
CAMERAS AND ACCESSORIES

MITCHELL. B & H, EYEMO, DEBRIE,
ALSO LABORATORY AND CUTTING

EQUIPMENT
CAMERA EQUIPMENT COMPANY

1600 BROADWAY, NEW YORK GIT
CABLE: CINEQUIP

WE BUY ROYALTY FOR ARGENTINA
16mm. SOF and silent cartoons, 10 ft I

Write R. C. Vita, B. Mitre 2248, Buenos A|
Argentina.
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lew FILMOTION VIEWER and Splicer ^
(for I mm. and 16 mm. Illm—a medal for •och)

()\\ u hen editing your movie
items, you may see them as motion

rrs rather than as series of stills,

new BAH FILMOTION VIEW-
hring this professional method to

\m. and 16 mm. film editing. Built

typical Bell & Howell attention to

> detail and every phase of the prob-

of editing, they provide complete

y to those priceless scenes that

tot be replaced.

'hen the Model 1 36 Splicer and the

>er rewinders for your size film are

attached to the Filmotion Viewer, you
have a complete and highly efficient

editing outfit that makes a pleasant
pastime of what might otherwise be a
difficult and annoying task. Either
Filmotion Viewer may be had complete
with splicer, as pictured, or you may
detach your B&H Splicer Model 1 36
from its present base and mount it on
the rounded-front viewer base.
See them at your Filmo dealer's after

June 1 5, or use the coupon to send for
new descriptive circular.

OR

«MT MEWS .mm
BELL & HOWELL presents brand-new accessories

that enable you to give the professional touch to

making and editing movies.

(PiclwMi Ml, balow)

Combines the economy of 8 mm. film
with the instant readiness of a news-
reel man's camera. Mounts three
lenses </Wtheir matching viewfinder
objectives on a revolving turret. Just
turn the turret, and the correct lens
and finder are both in position to
use. Select the lenses you need from
seven fine, color-corrected Taylor-
Hobson and B&H lenses available.
The Turret 8 also has positive-type
finder, magnifying critical focuser
which shows the entire frame, four
film speeds including slow motion,
single-frame exposure button, and
automatically reset film footage dial.

With one lens (T-H 12>>4 mm.
F 2.5) $140
With provision for film wind-back

for making lap dissolves (with new
Filmo Fader) and double exposures

.$172

leovy-duty Two-speed REWINDERS
(For 16 mm. flim)

ire new film rewinders that make film
ciNicr, faster, more fun. They have a

< vcr which provides three positions:
>'(l, l-io-l ratio, for editing, (2)neu-
ihe spindle from which film is being

Ml. I, ,itid (3) high speed, 4-to-l ratio, for
I rewinding. At either speed, the reel turns in
Mine direction as the crank is turned. A

nual brake, handily placed, permits tight re-
'lin^ .Hid safe control of even the heaviest

as large as 15-inch diameter are
iicd. And these new, professional-
<luty rewinders fit into combinations
< M rit U&H Add-a-lJnit line of film

< lit, and with the new 16 mm.
i> cr, as pictured. See them at your

•n, or send coupon for new descrip-

NEW Filmo FADER and Wipe Disc
(For Filmo 8 mm. and Filmo 70—16 mm.-Camerat)

Usually, changes from one scene to another in
amateur-made motion pictures are abrupt—but
now you can employ various special effects to
soften transitions, as is done in professionally
made films. With the new Filmo Fader and Wipe
Disc you can make fade-ins . . . fade-outs . . .

wipe-offs . . . wipe-ons . . . lap dissolves . . .

double exposures. Lap dissolves and double ex-
posures require a Filmo that provides for wind-
ing the film back—but if your Filmo 8 or Filmo 70
is not so equipped, conversion can be made
reasonably.
Filmo Fader with Wipe Disc $17.50
New Descriptive Folder telling what you

can do with the new Fader and Wipe Disc, and
giving details on film wind-back pro-
visions for Filmo Cameras

Filmo Tumi 8 wllh rawind knob, Fodar,
and Wtpo Disc, for making fades, wipes,
lap dissolves, and double exposures.

MAIL THIS COUPON for complete information
on the new accessories described in this an-
nouncement. Bell & Howell Company, Chicaiio;
NewYork;HoUywood; London, fitai/z'^ri/ J 90''.

I

PRICISION-MADI IT

L & HOWELL

BELL & HOWELL COMPANY
1848 Larchmont Ave., Chicago, III.

Send free descriptive literature on: ( ) new B&H Filmotion
Viewer; ( ) new heavy-duty two-speed 16 mm. Rewinders;
( ) new Fader and Wipe Disc, including film wind-back pro-
visions for Filmo 8's and Filmo 70; ( ) Filmo 8 ram. Cameras.

Nan
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Dependability
Whether it be

a high-speed or

close-up sound
scene, Mitchell
Cameras always

get that difficult

shot.

• A Mitchell
Camera for

every purpose.

MITCHELL CAMERA CORPORATION
6 6 5 NORTH ROBERTSON BOULEVARD

WEST HOLLYWOOD, CALIF.
Cable Address "MITCAMCO"

BELL & HOWELL, LTD., London, England

CLAUD C. CARTER, Sydney, Australia

D. NAGASE & CO., LTD., Osaka, Japan

AGENCIES

Phone oxford

MOTION PICTURE CAMERA SUPPLY CO., New York (

FAZALBHOY, LTD., Bombay, In

H. NASSIBIAN, Cairo, Eg
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SUPERIOR-2
Geared for Production

Superior-Z keeps abreast of heavy produc-

tion schedules. Its high speed lets you work

at low levels of general illumination. De-

tails register over a broad tonal range.

Shadows require a minimum of fill light.

Negatives made on Superior-Z have the soft,

long scale gradation and balanced color

rendition that make a good print. The fine ?

grain size insures excellent screen results.

Du Pont Film Manufacturing Corporation
INCORPORATED

9 Rockefeller Plaza
New York . . . N. Y.
Plant . . Parlin,N.J.

Smith & Aller, Ltd.

6656 Santa Monica Blvd.

Hollywood . . California

BETTER THJNQS for BETTER LJVJNQ through CHEMISTRY



rO PROViDE

ACCURATE COMPOSITION
and

QUICKER SET-UP

1. New **Positive'' Viewfinder
Magnifies rather than masks . . . with any lens, fills entire finder

aperture with large-size upright image . . . eliminates eye parallax.

2. New Viewfinder Turret
Enables Eyemo user to select matching viewfinder objective unit

with same speed he picks lens. Convenient. Fast. Accurate.

WHEN the shots come fast and
various, and you must get the

picture . . . that's when you most
appreciate the versatile Eyemo.
For it's instantly ready to meet the
emergency!
What will you have.' A swift

change of lenses.' . . . conversion
from 100-foot film capacity to 200-
or 400-foot magazines? ... a tripod
mount or a light, easy-to-handle
hand camera.' ... a change from
electric to spring or hand drive?

... a silent camera or a hookup
for sound? . . . slow motion or
silent or sound speeds? Whatever
the demand, Eyemo meets it.

Send the coupon now, and get
complete details on this unsur-
passed portable camera. Do it to-

day. Bell & Howell Company, 1848
Larchmont Ave., Chicago; 30
Rockefeller Plaza, New York; 716
North LaBrea Avenue, Hollywood;
13-14 Great Castle St., London.
Established 1907.

EYEMO can be equipped
with many accessories for
studio and location work,

or it can be stripped down
to a light, compact, spring-

driven hand camera.

PRECISION-MADE BY

CONVERT YOUR EYEMO
Eyemo owners may convert their Eyemos
to include the following new features at

very moderate cost. Write for details.

1 New "positive" viewfinder

2 New viewfinder turret

3 New flat base— in. square

4 Locking screws to lock each lens in focus

5 Turret lock for Eyemos with offset turret

6 Detachable cord for electric-drive models

BELL & HOWELL COMPANY
1848 Larchmont Ave., Chicago, 111.

( ) Send details about new, improved Eyemos.

I own Eyemo Serial No
Am interested in converting it to include

AC 7-40

BELL & HOWELL
Name . .

.

Address,

aty .State.
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Siurveyiiig

Major Studio

Light Levels
By WILLIAM STULL, A.S.C.

FOR many years the illumina-
tion levels used in Hollywood's
major studios have been the

subject of much loose discussion.
A great deal has been said about
the subject, but remarkably little

has been positively known about
it.

While it might be generally con-
sidered that one studio or cinema-
tographer might require a higher
average level of illumination than
another, positive data has been al-

most wholly lacking.

Such studies of the matter as
may have been made appear to
have been made privately, and
often on a more or less limited
scale. So far as the writer is

aware, no widespread or authori-
tative survey of the subject has
ever been made public.

Yet the facts obtainable in such
a survey could be of considerable
practical value to the industry and
those connected with it. For this
reason, the writer has essayed to

make a survey of this nature. In
doing so he attempted to obtain
the necessary facts from all of
the major studio production units
working on interior sets during
the period involved, between May
18 and June 16, 1940.

Thirty-five actual readings were
made in the eight major studios
of Hollywood. Inevitably, some
units could not be included in this
survey, being on location during
this period. Nonetheless, the sur-
vey has been made as complete as
was reasonably possible, and may
be considered to furnish a truly
representative cross section of
Hollywood's lighting standards
and methods.

Foot-Candle Used
Although a majority of today's

directors of photography employ
photoelectric light-measuring de-
vices in their work, the instru-
ments most commonly used—the
Weston "Master" and General
Electric exposure metqrs—while

excellent in themselves, were nc
designed to give scientifically au

curate illumination readings i

terms of foot-candles.
In addition, as is generall

known, there is too great a varij

tion between individual metei
and types, and in individual met!
ods of using them, to permit thei^

use for such a survey. I

Therefore the writer obtaine
a standard Weston foot-cand,
meter (Model 614), and made a

the readings with this instrumenp
This meter is equipped with
triple-range scale, embracing
range of intensities from to 10?

to 250, and to 500 foot-cai.
dies, permitting very accurali
readings under all conditions. i

The instrument used was alsl

fitted with the "Viscor" green fi'

ter, similar to that employed \'-

the Technicolor photometer'
which corrects the spectral r<'

sponse of the photoelectric cell t

a very close approximation of tht

of the human eye, as defined b'

the international eye sensitivit

curve (Figure 1).

This was deemed advisable i'

view of the fact that both incar

descent and arc lighting would t'

encountered ; the "viscor" filtf

was used as no filter has been d<J

veloped to correct photocell
sponse to typical panchromat^
sensitivity.

j

The meter readings were madj
by the writer using this mete|
positioning its cell as nearly £'

possible in the exact plane of th

subject's face, and reading inc;

dent light. The meter's cell wi
not fitted with any type of baff;

or shield, and the device accorcj

ingly had a rather wide angle (;

acceptance; considerably more f

than most of the exposure metei|

commonly used. i

It may be pointed out, howeve
that the hght read by this met(
would in all cases fall on the suli

ject, and should therefore be take,

into consideration in any discu.

sion of actual illumination level,

Wide Range of Levels '

The individual illumination rea(

ings thus obtained are shown i|

Table 1. As will be seen from th|

table, the data for the Twentiet
Century-Fox Studio was not oi

tained by means of individu

readings, as was the case in evei

other instance, but by reading
,

standard testing light source use

by that studio's camera depar

ment in coordinating the Gener;



Electric meters used by all camera
crews on that lot.

Camera Supervisor Daniel B.

Clark, A.S.C., has established a

system by which all cinematog-
raphers standardize their keylight

at an arbitrary value with their

meters, which in turn are daily

checked with the standard light

source. This value, as read by the

meter used in the survey, was
150 foot-candles.

A brief study of the data in

Table 1 will indicate that a really

remarkable range of illumination
levels are being used. The lowest
recorded for a normal, day-effect

scene was used by Benjamin
Kline, A.S.C., who standardizes
on a 38 foot-candle keylight level

;

the highest recorded were 290 and
280 foot-candles.

One still higher reading was ob-
tained, where a value of 360 foot-
candles was found. This, however,
has been ignored in computing the
averages, etc., inasmuch as the
cinematographers directing the
photography of this scene were
employing the old, slower DuPont
Superior Type 1 negative film for
the special purpose of utilizing
its high green sensitivity.

This furnishes an interesting
commentary on recent advances
in film sensitivity, however, as
comparable process shots utilizing
the newer, faster emulsions were
recorded as being made with
rather less than half the light re-

I
quired by the older film.

High and Low Groups

j

Further study of the table will
jindicate that the studios may be
'divided into two groups, one in-
cluding three plants where a rela-
tively high average level of illu-

mination is required; the other
including the five plants in which
lower light-levels are used.
The industry's overall average,

as shown in Table 2, is 114.57
foot-candles. The average for the
three high-level studios is 170.25
|foot-candles, while that of the five
!low-level studios is 79.42 foot-
candles.

It seems probable that the fore-
going averages have all been
raised to some extent by the rather
large number of high-level exte-
rior scenes (seven) being filmed
on the stages as the survey was
made. These scenes in themselves
«how an average of 172.85 foot-
^-•andles.

The average for night-effect
•scenes, as obtained from the five

TABLE 1 INDIVIDUAL ILLUMINATION READINGS

PARAMOUNT
TC p vl i 0" Vi tC V 1 1 ^ 11 v

RemarksNo Cinematographer In Foot- Stop Film
O Q Tl H 1 A<3V, d, 11 U 1 CD

1. Tpd Tetzlaff A S C 54 f.2.3 Plus X Normal medium shot.

2. Harry Fischbeck, A.S.C. 200 f.2.

7

DuPont II Arc keyj brilliant sun effect

ship's deck.
on

3. Theodor Sparkuhl, A.S.C. 46 f.2.3 DuPont II Treated lenses.

4. Charles Lang, A.S.C. 75 f.2.3 Plus X Two-shot; musical.

5. Leo Tover, A.S.C. 93 f.2.3 Plus X Dollv-shot: keylight level

start, 93; at finish, 96. low k
at

ey.

6. William Mellor, A.S.C. 56 f.2.3 Plus X Two-shot. No meter used.

7. Archie Stout, A.S.C. 360 f.2.5 DuPont I Process-shot:
W. Wallace Kelley, A.S.C. Extreme long-shot for ex-

terior; Arc key.

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER
1. Charles Lawton, A.S.C. 145 f.2.5 DuPont II Stage exterior.

2. Robert Planck, A.S.C. 280 f.2.5 Plus X Stage exterior, snow covered.
3. Ray June, A.S.C. 130 f.2.5 DuPont II Moonlight effect, two-shot; small

stage exterior.

4. Harold Rosson, A.S.C.
Harold Marzorati, A.S.C.

170 f.2.7 Plus X Process shot, day efTect for sunlit

exterior. 75mm. lens; "hot"
background plate.

Fast action scene; dolly-shot.5. Sid Waener, A.S.C. 165 f.2.5 Plus X

WARNER BROTHERS'

1. Ernest Haller, A.S.C.

2. James Wong Howe, .A.S.C.

3. Gaetano Gaudio, A.S.C.

4. L. William O'Connell, A.S.C.

5. .Arthur Edeson, .\.S.C.

6. Arthur Todd, A.S.C.
7. Sid Hickox, A.S.C.
8. Wiilard Van Enger, A.S.C.

80

44

100

82

120

78
68
44

f.2.3

f.2.3

f.2.6

f.3

f.2.8

f.2.8

f.2.4

f.2

Plus X

Plus X

Plus X

Plus X

Plus X

Plus X
Plus X
Plus X

Dolly-shot: from medium-shot to

close-up. Amber gelatin on kev-
light.

Effect lighting, extreme low-key.
No meter used.
Costume test; almost certainly
above the level this man would
use on production.
Treated lens; high key for broad
comedy.
Effect lighting, in roofed garage
on large stage exterior.

Process shot, night.

COLUMBIA

1. Joseph Walker, A.S.C.
2. Allen Siegler, A.S.C.
3. Lucien Andriot, A.S.C.

4. Benjamin Kline, A.S.C.

68
50
120

38

f.3

f.2.5

f.2.8

f.2.3

Plus X
Plus X
Plus X

Plus X

.\rc key; large stage exterior.

This man's normal kev averages
55-58.
150 degree shutter opening.

UNITED ARTISTS

1. Rudv Mate, A.S.C.
2. Paul Eagler, A.S.C.

63
25

f.2

f.2.3

Plus X
Plus X

Interior, smoke.
Process shot, night; close long-
shot.

RKO
1. Harry Wild, A.S.C.

2. Frank Redman, A.S.C.

3. Nick Musuraca, A.S.C.

175

290

88

f.2.5

f.2.

9

f.2.3

Plus X

Plus X

Plus X

Large stage exterior; extreme
long-shot, day effect.

Process shot in airplane; light

cloud background plate; day
effect. No meter used.
EfTect lighting.

TWENTIETH CENTURY-FOX

Standard key-lighting used
by all cinematographers,
according to Supervisor of

Photography Dan B. Clark,
A.S.C.

1 150
1

f.3.

5

Plus X Four units working as of day this
survey made; so counted in

averages.

UNIVERSAL

1. Stanley Cortez, A.S.C.

2. Joseph Valentine, A.S.C.

104

75

f.2.5

f.2.8

Pius X

Super XX

Broad comedy; high key. Uses
no meter.
Process shot, night; effect lighting
with intermittent arc for moving
light effect. Light level of Mazda
keyl ght without arc: 30.
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TABLE 2-STUDIO AVERAGES

Averase for Industry (33 sets)

Average, Paramount Studio (6 sets)

Average, Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Studio (5 sets)

Average, Warner Brothers' Studio (8 sets)

Average, Columbia Studio (4 sets)

Average, RKO Studio (3 sets)

Average, Universal Studio (2 sets)

Average, Twentieth Century-Fox (Standard level)

sets upon which such scenes were
being made, was 54.6 foot-candles

;

the average for scenes of this type
in the studios where lower light-
levels are the rule appears to be
36 foot-candles.

Process Shots

The average value used in illu-

minating projected background
process shots on modern film in

five studios was 111.80 foot-can-
dles. This, in turn, can be subdi-
vided to show that two readings
taken on such shots in the high-
level studios average 230 foot-
candles, while those in three low-
level studios average 33 foot-can-
dles. The latter figure, however, ap-
pears misleadingly low, since sev-
eral of these were night-effects.

It would appear that a further
and more exhaustive study of this
point, including not only fore-
ground keylight levels, but also
background screen illumination
averages and print densities,
could profitably be made.

Treated Lenses

A very considerable variety in
lens stop practice is evident; the
apertures used ranging from f.3.5
to f.2, with the average for the
33 sets involved working out at
f.2. 6. It should be noted that in
several instances, as in the lenses
used by Warner Brothers', by
Rudy Mate, A.S.C., at United Art-
ists, and by Joseph Valentine,
A.S.C., at Universal, f.2 lenses are
used instead of the customai-y f.2.3

or f.2. 5 objectives.

As has already been noted, the
standard practice at one studio in-

volves stopping down to a stand-
ard aperture of f.3.5.

In two instances cinematogra-
phers were found to be using
lenses treated with the recently
developed non-glare coating. In
one instance, that of Theodor
Sparkuhl, A.S.C., an illumination
level of 46 foot-candles and an
aperture of f.2.3 was used.

In the other, L. William O'Con-
nell, A.S.C., was filming comedy
action in a rather high key, using
a keylight level of 82 foot-candles

114.57 foot-candles at f.2.(i

87.33 foot-candles.
178 foot-candles.
77 foot-candles.
09 . 25 foot-candles.
184.33 foot-candles.
80,49 foot-candles.
150 foot-candles at f.3.5

with his lens stopped down to f.3.

Compensating these readings
for a uniform aperture of f.2.3, it

appears that the average light
level thus used with treated lenses
is 46.75 foot-candles, a value only
a little over half that of the 79.42
foot-candle average of the low-
level studio group in which these
readings were taken.

Use of Meters

While in this survey the ques-
tion of the individual use of photo-
electric light meters was only in-

directly considered, it was none-
theless observed that out of 34
directors of photography contacted
22 definitely employed meters,
while only 5 never did so. The re-
maining seven appear to use meters
occasionally — generally on exte-
rior scenes or to provide a safe-
guard check when making extreme
effect-lightings.

In one studio, the cinematogra-
phers, as is well known, all use
meters which are provided and
maintained by the studio. Here a
policy is followed of maintaining
a standard keylight value (150
foot-candles at f.3.5) for all scenes,
regardless of type of action or
key, by means of these meters.
The overall key and effect of the

scene is controlled by modifying
the lighting balance as the indi-
vidual cinematographer may pre-
fer.

Supervisor of Photography Clark
reports this system is rigidly ad-
hered to, and has done a great deal
to provide more uniform printing
densities in the studio's negative.
The same course is followed by

Cinematographer Kline, who uses
a standard keylight level of 38 foot-
candles for all normal day interiors,

with a shutter-apercure or 15(

degrees. In both these instances
all negative receives strict time
and-temperature processing.

Summary
From all of the foregoing, it wi!

be seen that extremely great va
riations in lighting levels exis
throughout the industry. Undoubt
edly, each studio and cinematog
rapher has its own conception o
what constitutes an ideal nega
five for the purposes, and th>
means necessary to produce tha|
negative.

However, the variations notej
seem too great to be explained b;

mere variations in individual light
ing technique. This undoubtedly
is a factor: but it is not sufficient!

great to explain such variations i.

lighting levels as shown in the in

dividual studio averages. Othe:
variables in the chain between se'

and screen must also play thai

parts.

When the present, high-spee,
film emulsions were introduced, i^

was noted that all of them wer
charac^-erized by somewhat steepe
gradation (or greater contrast,
than the slower emulsions the
supplanted. In some instances thi

may be desirable; in others it ma,
not.

There are several ways in whic
this may be overcome. Under nor
mal studio conditions, the cinema
tographer may overcome it b
modifying his lighting balance, t

present to the film softer lightin

contrasts, by using larger lem
openings, increased optical diffi

sion. etc. In other instances, mod
fications in development procedur
may be employed.

At any rate, with the preser
obvious need for increased ecor

omies in every phase of produc
tion, it would appear that thes

great variations in light levels, am
their causes, are taking on a ne^

and practical importance.

Details which only a short tim'

ago were of merely technical ir

terest can now be regarded as hav
(Continued on Page 336)

TABLE 3—AVERAGES FOR VARIOUS TYPES OF SCENES, ETC.

Average for 3 high-level studios 170. 25 foot-candles. (12 sets)

Average for 5 low-level studios 79 . 42 foot-candles. (21 sets)

Average for night effects (5 sets) 54.6 foot-candles.

Average for stage exteriors (7 sets) 172.85 foot-candles.

.Average for process shots (5 sets) 111 . 80 foot-candles.

Average, process shots in high-level studios 230 foot-candles (2 sets)

Average, process shots in low-level studios 33 foot-candles (3 sets)

Average for treated lenses (2 sets) 46.75 foot-candles.

(Compensated to equalize different stops actually used with these lenses.)
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HERE^S A BIG ONE
New Moon

Jeanette MacDonald and Nelson Eddy
score again in another M-G-M picture,

"New Moon." It is a breezy, even ro-

bust, musical in the main. Some of the

music wise may insist there have been

other musicals that have been more
tuneful, and maybe there have been.

Nevertheless for ninety-nine out of a

hundred this is delightful entertainment,

with singing and with action. And that

latter factor is not to be ignored for its

quality in lifting a show to a high spot.

The voices of the two chief singers are

at their best. If ever the pipes of either

of them have been in better fettle this

reporter was not present. On the dra-

matic side of the cast are Mary Boland,

H. B. Warner, George Zucco and Grant
Mitchell. The book and lyric are by
Oscar Hammerstein 2d, Frank Mandel
and Laurence Schwab. The music was
by Sigmund Romberg and the musical
direction by Herbert Stothart, with the
screen play by Jacques Deval and Robert
Arthur.

The lines of the book are smart, with
abundant snap and literary quality—

a

quality that makes it a pleasure to hear
even as the settings and scenes are a
pleasure to the eye.

William Daniels, A.S.C., directed the
photography. To appreciate or realize
the quality of that phase of the picture
it is necessary to follow through from
her first appearance to her last the
remarkable reproduction of the face and
figure of Jeannette MacDonald.

•

All This and Heaven Too
Warner Brothers' "All This and Heav-

en Too" may rate as one of the ten
best pictures in all time. That strong
statement is made with a reasonably
keen realization of its inclusiveness,
which extends back at least more
than a quarter of a century with "Birth
of a Nation." A little later there came
Pathe's "Les Miserables," with Henri
Kraus as Jean Valjean, described by the
great Dr. Boynton from his pulpit in
Brooklyn on one occasion as "the great-
est character in fiction."

Memory is fickle. Inclination is strong-
ly in favor of enlarging on the more
or most recent example of genuine great-
ness, to award highest honors to the
last great picture seen. The Rachel Field
story lacks some of the more usually
assumed popular factors of box office
entertainment. It has not, for example,
in any character the capacity for re-
vealing, shall we say, the mental un-
faithfulness possessed by Scarlet O'Hara
or the philandering qualities displayed
by the lovable Rhett Butler.

It is true a charge of unfaithfulness is

leveled against a husband—with its cor-

By George Blaisdell

responding implication against a gov-
erness—but the audience knows it is the
raving of an irresponsible psychopathic
case. The audience can bear witness the

story is as clean as a hound's tooth. It

is that phase of it that inconceivably
enhances the degree of the final tragedy.

Charles Boyer and Bette Davis are
ideal in the leading parts of the script.

Possibly it falls to every adult human
who follows the interpretations of the
various members of a cast to put upon
those interpretations the ideas that pass
through his own mind, that the por-
trayals be made as he would have them
made.

It seems that in "All This and Heaven
Too" Anatole Litvak has outguessed the
man out front. That individual sits si-

lently by and absorbs the story that is

being unfolded for him. In reality it is

not a story. It is a happening. It is

life. The illusion is complete, even among
a house the men and women in which
are going through what to them is

all in a day's work.

The picture runs about two hours and
a half, but it does not seem long. There
is a ten-minute intermission, though it

is hardly necessary.

The cast of characters is remarkable
for the rank of those who compose it.

Jefl'rey Lynn, the minister, makes a
comparatively lesser part stand out, big.

Barbara O'Neil, as the Duchess de Pras-
lin, is most convincing as the unfortunate
and unhappy wife. Walter Hampden,
great Shakespearean, has but a bit of
a part, but by reason of his striking
face commands instant attention from
those in the house.

Helen Westley, Henry Daniell, Harry
Davenport, George Coulouris, Montagu
Love, Janet Beecher, Fritz Leiber and
Ian Keith are among the well-known
names in the cast. The parts of the
four children are taken by June Lock-
hart, Virginia Weidler, Ann Todd and
little Richard Nichols.

Ernie Haller, A.S.C., is responsible for
the photography. Special effects were
photographed by Byron Haskin, A.S.C.,
and Rex Wimpy, A.S.C. It may be of
interest to the many who like to make
comparisons in a photographic way to

be reminded of the fact it was but six

months ago Haller finished camera work
on "Gone with the Wind." That was
in Technicolor, and on that picture Hal-
ler had two associates, Ray Rennahan,
A.S.C., and Wilfrid H. Cline, A.S.C.

To the photographically wise among
the photoplay public there is presented
an excellent basis of comparison between
black and white and Technicolor. The
two pictures are made one following

the other. They were photographed in

color by a combination of one nominally
blac.v and white photographer and two
associates who are veteran Technicolor
employes, a combination equal to the
best. They were photographed in black
and white by a man who will be de-
clared by his associates to be the equal
of the best.

So now those who are interested in the
subject may take advantage of an op-
portunity for a decision that may not
again soon be so strikingly presented: Of
an examination of two productions made
within the same six months, of two great
productions, and photographed under the
hand of the same man.

Leaving the press preview on the aft-

ernoon of the 13th at the Carthay Circle

an elderly woman remarked to her es-

cort the while she vigorously plied her
handkerchief to eyes quite plainly red:

"Do you know I never have seen
Charles Boyer look so attractive as he
did today—not only his face, but his

profile and his whole head, especially the
black velvety quality of his eyes."

"My dear," quietly responded her es-

cort, "I felt generally the same way
about Bette Davis. I believe, though, if

you ask Mr. Boyer he will tell you he
is inclined to do the cinematographer
the honor of crediting his superb pho-
tography for your unusually favorable
impression."

•

Tom Brown's School Days
RKO-Radio has produced something

out of the ordinary in "Tom Brovm's
School Days." The story itself is far
from the everyday motion picture story.

In no manner can it be marked up as
a love story, for the girl stuff is not
in it or of it. But it is a docu-
mentary—a great one of England, and
for every place in the wide world in

which English is spoken.

Nor does that word mean in any man-
ner some absence of interest. There is

an abundance of interest. That interest

is created and maintained in watching
how one man succeeds in implanting in

the minds of three hundred or more
boys the overpowering fact that God
Almighty hates a liar. Those words are
not used, but they might have been.

Producers Towne and BaKer have built

a gripping job. It is a story that digs
in right at the start and holds tightly

to the end. Director Robert Stevenson,
heretofore working in England, makes
his first American picture. There can
be no question of his sincerity or there
could have been none in advance of the
picture. Certainly there can be none
after seeing the picture.

Sir Cedric Hardwicke plays Dr. Arn-
old, headmaster of Rugby, plays the

(Continued on Page 330)
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Makin;
Ranch. Picture

That Is

Real
yy CHARLES W. HERBERT

HORACE GREELY became
nationally quoted when he
said, "Go West, young man

;

go West!" It's a long, long cry
since then, but men, women and
children are still heading West

—

not to an untamed wilderness but
to a vast outdoor playground where
the air and water are free and pure
and the wilderness beckons along
innumerable well tried trails.
They will be going to the dude

ranches of the great Rocky Moun-
tain region in Montana and Wyom-
ing. Just as birds harken to the
rustle of spring and journey to
their sum.mer feeding grounds so
does man seek a summer play-
ground for extended or brief res-
pites from school or the grind of
business.
While there are many picture

possibilities in the winter, summer
faffords more continued variety of
sub.jects for the camera. Travel-
ogue cameramen follow the same
route as the birds and vacation
seekers. The dude ranch oifers an
unusual picture opportunity for
amateurs and advanced amateur
cinemaddicts.

It's a "Natural"

I don't know of any subject that
has more essentials for motion pic-
ture productions ready and waiting
for either the professional or ama-
teur to tackle and mould into a
logical smooth running series of
action scenes.
During the dude ranch season in

Montana and Wyoming, the skies
are blue, the air is clear and cool,

the terrain is in foliage, flowers

abound, and there is a variety i|

activities—natural in summer <

especially arranged for guests .

the various ranches.

Celebrate Arrival

You can either make a reel <,

your own trip to a dude ranch i

which your family or friends a)|

featured or else make a story <[

life on a dude ranch in general. 1

either case it will be important '•

select definite characters to appe;.

here and there throughout the re
in closeups to keep up the intima

.

story theme. j
Universal's Going Places reel Nf

77 recently released shows Eastei,
dudes in routine activities on tl

Sixty-Three Ranch near Living
ton, Mont. : a cattle roundup on tl

Lazy K Bar Ranch near Big Tir'

ber, Mont., and dudes going I

stagecoach and horseback to tl'

world famous log cabin church
jj

Jackson Hole, Wyoming.
|

The arrival of dudes on a due
ranch is an event to both tlj

dudes and the dude rancher
Some ranchers meet the dudes ;

the station with a stagecoach <'

on horseback, but the favorite cai

ry-all is the station wagon. Aiwa;'
as dudes arrive at the ranch itsel

the ranch family and dudes wl
are already there, all rigged out
big hats, boots and loud shirt

turn out to give the new arriva

a wholesome Western welcome.
This introduction to the du('

I'anch seems to be the logical w£
in which to start your reel, but yc

can, of course, start it at yoi

own home with travel folder
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time tables or any other sequence
you decide to use.

After your introduction you can
build up your reel with a series

of sequences of whatever activities

are available to you. Universal's
Dude Ranch reel is an example of

a convenient and economical for-

mula.

Building Action

We built up a series of shots
showing the wranglers bringing in

the saddle horses. Here was a
chance to start with slow action as
they rode out of the corral in the
early morning light. Then as they
located the band and headed them
toward the ranch, each succeeding
shot had faster action building up
to the dramatic climax as the
horses were hazed into the corral.

Dudes sitting on the fence wait-
ing for the horses to come in gave
this scene a more dude ranch at-
mosphere and distinguished it from
just an ordinary ranch scene.

Dudes arriving in Livingston on
the North Coast Limited would
have time to arrive at the Sixty-
Three Ranch just after the horses
had been brought in. In this way
it was convenient to build up an

'.arrival scene. As the station wag-
on rounded the turn of the road
leading up to the main lodge about

j
fifteen dudes were riding alongside

I whooping it up. Next came a close-
'up of the new arrivals in city duds
getting out and being greeted by
the host and his family.

There's no fun in being on a dude
ranch unless you can get rigged
|0ut in Western clothes. Most
ranches have a store stocked with
just the right thing—showy as
well as serviceable. We set up pho-
tofloods overhead in the ranch
store and used the same dudes who
arrived in the station wagon.
A general view with the corral

in the background as a horse is
saddled and the newest arrivals
come up is the logical introduction
to the daily riding sequence. A
closeup of the same boot shown
in the ranch store now is effective
as it goes into a stirrup and the
camera tilts up to the dude-
booted, spurred and ready to ride.

Vary Topography

!

As the chief recreation on a dude
k'anch is horseback riding it is a
good plan to build up a long se-
quence starting at the ranch and
lending with the climax of the ride
top a high divide where the dudes
et a view of the vast back country.
In this series of shots the in-

terest is increased if each setting
is made to feature different types
of country such as through timber
along an open hillside, going across
a mountain stream, beside a lake
or waterfall, through rugged areas,
along a plateau, on the skyline and
then on a sharp ridge with a tilt

down or pan to unfold the pano-
rama.
A cut in closeup of the wrangler

and one of the dudes looking at the
view fills in here. The skyline shot
is emphasized if you select a time
and location when the clouds are
in the sky and then use a 23A or
25A red filter for dramatic effect.

On the way back from the divide
we came to an area where a moun-
tain park was almost caipeted
with flowers. This of course,
would make a usable sequence, so
we started to work. A general view
showing several girls picking the
flowers while the wrangler, mount-
ed on his horse in the background,
furnished an excuse to make an
effective closeup of him watching
the girls and a closeup of his
horse's head buried in the flowers
as it grazed.

The all essential closeups of the
girls and the flowers were made
for closing shots. As the flowers
were yellov/ a dark yellow filter

helped to make them stand out
against the green foliage. Had they
been blue, then that would have
been one of those rare instances
where a blue filter would have been
useful. However, in any shots with
the blue filter it would have been
advisable not to have included sky,
otherwise the sky would have been
too chalky.

Snow in Summer
These sequences done, the foun-

dation of a dude ranch reel was
well laid, so we set out to find shots
of activities with more variety of
action. One of the favorite trips
was to go up above timberline to
a pocket in the mountains where
snow banks can be found even in

August.
A long shot of the horseback

party single file making its way
across snow was a starter. Then
general views and closeups of the
dudes having a snowball fight fur-
nished the opportunity for plenty
of action from various angles. Re-
member that on all snow scenes
the lens should be stopped way
down.
Next day we journeyed across

one ridge of mountains to the next
valley, where there was a wide
meadow with still deep water
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enough for the horses to swim.
The young girls and boys brought
along their bathing suits so it was
a simple matter to build up a series
of shots of them swimming their
horses. The horses surely enjoyed
it, and several good shots were ob-
tained of the horses actually racing.

Ranch routine is usually inter-
spaced with long trips, short trips
and some time spent in sport
around the I'anch proper. Some-
times there are amateur rodeos,
roping instructions, or practice rid-
ing the buckaroo or synthetic
bucking horse.

It's a saddle mounted on a short
"tout log suspended by four ropes
from trees. The dudes get aboard
and some one on each rope pulls
ill rhythm until the buckaroo is

flying high with a side wind or sun-
lish'ng movement. The sequence is

all there; it's just a matter of
choosing camera positions and
working up a series of shots. A
low angle right in front of the
buckaroo is always good.

Lighting Ranchhouse
Several times during the season

each dude ranch puts on an old time
dance for the dudes and neighbors
on nearby stock ranches. Everyone
cuts loose, and the dancing keeps
up until dawn.
We made a Virginia Reel at the

Sixty-Three Ranch. The main liv-

ing room was about thirty feet
square, and as the home electric
plant was not strong enough we
rented a portable generator from a
welding company in Livingston.

We set up twenty No. 1 Photo-
floods 110 volts, but the generator
would not put out enough amper-
age to make them bum strong
enough. We solved this difficulty
by putting in 32 volt bulbs and
dropping the speed of the genera-
tor down until it turned out about
40 volts. This made the 32 volt
bulbs very bright and with Super
XX we were able to get a good
exposure.
With light to work with, once

again the story was before us and
all we had to do was to start. High
shots looking down, closeups of
feet, closeups of the fiddlers, angle
shots, low shots, etc., made it com-
plete. Only problem we had was to
be sure the same group was in the
same line-up each time we changed
camera position for new angles.

By that time we could feel that
the dude ranch job was well on
the way, but two more sequences
were needed to round it out. We
could have made a pack trip back
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into the mountains with the usua
camping scenes or there was fish
ing, hunting, mountain climbing o:

wildlife studies.
Also a rodeo would have filled ii

as would some fancy roping aiM
trick riding to entertain the dudes
We selected the log church in Jack
son Hole, Wyoming, where dude!
from nearby ranches come U
church with boots and spurs as on<
sequence. And a cattle round-up oi^

the Lazy K Bar Ranch to complet«i
the reel.

Framing Tetons

At the Chapel of the Transfig:
uration there is an enormous platv
glass window behind theAltar that
frames an inspiring picture of th<l

majestic Teton Mountains. Th«f
Bear Paw and Bar B C Ranche.^
nearby both have stagecoachef-
that bring their dudes to church
Shots of them getting aboard wercj
made at the ranch.

j

Some scenes en route crossing j'

stream and galloping across th<

flats came next. Always we fea,

tured the towering jagged Tetoi
peaks in the background. Then bj

putting the camera inside th(

church, looking out of the win|
dow, with the cross on one side

an effective shot was made ai.

the stagecoach came toward tht.

church.
Closeups of dudes getting out o:-

the coach and other shots of then
grouped around in the yard were
better than trying interiors, as w(
had no source of interior light. We
did, however, make a silhouette
shot of the rector with the ofiferin^'

plate at the altar as a finale.

The mountains through the win
dow made a most imposing back
drop. For such a shot, with th<.

camera inside the building lookinj'

out of a window, it's always besi

to expose for the exterior. K yoi.

are using a wide angle you car*

focus a little beyond the fore-,*

ground but if not then its advisable
to focus on infinity. '

Examine Country First

The meat of any cattle roundup^
sequence is a general view with rj

punch. By all means allow yourseli|

one day to look over the country'

with the boss and pick out a cam-,

era position that gives you an ef-^

fective background and has an are£

in the foreground where it is logi-

cal and easy to put the cattle. ,

Most important is it to havg
the cattle come down a ridge to-

ward the camera. Worst of all it iii

to have them on a flat or hil

sloping away from the camera ir



the foreground, as the first cattle

will hide many behind them and a
large herd wall look unimpressive.
But coming down hill and strung
out a few hundred will look like

a thousand.
If you have no other alternative

than to shoot them on a flat, then
try to get your camera as high up
as possible. In this case if no cliffs

or natural elevation is available
then it would be better to make the
scene near the ranchhouse and put
your camera up in a barn, on top
a water tower, windmill or silo.

Be sure to avoid fences in such a
shot.

Another way to make a worth-
while picture on a flat area is (if

there are clouds) to tilt your cam-
era high so that by far the greater
part of your picture is sky.

Miniature Westein

We made various angles as the
cattle were driven past, being sure
to have some of the dudes riding
along close to the camera. Then for
variety of interest, another day we
had a regular chuck wagon dinner
on the range with big steaks, beans
and Java. For this shot we selected
the most spectacular mountain
setting possible with scant fore-
ground.

After the wagon and dudes were

Philadelphia Cinema Club
The June meeting of the Philadelphia

Cinema Club—^the last one of the season
^was enjoyed by a large attendance.
The club decided to have two motion pic-
ture contests for the coming year. The
first one will be a vacation film, either
black and white or color, any length, 8
or 16 mm., and will be reviewed by the
judges at the November meeting.
The second contest is to be an open

one. Any member may film anything,
^

any way he sees fit, and have it ready
to be shown and judged at the annual

I club banquet in January, 1941. Prizes for
both contests will be reported later.
The entertainment director did a fine

job for the final meeting of the season,
having arranged with five fellow-mem-
bers for the showing of their films,
totaling over 2500 feet in all.

W. E. Chambers showed an inter-
esting 400-foot 8mm. Kodachrome, called

i
"Glimpses of the New York World's

' Fair of 1940."

Arthur J. Hurth, the club technical ad-
visor, showed about 170 feet of black and
white 16mm. film that he made on June
9 during the club's expedition to the
Philadelphia Zoo.

R. M. Hoot screened a 1600-foot 16mm.
Kodachrome film he made of the 1939

j

New York World's Fair for the Klein and
Goodman Company, a local photographic

all set for the take the cowboys
gathered about fifty head of cat-
tle and scattered them about just
beyond the wagon. This plan was
much more practical than to try
to make the chuck wagon scenes on
the same day that we made the
big herd scenes.

This was the pattern of Univer-
sal's Going Places travelogue Dude
Ranch just released.

Galloping Hoofs

You can either make this type
reel or try a miniature Western
with galloping hoofs, a lead couple
and a villain woven together in
true horse opera style. For such a
production you have all of the
essential props, settings, etc., right
where you need them.
You only have to get a story

idea, select willing characters and
start to work. A location trip to
a dude ranch by several members
of a movie club would be enjoyable
and a productive venture.

By having a story prepared and
a cast already selected and re-

hearsed the club could actually
make a production in the same
manner that any of the producers
of Westerns would do. Such a film
would be a likely contender for a
top award in any of the annual
amateur contests.

supply house. It was very entertaining
and showed Mr. Hoot had not only chosen
his vantage points well, but his photog-
raphy was equally good.
Next was a showing by the club presi-

dent, Carl A. Finger, consisting of 400
feet of 16mm. Kodachrome of Philadel-
phia's Own New Year's Mummers Pa-
rade, taken January 1, 1940. It was a
beautiful piece of work from start to

finish, if your reporter is any judge of
fine color photography.
The last film of the evening was a

400-foot 16mm. black and white by your
reporter. It was an attempt at industrial
photography, showing a business school
in operation.

HERBERT E. MOORE,
Director of Publicity.

Buffalo Amateur Cinema Club
With a record crowd of members and

guests present, the Amateur Cinema Club
of Buffalo held its sixth annual contest
meeting in Hotel Statler, Monday, June
10th.

Speaker of the evening was N. Stewart
Love, local newspaper photographer,
whose subject was "Composition."

The contest portion of the evening con-
tained so many varied and interesting
reels that the judges found decision of a
winner most difficult. The winners will

be announced at the next meeting.
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CoUe
Cameramen
Produce
Picture

By KENDALL JULIAN MAU
and DON W..DUKE

HOLLYWOOD—that great reflec-

tor of every level of the world's
society—has pictured and imi-

tated all human relationships and en-
deavors. Yet the film capital itself has
remained to a large extent a deep, dark
mystery always aloof from the seeking
eyes of the public.

But today, right under its very aqui-
line nose, a group of "college kids" are
apeing Hollywood, and doing such a good
job of it that they, too, are setting box
office records. Right in the motion pic-

ture's backyard the University of South-
ern California has set up its own minia-
ture film industry and has actual produc-
tion going full blast all year round.
Under a large staff" of skilled profes-

sors, supplemented by many of Holly-

wood's most successful producers, actors
and writers, young America is studying
cinematography. What is most unusual,
however, is the method and technique of
study. Under the professional super-
vision of the university faculty and the
film czars themselves, these college stu-

dents actually produce motion pictures
in large studios on campus and on the
sound stages of nearby major companies.

Chief activity of the University of

Southern California Cinematography de-
partment is the Trojan Newsreel.
Founded some years ago, the newsreel
was an attempt to give future motion
picture workers an opportunity to put
classroom theory into practice. This
learn-by-doing laboratory has in the last

year become more than just a proving

Jolin Cromwell, noted director, being
inducted into Delta Kappa Alpha, na-
tional honorary cinematography fra-
ternity. Don Duke, president of the
S. C. chapter, Jias just hung the key

around Cromwell's neck.

ground for academic wanderings—it has
become real entertainment.

Popular Success

This year, under the direction of Stu-
dent-Producer Don Duke, over fourteen
thousand students and visitors jammed
the spacious college auditorium between
classes to view the bi-monthly issues of
the newsreel.
The mere existence of such an organi-

zation in the universities of the world
is unique in itself. But to have such
popular success with amateur cinema-
tography puts the Trojan Newsreel in a
class of preeminence by itself.

This, too, is a tinbute to Hollywood.
The urge for "box office pull" is a Holly-
wood influence pure and simple. This is

not all that the neighboring major
studios have done for their miniature
counterpart. Hollywood has offered

some of its top personalities to advise
and lecture the fledgling cameramen and
movie workers in the fine art of motion
picture production.

Lewis Physioc of the RKO art depart-
ment has been a constant advisor of the
now nationally known Trojan Newsreel.
John Cromwell, noted director for Para-
mount and RKO, personally directed
many of the sequences on SC's campus
sets. Famous for his direction in "Of
Human Bondage," and "Algiers," Crom-
well produced scenes from his film "Abe
Lincoln in Illinois" for the students. The

On the special train from Los Angeles to
Berkeley for the California-S. C. foot-
ball game. Boh Minton (foreground)
(li)ects Herb Farmer in a shot of S. C.

coeds eating breakfast.
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filming was done by cinematography
majors of the university, with students
active in campus dramatics taking the
parts of the chief characters.

Technical Problems
Boris Morros, Floyd Morgan, A. E.

Freudeman and many other film experts
have lent their services in editing, de-
signing and polishing the productions of

these Southern California cameramen in

the last few months. Hollywood is

proud of its thriving brain-child!

Even in college there is an "unglamor-
ous" side of motion picture making—the
technical problems. The production of

a single issue of the Trojan Newsreel
entails the service of over thirty-five

students from the Schools of Journalism,
Radio and Television, English, Art, Chem-
istry and Cinematography.
But think of the expense! Hollywood

can spend thousands, even millions of
dollars, on a single set or sound stage.

SC works on a shoestring. An entire

year's production of eleven thousand feet

of film is shot with minute care. Be-
cause of the contrasting conditions and
circumstances under which a newsreel
operates, several types of film must be
used to achieve best results.

Sixteen millimeter film is used through-
out campus productions for greater
operating economy and because the fin-

ished issue only has a few showings.
The newsreel's magazines include Super
X Pan, Kodachrome, Super XX Pan, and
also the Safety or regular type of film.

Photoflood lighting equipment is used
almost exclusvely. No. 1 bulbs are used
sparingly for lights and lamps planted
on the set itself, while No. 2 and No. 4
bulbs are the main source of lights in

reflectors.

In cameras, too, the newsreel is limited

by the tautness of the community purse-
strings. With the necessity for constant
economy and wide variety of uses for

cameras, the staff uses three Bell &
Howell 70 DAs, two Victor No. 5s and
an Eastman Cine Kodak Special with a
motor and two-hundred foot magazines.
The lenses used include a 15mm., a
25mm., Taylor Hobson, and a 2, 3, and 4

inch group of supplementary lenses.

Thus, equipped with only the bare es-

sentials of production, the newsreel tries

its hand at cinema work. The bulk of
SC's production falls into three main
groups, the filming of straight campus
news events, commercial promotion fea-

tures, and photographic essays or educa-
tional features.

It may be said that the newsreel has
become the chief university exponent of
visual education. More than any other
organization on the college campus, the
student cinematography group has added
to the school's achievements a long list

of successful productions both for the
university and for ofF-campus business
firms.

Newsiest of the Trojan Newsreel's ex-

periments was the production of fashion
reels for the coeds. Sponsored by a
popular Wilshire boulevard shop, the stu-

dent cameramen produced a promotion
film that bi'ought rounds of applause
from both the students who viewed the
issue as well as the company which
sponsored the enterprise.

Documentary Successful

The shooting of new women's fashions
in natural color proved such a success
that several other large department
stores in Los Angeles made bids for the
newsreel to make a similar film for their

own use.

This flare for the photographic feature
led the producer, Don Duke, to enter into

a field of endeavor that he calls "campus
documentaiy film." One afternoon, lack-

ing another sequence for the next issue

of the newsreel, Duke set off across the
campus in search of an idea.

As the puzzled producer wanderec
along, deep in thought, the chimes in th<

tower in Philosophy Hall chimed a few
chords and then tolled the hour. This
sound, so familiar and loved by every
Trojan, gave Duke his idea for the
needed feature for the newsreel.
Why not film the chimes in action?

Why not dub in the sound on a separate
track and reproduce the chimes for the
student body? It wasn't long before the

entire sequence was on film and ready'
for release. Then, before a surprised,'

audience of over twenty-five hundredf
students, the chimes of Philosophy HaD>
pealed forth from the screen.
An entire exposition of how the chimesf

are operated was flashed before the stu-l

dent body. The instant success of the|

first campus documentary film brought'
on more of the same type of cinematog-
raphy features.

Varied Schedule !

In the next few months the lenses on
the newsreel focused on the huge uni-
versity organ, revealed the library's sys-,

tem of distributing books, showed how'
the daily college newspaper went to

press, and followed the radio and tele-

vision department through several of its

broadcasts. }

The newsreel was doing more thani*

just reporting sports events, covering
political meetings of campus candidates,
or photographing pretty faces and legs.

The cameramen, taking their cue from
the ever aggressive Hollywood, were en-;

tering new fields of college cinematog-(
raphy. This flare for unusual produc-f
tions put the SC newsreel, we believe, at;

the top of the nation's list of university!

cameramen. i

Now with another year of productions

completed the Trojan newsreel is look-

ing forward to next year's production;

schedule. Plans are to increase produc-

tion considerably. Not only will the:

number of issues be increased, but sev-i

eral new features will be added. Plans;

are to produce several features of the.

newsreel, in natural color and use a'

sound track.

So now HolljTvood has an offspring. It

is only a group of "college kids," but

parental love is not lacking. And true

to all human relationships, these young-
sters may some day support their elder-

ly parent . . . because collegiate camera-

men }-eally can produce!

Screen Director John Cromwell (left in

background) shows University of South-
ern California student players hoiv to

walk into camera range as student tech-

nicians in foreground prepare to refilm

a scene from the director's late ]ncture,

"Abe Lincoln in Illinois." Cromwell is

shown instructing Coeds Diane Johnsonl

of Kitty Hawk, N. C, and Nancy Thomp-
son of Los Angeles. Students hayidledl

all equipment, including cameras, lights'

and props, under Cromwell's supervision,

in the first complete demonstration of

filmmaking ever given by the film indtn^-

try at a major university. Dan Weigand,
Trojan Newsreel cameraman, photo-

graphs the demonstration.
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FATHER MEEUS GIVEN
HONORS AT FAREWELL

AT the Wilshire Ebell Theatre, Los
Angeles, Tuesday evening. May 28,

Chinese and American friends oi

Father Charles L. Meeus joined in hon-

oring him in a farewell prior to his sail-

ing for China. The feature of the even-

ing was the showing of "China under the

Stars," featuring Rey Scott, Life's cam-

eraman and also known as the "panda

man," with his Kodachrome picture of

the Great West of China, Burma High-

way and Eeconstruction Centers.

The photographer gave a most inter-

esting lecture of his experiences in

China. He showed and described the

real China, the country far from the

seacoast. Also he showed pictures of the

panda he brought back with him, sup-

plying the comedy to leaven the tragedy

that followed his pictures of the war-
torn people.

One of the thrillingly interesting fea-

tures of the evening was the Mei Wah
Drum Corps, composed of twenty-five

or more Chinese girls, who took part in

a military drill. They were unusually
well trained.

The Robert Mitchell boy choir of St.

Brendan's famous radio and motion pic-

ture organization also entertained. As
their closing number they sang "Old
Lang Syne," with Father Meeus stand-

ing among them.

Also presented to the audience was
Chang Shan-tse, eminent Chinese artist,

whose friendship for the priest brought
him across country by plane to be
present.

Father Meeus made a farewell ad-
dress, in which he feelingly told of his

sentiments for the United States, the
country to which a year and a half ago
he came as a total stranger, from which
he would sail away leaving behind him a
host of friends.

The priest was returning to China ac-
tively to take up work as chaplain of
the Boy Scouts of China. All his work
in the twenty-seven cities in this coun-
try in which he has labored has been in

the interest of that organization, and it

has been successful.

Alan Mowbray officiated expertly as
master of ceremonies. He was most
pleasingly informal, giving the audience
the impression it was running the show
itself. Anna May Wong was presented.
She spoke feelingly—and well—in be-
jhalf of Father Meeus' great cause, on
I behalf of his work with the youth of
China.

The priest admits his camera has been
.somewhat neglected during his stay in
ithe United States. But he is looking
forward to resuming it when he gets
settled, wherever that may be, on his
return. He has taken the opportunity
while here to make a study of sound,
having in view the possibilities it will

present in time to come of carrying a
message far from the point of origin.

Father Meeus while in the United
States was deeply impressed by M-G-M's

picture of "Boys' Town." He has given
much thought to the possibility, with
the sanction of M-G-M, of making a paral-
lel subject among his own Boy Scouts.
He has witnessed abundant evidence of
the dramatic ability that is possessed
by these boys. He is convinced of the
interest that could be put into a story
of Chinese youth with his own 16mm.
camera and under his own hand—and
who knows, perhaps, with sound, too.

FOUR AWARDS OUT OF
FIVE GO TO GLENNON

B ERT GLENNON, A.S.C., for the

month of May was declared by the
Hollywood Reporter's correspond-

ents' poll to be the best photographer.
The subject was "Our Town," Sol Les-
ser's first release for United Artists.

This magazine, it may be recalled, some-
what went off the deep end on that

picture in a general way, but specifically

so on the photography. It was notable.

In the first eleven months of the

twenty-seven the poll has been in ex-

istence Glennon was not mentioned
among the firsts. In the following six-

teen months he has scored four firsts.

One of these was shared with Ray Renna-
han in the Technicolor "Drums Along
the Mohawk." The three others were
of black and white: "Stagecoach,"
"Young Mr. Lincoln" and now "Our
Town."

In the same sixteen months Glennon
has directed photography on but one
other picture—-"Swanee River." That
means he won awards for firsts on four

out of five photographed. Also it means
he has established a record that easily

may stand for years.

For while the winning of an award for
cinematography is a matter in which
the element of luck largely enters, in

the quality or non-quality of the story,

or in the appeal or non-appeal; in the
beauty or drabness of the backgrounds
and settings; in the leisure allowed or
the haste imposed on the photographic
director, and in the thousand and one
ways in which a cinematographer may
be helped or handicapped by humans or
elements—it hardly will be denied that
a very large degree of sheer merit enters
into a record of four out of five. And
that fifth, it will be remembered, was
"Swanee River."

Second place in the cinematographic
award went to Joseph Ruttenberg, A.S.C.,
for "Waterloo Bridge" and third place
to Leon Shamroy for "Lillian Russell."
The other awards were: Best picture,

"Our Town." Best director, Sam Wood,
for the same picture. Best actress per-
formance, Joan Crawiiord, "Susan and
God," M-G-M. Best actor performance,
Spencer Tracy, "Edison the Man,"
M-G-M. Best screenplay, Thornton Wil-
der, Frank Craven, Harry Chandlee,
"Our Town."

Best supporting actor performance,
Edward Arnold, "Lillian Russell," Twen-
tieth-Fox. Best supporting actress per-
formance, tie vote, Helen Westley, "Lil-
lian Russell"; Rita Quigley, "Susan and
God." Best incident performance, George
Tobias, "Torrid Zone," W. B. Best
musical score, Alfred Newman, "Lillian
Russell." Best original song, "Blue Love
Bird," "Lillian Russell." Best general
feature, "Phantom Raiders," M-G-M.

Bert Glennon, A.S.C.

Photo by Ernest A. Bachrach.

Unrestricted Tilt Control
Bell & Howell announces a new fea-

ture of Filmo "All-Metal" and "Tru-
Pan" Tripods is manual control of un-
restricted tilt. When the new safety
control-screw is set, the camera may
be tilted at will down to an angle of
about 50 degrees, and, of course, locked
firmly at any angle. B & H claims that
this tilt range is far greater than most
scenes call for.
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WITH
GOOD REASOX

FROM long experience, cameramen con-

fidently rely on Easlman negative films to

more than meet today's production re-

quirements. Extra quality—reserve power

—supports each film's special ability;

and each is firmly established as the raw-

film favorite, with good reason. Eastman

Kodak Company, Rochester, N. Y.

J. E. BRULATOUR, INC., Distributors

Fori Lee Chicago Hollywood

PLUS-X SUPER-XX
for general studio use when little light is available

BACKGROrXD-X
for backgrounds and general exterior work

EASTMAN NEGATIVE FILMS
Amkkican Cinematographer • July, 1940



Projectionists

Get Closeup

That Really

Travels
By GEORGE BLAISDELL

JACK BURRUD, photographer on the
Los Angeles Herald-Express, enter-
tained the members of the Southern

California Projectionists' Amateur Cam-
era Club at their June meeting with a
demonstration of some of the things that
may be done by the Speed Ray light.

The light is the invention of Dr. Harold
Edgerton of the Massachusetts Institute

of Technology. It really is a Speed Ray
—its estimated time being 1/100,000 of
a second.

Nor does this seem like idle talk. A
glance at some of the photos that Burrud
has turned in to the Herald-Express for
printing in its colunms justifies the state-

ment. In a recent issue his paper has
given examples such as a baseball player

Porter L. Studley, projectionist at the
Golden Gate Theater, Belvedere Gardens,
is shown moving up and down as fast
as he can the magazine he holds in his
hands. Notice the tense grip with which
he holds on to tlie magazine. W. R.
Homance, fellow-projectionist, with U hij

5 Speed Graphic, exposed at flC>, on E. K.
Panchro Press film, under the supervi-
sion of Jack Burrud of the Los Angeles
Herald-Express, turns loose a 1/100,000
of a second speed rag. C. G. (Bert)
Vaughn, upper of two at Studleg's side,
and Art Schroeder, intentlg watch the

rapidly moving Studley.

sliding to home plate with the alert

catcher, hands extended, waiting the ar-
rival of the ball stopped by the lens just
over the baserunner's head.
The bag is not much more than a foot

from the baserunner's shoe. The ball

appears to be four feet from the waiting
hands. Calculating the speed of the ball

and the necessarily much slower speed
of the player it looks like a cinch the
man is out, or at least is about to be.

The umpire is right at hand, carefully
watching. But he is without the aid of
the camera or the speed ray. He would
not be blamed if he declared the man
safe. Incidentally the stitching on the
ball is distinct.

In the same issue of the Herald-

"Wrong Hen Coop," by George Steivart.
R. B. Graflex D i by 5 camera, lens
Kodak f4.5, stop f3.2, 8 sec. Developer,
D7C), at 6.5 degrees 8 minutes. Paper,
P.M.C., 11 med. dev. IV2 sec, 70 degrees.

Class A.
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Express other examples were given of
the seemingly miraculous work of the

speed ray. A bowling ball slides into a
set-up, with the camera on the side of

the pinboy. Pins 7, 8, 9 and 10 are stand-
ing, although 7 and 8 are wobbly. Pins

4, 5 and 6 also are standing, but all are
somewhat groggy. Pin No. 3 at a 45-

degree angle has slid around behind No.

6, pushing it off its base, toward the
center of the alley, and its own base
about to smash into No. 10. Nothing
apparently has touched No. 2, but it is

well off the alley, taking probably Nos.
4 and 7 with its top.

(All right, you just try to call the
numbers of the pins from the point of

"The Dancer," by Leo Moore. SVi by -4%
Speed Graphic camera, lens Tessar, fi.5,
stop Jf.5 at 1 second. Developer, Neg.

DK20, paper 103. Class A.
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W. R. Hermance here shows us just
how simple a thing the 1/100,000 second
speed ray is. Under the table and behind
all the soupsticks is a small platform on
which rest many coiLs of wire. Then
comes the box containing the "works,"
not over a cubic foot in size. Above that
is the reflector and the large bulb. The
speed ray on this shot is distinctly not
working. Standing around from left to
right are Jack Staikey, who supplied the
PA system for the day; Porter Studley,
Larry Kronquist, Leo Moore, Paul R.
Cramer, Jack Barsby, in shirtsleeves,
who liad done the judging; Jack Burrud,
representative of the Herald-Express;
Myron Slagle awl W. K. Reynolds of

Long Beach.

view of the pinboy and see how you
make out.)

There are other examples, but none
seem quite so striking as the two men-
tioned. There is one, though, which we
reproduce here through the courtesy of
the Herald-Express, which stands out.

That is of the racing car, traveling sixty
miles an hour. To those of good eye-
sight the imprint of the tire, the rear
left one, is exceedingly plain. "Rose
Midget" stands out. At sixty miles an
hour, with a tire measuring 67 inches in

circumference, that wheel was making
943.7 revolutions, approximately, a
minute.

Which, we might arise to remark, is

quite fast.

But there is another exposure printed
herewith, one taken with the speed ray.
It was photographed by a projectionist,

W. R. Hermance, who never before had
seen a speed ray. The taking of the
shot was witnessed by the editor, who
incidentally was an interested spectator.
Jack Burrud of the Herald-Express su-
pervised the exposure.

Porter Studley, projectionist at the
Golden Gate Theater, Belvedere Gardens,
picked up a current copy of the Ameri-
can Cinematographer and as violently as

July, 1940

he was able shook it up and down, with
all the speed he could put into it. G. C.

(Bert) Vaughn, projectionist at the Up-
to^^Ti Theater, the upper of the two spec-

tators, he with the serious face, and
Art Schroeder, projectionist at the Qii-

nese Theater, he with the smiling face,

rated as closeups.
Hermance used a 4 by 5 Speed Graphic,

fl6, and E. K. Panchro Press. The pic-,

ture speaks for itself.

The light flashing machine is the crea-

tion of Dr. Harold Edgerton, as said.

The entire equipment is perhaps 5 feet,

high, minus the bulb and reflector. That
bulb, by the way, cost $34.50, and Bur-i

rud is none too careless in throwing iti

"Shasta Daisies," by Paul Neuerburg.
Rolliflex camera, lens Tessar, stop f22.

Time of day, 2 P.M. Developer, Yitol.

Paper, Brovira Mechum, Class B.

I
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around. It will burn a long time,

though.

I It is estimated the new light has a

I
speed in excess of four times that of
sunlight. When Hermance made his

shot under the supervision of Jack Bur-
rud the light cord was plugged from
the speed ray box into a regular 110-

i volt alternating current. The 110 are
stored until they become 2000 volts,

when the flash is released.

Burrud uses an ordinary 4 by 5 Speed
Graphic camera with a 5^/4 -inch Zeiss-
Tessar f.4.5 lens. A cable attachment
synchronizes the light at speeds ranging
from 1/30,000 to 1/100,000 second. The
average lens stop for action photos is

f.ll.

PROJECTIONISTS
CAMERA

CLUB MEETS
By PAUL CRAMER

The Southern California Projectionists
Camera Club has finally hit its stride
with the entries of this Salon. This
showing was the most successful from
an educational standpoint.

The judging was done by Jack Barsby,
who was presented to us by Leo Moore
of M-G-M studios. The subject this
month was "Table Tops and Still Life,"
which is always a tough assignment.
Mr. Barsby is an internationally known
authority on photography, having had
his pictures hung in Salons all over the
world, but he still retains his enthusiasm

Reproduction from Los Angeles Herald-
Express of speed ray photograph wherein
car traveling at speed of sixty miles an
hour is stopped so suddenly as to make
plain the imprint of name of tire on rear
left wheel. With a tire 67 inches in cir-

cumference that meant the wheel was
turning about 9A3.7 revolutions a minute.

for the amateur photographer. Therefore
through his knowledge he was able to

point out to us our faults and the proper
method of correcting them.

In Class A the picture, "Why," by
Edwin McQuoid, was awarded first place.

"Why," by Ed McQuioid. Corona View
camera, lens Zeiss 6.3, stop fi.5, 3
seconds. Developer, DK, 60A. 1 500 watt

spot and reflector. Class A.

This picture had definite eye appeal, the
blacks and whites were distinctive yet
not too contrasty. The composition was
good, with just enough table edge in the
foreground to distinguish the fact that
it was a table's edge and complete the
diagram to the edge of the table in the
background. Following the technical
data beneath the picture you will note
that everything was just right, the type
of film used, developer, time, paper, etc.

"The Wrong Hen Coop," by George
Stewart, was awarded second place. As
a picture of still life this would be hard
to beat. The workmanship was excellent.

The composition was good. The size of
the dog, the fence, and the doghouse as
well as the man's leg were correctly
proportioned. The lighting was good.
The main light came from one source,
with just enough front light to bring
out the detail.

"The Dancers," by Leo Moore, was
awarded third place. The general overall
quality and workmanship were splendid.

"Hospitality," by Edwin McQuoid, was
awarded honorable mention.

In Class B we had a close contest for

honors, Paul Neuerburg and Duane
Adams running neck and neck for the

award, with Paul winning in a photo-
graphic finish for first place. Second
award went to Duane Adams. Paul
Neuerburg also won third award for his

entry on flowers, with Duane Adams get-
ting an honorable mention for his sec-

ond entry.

Following the judging Larry Kron-
quist of the Commercial Art Depart-
ment of the Douglas Aircraft Corpora-
tion was introduced. Mr. Kronquist is

known throughout the United States for

(Continued on Page 336)
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Making a 16mm
Middleweiglit
Camera Dolly

By HUBBARD HUNT

IN the June issue of this magazine
this writer described the construction

of a 16miTi. fihn synchronizer. Both
this machine and the camera dolly de-

scribed in this article were designed and
constructed by the Hubbard Hunt Pro-
ductions as they were unable successfully

to adapt the heavier studio equipment to

their work.
We needed a slightly smaller, lighter

and more flexible dolly. It had to be
narrow enough to pass through door-
jams in public and private buildings, as
much of our work in producing industrial

films is done on the client's premises.
With these points in mind, I submitted

the basic ideas to Sterling Barnett, who
has since founded the Pacific Labora-
tories. Mr. Barnett has already con-
structed a lightweight dolly for hospital
use in the production of medical films.

This original dolly, quite different
from the one shown here, is now being
used by Billy Burke, one of the leaders
of Medical Film Production. Full credit

should be given to Mr. Barnett for his

engineering ability. It is interesting
to know that no changes had to be made
on the original dolly, and with three
years hard usage no mechanical defects
have shown up.

Most professional cameramen ask us
why we used three wheels instead of the
usual four. Simplification of construc-
tion and ease of handling are the two
basic reasons. As much of the work is

done off the tracks on the client's floors

or carpeted surfaces, the lighter con-
struction and three-wheel feature allow-
ing a narrower rear base, simplifies

movement in limited areas.

Without camera, the dolly weighs 48.5

pounds. Most studio equipment ranges
from 1200 pounds up. A three-rail track
is quickly assembled when needed. The
track, made of U iron, is fitted into

slotted wooden ties. Ball-bearing wheels
with hard rubber tires insure silent and
smooth motion.

A T-shaped steering handle is con-
nected directly with the single rear
wheel fork. The streamline construction
with the wheels inside the castings elimi-

nate all obstructions on both sides of the
main base.

Split Base Construction

Probably the most interesting feature
is the split front platform which allows
the boom to drop to a High Hat position.

When fully extended in the highest posi-
tion the friction head base on the paral-
lelogram rises to 7 feet 10 inches, which
gives a reasonably high lens position.

This of course varies with different

camera and mount set ups.

As the boom drops to the floor the
hinged foot rest folds up out of the way
to allow the extreme low position. The
front platform can be removed to take
additional plates for other makes of
friction heads or gear heads.
Much of our work has been done with

a Bell & Howell friction head, which
mounts our 16mm. blimp or camera.
Where as the dolly was designed for
lighter cameras it will handle any of the
standard studio equipment with ease. A
.35mm. camera and blimp probably
weighs thirty pounds more than our
16mm. equipment with its motors, insu-
lation and follow focus mechanism.
The knurled sleeve on the parallelo-

gram control arm which forms the top
link adjusts the forward or backward tilt

of the friction head base. A small seat,

tied in with the parallelogram mechan-
ism, can be used by the cameraman when
making moving shots. This keeps the
seat level at all positions.

Side platforms are not provided, as the
cameraman and assistant can use the
supporting legs which form the front of
the base casting. Top surfaces on the
base have corrugated patterns molded in

the original casting.

Middleweight Camera Dolly

Thumbtacks, driven into the wooden
pattern, formed the non-slip surface on
the casting. The raised platform in the
center of the base houses the electric

motor and gear box.
All parts with the exception of bear-

ings and axle shafts were cast from
aluminum. Parts which are subjected to

greater stress are cast with Swiss alumi-

num. The following is a list of patten
made:
Main base.

Rear wheel bearing support.

Main pillow blocks (one pattern).

Supporting arms (one pattern).

Lower parallelogram pillow block.

Upper parallelogram arm and camei
base support.

Friction head base.

Seat pivot arm.

Split yoke for lower parallelog^ai
link.

X yoke to connect Vjoom arms.

Ten smaller patterns for bronze coi

necting links, bearings and gear assen
bly yoke.

All moving parts are steel again:
bronze and are supplied with Zerk fii

tings to insure correct lubrication. Thi
gear box is filled with a special tram
mission grease supplied by the Union 0'

Company. After the dolly had bee-
used a few months it was disassemble,
and all parts subjected to corrosion wer
plated.

j

Electric Drive I

Sufficient power was needed to lift th'

boom, cameraman and camera, silentl

and smoothly. A one-third horse pow€
Bodine and gear box were selected, whic
drives directly into the main gear bo
through a universal joint.

'

The twistlock input plug, located o-

the right hand pillowblock support, cor

nects with the seven pole General Eleo
trie switch located between the uppe^
arms and in front of the cameraman
seat.

To prevent the boom from travelin-

beyond the two extreme positions, a

automatic switch was installed whic
connects with the parallelogram mov(
ment. This is very important as th'

geared up lifting screw has sufficien

power to crack castings if the travel ex'

ceeds the normal positions. I|

Knurled nuts, with fixed check nut*

for safety, can be moved in any positio

to stop the upward or downward move
ment in any desired position. If th

action calls for a dolly in with a camer
drop, the assistant cameraman make,
the required test set up by checkin;

both positions through his reflex or out

side finder.

This operation can be done in a fe\

seconds by moving the stops to the re

quired position on the rod which slide

through a block attached to the parallelo

gram seat arm. Two hot outlets ar^^

located on top of the control switch fo

camera or lights.

Speed in Camera Set-Ups

Actually, the dolly is more often usei

to replace the standard tripods than fo

special effect shots. The ease with whicl

the operator is able to place his camer;

in the desired position, w^hether it is :

High Hat position or eight feet high

has proven to be its greatest advantage

Needless to say, it has more thai
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Agfa's Superpan Reversible
Available for Memo Camera
A fifth film, Superpan Reversible,

has been made available by Agfa Ansco
for the 35mm. Agfa Memo Camera.

It is similar to that which has been
supplied in 35mm. cartridges for Leica,

Contax and other miniature cameras, and
provides users of Memo Cameras with a

fast, panchromatic reversible film that

has many special applications.

Salesmen, lecturers, teachers, demon-
strators and others who employ 35mm.
film strips for projection purposes will

find Superpan Reversible a valuable and
time-saving material since the original

film, which is exposed in the camera, is

developed by the reversal process di-

rectly to a positive of excellent projec-

tion quality.

This developing service, supplied at a
cost of fifty cents per cartridge by seven
authorized Agfa Ansco laboratories
throughout the United States and
Canada, eliminates the need for prepara-
tion of a separate film positive.

In addition to its ample speed, pan-
chromatic color sensitivity and brilliant

gradation, Superpan Reversible film pro-
vides remarkably fine grain—a charac-
teristic that has caused it to be selected
in many instances where the final photo-
graph was desired in greatly enlarged
form.

"earned its salt" in the few years we
have had it.

The sensitive switch moves the boom
in inches or feet with the flick of the

I

switch handle. To reverse, the switch
must be placed in neutral position first.

The split platform makes it possible to
straddle table legs and protruding cor-

^

ners. Many difficult camera positions
have been set up with a minimum of

' effort.

A light weight, two wheel trailer has
been recently made for transportation to
locations from the Talisman Studios.

An early picture of the dolly before com-
pletion. The front foot supports and
steering handle were not added. Here a
Cine Kodak electrical driven camera is

set up for a closeup shot.

Closeup of friction head base and control
mechanism. Note the knurled adjustment
sleeve to level camera base. The sliding
'>fw, attached to the switch handle, is
nctuated by the parallelogram motion as
the boom rises or drops. Knurled adjust-
ing nuts control both positions automat-
ically. All moving parts shown are cast

from Swiss aluminum.

This view shows the loiv or High Hat
position of the middleweight dolly. Mr.
Hunt is shmvn with a 16mm. friction
head assembly. Note how the footrests
have folded up out of the way. The
control handle has been stopped auto-
matically in the down position. Both the
seat and camera base are level with

the floor.



SCANDIN^
LAST June I packed a suitcase of

Kodachrome film and a much
smaller one of clothes, picked

up an umbrella and a 16mm. Cine-
kodak, and started for Scandinavia
to enjoy a trip to the northem
countries and bring back a docu-
mentary record of the life of the
people.

Places which were visited in
Norway, Sweden, and Denmark
which seemed points on a tourist's
itinerary have now become histori-
cal spots. Countries whose "north-
ern way" was so peculiarly their
own have changed. My trip and
my pictures have become part of
history in a short nine months.

Sailing from Newcastle to Ber-
gen by way of Stavanger, the trip
was scheduled to take me through
the fjords to Molde, north by
coastal express steamer to Honn-
ingsvag, into Finnmark. Returaing
I was scheduled to go south by
water to Trondheim, inland by rail

to Oslo, from which point I went
into Sweden.

After a weekend in Karlstad, it

was planned to continue to Leksand
and Upsala, into Stockholm, where
I was a delegate to the congress
of the International Federation of
University Women. After some
time there I was going south to
Malmo by way of the Gota canal
and other transportation, on to
Copenhagen and back to Glasgow
for sailing by way of London.

Composition Problems

As soon as the boat came to
Haugesund after Stavanger, the
problems of light and photographic
composition were so interesting
that I marked my trip by records
of photographic situations more
than by miles. With the long twi-
lights in southern Norway, fol-

lowed by the "white nights" as I

went north, problems came up the
solution of which was not seen

Market Square—Trondheim, Norway.

Fishing Boats—Lofoten Islands,
No7-ivay.

Eight o'clock Sunlight, Lofoten
Islands, Norway.

Tromso, blue hay ringed ivith
mountains.

Stunted birch trees of Finnmark,
Norway.

By ma: E]
Chaffe hni

until I returned home an saw
developed film. .

In the late twilight, for xan
a peculiar pastel effect c le i

the land and water as if ne 1

and air were mixed in a ;w (

bination. Landscapes see ad t

two-dimensional with a film

shining color over them.

"In Karlstad [Sweden] onof th

vided a very human elenu', in \

down to the paper pulp mi .
A

.

carrying his fishing line me i

"So intent was he upon. hi->robU

otherwise having the troulsofi

the photographer twenty /<}
ok'O

Among the fjords, th-scen

was amazing, with vista.'open

at each turn. Small farm :ling

to the water's edge ancisola

villages were dwarfed aijng

glaciers and the towerin} cliffs

Cathedral Spire Domates

At Molde, the fishing tonat i

edge of the fjords, brilliitfj

lilies were blooming in ^ara

where rose, poppies, pansi

,

en rain" trees, and othe flowe

forced by the light and a\ "m^"

the long days, were gr^ing

profusion.
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TA IN 1939
7NFORD,
Jririo, Cal.

t lolde I took the express
m- north, stopping at small

villages and towns as it

m'l up the coast. Trondheim,
oy where the Norwegian
s ^ere crowned, was a place

eaty and color. Everywhere
si'e of the cathedral domi-
d 16 scene. There were water

g (1 idents occurred which pro-
of (le log rafts being brought
se n in his blue coveralls and
ha:s of the stream near the

I li- bait, tangling his line and
g liierman that he did not see
as '€ typical boy of Karlstad."

3S lorn the bridges and street
is }om tree-lined avenues.

t.; quay the steamer un-
!d cs cargo from far coun-
: i'ples from Australia, or-
s lorn Brazil and Southern
oiTi, bananas from Jamaica,
flo\;r and lettuce from Hol-

indls and boxes came from
ancand France, farm imple-
8 nd large - wheeled Nor-
an irts from the south,
ong the cobble-stone streets
"i lern stores of groceries,

silversmith, dry goods, and books.
One of these contained not only a
large assortment of European and
Scandinavian titles, but "Rebecca,"
"Gone with the Wind" and popu-
lar American books which were on
the bookshelves at home.
At the center of town was the

"place" or circle in the center of
which is the tall pedestal honoring
the statue of the Viking founder.
Streets like spokes of a wheel went
from this to the cathedral, the
royal residence, the Town Hall and
the business center.

Fascinating Morning's Work
In the morning the small pro-

ducers' market formed early with
men and women bringing their
farm products on hand carts,
wheels, buggies and in automobiles.
The vegetables, flowers, imported
fruits, brilliant cerise fjord cher-
ries, strawberries and home-made
toys were placed in allotted loca-
tions.

Pictures of this activity were a
fascinating morning's work. They
were taken in the market among
the stalls and from the Phoenix
Hotel, which dispatches say is now
used for military headquarters.

After I had crossed the Arctic
Circle light conditions were most
intriguing. Sunrises taken at 1

o'clock in the moming as an ex-
periment came through with color
true to the situation. Shots with
deep color were produced at 8 and
9 o'clock at night, and two hours'
work at Honningsvag between 6
and 8 in the rain brought satisfac-
tory results. Sometimes, with such
unusual conditions, it was a diffi-

cult thing to trust the light meter.
Among the Lofoten Islands

the boat seemed to float through
an opal sea with magnificent col-

ors over the islands and on the
mountain tops. Tromso was one
of the most beautiful places at
8 o'clock in the evening, with the
sun high over the bright blue
harbor ringed with snow-covered

Marbacka—Home of Selma Lagerlof.

Cathedral spire at Upsala, Sweden.

Hand carved door in Stockholm.

Jonkoping Reflections—Scene at 7 a.m.
in the Gota canal.

Street Painter—Copenhagen.
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mountains. It explained why the
artists come to Tromso for the
summer months.

The most interesting episode of
the Norwegian trip, as far as pho-
tographs were concerned, came
after the boat had gone beyond
Hammerfest and the North Cape,
and arrived at Honningsvag, a
small fishing village from which
the small steamer leaves for the
Finnmark village of Hamnbukt.
When the boat arrived at Honn-

ingsvag, the fishing fleet had just
returned from banks fishing, an
activity carried on only in late July
and August. The boats were be-
ing prepared for the return to the
fishing grounds ; the catch was be-
ing weighed, scaled, and cleaned on
the wharf by the men, women, and
children of the village.

Activities at Height
For two hours I photographed

the picture of this village at the
height of its activity. The boats
in the harbor were thick enough
for the boys to step from one to
the other. The crews were rapidly
preparing to leave for another
day's work.

Before the end of the light at 8
o'clock, because of the rain, the
photographer had the pleasure of
watching the boats leave the bay
and the tired workers finish their
labor on the wharf.

After an interim in Finnmark,
a return through Trondheim and
inland through Dombas to Oslo. T

went into southern Sweden. By
this time half of the film had been
posted back to Hollywood, the um-
brella showed signs of wear, but
interest in finding pictures of the
life in Scandinavia had not de-
creased.
The first stop in Sweden was at

the capital of Varmland, Karlstad,
near the home of Selma Lagerlof,
the Swedish Nobel Prize winner
then living. A trip to Marbacka,
the home of the author, was made
while she was working at a new
book. She has since died this
winter.

Charming Accident
In Karlstad one of those charm-

ing accidents occurred which pro-
vided a very human element in the
pictures of the log rafts being
brought down to the paper pulp
mills. A small boy of seven in his

blue coveralls and carrying his
fishing line came down to the banks
of the stream near the photog-
rapher.

So intent was he upon his prob-
lems of losing his bait, tangling his

line, and otherwise having the
troubles of a very young fisher-
man, that he did not see the pho-
tographer twenty feet away using
him as the typical boy of Karlstad.

Eleven days in Stockholm gave
time to walk about the city, ride in
the speedboats through the canals
and on the waterways, go through
the arteries of traffic on street
cars, busses and taxis—in short,
see the city. During this time the
eighth annual folk dancing con-
gress of the Folk Dancing Society
was in session with 2600 young
people in native costumes of 23
countries of the world in the
streets and in exhibition dances.

While photographers were not
allowed to take pictures of the
dances, there was time to make a
record of their beautiful costumes
as they marched or walked on the
streets.

Life of the People
With the help of a young uni-

versity student, I went through
the city, taking pictures of the co-
operative department stores, apart-
ment houses, retail stores and of-
fices, illustrating the activities of
this movement in Sweden. These
things were definitely part of the
life of the people.

The tenth annual convention of the
Biological Photographic Association will

be held at the Hotel Schroeder, Milwau-
kee, September 12, 13 and 14. This soci-

ety is interested in the further study of
photography as applied to the biologic

sciences and the improvement of its

technic.

Scientific photographers from all parts
of the country will meet to exchange
ideas and information on still and motion
picture photography as well as the latest

developments in color work. Formal pa-

pers will be presented outlining new
methods of technic, and there will be in-

formal round-table discussions which
will be especially instructive.

Commercial firms specializing in the
manufacture of scientific photographic
apparatus and materials will exhibit and
explain the use of their products. A
salon consisting of natural color and
monochrome prints of biologic and clin-

ical subjects will illustrate a very fine

degree of perfection in biologic photog-
raphy.
During the past year the B.P.A. has

offered its cooperation to the United
States War Department in connection
with a plan to organize clinical illus-

tration units in the medical division in

After Stockholm another episode
similar to that of Honningsvag in

the unity of its tone and the pos-
sibility for a full picture was that
on the Gota Canal when, for three
hours on a day of warm sun and
blue sky, I recorded the life on the
canal banks and on the water.

The morning was breathless
and golden. The mountain ash
on the banks of the canal were
filled with red berries. The farm-
ers were taking in the most
golden harvest of 1939. On the
sides of the canal there was an
idyll of peace and beauty ; on the
water was the busy traffic of the
canal boats.

The tightening European situa-
tion changed the plans of the trip

and to include but three days
in Copenhagen, time enough for
street scenes only: bicycle racks
with hundreds of bicycles, the fa-

mous fish market, the itinerant
street painter.

Film posted from various spots
in Scandinavia eventually reached
home, completing a 1600-foot rec-

ord of life in Scandinavia in the
summer of 1939, seen through the
eyes of a woman interested in the
everyday life of a people.

time of war. A questionnaire formu-
lated by the War Department has al-

ready been distributed and a complete
discussion will be in order at the Sep-
tember meeting.

The membership of the Biological Pho-
tographic Association is composed of

professional clinical and biologic pho-
tographers as well as physicians, den-

tists and scientists who are interested

in this specialized branch of photogra-
phy. A quarterly journal is published
containing articles of vital interest to

the biologic photographer. The society

also circulates albums dealing with spe-

cialized photographic technics and trav-

eling salons for exhibition purposes.

These traveling salons are made up of

selected prints from the annual meet-

ings and make excellent exhibit mate-
rial for various scientific conventions.

At the end of a year the prints are re-

turned on request to exhibitors.

Further information concerning the

convention program, salon specifications

and membership in the society may
be had by writing to the secretary of

the Biological Photographic Association,

University Office, Magee Hospital, Pitts-

burgh, Pa.

TENTH BIOLOGICAL MEET
CALLED FOR MILWAUKEE
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CHINA AT BAY
PORTER D. DILLEY is back in Los

Angeles after two years in China
with his camera and 25,000 feet of

16mm. film. "China at Bay" is the title

selected for 1800 feet of the total. This
part was taken in the South of China.
A little over half the time he was with
the Japanese army, in Manchuria or
North China. With the troops of that
nation his journeys covered 12,000 miles.

Also while with the Japanese he took
pictures of the national religion, of farm
and home life and of some of the
Japanese handicraft.

"China at Bay" is a new picture of
China. It is new in the sense of time,
having arrived in this country as re-
cently as April; new in the sense of
subject matter, as it portrays a phase of
China's defense heretofore unrecorded
on celluloid.

Instead of handling the usual material
of war film such as showing that of high-
ranking officers, masses of marching
troops and columns of mechanized equip-
ment, this film vividly portrays the de-
fense efforts of the local population.

In those portions of "free" China which
are unable to receive protection of the
central forces, these groups shoulder the
burden of defense, using whatever re-

sources they may have at hand in an
effort to carry on the present program of
the Chinese Government for continued
resistance to the invader.

Included in this picture are scenes of
small manufacturing establishments, op-
erating in hidden caves and abandoned
buildings; mobilization, training, living
conditions, and armament of these civil-

ian fighters; primitive transportation
methods necessitated by the destruction
of the highways; hospitalization of the

A local Red Cross unit receiving first aid
instruction. In South China more than
80 per cent of these operatives are girls.
Note the majority of these ivorkers are.

A small local arsenal where old rifles are
repaired and m.ade usable. Some of these
guns are forty years old, having been
made by the first Kivantung arsenal in
Canton at the turn of the centuni. In
these same rooms is another important
activity. Note the unexploded shells
under the tables. These ivere shot into
this area by Japanese. The shells ivhich
do not explode are gathered by the
Chinese, broken apart with hammer and
chisel, and the materials used for hand

grenades.

Wounded soldiers camouflaged before
being moved 'cross country to a hospital.
These men must all be moved by the pHm-
itive method of "coolie carriers," and as
they travel, if and jvhen enemy planes
npiyroacli, the coolies can place the
wounded on the ground, hide out them-
selves, and identification is difficidt from
the air. In case the flyers identify the
objects as people, it means a machine-
gunning. Wounded are moved by this
method sometimes as much as twenty-

five or thirty miles.
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wounded, and the reaction of these rural

Chinese to war of the form that is im-
posed by the Japanese.
The picture runs approximately fifty

minutes. It is offered to clubs and other
groups as a program for their member-
ship or to prospective sponsors for pres-
entation to the general public.

The picture is revealing in the insight

it conveys into the situation in China.
The pictures are taken off from the
beaten track. They give more than an
inkling why Japanese after three years
following undeclared war upon China,
three years after the statement that six

months would be sufficient to complete
its conquest of China, Japan finds itself

still far from winning its war.

EASTMAN'S 8MM. CAMERA
MAKES MARKED ADVANCE

ANEW magazine - loading Cine-
Kodak 8 is announced by the East-
man Kodak Company, Rochester.

First shipments were expected to reach
dealers sometime in June.

The new camera has all the features
normally expected in a de luxe home
movie camera of the larger 16mm. size,

plus a compactness and styling all its

own. Smooth contours, metal parts in

brush finish chromium and genuine black
cowhide cover set it off at first glance.
Its features include:

1. Three-second loading, with compact
magazines, black-and-white or Koda-
chrome, that can be interchanged with-
out loss of film. Each magazine carries

a small indicator scale, on which to

record what footage remains unused.

2. Interchangeable lenses — with a
13mm. f.1.9 as standard equipment and
five others offering magnification of

two, three, four, five, and six times.

These lenses are a 25mm. f.1.9, a 38mm.
f.2.5, an ultra-speed 50mm. f.1.6, a
63mm. f.2.7, and a 76mm. f.4.5. A sin-

gle adapter fits the camera for use with
any of the accessory lenses (except the
25mm. f.1.9, which doesn't require the
adapter).

3. Four filming speeds—16, 24, 32, and
64 frames a second, or the full range
from "normal" to "slow motion."

4. An unusually sturdy, long-running
spring motor, which makes possible the
filming of scenes nearly a minute long
at 16 frames a second on one full wind-
ing.

5. A single inclosed direct-view finder,

neatly serving both standard and acces-
sory telephoto lenses. After changing
to a different lens, the Magazine 8 user
simply turns a knurled ring until the
focal length of the lens appears in an
indicating window—and the finder field

then corresponds to the picture field.

Such a finder also assists in selecting

the most suitable lens for a particular
shot.

6. Automatic footage indicator, visible

through a window in the camera, to

show just how much film remains un-
used.

7. A pulse button, that throbs againstf
the user's finger each three inches of film i

(IV4 seconds of projection time), thus*
helping gauge scene length. At normal!
filming speed, eight to ten throbs suf-i

fice for the average scene.
8. A large, easy-to-grasp winding key

which can be replaced with a winding

,

crank if desired.

9. An ever-ready exposure guide—^the

new Cine-Kodak Universal Guide, per-

'

manently attached to the camera and 1

keyed for each individual roll of 8mm.
Cine-Kodak film, black-and-white or
Kodachrome, for use indoors or out.

10. Accessory filters and similar aids,

including all standard filters for pan-
chromatic film, all Kodachrome filters,

and the Pola-Screen.
11. A choice of fine carrying cases

—

one, a soft leather pouch for the camera
alone; the other, a brown cowhide com-
bination case for the camera, three maga-
zines, and some accessories.

Smart in appearance, easy to use, '

superb in results, the new Magazine
Cine-Kodak 8 with standard 13mm. f.1.9

Kodak anastigmat lens, is priced at .

S97.50. I

New Eastman Products for

Amateurs Ready for Sale
Several new products of interest to

amateur photographers are announced
by the Eastman Kodak Company,
Rochester.

An attractive, efficient cover of trans-

parent oiled silk material, with brown
tape binding and draw string, is an-

nounced for the Kodak Precision En-
larger. Roomy enough to cover almost
any assembly of Precision Enlarger at-

tachments, it affords welcome protection

against grit and floating dust. It is

priced at SI.50.

Designed to permit use of one filter

without a separate retaining ring, a new
type of Series V and Series VI Kodak
Adapter Ring for Kodak combination
lens attachments is announced. The new
rings are polished and chromium plated.

Prices are: Series 5, 75 cents; Series

6, II.

A new 11/^ -inch f.2.5 lens for Koda-
scopes Models G, E, and EE, to fill pro-

jection requirements intermediate be-

tween the 1-inch and 2-inch Kodascope
lenses, is now available. Price of the

new lens is SIO.

The new Magazine Cine-Kodak 8, with

standard 13mm. fl.9 lens; described by

the manufacturer- as "the simplest, yet

ablest" of all Cine-Kodak 8s. Standard
lens interchanges with five telephotos,

providing a magnification range up to

six times.
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special Effects

Enticing

witli Good
SidIicm<

iy CLAUDE W. A. CADARETTE

MY observation of hundreds of

amateur films has convinced me
that too many amateurs are

relying on the use of titles to tell the
story in their film rather than the use
of the scenes themselves.
And judging from the generally in-

ferior types of titles that are used, it

is expedient that the amateurs eliminate
I as many titles as possible and try to tell

the story as clearly as they can by the

;
scenes.

I

After a film has been carefully edited
and titled it is well to preview it a
number of times to determine what titles

are essential and what titles can be
replaced with a transition of special
effect.

Special effects, such as wipes, lap-
dissolves, fadeouts, transitions or mon-
tage sequences are a means of inter-
locking two sequences or ideas without
resorting to a sub-title.

As we have stated before, any title

that is used always retards the tempo
of a picture. Any special effects that
are substituted for a title will keep the
screen active, and in most cases tend
to increase the speed of your continuity.
There are innumerable times when a

properly placed effect will save two or
more scenes intended to portray change
of location or time. If, for example, an
actor receives a telegram to depart for
another city, show him reading the
message, then giving a model aeroplane
propeller a twist on the desk.

Avoid Tedious Shots

Pan to a closeup of the small pro-
peller, then lap dissolve or wipe to a
spinning propeller on a large transcon-
tinental airliner. Then a medium shot
of the actor walking to the plane with
a suitcase will immediately convey the
idea of a quick departure.
This method obviously quickens the

tempo, as it is not necessary to film

tedious shots of packing, purchasing
tickets, etc.

Lap-dissolves are an effective means
to make changes of locations or lapse
of time if the cameraman uses a little

ingenuity. A calendar showing "August
1" can be lapped with a shot of the
same calendar showing some other date
as "December 15" to give the impression
of a lapse of time.

This is far better than a title flash-

ing the screen which usually interrupts
a good flow of continuity. Then, too,

many scenes in travelogues that are
taken in the same locality can be lapped
to break the repetition of straight cut-

ting of scenes.

Use Montage

The line of demarkation between the
use of a wipe-off and lap-dissolve is so

fine that it is difficult to set any definite

rule for the use of each effect. Generally
a wipe-off can be used on opening scenes
or titles where the effect may add to

what may otherwise be uninteresting
scenes.

Usually the lap-dissolve will substitute
for a wipe, and in view of the ease in

which lap-dissolves can be made it is

more to your advantage to confine the
wipe-off to a small number. If your
camera is equipped to make either ef-

fect with ease then you can use your
own judgment as to which effect you
desire.

Montage effects are indispensable for
creating any change you need, and it is

not necessary to have any special equip-
ment or back winding camera. Montage
is the art of properly placing scenes
together to convey an idea or change
by pictured abstractions.

Let us assume that we want to show
an action that designates the fast travel
of news or gossip. With your car on a

country road, traveling about 50 miles
an hour, get some footage of telephone
wires and poles streaking across the
film. Shoot upward so that you get
only the wires and cross-bars of the
poles.

Take enough footage so that the film

can be cut into numerous sections. By
interspersing these sections between
short shots of people talking on phones
and cutting each scene short, you can
suggest the effect of fast spreading
news. Many montage sections of film
are no more than two or three frames in

length.
The whole effect of the montage se-

quence is lost if one scene in it is too
long. It requires only quick flashes of
corresponding subjects to force the ef-

fect into the minds of the audience.
Naturally these short sections of film

must be accurately spliced so that there
is no jump or side sway of the film in
the projector gate.

Smooth, Synchronous Action

Editing and cutting of film is an im-
portant factor of motion picture work.

After you have worked hard to film

a scenario or travelogue, you wish to
present it to your audience in the most
pleasing manner so that the best ele-

ments of the picture are brought out.
Proper editing eliminates any doubt or

confusion that may enter the viewers'
mind, and the smooth synchronous action
keeps the picture flowing at an even
tempo. Most audiences are not as in-

terested in how you took the picture but
are concerned only in your ability to
tell the story effectively.

The picture story must move along at
a regular pace, and any actions that
create a lull or drag must be removed.
Keep your sequences separated by fades
or appropriate special effects. Titles can
be broken up into phrases to maintain
the tempo and prevent long periods of
a darkened screen.
Good editing and cutting will always

keep a picture in the prize winning
classifications, although it may be de-
ficient in other qualities. Errors of pho-
tography or composition are overlooked
to a great extent if the tempo is kept
at a regular pace and the continuity is

concise.
These phases of motion picture work,

coupled with clean indiscernible splices,

will give your picture an air of pro-
fessionalism.

Splice Necessary Evil

Splicing must be done with great care
and precision. A splice is a necessary
evil that we must tolerate, so the opera-
tion must be accurate to minimize its

presence on a screen as much as pos-
sible.

Each frame of our film is subjected
to a tremendous magnification when
projected on a screen. Any slight defect
in splicing is, therefore, greatly enlarged
to the audience.

Splicers are equipped with emulsion
scrapers and registration pins to accu-
rately overlap the splicing ends. The
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greatest mistake that is made in splic-

ing is the application of too much cement
and the use of cement that has thickened
through age.

A splice is an actual welding of film.

When cement has been applied to the

scraped end of a film, it dissolves part
of the film base. When the other sec-

tion of film has been overlapped and
pressure put on the splice, the dissolved

portions of film bases begin to harden
and weld themselves together.

Fresh Cement Best

It is a good practice to rub the splice

with a soft cloth after the pressure has
been removed to clear away any grit or

bits of emulsion. Fresh cement used
sparingly makes a stronger splice than
a large amount of old cement. After
the splice is made, examine it in the
film viewer for any light streaks on the
edges of the cuts.

If these appear, it means that too
much emulsion was removed and the
section must be respliced. Test your
splice by giving it a slight jerk, as it

is less embarrassing to have it break
apart at this time rather than in the
projector. Your audience should have the

DUCKS flying upside down, falling

into air pockets, crashing like air-

planes—these and other peculiari-

ties in the flight of birds are described

in Richard E. Bishop's article appearing
in the Spring issue of "Filmo Topics,"

just released by Bell & Howell.

Mr. Bishop has long been regarded
as one of the foremost etchers of Ameri-
can game birds, and in his article "Wild
Flight in Slow Movies" he reveals that

the slow-motion camera has been of

great value to him in depicting form
during the flight, take-off, and "pitch-

ing" of the birds.

Mr. Bishop makes his own movies
with a six-inch lens on a Filmo 70 Cam-
era which is geared to operate at 128

frames a second, eight times normal
speed. Thus, on the screen, his subjects

are slowed down to one-eighth their

natural speed.

As Mr. Bishop says "A picture of a

duck going by at a normal 30 or 40

miles an hour is just a blur when filmed

at normal speed, but when taken at

super-speed the duck goes past like a

seagull in lazy flight."

Mr. Bishop tells how he selects two or

three feet of film, splices it to form an
endless loop, and then runs it continu-

ously in his projector. He watches this

continuous picture for perhaps half an
hour, "until I have absorbed every de-

tail of this particular flight action, until

awareness of it becomes a part of me.

impression that your film is one con-
tinuous strip and not a series of at-

tached scenes.

When Splicing Kodachrome

Smooth splices make for another type
of smoothness in your pictures and should
not appear as though they had been
made with a jackknife and a pot of

glue.

Your ability to minimize splicing evi-

dences will denote your splicing tech-

nique. The splicing of Kodachrome is

the same as with other types of emul-
sion. However, it is necessary to remove
more layers of emulsion. Be careful not
to frill the edge of the emulsion where
the scraping has been done, as this will

allow light to leak past the edges of the
cuts.

Before projecting your older reels of
film, examine the splices to check their

strength, as a parted splice in the pro-
jector invariably results in a burnt
frame and torn perforations.

If all elements of your pictures are
made as perfect as possible, do not de-

tract from these elements with poor pro-
jection. Small things make for perfec-
tion, but perfection is not a small thing.

Such study reveals the relationship be-
tween the wing action and the car-

riage of the head, tail and feet. I have
never found a better way to study rapid
action for accuracy and naturalness in

portrayal."
Many facts of unusual interest have

been revealed in these pictures. Since
Mr. Bishop knows exactly how many

"Lake Erie Mallards," by Richard E.
Bishop. Note the lower bird jumping
into the air witlioitt a long take-off, as

Mr. Bishop descrilx's.

single frames are exposed in one secor

by the super-speed Filmo, he has but '

count the number of frames in a givt

film of bird flight in order to calculai

the number of wing beats per second.

Those wild ducks you saw streakin
across the sky early this spring wei
beating their wings at from seven to tt

times a second

!

Mr. Bishop's camera has also disco'

ered that wild ducks do not always nial<

perfect landings. He has one film i

which a widgeon is shown losing its ba
ance in an air pocket and falling heac

long into the water! Another pictui

shows a flock of yellowlegs blown o

balance by a sudden gust of wind an
flying on their backs!

Van Leuven Returns from
East with Prospects Gooc

John F. \'an Leuven of the Vond
Machinery Company, Los Angeles, ha
returned from his eastern trip. He maa
stops at Chicago, Detroit, Rocheste
Boston, New York, Washington, an
Dayton. He found marked interest i

his .35mm. and 16mm. developing mi
chines, especially from those who ar

using them. Also he found inquirie

strong, with several orders for submi.'

sion of bids.

Mr. Van Leuven admits if prospect
work out as indications lead him t

think they may he will have a bus
year ahead of him. "I am going t

be all set for that possibility," he d(

clared. "You see, we have really bee
in business or manufacturing only
little over a year. Before that we wer
experimenting. Now, that is behind u

and we are all ready to go. And th

outlook is bright."

Los Angeles 8mm. Club
The June meeting of the Los Angela

8mm. Club was held in the Bell & Howe
Auditorium, HolljTvood.
The meeting was called to order b

Vice-President Zeman, who turned th

introduction of five new members to A
Leitch. The newly admitted member
were A. W. Apel, Captain F. J. Kirschnei
Elizabeth E. Earl, Frances Szalay an

R. W. Felix.

Due to the retirement of several c

the members, new committee chairme
were selected. They were Lewis I

Reed, Shut-in Committee; Allen Smitl

Social Committee, and Henry Huddlestor
Projection Committee.
The program of the evening was de

voted to the showing of pictures take?

by the newly admitted members, as fol

lows: "Seven Days," by A. W. Apel

"Fire Department Fire Drill," by Cap
tain F. J. Kirschner; "Summer Holiday,

by Elizabeth E. Earl; "New York Fai

and West Point," by Frances Szalay.

Additonal pictures shown were thoS'

taken by Dr. Loscher of the storm a

Newport-Balboa and "Poland, Russia an«

England," taken as the war broke ou

bv Gordon G. Clark, 8mm. world travelei

LEO CALOIA, Secy.

ARTIST USES MOVIES TO
STUDY FORM OF BIRDS
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Rejyrinted from Journal of Society of Motion Picture Engineers

Effect of Aeration on Pliotogra

Properties of Developers
By J, L Crabtree and C» Schwingel
Commu mention No. 672 from the Kochik ResearcJi Laboratories

Part II

WHEN hydroquinone is oxidized in

a developer by air, the solution
becomes more alkaline, but,

when it is oxidized by virtue of perform-
ing useful photographic work, the solu-

tion becomes less alkaline as the hydro-
quinone is depleted.

It seems reasonable, therefore, to as-

sume that the seasoned developer con-
tained a small quantity of sodium bi-

carbonate which did not materially
change the alkalinity of the solution, but
was capable of reacting with its equiva-
lent amount of sodium hydroxide formed
during oxidation.

The equivalent of sodium carbonate
resulting from the reaction would there-
fore not increase the alkalinity as much
as an equivalent quantity of sodium
hydroxide.

During aeration, therefore, the alka-
linity of a seasoned developer contain-
ing hydroquinone would show only a
slight initial increase until all of the
sodium bicarbonate formed during sea-
soning had reacted with its equivalent of
sodium hydroxide.

After this reaction, the sodium hy-
di'oxide formed by further aeration
would cause a material increase in the
alkalinity of the solution. This would
explain why the alkalinity of a sea-
soned developer does not increase at the
same rate as that of an unseasoned de-
veloper during aeration.

With the seasoned developer, the
change in density observed from tests

during the first 30 minutes was much
less pronounced than with the unsea-
soned developer. It is knovra that small
amounts of oxidized developer, when
added to a fresh developer, produce anti-
fogging and slight desensitizing effects.

This may account for the rapid depres-
sion in density during the first 30 min-
utes of treatment using the fresh de-
veloper.

A Modified D-16 Developer

Because of the recognized protective
action of sodium sulfite in retarding the
oxidation of organic developing agents,
it was thought that a higher sulfite con-
tent might provide a considerable re-
tarding effect during aeration.

Therefore, the D-16 developer con-
taining double the recommended quan-
tity of sodium sulfite was prepared and
tested. From the results shown in Fig-
ure 1, it will be seen that the increased
quantity of sodium sulfite produced the
following effects:

Figure 1—Effect of prolonged aeration
on an elon- hydro -quinone developer

(Formula D-16).

Figure 2—Effect of aeration of a borax-
type of negative developer (Formula

D-76).

1. The effective emulsion speed was
inci-eased slightly.

2. The change in density values with
aeration closely paralleled those with
the unmodified exhausted developer.

3. The pH of the solution was main-
tained at a relatively constant value.

4. No increase in fog was observed.
From these tests, therefore, it is ap-

parent that a positive type of developer
containing considerably more than the
normal quantity of sulfite would be some-
what more satisfactory if the developer
is to be agitated by means of air.

Results Obtained with a Borax Type of
Negative Developer (D-76).

Data relating to fresh and partially
exhausted developers of this type are
showm in Figure 2. The curves indicate
that changes occurred immediately after
subjecting the developer to aeration and
that there was no great difference in

behavior between fresh and partially ex-
hausted solutions.

Values for gamma and density showed
a progressive increase and, after 20
hours of continuous agitation, gamma
values were increased approximately 25
percent and the density values for equal
exposures increased approximately 40
percent.

This differential gain in density and
gamma produced a 10 percent increase
in speed during the first hour of aeration.
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Fog values increased only slightly,

changing from 0.10 to 0.16 for the 20
hour test.

The alkalinity of the solutions in-

creased uniformly from a pH value of

8.6 to 9.2. These observations were
identical for fresh and seasoned devel-

opers. The increase shown in developer
activity may be attributed to this in-

crease in alkalinity which, undoubtedly,
proceeded at such a rate as to more
than offset the reduction in concentra-
tion of the active developing agents.
There was no appreciable difference

in the shape of the H. & D. character-
istic curves when comparisons were made
at constant gamma with fresh developer
and with developer which had been sub-
jected to aeration.

Results Obtained with the Borax-Boric
Acid Negative Developer (Formula
D-76d).

Considering the results obtained with
a borax developer, it was thought that
the borax-boric acid developer devised
by Carlton and Crabtree- might suffer
less change on aeration because of the
tendency of the solution to retain a con-
stant pH value, and data with such a
developer are given in Figure 3.

The curves indicate that the boric
acid stabilized the solution slightly, but
had no pronounced effect until after
several hours of aeration. The changes
in gamma and density for fresh and
seasoned developers were essentially
similar to those obtained with the regu-
lar borax developer up to a period of
ten hours.
The initial change in pH was less

abrupt than with the plain borax de-
veloper and, after ten hours, the tend-
ency was to remain constant.
The alkalinity of the developer did

not increase at the same rate as in the
case of the borax developer without
boric acid, due to the fact that the
borax-boric acid combination has a de-
cidedly greater buffer action than borax
alone for the range of developer alka-
linity under consideration.

Also, the relative increase in alka-
linity of either of the borax types of
developer was much less than in the

Figure J—Effect of aeration of a horax-
horic acid negative developer (Formula

D-76d).

Figure U—Effect of aeration of an elon-
borax developer containing a desensi-

tizer (Formula D-89).

case of the carbonate developer which
is accounted for by the fact that a com-
bination of borax and boric acid or borax
alone has a relatively greater buffering
effect than sodium carbonate.

Results Obtained with an Elon-Borax
Developer Containing a Desen.sitizer

(Formula D-89).

This developer was of the borax type
but contained pinakryptol green as a
desensitizer and no hydroquinone. From
Figure 4 it will be seen that this de-
veloper behaves somewhat differently

than the other types of borax developers.
The pH value of the solution remained

constant at a value of 8.8 throughout
the tests, which would substantiate the
previous deductions that it is the hydro-
quinone constituent of a developer which
reacts to give increased alkalinity.

The data show that for a fresh devel-
oper, the gamma and density values de-
creased continuously from the start in

contrast to the negative types of borax
developers already discussed containing
hydroquinone, in which case the density
and gamma values increased during the
initial stages of aeration.
With the seasoned developer, the gen-

eral effects obtained were similar but
more pronounced than with the fresh
solution.

Fresh and Seasoned Elon-Borax Devel-
opers Without Pinakryptol Green.

Because of the marked difference in

behavior between developer D-89 and the
previous borax developers, it was thought
that the desensitizer might have some
catalytic effect upon the rate of oxida-
tion of elon. A solution was prepared,
therefore, which contained no desensi-
tizer.

The fresh developer gave practically

no change in gamma or density, while
the seasoned developer produced a

marked falling off in gamma and densit
values, the results obtained being almof
identical with those from a fresh de
veloper containing pinakryptol green.

From these results it appeared prob
able that both pinakryptol green an
colloidal silver which is formed durin
exhaustion of developers with a hig
sulfite content catalyzed the oxidation o

elon.

Results Obtained with Developers of th

MQ Series.

It is evident from the preceding ex

periments that hydroquinone and elo

behave very differently with respect t

oxidation when compounded in develof
ing solutions. To further check thes
observed differences, it was thought de

sirable to test developers having widel
differing elon to hydroquinone ratios, th

other constituents remaining constant
Several members of the MQ series^" o

developers were therefore tested.

The results of tests with developer

MQ-O, MQ-50, and MQ-100 are show
in Figure 5. The developer MQ-0 con

tained hydroquinone (5 grams per liter

and no elon, MQ-50 contained equs

quantities of elon and hydroquinone (2.

grams of each per liter), and MQ-10
contained elon (5 grams per liter) an'

no hydroquinone.

All of the developers contained identi

cal quantities of sodium sulfite (75 gram
per liter), sodium carbonate (25 gram
per liter), and potassium bromide (1.

grams per liter).

With the MQ-100 developer, gamm.
and density values did not change a

the aeration was prolonged, and the alka

linity remained constant. These result

confirm previous observations with th

borax developer (D-89), and it was con

eluded that elon in the presence of sul

fite in alkaline solution was relatival;

stable toward oxidation provided n'

catalysts such as colloidal silver o

pinakryptol green were present.

The data from the tests with MQ-(
also confirmed the previous observ'ation

that hydroquinone was very susceptibli

to oxidation in the presence of alkalin<

sulfite solutions and reacted in a manne
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as to increase the alkalinity of the so-

lution.

The data with MQ-0 were similar to

those obtained with D-16 as would be

expected, since the hydroquinone-elon

ratio of D-16 is relatively high.

The results showed that the drop in

density and gamma values with aeration

was greatest with MQ-0 and least with

MQ-100. Likewise, the alkalinity in-

crease for MQ-50 was intermediate be-

tween that for MQ-0 and MQ-100.

Tests with Miscellaneous Developers.

Tests with caustic, borax-caustic, and
borax-carbonate types of developers

showed that the susceptibility to oxida-

tion of developers containing equivalent

elon-hydroquinone ratios, with equal

quantities of sodium sulfite, was depend-
ent largely upon the developer alkalinity

and not upon the specific alkali em-
ployed.

It is true that developers may have
equal oxidation susceptibilities, although
their rates of oxidation may be differ-

ent. This is illustrated by the results

obtained with a caustic and a carbonate
developer containing equal quantities of

sodium sulfite and equal hydroquinone-
elon ratios. The alkalinity of the solu-

tions was adjusted by varying the

quantity of alkali so as to give equal
pH values.

On aeration, both solutions commenced
to oxidize at about the same time but,

as the aeration was continued, the de-

veloper containing the caustic oxidized
at a greater rate than that containing
carbonate.

By measurement it was found that
the alkalinity after aeration was great-
est for equal degrees of aeration in

the case of the caustic developer, and
this may be explained by the buffering
action of the sodium carbonate which
tends to maintain a constant pH value
as caustic is added as a result of oxida-
tion of the hydroquinone.
The difference in behavior between

two developers of the same formula
DK-40 compounded with (a) Kodalk and
(b) an equivalent quantity of carbonate
is shown in Figue 6. Although the

values for the fresh developers were
equal, it is seen that the pH of the car-

bonate solution (7.5 grams per liter)

increased at a greater rate than that

of the corresponding Kodalk developer

(20 grams per liter) due, undoubtedly,
to the greater buffering action of the
Kodalk. The gamma values also dimin-
ished at a greater rate with the car-

bonate developer, due to the greater rate
of oxidation at the higher pH value.

With the exhausted developers, the

change in rate of photographic activity

was somewhat greater than with the

fresh developers, confirming the data in

Figures 1 and 2.

In the above test, the developer was
aerated by rotating a small reel in a
trough containing the developer at a
rate of 30 revolutions per minute. The
reel was wrapped with a sheet of Koda-
loid so as to create a greater surface
for aeration.
From the above data it may be con-

sidered that for equal pH values of the
original developer, for a minimum
change in photographic effect with aera-
tion, the various alkalies are to be pre-
ferred in the order of their buffering
ability, namely (a) borax and Kodalk,
(b) carbonate, and (c) caustic soda.

Effect of Sodium Sulfite Concentration
on the Relative Oxidation Rates of Elon
and Hydroquinone.

In order to determine the change in

rate of oxidation of elon and hydro-
quinone in combination with varying
concentrations of sodium sulfite, various
developers were compounded according
to the following formula:

Developing agent—5.0 grams
Sodium sulfite (desiccated)—Varying

concentrations

Figure 5—Effect of aeration of de-
velopers containing various proportions

of elon and hydroquinone.

Figure 6—Shoiving the difference iu be-
havior between ttvo developers of the
same formula, DK-40 compounded with
(a) Kodalk, and (b) an equivalent quan-

tity of sodium carbonate.

Sodium carbonate (desiccated)—25.0

grams
Potassium bromide—1.5 grams
The end point of the aeration test was

taken as the time required to render the

solution incapable of developing an im-
age density for a given exposure on
positive film, when developing for 15
minutes at 65 degrees F. From Figure
7 it is seen that elon was protected

by sodium sulfide to a much greater
degree than hydroquinone. The results

with mixtures of elon and hydroquinone
seem to indicate that the rate of oxida-

tion of elon is somew'hat accelerated

by the oxidation products of hydro-
quinone, especially at low sulfite con-
centrations.

Effect of Temperature on Rate of
Developer Oxidation.

Tests with Formula D-16 indicated

that a change in temperature from 65
to 95 degrees F. had only a slight ef-

fect on the rate of oxidation.

[To be Continued]
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PUTTING
GENE SLATE

INTO
GAMERA

By WILLIAM STULL, A.S.C.

FOR at least three or four decades
the "slating" of scenes has been an
integral part of motion picture pro-

duction. At the last moment before the
filming of a scene begins, an assistant
cameraman steps into the scene to hold
before the lens a slate or numbered chart
which is photographed on a few feet of

film to identify the scene that follows.

Today, this operation in its traditional
form seems to be passing into the dis-

card, for two of the industry's largest
studios—Paramount and Twentieth Cen-
tury-Fox—have independently developed
camera accessories with which slating is

accomplished semi-automatically as the

camera is brought up to operating speed
for the take.

In each case the slater is an attach-
ment fitted to the iris rods of the camera
and including a miniature slate, a suit-

able supplementary lens to bring the
slate into focus and a self-contained
light source to illuminate it for the
exposure. Both devices are being
patented.

In both devices the scene is slated by
the assistant cameraman, who as the
camera starts moves a convenient lever
which swings the slater into position be-
fore the lens and automatically turns on
its illuminant.

When the camera reaches operatii

speed, the lever is released, the slat

drops out of the way and the scene
photographed in the usual manner.

Saves Time and Money

The advantages of such a device w
be obvious. While the actual film foe

age saved by use of these built-in slate

is regarded by their designers as mol
or less a secondary consideration, coJ
bining the slate footage with that ind
itably exposed in bringing the camel
up to operating speed can none the le

effect really worthwhile economies.
The average feature production w

have from 400 to 600 or more seen

and set-ups which will require slatir

For a conservative average figure, let

assume that the average feature will i

quire the slating of 500 .scenes.

Let us further assume that an av(

age of four "takes" of each scene m:
be expected, and that an average of

feet of film will be used to record ea

slating by conventional methods. Elii

inating the slate footage thus us

would therefore result in the .saving

10,000 feet of negative film for that pr

duction alone.
Estimating the average major studit

annual output at .50 feature productio
per year, a saving of 10,000 feet of neg
tive on each production would result

a total saving of some .500,000 feet

negative per year in that studio.

These figures appear to be quite co

servative, for while some productio

may require fewer than the .500 slat

scenes mentioned, others may requi

considerably more. In addition, as

well known, certain types of action,

certain players or directors may vast

increase the modest average of fo

takes per scene cited.

Taking these facts into consideratic

it may be safely held that the use

such slaters could well effect the savii

of considerably more than the half-m

lion feet of film estimated in the avera;

large studio's annual production.

These savings would naturally be e

tended to include negative developii

costs and, in a considerably lesser mea
ure, since but one or two takes of ea

scene will usually be printed, the e

penses of positive filmstock, printing ai

processing for daily rushes, as well.

Convenience on Set

According to the users of these slatei

however, an even more significant a

vantage of their use is the saving

time and confusion on the set they effe(

On even the ordinary low budget sho

schedule production the overhead moun
up at the rate of several thousand d(

lars an hour, and on the more expensi

"super-A" films production costs m;

reach several hundred dollars per minut

In either case, the saving r.f -evei

minutes per scene through eliminatii

the usual delay for slatmg can effe

Twentieth Ctntm-y-Fox slate attachme
for camera.



useful economies during a feature's

shooting period.

Closely allied to this, and of even
greater importance in the long run is

the elimination of the confusion ordi-

narily caused by the assistant's last-

minute intrusion with the slate.

The psychological effect on a player

—

i

temperamental or otherwise—preparing
for a difficult emotional or dramatic
scene, of having a slate unceremoniously
shoved before one's face, can readily be
imagined.
Users of these new slaters agree that

eliminating this source of distraction can
and does result in fewer takes and better
performances.

Legibility Better

A further practical advantage is also

obvious. This is the greater legibility

of these automatically slated scenes. Al-

I

though conventional slates are used for
(the purpose of identifying scenes, it can-
not at all times be said that they are
always easily readable, either on the
[screen, in projecting the rushes, or in

Ithe cutting-room, segregating the scenes
on rewinds or moviola.

All too often the image of the slate on
the film is too small, or the slate care-
lessly held or inadequately illuminated,
to be read easily.

Both of the slaters now in use, on the
other hand, provide legible, full-screen
images of the slate, always uniformly
illuminated. Slates so produced are, in

effect, identifying subtitles which can be
=asily read.

As Photographic Supei-visor Clark of
Twentieth Century-Fox puts it, "It is a
pleasure to look at the rushes when
;hey're slated this way. You see a full-

screen slate. Then it swings out of the
picture and the scene carries on imme-
iiately. You don't have to guess what
he slate said, and there's nothing to dis-
ract your attention from the scene that
"oUows."

Paramount's Design

The Paramount Studio has two of these
laters, built as experimental models, now
n service, and some fifteen additional
laters are being built, to be applied to
.11 the studio's cameras. One of the chief
iroblems involved in the design of this
later has been the requirement of inter-
hangeability between all of the several
ypes of camera used by this studio's
arious departments.

These include standard and NC
litchells on normal production, and Bell
I Howells in the two special-process de-
partments. The slater has also been de-
igned to be applicable to the newer
!NC type Mitchell cameras, as well.

The Paramount Slater is fitted to
he camera's iris-rods, and is usually
lounted outside of the soundproofing
limp. The unit itself is roughly L-
haped. When raised into operating posi-
on, the shorter arm of the "L" is swung
ito place in front of the lens.

Here a single supplementary lens is
laced. In front of this supplementary
ns is a mirror, mounted at an angle

of approximately 45 degrees below hori-
zontal. Directly below this mirror is a
second single supplementary lens, and
below this, the slate, which is 8 inches
from the camera's lens.

The supplementary optical system is

set to bring the slate into sharp focus
when the camera-lens is focused at 8
feet. This, it has been found, is the
average focal setting most frequently
used. For other settings, there is suffi-

cient depth of field to give an adequately
sharp image of the slate regardless of
the focal setting of the camera lens.

The slater has been calculated to work
with all lenses of the foci commonly
used, from a 24mm. to a 75mm.

Illumination is provided by four low-
voltage flashlight globes, arranged one
at each corner of the slate. These are
automatically turned on as the slater is

raised into position, and turned off as it

is lowered. These lamps are wired in

parallel, so that if one burns out unex-
pectedly, the other three still operate.

Power for illumination is provided by
a set of ordinary flashlight batteries con-
tained in a small metal case inside the
blimp. Battery power was chosen because
of greater convenience in location work,
and because diverting current from the
power supply of the camera motor when
under its starting loaa would tend to
prolong the acceleration period unneces-
sarily.

A rheostat and indicator are provided
by which the illumination may be main-
tained at any desired strength. By
slightly overrunning the light globes,
using voltage higher than that for which
the globes are designed, increased illumi-

William Mellor, A.S.C., nt left, and his
crew, were the first to use Paramount's
slater, as shoivn liere. Photo hi) Malcolm

Bullock.

nation for exterior scenes is obtained.
Since 1000-hour globes are used this

does not unduly shorten their burning
life.

Twentieth Century-Fox Slater

The slater used at Twentieth Century-
Fox is in many ways similar, though
the two designs were evolved independ-
ently. Since the device was designed
for use with the non-blimped Twentieth
Century camera some of the complica-
tions of a device intended for use with
blimps can be eliminated.
A simple metal casting supports the

device on the camera's iris-rods. The
lower end of this casting terminates in

an operating handle, while the slater as-
sembly is carried on the other end.
The device is tubular, and utilizes a

simple optical system without a mirror.
The supplementary lens is designed to

correct the focus of the camera lens,

when focused at infinity, to give a sharp
image of the slate.

Thus in use, the camera lens is brought
to infinity focus, the slater swung up
into place, and as this is dropped, the
camera lens is reset to the required focus
for the scene.
A single, 8-volt globe is used, mounted

directly above the slate. This is powered
from the camera motor's power supply,
through a small, step-down transformer.
An automatic switch turns the lights on
and off as requisite.
For normal interior scenes a remov-

able diffuser is intei-posed between this
lamp and the slate, to reduce the illumi-
nation to the correct level to produce
an exposure density uniform with that
of normal interior scenes. For exterior
scenes this diffuser is removed.

Slaters Small

In both devices the slate itself is small
—approximately the size of a pocket
matchbook—and the necessary figures
and letters to produce the production
data—scene and take numbers, etc.—are
on the edges of rotatable discs or wheels
similar to those in the mileage counter
of an automobile speedometer or a
"jump" clock.

The photographic and production ex-
ecutives of both studios are enthusiastic
over the possibilities of this newest ac-
cessory. The Paramount executives main-
tain a conservative silence, however,
when pressed for statements concerning
the actual economies possible with the
new device in use throughout the studio.
Twentieth Century's Supervisor of

Photography Dan B. Clark, A.S.C., how-
ever, is authority for the statement that
he estimates that when the device is in
use on all of the studio's cameras it

should, through savings in film, labora-
tory charges, time and confusion, effect
economies in excess of $25,000 a year.

If experience verifies this estimate,
these two enterprising studios have in-
deed brought the industry an accessory
which is not only an obvious convenience,
but one which can be a potent factor in
today's search for technical economies
wherewith to counter-attack today's new
and distressing economic problems.
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ST. PAUL MEN PROUD OF
WOMAN WHO WINS FIRST

THE first woman to join the St.

Paul Amateur Movie Makers' club
turned the tables on a bunch of

overbearing male members, and with the
glint of satisfaction in her eyes she ac-
cepted the L. L. Hamion trophy for the
best picture of the year in the first an-
nual contest of the Minnesota club.

The trophy, a dull silver camera
mounted on a pedestal, was given to
Mrs. 0. N. Olson to hold for a year for
her picture, "Vacation 1939."

Lloyd Oliver placed second with a
monochrome, "The Rural Mail Carrier."
L. L. Haimon was third with an 8mm.
color picture, "Christmas at the Har-
mons," and John Stees and Kenneth
Hezzelwood leceived honorable mention.
The awards were made at the annual

banquet of the club, Tuesday, .June 4,

but not without protest from other com-
petitors, who charged, in a complaint
served by two city police officers, that
Harmon had used his influence as the
donor of the trophy to have his own film

receive at least third place.

The matter was hushed up, however,
by E. E. Bauman, club president, who
shifted the prizes and gave Harmon a
book entitled, "How to make good
movies," thereby presei-ving Harmon-y
among the club members.
Walter Gayman, secretary-treasurer,

announced that in spite of the "sore-
heads" who submitted to a woman win-
ning this contest, the contest will be
held again next year.

Eighteen completely titled films,

many with musical accompaniment,
were entered in the 1940 contest.
When all is said and done, neverthe-

less, the male members of the St. Paul

Lacey Hmtnon, donor of the first place
trophy, pi-esents it to Mrs. 0. N. Olson,
winner in the St. Paul Amateur Movie

Makers' 19UO contest.

Club are feeling plenty tickled over
Mrs. Olson's feat in winning first in a
big field. They are wondering if there
is any other club which can make a
similar showing.
The club holds a program meeting

once a month, and another meeting is

held each month which is reserved for
discussion of moviemaking by the
members.

Bell & Howell Designs Two
Shifts in Projection Plans

From Bell & Howell comes the an-
nouncement of two sweeping changes in

Filmosound design, developments said

to be the most revolutionary advances
in projector design in some time. B&H
claims to have devised sprockets and
guards of such types that the film can-
not be threaded incorrectly, and a new
take-up mechanism which winds the pro-
jected film with constantly correct ten-

sion regardless of the reel size or film

load.

As the Filmosound is threaded, the
new "Safe-Lock" sprocket guards, which
are standard equipment on all models,
guide the film to its proper position on
the sprocket. The spring-mounted guard
is snapped open and immediately closed,

and the film is threaded, locked safely
in place.

Furthermore, the new guards extend
over the outer edge of the film. This
construction, it is claimed, prevents de-

fective film, or splices incorrectly mad
from jumping the sprocket. In addi
tion, the new sprockets are made .

especially hardened steel, which redu<i

wear almost to the vanishing point.

Sound Recording Technical I

Men Sought by Washington
The United States Civil Service Corj

mission has announced an examinati(
to fill sound recording technician pot
tions in the Signal Service at Larg
War Department. The salary is S26(

a year, less a retirement deduction
ZVz percent.

Applications must be filed with tl

commission's Washington office not lat<

than July 22 if received from Stat<

east of Colorado, and not later thi

.July 25, 1940, if received from Colorac
and States westward.

Applicants must have had 5 years >

experience with variable-area sound-fil

recording, which must have included e:

perience in actual recording and r

recording, and in design, installatio

maintenance, or testing of the equi

ment used for such recording.

Full information as to the requir

ments for the examination, and the a

propriate application forms, may be o

tained from the Secretary of the Boa
of United States Civil Service Exar
iners, at any first or second class po
office, or from the United States Ci\

Service Commission, Washington.

Newburgh Amateur Cinema
Club Holds Annual Dinne
The Newburgh (N. Y.) News of a r

cent date, tells the story of the a

nual dinner on the evening before at tl

Palatine Hotel of the Newburgh Am
teur Cinema Club. Fifty-seven persoi

were present, including guests from ;

far as Malone. The feature of the eve:

ing was the address of Duncan M
Dougald Little of New York, conducti

of the annual international show of am.

teur motion pictures, on "Motion Pi

ture as a Hobby."
Three films were shown to the diner

They were "Below Zero," photographs
by Mr. Little, one of the ten selecte

for the eleventh Annual Internationa

"Behind the Bottle," by William i

Hutchinson, president of the club, ar

"Parade in October," by Dr. William ]

Small, past president.

"Behind the Bottle" was recently r

viewed in this magazine. Presidei

Hutchinson was master of ceremonie

Sound effects for projection were 1

Frank Seymour. Projectionists were M
Hutchinson and Edwin C. Seaman.

Left to right, film approximately '

place on neiv safe-lock sprocket; guai

snapped open, film seated correctly o

sprocket teeth; guard closed, for pi'

jection.
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Hollywood Hears

tereoplionic

-Reproduction . .

.

It Is Good
PANTAGES THEATRE, Holl>-wood,

was crowded the night of June 20
to attend a demonstration by the

Electrical Research Products, Inc., in

stereophonies, or stereophonic recordings.
The Bell Telephone Laboratories coop-
erated with the company and the Acad-
emy sponsored the gathering.
The following description from the

company will be welcomed by those who
want to hear more about the compara-
tively new departure in sound recording:
"The objective of research and devel-

opments engineers has been to reach the
point where symphonic and orchestral
music heard over the radio or theatre
sound picture systems gives the listener

an effect substantially similar to that
received by one listening to the original
musical composition in an auditorium.

Reproduce Extremes

"A full symphony orchestra utilizes
air vibrations at nearly all the frequen-
cies the ear can hear—and it uses vol-
jmes of sound from about the lowest
:hat can be heard in an auditorium to
v'olumes one million times greater. The
'requency range of such an orchestra
uns from approximately 40 cycles per
second to 14,000; and the volume from
ibout 30 decibels above the threshold
)f hearing to 110.
"In contrast, existing radio and sound

licture systems, including reproducing
;ets, are usually confined to frequency
anges of 5000 to 8000 cycles (which
OSes quality of many low and high
ones thereby); and volume ranges from
5 to 50 decibels.
"Stereophonic sound recording and re-

•roduction, as developed and perfected
'y the Bell Telephone Laboratories, pro-
ides an increase of both frequency and
rolume ranges to record and reproduce
|he lowest and highest tones of a sym-
•hony orchestra.
"In accomplishing marked improve-

ment in sound quality and range, the
stereophonic system uses four separate
sound tracks or channels, instead of the
single one used for radio and sound
picture rendition. Music or other sounds
are picked up by three microphones
spaced across the front of the stage in

the recording—and for reproduction three
loudspeakers are equally spaced across
the stage in corresponding positions to

the original microphones.

"Each loudspeaker (or horn) repro-
duces the sound which had been picked
up by its corresponding microphone.
This procedure allows for extremely
faithful stereophonic or third-dimensional
effect in sound presentation to the listen-

ing audience. The fourth channel on the
sound track is for volume control of the
three others.

"After the recording has been made
by the stereophonic method, the orches-
tra conductor is enabled to enhance the
composition during rerecording so as to

control the volume of various instrument
sections of the orchestra and achieve a
faithful reproduction of the effect he de-
sired, which effect could not be obtained
in the original rendition of the compo-
sition."

Quality Entertainment

The entertainment provided for the
packed house was of the highest quality.

Three human voices were heard on the
platform—at the beginning of the per-
formance—and from that time on until

the lights were out no human voice
was heard "between you and me." But
there were voices—as light as zephyrs,
as loud as—well, nothing that lived
could approach that voice in volume.
The three voices were those of Walter

Wanger, president of the Academy; T. K.
Stevenson, president Electrical Research
Products, Inc., and Harvey Fletcher, di-

rector of physical research. Bell Tele-
phone Laboratories (Recording). Messrs.

Stevenson and Fletcher had made the
trip west from New York for the occa-
sion.

In stereophonies there is such a thing
as "enhancing." That means the voice
is lifted out of itself. It is magnified.
Four of the ten sequences of the pro-
gram were unenhanced—they were as
they were uttered. They were worthy
of all praise.

Six of the ten were enhanced. They
were, from the orchestra division, A
Night on Bald Mountain (Moussorgsky)
and Tales from the Vienna Woods
(Strauss); chorus. Tabernacle Choir of
Salt Lake City, Hear My Supplication
(Archanghelsky) and Come, Come, Ye
Saints (Clayton); orchestra (Philadel-
phia), Dr. Stokowski, Pictures in an Ex-
hibition, The Hut on Fowls' Legs, The
Great Gate of Kiev, Moussorgsky; ora-

torio. Tabernacle Choir, with Harold
Bennett, soloist, Mendelssohn; organ,
played and enhanced by Alexander
Schreiner, prelude in D Major, Bach;
orchestra. Dr. Stokowski, excerpts from
Gotterdammerung, Wagner.
The four unenhanced were: Drama,

The Emperor Jones, Scene II, played by
Paul Robeson, O'Neill; organ, Frank W.
Asper, organist, allegro from Sixth Or-
gan Symphony, Widor; orchestra, Dr.

Stokowski, Moonlight, Debussy; drama,
scene from Cyrano de Bergerac—'Walter

Armitage and James Sullivan, through
courtesy Walter Hampden—Act I, The
Duel Scene, Rostand.

Undeniably the engineers of the Bell

Laboratories and those associated with
them have demonstrated their ability to

increase the volume of recorded sound.

The point to which they have enhanced
it well may be described as the safety
point. If it is enhanced further or per-

mitted to remain at the present point

then it should be demonstrated before
a selected audience or there may be
danger to individuals.

What to Do

Marvelous as was the program, en-

hanced as well as unenhanced, the pro-

portion of the audience who would be
moved to attend a similar concert and
face a parallel ordeal even once would
be found perhaps reduced.

Stevenson, Erpi president, in a state-

ment in these pages suggests it is not
known how, where or when we may
look for the motion picture industry
to take advantage of the improvements
inherent in stereophonic recording and
reproduction. One answer to that is

indicated. And that answer may bring
into being a new division of the motion
picture industry.

There are a great many churches of
reasonable dimensions in this country
alone. Many of those churches may be
filled several times a season for pur-
poses of oratorios or concerts or com-
binations of concerts and dramatic en-
tertainments. To their screens may be
brought the fitnest organizations in the
land. The entertainment easily may ex-
ceed in quality that which might be
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supplied by the originals—by reason of
the stereophonies.
To produce entertainment of stereo-

phonic description may require equip-
ment of a different or perhaps more
expensive type, but time and research
will overcome that. The cost of record-
ing an instrumental or vocal concert or
both forms is negligible in comparison
with a dramatic picture.
Of course, it would take some busi-

ness away from the theatres. That is,

it would if the exhibitors permitted the
innovation to slip from their grasp. To
be sure, it would give their customers a
change in program, and once a month
or so they might like it.

To produce entertainment of stereo-
phonic description may require equip-
ment of a different or perhaps more

REPRESENTING an entirely new
conception of modern camera de-
sign, two new Agfa models, the

Chief and Pioneer, have just been an-
nounced by Agfa Ansco and are now
being supplied in two popular sizes.
These new Agfa cameras mark one of
the most radical developments made in
the design and construction of low-price
cameras in many years.
The unusual treatment employed is the

work of Henry Dreyfuss, one of Amer-
ica's foremost industrial designers, who
collaborated with Agfa Ansco in the
planning of the cameras. The intro-
duction sets a new standard for unusual
compactness, style and picture-taking
versatility in the low-price field, for both
incorporate features that have previously
been seen only on cameras of much
higher price.

Both embody the same type of rugged,
steel-frame construction which, with
their lens turret design, has enabled the
cameras to be built with remarkable com-
pactness—an advantage that makes
them more comfortable to hold and use,
more convenient to carry than larger
models. In spite of this compactness,
both cameras take eight full-size pictures
—214 by 3% inches in the PB20 models;
2V2 by 4% inches in the PD16 models.
One notable mechanical feature is a

built-in, synchronizing mechanism that
makes the cameras immediately usable
at any time for synchronized flash lamp
exposures. Lamps are used with a
quickly attachable flash unit which is

available as an inexpensive accessory.
The synchronizer does not interfere in

any way with use of the camera for day-
light exposures and requires no delicate
adjustments for certain operation.

Among other interesting features are
a built-in shutter release button mounted

\ on the top part of the camera body, and
an optical, eye-level finder which con-
tributes to more convenient camera oper-
ation. A removable, all-metal cone for

expensive type, but time and research
will overcome that. The cost of record-
ing an instrumental or vocal concert or
both forms is negligible in comparison
with a dramatic picture.
That show at Pantages the other night

was with a blind screen—a lifeless stage.
There was no screen, as it was behind
the curtain. The audience was inter-
ested in the quality of what was heard,
and only heard. It could see nothing.
Change that setting. Show the Phil-

adelphia Orchestra in action. Show Paul
Robeson at the edge of the Great Forest,
his empire tumbling around him. Show
the Tabernacle Choir in its Cathedral
loft. Show all the other features of
that great concert and note the differ-
ence. When Erpi used a blank screen it

was holding out entertainment.

easy film loading, hinged back, handy
carrying strap and pebble-grained cover-
ing of durable waterproof material are
additional points of interest in construc-
tion.

Excellent picture-taking ability is as-
sured by the high-quality lens and
shutter equipment used on these cameras.

The Pioneer provides an accurate rotary
shutter giving bulb and instantaneous ex-
posures and a fixed-focus lens. The
Chief has similar shutter equipment and
is fitted with a lens having a two-zone,
helical focusing adjustment with a built-

in yellow haze filter which is automatic-
ally brought into position for pictures of
land.scapes and distant subjects.

These cameras are entirely made in

the United States and are obtainable at
photographic dealers at the following
prices:

PB20 Size—Pioneer JN'150, $2.65;
Chief JN152, $3.45.

PD16 Size—JN151, $2.95; JN153, $3.95.

Flash unit (for either size Chief or
Pioneer Camera), JN149, $1.

Washington Society
The Washington Society of Amateur

Cinematographers held its June meeting
in the Mount Pleasant Library, 16th and
Lament streets, N. W.
The guest speaker was Roy Stryker,

chief of the picture division of the Farm
Security Administration. Mr. Stryker,

formerly professor of Economics at

Columbia University, is a well known
authority on pictorial presentation. He
spoke on future pictorial uses and their

present application in showing the politi-

cal, economic, industrial, agricultural and
social changes taking place in the world

to-day.

statement W T. K. atevenson.
President of Electrical Research Products, Inc.

WE do not know how, where, nor when we may look for the motion
picture industry to take advantage of the improvements inherent
in stereophonic recording and reproduction. Talking motion pictures

were perfected as a by-product of telephone research by the Bell Telephone
Laboratories in 1926.

Since that time, out of these same laboratories, have come subsequent
developments which, as rapidly as they could be applied to the art, from
time to time have materially improved the technique of screen entertainment.
In this way both the range and the quality of sound have been substantially
increased.

Now, as a result of continued research by this same group of engineers,

we can record and reproduce sound to cover the entire range which the human
ear can hear, and we can reproduce it stereophonically and raise it to any
desired volume. It is for the motion picture industry to determine how
rapidly they are justified in applying these new techniques commercially to

the picture business.

This becomes a practical problem in entertainment—of appraising the

public's taste. We have demonstrated that it is perfectly possible to record

and reproduce sound with a fidelity and with possibilities of enhancement
hitherto unobtainable, but it remains with the motion picture industry to

determine how dialogue and music recorded with such fidelity can be made
commercially successful.

I believe these changes will be gradual, both in studios and theatres, in

their impact upon an industry which is always alive to the possibility of

improvement; they will not cause any sudden revolution in the art as did

the advent of sound fourteen years ago, but these disclosurts are the most
significant development in sound in the last decade and unmistakably point the

way to continued progress in the recording and reproducing of sound either

in connection with motion pictures, or possibly without pictures, as a separate
medium for making the best music available to audiences throughout the

country.

AGFA ISSUES CAMERAS
IN LOW.PRICED FIELD
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In the line-up of six lenses are, left lo right, the 76 mm.
(3 inch) //4.5, price $38.50; the 50 mm. (2 inch) ^/^.(,,

price $80; the 114 mm. (4V2 inch) f/4.5, price $53.50;

the 63 mm. (2I/2 inch) f/2.7, price $53.50; the 152 mm.
(6 inch) f/4.5, price $78.50; and the 102 mm. (4 inch)

f/2.7 lens, price $68.50. In the row of three units ore

the standard 25 mm. (1 inch) f/l.9, the accessory lens

adapter for Magazine Cine-Kodak, price $6.50; and
the 15 mm. f/2.7 focusing wide-angle lens, price $47.50.

ijEAP over the crowd, over the side Hnes and into the

heart of the action for thrilHng close-ups . . . close in on
camera-shy subjects from afar . . . don't let distance defeat

you; make an asset of it.

With a Cine-Kodak telephoto or long-focus accessory

lens, the .scope of your movie making is importantly

widened. For you have not only the "seven league boots"

of cinematography; you have a lens of superb quality and
workmanship. Your telephoto shots are clear, crisp, and
beautiful as well as far-reaching.

For the famous 16 mm. Cine-Kodak.s—Magazine Cine-

Kodak and Model K—there are si.x available long-focus

lenses and a 15 mm. wide-angle lens. For Cine-Kodak
Eight, Model 60, there's a l3/^-inch telephoto. And for the

Magazine Cine-Kodak Eight, there are five long-focus

lenses, available as accessories.

Select a Cine-Kodak accessory lens and begin your con-

(|uest of a whole new world of mo\ ie-making opportunities.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHiSTER, N. Y.
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You need the superior light reflective quality of it:* Da-Lite Class-

Beaded surface to bring out the true colors, sharp details and full

brilliance of Kodachrume pictures. Because Kodachrome film is

more dense than black and white it requires a screen that reflects

more light. That is why Da-Lite, though making White and Silver

screens, recommends its specially constructed glass-beaded surface

for all average requirements. Ask your dealer for a demonstration.

The Da-Lite Beaded surface challenges comparison with all other

screens, beaded or otherwise. See also hoip much easier the all-in-

one" Da-Lite Challenger is to set-up—how durably it is made! Look
for the exclusive square tubing that keeps the case aligned! Write
for literature now!

DA-LITE SCREEN CO., INC.
DEPT. 7A.C. 2723 N. CRAWFORD AVE. CHICAGO, ILL.

Here's a Big One
(Continued from Page 297)

part with great respect and unusual
earnestness. The biographical aspect of

the portrayal is made all the greater
and of more importance by reason of the

research which revealed to the script

writers the intimate story of his life:

in the writings which were incorporated
into his sayings.

The picture is worthy because of the
attention it brings to one of its young
players, Jimmy Lydon, who carried with
remarkable conviction the title part.

Jimmy is just a boy, the run of the

mill—not overburdened with looks as the

books go, but certainly a rugged straight-

forward lad, who has the manner of

speaking only the truth.

Freddie Bartholomew is prominent in

the cast. Josephine Hutchinson plays
a retiring but most charming Mrs. Arn-
old. Billy Halop is the chief heavy, or
bully, and there are many of them.
Polly Moran returns to the screen to

say a joyous "Howdy" to long-time
friends.

Nicholas Musuraca, A.S.C., directed
the photography, while Vernon L. Wal-
ker, A.S.C., photographed the special ef-

fects. Their work hardly can be entitled

to greater praise, for the spectator w
unconscious of the camera work so w
did it fit the indicated requirements.

•
Death Valley

No. 75 of the "Going Places" ser
of Universal is an interesting short,

is from the camera of Charles W. H(
bert, A.S.C., and shows the chan^
which have been wrought in the de8(

country in and around Death Vail
during recent years. There are seer

of the most primitive and desolate
j

fascinating landscape, of a hotel and
mansion created in spite of the sai

terrain and supplied with abunds
water where in former years men d

of thir.st in that neighborhood. The p
ture demonstrates to the amateur t

manner in which the many scenes ri^

under his hand may be capitalized i

only for his own and his family's ent
tainment, but for his friends and fello

club members as well.

•
Safari

Paramount's "Safari," with Doug
Fairbanks and Madeleine Carroll, is

interesting picture. You may inch
another couple persons in the cast a

have pretty nearly the whole show,
all truth a short cast, other things bei

equal, enhances the interest. LjTin Ov
man as the Scotch trader with a th

brogue bulks big as a part of the sh(

and Tullio Carminati as the Baron w
sufficiently unpleasant and obnoxious
answer all purposes.
Edward H. Griffith directed the scri

written by Delmer Daves, based on

story by Paul Hervey Fox. Ted Te
laff, A.S.C., was director of photograpl
Process photography was by Fare
Edouart, A.S.C.
One of the factors contributing to 1

appeal of the story is its simplicity.

•
If I Had My Way

Universal has made a humdinger
"If I Had My Way." A man and a ch

have the leads, and they really are 1

leads. Bing Crosby and Gloria Je

come out in front at the drop of the h

and there they remain until the curt;

falls. There are a host of troupi

traveling along with them; and they

add to the entertainment—and the drai

—set on foot by Bing and Gloria.

Prominently aiding the two leads ;

Charles Winninger, El Brendel, All

Josl>Ti, Claire Dodd, Moroni Olsen, Na
Bryant. There was an 1890 sequen

or perhaps it should have been a H
sequence, which was most effectivi

interpreted. Eddie Leonard in "Id-

the song for which he wrote music a

lyrics, came back across the years w
no trace of the sixty-four that went ii

it. Blanche Ring and Trixie Frigai

also appear in old-time skits.

It is not difficult to verge on extra'

gance in writing of the entertainm*

and again we will say of the drama tl

rides in the work so markedly of the t

leads, the man and the child. That
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the man has been gaining and growing
for twenty-one pictures; that of the girl

for only two or three, but in those she

has traveled far. She is naturalness

itself. My musical friend Vernon Steele

jsays as a singer she definitely has ar-

; rived.

George Robinson, A.S.C., was director

of photography and shared equally in

the great credit that went to the makers
of the picture. In fact, it may be said

his work even stood out, in the minor as

well as the major details. Jack Otter-

son's sets also were noteworthy.
•

Private Affairs

In a picture directed by Albert Rogell

Universal brings to the screen a laugh
•reator. Mixed up in the funmaking
are a half dozen players—Roland Young,
Hugh Herbert, Nancy Kelly, Montagu
Love, Robert Cummings and Jonathan
Hale.

Young is a Boston Bullerton disinher-

ited twenty years before working in

N'ew York as a subordinate clerk in a
broker's office. His daughter, living with
ler grandfather, comes to grips with
;he old man as to her choice of a hus-
band. She decides to appeal to her
'ather for help in her difficulty—^and

iets it.

Milton Krasner, A.S.C., directs the
ihotography. It is a gay, lightsome pic-

ure, one in which the drab and the
norbid have been omitted.

•
The Ghost Breakers

Teamed again even more successfully
ban in their former hit, "The Cat and
he Canary," Bob Hope and Paulette
joddard score solidly in Paramount's
The Ghost Breakers," which was pro-
luced by Arthur Hornblow, Jr. With
aughs and eerie chills aplenty, the pic-

ure is top entertainment. Director
leorge Marshall was at his best in

legaphoning this enjoyable comedy-
lystery. He will get more than ample
esponse to all the wisecracks and thrill-

ig predicaments.
The screen play by Walter DeLeon is

ased on an earlier stage play by Paul
)ickey and Charles W. Goddard. A re-
utedly haunted castle off the coast of
'uba is inherited by Paulette Goddard,
ho goes there accompanied by Bob
tope, a radio commentator, and his col-

red valet.

After foiling devious schemes to pre-
ent their taking possession of the cas-
e, they finally take over. The scaring
egins in earnest then. It is all great
Jn, and although many happenings
'ave one rather up in the air and are
ever fully explained, everyone enjoys
too much to bother about trifles.

Bob Hope is again better than good,
e handles his lines with a fluency and
isiness that leads one to believe they
re almost ad libbed. Paulette Goddard
> the heiress is excellent and most al-
Ting. As Bob Hopes colored valet,
'/illie Best is a riot. In smaller but
fective parts were Paul Lukas as a
lenace, Noble Johnson as the zombi,
ichard Carlson and Anthony Quinn.

The photography by Charles Lang,
A.S.C., was excellent and added much
to the picture with the sombre lighting
and contrasts. The process photography
was done by Farciot Edouart, A.S.C.
Adding, too, and helping to carry out
the theme and feeling of mystery was
the fine musical score by Ernst Toch.

M. D.

•

The Refugee
Republic's "The Refugee" is a worthy

picture. It is an original screenplay by
F'. Hugh Herbert, Joseph March, and
Samuel Omitz. Its theme touches on a
distressing phase of life in two nations
separated by an ocean. In one it is the

forced removal presumably for reasons
of race, an equally forced removal in the
other but by reason of climatic rather
than governmental; from the Dustbowl
to healthy Oregon.

Charles Coburn finely plays a most
appealing part. It is that of Dr. Braun,
father of Leni, played by Sigrid Gurie.
As a famous physician, in his former
country, he is sent to the Dustbowl, to

a small community, guaranteed his living

expenses. John Wayne plays the leader

of the community, who falls in love with
Leni.
The dust continues to blow, the land is

denuded of soil, and the community de-

cides to remove 1500 miles to Oregon.
In this sequence the story may be remi-

EVERYTHING PHOTOGRAPHIC
AND CINEMATIC

FOR PROFESSIONAL AND AMATEUR
Th© World's Largest Variety of Cameras and Projectors. Studio and
Laboratory Equipment with Latest Improvements as Used
Hollywood Studios. New and Used. BARGAINS.

Hollywood Camera Exchange
1600 CAHUENGA BOULEVARD

HO 3651 Hollywood, California Cable: Hocame

MOTION PICTURE FILM
DEVELOPING MACHINERY
35MM 16MM

A SIMPLE, FRICTION DRIVING PRINCIPLE
that needs no precision maintenance.

Film flows through machine with
steady controlled action.

There is no slippage, no slack, no stretch.

Maintenance costs are less than half.

[
Units for 35mm., 16mm., or Combination 35-16mm.

j

Very easy to install and operate.

MODERN SAFE COMPLETE

FONDA MACHINERY COMPANY, INC.
j

8928 SANTA MONICA BLVD. LOS ANGELES, CALIF.
Cable Address "Fonda"

CAMERA SUPPLY COMPANY
ART REEVES

ISiS North C«huan9a Boulevard

HOLLYWOOD Cabia Addra«—Cameras CALIFORNIA

Efficient-Courteous Service New and Used Equipment

Bought—Sold—Rented

Everything Photographic Professional and Amateur
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niscent of "Grapes of Wrath," but any
suggestion of the vulgarity of the book
is absent. The people talk like normal
human beings and the resemblance to the
book story if any is quickly forgotten.
There are complications in the course of
the love story, but ultimately they are
straightened out.

John Alton, A.S.C., directs the photo-
graphy. It is well done. Its photography
is far from routine, ordinary stuff. Rath-
er it is in many se(iuences of blowing
dust, as thick as heavy fog, so thick
extra care is imposed on the care of
photographic and sound instruments.

•
Brother Orchid

Edward G. Robinson adds another
characterization to the list of those in

which he has displayed infinite variety.

In Warners' "Brother Orchid" there is a
gangster picture—and running alongside
of it there is its exact opposite. It is

a story of a retreat, of a home for men
who have broken with the world. It is

to this home that Brother Orchid turns
when he has a narrow escape from being
"rubbed out" by those with whom he
formerly cast his lot.

To the long list of tough eggs who
are given an opportunity to entertain in

villainy there are several who register

on the other side of the shield: There
is Donald Crisp, for instance, as the
brother superior who leads the many
men in the retreat. It is a splendid
portrayal. Ralph Bellamy plays the part
of a wealthy rancher, breezy, wholesome.
Ann Sothern is pretty nearly the only

woman in the cast, charming as the
heart interest, and thriving financially
when far away from her boy friend the
Orchid. Humphrey Bogart is the con-
vincing head of the bad boys, of whom
there is a raft.

Tony Gaudio, A.S.C., is director of
photography. Byron Haskin, A.S.C., and
Willard Van Enger, A.S.C., are in charge
of special photographic effects. The
combination is perfect.

•
Cross Country Romance

Gene Raymond and Wendy Barrie team
in an amusing picture for RKO under
the title of "Cross Country Romance."
It is a story of an intended bride walk-
ing out of her home and her wedding in

New York and parking herself in a
trailer of a standing automobile. The
owner of the machine shortly afterward
starts for San Francisco over the road.
As the intended bride belongs to wealthy
parents who inake some noise over her
departure the ride is plenty stormy.
Among other players are Hedda Hop-

per, who is the mother; Billy Gilbertl
George P. Huntley, Berton Churchill
Cliff Clark, Edgar Dearling and Franl
Sully. 1

J. Roy Hunt, A.S.C., is director o
photography and Vernon L. Walkei
A.S.C., supervises special effects.

•
The Captain Is a Lady

M-G-M reproduces Rachel Crothen
play of "Old Lady 31" with Charle
Coburn and Beulah Bondi out in froni

It is an interesting picture, with laugh
and chuckles and a few chokes. It is

typical small town, or seashore, com
munity where simple needs are simpl
supplied.
Some of the other players who con

tribute to the entertainment, to the melo
drama and to making the happenings o

the town are Helen Broderick, Bill!

Burke, Helen Westley, Marjorie Mair
Virginia Grey, and Dan Dailey.
Len Smith, A.S.C., directed the photog

raphy. Among the outstanding sequence
photographically was the storm at sea

in which an old-fashioned sailormai
might have felt quite at home in al

the blow.
•

The Mortal Storm
One woman who very well knows he

pictures remarked of M-G-M's "Th
Mortal Storm" twenty-four hours afte

she had witnessed its press review "Tha
is a noble picture." She spoke truh
M-G-M has done a splendid job. It ha
spared neither time nor expense; no
thought.
The story begins just before the ris

to power of Hitler in Germany—of th

happiness that reigned in one Germa
family. It was the family of a Germa
professor, a large family, of sons and
daughter. On the anniversary of hi

sixtieth birthday the professor is hon
ored by his class and by his facult\

highly honored. The birthday celebra

tion at his home is interrupted by th

news of the elevation of Hitler to th

Chancellorship and the summoning o

the young men of the family to an im
mediate meeting of the class.

From that moment turmoil start?

The professor, Frank Morgan, w-ho ha

been so highly honored in his class-

and by his step-sons—sees his classroor

door locked against him because of hi

Jewish faith. He is sent to a concentra
tion camp and death. His daughtei
Margaret SuUavan, endeavoring to es

cape over the mountains from German}
is killed by a patrol as she reaches th

border with her lover, James Stewart.
The story begins as lightly, as gayh

as one could wish. But once the tide turn

it flows swiftly, relentlessly, to its deep!;

dramatic end.
The cast is hand-picked. Among th

many are Irene Rich, Robert Young
Robert Stack, Maria Ouspenskaya, Bo
nita Granville, William T. Orr, Gran

ville Bates.
William Daniels, A.S.C., directed th

photography. It was finely done.

LANDERS CAMERA RENTALS
RENTALS - SERVICE :

MOTION PICTURE CAMERAS - BLIMPS - DOLLIES
AND ALL ACCESSORIES

PHONF 6313 SUNSET BOULEVARD
NEAR VINE STREET

HI-8333 HOLLYWOOD, CALIFORNIA Night HE-1311

MOTION PICTURE EQUIPMENT
Studio and Laboratory Tested Since 1929

Automatic Developing Machine
Complete in Every Detail

Immediate Delivery

Hollywood Users Can Attest Machine's Superiority

Users All Over the World Can Recommend This
Developing Machine

This Practical Machine Can Be Used in Any Climate

Easily Installed— Quick Deliveries

• Sensitester—For Light Tests and Sensitometric Strips

•SOUND RECORDING SYSTEMS

ART REEVES
7512 Santa Monica Blvd. Cable Address: ARTREEVES Hollywood, Calilomia, U.S.A.
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^CADEMY NAMES FIVE
STANDING COMMITTEE.

DUE to the success of the past
efforts of the Research Council of

the Academy of Motion Picture

a-ts and Sciences, the Council is ap-

ointing new Basic Committees in the

elds of photography, sound, optics,

iboratory and cine-technical develop-

lent. These new committees will mul-
ply the past benefits resulting from the

ouncil's activities and will return the

tmost value to the industry from these

fforts.

The Academy Research Council is con-

n-ned with projects involving investi-

ation beyond the facilities of any in-

ividual studio.

The Academy Research Council is re-

)onsibIe for all matters of standardiza-
on on behalf of the motion picture

udios, cooperating with the various
luipment manufacturers and supply
mipanies and coordinating its activities

ith the standardization activities of the
iciety of Motion Picture Engineers and
16 Sectional Committee on Motion Pic-

ires of the American Standards Asso-
ation.

The newly appointed Basic Committees
ill direct the cooperative conduct of all

rojects in their respective fields. Each
' the committees consists in general of
representative from each of the studios
lonsoring the Council, thus giving each
oducing company the benefit of the
Forts of the best technical personnel in

e industry.

I
The responsibility for the policies and
e general direction of the whole cooper-
ive program is in the hands of the Re-
arch Council, the membership of which
Iso consists of one representative from
ch of the sponsoring companies.
All Basic Committees will immediately
rvey their entire field and inaugurate
.ch investigations which the Council, in

insultation with the committee chair-
i?n, may deem advisable. Many prob-
1ns brought to the Council's attention
nee the original announcement of the
(panded activities will also be trans-
itted to the proper Basic Committees.
In practice the following procedure
ll be followed: A new project or an
fisting problem may be brought to the
mention of the Research Council by
jyone connected with the motion pic-
t;'e industry. The problem will then be
f-en consideration by the Council, to
f:ide to which one, if any, of the Basic
(mmittees it will be referred.
The Basic Committee will then lay out
'Program for investigation and either
Indle the problem itself, turn it over to
'e of its existing sub-committees, or set
I a sub-committee specifically for con-
f eration of this problem.
Darryl F. Zanuck, chairman of the

1 search Council of the Academy of
^>tion Picture Arts and Sciences, an-
lunces appointment of the membership

of the Basic Committees as follows:
Basic Cinematographic Committee

—

John Arnold, chairman, Metro-Goldwyn-
Mayer; Dan Clark, Twentieth Century-
Fox; Robert De Grasse, RKO-Radio;
Merritt-Gerstad, Walter Wanger; C. Roy
Hunter, Paramount; Roy Seawright, Hal
Roach; William Thomas, Warner Broth-
ers; Joseph Valentine, Universal; Joseph
Walker, Columbia.

Basic Cine-Technical Committee

—

Grover Laube, chairman; Harry Cunning-
ham, Frank C. Gilbert, Emil Oster, Al
Tondreau, A. G. Wise.

Basic Laboratory Committee—J. M.
Nickolaus, chairman; Fred Gage, Michael
Leshing, George Seid, Sidney Solow,
Ray Wilkinson.

Basic Optical Committee—Burton F.
Miller, chairman; Fred Albin, John Ful-
ton, Grover Laube, John Livadary, Wilbur
Silvertooth, W. B. Slaughter, Jr.

Basic Sound Committee—Loren Ryder,
chairman; Lawrence Aicholtz, C. W.
Faulkner, Wesley C. Miller, William
Mueller, Clem Portman, Elmer Raguse,
Gordon Sawyer, S. J. Twining.

W^rU'WiJe Use

l^iffuse^ F^^us arti marry wfh«r«ff«^s

Goortjo H. ScKoibo
ORIGINATOR OF EFFECT FILTERS
1927 WEST 7eT»* ST LOS ANGELES. CAL

ONLY One ADJUSTMENT
After the necessary initial focusing, the B-M Model F
Sound Recording Unit never requires other adjust-
ments. For utmost simplicity, all parts are adjusted at
the factory and permanently locked. Write for literature.

B-M
SOUND RECORDING

MODEL F

UNIT

Frequency

response

chart
Uiiii

A compact,
u^^cd and guar-

nteed 35 mm. S O F
recordir\g unit for sym-
metrical V A track.

~nniiliiHL»sii
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The BERNDT-MAURER Corp.
117 EAST 24lh STREET • NEW YORK, M. Y.
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General direction of the entire pro-
gram will be in the hands of the Research
Council, membership of which consists of
one representative from each studio
sponsoring the Council, in addition to

Chairman Zanuck, as follows: John Aal-
berg, RKO Radio; Bernard B. Brown,
Universal; Farciot Edouart, Paramount;
E. H. Hansen, Twentieth Century-Fox;
Nathan Levinson, Warner Brothers;
John Livadary, Columbia; Thomas Moul-
ton, Samuel Goldw>Ti; Elmer Raguse,
Hal Roach; Douglas Shearer, Metro-
Goldwyn-Mayer, and Gordon S. Mitchell,

manager.

10-Hour Lamp Principle
to 8mm.

Of special interest to owners of the
Filmo 8 Projector is the 400 watt, 10-

hour lamp just announced by Bell &
Howell for their 8mm. equipment. This
new lamp produces 30 percent more
light, by actual test, than the standard
400 watt, 25-hour lamp, and 20 percent
greater illumination than the regular
500 watt lamp. B & H claims the new
lamp generates no more heat than the
standard 400-watt unit.

NEED MONEY?
WE LOAN MONEY NO MATTKK WHERE you are
en still canieias. Snini, Itjmm anil 3jmni haiul cameras.
All loans are good for one year. LOW RATBS. No
extra charges uf any kind. Write for further details
and loan value nf your equipment.
H. STERN, INC., Bonded Pawnbrokers Since 1858.

872-c Six1h Ave. (at 31st St.) New York City.
Unredeemed Bargains Available, List Free.

8 Enlarged
TO 16 Reduced

TO 8
Geo. W. Colburn Laboratory

Special Motion Picture Printing

1197 MERCHANDISE MART
CHICAGO

FAXON DEAN
INC.

CAMERAS
BLIMPS-DOLLYS

FOR REXT

Day, NOrmandie 22184

Night, NOrmandie 22563

4516 Sunset Boulevard
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NEW 24NCH Fi,6 KODAK
ANASTIGMAT TELEPHOTO

Of a focal length short enough to allow
filming with a hand-held camera—yet
long enough for fine theatrical, sports
and nature-study work—it is a lens that
will find frequent employment by any
16mm. enthusiast.

Several technical features adapt the
new f.1.6 lens for unusually critical

work. A depth-of-field scale on the lens
barrel shows at a glance the field depth
for various diaphragm openings at any
distance setting. An engraved indicator
line is helpful in measuring lens-to-sub-
ject distances with utmost accuracy in

close-range shots.

When the lens is used on the Cine-
Kodak Special, which has a direct-focus-
ing reflex finder, or the Magazine Cine-
Kodak with separate focusing finder, the
lens may be extended beyond the normal
2-foot focusing limit for closeup work.
The nine diaphragm stops range from
f.1.6 dowTi to f.22.

Kodachrome filters, the Cine-Kodak
color filter (CK-3), and any of the more
than 100 Wratten Filters (including the
popular red Wratten A) are available
for this lens as units of the Kodak com-
bination lens attachments, Series VI size.

A filter of the Series VI size can be ac-

commodated without a retaining ring,

since the front section of the lens mount
unscrews to serve as a filter mount.
The front section of the lens mount

is also threaded on the inside to accom-
modate other Series VI attachments
(lens hood, pola-screen, etc.).

Retail price of the new 2-inch f.1.6

Kodak anastigmat lens for Cine-Kodaks
is $80. Adapters, priced at $6.50, are
available for fitting the lens to the
magazine Cine-Kodak, the Cine-Kodak
Model K, the Cine-Kodak Special and
other cine cameras with standard thread-
ed mounts.

Nearly five times as fast as the 2-inch

f.3.5 it replaces, opening up new film-

ing opportunities both in black-and-white
and full color, a new 2-inch f.1.6 Kodak
anastigmat telephoto lens for Cins-
Kodaks is announced by Eastman.
Adaptable to any 16mm. Cine-Kodak

with interchangeable lenses, the new 2-

inch f.1.6 widens both night-time and
dark-day possibilities for movie-makers.

THEATRE QUALITY I6MM

KODACHROME SOUND
TELEFILM, INC.

6039 Hollywood Blvd. Hollywood, Calif.

Just Finished—City at Play; Los Angeles

California." Novachord for Musical Scoring

For Black & White and
Kodachrome Duplicating

FRIED CAMERA CO.
6156 Santa Monica Blvd.
HOLLYWOOD, CALIF.

Cable Address: FRIEDCAMCO

RUDY MATE BECOMES A CITIZE
. . . There is one scene for Alfred Hitc
cock's new Wander picture "Forei
Correspondent" which Rudy Mate didi
photoffraph. He wtis excused for an ho
to become a citizen of the United Stat
When he returned lie found his luncke
waiting for him—and forty members
the creiv—on Staye 5 with Direct
Hitchcock (center) the host and a %,
white angel food cake crested with i

American emblem as a piece de resi
ance.

Rudy's set associates gave him a scr
beanng sixty-five names. Scenarist Jo
Harrison and Hitchcock's secreUi.
Carol Stevens, supervised the lunche
service. Was Rudy hajr/yy? Th^i sni
Cameraman Bill Walling captured
this still was not acting. Mate (vn
scroll) was bom in Poland of Hunf/ari
parents and educated in France. He h
been a cinematographer in HoUywo
six years and twice nominated for Ac<

emy honors.

New Series Agfa Cameras
A new series of Agfa folding earner

a distinguished group of high-quali
models with many modern refinemen
has just been announced by Agfa AnS'
Presented in two lines, the Viking a
Readyset Special, these compact a
streamlined new cameras offer the an^

teur photographer a choice of six mod<
to match individual preference in p
ture size, price and picture-taking ranj

MOVIOLA
FILM EDITING EQUIPMENT

Used in Every Major Studio
llluitrated Literature on request

MOVIOLA CO.
1451 Gordon St. Hollywood, Call'

PACIFIC
LABORATORIES
Complete 16mm. Film Service

Machine Developing
For the professional Photographer.
Densitometry, and Time and Temper-
ature Control. Specializing in Nega-
tive-Positive Sound Track and Picture

Work. Also Duplicate Negatives,
Composite Prints, 35 mm. Optical
Reductions to 16 mm.

Kodachrome
Duplications
A three-day service on sound or si-

lent prints from Original Kodachrome.

Sound Recording
Direct on 16 mm. fUm. Dubbing, Nar-

ration, Sound Effects, and absolute
Synchronous Sound on film. Sound
Camera and Sound Truck available
for location.

The most complete 16mm. plant
on the West Coast.

•

1027 NO. fflGHLAND
HOLLYWOOD HI-0228 CALIFORNIA
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Bell & Howell Attachment
Designed for Any Camera

One of the interesting features of the
,iew Filmo fader, just announced by Bell
i. Howell, is an adjustable arrow indi-

COOKE CINE LENSES
Cooke lenses will give you crisp,
extremely sharp definition
throughout the entire spectrum.
Envisioning future demands,
Cooke lenses have always sur-
passed current requirements.
Focal lengths for every need.
Write for descriptive literature.

BELL & HOWELL
COMPANY

Exclusive Wnrld Distributors of
laylor-Hobson Cooke Cine Lenses

1848 Larchmont Avenue, Chicago
Aew York: 30 Rockefeller Plaza
Hollywood: 716 N. LaBrea Ave.
London: 13-14 Great Castle St.

cator, visible in the camera viewfinder,
which shows when fades and wipes are
completed. Thus these professional ef-

fects for "dressing up" home movies are
possible with the hand-held camera as
well as with the camera on a tripod.

The new fader, entirely automatic,
fits all makes of 8 and 16 mm. cameras,
and will make professional fade-ins,

fade-outs, wipe-ons, wipe-ofFs, and, when
the camera is equipped to rewind the
film, the transitional lap-dissolves. Fur-
thermore, the fader can be mounted at
any angle, so that wipes may be made
to appear or disappear from any direc-

tion.

The new accessory is a true fader in

that fades are made with a rotating
disc which is graduated from opaque
black to a clear sector, and back again
to opaqueness.

Technical Facts Arranged
for Movie Projectionists

The principles of motion picture sound
and sound equipment are explained in

detail in simplified language in a 68-

page handbook for projectionists pre-
pared by RCA Photophone, according to

E. C. Cahill, photophone division man-
ager. The handbook is being distributed
by RCA's national service organization.

Entitled "Photophone Systems and
Technical Data for Projectionists," the
book is profusely illustrated with photo-
graphs of equipment, as well as by
diagrams, charts and graphs.

Neiv Filmo Fader, with ivipe-disc at-
tached, mounted on Sportster 8mm. As
pictured, a ivipe-on has just been com^

pleted, ivith lens-opening clear.

AsT ROp
LENSES

1.8

2.3

for sale by

Mitchell Camera Corporation
665 North Robertson Blvd.

West Hollywood, California

GOERZ
KINO-HYPAR
LENSES
f:2.7 and f:3
For regular and color
movies of surprising
quality. High chro-
matic correction . . .

I
Focal lengths 15mm to lOOmm—can be fitted

j in suitable focusing mounts to Amateur and
I Professional Movie Cameras.

GOERZ Reflex FOCUSER—Patented—
for 16mm Movie Camera users—voids PARAL-
LAX between finder and lens—provides full-

size ground-glass image magnified 10 times.
Adaptable to lenses 3" and up. Also use-
ful as extension tube for shorter focus lenses
for close-ups. Extensively used in shooting
surgical operations, small animal life, etc.

! GO£RZ Parallax-Free FOCUSER
and FIELD FINDER CONTROL•

I
for Filmo 121 and Simplex-Pockette, no more

j
off-center pictures, magnifies 4 and 8x.

t For Detailed Information Address

J
Dept. AC-7

C.P.GOERZ AMERICAN OPTICAL CO.

317 E. 34th St., New York, N. Y.

American Lens Makers Since 1899
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Surveying Major Studio Light Levels
(Continued from Page 29(1)

Projectionists Get Closeup
of Speed Ray

(Continued from Page 309)

his fine landscapes and aerial photog-
raphy, quite a number of his pictures
being on exhibition at the New York
World's Fair. Mr. Kronquist will judge
our landscapes this fall.

If you have been following this column
from the beginning, you will remember
that we are working on the point system,
so the points awarded so far and the
individual standing of the members is as
follows:

Class A
Edwin McQuoid 130

Ed Potter 105

Fred L. Borch 104

Lee Lindly 103

George Stewart 83

Howard Edgar 79

James Phillips 35

Leo Moore 34

Class B
Paul Neuerburg 159

Duane Adams 78

Paul Cramer 52

Our next meeting will be held at the
regular place, 627 South La Brea ave-
nue, Los Angeles, on July 11. The sub-
ject matter will be "Portraits," formal,
informal and character. The judging
will be by Ralph Hayden of the Eastman
Kodak Stores, who if you recall gave us
such a fine talk on Kodachrome Trans-
parencies recently. See you at 11 A.M.
on the 11th.

Philippine Island Officer
Takes Course in Hollywood

Lieutenant Jacinto B. Chong of the
Signal Corps of the Philippine Island
Army has arrived in Hollywood from
Manila, P. I., to take a short course in

motion picture production under the
auspices of the Research Council of
the Academy of Motion Picture Arts and
Sciences.

Lieutenant Chong is one of several
Philippine Army officers sent to the
United States to study various phases
of the operation of the United States
Army, as part of the close program of
assistance given the Philippine Army
by the United States War Department.

Lieutenant Chong will take much of
the same instruction given to the regular
United States Army Signal Corps off'icers

sent each year to Hollywood.

At the conclusion of his course of
training he will return to the Philippines,
where he will produce instructional films

specifically for the Philippine Army, as
well as handle the details of the use
of United States Army Signal Corps
Training Films for the instruction of
the Philippine Army.

ing a tangible bearing on the eco-
nomic phases of production.

Lighting Levels Important

While standardization of light-
ing methods would be both undesir-
able and impractical, a closer coor-
dination of lighting levels, espe-
cially since all studios are using
essentially similar equipment, and
negative materials of substan-
tially similar characteristics, would
seem not only beneficial but en-
tirely practical.

In any event, the foregoing data
is offered as an individual's at-
tempt to assemble actual facts on
a question which is of vital impor-
tance to all of us who make or use
film, lights or lighting, and about
which only facts, rather than sur-
mise, can be genuinely helpful.

It is not to be construed in any
way as criticism of any individual
or group, but as a simple presenta-
tion of facts which will, it is hoped,
be of constructive value in the

FOR SALE

THE WORLD'S LARGEST VARIETY OF
Studio and Laboratory equipment with latest
improvements as used in Hollywood at tremen-
dous savings. New and Used. Mitchell, Bell-
Howell, Akeley, De Brie, Eyemo, animation
process cameras, lenses, color magazines, adapt-
ors, lighting equipment, silencing blimps,
dollies, printers, splicers, moviolas, motors,
light-testers, gear boxes, synchronizers. Guar-
anteed optically and mechanically perfect. Send
for bargain catalogue. Hollywood Camera Ex-
change. 1600 Cahuenga Blvd., Hollywood. Calif.
Cable : Hocamex

16MM KODACHROME MOVTE FILMS OF
Hawaii . . . surfing, hula, dancing, cocoanut
tree climbing, Hawaiian flowers and general
scenes. Original exposed Kodachrome 25c per
foot Duplicate prints $12.50 for 100 feet in
following subjects : "Paradise of the Pacific,"
"Flowers of Hawaii," "Hula Dancing," "Surf-
ing," "Fishes of Hawaii" . . . Add these gor-
geous color sequences to your film library . . .

high in entertainment quality.
.35mm Kodachrome transparencies—75c each,
$7.50 per dozen.

KODAK HAWAII, LTD.
1065 Kapiolanj Blvd., Honolulu, Hawaii, U.S.A.

LIGHTS AND THE ELECTRICIAN IN MOTION
PICTURES.

By Howard Souther.
A manual dealing with electrical operations and
lighting technique in Motion Picture and Still

Photography. 1627 North Hudson Ave., Holly-
wood. Domestic, $2; Foreign. $2.50.

WESTERN ELECTRIC INTERLOCK MOTOR
mounted on door for Mitchell Standard Camera.

CAMERA EQUIPMENT COMPANY
1600 Broadway New York City
Tel. Circle 6-5080 Cable: Cinequip

WE BUY, SELL AND RENT PROFESSIONAL
AND 16mm EQUIPMENT, NEW AND USED.
WE ARE DISTRIBUTORS FOR ALL LEAD-
ING MANUFACTURERS. RUBY CAMERA
EXCHANGE, 729 Seventh Ave., New York City.
Established since 1910.

advancement of photography. T
this end the writer would like 1

conclude by expressing his hear
felt appreciation of the cooperatic
and interest shown by the mar
directors of photography, stud
camera executives, photronic eng
neers and others who have so ge;
erously aided him in making th
study possible.

Clutch Control for Filmo
One of the interesting features

the newest Filmosounds is the han<
"right side" clutch control, which pe
mits the operator to throw the clutJ

in or out without reaching over the ti

of the projector. Turning a larj

knurled knob mounted conveniently jvj

above the lens does the trick, and wi
the projector unit mounted in a "blim
case this is a convenience.

|

Bell & Howell announces this na
control is now available for all cluttj

equipped Filmosounds in the field, a
cept the Auditorium Model, and since
is so inexpensive it is believed mai
present owners will be interested.

RABY S T U DIO EQUIPMENT TURNTAB
dolly in new condition. Also Fearless . . . BUe

CAMERA EQUIPMENT COMPANY
1600 Broadway New York Cit;

Tel. Circle 6-5080 Cable: Cinequii

BELL & HOWELL, 5-WAY SOUND PRINT};
CAMERA EQUIPMENT COMPANY

1600 Broadway New York Cit
Tel. Circle 6-5080 Cable: Cinequi:

NEW, USED. REBUILT. STUDIO. RECORDI
AND LABORATORY EQUIPMENT. Camei-
Printers. Splicers. Recorders. Amplifiers. Of r

Horses. Moviolas, Interlock Motors. Develop'

.

Galvanometers. Opticals. Glowlamps, etc. F
Bargain Bulletin. Buy or Trade. S. 0. .

Cinema Supply Corporation, New York.

GWYNNE ONE-MAN AUTOMATIC COMBD-
tion laboratory, for 16mm and 35mm Moti
Picture Negative and Positive Processing. C' -

plete Unit Guaranteed to be in perfect ope -

ing condition. List Price $3500, our Like >j'

Price. $1500.00. Hollywood Camera ExchaiL
1600 Cahuenga Blvd.. HoIIj^vood. Calif. CM
Address : Hocamex

WANTED
WE PAY CASH FOR EVERYTHING PHOC
GRAPHIC. Write us today. Hollywood Car*
Exchange. 1600 Cahuenga Blvd., Hollywooi I

WE BUY ROYALTY FOR ARGENTINA li

16mm. SOF and silent cartoons, 10 ft.

Write R. C. Vita, B. Mitre 2248, Buenos Ai ,

Argentina.

WANTED — TO EXCHANGE A M I T C H E 1.

lower Bi-Pack Magazine and one Mitchell -

Pack special aperture pressure plate. Need
1

twelve or fourteen inch telephoto lens f

Mitchell. Charles W. Herbert. Livingston. M. .

WANTED TO BUY FOR CASH
CAMERAS AND ACCESSORIES

MITCHELL, a & H, EYEMO, DEBRIE, AKEI i

ALSO LABORATORY AND CUTTING RO

1

EQUIPMENT
CAMERA EQUIPMENT COMPANY

1600 BROADWAY, NEW YORK CITY
CABLE: CINEQUIP

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISIN
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fllMOAUTOmAD

.0 /6 mm. fhfiWon Picture

omera of Superb Crahs-

inship and Advanced

Flexibility

fortleSS Loading—Loading is so easy that
;an be done while wearing gloves. Simply slide
pre-threaded film magazine into place. Mid-

I changes from black-and-white to color film

J'OR those who delight in the possession
of finer things, this new Filmo Auto
uid Motion Picture Camera exemplifies
e superb craftsmanship for which Bell
Howell is world famous. In addition to
orkmanship that makes no compromise
ith perfection in any detail, Filmo Auto
)ad presents a host of exclusive, advanced
itures that materially contribute to cam-
a flexibility . . . simplify the making of
ler motion pictures.

An improved viewfinder, enclosed and
otected, gives an exceptionally brilliant
lage—and what yon see, you get. Loading
effortless— just slide the pre-threaded
m magazine into place. A new, unmistak-

able exposure chart gives
readings at a single setting

Filmo "Companion" 8
Makes Movies at
Snapshot Cost

Press the button— what
you see, you get. Black-and-
white or full, natural color;
four speeds including slow
motion; device for animat-
ing cartoons; provision for
adding accessories.

PRICE $4950

may be made without fogging a single frame
A new unmistakable exposure chart gives read-

ings at a single setting for both color and black-

and-white film.

for both color and black-and-white film.

With four speeds and single frame expo-
sure, and with a fast, color-corrected lens

instantly interchangeable with a full range
of special-purpose lenses, Filmo Auto Load
is a basic camera that will meet your pres-
ent andfuture needs. It is the personifica-

tion of efficient simplicity, precision-built

by the makers of Hollywood's professional
motion picture equipment. It places no
hurdles in the path of the beginner . . .

imposes no limitations upon the most ad-
vanced skill . . . provides easy mastery of
every picture opportunity.

Filmo Auto Load "Speedster"— identical twin
of Filmo Auto Load except that it provides
speeds of 16, 32, 48, and 64 instead of 8, 16,

24, and 32. Both are priced the same:

With Taylor-Hobson 1-inch F 2.7

universal focus lens $11 5.00

With Bell & Howell l-inch F 1.9

focusing lens 127.50
With Taylor-Hobson 1-inch F 1.5

focusing lens 160.50
Steady-Strap Handle included with camera

See the premier showing of this fine new
motion picture camera at your dealer's now
—or mail the coupon for complete details.

Bell & Howell Company, Chicago; New York;
Hollywood; London. Established 1907.

Image Brilliance Increased 250%!
An improved viewfinder increases the bril-

liance of the image two and one-half times—
a wonderful aid when filming in poor light.

This enclosed, protected viewfinder, being
of the "positive" type, prevents errors in

composition due to eye parallax. Operator,
below, is holding camera
by the new Steady-
Strap Handle, an ac-
cessory which permits
swinging the camera
into instant action.

PRECISION-MADE BY BELL & HOWELL COMPANY
1848 Larchmont Ave., Chicago, 111.

Send complete details of the ( ) new Filmo Auto Load
16 mm. Motion Picture Camera; ( ) Filmo 8 mm. Cameras.

Name

Address

City Slate AC 7-40



DependabiliM
Whether it be
a high-speed or

close-up sound
scene, Mitchell
Cameras always

get that difficult

shot*

• A Mitchell
Camera for

every purpose.

MITCHELL CAMERA CORPORATIOI
665 NORTH ROBERTSON BOULEVARD

WEST HOLLYWOOD, CALIF.
Cable Address "MITCAMCO"

BELL & HOWELL, LTD., London, England

CLAUD C. CARTER, Sydney, Australia

D. NAGASE & CO., LTD., Osaka, Japan

AGENCIES

Phone oxford lOJ

MOTION PICTURE CAMERA SUPPLY CO., New York Cf
FAZALBHOY. LTD., Bombay, Ind

H. NASSIBIAN, Cairo, Egyl
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SUPERIOR-2
The Pass-key to Quality

With this versatile negative, you can com-
plete a heavy production schedule with

expedition — and be confident of securing

excellent screen results.

Superior-Z gives you speed, latitude and a

broad tonal range, with which to master

difficult set-ups. It has the fine grain size

and long scale gradation to produce photo-

graphically excellent prints. On your next

assignment have your magazines loaded

with Du Pont Superior-2.

Du Pont Film Manufacturing Corporation
INCORPORATED

9 Rockefeller Plaza Smith & AUer, Ltd.
New York . . . N. Y. 6656 Santa Monica Blvd.

Plant .. Parlin, N.J. Hollywood . . California

BETTER THINQS for BETTER LIVWQ through CHEMISTRY



Has a New ^^Positive'' Viewfinder!

BELL & HOWELL engineers have scored again! Now the versatile

Eyemo has a "positive" viewfinder and a new finder turret

which mounts three matching viewfinder objectives.

With this new "positive" viewfinder, there is no masking to re-

duce the field. A large-size image always fills the entire finder

aperture . . . for all lenses of any focal length.

In addition, this new Eyemo finder eliminates eye parallax! Even
when your eye wanders from the center of the eyepiece, you still

see the EXACT field to be filmed!

Add the advantage of having three matching finder objectives on
a turret for instant readiness, and you begin to know why now,
more than ever, the Eyemo is unsurpassed in the field of portable
cameras. For no other camera offers the versatility and dependability
of the Eyemo. For information about this superb 35 mm. camera,

please mail coupon. Bell & Howell
Company, 1848 Larchmont Ave.,

Chicago; 30 Rockefeller Plaza,

New York; 716 N. LaBrea Ave.,

Hollywood; 13-14 Great Castle

Street, London. Established 1907.

(A

cO
to

oH

Other Recent Eyemo Improvements

Important! Many Eyemo owners are

converting their cameras to include

these changes. Conversion charges

are reasonable. Write for details.

NEW FLAT BASE— 21/2" square, with dowel
holes, gives perfect seating on any flathead

tripod.

LENS MOUNT LOCKING SCREWS lock each lens

/';/ /ocusf

TURRET LOCK for Eyemos with offset turret as-

sures alignment even with long, heavy lenses.

DETACHABLE CORD now supplied with electric-

drive models.

EYEMO can be equipped with 400-foot
external magazine, offset turret, electric

drive, and other studio accessories, or it can
be stripped down to a light, compact,
spring-driven hand camera.

PRECISION-MADE BY

BELL & HOWELL

BELL & HOWELL COMPANY AC 8-40

1848 Larchmont Ave., Chicago, lU.

( ) Send details about new, improved Eyemos.

( ) I own Eyemo Serial No Am interested in

converting it to include

Name .

.

Address

City .State.
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All Bull's Eyes?
ETTING perfect movies every time

-J requires plenty of experience and
ijlity. But, whether you are an expert
a beginner, you can always have the

Ivantage of the dependable quality of
gfa amateur motion picture films.

h suggest these two fine Agfa 16mm.
Ims for your use tliis summer:

gfa Fine-Grain Plenuchrome Reversible,
n all-around outdoor film that combines
peed, brilliant contrast, and an agree-
jbly moderate price. Plenachrome pos-

sesses wide latitude and full anti-halo

protection.

.i(/fa Panchromatic Reversible, a fast

material, sensitive to all colors, that

projects brilliantly and is also economi-

cal to use. We recommend it highly for

a wide variety of subjects.

Get these two films at your dealer's to-

day. Each is $2.75 for 50-ft. and $4.50

for lOO-ft. rolls. Price includes process-

ing and return postage. Agfa Ansco,
Binghamton, N. Y. Made in U. S. A.

Agfa
IGmm. FILMS

PLENACHROME
AND

PANCHROMATIC



The
Light Meter

and Its

.Relatives
',j DANIEL B. CLARK, A.S.C.

Executive Director of Photograph i/,

Tiventieth Century-Fox Studios

SINCE the advent of the photo elec-
tric meter into the photographic de-
partments of motion pictures, there

has been a serious effort to arrive at a
standard method of using the same ef-

fectively. A great deal of experimenting
and research have been carried out and
reams have been written by various
authorities on the subject with the result
that the effective use of the instrument
has apparently become more or less

chaotic.

Key light readings have been collected
from different studios for the purpose of
setting a general standard. The futility

of these efforts becomes apparent when
considering in the light of logic, for the
reason that in most cases two very neces-
sary steps have been overlooked in the
co-ordination of the system.
The first of these most important steps

is the necessity of standardizing the
laboratory on a time and temperature
basis, for, unless the cameramen are as-
sured of constant processing, any effort

on their part to arrive at a standard
basis of lighting is hopeless.

Errors Reduced

Our experience at Twentieth Century-
Fox has proved that the first and most
important step toward arriving at stand-
ardizing key light must of necessity be
the 100 per cent cooperation on the part
of the laboratory. This cooperation is a
miniature hurdle, since it involves only
the co-ordination of the cameramen and
the laboratory head with the sympathetic
understanding of the desired goal, and
the method to be employed in arriving
at that goal.
However simple this first step seems

to be, it is essential that it be accom-
plished before the second and equally

important step can be successfully ac-
complished.

The second step is the standardization
of the / value calibration of the lenses.

Obviously the exposure values rendered
by the photo electric meter is based on
an accurate relation between any given t'

value stop on all lenses used by the
cameramen. A survey of the present
method of calibrating the lens stop re-
veals that considerable error resides in

that method, at least to the extent that
the maximum efficiency in the use of the
photo electric meter is impossible.

These errors have been reduced to the
minimum at Twentieth Century-Fox by
setting the lens calibrations by photo
electric measurement of light transmis-
sion. This system gives the director of
photography the assurance that each and
all of his lenses will render a uniform
exposure at any given stop.

Logically, if we are to assume that
we can measure exposure by using the
photo electric meter (on either incidental

or reflected light) it follows that the ex-
posure calibration on the lenses must be
uniformly related to the reading of the
meter. Changing the system of stop cali-

brations in no way impairs any of the
established methods of our cameramen,
but on the contrary, assures them of
uniform results on all lenses at a given
stop.

Comparatively Easy

Therefore, knowing that error does
reside in the old method of diaphragm
calibrations, it becomes immediately ap-
parent that until a correct relation be-
tween the stops on all lenses is arrived
at, a standard basis of key light is im-
possible insofar as the meter reading is

concerned.

Setting up a standard system of k
lighting at Twentieth Century-Fox w
comparatively easy since our laboratoi
under Michael Leshing's supervision, h
always been operated on a time and tei

perature basis, only deviating from tl

system when unavoidable circumstanc
made testing necessary.

Therefore, in accomplishing the fii

important step in the system, it was n
necessary for Mr. Leshing to make ai

definite changes in his system of proc€
sing.

The second step was a little mo
difficult since it was necessary to devi
and build suitable equipment for ca
brating the lenses. It can be readi
seen that in calibrating by actual lig

transmission, 100 per cent precision
essential. After considerable experimen
ing with various measuring devices, et
we finally adopted a setup which fill(

our needs. The accompanying phot
graph shows Mr. Laube and myself ca!

brating lenses by the Twentieth Centur
Fox system of calibrating.

This invention relates to a method ar

a means for measuring the light spe«

of lenses.

The present method of rating the spe(

of lenses is based upon a mathematic
ratio of the diameter, or the area of tl

diaphragm opening, to the focal lengi

of the lens. This system is applied
all types of lenses and is known as tl

/ system.
It is evident that a system of th

nature which involves only the apertui

and the focal length of the lens fai

to take into account the physical makev
of the lens involving the number of eli

ments of the lens, the arrangement (

the elements, the transmission properti(

of the elements, and the loss of light b

reflection and absorption.

Represents True Value

For this reason two lenses rated e

having the same speed under the t sy;

tem will not transmit the same amoui
of light. Furthermore, due to a vigne'

ting effect on the light distribution ove

the aperture which progressively ir

creases as the aperture is opened, th

mathematical ratio, or the / rating, doe

not represent a true value of the ligh

transmitted through the lens at differer

light stops.

In order to overcome these discrepai:

cies and to provide a method whereb
all types of lenses, whether simple o

compound, or composed of glass bavin,

various light properties, may be meas
ured and calibrated as to speed withou
reference to the mathematical ratio abov
mentioned, we conceived the idea of de

termining the light value transmitte>

through a chosen lens with a fixed aper

ture under fixed lighting conditions an(

using this value as a reference standan
for all types of lenses and for all ligh

apertures used in connection with thi

lenses.

Under these conditions it becomes ini

material what the lens construction is

or the number of elements involved, sincf

all these factors are compensated for ii
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the actual amount of effective light trans-
mitted.

It is a demonstrable fact that lenses
calibrated for speed under the / system
in some cases do not transmit even an
approximate amount of light commen-
surate with the light indicated by the
light stops on the lens. As a matter
of fact there is an aggravated light con-
dition in the higher speed ratings caused
by the failure of the mathematical ratio
to take into account the various physical
losses of the lens.

In the motion picture are where lenses
of various focal lengths and different
makes are continually interchanged in

making "shots" and where the camera-
man must obtain the same negative den-
sity in all his shots from day to day,
it is imperative that he have an accurate
rating as to the speed of all the lenses
he uses.

Cover All Types

It is even more important that the
speed rating shall cover all types of
lenses and shall represent the true value
of effective light transmitted without
any regard to physical dimensions of the
lens. In addition, the above method is

closely allied with the modern method of

Daniel B. Clark, A.S.C., left, and Graver
Laube calibrating lenses by the Tiven-
tieth Century-Fox's system of calibrating.

gauging set lighting by a photometer
where the actual value of light is meas-
ured and referred directly to lens light

stops.

Accordingly, it becomes the primary
object of this invention to provide a
method for rating the light speed of
lenses upon the actual amount of effective

light transmitted through the lenses.

Another object is to establish a refer-
ence base for a method of the above na-
ture whereby all light stops for all types
of lenses may be correlated and calibrat-

ed so that corresponding speed ratings
on different lenses will represent the
same amount of light transmitted.

This invention also includes a means
for measuring the effective light trans-
mitted through a lens at various aper-
ture openings. In practice the means
comprises a fixed source of light diffused

over a screen or a ground glass. In con-
junction with this source of light, we use
a lens mount so positioned with respect
to the light that the field of the lens

will subtend a uniformly lighted portion
of the screen.

The lens is set so that it will come
to focus upon focal plane screen within
the mount when the lens focus is set at
infinity. Closely adjacent this screen
within the mount is a light responsive
element which is connected to an ultra-

sensitive electric meter.

The purpose of setting the lenses on
infinity is to put all measurements of
the light transmission capacity of the
lens upon a maximum field.

Used for Testing Meters

Accordingly, it becomes another object
of this invention to provide a means for
measuring the light transmission value
of lenses wherein the actual effective

light transmitted through the lens from
a fixed source may be measured and
calibrated for various light apertures
while the lens is focused on infinity.

In measuring the value of the light
transmitted through a lens the size of
the screen receiving the light passing
through the lens may become important
for integrating purposes. Our inven-,

tion provides a means for utilizing vari-
ous size focal plane screens. The cali-
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bratiriK device is also used for testiiif?

meters.
Only after these all important steps

were completed, was it possible to arrive?

at any point of key lif^ht measurement
which could be definitely depended on to

brin^-: results. The suc'cess of this method
is evidenced by the efficiency with which
our cameramen can pursue their work.

With the assurance that all lenses at
a given stop are related, and that the
negative is being processed by a stand-
ard method that assures constant results,

it only remains for cameramen to i)eg
their key light by a given foot candle
reading which has been arrived at
through a long series of tests.

Economy Beyond Question

The economy of this system is beyond
question. Our records show that since
adopting this system, retakes caused by
error in calibration has been reduced to
the minimum. The accuracy and speed
with which this system allows the cam-
eramen to pursue their work is eco-

nomical in a measure which is impos-
sible to estimate as well as being the
factor which allows him to secure uni-
formity of quality which heretofore has
been next to impossible.

It places in his hands maximum con-
trol in changing or improving his meth-
ods of photographing; it minimizes the
uncertainties caused by eye fatigue and
allows him the maximum of his time
to devote to artistic construction of light-

ing and composition; the system allows
the laboratory greater control in correct-

ing errors and working out improvements
in processing methods without confront-
ing the old problem of improving the

results of one man's work at the expense
of another.

In short, the unified system from the

set to the screen allows maximum econ-

omy and efficiency in correcting error

and improving (luality, but it is my un-
(lualified opinion that, until all the above
mentioned factors are 100 per cent co-

ordinated, any effort to arrive at a basis

on which to fix key lighting is futile.

BARNES AND RENNAHAN
WIN POLL BY ONE VOTE

WARNER Brothers' "All This and Heaven, Too," won six out of eleven
firsts in the Hollywood Reporter's correspondents' poll on pictures
released during June. It came within but a vote of being seven firsts.

George Barnes, A.S.C., and Ray Rennahan, A.S.C., who photographed
Twentieth Century-Fox's "Maryland," a Technicolor picture, secured one lone

vote over Ernie Haller's (A.S.C.) black and white Warners' "All This and
Heaven, Too." So far as recalled this is the first time in twenty-eight monthly
polls when the photographic award has been so close. William Daniels, A.S.C,
was given third place for his photography in MGM's "The Mortal Storm."

The six classifications on ATAHT were for the best picture, best direc-

tor, Anatole Litvak; best actress performance, Bette Davis; best actor per-
formance, Charles Boyer; best screenplay, Casey Robinson; best supporting
actress performance, Barbara O'Neill.

For Bette Davis it meant the creation of the remarkable record of an
award for each appearance she has made on the screen in the last twenty-
eight months. Seven times has a picture in which she appeared been released
in that period and seven awards have been made to her. On the present
occasion she came within three votes of getting a unanimous choice.

Award for best supporting actor performance went to Frank Morgan for
his sterling work in MGM's "The Mortal Storm." For best incident perform-
ance S. S. Sakall took the honors in Warners' "My Love Came Back." For
best musical score the nod went to Herbert Stothart for MGM's "New Moon."
For the best general feature there was a tie between two RKO's: "Anne of
Windy Poplars" and "Cross-Country Romance."

FOR EITHER 8 OR 16 MM.
B&H HAS NEW VIEWER

Comes now the long anticipated an-
nouncement of an intermittent film view-
er by Bell & Howell, and with it the
announcement of some new streamlined
"heavy duty" rewinds that depart rad-
ically from conventional design. Show-
ing actual movies on the ground-glass
viewing screen, instead of a series of

single still frames, the new "Filmotion"

viewer is the basic unit of a film editing
outfit that appears to be the last word.

Precision made after the Bell & Howell
tradition, the new viewer is claimed to

produce a moving iinage that is excep-
tionally clear and steady, with the spe-
cial anastigmat lens providing a picture
that is sharp even to the edges of the
viewing screen. All reflecting mirrors

are front surfaced and aluminized, t<

produce maximum brilliance and "ghost
free" images. Convenient controls foi

focusing and framing are provided, anc
the 30-watt lamp is readily accessible

for cleaning.
The ground-glass viewing screen oi

the Filmotion viewer is said to be ex
exceptionally large — 3 by 2^4 incl

on the 16mm. model, with a magnificatior
of 7.8 to 1, and 2V4 by 1% inch on th<

8mm. model, with 13 to 1 magnification
Viewing screens are well shielded, pre-

senting brilliant images even when rooir

lights are on.

Instead of notching the film to identifjl

the visible frame, the Filmotion viewei

is equipped with a device which cutf

a short slit in the edge of the film op-

posite the frame on the screen at th(

moment. This slit is readily found, ant

has the advantage of producing no filn'

chips to clog the film channel and scratch

the emulsion.

New B Units Announced for

Kodak Precision Enlarger
Designed to accommodate the largei

negative sizes used by amateur photog-

raphers, a line of B units for the Kodak
Precision Enlarger is announced by the

Eastman Kodak Company, extending the

scope of this equipment.
The new, larger B units take care of

negatives up to SV^ by b^ii and 4 by £

inches—this including the popular 2\i by

41/4-inch, SV* by 4i^-inch, and 9xl2-cm.

sizes. Major units are a Bellows Assem-
bly B, and a Lamphouse Assembly B of

the diffuse illumination type; these with

the stand assembly constitute the com-

plete Kodak Precision Enlarger Assem-
bly B.

Announced simultaneously are three

new Kodak projection anastigmat lenses,

in focal lengths suitable for the larger

negatives, and accessory equipment to

be used with the major B units.

The Kodak Precision Enlarger, As-

sembly B, can be used for making en-

largements and reductions, lantern slides

and film positives, and, with accessory

units, for making and projecting en-

larged color separation negatives from
Kodachrome transparencies, for direct

photography in color or black-and-white,

including small-object photography, for

copying in black-and-white or color, and

for photomicrography. The lenses avail-

able offer a wide range of reduction and

magnification up to more than 1-to-l in

copying and direct photography.

Two Editing Outfits by Kodak
Two compact, portable editing out-

fits—one for 8-mm. and one for 16-nim.

film—are announced by the Eastman
Company.
The new Kodascope editor outfits con-

tain, in a compact case, all the neces-

sary materials for editing, and the

opened case provides convenient support

arrangements for the supply and take-

up reels, viewer, splicer, and necessary

accessories.
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Dramatic

onStory

Makin;

^^Soiutli of

the Border^^

By GHAS, W, HERBERT

EVER since "The Great Train
Robbery" made history on its

first run, Westerns with ex-
citing action, villains and heroes
have continued in popular favor.
In the beginning there were few
that did not have a renegade In-
dian or Mexican bandit, complete
with sombrero and huge mustache,
playing the part of the villain.

And while no audience in the
world likes a fast moving picture
with thundering hoofs and gun-
play more than the Mexicans,
they soon tired of seeing them-
selves constantly portrayed as bad
hombres and began to protest.
Mexico brought pressure to bear
through diplomatic channels until
the motion picture industry
changed its policy and dug up bad
men from elsewhere.
When American producers ex-

hibited scenes which offended for-
eign countries, their governments
took protective steps and set up

strong custom regulations govern-
ing the importation of camera
equipment and a strict censorship
of the making of pictures as well
as the exhibition of films.

Mexico was one of the first

countries to enact these regula-
tions, and for a long time they
were so strict that no company
could economically afford to send
a camera crew there.

While Mexico had long been
regarded as a land of interest to
the tourist, archaeologist, bota-
nist, biologist and photographer,
the center of interest naturally
lay around Mexico City while the
border had been passed up.

Decides on Border

I had been working in the South-
west, getting material for our
"Going Places" travelogue series,
when the office asked me to make
a reel in Mexico.

Ten years ago I worked in

General view in Alamos looking along
arched sideivalk.

Southern and Central Mexico for
almost a year and knew that terri-

tory well. I could easily have made
r> ] eel there, almost to pattern. But
I wanted to do a reel on South of
the Border and show that this tei-
ritory contained much of beauty
and interest also.

I've always had the theory that
it is easier to make a good pic-
lure than a bad one if you take
tho time and trouble to get the
r'ght co-operation. The travelogue
cameraman is not interested in

catastrophes, pestilences, famines
or revolutions—he wants points of
interest to the tourist.

As there is usually some gov-
ernment or civil body charged
with the responsibility of getting
good publicity for its city, state
or country, this is the organiza-
tion which can give the most valu-
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Cloaeup of man rapidly walkiru/ alony
thirty-foot wall and but one foot wide
nonchalantly carrying adobe brick.

General view of church in Alamos.

General view of street lamplighter in
Alamos.

able help in locating and arrang-
ing pictures.

Recently the Mexican regula-
tions pertaining to motion pic-
tures have been loosened up. Both
the States of Sonora and Chihua-
hua have become very tourist-
minded since they heard of the
great flow of visitors to Mexico
City on the highway from Laredo,
Texas.

Officials Enthusiastic

Now both of these states are
racing to complete a paved high-
way from their capitals to the
border. I found the officials eager
to give me every co-operation
which would help me produce a
true, complimentary film of these
states.
When I applied to Tomas Mor-

let, Mexican Consul in Nogales,
Arizona, for permission to go into
Sonora, he enthusiastically phoned
Governor Macias at once, and in

a twinkling all permits and ar-
rangements were made.
The Chief of the Chamber of

Commerce in Nogales, Mexico, ac-

companied me to Hermosilla, the
capital. There I was turned over
to Alejandro Martinez, former
Mexican Consul in Los Angeles
but now with the Sonora Tourist
Office, and we set out together for
Alamos and Guaymas.
We found Alamos an old colo-

nial city, tucked away between the
mountains, forty miles by country
road from the railroad at Navajoa.
Three hundred years ago it was a

cultured, prosperous city, capital

of New Spain, with rich mining
activities.

It was from Alamos that ex-

peditions set out to explore, sub-
jugate and settle a vast region to

the North and West, now known
as California, Arizona and New
Mexico.

Built to Last

When Alamos was built by the
Spaniards, it was built to stand,
with adobe walls three and four
feet thick, heavy beamed ceilings

supporting cement roofs and high
walls inclosing lovely patios. With
the abandonment of mining, and
its use as an outpost ended. Ala-
mos has just been left to stand.
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General view from terrace in Alamos
lookhig toivard church.

Closeup of girl in Alamos.

Scene Agrarian spnng plowing near
Bustillas, Chihuahua.

No progressive merchants
have defaced its walls with ad-
vertising signs. No modern
builders have knocked down the
old fronts to erect modernistic
homes or gasoline stations. It

is a substantial, well preserved
ghost city with a few descen-
dants of the early Spaniards liv-

ing almost in isolation behind
its thick walls, proudly carrying
on the traditions of the past.

The streets are cobbled with
large stones worn smooth by
time. Odd shaped lamp holders
hang from the corners of the
buildings. Large stately trees
line the Prado, the Cathedral
Square, and project above roofs
from patios in the center of the
block.

I thought Alamos a little gem
and went to work with the deter-
mination that I would capture this

atmosphere of agelessness, stabil-

ity and quiet charm if it were
possible.

The opening shots were made
from terraces overlooking the
town clustered around the Cathe-
dral. Two women were asked to
sit in the yard in the foreground,
sewing and talking.

In order to keep them from dis-

tracting attention from the prime
interest in this long shot, they
were kept in the shade and the
lens focused on infinity. The
women were thus in soft black
silhouette and the view of the
town in crisp clearness.

Government Helps

We then moved down into the
street to make scenes featuring
the arches which support the side-
walk coverings. These were ideal
for framed shots looking through
them toward other imposing build-
ings. There was little action, how-
ever, so I had to wait my chance
or else have Mr. Martinez arrange
to bring some people into our set
from other streets.
Alamos is just the kind of town

where you must get inside the
buildings really to appreciate its
charm. For this task it was quite
important to have the help of
the Government. Mr. Martinez
arranged for me to make scenes
inside several patios. Some of
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the young girls consented to help
and they posed, artfully picking
flowers, feeding birds and just
looking pretty in some really
lovely settings.

In one patio there was a rigging
of a pulley and rope with a hook
on one end. With this a bird cage
was hoisted up above the roof tops
and into the sunshine where the
canary had a good view of the
Cathedral tower. Another patio
contained an elaborate lamp
holder, and I made a shot of the
maid lighting the lamp at dusk.
The effect was pleasing, with

the maid, lantern and arches sil-

houetted against a soft lighted
sky. As the lamp was lit, the flame
was plainly visible against a back-
ground darker than the flame.

Sunday Too Far Away
I wanted scenes around the

Plaza, but there wasn't much ac-
tion except on Sunday and we
could not stay that long. We
talked this over with the towns-
folk and they offered to turn out
for a promenade just as they did
each Sunday. About a hundred
girls and boys, dressed for the
occasion, willingly posed coming
out of the Cathedral, talking to-
gether and strolling around the
Plaza.

The next day we completed
this sequence with intimate
scenes of a shoemaker at work
in his patio, a baker boy de-
livering fresh bread and a black-
smith at work on a wagon wheel.
Then toward evening a street

lighter was caught just as he lit

the corner lamps with the Cathe-
dral tower in the background.
Alamos was a real find and we

left it reluctantly, but with the
feeling that we had a sequence
of unusual interest tucked away
in our cans.
Guaymas, the beautiful, gay

tourist resort on the Gulf of Cali-

foi'nia, was our next objective.
While Guaymas is an interesting
sea coast town, it was not out-
standing enough in itself to make
a sequence.
We passed it up for the Playa

de Cortes, the lovely hotel built
by the Southern Pacific to take
care of the tourists who come and
linger in its delightful climate, to
relax and try their luck with deep
sea fishing between rounds of golf,

tennis, riding and lounging. The
hotel was built almost like a movie
set with good camera positions
from every angle.
As a complete contrast to

Alamos, I worked out a sequence
to illustrate the life of the tourist,
showing horseback riding, boating
and an elaborate buffet luncheon
served around the swimming pool.

Sequence's Fitting End
The cocktail lounge was deco-

rated with interesting Mexican
murals, so photofloods were placed
to light these as well as the long
bar. With groups of carefree tour-
ists at the bar and grouped at
little tables, with the murals in the
background, we had a fitting end
for this sequence.

General view Rancho Alamo, cattle
Tpasning in foreground.

Cattle raising and mining ar
the principal industries of Sonora
As mining is less pictorial, I chos
a cattle round-up for our next se
(juence. Inquiring around, w
heard of Rancho Alamo, near Mag
dalena.
The ranchhouse was built on

side hill in the form of a castle
with corner towers and a high wa'
inclosing a garden. The corra
was near, making a most unusua
setting for a routine cattle round
up.
We drove out into the hills an

made one shot as the herd wa
being gathered, then dashed ahea
to get a general view of the cattl

as they turned down the hill

ward the corral, being sure tha
the castle showed up in the di

tance.
There was an ideal set-up fro

the far side of the corral, lookin
toward the castle, but normall
the cattle did not come in tha
way. We talked the shot over wit
Mr. Drum, the owner, and h
willingly drove the cattle do\
along the wall and put some in'

the corral in our immediate fore

ground.
We repeated this action fro"

another angle, closer to the cattle

Then detail shots were made a
the cattle went through the gate
closing a cattle round-up sequenc
that had a truly unique back
ground.

Sure Enough Ranch

In addition to the unusual a'

pearance of Rancho Alamo, it w"
a delightful place run by charmin
people, Mr. and Mrs. Hugh Drum
Interesting was the fact tha
Rancho Alamo was operated
nearly as possible on a self-su"

taining basis.

The Drums raise their o'

meat, roast their own coffee, gen
erate electricity, have all mode'
conveniences, maintain a saddl
shop, wood-turning machinery,
carpenter and machine shop, grin
their own com, and operate
laundry.

Recently ten rooms with privat
baths have been made availabl

for guests who want to live on
real cattle ranch for awhile. Ranch
Alamo was certainly a surprise t

find South of the Border.

It is just the kind of place wher
a complete reel could be made o

Life on a Cattle Ranch. The Mex
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ican cowboys are all picturesque
and know their business and they
work as if it is a pleasure. I hope
to go back there next fall and
make a complete reel.

Although it would have been
quite easy to make enough mate-
rial in Sonora to complete "South
of the Border," I felt that the sub-
ject matter should be scattered
over more territoiy, so I moved
to Chihuahua to complete the reel.

After we checked our equipment
out of Sonora, it was necessary to
make new arrangements to enter
Chihuahua at El Paso. We were
fortunate in knowing Mrs. Georgia
Carmichael, who was doing tourist
promotion work for Mexico.

Fast Action

Together we went to see Colonel
Elparza, Mexican Consul in El
Paso, explained what we wanted
to do and made a foraial request
for our permits. Colonel Esparza
was quick to see the tourist pub-
licity value of our proposed reel
and speedily arranged for our
entry.
Once cleared through the Mex-

ican Customs, I went direct to
Chihuahua City, the capital. Angel
Martinez, Secretary of State, was
intrusted with the responsibility
of seeing that I had the proper
help and found the kind of sub-
jects that not only met the re-
quirements of our "Going Places"
reels, but which would also please
the government.
As Dr. Dominguez, Secretary of

Agriculture, knew every corner of
the state, he was appointed to
accompany me during my stay.

Chihuahua is a large historic
city, so we made a complete se-
quence on the city alone, just as
we do in most large cities. Scenes
of the principal buildings including
the Palace, City Hall, Scientific In-
stitute, Cathedral, Pancho Villa's
home and the Penitentiary were
shot from many angles. Whenever
possible, action and details were
included to keep up the interest.

Shoe shine boys, odd store
• signs, pigeons around the Cathe-
dral, an outdoor photographer
with elaborately painted back-
drops, monuments, artists work-
ing on murals and the Mayor's
Council in session around an
enormous table filled in to make
this sequence complete.

Chihuahua has long been known

Scene at hitching rack, Rnncho Alamo
dude ranch.

as the state of huge land grants
and powerful cattle barons. Mexi-
can history is closely geared to
revolutions against these enor-
mous private estates so no film of
Chihuahua would be complete with-
out this feature.
The ruins of Quinta Carolina and

Bustillas made ideal introductory
shots for a sequence of Agrarian
activities. These were followed
with shots of the Agrarians living
on and farming successfully the
little plots which they gained
through the revolution against the
hacienda system.

It was spring, the fruit trees
were in bloom and the farmers
were busy plowing, harrowing,
planting and irrigating. This was
a perfect set-up for a sequence on
farming.
An unbelievable building boom

was taking place in Chihuahua,
with old downtown residences be-
ing made over into streamlined
stores. The families who lived in
these houses were being forced to
look elsewhere for homes, and
around the edge of the city sub-
divisions were springing up. New
houses were to be seen every-
where—some small five and six
room cottages, others large, elab-
orate estate homes with medium-
size houses in between.

So rapid has been the growth
that many beautiful new homes
found their walls adjacent to old
adobe buildings. Interesting to me
was the fact that many of these
elaborate mansions were built of

adobe brick just as all of the early
colonial homes.

Building a house sounds com-
monplace, but I visualized a se-
quence which would be pictori-

ally interesting and show a new
aspect of Mexican life. I real-
ized that angles and settings
would be essential, and deter-
mined not to make any shots
unless the action and settings
were just right. I soon found
that I would have to use many
different locations to illustrate
the various stages of building
with adobe brick.

This sequence started out with a
shot of a jagged section of the
wall of an old building that was
being torn down. The wall formed
an ideal frame for the Cathedral
in the background, and the men
feverishly tearing down the wall
told the storv of "Down with the
Old."

Closeup of Hands
Not far away was a new build-

ing which was almost completed.
On one side was a hoist used to
carry up the cement and other sup-
plies. By getting back and using
a telephoto lens, the Cathedral
towers came into the frame along
with the hoist. A fast action shot
was made of the hoist to spell

"Up Goes the New," and I had a
good lead for the building- se-

quence.

It's a good idea to work from
the ground up in building a house,

(Continued on Page 378)
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TURRET HEA
LOADER IS

IMPORTANT camera news of the

month is Bell & Howell's announce-
ment of the new 16mm. turret-head

Filmo Auto Master, first multi-lens sub-

standard magazine loader in the indus-

try. "Here," says B&H, "is the easiest-

to-operate camera in the world—()fferin<^

instant use of three lenses, automatically
positioned viewfinders, interchangeable
film magazines, and freedom from
sprocket threading."

The Auto Master rounds out the line

of single-lens Filmo auto load cameras
announced a few weeks ago as succes-

sors to the well-known Filmo 141. It is

powered by the 141 mechanism, but it is

encased in a distinctive new housing
designed in the modern mode by one of

America's foremost industrial stylists.

Some of the Features

1. A rotating, three-lens turret, upon
which any three lenses may be mounted
—'wide angle, speed, or telephoto. Any
lens is instantly placed in photographing
position simply by rotating the turret.

2. Automatically positioned viewfind-

ers. Mounted directly on the turret be-

side each lens is the corresponding view-
finder objective. As the camera lens is

rotated to position, the matching objec-

tive is automatically seated before the
viewfinder, offering a full-size image; no
masking for telephotos. This is the same
new type positive viewfinder, as an-

nounced for the auto load—providing an
image markedly more brilliant than in

previous models.

3. An entirely new and extremely
practical idea in camera strap handles.

The steady strap handle of the Auto

MAGAZINE
UED BY B&H
Master, as on the auto load, is detach-
able, screwing securely into the tripod
socket on the bottom of the camera.

In this position the steady strap pro-
vides the ideal method for holding the
camera steady. In addition, it permits
swinging the camera into instant action
without releasing the grip, or if pre-
ferred, the strap may be removed en-
tirely.

4. A new, built-in exposure calculatt
which gives at a glance the correct ler

setting for both Kodachrome and blat

and white film. Kodachrome figures ai

in red, those for monochrome in black.

The Auto Master operates at foi
speeds, 16-32-48-64 frames a secoii'

Built in are the single-frame releas
starting button lock, and the Spec-Ti
eyepiece for spectacle wearers. The foo
age dial is on the magazine, plainl
visible through a window in the camei
wall, and the entire Filmo family q
lenses will fit the turret.

The Filmo Auto Master, equipped witi

the Taylor-Hob.son f.2.7 lens and th
viewfinder objective, is priced at $195.

ISSUE KODAK 35, £3,5,

KODAMATIG SHUTTER
ANEW model of the Kodak 35, with

coupled range finder and Kodak
Anastigmat Special f.3.5 lens ir

Kodamatic shutter, is announced from
Rochester by the Eastman Kodak Com-
pany.
Supplementing the three other Kodak

35 models, and incorporating many note-
worthy operating conveniences, the new
Kodak 35 with range finder is to retail

for only S47.50. The built-in range finder

is of the precise split field military type,
in which the two halves of a large, clear

image are lined up as the lens is focused.

In this camera, the focusing range
extends from four feet to infinity. Focus-
ing is accomplished by means of a con-
trol wheel, convenient to the finger tips.

When the halves of the range finder

image are accurately matched, the lens

is automatically in correct focus. The
lens mount is of the rigid tubular type,

notable for sturdiness and dependabilit}
Sharp-cutting, carefully color-coi

rected, the lens of this camera permit
beautifully detailed pictures either i

full color or monochrome. The Kod£
matic shutter, well-known for superio
construction and consistent accuracy a

all speeds, has settings for "time,
"bulb," 1/10 second, 1/25, 1/50, 1/10(

and 1/200—plus a delayed action mech
anism, to allow the photographer t

enter the scene.

Advancing the film in the Kodak 3

with range finder automatically wind
the shutter and brings into view a sma
red signal, indicating that all is read
for the next exposure. Each film fram
is accurately centered and automaticall
locked in position for exposure, an
double exposures are prevented. An ex
posure counter on top of the earner
automatically keeps track of the numbe
of shots. Standard magazines of 35mn
Kodak Film are used, this making avail

able to the user an extremely broa
range of film types—including Koda
Panatomic-X, Plus-X, Super-XX, Koda
chrome Regular and Type A, and Micro
file for copying. Loading is rapid aii'

easy.

The viewfinder of this Kodak 35 i

of the optical eye-level type, and is buil

into the range finder housing. A sligh

shift brings the eye from the rang
finder eyepiece to the view finder eye
piece. The range finder housing, botton
plate, and other metal parts are hand
somely satin finished, and the body o

the camera is black with an attractive

morocco grain. Neck strap lugs are pro
vided, and a de luxe field case, of Grad(

"A" leather with yellow stitching an(

polished edges, is available.

New Filmo Auto Master, first camert
to combine the convenience of magazitf
loading with the efficiency of a three

lens turret.
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In The Picture H
"Sporting Blood"

M-G-M's "Sporting Blood," directed by
S. Sylvan Simon, is a sure-enough enter-
taining picture. It is even better than
that. There are stern moments in it

—

moments of thrill. To lovers of horse-
flesh it will rate among the best. For
after all it is something of a horsey pic-

ture. It has a heroine, too, Maurine
O'Sullivan, who is in love with a horse as
well as a man. She knows the horse is a
gamble, and she is pretty certain the
man is. But she is a good gambler her-
self. With the odds rather heavily
against her in each instance, she wins on
both. For those who are sticklers for a
happy ending it is a hundred percent
production.

Robert Young is a strong lead. He is

splendidly supported by Lewis Stone, a
well-to-do Virginian who outgrows a
grudge; William Gargan, a companion
of the race track follower Young; Clar-
ence Muse, submerged as a butler, but
who gives the part his best. There are
others, too.

Sidney Wagner, A.S.C., is director of
photography. Many of the settings are
in a rundown mansion, of near spooky
atmosphere; or in a great stable, with
dim light creeping through it. But
whether the indicated light be low or
brilliant, the screened result is natural
and pleasing.

•

The Sea Hawk
Warner Brothers has produced a big

picture in "The Sea Hawk," a remake by
the same company after a lapse of six-
teen years. In many respects it is a
great picture. Plainly no expense has
been spared, either in cast, which is

long and notable; or in its settings,
which are many and lavish.

Several players in their interpretation
of the parts assigned them enhance a
reputation already strong. Two of these
stand out — Errol Flynn as Captain
Geoffrey Thorpe of the Sea Hawk and
Flora Robson as Queen Elizabeth.
Brenda Marshall as the feminine lead
has not so much to do, being rather orna-
mental right up to the closing. There
her opportunity comes; she fills it splen-
didly.

Probably in the history of the screen
no sea picture ever has been so ade-
quately staged, especially in the creation
of two full-sized ships, built at a cost of
over $150,000. This magazine last
March printed a picture of the two ships
shown within a single stage, which we
take the liberty of reprinting.

It is a man's picture in large degree.
No man will shut his eyes on any part
or any foot of it. Some women will.

Exciting it is, plenty.
In a super-spectacular film of this rank

it goes without saying the photography
bulks big. Sol PoHto, A.S.C., is director

By George Blaisdell

of photography, with special effects by
Byron Haskin, A.S.C., and H. F. Koene-
kamp, A.S.C. No cinematographer or
photographer either can afford to miss
.seeing this film so filled with melodrama,
with .scenes of pomp and adventure.

•

Pride and Prejudice

In "Pride and Prejudice" MGM has a
notable picture. From first to last two
factors stand out—'photography and
direction. Karl Freund, A.S.C, and
Robert Z. Leonard make their presence
felt even if they are unseen. It is a
woman's story. Properly enough, with
Aldous Huxley in the making of the
script of this Jane Austen novel was
Jane Murfin. And their work was based
upon Helen Jerome's dramatization of
the novel.

Even though the story was created
mainly by women, women were not
spared. They were characterized merci-
lessly, especially in the conscienceless
designing of Mrs. Bennett, mother of
five daughters, all marriageable, played
by Mary Boland. Greer Garson and
Laurence Olivier were the leads. It is a
strong team, even as it is a strongly op-
posed pair—opposites in temperament,
but mates in honesty and in quick wit.

In fact, the screen play is marked by its

keen dialog, not even excepting those
robust examples indulged in by the Lady
Catherine de Bourgh, characteristically
put on by Edna May Oliver.

Reference has been made to Karl
Freund's photography. It really did be-
gin right at the beginning. Opportunities
were many, and they were all accepted.

•

"The Boys from Syracuse"

Universal's adaptation from Broad-
way's recent musical comedy of "The
Boys from Syracuse" was in turn some-
what belatedly and remotely suggested
by Shakespeare's "Comedy of Errors,"
with its Antipholus being doubly por-
trayed by Alan Jones and the Dromios
being likewise taken care of by Joe
Penner.
The best thing in the performance

may have been the singing by the dou-
bled Alan Jones of what was in full ef-

fect a duet by themselves, or of course
by himself. Other principals were Mar-
tha Raye, who was seen much during
the course of the show. Her singing of
"The Greeks Have No Word for It,"

written for the picture, was effective

and enjoyable. Alan Mowbray and Eric
Blore were excellent as a comedy team.
Joseph Valentine, A.S.C, was direc-

tor of photography, with an abundancj
of brilliant photography falling to hij

lot. John P. Fulton, A.S.C, was in charg«
of process photography. The sets wen
a blending of the ancient and the stream

'

lined modern, with the art direction un
der Jack Otterson. The sets truly wen
one of the features of the performance I

•

The Man I Married

There has been keen interest in Twen-
tieth Century-Fox's "The Man I Married.'
The original title of the script had beer
"I Married a Nazi." Under protests ot

German authorities the name is changed
to that under which it goes out to the

world—or such rapidly diminishing pari

of the world as may be permitted to

gaze on it.

The change is in line with the scripted

facts. Francis Lederer, who portrays
Eric Hoffman, is not a Nazi in the open-
ing of the story, but he quickly becomes
one on returning with his wife and eight-

year-old son to his boyhood home in

Germany, where he insists the family
will remain.
The wife, Joan Bennett, had been given

to understand it was to be a short stay.

Disgusted and worse at the scenes she

has witnessed of brutality—and worse

—

she declares she is starting for home.
Her husband informs her she is not tak-

ing her son. To the anti-Nazi senior

Hoffman, Otto Kruger, the husband re-

peats his decision. The wife in distress

already has arranged for transportation
through an old friend, Kenneth Delane,
Berlin newspaper correspondent, played
and finely played by Lloyd Nolan.
When things are blackest for the wife

and her son, and after the husband had
absolutely refused to reconsider, the

elder Hoffman quietly, undramatically in

manner, springs a bombshell. It is one

of the most pronounced examples of a

climax on which this reporter ever has
been permitted to sit.

It is the husband now in distress.

Spurned by the Nazi woman with whom
he is confessedly in love, played by Anna
Sten; unlooked upon by the wife and
child who leave on their way for the

airport, the husband is a picture of

Retribution—to perfection.
Peverell Marley, A.S.C, directs the

photography—so directs it that it is a
part of the stern picture. You are un-

aware of it.

•

They Drive by Night
Warner Brothers' "They Drive by

Night" is truly titled, for in it the chief

employment is of truck drivers, those

who carry freight to the country from
the city and from the country to the city.

The action and dialogue are of the robust

sort, as is to be expected of men who
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follow occupations sometimes hazardous,
frequently marked by thrills.

The cast is noteworthy. George Raft,
Ann Sheridan, Ida Lupino, Humphrey
Bogart and Alan Hale are the principals.
The honors go to Ida Lupino during the
latter part of the story. Her portrayal
of the woman on trial for her life, who
on the witness stand starts off smoothly
and easily, gradually falls into hysteria
and then into a maniacal frenzy is as
fine as anything that has been seen in a
long time.
Ann Sheridan is progressing rapidly.

No longer does she, or if ever she did
no longer need she, depend on her good
looks to get her by. She has the balance
and the poise of the trouper. It is a
pleasure to watch her.
Arthur Edeson, A.S.C., is director of

photography. Special effects are in the
hands of Byron Haskin, A.S.C., and
H. F. Koenekamp, A.S.C. It is a melo-
dramatic type of picture that places
plenty of burden upon the photographers,
but they are handled in a manner that
only veterans can surmount.
On the story side the picture is of

human beings. Rough they may be, it

is true, or at least unpolished; smart.

Scene showing Seahawk and Madre de
Dios, replicas of deep sea craft specially
created for "The Sea Hawk" built on the
inside of Stage 21 on the Warner lot in
Hollywood. The Madre de Dios is 165
feet in length and the Seahawk 135. The
stage inside which the two ships were
bnilt was created for the occasion, being
160 by 270 feet,' with a height of 85
feet. Water to the depth of 12 feet can
cover the floor of the stage. That means
over a million gallons of water. And
that in turn meayis special mains to the

source and of sewers and drains.

sometimes witty, in their retorts one to

the other, perhaps once or twice trench-
ing on the "lady" censors' smalltown
sensibilities. But it will be enjoyed by
every plane in the category—except that
of the dull.

•
We Who Are Young

In "We Who Are Young" MGM has
produced a story of newlyweds beset
with troubles that will interest in vary-
ing degrees both young and old. The
customers will renew acquaintance with
the toughest of eggs—^strict construc-
tionists of hampering rules—and also

the most beneficent of humans, the men
and women who make life at its darkest
worth living to the temporary victims
of circumstances in the hopes of better
times to come.

Lana Turner and John Shelton com-
pose the couple who start married life

under prospects of gradual prosperity
and who suddenly come to grief. They
prove to be the opposite in tempera-
ment. It is the husband who is sensi-

tive to extremes, unable to "take it on
the chin"; the wife who is calm, placid,

blessed with abundant reserve, unfailing
in her faith of those better times to
come.

There is a good cast in this typical
tale of New York. It is a significantly
silent house which follows the some-
what drab theme of the story, entertain-
ment unquestionably to the average
woman, something else perhaps to the
man to whom the theme is a reminder
of bitter personal experience.
But the ending counts big with the

mass, the ending in which all the bugs
are ironed out—in which Gene Lockhart
as the main devil sees the light and of-

(Continiied from Page 37U)
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710,711 MAGNIFICATIONS
IS THE BEST WE CAN DO

[And tlien we are told we 1

are shy ^ ^ 87,809,59 shy! J

CLIFF^ORD NELSON of San Francisco, he who while engaged in recrea-
tion department work in San Francisco frequently makes remarkably
strong motion pictures—specializing in Kodachrome—recently wrote

a letter to his friend Walter Evans, western director of the educational di-

vision of Bell & Howell in Los Angeles. The letter related a matter of projec-
tion at which the San Francisco cinematographer marveled.

"We projected a 28-foot picture with a new Filmoarc projector," the letter
went on in describing a IGmm. show Nelson had put on at Stanford University.
"The results were as beautiful as any I have ever seen. The Stanford officials

as well as the audience were most enthusiastic.
"You had better check on these figures, but we estimated that this picture

screen area was something like 375,000 times the area of the 16mm. frame.
I am quite certain Blaisdell would be interested."

And indeed he was, on receipt of the Nelson letter and an accompanying
note from Evans in which he said he could not vouch for Clifford's calculations
on the magnification, but that they seemed to be very impressive.

So they appealed to the editor. Having on a couple of occasions had
opportunity to observe what that F'ilmoarc thing could do with 16mm. on a
large screen—but please be assured with no thought of casting the faintest
trace of aspersion on the necessarily hurried figures thrown together at the
Stanford showing—the editor casually grabbed a piece of paper and a pencil
and went to work.

The dimensions of a 16mm. frame are .408 inch wide and .292 deep. That
means in a square inch there are 8.3937 plus frames. In a square foot there
would be, multiplying by 144, 1208.6928 frames. In a 28 foot screen, which
should be 21 feet deep—4 to 3—there would be 588 feet. And in 588 square
feet we would say there should be 710,711.3664 magnifications.

Which we will reiterate for the benefit of Cliff Nelson he is perfectly right
in his thought we would be interested.

By the way, we are sending a copy of this note to Ed Reeve of the Bell
& Howell Company in Chicago asking him to submit these simple mathematics
to expert scrutiny. We want to give you the goods.

NOTE FROM E. A. REEVE
Dear Mr. Blaisdell: 7/8/40—In haste

Filmoarc Proj. Aperture is .376 inch by .280 inch.

Screen width, 28 feet by 12 = 336 inches. 336 inches ^ .376 - 893.6+ =
number of frame widths on 28 foot screen. 893.6 squared would give the
magnification. I make it 798,520.96.

Projection aperture, being smaller than 16mm. frame, gives the higher
(than your) magnification figure. It's OK, because aperture area is what
you throw on screen. E. A. REEVE.

PROBATION AGENCIES
MAKE JUVENILE FILM

A motion picture to interpret the
juvenile court and probation is now in

production and will be ready for distri-

bution this fall, it has been announced
by Charles L. Chute, executive director.

National Probation Association, New
York. The film will be available in the
16mm. and 35mm. widths to interested
agencies throughout the country.

Judges, probation officers and leaders
of welfare organizations everywhere

have long expressed the need for an in-

terpretive motion picture in the field of
juvenile delinquency and crime preven-
tion. Responsive to these requests and
mindful of the growing importance of
the cinema in helping to create vital

public interest in public welfare en-
deavors, the Board of Trustees of the
Association has now undertaken to pro-
duce such a film, Mr. Chute said.

The picture will present the work of

the modem juvenile court in its rel;

tion to the proper care and treatmei
of young offenders. Although some <

the background factors which .stimula'
juvenile delinquency will be suggeste
particular emphasis will be placed upc
the techniques of good procedure fro!

the apprehension of the child throug
detention, court hearing, psychiatr
study, and probation supervision. TI
story will be that of a boy offender, bi
the problem of girl delinquents will ah
be recognized.
A one-reel, sound motion picture, th

production will run ten minutes. It

expected the film will be widely used b
courts, probation offices, communit
chests, welfare and character buildin
agencies, women's groups, service club;

schools, colleges, university extensio
divisions, departments of public welfar
and parent-teacher associations. Som
ad\ance orders have already bee
received.

Individuals who are qualified by ex
perience and training to help with th
film have been enlisted to assist on al

phases of the production. It was pointer

out that no detail is being overlookc'
which might contribute to a successfu
and technically perfect production, j

folder describing the forthcoming pic

ture will soon be available for distribu

tion.

Serving with Mr. Chute on a com
mittee of the board of trustees of thi

National Probation Association in spon
soring the film are Mrs. Sidney Borg
New York City; Laurence G. Payson
New York University, New York
Judge George W. Smyth, Westcheste;
County Children's Court, White Plains

New York, and Timothy N. Pfeiffer

president of the association.

English Install 57 Percent
Gain in Sound Equipment

Shipments of RCA Photophone motior
picture sound reproducing equipments U
England during the first half of 194(

were approximately 57 per cent greater

than for the same period of last year

despite the economic dislocations caused

by the war.
Van Ness Philip attributes the increase

to the blackouts and war strain, which
have made the entertainment provided
by the cinema more important to the

English than ever before.
At the same time, RCA Photophone

reports a substantial increase in sales

of sound reproducing equipments in the

United States during the second quarter.

"Movie Crazy" Stolen
On July 11 a 16mm. sound on film

print of the production "Movie Crazy"
was stolen from a parked automobile
in West Milford, N. J. New Jersey
police have been notified. The auto-

mobile was owned by the salesman for

Eastern School Films, Philadelphia. The
film was leased from Nu-Art Films, Inc.,

New York.
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PENETRATION
The tremendous penetrat-

ing power of the carbon arc

is well demonstrated by the

famous air beacon at Chi-

cago. Pilots are able to see

the beam from the single

carbon arc in this huge

searchlight at a distance of

more than one hundred

miles.

This penetrating quality

of carbon arc illumination

adapts it to the lighting

requirements of large

studio sets. The color qual-

ity, closely resembling day-

light, is a further advan-

tage for color productions

or where there is need to

blend artificial lighting

with daylight.

HrJrich-Blfssing Stutlio

USE NATIONAL MOTION PICTURE STUDIO AND
HIGH INTENSITY CARBONS

TRADE-MARK

"^///|# Carbon Sales Division, Cleveland, Ohio

GENERAL OFFICES

30 East 42nd Street, New York, N. Y.

N A T 1 NAL CARBO N COMPANY, 1 N C I BRANCH SALES OFFICES
Unit of Union Carbide (I^H and Carbon Corporation New York, PlHsburgh, Chicago, San Francisco
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A.S.C. Names
Committee
to Consider

Lesliin^ Letters

From the Laboratory Chief

TWENTIETH CENTURY-FOX FILM
CORPORATION

S-fudios: Beverly Hills, California

July 1, 1940

Mr. George Blaisdell,
American Cinematographer,
1782 North Orange Drive,
Hollywood, California

Dear Mr. Blaisdell:

I read with great interest, and still

greater disappointment, the article of

William Stull on "Major Studios Light
Levels" in the July issue.

Why that article?

Whoever takes it upon himself to write
on light levels in the studio should know
that the differences of lighting in differ-

ent studios may be very simply ex-
plained by the part played by the proc-
essing laboratory.
To talk, as the article does, on studio

light levels without even mentioning the
laboratory is, to me, very strange.

I repeat again, it's very strange to see

an article on the differences for studio

light levels without seeing even a mention
of the laboratory processing.

Very truly yours,

MICHAEL S. LESHING.
MSL-S

From the Editor

July 2, 1940.

Mr. Michael S. Leshing,
Twentieth Century-Fox Film Studios,
Beverly Hills, Calif.

Dear Mr. Leshing:
My thanks for your letter of this

morning.
Naturally I regret the article on "light

levels" is a disappointment to you, but
I am glad to know of it. Disappoint-
ments concern me.

Thirty-one cameramen were referred
to in that Table No. 1. If any one of

them was disappointed he has failed to

inform me. But then, of course, the
Cinematographer is a cameraman's jour-
nal. Facts should have been reported
and he should have been satisfied with
them.

If less than the facts were reported
then all of us should be dissatisfied. But
I am quite sure that if in the story the
laboratory had not been studiously
ignored the dissatisfaction would have
been greater. For it is a story by itself.

The time for that is the August issue.

The writer of that story should be a
laboratory man, for he may say ten times
as much as a camerman can say and
get away with it without being miscon-
strued.

I know of no one better qualified than

Michael S. Leshing, chief of laboratory
of Twentieth Century-Fox Studios.

yourself to tell readers of this magazine
in what manner the article on lighting
failed to reach the levels at which j'ou

visualized it, to tell it quietly, good-
humoredly, and without a trace of bitter-

ness—at least, that's the way I have
sized you up.
The subject is of too great importance

to the technicians of the industry to leave
open, if it be open, as you declare it is

now.
Who can help to close it better than

yourself ?

Cordially yours,

GEORGE BLAISDELL.
GB-MD

From the Laboratory Chief

TWENTIETH CENTURY-FOX FILM
CORPORATION

Studios: Beverly Hills, California

July 9, 1940

Mr. George Blaisdell,
American Cinematographer,
1782 North Orange Drive,
Hollywood, California

Dear Mr. Blaisdell:

Most likely I have made a mistake b
writing to you about the "light levels."

I say "most likely," because the in

evitable result of that epistle to you was
your letter of July 2, where you proceed
without many preliminaries to tell me,
and I quote: "I know of no one any
better qualified than yourself to tell

readers of this magazine in what manner
the article on lighting failed to reach the

levels at which you visualized it."

I don't blame you for telling me that.

I am blaming myself for provoking you
to pop that sentence at me.

I don't believe I am qualified to talk

to cameramen and all other technicians

on the subject because I am only a lab-

oratory man, and not a cameraman at

all.

As a lab man, who, in the "good old

days," developed many, many thousands
of negatives, I cannot change my con-

ception of the respective parts played in

the making of a negative by the camera-
man and the laboratory.

Conception of Respective Parts

I say "and the laboratory" very ad-

visedly. I never belonged to that type

of lab man who told the cameraman that

no matter what the exposure is, he, the

superman in the lab, can fix it. To my
own sorrow, and at a considerable detri-

ment to my pocketbook, I always held to

the view that at most what the labora-

tory should and could do to a camera-
man's exposure is to preserve it.

I remember, about twenty or more
years ago, while developing negatives,

I had the surprise of my life finding

once, in a fixed negative in the white
light, an entirely different subject than

I thought I was developing in the dark

room. That was the day when my de-

termination to discard my eagle eye "ex-

pertness" and adopt a much more re-
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liable method of developing negatives

was born.

And until today, when I see some of

the remarkable differences, not only in

density but in quality of negative, I

simply shrug my shoulders in surprise

at the slowness of progress in photo-

graphing and processing of film. And
this is at a time when film is of unbe-

lievably better quality than a few years

ago, lenses much faster and better, and
laboratory control methods unknown
fifteen years ago.

Without me telling you, you can readily

see, Mr. Blaisdell, the reason why I can-

not allow myself to write an article for

your magazine. I am afraid I may hurt

the feelings of some people (and you
know that that would not do).

This is why I would prefer that the

A.S.C., which should be most interested in

the subject and in the drawing of con-
clusions which I believe should be drawn,
should arrange a series of meetings
where all the interested parties would be
able to sit down and thrash the matter
over.

There is no question as to who is right
or who is wrong, or who should be
blamed. The industry, the art of photog-
raphy, are not interested in that. They
are interested in finding the correct
method of producing negatives, and there
is only one correct method.

One more reason exists why I would
be afraid to write an article on the sub-
ject. I would be afraid to make some
cameramen and some laboratory men
jump to the conclusion that I want to
bring them down to a certain regimenta-
tion where they will lose their indi-

viduality and their chance for expression.

Nothing of that sort is in my mind,
especially as far as the cameraman is

I concerned. Nobody can take away from
the cameraman his personality as it is

expressed in methods of lighting his
subject. I am talking only about the
technical side of making negatives,
where two and two must be four and not
something else.

Hoping that you understand my posi-
tion, I am.

Yours,

MICHAEL S. LESHING.
MSL/S

Following a careful consideration of
the letters of Mr. Leshing, the American
Society of Cinematographers decided
they be submitted to a special advisory
committee of the society, with a recom-
mendation for action in the best interests
of all concerned. The following commit-
tee was named:

Victor Milner, A.S.C., Paramount,
chairman.

Daniel Clark, A.S.C., Twentieth Cen-
tury-Fox.

Farciot Edouart, A.S.C., Paramount.
Charles Rosher, A.S.C., "Warner

Brothers.

Joseph Valentine, A.S.C., Universal.

Cine-Kodak F.1.9 Model E
Announced Ready to Issue
An f.1.9 model of the Cine-Kodak

Model E (available up to now only with
f.3.5 lens) is announced now ready by
the Eastman Kodak Company.

This 16mm. includes, among other fea-

tures, a choice of three filming speed:

—

normal, intermediate, and slow motion;
a fully-inclosed viewfinder placed close

to the lens for minimum parallax; a foot-

age indicator which shows at the edge
of the viewfinder field, allowing a con-

stant check on footage while a scene is

being filmed; a simplified gate and ample
finger room around the sprocket, for easy
loading; a long-running spring motor,
and an exposure lever which can be

locked, to allow the operator to enter the

David Rotbart, Washiyigtov, D.C., is

adapting his Filmo 8 to a 36-inch f.3.5
lens! Mr. Rotbart plans to film the
moon and stars, and a special motor
will move the lens, keeping it accurately
trained upon its heavenly subject. Look
carefidly and you will see the camera

at the lower end of the lens.

Photo by Sydney R. Bayne.

scene. The camera load3 with 50 or 100
foot rolls of all 16mm. films.

Price of the new Cine-Kodak, Model E,
with f.1.9 lens, is $67.50. Provision is

made for interchange with other Cine-
Kodak lenses, of wider angle or longer
focal length.

New Units Now Available in

Kodak Lens Attachments
Several new units in the popular Ko-

dak combination lens attachments are
announced by the Eastman Company.
A new type of adapter ring, now avail-

able to fit lens mounts from % inch

(19 mm.) to 2V2 inch (63.5 mm.), in-

cludes a threaded adapter ring insert

which permits the use of unmounted
Wratten filters, in "B" glass, thus elimi-

nating the cost of individual metal cell

mounts for each filter.

New step-up rings enable the owner
of two cameras, diff'ering in lens-mount
diameter, to use the same filters or other
attachment units on both. Each step-up
ring accommodates units of the next
larger series. Both the new adapter
rings and step-up rings are handsomely
chrome- finished.
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Boyle Gets

GemuLme Tkrills

on Asiatic

Expedition
By JOHN W. BOYLE, A.S.C.

AN overland motor tour from Paris
to Bombay by way of Germany,
Hungary, Jugoslavia, Bulgaria,

Turkey, Syria, Iran, Iraq and Afghan-
istan would be an unusual experience
under any conditions. Making that trip

during the past year, under the deepen-
ing shadows of a world war, proved a
memorable, and thrilling, one. I know

—

I've just returned from making that long
trek as director of photography for the
Thaw Asiatic expedition.
On June 21, 1939, we sailed froin New

York on the President Roosevelt of the
United States Lines, bound for Le Havre,
France, and more than ten thousand miles
of adventuring. In the party were Mr.
and Mrs. Lawrence Copley Thaw of New
York City, Automotive Engineer Earle
Fahrney, and myself.

Behind us was the sponsorship of near-
ly a dozen learned scientific bodies, in-

cluding the National Geographic Society,
the American Museum of Natural His-
tory, the American Institute for Iranian
Art and Archaeology, the French Mu-
seum of Natural History and the Musee
de I'Homme, of Paris, and the coopera-
tion of Britain's Royal Geographic So-
ciety, the British Museum, the India So-
ciety, the East India Association, and
the Governments of the United States,
Great Britain, France, and all the coun-
tries and states through which we were
to pass.

Plenty Rolling Stock

Elsewhere aboard ship rode our over-
land transportation—a special Buick se-

dan in which Mr. and Mrs. Thaw and

I were to ride, three sturdy Chevrolet
trucks to carry our kit and provisions,
and a forty-foot house-trailer which,
hauled by a powerful cab-over-engine
truck, provided deluxe, air-conditioned
living quarters for the Thaws, Fahrney
and myself throughout the trip.

All of these cars were equipped with
two-way, short-wave police radiophone
equipment, and fitted with many photo-
graphic conveniences. Tripod platforms
were provided atop the trailer and the
cabs of the three trucks, while the sedan
was fitted with a special sliding "sun-
shine" roof and mounts for "high hats"
fore and aft.

Our camera equipment—two Mitchell

cameras, two motor-driven Eyemos, a

16mm. Cine-Kodak Special, four Con-
taxes, a 4 by 5 Graflex, and all neces-

sary accessories—were carried in a spe-

cial trailer behind the sedan, mounted in

snug sponge-rubber cushions. With them
we exposed more than 150,000 feet of

bipack color, 400,000 feet of black-and-

white negative (Super-XX, Plus-X,

Background-X, Infrared, etc.), 40,000 feet

of 16mm. Kodachrome, and innumerable
stills. To record native music and cere-

monials we carried a Presto disc re-

corder.
On June 30 we landed at Le Havre,

where our six Indian "boys," who had
been sent from Bombay, awaited us, all

in smart blue and white uniforms and
imposing turbans. These "boys" ranged
in age from 23 to 45 years; all were
Mohammedans, and had seen service in

the British Indian Army.
As is usual at these French seaports,

it started to rain soon after we had
landed, so we had a six-hour drive

through pouring rain in the dead of

night, reaching Paris at dawn.

Warlike Preparations

There Mr. Thaw and I caught the

morning plane for London, spending the

day visiting old friends at Denham and
Ealing. But one look at the warlike
preparations evident on every side, and
we w'ere agreed that we had better be

on our way as soon as possible, so we
hurried back to Paris by the evening
plane. Three days later, the final prepa-

rations and formalities completed, we
were leaving Paris, headed for Stras-

bourg.
Our first night was spent just outside

a little village near Nancy, where we
had our first taste of the "goldfish-

bowl" life that was to be ours. The
whole tow^n turned out to watch us show
the Indians how to put up their tent,

where the supplies were stow-ed, where
our bedclothing was hidden, and how
to light the galley stove.

We didn't do such a good job with

the stove, for the flames shot up to the

ceiling—and everyone reached for a Py-

John W. Boijle, A.S.C., just between
rifles examines strips of film—some of

the 600,000 feet exposed in a yearlong
trip of the Thaw Trans-Asian Expe-

dition.
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Picture of the poiverful cuh-over-engine
truck which fo)-med the lead in the

caravan of five units in the Thaw Trans-
Asian Expedition.

rene! Needless to say we ate in the

open while the air-conditioner battled

with the after-aroma of the fire ex-

tinguisher.

At Khel, across the Rhine from Stras-

bourg, we got our first taste of German
efficiency. Two German off'icers and two
motorcycle soldiers provided an escort

as we rolled through the country.

And "rolled" is the correct word, for

more war preparations evident on every
side made us realize that the sooner we
got through Germany, the better it would
be. We hurried through Munich without
stopping, even for a picture (it was
raining, anyway!) or a glass of beer

(and how that disgusted our German
escort!) and pressed on toward Salzburg
and Vienna.

Old Home of Hapsburgs
We had found that in the larger cities

our caravan created so much attention

that it was wisest to ask for the protec-

tion of some sort of inclosure. In Vienna,
we were parked in the grounds of the

Hertzendorf Palace, once the residence

of the Hapsburgs, while we ventured
forth to sample what remains of the

night-life of old Vienna.
Little enough of it remains, we found,

though we did have some good food and
excellent wine.
As far as we ourselves were con-

cerned, everything in the way of food
was provided for us there in Vienna, and
it was only when we went shopping for

meat for our "boys" that we realized

what a real food shortage existed. A
search of five large butcher-shops pro-
duced the sum total of one string of

antiquated sausages! No explanation was
offered—but it looked, even then, like

hoarding for war.
Our entry into Budapest was unevent-

ful except that the big trailer sideswiped
a peasant on a bicycle. Neither he nor
his wheel were injured—but his feelings
were almost irreparably damaged, to the
amount of 50 pengoes.
Beginning with Jugoslavia the roads

grew steadily worse and our reception
at the frontiers steadily much more mag-
nificent. Entering Germany, we were
greeted by two officers and four privates;
in Jugoslavia, by two Government offi-

cials; in Bulgaria, by three governmen-
tal dignitaries—and in Turkey, no less

than the Minister of Education himself
acted as courier!

But, oh, those Turkish roads! We
were told that the main road north and
south had been traveled by Alexander
the Great. I fear his passage marked
the last work that had been done on
that highway.

Dollar Unquoted
Aside from the highways, another ma-

jor complication of modern traveling
through these countries is the fact that
all of them have currency restrictions
barring the export of their money.

Fortunately, though, Mr. Thaw is not
only an experienced expedition chief but
a canny New York banker: he figured
our expenses so carefully that we man-
aged to leave each country "broke," car-
rying none of their precious cash across
the boundary. But imagine our em-
barrassment when we arrived in Aleppo,
Syria, and the bank told us the dollar
was unquoted there!

Gasoline rationing was quite a prob-
lem, too, in view of the voracious appe-
tites of our cars. It was in Aleppo,
for instance, that we scandalized a gas
station attendant by asking for 2000
litres of fuel. When he recovered, he
pointed gravely to a four-block-long line
of cars, each waiting for its daily ration
of 5 litres. A litre, for the benefit of
those who aren't familiar with metric
measures, is slightly over one quart! We
finally managed, however, to obtain
enough "essence" to proceed to Beirut,
where, with the official blessing of Gen-
eral Weygand, we got sufficient gas (and
cash ! ) to head to Damascus.

It was while we were in Beirut, in-

cidentally, that war was declared, and
we were introduced to the blackout. On
moonless nights, the blackout was so
complete that it would have been per-
fectly safe to load a magazine with
Super-XX in the main street without
a changing bag.

Getting Around War
No one knew at that time how soon

Italy was likely to enter the war and
bomb Beirut (and its troop concentra-
tions) and Latakia (with its oil pipe
lines). So we packed the provisions that
were waiting for us—-American tinned
food from Boston—'airmailed our ex-
posed film home, painted large American
flags atop all our cars, wangled enough
gas from the military to fill our 1000-
gallon capacity, and started out for
Damascus over the hills of Lebanon.
From there we were quickly off on

a 600-mile trek across the Syrian desert
for Iraq. During this stretch, outside of

one jackal and a few gazelle, we did

not see a living creature for 300 miles!

At the oasis of Rutbah Wells—an im-
portant station on both the land and
air routes to Bagdad—we spent another
night. After filling our water tanks the
next morning we headed for Bagdad. It

soon became evident that we could not
make this journey in one day's running,
so we prepared to camp wherever night-

fall overtook us.

But this—despite our deluxe traveling

accommodations—horrified our Iraquian
escort. They insisted that we take refuge
for the night in a fortified camp which
the British Air Force maintained in the
desert to shelter caravans traveling be-
tween Jerusalem and Bagdad.

As our friends quaintly put it, "there

were many wolves in the desert." Sure-
ly, we thought, no self-respecting wolf
would live in such a barren, god-for-

saken part of the earth; but our night

in the camp was made pleasant by the

company of several young Scotch pilots,

and we ignored the surroundings of
barbed - wire entanglements, machine -

guns and Rolls-Royce armored cars.

"Desert Wolves" Stirring

But the next day the R.A.F. officers

explained the Iraquians' fear of "wolves"
—the tribes were stirring, and only a

few days before had attacked a car and
wounded two of the occupants!

We spent ten days in Bagdad and
filmed innumerable fine scenes of Arab
life. The Prince Regent and the four-

year-old boy king visited our camp, while

the all-powerful Sheik of the southern
tribes became our firm friend.

In all of these lands, however, we
found that the native officials' passion

for modernity was a major stumbling-
block to our moviemaking. In every
case we had the cooperation of the high-

est officials, in the land—usually the

actual rulers—and were constantly ac-

companied by governmental escorts

(Continued on Page 379)
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Cinemaito^raiDliers

Stow How to

Achleve
Prodtuction

Ecoiiomies
A STATE of economic emergency

exists in the motion picture indus-
try today. For more than twenty

years, the industry has been geared to

produce pictures for a vast world market
which, almost overnight, has virtually

ceased to exist.

The industry is therefore confronted
with the problem of speedily readjusting
itself to meet these new conditions. To
state the problem with the most brutal
frankness, motion pictures must cost less

to make.
The problem may be approached in

two ways. On the one hand, drastic

changes might be made in conditions of
employment and in the quality of the
product. This solution the leaders of the
industry are unwilling to accept, for it

would mean the abandonment of stand-
ards which the industry as a whole has
been many years in setting up.
The other alternative is to make the

methods of production more efficient, cut-
ting out, in so far as possible, every un-
necessary or wasteful practice that can
be found. To this end, the industry's
leaders have asked for suggestions, espe-
cially from the creative and technical de-
partments, as to what these abuses are
and how they may be corrected.

For more than twenty years, the
American Society of Cinematographers
has believed that its members, if their

advice be only sought, could render the
industry unique and invaluable aid in

streamlining production efficiency.

Intimate Experience

No other group within the industry
can point to a higher average of length
of individual service within the industry.
Few, if any, other groups can claim for
its members a broader or more intimate

experience with the actual techniques of
production.
The average director of photography

is today a veteran of twenty, thirty or
more years of experience with every type
of production, and in many studios and
production centers. Individually and
collectively, such broad experience is an
incalculable asset to anyone willing to

call upon it—as many foreign producers
have demonstrated by importing Ameri-
can cinematographers not only to photo-
graph their pictures, but to furnish an
inexhaustible fund of experienced advice
on every question relating to production
methods and efficiency.

To perform a similar constructive
service to the industry in its present
crisis, a brief and necessarily incomplete
survey has been made among the lead-
ing members of the A.S.C. Each was
asked to suggest means of effecting
needed production economies without
making sacrifice of screened quality.
The answers are here summarized. They
are presented impersonally, with no in-

tention of criticizing any individual or
group destructively, but solely as sug-
gestions for the common good.

Problem of Overshooting

A great majority of the directors of
photography contacted referred immedi-
ately to the widely existent practice of
both overwriting and overshooting pic-

tures. Why, they asked, should a final

script contain 800 or 1000 scenes when
it is known from the start that the pro-
duction in its final release footage can
contain but 500 or 600 scenes ?

Why, in some cases, should a picture
be released in 500 or 600 scene length
when the essential story is fully told in

perhaps 400 scenes? And why should

those surplus scenes, even if they are
committed to paper in the script, b«;

photographed when it is knowm that they
can never be utilized? Why should thuac
extra sets be built, and the extra time,
effort and money be expended upon film-

ing them ?

Of cour.se it must be admitted that it

is not always wholly possible to judge
beforehand whether or not certain .scenes
will be needed; spontaneous change.s in
acting, direction, and at times even pho-
tographic treatment can often eliminate
the need for subsequent scenes which,
judging purely by script and dialog, may
otherwise seem necessary.

The suggestion is therefore offered
that in many instances considerable sav-
ings would result if (1) scripts were
written more nearly to relea.se length;
and (2) all scenes which offer any doubt
as to whether or not they would or would
not be necessary, or whether they might
be desirable to enhance production values,
be scheduled for shooting only after all

the definitely necessary scenes and se-

quences have been filmed.
The sets for such scenes need not be

constructed then until it is clearly shown
that they will actually be needed. And
with the modern methods of cutting, in

which scenes and sequences are cut and
assembled almost as they are shot, little

if any delay would be necessitated by
such scheduling.
An almost complete rough-cut of the

production could be viewed before order-
ing such "doubtful" sets and sequences,
and in the many cases where it would be
found that such scenes were not, after
all, needed, the entire cost of building the
sets and filming the scenes could immedi-
ately be eliminated.

Protection Shots

Closely allied to this is the matter of

making "protection shots." In the days
when the director himself cut his picture,

usually waiting until all shooting was
completed to do so, and in the slightly

more recent period when although a film

editor had charge of the cutting, he did

not begin his work until shooting was
well advanced or even completed, the

making of "protection shots" was an
economic necessity to make sure of fin-

ishing completely with given sets, loca-

tions or players while they were avail-

able.

Superfluous Camera Movement

Today, in most studios, the film editor

works scarcely hours behind the direc-

tor, cutting each sequence as it is shot,

and cooperating closely with the director

on the set. Therefore except in the

rather rare instances of extremely large

sets and of scenes using an unusually
large number of players, the making of

"protection shots" seems unnecessary.

Closer cooperation between the people

on the set and the film editor in his cut-

ting-room—a greater willingness to ask

"Do you need this?"—should serve to

eliminate at the source the expenditure
of most of the time, money, effort and
film now wasted in "protection shots."
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An even more common phase in which
lack of cooperation wastes time, effort

and money is in the widespread misun-
derstanding of how to use the moving-

camera technique as found in dolly, boom
and crane shots. Used correctly, camera
movement is a basic part of good photo-

dramatic technique. With such use, no-

body can quarrel.

But in too many instances the moving
camera seems to be used to cover up
directorial indecision, or to impress front

office executives with a sense of direc-

torial modernity. To put it bluntly, every
day in every studio, time, effort and
money are being wasted on unnecessary
moving camera shots which the cutter

ultimately breaks up into their individ-

ual, non-mobile components.

This is especially true in scenes where
the camera wanders through the set,

stopping for a moment with this charac-
ter, and for a moment with that one, and
in which the significant action occurs
solely or almost so in these non-moving
pauses. Any experienced cutter will in-

stinctively eliminate the movements,
playing the scene in straight cuts.

This gives rise to a threefold waste.
In the first place, time and money are
wasted in lighting, composing and re-

hearsing this complicated action. In
addition, more "takes" are often required
to make such a shot, since a greater num-
ber of variable elements, including ac-

tion, sound recording, camera movement,
focus and often lighting must be coordi-
nated to make a successful "take."

Secondly, screen quality invariably
suffers, for it is absolutely impossible to
light a moving camera shot as perfectly
as one in which the camera does not
move.

Thirdly, every time a non-essential
camera movement is carried through to
the final release print, film footage and
screen time which might better be util-

ized for more important action are
wasted.

Remedy Simple
The remedy is simple: closer coordina-

tion between the director, the director of
photography, and the film editor. Many
cinematographers make it a practice,
when working with a director they know
to be cooperative, to ask, before com-
mencing to line up such a shot, "Do you
intend to break this up in any way?"

If the answer is yes, they will endeavor
to break up the filming of the scene
correspondingly. Obviously, it will be
easier, quicker and cheaper to film two
or three scenes in which the camera only
dollies, say, twenty feet with one or two
changes of focus, than to film a single
scene in which the camera may dolly
fifty or sixty feet with eight or ten
changes of focus. There will likewise be
less margin for error all around in the
former instance.

It must be stressed here that no direc-
tor of photography worthy of the name
has any objection to the added trouble
of making even the most intricate mov-

ing camera shot when it is definitely

necessary.

It is only the unnecessary one that he
objects to. Greater opportunity—and
willingness—for frank discussion be-
tween the director and the director of
photography in such cases would do a
great deal to speed production and lower
costs.

Night Effects

Another matter in which closer co-
ordination would pay really big dividends
is in the making of night effect scenes.
Certain types of night effects can be
filmed very satisfactorily in the daytime,
with infrared film and the proper filters.

Some can even be filmed best by this
method. Still other types of night ef-

fects just as definitely require filming ac-
tually at night.

Deciding which is which is something
that demands the attention of the direc-
tor of photography—not merely of a
cameraman, but of the specific individual
who is going to photograph the picture,
for each cinematographer has his own
approach to the problem of night effects.

This attention must be called into play
well in advance, for each method of film-
ing night effects requires special coordi-
nation between sets, location, direction
and photography.

Two recent examples come to mind.
In one instance, an important night ef-
fect sequence was planned for filtered

filming by day. The set was laid out
and built with that method in mind. The
director of photography preferred to
handle the sequence in that manner.

Vast Equipment
But at the last moment the director in-

sisted on shooting by night, and the plan
had to be changed. Instead of working
for two or three days, the company
worked nights for over a week.

An incredible amount of lighting equip-
ment was required; tremendous amounts
of current were consumed; the company
worked far slower than it would by day,
not only because of the inevitable slow-
ing effect of sustained night work, but
because of the great deal of electrical
equipment which had to be readjusted
between every set-up.

Accurate figures are not available, but
it has been reliably estimated that this
lack of coordination added between $5,000
and $10,000 to the production's already
large costs.

In another instance, director and pro-
duction executives had planned on shoot-
ing certain key action by night, with
lights. When the director of photog-
raphy read the script, he announced that
he felt he could do the sequence, not
merely as well, but far better, by work-
ing in the daytime, with filters.

His suggestion was followed, and in

two days' work a sequence was secured
which had originally been scheduled and
budgeted for many arduous nights' labor,
with the added expense of the several
thousand dollars' cost of generator trucks
and extensive lighting.

In other instances, of course, produc-

tion quality has undoubtedly suffered

when a director of photography was
compelled to film in the daytime night
effects he could not obtain perfectly ex-
cept at night.

Therefore it can be seen that earlier

consultation with the director of photog-
raphy who is going to film the produc-
tion—preferably while schedule and bud-
get are being set—can be an avenue to

saving the industry cash and ti'ouble in

making night effect sequences, and in

making better ones, as well.

Process Shot Problems
Planning process shots, especially with

the background projection process, is an-
other matter that gives rise to trouble
and added expense in many instances.
Many directors and producers have diffi-

culty in visualizing how a given back-
ground and set will coordinate until they
actually see the two together as they
start to shoot.

In many instances, a director may ap-
prove a background when he sees it run
alone in a projection room, only to pro-
nounce it utterly unsuitable when he sees
it behind an actual set.

The earlier cooperation of the director
of photography would be invaluable in

this, for as a rule the man at the camera
has had greater experience in visualizing
how action, settings and pictorial ele-

ments will coordinate.

If the director of photography, armed
with advance knowledge of the script
and, if possible, of the art director's
conception of the foreground set, could
study the proposed background with the
director, his larger expei'ience in visual
methods would in almost every case sim-
plify the director's problem, and do a
great deal to insure that when the time
came to film that process sequence, ac-
tion, background and foreground would
be satisfactorily coordinated with the
least possible delay and expense.

Set Models vs. Drawings
Closer coordination between the art

director, the director and the director of
photography has been discussed so fre-

quently that it scarcely needs repetition.
Obviously the problem of securing ade-
quate separation between players and
background will be simplified if the too-
frequent mistake of giving the cinema-
tographer predominantly dark costumes
against dark-toned walls and light cos-
tumes against light-toned walls is avoided
by advance cooperation and consultation.

In instances where this cannot be done,
a little closer cooperation from the di-

rector in playing his action sufficiently

far from the walls so that the director
of photography has a freer scope for the
necessary rim-lighting and back-lighting
will also speed production and give bet-
ter results.

The advantages possible from the use
of standardized colors, of known photo-
graphic values for sets and, where pos-
sible, for costumes and props, as well,

are equally well known. The standard-
ization of colorings for all "white" fab-
rics in costumes and props—such as
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gowns, shirtfronts, tablecloths, etc.—also
pays dividends in faster, and therefore
more economical, production.

The relatively recent vogue of using
cardboard models instead of scaled draw-
ings or sketches when the art director
presents his set designs to the director
seems also a source of confusion and ex-
pense in many studios.

The three-dimensional cardboard model
makes a very pretty toy, but it does not
tell the average man nearly so much
about the mood and layout of a set as
does an accurately scaled drawing pro-
duced by a picturewise art director.

Drawings, supplemented by simple
plan elevation blueprints of each set will

enable director and director of photog-
raphy, working cooperatively together,
to plan action, set-ups and composition
with far greater accuracy than any
model, thereby saving valuable time
when actually shooting.

Overlarge Sets

Closer coordination between these
three creative workers could in many
cases also pay big dividends in eliminat-
ing much really unnecessary set con-
struction. Too often sets are built to

such proportions that except perhaps in

a single extreme longshot it is never
possible to show the whole set on the

screen.

In the closer shots—^which constitute

about 95 per cent of any sequence—

a

third or more of the set is simply wasted,
for it is beyond inclusion in any possible

camera angle, even with a 24mm. wide-
angle lens.

In almost any studio one will see time,
effort, material and money being ex-
pended daily in constructing moldings,
cornices, friezes, sometimes even ceilings

that w\]\ never be shown on the screen.

Why should they be made?
This could be eliminated by closer co-

operation between the cinematographer
and the set designer. If sets can be
planned, first, in closer conformity to the

camera's 3 by 4, horizontally disposed
frame proportion, and, second, with
closer reference to the fact that the
greater part of any sequence will be
filmed in close shots, 90 per cent of this
construction could be eliminated, with
obvious savings.

In some instances, long shots may be
important dramatically: but if they are
as usual in the minority, why build the
set for them ? If the set is properly de-
signed for the closer shots, and laid out
with enough horizontal spread for the
longest longshot, the height can almost
always be .supplied by means of a matte
or glass shot. In addition, it may be
mentioned that if sets are built to this
lower proportion, very useful savings in
lighting can often be effected, for smaller
units and less current can be used.

Lighting for Speed

The mention of lighting brings to mind
a matter in which speed and economy can
often be achieved by spending a little

extra money. In several instances, both
on major studio super-productions and on
independent "quickies," cinematographers
have proved that where speed is neces-
sary, or where large sets complicate the
lighting, there is a definite advantage to
having an extra gaffer and electrical

crew, preferably with an associate direc-
tor of photography, whose sole duty is

to precede the actual shooting unit, go-
ing to each new set and lining up the
lighting.

Such a crew, knowing the script, the
action, the photographic requirements of
the principal players and the methods of
the director of photography in charge,
can have each new set almost completely
lit—considerably more than merely
"roughed in"—when the production unit
arrives.

This virtually eliminates the time
otherwise expended in lighting the new
set. And which is more costly—the com-
paratively small salaries of this advance
crew, or the overhead that mounts up
while the director of photography starts,

virtually from scratch, to light a new 8
while the company waits?

In general, with this method the ave
age director of photography can usua
ly have his lighting polished and reac
to shoot by the time the director hi
given his players a single rehearsal.

Camera-Minded Preparation

The greater part of the foregoing,
will be seen, can briefly be summed u
by the statement that the production ca
be made more efficiently and more ecc
nomically if it has the benefit of the d
rector of photogi-aphy's experience 6e/(w
shooting commences, rather than, as is s

generally the case now, only as shootin
starts.

The majority of the directors of phc
tography working in our major studio
today are under long-term contract t

their studios. Under most existing sys
tems, their salaries are charged to a pro
duction from the time they actually com
mence working upon it.

If they were called into active con
sulfation a week or so before shootinj

began, their salaries for that perio<

would be added to the cost of produc
tion. But the contributions of efficiency

they could make during the final stagei

of preparation would effect savings whid
would measurably offset these charges.

After all, which is the more important
the salary of a director of photograph)
for a couple of weeks—or savings o:

time, effort, material and money such a.'

outlined here, which could in many casei

amount to $5,000, $10,000, $20,000 oi

more in a single program production?
Why not give them a chance?

New Kodak Electric Timer
A new Kodak Electric Timer is an-

nounced from Rochester. It is a sixty-

minute timer, for A.C. only, with a

neatly designed die cast case finished in

smooth gray, a large dial vdth. easy-to-

read figures, and minute and second

hands. The price is S9.50.

There was an all-around party held re-

cently on Stage 2 at Paramount Studio.

The occasion was a double one, in cele-

bration of Producer Eugene Zukor com-
pleting his first picture in "Mystery Sea
Raider," while Harry Fischbeck, A.S.C.,

who had presided at the camera during
the shooting of the film, was also cele-

brating his birthday. The cake was tht

gift of Carol Landis, shown at the table.

Left to right, those present are Henry
Wilcoxon, male lead; Pi-oducer Zukor,
Miss Landis, Wallace Rairden, technical
adviser; Fischbeck, Mrs. Fischbeck, and
Director Edward Dmytryk. Joshing
stagehands took pains to make sure

there was no dearth of candles.

Director of Photography Fischbeck was
feeling pretty good during the afternoon
over the receipt of a letter from Pro-
ducer Zukor thanking him for his co-

operation in the making of the picture.
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Here's the news cine fans have been waiting for . . . news

which means better exposures for both black and white

and color movies!

It's the new Master Cine Exposure Meter . . . incor-

porating all the advantages, all the advanced design

features, of the famous Master Universal Model . . . but

especially adapted for utmost convenience and sim-

plicity in movie making.

It has the Master's legible and automatic "High Light-

Low Light" scales . . . for easier, quicker reading! It has

far more sensitivity than is needed, even when the high-

est speed film, slowest shutter speed, and the fastest lens

equipment are used. It has a highly selective, sharp-

cutting viewing angle . . . essential for correct cine ex-

posures outdoors, and especially for color work. In

addition, it has Weston's exclusive "pre-set" exposure

dial. This eliminates any manipulation while taking a

picture; for film speed, shutter speed, and camera type,

all are set in advance!

You will want the complete facts on this aid to better

movie making. Visit your dealers today for a demonstra-

tion; or write direct for illustrated bulletin . . . Weston
Electrical Instrument Corporation, 598 Frelinghuysen

Avenue, Newark, New Jersey.

WeStonC^JfostireMefers
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TILMING FOR AMATEURS'
GOOD BOOK TO POSSESS

Filming for Amateurs. By Paul Burn-
ford, A.R.P.S. Foreword by Paul
Rotha. Pitman Publishinj? Corpo-
ration, New York, Chicago. $.'5.50.

xi. plus 107 pp., 4V4 by 6 inch print-

ed pages, 63 illustrations.

PAUL BURNFORD is happily sit-

uated to write a book on photog-
raphy, particularly with reference

to the amateur. For he has been
through the mill. It was only half a
dozen years ago when a short amateur
film of his, "Moods of Nature," entered
in the international contest of The Ameri-
can Cinematographer, received recogni-
tion that started him on his professional
way. In the documentary field he has
gone far.

"At every performance of amateur
films to which I have been invited," de-
clares Paul Rotha in his "Foreword," "I
have found signs that cameras have been
used with imagination, that sunlight and
shadow have been fixed on celluloid not
just for beauty's selfish sake.

"It is no surprise, then, that there are
not a few professional workers in the
documentary film field who have come to

us from the amateur ranks. They have
come with a knowledge of photography,
a sense of observation, and a capacity
for hard work. Paul Burnford came to

us that way; with some prize-winning
sub-standard films flowing vdth lovely
shots, with a knowledge of stringing
those shots together, but without much
idea of why he was doing it except that
he had an urge that way.

"Since then he has gone through the
hard school of documentary training,
carrying film tins around, assisting ex-

perienced cameramen, cutting and re-
cutting and again recutting not only his
own but other people's films until he got
sick of the sight of them. With the
help of other beginners he carried
through four short films about London,
made on a shoestring to satisfy quota
needs. They were notable mainly for
one thing—Burnford's photography . . .

"He has learned that handling pro-
duction accounts was as important as
handling filters. He has learned to be a
film director as well as a good camera-
man. The combined talents are not easy
to find."

In the treatment of his subjects the
author has divided the book into eight
chapters: Introduction, General Photo-
graphic Principles, Creative Camera
Work, Principles of Film Construction,
Part 1 and Part 2; Shooting Under Un-
favorable Conditions, Interior Lighting
and Experimental Filming.
The list of illustrations reveal the

many subjects he discusses. Among these
are examples of high-angle treatment,
use of foreground in composition, fo-
cusing problem when filming children,
use of curves in composition, examples of
straight line composition, distortive
camera angles for original effects, amus-
ing treatment of animals, Hollywood at
work, documentary unit at work, size

relationship shown by the use of small
figures, an instance of the use of low
camera angle, various treatments of the
closeup, a storm eff'ect by utilizing a
deep filter and introduction of shadows
to impart vitality. But these are less
than half of the subjects treated.
"Filming for Amateurs" is a well

rounded book. Not alone will it be of

deep interest and much information U
amateurs but professionals also will re
new to memory much that concerns theii

daily work.

NEW BOOKS
The ACL Movie liuok. Illustrated. Araa-l

teur Cinema League, Inc. New Yorkf
1940. 311 pp. To members only.

In the foreword of this book it is tolc

how eight years ago the Amateur Cin-

ema League met the need of a compre-
hensive statement of the technique ol

non-theatrical filming by the publication
of "Making Better Movies." It went
through three editions and served thou-
sands of moviemakers.
As a result of a decade and a half of

service to filmers the Amateur Cinema
League so increased the scope of its in-

formation the first book faced either
revision or replacement. The decision

to replace it has produced the present
book.

Since this volume will be given to

every member of the organization by
which it is made it is a statement of

the fundamental practices of moviemak-
ing that it will employ. It will aid those
who use eight millimeter or sixteen
millimeter film. It does not discuss the-

atrical motion pictures.

The information that will be found in

the instruction books that accompany
cameras and other equipment is not re-

peated here. While beginners are well
served by this book it is not planned,
like its predecessor, to take a new movie-
maker forward by degrees. It is in-

tended to serve new and old filmers

alike.

Titles of the chapters are What Is a

Movie? What Makes a Movie? A
Movie's Chief Tools, Basic Camera Tech-
nique, Film Plans, Around the Yard
Movies, We Need More Mo\'ie Tools,

The Camera Steps Out, The Camera
Sees the World, Filming Public Events,
Making the Film Ready to Project, Pro-
jection, Filming Indoors, The Camera
Deceives, Things Far and Near, Better
Methods of Expression, Movies in Color,
Sound on Films, Special Purpose Films,
Profits from Your Movies, and The
Movie Shopper.

Lights and the Electrician in Motion
Pictures. By Howard Souther, 1627
North Hudson a%^enue, Hollywood.
$2. Foreign, $2.50. Mimeographed.
Practically 40,000 words and many
charts.

"The writer of this paper on electrical

(Continued on Page 380)

Photographic example in Paul Bum-
ford's "Filming for Amateurs. 1 inch
lens, f/1-5, super-sensitive stock, no
filter, dusk. "A night shot depending on
some daylight to show up detail in the

dark areas. Withoiit daylight the scene
would appear as a meaningless series of
points of light. The composition is good,
the bridge and reflected light converging
into the horizontal sky formation in the

top left comer of the picture."
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Projectionists

Honored

Nationwide

Mercliaiit

By PAUL CRAMER

THE Southern California Projec-
tionists Amateur Camera Club has
been greatly honored by a nation-

wide merchandising organization. Sears,
Roebuck and Co., after a close check on
the work of the bigger amateur camera
clubs of Southern California, selected our
club to exhibit prints in their stores.

This is the first time this mammoth or-

ganization has extended an invitation to

any amateur camera club and naturally
we are very proud of this honor. Our
prints are on exhibition at the camera
department on the first floor of the Pico
Street store, which is between West
Boulevard and Rimpau Boulevard and
will remain there until August 10.

Herewith is a photograph of the exhi-

Edvnn McQaoid's portrait of Philip
Aim, which was awarded first prize
in class A in the Southern California
Projectionists' Amateur Camera Club.

bition taken by one of our members,
George Stewart, with his trusty Graflex,
and shows Mr. Hansen and Mrs. Pagett,
manager and assistant manager respec-
tively, looking over the new Speed
Grafic just received.

Ralph Hayden was the judge on the
above prints. Ralph is as you know from
past experience an expert on photog-
raphy of all description and manner, and
when he said this was one of the tough-
est assignments he has had to cover you
can readily see just how close first and
second awards were.
Larry Kronquist of the art department

of the Douglas Aircraft Corporation will

be the judge on the August 8 Salon
prints. "Seascapes" Larry is well quali-
fied to do this job, being one of the na-
tion's foremost authorities on exterior
and aerial photography, having a large
number of his exteriors on exhibition at

the New York World's Fair, being the

Camera department of Sears, Roebuck
Company's Pico street store showing
salon of Projectionists, which remains
until August 10. Mr. Hansen and Mrs.
Pagett, mayiager and assistant manager
respectively, look over neiv Speed Grafic

which just goes on sale.
Photo by George Steivart, Projectionist
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Here is George Stewart's picture which
broiifjht all the inquiries. Below is the
lai/oiit from which the photo was taken.

only photographer known at the present
time to have photographic murals in the

big Douglas airliners.

July Winners

The winners for the July Salon are as

follows: First, Edwin McQuoid's "Philip

Ahn"; second, Leo Moore's "Miss"; third,

Edwin McQuoid's "Marsha"; honorable
mention, Fred L. Borch's "Girl in White
Lace," and popular award by the mem-
bers to McQuoid's "Philip Ahn," making
McQuoid a three time winner in this

Salon.

As our club has progressed to finer

photography, we have decided upon a

slightly different method of publishing

our winning prints, having in mind that

the educational value of our work is in

the description of our work after it has
become a finished print.

Last month we had so many inquiries

about the method of lighting used by
Edwin McQuoid, the winner, and George
Stewart, the runner-up, that it was
deemed advisable to print not only the

technical data but a written description

of the technique used by the photog-
rapher.

To some members this will seem to be
a breach of confidence, calling to mind
the fact that the photographers' knowl-
edge of lighting is his stock in trade.

But it must be remembered that our
photographers would not be where they
are if it had not been for the knowledge
of the pioneers being handed down to

the newer generation of cameramen and
amateurs to improve upon.

Edvdn McQuoid, who turned in the

winning print last month, repeats this

month with an excellent portrait of a
Chinese, but he was so closely pressed
for first place by Leo Moore (the judge
is still wondering if he judged right on
these two prints) that it was thought
advisable to print the lighting technique
of both members. However, this next
salon will usher in an entirely new type
of work, the subject being "Seascapes,"
bringing in the use of filters and differ-

ent emulsions. Several of the members
away on vacation at the present time
should bring in some very fine prints.

How Philip Ahn Was Shot!
By Edwin McQuoid

As sometimes happens, this portrait

was not a planned or preconceived shot,

but was born out of a casual evening's
visit from my friend Philip Ahn. During
the course of the evening we decided to

try taking a few portraits. Of course
I was most fortunate in having someone
as talented and experienced as Philip for

my subject.
Our first few attempts were more or

less straight portraits, then we conceived
the idea of making a character study.

This picture was the result.

Since Philip had on a white shirt, my
focusing cloth was thrown around his

shoulders to give the illusion of a robe.

The lighting used was 1 .500-watt spot-

light, 1 500-watt parabolic and one silver

reflector. The parabolic was placed at a

4.5 degree angle to the subject and the

reflector was used to lighten the shadow
side.

Now the background was not a plain

white wall, but was a large sheet of

ground glass, and it was behind this that

the 500-watt spot was placed—directed

toward the camera.
This was done to give roundness and

a feeling of depth. The Chinese charac-

ters (which incidentally spell "Philip

Ahn") were painted directly on the

ground glass with black poster paint.

Three exposures were made, two from

George Steivart tells method of making
the table top subject shown in the July

issue of the magazine, "Wrong Hen
Coop." There have been many inquiries

from those who have seen the picture—
in the magazine and hanging at the

Sears, Roebuck Company Pico street

store, where it remains until August 10.
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a low angle and one, this one, from a

high angle, which was done to slightly

foreshorten the chin, giving a feeling of

strength and determination which char-

acterizes Philip's race.

As an amateur photographer whose
chief interest is in portraiture might I

say that I have found Mazda light rather

than photofloods the most satisfactory.

I prefer to use somewhat weak light and
longer exposures for this reason: It gives

better modeling, greater detail and finer

skin texture.

Technical Data: The camera used was
a 4 by 5 Korona View with a 7 ¥2 inch

Zeiss f.6.3. The exposure was % second

at f.ll on Eastman Super XX cut film,

developed in Eastman DK60a for 8 min-
utes at 65 degrees. An 11 by 14 enlarge-

ment was made from the full negative

on Eastman Vitava Projection G2, de-

veloped for 2 minutes in Eastman D72
and toned in Nelson Gold Toner. This

was a straight print from an unretouched
negative, with the exception of a slight

burning in of the upper corners.

Behind the Camera
By Leo Moore

Far be it from a layman to attempt
any sort of presentation of his "set-up"

technically or artistically, when it is to

be subject to the critical eyes of profes-
I sional past masters of their art. With

this introductory line, I need hardly add
that I am but an amateur with photog-
raphy as his hobby. So, with much more
shakiness of the knee than these words
convey, I venture to explain what I did,

and why, to obtain the pictorial study.

Lighting for the best face delineation

and bringing out the natural loveliness

of the hair became my first study.

I used three spots and one shadow
light. For the hair and shoulders and
back lighting, I used two spots. One of
these was six feet above the model, the

other directly to one side and shining on
her hair—^both of these spots raw. The
third spot, diffused, was in front, slight-

ly to one side and six feet high. This
lighted the face. I used the shadow light

for the other side of the face, this light

also diffused. The background I used
was green.

The model used the following make-up:
Pancake, Natural No. 1. Very lightly

applied, which permits the skin texture
to show, while at the same time it gives
a smoothness to the skin and hides all

blemishes, eliminating considerable re-
touching.

Also eye-shadow, lightly applied to add
depth and character to the eyes.

The lips had a very light application
of Panchro No. 7 and, before the picture
was taken, I had the model moisten her
lips. This adds a highlight to the lips
and also relaxes the face so a more nat-
ural expression is assumed. The picture
is snapped before the face has a chance
to have a set expression.
The photograph was made with a. 3V4,

by 4^/4 Graflex camera, equipped with a
six-inch f.2.9 Dallmeyer lens. The ex-
posure was one-fifth at f.5.6 on Super
XX Pan and developed in DK 50. The
print was made on Opal Z and normal
development in MQ 3.

Making "Wrong Hen Coop"
By G. R. Stewart

The idea of the table top, "The Wrong
Hen Coop," was first thought out and
then a rough diagram was sketched.
Where the inspiration came from the
maker doesn't know. The maker had in

mind a tough looking bulldog for the
featured role. As the maker is one of
those persons who leaves everything
until the last minute, it was not possible
to find the kind of a toy dog wanted.
After much dime store hunting a small
celluloid Scottie was found.

Since the new found featured player
was about six inches long, everything
was built to scale around him. The

Leo Moore's second prize in the Projec-
tionists' salon.

fence was one foot high, made of three-
sixteenth inch plyboard. The tramp is

a headless and shoulderless fellow, as
the portion shown (thank goodness) was
all that was needed.

He was fabricated from a few round
pieces of wood for legs, a pasteboard
back and hips, a foot carved from a
block of wood and a pair of trousers
made by the Mrs. from a bit of bed
sheet, then soiled with black paint and
wrinkled up.

Next the dog-house was made of card-
board, to which the dog was fastened
with a stiff wire to give the effect of a
taut rope. Sand was sprinkled on the
table and a black cloth was stretched
for a backgi'ound.

The set was backlighted with one num-
ber 2 photoflood to give the effect of
moonlight and shot according to Weston
meter at f-32 with an exposure of eight
seconds on Eastman portrait pan film,

with a 4 by 5 Graflex and developed
eight minutes in D76. Print was made
on MC 11 and developed in D72.

AGFA 5 by 7 View Camera
Available with 4 by 5 Back

In recognition of the demand for a
professional camera to employ 4 by 5
inch sheet films, a special model of the
5 by 7 inch Agfa Universal view camera
is now available supplied with a 4 by 5
inch back, or, at the option of the pur-
chaser, with both the regular 5 by 7
inch back and a 4 by 5 reducing back.

This equipment brings to the critical

worker the full versatility and flexibility

of the regular Agfa 5 by 7 inch model
adapted to take the more economical and
conveniently smaller 4 by 5 inch film
sizes. Ideal for both pictorial and pro-
fessional applications, this new outfit

includes the following mechanical fea-
tures :

1. Focal extension of 20 inches with-
out use of detachable parts.

2. 5 ^4. -inch square lens board.
3. Tilting front with both rising and

sliding adjustments.
4. Swinging back of wide adjustment.
5. Construction of cherry and bass-

wood with brass fittings and fine leather
bellows.

6. Back of camera permits use of a
sliding ground-glass attachment if split

5 by 7 inch negatives are desired.

Made by Agfa Ansco in Binghamton,
this 5 by 7 inch Universal view camera
with 4 by 5 inch back is available
through photographic dealers at a list

price of $72. Supplied with both 5 by 7
inch back and 4 by 5 inch reducing back,
the camera sells at S86.00.

Red Cross Beneficiary $100
by Newburgh Amateur Show
For the benefit of the Newburgh Chap-

ter of the Red Cross the Newburgh Ama-
teur Cinema Club recently staged a
Night of Movies. Over 300 persons were
in attendance at the Broadway School,
provided by the Board of Education for
the occasion, with the result the treas-
ury of the Red Cross was over SlOO a
beneficiary. The committee in charge of
the program were Dr. C. S. McWilliam,
Geoi-ge Whittaker and William F. Small.

The program consisted of "Parade of
Flowers," by Dr. McWilliam; "Caribou
Hunt in Newfoundland," by John H.
Davenport; "Behind the Bottle," by Wil-
liam R. Hutchinson; feature picture,
"Polish Wedding," described by Duncan
MacD. Little of New York; "Parade in

October," by William F. Small; "Friendly
Invasion," by members of the Newburgh
Amateur Cinema Club for the Orange-
Sullivan Council Boy Scouts of America.
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COMPLETING
THE PICTURE

DRAMATIC lighting and unusual cam-

era angles are only partly responsible

for the startling beauty of modern

screen productions. It takes Eastman

negative films to do full justice to

the cameraman's wizardry— to really

complete the picture. Eastman Kodak

Company, Rochester, N. Y,

J. E. BRULATOUR, INC., Distributors

Fort Lee Chicago Hollywood

PLUS-X SUPER-XX
for general studio use when little light is available

BACKGROIJXD-X
for backgrounds and general exterior worh

EASTMAX NEGATIVE FILMS
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.Hollywood

FOram
Has

still'

Meetih'

THE sixth annual educational con-
ference of the Holl>'wood Motion
Picture Foium was held in the

Academy's New Review Theatre July
19 and 20. It was one of the most suc-

cessful in the history of the organiza-
tion. There were three sessions in the
theatre on Friday and one on Saturday
morning. Saturday afternoon the dele-

gates went to the Warner Studio in Bur-
bank and on Saturday night to the Chap-
man Park Hotel for the sixth annual din-

ner. Those in attendance mainly were
those interested in visual education.

On Friday morning President Fred W.
Orth made a speech of welcome. The dis-

cussion leader was Warren Scott, Depart-
ment of Cinematography, University of
Southern California. As in all of the ses-

sions questions and comments were in-

vited from all in attendance. The films
shown were:

"Aida," National Philharmonic Orches-
tra, Frederick Feher, director; "French-
Canadian Children," ERPI classroom
film; "North Sea," Documentary, Caval-
canti-Rotha; "Common Woodworking
Tools," teaching film, Fred W. Orth,
University of California at Los Angeles;
"Navajo Indian Daily Life," E. T. Nich-
ols, University of Arizona, Visual Aids
Bureau.

House Listens

Friday afternoon Boyd B. Rakestraw,
assistant director University of Califor-
nia Extension Division of Berkeley, was
discussion leader. The first picture on
the program was "Birds of California,"
by Ed Harrison of Encinitas, California.
It was a presentation in color of intimate
bits of silent sessions with various birds.
One of these was a blue heron, shown
feeding a youngster. In the May issue of
this magazine Mr. Harrison's work was
described. Another bird shown closeup
was a condor.

At the close of the program Mr. Harri-
son, in accordance with the custom at the
Forum, was invited to answer questions.
He took the floor and began a running
chat on his work with his camera, his ex-
periences in the field, and the expedients
he adopted to outwit his shy prey that
was so interesting the house forgot to
ask any questions and just listened.

He told of the long sessions in crainped
quarters in a small booth a hundred feet
from the ground, perhaps from before
daybreak to the close of photographic
light, hoping sometimes against hope the
bird under watch would do certain things
but utterly without power to influence
him in any manner.

The "Goerawer"

The house was amused as Mr. Harri-
son spoke of the necessity sometimes to
appoint some one in the booth or to take
a man along to serve as a "goerawer."
If two or three men enter the booth and
one goes away the bird or birds imme-
diately will return, assuming the path is

clear.

He spoke of the fight being made by the
United States Government to preserve
the condor, now nearing extinction. He
told of the hazards in the existence of the
condor, of the long period the young
has to undergo before it reaches flying
age as one of these.
Alvin WyckofF, A.S.C., instructor Holly-
wood Motion Picture Institute, made an
interesting talk on "Suggestions to the
Teacher-Cameraman" and exhibited a
film made by the pupils of the institute

—creditably done.
Other pictures shown were "Russia,"

Dr. William G. Campbell, University of

Southern California (Bailey Films);
"Science and Agriculture," ERPI class-

room film; "Penguins and Bears," teach-
ing film, Mary Ward, Los Angeles City
Schools.

The Friday evening program was
under the direction of Francis W. Noel,
director of visual education, Santa Bar-
bara city schools. Mr. Noel also made a
strong stated address on the Santa Bar-
bara visual program. The pictures were
as follows:

"Valley Town," first of a series of

documentary pictures produced by the
Educational Film Institute of New York
University, Alfred P. Sloane Founda-
tion; "Children of Switzerland," ERPI
classroom film; "Party for Pets," teach-

ing film. Dr. Helen C. Clifford; "World's
Largest Telescope Reflector," photo-
graphed at California Institute of Tech-
nology by Glenn Edgerton; "Scandinavia
in 1939," color travelogue. Miss Mabel
Stanford, Chaffey Junior College, On-
tario, Cal.

Saturday morning the discussion lead-

er was Mrs. Alice Evans Field, Commu-
nity Service Department, Motion Pic-

ture Producers. The films shown were:

With the cooperation of the Metro-
Goldwyn-Mayer Studios and the Associa-

tion of Motion Picture Producers and
Distributors of America, the Forum pre-

sented a first show in 16mm. of se-

lected films from Teaching Films Cus-
todians, Dr. Mark May, chairman;
"Servant of the People," the historical

events surrounding the signing of the

Constitution; "The Perfect Tribute," a

page from Civil War history—Lincoln's

Gettysburg Address.

Saturday afternoon the delegates went
to Projection Room 5 of the Warner
Brothers' studio. There John M. Holmes,
chairman of public relations of the

studio, supervised a program. The lec-

ture on "Institute of Picture Music" was
illustrated with feature film sequences

depicting the place of music in the art

of cinema.

President Orth was master of cere-

monies at the dinner in the evening.

There were two formal speakers, and
they did not see the relation of the child

to the motion picture quite eye to eye.

Both were unusually fine addresses,

worthy of any house. The Rev. James
K. Friedrich of Hollywood talked on
"Social Consciousness in Motion Pic-

tures." Dr. Herman Lissauer, head of

the Research Department of Warners,
spoke on "Trends in the Movies."

Opinions Differ

The Rev. Mr. Friedrich referred to the

fine picture of "Edison the Man." He
told how in the course of the closing

scenes Edison remarked on the possibili-

ty of using some of the great inventions

to the disadvantage of humanity. The
minister described how Hitler had
marshaled all the inventions, motion pic-

tures, radio, etc., for propaganda to help
him in his fight to control the world.

Then the speaker took up the relation

of the motion picture and the child. He
spoke bitterly of the adverse influence

on the character of the child by what it

was compelled to witness on the screen.

Dr. Lissauer, in his opening remarks,
(Continued on Page 382)
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NEW MASTER CINE WITH
MARPSHOOTINC ANGLE44i

SPECIFICALLY designed to provide
extra convenience and accuracy for
movie camera users, a new photo-

electric exposure meter known as the
Master Cine has just been introduced by
the Weston Electrical Instrument Cor-
poration, Newark, N. J. In addition to
all the advanced desij^n features of the
universal Weston "Master," the new
meter incorporates:

(1) A sharp-shooting' viewing angle
(25 deg.) providing the same scene
coverage with the meter as with the
camera lens.

(2) A "pre-set" type of exposure dial,

permitting the user to set his film speed,
frames per second, etc., in advance, and
thus read the correct aperture from the
dial without turning a disk at the time
the shot is being made. In the field it is

only necessary to note the "relative
brightness" number on the meter scale.

and use the aperture setting appearing
adjacent to this number on the dial.

Sensitivity of the meter is such that
it will pi'ovide an easily readable pointer
movement under any light condition
which can be successfully photographed
with a movie camera, even using high-
est speed film, fast lens equipment, and
slow shutter speed. For many outdoor

and indoor shots, these readings can be
from camei-a position, taking advantage
of the "sharp-shooting" viewing angle.

Then, in addition, use of an open-
louvre "low-light" scale (similar to that
on the unusual Weston Master) provides
for outdoor and indoor scenes having
brightness readings at light levels so

low that only special camera equipment
or films of still higher speed than those
now available could make use of them.
This means that ordinary readings will

be clearly readable well up in the cen-
ter of the scale.

Both the meter scale and exposure
dial of the new meter have clear, legible

figures arranged to avoid any possible
confusion. When the meter is shifted
from the "high-light" to "low-light"
readings, the inoperative scale disap-
pears entirely from view, and the cor-

rect scale is closely adjacent to the
pointer with no curving lines or bands
to follow.

The exposure dial provides for film

speed ratings from 0..3 to 800 Weston,
to take care of future super-speed films.

A locking button at the side of the dial

prevents an accidental change in the
setting, but peimits a smooth and easy
dial adjustment when depressed.

The instrument movement of the Mas-
ter Cine is big and rugged — large
enough not only to be precise, but also to

stay precise in service. The photoelectric
cell is hermetically sealed in a moisture-
proof housing, assuring stability under

Charlie a Wizard
With the "Women
Probably the only person in the

world who could obtain an unlisted
telephone number secured Billy

Gilbert's private number recently.

The man who "convinced" the
telephone company was Edgar Ber-
gen, A.S.C.

Gilbert had learned that he was
to start his role in Universal's "A
Little Bit of Heaven." He called

Bergen to break a luncheon date
the pair had previously arranged,
but Bergen was out. Gilbert left

his telephone number, but in the
transfer of the message Bergen
was given an erroneous number.
The operator refused to release

Gilbert's unlisted number, so Ber-
gen identified himself by speaking
in Charlie McCarthy's voice.

Not only did "Charlie" get the
telephone number, but he almost
made a date with the operator dur-
ing the course of the conversation.

all humidity and temperature condition
in addition to assuring a higher order (

accuracy and longer life.

Streamlined, functional design ha
been employed to make it fit comfortabl
in the natural curve of the hand. Th
outer edge of the molded ca.se is ribbe(

so that the fingers will not slip when tt

meter is being used. The decorativ
chromium strip around the edge fonr
a sturdy eyelet at one end of the mete
to which a silk ribbon cord is attache
for convenience in carrying. The Maate
Cine is priced at $24.

Los Angeles 8mm. Club
The July meeting of the Los Angele

8mm. Club was held in the Eastma
Auditorium, Hollywood, July 9.

As guests we had a representativ

number of members from the Lon;

Beach Cinema Club, led by their presi

dent, H. A. Hilliger.

Five new members were introduce'

to the club: Harold E. Remier, Lawrenc
B. Zwick, John N. Elliott, Karl Frio

and Foster K. Sampson.

Member Claude Cadarette give a brie

talk on the subject of the coming tech

nical meeting, which will be held a

Plummers park July 23. This meetinj

and those following will be conductd
as a class with questions and examina
tions, which will be graded. Mr. Cadar
ette further explained the value of thes'

classes by presenting his three star

three years in the making prize-winninf

film, "The Evils of Panning."

The lesson brought home to member;
by this film proved the class idea i;

needed, principally so by Mr. Cadarett<

himself. The picture panned everybod}

and everything except the pans in th<

kitchen. Anyway, it was an entertain

ing film and brought many a laugh, anc

it could be possible that Mr. Cadarettf

had nothing to do with producing thi:

film.

Bill Stull, A.S.C, gave an interesting

talk and demonstration of the Dinky
Inkie Spotlight, and Harry Babb ex

plained and demonstrated the new East
man Magazine 8mm. camera.

Esther Funk won the women's 50-fool

roll contest with her fine production, "Sec

America First," second place going tc

Louise Arbogast for "Monterey."

After the screening of the women'?
contest two films from the Long Beacl"

Cinema Club were sho'wn: "Cat Tales,'

by Miss Caldwell and "Susanna," pro-

duced by the Long Beach Club members.
LEO CALOIA, Secretary.

Nu-Art Releasing Features
Nu-Art Films has just announced the

16mm. S.O.F. release of four full length

feature comedies and six two-reel sub-

jects, all featuring stars of major im-

portance.
The full length releases are "Feet

First" and "Welcome Danger," starring

Harold Lloyd, and "The Gladiator" and

"Wide Open Faces" with Joe E. Brown.
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Good Color in

Kodaclirome

Everyone^s

Reack
By HATTO TAPPENBECK

IN
LOOKING at a motion picture in

color we must keep in mind that
the professional productions are all

shot on 35mm. film. They are made with
three-color separation negatives, such
as Technicolor uses, or with two-color
negatives as in Cinecolor and other
similar processes.
For the amateur there is only the

Kodachrome film in 16mm. and 8mm.
available. The advantages of using
Kodachrome is obvious. The same cam-
era which takes black and white can be
used, and the same finishing facilities

are given by the makers of Kodachrome
as we get for all panchromatic and
orthochromatic reversal films.

The drawback of the Kodachrome proc-
ess is that we have only one print in

color. Duplicates and dubbed in sound
are problems which have not been satis-
factorily and economically solved, al-

though they may be obtained. Another
disadvantage over the separation nega-
tive color process is that we have no
control in the processing of Kodachrome,
a factor which is frequently overlooked.
But good color in Kodachrome is with-

in evei-ybody's reach. However, we have
to observe a few rules in taking pic-
tures in Kodachrome. A careful study
of the printed matter which comes with
every roll of film is an essential, but
it can only be regarded as a fundamental
guide.

Main Requirements

The success of color pictures depends
largely on the acquired skill of the
cameraman. This is not at all as difl'i-

cult as it sounds and should not be re-
garded as an impossible goal for the
individual color enthusiast.

Enthusiasm for color with the desire
to learn all about color, light, and bal-

ance are the main requirements. I pre-
sume that we use the right kind of
film for the right kind of shots: the day-
light Kodachrome for shots in the day-
time between 10 a. m. and 3 p. m. and
the Type A Kodachrome with artificial

illumination.

Our lens should be color corrected, as
all newer types of lenses are, to avoid
pictures which do not seem to be quite
sharp. The use of an exposure meter
is essential, but the owner of the instru-

Hatto Tappenheck

ment should be thoroughly familiar with
its use.

Readings with the same meter by dif-

ferent people often differ widely due to

the way they take their readings. A
foolproof instrument for general use
has not yet been put on the market.
However, the readings are close and the
results correspondingly, and with due
consideration of the allowance to be made
for and by the individual user accurate
results can be obtained.

In speaking about color we have to

distinguish between the true color of
the subject we are photographing, the
color which the subject has in our own
imagination, and the color we want the
finished product to have. The latter is

the most important item.
If we make the film for ourselves or

for some one else we must strive to get
the most pleasing color. This is not al-

ways the true color of the scene. It

may be too harsh, too vivid, too con-
trasty, or too dull. All these extremes
can be toned down a little if we con-
sider the subject from all angles. Cor-
rect exposure within the limits of the
film will give us the true colors.

The name "color film" often suggests
that we go out and hunt for color in-

stead of photographing pleasing sub-
jects with their naturally subdued and
balanced display of colors. We must keep
in mind that colors we take in with our
eyes, no matter how vivid they may be,

will be many times intensified on the
screen.

Intensifies Colors

This is due to the limit of angle and
space on the screen, while in the origi-

nal scene our eyes are allowed to rove
over the landscape or subject including
the surroundings. There is no limited
view in any direction to the picture we
see contrary to the projected image
which is confined to the screen and sur-

rounded on all sides by a black border.
This intensifies the colors.

Last, not least, our imagination plays
a great part in the color we see. I

assume here that we are not partially

color blind, which is indeed more fre-

quently the case than one would think.

From childhood on we have been taught
that the grass is green, the rose is red,

the sky is blue.

Recently a friend of mine complained
that he had no luck with the sky in his

Kodachrome films. They were not blue.

On questioning him he did not remember
if the sky was blue when he took the
pictures. Even if the sky is clear it will

never have the same color of blue all

over.

Toward the horizon the sky will al-

ways be lighter, sometimes almost white,

due to atmospheric conditions, while
away from the sun the color will be
intensified into a deep blue. You can
notice the difference in intensity when
driving through a narrow canyon or

through a street.

In looking at the sky above the can-
yon walls you will have no difficulty in

convincing yourself of this fact, and the
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film will register this difference in the

blue. Many objects such as grass, trees,

etc., are green to us, but contain, how-
ever, a large amount of red and other
warm colors, which we do not notice,

but which come out in photography.

Develop Color Sense

In many cases infrared photographs
give a good example of the hidden red
colors in a landscape. When shadows fall

a purple hue comes over the land. Some
of us can see it, but during the day the
purple in the deep shadows escapes our
eyes, although it is there just the same.

This brings us to an important phase
in color photography if we want to get
good color at all times. We have to see

it. And the way to see it is by study-
ing it constantly. A course in painting,
color design, commercial art, in fact,

any study where we handle and blend
colors with our own hands will develop
our color sense and ojx'n up a new
vista for us.

Then colors will appear to us where
heretofore they had not been noticed.
The study of the many excellent color
pictures in magazines as well as of
paintings of the old masters will reveal
a wealth of information on color. Some
subjects we will like, some will not look
pleasing to us.

The reaction of others to the same
pictures is valuable in mastering color.

I cannot emphasize enough the impor-
tance of analyzing the color values of the
subjects before making the shots.

If there is a doubt in your mind as
to the final result on the screen it is

better to experiment at first and take
two or three shots of the same scene at
a normal exposure, one half stop under
and one half stop over. Valuable infor-
mation is gathered this way and pleasing
effects may be secured.

Make Note of Data

I take down data of all the shots I

am making in color as well as in black
and white. This is the most effective way
to eliminate failures, to master exposure,
and to cut down waste and disappoint-
ment.

Reflections from large colored surfaces
play a prominent part in color work.
They will give a decided hue to the sub-
ject, especially to the ones of a light
tone value. It may seriously affect the
natural color of a person in a closeup.

This leads us to the theme of color
composition which is equally as impor-
tant here as in black and white films.

Bright, warm colors, such as vivid reds,
orange, yellow, etc., draw our attention
away from the subject and tend to de-
stroy the balance of the composition.

In other words we should strive to
harmonize the colors as much as pos-
sible in our picture. The subject should
remain the center of interest at all

times and the color should merely add a
pleasing effect to the natural rendition.

Our eyes are not tuned to the color
vibrations in the same way as the emul-
sion of the film is. Yellow is the bright-
est color to the human eye, but not to

Kodachrome. The latter i.s also sensitive
to vibrations below and above the visible

spectrum. Modern science has tried to

subdue the sensitivity of the film to the
invisible vibrations and has balanced the
visible rays as much as possible.

In addition to the color balance we
have to try to get a balance of exposure
of the different parts of the picture.
Black and white film has a great latitude
in exposure two stops either way from
the normal exposure can easily be cor-
rected. In Kodachrome we have no such
leeway. Realizing this you will avoid
shot.s with extreme light values.

Let Sky Care for Itself

A difference of half a stop either way
from the correct exposure still renders
good color. However, in most cases where
near objects and sky are combined the
film is not able to overcome the wide
exposure range. We have to make a
sacrifice, expo.se for the subject of the
most importance and let the sky take
care of itself, or, better yet, try to omit
the sky if possible.

Concentrate on the .subject at all

times and do not let the beautiful setting
tempt you to take a closeup of the sub-
ject and a long shot of the scenery at the
same time. The color in one or the other
is bound to suffer. Of course filters could
be used to cope with the situation.

In distant shots with haze or for
early morning and late afternoon shots
filters are indispensible for color correc-
tion. Interesting effect shots may also
be obtained by using filters in the day-
time; often the mood of the picture may
be thus emphasized.

Portraits are taken in the most natu-
ral way in a shaded part of the yard or
patio when the sun shines bright. The
reflections from buildings or pavements
give a pleasing roundness in addition to
enabling the victim to keep his eyes open.
Color pictures taken on bright but slight-
ly overcast days usually turn out best.

Care should be taken not to be fooled
by the exposure meter and the fact that
the sun is slightly obscured. On such
days we often have more light photo-
graphically than on days on which the
sun beams from a cloudless sky. This
is explained by a more even balance of
light due to the absence of deep shadows.

Color in Rain

In taking color shots on very dull or
rainy days we will learn from experience
that this is another occasion when our
exposure meter will not tell the truth.

I can safely say that on those days the
meter tends to indicate twice as much
light as we actually have. The result is

underexposure. Here also are the actual
atmospheric conditions responsible for
this error.

A light subject with a dark back-
ground or a dark subject before a
lighter background may give you the
same reading on your meter; but your
instrument can only give you the average
exposure and fails to discriminate be-
tween subject and surrounding. Assum-
ing that the subject is the most impor-

tant we find that in the first case lei

exposure is required for good color rei

dition than in the latter.

As important as the exposure mett
reading is the definition in your ow
mind of the light values mentioned i

the instructions for the use of Kodij
chrome, such as "Direct sun," "haze.,

"cloudy," "dull," "bright sun in shade,'
etc. Kodachrome for daylight is rate
at the same speed as regular panchrc
matic film or at a Weston speed ratin
of H; the Kodachrome film for artificii

light rates at Weston speed 5.

However, considerable differences ma
be found by the individual, due to hi

own individual way of getting his es
posure values and not due to variation
in the film speed itself.

Light in Background

It also should be kept in mind tha

with artificial light the exposure fall

off very rapidly with the distance fror

the light source, and that in case goO'

color is desired in the background a
well, sufficient light from separate light

ing units should be put on the back
ground.

In screening the picture do we get a

good results at some one else's house a

we do in our own home? Chances ar

that the screen is of different materia
or the light source of the projector i

weaker or stronger than ours. Bearinj
this in mind, we should strive for ;

uniform product, which is best adaptei

to our own projector and screen, an(

adopt this as a standard for shootin;

our pictures.

In summarizing the rules for taking

good color films we should follow thii

simple procedure:

Read instructions inclosed with film

calculate the exposure; compare it witl

meter reading, balance the light values
balance the color composition; add youi

previous experience; take your shot, anc

record your data for future reference

Lootens Now in Council
Darryl F. Zanuck, chairman of the Re

search Council of the Academy of Mo
tion Picture Arts and Sciences, an

nounces the appointment of Charles L
Lootens, chief engineer of Republic Stu-

Republic is now contributing to the

financial support of the Council program
and under the Academy by-laws is thus

permitted representation on the council

dio, to membership on the council.

Two Filing Aids
Two new aids for orderly filing—the

Kodaslide compartment file and the Ko-

dak minifile box—are announced by the

Eastman Company.
The Kodaslide compartment file is a

neat, compact file box of black molded
material, with matching hinged cover

and latch. Inside are ten partitioned

cells, each holding twenty Kodaslides.

The price is §4.50.
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Insert a magazine of Cine-Kodak Eight

Film . . .

Close the camera, and you're ready to

make movies.

You've a choice of accessory lenses; the
view finder adapts accurately for each.

Any of four useful operating speeds,
including "slow motion," may be used.

MAGAZINE CINE-KODAK EIGHT

Here's the higge.st 8 mm. home movie news since the
"Eight " itself—a camera that loads with magazines of

film, thereby eliminating all film threading.
It is not merely a convenient, ea.sy-to-use camera; it is an

immensely capable and versatile movie maker, incorporating
features which make it unicjue among 8 mm. cameras.

Its standard lens is a remarkably fine Kodak Anastigmat
13 mm. f/l.!); and it takes five accessory lenses which can make
close-ups of long shots and otherwise extend the scope of your
movie making. The enclosed A iew finder adjusts accurately to
show the correct field for each lens.

You have your choice of four operating speeds—KJ, '24, .S^,

and (i-l frames per second.
Cine-Kodak Super-X Panchromatic Film and both types of

Kodachrome are available in '2,5-foot magazines (which are run
through twice, in the usual "Eight" fashion) at $'2. .50 and
$3.7;5, respectively, processing included. Each gives you the
movie equivalent of 100 feet of 10 mm. film.

See this superb new camera at your dealer's. It's a fascinating
piece of work. It is priced at $97.50. To own it means 8 mm.
movie making on a whollv new scale.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY, ROCHESTER, N. Y.
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In the Picture Houses
(Continued from Page 353)

fers back the job from which the hus-
band was fired; the notification to that
effect reaches the hospital and is handed
the husband as he leans over a bed in

which his family is doubled numerically.
Karl Freund, A.S.C., is director of

photography—directs it skillfully as he
changes the moods in the photography
to correspond to the shifting lights and
shadows of the tale.

Untamed
Paramount's psychic bid for the hot-

weather business is "Untamed," built
around a blizzard and expertly techni-
colored by Leo Tover, A.S.C., and W.
Howard Greene, A.S.C. It's chilly en-
tertainment, but from the phototechnical
side distinctly well worth viewing.

At first thought, one might be in-
clined to question the wisdom of using
Technicolor for a film climaxing in a
blizzard, in which it might be expected
that clouds of blowing snow would ob-
scure most of the coloring, and reduce
what was left to virtual monochrome.
In actuality, the blizzard presented in
"Untamed" owes the major part of its

foice to color.

Photographed in black-and-white, this
storm, excellent though it is, would re-
main simply another capable special-
effects job. In color, it gains an added

illusion of reality that raises it to rank
with any of the finest special-effects
cataclysms of recent seasons. It looks
colder and windier than any monochrome
snowstorm this reviewer has ever seen
on the sci'een.

Throughout this sequence photogra-
phy, lighting, set design and the special
storm effects (for which no credit is

given, by the way) reflect noteworthy
credit upon Cinematographers Tover
and Greene and Art Directors Hans
Dreier and William Flannery.

The use of projected color in the effect

lightings in the sequence in the deserted
cabin during the storni desei"ves special
comment; it is not only pictorially effec-

tive in itself, but helps in putting over
story points in a way that could not be
done in monochrome.
The rest of the picture is a pretty

routine job, both dramatically and tech-
nically: well done in all respects, but
by no means outstanding. But once the
blizzard sets in, color, in the hands of
such skilled workmen as Tover and
Greene, immediately justifies itself, and
adds a new chapter to the pages of pic-

torial achievement already filled by these
artists.

" W. S.
•

South of I'ago Pago
Stark and full-blooded melodrama is

"South of Pago Pago," Edward Small
release through United Artists. It is

stern meat for the more sensitive picture-
goer, having women particularly in mind.

of course. There's an abundance of fi .

cuffs and shooting and clubbing, but i s

finely produced and photographed d

staged.

The principal players are Vi< r

McLaglen, Jon Hall, Frances Farn
,

Olympe Bradna, Gene Lockhart 1

Douglas Dumbrille. The atmosphert g

of the South Seas and the jungle,»f
placid waters both offshore and inshi

There is excitement aplenty in the act
an example being the attack of the caiig
on the schooner, with the ensuing ba ^

on deck and in the rigging.

John Me.scal, A.S.C., is director f

photography, and has done a most cre<l-

able piece of work. Lovers of gjl
photography will find an abundance «f

shots to follow closely. Jack Cosgrfe
was in charge of special photograph
effects. Alfred E. Green directed
picture.

•

Queen of Destiny

Here is a film that is rare. Ann Nea
is Queen Victoria; she plays the Quf .

To the person out front she is the Que .

No man or woman—or child for t jt

matter should fail to see it. There'.'ji

difference, of course. The child has^

longer time in which to remember ?

occasion.

The story opens just before the m
riage. It closes after her passing, pr

tically forty years after the death

Albert Edward, the prince consort.

LIGHTS ftom Hollywood...For BETTER PICTURES

DINKY INKIE
( IOO-l50-wat+):

51/2" diameter; 7" tall; wt. 22/4

lbs. When space is small and
lighting important—use a
"DINKY." Only $12 with table

top pedestal.

BABY KEG-LITE
(500-750-wa++):

Instant focusing device (pat-
ented). "Leak-proof." Fresnel-
type lens. Approved for tech-
nicolor—Kodachrome. Only $55
with folding stand.

• Photographically, Optically Correct

• Heat Resisting and Leak Proof Lenses

• Whiter Lenses—Instant Focusing Devices

All Exclusive Bardwell & McAlister Features

Bardwell & McAlister Lights lead the field tor

every photographic need.
Their lights are all designed and manufac-

tured to the thousandth degree of accuracy.
This supremacy means — Better Pictures — No
Costly Retakes — Less Weight to Carry — More
Light at Less Cost — Longer Hours of Use per

Globe — Lifetime Service.

Furthermore Bardwell & McAlis+er Lights in-

clude all the latest developments in photo-

graphic and flm technique because their en-

gineers work hand in hand with leading film

and camera manufacturers, research engineers

and photographers to produce the most effi-

cient lights for every photographic need.

Ask Your Dealer for Demonstration—
Distributed by Eastman Kodak Stores

BARDWELL & McALiSTER, Inc.
Motion Picture Electrical Equipment Manufacturers

7636 SANTA MONICA BLVD. HOLLYWOOD, CALIFORNIA

Foreign Representatives of Bardwell & McAlister

Photo Cine Studio Agencies, Ltd. Grun Bros.

Bombay, India Cairo and Alexandria, Egypt

I
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MASTERPIECES

ON A

DfrulE
3. U. S. Pat. Off.)

GLASS-BEADED

SCREEN
And Show Them

AT THEIR BEST!
The pictures which you prize most will give you a still greater
thrill when projected on a Da-Lite Glass Beaded Screen. Its

specially constructed surface brings out the beauty of everything
with "'camera-eye-fidelity." It shows your Kodachrome pictures
in their full brilliance. All shades of colors are faithfully re-

produced. It also makes your black and white pictures sharper
and richer in detail and gradation of tones. Ask your dealer
for a demonstration. The Da-Lite Beaded surface challenges
comparison with all other screens, beaded or otherwise. It is

available in many styles including the popular Challenger shown
here which can be set up instantly anywhere. Write for de-
scriptive literature!

DA LITE SCREEN CO., INC.
DEPT. 8A.C., 2723 N. CRAWFORD AVENUE, CHICAGO, ILL.

hat nearly sixty-five years of rule much
f importance happens—things in a

fetime which rate as incidents, but

astly big as they happen.

The picture is in Technicolor—and

'bile it may have been on the shelves

waiting a time more propitious than
hat at which two great pictures had
ust been put on the market nevertheless

: will in photographic quality hold its

wn with any that since has been made,

'hat is said because praise has been

,estowed upon the more recent Techni-

Q]or—^with undoubted justification.

W. V. Skall, A.S.C., however, may
ave fallen under the spell of the pomp
nd circumstance, the glamor and the

•lory, of the settings and the importance

(f the castles and great estates of which

lis camera was a part. Probably in uni-

orms and in robes and in trappings no

eriod can approach that of Victoria

—

ot even Elizabeth. But every profes-

ional or amateur will enjoy Skall's

v'ork.

C. Aubrey Smith as the Duke of Wel-
ington was particularly featured in the

ast—and with reason. He played the

lart for all it was worth. Out of the

iresence of Victoria he was the crusty

Id lion. In her presence he was tame
i a lamb. All the members of the cast

vere of the best.

Herbert Wilcox produced this picture

f everyday men and women, of human
leings, that is worth any one's effort

look upon. RKO-Radio is releasing it.

The Villain Still Pursued Her
In its search for fun RKO has returned
other days to recapture some laughs

pd chuckles. "The Villain Still Pur-
.ued Her" is a problem with a theatre
louse. Some houses there are which will

ike it plenty; others may not. Without
hame the writer not only admits he
ikes it; he boasts of it. And that in-

ludes the super-deluxe pie-throwing.

The Ramparts We Watch
It is a mistake to wait twenty-four
ours after seeing "The Ramparts We
Vatch" before sitting down to pound
ut a review. Too many confusing opin-
ons come dribbling in to unwelcoming
ars before the opportunity is presented
'> put down in black and white just
vhat personally is thought of it, disre-
jarding the other fellow's guesses.

Coming back to that moment in the
Embassador Theatre as the lights were
ust beginning to come on at the close
)f the March of Time's feature review,
ve did not feel kindly to those mis-
guided and most vocal pacifists who in
;hurch and out speak so loudly about
he United States not having to be
ifraid of anybody.
"The Ramparts We Watch" holds at-

tention, close attention, from beginning
end. It does not do that by means

>f trained actors or heroics, or through
my other manner than the players just

being themselves, forgetting the cam-
era and the recording of sound. One
man who convincingly played an editor
had never, before entering on a set, seen
a professional motion picture camera.

The picture very frankly was designed
to make Americans think—and think
hard—to see the things that today are
transpiring throughout the world, that
are forcing themselves upon the atten-
tion of all the people of the world, in-

cluding the United States. The picture
is designed to force Americans to feel

that if they are to continue to survive
as a nation there are some things they
have got to face: they have got to fight;

at least they must be ready. They have

got to have in hand something more
than paper with which to do that fight-

ing.

Propaganda in the picture? Of course
there is. But it is propaganda on the
side of the United States and not on the

side of Russia, of Germany, of Italy, of

Japan.

It is said that perhaps double the
sum was expended on making the pic-

ture than originally was planned, that
the amount now stands in the vicinity

of $400,000. The producers did not know
when they began the picture the way
events were going to turn. Before they
had proceeded far the reasons for the
production were multiplied many fold.
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"This is the story of the American
people," says the script at one point,

"their achievements and their failures,

as they lived through the fateful years
that began with 1914."

"The Ramparts We Watch" should be
seen by all ages.

Maryland
Twentieth Century-Fox has in "Mary-

land" a wide variety of entei-taiiimcnt, a
bit of stern tragedy, a larger amount of
riotous comedy, and one of the most
melodramatic steeplechase sequences
ever filmed—and, by the way, all in

Technicolor. George Barnes, A.S.C., and
Ray Rennahan, A.S.C., photographed the

picture and to splendid advantage. There
were many exteriors, of scenes that lend
themselves unusually to color photog-
raphy.
Walter Brennan and Fay Bainter

were the leading players, with Brenda
Joyce and John Payne in the juvenile
spots. Charles Ruggles was seen in a
character part.

Aside from the strong portrayals of

white players there are sterling per-

formances of colored actors—Clarence
Muse, as the Reverend Bitters, who pre-

sides at the revival meeting in most
distinguished form, really matchless; he
outbairymores John, and no foolin'.

Hattie McDaniel, as the ruler of the Dan-
field kitchen and, sometimes, of her

husband, Shadrach, stood out as
ways. And Ben Carter as the lat •

brought a new form of comedy to
screen, or an unusual form anyw
The humor of the colored folkg -v

;

natural, as against that which is fore
It was boisterous, plenty, but never k
of character. The revival meeting v
one to remember—as screamingly fun
as anything so deadly serious saf
could be.

It was all a corking show. I

My Love Came Back
Warner Brothers are reported to hif

decided to make a star of Jeffrey Ly|
after seeing his performance in "11

Love Came Back." They didn't have
wait so long, and probably they didr,

After seeing his interpretation of t

part of the minister in "All This a'
Heaven, Too," there was no occasion 1

waiting. His portrayal of the ancest
of the author in that story should ma
him for stardom in any studio.
Lynn and Olivia De Havilland make

strong team in "My Love Came Bad
a comedy-drama above the average. Th
are finely supported by Charles Winni
ger and Spring Byington in a paral
team. S. S. Sakall is another perform
who rates high, also.

Charles Rosher, A.S.C., directs photo
raphy. He finely matches the light ai

gay mood of the performance.

•

Young People

For her final appearance, Harry J
Brown has produced under Twentie
Century-F'ox banner a grand picture f
Shirley Temple. Combining the ever w(
come antics of Charlotte Greenwood ai

one of Jack Oakie's best performance
to date, "Young People" is tops in ente

tainment.
The story is about show people wl

retire from vaudeville and move to

small town. It is in their efforts

blend into the life of this small tr:

dition-bound New England town th;

much of the story lies. Many of tl

sequences don't quite connect and thei

are places where interest lags, but wh;
it lacks there is made up in other way

Shirley Temple shows that she is

real trooper. Her dancing and acting ai

not just the talented performance of

child but the finished product of a moi

mature person. In the many dancing ar

singing numbers which she does wit

Charlotte Greenwood and Jack Oakie, si"

keeps up with the best of them. Chai

lotte Greenwood is at her best.

For those who followed her in

many stage appearances, this is anothe

part to add to her comedy laurels. Rc

tund Jack Oakie is teamed with her i

a part which he takes full advantag
of, as Shirley Temple's foster parent:

On the shoulders of these three, cc

starred together, rests the burden o

the picture. They turn in a grand jol

There were many smaller roles tha

were excellently cast. Noteworthy amon.

EVERYTHING PHOTOGRAPHIC
AND CINEMATIC

FOR PROFESSIONAL AND AMATEUR
The World's Largest Variety of Cameras and Projectors. Studio and
Laboratory Equipment with Latest Improvements as Used ii

Hollywood Studios. New and Used. BARGAINS.

Hollywood Camera Exchange
1600 CAHUENGA BOULEVARD

HO 3651 Hollywood, California Cable: Hocamex

CAMERA SUPPLY COMPANY
ART REEVES

ISIS North Cahuenga Boulevard

HOLLYWOOD CabI* Address—Cameras CALIFORNIA
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them was the fine performance of Kath-

leen Howard. The very minor love in-

terest was supplied by Arleen Whelan

and George Montgomery, a newcomer.

Adding to the picture to make it the

thoroughly entertaining show it is are

the new tunes by Mack Gordon and

Harry Warren, and the fine photog-

raphy of Edward Cronjager, A. S. C.

M. D.
•

Gold Rush Maisie

Ann Sothern in "Gold Rush Maisie"

is a well-done picture by MGM. It is

simply made and acted, convincing as a

story of the outdoors of plain people

getting the hard deal by fate. But their

luck turns at the end. In support are

among the principals Lee Bowman, Slim
jSummerville, Virginia Weidler, Mary
Nash, John F. Hamilton and Scotty

Beckett.

Charles Lawton, A.S.C., is director of

photography. Edwin L. Marin directs.

•

When the Daltons Rode

Universal's "When the Daltons Rode"
is a battling picture. There's an unusual
amount of shooting, so much so that dis-

cretion may be advisable in letting the

little ones attend. The cast is rare in

this type of film, meaning the type of

lutdoor stuff that goes along with horses

and guns. Just to name a few of them,
there are Randolph Scott, Kay Francis,

Brian Donlevy, George Bancroft, Broder-
ick Crawford, Stuart Erwin, Andy De-
vine, Frank Albertson and Mary Gordon.
And the pull of the picture responds

to that same quality of cast. George
Marshall, who directed, reaffirmed his

rank in action pictures among others
with "Destry Rides Again."
One of the spectacular sequences in

the picture is that where the Dalton
boys drop from a shelf of rock alongside
the track on to the top of a mixed train.

There they find a flatcar loaded with
saddled horses. The deputy sheriffs who
own them are on the inside of the train
playing cards. Of course, they are hunt-
ing the Daltons. The boys climb down
into the flatcar and, opening a gate on
the side, leap down the embankment,
each man on a good horse. It is but one
if quite a number of parallel occurrences.
Hal Mohr, A.S.C., is director of pho-

tography. He opens the picture with
striking scenes of beauty, scenes entirely
at variance with those of death and dis-
aster to come later. The photography
easily is one of the features of a stir-

ring picture.

•

Pastor Hall

On the evening of July 26 James
Roosevelt showed "Pastor Hall," new
anti-Nazi picture made early this year in
England, in a projection room at the
United Artists' studio. The picture has
been in this country for two months. It
was offered to several distributing com-
panies, but they declined. When Mr.
Roosevelt was shown "Pastor Hall" he
became so interested he arranged for his

mother to see it. Mrs. Roosevelt volun-
teered to help her son as much as pos-

sible in bringing it to the American
public.

The film is a powerful document.
Which is a good place to say "Pastor
Hall" is the second feature length sub-
ject made by its producers, Boulting
brothers, Roy and John, who have gained
favorable attention in England through
their short subjects and documentaries.
Plainly they know their business.

The story of "Pastor Hall" was writ-
ten as a play by the late German drama-
tist Ernest Toller. The principal is a
minister in a small German town. He
battles the growing power of the Nazi
regime and philosophy. His fearlessness
results in his being cast into a concen-
tration camp, with its lash and other
brutalities.

There is a highly dramatic climax, un-
forgettable, all the stronger by reason of
its spiritual appeal.

Wilfrid Lawson is Pastor Hall. He is

all that may be conceived of a man as-
sailed by the forces now in control of
Germany—and other countries.

Undoubtedly Germany will make a bit-

ter fight to stop the showing of the pic-

ture. It may be necessary to carry the
film to Washington and show it to mem-
bers of Congress. It might be an idea.

Government Seeks Several
Visual Education Experts

The United States Civil Service Com-
mission has announced an open competi-
tive examination to secure specialists in

the field of visual information to fill

Government positions. The examination
covers three grades, with salaries rang-
ing from $2600 to $3800 a year, less a

retirement deduction of SV2 percent.

Applications must be on file in the
commission's Washington office not later

than July 30 if received from States

east of Colorado, and not later than
August 2, 1940, if received from Colo-

rado and States westward.

Applicants must have completed a

four-year college course, and in addi-

tion must have had responsible profes-

sional experience in the presentation

and interpretation of facts and ideas

by means of visual materials, such as

exhibits, photographs, motion pictures,

posters, or pictorial publications. Ap-
plicants will not be given a written test,

but will be rated on their qualifications

as shown in their applications and on
corroborative evidence.

Full information as to the require-

ments for these positions, and applica-
tion foi-ms, may be obtained at any
first or second class post office.
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"South of the Border"
(Continued from Page 3U9)

and here was a real chance for me
to shoot the construction of a
building in the same way. Adobe
building blocks are made from
adobe mud mixed with straw. Dirt
is dug and water added until it is

a pliable paste.
Straw is then added and it is

poured into molds. I found a spot
where two men were mixing the
mud, while all around adobe blocks
were standing on edge to dry, and
in the background two new build-
ings were nearing completion. The
workman mixing the mud had his
trousers rolled up and was knee
deep in the job.
A good cut-in was made as he

tramped back and forth over the
mud with his bare feet, working
the compound with a hoe at the
same time. A closeup of his hands
adding the straw was the next
step.

I changed camera position to get
a general view of the mixture be-
ing poured into the mold. An im-
posing church made a backdrop.
Then moving into a full closeup of
the mold, the action showed hands
raising up the mold, leaving the
two adobe blocks in perfect form.
Always wherever possible I kept

the adobe blocks in the camera
range, and when a general view
was being made a man setting
blocks out to dry was included be-
hind the principal action.
With so many new homes under-

way, it was easy to get a closeup

FAXON DEAN
INC.

CAMERAS
BLIMPS-DOLLYS

FOR RENT

Day, NOrmandie 22184

Night, NOrmandie 22563

4516 Sunset Boulevard

showing one man starting to lay
the adobe walls of a new building
while a house under construction
was included in the background.
The workmen enthusiastically

(juit their jobs on the back of the
house and moved to the front to
give me action in the foreground.
Everywhere I went in Mexico it

was the same. The man in the
field or on the street was ever
ready to take time out to give me
action just where I needed it.

It was important to have one
shot of an unfinished building with
workmen putting adobe in place
high uD on a wall. We searched
Chihuahua, but there were no
buildings in just that stage of con-
struction.

Inquiring around we heard that
there was a large school building
going un in Aldama. thirty miles
away. So off to Aldama we went
and found a perfect stage set for
comprehensive shots.

To get them we had to build a
camera platform level with the top
of the wall. An old church and a
mountain ridge filled in the back-
ground here.

The adobe wall was thirty feet
high and twelve inches wide. The
mason was on top of the wall
and his helper climbed up a lad-
der with a pail of plaster on his
head, then walked along the wall
for thirty feet to the mason.
He dumped the plaster, whirled
around and retraced his steps,
retuining in short order with an
adobe block on his head.

To emphasize the skill of this
man, I moved to the ground for
a low shot looking up as he trav-
eled along the top of the wall.

The dramatic effect was height-
. ened by a full closeup of him put-
ting the block on his head and
starting up the ladder, with the
camera looking straight up.

Back in Chihuahua we found
some good scenes of workers put-
ting finishing touches on some of
the larger houses. Even here,
wherever possible, I included adobe
bricks drying on the ground. One
effective scene was made by put-
ing the camera inside the house,
looking through an iron window
frame.
One workman was putting glass

in the frame, two men were laying
tile on the porch, beyond were two
men working in a sea of adobe
bricks, while in the far distance
appeared the same church which
was used in the adobe mixing

scene. Two shots of finished house
closed this chapter.
With these three .sequences o

Chihuahua, added to the three pre
viously made in Sonora, "South o
the Border" is on its way througl
the laboratory and editorial room
in preparation for an early release
With the international situatio

as its present high peak of tensior
the American film producers cai

do much to cement friendly rela

tions for us with other nations b;

making special efforts to look fo
something good to include in ou
films which have a circulation o
millions.

Levinson Names Chairmen
of Academy Science Grouj
The executive committee of the Sci

ences Branch, Academy of Motion Pic

ture Arts and Sciences, has announce
the appointment of the following sectio

chairmen:
Harold McCord, film editors; Pete

Mole, equipment; Thomas Moultor
sound; .Jack Otterson, art directors; Ra
Wilkinson, photographic.

In announcing these appointment;
Nathan Levinson, chairman of th

branch, stated that in line with th

policy of the Academy Board of Cover
nors, the executive committee and th

new section chairmen will immediatel
inaugurate a comprehensive program o

membership activities designed to in

crease the value of membership in th

Academy to its scientific groups.
The Committee also announced resump

tion of publication of the technical cred
its bulletin. '

COOKE
LENSES
FINEST CORRECTION
FINEST DEFINITION
FINEST NEGATIVES

BELL & HOWELL COMPANY
Exclusive World Distributors of
Taylor-Hobsoii Cooke Cane Lenses

1848 LARCHMONT AVENUE ' CHICAGO
New York: 30 Bockcfeller Flaza. Hollywood: 716
N. La Brea Ave. London: 13-14 Great Castle St.
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Boyle Meets Thrills in Asia

I

(Continued from Page 359)

whose duty it was to aid us in getting

our pictures.

But all too often, they could not see

eye to eye with us as to what consti-

tuted picture material. Passionately de-

voted as most of these officials are to

the tremendous task of westernizing and
modernizing the backward ways of these

countries, they felt their national honor
would be hurt if our cameras brought
to American audiences scenes showing
the more primitive, traditional ways of

living and working.

Film Must Go Forward

On one occasion, for instance (I think
• it was in Bagdad), I had framed a
highly pictorial shot of a long string

of native porters toiling up from the
river bearing goatskin water bags. Our
official escort was too polite to remon-
strate with us. Oh, dear, yes! But while
we were getting the cameras set up,

he had a private word with the porters
so that, when we were ready to shoot,

the porters detoured neatly around our
camera-angle!

Nothing we could say would change
his passionate views on the subject; he
would gladly help us film California-
style irrigation works or scenes of bur-
noosed Arabs operating a modern Ameri-
can centrifugal pump. But the traditional
methods, old-fashioned in the days of
Haroun-al-Raschid and the Arabian
Nights—no!
We finally had to leave the camera

where it stood, in the care of our "boys,"
land go and raise holy hades with the
Governor before we could get our shots.

^Jg^GUARANTEE
Rugged construction and critical manufacturing
standards enable us to guarantee efficient perform-
ance of the B-M Model F Sound Recording Unit
for two full years without regard for the amount of
footage recorded. Write for literature.

SOUND
B-M
RECORDING
MODEL F

UNIT

I
A compact,

rugged and sim-
plified 35 mm S O F
recording unit for sym-
metrical V A track

Frequency

response

chart

The BERNDT-MAURER Corp.
UST 24th STREfT . NEW YORK, N. Y.

In fairness to the native officials, how-
ever, it must be pointed out that some
European and American travel writers
of the "glamor boy" school have in the
past exaggerated their descriptions of
locally primitive conditions which, in a
case where even the truth is often bad
enough, naturally rankles in the minds
of people who are devoting their ener-
gies to shoving a nation eight or ten
centuries ahead in the space of a few
years.

First Pro Movie Camera
From Bagdad we headed for Teheran,

Persia—or Iran, as the country is now
called. Here we spent almost a month,
with side trips to Isfahan, Meshed, and
other centers. We filmed much footage
of the many colorful mosques—we were
the first to take professional movie cam-
eras into Iran, and, later, into Afghan-
istan, as well.

Oddly enough, we had little trouble in

filming the mosques, usually so carefully
witheld from the cameras of unbeliev-
ers, since we were armed with authority
from the Shah, Pahlavi, himself.

The Shah has done a good job of
modernizing his ancient country—which
makes things fine for the country but
not so good for the photographer; the
women no longer wear veils, and the
dress of both men and women has become
very occidentalized.

Leaving Iran we crossed the 8700-
foot high Chaluz Pass in the Elbruz
Mountains and then dropped down to the
shores of the Caspian Sea, 79 feet be-
low sea level. We drove beside this

sea for miles, and then returned to the
highlands, skirting 20,000-foot Mount
Demaand.
They say every motor trip story must

have its tale of detours. Ours was almost
1000 miles long, and came when we
found that because of a bridge washout
in Afghanistan we had to go south in

Persia and reach Afghanistan by way of
Baluchistan and Quetta.

For lack of sign posts along the sel-

dom-used roads we got off on the wrong
road, got stuck in river bottoms, and
for three days had a very unpleasant
time until we finally managed to get
back on to the right road once more.

In British Territory

Finally we reached Quetta, the princi-
pal city of Baluchistan, and the one that
was destroyed by an earthquake which
killed 35,000 people in 1935. They are
still rebuilding it, largely with earth-
quake-proof buildings. Here we were
again in British territory, and everyone
was most hospitable, not the least in
this respect being the British Army
mechanics who made some repairs on
our vehicles.

From Quetta we headed into Afghan-
istan via Kandahar, to Kabul, the Afghan
capital, where we were honored by a
visit from the King and his staff. Kabul
is a very colorful city where the women-
folk still wear the veil and the peasant
men still dress in the ancient costumes.

Even when we left our departure was

filled with local color, for the road out
of town was crowded with Afghans, their
camels, sheep and goats going down to
lower lands and warmer climes.

It was almost impossible to make any
progress; all morning our top speed re-

mained under four miles an hour. But
about noon we finally left the last of the
crowd, and could press on at such speed
as the badly repaired roads permitted.

The following morning we entered In-
dia through the far-famed Khyber Pass.
Imagine my surprise when one of the
Indian officers at the frontier came up
and asked if we knew Felix Schoedsack!
It seems he was with our friend Felix
during Schoedsack's last visit to India.
The Khyber offered great photographic

possibilities, and we took advantage of
them. There are actually two roads; one
for fast-moving automotive and military
traffic, and the other for the slower-mov-
ing native traffic of ox-carts, camel cara-
vans and the like.

"Wolves" Still Watch
The road is well protected by forts

every half mile or so, and one is given
a definitely specified time in which to

traverse the pass. No one is allowed on
the pass after nightfall; more two-legged
"wolves."
We spent several days in Peshawar,
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commuting to and from the Pass in order
to film all the Khyber scenes we wanted.
Due to the war the British authorities

sealed our short-wave transmitters and
withdrew our "call letters," but they
were kind enough to let us use our all-

wave receiver, which v/as carried in the
big trailer.

So early in the morning, while our
"boys" were getting breakfast, we would
tune in Schenectady on 31 meters and
hear programs that were originating in

Hollywood the night before. On one
Monday morning at seven I recall with
especial pleasure listening to our friend
Edgar Bergen, A.S.C., and his "assist-
ant" ( ? ) Charley McCarthy on their
regular program which in Hollywood is

heard Sunday afternoons at 5 o'clock.

I assure you it was a real thrill to feel
such close contact with home and friends,
for by that time, due to the war, our air
mail was taking from six to eight weeks
to reach us, and was censored, besides!

But after all those long months in the
wilds of Asia, we were at last reaching
civilization, for in Peshawar we met a
very charming lady who was demonstrat-
ing Max Factor make-up to the high-
caste native women! But the story of
our experiences in India is a tale in it-

self.

[Editor's Note—Next month Mr. Boyle
will tell of his six months spent in India
and his exciting trip home via Europe
last May.]

New Books
(Continued from Page 36It)

operations in the motion picture studios
has set about to record what he believes
will be information of help and assis-
tance to those employed in this particu-
lar field of endeavor," declares the au-
thor of this book in his foreword.

The book is rare and unusual. It is

written by a young man who for five
years has worked as an electrician
around lights in a studio. He has writ-
ten about his work for the benefit of
others who are doing likewise. "New
men are entering the industry daily,
other men are dropping out," he goes on
in his introduction. "The valuable ex-
perience gained by these men who leave
is in most cases irrevocably lost. Meth-
ods of accomplishing certain operations
and using various equipment in an easier
and more efficient manner ofttimes leave
with the individual.

"The chapters which follow make no
pretense of setting themselves up as a
standard or text. They strive only to
help in a small degree and perhaps point
the way. The writer does believe, how-
ever, that to obtain the optimum in re-
sults in any manufacture a thorough
knowledge of the tools used and a com-
plete understanding of their purpose is

necessary. It is this premise to which
the author dedicates this work."

The book is in seven chapters. Titles
of these are Direct Current, Alternating
Current, Generators and Motors, Set
Lighting, Arc Theory and operation.

Equipment and Its Operation and Strik-
ing and Rigging.

Taking one of these chapters, that de-

voted to Set Lighting, it breaks down
into the nature of sight and its defini-

tion; the Angstrom unit; color percep-
tion, intensity, classification and nomen-
clature; general conclusions; flat, streak
and spot lighting; high and low key
lighting; shadows; closeup lighting; his-

tory; lighting intensities; set lighting in

the near future.

The book is from the hand of a man
who has been facing the problems he
describes and explains. He knows the
answers from the top down and the bot-

tom up. It is a practical book for men
who aim to go to the root of things.

Natural Color Processes. By Carlton E.
Dunn. Third Edition. American
Photographic Publishing Company,
353 Newbury street, Boston. S2.

Carlton Dunn has completely rewrit-

ten and greatly enlarged this book on
color, incorporating methods of work-
ing, hints on how to avoid trouble, and
short cuts used by men who have suc-
ceeded in producing first-class color
work. Partial to no particular process,
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although the author is a foremost ai

thority on carbro, the book covers a
processes.

Simple color analysis, the necessai
theory for making color prints.
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first step in making color photograph
A good print depends on knowing how 1

make good negatives.
Autotype trichrome carbro, complet

instructions for this process which ;

used by many of America's professioni
color workers.

Belcolor printing film.

The chromatone process. t

Reliefs and imbibitions for color prin^
and transparencies includes auto-tyn
dyebro, Eastman wash-off relief, twcf
color imbibition relief.

Duxochrome and colorstill color prin:

ing films. 1
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Screen color transparencies, Agfacolc'

plates, Lumiere film color.

Dufaycolor.
Multilayer color processes, Kodi'
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Aerial Photos—How to Make and Se
Them. By Claud J. Dry. Aircral
Directory, Athens, Ohio. SL 66 pi

The contents of this book are title

under the heads of A New Field, A Fc
Uses, Manufactured Cameras, Usin
Regular Cameras, Rebuilt and Adapte
Cameras, The Graphic or Speed Graphic

Adapting Folding Cameras, Makin
Aerial Photography Pay, A Fascinatin

Business, More Markets, Obtaining New
Assignments, Prices to Charge, Film;

Filters and Factors, Processing and Er
larging. Aerial Mapping, Kite Photogrs
phy and Balloon and Miscellaneous.

Establishes Electronics
Division

A step of far reaching significance wa
recently taken by the Bell & Howe
Company in the establishment of an elec

tronics division at the company's eng:

neering laboratory. With Louis A. M(
Nabb as director, the new division wi

be devoted exclusively to design ar

engineering problems associated wit

sound phenomena, and will have con~

plete jurisdiction over all research, dt

velopment, and manufacturing in th

field of sound equipment and televisioi

Moen Joins Bell & Howell
Assuming his new duties with a wealt

of first-hand experience in the visu;

education field, Wallace A. Moen ha

been appointed assistant manager of th

B&H educational division. Mr. Moen re

ceived his B.A. from Luther College, D(

corah, Iowa, and for the five ensuin

years taught the social sciences in th

public high schools of that state. Afte

two years of administrative work an

direct connection %vith visual aids in edu

cation Mr. Moen joined Bell & Howell.
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Los Angeles Cinema Club
About 150 members and guests of the

Los Angeles Cinema Club attended the

July dinner meeting at the Chapman
Park Hotel. This group of filmmaking
enthusiasts has been meeting the first

Tuesday of each month for the past nine

years.

A new member, Mr. Rupert Sewelson,

importer, gave an interesting commen-
tary while showing his beautifully ex-

posed 16mm. Kodachrome reels, depicting

scenes recently taken in the interior of

North China. The natives carving jade,

doing cloissone work, making rugs, etc.,

were fascinating to the large audience.

Many interesting closeups of the art

work and the natives, made the film out-

standingly different.

Another excellent color film was pre-

sented by member George Ring, showing
the thrills of "big-game" fishing along
the Mexican coast.

The National Garden B'ureau's three-

reel Kodachrome film, "It's Fun to Make
a Garden," was of interest to those who
supplement filmmaking with home gar-
dening.

The club president announced a new
club project. Members will contribute
their choice scenes of animals and birds,

to be edited, assembled, titled and dupli-

cates will be made. Prints of the com-
plete reels will be used to entertain the
shut-ins and under privileged groups be-
fore which the club is arranging frequent
showings of films. These institutions

whose entertainment is often lacking or
I limited, are most enthusiastic audiences
for films, and the children groups par-
ticularly enjoy reels on animals and
birds. ED J. PYLE, JR., President.

Tri-City Cinema Club
Davenport—Rock Island—Moline

At the meeting June 28 in the People's
Power Company Auditorium in Rock
Island officers were elected for the
coming year as follows:

President—Dr. Albert N. Mueller,
Rock Island;

First Vice President—Ray 0. Schmidt,
Davenport;
Second Vice President—John Hoff'man,

Moline;

Secretary-Treasurer — Dr. Paul A.
White, Davenport.
Board of Trustees—1941, Miss Geor-

gia T. First, Rock Island; 1942, C. R.
Crakes, Moline; 1943, Dr. J. D. McPike,
Muscatine.
Winners first annual movie contest

(16mm. color): 1, Harry T. Knox, Rock
Island; "Wintertime 1940." 2, Miss
Georgia T. First, Rock Island; "Sun-
sets." .3, Birger Swenson, Rock Island;
"Colonial Williamsburg." (8mm. color):
1, Tom Griberg, Moline; "Virginia."
The meeting ended the 1939-40 season,

iind our second year. We have fifty
members in good standing and a sub-
stantial balance in the treasury. The
1940-41 year begins in September, the
meeting to be held in Davenport, Iowa.

ALBERT N. MUELLER, M.D.,
President.

Traveling Far
FROM away up in Thorshaven,

in the little Faroe Islands, that
possession of Denmark tucked
away in the North Atlantic half
way between the north of Scotland
and Iceland, comes a subscription
this last month to The American
Cinematographer. It is for the year,
dating back to January. It comes
through the agency of William
Dawson & Sons, London (estab-
lished 1809).

The transaction demonstrates
that in London, in the midst of the
weirdest and most terrifying war-
fare in history, business goes on as
usual; that in Thorshaven S. N.
Jacobsen, bookseller, has customers
who in spite of surrounding dis-

tractions maintain and continue to
maintain their photographic inter-

ests.

NEED MONEY?
WE LOAN MONEY NO MATTER WHKRE you are
on still cameras, Sram. 16mra and 35mm iiand cameras.
All loans are good for one year. LOW RATES. No
extra charges of any kind. Write for further details
and loan value of your equirment.
H. STERN. INC.. Bonded Pawnbrokers Since 1858.
872-c Sixth Ave. (at 3Is+ St.) New York City.

Unredeemed Bargains Avaitdble. List Free.

g Enlarged ^ Reduced g
Geo. W. Colburn Laboratory

Special Motion Picture Printing

1197 MERCEIANDISE MART
CHICAGO

PACIFIC
LABORATORIES
Complete 16mm. Film Service

Machine Developing
For the professional Photographer.
Densitometry, and Time and Temper-
ature Control. Specializing in Nega-
tive-Positive Sound Track and Picture
Work. Also Duplicate Negatives,
Composite Prints, 35 mm. Optical
Reductions to 16 mm.

Kodachrome
Duplieaiions
A three-day service on sound or si-

lent prints from Original Kodachrorrie.

Sound Recording
Direct on 16 mm. film. Dubbing, Nar-
ration, Sound Effects, and absolute
Synchronous Sound on film. Sound
Camera and Sound Truck available
for location.

The most complete 16mm. plant
on the West Coast.

•

1027 NO. fflGHLAND
HOLLYWOOD HI-0226 CALIFORNIA

Oakland Club
In line with a recently adopted policy

that the club sponsor free showings of
their members' films for shut-ins, the
club presented a benefit program at the
Claremont Hotel for the East Bay
Children's Hospital, and a prog-ram for
shut-ins at the Livermore Veterans Me-
morial Hospital. The following- pictures
were shown when eight membei-s of the
club journeyed to Livermore:
Gene Ritzman—"Garden Life."
Dr. L. A. Stuck—"1939 Salinas

Rodeo."
Dr. N. P. Dunne—"Treasure Island."
Raymond O'Connell—"Ice Follies of

1939."

Clyde Diddle—"Hands Across the
Day."

All pictures were shown with sound
and musical score, and were well re-
ceived. A new program for next year
is being formulated.
At our May meetings at the Coit

Hotel, we had talks on titling, each of
the several different members covering
different phases of title making. The
second May meeting presented Gene
Ritzman, who gave a demonstrated talk
on the technic of lapse time photog-
raphy of flowers, and Dr. Don Miller
spoke on surgical photography. Dr. Fred
Fisher read an article on the "Proper
Projection of Kodachrome."
Fred Thompson of the City of Oak-

land recreation department and a mem-
ber of the club presented his Koda-
chrome film on "Recreation Camps." It

was well edited, beautifully photo-
graphed and interesting. We are sure
it will go far in accomplishing- its pur-
pose, to make people conscious and en-
thusiastic about municipal summer
camps.
At our first June meeting we had, by

the Skinner Company of San Francisco,
a demonstration of the Vocatitler. We
also started our "review of members'
films" series, wherein each member of
the club presents his film efforts for
club review, criticism and suggestions.

C. E. BARNETT,
Chairman Public Relations Committee.

Superflash Midget Ready
Forty per cent greater output than

any other midget flash bulb is claimed
for the new Superflash "Press 25," an-
nounced by Wabash Photolamp Corpora-
tion, Brooklyn. It is a bayonet base bulb
that has an output of 25,000 lumen
seconds and the same long-peak charac-
teristics for which Wabash hydronalium
wire element bulbs are noted. It meas-
ures about 2 inches high.
A new midget Superflash with an in-

crease of 40 per cent light output and a
new ten-bulb pocket pack that fits in a
jacket pocket, are announced by Wabash
Photolamp Corporation, of Brooklyn. The
new bulb is called the "Press 25."

The new Superflash bulbs take only a
fraction of the space formerly required
for bulbs of equal flash-power, making
the ten-bulb pack very convenient to
handle and carry.
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Acquires Rights to Brown
Micro-matic Movie Titler

The American Bolex Company, 155
East Forty-fourth Street, New York, has
just announced it has acquired the ex-
clusive sales rights to the new Brown
Micro-matic Movie Titler. In making this

announcement the company points out
it has been searching for years for a
high grade, precise, inexpensive titler.

Constructed entirely of metal, the titler

offers outstanding features. With the
stand either in a horizontal or vertical

position, it is possible accurately to align
the camera in a few seconds' time. The
camera platform is exceptionally rigid

and is moved into position for accurate
alignment with the center of the title

board by simply turning two knurled
knobs.

Any 8mm. or IGmm. movie camera can
be attached and aligned without diffi-

culty. The target sight is placed in posi-

tion before the camera lens. The camera
platform is raised or lowered on a worm
gear and the camera is moved from side

10 side by a geared side plate. It is quick-

ly apparent when the lens is accurately
centered within the concentric circles of

the target sight. This gives absolute as-

surance that the lens is sighted on the
center of the 9 by 12 inch title board.

The size of the titles used or the area
of the board covered is controlled, of

course, by the focal length of the lens

used and by the distance of the camera's
film plane from the board. A series of

charts will give this distance for the
most commonly used lenses, i.e. 12.5mm.,
15mm., 1-inch, 2-inch and 3-inch. The
camera is always squared up automati-
cally on the camera stand and through-
out the making of zooms or whatnots
will never vary its alignment. An ad-
justable "zoom" stop is also provided.

When ready to shoot, the target sight

is removed and the camera platform can
then be moved as far forward as de-

sired, riding smoothly on two 42-inch
chromium steel rods —i no waiver, no
wobble.

The 9 by 12 board itself is in reality

a detachable metal frame in which vari-

ous types of materials can be placed.

Those supplied with the outfit are a cork
board, clear glass, and an opal glass. No
letters are supplied, but are available at

extra cost.

Hollywood Forum
Has Interesting Meeting

(Continued from Page 369)

combated the conclusions of Mr. Fried-
rich, declaring in some respects they
were not true. He told how the Hays
organization stafl' had examined every-
thing in a story Way before the script
reached his department. He said every-
thing objectionable had been eliminated.
The controversy is as old as the mo-

tion picture and possibly will continue as
long as does the motion picture. And

possibly both sides will continue to be-
lieve their own side is in the right.

To a bystander it seemed every pre-
caution should be taken to protect the
child from seeing things it .shouldn't, but
at the same time the motion picture pro-
ducer and the adult customer had some
rights in an entertainment way that
could not be ignored. That is, if the mo-
tion picture was to continue as a
theatrical entertainment.

Talks of Anachronisin.s

Dr. Lissauer talked only briefly in a
controversial mood. He swung over to
the teacher as a critic of motion pic-
tures. He told of one instance in which
an anachronism had been permitted to
ride—when discovered in time to remedy
it—because it was believed to be un-
important.

In a story of 1750 there was reference
to kilometers. A bell began faintly to
tinkle somewhere back in Dr. Lissauer's
consciousness that something was wrong.
Finally it dawned on the doctor that
kilometer in 1750 was wrong. It should
be league. But the suggestion was pooh-
poohed; it was inconsequential. It was
pennitted to ride, to go into the picture.

After the film was released the letters

began to trickle in—from teachers, pro-
fessors, gas station men and even chil-

dren. Always the motion picture maker
is battling the public, or the public is

FOR SALE

THE WORLD'S LARGEST VARIETY OF
Studio and Laboratory equipment with latest
improvements as used in Hollywood at tremen-
dous savings. New and Used. Mitchell, Bell-
Howell, Akeley, De Brie, Eyemo, animation
process cameras, lenses, color magazines, adapt-
ors, lighting equipment, silencing blimps,
dollies, printers, splicers, moviolas, motors,
light-testers, gear boxes, synchronizers. Guar-
anteed optically and mechanically perfect. Send
for bargain catalogue. Hollywood Camera Ex-
change. 1600 Cahuenga Blvd., Hollywood. Calif.
Cable : Hocamex

16MM KODACHROME MOVIE FILMS OF
Hawaii . . . surfing, hula, dancing, cocoanut
tree climbing, Hawaiian flowers and general
scenes. Original exposed Kodachrome 25c per
foot. Duplicate prints $12.50 for 100 feet in
following subjects : "Paradise of the Pacific."
"Flowers of Hawaii," "Hula Dancing," "Surf-
ing," "Fishes of Hawaii" . . . Add these gor-
geous color sequences to your film library . . .

high in entertainment quality.
3,5mm Kodachrome transparencies—75c each,
$7.50 per dozen.

KODAK HAWAII, LTD.
1065 Kapiolani Blvd., Honolulu, Hawaii, U.S.A.

RABY S T U DIO EQUIPMENT TURNTABLE
dolly in new condition. Also Fearless . . . Blimp.

CAMERA EQUIPMENT COMPANY
1600 Broadway New York City
Tel. Circle 6-5080 Cable: Cinequip

NEW, USED. REBUILT, STUDIO, RECORDING
AND LABORATORY EQUIPMENT. Cameras.
Printers, Splicers, Recorders, Amplifiers, Cable
Horses. Moviolas. Interlock Motors, Developers,
Galvanometers, Opticals, Glowlamps, etc. Free
Bargain Bulletin. Buy or Trade. S. O. S.
Cinema Supply Corporation, New York.

battling the motion picture maker,
is the delight taken by human beings i

finding some one in the wrong. And
is a battle on the part of a motion pi(

ture maker not to be caught in tl
wrong.
Former President Bruce A. Findla-,

director of visual education, Los AngeU
city schools, took a place alongside th
.screen. He had a shaded lamp and
stand. Apparently it was a serious di:

cussion on which he was entering. H
was billed to speak on "This Visua
EYES-ing EAR-a." On the screen wt
thrown a chart and cartoon, discussin
the question of visual education.

But the former president was not ei

tirely serious. His friends were quick!
reminded that first of all he is

jokester, and he was in a joking mooi
There was plenty in what he said th;

could and was taken seriously, but nevt
for more than a moment at a time.
The sixth annual conference wound u

in a burst of hilarity.

The officers of the Motion Pictui

Forum are Fred W. Orth, presiden'
Mrs. Leo B. Hedges, vice president; D
William J. Klopp, program chairmar
Mrs. Marie K. Haskell, publicity chai:

man; J. Walter Evans, secretary. 1
Mr. Evans went credit for the exceller

entertainment arranged for the membei
of the Forum—and also for the unusu;
fidelity with which it was carried out.

BELL & HOWELL, 5-WAY SOUND PRINTEj
CAMERA EQUIPMENT COMPANY

1600 Broadway New York City
Tel. Circle 6-5080 Cable: Cinequip

CINE KODAK SPECI.AL WITH F/1.9 — Wi(
Angle and Telephoto Lens—Tripod and Cas
Cost .S62T.50 New. Now $489.50. \\\ like ne^
Hazel Nelson, 965 Orange St., St. Paul, Min

WESTERN ELECTRIC INTERLOCK MOTO
mounted on door for Mitchell Standard Camer

CAMERA EQUIPMENT COMPANY
1600 Broadway New York Ci
Tel. Circle 6-5080 Cable: Cinequ

WE BUY. SELL AND RENT PROFESSIONA
AND 16mm EQUIPMENT, NEW AND USE)
WE ARE DISTRIBUTORS FOR ALL LEAJ
ING MANUFACTURERS. RUBY CAMER
EXCHANGE, 729 Seventh Ave., New York Git

Established since 1910.

WANTED
WE PAY CASH FOR EVERYTHING PHOT(
GRAPHIC. Write us today. Hollywood Came:
Exchange. 1600 Cahuenga Blvd., Hollywood.

WANTED TO BUY FOR CASH
CAMERAS AND ACCESSORIES

MITCHELL. B & H, EYEMO, DEBRIE, AKELE
ALSO LABORATORY AND CUTTING ROO •

EQUIPMENT i

CAMERA EQUIPMENT COMPANY
[

1600 BROADWAY, NEW YORK CITY
CABLE : CINEQUIP I

WANTED—STANDARD BELL & HOWELL "1

SHUTTLE. G. O. Russell. 21 North Ocean S(

Jacksonville, Florida.

WANTED— 170° STUDIO BELL & HOWE
35mm. Camera — with or without silen

shuttle—turret to take F/2.3 lens—no lens

accessories—must be bargain. Ney Askew, li

South Church, Hillsboro, Texas.

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISINC
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i
.the Ultimate in 16 mm. Motion

Picture Cameras for Personal Use
... BY BELL & HOWELL

!

tb you thrill to the perfect balance of a custom-

made trap gun? . . . To the rhythmic glide of a

sujrbly engineered car with a ball of fire under its

hal? ... To the split-second accuracy of a super-fine

w^h? Yes?—Then there is something in store for

yowhen you see the new Filmo Auto Master. It is

thi'iewest member of a new and aristocratic family

of agazine-loading motion picture cameras.

Jchly endowed with character that instantly sets

it lart from the rank and file, Filmo Auto Master

stals head and shoulders above anything you have

ev< seen in a 16 mm. motion picture camera for

peonal use. Here is uncompromising craftsman-

shf Here is simplicity that smooths the path of the

bejQner. Here is flexible versatility that delights ad-

vared skill and provides instant mastery over any

aniall picture opportunities.

lading is so simple that it can be done while

weing gloves! The pre-threaded film magazine
sliis into place. A turret head mounts three lenses.

Win the desired lens is rotated into photographic

po ion, its matching viewfinder element is posi-

.tio.d automatically.

, Msitive-type viewfinder, enclosed and protected,

, pnides an exceptionally brilliant image—and wbat

{
yokee, you get. A new, built-in exposure chart gives

res;ngs at a single setting for both black-and-white
ancolor film.

^ith four speeds and single frame exposure . . .

wisfast, color-corrected lens and a turret that mounts
afl range of special-purpose lenses, with Steady-

StD Handle that swings the camera into instant

act n, and every other advanced feature, Filmo Auto

Master is precision-built by the makers of Holly-

wood's professional motion picture equipment to

bring professional results to a vast army of skilled

amateurs who delight in the possession of finer

things. See it at your camera dealer's, where it

will be on display for the first time soon—or mail
the coupon for details. Bell & Howell Com-
pany, Chicago; New York; Hollywood; London.
Established 1907.

Filmo Auto Master, with film speeds of

16, 32, 48, and 64(5low motion), Steady-Strap
Handle (in foreground), and Taylor-Hobson
1" F 2.7 universal focus lens, $195.

Available on special order with speed range
of 8, 16, 24, 32 at slight additional cost.

New FILMOTION VIEWER
(for 8 mm. and 16 mm. film, a model for each)

CI your movie films as brilliant motion pictures when^ ,iting—rather than as a series of stills. That is what
the;ew B&H FILMOTION VIEWER enables you to do.
In ,dition, you can do a far more "professional" job of
ediig. This outfit provides complete protection to films
tha:atinot be replaced. When Model 136 Splicer and
prc;i rewinders for your size films are attached to the
Filiition Viewer, you have a complete editing outfit.
filition Viewer may be had complete with splicer as
shon here—or you may detach your B&H Model 136
Sphrfrom its present base and mount it on the rounded-
fco viewer base shown here.

Filmo '^Companion" 8
—makes movies at snapshot cost

Press the button—what you see, you
get, in black-and-white or full, nat-
ural color. Four speeds including
slow motion. Device for animating
cartoons. Provision for special lenses
and accessories. PRICE $49.50

Filmo Auto Load
and Auto Load "Speedster"

Identical twins except that Filmo Auto
Load provides speeds of 8, 16, 24, 32
while Auto Load "Speedster" has
speeds of 16, 32, 48, 64. Both are the
same price. Both incorporate new
effortless loading; improved view-
finder; unmistakable exposure chart;
single frame exposure; and fast, color-
corrected lens interchangeable with
full range of special-purpose lenses.

Priced from $115 to$160.50,
depending upon lens selection.

Sleady-Slrap Handle included.

PRECISION-MADE BY BELL & HOWELL COMPANY
1848 Larchmont Ave., Chicago, III.

Seod free descriptive literatureon : ( ) Filmo
AutoMaster; ( ) Filmo Auto Load and Auto
Load "Speedster" ; ( ) Filmo" Companion"
8; ( ) Filmotion Viewer and Splicer.

Name
Address

City State, . AC 8-41
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photographic

work that

exacts the

highest possible

standard.

Cameramen
demand the

MITCHELL

MITCHELL CAMERA C0RP0RATI01
665 NORTH ROBERTSON BOULEVARD

WEST HOLLYWOOD. CALIF.
Cable Address "MIICAMCO"

BELL & HOWELL, LTD., London, England

CLAUD C. CARTER, Sydney, Australia

D. NAGASE & CO., LTD., Osaka, Japan

AGENCIES

Phone oxford

MOTION PICTURE CAMERA SUPPLY CO., New York

FAZALBHOY, LTD., Bombay, I

H. NASSIBIAN, Cairo, E
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SUPERIOR-2
Model for Good Behavior

You can depend on Superior-Z to produce

a good negative. It brings to the camera

speed, latitude and a well-balanced color

response. Sets can be worked at low levels

of illumination. Details record over a broad

tonal range.

Superior-Z has the fine grain size and long

scale gradation that makes a good print.

For your next production have the maga-

zines loaded with this all-around film.

Du Pont Film Manufacturing Corporation
INCORPORATED

9 Rockefeller Plaza Smith & Aller, Ltd.
New York . . . N. Y. 6656 Santa Monica Blvd.
Plant . . Parlin, N. J. Hollywood . . California

BETTER THINQS for BETTER LIVINQ through CHEMISTRY



Improve Your Eyemo or Filmo 70
WITH THIS

Positive" Viewfinder
MASKING.
E PARALLAX;

YES sir—the Eyemo or Filmo 70 Camera that you now have can
be brought right up to date by fitting to it the new Bell & Howell

Positive Viewfinder and Viewfinder Turret which mounts three
matching viewfinder objectives.

The new units are not expensive, and they're so designed that you
can easily install them yourself.

The new "POSITIVE" viewfinder magnifies rather than masks,
with any lens. The entire finder aperture is filled with large-size,

upright, sharply outlined image. Eye parallax is eliminated. Even
when your eye wanders from the exact center of the eyepiece, you
still see precisely the field being filmed.

NEW VIEWFINDER TURRET enables you to select matching view-
finder objective unit with same speed you pick the lens.

Mail the coupon now for details and cost of bringing your present
Eyemo or Filmo 70 right up to the moment. Other new features may
also be added—see coupon. Bell & Howell Company, 1848 Larch-
mont Ave., Chicago; 30 Rockefeller Plaza, New York; 716 North La
Brea Ave., Hollywood; 13-14 Great Castle
St., London. Established 1907.

FILMO 70- D:
Master of personal
movie cameras — de-

signed and built by the master crafts-

men who make Hollywood's pre-
cision equipment. Seven film speeds,
including slow motion; turret head
for quick lens changes; wide variety

of optional accessories, all remov-
able without tools— electric motor
drive, external magazines holding
up to 400 feet of film, and others.
Coupon brings details.

No other camera offers the professional the
versatility and dependability of the Eyemo.
Swift change of lenses; conversion from
100-film capacity to 200- or 400-foot maga-
zines; tripod mount or light, easy-to-handle
hand camera; change from electric to spring
or hand drive; silent—or hookup for sound;
slow-motion or silent or sound speeds, plus
the two new features that assure accurate
composition and quicker setup—"Positive"
Viewfinder with Viewfinder Turret.

AC 9-40BELL & HOWELL COMPANY
1848 Larchmont Ave., Chicago, 111.

Send details about "Positive" Viewfinder for my
Eyemo Model QK, DL-M, N O, QP-Q; FilmoTO.

My Eyemo Serial No. is

My Filmo Serial No. is Send in-
formation on other modernizations for my particular
camera.

Name

PRECISION-MADE BY

BELL & HOWELL
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Here is genuine action in a perfectly still picture—that is

apparent; and that's real drama. It is a scene in Warner's "The
Man from Reuters." James Wong Howe, A.S.C, sits on the top
of a stepladder behind the camera focused on Edward G. Robinson,
kneeling on the ground. William Dieterle, the director, stands
on small ladder at extreme left.

Still by M. Marigold.
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Berndt^s 16iiiim.

Sotmd Film
Recorder

Revolutionary
By WILLIAM STULL, A.S.C.

HERE'S a 16mm. sound-on-film re-
corder that can be used with any
16mm. camera to which an elec-

tric motor can be fitted—that is compact,
portable, mistake-proof—and at a price
comparable to the cost of a good 16mm.
camera! Such is the "Auricon" 16mm.
sound-on-film recorder just introduced
by Eric M. Bemdt, which bids fair to
revolutionize 16mm. sound.

The equipment in design is the com-
bined effort of Mr. Berndt, president of
the company and pioneer in the design of
16mm. sound equipment; G. A. Bush,
vice president, and Walter Bach, treas-
urer.

From the time the earliest 16mm.
sound-film projectors were introduced,
several years ago, commercial and ad-
vanced amateur 16mm. filmers have
looked forward to the time when a re-
corder, comparable in size, cost and sim-
plicity to the better-grade 16mm. cam-
eras, would be available.

To date, with the single exception of
one ill-starred "sound camera," 16mm.
recorders have been virtually modifica-
tions of 35mm. studio equipment: tech-
nically excellent, but bulky, intricate
and costly to the extent of four-figure
prices.

Berndt's Auricon seems likely to revo-
lutionize this picture. It is small and
compact, fitting—complete with micro-
phone, stand and cables—into two neat
leather cases about the size of a 16mm.
camera case.

It is simple to operate; the recorder
takes standard 200-foot daylight-load-
ing spools of 16mm. sound-recoiding
film, the indicating meters indicate cor-

The Auricon Recorder ami Amplifier
provide a complete, high quality channel
for recording IGmm. talking pictures.
The entire equipment, for use udth any
synchronous motor-driven camera, weighs

only il pounds in its two cases.

rect exposure settings for the three most
common types of recording film, and the
wiring connections are so planned that
the units cannot be connected wrongly.
It appears to be simplified to the extent
that the average intelligent amateur can
take it out and record good sound im-
mediately.

Recording Unit
The recording unit is housed in a case

which combines the functions of a carry-
ing case and sound insulating "blimp."
The various connecting cables to the
amplifier, to the 110-volt, 60-cycle power
supply which drives both camera and
recorder motors, and to the camera
motor, are plugged into connections on
the outside of this case.

The master switch which controls both
motors is mounted in the top of the
case, and the recorder's film footage

indicator, together with a pilot light
which indicates whether or not the re-

cording lamp is burning, is visible
through a glass inclosed window in the
side of the case.
The amplifier and its direct current

power supply are in a second case. Power
is from batteries carried in the bottom
compartment of the case. These bat-
teries are identical with those used in

the popular midget portable radios, and
will provide power for recording many
thousand feet of film. The amplifier
tubes are of the new, low-drain type
used in these radios. Both batteries and
tubes may be replaced almost anywhere.
The amplifier case has input connec-

tions for two microphones, with sep-
arate "mixing" volume controls, so that
direct sound from two microphones, or
recorded sound from two disc or film
phonograph pickups or any combination
of direct and recorded sound can be
mixed to record a single ti-ack. A set of
ear-phones provides for monitoring the
sound while recording.

Rugged Construction

Two meters are situated on the ampli-
fier panel. One meter, by means of a
simple switch, provides means for check-
ing the A and B batteries, and also

gives an accurate indication of sound
track exposure for different types of

film stock. The other meter is a visual
indicator of recording volume and en-
ables the operator to record his scenes
at a constant volume level.

A dynamic microphone with a col-

lapsible stand is supplied with the out-
fit. Microphone, stand and 50 feet of
microphone cable are carried in compart-
ments in the amplifier case.
For use when "on location" where 110-

volt, 60-cycle alternating current is not
available to drive the camera and re-

corder motors, a special portable power
pack is available. This is contained in a
small leather case about the size and
weight of a portable typewriter case, and
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will drive camera and recorder for three
hours on one charge.
The heart of the recorder is the gal-

vanometer recording unit, which photo-
graphs a variable-area sound track (uni-

lateral) on the sound film. This is ex-

ceptionally rugged. Unlike many re-

cording units, this galvanometer seems
capable of withstanding considerable
overloads.
The writer has heard test recordings

made with this unit in which the galvan-
ometer was accidentally subjected to

severe overloads, which might be ex-
pected permanently to impair a less

rugged unit.

This galvanometer, however, merely
"froze" for a second or two, then auto-
matically readjusted itself, and con-
tinued recording as if nothing had
happened.

Sound Recording (Jood

The movement of the film thiough the
recorder appears to be exceptionally
good. On musical selections, as is well
known, any lack of uniform movement
makes itself speedily evident in "wows"
which can be plainly heard in the repro-
duced sound ti'ack.

The Auricon recorder, under test,

seems unusually free from such uneven-

ness. The recordings heard by the
writer, made on the first Auricon unit
built, evidenced tonal quality and vol-

ume lange fully equal to any 16mm.
sound film recording the writer has ever
heard.
The present Auricon, as described,

does not include a noise reduction cir-

cuit for making the so-called noiseless
recordings, which eliminate the hissing
noise made as an unmodulated .sound
ti-ack passes the projector's sound scan-
ning beam.

A noise reduction circuit may be fitted,

however, at a remarkably small additional
cost. However, even without this refine-

ment, the Auricon recordings thus far
heard are remarkably quiet.

In use, the Auricon provides profes-
sional type "double system" sound, in

which sound and picture are recorded on
separate films, allowing each to receive
the most favorable exposure and process-
ing.

With the cwmera motor plugged into an
outlet on the Auricon Recorder, both the
camera and recorder are started and
stopped with a single svntch on the

recorder.

mi
icl

"1

After processing each in the usua
manner, the films are edited togethei
and when the final cut is obtained, th
two are printed together to form a coi

posite sound-and-picture positive whic!
may be run on any 16mm. sound-on-fili
projector.

Reversal film, negative film or Koda
chrome may be used for the picturt

while the cheaper "recording positive
film of either Eastman, DuPont or Agf;
manufacture, is used for the sound.

Wide Choice

This recorder can be used with an
10mm. camera to which an electric moto
drive can be fitted: in general, an;

camera which has or can be fitted witk
a hand crank shaft. This includes thi^

Eastman Cine Kodak Special, Bell an
Howell 70-series Filmos, the Victoj

DeVry, Bolex and other types.
Camera and recorder are driven bj

synchronous electric motors which, bein^

fed from the same power supply, operati

"in step," and permit the production o

dialogue-synchronized talking pictun
scenes. By means of a hand clap or thi

use of a professional clap stick at the

start of each "take," visually identifyin}

marks are made on both sound and pic

(Continued on Page 430)
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Yellowstone:

lA^liere

Temptation

Is to

overstoot

By CHARLES W. HERBERT,
A.S.C.

MANY vacations are spent
amid settings and activi-
ties which furnish ideal

material for the travelog camera-
man. On the other hand, many
vacation activities when condensed
on celluloid are just plain monoto-
nous to all except those immedi-
ately concerned with the pictures.

Scenery, too, of an ideal vaca-
tionland can become flat and un-
interesting when confined to the
picture frame of a camera. A re-
gion can be too vast, too steep and
hemmed in; too flat, too bare, too
densely forested or too small to
enable the camera to record it con-
vincingly.

If you just must make a vaca-
tion reel and you can't afford to
go where things are naturally pho-
togenic, then you will have to work
doubly hard to locate and arrange
shots that carry along the availa-
ble interest. But if you do have
the time and means to choose, look

for the ideal vacation picture land.

Hawaii, Mexico, Cuba, the West
Indies and Canada are all within
reach of American Vacationists.
They all have a great variety of
interest scattered out over a wide
area which naturally requires a
lot of time to cover. The extent
of your trip, like the amount of
picturetaking you can indulge in,

depends upon the time and money
you can afford to spend.

Plan, Then Operate

Of course travelog cameramen
who are working on a salary plus
expenses do get around and cover
a lot of places that workers in
other fields cannot afford to visit.

Even so the traveloguer must plan
and operate efficiently. He never
selects a location theme unless he
feels that he can get enough ma-
terial there in a justifiable time
at an allowable expense.

Of all the travel reels that I have

No, dear reoAler, the child is in no
danger. In spite of the apvearance of
the fearsome beast, he is deader tJum
a doornail—even if he looks like some-

thing else again.
Courtesy Northern Pacific Railway.

made I believe that Universal's Go-
ing Places reel "Nature's Wonder-
land" was the easiest and most
economical to shoot. We must keep
up to a standard of quality, and
this requirement often affects pro-
duction cost.

"Nature's Wonderland" has its

location in Yellowstone National
Park. It's truly a wonderland of
an amazing number of widely dif-

ferent attractions, all of which are
good picture material.

There are elaborately appointed
hotels in picturesque settings,
lodges teeming with activity and
a world of space where you can
rough it in perfectly arranged
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camp grounds. Nature has as-

sembled many of her tricks in

this relatively small area. Excel-
lent highways lead to it and con-
nect all points of interest.

There are lofty, rugged, snow-
capped peaks; turbulent rivers,

cascades, cataracts, spectacular
waterfalls, quiet pools, varicol-
ored canyons, lakes, fantastic

rock formations; placid mead-
ows, hot springs, geysers large
and small; sputtering paint pots,

roa-insf mud volcanoes, abundant
wild flowers, wild life galore;

boating, fishing and swimming,
as well as museums, lectures,
guided tours and a variety of en-
tertainment at night.

Yellowstone is a sort of Nature's
Fair, with all of the exhibits ar-

ranged in sections and clearly la-

beled. It takes no imagination to
shoot a reel in Yellowstone Park

—

you only have to go to all of the
points of interest where everybody
else goes and set up your camera.
Once you are set up on the spot
your own picture eye will enable
you to choose the best angles and
action.

There are five official entrances
to the Park, each of which you can
use to get on the set. They all

have some sort of a gateway and
registration office with Ranger on
duty to check you in.

But for pictures, the North
(original) Entrance at Gardiner,
Mont., is the best to use as an
opening shot to your reel. There
is a large stone arch at Gardiner
with an inscription "For the Ben-
efit and Enjoyment of the Peo-
ple."

From a side angle in the late
afternoon you can build a moun-
tain background, looking through
this gateway into the Park and
turn off a shot as some cars enter.
Closeups of the inscription fit in

nicely here.
Then you can move inside and

get a sequence as the Ranger
checks in a car. A good closeup of
a permit and a ck)seup of the
Ranger as he waves you on will

be good here.

Shoot Your Wheel

To really get your film going on
a sightseeing spree into this won-
derland, you can make effective
shots of your car wheels from a
low angle as they take hold and
get going. A follow shot of a wheel
going along the road would be most
convincing. The follow shot can
either be made by using a telephoto
lens with the camera placed at the
center of the arc of a sharp curve
in the road—or from another car
traveling alongside at the same
speed and from a distance that en-
ables you to fill the screen with
the wheel. A fifty foot long curve
should give you enough footage to
make this shot.
On the flats just inside the Gar-

dmer Gateway there are usually
some antelope which are very gen-
erous in their co-operation if you
shoot from your car or else move
cautiously and don't try to en-
circle them.
On the way up the canyon to

Mammoth Hot Springs there is a
sharp pinnacle known as Eagle's
Nest Rock. It's not too great a
climb to get up above it and make
a shot looking down into the nest

which is usually occupied by £

family of birds.
The Mammoth Hot Springs Ter-

races are massive mounds, built

up by deposits from the hot
springs centuries ago. Althougl
the springs are somewhat inactive
today, the terraces are neverthe-
less good for some shots in tht

morning from the south side look-

ing north. Kodachrome is a goo(
medium to use here, but black
and white film, filtered with s

heavy red gelatine, will give you
a pictorial shot.

Use Heavy Filters

From Mammoth you can tak(

the Loop road with your first ob-

jective the Lower Geyser Basin.
On the way you pass through the
Hoodoos, giant, fantastic shaped
rocks. Long shadows, clouds and
heavy filters are the props that
will help you get outstanding shot
here.
A little further on is Golden

Gate—merely a pass in the moun-
tains as you come up to the wide
plateau. There's nothing excep-
tional here, but a scene of youi

car, or other cars passing along
the road with the Golden Gate for-

mation in the background might fit

in to a sequence.
Next comes Apollinaris Springs

—good for gag shots, but hardly
worth much footage or effort. Then
there will be hot pools and Obsid-

ian Cliff, but it's best to save foot-

age for other attractions that are

more photogenic.

If you are traveling the road in

the late afternoon you might be

fortunate in getting a shot of

moose in the meadows to the right,

near the point where the Park
Service has put up signs "Moose."

But in that case it will be too

late to do much work at the Lower
Geyser Basin when you arrive

there. Ji you really want to do a

thorough job in Yellowstone you

will probably have to double back

to get some shots that were not

favorable when you first passed.

Best Yet to Come
The Lower Geyser Basin is a

large area of great underground
activity which manifests itself in

the form of innumerable hot

springs and small geysers on the

surface. It is a definite basin and

Feeding the grizzlies, sometimes as manij

as forty, at the hotel in Yelloivstonc.

Spectators are protected.

Photo bij Charles W. Herbert, A.SJ -
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an effective long shot can be made
from the rim of the basin.

Try to be sure to select a camera
position that gives you a geyser or
steam vent in your foreground and

I

shoot while a regular Ranger-con-
ducted tour is winding its way
along the trail in the bottom.
There will be lots of things to

shoot here, but don't use up too
much film, as your best subjects
are yet to come in the Upper Gey-
ser Basin, the Lake Region and
the Canyon Area.

Paint Pots in Morning

So it will be a smart idea to
make your way to the Upper
Geyser Basin area around Old
Faithful now and make your head-
quarters in that vicinity. You
will need several days there really
to do justice to the attractions, and
some research and location work
will be invaluable to determine
camera positions and the best time
of day for important shots.

From Old Faithful you can dou-
ble back toward the Lower Geyser
Basin to get some of the geysers
and by all means the paint pots.
You will have to shoot the paint
pots in early morning or late
afternoon in order to get contrast
and make them stand out.

Everyone has heard of Old
Faithful and everyone wants to
see it erupt. There is a constant
nervous tension surrounding this
area as people ask when Old
Faithful will erupt and rush

I

back and forth to the formation
to be sure that they see it.

These questions have become
so persistent that the Park
Service has installed clock faces
with movable hands at all places
where people stay and assemble.
The Ranger Naturalist on duty
sets the hands to denote the
time of the next eruption.

You can work up a very dra-
matic sequence by starting with
the Ranger setting the hands, then
showing people gathering around
to observe the time, then flash to
the Old Faithful cone with steam
escaping; back to the clock more
people gathered around and mov-
ing away anxiously toward the
geyser formation; then another
shot of the cone as it spurts out
a small column of hot water and
steam, then build up a shot of a
group of people hurrying to see
the show, large crowds waiting
with their eyes intent on the cone.
Another spurt from the cone.

closeups of spectators watching,
other spectators crowding into
points of vantage, a closeup of a
tourist adjusting a camera, a flash
of Old Faithful as it starts to
erupt, a flash back to the specta-
tors all busy looking and taking
pictures and a full view of Old
Faithful in all its glory, back to
the spectators with closeups of
them really looking in amazement
and an end shot of Old Faithful
beautifully framed between some
trees as it erupts at its peak.

Kodachrome if

—

To get a sequence as complete
as this you will have to attend
several eruptions and you will have
to arrange for some co-operation
from your spectators to be sure
that they don't spoil the effect of
your sequence by looking at your

Old Faithful Geyser, Yellowstone Park.
Courtesy Northern Pacific Railway.

camera as you shoot at them in-

stead of at Old Faithful.

Kodachrome will of course be
effective here if the sun is shining
and you have blue sky. Be sure
that you find out where you can
make a general view that will in-
clude the top of the geyser in your
frame. Thousands of pictures are
made of Old Faithful every day
in which the result is a mass of
steam across the picture because
the picture shooter is too greedy
and gets too close.

Also watch the direction of the
wind and don't take a position
where the steam will drift toward
your camera. Windless (calm),
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crisp cool days with blue skies are
best for shooting Old Faithful.
A heavy red filter will make the

white steam stand out boldly
against a dark sky. It's picture
suicide to shoot Old Faithful with
orthochromatic film or on a hazy
or rainy day. Wait for the ideal
conditions and use panchromatic
film with a 23-A or 25-A Red
Wratten Filter.
The museum at Old Faithful

has some interesting displays that
you can get with two photofloods
if you have the time and patience.

Get Boiling Water
Around the Old Faithful area

are innumerable other geysers and
hot springs. You will get worn out
if you try to see or shoot them all,

but its easy to get effective shots
of Punchbowl, Rocket Geyser,
Grotto and Castle Geysers as well
as some of the more active hot
springs.

In shooting down into the hot
springs try to get where the
water is boiling and wait till a
gust of wind blows away the
steam. You can stop 'way down
on all of these formations as
the light is intense and there is

steam all around.
Some of the largest and most

spectacular geysers erupt at very
uncertain long intervals, so unless
you can learn from the Ranger
Naturalist that they are sure to
go it's best not to waste too much
time waiting. Besides, Old Faithful
will always accommodate you and
one good geyser is really all that
you need in a Yellowstone Park
reel.

If you want to emphasize the
great swarm of tourists that visit

Yellowstone you can get your best
shots around Old Faithful at the
hotel, the lodge and the camp-
grounds.
With Old Faithful wound up

on the take-up side of your cam-
era you can take a deep breath
and head for Yellowstone Lake.
Coming down from the continen-

tal divide toward Lake you should
be able to pick up several scenic
shots that will not go amiss in
your final film.

Wait for Low Sun
Your first point of contact with

the lake is at Thumb, where there
are more paint pots in case you
didn't get good shots back be-
tween the Lower Geyser Basin and
Old Faithful. Remember again that
a low sun casting long shadows is

essential.

The road traverses the shore of
the lake now for twenty miles be-
fore you come to the headquarters
at Lake. Try to sleep at Lake so
that you can get a sunset shot
from the dining room of the hotel
or lodge or from the shore through
the trees.
Motor boats are available at

Lake, and you can pick up some
shots with pleasing variety if you
arrange a party with two boats so
that the cameras in one boat can
shoot the other boat racing along-
side with a rugged mountain
backdrop.
Down at the far end of the lake

there is Molly Island, where white
pelicans and gulls from California
nest in the summer. If you can
be there in July you will be able
to get some swell shots of them
flying up from the island as you
pass in a motor boat.
At the outlet of the lake is Fish-

ing Bridge, a sure enough bridge
where people sure enough fish.

They are there all hours of the
day in numbers varying from
twenty-five to two hundred. Little
imagination will be required for
you to pick up an interesting series
of shots here even if you don't get
a shot of an actual catch.

Canyon a Spectacle

FVom Fishing Bridge you will

want to head for Canyon and the
Yellowstone Upper and Lower
Falls. On the way you will pass
the Mud Volcano and Dragon's
Mouth, both worth shots.
The Canyon is a spectacle good

for a lot of time and effort to get
the best shots. There are many
points of vantage, each of which
have one time a day that lighting
conditions are best. I believe that
Artist Point is the best for a gen-
eral view of the canyon, as it en-
ables you to get some pictorial
natural foreground.
Grand View and Inspiration

Point have advantages, too, so it's

best to make several general views
and select your most impressive
when you cut your film. As the
whole canyon has been made by
the force of water a dramatic and
logical sequence can be built up
with shots of the water falls.

Get a full view, then a shot of
the brink looking down, then a
side view, a tilt down with the
water, a general view from an
angle, other closeup shots of
rushing water, tourists standing
on the platform, and end with a
full screen shot made from the
floor of the canyon.

Rivaling the Canyon in popu-
larity are the Grizzly Bear feed-
ing grounds nearby. Each even-
ing a host of park visitors are
allowed to enter the inclosed
area and take seats in a pre-
pared amphitheatre to watch
the show.

Garbage from the hotels has
been placed on the cement plat-

form and ju.st before sundown
the bears come in from the back
country to get a free handout
and put on a wild animal show
unequaled anywhere in the
world. Sometimes there are as
many as forty grizzlies, many
with cubs, twins, triplets and
rarely quadruplets. They stalk
defiance at one another as they
approach and many fights result.

If you are cautious and observ-
ing and have a good telephoto lens

you can get some splendid action
shots from an area especially set

aside for photographers.

Always there is a Ranger Nat-
uralist who gives a lecture and
other Rangers standing guard
with high powered rifles. Good
shots can also be made of the
audience. Unfortunately the seats

face the west and you will have
trouble with the sun unless you
have a good protective sunshade
or unless you wait until the sun
is down behind the trees.

Anti-Climax

From Canyon the loop road goes
back to Mammoth Hot Springs,
passing Mount Washburn and
Tower Falls en route. Unless you
have some particular reason to

want to leave the park through
the Gardiner Gateway then it will

be an anti-climax for you to go to

Mount Washburn and Tower Falls

looking for pictures after what
you have already done. Take the

Cody or Cooke City Roads to get

out going east or the South Gate
to go west down through Jackson
Hole.

If you have watched your chance
and shot whenever you were sure

that you had a worthwhile scene

and not just shot everything that

came along you should have the

foundation for a reel on Yellow-
stone.

Then if you have made special

effort to get closeups and cut in

shots to carry the interest along

you can go happily on your way,

ready to re-enact it all when you

get busy cutting on a rainy day
back home this winter.
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B&H DESIGNS CABINET
FOR PROJECTOR AND KIT

PROVIDING at one fell swoop a
place to store home movie equip-

ment and a means of placing the

projector in the most advantageous posi-

tion for projection, the new walnut
cabinet and stand just announced by-

Bell & Howell is a good looking piece

of furniture, too. It may be used with
silent or sound equipment.

The chief feature of the cabinet is

its elevating projector stand. Upon the
top of the cabinet rests a walnut panel,

which is really the projector platform
mounted at the end of a sturdy steel

column concealed within the cabinet.

Turning a crank moves the column up-
ward, elevating the platform, with pro-
jector in place, to any height up to fifty-

six inches, well above the heads of the
seated audience where projection is

best. The stand is perfectly rigid, and
it may be locked securely at any height.

Mobility

Another feature of the cabinet is its

extreme mobility. Concealed wheels,
large enough to roll easily in the deep-
est carpeting, permit the cabinet to be
moved from the wall to the point of
projection as easily as a tea wagon.
When not in use, the cabinet serves
well as a conservatively decorative
stand for a lamp, potted plant, book-

Buffalo Amateur Cinema
The annual contest of the Amateur

Cinema Club of Buffalo revealed some
splendid examples of amateur cinefilm-
ing. Interesting to note was the in-

crease in Kodachrome, as well as the
8mm. film.

First prize was awarded to Howard
E. Evert's 8mm. Kodachrome, "Brit-
tania," which was a delightfully pro-
duced vacation film. Emerson Aldrich
placed second with his 8mm. Koda-
chrome record of the World's Fair.
William Ferguson took third prize with
an 8mm. Kodachrome of water subjects.

S. O. S. Representing Simpson
Announcement has been made that

Simpson Optical Manufacturing Com-
pany of Chicago, makers of projection
lenses, sound optical systems and con-
densers, has appointed S. 0. S. Cinema
Supply Corporation as their exclusive
export agents.

Upper left, new B&H cabinet stand fully
elevated, with de luxe Filmosound ready
for use. Upper right, the commodious
storage compartment holds Filmosound
and speaker. Below, the closed cabinet
fits well into any decorative scheme, and
is shown here as occasional plant stand.

ends, etc. And the back is as beautiful-
ly finished as the front, for perfect
center-of-the-room appearance.

Ample storage space is provided be-
low for both sound projector and speak-
er, or for whatever silent movie equip-
ment may be used, while two large
drawers will hold reels, splicing equip-
ment, etc.

The new cabinet stand is finished in

polished walnut, which matches the
Filmosound deluxe model, and in gray,
for school use or for homes in which
movies are shown in the less formal
recreation or "rumpus" room.

Cabinet size overall, 36 inches high,
36 inches long and 22 inches deep.
Weight, 125 pounds.

Loan Big Game Herd Films
to Civic and Other Groups

Management of herds of big game and
other wildlife to yield the largest and
most useful returns is proving ' of in-

creasing value on the National Forests,
according to a new sound movie, "Van-
ishing Herds," produced by the Forest
Service, Department of Agriculture, in

Washington, and now available for loan
to civic, farm, school, club and other
groups.

How State and Federal agencies are
cooperating in regulating the size of the
game herds to the capacity of the range
is shown in the film, which contains a
number of spectacular "shots" of deer
and other big game.

Subjects of other recent sound films

also available include recreation on the
National Forests, shelterbelts, cropping
southern pine woodland, and managing
the western range for livestock and for-

age production.
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Twentietli

CenturwFox
Holds Preview

for Its

Big Camera
By WILLIAM STULL, A.S.C.

ON the evening of August 19, the
first of a series of ten new Twen-
tieth Century-Fox cameras was

unveiled at an informal dinner attended
by the entire membership of the com-
pany's camera staff. The affair is stated
to be the first occasion on which the
executives of a major studio have met to

discuss technical matters with the full

personnel of the studio's photographic
staff—directors of photography, opera-
tive cinematographers and assistant cam-
eramen.
The new camera was designed entirely

within the Twentieth Century-Fox stu-
dio, Grover Laube, head of the studio's

cinetechnical machine shop; Robert C.
Stevens and the late Charles Melvin
Miller having collaborated on the design
and development of the device.
Two cameras of this design were built

experimentally within the studio's own
camera shop, and have successfully com-
pleted nearly five years of service on
actual production.
The present production order of ten

units, with which the studio's camera
department is being completely re-

equipped, is being built by Cine-Simplex,
of Syracuse, N. Y. After completion of
Twentieth Century-Fox's order, Cine-
Simplex will manufacture the cameras
for the open market.

Features Unchanged
The basic features of the camera re-

main unchanged from the original ex-
perimental model described in the De-
cember, 1935, issue of this magazine.
Numerous detail refinements have been
added, however, through consultation be-

tween the designers. Photographic Su-
pervisor Dan B. Clark, A.S.C, and the

members of the studio's camera staff.

The camera housing is cylindrical in

shape, mounted in a yoke-shaped base.

In focusing, the case rotates on the axis

of the main shutter shaft, thus swinging
the film-carrying aperture away from its

normal position behind the lens, and re-

placing it with the ground-glass focus-

ing screen and its associated magnify-
ing system.
Both of the bearing surfaces upon

which the cylindrical case rotates are

completely inclosed and thus protected

from dust and dirt. Positive, cushioned

stops limit the travel of this shift, and
prevent both jar and misalignment. The
focusing eyepiece is adjustable to suit

the eyes of the various members of the

camera crew, and is calibrated for con-

venient adjustment.
The intermittent film moving mecha-

nism of the camera is based on a special

cam which not only permits the film to

remain at rest for a longer period of

exposure, but at the same time gives a

slower take-down motion, moving the

film at lower speed, and with slower,

more uniform acceleration and decelera-

tion, than is ordinarily the case.

The take-dowTi pins are stated to have

no vertical movement at the time they

engage the film perforations, but to

move straight in and out. Both these

pins and the registration pins are shaped

with extreme accuracy.

Virtually Noiseless

Due to this type of intermittent, the

Twentieth Century-Fox camera is ena-

bled to use a shutter with the unusually

large aperture of 200 degrees. This shut-

ter is manually adjustable when the

camera is at rest, but does not include

provision for making fades or for alter-

ing the shutter aperture while the cam-

era is running.
The camera is virtually noiseless in

operation, requiring no blimp or other

soundproof covering even when used

within a few feet of the microphone.

E. H. Hansen of the studio's sound de-

partment is authority for the statement

that the new camera's noise-level is ac-

tually somewhat below that of the con-

ventional camera-and-blimp equipment
the studio has previously used.

In some tests, this reduction in camera-

Sponsors of the new silent camera: Left
to right, Designer Robert C. Stevens,
Supervisor of Photography DanB. Clark,

A.S.C., and Grover Laube.



Three views of first production model of
new Twentieth Century-Fox Camera,
built by Cine-Simplex. Note built-in

scene slater fitted to matte-box ai-ms.

noise level has been measured at as

much as 2 db. Designer Laube also states

that the movement tends to become
slightly quieter, rather than more noisy,

with use and normal wear.
The lenses fitted to these newest edi-

tions of the Twentieth Century-Fox cam-
era are Bausch & Lomb "Baltars," to

which Bausch & Lomb have applied their
own, special non-glare treatment. They
are believed to be the first objectives so
treated by a major optical firm, and
placed in commercial use.

The diaphragm calibrations of these
lenses are based on a system developed
by Clark and Laube, in collaboration
with the Bausch & Lomb engineers,
using the actual transmission of the
lens, rather than the physical area of
the aperture, for determining the stop
calibrations. This system is held to re-

sult in greater uniformity of lens-trans-
missions and calibrations.

Single Focusing Scale

The lens-mounts are so designed that
a single focusing scale suffices for all

lenses. This is done by means of a spe-
cial mounting, designed by Laube and
his associates. Essentially, this mount
consists of three collars: the outer col-

lar is attached to the camera, the inner
collar is attached to the lens, while an
intermediate collar acts as a cam to

provide the focusing movement.
In this mount, the lens does not rotate

in focusing, but moves straight in and
out as the intermediate collar cam is

rotated. These cams are so designed
that regardless of the focal length of
the lens in question, a given degree of
rotation of the cam collar will focus
each lens at a given point.

This permits the use of a single, re-

motely located focusing control and
scale for all lenses. A simple, mechan-
ical linkage interconnects this control
with the lens-mount and with the moni-
toring finder.

The finder is mounted especially close

to the photographing lens, minimizing
parallax. The remaining finder-parallax
is automatically compensated by the
finder through a linkage which moves
the finder-lens laterally, producing an
effect similar to that of a sliding lens-

board on a still camera. The extent of
this movement is governed by a cam
which coordinates it with the focal
length of the lens used.

A single cam coordinates the finder
with the entire normal range of foci

from 35mm. to 75mm., and two addi-
tional cams provide for the less fre-

quently used, longer-focus objectives
such as 4-inch and 6-inch lenses.

New Scene Slate Device

The new cameras are being fitted with
the Twentieth Century-Fox scene-slating
device (described in the July American
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Cinematographer, p. 322). As hereto-
fore with conventional cameras, the
practice at this studio has been to open
the camera before each "take," and mark
the frame in the aperture, to provide
a synchronizing start mark.

In the new camera, this is eliminated:
shifting the camera to focusing position
automatically opens the shutter, so that
when the camera is returned to photo-
graphing position a frame of film is

fogged by this open shutter, providing
an excellent starting-mark.

A very convincing demonstration of
the superior ease and speed of opera-
tion of the new camera, as compared to
conventional camera-and-blimp combina-
tions, was given at this dinner. With
Supervisor Clark holding a stop-watch
on the proceedings, an operative crew
(operative and two assistants) swung
each camera into alignment on a scene,
slated it, checked focus and exposed 45
feet of film, stopped, slated the next

"take," and made another 45-foot "take"
of the same set-up.

With the conventional blimped camera
outfit the time required was 2 minutes,
15 seconds. With the new Twentieth
Century-Fox camera, only 65 seconds
was required for all operations, includ-

ing exposing the two 45-foot "takes"
lasting a total of 60 seconds' photograph-
ing time!

Weighs 125 Pounds

It may also be mentioned that the
new camera, ready for action and in-

cluding motor, magazines with 1000 feet

of film, tripod and all accessories, is ap-
proximately 125 pounds, as compared
to an average of over 400 pounds for
most conventional camera-and-blimp com-
binations; the latter's weight is usually
further increased by the weight of the
heavy dolly necessary to support the
camera and blimp.

The tripod used with the new camera

Assistant Cameraman Bud Mautino
shoulderK the 125-pound Twentieth Cen-

tury-Fox Camera.

is of the tyj)e familiarly used for .silent

pictures, but is fitted with a new, hydrau-
lic freehead developed by Twentieth
Century-Fox's designers. Both the pan
and the tilt movements are governed by
hydraulic mechanisms in which resist-

ance is provided by transferring heavy
grease from one chamber to another
through an adjustable pin valve. The
smoothness of the action imparted by
this mechanism has to be felt, rather

than de.scribed, as it is unique among
modern equipment.
Perhaps the best description is to state

that this fluid drive provides the smooth
movement of the old-time Akeley gyro
head without the gyro's noisy operation.

There is no mechanical friction adhesion

to be broken at the start of a pan or

tilt; the movement starts smoothly and
remains uniform regardless of speed.
During the remarks preceding the un-

veiling of the new camera. Studio Treas-
urer Metzler and Studio Manager Koenig
both paid high tribute to the ingenuity

of the Twentieth Century-Fox techni-

cians who developed this camera. Metz-
ler read off a most imposing list of in-

ventions recently devised by Twentieth
Century-Fox technicians and put into

operation by the studio, and stated

strongly that it was the studio's policy

to encourage and utilize any such inven-

tions which might aid in producing pic-

tures more easily and more economically,

or in putting a better picture on the

screen.

Product of Studio

The new camera, he said, headed that

list, and was an object of special pride

to the company, as it had been conceived,

designed and perfected wholly within

the studio. This development, it may be

added, began as an individual spare-time

project on the part of the designers, and

the first experimental model of the cam-

era was designed and built at no cost

to the studio aside from the actual ma-
terial used.

Chief Designer Laube in replying paid

tribute to the encouraging, cooperative

spirit of the studio's executives, and

stressed the fact that this camera was a

"cameraman's camera," for innumerable
features of the design were suggested by

practical cameramen on the lot, while

virtually every feature had been checked

and cross-checked with the directors of

photography and their crews before de-

termining on the specifications of the

fianal production model, in order that the

camera might emerge not only the most

technically perfect instrument possible,

but also the most completely practical

unit that could be devised.

It is announced that this first produc-

tion model of the Twentieth Century-

Fox camera will receive its baptism of

actual production in photographing "Tin

Pan Alley"—a singularly inappropriate

title for so silent a camera!
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RUSSIAN B
CAMERA'S

The Cinema as a Graphic Art. (On a
Theory of Kepresentation in the

Cinema.) By Vladimir Nilsen. With
an appreciation by Sergei Mikhailo-
vitch Eisenstein. Large octavo, 227

pp. Over 200 illustrations. Translat-

ed from the Russian to English by
Stephen Garry. With editorial ad-
vice from Ivor Montagu. $4.

AS this book was published in Eng-
land more than two years ago and
as yet had not been brought to

the American market, the Williams Book
Store, 81-87 Washington street, Boston,
contracted for the entire remaining stock
shortly after the outbreak of the war.
The books now are in this country and
delivery will be immediate.
As to the scope of the work perhaps

the dedication acceptance on the part of

Eisenstein may well serve:

"I am eager to accept the dedication
to me of your book, for it is a pleasure
to recognize that the methods of ap-
proach to the artistic problems of film
creation used at the directors' faculty of
the State Institute of Cinematography,
of which I have been in charge for the
last five years, have now extended also

to the faculty of cameramen.
"I appreciate your eifort to make the

first steps toward clarification of the
specific problems in the work of the
cameramen considered as problems of
art—that light, indeed, in which they
should be faced and considered. In this
way you are successfully profiting from
the great experience you gained during
your work as second to so great a mas-
ter as Eduard Tisse on my productions
'October' and 'The General Line,' and
also from your own successes as first

cameraman during the last two years.

Artistic Collectivism

"This experience, together with the
serious and scientific approach we have
introduced and are trying to cultivate
in our Film University—the first in the
world—is what renders your book of real
value and interest to every one concerned
with the work of the cameraman as an
artist. Regarding him—the 'man who

Executives and directors of photography
of Twentieth Century-Fox at unveiling
of new Twentieth Century-Fox Camera.
Left to Hght, seated, Robert C. Stevens,

•over Laiibe (co-designers of new cam-
era), Studio Treasurer F. L. Metzler,
Supervisor of Photography DanB. Clark,
•4.5.C.; Charles G. Clarke, A.S.C.; stand-
ing, Harry Davis, A.S.C.; Edward Cron-
joffer, AS.C; J. Peverell Marley, A.S.C.;
Virgil Miller, A.S.C.; George Barnes,
A.S.C. ; Leon Shamroy, A.S.C., and Ernest
Palmer, A.S.C. All Tiventieth Century-
Fox production directors of photography
are shown except Arthur Miller, A.S.C,
who left before jncture making due to
an early call. Photos by Jack Woods.

DEMANDS
RECOGNITION
turns the handle'—as such is the only
fair, right and useful way of looking
at him.

"This attitude characterizes your book,
and is due to that principle of artistic

collectivism, or teamwork, which is so
typical of our Soviet methods of creation
and contrasts so strongly with the in-

dividualist approach to art typical of the
bourgeois conception. To this principle
of creative collaboration we owe the
most brilliant successes in the history of
our Soviet cinema. I wish the book every
success."

From the drop of the hat in the more
than hundred thousand words of this

book stress is laid on the fact the camera-
man is an artist, that the film is a syn-
thetic art, that a cinematographic film

is built up as the result of collaboration
of a numerous creative group: Scenarist,
director, cameraman, sound recordist,

composer of the musical score, art di-

rector and actor.

"A highly complicated technical proc-
ess is involved in cinematographic art,"

declares the author in the second para-
graph. "The modern cinema is not only
a specific form of art, but a branch of
industry, developed on a peculiar indus-
trial basis."

The author tells how the development
of productive forces at the beginning of
the nineteenth century started a train,

led to the creation of photographic tech-
nique, to the moving picture. "But the
one man who wields the special technique
of the cinematic process," declares the
writer, "remains the cameraman."

Systematic Study

The book sets forth that the technique
of film photography, built up on the
basis of the pertinent facts of photo-
chemistry, optics and mechanics, can be
listed in six principal divisions. To

carry out the various requirements of
the director, it is pointed out, the present-
day cameraman must be master of all

sorts of camera work which demand all

sorts of protracted and systematic study
in a number of sciences.

The author declares that during its

four decades of existence cinema prac-
tice has accumulated a rich empirical
material, so that the formulation now of
certain conclusions certainly is not pre-
mature. The precise role played by the
cameraman in the creative process of
making a film has already been the sub-
ject of frequent discussion, abroad and
in the U. S. S. R.

In the bourgeois cinema, he says, the
cameraman's creative tendencies are to

some extent inhibited and his work re-

duced to the narrowly technical process
of photographing the film. He observes
this exclusion from the creative group
is to be attributed to the organization
of bourgeois film production and the
nature of its aesthetics, in both of which
social limitations tend to prevent a clear

approach to understanding the specific

qualities of the new art form. He de-
clares the Soviet cinema is founded and
developed on other principles.

Book as a Whole

No better guide to a quick and cor-

rect indication of the contents of the
book can be had than to name the titles

of the chapters:

Creation and technique in the cinema.

The compositional construction of the
shot:

Pictorial treatment in film
The cinema shot
Shot editing

The elements of shot composition:

The limits of the shot (frame of
the image)

The camera angle
Viewpoint and foreshortening
Perspective unity
The optical design of the image
The lighting and tone of the image
The time factor
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Methods of working out the scenario

The production scenario
Review of technical methods of

shooting

Creative problems of the cameraman's
art:

The "reproduction" period
Pictorial influences

The cinema and pictorial art

The theory of photogenics
The role of the cameraman in the

Western cinema of today
The development of the art in the

cameraman in the Soviet cinema
On creative method and style in the

art of the cameraman

Treatment Bulks Big

A paragraph taken at random near
the close of the book gives a cue to the
spirit of the work, to its style, to its

interest and its information. We quote:

"The greater the development of varied
genres in Soviet cinema, the more sharp-
ly will the problem of genre confront us
in the cameraman's art. In fact, the same
landscape can be optically and tonally

treated in quite different ways. By ap-
plying a dense light filter we can give
it a pessimistic tinge, thickening and low-
ering the tone.

"Or it may be rendered as sunlit
landscape with a broadly deployed depth
of perspective, or, finally, elements of
aerial perspective can predominate, which
will completely change the character of
the perception once more. Such distinc-

tions are especially striking in the treat-
ment of a portrait, where essential mod-
ifications in the transmission of the
facial proportions can be optically
achieved."

Nilsen sums up his book by demanding
for the Soviet cameraman the same as
is demanded for the cinema director in

his sphere: to bring the cameraman into
the creative period of preparatory work
on the film, and into participation in the
creative process of making the film from
beginning to end.

"This is the sense in which the ques-
tion of interrelationships between the
director and the cameraman arises," Nil-
sen goes on, "A correct understanding
of the cameraman's functions, his con-
scious participation in the process of
work on a picture, and the unity in the
attitudes of the entire group, which unity
must pass through all the processes of
work on the film, force us to regard the
cameraman not as a technical executant
but primarily as a co-director.

"The creative group, welded by the
organic unity of the director's and cam-
eraman's creative attitudes, must become
the basic production link in the Soviet
cinema system.

"From the position of technical execu-
tant the Soviet cameraman has raised
himself to the level of a creative worker,
fully entitled to claim an author's par-
ticipation in making the film. Viewed
from this angle the present position of

the Soviet cameraman is on the road to

full recognition, but that of the Western

[the American] cameraman must be re-

garded as wholly unsatisfactory."
There is great elaboration along these

same lines, well worth study by the
Western cameraman.

The Camera Gadgeteer. By Hermon Ga-
briel, author of "Composition Sim-
plified." Fomo Publishing Com-
pany, Canton, Ohio. 64 pp. 4 by 6

inches, nearly all drawings and pen
and ink text. 75 cents.

The author's foreword perhaps will

give the best summary of the contents
of the booklet. "The advancement of

photography in recent years can be at-

tributed to the inventive genius of those

who call themselves amateurs," writes

the author. "Color photography, fine

grain developers and many other achieve-

ments have had their inception in the
fertile minds of camera gadgeteers.
Through their persistent efforts and de-

sire to create useful gadgets they have
lifted photography from a hobby-for-
the-few to a hobby-for-the-many.

"In the following pages will be found
many useful ideas, gadgets and formu-
laes that will lessen the cost of photog-
raphy and make it more enjoyable as a
hobby or a profession. Those who are
skilled in the use of tools can make

Something vew tinder the sun! The
world's largest exposure meter. Little
Miss Jill Harrold, cute three-year-old
of Schenectady, N. Y., uses the world's
largest exposure meter to make sure the
photographer sets his camera properly
to get her picture. Built exactly to scale
by General Electric, the giant meter is

216 times bigger than the standard
model for use by photographers in mak-

ing pictures.

gadgeteering a profitable source or m-
come by building equipment for others.
The author has endeavored to keep
these plans and text so simple that any-
one can follow them."

Chicago Cinematographers
The Chicago Cinematographers is an

organization of advanced motion picture
amateurs living, principally, in Chicago
and its suburbs. The club was organized
in the Fall of 1939, its founders having
in mind the pleasure and sociability which
could be derived by a group of like-

minded men interested in the pursuit of
their hobby.
The fundamental and ultimate objec-

tive was the production of movies be-

yond the stage of mere superficial edit-

ing and titling. In attaining this end,

many members have contributed to the

art of cinematography by producing pic-

tures carefully and thoroughly edited

and titled, some augmenting their pic-

tures with suitable musical accompani-
ment. Others have contributed by lec-

turing on phases of moviemaking or act-

ing as judges at contests. The founders
did not have in mind in any way compet-
ing with existing clubs, but rather to

form an organization of amateurs inter-

ested primarily in the more advanced
aspects of cinematography.

One principle of membership for which

the club strives is to so maintain a

group of men of similar talents, maturity

and solidarity that they will have a max-
imum in common, and will be about

equal in their receptivity of information

passed out at the meetings by members
and speakers.
The Club convenes monthly, and all

meetings consists of dinner, a speaker,

and the screening of outstanding mem-
bers' films.

The officers for 1940-1941 are Carl Ber-

quist, Jr., president, and K. P. Knowel,

vice president, both of Hinsdale, 111., and

Art Josephson of Chicago, secretary-

treasurer. S. F. WARNER,
1538 Marengo Avenue, Forest Park, 111.,

Chairman Publicity Committee.

Preview Specifications of

Theatre Issued by Council
The Research Council of the Academy

of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences has

issued to interested theatre operators

copies of specifications for a Standard
Preview-Theatre Auditorium Fader and

a Standard Pre\iew-Theatre Variable

Equalizer. These specifications were

drawTi up by the Research Council's

Theatre Sound Standardization Commit-
tee and approved by the Council August
14, for use by all studios in all preview

theatres.

The use of this new standardized equip-

ment by all studios in all preview houses

will eliminate the necessity for each

studio independently adjusting the thea-

tre equipment for each preview by pro-

viding adequate adjustable equipment

control in each house.
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As tlie Summer lA^anes
B(H>m Town

M-G-M steps out in front again with
"Boom Town," a melodrama of the first

water. Even the most casual picture-
goer will realize as he scans the leads
in this story of oil—and love—there
must be something out of the usual that
is put into the hands of such a crew:
Clark Gable, Spencer Ti-acy, Claudette
Colbert, Hedy Lamarr, Frank Morgan
(the company is placing these play-
ers—we're not), Lionel Atwell, Chill

Wills (we haven't the honor of his ac-
quaintance, but we assure you he's

good), Marion Martin, Minna Gombell,
Richard Lane and Frank McGlynn.
Jack Conway directed and John Lee

Mahin wrote the screen play from a
story by James Edward Grant. The
photography? Harold Rosson, A.S.C.,
was in charge. It was a splendid all-

around job, with an abundance of spe-
cial effects, both in footage and va-
riety. There must have been many who
contributed to the high level of ex-
cellence.

What in the usual picture is an in-

consequential factor in "Boom Towti"
merges into a more or less important
place—we are speaking of a matter as
it is viewed by the public and not as it

is estimated by the important women in

the cast and consequently by the pho-
tographers: the registering of the fem-
inine features on the screen.

To the women concerned it is in im-
portance exaggerated of course. Usually
one headache to a picture is a strong
enough average. But in "Boom Town"
there is a quartet of 'em. Count 'em:
Claudette Colbert, Hedy Lamarr, Marion
Martin as Whitey and Minna Gombell
as Spanish Eva. There are probably
others, but these stand out like a sore
thumb. They will delight the eye of
every photographic minded person who
is so fortunate as to have a chance
to gaze on them.

But the picture has a right to be
judged on its substantial elements and
not, after all, on its inconsequentials.
Primarily there is a story—human, un-
derstandable, of Ups and Downs, of al-

most inconceivable success at one peri-
od, followed by a complete Down and
Out.

It is a story of mutual regard, yes,
affection, between two men, both in love
with the same woman. The love of the
unsuccessful suitor for the woman never
wavers. That of the successful one un-
questionably does, how much so each
one out in front must judge for himself.

It is a story of a battle between two
men in the main and a women also
whose life touches the lives of both more
than incidentally. One of those men.
Gable, possessed her, but not to the ex-
clusion of other women; the other man.

Tracy, did not possess her, but in his

mind there was no other woman.
When it was apparent to all con-

cerned the first man's affection was di-

vided the second man frankly planned
to break him, to put him under Federal
indictment, to strip him of everything
he had. The first was told by the second
his wife would seek a divorce. Of course
it could be arranged he would be per-
mitted to see his child occasionally.

It had been a fast picture before this.

But the many minutes of tightly drawn
suspense were speeding to a pounding
close. In court the husband underwent
a grilling cross-examination. The wife
also faced a hostile district attorney.
Then came the second man to the stand.
Unable to agree with the district at-

torney he appealed to the court to be
permitted to tell his story in his own
way. The court consented.

It was a dramatic recital. The house
knew it was true. As it was unfolded
the husband, with drawn features, leaned
on each word, realizing the witness was
doing his utmost to acquit. The truth
was dawning on the wife. At the con-
clusion of the testimony pandemonium
broke loose. The judge abruptly ad-
journed court. His mind was made up
for acquittal.

The picture runs two full hours. That
is a long time, but it does not so seem.
It's a rich two hours.

•

I Love You Again
William Powell returns to the screen

after a long absence through illness. He
will be welcomed back. In M-G-M's "I
Love You Again" he is teamed with
Myrna Loy, a combination as popular
as always. The theme is one of the
screen's earliest, that of amnesia, or lost

memory, for a matter of several years.
There was a bang on the head and the
head was off. There was another bang
on the head and the head was on again.

There is plenty of fun in this Jekyll-
Hyde story of the man who is trans-
formed from a life of gayety and ease
and entire absence of scruples to one
quite the reverse—to a man of strict

frugality and even stricter abstention
from alcohol, to a man who in his pros-
perity and village prominence takes a
wife. It is to her later regret, as upon
the husband's return from a lone trip

to Europe she has planned a divorce.
Her views change rapidly as she realizes

the change in her husband. The divorce
matter is dropped.

There is a short cast, which has the
tendency to centre the interest. Those
other than the two leads are Frank Mc-

Hugh, Edmund Lowe, Donald Douglas
and Nella Walker.

Oliver T. Marsh, A.S.C., is director of
photography. There is a wide variety of
scenes and settings—of the sea and ship-
board; and of the big town and of the
small town.

•

Flowing Gold

Warner Brothers' "Flowing CJold" Ib^

stirring melodrama, a tale of oil field8,|

of drilling, of hazard, of venture and

'

adventure. There's a love angle to it,

too. It may be slow in starting, that
love side of the tale, but it moves fast

at the end. There's a touch of renun-
ciation, too, to give it flavor. Pat O'Brien
furnishes the latter theme. John Gar-
field and Frances Farmer are the ones
who get acquainted in a quarrel, and^
continue to quarrel until the showdown

|

comes.
There's an abundance of excitement, of

genuine movement all the way through.
Sid Hickox, A.S.C., is director of pho-

tography and Byron Haskin, A.S.C., and
Willard Van Enger, A.S.C., supervise
the special effects. They all have plenty
to do. It is well done, with resulting
conviction to the professional as well

as to the layman.

•

Rhythm on the River

Paramount scored in "Rhythm on the

River," with Bing Crosby, Mary Martin,
Basil Rathbone, Oscar Levant, Charley
Grapewin, not to mention numerous
others. It was an unusually good crew.

Crosby always delivers. Time was, andl
not so long ago, when a certain reporter*
abominated his songs and anything like

them. But no more. Crosby of course

has changed his style—he must have

—

anyway, anything he sings is really liked.

He has a great personality, too.

Mary Martin goes through this pic-

ture not as a singer primarily but as an

actress. If you doubt that statement
watch the young woman as she follows

the supposed happy-go-lucky, irrespon-

sible young man as he first reveals to

her his charm as a singer. You may
watch many pictures, but you may not

get another flash like that.

Basil Rathbone was in a role perhaps
unusual to him, but of course it was
filled—to the brim. And Oscar Levant,

he whom we all have learned to get

acquainted with—and to like—in "In-

formation Please," sits at a piano at

times through the picture. He is great

at it, and he is good away from it. Ad
libbing is permitted to those who may
be trusted in this picture, with the

benevolent connivance of Director Victor

Schertzinger, and Levant is one of those

who pleasantly indulges in that unusu-
ally rare recreation.

The picture is really worth while. It
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will register as a hit in town or village,

perhaps in village the hardest.

Ted Tetzlaff, A.S.C., is director of pho-

tography. He has a wide sweep of stag-

ing on which to work. There is, for

instance as one end of the scale, scenes

on a stranded ferryboat, its interior dim-

ly lighted at night, with Bing Crosby
singing to the amazed and adoring Mary
Martin.

At the other side of the shield is the

setting of a nightclub, spacious, of real

class. In this setting is Mary Martin,

a closeup, singing a song in which she

has much more than a casual interest.

We commend this closeup to the careful

attention of those photographically in-

clined. They will find something that
will much interest them.

•

Men Against the Sky
RKO-Radio's "Men Against the Sky"

is an interesting picture of the air, of
airplanes as the title implies. Richard
Dix is the leading figure. In the be-
ginning he is winding up a career of
twenty years in the air—through all the
parts of piloting, straight, airmail, and
as the elbow begins to develop a bend
deteriorating into the carnival and the-
atrical calling. The end comes for a
time when a plane is wrecked and the
pilot lands in a hospital—.grounded by
the Government.
Other players prominent in the cast

are Kent Taylor, Edmund Lowe, Wendy
Barrie, Granville Bates and others. The
tale has to do with the building of an
airplane that is fast, of the technical side
of construction. The parts that stand
out on the screen are of testing the

I
ship—or a ship—but it is done in so
convincing a way that it glues the spec-
tator to his seat.

Frank Redman, A.S.C., is director of
photography. Vernon L. Walker, A.S.C.,
is in charge of special effects. Both per-
form to the picture's advantage. There's
just one more word—we want to em-
phasize that conviction thing.

The Great Profile

Twentieth Century-Fox has produced
"The Great Profile." It might have titled
it, having in mind how the great public
is going to receive it, "The Great Ques-
tion Mark." In this picture John Barry-
more plays himself as The Buffoon

—

plays the part with all the great misdi-
rected talent he can bring to bear.

It is quite possible a large enough por-
tion of the public will accept the antics
of this man who in genuine ability out-
ranks all other actors to give life and
profit to "The Great Profile." There will
be many who even as they laugh will feel
that what they witness is profanation,
not comedy. Whether you like the subject
or not, there are the same incomparable
voice and gestures—and grimaces.
But the show was not all Barrymore's

—not by a jugfull. Gregory RatofF was
very much present, from the beginning
to the end. Anne Baxter, Mai-y Beth

Hughes, Lionel Atwill, Willie Fung were
in the cast.

Ernest Palmer, A.S.C., was director of
photography. While the rest of the show
was topsy-turvy there was nothing like

that in the camera division. It was serene
there.

•
Mystery Sea Raider

Paramount's "Mystery Sea Raider" is

a good story of the sea. It is a story of
intrigue, of love, and with an abundance
of melodrama. It is well made, especially

in its special effects department, in which
there is much to be done. From start to

finish, the work of the technical crew and
players carries conviction. And that's

the big answer all the time.

While the subject is of the war it may
not be said to be offensively so—that is,

of course, to the German nation, which is

supposed to be responsible for the raider.

Onslow Stevens, commander of the Amer-
ican freighter turned German raider,

gives an unusual performance, one that
will provide no cause for complaint on
the part of any German—or American
either, probably.

Henry Wilcoxon is the commander of
the American freighter when it puts to

sea, but he soon is removed, along with
his crew, by means which will be quite
clear when they are demonstrated. Carole

There was a line in Martha Scott's
dialogue on Frank Lloyd's "The How-
ards of Virginia" which in Miss Scott's
judgment was much too strong on the
letter s. The erudite, whether they know
how to spell it or not, sometimes describe
the situation as sibilantic. Anyhow, Lloyd
and Miss Scott went into a huddle. The
situation was saved—and before the line
ivas recorded. That's an old story for
Frank Lloyd. He's been saving situations

like that for a quarter century.

Landis is the feminine lead who goes
through the list of stirring adventures
provided for the house.
Harry Fischbeck, A.S.C., and Dewey

Wrigley, A.S.C., are the directors of
photography, with Gordon Jennings,
A.S.C., in charge of the special effects.

The camera was most interestingly em-
ployed in the work on the picture.
Photographers, amateurs as well as pro-
fessionals, will enjoy following it.

•
The Golden Fleecing

It was good entertainment MGM pro-
vided in "The Golden Fleecing"—it was
intriguing. Lew Ayres and Lloyd Nolan
were in the top spots for the men, while
Rita Johnson and Virginia Grey were in
those for the women. It was a tale of
one of these couples, perfectly honest,
getting tangled with the other couple
who singly or together were not so
honest. Well-known actors were in
support.
Leonard Smith, A.S.C., was director

of photography—and had plenty of fun,
meaning excitement at times, in making
it. There were wild automobile rides,
climbing along window ledges seventeen
flights up, as well as other happenings
designed to impart thrills and hold the
attention, tight.

•
Lucky Partners

Last night we sat in on a delightful
comedy—really delightful it surely was

—

RKO-Radio's "Lucky Partners," with
Ronald Colman and Ginger Rogers. It is

understood there were those persons who
were unable to "see" the combination as
a comedy team. But then they probably
had failed to realize that some not so
good actors might prove to be fair come-
dians, but good actors were sure to be
good comedians.

In "Lucky Partners" several things are
responsible for the unusual result. There
was the direction, the "handling," of
Lewis Milestone; the craftsmanlike inter-

pretation of the players; and, better than
the smartness or the cleverness of the
lines, their quality. It was the 100 per-
cent combination.
At the closing of the comedy was an-

other court scene, in its mirth reminis-
cent of that of a week before. In this

case no life was at stake, nor was any
tragedy preceding it—or following it.

The veteran Harry Davenport was on the
bench on this occasion. He had a flair

for securing truth out of error, under-
standing out of misunderstanding, for
obtaining an avowal of mutual love from
two clams.
The unusual screen play was by Allan

Scott and John Van Druten from the
story "Bonne Chance" by Sacha Guitry.
Robert De Grasse, A.S.C., was director
of photography and Vernon L. Walker,
A.S.C., was in charge of special effects.

The mood was gay all the way through
the picture. The photography was in

keeping.
It may be worth noting there was gen-

erous and prolonged applause through
(Continued on Page U28)
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Proiectioiiist

Is An
Artist

By CLAUDE W. A. CADARETTE

THE final thrill the amateur cine-

matographer enjoys in the course
of his picture activities is the

pleasure of presenting his endeavors to

an audience in a pleasing manner. The
projection of film is generally the main
entertainment of the evening, therefore

the presentation of your films must leave
a good impression on your guests.

If your home is prepared for projec-

tion before the arrival of guests, you
can facilitate the preliminary prepara-
tions by having chairs arranged and
the screen and projector set in posi-

tion. Your screen size must be suf-

ficiently large to accommodate the num-
ber of guests you invite, but keep in

mind that the length of your projection
room determines the size screen you
can use.

Those that have long living rooms
or two connected rooms which are twen-
ty feet or more in length are the most
fortunate, as you are able to throw a
large picture on the screen and accom-
modate a larger audience. Arrange the
seats so that they are as much in line

with the projector as possible, as the
illumination of the screen falls off rapid-
ly if seats are far to each side of the
screen.
The first row seats should be at least

three lengths of the screen width from
the screen, as the quality of the pic-
ture increases as the viewer steps back
from the screen.

"Bleed" Picture

The projector must be on a firm foun-
dation or tripod with a single piece of
felt under it to deaden the machine vibra-
tion. Its position should be behind the
last row of seats so that the movements
of the projectionist does not interfere
with the attention of the audience.

After the screen has been set in posi-
tion, align the projector so that the
picture will slightly overshoot the screen

about one inch on the borders, giving
the picture a sharp clean cut edge. This
"bleeding" of the picture gives a pro-
fessional appearance to it and trims the
edges.
Check the projector carefully, keeping

it clean from dust and excess oil. Re-
move the gate and brush out the aper-
ture to remove fine dust. Any foreign
particle in this aperture will be very
prominent on the screen and obviously
very unpleasant.

Ascertain if the takeup reel is uni-
form in width, for any narrow parts of
its rim may cause the film to bind and
run off on the floor. Usually this is not
known until the show is finished, and if

the film has been stepped upon serious
damage can be done.

With a test film, project a picture to
get the proper framing before the audi-
ence is seated, so that the show can
start without undue arrangements. If
the projector lamp has darkened through
constant use, replace it with a new one
to get the most brilliance on the screen.

Screens and Wattage

Screen size depends on the wattage
of the lamp in your projector, as you
can make the mistake of using too much
light on smaller screens blinding the
audience and burning up any scene which
leans to the overexposure side. Pro-
jectors equipped with lamps having a
wattage to 200 should remain within a
48-inch screen. Three hundred, 400 and
500 watt projectors should be used on
screens of 48, 52, 60, or 72 inch widths.
A 40-inch screen vdll accommodate

about 24 persons, 48-inch about 40 per-
sons, 60 or 72 inch screen approximately
200 persons. The screen must be placed
at right angles to the projection beam
axis, to maintain a uniform focus on all

parts of it.

It is recommended that a good screen
with a beaded surface be used, as the

reflective quality of this type is very
strong, giving a wide angle of brilliant
illumination. Silvered surfaces are sat-
isfactory but the light appears cold and
harsh, and the reflective angle is very
small.

Handle beaded screens with great care,
as any wrinkle or kink will loosen the
beads and leave a dull spot on the sur-
facing. After threading the film through
the projector, turn the knurled post to
assure yourself that the claw is grab-
bing the perforation. Leave sufficient
loop above and below the gate to give the
film a freedom of movement.

Never Plash White

When the film is threaded, run off/
the leader strip holding your hand in

front of the projection lens or if your
lamp has a separate switch, turn oflf

the lamp. Remember that a screen
should never flash white between pic-

tures. As soon as the clear leader strip

has passed the gate, remove your hand
from the light path or turn on the
lamp, and the show is on.

Focus the picture critically and watch
the projector speed. Any unnatural ac-

tion or flicker must be avoided, and
it is good practice to keep your hand
on the projector switch so that you can
immediately stop it if the loop is lost

or a splice sticks in the gate. This may
save many perforations from being torn.

As the takeup reel fills up with film,

the load of it causes the projector to slow-

down, so it is necessary that you keep
it running at a constant speed by turning
up the rheostat. A good projectionist

will keep a close vigil on the projector
and screen to get the best presentation
of the picture.

When the picture is finished, turn off

the lamp or block the light beam until

the film has entirely run off the sprocket
wheels. Turn on the pilot light or thread-
ing light instead of the room lights.

WTien the audience's eyes are accustomed
to only the screen illumination, it is very
unpleasant to flash bright lights on them.

Wait Until Show Ends

A small lamp for threading the pro-

jector should be used. Don't take the

time to rewind the film until after the

show is over, but rethread the machine
with your next reel.

For those that own two projectors,

the show can be continuous by using

one machine after another. If your
rooms are connected with glass-paneled
doors, you can project through the panels
and keep the projector noise from the

audience. This ob\'iously keeps the at-

tention on the screen and all distracting
noise is eliminated. This method is very
practical if you are using a dual turn-

table set for musical effects. The proper
choice of records for your pictures builds

the enthusiasm of the audience and en-

hances the picture interest.

Never leave film on the small reels

of the processing station, but transfer

them to the 200 foot reels with complete
titling. This keeps you from rethreading
the projector so often and provides a
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SOL POLITO TAKES BOW
FOR REPORTER'S AWARD

SOL POLITO, A.S.C., took the award for the best photographed picture re-

leased during the month of July. That was Warner Brothers' "Sea
Hawk," which also received honors from the correspondents for being

the best picture and, meaning another bow for Michael Curtiz, for being the
best directed subject. A fourth first honor also went to the story of the sea,

that for the best musical score, Erich Wolfgang Komgold's.
Two other players of Warners' also took along a bouquet for "They Drive

by Night." These were Ida Lupino for her superb performance as the best
supporting actress, a scant five minutes' work as a witness in a murder trial

that may in the minds of many linger for years, and Humphrey Bogart for
the best supporting actor performance.

Greer Garson, for her first appearance since "Good By, Mr. Chips," was
given the nod for best actress performance in "Pride and Prejudice," MGM.
Brian Aherne for the best actor performance was similarly honored for his
work in Columbia's "The Lady in Question."

Among others honored were Preston Sturges for his screenplay of Para-
mount's "Great McGinty"; Curt Bois for best incident performance in "Lady
in Question"; Universal's "Boys from Syracuse" for best original song;
MGM's best general feature, "Gold Rush Maisie."

longer showing without interruption. It

is a good idea to splice black leaders

on the end of each reel to give you
time to shut off the lamp at the end of

the film.

When the black film enters the gate,

you can turn on the other projector be-

fore shutting off the first machine, and
the audience will be unaware of the

switchover. If the splices are properly

made, there should be no interruptions

of projection.

Your audience will always appreciate

a continuous performance if their inter-

est in the picture is not broken. Your
projection technique should be of a high
standard and your home theater as com-
fortable as possible.

Use Vaporate Treatment

Your film is your only record of trips,

events, scenarios or family life, and with
the proper care it will last for an in-

definite period of time. Finger marks,
oil, water spots or abrasions tend to

shorten film life and make it undesirable

for presentations.

The constant projection of film sub-

jects it to oil spray and dust from the

projector. This collection of residue pro-

duces smudges and blots on the screen

in an unpleasant way and will create

scratches that can never be removed.

The best insurance for film life is the
Peerless Vaporate treatment, w^hich

toughens the emulsion and base without
losing the pliability which is so neces-
sary to film. The film is placed in large
tanks and hermetically sealed. Then the
air is withdrawn, removing all excess
moisture from the film pores.

Chemical vapors are introduced to the
chambers which replaces this moisture
and fills the pores, penetrating the film

completely. As Kodachrome contains
thicker emulsion, it contains more mois-
ture than regular panchromatic film and
this treatment is especially recommended
for it.

The colors in it are not affected and
splices do not suffer in any way. Due
to the low insurance rate of this treat-
ment, it is strongly recommended for
your treasured films and the longer span
of film life will amply compensate the
low cost for vaporating.

The most essential part of film life

is cleanliness. Only the finest film clean-
ing solutions should be used, as regular
solvents contain light traces of oil which
penetrate the emulsion. A heavy velvet
cloth is dampened with film solution and
the film passed through it. Place the
reels on the rewind posts of your edit-
ing board and clean each reel of your
library.

Don't Pull Film Tight

Do not place too much pressure against
the film as you may cinch it on the
takeup reel, cracking or scratching the
surface of the emulsion. Loosely wound
reels should only be rewound on the
editing board and not by pulling the
film tight on the reel. Film surface
should be handled in the same manner
as gelatin filters, not to be touched by

the hands unless you are wearing clean
cotton gloves.

This is very necessary in the care of
Kodachrome, as it is not advisable to use
cleaning solution on this film. The solu-

tion will remove part of the dye color-

ing in the film and spoil the rendition
of color values. Hence, if Kodachrome
becomes dirty, you are unable to cleanse
it as thoroughly as panchromatic film.

However, it is well to examine the
projector gate also, and clean it with a
small brush. The claw often throws oil

on film in the projector and excess oil

should be drawn up vdth pieces of blot-

ter. Periodically clean the optical sys-
tem of the projector with lens or film

cleaner for the utmost efficiency of the
lamp.

The draft fan collects dust very fast,

cutting down the force of the draft for
cooling the lamp. Insufficient draft on
a lamp will greatly shorten its life. Pro-
jectors have as big a job to do as your
camera and should be given the same
respectful care and consideration. Clean
projectors cannot make dirty films.

It is not necessary to keep film humidi-
fied if they are not to be used for any

Just Delayed

IN our August issue at the end
of John W. Boyle's (A.S.C.)

story of his experiences abroad last

year we stated we would print in

the September issue a second in-

stallment describing his interesting
stay in India. We meant to do
that. Mr. Boyle has been so busy
during the past month, however,
he is obliged to delay its prepara-
tion. But we will have it in good
time when the pressure lets up.

great length of time. All film, of course,
must be kept in containers to protect
them from dust, but constant humidifi-
cation is of no consequence. But it is

necessary, if film has been stored for
some time, to humidify them about three
hours before projecting them.

This short exposure to dampness is

sufficient for the average film to regain
its elasticity for the projector. Never
place Kodachrome in a damp place or
attempt to humidify it. The danger of
ruining it is too great, and for this rea-
son the containers for reels have had
the blotters removed from them to pre-
vent humidification of color film.

New York Fair Honors
Movie Greats of Alien Birth
Frank Capra, Lynn Fontanne, Charles

Chaplin, Walter Huston and Claudette
Colbert are among the theatre and movie
"greats" chosen for the Wall of Honor
at the American Common of the New
York World's Fair.

The Wall of Honor is restricted to
those persons of foreign birth and subse-
quent American citizenship who, through
their efforts, added importantly to this
country's greatness in the arts, science
and industry.

Capra's country of birth was Italy,
Chaplin and Miss Fontanne are natives
of England, Miss Colbert was born in
France, and Walter Huston came to
this country from Canada.

Three other motion picture producers
and directors were chosen : Carl Laemmle
and Ernst Lubitsch, Germany, and Sam-
uel Goldwyn, Poland.

May Robson, Australia; Mary Pick-
ford, Canada, and Marlene Dietrich,
Germany, are among the motion picture
actresses, and Jean Hersholt, Denmark;
Paul Muni, Austria, and Edward G. Rob-
inson, Roumania, among the actors.
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Sliowmansliip Keeps St. Paul

AmateiULr Performance Rolling
By KENNETH HEZZELWOOD

AMOTION PICTURE is not finished

until it has been shown to all the

people who want to see it. Money
and great effort can be poured into mak-
ing it, but it is not worth much until a

projector has carried the film's story to

a reasonably large number of persons.

Last November the St. Paul Amateur
Movie Makers' club finished production

of "Barbara Steps Out," a 700 foot color

record of the school police organization,

and presented the film to Governor Stas-

sen and Public Safety Commissioner Bar-

fuss after its premiere showing in the

State Capitol building.

Advertiser Furnishes EJquipment

Requests for bookings of the film

poured into the office of St. Paul's chief

of police, but no fund could be located

for the purchase of adequate projection

equipment. Three times we borrowed
equipment, a projector from a club mem-
ber, a screen from a dealer, double-

turntables from a friend, recordings from
my own library, and extension cords

from the power company, and each time

I endeavored to operate all this unfa-
miliar equipment before large groups of

persons who would not understand the

many difficulties that were bound to

arise under such circumstances.

It looked like the bookings could not
be accepted, but a local men's clothing

store offered to purchase for us all the

equipment necessary, provided that a
short credit title be shown with the film,

and this offer was gladly accepted by
police officials.

In six months from that time, we
have shown "Barbara" just 100 times, to

14,000 persons, two-thirds of them adults,

which is 5 percent of the population of

St. Paul, and we have just begun to

show the film. The record kept of these
100 performances contains much infor-

mation on problems common to ama-
teur screenings.

Turntables Fitted with Legs

The first problem was to select ade-
quate equipment for audiences as large
as 900, which would handle both silent

and sound film. Our film was made at
silent speed, but was synchronized with
phonograph recordings, and our fire de-
partment wanted us to show a 400-foot
sound film which was professionally
made for it. To meet these require-
ments we purchased the following new
equipment:

Bell & Howell "Utility" model sound
projector;

Da-Lite screen, six feet wide, with
tripod;

Da-Lite projector stand;
Microphone and double - turntables,

made to order;
Ample extension cords.

The turntables were made specially,

because we intended to plug them in to

the projector amplifier, and they were
set into a special case, equipped with
folding legs. (I once spent forty min-
utes searching for a small table on
which to set turntables. Consequently,
I vowed that thereafter my turntable
outfit would be provided with its own
legs.)

The equipment was new with me, and
I was new with the equipment. I was
like the dude who never had been on
a horse. He was given a horse that
had never been ridden, and they both
learned together.

After reading the directions, and prac-
ticing a little, we set out to fill the en-
gagements that were coming in. These
first small groups suffered a little while
I fumbled with the equipment, but with
the help of the dealer who sold the

4l

Clinton A. Hackert, Chief of Police in
St. Paul, personally supervises the
many showings of the school police film
and plans to produce mxmy more pic-

tures in his department.

projector, I became acquainted with the
clutch, reverse buttons, switches, thread-
ings, etc.

A Bat Stops the Show

Shortly after this trial period, a man
rushed over after one showing, grabbed
my hand, and said: "Young man, that's

the first time I've ever seen an amateur
picture during which the projector
wasn't stopped three or four times dur-
ing the show!"

Well, most of the time the show has
gone on, although it must be admitted
there were times when we used the
stock excuse, "There must be something
wrong with the electric current here!"

Interruptions to showings fall into two
groups—those one can't help, and those
one can.

One night a bat swooped constantly
through the projector beam, and show
or no show, four men in the audience
secured brooms and mops and charged
the bat while we waited. A projector
operator can't prevent bats, at least not
the flying kind!
But most interruptions could have

been prevented. Carefulness in keeping
equipment in order between shows is

the first requirement. Setting up equip-
ment and testing it ahead of time is

the second requirement, wherever it is

possible. Confidence in one's ability to

keep things going smoothly is the third
requirement.

Neon Glow Lamp Valuable

These steps are important:
If there is any question about the

type of electric current which will be
available, call the power company and
find out. Sometimes a building has
both direct and alternating current. I

carry a 50 cent neon glow lamp with
me and always make a positive test

before plugging in the projector cord.

Many janitors think they know what
kind of electric current is in their build-

ing, but often they are mistaken, and
one mistake may ruin an amplifier.

Select one system for setting up and
packing away all equipment. The screen
should go up first, and the distance from
screen to projector measured so that the

field will just exceed the edges of the

screen. This helps to prevent occasional

lint from appearing on the edge of the

screen.

Always Test Acoustics PHrst

Set up the projector and speaker stand

according to the direction provided with

the set. I like to test the acoustics in
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the hall before threading the projector,

and use both the microphone and turn-

tables for the sound.

Where only sound-on-film is used,

enough of the film should be run off,

with the projector light turned off, so

that the sound can be checked. A speaker

can be placed closer to the audience,

or set up on a high table or a piano,

to overcome some acoustical difficulties.

With the school police picture. Chief

of Police Clinton Hackert usually accom-
panied me, spoke briefly to the group,

and then commented on the film through
a microphone while the music was be-

ing played.

In order to control the mixture of

music and voice, it was necessary for

him to sit on the other side of the

projector from me so that the sound
of his voice would come to me only

through the amplifier speaker. It is

difficult for the person using the micro-
phone to judge the quality and volume
of sound, and this should be controlled

by some one else.

Our film was stored while I was away
on vacation, and during this time it

may have been placed near a hot radi-

ator; at any rate, when I returned I

had great difficulty in keeping the pic-

ture in focus.

At first I blamed the projector, but
after thorough checking, I found that
portions of the film had warped slightly,

causing it to go out of focus when the
warped portions went through the gate.

I wound the film backward and upside
dovsm on the take-up reel, keeping it

very tight, moistened the blotter in the
humidifier can just a little, and stored
the film for several days.

After two or three repeats of this

performance, the warped condition dis-

appeared, and I have had no trouble
keeping the image in focus.

Bookings Carefully Arranged

We often wonder why our films don't
appeal to some of the audiences. The
best film needs showmanship for its

presentation, and showmanship is the
ability to be two steps ahead of the
audience. (Figuratively speaking.)
A mediocre film needs extra care to

get the audience to forgive its defects.

Many details necessarily enter into the
problem of shovsnmanship.
At the time a booking is requested,

we inquire about the conditions under
which the film will be shown. The films

we carry with us last for fifty minutes,
and when other films have been booked
for the same evening we suggest that
ours be shown at a later date.

If the speaking program or business
meeting is to be long-winded, we ask
to show our films first, and we cut our
showing to one 30-minute film. We
don't want our audience to be tired when
we start, and we don't want to leave
them tired for the remainder of a long
program.

In other cases, we tell the committee
exactly how long each picture is, what

it covers, and then let them suggest
how much they want. It is better to

give them less than they want than to

exceed their patience.

In booking the film we have not solicit-

ed sTiowings but have accepted just un-
solicited invitations to show these pic-

tures.

Frequently, an invitation is accepted
from some group which later turns out
to be extremely small, although we try
to avoid such engagements.

Where good-will is valuable to both
the police department and to the cloth-
ing store sponsoring the film, much care
must be taken not to show disappoint-
ment with the crowd. One careless mis-
take may undo much of the good work
previously accomplished.

Sound Volume Affects Audience

Every audience likes to feel that it is

a part of the picture, and each time we
have shown "Barbara" either Chief
Hackert, one of his assistants, or my-
self has introduced the film with a short
talk.

A poor introduction may practically
ruin the showing, while an enthusiastic
talk with the audience will bring them
into the mood of the picture and make
them feel that they are practically the
chief actors in the production.

While the film is being run, the vol-
ume of the musical background, or the
volume from the sound track, will no-
ticeably affect the reactions of the audi-
ence, and the operator needs to watch
the reaction, pepping up a lackadaisical
group with more volume, or arresting
the fidgeting of an audience perhaps by
lowering the volume so that the group
will listen more intently.
When the silent film has been shown

to children of kindergarten and first-

grade age, we have read the titles to
them, so that they could understand a
bit more of the film.

On several occasions we have booked
the film for two or three showings in
one evening. In St. Paul, all police
cars are equipped with two-way radio.
As we leave one location. Chief Hackert
radios the dispatcher at the central sta-
tion and instructs him to telephone the
program chairman of the next audience,
and he advises him almost the exact
minute that we will arrive.

The district squad car is dispatched
by radio to meet us, and two husky
officers help carry the equipment in and
set it up. It takes but a few minutes
to be ready to go, and with that kind
of an introduction our audience is right
with us.

Future Films to be S. O. F.
When we are ready to leave there are

plenty of helpers to carry out our cases,
but I always carry the projector myself,
as the filament of the hot lamp may
break if the projector is bumped.
Only experience in showing a civic

film can reveal what parts of a film
will be well received and what sequences
are uninteresting. When we first edited

(Continued on Page J^SO)

MR. ELDRIDGE SUGGESTS
810,000 FRAMES BETTER

Direct Color
Black and White

ARTHUR G. ELDREDGE Stereoscopic
Microscopic

PHOTOGRAPHY Motion

17 East 42nd St., New York,

Aug. 5, 1940.
Dear Mr. Blaisdell:

In regard to your article on Page 354 of the August issue may I offer

the following.

Magnification is invariably understood to indicate multiplication of the
diameter of an object. The 790 odd thousand would be stated as areas and
not as magnification. That would be the circus museum way of stating it.

Your manner of solution of the problem was correct. You only failed by
not using the projector aperture.

Mr. Reeves' figure of 893.6 frames to 28 ft. would be a correct indication
of magnification. I would say that he is incorrect in squaring that figure
for the number of areas. Twenty-one feet for the height of the picture gives
a magnification of 900 for that dimension, so we will have to increase the
horizontal dimension 6.4 diam. to equal the 900 vertical, which will add 2.40
in. to the 28 ft. These figures 900 horizontal x 900 vertical give 810,000
frames or areas for the screen and a magnification of 900.

Very truly,

ARTHUR G. ELDREDGE.

I
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EWELSON IN

Quartet of Chinese maids indulge
in mah jong.

Natives find relaxation in Pekin's
splendid parks.

Architectural magnificence in the
Forbidden City.

Water carrier unconsciously provides
study in balance.

Photographer catches peach and cherry
blossoms in abundance.

ONE of the feature productions
shown at the Los Angeles
Cinema Club's July meeting

was that of Rupert Sewelson, a
Los Angeles importer of Chinese
products. Once a year Mr. Sewel-
son makes a trip to China in the
interest of his business, which in-

cludes principally rugs and carpets
of all types and descriptions, as
well as decorative objects of art.

On his trip this year, which cov-
ered from February to May inclu-
sive, he tried what he called his
inexperienced hand at exposing
16mm. film. Just to make it tough
for himself he chose to expose
Kodachrome.

If the 900 feet shown at the
Cinema Club may be taken as cri-

terion it can be said there was
evident a somewhat thorough ap-
prenticeship in the making of stills

in Kodachrome had been under-
gone. The exposure and composi-
tion were good, nothing parallel to
a novice's.

The title of the subject was
"China Carries On," meaning in
spite of Japanese occupation, re-
cent severe floods and conditions
bordering on famine it was "Busi-
ness as usual." With the excep-
tion of difficulties experienced in
obtaining raw materials, that was
the way Mr. Sewelson found it in
Northern China. To make the pic-

ture doubly entertaining, the ac-
companiment was by Chinese re-
cordings. These heightened the
atmosphere.
The scenes were of areas and of

native occupations rarely if ever
before photographed. Moving pic-

ture cameras, Mr. Sewelson pointed
out, are seldom seen in North
China, and arouse a great deal of
curiousity among the natives.

Military Objectives Out

Asked as to the freedom to pho-
tograph under Japanese occupa-
tion, Mr. Sewelson said no diflficulty

was experienced so long as mili-

tary objectives were avoided.
Among thousands of Japanese tour-
ists numerous still cameras were
to be observed.
The camera used by Mr. Sewel-

son was an Eastman magazine.
He found it rather discouraging
trying to use a tripod in certain
outdoor scenes—a set-up involved
the collection of a crowd of hun-

In ^^China Cit

How People D
dreds of curious natives. Iikvor
ing indoors and in com)un
where China's arts and banc ;raf

were in process, a tripod w; ea
ily put to use, but great CJ2 ai

caution had to be exerci;d
photographing natives wl o
jected to the procedure due'o s

perstitions.
In one of his pictures p-tra

ing the modern Chinese g\ t
visitor was shown in the let

turning his camera on son CI
nese girls, and the camei w
panned. It was explained t "; oi

side shot was taken by a fr nd,

Chinese physician who owid, 1

the way, a Chinese-made rip

which Mr. Sewelson had in ,e f

that scene. The panning \.s (

fected by a geared tripe tc

which worked with remikat
smoothness.
The opening scenes of t* pi

ture showed the camel caiva:

on their way through the ree

of Pekin laden with cargoe fro

far-off Tibet, having crossil tl

Mongolian and Gobi desert:'

Former Emperors' Hon>

Pictures were shown of t ; pj

aces of China's former Emp(or&'
closeups of the surrounding 'oui

of buildings featuring the Ciorf

tile roofing which had witstoi

the sun's rays for centurie.'wit

out deterioration. Intimate d:aili

shots were shown of nativ an

sans executing the intricatiprc

ess of cloisonne making, s p 1

step carving of jade, ham erii

of silverware, and carnng iirif

The outstanding featuri pc

fraying Chinese arts and raf

was that of the hooked rug idu

try. Mr. Sewelson showed 1e e

tire process of the manufacire
a hand hooked rug commicii
with the making of sampltcol

tests with the yarn. The w;

shown how the yarn was dy* .
ai

it was remarkable to beho tl

natives turning the strands ( yai

through boiling dye solution hai

dling the material of boilin. ter

perature with bare hands v hoi

suffering injury.
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<ORTH
Cn^^ He Shows
ujimess as Usual

ii interesting closeup was then
seeiof how the yarn is spun and
t\vi;ed, the spinning wheel being
of le crudest construction yet
ver; efficient in accomplishing its

pur )se.

Skilled in Weaving

V next viewed the Chinese
weaers, mostly girls, threading
the nets in the rug with remark-
able skill, blending colors in at-

tracve designs. The Kodachrome
film brought this phase of the
wor into unusual prominence and
inte!st.

Cseup studies of the workers
werof considerable interest to the
won n because of the unusual hair-
dre; they wore. Many of the na-
tive workers wore the front of the
haii:ombed over their eyes hav-
ing 16 appearance of a sunshade.
The children in the scene were
ver; amusing with their peculiar
sha d heads and colorful dresses.

M Sewelson was fortunate
enot:h in being able to photo-
gra], a Chinese dinner. Since he
paicthe expenses for the meal
thei was naturally little objec-
tion to its being photographed.
Thecloseups of the hot savory
Chiese dishes were realistic
enoi h to whet one's appetite. It
was'eally amusing to see dozens
of (op sticks attack each plate
witHhe contents disappearing in
rapi style.

Charming Sight

A)ther feature was the view of
foui modern Chinese girls, with
thei high neck gowns slit down
the de from the knee displaying
thei trim and slim figures, as they
walld and talked, powdered their
nos( using latest American corn-
Pact; sat at table and played mah
jon^-altogether a charming sight.

A)ther one of the sequences
'^asf a large Chinese funeral, an
elab-ate ceremonial affair. Mr.
Sew son's film showed in the con-
trasthe funeral of a humble Chi-
nese coolie to the elaborate and
colo ul procession of a Chinese of
"igr-ank and wealth.

CHINA
The photographer was fortunate

enough to visit Pekin during the
season when the peach and cherry
blossoms were in full bloom, par-
ticularly in the grounds of the Em-
peror's Winter Palace. These were
beautifully presented against the
rich blue sky of Pekin, and Mr.
Sewelson tells us that nowhere in
the world will one find a sky so
blue as in Pekin. That is where,
perhaps, the Chinese get their in-

spiration for the predominance of
their beautiful blue tones in their
arts and crafts.

There were amusing incidents
connected in securing camera sub-
jects. As a rule, interesting types
will expect to be paid a commis-
sion or "comsha" for being photo-
graphed. A rather unattractive
girl of the coolie type, after being
paid the usual ten cents for being
photographed, protested that she
was too pretty to have her picture
taken for but ten cents.

Beggar's Independence

When the photographer raised
the ante by the expenditure of an-
other dime, she pocketed the money
with an expression indicating a be-
lief the photographer got the bet-
ter of the bargain.

A native beggar who walked the
streets all day begging for alms,
and who would consider himself
lucky to collect 10 cents for a full

day's effort, refused an offer of 20
cents to have his picture taken be-
cause of his superstition. He
waved away the approach of the
photographer with an air of in-

dependence.
As a general rule, Mr. Sewelson

says, the Chinese native is a very
amiable person, loves to be amused
and will co-operate with the pho-
tographer to an unusual degree.
If caution and tact are observed,
interesting results will be the re-
ward.

Many of the Chinese who are of
a better economic station in life

are taking up photography very
seriously. Because of the unfavor-
able exchange rate and the time
that must elapse in processing
color film—since there are no proc-
essing stations in the Orient—color
work has not reached anywhere
near the popularity that it enjoys
in America.

Good example of modefn young Chinese
beauty.

Stately and historic Temple
of Heaven.

Colorful gateways adorn streets of
Pekin.

Korean priests study movements of
photographer.

Cloisonne artisan demonstrates infinite
patience.
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Constracting and

Using 16m.m.

Blimp for

Kodaclirome

Sound
By HUBBARD HUNT

THIS article, the third to be pre-

sented on 16mm. production equip-

ment, covers the construction and
use of a studio blimp for Kodachrome
sound films.

In the production of industrial films,

the professional camera's little 16mm.
"Kid brother" has made sizable advances
into the 35mm. field. As yet, this newest
contender has not been able to match
the quality of standard camera and labo-
ratory work in black and white photog-
raphy, and to keep it in its place they
call this young upstart and its work

—

sub-standard.

But along came Kodachrome to give
the midgets of the camera world their

place in the sun through industrial work.
Soon, manufacturers of amateur equip-
ment offered the advanced 16mm. cam-
eramen some pretty fancy cameras. The
Berndt-Maurer Company of New York
now has a 16mm. professional camera

Left, rewr view of lem/m. blimps show-
ing follow-focus mechanism, synchronous

arid "wild" cable inlets.

Right, showing 16mm. blimp set-up on
light weight studio dolly.

having all the features found in the
larger studio cameras though its price
of over §2000 places it beyond the reach
of the average amateur.

Sound on Kodachrome

As Kodachrome quality increased and
the cameramen mastered its shorter ex-
posure curve, more ambitious producers
went after Kodachrome sound jobs. In
fact it was the amateur cameramen who
first stimulated industrial production in

16mm. with color and sound. Most of
these first films were shot "wild" with
dubbed tracks. About four years ago this

writer made his first 16mm. synchro-
nized Kodachrome film on a studio set.

I can still remember the expressions
on the faces of the sound crew when
my favorite 16mm. problem child got up
to 24-frames per second. F'ortunately the
scene represented a discussion between
two engineers in a factory.

Needless to say, it was not necessary
to inject any background effects. As fan
as I was concerned this was a historicall

moment in industrial film production,
but my views were considerably altered

after hearing our first sound print.

The next day we set up for retakes
with a two-inch lens. (This is the same
as a four-inch lens in standard equip-

ment.) Again the mixer and sound mer
looked at us with pity in their eyes. It

was impossible to move further back
with a telephoto lens.

In fact, we didn't have one which was
color corrected, so we called in Faxons
Dean, A.S.C., Hollywood's well-knownl
camera rental, who came to our rescue
with a camera "barney." Several coats

and rugs also were tossed on. The prob-

lem then became a game to find the cam-
era, and as the mountain of "dry goods"
became higher and broader the tripod

finally gave out.

A New Year's Resolution

Late in November of 1938 the State of

California awarded us two 1000-foot Ko-
dachrome sound films which were to go

into production the first of the year for
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Left hand side of blimp showing all

doors open. Note the Masonite matte

for the one-inch lens. Rear partition,

which closes off back of blimp, is not
in place.
Photos by Mark Studio

showings at the San Francisco Fair. After

my first experience with 16mm. sync

sound I decided to construct a blimp
comparable to the professional ones used

in the studios.

We had only the short period before

Christmas, but with a little cramming
we got off to a good start. Knowing that

the smaller cameras were noisier than
the studio Mitchells and Bell & Howells,

our first problem was to construct a plat-

form mount to insulate the vibrations

away from the base of the blimp.

Rubber Mounts

In the first experiments we followed
the procedure used in studios of secur-

ing the camera base to a platform made
of aluminum and sponge rubber sheets.

The metal plates continued to "tele-

graph" sound vibrations, so a second
platform was assembled by cementing
Masonite and sponge rubber into a rigid

laminated unit.

This proved to be considerably quieter,

and to insure further perfection we sup-
ported the laminated base from the floor

of the blimp on four special rubber
mounts. Later on, an aluminum base con-
taining the camera hold-down screw and
gears was mounted in the same manner
on the top of the fabricated base.
We had now prevented vibrations from

being transmitted to the blimp walls.

Our next problem was to confine camera,
magazine and motor noises within an in-

sulated box. This is normally a simple
problem if one does not wish outside
camera controls.

Aluminum Construction

The "box" was constructed around a
two-inch oak base to insure rigidity. In
order to speed up the cameramen's work
a blimp should be accessible for camera
inspection. Plans were drawn up for a
box which would open on the top and
one side, with a "blister" on the right
side to house the sync motor.
A lens opening was provided for easy

inspection. The back was to be the only
solid wall without doors. Patterns were
made for the plates needed, and rough
cutting was done by the Pacific Metals
Company in Los Angeles. Their wide
variety of pre-fabricated metal stock
was of great assistance in getting out a
rush job.

After final cutting and fitting, the side
plates were fastened securely to the oak
base with wood screws. Light weight L
stock was bolted in place on the inside
comers to form rigid walls for back, side
and front panels.

Welded Top
The magazine side of the blimp was

closed with a single door attached to the
base with a piano hinge. When open, it

is held out horizontally with a chain
attached to the rear partition. To insure
rigidity of the door and side panels, a
molding of one-inch L stock was bolted

to the top inside edges.
To eliminate sharp edges and present

a better appearance, the top was rounded
in front and rear. The sides were fitted

to conform with the curves and welded
in place. L stock similar to that used
as molding on the side walls was bolted
to the inside of the top. This formed a
surface for the rubber insulation when in

closed position.

A "hook" latch placed on the front
panel holds the top snug against the
rubber gaskets when photographing.
Piano hinge material pivots the top from
the rear panel, and when in the open
position it is held up with a folding
bracket.

Three pins, attached to the front sur-
face, project through the rubber gaskets
to fit in corresponding holes in the front
panel and side door molding. When
closed the blimp becomes a solid box

Control Mechanism

Up to this point little engineering was
required. The most interesting problems

were ahead in designing outside controls

for camera operation. Without a follow

focus attachment it would be impossible

to make shots on the dolly where the
camera was to move in or away from
the subject.

We had been doing much of our work
on the Eastman Cine Kodak Special,

which has all the features found in the
35mm. studio cameras. In recording and
photographing for "double system" it is

not practical to attempt fades, dissolves

or special effects. The only outside con-
trol needed was lens focusing for moving
shots.

On studio blimps this control is

usually mounted on the left front be-
neath the finder, convenient to the as-
sistant cameraman. With our inspection
hood located on this side, it was neces-
sary to locate the control on the rear
panel. This position has been very suc-
cessful and can be operated by the assist-

ant who watches chalk marks on the
floor as the dolly moves in.

It was decided to couple the lens to the
control shaft with small chains. Regu-
lar sprockets for the lenses were of
course not available. It was also found
that the tooth construction was such
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that the chain would not pull over
smoothly, so special sprockets were made
with pointed teeth and flat surfaces. The
lens sprockets are clamped to the rotat-

ing bands with small set screws, each
lens requiring a different sprocket.
The mount supporting the drive

sprocket is attached to the regular lens

lugs on the lens turret. Instead of re-

volving the turret in the usual manner,
lens changes are made by removing the
drive chain, dismounting and replacing
with lenses needed. The drive sprocket,
mounted on an idler, holds the chain taut
with a small spring.

A small quarter-inch shaft, insulated
from any connection with the blimp walls
by a cast rubber collar, passes directly

to the rear on the motor drive side of the
camera. This shaft passes through the
blimp wall, encased in a rubber sleeve
to further check vibration. Standard
sleeves, fitted with set screws, clamp the
shaft to sprocket and outside control
knob.
The outside control actuates an oscil-

lating rack to which an indicating

needle is attached to determine lens posi-

tions. A bracket above the rack holds

cards for the cameraman's lens mark-
ings. For quick action, the drive is de-

signed to move from two feet to in-

finity with a single turn of the wrist.

A lock nut holds the rack in any fixed

position when no lens movement is re-

quired.

Lens Opening

Instead of shooting through optical

glass it was found that camera noises

were not heard when the lenses projected

through an opening slightly larger than
the lens barrel. As each lens required a
different sized hole, the front was con-
structed with a 4-inch by 6-inch door.

Masonite matts, with the proper holes,

are inserted for each lens used. Small
pins on the inside door surface fit cor-

responding holes in the matts for cor-

rect alignment. This larger door also

simplifies lens inspection.

Wall Insulation

Without insulation, the camera noise
was quite audible as the metal had a
tendency to accent sound. I was greatly
relieved when the first rubber sheets
were installed. Sections were cut to fit

the various surfaces and all insulation

was cemented in place with the excep-
tion of the top. One inch stock was used
throughout.

Motor Problems

The Bodine sync motor, mounted next
the camera on the metal base, amplified
a 60 cycle hum which proved to be diffi-

cult to cut out. We had constructed a
special gear box to drive the 1440 r.p.m.

camera shaft with the 1800 r.p.m. sync
motor.

Special fiber gears had to be made in

the East. Many changes were made on
the mount until now the motor and gear
box are literally hanging on rubber
mounts with no metal to metal connec-
tions between motor, camera and base.

This engineering principle really applies
to the entire blimp construction.

It might be added here that all the
difficulties encountered with motor drive
noises can be eliminated by using a
standard Mitchell motor. We recently
designed a mount to go in the rear of
the blimp and in back of the camera
for a motor of this kind. The motor
transmits power through a shaft paral-
leling the camera to a small 90 degree
1 to 1 gear box into the camera.

Electrical Controls

A flush plug for twist lock connectors
is located on the right hand side. In
mounting the motor inside, connections
are made with small line plugs attached
to short "pig tails." A flush Cannon
plug is also installed for interlocking
drives. Several types of "pan" handles
were made for varying conditions. All
fit a special clamp on the blimp base.
A double wiring system makes it pos-

sible for the cameraman to stop his

motor from a switch on the "pan" handle

John Alton, A.S.C., has been honored
by the award of the equivalent of the
Argentine Academy Medal for the best
motion picture photography during 1939.
During 1938 and part of 1939 he was in
the Argentine, where for several years
he had been stationed previously. His
"Puerta Cerrada" was selected by popu-
lar vote to be the best photographed
motion picture for 1939. The readers
of the Sintonia magazine decided the
honor was Alton's by a majority of 3U28
votes. After this declaration had been
made the publishers of the magazine se-
lected a jury of prominent men to ratify
the nomination provided the choice met

with their approval. It did.

"Puerta Cerrada" was shown in Holly-
wood during the year of 1939 as a part
of the series of motion pictures rnade
at home and abroad. At that time the
s^ibject was praised especially for its

photographic quality.

or from the rear of the blimp. Small
flush plugs, connecting with the motor
circuit and built into the end of the "pan"
handles, gives the operator remote motor
control by plugging in an extension cord
switch.

Construction Sound

Should we construct additional 16mm.
blimps, the same basic principle would be
used, though several minor changes would
be made. Needless to say, we would be
able to cut many comers on the next one.
In producing our last job for the Gilmore
Oil Company, covering the Gasoline
Economy Run, double system sync sound
was recorded in Yosemite Park using
Berndt-Maurer equipment. Several films
have been made using 35mm. recording
interlocked for reduction tracks.

Assembling, matching or manufactur-
ing your own sub-standard equipment is

still one of the problems in the making
of Kodachrome sound films.

Lamp Gains in Brilliance
At Expense of Longer Life

Owners of 16mm. silent or sound
Filmo projectors will be interested in

the new 750-watt, 10-hour lamp just an-
nounced by Bell & Howell. It is claimed
by actual test this new unit produces 50
per cent more light than the standard
750-watt, 25-hour lamp.

Although the minimum life expectancy
of the new lamp is but 10 hours, it is

felt that this reduction is far outweighed
in importance by the added brilliancy.
For projector illumination, the new lamp
is excelled in light output only by the
1200-watt, 10-hour lamp in the larger
glass envelope, which is used in the
Filmo Auditorium projector.

Bell & Howell makes it clear, also,

that the new lamp does not replace the
standard 750-watt, 25-hour lamp, which,
it is believed, will continue to be used
in the majority of home-owned pro-
jectors. The new lamp is offered as an
additional unit for educational and in-

dustrial projectionists, to whom lamp
brilliance in long throws is of more im-
portance than lamp life.

Bell & Howell makes an interesting
commentary on the great progress made
in projector illumination in the past ten

years. In 1930 250 watts represented the

peak of illumination, whereas today sees
the 750-watt lamp standard in the Filmo
16mm. home projector, and in the incan-
descent field the 1200-watt lamp in the

Filmo Auditorium projector.

Agfa Ansco Announces New
Model Clipper Camera

A new, streamlined model of the Agfa
Ansco Clipper camera is now available

and will be of interest to many amateur
photographers. Retaining many of the

exclusive construction features that have
contributed much to this camera's re-

markable popularity, the new Clipper in-

corporates many refinements that great-

ly enhance its attractive appearance.
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NEW STANDARDS
OF PERFORMANCE

THEIR versatility, backed by unvarying

dependability, makes the use of Eastman

negative films imperative to meet mod-

ern production demands. These raw-film

favorites have established new high stand-

ards of performance, bringing faithful

realism to the screen. Eastman Kodak

Company, Rochester, N. Y.

J. E. BRULATOUR, INC., Distributors

Fort Lee Chicago Hollywood

PLUS-X SUPER-XX
for general studio use when Utile light is available

BACKGROIJND-X
for backgrounds and general exterior work

EASTMAN NEGATIVE FILMS
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Projectionists Show Class in Salon
yy Paul Cramer

ACCORDING to Ed Hansen, manager
of the camera department of Sears,
Roebuck & Co. Pico Street store,

this is the first time in the history of
this concern that any camera club has
been invited to hang its salon prints for

the second time in succession. These
prints of the Southern California Pro-
jectionists Amateur Camera Club No. 1

will be on display until September 14.

The judging for the Projectionists'

August salon was done by Lawrence
Kronquist, commercial artist and adver-
tising photographer for the Douglas Air-
craft Company of Santa Monica.

Shows Hard Work
Marines and seascapes were subjects

for camera lenses this month. Lee Lind-
ley of Long Beach was awarded first

prize and honorable mention. His "Sea
Fury" was a work of art. Seldom do we
see photos like this taken on our local

shores. Leo Moore's "Old Navigator" won
second award.

It shows a lot of hard work done very

successfully with a subject that was
looked for, not just happened. One of
those shots where you have to make your
subject fit the mood of the moment. Leo's
"Rounding the Lighthouse" won third
award as well as the popular award,
quite a clean sweep for these two boys
in class A.

Edwin McQuoid has advanced to the
Finalists Class, so for this salon he has
no competition, but if he slips just once,
both Moore and Lindley will go ahead
of him. So close is the scoring, both
Moore and Lindley will have advanced
to the finalists class with this judging
over. In his own class McQuoid's print
"Secured" naturally won first award, and
it well deserved it as you can see by the
accompanying print.

The "B" class boys are in an uproar
over the masterpiece turned in by Paul
Neuerburg with his "Malaga Cove."

Sea Fury, by Lee Lindley.

Larry Kronquist, the judge, said that
this print would have won first award
in any competition and in any class. In
fact, it was so good the editor of this
magazine asked Paul to give the readers
of the magazine the lowdown on just
how this composite print was made. You
will find Paul's story a little farther on.

This print also won popular award for
the "B" class, and his "Pier at Carpen-
teria" won third award.

Stewart to Secretary

Duane Adams "Masts" received second
award, while Paul Cramer received hon-
orable mention for his print "Swish."
At the August meeting of the Club

George Stewart was selected by acclama-
tion to serve as secretary-treasurer for

the rest of the year. I might add I don't

think the club could have made a better
selection. George has never missed a
meeting or missed entering a print. Read-
ers should remember his fine print in

the table tops, "Wrong Hen Coop." The
technique used in making this print
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created quite a bit of comment, so the
first bit of news from this front was
from Mrs. Stewart. She is still wonder-
ing just who was elected, she or George.

Sea Fury
By LEE LINDLEY

The picture "Sea Fury" was taken one
spring afternoon on the rocky beach at
the foot of the Palos Verdes hills. Con-
ditions were ideal—no haze, the tide
running high. The sun was in perfect
position to give the breaking waves a
beautiful highlight. By using a 23A
filter a sharp contrast was brought forth
between the sky and water.

The most difficult part of getting the
picture was in trying to keep from get-
ting soaked—^also in keeping the spray
off the lens. All of the combers were not
as large as the one pictured, but were
large enough to make things decidedly
damp and uncomfortable. Finally the
grandpappy of all the breakers came
along. It crashed the rock shoal with
tremendous force that sent the water
cascading high into the air. The pic-
ture was snapped just as the water
reached its highest point and seemed to
hover before falling back into the sea.

The negative was then developed in a
paper developer. This may seem a little

unorthodox, but it can be done with sur-
prisingly good results. When the nega-
tive was shot, it was deliberately over-
exposed. It was slightly underdeveloped
in D-72, which had been diluted to four
parts water to one part solution.

The temperature was 70 degrees and
the film was developed in a tray for two
and a half minutes. Constant agitation
is required on such short development.

In enlarging, the negative was pro-
jected through the same lens that was
used in the camera. Very little dodging
was necessary in making the print. The
sky was allowed about a third more time
than the rest of the picture. The paper
was then developed in the D-72 (three to

The Making of Malaga Cove, by Paul
Nederburg. On the left is a shot made
in late sp7-ing near Bakersfield, Calif.
On the right is one made recently at
Palos Verdes, Calif. The photographer
below tells how he induced the two to

team up.

one). A little potassium bromide was
added to let the print come up slow.

The Making of Malaga Cove
By PAUL NEDERBURG

In my search for a seascape I wondered
down to Palos Verdes one afternoon. The
sunlight on the water was just right,

but the sky was cloudless. Remembering
a shot I had made near Bakersfield one

day in late spring when the sun was in
the same position, an exposure was made
for the water and shore line. Back home
in my dark room I made straight prints
of each negative to determine exposure
time under the enlarger.
Then the fun began! Making the

clouds meet the horizon without printing
into the water or leaving a white space
just above the horizon was not quite as
easy as I thought. However, after using
up a dozen sheets of 11 by 14 paper I

hit it on the nose on the twelfth sheet.
Technical data: The camera used was

The Making of Malaga Cove,
by Paul Nederburg.

The finished product.
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an Automatic Rolleiflex. The exposure
on the main negative was 1/25 at f.22,

with a 25A Wratten filter on super XX
film. Developed in DK20. The exposure
on the cloud negative was V2 second at

f.l6, with 25A filter, on Superpan Su-
preme. Developed in Vitol. The 11 by
14 print was on Velour Black "I." Fore-
ground exposed 55 seconds, sky 28
seconds, developed 4 minutes in 55D.

Old Navigator
By LEO MOORE

That well known luck of the Irish is

still holding, so here I am again. The
"Old Navigator" is one of those grand
accidents one runs into when out look-
ing for pictures. The idea in boarding
this old windjammer was to try and cap-
ture a rigging shot or two. The first

thing to catch my eye was this grand
texture subject framed by a perfect
background.
The entire shot depended on captur-

ing the modeling and texture of the com-
bination of metal and wood. A cross
light took care of the modeling and a
23A filter supplied the bold dynamic sky
and the necessary filtration to bring out
the texture.
There was some controversy about the

placement of the subject. Some thought
that it was too centered and static, but
in making the print I purposely used
this type of composition, believing firmly
that an old mariner navigating this wind-
jammer would be standing facing the
compass.

The camera used was a Series D 3*4

by 4V4, Graflex equipped with a six-inch
f.2.9 Dallmeyer lens. Eastman Super XX
negative was used, which was developed
by the P & H process. The exposure, 5.6

at 1/100, was used to throw the back-

ground slightly out of focus, so as not
to distract from the main subject. Printed
on Defender 1, developed in D72.

Secured
By EDWIN McQUOID

Secured is one of those pictures which
doesn't seem to require a great deal of

explanation. Certainly few photograph-
ers can resist the fascination of Marine
subjects. A friend and myself had spent
Sunday shooting marines of various
descriptions and after having made a

number of shots we decided to call it a
day. On the way home this boat tied to

the wharf caught my eye. The diagonal
composition of the mooring rope was very
pleasing, so it was "that one last shot."

I encountered difficulties in the form
of a bobbing float. Every time I got
ready to make the shot some one would
move making the float bob around like a

cork, but after what seemed like hours
of waiting eventually the camera, the
boat, the float and myself were all still

for the fraction of a second necessary for

the exposure. Now just a bit of advice. I

don't recommend a view camera on a
bobbing float for one's nerves.

Technical Data : Korena View 4x5
with a Ziess f.6.3 Lens, at 1/100 sec-

ond at f.l6. No filter. Eastman Super
XX film developed in DK 60A 7 minutes
at 65 degrees F. Print made on Eastman
projection G 2. Developed in D 72.

About Larry Kronquist,
Who Judged August Salon

The accompanying picture is of the
interior of Lawrence Kronquist's labo-
ratory, situated at his home in West
Los Angeles. The camera was set up in

the hallway leading from the dark room

"Judge" Kronquint at home

The photographer in in a home recently
erected. He arranged for two garngen,
apparently, although when it wan all

over only one wan a garage, while the

other was a tip top lab. Oh, the garage
has a new car in it.

and the drying room. Due to the light

traps it was not possible to get a picture

of these rooms, so the view you see is

of the enlarging room and the printing

and developing and retouching room.

The enlarger used is a Super Omega
"D" condenser type, large enough to take

a 4 by 5 negative and set so that 40 by

60 inch enlargements can be made from

the.se negatives, and this is not at all

unusual. The print developing, fixing and

washing equipment can be .seen on the

bench along the rear wall. Below this

bench you can see the larger trays and

behind the doors to the left are the

chemicals, etc.

The prints on the back wall are the

originals of the prints that were hung

in the main salon at the New York

World's Fair. Mr. Kronquist has twenty-

two prints hung this year.

The laboratory ceiling and upper walls

are finished in cream, the lower wall,

desk and bench sides are dark blue, with

black tile back of the bench and sink

and washer, where the finishing and de-

veloping are done. This bench as well

as all others are covered with bright red

linoleum and trimmed in chrome. The

floor is covered with dark red rubber.

The air conditioning system is directly

behind the camera and so cannot be seen.

Mr. Kronquist is commercial artist and

advertising photographer with the Doug-

las Aircraft Company of Santa Monica.

More or less personal: During the lat-

ter half of August the artist-photogra-

pher has found difficulty in concentrating

his attention as normally. His thoughts

are much with the arrival of his first

born, Diana Lee, six pounds, blue eyes,

dark hair!

Secured, by Edward McQuoid.
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I
''HERE'S color ahead—color in the countryside and color in all

the high-spirited goings-on of the autumn season.

It's a time for Kodachrome Film. For, in home movies, color

means Kodachrome. Kodachrome is unique in its mastery of subtle

as well as brilliant coloring, ju.st as it is unique in its clarity and
ease of use.

Plan now to be ready for the fall's color. Load up with Koda-
chrome, and keep a roll or two in reserve.

For daylight shots, use regular Kodachrome; for work by arti-

ficial light (Photoflood), use Type A. (Either type, of cour.se, can
be used in the other's special field with the aid of a corrective filter.)

Both types are the same price—and the price includes processing.

8 MM. KODACHROME
^2.5-ft. rolls, $3.40; ^2.5-ft. magazines, $.3.75.

16 MM. KODACHROME
^OO-ft. rolls (from Rochester only), $1(5; 100-ft. rolls, $8; .'iO-ft.

magazines, $4.65; 50-ft. rolls, $4.30.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER, N. Y.

i
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AUSTRALIA NAMES BEST
TEN IN WORLD CONTEST

Nearly one thousand persons were
present when the "Ten Best" Films in

the Australian Amateur Cine Society's
1940 International Competition were
screened in Sydney. The First Prize was
a Gold Cup presented by James A. Sher-
lock, A.A.C.S., and an order for £10
worth of photographic goods presented
by J. H. Couch, A.A.C.S.

Thirty-four entries were received from
Japan, America, New Zealand and Aus-
tralia. It was significant that only those
nations whose shores are washed by the
Pacific Ocean competed. The grand prize
was won by H. Roy Booth, A.A.C.S., and
Rex Cox, A.A.C.S., with their Koda-
chrome film "Sunshine Over Sydney."
The nine other pictures receiving hon-
ors were:

"All's Fair," R. Bowie, New Zealand.

"Tie Dyeing," Mr. Kato, Japan.

"The Operation," South Australian
Amateur Cine Society.

"Mystery in the Forest," Mr. Tsuka-
moto, Japan.

"Autumn Around Fuji," Mr. Tsuka-
moto, Japan.

"In the Beginning," F. C. Ells, Amer-
ica.

"Dextrous Hands," Mr. Agino, Japan.

"Parallelism," Mr. Yamoto, Japan.

"Lord and Spider," Mr. Takemura,
Japan.

We were extremely grateful for the
overseas entries and our film work should
improve for having seen such gems.
Judging was done by three men not con-
nected with the A.A.C. Society — Dr.
George Mackaness, O.B.E., M, A. Litt.

D., Sydney University; Stanley E. Mur-
doch, Associate Editor Cinesound Re-
view; L. Scott, Ehrenberg, Film Pro-
ducer. J. A. S.

Council on Sound Track
The Research Council of the Academy

of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences has
distributed throughout the industry a
bulletin containing specifications for

The three judges, seated together, tech-

nical staff and supervising officers, after
completion of judging in the recent In-
ternational Competition conducted in

Sydney, by the Australian Amateur Cine
Society.

—Photo by Gordon Stilling, A.A.C.S.

standard release print sound track which
will hereafter be used by all studios par-

ticipating in the Research Council co-

operative technical program.

New Agfa Developing Tray
The new Agfa stainless steel develop-

ing tray—announced a short time ago in.

the 5 by 7 inch size—has proved so popu-

lar for dark-room work that two addi-

tional sizes are now being made avail-

able. They are 8 by 10 inch at ?2.15,

and 11 by 14 inch at §4.95. i

The new Agfa stainless steel trays are

rigidly constructed with reinforcement

ribs along the bottom and are excep-

tionally well suited for photographic use,

as they have no chemical or fogging

effect upon photographic sensitized ma-

terials and are unbreakable and chip-

proof.
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Prodiucer
By WILLIAM STULL, A.S.C.

A:
the age of sixteen, young Ronnie
Sinclair is Hollywood's youngest
'producer. What's more, he is a

successful one. His first personally pro-

duced film, "It Happened One Day"—
187 feet of 8mm. black-and-white, with

full synchronized dialog—has just com-
pleted a smashing three-day engagement
at the Nirvana Theatre (otherwise the

rumpus-room of the apartment-house
wherein Ronnie dwells) and has not only

earned back its production cost, but gar-

nered a substantial profit for the bene-

fit of the British Red Cross.

Up to now, Ronnie has been better

known as an actor than as a producer.

A New Zealander by birth, he came to

this country several years ago and
has proceeded to make a hit in such
distinctly professional productions as
MGM's "Thoroughbreds Don't Cry" and
"Earl of Chicago," Paramount's "Light
that Failed," and Universal's "Tower of
London."

Made Talkie

But to him the work of the director
of photography has always seemed the
most interesting. For some time he has
owned a Speed Graphic and cluttered
the family bathroom with developing,
printing and enlarging equipment. But
stills failed to satisfy his photographic
instincts, and ultimately the still camera
was exchanged for an 8mm. Filmo.
Equipped now with a cinebox, what

should be more natural than to decide
to make a scenario movie with it? And
since he already owned an excellent disc
recorder, the gift of an enthusiastic fan,
Ronnie ambitiously resolved that his
first attempt at moviemaking should
also be a talkie!

Like at least one celebrated actor-

producer before him, Ronnie wrote his

own script. And here let one who has
sat and suff"ered through the filmic ef-

forts of innumerable juvenile "geniuses"
put in a word of enthusiastic commenda-
tion:

Ronnie wrote a story which would be
believable when enacted by a cast of

fifteen and sixteen year-olds. That should
really be put in the biggest type the

printer can supply, for so often we've
all of us observed that in most 'teen-age

producers, desire vastly outstrips per-
formance, with the result that they
choose intricate stories which would be
old in more ways than one if profession-
ally produced with casts including Paul
Muni or Errol Flynn—and are immeas-
urably beyond the capabilities of ama-
teur, junior casts.

But Ronnie took his first step well,

and wrote a thoroughly natural, "teen-
age" story. Then he bravely put his

first roll of film into his "eight," assem-
bled his cast, and started production!

It was just at this stage that the
writer, driving casually down a Holly-
wood street, encountered Ronnie's troup.
Ronnie and his studio stand-in and off-

stage pal, Bobbie Kilroy, were codirect-
ing the picture's first sequence.

Knew What He Wanted

It was clearly evident that Ronnie's
studio training was standing him in

good stead, for his actors were in full

make-up, his camera rigidly mounted on
a tripod, and excellent use was being
made of reflectors.

I have seen many professional direc-
tors at work—and more than a few ama-
teur ones—but none could excell this

Ronnie Sinclair, ivith the muscular co-
operation of Co-Director Bobby Kilroy,
films a "dolly shot" for "It Happened

One Day."

high-school-age Orson Welles as he put
his young players through their paces.
Very definitely, he knew what he

wanted, and how to do it. His use of
reflectors, for instance—always a nerv-
ous point with amateur filmers—showed
that he had spent to good advantage the
between-takes waits on location with
such directors of photography as Len
Smith, A.S.C, Theodor Sparkuhl, A.S.C,
and the other cinematographers before
whose cameras he has worked.
None of his players, however, were

professionals, though some of them had
from time to time played "extra" parts,

and his leading woman admitted to hav-
ing a filmic past, having played some
professional parts a dozen years ago,
at the ripe old age of four. But Ronnie
put them through their paces as neatly
as though all had been experienced mem-
bers of the Actors' Guild.

A few days later I invited myself to

the Sinclair apartment for a special pre-
view of "It Happened One Day." Know-
ing that although the film had been
shot silent, it had been planned for syn-
chronization with recorded dialog. I

was more than a little curious to see
how Ronnie's ambitious effort would
turn out.

Dialog in Silent

His method, I found, was to have his
young players speak their actual dialog
lines when their scenes were being pho-
tographed. Then he edited the film.
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using a motion viewer so that he could
cut for lip-movement as well as for
action. Finally, at the beginning of each
dialog sequence, he spliced in a few
frames of a cross-marked slate, as a
sound cue.

Then he projected the film, and re-

hearsed his cast in its lines until all

could speak their words in reasonably
close synchronization with their lip-

movements on the screen. Once this

perfection had been gained, he would re-

cord the sequence, projecting the picture
through a convenient glass-windowed
French door which allowed him to keep
the projector and its noise in one room
of his home, and do his recording in an
adjoining room.
As if to add to the handicaps, on the

day set for this recording, his leading
man could not show up, so the resource-
ful Ronnie stepped into the breach and
doubled his own voice for that of his

star—quite an achievement when it is

considered that the part is a distinctly
American one, for which Ronnie had to

suppress his own British accent in favor
of excellent "Americanese!"

Gets World Premiere

Projection is a matter of outguessing
fluctuations in projector speed as the
projector's mechanical load changes with
the film's unwinding. Thanks to the
cuemarks provided at the start of each
sound sequence, and to the fact that each
such sequence is an independent record-
ing, this is not too difficult a task.

When the film received its world pre-
miere at the August meeting of the Los
Angeles 8mm. Club, the writer served
as projectionist, while young Sinclair
handled the sound.
The result must be credited more than

a little to good luck, but synchronism
was surprisingly close—as good, in fact,

if not a bit better than a 16mm. sound
film which was subsequently run with
the projector imperfectly threaded!

Ronnie is pleasingly modest about his

production venture. "After all," he says.

"it's my first try at moviemaking, and
now that I've done it I can see all sorts
of things I did wrong, or that I could
have done better if I'd had a chance to

retake them.

"It surely makes one appreciate what
the director and the director of photog-
raphy on a professional film go through,

Young Sinclair presides at sonnd and
picture controls in the improvised pro-
jection booth of his Nirvana Theatre.
With the three 8mm. projectors he was
able to (live an uninterrupted show of

over an hour's duration.

The sixteen-year-old producer-cinematog-
rapher takes an exposure reading.

and how much they contribute to the.

final result!

"We had to employ a lot of makeshifts
in this picture. For instance, there were
a couple of sequences that simply had to

have dolly shots. The actors had a lot

of dialog, and I knew I couldn't just

walk them up to the camera and have
them stop there and talk—in real life

people don't do that sort of thing.

Home Made Dolly

"I was at my wit's end to find a dolly,

though, until finally I found I could bor-

row a little two-wheeled trunk barrow
from the manager of the apartment. I

.squatted in this while Bobby Kilroy
pulled me backward along the sidewalk.

It really was quite a job, too, for I had
to hold a reflector in my lap, hold the

camera and shoot, while I tried somehow
to keep my balance!

"I can't recommend a wheelbarrow as

a dolly, though, except as a last resort:

there's quite an up-and-down movement
as the chap who pulls you walks, and

each time the solid tires hit a little

crack in the pavement, there's a little

jolt that shows up on the screen. Next
time I hope to have a child's coaster-

wagon, which should make things much
easier.

"It was lots of fun, though—mistakes
and all. But I do want to express my
appreciation of the way Co-Director

Bobbie Kilroy and all the members of

my cast buckled down and worked on

the picture.

"We were 'in production' a whole week,

shooting three or four hours every day

—

quite long enough, and working hard

enough so the novelty of it wore oflf:

but everyone stayed by the job and we
finished the picture successfully.

Gives Customers Credit

"I think the people who came to see

the picture at its showings deserve a lot

of credit, too. In the three nights nearly

175 people paid twenty cents apiece to

see the show. Of course I bolstered the

programme up with some 8mm. prints

of professional films like the 'Battle for

France,' and some cartoons, travelogues

and comedies, to make an hour's show.

"But I certainly appreciate the way
all these folks turned out to see my
home show. And I'm glad we were able

to raise such a nice contribution for the

Red Cross. It's fun to make a picture

and have folks come to see it, but it's

far better to feel as I do in this case, that

in addition you've done something con-

structive for a really worthy cause."'

We'll probably see and hear a lot

more of Ronnie Sinclair as the years

roll on, both as a professional actor and

as producer-cinematographer of Nir-

vana (8mm.) Productions. And he's

unique among his fellow-actors in at

least one respect: plenty of them sigh

(Continued on Page i30)
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Competition
Speeds Up
Demand for

inality

Treatment?
By BILL SEINEKE, Jr<

A WAY back in the middle of the last

/-% century or so an extremely short-

sighted individual went on the rec-

ord in this manner: "Alas! Everything
has been invented! There are no new
fields to conquer!"
Now, strange to relate, in this year of

1940 A.D. a species of wise person lately

reclassified as the amateur cinematog-
rapher is echoing: "I've shot everything;
what's left?"

Of course that isn't entirely the truth.
Generally speaking, it is. Possibly 10
percent of the amateurs in the field have
more good ideas of what to shoot than
film to shoot them. That is the 10 per-
cent which romps off with the contest
prizes.

Competition has speeded up and pro-
duced a greater-than-ever demand for
original subject matter. Your club con-
test, the national or international con-
test, your gnawing desire to make a bet-
ter film than any number of next guys
. . . these all head in under competition.
Failing next guys, compete with your
own last movie. Bet it taught you a
thing or two.

Yes, it is safe to venture the quite
general statement that most amateurs
are up against it for the commodity "or-
iginal subject matter." We have bumped
into a good many of them. In some in-
stances our bland reply to their query of
the second paragraph has been : "Why
not an original treatment of something
old?"

Original treatments demand imagina-
tion, too.

What is an o.t.? Here's a broad hint
framed as a question. Could it be a
question of slant—camera slant? You bet
it could ! And is. More later about that.

We observe that the average movie
maker is long on camera technique and
short on abstract imagination. Films are
the crystallizations of abstractions. The
movicameraddict's biggest problem lies

in the conversion of abstract ideas into
organized recipes which can be filmed.

A few members of the upper 10 per-
cent are gifted with this remarkable
talent. Their work proves it.

Randolph B. Clardy of Los Angeles
is the maker of a clever and quite im-

pressive film titled "Vida Pacoima."
Pacoima is a small town in southern
Califomia peopled chiefly by Mexicans.
Clardy's film was a simple chronicle of
life on a day among these colorful folk.

Done in Kodachrome, his shots were
candid.

Dr. Robert Loscher, another Ange-
leno, stuck a feather in his bonnet with
a poem made into a picture. His "Red
Cloud Lives Again" was a reel in length,
and, while it used characters and prop-
erties, was made without great difficulty

and at no great expense.
M. R. Armstrong, one of the founders

of the Los Angeles 8mm. Club, filmed 200
feet of the amusing antics of a man
who could not induce sleep. He titled it

"The Insomniac" and ever since has been
exhibiting it to interested cinematog-
raphers and laymen.
While we cite the above instances, it

is to demonstrate that refreshing work
has been done. These men's achieve-
ments need not be emulated literally

—

merely in principle.

What It Takes

To be good a film doesn't have to be
long; nor involved.

It doesn't have to be a scenario film
with actors and properties and distant
locations. It does not even have to con-
cern people. It can

:

1. Be a reel or less in length.
2. Originate in a thought, or a part

of speech, or an emotion. Name almost
anything; it can be filmed. Cleverly.

First, the business of length. A too-

long film is as untenable as a song sung
too loudly or a book padded with words
which mean nothing.
Most amateurs produce shorts any-

way. Sometimes, by shorts the amateur
means unfinished pictures. Ideally, a
short subject tells something econom-
ically. Any short can pack a terrific wal-
lop if the cinematographer will get down

MOTION PICTURE FILM
DEVELOPING MACHINERY

Being used by the largest and smallest

laboratories in Hollywood, also by
U. S. Government Laboratories

Film flows through machine with
steady controlled action.

There is no slippage, no slack, no stretch.

Maintenance costs are less than half.

Units for 35mm., 16mm., or Combination 35-16mm.

Very easy to install and operate.

MODERN SAFE COMPLETE

FONDA MACHINERY COMPANY, INC.
8928 SANTA MONICA BLVD.

Cable Address "Fonda"
LOS ANGELES, CALIF.
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to cases and finish what he begins, which
of course includes titling the film ade-
quately.
At first blush, photographing an emo-

tion sounds like looking for a drop of
distilled water in the Pacific Ocean . . .

we hope.
At second blush, the name of one leaps

to mind. And partly because a distinc-

tive and lovely musical number entitled

"Jealousy" would provide such a film

with an appropriate background, let's

consider jealousy.
It is an emotion and an abstraction in

itself and so of course only its physical
manifestation can be filmed. Following
are a number of suggestions which might
be incorporated into a picture about
the green-eyed monster.

Title : Jealousy.
Subtitle: Jealousy is . . . the appre-

hension of superiority.

—

Shenstone.
Exterior long shot: A beautiful sun-

rise or sunset, including or panning to
and including a medium shot or closeup
of an exquisite flower or brilliantly plu-
maged bird preening its feathers.

Exterior shot—medium or long: Two
small children, one manifestly enjoying
an ice cream cone or stick of candy.

Closeup: The look of utter yearning
on the face of the youngster without a
cone.

Interior medium shot: Group of men
and women including notably, one man
with a healthy head of hair, another

almost or quite bald. Wife of man with
hair fusses with it.

Closeup: Baldheaded man glancing
enviously at the other, takes out comb
and energetically combs his wisps.

Exterior: A very fat woman "rubber-
ing" at models attired in latest fashions
on display in department store window.
Medium shot: The fat woman fur-

tively adjusts corset, eyes her reflection

in window glass, then sets off" down the
street, eyebrows arched, waddling de-
fiantly.

Medium shot: A kitten lapping awk-
wardly from a saucer of milk.
Medium shot: A puppy or larger dog

enters the picture, noses the kitten aside
and appropriates the meal.

Closeup: The kitten with upraised,
ineffectual paw, slapping and spitting
furiously at interloper.
Medium long shot: High school boy

driving a stripped-down Model T along
street, pulls up at boulevard stop. Be-
side him, an older urbane appearing man
pulls up in a sleek, uptodate car.

Closeup : Envy on boy's face as he
contemplates the other. He daydreams
as the streamlined car speeds away.
Medium long shot: Drivers leaning out

of a couple of cars behind the Model T,
shouting at the boy to get on. He sighs
deeply and starts off" jerkily.

Medium long shot: At beach or swim-
ming pool. On the one hand, a group of
brawny, muscular, tanned young men

with a number of pretty girls in attend
ance. The girls chattering animatedly
clapping hands as one or more of fd
lows perform handstands and flips. Par
to:

Medium closeup: A few feet distant, i.

rather skinny, anemic specimen of manl
hood watches his huskier brothers, hi;

eyes traveling in humiliation over hi;

own spare frame.
Subtitle: "Careful! This Works hot}

Ways!"
Medium closeup : The thin one reache;

beneath a pile of clothes, hauls out ar
instrument case from which he take
ukelele, strumming it.

Medium long shot: The girls' atten
tion is attracted to the serenader. The\
jump up, abandon their athletic friend.-

and cluster about the anemic one, whr
plays and sings gaily as the girls enthus(
over him.
Medium shot: Unconcealed disgust or

the faces of the brawny ones.

Medium shot: Woman, busying herself'

about kitchen, turns on a small radic

and dials a station.

Medium closeup: A canary bird, ir,

cage, listening attentively to music with

head cocked on one side, commences tc

sing lustily.

All of the suggestions may not be

practicable, but any cinematographei
can devise modifications of them, and in

all probability will conceive a dozen oi

more applications of the thematic jeal-

ousy.

Interesting Shorts

None of the emotions are exempt from
this type of handling, though some may
be more difficult than others.

Anger could be made into something
filmable, as could love, hate, tears, de-

light, surprise, and related topics.

Another field open to those who would
make interesting short subjects embraces
the "How To Do It" styled vehicle. The
how of anj'thing can exert tremendous
appeal, from baking a cake to building

a boat. Moreover, such subjects can be

dealt with humorously or educatively

or both.

An amusing series of situations may
be concocted around a title such as "How
to Lose a Wife."

Let your "husband," who doesn't have

to be an actor, commit all those acts

which infuriate most wives. If you are a

bachelor your married friends will gladly

submit any number of gags.

For instance, he knocks his pipe or

cigar ashes into her favorite flower vase.

He raids the ice box and helps himself to

refreshments she has painfully prepared
for the bridge tea next afternoon. In

the evening he slips off his shoes and

lounges about in stockinged feet. Or he

tracks mud on her clean floor.

World of Material

Any number of words suggest short

subject possibilities. Here is a list:

Speed Antiquity Wood Candy
Power Sleep Concrete Iron

Altitude Feet Leather Steel

Beauty Hands Glass Celluloid

Age Shadows Tobacco Textiles

AT YOUR DEALER
OR WRITE DIRECT

$ 560 00

COMPLETE

AURICON
16 MM. SOl/ND-ON-FfLM RECORDER
• You can record fully synchro-
nized sound tracks directly on film,

with the Auricon Recorder and
any synchronous-motor-driven
camera, creating Talking Pictures
which will reproduce on any
16 mm. sound on film projector.

• The Auricon variable-area
Recorder takes 200-foot daylight-
loading spools (572 minutes of
recording) and is housed in a
sound proofed "blimp" case.

• The Auricon Recording Ampli-

fier has mixers for professional
effects, with inputs for two micro-
phones or phono-pickups—is con-
tained in a case which also holds
the dynamic microphone with
portable stand and 50-foot cable.

• Complete Recorder and Ampli-
fier with instructions for making
16 mm. Talking Pictures, $560. To
be used with any synchronous-
motor-driven camera.
• Ask your Dealer, or write today
for free descriptive literature.
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See the

"STAR" OF YOUR MOVIES
At His Brightest and Best!

USE A

Glass-Beaded
SCREEN

You need the superior light reflective qualities of
Da-Lite's specially constructed Glass Beaded surface to
bring out the full brilliance, depth, and gradation of
tone in black and white film. The extra light reflection
of the Da-Lite Glass Beaded surface is even more
important when you show Kodachrome pictures.
Kodachrome being more dense requires greater screen
brilliance to bring out the true colors. Ask your dealer
for a Da-Lite Glass Beaded Screen. For utmost con-
venience choose the Challenger (illustrated here). It

can be set up instantly anywhere.

Write for literature!

DA-LITE SCREEN CO., INC.
DEPARTMENT 9AC, 2723 NORTH CRAWFORD AVENUE, CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

Make your film specific by prefixing

I
the key word with "The Story of

," or "Unusual Uses of ,"

' or "Glimpses at ," or simply use

the word by itself.

A world of material is at your dis-

posal if you want to go after it. Of
course, such topics cannot always be

handled thoroughly in a day, but the

opportunistic cinematographer may have
two or three in the making simultane-

ously.

The easy expedient of carrying his

1
camera in the car to and from work and

• particularly on weekend drives often

enables him to get unusual pictures at
' the most unexpected moments.

On a drive, Sunday afternoon variety,

the writer witnessed two serious traffic

accidents which, on film, would have pos-

sessed rare value in a short dealing with
the subject of "Safety."

Since so many new uses have been
found for glass, a picture telling about
them should provide fascinating film

fare. Today glass is made into furni-

ture, suspenders, belts, wristwatch bands,
curtains and clothes for women.
An especially interesting film would

concern rare and semi-precious stones.

Made in color, and the aid of your local

'jeweler enlisted, this sort of movie
'would have enduring qualities. Exactly
'why are gems costly? Who cuts them?
And how?

Finally, we come to the matter of

camera slant, mentioned at the begin-
ning of the article.

Psychology in Individuality

Camera slant is another way of say-
ing camera psychology. The psychology
you employ when you shoot a picture
definitely stamps it with your individu-
ality. Can you then conjure up the in-

teresting abstract vision of a picture
made from a psychological standpoint
the antithesis of your own?
This may be extreme (titling tech-

nique enters here also) but how do you
think an Australian aborigine would
shoot scenes in your own home town if

he were suddenly transported over the
.salty miles and endowed with the ability
to press a button?

Some easterners still believe Indians
go on occasional scalping sprees. Some
isoutherners feel the Mason and Dixon
line is as real as the Empire State
building to a N'Yawker. And if the
wi-iter were to visit New York with a
movie camera he readily admits a good
many of his sequences would feature
camera angles from the ground up

!

The real charm of any motion picture
lies not so much in its topical content as
in its treatment.

Because the majority of amateur cine-
matographers are restricted to short
movies, it seems worthwhile to declare
,that the air is full of ideas most easily
ladapted to shorts. We believe we have
amply demonstrated the fact.

Oh, yes, there are new fields to con-
quer. Can any intelligent being chal-
lenge that?

Los Angeles 8mm. Club
The August meeting of the Los An-

geles 8mm. Club was held in the Bell &
Howell Auditorium, Hollywood.

President William Wade held a draw-
ing for the pan and tilt head donated by
the Kemp Camera Supply Company. It
was won by Paul Armstrong.
Two new members, Joseph A. Savel

and Frank G. Hooper, were introduced
by Vice President Zeman.
The feature of the evening was the

first presentation of the 8mm. picture,
"It Happened One Day," produced by
Ronnie Sinclair, sixteen-year old movie

actor. It was accompanied by fully syn-
chronized dialogue.
The remainder of the evening was

devoted to the showing of films by Mem-
bers Remier, Sazaly, Apel, Caloia and
Kelly.

Bill Stull, A.S.C., then showed two
reels of 16mm. sound on film pictures.

They were produced by Mr. Honeywell,
a well known film amateur and showed
filming activities by Metro-Goldwyn-
Mayer on location with Johnny Weis-
muller at Crystal Springs, Fla. The other
reel was entitled "Coconuts," a home-
made comedy.

LEO CALOIA, Secretary.
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FILM EXPORTS IN 1940
NOT FAR BEHIND 1939

PRELIMINARY figures for the first

six months of 1940 for American
motion picture film exports, both

negative and positive, show but a slight

decrease over the corresponding period
of 1939, according to data compiled by
Nathan D. Golden, Chief of the motion
picture division of the Bureau of For-
eign and Domestic Commerce.
During the first six months of 1940,

a total of 78,230,583 linear feet of nega-
tive and positive film valued at $1,620,-

016 was exported to the foreign mar-
kets of the world, as compared with
79,402,568 linear feet valued at $1,724,-

337 during the first six months of 1939.

Positive film exports for the first six

months of 1940 totaled 74,351,131 linear

feet with a declared value of $1,457,965,

as compared with 75,734,690 linear feet,

valued at $1,568,822, for the first six

months of 1939.

Negative film exports for the first six

months of 1940 amounted to 3,879,452

linear feet with a value of $162,051 as

compared with 3,667,878 linear feet

valued at $155,515 for the same six-

month period of 1939.
Exports of positive and negative

16mm. sensitized not exposed motion
picture films during the first six-month
period of 1940 totaled 18,042,849 linear

feet, valued at $324,227, as compared
with 28,353,321 linear feet.

Sound reproducing exports decreased
for the period under review totaling

$432,453 as compared with $515,529 for

the first six months of 1939. Compara-
tive figures for sound recording equip-
ment totaled $57,741 as compared with
$102,119 for the first six months of 1939.
Motion picture cameras sub-standard

less than 35mm. totaled 4935 valued at

$131,666 during the first six months of

1940 as compared with 10,484 valued at

$282,136 for the same period during
1939.
Exports of standard 35mm. motion

picture projectors during the first six

months of 1940 totaled 548, having a
value of $215,187, as compared with

MOVIOLA
FILM EDITING EQUIPMENT

Used in Every Major Studio
llluttrated Literature on request

MOVIOLA CO.
1451 Gordon St. Hollywood, Calif.

8 ^'rS'' 16 "1^"' 8
Geo. W. Colburn Laboratory

Special Motion Picture PrintinK

11»7 MERCHANDISE MART
CHICAGO

596 projectors valued at $194,951 for
the first six months of 1939.

Sub-standard silent motion picture
projector exports totaled 6885 with a
value of $183,310 during the first six

months of 1940 as against 9509 pro-

FAXON DEAN
INC.

CAMERAS
BLIMPS-DOLLYS

FOR REI¥T

Day, NOrmandie 22184

Night, NOrmandie 22563

4516 Sunset Boulevard

ONLY One ADJUSTMENT
After the necessary initial focusing, the B-M Model F
Sound Recording Unit never requires other adjust-

ments. For utmost simplicity, all parts are adjusted at

the factory and permanently locked. Write for literature.

B-M
SOUND RECORDING UNIT

The BERNDT-MAURER Corp.
117 EAST 24lh STREET . NEW YORK, N.Y.

jectors valued at $220,845 for the same
period of 1939.

Sub-standard sound motion picture
projector exports for the period under
review amounted to 921 valued at $115,-
838 as compared with 915 with a value
of $133,271 for the first six months of
1939.

Agfa Issues Safelight

Photographers desiring a compact
lighting unit for darkroom use where
orthochromatic films are handled will

find the answer to their requirements in

the new Agfa red plastic safelight, which
is now available through photographic
dealers at |.60 each.

Constructed with a red plastic shell

having a removable cap that affords a

convenient source of white light, the lamp
serves a double purpose.

The safelight is supplied with a 7%-
watt mazda lamp and will screw into

any standard electrical outlet.

Camera Equipment Issuing
Heavy Duty Semi-Pro Tripod
The Camera Equipment Company's

newest heavy duty semi-professional tri-

pod designed for use with all 16mm.
cameras and 35mm. professional types,

such as Eyemo and DeVry, has been

praised by those who have used it. Shown
at the company's office, 1600 Broadway,
New York, its features include a wide
flanged base to assure steady panning;
pin and trunnion of the tilt mechanism
of extra large size facilitating smooth
tilting and with minimum wear.

The removable guide handle screws

into a socket of base when not in use.

Wooden legs, locked by a quick-set han-

dle, extend the tripod to 86^/2 inches with

legs spread in normal position, closing

to 46 inches. Top plate is 3Vz inches by 6

inches, fitted with standard %-inch No.

20 thumb screw. Rugged and steady, the

tripod will support without vibration

cameras like the Cine Kodak Special op-

erated with interlock motors.
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Bardwell & McAlister, Inc.

Announce Fluor-O-Photo

Bardwell & McAl-
ister, Inc., of Holly-
w o o d, have an-
nounced the Fluor-
O-Photo, eight -tube
fluorescent light.
Type 15.

The Fluor-O-Photo
has been tested and
approved by light-
ing engineers and
practical photogra-
phers. Its superior-
ity is due to the
shape and construc-
tion of the reflec-

tors. Its normal
height range is 5

feet to 9 feet. A spe-

cial counter-balance stand makes it easy
to raise or lower the light to any de-

sired height.
Accessories available for this unit in-

clude a low arm adapter called the Knee
Bracket. With this accessory the light

may be operated from a range of as

low as 2 feet to the height of 5 feet.

Wing shades, mounted on the sides, also

are available.

The Fluor-O-Photo is distributed by
all Eastman Kodak Stores.

New B & H Title Service
The new title service just announced

by Bell & Howell will be welcomed by
amateur movie makers who prefer to

film their own captions but who do not
wish to do the necessary lettering. In-

stead of receiving a title in film, the
amateur will receive a card with his

requested lettering upon it, a card which
will exactly fit his titler. He then films

the title himself, with black-and-white
or color film and with such trick effects

as he may choose.

Yorke Traveltour Booked
The two-reel color featurette "The

Ninth State," produced for the state of
New Hampshire by Emerson Yorke
Studio, has been booked by the United
States Travel Bureau for screening in its

exhibit at the Golden Gate Exposition.
This exhibit is among the first to util-

ize 16mm. sound color prints reduced
from the original 35mm. negative by the
new Cinecolor process. Booking is for
the duration of the Exposition.

Agfa Adds Pan Reversible
A new Agfa film, named Twin-Eight

Panchromatic Reversible, is now avail-
able for amateur photographers using
double-width 8mm. motion picture cam-
eras. Of special interest to those re-
quiring maximum film economy, this new
Agfa film permits worthwhile savings
in film costs, selling at the list price of
•$2 per 25 foot roll, which includes proc-
essing at any authorized Agfa Ansco
Reversal Laboratory.

Pictorialists to Hold Salon
The twenty-fourth annual interna-

tional photographic salon of the Camera
Pictorialists of Los Angeles will be
shown in the Los Angeles Museum in

January, 1941. The closing date is De-
cember 1, 1940. Entry fee, $1 or foreign
equivalent. Address Larry Lewin, sec-
retary, Los Angeles Museum.

Fried

16mm.
Sound aiti!

Picture

Printer

Model Dli

For Black & White and
Kodachrome Duplicating

FRIED CAMERA CO.
6156 Santa Monica Blvd.
HOLLYWOOD, CALIF.

Cable Address: FRIEDCAMCO

GOERZ
KINO-HYPAR
LENSES
f:2.7 and f:3
For regular and color
movies of surprising
quality. High chro-
matic correction . . .

I Focal lengths 15mm to lOOmm—can be fitted

t in suitable focusing mounts to Amateur and
i Professional Movie Cameras.
•

GOERZ Reflex FOCUSER
—Patented—

for 16mm Movie Camera users—voids PARAL-
LAX between finder and lens—provides full-

size ground-glass image magnified 10 times.
Adaptable to lenses 3" and up. Also use-

ful as extension tube for shorter focus lenses

for close-ups. Extensively used in shooting
surgical operations, small animal life, etc.

GOERZ Parallax-Fi ee FOCUSER
and FIELD FINDER CONTROL
for Fllmo 121 and SImplex-Pockette, no more
off-center pictures, magnifies 4 and 8x.

For Detailed Information Address
Dept. AC S

CP. GOERZ AMERICAN OPTICAL CO.

B & H 3y2-inch f2.3 Lens Has
Brilliance and Definition

Following closely on the heels of the
faster three-inch projection lens an-
nounced a few months ago by Bell &
Howell, a similar increase in light trans^
mission is introduced in a still longer
'ens—the new, fast 3V2-inch f2.3 lens

for Filmo 16mm. projectors.

For very long throws, wherein it is

physically impossible to place the pro-
jector close enough to the screen to ob-
tain the right size picture with the stand-
ard lens, the new 3% -inch lens is said to

be ideal. It transmits a full 37 per cent
more light than its predecessor of the
Fame length, yet it does not sacrifice

definition or sharpness.

The 3 1/2 -inch lens will produce the
same size picture at a distance of 64
feet that the standard 2-inch lens will at
about 37 feet.

O'Neil Building Review of

New War in 16mm. Sound
"The Second World War," gathered

from several sources in 16mm. sound, is

being shown in Los Angeles and its

vicinity by its producer, Robert F.
O'Neil of the Allied Film Exhibitors of
719 South Flower street, Los Angeles.
From 4000 feet originally the film has
been cut to 1750 feet and runs 48 minutes.
The picture reviews the international

situation from 1919 to the present. It is

designed to add from time to time the

more important happenings, those of per-

manent historic value, so that the record
will be complete.

Up to date Mr. O'Neil has shown the
picture to twenty gatherings—^service

clubs, legions, the Santa Monica Masonic
Club, the Beverly Hills Rotary and
others.

317 E. 34th St., Hew York, N. Y.

American Lens Makers Since 1899

Astro'
LENSES

.8

F2.3

for sale by

Mitchell Camera Corporation
665 North Robertson Blvd.

West Hollywood, California
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CINEMA CLUB TECHNICAL
GATHERING A MEMORY

ON the evening- of August 20 we
attended the technical meeting of
the Los Angeles Cinema Club.

The technical meeting is held indepen-
dently of the regular meeting, which is

stated for the first Tuesday in the month
and is attended by both men and women
members. This one held on the 20th
was stag—meaning, of course, that the
men let down their hair, so to speak;
that is, also of course, if any they have;
and some distinctly have not.

But this meeting on the 20th was one
to be remembered. Member Earle Mem-
ory's home was the place of gathering.
Those who have been so fortunate as to
enter that home know it is well named.
It really is a memory. Fi-om Sunset
Boulevard at La Cienega it is reached
in sharp, second gear stages until sev-

eral hundred feet above the crowded
highway.
The day had been hot. The night was

cool, a heavy haze or young fog closing
in to maybe two or three miles. You
looked down upon a sea of light from a
point pushed out into three-quarters of
the circumference of that gleaming
ocean. To one who lived down below
with the crowd it was a treat just to

sit there in the open and gaze out. But
there were things to be heard and seen.
The screen was mounted on the badmin-
ton court, but the falling thermometer
before 10 o'clock forced withdrawal to
the interior.

To open the show and the discussion
there was given the first demonstration
of the Auricon 16mm. sound on film re-

corder of the E. M. Berndt Corporation.

Several Auricon films, both synchronized
sound and picture, and sound tracks
only, were shown.
The films were run on a stock model

Bell & Howell Filmosound. The projec-
tor was arranged to show an image of
the sound track on the screen alongside
the picture. It provided an interesting
method of demonstrating the capabili-

'

ties of the Auricon 16mm. sound film
i

recording system. i

There was comment on the compact-

'

ness of the system, two small cases of
a total weight of 41 pounds. During
the course of the evening an Auricon

'

sound film was recorded by the Cinema
Club members. It is planned to run it

back at the next regular meeting of the

'

club, to afford the members a chance to

hear their voices as they were recorded

'

on the film.

Several of the members projected in-

'

teresting films. The host showed a pic-

'

ture he had taken of an organization of

seventy-five members which once or twice
,

a year spends a night at the Desert Inn
'

at Palm Springs. The picture was in

color and was a credit to the photogra-
pher. Elton Walker showed a rack of

,

Kodachrome slides exposed on a long

Pacific Coast trip, from south to north.

'

They demonstrated in still work the

,

r,ame care and attention to detail that

is given by the photographer to his color

motion pictures. Guy Nelli also showed
Kodachrome motion picture prints of

one of his specialties, gardens and
hedges. There were others.

,

The host uncovered for an interested

nroup his ingenious case for flood lights

and the clever "blimp" inclosing and
silencing his projector. It may seem
strange, just the same, that a bunch of

amateur photographers should contain

so comparatively large a number who
seemed to manifest much more interest

in a really gorgeous poker table.

But it was a great night anyway.

Academy Publishes List

of Credits for Six Months
The Academy of Motion Picture Arts

and Sciences has distributed Technical

Credits Bulletins to members of the

Academy, production executives and stu-

dio technical department heads, listing

technical credits for all productions made
in all studios between January 1 and

June 30, 1940.
The Bulletin contains credits classified

by the production as well as credits listed

individually, designating the complete

credits of each technician who contribut-

ed to pictures made during the first six

months of 1940.

In addition the Bulletin carries a re-

capitulation of credits for members of

the Academy Sciences Branch for the

years 1938 and 1939. Thus this new Bul-

letin, supplemented by the last tech-

nical Credit Bulletin, published in Janu-

ary, 1938, gives a complete record of the

credits for each member of the Sciences

Branch for the past five and one-half

years.

CAMERA SUPPLY COMPANY
ART REEVES

ISIS North C«Kuen9« Boulevard

HOLLYWOOD C»bU Address—Cameras CALIFORNIA

Kfficient-Courteous Service New and Used Equipment
Bought—Sold—Rented

Everything Photographic Professional and Amateur

EASTERN

headquarters! rentals • SALES • SERVICE
FOR THE

CAMERAMAN Available At All Times

MITCHELL — Standard, Hi-speed, Silenced and N C Cameras *

k BELL & HOWELL — standard, Hi-speed, Process and Eyemo Cameras *

k WALL — Latest Model Single System Sound Cameras ^

it FEARLESS BLIMPS, FEARLESS and RABY
PANORAM DOLLYS. FRICTION and GYRO TRIPODS *

INTERLOCK. SYNCHRONOUS. HI-SPEED and VARIABLE SPEED MOTORS with TACHOMETERS

k 3Smm DOUBLE SYSTEM RECORDING EQUIPMENT #
if COOKE SPEED PANCHRO and ASTRO PAN TACHAR LENSES

all focal lengths — Fl LTER S and LIGHTS it

MOVIOLAS i, SYNCHRONIZERS it REWINDS

WE SPECIALIZE in REPAIR WORK on MITCHELLand BELL&HOWELL CAMERAS
FRANK-ZUCKER

AMERA E<
1600 BROADWAY N Y<

CABi£ ADDRfSS; CINEQUIP

IPMENTco
CIRCLE 6-506O
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KODAK CAVALCADE OF
COLOR WILL TOUR WEST

cartons as the older type, is identified

by the words, "New Improved Type," ap-
pearing on the outside of the carton.
The new-type emulsion is being sup-

plied in all 35mm. miniature sizes and in
popular roll film sizes.

Featuring color prints, transpai-en-

cies, motion pictures, a superb black-
and-white print salon, discussions on
photography and a show selected from
the world-famous Eastman Cavalcade of
Color, the 1940 traveling exhibit of the

I

Eastman Kodak Com^pany will leave
Rochester September 12 for a four-

,
month tour of the Western States, ter-

minating in late December.
The exhibit, most elaborate yet organ-

ized by the company, is designed for
maximum interest to the serious ama-
teur photographer. During its Eastern
tour this spring, it drew considerably
larger attendance than any preceding
Kodak exhibit.

Showings, in the 1940 Kodak Exhibit's
tour, are being scheduled in seventeen
leading Western and Southwestern cit-

|ies, each showing to last two to four
days. Cities on the tentative schedule
are, for September, Denver and Seattle;
'for October, Portland, Sacramento, Oak-
land, San Francisco, Fresno and Los
Angeles; for November, Hollywood, Long
'Beach, San Diego, San Antonio and
Houston ; and for December, Fort Worth,
Dallas, Oklahoma City and Tulsa.

In each city, fine exhibition prints
from local amateur photographers will
be selected by a local jury to hang with
the traveling salon. This salon is in-

Bitner's Busman Holiday
Okeh in Hollywood Town
EDWARD H. BITNER, with

the Bell Telephone Company
of Pennsylvania, was a caller at
the office of the Cinematographer
during the past month. Mr. Bitner
was on vacation bent. Also was
he photographically bent, but as
to that phase of his visit was
there nothing new. On that score
it is a busman's holiday with him.
In the few days he had been in
town he had rolled up 700 feet
of Kodachrome 16mm. on his Bell
& Howell and still was far from
being finished.

The Pennsylvanian possesses va-
rious still cameras, one of which,
a Bantam, a cocky thing by the
way, always is in his pistol pocket
ready for business. As may be
imagined, he nails some rare shots.
In his home he has a den which
is a combined darkroom and the-
atre. Of course, we asked some
questions about that place he has
stowed away in his basement. What
we learned was more than enough
to arouse our interest, to express
it mildly. Perhaps—but we'll have
patience.

tended to provide a cross-section of the
finer work of amateurs throughout the
United States. In addition, there will

be panels of color prints and Koda-
chrome transparencies, and an elaborate
display of fine amateur equipment.

Agfa Finopan Added
A new, improved type of Agfa Fino-

pan, incorporating definite advantages
over the film previously supplied, is now
available and being distributed through
regular photographic dealers. The new
film, which is being supplied in the same

Film Editors Guild Elects
At a special meeting of the Motion

Picture Film Editors Guild (a society of
newsreel, production and free-lance cut-

ters and film librarians) at the Hotel
New Yorker, the following officers were
elected:

President, John Michon of News of
the Day; vice president, Ben Loweree of
Fox Movietone News; secretary, Joseph
Castilone of News of the Day; treas-
urer, Jack Bradford of The March of
Time. Also membership and public rela-

tions committees were chosen.

LANDERS CAMERA RENTALS
RENTALS - SERVICE :

DOLLIESMOTION PICTURE CAMERAS - BLIMPS
AND ALL ACCESSORIES

PHONE 6313 SUNSET BOULEVARD
NEAR VINE STREET

HOLLYWOOD, CALIFORNIA Night HE-1311

EVERYTHING PHOTOGRAPHIC
AND CINEMATIC

FOR PROFESSIONAL AND AMATEUR
The World's Largesf Variety of Cameras and Projectors. Studio and
Laboratory Equipment with Latest Improvements as Used in

Hollywood Studios. New and Used. BARGAINS.

Hollywood Camera Exchange
1600 CAHUENGA BOULEVARD

HO 3651 Hollywood, California Cable: Hocamex

MOTION PICTURE EQUIPMENT
Studio and Laboratory Tested Since 1929

Automatic Developing Machine
Complete in Every Detail

Immediate Delivery

HOLLYWOOD USERS CAN ATTEST MACHINE'S
SUPERIORITY — USERS ALL OVER THE WORLD
CAN RECOMMEND THIS DEVELOPING MACHINE.

THIS PRACTICAL MACHINE CAN BE USED IN ANY CLIMATE
EASILY INSTALLED—QUICK DELIVERIES

• SENSITESTER—For Light Tests and Sensitometric Strips

• SOUND RECORDING SYSTEMS

ART REEVES
Cable Address: ARTREEVES

7512 Santa Monica Blvd. Hollywood, California, U. S. A.
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As the Summer Wanes
(Contiruied from Page UOS)

the great house of Pantages at the con-

clusion of the story on preview night.

It seemed to be centred in the review
section.

•

The Return of Frank James

Twentieth Century-Fox in the course
of a serious murder trial provides as
large an amount of genuine mirth as
has been met up with in a long time. It

happens in "The Return of Frank James,"
with Henry Fonda the lead and also the
man on the defensive. Henry Hull is

the lawyer who is returning to legal

practice after putting in many years edit-

ing a village newspaper. To his client

he is not at all sanguine as to his

probable success in recapturing enough
of his one-time knowledge of court ways
to do James any good.

But the lawyer plainly does know hu-
man nature. And he understands how
by simple homespun means to appeal to

simple homespun jurymen. It is a de-
lightful sequence—one of the greatest
portrayals recorded of a parallel setting.

George Barbier as the judge contributes
his full share to the situation. But
don't miss it, for its writing or execu-
tion or for both, whether you are seeking
real mirth or stern drama.

Sam Hellman is responsible for the
original screen play, and he does a most
worthy job. It is entertainment for the
multitude. The gunplay is not accen-
tuated; there is a feeling it is some-
thing that is a bygone, that a new deal
is coming when just one score is set-

tled—if it is settled.

There will, however, be a pain in the
neck imparted to any one ever within
a mile of a printshop who is forced to

gaze on an alleged typesetter as he
lolls left elbow across his case and dishes

type into his stick from four or five

near boxes only and at a tempo of at

least four to one.

The editor strides around the floor

and dictates his article at perhaps a

hundred words a minute when the printer

would have to be above the average if

he could compose, or set to you, as

many as six words in that time.

At the end of the dictation the editor

instructs the printer to "put it on the

front page and set it in twelve-point
type" when plainly the composition of

the story is already finished. Old-time
country editors when also printers—and
not infrequently they were—often stood
at the case, never lolled at it, and put
their own brief stuff into type. If they
couldn't do that they would write it.

Dictating five words a minute was un-
thinkable.

The picture is in Technicolor. George
Barnes, A.S.C., and William V. Skall,

A.S.C., direct the photography and do a
craftsmanlike example of exposure. One

of the sequences that stands out is a
chase of two men on horseback by two
other riders along the crest of a moun-
tain ridge at breakneck speed. It's a
stirring and finely executed piece of pho-
tography.

•

Haunted Honeymoon

Giving the impression that it was pro-
duced primarily for British consump-
tion, "Haunted Honeymoon" is a dull af-

fair. Contributing to the picture's fail-

PACIFIC
LABORATORIES
Complete 16mm. Film Service

Machine Developing
For the professional Photographer.
Densitometry, and Time and Temper-
ature Control. Specializing in Nega-
tive-Positive Sound Track and Picture
Work. Also Duplicate Negatives,
Composite Prints, 35 mm. Optical
Reductions to 16 mm.

Kodachrome
Duplications
A three-day service on sound or si-

lent prints from Original Kodachrome.

Sound Recording
Direct on 16 mm. film. Chibbing, Nar-
ration, Sound Qfects, and absolute
Synchronous Sound on film. Sound
Camera and Sound Truck available
for location.

T/u> most complete 16mm^ plant
on the West Coast.

•

1027 NO. fflGHLAND
HOLLYWOOD Hl-0226 CALIFORNIA

COOKE LENSES
have earnedworld-wide pref-

erence among experienced
cinematographers because
they give superior results un-
der all conditions. Focal
lengths for every need. Write
for descriptive circular.

BELL & HOWELL
COMPANY

Exclusive World Distributors of
Taylor-Hobson Cooke CineLenses

1848 Larchmont Ave., Chicago
New York: 30 Rockefeller Plaza
Hollywood: "16 N. La Brea Ave.
London: 13-14 Great Castle St.

ure to wholly please was the over
abundance of so-called "gay repartee'

in lieu of a substantial and sustaining

story.

Robert Montgomery played the par
of Lord Peter Wimsey, who with hii

wife, played by Constance Cummings
are involved in a murder in their honey
moon cottage. Montgomery played hdi

part in a very stiff fashion that was

even more noticeable after his man)
former excellent portrayals. Miss Cum
mings appeared to better advantage ir

this English-made picture than in hei

many appearances on the Americai

screen.
Giving the best performance in th(

picture and with the most ease, Sir Sey

mour Hicks as Bunter, the butler, was

excellent. In fact, the minor individua

characterizations were all good.
M. D.

Public Deb No. 1

"Public Deb No. 1" may have beei

an experiment on the part of Twentietl

Century-Fox, that is, as much of ar

experiment as any of the producinf

companies permit themselves to under

take, but here is one reporter who will

vote it to be a successful one. Then
may be some of the ismists who wil

put thumbs down on it on general prin

ciple, but there will be plenty wh(

are plain American in s^Tnpathy wh(

will obtain satisfaction—and laughs—ir

watching the kidding that proceed;

throughout the picture.

As Russia comes into the zone of th(

kidders, what could be sweeter than t(

find Ivan Lebedeff for a bit and Mischj

Auer as a principal, with Gregory Rat

off directing. There is quite a bit o:

light Russian comedy, in a Russian res

taurant, for example, that will be re)

ished by the multitude—and withoui

offense.

Brenda Joyce is the deb in questioi

and she carries it through with finesst

and skill. George Murphy is Alan Blake

who as the result of mounting incident.-

in his career of making a living finds

himself vice president of a great soup

maker the factory of which is just oii(

of the meal tickets of the Deb.

There is a long and unusually gooc

cast and they are all duly and realh

funny. By no means overlook Elsa Max
well, who is a star in her own right-

as player and entertainer.

Ernest Palmer, A.S.C., is director ol

photography. He was called on to di

a wide and varied job—much that wa.'

light and frothy and a lot that wa.'

heavy, stem and serious. But it wa.-

all well done.

•

Dance, Girl, Dance

Here is a picture out of the usual rut

It is a story of stage life, played b\

many persons of real skill and ability

It is a skill and an ability that ma\

not be any too well known in a few

instances to screengoers, but they sure]>

will be, and as soon as this pictun
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gets on the road. There's a host of old-

timers, more than usual.

The picture will have wide appeal to

two distant phases of a community. On
one side there will be the not negligible

number of humans, males principally

but not quite entirely, who have a yen
to attend burlesque shows and such.

On the ottier will be that larger pro-

portion, females principally but not quite

entirely, who wonder what goes on in

such places. The will personally to look

and see in some instances is subordinated
to the fear they may be seen. But these
latter will get a flash— and how mirth-
ful a flash it is—when they follow
RKO-Radio's "Dance, Girl, Dance."
Above all, the picture is human. Re-

strained, as a general thing, according
to the best rules of common procedure,
there are times when the lid is lifted

and the victims of that urge just let

themselves go. There's one shining ex-
ample when Maureen O'Hara, as the
girl of ideals, and high ones, working
in a burlesque house because of the dire

necessity to eat, gets fed up on doing
this stooge stuff at a minimum salary
for a glamour girl doing a near strip

tease at a maximum wage; gets to the
boiling point and smashes into the great
favorite with all of the savageness that
can be packed into one small human
feminine frame.
And Lucille Ball in the guise of Bub-

bles, conscious of her inferiority from
the standards of Judy, slams back at
her with the same savageness. Both
girls had previously taken lessons in

catch-as-catch-can scuffling. The screen-
ed result seemed like the real thing. It

really was a highlight. It was unpretty,
but how human—and dramatic. The
sequence would make any show.
The picture was directed by Dorothy

Arzner, and revealed careful treatment.
The director once was a cutter. She
kept a cutter at her side throughout the
making of the picture.

Russell Metty, A.S.C., was director of
photography. Vernon L. Walker, A.S.C.,
was in charge of special effects. The
photography was one of the features of
the showing. Some sequences that stood
out were the dance rehearsals, spectacu-
lar and arresting.

Spot-Flash Light Effects
Announced by Hunter & Co.
Hunter & Co., manufacturers of the

Spot-Flash adapter for the new midget
flash bulbs, announce the Spot-Flash
Sidelite for creating illustrative light-
ing effects in flash photography.
Like the Spot -Flash Adapter, the new

side lighting unit, v/hich has a spring
clamp for attachment in any convenient
location, is a focused reflector produc-
ing a narrow beam for spot light effects
and a wider beam for flood lighting.
The flood beam is obtained by insert-

ing a diffusing ring in the basic reflec-
tor. Without the diffusing ring the
Spot-Flash Sidelite becomes a powerful
soft edged spot light. The unit has a
sight for alignment on the subject.

UNCLE SAM SEEKS CAMERA
AND LABORATORY MEN

THE United States Civil Service
Commission has announced open
competitive examinations to secure

motion picture photographers and tech-
nicians for Government service. The ex-
aminations cover the following positions:

Motion picture photographer, six grades,
with salaries ranging from 81,440 to

§2,600 a year; head aerial motion picture
photographer, also the principal and
senior grades, with salaries ranging from
§2,000 to 82,600 a year; motion picture
technician, six grades, with salaries
ranging from 81,440 to $2,600 a year.
The salaries are subject to a retirement
deduction of 3V2 per cent.

Applications must be in the Commis-
sion's Washington office not later than
September 16 if received from States
east of Colorado, and September 19, 1940,
if received from Colorado and States

FRED HOEFNER

Cinema Camera Shop
True Ball Tripod Heads

915 N. La Cienega, Los Angeles, Calif.

Telephone CRes+view 5-7092

for dinitmlt aAor« — THE ORIGINAL

Scheibe s Monotone Filter

INDICATES instantly how ever>- color and

liaht value ol a scene or object will be ren-

dered in the finished print before taking

the picture. •:• al%vays ready.

GRADUATED FILTERS

roc SCENES, DIFFUSED FOCUS AND OTHER EFFECTS

aVKlTE /OR FOLDER TWinoiki 2102

. Gcorqo H. Scheibe
' ORIGINATOF? OF EFFECT FILTERS

1927 WEST 78'" ST LOS ANGELES. CAL.

PRESENTING 1
8IVIM-16MM

A MOVIE A MONTH
for 8MM and 16MM Fans.

• A new plan entitling members
to an extremely low cost viewing
service.
• Complete Edition Castle Films

—

8MM for as low as 35c — 16MM
for 70c.

AND THAT'S NOT ALL

Several of the plans provide a free
film. You select it and own it.

Write now for further details.

MOVIE A MONTH
ASSOCIATION

Box 525 Reynoldsville, Pa.

The Service That Saves

westward. Applicants must have had
broad, progressive, and responsible full-

time paid experience in high-grade mo-
tion picture photographic work as cam-
eraman, photographer from a plane in
flight, or in film processing and labora-
tory work, the responsibility assumed
varying with the grade of the position.

No written test will be given but appli-
cants will be rated on their qualifications
as shown in their applications and on
corroborative evidence.

Further information as to the require-
ments for the various grades, and appli-
cation forms, may be obtained from the
Secretary of the Board of U. S. Civil
Service Examiners at any first or second
class post office, or from the United
States Civil Service Commission, Wash-
ington, D. C.

Older Models Converted to
Modern Sound Performance
Bell & Howell announces that a "mod-

ernization plan" has been evolved where-
by all Filmosounds, even back to the first

120-As, can be modified to produce the
same superior sound quality as today's
machines.
Developments and inventions in the

field of electronics come thick and fast,

these days, and Bell & Howell states
that while the older Filmosounds were
the most advanced sound-on-film pro-
jectors it was possible to build at the
time, the company now wants to make
recent improvements in sound reproduc-
tion available to its early customers.
These Filmosounds, says the company,
all may be brought up to the perform-
ance of their current counterparts. Filmo-
sounds 120, 138, 130, 142, and the first

Filmoarcs may be so modernized, and
owners are urged to write for the Filmo-
sound "Conversion Booklet" for complete
details.

Victor Amplifier Simplifies
With the new Victor Amplifier, regular

theater continuity is now possible for
continuous shows without any breaks
for changing reels.

This added flexibility and famous Vic-
tor multiple use is brought about by
the model "R" Amplifier which can ac-
commodate two Animatophone Sound
Projectors and as many as eight 12 inch

or 15 inch speakers. A flick of the
changeover switch stops one projector
and puts the other into operation to per-
mit threading without loss of projection
time.

Public Address equipment and a rec-

ord player can also be used at the same
time to supplement the sound projectors.

Complete information may be obtained
by writing to the Victor Animatograph
Corporation, Davenport, Iowa.
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Berndt's Sound Recorder
Revolutionary

(Conthmed from Par/e 390)

ture films, so that in editing the two can
be synchronized easily.

The I'ecording unit can be placed as
most convenient, at any distance from
the camera, and the sound controlled by
listening through the monitoring ear-
phone. The microphone can be placed
as close as possible to the actors, just out
of camera range, either on its own stand,
or suspended above the action, profes-
sional style, or even concealed within the
scene.

The precise technique of microphone
placement is easily mastered, as the re-

sults are immediately audible through
the earphone monitor. When camera
and recorder are set, both are started by
throwing a single master switch on the
recorder's case.

Since both are driven by electric mo-
tors, rather than springs, the scenes may
be as long or as short as necessary, de-
pendent only on the film capacity of the
two units. If the camera, as well as the
recorder, is equipped to take 200-foot
spools, the full 200 feet

—

hVz minutes

—

may be Vitaphoned without a break.
In a word, the Auricon seems definitely

to be the most significant development in

16mm. sound since the introduction of
the first sub-standard sound-on-film pro-
jector, for it brings 16mm. sound, for the
first time, within the reach of a vast

army of commercial, semi-professional
and advanced amateur 16mm. filmerf
who have hitherto felt that sound, how-
ever perfect or desirable, was beyond
their reach not only from the standpoint
of operation, but of bulk and price.

This step was, of course, inevitable;
but that in no way detracts from the
magnitude of Berndt's achievement. He
is in every way to be congratulated fo
having added so signally to the advanc
ment of 16mm. sound-filming.

Hollywood's Sure Enough
Producer

(Continued from Page U20)

to be directors or producers; Ronnie i

already both, on a successful, if as ye
a minicam scale.

His real ambition is when his actin
days are over to become a successfu
cinematographer! And while no acto
has thus far made the leap from bein
the camera's victim to being its boss
young Ronnie might well be the firs

to do so, for already, at an age whe"
most of his contemporaries are payin
more attention to jive and jitterbugging
he is striving with whole-hearted en-|

thusiasm to learn the why and where-J
fore of cinematography. What's moreJ
he's showing the results, successfully!
on the screen. He's a young man tcl

watch

!

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING

Showmanship Keeps St. Paul
Amateurs Rolling

(Continued from Page U07)

the film, we almost removed a scene
which is rather long, and which shows
a negro boy, dressed in a white suit,

just posing before the camera.

He just stood there, with his eyes
closed, just one of 5000 youngsters who
were at the school police picnic.

We forgot to shorten this bit of film,

but there has not been an audience
that hasn't been convulsed with laughter
at this picture. The white suit is ex-
posed correctly, but the boy's face was
underexposed, just a totally black spot
on the film, but the audiences roar, and
an audience of colored people howled
with glee for five minutes.

That sequence will remain, but other
parts have been shortened or cut out,

and this summer the entire film will be
cut one-third in length to make room
for brand new films now in the making.

Future films will be made at sound
speed, and a sound track added, so that

still wider distribution of the pictures
will be possible.

Each subject will be covered in one
four-hundred-foot reel, so that greater
variety in program material will be
possible. In the meantime "Barbara"
will continue to "Step Out" many times
in her briefer garments.

B&H Steel Reel 400 Foot
Completing the Filmo line of 16mm.

steel reels, the 400-foot capacity unit
has just been announced. For some
time Bell & Howell has made its 800,

1200, and 1600 foot reels of spring
steel, while the 400-foot reel was of
aluminum. Owners of 16mm. equipment
will undoubtedly be interested in this

good looking, sturdy, new version of
an accessory we all use constantly.
The 400-foot steel reel is similar in

design to its larger counterpart, and ac-

cording to B&H has the same inherent
advantages.
The spring steel flanges are said to

be rigid enough to hold the film in

perfect alignment, yet to be so resilient

that they will not take an out-of-posi-

tion set. The flanges are precision
aligned and they stay aligned, says B&H.

B&H High Fidelity Speaker
From the Bell & Howell engineering

laboratories comes the announcement of
a new high-fidelity speaker which is

claimed to be one of the year's major
advances in sound reproduction. Known
as the "Orchestricon," the new speaker
is designed primarily for permanent in-

stallation. It differs considerably from
anything Bell & Howell has offered in

the past.
A frequency divider network distrib-

utes the high frequencies to a multi-
cellular horn, and the low frequencies
to an 18-inch cone. The result is natural-
ness of sound.

FOR SALE

THE V^'ORLD'S LARGEST VARIETY OF
Studio and Laboratory equipment with latest
improvements as used in Hollywood at tremen-
dous savings. New and Used. Mitchell, Bell-
Howell, Akeley, De Brie, Eyemo, animation
process cameras, lenses, color magazines, adapt-
ors, lighting equipment, silencing blimps,
dollies, printers, splicers, moviolas, motors,
light-testers, gear boxes, synchronizers. Guar-
anteed optically and mechanically perfect. Send
for bargain catalogue. Hollywood Camera Ex-
change. 1600 Cahuenga Blvd., Hollywood, Calif.
Cable : Hocamex

16MM KODACHROME MOVIE FILMS OF
Hawaii . . . surfing, hula, dancing, cocoanut
tree climbing, Hawaiian flowers and general
scenes. Original exposed Kodachrome 25c per
foot Duplicate prints $12.50 for 100 feet in
following subjects : "Paradise of the Pacific,"
"Flowers of Hawaii," "Hula Dancing," "Surf-
ing," "Fishes of Hawaii" . . . Add these gor-
geous color sequences to your film library . . ,

high in entertainment quality.
35mm Kodachrome transparencies—75c each,
$7.50 per dozen.

KODAK HAWAH, LTD.
1065 Kapiolani Blvd., Honolulu, Hawaii, U.S.A.

BELL & HOWELL, 5-WAY SOUND PRINTER.
CAMERA EQUIPMENT COMPANY

1600 Broadway New York City
Tel. Circle 6-5080 Cable: Cinequip

WE BUY, SELL AND RENT PROFESSIONAL
AND 16mm EQUIPMENT, NEW AND USED.
WE ARE DISTRIBUTORS FOR ALL LEAD-
ING MANUFACTURERS. RUBY CAMERA
EXCHANGE. 729 Seventh Ave., New York City.
Established since 1910.

BOLEX 16mm LIKE NEW. 1" F/1.5, 3" F/2.8,
16mm F :2.8 Meyer lenses, case. Bargain.
$280.00. Guaranteed. H. Stern, Inc., 872 Sixth
Avenue, New York.

NEW, USED. REBUILT, STUDIO, RECORDING
AND LABORATORY EQUIPMENT. Cameras,
Printers, Splicers, Recorders, Amplifiers, Cable
Horses, Moviolas, Interlock Motors, Developers.
Galvanometers, Opticals, Glowlamps, etc. Free
Bargain Bulletin. Buy or Trade. S. 0. S.j

Cinema Supply Corporation, New York.

WALL SPECIAL SOUND RECORDING CAM-
ERA equipped with 40mm., 50mm., and TSmm.
Pan-Tachar F.2.3 Lenses in Mitchell Mounts.
Factory installed and tested Bemdt-Maurer
Model "F" symmetrical track Galvanometer,
tested to 10,000 cycles.
Movement factory adjusted for Bipack Color
with two sets of pressure rollers and new
registration pins.
Upright View Finder, Matt Box, Sunshade.
Filter Holders, etc.
Akeley Gyro Tripod with camera adaptor and
head cover.
2—1000 ft. Magazines.
Berndt-Mauer 120-D Amplifier.
Bemdt-Maurer D.C. Power Supply.
Microphone Case with Cable Reel, W.E. 630-A
8-Ball Microphone, Mike Stand, Cables, Spare
Tubes and Exciter Lamps.
All equipment in black fibre covered ply cases
with locks. Outfit in perfect condition and,
has original new appearance.
Complete outfit $3950, or will sell without Sound
Equipment for $2775. Communicate to:

BOX 980, AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER

WANTED
WE PAY CASH FOR EVERYTHING PHOTO-
GRAPHIC. Write us today. Hollywood Camera
Exchange. 1600 Cahuenga Blvd., Hollywood.

WANTED TO BUY FOR CASH
CAMERAS AND ACCESSORIES

MITCHELL, B&H. EYEMO, DEBRLE, AKELFV
ALSO LABORATORY AND CUTTING ROOM

EQUIPMENT
CAMERA EQUIPMENT COMPANY

16«0 BROADWAY. NEW YORK CITY
CABLE: CINEQUIP
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FILMO TURRETS
Qu/cllr, easy loading ...no sprockets to thread ...no loops to form

ThdilyS mm. motion picture camera that has all of the features you are sure to want as your skill increases

EFORE you choose an 8 mm. motion picture
araera, remember that on/y the Filmo Turret 8

pn des a//of the features you are sure to want now
orler. Good j udgment suggests, therefore, choos-
ingie camera your advancing skill will not outgrow.

Sp into your camera dealer's store and give the

fili'Turret 8 the most critical inspection you ever
ga^any important purchase. Compare its work-
ma bip and features with any other 8 mm. camera.

^j'll see why Filmo Turret 8 is the "aristocrat

oft 8's." It combines the economy of 8 mm. film

wit he instant readiness and amazing versatility

of aewsreel man's camera. Three lenses and their

maniag viewfiaders are mounted on the turret.

—the only 16 mm. magazine-loading motion picture camera with a Turret Head

r'')Uwantthe"ace"of l6mm. motion picture
Caeras— now is the time to get it. Trade your

old rnera in on the new Filmo Auto Master. Then
you' own a camera that you'll never outgrow.
The ,ou'll be master of every movie opportunity.

LcJing can be done in three seconds—even
whi wearing gloves. The pre-threaded film
"isgine slides into place. A turret head mounts
thre enses and their matching viewfinders. When
tlieciired lens is placed into position by rotating
the t ret, its viewfinder is also positioned.

A Dsitive-type viewfinder, enclosed and pro-
t«ct£ provides exceedingly brilliant image—and
uiha. ou see, you get. A built-in exposure chart
give-eadings at a single setting for both color

The correct lens and its viewfinder are both placed
in position by simply revolving the turret. Seven
fine color-corrected Taylor-Hobson and Bell &
Howell lenses are available for this camera. Its

positive-type viewfinder eliminates errors in com-
position. Its magnifying critical focuser shows
the entire frame through the lens. Four speeds, in-

cluding slow motion . . . single frame exposure . . .

automatic reset film footage dial . . . built-in

exposure calculator . . . and other features.

With one lens — Taylor-Hobson 1 2 V2 mm.
F 2.5 $140
With provision for film wind-back for making
lap dissolves and double exposures $172

and black-and-white film. Four speeds, including
slow motion . . . single frame exposure . . . full

range of special-purpose lenses . . . steady-strap
handle that swings camera into instant action—
and every other advanced feature you find only in

a camera precision-built by the makers of Holly-
wood's professional equipment. See it at your
dealer's—or mail coupon for information. Bell &
Howell Company, Chicago; New York; Holly-
wood; London. Established 1907.

Filmo Auto Master, with film speeds of 16, 32, 48,
and 64, steady-strap handle, and Taylor-Hobson
1" F 2.7 universal focus lens $195
Available on special order with speed range of 8,

16, 24, 32 at slight additional cost.

ILM CLEANER. For use with both FilmotionViewers (8 mm. and 16 mm. sizes). This film cleaner is
cqui iedwith a special bracket which fits on the Filmotion Viewer for cleaning films while rewinding.

New FILMOTION Viewer
for 8 mm. and 1 6 mm. Film (a Model for Each)

When you edit your films with this new Bell
& Howell Filmotion Viewer, you see them
as motion pictures rather than as a series of
stills. Obviously, then, you can do a much
more professional job of editing. And
don't forget that this viewer provides com-
plete protection to those priceless films that
you could not replace in case of damage.
By attaching B&H 136 Splicer and proper
rewinders for your size film, you have a
complete editing outfit. Viewer and splicer
may be purchased complete as shown here
—or you may detach your B&H 1 3 6 Splicer
from its present base and mount it on the
new base.

HEAVY-DUTY 2-SPEED REWINDERS
(for 16 mm. Film)

Gear shift lever provides three positions—low
speed, 1-to-l ratio, for editing; neutral, to free
the spindle; high speed, 4-to-l ratio, for fast

rewinding. Manual brake, conveniently placed,
permits tight rewinding and safe control of
even the heaviest reels. This new equipment
fits into combinations with the present B&H
line of film editing equipment. Mail coupon
for circular.

BELL & HOWELL COMPANY ac 9-40

1848 Larchmont Ave., Chicago, 111.

Send me detailed information about ( )

Filmo Turret 8; ( ) Filmo Auto Master;
( ) New Filmotion Viewer and Splicer;
( ) B&H Film Cleaner; ( ) Heavy-duty Re-
winders.

Name

Address

City State



For

photographic

work that

exacts the

highest possible

standard)

Cameramen
demand the

MITCHELL

MITCHELL CAMERA CORPORATIO
665 NORTH ROBERTSON BOULEVARD

WEST HOLLYWOOD. CALIF.
Cable Address "MITCAMCO"

BELL & HOWELL, LTD., London, England

CLAUD C. CARTER, Sydney, Australia

D. NAGASE & CO., LTD., Osaka. Japan

AGENCIES

Phone oxford 10

MOTION PICTURE CAMERA SUPPLY CO., New York C
FAZALBHOY, LTD., Bombay. Ind

H. NASSIBIAN, Cairo, Egy
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ANNOUNCING

Superior'3
Fast and Fine-grained

Superior'3 is a new panchromatic negative

for use under limited or adverse lighting

conditions. It is approximately one full

stop faster than Du Pont Superior-Z, yet for

a film with this speed it possesses remarkably

fine grain size.

Like all Du Pont negatives bearing the name
"Superior", this film possesses wide exposure

latitude, good non-halation properties and

excellent physical characteristics. The
emulsion is stable and uniform. You can

use Superior'3 (type 127) and be confident of

securing good results. Try it the next time

you encounter a difficult lighting set-up.

Du Pont Film Manufacturing Corporation
INCORPORATED

9 Rockefeller Plaza Smith & Aller, Ltd.

New York . . . N. Y. 6656 Santa Monica Blvd.
Plant . . Parlin, N.J. Hollywood . . California

BETTER THJNQS for BETTER LIVJNQ through CHEMISTRY



NEW B&H STEP PRINTER
Insures Perfect Registration at

Both 16 mm. and 35 mm. Ends

HERE is the newest Bell &
Howell development for

professional use . . . the Optical Re-
duction Printer or Step Printer, for

35 to l6 mm. Outstanding among
other new features is the fact that it

insures perfect registration at both
the 35 and 16 mm. ends. The entire
machine is typical in every detail of
the precision craftsmanship that has
made B&H equipment famous.
The same type of fixed pilot pin

mechanism as used in the standard
B&H camera is used in both the 35
and 1 6 mm. heads of this machine.
Particular attention has been

given to designing the optical sys-

tem in order to insure greatest pos-
sible light intensity. Light changes
are semi-automatic, employing a
system very similar to that used in
B&H Model D Printer.

All controls are convenient to
the operator. The whole machine
is entirely gear driven; the only belt
used is at the 16 mm. end to take up
the film in the magazine.
Although this new Optical Re-

duction Printer is primarily de-
signed for reduction from 35 to 16
mm., additional heads for 35 to 35
mm. optical printing, or from 16
to 16 mm., or 35 to 8, or 16 to 8
mm. can be provided.

New Ideas Incorporated in

MICROSOUND PRINTER
Table Type; Operates Horizontally

ENTIRELY new ideas have
been incorporated in this

new B&H Microsound Printer. It is

of the table type, operating hori-
zontally, and is fully automatic ex-
cept for light changes.

Its design insures smooth run-
ning of both films and automatically
accommodates shrinkage.
The optical system is enclosed in

a unit that can be easily detached
and replaced with another unit if

need be. The 3 5 mm. negative is

enclosed in a dustproof container

and is never removed throughout
the printing process no matter how
many 16 mm. prints are wanted.
The Microsound Printer oper-

ates from left to right as well as
from right to left, so that only 16
mm. raw stock has to be threaded
in the machine after each print has
gone through.
Lubrication is entirely automatic,

and the machine automatically stops
after the printing operation for
each reel is completed.

Fully gear driven ... no belts.

NEW ROLLING SHIFT CAMERA
Eliminates Danger of Change in Focal Distance

THIS camera may be rotated
from one position to an-

other without danger of changing
the focal distance, because all fric-
tion between the camera and the
lens turret holder has been elimi-
nated. Exact positioning of the cam-
era with reference to focusing and

photographic apertures is insured
by an automatic guiding and lock-
ing device.
The focusing microscope is de-

signed with particular attention to
brilliance of the image, convenient
magnification, and correction of
aberrations. Focusing is very easy.

PRECISION-MADE BY

Limited space prohibits giving more than a few of the details con-
cerning these three new machines in this advertisement. For de-
tailed information, use the coupon. Bell & Howell Company,
Chicago; New York; Hollywood; London. Established 1907.

BELL & HOWELL

BELL & HOWELL COMPANY
1848 Larchmont Avenue, Chicago, III.

Send complete information on: New Step Printer;
n new Microsound Printer; new Rolling Shift
Camera.
Name. .

Studio. .

Address

.

City State .
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I

I
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Think you'll get it, Pete?

I

PETE'S probal)ly pretty worried

—

for he certainly isn't getting his
racker the easy way.
Are yoii sure that you're not getting
our movies the hard way too? Are you
Kvays certain of the best possible
esults? . . . You'll get better movies and
,et them more easily if you use the
ight film. Choose from Agfa's many
ine amateur movie films:

FOR 16 mm. CAMERAS:

I'riple
S Pan Reversible, for indoor use

nd slow-motion work under light con-
itions requiring extreme speed.
lypan Reversible, especially designed for
utdoor work where brilliant contrasts

tre
desired.

Panchromatic Reversible, an exceptionally
good value as a fast, brilliant film.

Fine-Grain Plenachrome Reversible, an
excellent outdoor medium of ample speed
at a moderate price.

FOR DOUBLE-8 mm. CAMERAS:
"Twin Eifilif" Ili/pan Reversible, pro-
vides exceptional speed, fine grain and
brilliant gradation—ideal for either in-

door or outdoor u.se.

" Tirin Eighf Panchromatic Reversible,

nearly as fast as "Twin Eight" Hypan

—

giving brilliance, fine grain and high re-

solving power at low cost.

See these films at your dealer's. They'll
help you get your movies the easy way!
Agfa Ansco, Binghamton, New York.

Agfa
16 iTini. and 8 itiiti.

Film
MADE IN U. S. A.^



OME REAL ONE
I Want a Divorce

Dick Powell and Joan Blondell, happily
mai'ried so far as the public knows, had
the novel experience of portraying the
leading parts in Paramount's "I Want a
Divorce." They tried to have the title

changed, but of course there was not a
chance. It was a mighty good picture,
all the way. And as usually is the case
in these circumstances there were some
exceptional players. Outstanding among
these was Conrad Nagel. He always was
among the best on the screen, rating
highest in those departments most promi-
nent in the acting musts—voice, presence,
and the long contributory list following
behind.

Jessie Ralph and Harry Davenport are
the oldsters—and they are given plenty
to do, and how they do put it on! Frank
Fay has a comedy role—well done.
Gloria Dickson's portrayal ends in

tragedy; finely played.

There's a host of laughs, and also there
are many scenes where the laugh is not,
where nothing is further away than that.

The picture is wholesome, leaving one
with the feeling it is good to have seen.
It is based on a story by Adela Rogers
St. Johns, with the screen play by Frank
Butler.

Ted Tetzlaff, A.S.C., is director of
photography. The work of himself and
his crew matches that of all the others.

Wyoming
MGM's "Wyoming," with Wallace

Beery in the top part, rates well up in the
series of Beery productions. It is strong
in entertainment value and in suspense.
It has comedy value. In magnitude it is

adequate. Outstanding perhaps is its

scenic quality. Real care has been be-
stowed upon its locations. Although the
picture is in black and white, Clyde De
Vinna, A.S.C., again demonstrates what
pictorial quality rides in just plain out-
doors, his outdoors, whether it be snow-
covered mountain or grass-blanketed
plain. The photography is one of the
main features of the picture.

•

Laddie

RKO-Radio Pictures' "Laddie," from
the novel by Gene Stratton Porter, with
the screen play by Bert Granet and Jerry
Cady, is a picture for the multitude. It's

as simple as Mr. Chips—and as appeal-
ing. It is one of the rare productions
that come from Hollywood—where some
one with judgment and even greater cour-
age like Producer Lee Marcus meets up
with a director like Cliff Reid and the two
of them agree on the solid entertainment
that rides in the old-fashioned story of
"Laddie."

By George Blaisdell

Little Sister is played by Joan Carroll.

This mite is one of the most natural
creatures that has happened, even in

Hollywood. Nothing can or will try to
stop her from going plenty far. And she
will be a pleasure to watch. Tim Holt
has the title part and plays it right into

the soil. And when we come to think of
the number of humans in this old world
who have either come from the farm or
still are on it we begin to get a faint

idea of the width and depth of appeal
that travels with the theme.

Robert Barrat and Spring Byington
have the roles of father and mother
Stanton—and they are worth walking
a distance to sit in with. Pamela Pryor,
daughter of the crusty and twisted
Englishman, is Virginia Gilmore. Miles
Mander is the Englishman. All of the
cast is convincing in the sincerity of its

work.

Harry Wild, A.S.C., is director of pho-
tography. His camera is made to talk.

There are many rural scenes of beauty
that add to the charm of the story. Ver-
non L. Walker, A.S.C., is responsible for
the special effects, and these are part and
parcel of the quality that obtains in the
straightaway production.

"Laddie" is a picture that should not be
missed. It packs a fund of laughter and
chuckles as well as of more serious
moments.

Stranger on the Third Floor

RKO Radio Pictures' "Stranger on the

Third Floor" is an unusual story in sev-

eral respects. One of the chief of these,

perhaps, is the absence of entertainment
of the lighter sort. The picture is heavy.

It is unorthodox in style. For instance,

one of the male characters does a lot of

talking to himself or does a lot of think-

ing out loud. He does so much of it

that it becomes a factor in the story.

The same man drinks several cups of

coffee late at night, which serves as an
alibi for some pretty bad dreams. The
scenes are well down before it dawns on
the house it is a dream. Two murders
are committed by a more or less helpless

devil, but they are brutal, even shocking,
murders as they are described but not
shown. Eventually the killer is run down
by a truck. He lives long enough to con-
fess both killings.

Nicholas Musuraca, A.S.C., is director

of photography and Vernon L. Walker,
A.S.C., is in charge of special effects.

Much of the lighting is of a low key,

featuring shadows and semi-darkness. It

is finely done.

Rangers of Fortune
Paramount's "Rangers of Fortune" i

one of those stories where you have t

take some things with a grain of sail

You are not quite sure what the idea i?

why the people are here or where the
are going from here or why. If you wil

decide to accept the situation as is, tak
what comes along and like it you wil

Fred MacMurray is always likable, and .'^

he proves to be in the present instanti

So, too, are Gilbert Roland and Alber
Dekker, the two who team with Ma(
Murray.

The picture is interesting especially fo

introducing Betty Brewer, the thirteen
year-older who plays an adult. Sh<

"plays" her part as does a child, with al

the seriousness of which a human beinj

is capable. Her garb adds to the impres
sion she creates—it is of the trailing

on-the-ground kind of a generation ago.

Others in the cast are Joseph Schild

kraut, Patricia Morison, Dick Foran am
Brandon Tynan.

Theodore Sparkuhl, A.S.C., is directo

of photography. The company spent :

month on the Mojave desert, where th<

temperature is said to ride as high a.'

12.3 in the daytime, and the sand stay;

hot all night. Maybe. But be that as i

may, the settings all are built in th(

desert and much of the lighting is dim
It certainly is "low key." But the photog
raphy suffers not a bit. From the photo

graphic side the picture forms an un
usually interesting study.

Spring Parade

Deanna Durbin in Universal's "Spring

Parade" is seen in her eighth picture

Beyond question and without in an\

manner implying any shortcoming in an>

of its predecessors it is the finest ol

the group. Yes, it will compare witl:

and in magnitude and certainly in beautv

of settings will surpass "100 Men ano

a Girl." That is something.

There is an unusual cast behind her

Robert Cummings again for the secona

time plays opposite her. In many wayt

it is a difficult part, but most skillfully

he complies with its varied requirements

S. Z. Sakall, Hungarian actor, whose
first screen appearance in America was

in Miss Durbin's "It's a Date," was

much in evidence throughout the pic-

ture, a winning, compelling personality.

Anne Gwynne, in her first featured part,

made a distinct hit as the girl in the

bakery.

Mischa Auer had a brief but certainly

most active appearance as the bargain-

ing villager. On a wager he and Miss

Durbin engaged in a whirling wild Hun-
garian czardas dance which tested the

undoubted endurance of the two. Henry
Stephenson as the gentle old Emperor.
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Franz Josef, was shown in a most ap-

pealing portrayal.

The ballroom of the Emperor's palace

was the largest set ever built in the

Universal studio. Very likely there have

been few in the long history of the

screen that will compare with it, either

for depth or for magnificence. Certainly

Jack Otterson, art director, had especial

reason to be proud of his work in the

picture.

Joe Valentine, A.S.C., was director of

photography, as he has been in fact

through all of the series of eight Durbin
subjects. The camera played an impor-
tant part in the great success of the

production. The ballroom set, including

in its scope the entire floor space of

the recently enlarged Phantom stage and
losing in its vastness a "house" of 800
extras, was a problem in itself.

"Spring Parade" was splendidly made,
splendidly created and made.

•

City for Conquest

Warner Brothers has come through
with a big one in "City for Conquest."
This production has James Cagney and
Ann Sheridan at the top for one part of

a draw. The other and by no means the
lesser part of the draw is the story.

There are countless times in the course
of its long running when it digs in

—

when the more sensitive definitely expe-
rience that uncomfortable feeling which
undeniably indicates the presence of a
real author at work.

Not only do the two chief players en-
gage in an abundance of gripping situa-
tions during the running of the story.
They certainly do that. But there are
many others who enter the tale. Frank
Craven, who recently carved such a spot
for himself in "Our Town," delightfully
creates another part, lesser perhaps in

relative importance but bulking large
nevertheless.

Donald Crisp in the seemingly minor
part of a prizefight promoter emerges
from the picture as another of the chief
players, another one of those the casual
picturegoer will find running through his
mind the following morning as he sits at
the breakfast table.

Arthur Kennedy as Cagney's brother
registers heavily as he delivers a speech
at the close of an orchestral performance
—and as the picture nears its end—a se-
quence to remember. The entire perform-
ance of the orchestra, which runs long,
is splendidly presented, thanks of course
to Director Anatole Litvak. The sequence
is a blending of long shots with closeups
of single and two and three shots and
larger groups, interspersed with cuts to
vitally interested persons in the house.

The prizefight is a memorable one,
unusually dramatic in its delineation in

spite of the predetermined result by
which it was marked. It was a tragedy.
It was an error of oversight to omit re-
vealing the legal punishment of the
crooked fighter.

Sol Polito, A.S.C., and James Wong
Howe, A.S.C., were directors of photog-

raphy, while special effects were created

by Byron Haskin, A.S.C., and Rex
Wimpy, A.S.C. There was plenty of

credit for all. It was a fine picture in all

departments. And it was one picture

which in its music will rate with that at

the top fifty years ago, today with a bat-

tle, or easily fifty years hence with its

contemporaries then.

•

Foreign Correspondent

Forty-eight hours ago, it being near
the end of August, we looked in on Wal-
ter Wanger's "Foreign Correspondent."
It was a great picture, from the open-
ing scene to the last. And speaking of

that last, or at least almost last, there
was a scene that would go far to make
great any picture in which it might be
found.

The dialog was from the pen of James
Hilton ("Good-bye, Mr. Chips") and
Robert Benchley. As the story drew
toward its end the audience was drawn
nearer the edge of its individual seat; the

tension steadily was driven upward.

A transatlantic plane, filled with pas-
sengers, was shot down into the water
by the guns of a nation that had just

entered a new war.

After much effort the passengers re-

maining on the wreck were rescued by
a United States ship. The captain of
that ship learned one of those rescued
was a reporter. Immediately he looked
up that reporter and informed him that
the ship was a neutral and that it would
not be permitted for him to send through
a story.

Joel McCrea as the reporter had been
calling the oflfice of his paper to give
them the story. The connection had been
established when the captain was heard
coming. The receiver was laid aside
where the captain was unlikely to see
it. The reporter sailed into the captain,

Academy Studies Mercury
Vapor Lamp's Possibilities

Darryl F. Zanuck, chairman of the Re-
search Council of the Academy of Mo-
tion Picture Arts and Sciences, announces
the appointment of a committee to in-

vestigate the possibilities for increased
use in the studios of the new type mer-
cury vapor lamps recently made avail-

able as a result of lamp research. The
committee will study the lamps in rela-

tion to their possible use for studio sound
recording, laboratory printing machines
and other uses for which concentrated
illumination is required.

Membership of the committee, which
will function under the direction of the
Council's Basic Optical Committee, con-
sists of Fred Albin of Samuel Goldwyn
Studios, chairman; Lawrence Aicholtz,
Arthur C. Blaney, Charles Daily, Ferdi-
nand Eich, J. G. Frayne, John Hilliard,

Edward H. Reichard and Carl Schillinger.
Burton F. Miller of Warner Brothers'

Studio is chairman of the Basic Optical
Committee.

talking to the captain and telling him
the story of his troubles and of the oth-

ers. Back in New York the editor's sec-

retary, under a headphone, wrote it

down.
The reporter who had been sent abroad

to get behind the skullduggery and get
news, not applesauce, was succeeding.

He was putting life, and fire, into the
words written by the dialog men. Maybe
he was being helped by Herbert Wilcox,
who directed. Nevertheless it was a stir-

ring sequence. It was big eough to make
any show really great—and it helped to

make "Foreign Correspondent" great.

There are nearly a hundred characters
listed, many of them well known play-

ers. The picture should be put down as
a must job, because it is one you cannot
afford to miss.
Rudy Mate, A.S.C, was director of

photography, while Ray Binger, A.S.C,
did special photography. Osmonde Bor-
radaile was responsible for the European
photography, of which there was quite
a bit.

•

Hired Wife
Universal well may feel proud of its

all-around work in "Hired Wife," pro-
duced and directed by William A. Seiter.

Five players contribute principally to the
making of the subject, to its pleasure,
to its delight—for delight it is. The
theme is larger business; incidentally of
the major importance assumed in some
business offices of the woman employe.
The five players are Brian Aherne,

Robert Benchley and John Carroll for
the men and Rosalind Russell and Vir-

•
Christmas in July

Paramount's "Christmas in July," fea-

turing Dick Powell and Ellen Drew, is a
picture worth seeing. It is designed for
comedy, with just a few serious moments
to bring out more strongly the lighter

phases. Powell again fails to sing a note,

and again demonstrates he can lean on a
script made for a non-singer. It may
have interest to know he is not in the
meantime neglecting his voice—that he is

in fact steadily cultivating it, against
the possibility of later on giving it more
serious attention.

There is a strong cast of funmakers,
among them Raymond Walburn, Alex-
ander Carr, William Demarest, Ernest
Truex, Franklin Pangborn, Harry Hay-
den and Vic Potel.

Victor Milner, A.S.C, directs the
photography. He must have had an in-

teresting experience, with settings rang-
ing from a twosome on a dimly lighted
rooftop with a brilliantly lighted sky-
scraper background behind him to a
crowded New York east side street, filled

with vehicles and people in a mad jam,
trying to collect all kinds of presents
bought and distributed under a misap-
prehension. Then there is a crowded
room with several score clerks that sud-
denly goes haywire with riotous con-
fusion. The photography most naturally
fits the mood of the scene.

(Continued on Page 471)
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.Red Felbinger

lA^rites

Tale

AroiiLiid

unall Town Stuff
By FRED (RED) FELBINGER

In Cinema Digest, pnbliahed by Chicago Cwmeramen's Local (lOO, I. A. T. S. E.

The caption on his storif watt "Small Towyi Stuff."

TWO cops—not one cop—but, we
repeat, two cops stood at the cor-
ner of Fourth and Anderson streets,

waving arms frantically, trying- to un-
snarl the traffic jam; up above the happy,
jostling crowd milling along the main
drag, a weary flag-pole sitter moved his
buttocks, on his swing, trying to ease
the pangs of endurance loafing a bit,

as he got an earful of the droning of
the loud speaker on the police squad car
wending its slow way down below with
the continuous dialogue: "Watch your
valuables, there are pick-pockets in the
crowd!"

"Well at least here's one spot where
no one will bother my poke," thought
the weary flag-pole sitter.

Further down the street hawkers were
doing a landslide business, and as the
evening wore into night more traffic

dumped on to Anderson street, and the
sultry night air became a human stench
to those who tried to scrap their way
through the celebrating mob.

No, it wasn't New Year's Eve in the
big town; neither was it Derby Eve in

Louisville; nor the night of the Open-
ing of the National Legion Convention
at Chicago; no indeed! This wasn't even
a big town—this was Elwood! Elwood,
Ind., with a normal population of 10,000;
but this wasn't a normal night in El-
wood; this was the night before El-
wood's one big splash on the front page
of the nation; this was Acceptance Eve
in Elwood. Tomorrow was to be the big
day.

Elwood's own little lad, who ran his

own gashouse gang back in his youth

—according to the legends floating
around town tonight—was coming home
on the morrow—and what a homecoming
the townfolks were going to stage—as-
sisted by a quarter of a million other
enthused souls now pouring in and over-
flowing every street in the town.
The old store over on the corner,

which had been vacant nigh on to three
years, was a seething madhouse tonight.
A temporary sign plastered over its front
announced to anyone who was inter-

ested, "Western Union, for working press
only." Inside was congregated the big-
gest, highest paid assortment of scrib-

blers that ever filed over a sweating
typewriter. More words were pouring
out of this rejuvenated old store than
Washington, D. C, was probably filing

tonight.
All this because with the next dawn,

Elwood's townsfolks were going to line

up to greet their fair-haired boy, Wendell
Willkie, whom the Republicans had
picked as their standard bearer in this

Presidential year of 1940. The biggest
story of the week was coming here to

Elwood, and Elwood was having a jubilee.

Newsreeldom's Mighty Army
While all this merry havoc was gain-

ing momentum a quiet army of lads were
rolling into town—one by one—two by
two—so that by sundown another of

newsreeldom's mighty armies was again
mobilized to tackle the story of the day.
No newsreel groan boxes were as yet

visible, but over at "Willkie Headquar-
ters," in a quiet residence in a more
quiet section of South Anderson street, the

Fred Felbinger

FRED (RED) FELBINGER
is and has been for a long
time one of Paiamount's ace

newsreeleis. His home when he is

home is Chicago. From that town
he radiates for distances of hun-
dreds of miles. When he does
radiate it is a good sign a major
event is in the making, .something
outstanding.

Red is much more than a good
newsman. He has a very observing
eye and a receptive mind. Things
sink in—and remain. Ten years
or so ago he began having brain-
storms to put down on paper some
of the events that had passed in

front of his lens. He did that
seemingly little thing and with
marked success. The accompany-
ing story is just another one of
these. Most vividly it speaks for
itself. It was printed in Cinema
Digest, the monthly publication of
Local 666, I. A. T. S. E. of Chicago,
of which by the way Fred Felbinger
is an associate editor.

We have requested William H.
Strafford, editor of the magazine,
to permit us the privilege of re-

printing this lively tale in The
American Cinematographer. He has
kindly given his consent. We are
sure our readers will join us in

thanking Mr. Stafford for his

courtesy.

gang which operates on celluloid was
forming a complete program of a one
day battle, under very adverse condi-

tions, to get a complete pictorial record

of Willkie's big day in the old home
town.

There in the headquarters, in what for-

merly was a kitchen, the group huddled
around an old desk—making arrange-
ments for planes to fly overhead for a

shot of this biggest political rally in

U. S. history. Special car stickers were
being worked out to gain recognition in

moving through the swarming mob, on

the morrow; shipping plans were made
with Railway Express officials to fly

the stuff out to New York by quickest

dispatch; other crews were coming in,

reporting on the camera stands that were
erected in Callaway Park, and the time

was designated to have sound equipment
set up and in working order, shortly

after dawn.

Every angle was worked out in minute

detail and as the clock neared 11 p. m.

tired newsreelers sat down, each one

with a massive printed copy of the Ac-

ceptance speech, which was to be de-

livered on the morrow.

Freshly sharpened pencils were passed

around and the "kill" was on—on, to

last into the wee small hours of the

morning, when tired revelers were to be
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Fred (Red) Felbinger, newsreeler and
newswriter, too.

drooping like "last night's highball on
the mantel on the morning after."

If you've never tried to "cut down"
a speech copy for the highlights, then
you've never really suffered. It means
reading the whole dang thing word for

word . . . then re-reading . . . then cross-

ing out paragraphs . . putting then back
in . . . cutting out more . . . reading, out
loud, the finished job . . . with someone
timing you . . . only finding that it'll take
too much footage . . . tearing the damn
thing up . . . getting a fresh copy . . .

starting all over . . . and finally discover-

ing the print blurring before your eyes.

More changes . . . and changes . . .

and then you have it ... it seems all

so simple now . . . and why did you ever
have to fight it out . . . why, there was
nothing to it . . then you discover you
are wringing wet . . . well, over to the
hotel for a shower . . . and a little shut-
eye. So you look at your watch . . . it's

four a. m. . . well no time for much sleep

now . . . what shower? . . . what hotel?
. . . plumb forgot, no space over at the
hotel tonight . . . got you roomed out
over at Mrs. So-and-So's . . . don't even
remember the street address . . . just

that you walked down past the Elk's Club
and turned over two squares . . . well,

this certainly ain't no time to disturb
honest folks . . .

So you amble down to the Elk's Club
. . . it's open all night . . . the lid's off in

Elwood tonight . . . this night of nights
. . . there you find old Loot Shea . . .

the newsreel game's one and only gate-
crasher holding forth . . . waiting for
you . . . Shea has found lodgings over
at the local gym where they are housing
the visiting constabulary . . . but Shea
admits, "who is going to be able to sleep
there anyhow!"
So you stand there at the Elk's bar,

with your special privilege badge, now
wilted and running down your tattle-tale

gray shirt, and you try to down the bar-
tender's conception of what he interprets
as a "Tom Collins," and you watch the
dawn making a feeble entry which works
itself into a broiling day of around 110
degrees in the shade.
Then the realization bangs you right

between the eyes that it's "Eyemo" time.
So you start banging out rolls on the Big
Day. There's shots of the mob . . . close
ups of types . . . air shots . . . parades
arriving . . . more parades . . . parades
. . . parades . . . everything seems to

be coming in parades . . . Elwood is just
one parade after another . . . people
marching . . . singing . . . bands . . .

real live elephants . . . bands . . . bands
. . . crowds . . . parades . . .

Too Late for Breakfast

Jeez! you got eight hundred feet of
this junk rolled up already . . . how
about some breakfast? . . . forgot all

about it . . . too late now, though . . .

why it's lunchtime already ... .so you
gobble up lunch ... a wilted ham on
petrified rye . . . made two days ago by

ingenious housewives for "The Day" . . .

and the bottle of pop you down . . .

what's left of it after the foam runs off

the top.

Then the realization slaps your punch
drunk brain . . . the "Willkie Special" is

due, so you duck for the railroad yards.
There the camera truck jampacked with
newsreelers, still men and God knows
how many amateurs, is waiting for the
climax of the Big Day to get started.

Wendell Willkie comes out on the back
porch of the train and waves.
Cameras start to roll. Willkie and his

party get into the official car and a dozen
cops on wheels take positions around
the hero of the day and the big show
is on. Slowly the camera truck precedes
this man of the day through the shout-
ing, waving, handshaking, autograph-
seeking mob.

There's Jack Barnett, perched up on
the bumper of Willkie's car, grabbing an
Eyemo shot, while the lads on the truck
up ahead are screaming for Jack to "get
the hell out of the picture." There's Sam
Savitt changing Akeley magazine after
magazine, with his perpetual cigar
chewed right down to the roots.

Willkie stands there with both arms
upraised in characteristic pose and
Traynham swings on the four inch. On
and on, the procession drags through
the frenzied mob, as the sun beats down
in egg-frying proportions on the wilting
newsreelers, and still the big story is

ahead—the speech out at Callaway Park.
Here's the park now, if you see it

through the dust, the dust that is sear-
ing your parched throat. Now you know
what an awful death that one must
be—to die of thirst on the desert. Then
the battle to the camera stand. The last

guy of your gang that you see is old Ted
Shaefer struggling through the jam-
packed mob, juggling a big Bell &
Howell.

Finally, you feel yourself pulling and
tugging up a ladder and there you are,

on the camera stand, all set to knock
off the speech in sound. Tony Caputo is

running off shots of the crowd before
Willkie mounts the rostrum.
Montemurro is gauging the light and

stopping his lenses down. Rossi is try-

ing to lift an outfit into a two-by-four
space atop an old shed, for a sideshot,
but as quickly as he gets the camera
half way up some unadvised bouncer
shoves his foot down on Rossi's neck to

move him back.
There's Whitey Hafferkamp—old-timer

around the studios—getting his first

baptism under fire as a newsreeler on
a big story. Whitey must be knocking
off a couple of extra pounds on this, his
newsreel debut.

There's Willkie now! Hit the button!
The film starts to roll . . . Willkie starts
to speak . . . paragraph after paragraph
. . . magazine after magazine . . . and on
and on . . . the speech is over . . Willkie
departs . . . the crowd dissolves ... all

you see is dust . . . overturned seats . . .

sticky dead pop bottles . . . debris . . .

more dust . . . you knock down the outfit

. . . you can the stuff . . . the expressman
grabs it . . . you sit dowoi and find out
your mouth is on fire ... a pop vendor
is folding up for the day.
You grab a bottle . . . you put it to

your mouth . . . it's as hot as the sun
beating down on you . . . but you suck
away at it. Somebody yells to you . . .

it's a Western Union boy ... a tele-

gram . . . you open it . . . thought so
. . . another assignment . . . you get
the old map out . . . and figure awhile
. . . and then you start driving.
Well, anyhow, there's a good hotel

there ... a shower ... a decent meal
. . . and besides you've got the big story
of the week in the can . . . Willkie has
accepted.
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Makin;

lack and White
Prints from.

romes
By HATTO TAPPENBECK

HOW often did you wish that you
had taken some black and white
pictures instead of kodachromes ?

Not everyone is equipped to make color
prints from his slides, and therefore the
thought of prints is usually abandoned.
However, color prints are being made,
but the careful and scientific manipu-
lation of the various phases of making
paper prints in color do not bring them
within the reach of everyone who takes
kodachromes regularly and has only a
moderately equipped darkroom at his
disposal.

When you look your color slides over
you may desire to make a black and
white Christmas card from one or the
other scene, or perhaps a birthday card,
or even a salon print in sepia. This is

really not difficult at all, and in fact
a fascinating pastime. You can vary
the results greatly by the methods you
employ. If you do not like the one way
to make your negatives or have not the
facilities for it you can use another more
suitable one.

In making kodachromes and color pic-

tures we always start out with black
and white negatives or images and add
colors later on or change the black and
white by some chemical or dye process.
For black and white pictures from color
slides we reverse the procedure. There
are a number of methods which will be
discussd in this article.

The different ways employed in pro-
ducing color images also gives us val-
uable hints on how to obtain black and
white negatives of various contrasts and
quality. The principal factors are the
tone value of the kodachrome and the
light source used in making the nega-
tive.

Assuming that the development is

regulated by the film and the proper

Neiv York harbor at sunrise.

Field of daffodils in Holland made from
an original kodachrome.

developer used we now find that inas-
much as the color value of each koda-
chrome slide film is a fixed item the
means of varying the resultant nega-
tive lies largely in the modification of
the light source itself. ,

Avoiding Second Camera '

I do not refer to the variations in

exposure. This is best determined by
trial and error and is fixed by the
speed itself. The color value of the light

and its modification by filters is neces-
sarily of the greatest importance.

On the pages of the American Cinema-
tographer you have often seen repro-
ductions from kodachromes with the
accompanying articles. And you may
have wondered how they were made.
Before I looked into color photography
I gathered all the information available
at that time about the possibility of

making black and white negatives from
them. This eliminated the necessity of
carrying two cameras at all times on
trips.

There are several ways of making the

negative from your kodachrome, by con-

tact printing, by projection printing,

and by copying or rephotographing. The
latter methods have the advantage that

you do not have to pull your mounted
slides apart.

Besides that you can vary the size

of your negative from the original koda-
chrome to suit your requirements. I am
here only concerned with the making of

the black and white negatives from the

kodachrome. The contact prints or en-

largements are then made in the usual
manner.

It is understood that we use panchro-
matic film for best results. For contact
prints we do not use a regular pan-
chromatic emulsion, because it is obvious
that the great speed of such a film

necessitates the handling in total dark-
ness and makes the work rather diffi-

cult. Panchromatic duplicating negative i

film is considerably slower and can be
handled and developed in subdued light.

The speed of this film rates at three

Weston. The fact that we use panchro-
matic film assures a fair degree of

correctness in color values.
In contact printing we use our reg-
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ular printer which we have for our
paper prints. The size of the kodachrome
is imiTLaterial, either miniature or a
larger size. We can obtain the dupli-

cating negative panchromatic film in

3.5mjn. width or in cut film as required.

Red Lights Out

The colored picture is masked off

properly and the red bulb in the printer

is replaced by a small, dim green bulb
with a few layers of tissue paper over
it. This prevents fogging the film when
it is being adjusted over the kodachrome.
This film can be handled in subdued
green light in the darkroom during the
printing and developing. Red lights are
out, as they will produce fog.

The negatives we obtain by the con-
tact printing method can be varied in

several ways. The light source has a
great deal to do with the quality. Un-
der ordinary circumstances we use mazda
lamps without a filter which will give
you a pleasing result. Replacement of

the regular incandescent lamps with
daylight globes will accentuate the blue
and result in a more contrasty nega-
tive.

In extreme cases you can produce by
this method almost an outline of the
picture without much detail. Definite di-

rections can only be given for each
specific kodachrome. Slight variations
from a normal and well color-balanced
picture will require a slight modifica-
tion. However, for average results of

good quality the directions given will

prove satisfactory.

A very light filter between the light

source and the slide often improves the
negative. In many cases apart from the
change produced in the quality of the
light the filter will reduce the inten-
sity sufficiently to avoid changing to
smaller globes. In projection printing
and in copying kodachrome slides the
amount of light may have to be in-

creased.

Select Filter You Need

The question is what kind of filters to
employ. We must bear in mind that a
filter lets the rays of its own color pass
unhampered while it holds back others
which we cannot readily see with our
eyes. A book on Wratten filters, pub-

The original kodachrome from which
both pictures of this farmhouse in Hol-
land have been enlarged on the same
grade of paper leans towards the blue
side. The difference in the prints lies in
the treatment of the negatives which are
side by side on the same film. The one on
the right has been mxide with regular in-

candescent light, while the one on the left

was exposed somewhat shorter with day-
light globes of the same wattage and

regulated to the same voltage.

lished by Eastman, gives a diagram for

each filter the company manufactures.
From these charts you can select just

the filters you need to hold back a

little bit of red or to deci'ease slightly

the blue or the green contents of your
kodachrome. A good way to test your
filters is to put them in front of your
projector lens. The picture on the screen
will tell if the filter improves it or not,

if it is too heavy, or if it has the
wrong color value.
The second method of obtaining neg-

atives from kod-^chromes is by projec-
tion printing. This is especially desir-

able where a larger no.gative for direct

contact prints in black and white is

wanted. The problems involved are the
same as in contact printing as we use
the same film, but we do not have to

take the slides apart. The enlarger has
to be focussed properly in each case.

About Developing

An autofocus enlarger cannot be used
for this purpose unless the kodachromes
are unmounted. Even then a slight ad-
justment is usually necessary. In order
to avoid readjusting the enlarger itself

put a thin piece of cardboard on the
easel and raise the neg-^tive just enough
to get a sharp focus.
The red enlarging disk has to be re-

placed by a green one, as we are using
panchromatic film. It is even better to
discard the focussing disk entirely and
to put the negative film in the correctly
marked space befoi'e the light is turned
on for exposure.

It might be proper to say at this

time a few word3 about developing the
film. For the negative duplicating pan-
chromatic film a diluted postive developer
or the well-known Eastman Kodak D-76

developer can be used. A test develop-
ment will determine the proper time at

65 degrees F. as well as the right ex-
posure when a normal kodachrome slide

is used.
Assuming that most of us have not

the facilities on hand to determine the
Gamma values accurately we judge the
negatives by inspection and determine
which ones have the best printing qual-
ities. These tests show that we can
achieve almost any results desired by
adjusting the printing time and the
developing time. The best negatives re-

sult from a normal developing time and
a medium exposure which will produce
negatives full of detail but without
excessive contrast.

Both types of developers are good for
that purpose. I have been able to get
just as much undesirable contrast with
D-76 as with the positive developer, but
on the other hand by properly balanc-
ing the exposure I have obtained qual-
ity negatives from the very same koda-
chrome slides.

Some woikers have complained that
they could not get a sharp negative
from their kodachromes. In most cases
this was due to the fact that the koda-
chrome was not sharp in the first place,

although one had the impression that
the picture was sharp on the screen.
A pleasing soft efi'ect enhanced the

picture and often produced a great deal
of depth. However, this was merely an
illusion. If the picture was focussed
cori'ectly, i.e., at the principal object
in the scene, the fault may lie in the
lens itself.

Copy with Your Camera

It may not be color-corrected. If the
lens is stopped down this fault is mini-
mized and may not be detected until
some pictures are shot at the full aper-
ture. A good optical company can easily
determine if the lens is corrected for
color. Nearly all new lenses are manu-
factured that way.

One of the most convenient methods
of making negatives from color slides

is by copying them with your camera.
The slide is illuminated with an even
light. This is easily accomplished by
using your contact printer, inserting a

(Continued on Page i77)
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Exposmre
Meter

Mean
Uniform
Resiilts
if R. E. KIDD,
General Electric Company

EVERY photographer who values
the importance of uniformly cor-
rect exposure insists on checking

the exposure results obtained with an ex-
posure meter before adopting the meter
for regular use.

In the motion picture industry the mat-
ter of thorough checking is even more
important because the professional cine-
matographer is not only interested in the
results obtained with a single exposure
meter; he is primarily interested in the

limits within which all meters of the
same manufacture are held.

A number of meters, used by different
cinematographers, will enter into the
shooting of a complete production. All
of these meters must check each other if

accurate control of negative density is to

be obtained.

The various cinematographers are
often in locations far distant from each
other, shooting scenes which must later

be tied together to form a complete pro-
duction. Each must be assured that his

meter will give him the same exposure as
any of the meters used by his coworkers.

Outstanding Advantage

The outstanding advantage of the G-E
exposure meter is its accuracy. Every
meter is held within such close limits that
uniformity of results is assured. The
same exposure data can confidently be
expected, no matter which General Elec-
tric meter is picked up for use. This is a
vital point—especially in an emergency.

Although not as important as accu-
racy, a veiy convenient design feature of

the G-E meter is its calibration in foot-

candle light units. These units are the

accepted standard for setting light levels,

Hood removed, meter is pointed from
subject to camera for dim light reading
G. E. light sensitive cell characteristics

G-E exposure meter. Type DW-k8,
with cover closed, set for reading in

bright light

and as such are of primary importance
to the cinematographer when duplicating
a set-up in a different locality and inter-

preting the data used previously.

The maintenance of the desirable fea-
tures and continued production requires
extremely close control of photoelectric
cell and electrical instrument character-
istics during manufacture and tests. The
following is a list of some of the char-
acteristics regularly tested and controlled
during the manufacture of G-E photo-
electric cells and instruments. Each of
them is important in the overall perform-
ance of the exposure meter.

1. Current output
Temperature performance
Fatigue
Spectral sensitivity
Performance under humid condi-

2.

3.

4.

5.

tions

6. Stability
Current output of a photoelectric cell

for any given illumination must be suffi-

cient to operate a sturdy electrical instru-
ment and give good sensitivity. The elec-

trical instrument design must be closely
coordinated with the design of the photo-
electric cell characteristics because cur-
rent output for any given illumination
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FIG. 2
GENERAL ELECTRIC EXPOSURE METER

GOOD DESIGN
(300 OHM instrument)
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depends on the resistance of the instru-

ment.
As a matter of interest, curves of cur-

rent output of the General Electric
photo-cells for different resistances and
varying illumination ai-e shown in Fig. 1.

Temperature Performance

The temperature error of an exposure
meter depends not only on the charac-
teristics of the light cell itself but also on
the resistance of the electrical instru-

ment with which the cell is used. Also,

the temperature errors are affected by
the intensity of illumination on the cell.

The designer must, therefore, carefully
correlate the construction and perform-
ance of the cell with the design of the
electrical instrument to obtain a com-
promise which will result in the least

possible variation with temperature over
a wide range of illuinination. Fig. 2
shows the temperature error in a General
Electric exposure meter.

Fatigue

All photoelectric cells have a tendency
to change in output temporarily after

prolonged exposure to light. In order
to reduce these errors to the minimum it

is necessary to design and manufacture
to very close limits. This tendency to

fatigue is also affected by the resistance
of the electrical instrument and the in-

tensity of the light.

Again, the correlation of design of the

cell and instrument becomes important
in order to obtain the accuracy demanded
by the exacting tests these instruments
must pass. Fortunately, the same in-

strument characteristics which minimize
temperature errors also tend to reduce
fatigue.

Spectral Sensitivity

If a cell were limited to only that light

which can be seen by the eye, it would be

seriously handicapped in indicating the
complete range of radiation which will

be effective in making pictures.

Fig. 3 shows the spectral sensitivity of

the General Electric cell compared to that

of the average human eye and that of a
typical panchromatic emulsion. It can
readily be seen that the cell closely ap-

proximates the response of the pan-
chromatic emulsion.

Performance under Humid Conditions

Since light cell output is also affected

by humidity, every General Electric

photoelectric cell is protected by a trans-

parent film of moisture-resistant mate-
rial. This protective film has been
thoroughly tested under the humid
service conditions encountered in the
tropics. Results have been most satig-

factory.

Stability

Time has shown that some types of
photoelectric cells have given good per-
formance for six months, a year, or pos-
sibly even two years, and then suddenly
"gone dead." The General Electric Re-
search Laboratory in developing the G-E
cell has coordinated all work with exten-
sive life tests.

This cell has now been in production
for about seven years. Groups have been
placed on life tests periodically, and none
of these, including the first group, which
has been exposed to strong light for

seven years, have shown any permanent
change with age.

Nevertheless, every slight change in

manufacturing technique for the purpose
of improving the cell is followed by ex-

tensive life tests on the resulting prod-

uct before such a change is adopted in

production.

Fig. 4 shows such a test in progress.

This assures continuous accuracy of the

exposure meter as any ageing of an elec-

trical in.strument is negligible.

A.ssembly and Calibration

The assembly operation which results

in the complete exposure meter is per-

formed in a room that is spotlessly clean

and free from dust. Operators and even

visitors must wear starched, white coats

that prevent the spread of clothes lint,

the smallest particle of which may cause

trouble in an electrical instrument.

Experienced operators carefully assem-
ble the various parts with the .skill of

I
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FIG. 4
PERFOIfMANCe OF CELLS EXPOSED TO B8IGHT DAYLIGHT (PLACED DIBECTLYBELOW A SKYLIGHT) NOT PROTECTED BY HOOD OR MULTIPLIED.
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watchmakers, using tweezers to put each
piece in position and frequently working
with the aid of strong magnifying
glasses. Inspectors check the operations
frequently all along the assembly line.

Following assembly, each meter is ac-

curately calibrated under standard light

sources by comparison with the highest
accuracy laboratory instruments. Cali-

bration is performed at a number of
points along the scale of each instrument
to be sure that the accuracy is uniform

Pan American Cuts Time to

South America Nearly Half
An important step forward in increas-

ing trade and travel between North and
South America will be inaugurated by
Pan American Airways System October
2, when a special series of strato-clipper
cruises will be instituted to Rio de
Janiero, at a saving of 32 per cent over
regular round trip fares and usual travel
expense.

Passengers, leaving Miami in new
four-engined Strato-Clippers, will arrive
in Rio in only 2 days 7 hours, full 48
hours faster than previous flying time.
The new Strato-Clippers are designed

to fly "over the weather." For extra
comfort, only 20 passengers will be
carried in the giant Strato-Clippers,
which are of 33-passenger capacity.

Agfa Issues Greeting Card
Outfit With Negative Masks
Amateur photographers who have

postponed making Christmas or New
Year greeting cards photographically
for lack of an attractive design or ade-
quate material will be interested in the
new Agfa Greeting Card Outfit No. 1

which is now available.
Included in this Outfit are six 5 by 7

inch negative masks, each one of which
has a two by 3 inch clear opening over
which can be mounted the negative of
the photograph to be used on the card.
The six negative masks provide consid-

and applies to the entire range of illumi-

nation.

Conclusion

For exposure meters in general it is

considered good to obtain an accuracy of
25 to 35 percent in reading light. How-
ever, extensive test data on the General
Electric meter, confirmed by results from
the field, show that an accuracy in the

order of 10 percent is attained. This is

primarily due to the design of electrical

instrument element selected.

erable choice in type and presentation
of the greeting, some being dignified,

others more informal. Each outfit also

includes a sheet of tracing paper with
instructions for its use when it is desired
to print the signature photographically
along with the greeting and illustration.

Entirely made in U.S.A. this Agfa
Greeting Card Outfit is available through
regular photographic dealers at $1.69
list.

Available in connection with this new
Greeting Card Outfit is a special surface
of Agfa Cykon Paper, known as Greet-
ing Card Special.

Sherman E. Surdam Honored
by National Photographers
Sherman E. Surdam, commercial and

portrait photographer of the General
Electric Company, has received announce-
ment of the award to him of the degree
of Master of Photography by the Board
and Council of the Photographers' As-
sociation of America. The announcement
was made by A. R. Buehman, president.

The degree is the highest recognition
attainable by professional photographers
in the United States. Surdam's work has
provoked highest praise throughout the
world and his photos have been hung in
the leading salons of the country.
Many medals and other honors have

been conferred upon him and he is a
member of several photographic organ-
izations. He is a Fellow of the Royal
Photographic Society of Great Britain,

president of the New York State Pro-
fessional Photographers Society, secre-
tary and treasurer of the American So-
ciety of Photographers, and honorary
president of the Schenectady Photo-
graphic Society.

Chicago Cinema Club
From News Flaslies

Ever since the first meeting of the
Chicago Cinema Club, May 1927, there
has been a steady march forward. Dur-
ing the past years many gallons of water
have passed under the bridge. We have
seen the growing interests in moviemak-
ing and the rapid strides the manufactur-
ers have taken.
There are many members of this club

that started taking movies and a club
at the same time. This was years back
when two types of film and one or two
lenses were all that were available for
the amateur.

In those years were laid the founda-
tion of the Chicago Cinema Club, but
only with the constant interest and hard
work did this little band of amateurs pro-
ceed. The progress of this club, or any
other, depends only on the willingness
with which the members put their shoul-
der to the wheel and their cooperation
with the various committees to get their
best response.
With the beginning of a new season we

have a new home with every possibility

to make this club not only the oldest but
the top club in the country.
Commencing September 5 this club

will occupy its new home at 20 North
Wacker Drive, Floor 36. Our quarters
will be with the Chicago Lighting Insti-

tute, where you, as members, can test
and use all types of new lighting equip-
ment and have the use of a model home
of five rooms for backgrounds. There is

also a fine lecture room and each third
Thursday of the month we will use the
Model Theatre.
There has never been offered to the

membership of a club looking for im-
provement in their hobby such an op-
portunity as your officers and directors
have for the past year been making pos-
sible for you and we ask your coopera-
tion in this new and glorious movement.
We invite you to visit us.

Cinema Club of the Oranges
The Cinema Club of the Oranges was

organized in April, 1934. The regular
monthly meeting is held the third Friday
of the month, except July and August,
in Saint Paul's Parish Hall, Prospect
street. East Orange. Visitors are welcome
at these meetings. An informal meeting
is held each month at some member's
home. No business is conducted, the eve-
ning being devoted to informal discus-
sions of moviemaking problems and the
criticism of films.

The officers are: Walter R. Pember-
ton, Jr., president; Vernon Lewis, vice
president; Gordon T. Butz, secretary;
Claude E. Benton, treasurer; Nelson
W. Lockwood, editor; Fayette C. Ander-
son, assistant editor.
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PHOTOGRAPHER BRYAN
CROWNED BY POLGAR

yt RNOLD GENTHE, one of the world's
/-% great photographers, can register

a positive reaction for the camera
as well as evoke one from a subject, as
you see by this picture, made at the Ford
Exposition at the New York World's
Fair. The artist is shown here on the
treetop-high terrace where Ford Exposi-
tion officials entertain special guests.

He was one of a large group of nota-
bles attending a party, and the camera
caught him thoughtfully approving of the
pictures one sees in the popular motor
pavilion.

Genthe is represented in the Metropoli-
tan Museum and Public Library of New
York, the Library of Congress in Wash-
ington, the Boston Museum of Fine Arts,
and in the Archeological Institute of

Rhodes. He is known popularly for his

illustrations of such books as "The Book
of the Dance" and "Impressions of Old
New Orleans."

Genthe turned his perceptive eye back-
ward on his own life, which has been one
picture after another for decades, in an
autobiography, "As I Remember." He is

one of the notables whose visits to the
Ford Exposition make its guest book read
like a miniature Who's Who of the arts
as well as business, science, politics and
society.

This diverting glimpse of two vivid
American platform personalities also

were snapped at the Ford Exposition. It's

the famed Hungarian psychologist and
mind reader. Dr. Franz Polgar (center),

taking as his victim the noted photog-

rapher of world events, Julien Bryan.
Dr. Polgar's beautiful accomplice is

Frances Wells, daughter of the Far
Eastern explorers, Mr. and Mrs. Carveth
Wells.

That is Miss Wells' hat on Julien
Bryan's head. The demure toppiece
moved over in response to Dr. Polgar's
magical mind reading; he just asked
Julien Bryan to think hard where the
bonnet might be instead of on Miss
Wells' bright locks, and—presto!—here
it is.

The photo also demonstrates that even
a man who follows disaster has his merry
moments. Julien Bryan, a former Y. M.
C. A. worker whose hobby became his
profession, has filmed war and upheaval
in all the hot spots of the Old World. He
made and possesses the only motion pic-

tures in existence of the fall of Warsaw.
In his illustrated lectures he covers
Poland, Finland, Turkey, Soviet Russia,
Nazi Germany, Mexico and the Far East.

•

Mr. Bryan, in whose hand will be noted
his Leica, has made the statement within
a year that in seven large countries of
Europe and Asia he has taken over 30,000
Leica stills. At the same time he ad-
mitted he had made nearly a half million
feet of motion pictures. Probably by this

time the amount of the latter is well in

excess of the half million, as in the last

year he has added to his footage that
which he exposed in Poland at the time of
its devastation—which by no means was
inconsiderable.

Arnold Genthe, one of world's great pho-
tographers. Photo by Cha/rles De Sorin.

Cameraman Jim Gemmell Is

Living Life at Its Intensest

The Kinematograph Weekly of Lon-
don (under date of Aug. 22) will pardon
us for quoting that sturdy magazine in

an item we are sure will have unbounded
interest for all of our readers:

"If to hang one's life between a risk

and an opportunity is the test of real

living then the newsreel cameraman in

war time knows life at its intensest.

Narvik, Namsos, Dunkirk, have provided
thrilling moments when the wall between
life and death has been very thin.

"One is brought to such reflections by
the risks which attend the 'shooting' of

air attacks on British convoys in the

Channel. The most thrilling of these

attacks was shot by Jim Gemmell of

British Paramount News, who in the last

war served in the R. F. C. and R. A. F.

Photographic Section, and has been with

Paramount since its start in England.
"He shot the whole of the raid on

Dover Harbor with shrapnel falling all

around him, and vdth a 40-inch telephoto

lens (the same lens which was used for

some of the Coronation pictures) he
filmed the R. A. F. raid on Calais from
a sand-bagged cliff-top eyrie. Occasional
attentions by Messerschmitts do not deter

him, and not a raid takes place without
his getting some sensational shots."

And Gemmell is but one of many who
are risking their all to get some thrills

for the man out front in his comfortable
seat. When looking on this stem work
surely the cameraman is worthy of a big

thought.

Left to right, Julien Bryan, motion
picture and still photographer-lecturer-
statesman, undergoing an experience
with Dr. Franz Polgar, Hungarian psy-
chologist and mind reader. The amused
young woman is Miss Frances Wells,
daughter of Far Eastern explorers, Mr.

and Mrs. Carveth WelLs.
Photo by Fred Davids.
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^mm^ Cameras
Behave Muuch.

Like Tkeir
Bigger

Brothers
By CLAUDE W. CADARETTE

SINCE the introduction of 8mm. mo-
tion picture photography a great

advance has been made in this

equipment, giving the amateur more
versatile cameras and projectors, finer

lenses and other units to aid him in mak-
ing motion pictures with a professional

quality. His choice of a camera is a

problem of individual requirements.
For those amateurs who film only

travelogues or family records, the sim-

pler cameras will meet his needs, while

the more ambitious amateur who shoots

scenarios, commercial films or documen-
tary subjects may desire a camera hav-
ing many features incorporated in it to

aid his more technical work.
This technical group usually demand

a camera which will hold 50 or 100 feet

of double width 8mm. film and will ex-

pose twenty or thirty feet of film at

one spring winding. The casual amateur
is satisfied with a 25-foot spool of double

width film, as his subjects may be fully

covered in this length and he does not
have to wait or shoot off the balance of

a large roll to see his results.

What It Takes

A good 8mm. camera has certain fea-

tures that are necessary for motion pic-

ture work. It must have a lens free

from defects, precision built mechanism,
film footage indicator, clear view finder,

and a strong metal housing for the move-
ments.

The fixed focus lenses are adequate
for all ordinary motion picture work,
however, where close work is needed.
This lens is not as desirable as the focus-
ing lenses due to the doubtfulness of the
critical definition. For outdoor work,
under good lighting conditions, the fixed

focused f3.5 allows ample light to reach

the film, but indoor work or extremely
poor light conditions demands faster

lenses.

The lens of a camera is its eye. It

has the function of forming an image
on the film surface that is true in every
respect to the original object. The sim-

ple, single element lens, such as a read-

ing glass, will form an image, but it does

not have the ability to correct all the

problems that confronts it.

As we view . the image formed by a
simple lens, the image appears fairly

good, but on closer examination we note

that the sharpness is not all to be de-

sired, and that the edges of the image
appear to be distorted. All of these de-

fects are very glaring when placed on
film and enlarged.

Spherical Aberration

We know that a prism will bend a ray
of light, but as the ray bends some colors

of it bend to a greater extent than oth-

ers. A lens also bends light rays, and
if all colors do not bend at the same
rate they will not form a sharp distinct

image. It has been found that a com-
bination of lenses will overcome this dif-

ficulty.

Other problems had to be eliminated
with this so that a lens could be per-
fected that would form a sharp, true
image. The rays of light that travel

through the center portions of a simple
lens do not converge to a great extent,

but the outer edges of the lens refracts
the rays to a pronounced degree.

These rays do not meet at the proper
point on the film surface and make a
defect known as spherical aberration. A
simple lens, moreover, fails to reproduce

straight lines on the edges of the image.
The intensity of this distortion de-

pends on the form of the lens and the

size of the diaphragm opening. An image
formed by this lens may appear sharp
in the center but blurred on the edges.

To sharpen the edges, the lens must be
refocused, but this will then throw the

center out of focus.

It is necessary, for photographic pur-
poses, to construct a lens to overcome
all of these defects by the proper com-
bination of the elements and types of

glass used in each element. Some ele-

ments are cemented together with Can-
ada balsam, while others are supported
separately. Eight millimeter camera
lenses are composed of three and four
elements, with full correction and are
known as "anastigmat lenses."

The fixed-focus f2.7 or f3.5 contain
three elements supported separately with
the diaphragm between the front and
rear element. The faster fl.9 and f4.5

telephoto lenses have four elements,
shaped differently than the slower lenses,

to give perfect reproduction at wide
apertures and to allow for critical focus-
ing at small distances.

As to Focal Lengths

The focal lengths of each lens vary
slightly, the fl.9 being 13mm. long, the
f2.7 13.31mm., and the f3.5 as 12.7mm.
The telephoto IV2 inch f4.5 has a focal
length of 38mm. The focal length of a
lens is the distance from the center of
the diaphragm to the film when that lens

is focused on an object beyond 100 feet
from the camera.
The area that is covered by a lens is

determined by the focal length of the
lens in use. Long vocal length lenses,

covering a small film surface, give us
the effect obtained by binoculars and are
known as telephoto lenses. Thus a IV2
inch telephoto lens will produce an image
that is three times as long and as wide
as our standard %-inch lens.

A source of light affects the emulsion
of our film according to its intensity and
length of time it acts upon the emulsion.
If the light source is weak, we must al-

low it to affect the emulsion for a
greater length of time or permit more
light to enter the lens. Motion picture
cameras can let light act on the emulsion
for only a fixed length of time.

This time varies with different cam-
eras, from 1/30 to 1/50 of a second
when operating at a speed of 16 frames
per second. Inasmuch as the light varies
in intensity, day by day and hour to hour,
we must have a means of controlling this

intensity to get good results.

Like Iris in Eye

The most simple way to have this

control would be by some device which
would permit only a fixed amount of
light to pass through the lens, a device
which would act like the iris in your
eye, opening wide in a weak light and
closing to a pinpoint under intense light-

ing conditions.

In our camera lenses, a device called

the diaphragm is inserted, consisting of
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thin metal blades which simultaneously
close toward the center as the rinp mount
is turned. The size of the opening con-
trols the passage of light, but its value
is in direct relation to the focal length
of the lens.

A standard scale has been made,
whereby each mark on the lens barrel
gives us the exact value of light hitting

the emulsion regardless of the lens we
use. An f4.5 opening on a Mi-inch lens

is smaller than an f4.5 opening on the
telephoto lens of IV^-inch focal length.

However, the amount of light reaching
the film is the same.
The relation of the opening of the

diaphragm and the focal length deter-
mines the exposure. The focal length is

divided by the diameter of the opening.
This quotient is known as the "focal" or
"f" value of the lens. If the focal length
of the 1.9 lens is 13mm. and the diameter
of the diaphragm opening is l%mm., the
f value of that diameter is 8. Likewise
if the focal lengths of the telephoto lens

is 38mm. and the diameter of the dia-

phragm is 4% mm., the f value of the
diameter is also 8.

F Values

The f values of a motion picture cam-
era lens are generally marked from fl.5,

1.9, 2.7, 3.5, 4.5, 5.6, 8^ 11, 16, 22. The rela-

tion between two f values is the inverse
relation between the squares of their
numbers:
Example: What is the difference in

light transmission between f4 and f8?
Square of 4= 16 and the square of 8=64.
64 divided by 16=4, therefore f4 is 4

times faster than the f8 stop allowing
4 times the amount of light to enter the
film. Foreign cameras use a different
scale to designate the diaphragm open-
ings, known as the "Uniform System."

Sixteen Frames Economical

Sixteen frames per second renders a
smooth movement on the screen and is

the most economical speed for film con-
sumption. To keep these pictures flash-

ing on the screen at this rate it is neces-
sary to have a movement in the projector
that will bring each picture behind the
projection lens and cut off the lamp
illumination as the film is traveling
frame by frame.
The frames are carried to the lens

through a passageway or gate. Equidis-
tant holes or perforations are provided
on the side of the film. A small claw
grabs each perforation and pulls one
frame into the aperature of the gate.
While this film is moving, a metal blade
revolves before the lamp and cuts off

the illumination.

When the film travel has stopped, the
blade moves on and lets the illumination
pass through the frame and the lens

forms the image on the screen. This
performance is done at a high rate of
speed and the screen image appears to

move. A movement of this nature is also
necessary in the camera, the shutter
closing off the light until a new frame
is brought into position.

The shutter opens, exposes the frame,
closes, the film is moved one more per-
foration by the claw and the shutter re-

opens. The normal speed of this motion
is 16 frames to each second. As the pic-

ture is projected at this speed the mo-
tion appears natural, and at the same
rate as in the original. A loop must be
provided at the top and bottom of claw
movements to give a freedom in the film

travel.

Tricky Job

The loading of a camera must be done
in a careful manner, to prevent the jam-

Corresponding values of both scales

f 4 4.6
1

5.6 6 3 8 U 16 22 32 45

u. s. 1 1.26
1

2 2 5 4 8 16 32 64 128

Motion pictures, as we know them to-

day, are possible because of a defect in

the human eye. Our eye continues to

register an object for a short period of
time after the object has been removed.
This is called "persistence of vision,"

and is the phenomena which gives us the
illusion of motion in pictures. The dura-
tion of our sight is approximately one-
tenth of a second, so that, if a group of
similar pictures were flashed to our eye,

each picture having an object slightly

changing its position, the eye could not
segregate each picture fast enough, and
the object appears to move.

Motion pictures do not move. In real-

ity, they are a series of motionless pic-

tures, but with slight changes in each
picture. By projecting these pictures at
a speed greater than one-tenth of a sec-

ond the eye does not see each picture
individually, but the differences in each
picture is transferred to the brain as a
movement from one spot to another.

ming of the film or undue exposure of
it to light. Our film has a protective
coating on its back to render it light
proof, but if you allow the film to loosen
on the spool the light can leak around
the edges and fog it. Keep it tightly
wound on the spool without cinching it

and unwind only enough to thread the
camera.

If your camera has a large sprocket
wheel to feed the film, be certain that
the sprockets are thoroughly engaged in

the perforations before locking the clamp
over it. Insert the film in the gate be-

hind the lens leaving a loop above and
below it. The film then is placed on the

lower part of the sprocket wheel to feed

to the take-up spool.

A small slit is provided in the core

of the take-up spool to fasten the film

end. If this is not properly fastened,

there is a danger of it slipping out and
jamming inside the camera. Before re-

placing the cover on the camera, test
the threading by running G or 8 inches
of film to assure yourself that it is en-
gaged and feeding in all sections.

Cartridge loading cameras eliminate
sprocket wheels, but the loading must
be checked when inserting the film in

the lens gate. Never load a camera in

bright sunlight. Always go indoors when
it is possible or in deep shade, as the
tiniest pencil of light can ruin two good
shots. The film loops in the camera
and the projector are necessary as the
sprocket wheels feed the film at a uni-
form rate while the claw action is inter-

mittent.
Loading Cameras

A loop of free film relieves any ten-
sion between the sprocket wheel and
claw, but it should not be so large that
the film slops against the side of the
camera. Some cameras do not employ
the sprocket drive but insert a film split-

ter which replaces the loops.

The loading of these cameras is simpli-
fied as only the claw action must be
engaged. After the loading of the camera,
it is necessary to run the mechanism to

pull off enough film which was fogged
in the operation. By the second hand
of your watch, run the camera for eight
seconds.

If the film was not unduly fogged
while threading it in the camera, this

short running will feed in the unexposed
film without too much waste. Some
cameras have indicators on the footage
dial to show how much film should be run
off after loading. Their instruction books
will inform you how to use it.

In operating the camera it is a good
habit to rewind the spring after each
shot, although the springs in the new
cameras will run 6 to 20 feet at one full

winding. Then there is no danger of the

camera stopping half-way on a good shot

that may require long footage.

Check the diaphragm opening each
time because you can inadvertently open
or close the iris by accident. On cameras
equipped with fast lenses, the lens is

mounted in a focusing barrel which needs
your attention constantly. The focus of

each shot must be checked, unless you
are shooting distant subjects constantly.

Reversing Spools

When using large aperatures, or close-

ups shots, each shot requires critical

focusing. Measure or carefully estimate

the distance from the camera to the sub-

ject and turn the focusing collar until

the footage mark is at the index line.

After the film has been exposed, it is

rethreaded in the camera, reversing the

spools to expose the second half of it.

As the film is 16mm. wide, only 8mni.

of it was exposed on the first run, and

by reversing the spools we take the sec-

ond run, exposing the other 8mm. width.

Thus 25 feet of 16nun. width film gives

us 50 feet of 8mm. width when the

processing plant has slit the film down
the center line and spliced each strip
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Depth of Focus Scale for 8mm. Lens—One half inch Focal Length.

(Don't use this table if using an auxiliary lens on camera)

STANDARD LENS SCALE

Distance of Critical Sharpness

o
f 1.9 f 2.8 f 3.5 f 5.6 f 8 f 11 f 16

Min. Max. Min. Max. Min. Max. Min. Max. Min. Max. Min. Max. Min. Max.

Inf

50'

25'

15'

10'

8'

6'

4'

3'

2'

22'6"

15'6"

ll'lO"

9'0"

6' 10"

5'11"

4'9"

3'5"

2 '8"

I'lO"

Inf

Inf

Inf

45'0"

18'0"

12'5"

8'2"

4'10"

3'6"

2'2"

15'3"

11'8"

9'6"

6'0"

o'3"

4 '4"

3'2"

2'6"

1'9"

Inf

Inf

Inf

Inf

29'0"

16'10"

9'11"

5'5"

3'9"

2 '4"

12'2"

9'10"

8'2"

6'9"

5'6"

4' 10"

4'0"

3'0"

2'5"

1'9"

Inf

Inf

Inf

Inf

56'0"

23 '2"

11 '10"

5'11"

4'0"

2'5"

7'7"

6'7"

5' 10"

5'1"

4'4"

3'11"

3'4"

2'7"

2'2"

1'7"

Inf

Inf

Inf

Inf

Inf

Inf

28'6"

S'S"

4'11"

2'9"

5'4"

4' 10"

4'7"

4'2"

3'5"

3'2"

2'10"

2'3"

I'll"

1'6"

Inf

Inf

Inf

Inf

Inf

Inf

Inf

15'11"

16'0"

3'2"

3'11"

3'7"

3 '4"

3'1"

2'10"

2 '7"

2'4"

I'll"

1'8"

1'4"

Inf

Inf

Inf

Inf

Inf

Inf

Inf

Inf

18'3"

4'2"

2'8"

2'6"

2 '5"

2'3"

2'1"

2'0"

I'lO"

1'7"

1'5"

1'2"

Inf

Inf

Inf

Inf

Inf

Inf

Inf

Inf

Inf

8'0"

together. After the film is completely ex-

posed, unload it in subdued light and re-

place in the original package for process-
ing.

Eight millimeter lenses, being of short
focal length, have a deep depth of focus.

The depth of focus of a lens is the dis-

tance in front of and behind an object
that remains sharp at a certain opening,
when the lens is focused on the ob-
ject. If a girl is four feet from the
camera, and the lens is focused at four
feet, at an opening of f.5.6, she would
be able to advance to the camera up to
2 feet 7 inches or step back from the
camera to 8 feet 5 inches without being
out of focus.

This gives a freedom of movement
without affecting the focus, which is very

advantageous in motion picture work.
This depth of focus is very deep on fixed

focused cameras, as all objects from six

feet to infinity are in critical focus at

the largest diaphragm opening. As the
diaphragm is closed down to smaller
openings, the depth of focus increases.

Example—Girl is four feet from cam-
era. Lens is focused at 4 feet at fl.9.

Closest distance to camera for sharpness,
3 feet 5 inches; farthest, 4 feet 10 inches.

At f3.5, closest distance to camera for
sharpness, 3 feet; farthest, 5 feet 11

inches. At fll, closest distance to camera
for sharpness, 1 foot 11 inches; farthest,
infinity.

Example: Subject focused upon is 10

feet from lens. At f2.8 the minimum or
closest distance of sharpness is 6 feet

and the maximum distance from the lens

for sharpness is 29 feet. The same sub-
ject shot at an opening of f8 would have
a minimum distance of 3 feet 5 inches
and a maximum to infinity. This table
is important for use in titling where
zoom titles are desired in sharp focus
at the start and finish of the zoom.

The telephoto lens (38mm.) lens has
less depth of focus, due to its longer
focal length. The freedom of the sub-
ject's movement is lessened to a greater
extent, and the lens focusing must be
more accurate than with the standard
Vz-meh lens.

Unless you are shooting at small aper-
tures or distant subjects, the distance
of a few inches will throw the subject

(Continued on Page U~U)

TELEPHOTO LENS SCALE

Distance of Critical Sharpness

c

C a f 4.5 f 5.6 f 8 f 11 f 16 f 22

5l Min. Max. Min. Max. Min. Max. Min. Max. Min. Max. Min. Max.

Inf

50'

25'

15'

12'

10'

8'

6'

83'0"

31'0"

19'0"

12'8"

10'6"

8'11"

7 '4"

5'7"

Inf

126'0"

3f)'0"

IS'4"

14'1"

11 '4"

S'lO"

6'6"

67'0"

29'0"

18'()"

12'3"

10'2"

8'8"

7'2"

5'6"

Inf

197'0"

40'0"

19'4"

14'7"

11 '9"

9'r'

6'7"

47'0"

24 '0"

16'0"

11 '5"

9'7"

8'3"

6' 10"

5'4"

Inf

Inf

54'()"

22'()"

1(>'2"

12'8"

9'8"

6' 10"

34'0".

20'()"

14'0"

10'5"

S'lO"

7'9"

6'tV'

5 '2"

Inf

Inf

94'0"

26'10"

18'6"

14'2"

10'5"

7 '3"

23'0"

16'0"

12'0"

9'2"

7'11"

7'0"

B'O"

4'9"

Inf

Inf

Inf

42'0"

24'7"

17 '6"

12'2"

8'11"

17'0"

13'0"

lO'O"

8'0"

7'0"

6'4"

5'5"

4'5"

Inf

Inf

Inf

127'0"

41'0"

24'4''

15'2"

9'3"
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Practical Amateur
to Beginners:

Lens Equipment
Cliaracteristics

By JAMES A. SHERLOCK
Vice President Australian Amateur Cine Society

PART II

HYPERFOCAL DISTANCES
When any lens is set at infinity it is

sometimes important to know the mini-
mum distance at which sharp focus is

obtained at a certain aperture. This
minimum distance is known as "hyper-
focal distance," and the following table

can be used for all makes of lenses and
might be carried in the camera case
ready for reference.

It was compiled for both 16mm. and
8mm. cameras and is expressed in feet,

based upon a circle of confusion of .001

inch diameter, which makes the table
suitable for very critical work. For
average work with 16mm. film a .002-

inch circle of confusion can be used.
This would halve every hyperfocal dis-

tance.

For example: The "critical" hyper-
focal distance for the 15mm. lens at an
aperture of f3.5 is 8 feet, but for average
work with the lens focused on an object
infinitely far away and the aperture

a circle, but the diameter of a circle. It

is what theoretically should be the point
where all transmitted rays of light en-
tering the lens converge, but because dif-

ferent colors vary in their wave length
they do not converge at one point but
come together at different points, thus
forming a "circle of error" recognized as
the "CIRCLE OF CONFTJSION."

Manufacturers of most cine lenses
claim their sharpness to be a circle of
.001-inch for critical work, and .002-inch
for general work, and, small as it is, it

must not be left out of our calculations,
otherwise the fault would be noticed on
the screen when the picture was pro-
jected.

DEPTH OF FIELD
When a lens is focused at a given dis-

tance, THEORETICALLY only objects
at that distance will be in critical focus,
but PRACTICALLY the eye cannot per-
ceive the slight indistinctness of some
objects both near and farther away.

TABLE OF HYPERFOCAL DISTANCES

Lens
F Valaei

1 Focal
Lengths F 1.4 F 1.5 F 1.8 F 2.0 F2.5 F2,7 F3.5 F4.0 F4.5 F5 F5.6 F6.3 F 8 F 11 F 16 F22 F32

12Hmm. U'A 10 8 5M 5 4H 4 3^2 3% 2A IH

15 mm. ni4 8 7 614 5H 5 iA 3A 2A
20 mm. 2654 24,>4 19 WA 13M 914 »H 6M 6 4

1-inch 55^ 4614 il'A 30H 23M 20'A 16M 14M 13M WH 7A oH 3H
IJ^inch 75 69M 53H 4654 37A 33K2 29^ 23A 17 UH »A

2-inch 222 185 167 133 123 95 83 74 67 60 53 42 30 21 15 11

3-inch 300 278 214 187 167 150 134 119 94 68 47 34 23

4-inch 533 494 381 333 296 267 238 212 167 121 83 60H 42

6-inch 1200 IIOO 857 750 667 600 536 476 375 273 188 136 94

used at f3.5, all objects from 4 feet away
to infinity will be sufficiently sharp.

CIRCLE OF CONFUSION
The circle of confusion is not really

For this reason, a lens is known to have
a certain "depth of field," that is, it

produces sharp pictures over a certain
depth of planes. As the lens diaphragm
is stopped down, the area of the glass

JAMES E. MAC LANE
Color Photography
337 Shadeland Avenue

Drexel Hill, Pa. Clearbrook 3(S0

Motion Picture Production Illustration

Portraiture

I am inclosing my check for
$2. .50 in payment of one year's sub-
scription to the American Cinema-
tographer. I think it represents
about the best buy for the money in

the entire bargain-packed field of
motion picture and photographic
literature.

The articles themselves, and the
famous authors who write them,
are indispensable sources of infor-
mation to those of us in this busi-

ness who are, as yet, neither articu-
late nor famous.
Your advertisers, some of whom

I have patronized, must be quite
thankful that one magazine car-
ries their messages to the field so
well and so wisely.

.JAMES E. MacLANE.

surface becomes smaller and the depth
of field increases.

Depth of field can be calculated by
formulas, but it has been the writer's
experience that amateurs, even if they
can work out equations, rarely do so if

they can refer to a table. For this reason
a set of depth of field tables for popular
16mm. and 8mm. lenses follow, which
can be cut out of this magazine and
carried in the camera case.

It should be noted that small apertures
widen the planes between which all

objects are in critical focus.

CRITICAL DEPTH OF
FIELD FORMULA
By focusing a lens on the main point

of interest in a scene, the picture will be

entirely satisfactory for about 90 percent
of amateur cinesmiths. For the other

10 percent who wish to figure the critical

depth of field for any lens under various
conditions of stops and object distances,

the following formula is added:

h = Hyperfocal distance

d = Distance from camera.

hx d
e.g. — = Near sharp focus

h -fd

h X d—

—

— = Far sharp focus
h-d

With a 1-inch focusing mount lens, we
want to focus upon an object 4 feet

away and the exposure meter indicates

a stop of f8. Now we refer to the hyper-

focal table and learn that the hyperfocal

distance from that lens and stop is 10%
feet.
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h =10%
10% X 4

10% + 4

10% X 4

10% -4

d=4
43

= 2.9 feet near
sharp fccus.

= 6.37 feet far
sharp focus.

Thus with a 1-inch lens set at f8 and
focused at 4 feet all objects from 2.9 feet

to 6.37 feet are in critical focus.

APPROXIMATE PICTURE AREAS
COVERED BY Smm. & 16inm. LENSES
For greater distances than 9 feet,

simply move decimal point.

For example: Area width for 1-inch

lens on a 16mm. camera is 2.26 feet at

a distance of 6 feet. At 60 feet it would
be 22.6 feet; at 600 feet it would be
226 feet.

These lenses when used for this pur-
pose have the ability to make the eyes
and cheekbones appear wider apart and
the forehead higher and more receding
than normal. On some scenes these
lenses can be used to overcome the neces-
sity of panoraming, but suffer from the
same defect as the normal lens with
most still cameras, viz., dwarfed distant
objects.

For the T-H 1/2 -inch f2.5 lens (8mm.)
the T-H 1-inch f2.7 focus lens, and for
the B&H Lumax 1-inch fl.9 lens, a spe-
cial highly corrected lens attachment
known as the "Hyper-Cinor lens attach-
ment" is available. This accessory makes
these lenses capable of doubling their
area from a given camera position, and
includes provision for focusing. Tests
prove that its definition and focus remain
clear to the edges of the picture. Matched

Lens Focal Length
Distance from Camera (in Feet)

Plane
8 mm.
Camera

16 mm.
Camera 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

15 mm.
Horizontal .64 1.27 1.91 2.55 3.18 3.82 4.46 5.10 5.73

Vertical .47 .95 1.42 1.90 2.37 2.85 3.32 3.80 4.27

WA mm- 1°
Horizontal .38 .75 1.13 1.51 1.88 2.26 2.64 3.01 3.39

Vertical .28 .56 .84 1 12 1.40 1.68 1.96 2.24 2.52

1" 2'
Horizontal .19 .38 .56 .75 .94 1.13 1.32 1.50 1.69

Vertical .14 .28 .42 .56 .70 .84 .98 1.12 1.26

3'
Horizontal .13 .25 .38 .50 .63 .75 .88 1.00 1.13

Vertical .09 .19 .28 .37 .47 .56 .65 .75 .84

4"
Horizontal .09 .19 .28 .38 .47 .56 .66 .75 .85

Vertical .07 .14 .21 .28 .35 .42 .49 .56 .63

6"
Horizontal .06 .13 .19 .25 .31 .38 .44 .50 .56

Vertical .05 ,09 .14 .19 .23 .28 .33 37 .42

WIDE ANGLE LENS
Wide angle lenses are used on cine

cameras in order to obtain a reasonably
wide field of view.
When the amateur is considering the

purchase of extra lens equipment, he
would be well advised to examine the
capabilities of a wide angle lens. They
are not manufactured for 8mm. cameras,
but are available for 16mm. cameras.
The 15mm. lens takes in an area 40 per-
cent wider and 40 percent higher than
the regular 1-inch lens, and is, there-
fore, useful when shooting in cramped
quarters. The speed of wide angle lenses
are fairly fast (f2.5 or f2.7) and in addi-
tion to their ability to include a large
area from a relatively close camera posi-
tion, these lenses have a greater depth
of field than the normal 1-inch lens, and,
therefore, the ability to bring into focus
more additional planes.

A scene such as an interior when being
shot might necessitate sharp focus at dis-

tances varying from 3 feet to 12 feet
from the camera with the lens wide open.
When the amateur has such a problem,
the wide angle lens will solve it. Pro-
fessional cinematographers use wide
angle lenses at times to accentuate dis-
torted or grotesque faces in an extremely
close closeup.

viewfinder lenses for use with this wide
angle objective are supplied.

LENS HOODS
Few serious amateurs realize the bene-

fit of a properly constructed lens hood.

This accessory shields the lens from
light which may cause either stray illu-

mination in the camera or lens flare.

The effect of lens flare is illustrated

when one sees light rings move across
the screen. These are due to the main
source of light shining on the front
element of the lens, causing a multiple
reflection in other elements of the lens.

It follows that the larger the glass
surface of a lens, the more likely it is to
collect stray light, especially if the lens
is facing in the direction of the main
source of light. A well designed hood
diminishes this danger.

"FAST" 1-INCH LENS
The 1-inch cine lenses having an aper-

ture less than f2.5 are recognized as fast
lenses. They have two pairs of glasses
separated by an air space in which an
iris diaphragm is fitted. Their large
glass surfaces pass up to three times
the amount of light transmitted by the
f2.5 lens, but strict attention must be
given to focusing when their diaphragm
is wide open.

Stopped down, they give the same
results as a slower lens, but, due to their
large glass surfaces, are liable to collect

unwanted stray light rays when photo-
graphing a back-lighted subject. Their
speed makes them suitable for interiors,

poorly lit subjects, or night photography.

f3.5 1-INCH FIXED FOCUS LENS
When filming exteriors, it is rarely

that a faster lens than an f3.5 is re-

quired, and a 1-inch fixed focus f3.5 lens
is the ideal lens for a beginner to use.

Certainly it has its limitations, but so
has every lens. It is simple to use, be-
cause there is only the aperture to set,

and due to this fact it is very useful
when making a travel or holiday film, as
many times a chance shot will present

A wide angle lens has the defect of
making distant objects appear dwarfed.
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The normal one-inch lens yiven approxi-
mately correct perspective.

A long (two inch) focal lens produces
larger imagefi of given ohjecta.

Telephoto lenses are often used to bring
hfu-lcgrotinds closer to the foreground.

itself that has to be taken immediately
or not at all.

The amateur cinesmith should not be
under the impression that the f'i.5 fixed

focus lens is a piece of cine equipment
introduced because of its cheapness. It

is an excellent lens capable of producing
hij^h-class pictures.

LONG FOCUS 2-INCH LENS
The f3.5 2-inch lens is known as a

long focus lens. Its main object is to

provide larger images of given objects.

It is constructed of only three glass ele-

ments, and in comparison with the faster
1-inch lens is of simple construction.

It is ideal for portraiture, has im-
proved perspective, and renders a close-

up of a head in almost stereoscopic bold
relief. It can also be used on landscapes
and has a lack of depth of field which is

sometimes a valuable feature.

TELEI'HOTO LENSES
In practice the main characteristic of

these lenses is that they have the power
of magnification. For example the 3-inch

lens has a magnifying factor three times
greater than the 1-inch lens, but because
of their greater focal length, telephoto
lenses are not as fast as 1-inch lenses.

They should not be used v/ithout a tripod,

as the slightest movement in the camera
is magnified.

Telephoto lenses are often used by
professionals to bring backgrounds closer

to a foreground. This can only be done
by using a small aperture, because as

lenses increase in focal length their

depth of field diminishes and unless a
small aperture is used the background
might be out of focus.

By the same rule the lack of depth of

field in a lens may be a valuable asset.

For example, backgrounds sometimes
contain unwanted detail which can easily

be thrown out of focus with a telephoto
lens, that is, if there is sufficient room
to move the camera far enough back
from the subject, to embrace sufficient

field of view.

It is at this point that a most contro-
versial question in relation to telephoto
lenses is mentioned, viz:—Does a tele-

photo lens need the same lens opening
for a given scene as a normal lens?

The writer's experience is that high-

grade lenses of different focal lengths

set at the safe f stop will transmit the

same amount of light to the film, but
generally telephoto lenses are used by
amateurs to photograph objects at a con-

siderable distance from the camera, and
intervening mist or haze between the

camera and the object causes a scatter-

(Continued on Page 476)



• The light from "National" Studio and High Inten-

sity Carbons is as adaptable as the artist's pencils. It

allows the cinematographer to use his craftsmanship to

the best advantage in both color and black and white

productions.

The pure white light from these carbon arc sources

adapts itself admirably to all types of emulsions. Hard

effects may be obtained when desired by using the con-

centrated brilliance of the arc to produce sharply out-

lined shadows. With moderate diffusion, and with the

minimum use of filters, the arc, due to its even balance

of colors, closely approximating

daylight, will give without loss

of speed a softness of tone that

cannot be equaled by other light

sources lacking these qualities.

The cool, quiet and efficient op-

eration of modern carbon arc

equipment adds materially to the

effectiveness and economv of

studio illumination.

NATIONAL
TRADE-MARK

FOR BETTER NEGATIVES
Mmm

MOTION PICTURE STUDIO AND
HIGH INTENSITY CARBONS

NATIONAL CARBON

n

COMPANY, INC
Unit of Union Carbide MHN and Carbon Corporation

CARBON SALES DIVISION, CLEVELAND, OHIO
"--©•neral^ Offices : 30 East 42nd Street, New York, N. Y.

Branch Sales Offices
New Yoric PltUburgh Chicago St. Louis San Prancisco
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TUCSON
TRAILS:

How Real

Travelogue

Was Made

By Chas. W. Herbert;

A. S. C
TUCSON TRAILS, recently re-

leased by Universal as one of
its "Going Places" travelogue

reels, is an outstanding example of
how a travelogue can be whipped
together once a practical workable
theme is found.
The editor wanted as much ma-

terial as possible from the South-
west. Soon after I got into the
field it was apparent that there
were two definite obstacles to
overcome.

First, as I was to work there in
the winter, more than half of the
Southwest was barred from suit-
able coverage because it was really
winter there.

Second, the southern portion
was in a large measure desert and
desert mountain. The very geo-
graphical division of the region
into desert has made its climate
the most even and ideal to be found
anywhere in the United States
during the ^vinter months, both
for recreation and moviemaking.

Tucson, which shares the South-
west's privilege of having this
ideal winter climate, has long been
a health and recreational center.

Its development during the past
ten years has been astonishing, so
it seemed logical to use Tucson as
the hub of one of our reels. The

Wonderland of rocks.

Fort Huachuachua.
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evenness of the climate and the
similarity of the desert landscape
made it difficult to locate enough
features with variety to build a
complete reel right in Tucson.

Tucson Is Picked

After surveying all of the possi-
bilities and finding out just how
tourists spent their time, the idea
of Tucson Trails was born. Tucson
was the logical headquarters from
which roads paralleling the old
trails let out southward to places
where there was a variety of
interest.
Using Tucson as the hub, a

series of scenic and artistic shots
of buildings were made for an
introduction. By selecting a long
shot on the side of the mountain
with the graceful arms of a giant
cactus in the foreground, framing
a distant shot of the city back-
dropped with mountains, all of the
atmosphere of Tucson was
crammed into the opening shot.

In selecting buildings to shoot,
only those which had southwestern
architecture were used. Some
human interest closeups of tourists
lounging around the lovely hotels,
playing chess, shuffle board, and at
one of the swimming pools rounded
out the introduction.
Tucson boasts with pride of its

great open spaces and pure air, so
the city is spread out with plenty
of space all around her houses,
public buildings and institutions.
This is a great aid to the camera-
man looking for a location from
which to make a general view of a
large building. There are also
many hotels, schools and health
centers on roads which lead out to
the suburbs.
Some of the introductory scenes

were made around El Conquista-
dor Hotel, so we concentrated on
the Arizona Inn for a more inti-

mate sequence of tourist activity.
The management kindly arranged
a garden party, where tourists in
gay dress seated at tables, watched
a strange, primitive dance by real
Indians from a nearby reservation.

Composition

Using cactus for a foreground
frame, a full general view of the
dancers entering the garden was
set off perfectly by the distant
mountains towering above the
hotel. Numerous angle shots, in-

University of Arizona class in cactus
forest.

Tucson.
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eluding dancers and tourists, fol-

lowed logically with intimate close-

ups of the dancers and the tourists
watching, and full closeups of the
crude instruments completed this

easy sequence.
As many different set-ups re-

quired breaking the dance and
music routine, it was necessary to
be careful to maintain the same
tempo in the dance from general
view to closeup.

In addition to the splendid Uni-
versity of Arizona there are many
private boys' and girls' schools
that feature outdoor activity. We
selected the Southern Arizona
School for Boys, where an unusual
sequence of school routine was pos-
sible. The opening shot showed
the class sprawled out in carefree
positions on the well cropped grass
lawn between the main buildings.

It was study period and some
closeups with boots in the fore-
ground fit in nicely. Then a force-
ful closeup of the teacher ringing
a crude bell to signal a class change
with a cutback to the general view
as the boys quickly ran off the set.

Next in logical order came the
surprising general view of the
whole class of forty boys in the
corral mounting their horses. The
camera was then set up in the main
building looking through an enor-
mous picture window with giant
cactus and mountains in its frame.
For action the boys trotted past to
field class.

Several fast moving shots of the
boys galloping their horses filled

in nicely and the closing shots
showed the boys engaged in ar-
chaeological excavation, uncover-
ing an ancient Indian village.

Closeups of the professor helping
the boys piece together bits of
pottery completed the sequence.

Beating the Obvious
One of the tourist attractions is

the giant cactus forest recently
created into the Sahuaro National
Monument. Although the giant
cactus actually forms a forest and
there are many strange forma-
tions, this feature was impossible
without action.

Tourists just walking and look-
ing at the cactus was too common-
place and monotonous. The Uni-
versity of Arizona botany class
made periodical excursions to study
the strange giant cactus peculiar
to this region, so I arranged a spe-
cial trip for our film.

They had a very snappy looking
bus which carried the class through
the opening shots as it wound its

way along the road through the
forest. A fantastic cactus with
sprawling arms framed the shot as
the bus came to a standstill and
the class got out.
One scene was exposed as the

professor made his way through
the forest followed by the class.

Then a carefully arranged shot
showed the class sitting on the
ground with sketchbooks around a
magnificent specimen as the
teacher lectured to them.

Closeups of the students .sketch-

ing the sahuaro cactus gave va-
riety here. Then a good series of
shots with surprising action fol-

lowed as the teacher took a large
saw and cut off" the top from a
small upright cactus.
Then he explained how the ac-

cordion shape of the cactus allows
it to expand and contract as it ab-
sorbs watei" in the wet season and
uses it up dui'ing the dry season.
A convincing closeup was available
hei'e by looking down on the sawed-
off portions while the teacher
traced its edges with a pencil.

We now had an introduction and
three sequences — about half
enough material for a complete
reel so we went off on some Tucson
trails in search of other features.

Nogales Popular

Sixty miles away, almost due
south, are the twin cities of No-
gales on the Mexican border. Al-
though Nogales, Sonora, is drab
and uninteresting compared to the
more picturesque region farther
south in Mexico, there is a pro-
nounced friendly feeling between
the United States and Mexico here.

All tourists who come to the
Southwest want to go to Nogales
to shop, eat game food and absorb
a bit of night life. It was plain to
see that this was just the sequence
to make, so we started with a
general view, putting the camera
astride the International Boundary
Fence which goes right down the
street—half in Mexico and half in

the United States.

Then we moved down to the gate
and photographed a group of tour-
ists passing through to the Mexi-
can side. Several scenes of tourists
walking down the street and look-
ing at some of the tynical build-
ings were made. An effective shot
showed two tourists looking at a
booklet the cover of which, next to
the camera, read "What to See in

Mexico."
A railroad crossing sign in Span-

ish in the left foreground helped

the composition. Appropriate ac-
tion was arranged which showed
the tourists looking at the book
then pointing off the scene and
moving out of the picture. The
following scene was made so that
the backs of the tourists prac-
tically filled the screen and as they
walked away to continue the action
in the first scene a full view of the
Nogales Government House was
disclosed.
We were given permission by one

of the Mexican shops to set up
lights inside. A shot was made as
some tourists came down the
street, paused to look in the
window, then entered.

Interiors were made as an at-

tractive sales girl in costume
waited on the tourists. The camera
was again moved outside to get the
tourists as they came out loaded
with big Mexican hats, colorful
baskets, serapes and what-nots.
The Cavern is by far the best

known and most picturesque res-
taurant in Nogales, so we ar-
ranged with the management to
shoot some scenes inside while
tourists watched the floor show and
also while they danced. For these
shots the Nogales Electric Com-
pany kindly installed special wires
for our lights.

Back at the International Bound-
ary we showed the tourists cross-
ing again to the American side and
having their purchases inspected
by the United States Customs
agents.

Unusual Army Post
With Nogales tucked away in

cans we drove over to Fort Hua-
chuca, which is the tourist attrac-
tion featured by Bisbee, though
easily reached from Tucson also.

Here we found a most unusual
army post nestled down between
the mountains within striking dis-

tance of the border. The Twenty-
Fifth Infantry, all negro regiment,
is stationed there, and with them
the only detachment of real Indian
Scouts assigned to active duty with
the army.

Just a regimental review would
be too commonplace and lacking in

angles. We couldn't very well have
the Indians dressed up in regalia

without an excuse, as it would be

against regulations for them to go
on scout duty in native dress today.

But Indians without feathers would
certainly be drab so we concocted
a sequence which showed them in

traditional costume coming up
front and center to receive a pres-

ent of a spear and shield from the
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colonel as a token of appreciation
for the faithful service which
these scouts had given.
Then, as a part of a field ma-

neuver, a re-enactment was made
showing the Indian scouts around
a field message center and I'acing

across the mountains to an obser-
vation post, while the regiment in

field kits moved up for action. This
plan met with the approval of the
commanding officer and gave us a
very colorful sequence with action
plus.

The end of the reel was now in

sight but one more good sequence
was still needed. I had heard of
the Wonderland of Rocks in the
Chiricahua National Monument,
and this seemed to be a sure fire

subject. It offered the genuine
scenic aspect that all travelogues
need.

Put On Party

The Chamber of Commerce in
Tucson arranged for us to go to
the Riggs Ranch at the entrance to
the Monument. The Riggs family
had originally discovered the Won-
derland of Rocks and had done
much to popularize it as a tourist
attraction. They gladly offered
horses and made up a party to
furnish action in the Wonderland.
By going on horseback we

Eastman Shows Speedlamp
at Tour of Seventeen Cities

Demonstrations of the new Eastman
high-speed 1/30,000-second flash lamp
—the Kodatron Speedlamp—will be a
feature of the 1940 Kodak Exhibit's tour
of seventeen leading western and south-
western cities.

The Speedlamp will be shown in oper-
ation, and its action-stopping power will

be demonstrated along with an explana-
tion of how it works. The demonstration
will be a feature of each evening show at
the exhibit, these evening shows also in-

cluding selections from the famous East-
man "Cavalcade of Color," full-color
movies of the Golden Gate Exposition
and the New York Fair, and a discus-
sion session on photography.

Other features of the exhibit—^open
each day of its schedule from 11 a. m. to

10 p. m.—are a superb print salon, panels
of color prints and transparencies, prac-
tical displays dealing with technique,
darkroom and equipment exhibits, and
panels of local honor prints which are
being organized in each exhibit city.

Exhibit schedule as complete to the
date of this announcement is as follows,
all dates being inclusive:

City Dates Hotel
Po rtland, Oct. 2, 3, 4, Multnomah Hotel.
Sacramento, Oct. 9, 10, Municipal Au-

ditor 'jm.

reached the most impressive rock
formation region and were able to
shoot many fantastic rocks not
seen by the average tourist who
only goes on the automobile road.
Several scenes were made of Co-
chise's Head, Punch and Judy, The
Duck, Balanced Rock, Queen Anne's
Head and other strange forma-
tions.

The usual procedure was fol-

lowed here by selecting effective
locations that featured the rocks
and then letting the tourists wan-
dering through furnish the action.
The Wonderland of Rocks was cer-
tainly worth while and completed
Tucson Trails nicely.

All through the making of this
reel we depended upon the various
Chambers of Commerce to make
it possible for us to photograph
the attractions that each was par-
ticularly interested in. We were
also indebted to the Sunshine Cli-
mate Club of Tucson for their gen-
erous, understanding co-operation.
It is quite obvious that a travel
reel cannot be made efficiently
without co-operation from those
interested in promoting the region.
One of the smartest things a
cameraman can do is to work in
complete accord with those who
help him.

Oakland, Oct. 15, 16, 17, Scottish Rite
Temple.
San Francisco, Oct. 20, 21, 22, Palace

Hotel.
Fresno, Oct. 24, 25, Hotel Californian.
Los Angeles, Oct. 29, Nov. 1, Biltmore

Hotel.
Hollywood, Nov. 3, 4, Hollywood-

Roosevelt Hotel. Long Beach, Nov 8, 9,

Hilton Hotel.
San Diego, Nov. 13, 14, U. S. Grant

Hotel.
San Antonio, Nov. 21, 22, The Gunter.
Houston, Nov. 26, 27, The Rice Hotel.
Fort Worth, Dec. 1, 2, Texas Hotel.
Showings are also being arranged in

Dallas, Oklahoma City and Tulsa.

Fred Young Reports Home
From ERPI in Singapore

Fred Young, for the last three years
manager of the ERPI office in Singa-
pore, British Malaya, returned to New
York a few weeks ago and has spent
the last few weeks outlining Far Eastern
business conditions to ERPI executives.
He has also visited factories of Western
Electric as well as those of manufac-
turers for whom ERPI distributes to
familiarize himself with new products.
Young's comments on conditions in the
Netherlands Indies, part of his territory,
are especially interesting.

Immediately after the German invasion
of Holland, business in the Dutch colo-

nies in the Far East seemed paralyzed,
but it was but a matter of days before
a complete readjustment was made and
today the motto seems to be "business
as usual." The chief relaxation from the
strain of the international situation.
Young says, seems to be the motion
pictures.

Agfa Announces Change
Agfa Ansco announced effective Aug-

ust 1 the following price reductions on
35mm. negative film superpan supreme,
ultra speed pan and finopan, from 4

cents per foot to SVz cents; infra red,

from 5 to 4V2 cents per foot; on positive

black and white nitrate, from $1 to 85
cents per hundred feet; black and white
safety, from $1.40 to $1.25 per hundred
feet.

HONOR RUDOLPH MATE
IN PHOTOGRAPHIC VOTE

RUDOLPH MATE, A.S.C., won the top photographic award in the Holly-
wood Reporter's poll for August releases. The picture was Walter
Wanger's "ForeigTi Correspondent." Alfred Hitchcock was given the

honors for his direction of the same picture, while the subject was named
the best picture of the month. Albert Basserman for his work in the same
picture was voted the best supporting actor. On the photographic award
Arthur Miller, A.S.C., was second for Twentieth Century-Fox's "Brigham
Young" and Hal Rosson, A.S.C., was third for MGM's "Boom Town."

John Lee Mahin was voted the best screen play on "Boom Town," while
MGM's "Dr. Kildare Goes Home" took the honors for the best general fea-
ture. Martha Scott in Columbia's "Howard's of Virginia" was voted the
best actress. Una O'Connor in Columbia's "He Stayed for Breakfast" was
declared the best supporting actress. Curt Bois for the same picture was
cited the best incident performer.

Dean Jagger was voted the best actor for his part in "Brigham
Young." Victor Young's musical score for Paramount's "Rhythm on the
River" was declared the best, while the theme song of the same picture also
was voted first.
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w HEN YOU BUY THEM StPARATElY

= $145.95

, ,„»IEM5 750W*TTt*MP P.OJECTO C.SI

'"Too «8 >5.45 m.50

I*

ffyi when you buy

them as a complete

outfit, the total cost is

exactly *137-50

IT'S PROBABLE that you'd acquire this

outfit, piece by piece, before very long.

Probable . . . and natural, for every movie
maker knows how really good every bit

of it is.

Now there's an added reason for getting

the whole business at once—a money-saving
price of $137.50 for all four.

Kodascope Model G is the new ruling favorite

among 16 mm. projectors. It's so easy to use, so

"professional" in its quiet efficiency. At its regu-

lar price of $100, without lens or lamp, it is an
excellent value. Under this combination offer, the

value is even higher.

Of the six lenses available for Model G, the

2-inch //1.6 is undoubtedly the favorite average-

use lens. It gives you a screen image 26" by 34"

at 15 feet, 42" by 56" at 25 feet.

And the 750-watt lamp is, of course, rich in

brilliance. You need never fear that your screened

movies will have that anemic, washed-out look;

they'll be full-bodied, vivid.

And the Projecto Case is a hit. It becomes a

three-legged projection stand, sturdy and thor-

oughly convenient. All closed up it is .simply a

handsome, compact carrying case, little larger

than the standard case.

Get all four . . . and save money.
Your Cine-Kodak dealer is authorized to ex-

tend this saving to his customers.

EASTMAN KODAK
COMPANY

ROCHESTER, N. Y.
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Photofloods
Mean Much

to the

Photo< ra
By CHARLES W. HERBERT,

A.S.C.

PRACTICALLY all industries have
started with some untried methods
and materials. Research and appli-

cation have brought about short cuts and
improvements of great value and con-

venience to the industry itself as well

as those whose labors actuate the in-

dustry.
Essential improvements have been the

result of a known need more often than
through accident. Probably no industry
has benefited more continually through
research than motion picture productions.

As film is the medium on which enor-
mous effort and expense is condensed,
early day improvements centered on raw
stock. F'irst a stock was needed that

gave a more pleasing and truer blending
of the tonal values of the subject. The
replacement of orthochromatic film by
panchromatic stock accomplished this in

one revolutionary step.

Then there was the need for an emul-
sion that would enable the making of
a duplicate negative with the same qual-
ity as the original. This need was para-
mount to prevent the entire loss of pro-
duction efforts through fires which des-
troyed the original negative as well as
a need to save wear and tear on the
original negative as hundreds of prints
were made from it. The now widely used
duplicating stock for lavender prints
solved this problem efficiently.

Background Projection Grows
Next came increasing demands for

a suitable method and raw stock for
background projection work, to save the
enormous expense of moving entire pro-
duction units to the far corners of the
earth on exterior locations.

Scene from Tobaccoland, U.S.A., from
March of Time, demonstrating advantage
of placing photofloods overhead. All

photos by Herbert.

Vast sets were and are still being built

in Hollywood, duplicating locations from
Tibet to the heart of Africa. Yet back-
ground negative has made it possible

for a camera crew with some doubles to

journey to distant places, make general
views and long shots in which the doubles
appear and also background shots with-
out the characters.
These background shots are developed

and printed, then projected on an enor-
mous screen in the studio while your
favorite actors fill in the dramatic fore-

ground action.

With the coming of sound and the
narrowing down of the field of operation
to sound-proofed areas inside studios,

the need for a faster film has increased.

This demand has been solved adequately
by all the major film stock producers
with their new fast emulsions.
Hand in hand with the development of

faster film emulsions has been the prog-
ress in interior lighting. Sound takes
made the old noisy Klieg lights obsolete

in one sweeping blow. Overnight, light-

ing had to be done with incandescent
bulbs.
The life, power and reflectors of these

bulbs have been consistently improved.
While the photo-flood bulb was originally

hailed as a boon to the amateur, it has
since become a valuable asset to pro-
ductions, commercials and newsreels.

Photofloods Change Much

Not long ago a newsreel man on
assignment to cover a personality, or
any small object that belonged inside,

moved his subject outside into daylight
or refused to make it. Now he can, in

a pinch, have a few photoflood bulbs in

his kit, remove the average house light-

ing bulbs, substitute his photofloods and
shoot.
Commercial production units assigned

to cover great industries with large floor

spaces where important processes took
place had to light the area with power-
ful spots. In most cases this was a co-

lossal job requiring a large crew, much
time and entailed great expense.

Usually the wiring from high power
lines and specially installed transformers
had to be put in at night while the fac-
tory was idle. Lighting was an impor-
tant item to figure in production costs
when bidding on the job and quite often
a commercial job was abandoned because
the expense was too high.
But now with the photoflood to rely

on, a commercial can be made in any fac-
tory room, no matter how large, as long
as it is already wired to give efficient

(Continued on Page U7U)
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Frame Your
Titles to Put Life

in Pictures
By BILL SEINEKE, JR.

PLEASED indeed is the amateur
cinematographer of whose work the
comment is made: "Weren't those

pictures good!" But the pleasure pos-
sesses added zest when he hears: "And
weren't the titles clever!"

Titles which elicit that kind of criti-

cism must be good, and usually are the
products of painstaking hard work and
ingenuity.

This man expects praise of his pic-

ture; he thoroughly deserves it. The
film has been made from a carefully
planned shooting script. Exposures have
been metered and weighed in the light of
his experienced judgment. The camera
angles are unique and diversified; they
violate no rules. He has edited it so
that no sequence is too long; from start
to finish it holds its spectators in eager
anticipation of reels to come.
AND the picture has been titled. An

appropriate, well made introductory title

is followed by substitles properly spaced,
economically and tastefully worded.

Titles Essential

Pictures are made to entertain, to

educate and to provoke thought. Most
amateurs aim at entertainment; a few
specialize in technological fields; infre-
quently one undertakes the presentation
of problems.
With any or all of these purposes in

mind, it may be emphatically declared
that titles are essential to the living
quality of any film. They are the voices
of silent movies. No picture can stand
alone upon its photographic merit as
long as its critics and judges are human
beings.
Because human being . . . you and I

. . . ask questions. According to the
journalism school's formula for a news
story, we ask them: Who, what, where,
when, how and why?

In the field of amateur cinematography,
only titles and subtitles can answer them.

Untitled films made by amateurs fall

into three categories:

1. The pictures he made when he
started out and others he considers too
poor to warrant titling.

2. Experimental films: begun with a
red-hot idea which has gone lukewarm.

3. Those he hasn't gotten around to

titling.

Pictures made with any purpose what-
soever deserve to be titled. Is there a
film in one of the three foregoing classes
which its maker shot absolutely aim-
lessly ?

Titles Supply Life

He may have been acquainting him-
self with his camera's mechanism at the

very outset. A lot of blank footage
sprinkled with flashes of light and dark-
ness is hardly included here.

This brief is for that part of every
cinematographer's library which, high
water having come and gone, is still un-
titled. It is for those innumerable
glimpses of rare scenic beauty recorded
by his camera in America's parks and
playgrounds; for the never to be recap-
tured candid peeks at family and friends

which lie, dusty, unidentified and un-
named on a closet shelf.

Time-stamped for oblivion, their very
inertia is a challenge to give them life

that only titles can supply.
It is well known that average folk like

to watch motion pictures in the same de-

gree that movicam hobbyists like to pro-

ject them. A reel or two of good pictures
nearly always evokes a cry for more
such.

This is where the average amateur
slips. There isn't more. Well, there is,

but it's old and untitled. Nevertheless,
he hauls out the old stuff and ruins what
would have been a pleasant evening.
He is too often guilty of boring his

friends with such films while he con-
ducts a Pete Smith type of running com-
mentary which he fancies is enormously
funny, amply explanatory to a group of
people unfamiliar with its subjects or
subject matter.

In Interest of Brevity

He attempts a job orally in a thousand
words which titles might have handled in

an even hundred, and more efficiently.

Actually, he has been traitorous to old
friends, the films which helped him to

become the skilled moviemaker he is.

There is no economy here.
Titles have an added value in that they

can improve the general quality of a
mediocre picture. The law of compensa-
tion was never better demonstrated than
in this respect. Even his rank begin-
nings can be titled and capitalized to
make screamingly funny film fare.

It is well to remember that imagina-
tion fills in conveniently for the indi-

vidual sitting and watching a picture. A
reel of the Grand Canyon of the Colorado,
perhaps made under adverse atmos-
pheric conditions and therefore not too
good from a critical standpoint, could
not fail to please the average film fan
were it preceded by a subtitle such as:

WHERE CORONADO SOUGHT
CIBOLA'S FABLED SEVEN CITIES.
This title conveys information, flatters

the spectators because it implies his
recognition of the Spanish explorer's
name, his acquaintance with the tale of
the Seven Cities of Cibola and their
fabulous wealth. And that willing im-
agination, leaping nimbly from here to
there, conjures up visions of a glamor-
ous bygone adventure. Through some
psychological alchemy, the film takes on
that glamor; he will always remember it.

Steve Cobb is not the name of the man
about whom you shall hear. That man
insists upon anonymity despite much
persuasion to the contrary, which is too
bad because he has accomplished a
praiseworthy coup in saving a film from
the wastebasket by means of titles and a
few added scenes.
For more than six years Steve Cobb

has made 8mm. movies. He occupies a
place among topnotch amateurs because
his work is original, demonstrates his

resourcefulness. At nearly all times,
some one of his pictures is in transit to

some part of the United States.
Vacationing at Balboa Beach in sunny

Southern California a year or so ago,
Steve one day meandered abroad an old

sailing vessel. With a companion he
made pictures of the craft. He experi-
mented with a recently acquired fog
filter and with night effects by stopping
down.
The creaking, musty ship stirred

Steve's imagination. What a background,
he reflected, as he shot something like

a hundred and fifty feet on black and
white film.

To Use for Stock Shots

Later, exhibiting his vacation pictures

to the writer, at a certain point Steve
said: "What you'll see next is just an
experiment. The old ship was a lulu!"

"What are you going to do with it?"

he was asked.
"Oh, I'll use it for stock shots," said

Steve.
A year later, the same question was

put to Steve, who promptly blushed.

"I figured I'd use it sometime," he

said.

"Shame to let that much film go to

waste," it was remarked.
About a month thereafter Steve sum-
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moned the writer. "Remember that foot-

age I shot on the Lottie Carson ?

"

"Yes."
"I've done something with it."

This is what Steve did and he shall

tell it.

"I decided first to make a scenario

picture, pure entertainment, of those

sequences.
"They were unrelated for story pur-

poses, but I figured titles could be made
to tell a portion of the story. The pic-

tures and imagination would do the rest.

"Much of the film was in low key
lighting. The fog and dusk effects lent

it a kind of spooky air. There were shots

of feet running fore and aft, the shots

Bob made of me apparently being washed
ashore, and those of the kids who char-

coaled their legs and executed an Indian

dance.
"Now stretch your imagination. This

is what I did with titles, a Max Factor
beard and Bob's three-year-old son."

The projector hummed; the following
appeared:

TELL ME A STORY

Title:

Interior Medium shot
Steve leaning on mantel, upon which
stands model of old sailing ship.

Above ship hangs portrait of bearded
sea captain (Steve in makeup). Steve
smokes pipe, gazes reminiscently at

picture.

Interior Medium shot
Steve sighs, sits in wing chair before
hearth, where fire blazes. He smokes,
stares at fire, up at picture and ship,

nods sleepily.

Lap dissolve to Int. med. shot
Old sea captain seated in wing chair,

smoking pipe, watching fire. Small
boy sits at his feet, looks up at him,
says

:

Title: Tell me a story, grandpa.

Closeup
Grandpa nods assent; small boy nestles

comfortably against his legs, listening.

Title: I was all dressed up in a land-

lubber's notion of a sailor's gear when
I went aboard.

The above title excused Steve's garb,
which, though nautical, was anachronistic
in that it represented a modern era; also,

it introduced several shots.

Title: I searched her from stem to

stern, but nary a soul did I see.

Many of the sequences made aboard
the Lottie Carson logically followed this

title. In others to follow Steve gave
the spectator a mere suggestion of what
was to come. He flavored his subtitles

with subtle innuendo and with them built

the fascinating tale of a ghost ship

manned by a spectral crew. All manner
of strange things happen.

Mysteriously, the ship gets under way.
The old captain recounts how he took
the helm in a heavy fog. Then he intro-

duces members of the ghostly crew, who
materialize and disappear at will. The
lad, in occasional flashes, hearkens in

openmouth awe as grandpa spins his

story.

Inevitable gaps in the chronology of

events were closed by means of subtitles.

Now a problem confronted Steve. In all

his experimental footage there was not
one single scene which could sensibly
have ended the film. So Steve did the
most natural thing: had the lad fall fast

asleep in the middle of the old man's
narrative.

Changes Mind

Steve frankly admits he should not
have made stock shots in the first place
without a more tangible idea of what he
would ultimately do with them. Still,

who is to say he did not acquire a kind
of picture he might otherwise have dis-

missed as unworthy of his efforts?

"Tell Me a Story" possesses a quaint,
nostalgic charm, gained by virtue of
titles written intelligibly in the ver-
nacular of the old sailing master. It is

an interesting fact that, though Steve
made a great many titles, no one view-
ing the film experiences the feeling that
there are too many.

Titles were introduced only where
they were needed, an economy second
only to Steve Cobb's feat in salvaging
what could easily have been relegated to

the shelf with the rest of the untitled
footage.

The pendulum can swing just as far in

the opposite direction; the tempo of a
picture too weighted with titles, or whose
titles are too wordy, will slow down to
a walk.

There is the instance of the man who
recorded his recent marriage and honey-
moon on film. Many of the titles he in-

cluded were literary gems, but the effect

JERRY L. DRAKE EDITH S. DRAKE

RITZ THEATRE
Bolivar, Missouri

September 9, 1940

American Cinematographer,
Hollywood, Calif.

Please find my check for $2.50,

for which enter my subscription to

American Cinematographer for one
year.

I have just purchased a Bell &
Howell 70DA, with three lenses

and accessories, and expect to use
this outfit for making local news
reels for my theatre.

It can he done, but it will take
tvork.

I think your magazine a swell

one. More power to John Arnold.

Sincerely yours,

JERRY L. DRAKE,
Ritz Theatre.

of these was spoiled by the florid verbiage
of others which savored of too many ad-

jectives. One excess is as much to be
avoided as another, and extravagence in

this respect should be curbed.

Problems Intrigue

Titling is fun. It can be simple or
elaborate. Matching title backgrounds
and lettering to the subject matter of

films presents intriguing problems which
can be worked out refreshingly.

Hand-painted, watercolor backgrounds
in a simple motif seem appropriate to

Kodachrome pictures of vacations,
though there are dozens of other applica-
ble mediums. A historical documentary
film, say of the scenerio type, might well
call for parchment or monk's cloth back-
grounds with stylized lettering.

Some cinematographers—Steve Cobb
is one—have small printing outfits with
several different type faces to provide
variety.

Others rely on pure ingenuity and in-

ventiveness. One man uses alphabet soup
letters, which can be purchased cheaply.
Another buys wood blockletters at the
five-and-ten, does interesting things with
lighting. Still another uses thin ply-
wood for backgrounds and burns his
titles with an electric stylus.

Thousands of mediums are available to
the enterprising amateur, many of them
comparatively inexpensive. He can make
titles that assemble themselves, titles

that dance . . . here in fact is a field com-
pletely without restrictions, a common
meeting ground for technical skill and
artistic ability.

When Unnecessary

When a picture tells a fact plainly, a
title is not necessary. Excluding main
titles, a title never should be used unless
it helps the picture to move forward, as
with dialog in short stories. And by the
way, the use of dialog in titles is recom-
mended here, since it can impart a per-
sonalized flavor to the film which third
person narration cannot.

Devices to supplant actual titles as
such are numerous. Entrances to our
national parks are usually marked by
large plaques, sometimes monuments.
A few frames of one of these renders
the manufacture of a title unnecessary.

In some scenario pictures, short sub-
jects dealing with few characters and
having unity of plot, ideas can be trans-
lated successfully to spectators by means
of pantomime and stereotyped character
delineation. But makers of and partici-
pants in such films should be amateur-
ishly expert!

"What" and "where" are by far the
most important facts to be announced by
titles. The cinematographer who re-
spects his own ability to get good camera
angles and right exposures as a rule
titles the best of his work. But some-
where, tucked away in a corner, is that
reel or two of untitled film . . . dead
stuff.

Only titles can give them life.
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PHOTOGRAPHY BY INFRARED
By DR, WALTER CLARK,

Eastman Kodak Company, Rochester, N. Y.

Talk delivered by Dr. Walter Clark, Jxdy 11, 19U0, during the General Electric Science
Forum Program, from Schenectady, N. Y., over Stations

WGY, WGEA and WGEO.

DURING the past few years the

infrared has been endowed by the

imaginative press with the most
extraordinary properties, and very fan-

tastic claims have been made for infra-

red photography. It has been stated,

for instance, that by using infrared cam-
eras it is possible to navigate ships

through dense fogs, to detect icebergs

and other vessels at a considerable dis-

tance, to land airplanes when the land-

ing field is shrouded in fog, and so on.

These and many other properties which
have been claimed for it are quite impos-

sible of achievement. It is a fact, how-
ever, that, stripped of magic, infrared

photography has proved to be a most
useful instrument in the hands of

scientists, technologists, criminologists

and the general photographer.

If it is realized that it differs in no
way from ordinary photography except

that it utilizes rays which cannot be seen,

it will be possible to apply it usefully

and realize its limitations. The infrared

is identical with light in all respects

except one, and that is that its waves
are longer than the waves of light.

They are, in fact, so long that they

do not affect the eye, and they cannot
therefore be seen. They are similar to

heat, which cannot be seen, but which
can be detected by other means.

Infrared Not New
In the case of normal panchromatic

films and plates the response to green
and red light, to which they do not
naturally react, is insured by incorporat-

ing special dyes during manufacture.
Similarly, other dyes are known which
make them record the invisible infrared.

Infrared photography has been knovsm

since the closing years of the last cen-

tury, but it is only in the past ten years

that it has been possible to make infra-

red pictures with the ease of ordinary

photographs, and it is this fact which has
resulted in pictures being made the im-
portance of which has been magnified and
distorted to such an extent that the real

value has frequently been overlooked.

Infrared photographs can be made in

any camera suited for taking normal pic-

tures, and plates, roll films, miniature
camera films and cut sheet films are

made to fit all types of camera. The
same lenses are used, the same devel-

oping and fixing baths, and the same
procedure.
Very important is the fact that the

sources of light used for ordinary pic-

turemaking, the sun and studio electric

lamps, are the best sources of the infra-
red. It is merely necessary to use a
filter over the lens of the camera to cut
out the visible light and confine the
exposure to the infrared.

The best filters for this purpose are
the deep red ones which are commonly
used with panchromatic films to pro-
duce dark skies and striking contrasts.

Brings Out Distant Hills

For the general photographer, the
greatest interest in infrared photography
probably lies in its ability to penetrate
haze and show up the details of distant
objects which may be invisible because
of the veiling influence of the atmos-
phere. Distant hills, for instance, which
may be quite invisible, can frequently
be rendered very clearly in an infrared
photograph.
The most outstanding picture of this

kind was made some years ago by Major
Stevens of the Army Air Corps, in which
Mount Shasta was shown at a distance
of over three hundred and thirty miles.

This haze penetration is of much value
in aerial photography, for survey pur-
poses and in war time for reconnais-
sance work.

Infrared landscape pictures have very
distinctive and rather weird character-
istics. The leaves of trees and the grass
appear white as if covered with snow,
the shadows are very black, the sky
is black and the clouds stand out in

marked contrast.
They look as if they were made by

moonlight, and, in fact, infrared pic-

tures made in sunlight are frequently
used by the motion picture industry to

imitate moonlight effects. In making

Eastman Has New 2.7 Lens
Providing great depth of field and a

wide angle of view, a new 9mm. f/2.7

Kodak Anastigmat accessory lens for the
magazine Cine-Kodak eight is announced
from Rochester by Eastman.

The 9mm. lens requires no separate
adapter. At the f/2.7 opening, the depth
of field extends from 4 feet to infinity;

at f/8, 2 feet to infinity; at f/22, 1 foot

to infinity. Other openings yield inter-

mediate depths, the full series being
f/22, 16, 11, 8, f.6, 4 and 2.7. Owing to

the great depth of field, focusing is un-
necessary and no focusing movement is

provided.

photographs of this kind, no clouds
should be in the sky, for the clouds
generally associated with sunny summer
days do not appear at night-time.

Won't Penetrate Fog

It is important to realize that, al-

though the infrared will get through
haze, it will not penetrate fog. The rea-
son for this lies in the sizes of the parti-

cles which go to make up fog and haze.
If they are extremely small, as they are
in summer haze, they can be penetrated,
but if they are large, as with the drop-
lets of water which produce fog, they
can not.

The snowlike appearance of leaves and
grass is caused by the ability of infra-

red rays to pass through the chlorophyll
which produces the normal green color,

so that they can be reflected back by
the tissues of the leaves and give them
the appearance of being white. This has
been put to a number of very useful
applications.

For instance, if there is a disease in

a plant which produces some change in

the tissues of the leaves, it can often
be shown in infrared pictures.

Different types of normal leaf behave
differently, and in particular the soft-

wood trees appear darker than the hard-
woods by infrared, so that photographs
made from the air over forest regions
show the distribution of different types
of timber, and enable surveys to be
made much more quickly and economical-
ly than by the ordinary methods of

counting trees.

In war time, this characteristic of

foliage is put to good use, because it is

possible to distinguish camouflage from
natural vegetation. No green paints,

such as must be used in camouflage to

imitate leaves, are as transparent in the

infrared as natural chlorophyll.

The black skies and harsh shadows
typical of infrared shots can be used to

produce very effective architectural pho-

tographs, and many other applications

depending on these striking effects will

suggest themselves to the imaginative
photographer.

Since the infrared cannot be seen, it

is rarely possible to tell how a subject

will photograph by it without actually

making an exposure. For instance, many
black dyes used for coloring cloth dis-

appear in an infrared picture, and a

black suit may turn out as if it were
white.

(Continued on Page 478)
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LIGHTINO
EXPERTS

BESIDE the camera and behind the lens,

lighting experts work in perfect agree-

ment. Cameramen depend implicitly on

the ability of Eastman negative films to

bring out the best in every scene. The

beauty of modern productions is striking

evidence of the success of this partnership.

Eastman Kodak Company, Rochester, N. Y.

J. E. BRULATOUR, INC., Distributors

Fort Lee Chicago Hollywood

PLIJS-X SUPER-XX
for general studio use when little light is available

BACKGROrXD-X
for backgrounds and general exterior worh

EASTMAN NEGATIVE FILMS
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BILL WADE DISCUSSES
ARTIFICIAL LIGHTING

By William Wade
Gene7-(d Electric Comjxmi), L(imp Department,

(also president Loh Angeles 8mm. Club)

Before the Southern California Projectionists Amateur Camera Club.

THE subject of artificial light

sources for photography, whether
amateur or professional, is an in-

teresting one and a study all in itself.

Regardless of the application. General
Electric Company has a lamp for every
need—from the actual taking of the pic-

ture through processing to printing or
projection, and this applies both to mov-
ies and stills, as the case may be.

First, let's consider the lamps for tak-
ing pictures. We can put these lamps in

two general groups, photoflash and pho-
toflood. The photoflash lamps burn only
a fraction of a second, but with an ex-
tremely high light output; photoflood
lamps also produce a great amount of
light, but their life is several hours.
Now to break down these groups into

their individual items.

Many Varieties

Photoflash lamps are not all alike, even
though they may, to the human eye, ap-
pear alike when flashed. They can be
divided into two general classes, wire-
filled and foil-filled, but each is made
in a variety of sizes and with widely
different characteristics.

However, there is one characteristic

common to all General Electric flash

lamps. With the exception of the No.
75 (manufactured for open-shutter use
only) , the peak of the .flash of all lamps
is .020 seconds after electrical contact,
which means that when your synchro-
nizer is adjusted for any one lamp in

the GE line you may use any other lamp
in the line without fear of it being out
of "sink." This gives the photographer
the greatest latitude possible in the use
of his light sources.

Let's take them by type and see what
each one is used for. The press pho-
tographers were the first ones to use
photoflash lamps, so the concentration
toward perfection were lamps for their
use. They required a lamp which emitted
a great amount of light—a high, sharp
peak, one of uniform intensity and exact
timing. Foil type lamps were the answer.

Synchronization Right

Several lamps were produced along
the way progressing to the present lamp,
which is the Synchro-Press No. 21. This
lamp has a peak light output of four
and a half million lumens, the most of
the effective light being generated for
a period of only 1/200 of a second. It

is absolutely essential that the synchro-
nization of the camera and gun be per-

fect to insure best results.

The peak of this lamp is sharp enough
to stop reasonably fast action even when
taken "open-shutter." A smaller lamp
with the exact light curve as the No. 21
is the Synchro-Press No. 11-A; it has
slightly more than half the light output
of the No. 21 and is somewhat lower in

price.

With the increasing popularity of color,

and its attendant problem of color tem-
perature of the light source, the No.
21-B, exactly the same lamp basically as
the No. 21 was developed. Its blue filter

coating, the dye for which was developed
by Eastman Kodak Company to exactly
correct the light to match Daylight
Kodachrome, enables one to mix daylight
and flash light. This is particularly
useful to lighten foreground shadows,
to give greater detail, to model the sub-
ject, and to put sparkle and life into

what otherwise might be a dull picture.

The old stand-by, the Photoflash Lamp
No. 75, with a peak light output of ten
million lumens, is not made for syn-
chronization. It peaks at .038 seconds,
is foil-filled to obtain maximum light

output and is intended for "open-shutter"
work. It will cover large areas and with
this in mind it is ideal for commercial,
press and color work. It's a 100 to 1 that
the last banquet you attended was photo-
graphed with No. 75s.

With the growth of photography bring-
ing it to be our foremost hobby, lamps
were required for the amateur—lamps
which would give him a greater latitude

in synchronization, and allowing foi;

variation in adjustment. We had to

recognize the fact that he didn't have
the facilities to check exact synchroni-
zation.

Like Shatterproof Windshields
In addition, plus features were provid-

ed—a quick-break filament, low-battery
drain and maximum protection for the
subject being photographed, the latter

being accomplished by coating the bulb
inside and out with a tough, resilient

lacquer.
This prevents the glass from shatter-

ing, and gives the same kind of protec-

tion provided by the modern shatter-

proof v/indshields in your car. (All Gen-
eral Electric flash bulbs are now built

Base

Photoflood No. 1 Medium
Photoflood No. 2 Medium
Photoflood No. 4 Mogul

with this coating.) So the Synchro-Pr<;.s.s

No. 7 and No. 16-A were introduced.
These are wire-filled lamps with a

wide peak and yet producing light meas-
ured in the millions of lumens. They are
low-cost lamps with a wide variety of
uses, even to use with focal-plane shut-

ters on .some miniature cameras.

Needless to say, a sharp peak lamp
could not be used with a focal-plane
ter. The only thing to do then was to

make a lamp especially for focal-plane
shutters. The No. 30 and 31 are the

lamps for this purpose.

When you stop to think that a focal-

plane curtain at an exposure of 1/1000
of a second takes 32/1000 or about
1/30 of a second to cross the negative

area of a 4 by 5 camera, then even with
a wide-peak lamp, the maximum part of

the flash is used. With the focal-plane

lamps you have a flat peak of 1/20 of

a second, so you are sure of having the

entire negative more evenly lighted.

Most Versatile

The newest lamp in the line, and the

cheapest, the "Mighty Midget" Synchro-
Press No. 5, is the most versatile of all.

This walnut-sized flash bulb is good for

80 percent of all flash pictures when
proper reflector equipment is used. It

has a peak of one million lumens, the

bayonet base allows quick changes of

lamps with no burned fingers, and its

midget size enables two dozen to go

into a coat pocket of ordinary size.

When it was introduced, we claimed

that pictures could be taken, adequately

lighted, at a distance of 150 feet. Of
course, this was disbelieved, but now the

scoffers have proved to themselves that

it is true and more. It is now a flash

lamp dear to the heart of everyone who
has used it.

For the constant light necessary for

movies and also in certain kinds of still

pictures, the Photoflood type of lamp
gives a wealth of actinic light. There

are three sizes of photofloods, and a

table comparing them is given below:

In addition to the above, there is the

R-2 Reflector Photoflood, matching in

electrical characteristics the No. 2

Photoflood, but with a built-in reflector.

It gives a 60 degree beam, it is com-

pact, easily handled and it means at all

times that you have good, clean reflector

equipment.

Straight or Mixed

For use with Daylight Kodachrome, a

special line of Blue Photofloods, exactly

the same as the Nos. 1, 2, and 4 above,

are available, the only difference being

the glass is blue instead of the conven-

tional inside frost. These can be used

alone or mixed with Daylight.

Amperage Lumen
Life Consumption Output

3hrs. 2.17 8,650

6 hrs. 4.34 17,000

lOhrs. 8.7 33.500
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There is also a line of various sized

lamps rated at 3200 degrees Kelvin for

use with Eastman's Type B Kodachrome
only.

Of course there is a multitude of

lamps in various sizes up to ten kilo-

watts consumption for general studio use,

some for "spots", some for "floods" and
others for many other applications.

The white opal glass enlarger lamps
are offered in a variety of sizes from
50 to 500 watts and several different

bulb sizes. The opal glass gives good
diffusion, eliminating "hot spots," and
generates a white light, more effective

on photographic paper. The identifying
etching on all of these lamps is on the
neck of the bulb, thereby casting no
image on the work.
Projection lamps are manufactured

normally in sizes ranging from 50 to

2000 watts. Maximum light is emitted
by all lamps in the line.

Lamps Perfected
Bulb-blackening has been reduced to

a minimum. These lamps have been per-
fected to such a high degree that as an
added feature, in the middle range of

THE members of the Southern
California Projectionists Amateur
Camera Club were treated to a

pleasant surprise in September in the
shape of a Ifimm. sound film put out by
the General Electric Company on the new
type flash bulb. This film I would recom-
mend to any camera club, be they ama-
teur or professional. There are things
shown in the high speed motion picture
film that the eye could not possibly
record. William Wade, for G. E., demon-
strated a large lamp equipment in most
interesting manner.

The assignment for this month's con-
test was a tough one, "Nudes." Some
of you readers may smile when you read
about the tough part, but if you have
ever tried successfully to photograph an
undraped figure you won't laugh. I know
because I have tried. It was the hardest
four hour's work I have ever put in just
to get four negatives. Some photog-
raphers may hook up the old flash gun,
put in a flash bulb and have at it. But
I will say that to get results one must
work for it.

First of all, you must have a pretty
definite idea as to the type portrait you
want. Then you will want to know
whether your lighting will be on the
exotic trend or of the high key type.
Some models seem to respond to high
key lighting, while others seem to do
much better with low key or dramatic
lighting. I tried both with my model, and
as a result received second award on the
high key lighting and honorable men-

wattages, a black ceramic coating has
been provided on the end of the bulb to

eliminate the necessity for the metal
caps used in the past.

The heart of the sound projector is

the exciter lamp, and many styles and
sizes have been developed for use in the
various equipments.

New light sources are constantly be-
ing introduced. The water-cooled capil-

lary mercury lamp, smaller in size than
a cigarette, but having an intensity equal
to l/5th of the surface brightness of

the sun, is valuable in photo engraving.
Fluorescent light is gaining in favor as a
photographic light source, being glareless
and cool to the subject. Tomorrow

—

who knows what?
As perfection is gained and costs are

lowered, the saving is passed on to the
consumer. Prices are constantly being
lowered and efficiencies being stepped up.
This means a twofold saving to the con-
sumer — variety, versatility and econ-
omy are the watchwords of the General
Electric Co., so synonomously, when you
think of "artificial light source," think
of "G.E."

tion on the low key, or as I put it, exotic
lighting.

The winners were definitely on the
high key side this time. Ed McQuoid's
"Ariena" won first award in the finalists'

class. Ed's story of the lighting of his

model. Miss Ceder, will convince you
that the high key lighting was the only
one to use, although I tried low key
lighting with fair success and will for
no reason at all put up a pretty good
argument on the subject.

This man Leo Moore certainly went to

town, winning first, second, honorable
mention and popular award in Class A.
He shows the handiwork of a master.

This is in no way a statement to start an
argument. Although in this instance I

cannot agree with the judge, personally
I think his "Show Girl" should have re-

ceived the first prize, but then Mr. Hall,

the Judge, is only one of Hollywood's
better photographers, having a very fine

studio at 532 North La Brea and I—well,

I am still hoping to get the elusive first

award, but, thank God, this is America,
and we can disagree with any one we
wish and still live to argue about it.

Porter Studley received third award in

Class A for a photograph that is as ex-
ceptionally fine as is Porter himself. This
member has only turned in two photo-
graphs this year, but both of them have
showTi the individuality of a man that
insists upon bringing in a print that he
is satisfied with, no matter what the cost
in standing or the opinions of others.

If the reader has the time to go to the

Los Angeles Camera Exchange, at 1037
South Olive street, in downtown Los An-
geles, and view the works of this camera
club on exhibition there, you will see in

Porter Studley's print the qualities of a
photographer that will only be satisfied

with a print that to him is different.

Thing of Beauty

Again Paul Neuerburg wins first award
in Class B. This is getting to be a habit,

but when a member turns in such prints
as Paul has turned in this year, he de-
serves any reward that can be given to

him. His "Girl and Pool" is a thing of
beauty. The composition and the work
done after the shot was made is the fine

part of this print. Had the background
been a trifle lighter, it would have de-
tracted from the model in the foreground,
although it would have enhanced the pic-

ture as a whole.
The posing of this model shows a lot

of study. Just a different angle any-
where and the picture would be lost. Paul
tried it and the other print was passed
up, although the workmanship was just
as good on both prints.

At last I finally crashed in the win-
ning class, my print "Figure Study"
winning second award and my "Exotique"
winning honorable mention. Paul Neuer-
burg received third award with his

"Sunbather" and Duane Adams received
popular award for his "Silhouette," which
was a very fine piece of work, yet on the
very dramatic side. His handling of this

model was fine.

Strong Judging Committee
We have one more contest before the

great final Salon, where we will select

the best picture of the year. This will

be selected by a group of the finest

photographers in and around Los An-
geles. The judges will be Mr. Nickalous
of MGM studio, head of the laboratory
and one of the world's best known
authorities on all phases of photography;
Ernest Bachrach of RKO studio, who for
the past years and at present is one of
the topnotch portrait photographers with
a worldwide reputation; Al Schaefer of
Columbia studios, whose technique in

photography is the envy of lighting ex-
perts; Ray Jones of Universal studio, the
man who is credited with the year's best
speed and action shots. Ray's work at
Universal has brought him to the top in

his line of photography.
To make the fifth man on the commit-

tee we have selected Laurence Kronquist,
head of the Douglas Aircraft art depart-
ment and one of the finest aerial and ex-
terior photographers on the west coast.
This is the group of judges who will de-
cide the final contest for the best picture
of the year of our camera club. This
contest will be held in November.
The October meeting of our club will

me held the first Thursday, the 3d, at
Local No. 150's headquarters, 1489 West
Washington boulevard, at 10:30 A.M.
The subject will be landscapes, and judg-
ing from the number of members who
have taken vacations recently we will

have a large number of fine prints.

PROJECTIONISTS CHOOSE
NUDES FOR THEIR SALON

By PAUL R. KRAMER
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PENCER LENS EXTENDS
FOR NATIONAL DEFENSE

THE enlargements or expansion
being undertaken by the Spencer
Lens Company of Buffalo supplies

the best possible illustration of the de-
mands being made upon the source of
supply for optical instruments and parts
by the National Defense authorities. A
little over a year ago the Spencer Com-
pany erected a building covering a plot

approximately 100,000 feet, believing it

would be adequate to last a long time. A
contract has been let for additional build-

ings.

"One unit of approximately the same
size as the present mechanical parts
plant, completed a year ago, will house
certain prism and lens manufacture,"
says President B. H. Witherspoon. "A
connecting unit two and three stories

high will be utilized for the assembly of
special contract work. A third unit will

provide expansion for the mechanical
parts operations.

"The new buildings will be of the same
general type of construction as the unit
completed last year, and will involve the
latest developments in heating, lighting,

plant layout, flexibility for expansion and
changes, and working conditions and
facilities contributing to the welfare of
our employees. Approximately 130,000
square feet of additional floor space will

become available through this new con-
struction.

"Orders for machinery and equipment
have been placed, and it is planned to
have the new unit in operation not later
than February 1, 1941.

"Approximately one million and a
quarter dollars will be expended in carry-
ing through our current program. The
growing demand by educational institu-

tions and industry for the regular prod-
ucts of the company, such as microscopes,
microtomes, projectors and other scien-

tific optical instruments has taxed our
production facilities in spite of our ex-
pansion last year. The new demands
upon the optical industry, as one of the
key factors in the defense program,
necessitate our promptly putting our-
selves in position to meet the require-
ments of the present national situation."

Techniprocess Corporation
Tries Out Its 16mm. Film

The Techniprocess and Special Effects
Corporation of Hollywood has recently
demonstrated its first product of 16mm.
slot machine pictures and songs. The
product was shown in a box about 6

feet in height, 3 feet wide and 2% feet
deep. The boxes may vary in size from
5 to 7 feet, according to the individual
manufacturer's design. The product is

designed for distribution in public places
and to be shown to one person or forty.
The number is limited only by the size

of the screen, which may be as large as
3 by 4 feet.

As shown at the demonstration the
program was in five pictures, each of
three minutes' running. When the pic-

tures are released the customer will be
able to nominate which one of five he pre-
fers to patronize and will be able to place
his coin accordingly. It is designed
eventually to have the device accessible
to homes.
Mario Castegnaro is the producer,

with John Seitz, A.S.C., and Ralph Ham-
meras associate producers. Associate
directors are Wallace Milan and Jack
Murray. Edwin Hammeras, A.S.C.,
handles the photographic end and the
special lyrics and music are taken care
of by Philip Horton.
The pictures are shot first in 35mm.

and then reduced to 16mm.

The Eggert Road Plant of Spencer Len.
Company as it will appear when the
three new additions are completed early

in 191,1.

Academy Calls for Gifts to

Rapidly Growing Library,
During the past few years so many

individuals voluntarily have contributed
valuable documents, periodicals, photo-
graphs and other data to the library of

the Academy of Motion Picture Arts
and Sciences that now the Academy is

extending an invitation to the general
public to contribute historical material to

this institution.

Only recently Richard Barthelmess
gave the Library his scrapbook collection

covering a period of twenty years of

acting. Many players, writers and direc-

tors are contributing valuable historical

items.
At present the Academy library ranks

among the four most complete specialized

collections in this country of historical

and reference material on motion pic-

tures. In the collection are 1969 books,

including selected scripts; 628 bound
volumes of trade magazines; 7000 un-

bound issues of magazines and trade

,

papers; 2000 issues of foreign magazines

j

from many countries, and some 15,000
j

pamphlets and clipping folders, totaling'

about 26,000 items, with more being

added daily. Anyone desiring to contrib-

ute documents or other items to this

rapidly growing collection is requested to

write to the Academy in Hollywood.

Photo Markets
The Ninth Edition of Photo Mar-

kets—What to Shoot, Where to Sell It,

has recently been issued. The book,

which is 136 pages, compactly printed,

contains 2000 complete pictorial photo-

graphic markets. It was issued from
its new home at Hanover, Penn. The
market, in groups, is listed in the firsi

half of the book, and then come trade

and profession papers. About every

conceivable branch of their divisions is

listed.
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COUNT DE SAKHNOFFSKY
TALKS ON STREAMLINE:

COUNT Alexis De Sakhnoffsky, pio-

neer and leading exponent of the
art of streamlining in industry,

late in September made his first presen-
tation of several startling "streamlined
ideas" before the American film industry.

The industrial artist-engineer spoke
before a special meeting of the Los
Angeles group of the Society of Motion
Picture Engineers September 23, in the
sound department meeting room at Met-
ro-Goldwyn-Mayer studios in Culver
City.

Titling his address "The Creation of
Obsolescense," the count spoke in clipped,

precise language to present his ideas on
the controversial subject of bringing art
and engineering into a more solidly

welded, smoothly working companion-
ship in the American Motion Picture
industry.

"I believe that 'creators of obsoles-
cense' the name that suits an artist-

engineer best," the count told the assem-
bled engineers, "because in a great many
cases we are called in to change the
appearance of a product which has
reached perfection in its function, but
needs a new dress to stimulate sales."

Count Sakhnoffsky applied his theories
to the motion picture industry as an
engineer with the statement:

"In your own industry practically
every picture is obsolete as soon as it is

released to the public. Going further,"
he pointed out, "we notice that even
types of pictures or characters will be-
come obsolete after a certain run.

Pictures Age Rapidly

"Going still further, we note that even
trends become gradually obsolete. But
the difference between your industry and
the others is that the motion picture in-

dustry generally tries to fight obsoles-
cence, while the others create an artificial

obsolescence to stimulate their sales."

Explaining the many practical appli-
cations of streamline engineering in

creating "greater facility in operation by
human hand, greater eye appeal and
greater stimulation of imagination,"
Count Sakhnoffsky told the engineers
that "the possibilities in the field of
motion picture equipment for effective
streamline engineering have not even
been scratched."
Another field into which the speaker

predicted the motion picture industry
would soon be completely and success-
fully emerged is the "scientific use of
color."

Innovations in Color

"The use of color has become such a
highly specialized science that a num-
ber of men have devoted all of their
time to consult manufacturers in the
proper use of color to obtain definite
results without gTiessing.

"During the years of my work for
Esquire Magazine I have developed many
an innovation in color," the count ex-
plained. "Such, for instance, was the
'International' use of color. By that I

raean the identification of certain com-
monly used things without having to

resort to inscriptions in any one lan-
guage.
"An example was a design for a

bathroom in which the hot and cold
water taps were identified by blue and
red knobs (blue for cold; red for hot)
which did not require anything further.
"Within a few months after my

sketches were published, one of the lead-
ing international air lines asked us for
permission to use the idea in all of
their large transport planes which flew
between countries in which a diversity
of languages was used.

"Permission granted the airlines made
the two colors and their significance an
'international' grouping in their planes
and in the rooms of their airport build-
ings and waiting rooms. The use has,
over a period of three years, spread to
various other public buildings within
the various countries."

Forecasting that the ever-increasing
use of color in motion pictures will force
the industry to become acutely color
conscious on a scientific basis, the count
pointed out that there are "cycles and
trends in color just as there are in fash-
ions or world events," and stated that
these cycles can be accurately anticipated
as much as a year in advance.

Revolutionary Changes

The science of color usage is develop-
ing more rapidly today than at any
other time in past history, he said, and as
industi-y learns and uses its knowledge
of color it becomes a familiar and com-
monplace thing to the general public.

"This means much to the motion
picture industry, for it will necessitate
the industry's conducting research to

such a point that today's use of a color
in a film will fill tomorrow's needs and
coincide with tomorrow's trends."

In closing, the count predicted that
within the next two years the motion
picture industry would find a "new
efficiency and practical speed in the sim-
plifying and streamlining of present
equipments and methods" that would
"with startling new uses of colors" be
a most welcome "though revolutionary
change in the present procedure of mak-
ing motion pictures."

Sakhnoffsky delivered his address be-
fore the motion picture engineers after
several weeks spent in Hollywood on
a tour of major motion picture studios.

He has during the past month closely
inspected the equipment and operation
methods of almost every technical depart-
ment in a modern motion picture studio.

WILL HE STREAMLINE HOLLY-
WOOD?—The Count Alexis De Sakhn-
offsky, pioneer and leading exponent of
streamline design in industry, is shown
here as he lunched recently at the Holly-
wood Broivn Derby with members of the
Society of Motion Picture Engineers.
The Count, a naturalized American citi-

zen, is internationally known as an in-
dustrial artist-engineer.

Audio-Visual Educational
Conference Set for Nov. 14

For the fourth consecutive year, the
Southern Conference on Audio-Visual
Education will hold its regular annual
meeting at the Biltmore Hotel in Atlanta,
Thursday, Friday and Saturday, Novem-
ber 14, 15 and 16.

The meetings of the Southern Confer-
ence always have attracted large num-
bers of county and city superintendents,
principals, and teachers, as well as col-

lege instructors, from more than a dozen
states in that part of the countiy, actual
registration indicating attendance of
from 800 to 1000 persons interested in
the use of modem media of instruction
in classi'oom and laboratory. No registra-
tion fee of any kind is charged for at-
tendance at the conference.

Last year, for the first time, one entire
afternoon was devoted to open forum and
panel discussions and clinics on various
subjects in the field of audio-visual edu-
cation. So well attended and so interest-

ing and profitable were these special
group studies and inforinal discussions
that in preparing the program for the
approaching annual meeting of the
Southern Conference it is planned to
broaden and enrich the discussions and
clinics on various topics in the field of
audio-visual education.
Programs of the conference will shortly

be mailed to those who manifest an in-

terest in the Conference. Requests for
copies of the program, and for any
other information about the Southern
Conference on Audio-Visual Education,
should be addressed to the Conference
office at 223 Walton Street, N.W., Atlan-
ta, Georgia.
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TYPE T-5
(2000-5000-watt)

:

Gives three times intensity
of old-style "24's".
Your "24's" can be con-
verted to Type T-5s.

TYPE 19 SENIOR
(5000- watt) :

Instant foousingdevice (pat-
ented).
"Leak-proof" Fresnel-type
lens. Approved for Tech-
nicolor— Kodachrome.

TYPE 14 JUNIOR
(1000-2000-watt)

:

Instant foousingdevice (pat-
ented).
"Leak-proof" Frcsnel-typo
lens. Approved for Tech-
nicolor—Kodachrome.

LIGHTS from Hollywood
For Better Motion Pictures . . . The World Over

• Photographically, Optically Correct
• Heat Resisting and Leak Proof Lenses
• Whiter Lenses—Instant Focusing Devices
All Exclusive Bardwell & McAlister Features

100 Wall lo 5000 Walt Lifihls Availablf: for Imnu'diate Delivery
Bardwell & McAlister incandescent lights lead the field for every nnotion picture lighting
need. Engineered and manufactured to the thousandth degree of accuracy, they are
universally recognized as the finest lighting equipnnent available. This precision accuracy,
designing, engineering and manufacturing supremacy means: better pictures, saving of
time, no costly retakes, more light at less cost, less weight to carry, less heating problems,
longer hours of use per globe—lifetime service—for Bardwell & McAlister lights are
made to the exacting requirements of the world's outstanding motion picture producers
and photographers. Furthermore B & M lights include all the latest developments in

photographic and film technique because their engineers are in intimate touch with motion
picture studios, film manufacturers and outstanding lighting research engineers. This means
when you use B & M Equipment you enjoy all the benefits of the most efficient lights for

your every photographic need.

Write For Full Information About any Lif;htinf; Problem
Just tell us your lighting problem, what B & M Equipment you are interested in and we
will give you all the advice at our command. Please mention your photographic or studio

BARDWELL & McALISTER, INC.
MOTION PICTURE ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT

7636 SANTA MONICA BLVD. HOLLYWOOD, CALIFORNIA
Foreign Represenfatives of Bardv^ell & McAlister

PHOTO CINE STUDIO AGENCIES, LTD. GRUN BROS.
Bombay, India Cairo and Alexandria, Egypt

BABY KEG. LITE
(300-750-watt)

:

Ijistant foousingdevice (pat-
ented).
"Leak-proof" Fretnel-type
lens. Approved for Tech-
nicolor— Kodachrome.

FOCO SPOT
ATTACHMENT:

Optical attachment for
Baby Keg- Lite. Provides
sharp or soft-edged circlet
or rectangular shapes. Pro-
jects backgrounds.

DINKY INKIE
(100-150-watt);

S'/i" diameter: 7" tall: wt.
2V, lbs. When space is

small and lighting Impor-
tant—use a "DINKY".

ENGINEERS CONVENE IN
HOLLYWOOD IN OCTOBER

THE 1940 Fall convention of the
Society of Motion Picture Engi-
neers will be held at the Holly-

wood Hotel in Hollywood from October
21 to 25 inclusive. As usual W. C. Kunz-
man of Cleveland is the convention vice

president, and as usual the convention
will be assured of competent arrange-
ments. His fellow-conspirators are C. W.
Handley, J. Frank Jr., Sylvan Harris
and Walter R. Greene.
The officers and committees in charge

are E. A. Williford, president; Nathan
Levinson, executive vice president; W. C.

Kunzmann, convention vice president;
J. I. Crabtree, editorial vice president;
Loren L. Ryder, chairman, Pacific Coast
Section; H. G. Tasker, chairman, local

arrangements committee.
Pacific Coast Papers Committee—C.

R. Sawyer, chairman; L. A. Aicholtz,
O. O. Ceccarini, F. M. Falge, C. Faulk-
ner, C. N. Batsel, W. A. Mueller, J.

Stewart, H. G. Tasker.
Reception and Local Arrangements

—

H. G. Trasker, chairman; Nathan Levin-
son, K- F. Morgan, Peter Mole, A. M.
Gundelfinger, H. W. Remerscheid, G. S.

Mitchell, L. D. Grignon, G. F. Rackett,
H. W. Moyse, W. C. Miller, W. A. Muel-
ler, C. L. Lootens, W. V. Wolfe, E. C.

Richardson, Emery Huse, J. 0. Aalberg,
R. H. McCullough, J. M. Nickolaus, E. H.
Hansen, R. G. Linderman, F. M. Falge.
An exhibit of newly developed motion

picture equipment will be held in the
Bombay and Singapore Rooms of the
hotel, on the mezzanine. Those who wish
to enter equipment in this exhibit should
communicate as early as possible with
the general office of the society at the
Hotel Pennsylvania, New York.
The semi-annual banquet of the society

will be held at the hotel on Wednesday,
October 23, in the Blossom Room. A fea-
ture of the evening will be the annual
presentations of the SMPE Progress
Medal and the SMPE Journal Award.
Officers-elect for 1941 will be announced
and introduced, and brief addresses will

be delivered by prominent members of
the motion picture industry. The even-
ing will conclude with entertainment
and dancing.
The informal get-together luncheon

will be held in the Florentine Room of
the hotel on Monday, October 21, at
12:30 p.m.
At the time of registering passes will

be issued to the delegates to the conven-
tion, admitting them to the following
motion picture theaters in Hollywood, by

courtesy of the companies named: Grau-
man's Chinese and Egyptian Theaters
(Fox West Coast Theaters Corporation)
W^arner's Hollywood Theater (Wamei
Brothers Theaters, Inc.), Pantages Hol-

lywood Theater (Rodney Pnatages, Inc.),

These passes will be valid for the dura-

tion of the Convention.
An especially attractive program foi

the women attending the convention is

being arranged by Mrs. Loren L. Ryder
hostess, and the committee.

Zanuck Names Committees
to Look Over Sound Field

Darryl F- Zanuck, chairman of the

Research Council of the Academy of

Motion Picture Arts and Sciences, Sept.

3 announced the appointment of a num-
ber of sub-committees to operate under
the supervision of the Council's Basic

Sound Committee for the investigation of

a number of problems in the sound field.

A sub-committee under the chairman-
ship of James G- Stewart of RKO Ra-
dio Studio Sound Department, will in-

vestigate possibilities for economies in

sound recording dubbing.
A sub-committee under the chairman-

ship of William Mueller of Warner
Brothers will investigate set sound re-

cording problems.
A sub-committee to work out methods

for eliminating flutter in sound record-

ing equipment will function under the

chairmanship of S. J. Twining of Colum-
bia Studio.
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Some Real Ones
(Continued from Page i39)

ginia Bruce for the women. All of

them—in temperament, disposition, every

way—are as far apart as the poles. Rus-
sell is the business woman, the secre-

tary, who keeps her boss out of trouble

by her cleverness in the pinches, who
even marries him just to provide him
with a wife that he may the better win
out in a business battle; who when the

world has gone against her and she is

leaving the home of which she has for

so short a time been so legally unac-
knowledged a part is seized with a

dramatic inspiration.

She closes the already opened door
and returns to the centre of the room,
carefully and thoughtfully draws back
one well-shod foot and over the incum-
bent body of a perfectly unconscious
near-husband she deliberately, even
slowly, administers one well-directed

kick. Then with chin high she sails in

comparative contentment from the scene
of discord.

Virginia Bruce is smart and gets along
even though she may not know as much
about business ways as does the secre-

tary. Aherne is the great cement egg
who in the springtime sometimes gets
goofy about the women. Benchley is a
lawyer who attends Aherne. John Car-
roll is a South American and a convinc-
ing one who fits in the story to the mirth
of all.

Milton Krasner, A.S.C., is director of
photography; carefully does he carry
out his duties. Understandingly he in-

terprets a business woman as a business
woman and not as something else again,
glamor, for instance. The photographer
who records naturalness enhances and
does not detract from the art of the
actor. There are sequences when the
glamor thing gets a play from Krasner.
They are the night club sets. Jack Otter-
son and his art department also are re-
sponsible for an elaborate business office,

it being employed perhaps one-third of
the picture.

•

A Dispatch from Renter's

Warner Brothers Studio has produced
another most praiseworthy picture in

"A Dispatch from Reuter's." It portrays
the foundation of the first news agency,
beginning in 1833 and proceeding to 1865,
although the agency in fact is in ex-
istence toda^. Edward G. Robinson is the
chief player—and it is a matter of screen
history that when he is a chief player
then unusual results are sure to follow.
One of the more recent of these is Dr.
Ehrlich.

Edna Best plays opposite him. She is

another player whose rare quality is en-
hanced by her exceedingly rare appear-
ance. Other players are Albert Basser-
man, new to the American screen but not
to the work he undertakes—if he is old
in years he also is in experience; Gene
Lockhart, Otto Kruger, Nigel Bruce,
Montagu Love, James Stephenson, Wal-

ter Kingsford, David Bruce, Lumsden
Hare and Dickie Moore.

The story covers the early days of the

pigeon post and of the telegraph. The
locales and the sets are varied and of
particular interest. One of these was the
laboratory and the bulky electromagnetic
telegraph of 1833, the exterior of the

London Times as it stood in 1850, the
stage of Ford's Theatre in Washington
and the box occupied by Lincoln, with
the exact scene being enacted on the

stage at the time Lincoln was shot; the

London Stock Exchange the same month;
the varying locales of Aachen, Brussels,

Paris, London, Crookshaven, New York,
Washington and back to London.

James Wong Howe, A.S.C., directed

photography, and the special effects were
in charge of Byron Haskin, A.S.C., and
Robert Burks, A.S.C. For those who can
take their minds from the story or per-

mit them to be so seduced they will find

plenty that is intriguing in the photog-
raphy.

•

Strike Up the Band

MGM hit a real stride when it went
into the making of "Strike Up the Band."
It counted not the cost nor the time and
pains of making. It was a musical of
a new order and a rather entertaining
one. In fact, it is a long show, and there
are stretches of considerable size when

(Reg. U. S. Pat. Off.)

SCREENS Da-Lite Challenger Square
Siie for Showing Slides

Have Been Making Pictures Brighter
FOR 31 YEARS

The reputation of the maker has al-

ways been and always will be your
most reliable }juide to lasting satis-

faction.

DA-LITE Screens have been famous
for quality since the early "flicker"
days of the motion picture industry.

Because DA-LITE Screens today are
the result of 31 years of specialized
experience in screen manufacture they
offer many advantages in brilliance of
pictures, greater convenience and
more careful and durable construc-
tion.

DA-LITE Glass Beaded Screens are
recommended for all average require-
ments, especially for showing colored

films, which because of their greater
density require maximum light reflec-

tion for brilliance and definition.

The DA-LITE Challenger (shown
above) is still the only screen that can
be adjusted in height merely by re-

leasing a spring latch and raising the
extension rod. DA-LITE'S famous
Glass-Beaded surface that is often
imitated, but never even closely dupli-
cated, is standard in the Challenger
mountings. However, plain white sur-
faced screens are also available.

When buying, insist on a DA-LITE
screen, and be assured of absolute
satisfaction which is guaranteed. See
DA-LITE Screens at your dealer's!
Write for literature!

DA-LITE SCREEN CO., INC.
DEPARTMENT lO-AC, 2723 NO. CRAWFORD AVENUE, CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
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one comes to earth and dimly realizes he
has been away from things—that he has
been looking in on happenings that ab-
sorbed all of his attention.

Featured are Mickey Rooney and Judy
Garland. And that is a team. It is fully
fifty-fifty. Judy Garland, in spite of the
fact Mickey Rooney somewhat exceeds
in the work his best friends deemed
him capable, is fully matched by the girl
who keeps him company. Truth to tell,

CHRISTMAS SEALS

Help to Protect Your
Home from Tuberculosis

you might add years on to the age of
each and still be more than satisfied with
their work.

Paul Whiteman enters the picture for
an interesting sequence along toward the
end, most surely concealing the .score of
years he has behind him in gathering
the ways of orche.stral doings. It's an
unusual sequence.

One of the highlights is the playing of
the massed high school bands at the
closing. Four of these bands, the mem-
bers of which are not neces.sarily re-
stricted to high school age, make a show-
ing to be remembered. While it hardly
would have been necessary on account of
the numbers involved at the same time
it would have been possible to have had
the sound "enhanced" and thereby made
of still greater volume through the recent
devices evolved by Electrical Research
Products, Inc., in the field of stereo-
phonics.

Just one quartet in the list of players
would have occasioned comment at one
time—George Les.sey, still going strong,
by the way; Enid Bennett, Howard Hick-
man and Helen Jerome Eddy. There
were others, too. While the picture is

running one becomes aware of its length,
which sometimes is an indication it might
with advantage be shortened.

Ray June, A.S.C., directed the photog-
raphy. It was really a major job, and it

was performed in a major way—better
than 100 percent.

Dr. Kildare (ioes Home
Undoubtedly this newest "Kildare" pic-

ture is the best of the series. It contains
all the elements of good entertainment:
humor, excitement, a good story, and
satisfying love interest.

"Dr. Kildare Goes Home" is just what
the title implies. He goes home to re-
lieve his father of the overheavy prac-
tice with which he is attempting to cope.
In the process young Dr. Kildare and
three other young doctors establish a
clinic in a small tradition-bound town.

Their attempts to overcome prejudice
and ignorance in this town is the founda-
tion of the story. The plot was not ex-
citingly new, but was handled by the
players and directed with a deftness that
gave it high entertainment value. As
were its predece.ssors, this Dr. Kildare
picture is for all the family.

Handling their parts with all the as-
surance and enjoyment of a well-liked
job, Lionel Barrymore, Lew Ayres and
Laraine Day were excellent in the top
roles. Miss Day improves with every
picture. The rest of the cast, many of
them seen in the former pictures of the
series, were all good.

Credits go to Harold S. Bucquet for
his fine direction of the screen play by
Harry Ru.skin and Willis Goldbeck. The
photography by Harold Rosson, A.S.C.,
was noticeably good. M. D.

•

Brigham Young
Brought to the screen in a truly epic

manner, "Brigham Young" tells the little

known story of the historical mass
migration of the Mormons to the west.
Credit is equally divided between the
cast and the army of workers that
brought to the screen this moving and
stirring period of American history. The
picture is frankly historical with the
characters as support.

Henry Hathaway's direction was excel-
lent. His handling of many scenes that
would have in other hands brought forth
laughter and a squirming discomfort was
masterly. The photography by Arthur
Miller, A.S.C. was splendid. Of particu-
lar note were the scenic shots, which
were beautiful.

Playing the title role Dean Jagger
brings a forceful and compelling Brig-
ham Young to the screen. His strength
is felt to its fullest, particularly in the
courtroom scene where he pleads for

Joseph Smith, played by Vincent Price.

It is to be hoped that Mr. Jagger will be
a permanent addition to the screen.

As Brigham Young's wife Mary Ann,
Mary Astor gives a moving and beautiful
performance. The w-eight of the Mormon
persecutions appear to rest on her shoul-

ders. Tyrone Power and Linda Darnell
provide the love interest. Both were ex-

cellent. The cast is too long to give in-

dividual mention of each; suffice it to say

that all were good.

The picture was produced by Darryl F.

Zanuck for Twentieth Century-Fox from
the story by Louis Bromfield. M. D.

AURICON
16 M.M. SOUND- ON -FfiM RECORDER

You can make lip-synchronized
talking pictures with the Auricon
Recorder and any synchronous-
motor-driven 16 mm. camera, creat-

ing sparkling, true-to-life movies
which will run on any 16 mm. sound
film projector.

Music, dialogue, narration, sound
effects—all can be recorded directly

on film by photographic means
identical in principle to professional

Hollywood productions, but with
Auricon 16 mm. equipment which is

designed and built in Hollywood
for use by the 16 mm. movie maker.
Complete Recorder and Amplifier

with instructions for making 16 mm.
talking pictures — $560. To be used
with any synchronous-motor-driven
camera.
Ask your Dealer, or write today

for free descriptive literature.

AURICON 2>uud*o^, E. M. BERNDT CORP. ^'o'iUrd'S
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8mm. Cameras Behave
Like Their Big Brothers

(Continued from Page 451)

out of focus. When shooting at aper-
tures larger than f8 on close subjects,

use a tape measure or an accurate range
finder, for determining the distance to

the subject from your camera. Don't
depend on your judgment or estimation.

Approximate Angle of View for 8mm.
Camera Lenses

Metric English Angle
Scale Scale Degrees

12.5mm. to 13.5mm. 34 inch 20

25mm. 1 inch 10

37mm. or 38mm. l}/2 inch 7

WTien using a certain lens for a shot
it is well to memorize the angle of view
for that lens, as exposure meters have
varying field angle depending on the
model you use. Thus, if you are using a
lens on the camera with an angle of 20
degrees don't take a reading of the sub-
ject from the camera with a 60 degree
angle meter, as the meter is covering
three times as much area as the lens,

and the reading may be wrong.
Whenever it is possible, if you are

using the combination just mentioned,
take the reading about two-thirds the
distance to your subject; then the meter
is covering the same field as the lens.

The Weston Company market a cine
meter that has a 25 degree angle con-
forming with the angle of standard lens
equipment on cameras. Other models are
built for using with still or miniature
cameras having many different lens
angles.

Angle of View for Exposure Meters

Meter
Model
No.

Angle
Degrees

Weston Junior 850 80

Weston ITniversal 650 60

Weston Cine 819 25

General Electric
fVertical-30

[Horizontal-60

The view finder on cameras is situated
above or to one side of the camera lens,

and is calibrated to give the eye the
same area of field that is covered by the
lens. But when you are filming subjects
within six feet of the lens, we must make
some compensation for the distance be-
tween the lens and view finder.

Beyond six feet the view finder in-

cludes practically the same area as the
lens, and it is not necessary to readjust
the camera to allow for the slight varia-

tion. If the view finder is located directly

above the lens, for subjects within six

feet, the camera must be tilted up a
small amount to give the lens the same
area as the view finder.

If the finder is located on the right

side of the lens the camera must be
swung to the right slightly. Most camera
finders are marked by an arrow, scale

or small line to correct for this condi-

tion. When this allow^ance is made for

closeup work it is known as adjusting
for "parallax." Cameras that are
equipped for viewing through the lens

eliminates this adjustment, as the lens

shows the definite outline of the field

that it covers.

If no adjustment is made for parallax,

or closeups, you will cut off" the top of

the head of the person or one side of

their face. For extreme closeups within

two feet, place a yardstick along the

camera, parallel with lens, to the subject.

This will do away with any guesswork,
as a finder is valueless at such close

range.

Research Council Takes Up
Standardizing Vacuum Tubes
Darryl F. Zanuck, chairman of the

Research Council of the Academy of

Motion Picture Arts and Sciences, an-
nounced appointment of a sub-committee
under the chairmanship of John K. Mil-

liard of Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Studio to

consider the possibilities for standard-
ization of vacuum tubes used in sound
recording work. Membership of this

committee in addition to Mr. Hilliard

will include Lloyd Goldsmith and Wil-
liam Thayer.

The appointment of a sub-committee
to study possibilities for standardization

of plugs, cables and associated equip-

ment was also completed to include in

its membership C. W. Faulkner of

Twentieth Century-Fox Studios, chair-

man; C. F. Pratt and Homer Tasker.

Both of these sub-committees will

function under the direction of the Coun-
cil's Basic Sound Committee, of which
Loren Ryder of Paramount Studio is

chairman.

ONLY One ADJUSTMENT
After the necessary initial focusing, the B-M Model F
Sound Recording Unit never requires other adjust-

ments. For utmost simplicity, all parts are adjusted at

the factory and permanently locked. Write for literature.

B-M
SOUND RECORDING UNIT

The BERNDT-MAURER Corp.
117 EAST 24lh STREET • NEW YORK, N.Y.

EASTERN

HEADQUARTERS I RENTALS • SALES * SERVICE

Available At All Times

FOR THE

CAMERAMAN

MITCHELL — Standard, Hi-speed, Silenced and N C Cameras

k BELL & HOWELL — Standard, Hi-speed, Process and Eyemo Cameras *

•k WALL — Latest Model Single System Sound Cameras ^

i, FEARLESS BLIMPS. FEARLESS and RABY
PANORAM DOLLYS. FRICTION and GYRO TRIPODS -k

INTERLOCK, SYNCHRONOUS. HI-SPEED and VARIABLE SPEED MOTORS with TACHOMETERS

i, 35mm DOUBLE SYSTEM RECORDING EQUIPMENT *
•k COOKE SPECD PANCHRO and ASTRO PAN TACHAR LENSES

all focal lengths — Fl LTER S and LIGHTS -k

MOVIOLAS -k SYNCHRONIZERS -k REWINDS

WE SPECIALIZE in REPAIR WORK on MITCHELLand BELL&HOWELL CAMERAS
FRANK-ZUCKER CABlf ADDRCSS: CINEQUIP

(Camera Equipmentco
1600 BROADWAY N.Y.c. \ CIrcle 6-506O
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Photofloods Mean Much
(Continued from Page 461

)

lights for the workmen. Most factories
are equipped with 250 or 500 watt bulbs.
If the reflectors already in use are widely
spaced and carry 500-watt bulbs, it is

only necessary to replace them with the
Mogul base 2000-watt photofloods.

If the house sockets will not accom-

modate the Mogul base, an adapter can
be used. If the room is equipped with
many small reflectors and bulbs over
each machine unit, then the No. 1 stand-
ard socket photoflood will do the job
perfectly.

Photofloods' Even Light

Photofloods used in this way give a

much more even and more effective light

Cloaeup of one of the Hawaiian Ui/ls-
lators in March of Time subject, showiny

resultH of overhead photoftoodn.

source than the large, powerful spots
which have to be used at a relatively
horizontal angle. And often machinery
parts, posts, shafts, etc., prevent the
light of the big spots from reaching the
subject.

Such a set-up of photofloods can usual-
ly be made while the factory is running
if the workmen do not need the standard
lighting. If they do, then the change-
over to photofloods can easily be done
during the lunch hour. If the factory
job does not call for any large sets, a few
photofloods can be used very conviently
for closeups at various machines.
To mold closeup subjects with side

lights, several No. 1 photofloods in stand-
ard clamp-on reflectors are handy as
well as indespensable. For big factory
sets, a couple of small spots will be ad-
vantageous for modeling closeups and
the foreground.
Some of the large sets where photo-

floods were used for March of Time's
far reaching coverage were the Chinese
mint in Shanghai, the Hawaiian Legis-
lature in session, the First National Bank
in Honolulu and the block long Kress
store in Honolulu.

In all three sets in Honolulu there
were exceptionally high ceilings, and it

was impractical to hang the photofloods
down from the ceiling both because they
would spoil the appearance of the scene
and because there were no beams or
other places from which to hang them.

Ten No. 1 Photofloods

However, there were upright pillar.s

evenly spaced throughout the bank and
the store. A camera position was chosen
to include as large an area as possible

in between the pillars, leaving the pil-

lars just outside the camera angle. A 12-

foot plank, 8 inches wide and 1 inch

thick, was obtained for each pillar, and
a vertical bank of ten No. 1 photofloods
prepared on each plank.

Wherever possible these banks were
placed on the side of the pillars toward
the camera field, being careful not to

have the direct rays visible from the

camera position. On all of the other

pillars within the camera field, the banks
were placed so as to be obscured from
the camera by the pillar. A fine wire
held the banks in place vertically.

As only one general view was needed
in the Kress store, the service lines were
allowed to lie on the floor behind the

counters. Wherever the lines crossed

the aisles they were guarded with planks.

A main switch was installed so that the

lines would not be alive except for the

brief time when the shot was made while

the store was crowded at noon. At the

bank was a balcony where all service

lines were concealed.

There were no pillars in the Legisla-

ture Hall, but all down one side deep-

set, high windows, close together, pro-

vided just the place to conceal the photo-

EVERYTHING PHOTOGRAPHIC
AND CINEMATIC

FOR PROFESSIONAL AND AMATEUR
The World's Larges'f Variety of Cameras and Projectors. Studio and

1^^^^^ Laboratory Equipment with Latest Improvements as Used ir
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Hollywood Camera Exchange
1600 CAHUENGA BOULEVARD

HO 3651 Hollywood, California Cable: Hocamex

LANDERS CAMERA RENTALS
RENTALS - SERVICE

MOTION PICTURE CAMERAS - BLIMPS - DOLLIES
AND ALL ACCESSORIES

PHONE
HI-833S

6313 SUNSET BOULEVARD
NEAR VINE STREET

HOLLYWOOD, CALIFORNIA Night HE.1311

CAMERA SUPPLY COMPANY
ART REEVES

1515 North C«hu«n9a Boulevard

HOLLYWOOD Cable Address—Cameras CALIFORNIA

Efficient-Courteous Service New and Used Equipment

Bought—Sold—Rented
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Photofloods overhead in small cone-
shaped reflectors all down line in March

of Time's Tobaccoland, U. S. A.

flood banks. The camera was placed on
the same side as the windows so as to

Reflectors Hidden From Camera
be sure of not picking up any direct

rays from the lights.

Dark corners on the far side of the

room were lighted with bulbs placed in

reflectors here and there on the floor and
hidden from the camera by members of

the Legislature, while they were in their
respective seats. The platform was con-
veniently lighted by photofloods hidden
in the drapery above.

In Tobaccoland—U. S. A., the 3-reel

commercial made by March of Time for
the Liggett & Myers Tobacco Company,
photofloods were used almost exclusively.
Here, enormous factory rooms had to be
covered not only for complete general
views but for detail shots and intimate
closeups.

Single photoflood bulbs were just the
answer for shots looking inside tobacco
mixing drums and corners of compli-
cated machines.
For a quick set-up in the tobacco auc-

tion room which was over seven hundred
feet square, photofloods and cheap coni-

cal reflectors were the ready answer.
There was no available wiring in the
building. We called on the electric com-
pany to place a portable transformer
just outside the main center door and
run in four feeder lines to divide the
load.

The area included by the camera was
charted so as to establish its right and
left boundaries. We knew that we wanted
to include the entire floor from the near
foreground to the far wall.

Light Every Fifteen Feet

We figured on having a light for about
every fifteen square feet of space and
to let them be about five feet above the
heads of the people. There were upright
pillars in two lines down the center of
the area we wanted to cover and vertical
beams stretching overhead between the
pillars at just the right height. Here it

was perfectly in keeping with the atmos-
phere of the scene to have the reflectors
show in the picture.

The big shot that we were after was
a full general view. The camera was set

up in a balcony just under the ceiling.

In this way there was no possibility of
any stray rays from the reflectors get-
ting into the lens, as the camera saw
only the tops of the conical reflectors.

These reflectors were turned out in
short order by a local tin shop for ten
cents apiece and we did not even bother
to paint the backs black. To get some
light down closer to the floor a reflector
was put behind each upright pillar just
about six feet from the floor and pointed
in toward the center of the field of view
of the camera. Push-pin type sockets
were our greatest aid on this job.

Black weather insulated wires were
strung in two lines back and forth from

the front to the rear of the set and
these convenient sockets were readily

put in along the lines without scraping
off the insulation to make connections.
One very great advantage of these sock-
ets is that their position can be readily
changed and that they can be used over
and over on different jobs.

In all of the sets for Tobaccoland

—

U. S. A., the Chesterfield cigarette film,

overhead light, conveniently arranged
with photofloods, was not only economi-
cal but provided a perfect light source.

All of the interiors in the farmhouse
for Tobaccoland—U. S. A. were made
with photofloods fastened close to the
ceiling for the main light source. Two

movable photofloods were used for mold-
ing the subjects in closeups.

Here's a Setup

A convenient working set of photo-
floods for home moviemakers, newsreel
cameramen or small scale commercial
producers should be 12 medium reflectors

that nest compactly, 12 spring clamp
holders, 6 twenty-five foot extensions,
36 No. 1 photofloods, and 10 No. 2

photoflood bulbs, one plugging box with
12 recesses and built-in switch, miscel-
laneous sockets, plugs, fuses, screweyes,
small gauge wire, nails, a screwdriver
and hammer.
An extra large tin or fibre suitcase

(Continued on Page ^77)

MOTION PICTURE EQUIPMENT
Studio and Laboratory Tested Since 1929

Automatic Developing Machine
Complete in Every Detail

Immediate Delivery

HOLLYWOOD USERS CAN ATTEST MACHINE'S
SUPERIORITY — USERS ALL OVER THE WORLD
CAN RECOMMEND THIS DEVELOPING MACHINE.

THIS PRACTICAL MACHINE CAN BE USED IN ANY CLIMATE
EASILY INSTALLED—QUICK DELIVERIES

• SENSITESTER—For Light Tests ctnd Sensitometric Strips

• SOUND RECORDING SYSTEMS

ART REEVES
Cable Address: ARTREEVES

7512 Santa Monica Blvd. Hollywood. California. U. S. A.
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Practical Amateur to

Beginners
(Continued from Page i54)

ing of mostly blue light which has the

effect of making the picture when
screened appear slightly over exposed.

There are two methods available to

overcome this difficulty. One is to photo-
graph the object when it is side lighted

—this will result in a better image con-
trast being obtained: but the most effec-

tive method is to increase the contrast
by using an orange or deep yellow filter.

Distant scenes photographed with a tele-

photo lens in this manner compare more
than favorably in contrast, perspective
and drawing, with scenes filmed by a
regular lens.

The use of an electric exposure meter
with a telephoto lens is just as important
as it is with other lenses, and measuring
the reflected light from a distant scene
is as simple as measuring the light from
a nearby object if the following method
is adopted:

Erect the camera on a tripod, use the
largest viewfinder to level the camera,
because it is difficult to obtain a true
horizontal through the small viewfinders
of telephoto lenses, then view the scene
to be photographed through the correct
viewfinder; now calculate the exposure
for this scene by measuring the reflected

light from a scene of similar average
tone handy to the camera.

6-INCH LENS
The 6-inch lens is hardly suitable for

average work, but is useful for the nat-
uralist. With all lenses a tripod is recom-
mended, but with telephoto lenses it is

essential.

EXTENSION TUBES FOR
TELEPHOTO LENSES
By placing a short length of metal

tubing between a telephoto lens and the
camera, small subjects such as insects
can be photographed at a distance of
about a foot. When it is mentioned that
a lens extension of 1.38 inches fitted to
a 4-inch lens will permit a field of 1%
inches wide and 5/16 inch high being
covered, the reader will realize the pos-
sibilities of these accessories which are
available to cinesmiths who wish to try
this interesting branch of cinemacrog-
raphy.

Manufactured for screw-type lenses is

an accessory known as the Goerz reflex
focuser, which has a movable prism, a
metal barrel and viewer extending out-
ward at right angles from the barrel.
This is a precision made device, correctly
threaded, having an inside thread at one
end to take the lens and side thread at
the other that fits the camera, and
through the prism is reflected on a
ground glass the full field.

Focusing and correct parallax is

achieved as you look through the prism.
With an attachment made by Kodak,
known as a focusing finder (and even
with the addition of extension tubes made

by the same firm) it is possible to focus,

on ground glass, all lenses used on a
magazine Cine-Kodak.

This is a simple gadget which fits

inside the camera in the same position

as the film. The exact field is located

by looking THROUGH the lens, thus
correct parallax is obtained. Bell and
Howell also make a similar attachment
known as the direct focuser for the
Filmo magazine loading 16mm. cameras.

When we increase the focal length of

a lens by the addition of a barrel or tube.

FAXON DEAN
INC.

CAMERAS
BLIMPS-DOLLYS

FOR re:wt

Day, NOrmandie 22184

Night, NOrmandie 22563
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Reductions to 16 mm.

Kodachrome
Duplications
A three-day service on sound or si-

lent prints from Original Kodachrome.

Sound Recording
Direct on 16 mm. film. Dubbing, Nar-
ration, Sound Effects, and absolute
Synchronous Sound on film. Sound
Camera and Sound Truck available
for location.

The most complete 16mm, plant
on the West Coast,

•

1027 NO. fflGHLAND
HOLLYWOOD HI-0226 CALIFORNIA

we alter its light transmission value. In
the case of the Goerz reflex focuser it is

necessary to open the diaphragm about
one stop, but if you wish to know which
exact f stop to use with any given exten-
sion tube, the following procedure is

followed:
Divide the combined length of the lens

and the extension tube by the stop indi-

cated by the electric exposure meter.
Then divide the focal length of the lens

only by that diameter, e.g., we will use
a 4-inch lens with an extension tube of

1.38 inches and the exposure meter indi-

cated stop of f8.

4 + 1.38 = 5.38 inches, divided by 8
is .6725; and 4 divided by .0725 = 5.94.

Therefore, f8 as indicated on the meter
would become approximately f6, if an
extension tube of 1.38 inches were used.

When extension tubes are used on
telephoto lenses, it is advisable to focus
on the most important part of the sub-
ject, as it will be found that the depth
of field is extremely limited.

LENS LANGUAGE
1. Depth of Focus: The possible film

position tolerance (not to be confused
with depth of field).

2. Depth of Field: The di.stance from
the closest object in focus to the most
distant object in focus.

3. Chromatic Aberration: Different

colors focus at different places. Different

types of glass refract different colors to

different extent. Shorter wave lengths
(such as blue) are bent more, and are
therefore, brought to a focus closer to

the lens than longer wave lengths (such

as red), which are bent less and focus

farther from the lens.

4. Spherical Aberration: Rays from
margin of lens do not focus at the same
place as those passing through the cen-

ter.

5. Distortion: Straight lines focus at

curves, expecially at edges of screen.

6. Flare: Internal surface reflections

from various glasses used in a lens which
make their appearance in the form of

a circular patch of light on the screen.

7. Astigmatism: The focusing of

crossed lines at two different points, for

example, two lines of a cross would
focus at different points.

8. Curvature of Field: Inability of

lens to focus on a plane surface.

9. Unequal Illumination: The concen-

tration of illumination at the center of

the image.

10. Coma: Spherical aberration of

oblique rays. If the rays enter the lens

obliquely, those which strike the nearer

part may be deviated more than others

and those which strike the distant part

may be deviated less.

CARE OF LENSES
Lenses should be kept scruplously clean

and dry. The glass surface of a lens

should not be touched with fingers be-

cause they leave prints that might scat-

ter the highlights from a scene into

nearby shadows. In cleaning a lens, dust
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should first be brushed off, then the glass

cleaned with a piece of very soft chamois
or linen from which the filler has been
thoroughly washed out, then wiped in

a circular motion from the center of the
lens to the outside.

Lenses should not be unnecessarily
exposed to excessive heat from the sun.

Marine atmosphere (ozone) or any other
moisture should be immediately removed
if it settles on a lens.

The writer has many lenses, some of

which are rarely used, but would not
part with any of them because they pos-
sess a charm and individuality; and have
won my admiration by their consistency
and splendid performance under many
trying conditions.

Photofloods Mean Much
(Continued from Page 475)

will easily accommodate the equipment.
The main part of the case can be
divided with a partition so that the re-

flectors nest in two piles and the plug-
ging box fits on one side while the
clamps and wires fill the other. The
extensions will fit in around the reflec-

tors. A tray which rests on top should
accommodate the bulbs, fuses, extra
sockets, tools, etc.

This outfit will take care of all normal
jobs in houses, offices, sales rooms,
schools, and factory corners. Whenever
a larger set has to be lighted, the same
plan as we used in the examples ex-
plained above can be readily followed.

In all interior set-ups, it is essential
first to survey the desired set and to

select carefully a camera position that
allows you to take advantage of all the
natural places to install lights close

enough to your subjects without being
visible to the camera.
Always take precautions to see that no

direct rays from your lights hit the in-

side of the lens mount, and, for perfec-
tion, strive to have your main source
of light directly overhead.

Radiant Company Issuing
New Type of Tripod Screen
The Radiant Manufacturing Corpora-

tion announces it has developed a type
of tripod screen which it claims is dif-

ferent from anything on the market. One
of its models is the one-piece Invincible
Model D. It is made in sizes from 30 by
40 inches to 52 by 72 inches. By a slight

pressure of the spring friction clutch the
screen may be adjusted so that the lower
edge will measure anywhere from 17 to

50 inches above the floor.

Agfa Ansco Offers Latest
Developing Requirements

Incorporating a number of improve-
ments and refinements over developing
kits previously supplied, two new dark-
room outfits designed for developing and
printing requirements of amateur pho-
tographers have just been announced by
Agfa Ansco. Identified as the No. lA
and No. 2A Outfits, the developing kits

provide all necessary material for de-

veloping and printing, diff^ering from one
another in elaborateness and quantity of
equipment.
Both outfits are entirely made in the

United States and are obtainable through
all regular photographic dealers, the
No. lA at §2.45 and the No. 2A at §4.95.

FRED HOEFNER

Cinema Camera Shop
True Ball Tripod Heads

915 N. La Cienega, Los Angeles, Calif.

Telephone CRestview 5-7092

MOVIOLA
FILM EDITING EQUIPMENT

Used in Every Maior Studio
Itlustrated Literature on request

MOVIOLA CO.
1451 Gordon St. Hollywood, Calif.

8 Enlarged
TO 16 Reduced

TO 8
Geo. W. Colburn Laboratory

Special Motion Picture Printing

1197 MERCHANDISE MART
CHICAGO

GOERZ
KINO-HYPAR
LENSES
f:2.7 and f:3
For regular and color
movies of surprising
quality. High chro-
matic correction . . .

Focal lengths 15mm to lOOmm—can be fitted
in suitable focusing mounts to Amateur and
Professional Movie Cameras.

GOERZ Reflex FOCUSER—Patented—
for 16mm Movie Camera users—voids PARAL-
LAX betv*een finder and lens—provides full-

size ground-glass image magnified 10 times.
Adaptable to lenses 3" and up. Also use-
ful as extension tube for shorter focus lenses
for close-ups. Extensively used in shooting
surgical operations, small animal life, etc.

» GO£R2 Parallax-Free FOCUSER
I and FIELD FINDER CONTROL
' for Filmo 121 and Simplex-Pockette, no more
{ off-center pictures, magnifies 4 and 8x.

I
For Detailed Information Address

I
Dept. AC-IU

C.P.GOERZ AMERICAN OPTICAL CO.
» •

i 317 E. 34th St., New York, N. Y. »

1
American Lens Makers Since 1899

|

Eveready Cases Available
Two Eveready-type carrying cases,

finished in top-grain leather, have just
been announced for Agfa Viking, Ready-
set special and similar cameras.

Supplied in both PB20 and PD16 sizes,

these cases incorporate an improvement
over the conventional Eveready-type con-
struction vi'hich enhances their conven-
ience and serviceability. The cases are
provided with a locking tripod socket
screw which securely fastens the camera
to the case and which permits mounting
of the camera and case on top of any
tripod.

Making Black and White
Prints from Kodachrome

(Continued from Page UU3)

in such a way that all stray light is

eliminated from the camera lens.

Now you can use the fast panchro-
matic film, which is even more sensi-
tive in the green region than the dupli-
cating negative stock. This insures
at the same time that you use a lens
which is color corrected.

There only remains some uncertainty
about the light source. With the Eastman
color temperature meter and similar
instruments you can determine the exact
degrees of Kelvin of your light and
keep it constant. But this is not as
essential in this case of making the
negatives as it would be in the case
of shooting the kodachromes with arti-

ficial lights. However, it is desirable to

keep your voltage from varying.

A somewhat different but interesting
modification from the above procedure
is to shoot your negatives directly from
the projected slides. They are projected
on a transparent screen; a fine ground-
glass is perhaps the most desirable.

There is also a material with a ground-
glass effect available in sheets of two
by three feet which is most suitable for
this work.

The projected image is rephotographed
with your regular camera from the rear
of the screen. The sides of the image
have to be reversed on the screen which
is set up so that the ground side faces
the camera. A sharp focus is necessary
and the screen has to be perpendicular
and at right angles to the lenses of the
projector as well as the camera.

These in turn have to be in line so

that an imaginary line drawn from one
lens to the other will go through the
center of the picture on the screen. This
is similar to the background projection
process used in the motion picture stu-

dios.

In concluding this article I like to

mention that careful notation of all the
factors involved will be of gi'eat help
in simplifying the making of negatives
from kodachromes. It eliminates mis-
takes in the future and speeds up the
work on following occasions.
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Philadelphia Cinema Club
Another summer has come and gone

and once again the Philadelphia Cinema
Club assembled for its first autumn
meeting at the Adelphia Hotel. It proved
to be one of the largest and best ever.

Mr. Levene, our vice president, very
ably conducted the meeting in the

absence of President Finger.

This September meeting will be long
remembered. Its "Four Star Feature"
program opened the Club season with
a "bang"! It was entertaining, instruc-

tive, amusing.

The first feature was a True and
False contest cleverly arranged by our
program director, Frank Hirst. He had
prepared a series of thirty-two questions
which he used in a battle of wits between
the Eights and the Sixteens, selecting

four members for each side. The Eights
won by a close margin amid roars of
laughter and applause from the audience.

The balance of the program consisted
mainly of pictures totaling some 2000
feet in all of 16mm. size, in both color

and black and white.

The first was a color film, "Pennsyl-
vania Travelcade," an 800-foot sound-on-
film reel, a great deal of which had been
made by our own members.

HERBERT E. MOORE
Director of Publicity

Photography by Inh'ared

(Continued from Page 464)

Beware of Cleaners

Be careful, however, if the suit has
not been to the cleaners recently, for
stains which may not be able to be
seen, will usually show up with surpris-
ing clarity in the picture. It is for
this, among other reasons, that the
criminologist has found infrared photog-
raphy to be a very useful means of
investigation.

Stains can be revealed on dark cloth.

It is possible to tell whether two kinds of
cloth, apparently identical in weave and
color, are dyed with the same dye.

Different inks behave differently, and
there are many cases on record where
falsifications have been detected in docu-
ments which have been altered by over-
writing with ink of the same color as
the original.

It is also possible very often to reveal
the original writing in documents which
have been altered by chemically remov-
ing it, or by actually scratching it out,

and several of the so-called "old masters"
have been proved to be clever forgeries
by making infrared pictures. It will be
clear that the infrared provides a very
useful tool for the F. B. I. and exam-
iners of questioned documents.

From the humanitarian point of view,
one of the most interesting applications
of the infrared is in the medical field.

The practice of infrared therapy has
been known for a long time, and it

depends on the ability of heat radia-
tion to penetrate into the body.

Aids Uiagnosi.s

The infrared used in photography will

also penetrate the skin, and pictures
made by its means enable the doctor to

see the network of veins just below the
skin. Changes in the pattern of these
veins often occur in certain diseases, so

that the photographs can be used as an
aid in diagnosis.
They have also proved of use in study-

ing the progress of healing in the case
of some skin diseases, and in examining
the interior of the eye, when a turbidity

prevents visual examination.
The astronomer depends very largely

on photography to aid him in his study
of the Universe, and the use of plates
sensitive to the invisible rays has helped
him to find out much about the atmos-
pheres of the planets, and to discover
many stars which are so cold that they
do not glow brightly enough to be seen.

As a result of this work it appears
that the chances are against there being
life on any of the planets except Mother
Earth. In the same way that the infrared
permits the penetration of the atmos-
pheric haze on earth, it has enabled
the astronomer to penetrate the haze
of nebulae in the heavens, and to dis-

cover stars lying hidden behind it.

Pictures in Dark

Since the infrared is invisible, it can
be used for taking photographs in the
dark. Not only will objects, such as a
hot f!atiron, which emit heat but which
are not hot enough to look red, photo-
graph themselves by their own heat, but
you can also take lamps, cover them
with filters which pass the infrared but
no visible light, and make pictures in

total darkness of normal objects and
people.
Some very amusing possibilities pre-

sent themselves to the imagination, but

FOR SALE
THE WORLD'S LARGEST VARIETY OF

Studio and Laboratory equipment with latest
improvements as used in Hollywood at tremen-
dous savings. New and Used. Mitchell, Bell-
Howell, Akeley, De Brie, Eyemo, animation
process cameras, lenses, color magazines, adapt-
ors, lighting equipment, silencing blimps,
dollies, printers, splicers, moviolas, motors,
light-testers, gear boxes, synchronizers. Guar-
anteed optically and mechanically perfect. Send
for bargain catalogue. Hollywood Camera Ex-
change. 1600 Cahuenga Blvd., Hollywood, Calif.
Cable : Hocamex

DEVRY 16MM SOUNDFILM PROJECTORS. 750
watts, 1600 ft. reels, amplifier, tubes, loud-
speaker, orip-inally $5.50.00, now $125.00. S. O. S.

Cinema Supply Corporation, New York.

BELL & HOWELL, 5-WAY SOUND PRINTER.
CAMERA EQUIPMENT COMPANY

1600 Broadway New York City
Tel. Circle 6-5080 Cable: Cinequip

WE BUY, SELL AND RENT PROFESSIONAL
AND 16mm EQUIPMENT, NEW AND USED.
WE ARE DISTRIBUTORS FOR ALL LEAD-
ING MANUFACTURERS. RUBY CAMERA
EXCHANGE, 729 Seventh Ave., New York City.
Established since 1910.

the method has actually been used to
photograph intruders without their be-
ing aware that a picture had been made.

This is best accomplished by setting
up a flashbulb in a housing closed with
a filter which allows only the infrared
to pass, and arranging things so that
the camera shutter and the flash are op-
erated unconsciously by the intruder.

Properly used, infrared photography
is a method of great variety of applica-
tion, useful and amusing, and it can be
done with the simplicity of ordinary
photography, once the nature of the
infrared is understood, and provided no
magical powers are ascribed to it.

NEW, USED, REBUILT, STUDIO, RECORDING
AND LABORATORY EQUIPMENT. Cameras,
Printers, Splicers, Recorders, Amplifiers, Cable
Horses, Moviolas, Interlock Motors, Developers,
Galvanometers, Opticals, Glowlamps, etc. Free
Bargain Bulletin. Buy or Trade. S. 0. S.

Cinema Supply Corporation. New York.

AKELEY CAJVIERA WITH FIVE MAGAZINES,
Gyro tripod, pair of 50mm. Tessar F:3.5's. 6^,2"

Te?sar F :4.5 and finder lens, complete with
cases, good condition, $450.00. Also many Eyemo
bargains. Bass Camera Company. Dept. D,
179 West Madison St.. Chicago. III.

WANTED

WE PAY CASH FOR EVERYTHING PHOTO-
GRAPHIC. Write us today. Hollywood Camera
Exchange. 1600 Cahuenga Blvd., Hollywood.

WANTED TO BUY FOR CASH
CAMERAS AND ACCESSORIES

MITCHELL, B & H, EYEMO, DEBRIE, AKELEY
ALSO LABORATORY AND CUTTING ROOM

EQUIPMENT
CAMERA EQUIPMENT COMPANY

1600 BROADV/AY, NEW YORK CITY
CABLE : CINEQUIP

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING

i5
COOKE LENSES
Anticipating constant im-
provement in the resolving
power of films . . . fully cor-
rected for extended spectrum
color processes . . . Cooke
Lenses are truly long-term
investments. Focal lengths
for every need. Descriptive
literature on request.

BELL & HOWELL
COMPANY

Exclusive World Distributors of
Taylor-Hobson Cooke Cine Lenses

1848 Larchmont Avenue, Chicago
New York: 30 Rockefeller Plaza
Hollywood: 716 N. LaBrea Ave.
London: 13-14 Great Castle St.
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m SILENT PROJECTORS
Are Equipped with

B&H
SAFE-LOCK
Sprockets

for Easy Threading

044/1^

IN ON FILMO

For 8 mm. Economy, Choose
FIMO "ARISTOCRAT" TURRET 8
he hsi loading/ no film to thread; no loops to form

Filr Id IS inserted in hub slot Camera is loaded. Now close
Jjl Ply spool. Then drop the door—and "shoot."
wt loolsover spindles, and..

fil > Turret 8 mounts three lenses and matching
vicinder objectives on turret; press the button

—

wli you see, you get. Positive-type viewfinder,
oa ifying critical focuser, and single frame ex-
po e button. With speeds of 16, 32, 48, and 64
jm aylor-Hobson color-corrected I2V2 mm. F 2.5
lens 140. *

AUTO MASTER
—the only 16 mm. magazine-loading

camera with a Turret Head

TALK about a small, compact, lightweight,

fast-loading, easy-to-carry motion picture

camera that equals the newsreel camera for

versatility—here it is. The three lenses that

may be mounted on its turret make you master

of ANY picture opportunity. By revolving the

turret—an instantaneous action—you bring
the desired lens and its matching viewfinder

into photographic position . . . telephoto lens

for distant objects . . . super-fast lens for poor
light , . . and still another lens for average

conditions . . . these and others, all at your
finger tips instantly. A new, improved view-

FILMOTION VIEWER and SPLICER
(for 8 mm. and 16 mm. film, a model for each

)

Enables you to view your films as motion pictures when editlnii,
ratherthan as a series of stills. Provides coinplete protection to film.
Image in view screen of 16 mm. model is 3 x 2 ^ inches ; on 8 mm.
model, 2J4 x 1% inches. You can easily improve your present edit-
inC outfit by detaching your B&H 136 Splicer from its base and
mounting it on either the 8 mm. or 16 mm. Fllmotion Viewer.
When B&H 136 Splicer and proper rewinders for your size film

are attached to Filmotion Viewer (shown at left), you have a com-
plete editing outfit.
The new Two-speed 16 mm. REWINDERS have a gear shift lever

which provides three positions: (1) Low speed, 1-to-l ratio, for
editing: (2) neutral, to free the spindle: (3) high speed, 4-to-l ratio,
for fast rewinding. Reels turn same direction as crank is turned at
either speed. Manual brake permits tight winding. Reels as large
as 2000-foot capacity are accommodated. Unit fits into presentB&H add-a-unit line of equipment. Mail coupon for complete
details.

finder provides amazingly clear, brilliant

image—and what you see, you get.

You can change from black-and-white to

color film even in mid-reel without fogging a

single frame. You can load in three seconds
with gloves on. There are four speeds, includ-

ing slow motion, and control for animation
work. A new built-in exposure chart gives

readings in a single setting for both black-

and-white and color film. Fast, color-corrected

F 2.7 universal focus lens is standard equip-

ment; Auto Master may be purchased with or

without two other lenses for its turret. Priced
from $195 with Steady-strap Handle.
Precision-built by makers of Holly-
wood's professional equipment. Bell &
Howell Company, Chicago; New York;
Hollywood; London. Established 1907.

BELL & HOWELL COMPANY
1848 Larchmont Ave., Chicago, III.

Send detailed information about: ( ) Filmo
Silent Projectors; ( ) Filmosound Projectors:
( ) Filmo Auto Master Camera; ( ) Filmo
Turret 8 Camera; ( ) new film editing aids.



The

Indispensable

Combination

A Qood

Camera Crew

and a

MITCHELL

MITCHELL CAMERA CORPORATION
665 NORTH ROBERTSON BOULEVARD

WEST HOLLYWOOD. CALIF.
Cable Address "MITCAMCO"

BELL & HOWELL, LTD., London, England

CLAUD C. CARTER, Sydney, Australia

D. NAGASE & CO., LTD., Osaka, Japan

AGENCIES

Phone oxford I

MOTION PICTURE CAMERA SUPPLY CO., New York (

FAZALBHOY, LTD., Bombay, Ir

H. NASSIBIAN, Cairo, Ec
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MASTER POSITIVE RELEASE POSITIVE

SOUND RECORDING

Du Pont now adds to its list of standard cine products a

group of fine grained sound recording and positive print

stocks. Developed in collaboration with production and

laboratory engineers engaged in the industry, these new

films transmit to the exhibitor's screen the benefits gained

by using modern camera negatives and improved sound

recording techniques. Extensive practical tests have estab-

lished that these new materials are thoroughly dependable.

They possess the stability and uniformity characteristic of

all Du Pont Cine Products.

Du Pont Film Manufacturing Corporation, Incorporated

9 Rockefeller Plasa Smith «&. AUer, Ltd.

New York . . . N. Y. 6656 Santa Monica Blvd.

Plant . . Parlin, N.J. Hollywood . . California

BETTER THINGS /or BETTER LIVINQ tlirough CHEMISTRY



Has a New ^^Positive^^ Viewfinder!

BELL & HOWELL engineers have scored again! Now the versatile

Eyemo has a "positive" viewfinder and a new finder turret

which mounts three matching viewfinder objectives.

With this new "positive" viewfinder, there is no masking to re-

duce the field. A large-size image always fills the entire finder

aperture . . . for all lenses of any focal length.

In addition, this new Eyemo finder eliminates eye parallax! Even
when your eye wanders from the center of the eyepiece, you still

see the EXACT field to be filmed!

Add the advantage of having three matching finder objectives on
a turret for instant readiness, and you begin to know why now,
more than ever, the Eyemo is unsurpassed in the field of portable

cameras. For no other camera offers the versatility and dependability

of the Eyemo. For information about this superb 35 mm. camera,
please mail coupon. Bell & Howell
Company, 1848 Larchmont Ave.,

Chicago; 30 Rockefeller Plaza,

New York; 716 N. LaBrea Ave.,

Hollywood; 13-14 Great Castle

Street, London. Established 1907.

A*'-

cO

Other Recent Eyemo Improvements

Important! Many Eyemo owners are

converting their cameras to include

these changes. Conversion charges

are reasonable. Write for details.

NEW FLAT BASE— 2V2" square, with dowel

holes, gives perfect seating on any flathead

tripod.

LENS MOUNT LOCKING SCREWS lock each lens

hi focus!

TURRET LOCK for Eyemos with offset turret as-

sures alignment even with long, heavy lenses.

DETACHABLE CORD now supplied with electric-

drive models.

EYEMO can be equipped with 40()-foot

external magazine, offset turret, electric

drive, and other studio accessories, or it can
be stripped down to a light, compact,
spring-driven hand camera.

PRECISION-MADE BY

BELL & HOWELL

1

BELL & HOWELL COMPANY AC 11-40 I

1848 Larchmont Ave., Chicago, III.

( ) Send details about new, improved Eyemos.

( ) I own Eyemo Serial No Am interested in

converting it to include

Name .

.

Address

City .State.
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End of the hunt
WHETHER you're an 8 or 16 mm.

enthusiast, you need look no longer
for the film that has everything you want.
It's Agfa Hypan Reversible!

Vou'll find 16 mm. Hypan Reversible the
deal medium for outdoor work. It is a high-
speed film, fine-grained and fully panchro-
natic. When projected, you'll like its

brilliant gradation that adds a snap and
sparkle to all your scenes.

\nd for use with all Double-8 cameras,
here is the extremely fast and fine-grained

"Twin Eight" Hypan Reversible. For either

indoor or outdoor use, it has a well-balanced
panchromatic emulsion with excellent re-

solving power and effective anti-halation

coating.

For better movies, try either of these better

films. Soon. Agfa 16 mm. Hypan Revers-
ible in 100 ft. rolls is $6.00; in 50 ft. rolls:

$3.25. Agfa "Twin Eight" Hypan Revers-

ible in 25 ft. (double width) rolls is $2.25.

Prices include processing and return postage.

Agfa Ansco, Binghamton, N. Y.

Agfa
8 mm. and 16 mm.

HYPAN FILM
MADE IN U.S.A.



Emery Hmse
New Head

f

En^meers
ociety

FOR the first time in twenty-four
years since its organization the So-
ciety of Motion Picture Engineers

has selected as its leader a man not from
the East Coast or of the industrial Mid-
dle West but of the West Coast, of Hol-
lywood. At the convention in Hollywood
during the past month the nomination
of Emery Huse for president for the

years 1941 and 1942 was confirmed in

an announcement by President E. A.
Williford. Mr. Huse since 1928 has been
in charge of the interests of the East-
man Kodak Company on the Pacific

Coast.

It has been customary since there has
been a branch organization on the coast

to have an executive on each side of

the country. Where the president was
chosen from the East or Middle West
there was named in Hollywood an ex-
ecutive vice president. Mr. Huse was
executive vice president in 1935-36. At
present Nathan Levinson has the latter

office. On January 1 he will retire in

favor of Herbert Griffin of New York.
Mr. Huse was educated in Washing-

ton, D. C. He attended the Central High
School in that city, from that going into

George Washington University. At the
outbreak of the World War he entered
the United States Air Service and was
assigned to Ellington Field in Texas.

In January of 1919 Mr. Huse joined
the Eastman Kodak Company in Roches-
ter. For ten years he was in the re-

search laboratory under the general su-
pervision of Dr. C. E. K. Mees and the
immediate direction of Dr. Loyd Jones.
It is particularly to the guidance of Dr.
Jones the coming S. M. P. E. president
credits much of his knowledge of chem-
istry and photography.

Emery Huse, new Enfjineers' head.

In the physics department of the
laboratory Mr. Huse's activities or pri-

marily his whole training was around
photographic emulsions. It provided an
excellent background for undertaking the
technical job which has been his for
nearly twelve years.

It was approximately ten years ago
Mr. Huse honored the American Cine-
matographer by consenting to serve as
its technical editor.

When congratulations were extended
to Mr. Huse on his selection to repre-
sent for two years the nearly fourteen
hundred members of the society, with
a membership extending into many coun-
tries, the coming executive expressed the
hope that he might be able, with the aid
of his friends and associates in Holly-
wood, to bring about a much closer re-

lationship between the technicians in

Hollywood and the society to the same
extent as is done in other sections of
the country.
He is particularly desirous of gener-

ating greater activity among cameramen
and laboratory technicians so they might
be as active in the society as the sound
men, who are so ably carrying on their
work.
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An amateur "sets up" overlooking other
amateurs busili/ engaged in photograph-

ing wonders of Death Valley.

WE came into Death Valley
by way of Las Vegas, Nev.,
following the same I'oute

used by the first emigrants down
FuiTiace Creek wash from Amar-
gosa Junction. It was after dark.
The highway was wide, hard sur-
faced and well graded so that we
were not conscious of the drop
down below sea level.

Next morning we were up early
ready to start work only to find
out that our first handicap was the
short span of sunlight down in the
valley, due to the precipitous
mountain ranges on both the east
and the west. The sun did not
show up until about 9 o'clock and

Figlitiiiig Natuure^s

Pkotograpliic Traps in

Deatli Valley
By CHARLES W. HERBERT, A.S.C.

it was gone behind the mountains
again about 3 :30.

Death Valley is really below sea
level and the mountains which
flank it rise up abruptly five thou-
sand feet. They make a startling
backdrop for settings down in the
valley, nevertheless, shooting
across the valley.

With direct sun on them they
are flat, but when the sun shifts
around to a cross light they stand
out in startling relief.

I don't know of any location
where exact timing for shots is

more important than in Death
Valley. For this reason it was
most important to make a survey
of the picture possibilities there
and to set an exact best time of
day for shooting each scene.

Haze a Factor

Haze was a factor which had to
be reckoned with, too, especially
where distant views would make

up the back drop. Any long shots
against the light had to be I'uled

out entirely. Distance is so great
here and there is so much sus-
pended dust in the air that the
most satisfactory general view of
the valley was made with Infra
Red film using a 25A filter with
the lens wide open. Such a scene
was important for an introduction
to the reel.

We found Dante's View, from
which eveiy tourist looks down
into the valley, to be the best
place for making a sweeping gen-
eral view. Contrary to the usual
rule, it was the one shot that
could be made either in the morn-
ing or afternoon. Midday, with
the absence of shadow patterns,
was most undesirable.

The most astounding thing
about Death Valley today is the
ironic fact that modern develop-
ment has discovered and developed
an abundant water supply just

under the footprints of thirst-
crazed men whose death caused
other pioneers to call it Valley of
Death. This certainly seemed to
be a good sequence theme, and
after looking around we found
ample shots to build it up.

Starting with a closeup of a
spade turning up a clod of sod,
under which water quickly ap-
peared, there followed a succes-
sion of short flashes of water
trickling, flowing, running and
then rushing down the man-made
ditches, through the date orchard,
ending with a series of shots of
bathers in the beautiful swimming
pool at Furnace Creek Inn.

Miracle of the Desert

Aside from the picture signifi-

cance of this sequence, it also
furnished just the right lead for
the dialogue to emphasize the im-
portance of water with "Modern
science has created a miracle in
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the desert which might make some
old timers turn over in their
graves if they could only see."

This same theme was extended
into another sequence of an out-
door luncheon in the Palm Garden.
Here again shots of appetizing
food being served by white uni-
formed chefs opened the way for
the narrator to compare this elabo-
rate buffet with the prospectors'
scant rations.
Although good roads lead to all

of the principal historical and
scenic points of interest through-
out the valley, one really should
take a horseback ride off the
beaten path to get an intimate ap-
preciation of its vastness. We got
together a party of willing tour-
ists to make a riding sequence.
Starting out from Furnace

Creek Ranch we had them pass by
the old Twenty Mule Team Borax
wagons which are on display. The
huge wagon wheels gave the op-
portunity to get a novel shot here,
following the long shot, by putting
the camera on a hi-hat mount (low
tripod) and shooting through the
spokes of the wheel as the riding
party passed.

In a shot of this sort it is im-
portant to match the direction of
movement with the long shot. The
riders of course furnished the ac-
tion interest in the foreground and
the scenic points filled in the back-
ground. As ever, we still had to
be sure that each shot was made
at the time of day when the sun
created shadows on the eroded
landscape.

Watching Height of Sun
Locations were selected which

featured Manly's Beacon, Zabris-
kie Point. Devil's Cornfield and
the Sand Dunes. The shots at the
Sand Dunes, although made as

Riding over the Sand Dunes.

National Monument Naturalists super-
vise the blasting out of Salt Pools to

entey-tain tourists.

Hornhach pay-ty leave Furnace Creek
Ranch to penetrate the more spectacular
regions of the valley not reached by auto-

mobile road.

Start of the Baby Gauge R.R. ride from
Ryan old Borax works.

Don Curry National Monument — Nat-
uralist in his work shop researching.

Uhehebebe Crater in the north end of
the Valley.

The S2vank swimming pool at Furnace
Creek Inn is continually supplied with
fresh water pumped from underground

nearby.
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part of the horseback sequence,
worked in nicely as a finale to the
reel, particularly as we used two
good riders only and the scenes
were made just a short while be-
fore sundown when the shadows
were very long, accentuating every
wind ridge in the sand.

It's folly to try any sand dune
shots unless the sun is quite low
in early morning or late after-
noon. Care must be taken to
choose a camera position with
some elevation and with extreme
cross light. Then the shadows
create striking designs and give
needed depth to the view.

Although most people who have
heard of Death Valley associate it

with borax, still much credit for
its exploration and development
was due to the persistence and en-
durance of early day prospectors.
They penetrated every valley and
scaled every ridge seeking gold.
Prosperous boom towns followed
and passed on, but the prospector
is still there carrying on.

Every tourist likes to see one of
these old desert rats at work. This
was a logical sequence for us, too.

but after we had looked over all

of the accessible locations where
prospectors were still working, we
found none with the pictorial qual-
ities we needed.

So the stream of water running
through the Palm Garden was se-
lected as an effective setting. The
Furnace Creek Inn looming up in

the background made a striking
contrast.

This is a typical example of
how a worthy idea which does

One of the U. S. Govt. National Monu-
ment signs placed at points of interest.

On the lowest golf course in the world,
200 ft. below sea level. Indians act or,

caddies.

Old Prospector shows tourists how to

pan gold.

In the Palm Oasis Garden of Fui-nacc
Creek Inn winter visitors enjoy a lunch-

eon of fancy food.

Tom'ists at Zahriskie Point, a must in
their itinerary.

Coke ovens on the mountain heights
above the valley used to make Coke in

the early mining days.

Tourists on the Baby Gauge railroad
sightseeing ride.

Cameraman Herbert, old borax ivagor
in Background

Tourists register at Dante's View.

Old Prospector shows tou7-ists how to

pan gold.
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not measure up to the technical
or pictorial requirements of a
travelogue can be appropriately
staged rather than lost com-
pletely.

Take Over Prospector
With the location chosen for

convenience in panning gold in a
pictorial setting, we moved in a
typical prospector's hut, all his
working paraphernalia, a burro,
Indian guide and a large pile of
ore rock.
Then we imported a prospector

with that just right appearance
and rounded up a group of tour-
ists to complete the staged set.

The prospector and the theme
were true to life—only we put it

all just where a better picture
could be made.

Since Death Valley is widely
recognized as one of the world^s
greatest storehouses for archaeo-
logical research, this was another
chance to use representative Death
Valley backgrounds behind inter-
esting action. The naturalists
working with the National Park
Service are actually engaged in
locating and studying prehistoric
mammal tracks.
We went with Don Curry, chief

naturalist, his assistant and one
of the CCC boys on a track hunt-
ing expedition up a rugged, likely
looking canyon. They carried
along a plane table, surveying
transit, camera, tools and pack
kits.

The opening shot showed them
climbing up a ridge toward a hunt-
ing ground of exposed slab rocks.
The ridge was steep and the action
good, convincingly telling the story
of the daring of these men of
science. A forceful closeup with
a telephoto was next in order.
Then we arranged a scene of a

discovery with Curry and the CCC
boy pulling out a slab from a
pocket in the ravine while his as-
sistant was posted on the ridge
above, surveying the location of
the find.

Ancient Tracks
Coming in for a closeup, the

action of pulling out the slab was
repeated, then the camera was
brought nearer for a full closeup
as Curry dusted off the rock dis-
closing the tracks in bold relief.

A trial was necessary to deter-
mine in just which angle the slab
should be held in order to make
the tracks stand out with shadow
outlines.
Back at headquarters we ar-

ranged a scene of Curry in his

office researching through a huge
volume, comparing the tracks on
the slab with sketches in the
book.

Over at Ryan there's a baby
gauge railway that the Pacific
Coast Borax Company used in its

mining operations until it moved
to a new field. This railway has
been fitted up with sightseeing
cars which take tourists along the
line and into one of the mines.
It is an unusual trip.

Although the route goes
through impressive settings, a
series of shots merely showing the
train passing along the track
would be monotonous. We recog-
nized this weakness in the se-

quence, so we built it up with
human interest shots. First came
a closeup of the hardy Irish con-
ductor-engineer as he looked at
his watch and called all aboard.

Next a full closeup of the watch,
a full closeup of his face as he
shouted "All aboard," a cut-in
shot of tourists stepping up on to
the cars, a closeup of his hand
pressing the starter button of the
gasoline engine and a closeup of
the heavy cogs starting to turn
as the tvain moved off" gave the
cutting department plenty of ma-
terial to work with.

To relieve the monotony still

further, we put the camera aboard
the train and made shots of the
tourists looking at the sights and
the conductor turning around
from his engineering duty to tell

his passengers about some point
of interest. This was a fast mov-
ing sequence that once again gave
the opportunity to emphasize the
vastness of Death Valley in the
background.

Lowest Golf Course

Almost without exception, when
we are working on a travelogue
reel, some local booster comes up
and suggests that we make pic-
tures of this or that golf course.
Usually such a shot is too com-
monplace and too much like hun-
dreds of other golf courses, since
the main goal of a travelogue
cameraman is to find subjects that
are distinctive and at the same
time pictorial. However in Death
Valley we found a golf course that
had sufficient interest to justify
its inclusion in the reel.

It is the lowest golf course in
the world—178 feet below sea
level, and Indians are the caddies.
We dressed the Indians in cere-
monial costumes, feathers and all,

and built up an outstanding se-

quence of a commonplace subject.
Another of Death Valley's strange
aspects is the ragged borax forma-
tion on the floor of the valley.
This is known as the Devil's Ciolf

Course and scenes made here
worked nicely after the golfing
shots.

For a sidelight of interest we
picked up a few shots of flowers
blooming down on the floor of the
valley and good views of a school
of little killie fish in one of the
mineral pools. For additional his-
torical angles we made scenes of
the old charcoal kilns up near Ma-
hogany Flats, the ruins of the
Harmony Borax Works and the
grave of Shorty Harris.

A Death Valley tale would not
be complete without Death Valley
Scotty. At this time he was away
on one of his mysterious trips,

but the home office of Universal
Newsreel had some shots of him
in the library which they used in

our Going Places reel.

This story fell logically into the
plan of building up a travelogue
with an introduction followed by
about six to eight sequences. In
summing up the work outline
looked like this:

Travelogue on Script

1—Introduction.
General views of the

valley.

Old Borax Works ruins.
Flowers in bloom.
Grave of Shortv Harris.
KiUie fish.

2—Water and Development.
Spade turning up sod.
Trickle of water.
Various ditches with

water.
Irrigating date orchard.
Swimming pool.
Palm Garden luncheon.

3—Horseback riding.
Various riding shots with

striking background.

4—Archaeology.
Naturalists in field.

Naturalist in office.

5—Baby Gauge Railway.
Tourists taking sight-

seeing trip.

6—Prospector.
Tourists watching gold

panning.

7—Golfing with Indian caddies.

Teeing off.

Various shots on the
green.

(Continued on Page 522)
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THE Winner /

Elected hy

Popular Vote

of Confidence —

EASTMAN
PLUS X

PANCHROMATIC
NEGATIVE

»

J. E. BRULATOUR, Inc
DISTRIBUTORS



THE BACKLOG
OF QUALITY

TODAY— next week— next year— you know

you can depend on each Eastman negative

film to do its special work surpassingly

well. This unvarying reliability — a true

backlog of quality — keeps these films

strongly entrenched as the favorites of the

industry. Eastman Kodak Company,

Rochester, N. Y.

J. E. BRULATOUR, INC., Distributors

Fort Lee Chicago Hollywood

PLUS-X SUPER-XX
for general studio use wrhen littie ligtit is available

BACKGR01JXD-X
for backgrounds and general exterior tvork

EASTMAX NEGATIVE FILMS
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.vance

Hoi dywoo
essions to

Every Third
THE Society of Motion Picture

Engineers held its forty-seventh
semi-annual convention in Holly-

wood from October 21 to 25 inclusive.

It was a busy five days. Where it has
been customary heretofore to hold every
fourth session in Hollywood, announce-
ment was made by President E. A. Willi-

ford that in the future every third ses-

sion would be on the West Coast. It is

recognition, even though it be belated,

of the fast growing importance of, Holly-
wood in a motion picture way and in an
engineering way.

Locally the convention was particu-
larly important to the west coast in the
fact that for the first time the members
have chosen for president a member of
the Pacific Coast section—(Emery Huse.
Announcement of the choice was made
by President Williford at the opening
session. There was hearty applause
when at the request of the president
Mr. Huse stood and "took a bow."
Herbert Griffin, vice president of the

International Erojector Company, was
elected executive vice president as repre-
senting the East, succeeding Nathan
Levinson, who for some time has repre-
sented the West.

A. C. Downes of the National Carbon
Company was elected editorial vice presi-
dent, succeeding J. I. Crabtree, who has
held the office for a number of years.
William Z. Kunzman, of the National
Carbon Company, convention vice presi-
dent, was returned for another term.
You see, this is the officer who arranges
all details at a convention, whether in

the East or West, and then sees to it

they are carried through. Kunzman has
held the job for a long time. The mem-
bers have just taken steps to hold him
for another two years.
The new secretary, following J. Frank,

Jr., is P. J. Larson, New York con-

sultant engineer and patent expert.
George Friedl, Jr., of the International
Projector Company, is treasurer, taking
over from R. O. Strock, who has been
nominated chairman of the Atlantic
Coast section of the society.

The new officers were introduced at

the banquet and dance on Wednesday
evening (October 23). On the same oc-

casion the SMPE Progress Medal was
voted to Walt Disney for his develop-
ment of the movie cartoon in general,

and "Fantasia" in particular. The so-

ciety at the same time honored Robert
R. McMath of the McMath-Hulbert Ob-
servatory of the University of Michigan,
with its Journal award for his prepara-
tion of the most outstanding paper pub-
lished in the society's Journal of last

year.

Disney's Amazing Climb

The thirty - nine - year - old Disney's
amazing climb to fame was recounted
during the presentation ceremonies, from
his start as a $35-a-week cartoonist for
a slide film company, through his ar-
rival in Hollywood in 1924 with an idea,

a two-year-old suit of clothes, and §40,
to his present standing on the eve of the
release of his most remarkable film,

"Fantasia."

The officers of the SMPE witnessed
an advance showing of "Fantasia" at
the Walt Disney Studios prior to pres-
entation of the medal.

President Williford made the medal
award to Disney and Major Nathan
Levinson read a historical account of
Walt Disney's work. " 'Fantasia,' which
is soon to be released, is a magnificent
technical achievement," said Major Lev-
inson. "This production is an ultimate
example of the type of picture for which
the award was made."
McMath, who is chairman of the board

At the Engineers' Convention: Left to
right, E. A. Williford, president retiring
Janum-y 1, 19il ; Frank Cajyi-a, vice
president Academy of Motion Picture
Arts and Sciences; Nathan Levinson, re-
tiring executive vice president January
1 ; Emery Huse, president from Janu-

ary, 1, 19il, to January 1, 19i3.

of Motors Metal Manufacturing Com-
pany, is a noted author and astronomer,
member of astronomical societies

throughout the world. He has written
numerous popular scientific articles in

newspapers and magazines. His Journal
article described the McMath-Hulbert
Observatory tower especially equipped
to take motion pictures of astronomical
subjects.

"Mr. President, this honor is deeply
appreciated," said Mr. Disney in reply
to President Williford's presentation.

"Our business moves ahead, I might
say, on two legs—artists and technicians

—and one leg can't go any faster than
the other. Many of our artists are tech-

nically minded—many of our technicians

are artistically inclined. Together, they
have turned our plant into an experi-

mental laboratory. Working together,

they have solved hundreds of technical

problems. That is why the limits of our
medium are constantly expanding. By
research, trial and error, adaptations,
refinement, invention and a scientific

understanding of basic principles, each
year we can do things on the screen
that we could never do before.

"Our artists are perfectionists. The
imperfections and limitations of our
medium goad them into horrid frenzies.

It is dangerous to cross or thwart them.
When a technician says, 'It can't be done,'

the artist howls and bellows until our
technicians figure out the problem. Then,
instantly, the artists will have another
big idea. This keeps the technicians
in a state of perpetual pounce and makes
them not only resourceful and highly
creative, but very unhappy.

"The biggest compliment I can pay all

of you technicians is this: You're the
ghost with long, furry ears that haunts
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me. My one fear of the future is that
some day our technical evolution will

hit a stone wall and stop. And when
that stops, our little entertainment
medium can't grow up any more. We
stymied artists and story tellers will be
left going around and around in the
same groove. And the audience will

begin saying, 'This is where we came in.'

"In conclusion I would like to say that
the work of my artists and musicians
and story men has received world recog-
nition and all kinds of medals. But to-

night, for the first time, the composite
chest of my technicians feels the de-
lightful pin prick of a medal. It makes
me very happy that this has happened.
Mr. President and members of the So-
ciety, we thank you, sincerely."

The convention program is one of the
most extensive and the most complete in

the society's history. Nine convention
committees completed arrangements. An
elaborate program for delegates' wives
was arranged by a twenty-woman com-
mittee headed by Mrs. Loren L. Ryder.

Nearly Fifty Papers

The eleven technical sessions of the
convention included the presentation
and discussion of nearly fifty papers by
leading technical experts of the in-

dustry's laboratories, studios and equip-
ment manufacturing organizations. Two
sessions were given over to sound, one
to sound recording, one to disk record-
ing, two to laboratory subjects, one to

television and four to general subjects.

There were visits to the studios of
Twentieth Century-Fox Tuesday after-

noon and RKO Thursday. The conven-
tion concluded Friday evening with the
television session.

In conjunction with the convention, an
extensive exhibit of recently developed
technical apparatus was held during the
week. Companies displaying new equip-
ment included Eastman Kodak, Moviola
Company, Electrical Research Products
Inc., Mole-Richardson, RCA Manufactur-
ing Company, Lansing Company, Nor-
man Neely Company, J. E. MacAuley,
National Theatre Supply Company, and
Motion Picture Screen and Accessories
Company.
The schedule of papers and their

writers was as follows:

MONDAY, OCTOBER 21

11 a.m., "American Standards and
Their Place in the Motion Picture In-
dustry," J. W. McNair, American Stand-
ards Association, New York.

11:30, "Activities of the British Kine-
matograph Society During Wartime."

12 Noon, "Black Light for Theater
Auditoriums," H. J. Chanon, General
Electric, Cleveland, and F. M. Falge,
General Electric, Los Angeles.
Address of welcome by the Honorable

Fletcher Bowron, Mayor of Los Angeles.
Address by Frank Capra, vice presi-

dent of the Academy of Motion Picture
Arts and Sciences, Hollywood.

2 p.m., Report of the Standards Com-
mittee, D. B. Joy, chairman.

2:.'50, "Recommendations on Theater
Acoustics from the Research Council
Theater Standardization Committee," J.

K. Hilliard, chairman.
3, "Acoustic Design Features of Studio

Stages, Monitor Rooms and Review
Rooms," D. P. Loye, Electrical Research
Products, Inc., Hollywood.

3:30, Progress Report of the Academy
Research Council Sub - Committee on
Acoustical Characteristics, Jack Durst,
chairman.

4, "Demonstration of Make-Up Tech-
nic," Jack Dawn, Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
Studios, Culver City.

Blossom Room; Sound Session;
L. L. Ryder, Chairman

8 p.m., "Operation of the Variable-
Intensity Recording System," C. W.
Faulkner, Twentieth Century-Fox, and
C. N. Batsel, RCA Manufacturing Com-
pany, Hollywood.

8:30, "Ground - Noise - Reduction Sys-
tems," E. W. Kellogg, RCA Manufac-
turing Company, Camden, N. J.

9:00, "Stability of Synchronous Mo-
tors," S. Read, Jr., and E. W. Kellogg,
RCA Manufacturing Company, Camden.

9:30, "Editing a Motion Picture," I. J.

Wilkinson and W. Hamilton, RKO Radio
Pictures, Inc., Los Angeles, (Demonstra-
tion) .

10, "A Monochromatic Variable-Den-
sity Recording System," 0. L. Dupy and
J. K. Hilliard, Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
Studios, Culver City.

TUESDAY, OCTOBER 22

Blossom Room; Sound Session;
H. G. Tasker, Chairman

10 a.m., "Line Microphones," H. F.

Olson, RCA Manufacturing Company,
Camden.

10:30, "A Line Microphone for Speech
Pick-Up," L. J. Anderson, RCA Manu-
facturing Company, Camden.

11, "A Method of Calibrating Micro-
phones," F. L. Hopper, Electrical Re-
search Products, Inc., Hollywood, and
F. F. Romanow, Bell Telephone Labora-
tories, Inc., New York.

11:30, "General and Design Considera-
tions of Low-Noise Microphones," A. L.

Williams and H. G. Baerwald, Brush
Development Corporation, Cleveland.

12 Noon, "Stabilized Crystal Disk Re-
cording Cutter," S. J. Begun, Brush De-
velopment Corporation, Cleveland.

1:30 p.m., Luncheon and visit to the
studios of the Twentieth Century-Fox
Film Corporation, as guests of the
studio, by courtesy of Darryl Zanuck,
president. The trip included a preview
in action of the new silent Twentieth
Century camera.

Blossom Room; Sound Recording
Session; N. Levinson, Chairman.

8 p.m., "A New Mirror Light-Modu-
lator," W. R. Goehner, Bell Telephone
Laboratories, New York.

8:30, "A 200-Mil Variable-Area Modu-
lator," R. W. Benfer and G. T. Lorance,
Electrical Research Products, Inc., Holly-
wood.

9, "Analysis of Sound-Film Drives,"
D. MacKenzie and W. J. Albersheim,

Electrical Research Products Corpora-
tion, New York.

9:30, "An Investigation of Some Fac-
tors Influencing Volume Range in Photo-
graphic Sound Recording," W. K. Grim-
wood and O. Sandvik, Eastman Kodak
Company, Rochester.

10, "A Stereophonic Recording and
Reproducing System," C. Flannagan,
Electrical Research Products, Inc., New
York.

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 23

Blossom Room; Studio Session;
J. I. Crabtree, Chairman.

10 a.m., Report of the Studio Lighting
Committee, E. C. Richardson, chairman.

10:25, "An Improved Playback Horn
Equipment," C. R. Daily, Paramount
Pictures, Inc., Hollywood.

10:50, "MGM Mobile Camera Crane,"
John Arnold, Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Stu-
dios, Culver City.

11:15, "An Improved Mixer Potentio-
meter," K. B. Lambert, Metro-Goldwyn-
Mayer Studios, Culver City.

11:40, "Production-Quality Sound with
Single-System Portable Equipment," D.
Y. Bradshaw, March of Time, New York.

12:05 p.m., "Hollywood's Low-Tem-
perature Sound-Stage," R. Van Slyker,
Hollywood (Demonstration).

12:25, Report of the Committee on
Preservation of Film, J. G. Bradley,
chairman (Demonstration).
Open Afternoon.
8:30 p.m.. Blossom Room; Forty-sev-

enth Semi-Annual Banquet and Dance.

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 24

Blossom Room; Projection Session;
Herbert Griffin, Chairman.

10:30 a.m., Report of the Theater En-
gineering Committee, A. N. Goldsmith,
chairman.

11, "A New Condenser-Type High-
Intensity Projector Arc Lamp," J. E.
McAuley, J. E. McAuley Manufacturing
Company, Chicago.

11:20, "A Molded Plastic Screen With
Contoured Surface," R. O. Walker,
Walker-American Corporation, St. Louis.

11:40, "Some Developments in 8mm.
High Intensity Positive Carbons," D. B.

Joy, National Carbon Company, Fostoria,

Ohio.
12 Noon, "Improved Motor Drive for

Self-Phasing of Process Projection Equip-
ment," H. G. Tasker, Paramount Pic-

tures, Inc., Holl>-wood.
2:30 p.m.. Studio Visit. A visit to the

studios of R.K.O. Radio Pictures, Inc.,

by courtesy of J. R. McDonough, vice

president. J. 0. Aalberg, Vern Walker,
and Van Nest Polglase will be in charge
of the visit. Admittance by registration

cards only.

6 p.m., Studio Visit. A visit to the

Walt Disney Studio, arranged by the

courtesy of W. E. Garity, studio mana-
ger; visit in charge of C. 0. Slyfield,

sound director.

Walt Disney Studio Theater;
General Session; Emery Huse, Chairman.

8 p.m., "The New Walt Disney Stu-

dio," W. E. Garity and J. L. Ledeen,

Walt Disney Studios, Hollj'wood.
(Continued on Page 526)
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There ^Were Bi Ones
The Great Dictator

After an absence from the screen for

a little more than four years Charlie
Chaplin makes his entrance with his long-
heralded "The Great Dictator." Of
course, it is a picture that every one will

want to see. We say of course. To say
anything else would be silly. When after

a lapse of four years Chaplin makes a
picture it's got to be funny; it's got to

be more than funny; it's got to be good.

Underneath it has got to have more
than fun. Fundamentally and above all

it has got to have humanity. It is neces-
sary that he make us laugh, riotously, up-
roariously, that he may the more easily

make us cry, inwardly if not outwardly.

And so he does in "The Great Dic-
tator." F'or two hours he rips us with
belly laughs as he throws his caustic
hooks into the totalitarians; as he
wheezes and chokes and gasps in the
well-known Hitlerian style; as he argues
and battles in most approved slapstick
manner with transformed Jack Oakie, his

fellow-tyrant Napaloni, dictator of Bac-
teria, ruler of Italy; how as the Little

Barber of the Ghetto he suffers with his

neighbors the minor and major brutali-
ties of the giant storm troopers.

And then at the finish of all this he
stages an intriguing build-up and ap-
pears before an audience that only Eu-
rope can muster, it seems, so extensive
is it.

Gone now are all the wheezings and
chokings and spasms of the Hitlerian
diatribes. He is talking—in deadly seri-

ousness—the plainest, everyday human-
ity, the sort that appeals to all human-
kind, with especial force to all humans in

Europe.

The picture closes with Paulette God-
dard. As Hannah of the Ghetto, prone
and despairing on the hillside of a neigh-
boring country, she hears by radio the
words of cheer and hope that come from
a familiar voice. It is a climax that regis-
ters with smashing effect.

There is a good cast—Reginald Gardi-
ner, Henry Daniell, Billy Gilbert, Grace
Hayle, Carter De Haven, Maurice Mos-
covich, Emma Dunn, Bernard Gorcey,
Paul Weigel, Chester Conklin, Esther
Michelson, Hank Mann, Florence Wright,
Eddie Gribbon, Robert O. Davis, Eddie
Dunn, Peter Lynn and Nita Pike.

Karl Struss, A.S.C., and Rollia Tothe-
roh photographed the picture. Those who
would study Chaplin's face will find abun-
dant opportunity in closeups throughout
the picture, especially in the closing
speech. Similar opportunity is afforded
for a fine closeup of Paulette Goddard.
And she is good to look upon.

Just in passing: We have heard for a
dozen years, from those who know, you
know, the reason Chaplin did not talk on

By George Blaisdell

the screen was because—^well, perhaps,
he could not. But you just follow that
closing speech.

•
Too Many Girls

For those who crave youth, music,
rhythm, dancing and perhaps noise RKO-
Radio will more than satisfy with "Too
Many Girls." Those who conceived the
persons attending this mythical college
of Pottawatomie provided for ten girls

and one boy, in that ratio. If that set-up
were an actuality the proportion quickly
would be reversed, at least.

As a musical comedy farce the sho^v•

has undoubted strength. More than that,

it has decided novelty. Here is an In-

stitution presumably of learning set in

a picturesque desert, not a plain one,
featuring girls, music, gayety and ±cuT,-

ball. There you have it. Undoubtedly
the picture was made v/ith an eye on the
entire South American market, and be-
yond a doubt that is where the picture
will be a whirlwind.
Frank Redman, A.S.C., has abunda:;t

opportunities to reproduce large or we
will say massive sets, and Vernon L.

Walker, A.S.C., in charge of special
effects, contributed striking scenes.

In the cast were few persons of mature
age. The great majority were of school
age or not of much more. The show was
produced and directed by George Abbott,
who did a swell job.

Knute Rockne, All American
In "Knute Rockne—All American"

Warner B^rothers has given us a produc-
tion worthy of all praise. It is a rare
type of motion picture. Again we have
a fine example of motion picture so diffi-

cult to create—a documentary.
And documentary it is, by all the bet-

ter definitions with which the brand is

outlined. For many a day to come it will

silence the windy fulminations of the
extra-vocal short-haired women and
long-haired men, those who preach de-
spair of hope for the younger genera-
tion.

Here is a theme which presents clean
sportsmanship and a clean citizenship.
It is a theme which lifts the spectator,
which makes him feel like one who
emerges from a brisk plunge. It is a
story which absorbs attention, entirely,
completely; holds under a spell all the
way.
One of Knute Rockne's strongest

points was teamwork. So, too, it is team-
work that is demonstrated in this film.

Robert Buckner wrote the original screen
play, based on the private papers of
Mrs. Rockne and the University of Notre
Dame. Lloyd Bacon directed. Tony
Gaudio, A.S.C., was director of photog-
raphy. Byron Haskin, A.S.C., and Rex

Wimpy, A.S.C., created the special effects.

The story, the direction and the pho-
tography all blended superbly.
The acting honors were carried by

Pat O'Brien and Donald Crisp. The
dramatic highlights were the conference
of football authorities which quizzed
Rockne as an expert witness on what
could be done to help football and the
brief funeral oration of Donald Crisp as
Father John Callahan, C.S.C., at the con-
clusion of the picture.

There were other players, of course.
There was Gale Page as the wife of
Rockne—a splendid performance, far
away from the atmosphere of the stage;
there was Albert B'asserman as Father
Julius Nieuwland, the scientist, who tried

hard to convince Rockne he should ad-
here to science and pass up football.

There was a host, too, of others.

The Thief of Bagdad
Alexander Korda's "The Thief of Bag-

dad" will be sure of a warm welcome in

the United States, in which country it

will be released through the United
Artists.

It is nothing if not a technicians' pic-

ture, meaning the devices were so many
and so mystifying the layman on enter-
ing the theatre may as well throw up his

hands and say to himself "I admit my
defeat and amazement. Please adminis-
ter gently."
On the romantic side excellent judg-

ment has been exercised in the selection

of the two leads in the lovemaking. Ah-
mad is John Justin, heroic figure, rather
Apollolike, good to look upon even from
the masculine side. When it is added he
now is a flyer in the British ranks, doing
his bit over London and Berlin, feminine
interest will be heightened, and so also

should be that of the menfolks. The
princess is June Duprez, rarely beautiful.
She is all of that.

Abu is Sabu, known to the screen as
the Elephant Boy. Jaffar is Conrad
Veidt, the big devil of the play, just as
wicked as he so well can be on the
screen. The Genie is the near giant Rex
Ingram, the famous American director
of other days.
The chief photographer is George Per-

inal and the American photographer
Osmond Borradaile. The special effects

were directed by Lawrence Butler. No
time was lost by the preview house ex-
pressing its appreciation of the pho-
tography.
Well within the first five minutes fol-

lowing the rise of the curtain the house
twice broke into hearty applause at the
picture quality on the screen. There
was nothing else to applaud. The first

came within the initial ten seconds.

An ancient ship with billowing sails

plunged its bows deep into the blue-
white waters (the picture was in Tech-

(Ccntinued on Page 519)
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TRIPLE-DUTY

SCREEN

Used as a Table Model Used as a Tripod Screen

3 SCREENS IN ONE, 30" x 40" only $7.50
$200.00 FOR A NAME! That's what you will
receive if the name you suggest for Da-Lite's
sensational new screen is considered best by the
judges. There are 139 prizes, totaling $1,050.00.
All you have to do is suggest a name for this
screen and give ia 25 words or less your reason
why you think the name is best.

FACTS ABOUT THE SCREEN: It is a "triple-
duty screen" that can b« used as (1) a tripod
screen; (2) a map-type hanging screen, or
(3) a table screen, quickly set up on a desk
or table. The surface is Da-Lite's famous Glass-
Beaded surface—ideal for color or black and
white pictures. The screen (a 30-inch by 40-

inch size), case, folding tripod and special Da-
Late two-ply spring support for setting up on
a table, are all offered at the amazingly low
price of $7.50.*

See this new Da-Lite Screen at your dealer's!

You'll agre« it is top value in the low-price

class . . . just as the Challenger, Model B,

Electrol, and other Da-Lite Screens are leaders

in their respective fields.

NOW FOR A NAME! Send your first entry to-

day ! You can get other blanks from your
dealer. But send in your first suggestion now.
You may win $200.00.

• Price slightly higher on Pacific Coast.

$1050.00
IN 139 PRIZES

Contest Closes Dec. 31, 1940

FIRST PRIZE CASH $200

3 Second Prizes CASH Each $40

10 Third Prizes of Da-Lite

Projector Stands,
Retail Price Each $18*

These stands are adjust-
able in height and have
tilting rotating platform.
They are ideal for show-
ing movies, for use as a
camera tripod or a sup-
port for clamp — on type
light reflector-..

25 Fourth Prizes of Da-Lite

No. 2 Unipods,
Retail Price . . Each $6*

This popular camera sup-
port has a neck strap and
is adjustable in height
ifrom 11" to 17". For
movie or still camera.
Weighs only 12 ounces.

1 00 Fifth Prizes of Da-Lite

22"x30" Junior Screens,

Retail Price Each $4*

This has Da-Lite's
Glass-Beaded screen
surface and special
two-ply spring vrire

support for setting up
on a desk or table.

139 PRIZES Total Value $1,050

FOLLOW THESE EASY RULES!

1. Suggest a name for D.^-LITE'SNEW GLASS-BEADED Combina-
tion Tripod—Hanging—Table screen
and give in 25 words or less your
reason why you think this name is
best.

2. Send In a-s many entries as you
wish. Mail to DA-UTE Screen Con-
test Editor, 215 N. MicUgan Are.,
Chicago, Illinois.

,3. The contest closes December 31st,
1940. Your entries must be post-
marked not later than midnight,
December .Slst. and must be received
by us within ten days.

4. An Independent, experienced contest
organization will have complete
charge of the contest. They will
judge all entries from the stand-
point of originality, uniqueness and
applleabUlty of the name suggested
in (conjunction with the sender's

reason for reconijuending it. Deci-
sion of judges will be final. In case
of ties, duplicate prizes will be
awarded. All entries become the
property of DA-LITE Screen Com-
pany, Inc.. Chicago. 111. No entry
will be returned.

Any one living in continental United
States may compete, except em-
ployees of DA-LITE Screen Com-
pany. Inc., and its advertising
agency or their families. The con-
test is subject to Federal. Slate
and Local regulations.

Prizes with a total value of $1,050
will be awarded. First prize is
$200.00 cash. See complete list of
prizes at upper right.

All winners will be notified bv
mall. A complete list of the win-
ners will 1)6 sent on request of any
contestant enclosing stami)ei!. ad-
dressed envelope.

ENTRY BLANK Ma// Ho\n\
CONTEST CLOSES DECEMBER 31, 1940

DA-LITE SCREEN CONTEST EDITOR Date .

.

Dept. II A.C.
215 N. Michigan Avenue, Chicago, III.

For the new Da-Lite Glass-Beaded Triple Duty Screen I suggest

the name:—

.

.Mv reasons* are :

Limit statement to 25 words or less.

NAME
ADDRESS
CITY STATE..
\AME OF DEALER
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One of the photographs in Berko's docv-
mentari/. "School for Soldiers."

Bombay, India, July 24, 1940.

IN an article on India's Film History
(American Cinematographer of Oc-

I tober, 1939,) I commented upon the
surprisingly small number of Indian
short films, and I also tried to show some
of the reasons underlying this phenome-
non. Two of the most important were the
long running time of Indian feature
films and the slight financial returns
short films off'ered to their producers in

India.

The war, which has had a very bene-
ficial eff'ect upon the Indian Film Indus-
try as a whole, has particularly favored
the production of short films and, as will

be shown later, especially of documen-
taries.

As it has always been my opinion that.

DocBiiieiiitaries Attainiii'

Full Indla
By F. BERKO

Illustrations by the Writer, Raised front His 35mm. Film
of the Indian Documentary, "School for Soldiers."

since the era of talkies and, lately, of
color films, with their huge increase in

the cost of production, it is the short
film which ofl'ers easiest access and most
scope to fresh blood and creative intel-

ligence, I am now optimistic enough to

believe that unless stifled in its very
beginning the remarkable rise of the
documentary film which has happened in

England and, recently, in America and
the British Dominions, will also happen
here.

Before I continue, let me revert for
a moment to my statement that the war
has had such a beneficial effect upon the
Indian Film as a whole; as this is not
the general opinion here, I would just
like to give my reason.

War Helps Shorts

This is not the fact that the war some-
what restricted the import of foreign-
made films—which, after all, does not ap-
preciably affect the Indian market on the
whole—but the much more important and
valuable one that, by the inescapable
pressure to economize, producers were
forced to cut down the length of their
films.

This, as will be confirmed by the ma-
jority of the more intelligent producers
and directors, is a most essential step
towards any improvement.

Moreover, it incidentally removed the
first of the two obstacles lying in the
way of the production of short films,

and it is significant to note that the
output of these jumped up rapidly since
the beginning of the war.

Of all types of shorts—or "Topicals,"
as they still are commonly called in this

Note:

[The author, a cinematographer with
several documentary films in Europe to
his credit, has worked in the Indian
film for the last two years. He is, in-

cidentally, responsible for the photog-
raphy of one of the films mentioned in
this article, and the photographs repro-
duced here are actual enlargements from
his 35mm. frames. They are published
by kind permission of the J. Walter
Thompson Co., Ltd., which produced this
film—called "School for Soldiers," under
the direction of Edward J. Fielden.]

country, whether they be newsreels, pub-
licity films, comedies, travelogues, or
documentaries proper—, the documentary
is potentially the most powerful, and it

is because of this, and for the other rea-
sons given above that we are dealing
with it here.

Hence, it is particularly gratifying to
note that it is the production of just
this type of film which has received the
strongest impetus, because Government,
which rightly recognized its intrinsic
values and tremendous possibilities in
times of war, immediately commissioned
the production of a number of them.

In the case of these films, the second
obstacle mentioned at the beginning of
this article, i. e. the profit question, has
fortunately also been removed. The ulti-

mate object of these films, as of all

good documentaries worth their name,
lies beyond profits.

Government Gets Credit

Although it must be acknowledged that
short films were definitely "in the air"
some time before the war, the first in-

telligently directed efforts toward the
production of a whole series of documen-
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tary films undoubtedly have to be cred-
ited to the Government.

As, apart from this series, there are
only a few isolated individual efforts,

and as furthermore these documentaries
are, until now, the nearest approach to

European and American counterparts
are, whether continued—as it is hoped
they will be!—or not after the war, will

most certainly mark the birth of the
documentary film production proper in

India, they should deserve the attention
of all those interested in the history of
the film all over the world.
At the moment of writing, three films

have been screened, and two more are
practically completed. Of the three fin-

ished one is showing the activities of the
Indian Navy, within the framework of
a slight story of the training course of
a cadet.

The other follows the daily routine in

the life of the Indian Army, and the
third gives a survey of the education of
officers at one of the most important
military academies in India. The re-

maining two deal with the Air Force
and the Mint respectively.

All these films will be one-reelers.

They all have to be in several native
languages, apart from English. This
means that, in order to produce them
economically, they have to be done as
silent films with post-synchronized run-
ning commentaries and background
music.

Contracts Spread Around
There are a great many more films

planned for the immediate future, but
it seems as if Government first wants
to see the present lot finished before
going ahead with the others.

In this respect, it is significant to

see that the contracts for these five

films have been placed with four differ-

ent sources—three with two of the lead-
ing advertising agencies (working in

conjunction with film companies), and
two with film producers.

In case the choice of advertising
agencies may seem strange, it must be
explained that it might have been made
not only because these agencies had

Illustrations in Indian documentary of
F. Berko, "School for Soldiers."

already produced several shorts—most-
ly publicity films—while the majority
of film producers proper were rather
uninterested in such "small change" (as
emphasized at the beginning of this

article), but also perhaps because they
were much more aware of the possi-

bilities of the film as a medium for
propaganda, and had urged Government
some time before the war to make use
of just this type of film.

It is yet too soon to form a fair judg-
ment on the respective merits of these
films. They will be difficult to compare
withi each other, in any case, as they
deal with different subjects, and as they
have been taken under widely varying
conditions.

But it is certain that, while they can
only be regarded as the first and far
from mature efforts of groups not yet
sufficiently united and coordinated and,

on the whole, not too experienced in

this particular kind of work, they never-
theless clearly indicate a definite future
for the documentary film in India.

Unusually Strong Pictures
Shown by Hollywood Forum
The Holl>'^\'ood Motion Picture Forum,

an organization composed mainly of those
interested in educational work, attended
a most entertaining program on the
evening of October 16. President Fred
W. Orth presided. Bell & Howell's Audi-
torium, as usual, was the scene.

Miss Mabel Stanford of the faculty

of the Chaffee Junior High School of

Ontario, who earlier this year presented
with comments her picture "Scandina-
via," showed her new film, "Guatemala."
It's a very interesting picture, as a de-

scription of it by Miss Stanford in an-

other column will prove it to be.

"Flower Arrangements," produced by
the Ford Company, was an entertaining

description of home decoration. "Ele-

Good News
ALAN MOWBRAY, appearing

as Lord Hamilton with Vivien

Leigh and Laurence Olivier in

Alexander Korda's "Lady Hamil-
ton," cabled his 75-year-old father
in London asking "how are you?"

Within a few hours the follow-

ing cable came from the old gen-

tleman:

"I'm all right—I guess.''

phants," a tale of a trained animal and
two untrained baby elephants, new Erpi
release, designed for young children,

proved to be very interesting for adults.

"Olvera Street," by the William Paul-
son Films, was an interesting tale of

perhaps Los Angeles' oldest street. The
street aims to retain the old-time Mexi-
can atmosphere—and succeeds. "Friends
and Foes of Citrus Growers," produced
by Harold Warner of Santa Ana, pho-

tographer and rancher, was a story of

an orange grower's everyday life, of his

unending battle with pests.

On another page of this magazine is

an illustrated story of that film. It first

was produced in 8mm. Kodachrome. As
its quality da\vTied upon those who were
permitted to see it Bell & Howell asked

Mr. Warner to reproduce it in 16mm.,
also in Kodachrome. This was done and

a lecture was created for it. The com-
ment will be put to sound and the film

will be entered in the Bell & Howell

library. The story will be found on an-

other page.

Cinema Club of San Francisco
The meeting of the Cinema Club of

San Francisco was held October 15, at

the Merchandise Mart.
As had been announced the meeting

was devoted to the judging of vacation

films. The maximum lengths of the films

was 400 feet of 16mm. or 200 feet of

8mm. The first prize for each film width

was $10 and the second prize $5.
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SOUTHERN CONFERENCE
TO BE HELD IN ATLANTA

ATHOUSAND or more educators
and others interested in audio-
visual education are expected to

attend the Fourth Annual Southern Con-
ference on Audio-Visual Education,
which meets at the Biltmore Hotel in

Atlanta, November 14, 15, and 16. There
they will be informed of recent develop-
ments in the use of teaching aids such
as sound and silent educational motion
pictures, radio, recordings, lantern slides,

filmstrips and exhibits.
^

On the program of this year's confer-
ence will appear several speakers of
national repute and a number of experts
in the audio-visual field. Among those
to speak will be Roger Albright, liaison

officer of the Motion Picture Producers
and Distributors of America; Leonard
Power of the Federal Radio Education
Council; Dr. EllswortTi C. Dent, educa-
tional director of RCA; Floyde E.
Brooker of the American Council on
Education and others equally well known.
The specialized group forums, includ-

ed for the first time in last year's con-
ference, proved so popular and effective

that in this year's program they are
being broadened and accented. On Fri-
day, November 15, the entire afternoon
meeting is to be devoted to these in-

formal and intensely practical meetings
where teachers and school administra-
tors are invited to discuss their own
audio-visual programs and problems with
the groups of experts present.
Four specialized group forums will

meet simultaneously to discuss the fol-

lowing topics: Problems of using the
radio, recordings, sound systems and
recording equipment; problems of pro-
jection and visual instruction, photog-
raphy in school and community and ad-
ministration of audio-visual programs.
Each of these sectional meetings is to

be under the leadership of a nationally
known expert with a staff of specialists

to help in the solution of problems
presented. A particularly interesting
feature of the conference is to be found
in the exhibits of all types of audio-
visual equipment and materials which
are attractively displayed in the exhibit
hall adjacent to the conference meeting
rooms.

Of outstanding interest among the
exhibits this year will be a three-dimen-
sional (stereoscopic) projector for class-

room use; a display of models and ex-

Striking photograph in Indian docu-
mentary, "School for Soldiers."

hibits produced by the Georgia Audio-
Visual WPA Project, and the latest types
of projection equipment, cameras, sound
recorders, radios, and centralized school
sound systems.
No fees, dues, admission or charges of

any kind will be made for attendance at
the sessions of this conference. Copies
of the complete programs and any other
information concerning the Southern
Conference on Audio-Visual Education
will be furnished upon request. All com-
munications should be addressed to 223
Walton Street, N. W., Atlanta, Georgia.

BY HYPER^SENSITIZATION
UPONT RAISES SPEED

film is fogged over a period of from 25
to 40 minutes, at a distance of 5 to 10
feet from the safelight.

In practice some experimentation may
be necessary to arrive at the condition
that will produce the greatest increase
in speed. However, once determined
these remain constant and the effect of
"latensification" may be repeated again
and again with thoroughly uniform
results.

Films intensified in this manner may
be processed in any "negative"' developer.
The only departure from routine tech-
nique is a 50 to 75 per cent increase in
developing time to offset the loss in con-
trast resulting from "latensification."

Exposures have been made at film
speeds far in excess of four times nor-
mal, where "latensification" has pro-
duced negatives that would yield satis-
factory prints. But it is suggested that
before attempting this extreme sensi-
tization some experience be gained with
a speed increase on the order of four
times normal.

WITH no more equipment than a
panchromatic safelight, any
photographer can increase the

speed of a film from two to four times
right in his own darkroom. "Latensifica-
tion," the name describing this new proc-
ess, is an outgrowth of the research
being done by Du Pont Film Manufac-
turing Corporation on high speed 35mm.
films.

This method of hyper-sensitization
bids fair to become an outstanding de-
velopment in the art of photography.
It opens whole new fields of subject ma-
terial to a camera owner. He can take
action pictures with lighting conditions
now considered impossible. In many in-

stances, extra lights and tripods can be
dispensed with altogether. Where they
are used, they become much more ef-

fective.

The process itself amounts to nothing
more than deliberately fogging an ex-
posed film with the rays from a dark
green safelight. The maximum latent
image intensification occurs when the
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AMATEUR REPORTS ON
ACADEMY LIGHT TESTS

By Claude W» A. Cadarette

lyS an amateur photographer using
/A both still cameras and a motion
-^picture camera, I was asked to

give my reactions on a new midget spot-

light and to test it under any conditions

I preferred. I accepted the proposal
with the understanding that I could
write my opinions without any censor-

ship.

This Academy Baby Spotlight, I found,
was very light in weight, yet rigidly

constructed to stand hard abuse. It sets

on a wide circular platform, or can be
removed to be placed on a tripod or

any light standards.

This feature, I found was most grati-

fying, as in the course of making ex-

posures I could place the spotlights in

any position I desired. It has a crackle
finish casing with an adequate lamp
cooling system, yet no light leaks
through the cooling vents.

Any T-8 lamp of lOOW, 150W, or
200W may be used which provides ample
illumination for backlighting or high-
lighting, as the entire lamp output is

concentrated by means of a concave
mirror and sent through a three-inch
Fresnel lens.

The lamp and mirror are mounted on
a movable platform that slides back and
forth, controlling the size of the spotted
light. The beam of light can be reduced
to a very small area or used as a
flooding light over larger areas accord-
ing to the position of the lamp.

When I set up the spots for lighting
the model, I noticed that when I cast

the light beam on her face the resulting
border lines between highlights and shad-
ows were not harsh, but blended to a
great extent.

This is most satisfactory in por-
traiture. Should more diffusion be neces-
sary, screens can be placed over the
lens in slots that have been provided.
Although the light is heavily concen-
trated, the lens softens the beam and
breaks any harsh shadow lines.

Another noticeable feature was ob-
served in the beam when put in a wide
or flooded spot. At this position, most
spotlights fail insofar as the center of
the area does not have the same amount
of light as the edges. The Academy
Baby Spot had a uniform dispersion of
light in all parts of the area at wide
spread. This can be observed in picture
No. .3.

The low cost of the light makes it pos-
sible for amateurs to own more than
one unit. Equipped with twelve feet
of rubber cord with a switch, it can be

One concentrated spot for highlighting
the side of the face and one flooded spot
for general light. A stronger light source
for building expos-ure was used behind

the camera.

Illustrating one method of adapting the
light to any convenient support.

One general light for background expo-
sure used with one cross light spot and

one concentrated spot.

One concentrated spot and one flooded
spot, both at low angles.

used at longer distances from the power
outlet.

The Perfecto Products Company and
its distributor, Frank A. Emmet of Los
Angeles, can expect many pleasant re-

actions from this product. It is a long
needed article for amateur photog-
raphers.

RCA Attends Convention
An RCA delegation, headed by Eugene

W. Ritter, newly-elected vice-president
in charge of the company's manufactur-
ing and production engineering, was
among the motion picture industry
executives from the East who were in

Hollywood attending the fall conven-
tion of the Society of Motion Picture
Engineers.
Others in the group were Ralph W.

Austrian, assistant vice-president of
RCA Photophone; Dr. V. K. Zworykin,
head of RCA's Electronic Research Lab-
oratories; Dr. E. W. Kellogg, noted ex-
perimenter, author and lecturer on
sound engineering problems; G. L. Dim-
mich, of the RCA Photophone research
department, and Julius Haber, publicity

chief.
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Stow Alaska
in Color

JOSEPH A. SAVEL, a business man
of Los Angeles, accompanied by
Mrs. Savel, made an 8mm. photo-

graphic record of a seven-thousand-mile
journey into Alaska last May and June.
There were 106 members and their fam-
ilies of the Los Angeles Chamber of
Commerce in the party. By train the
excursion traveled to Seattle, and from
that point by train it returned. From
Seattle a steamer was taken, the Aleu-
tian, and for 4500 miles, or until the re-

turn to Seattle, the travelers enjoyed
that many miles at sea.

They really enjoyed it, too. Old timers
assured them that for forty years there
was no recollection of such perfect
weather. That is not to say it was
balmy and all that. At times on ship-
board the pictures, which were all in

Kodachrome, showed some of the pas-
sengers unwittingly rubbing their hands
to warm 'em up.

The film was shown at the October
meeting of the Los Angeles 8mm. Club.
There were 450 feet of it, a 200-foot reel
and a second one which contained 250
feet. The latter aroused interest in that
it was on a Revere 300-foot reel. Asked
as to whether he employed a meter on
his journey Mr. Savel said:

"Out of all the shots I took on that
trip I don't suppose I exposed as many
as three of them without first consult-
ing what the meter had to say about it.

I am strong on that little instrument.

Mr. and Mrs. Joseph A. Savel, Menden-
hall Glacier in background.

You will note one sequence in the trip

where we passed a ship. You will get
it because I picked on the title of that
old book of Beatrice Harraden's, 'Ships
That Pass in the Night.' Really, it was
10:30 p.m. in actual time. I realized the
hour and doubted my ability to get the
picture. The meter, nevertheless, said it

could be done. And you can see the pic-

ture to prove the meter was right."
Complimented on the title backgrounds

and titles employed in his different se-

quences, Mr. Savel said he had used a
background 2V2x3 1/6 inches painted
especially for him by his good friend

Title background in color for his film
by good friend.

C. H. Dillinger, which will be found
reproduced here in plain black and white.
Dillinger, he said, is a commercial artist,

who has found a good deal of pleasure
in co-operating with him in getting out
titles.

Accidental Pictures is Brand
He has designed a permanent setting

for his future subjects. The brand is

Accidental Pictures. At the center in

the top of the scroll are the names
Joseph A. Savel and Rose Savel as the
producers. The title background is

framed so that it will just fit the job
it is intended to do.

In the course of the filming the totem
poles appear frequently. Mr. Savel re-

marked many persons had a mistaken
idea of the significance of these posts.
Perhaps they may be described, he ex-
plained, as a historical record rather
than a monument to any one or more

8mm. projector mounted on special
"parallel" or platform in Savel playroom

convertible into theatre.

persons. One of the largest and most
ornate is shown in the film. It is the
Chief Johnson totem, erected in honor
of and as a memorial to the achievements
of Chief Johnson, one of the big men in

his tribe.

Mr. Savel has had his camera a mat-
ter of two and a half years. He had not
owned it so long when he shifted from
black and white to Kodachrome. He
has not employed filters other than to
counteract haze, but is gradually work-
ing to that end. He admits his large
interest in what can be done with them
and their influence on results. He con-
ceded that in Alaska the vast amount of
snow everywhere made filters all the
more important.

In the film a rainbow shows to good
advantage. When this was mentioned
Mr. Savel said there were skeptics pres-
ent in the party when the rainbow ap-
peared. Generally it was not believed
he could get it. It was rather dark. But
he cut down his speed to eight frames

(Continued on Page 524)

Mr. Savel adjusting screen at opposite
side of room.
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LEO MOORE GETS HIS FIRST
AWARD IN FINALISTS^

By PAUL CRAMER

THE October meeting of the South-
ern California Projectionists' Ama-
teur Camera Club was held in its

own clubrooms at 1489 West Washington
boulevard through the courtesy of the
Projectionists Local Union No. 150.

This will be our permanent meeting
place from now on, and our pictures
will hang there from the meeting time
until the 15th of the current month and
then will be moved to the Eastman
Kodak Stores at 643 South Hill street.

Please don't forget: you are welcome to

come to either place and view our prints

at any time. Both places are open from
9 a.m. until 6:30 p.m. every day.
The subject for this month's salon was

Landscapes, and as I warned you last

month the members brought in loads of
the finest prints done so far. The judge,
Ralph Hayden of the Eastman Kodak
stores, professional department, said
they were even better than the Sea-
scapes of two months ago.

While we are on the subject of Sea-
scapes, may I say that the winner's
print, "Sea Fury," by Lee Lindley of
Long Beach, was so good that a copy
was sent to the World's Fair in New
York and now hangs in the Douglas Air-
craft section of the photographic exhibit
there. From what I hear it is getting
more than its share of good comment
and well worthy is it of that respect.

We have a new face in the winners

circle for this month, Eddie Cuffe of the
Paramount Studio Projection Depart-
ment. This is Eddie's second attempt to

hit the jackpot. He certainly did a fine

job, as his print, "God's Poem," will

testify. He has as you see used the
inverted L technique to compose his pic-

ture.

The tree on the left is just as sharp
as the eye would see it, while the foliage
on the top is sharp yet shadowy enough
not to take your attention away from
the general source of interest. In this

instance that is the two trees at the
center with the dimming mountains in

the background. The wisp of cloud and
the texture of the sky shows us that he
used a G filter.

The very simplicity of this picture is

its most valued asset. Combined with
fine work in his darkroom it resulted in

a winner. Thank you, Eddie, and may
we have more of this caliber work.

Leo Moore Wins

Leo Moore won first award in his
new class, the Finalists'. Leo is hitting
on all twelve or something. His print,

"Arm in Arm They Watch," is one of
the most restful photographs I have had
the pleasure of looking upon. His com-
position is almost perfect, with the source
of light on the left, not bright enough
to detract from the two trees or the
clouds, yet bright enough to let you

see that there is definitely a main source
of light.

Reading this print as you would a
book, from left to right, you follow
from the source of light to the clouds
and on to the main point of interest

—

the two trees. By the looks of the
print Leo has taken me to task because
I openly admitted I liked low-key prints
in preference to the high key prints he
turned in last month, and if you like

your landscapes in dramatic lighting,

this print should satisfy all of your
wants in that line. An Aero 2 filter

was used on Super XX film.

Note the treatment of the foreground.
Definitely there, but so subdued one
hardly takes notice of it as an individual
part of the print, the texture of the sky,
trees and clouds show complete mastery
of his darkroom equipment.
Leo has been one of our most con-

sistent entrants as well as runners-up
for high score honors, so don't be at all

surprised if he wins the Best Picture
of the Year, which will be judged next
month by the finest set of judges on
the west coast in my personal opinion.
Again this man Paul Neuerburg has

hit the winning circle in his print "Sun
Dial Grass." This print is one of the
most difficult type to make. In order to

pick up the texture of the sand in the
foreground it was necessary to let the
background go slightly light exactly as
your eyes would pick it up.

Used Same Technique

Note that Paul and Eddie Cuffe used
practically the same technique in making
their prints, letting the objects in the
distance fall slightly out of focus, so that
the background did not detract from the
general point of interest, namely, the
sun dial grass in the foreground.
The next meeting of this club will be

(Continued on Page 518)

"Arm in Arm They Watch" is one of
those pictures which make the memorici-
of a vacation more delightful. It tvas
just one of many that pr-esented itself
while driving from San Francisco to

Monterey. While the photographer kncvj
that black and white film would fail to

cajiture the true beauty of the sunset he
felt it was more than ivorthy of doing the
best that Super XX and an Aero 2 filter

could produce. The negative ivas photo-
graplied with a Speed Graphic
equipped with a 5V2-inch Carl Zeiss lens

set at F8 and shot at a hundredth. The
pi'int was made on Defender DL and

then copper toned.



OTTERSON
DISCUSSES
^THEME'' OF
PICTURE SET;

By RAY HOADLEY

THE scene is a furniture store. A
young woman enters, walks up
to the clerk, and the following

scene ensues:
Young Woman—Pardon me, but did you

see that picture at the Rex theatre

—

Flossie Valerian in "Troubled Wives"?
Clerk — Er-r-r, yes, madame, but

what

—

Young Woman — Do you remember
that scene in Flossie's living room—the

one where

—

Clerk—But I don't see

—

Young woman—Remember that dav-

enport they sat on?
Clerk—Yes indeed! '

Young Woman—Have you anything

like that in stock? I'm furnishing my
home, and I simply must have that kind

of a davenport!
* * *

The scene is being played in Topeka,
Toledo, New York, Prairie Junction and
points east and west. Clerks notice and
report to their department heads that

there is a demand for that type of dav-

enport. Or it may be bamboo furniture,

white rugs, glass ornaments, Venetian

blinds, chromium trimmed furniture or

oiled silk shower curtains.

The demand is on, and the store-

keeper takes advantage of it. Thou-
sands of American homes acquire new
bamboo furniture or oiled silk shower
curtains—-just because the home fur-

nisher saw such an object in some mo-
tion picture.

For the past few years, the influence

of Hollywood's movie settings have been
felt throughout the nation. Department
stores report a rush to purchase furni-

ture and decorative materials of the
styles and types seen in screen produc-
tions.

And manufacturers of new materials,

Jack Otterson, Universal's supervising
art director.

knowing of the impetus given sales
through pictures, now eagerly send stu-
dio art directors samples of their prod-
uct—and bend a listening ear to any
suggestions that come from Hollywood.

Studio art departments find a goodly
portion of their mail to consist of letters

from film fans who desire to know where
they can purchase materials, furniture
or ornaments used in screen productions.
Jack Otterson, supervising art direc-

tor at Universal studios, reports that
after the release of Deanna Durbin's
"It's a Date" he received scores of let-

ters inquiring where the unique bamboo
furniture, used in the Hawaiian bunga-
low set, could be purchased.

Otterson passed these letters on to

dealers in the communities from which

the letters came. Otterson also declares
that his department receives many let-

ters inquiring about glass and crystal
ornaments used in many recent Uni-
versal productions. And he predicts that
the whole mode of architectural style
and design will soon show the influence
of the new mode in sets.

"Homes with larger window spaces,
providing more sunlight and air, are
being constructed as a direct result of
the influence of movie sets," he states.

"And also the renaissance of period fur-
niture, in a simplification of design, is

coming."
Otterson's system of set designing is

based on what he calls a "theme," re-

peated throughout every set in the pic-

ture.

"Every picture has a mood of its own,"
he says. "We try to repeat, emphasize
and to complement that mood through
the sets. This enhances the dramatic
value of the picture."
As a case in point, Otterson uses Miss

Durbin's new picture, "Spring Parade."
"The story is comedy—light and mu-

sical. And so the sets were light and
gay. The mood was playful. We tried

to capture this mood in the sets, particu-
larly in the set of the bakery shop where
much of the action transpires."
The same mood was incorporated in

the huge set of the ballroom of the
Emperor's palace, Otterson states.

"It would have been a mistake to make
this set heavy with draperies, paintings
and massive columns," he says. "Instead,
we kept it light, airy, delicate, to fit

the mood of the production."
The reverse treatment is indicated in

a dramatic offering, according to Ot-
terson.
"Heavy drama calls for hard lines,

angular, square eff'ects, the strictly

(Continued on Page 52A)
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FLIGHT into Guatemala over
the jungles, through the vol-
canoes, above the vivid blue of

Lake Atitlan, and the steep, wind-
ing roads of the Highlands is an
appropriate introduction to this
land of flashing beauty and color.
It is a country fit for an artist's
palette or the color photographer's
camera because every memory of
the Highlands is a composition of
crimson, blue, and bright yellow.
There is scenery which varies

from the jungles of Peten to the
banana country of the coast, from
the lava streets of Lake villages to
the rows of modern houses in
Guatemala city. Guatemala has so
much scenery which is up and down
that one forgets the fact that the
size of the country is not more than
that of New York state.

I came in the plane at 5:30 in the
afternoon from Mexico City, land-
ing at a time when the clouds were
piling in the sunset over Agua.

Night-cap Was Lacey
The cloud night-cap was lacey on

its crown, the light in the sky,
elusive as quicksilver as it played
upon the landing field, the yellow
airport, and the shimmering plane.
My first man's-eye-view of the

country made me feel that I was
seeing an angle shot of the pan-
orama which had been spread be-
fore me during the afternoon. My
volcano was tipped into normal
position in front of the sunset
clouds, the turf of the landing field

stretched in shining lengths, the
lithe Indian girl in costume was
giving gardenia corsages to the
passengers.
As I sipped my cup of Guate-

malan coffee on the balcony, some-
one said politely, "You came from
Los Angeles? What time did you
leave home?"
"Why—" I looked across the

strange landscape 4000 miles from
home. "Why, yesterday morning!"

* * *

I went to Guatemala with my
camera on my shoulder—not my
banjo on my knee—to take pic-
tures which I hoped would fit into
classroom work; travel pictures
which would give some idea of the

Women's market, San Juan Sacatepequez.

Women of Santaigo Atitlan ivith halo
headdress.

Old (jourd marimba at Chichicastenango.

Rear corridor of Ubico houses, Guate-
mala City.

Bananas en route from the station, Gua-
temala City.

PHOT(

iNa
By MABF.

life of the people in Guatdal
City and the Highlands.

'These two contrasts — m(,er
city life and Indian life — off<r ir

teresting possibilities to stu !n1

of American culture. The Incin
descendants of the Mayans o ai

cient culture, live their tribal ve
Guatemala City, with modeiio:

ganization, is on the main li^ (

travel to the south, a jur:ic

through which pass travele: (

the world.

Problems Are Found
As soon as I started to tak(pi

tures, I found problems which ac

me adjust my original plai

short order.
I had been told that too lir

market pictures spoil a film.pu

when I looked over the situatin,

respected every picture which v;

not that of a market.
These centers of activity arfi

of color and motion, and pi u;

material is everywhere under )c

Any other good shot is taken t'

planning and much care, 't(

perspiration.
Some pictures proved almos ir

possible for the amateur to al

without lighting equipment, ''o

ters' wheels were placed in r^n

without windows, as far frontl

doors as possible. There wa i

light reading, even for black u
white film.

Foot weaving was carried (

"caves," rooms without wincu
or places under sheds gro3(

around patios. When the we; "

felt that what little light theit

was too much, they hung sacn

before their looms.

Tantalizing Haze

To obtain pictures without:!

tropical haze which wipes outli

tant objects, especially over w e

was another tantalizing proble
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GENIC
MALA

. This elusive film shimmers
in e distance and tricks the eye.
IGuatemala City I took pictures

mo or less in geographical groups
to low the different parts of the
cit; its beautiful residence sec-

tioi its slum clearance districts,

its shopping streets, Indian
thoughfares on which the con-
sta traffic from the outlying vil-

ilag pours to the markets, and,
'Miy, the center of the town—the
Catedral square.
^•eets and buildings are the

huss of a city, but with life they
ser ' as background for the activi-
feof the town: Ubico houses,

clearance project of President
), were unusual groups of

woiingmen's homes; the great
out)or Colon market was filled

wit the color of Indian industry
andife; the teeming avenue down
ffh:! passed the pageant of Indian
ma. et goers

;
boys playing base-

nd soccer ; the relaxing beauty
Cathedral square—all these

shed a wealth of material in
the own.

Indian's Four Parts
T contrast I wanted to take a

f the Indians, illustrating the
'ju parts of an Indian's life. It is

saicthat he spends one-fourth of
liis ime on his land, farming his
con and wheat and raising his cat-
tle r sheep ; one-fourth going to
maiet, one-fourth in market, and
oneourth in church.
-'^;hough Chichicastenago is the

plac where most tourists go and
in viich the picture of the church
is 03 of the standard shots of the
phographer, I started work there,
as ie costumes of the people are
intejsting, the market large, and
theand fertile.
T ere was a mood about the town

and countryside—an elusive qual-
ity -hich seemed to evade me when

I tried to capture the feeling of
these ancient people.

I recognized that there was a
dual existence of the old ideals and
the new life in the town, something
which was as indefinable as the in-

cense smoke on the altar at the foot
of the church steps, and as per-
vasive as the dominance of the
church buildings over the market
and the town.

Days on the Trail

I was interested to find myself
constantly coming back to take an-
other pictui-e of the church as the
human pattern on its steps changed,
to go to the market and then re-
turn to the lines of people ascend-
ing the church steps; to wait on
the steep streets of Spanish con-
struction, watching the patient feet
ascending with heavy packs on the
Indian backs, knowing that the men
and women had walked several
days over their secret trails to the
market.
There was a pattern in the life in

Chichicastenango in which the mar-
ket was only a part. There were the
corn-festooned rafters of the In-
dian house, the weavers in the
patio, the masked dancers step-
ping in the rhythm which showed
the downfall of their race by the
ancient conquerors.
There were the herdsmen on the

mountainside with their sheep.
There were the weary women going
down the steep streets in the early
dark, their babies whimpering on
their backs, tired feet shuffling on
the stones.

And in the courtyard of the In-
dian school little girls in strange
modern and ancient costumes
played blindman's buff at recess.
Market scenes in Chichicastenango
are but a part of the picture.

Watch Changing Scene
From this spot I reluctantly went

to the shores of Lake Atitlan, to
Tzanjuyu, from which point I could
feel the spell of the lights on the
lake and watch the changing scene
which draws one back day after
day to catch just one more view.
The most spectacular sight was

on the evening I arrived when one
of the quick-rising storms came

Lake Atitlan, from Tzanjuyu

Chichicastenango market.

Indian with load and baby coming to
market, Guatemala City.

Plane ready for flight to Mexico City.

Cathedral tower, Guatemala City.
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J.TAOST movie makers have discovered that the best assurance of

good movies is to use really good film—Cine-Kodak Film. With Cine-

Kodak Film in their cameras they go about their movie making con-

fidently, free to concentrate on the character of their shots.

Cine-Kodak Film is the accepted standard of reliability, imiformity,

brilliance, and clean-cut quality. When it is processed and made ready

for projection (at no added cost) it receives exactly the same precise,

scientific handling as that which governed its manufacture.

Cine-Kodak Film is made in several types, black-and-white and full-

color Kodachrome. Among the black-and-white films, Super-X Panchro-

matic (16 mm.) is the new popular favorite. It's fast enough for most
movie making, and beautifully brilliant and clean cut. Fine grain, too.

In 100-foot rolls at $6; 50-foot rolls, $3.25; 50-foot magazines, $3.50.

If it's worth shooting, it's worth Cine-Kodak Film.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY, ROCHESTER, N. Y.
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American CinematoffraiDlier

Twenty Years Old
WITH the appearance of this magazine the

American Cinematographer will be fairly un-
der way for the twenty-first year of its exist-

ence. It was twenty years ago this month that a
four page sheet made its appearance in Hollywood
under the same caption as appears on the cover of
this publication. In size it was 11 by 16 inches.

It did not say in so many words a new magazine
was in the field. It just intimated that. Many maga-
zines have appeared on the horizon during the past
twenty years accompanied by much more fanfare
than did the initial number of The American Cine-
matographer. But their life was shorter. In how
great a number and how much shorter a period of
time only the post office records will show.
We are reprinting the four pages in this issue.

We are quite sure that most of what is therein re-
printed will have a news value far beyond that
visioned by the men who wrote it. But that is the
way with a newspaper or news publication. It is sent
to press with an unceremonious "Out of my sight,"
with no thought that in a day or two anything con-
tained therein will have interest for a living soul.

They think not that some one sheet is going to be
set aside, that it will be a "file," that for years it

will lie, dust-covered and neglected, in a place by
itself.

Then an anniversary gradually approaches. The
first number is found, in this case down in a cellar,

in a frame the glass of which is broken. It is sub-
jected to examination.
On the masthead is the announcement: "325-331

Markham Building, 6372 Hollywood Boulevard. 'Cap-
tain Jack' Poland, Editor. Mary B. Howe, Associate
Editor. A semi-monthly newspaper devoted to the
cameramen. An educational and instructive pub-
lication espousing progress and art in Motion Picture
Photography, while fostering the industry. Pub-
lished under the auspices of the American Society of
Cinematographers."

Eleven months later the magazine is of sixteen
pages, 714 by IOV2 inches in size. Silas E. Snyder
is editor, with Alvin Wyckoff, H. Lyman Broening,
Karl Brown and Philip H. Whitman as associate edi-

tors. The publication is twice a month, the 1st and
the 15th. Up to this time the price has been 15
cents a copy.
On April 1, 1922, the publication was made a

monthly and the price was increased to 25 cents.
The pages were raised to 32.

In July of 1922 Silas Snyder retired as editor, re-
suming former employment with a production com-
pany. A new board of editors was constituted, J. A.
Dubray, H. Lyman Broening, Karl Brown, Philip H.
Whitman. The associate editor was Alfred B. Hitch-
ins, Ph.D., F.R.P.S., F.R.M.S., F.C.S. The following
mopth Foster Goss became editor.

In February of 1924 the A.S.C. moved into tem-
porary quarters at 1103 North El Centro street pend-
ing completion of the new Guarantee Building, in
which offices had been bought on the twelfth floor.

In September 1927 Foster Goss resigned as editor
and Silas Snyder returned to the editor's desk after
Goss had occupied it for more than five years. May
1929 Hal Hall became editor of the magazine and
general manager of the society. The paper was ex-
panded to forty-eight pages, and the appearance of
the journal, which had become of continuing im-
provement, was now an established fact.

In May 1931 Emery Huse became technical editor
of the magazine. It is now approaching ten years
he has held the place.

In October 1932 Charles J. VerHalen took over the
editor's desk, where he remained until February
1937. He was succeeded by George Blaisdell.

Just before the first of the year 1937 the society
disposed of its interest in the Guarantee Building,
at the corner of Ivar street and Hollywood boule-
vard, and took over the property at 1782 North
Orange drive at the corner of Franklin avenue, in
the same community. It is one of the show places
of Hollywood, the building resting on a plot contain-
ing about 35,000 square feet.

Mr. VerHalen at the time of his retirement started
the publication of Home Movies and the Photo
Dealer, now prosperous journals.

This is the short story of a publication that has
carried on for twenty years and a month. It is on
its way for another session.

Officers of the A.S.C. 1940

President Secretary- Treasurer

JoHX Arnold A. L. Gilks

First Vice President

Ray June
Second Vice President Third Vice President

Ted Tetzlaff Joseph Valextixe

Executive Vice President

Frederick L. Kley
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LOYALTY- - PROGRESS -

TO THE CAMERAMEN

THE MEN WHO MAKE MOTION PICTURES

DISTINCTION BASED ON MERIT

VOL. I. NO.

OUR BILLION DOLLAR FILM
INDUSTRY

Motion Pictnre Making- Attract!>

Notable Peoplo to Los Angeles
find Southern California Im-
portant Developments in Evi-
dence in All Studios.

Los Aiiyl''*- i** >t<-inlil\ fnrL'iiitr

;ilii>a<) llic ui-'-;ilt's1 itT iill nittlinn

I)iftur<^ |n (Kliiriii;; Ci'iilcr.s of tlif

>\orM .\lilIionN (it' (loltiirs arc Itc-

h)C jxiid out Mniiii.'illy in s;ilarii'S

ami 0|ii'i;i1 iiii* i-xpi'iisi's Ii\ fu\u\-

pjiiiifs l()r-;it''(l ill tilts <'it\ , and
lu'oiiiiiH'iit « I it''is 'familiar Milli-

til. Milijirl vt:it.' Iliiit iihi.ul sri

pn crnt oi lIii- mot ion pici iiics

ItiJult' ill .\liirl 'cil ai «- 111. I'll' in I. 'IS

.\ ii;;i'Jcs.

Tlli.S ItUMlls lillll'll III 111' III' l-li -

tojri ajiln'i's- tin- iiitii \lii' ii!;:Ki'

tlio motion iiictiirrs. It iin jns lli.il

tin' iclialiic raiiifi ailH'tl of I'Xt'i-u-

tivi' tiiiil ^'iMii ral imsiiifss iiliilify

who l{iio\v liiiw to corn'otiy plio-

toi^nipji motion picttii-cs lia\p a

liviifM iiikI intrii'sriuK futun'. lint

tlicy nuist work and cstalilisli

their own iilmtily throimli ofii;-

iliil! |ili..l.i^'i ap)i.\ u lul,' I'll ..pri nt.

lith tl..

tors.

Thci-.'

llll'lllll. IS

of l 'ill. ill

I X|i:iiiililii

pr.'

lUi

iiN'i I, tin less. i iH'i '/» t if II. .-11

tlic c.ii.i.'rii holii'vr ill pi.i.^r.-v

.ilnii!/ i iliu'ational lines 1.. fMitsr

1ho>' roalizo tli.'ir future is in liie

iiial\iii}<. As the ni.ition picture in-

dustry arrows in iiii|iortanee their
uiitl; is siirp to will that substan-
tial v. e.i.^'nitiiin that plaees them
..II .i i.iir n illi 111.' .lii-. i'l.ir Til.-

eiii.i„,....^i.:pl:' I K 11, ., I,:rue

:iMII.' lv.p,„i-ll.[' f-!-

LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA. NOVEMBER \. 1920

THE CAMERAMAN
Til'- man who w oi ks tin- (-aiii'-rii must In- .-i ihoioiiL'lili dei'i.nt fel-

lu\v or else he eould not liohl his position, aii he IniK iiiiieh to eoiiteml
uiih ami much is laid upon his iihliappv lii atl nhi<ih should l>i- blamed
pIsi M here -faulty diriTlion, faulty eheuiiculs, or faulty Work in the
dai k rouiii.

'I'll'' iiiip.irtJiiii'e of tlie eiuiM'raman is paianiouut. NVithoiit hiiu
no !!oo<l jjietiir. eaii be tiiken. lie must be a iniiny-side.l indniduai to
t'.iritinue in his position siifM'e.sxfidly. Il<- mtist. lirst of all. hi- aide to

take Kood pieliiies, ii|>ait from tlmt, lie iiiust n. eesMirily be a br»vii

iiiMii and leiKly to iillempt anyihint; iiskcil of liiin lie must be flear-
heiided, so that he ean stand on the "dK". of ii skyser«|w r. utol b i : '

till top of a pieeipieo. for that matter, lb' must pereh liimself i

iiieri'dilile antdi's. anil perh«]>s stand vuiist ilei p in tie- ii\i'r ';

lb- iiiiisl siniid ste;idil\- by bis uork win ii some w ild beast futii't » nu n-

aeinuly elose, when the other mendiers of the parly ean i un to shelt. P-.

'-ind nil th.' w hil. he miisl steadily erank, ami si-e that his eiiitiei .'i ih not
injured by lire, aiiini.ils or naP -. ami il is a mntli-r of record that vrry
\i:li;int deeds are perffuineil by the fiimorauM'U. deeiU that few .'ictorn

or diieelors ejire to bra\-e.

Till averatte canieranmM is a fatalist and a stoic, and he must hu\e
the ti inper of n saint, for the best of din'etors .-ire irritable at tiiaex.

and even eaineiamcn an' liable to mistakes, liable to start oil n s<?nii'

without I'lioii^h liim in the box, liable at times to be out of foeiis. for
he bus iiiiinv. many thin<:s |o think about, ami hi' lias to think .i. iie'<K

and t.i be pu pareil for enierKeiioicx. .

The modern eann'i-amaii is for tin' most pait a silent iiidivi.'

is more or less preoeei
ilh the pl»>ers. II

'I \\h 1.

.K .1

•.1 lib .sci-iln; ri silll ..-.III,:

I.. ieiid\ t.i remake th.-

s thioiiirli with his work I..- i

lle. ils all the lest alid sl. . |i lo

s ' oi k, and has not mii( I.

Lis caiiiein '-mil iii.i

.-".-O. »».' do,.*" -v.

li.. II' arc ativ retake^
t he follow iny day

ri',i.|\ t.i CO h.iTin' and -

•an ;:i'l as ri rule, as In know., hi

ii'it alTiir.l to allow sncdi thiii..:s as ner\-..s to attach themsolves to bis
systi'tii The eanieramati leaves little thinifs like that to the |-layers
and the .lireclni-s. and endeavors to tro bis own way s< tench.

The man who works the eami rn must necessarily be a siildcnt,
otherv\i.se hi' w ill fall into a ml. and thi ii—oblivion. There is so liluch
eNcelleiit pliotoiiraiihy today, anil so many ni'W cfTects b- iii!; tbouuht
of. that a coiiseienlioiis man is U^v: '-i- tbiiikiti!: of some new aiii! star-

ilini; elTecl or iniiovalioii ew. of which he ina.i I'.

II. I yet he knows that 1". 'i! likely to be mctition

TEN CENTS A COPY
SOUTHERN CAUPORNIA

IDEAL FOR PICTURES

Philip K. UoHcn, pi. sill, nt of li..

-\iiierican Sori*;t^ oft iie-inatot'i a-

plii'is. ami a ilir.clor of all xiui
. -ists for th'- .M-tio o((rani/utioii.

ah atithiirity on imitterii of pho-
tof:i':i|ihy in motion idrtun-ii. who
has triurcd most of tlie infcres'tintc

iH'ctiunx xiuci- cktablinhinir bis
lioiio- in Los AiiKelex iiboiit two
years »«•', i» iiroiiounc-d in his

praixe icvariliiic the charuiiiiit

beauty of this wotideilaod .^f

S<ii|thrrn California for -. n'.-

fiietiircK, III' says

:

"Tb<re is every iviibiu" tliiil

I '- ehariiis aiKl allurin;; iiatiin

ilinirs of I.OS AiiK' '.-s. ^.iii I''"r

iiiiidiiio. Riverside. He ll: n '
1

ni.itiritains and foriil.ili

Iribotaiy. and faim d i

Islarid, which are enib«idi>.i in

mo\ in(? tiietiircK, ar<' P'opuhu-
throiiL'lioiit the world.

''Thronifh the (oeat variety of
scenery. plaiiiH, foicsis, irolden
fruit OK'hardx, inoUnlains and
iiiariiie |)<'rspecti\es. this couiifr\

offers iMiiisual advuntaecH for t til-

s' ttinifs of rnovinir iiietiir'- tK-enar-

s. especially in the radiant il«y«

I.. ; Ip'.isi e.intiiiuoits sunimer
' '-.-iilx all the yi ar is

^oiuhland,
.\ jilt.. ttin;;s III:.- .d

11. the snow aii.l de.

'

Wilson and f)|d )5a!.i

iiiilcs awav; the (jn..' s |>ii.i;

Ii^-acbcs of lh(- Santa Monica I'av,

Kedoiido and San I', dpi r. iti C-:\.

alina Island in tl.r -.

taiicc. oflTcr iiiost fit! '1

inps for the ,-icti'

wrecked sailors, ii
"

KCi'iies, shippil^ ar

"...lie's I-*riini lif- I

id

I.-

l.-.,-t plellli-i

abilitv til..

less Ills eailt'

IlllMlll'Ss III,. !„'

h r.iiliiiv, Th
is I,ir',".i> r.'i

.o-il i* \ eliM'Ilt s o

ill. ills! i
\-.

:,VK,|.ll'-

r.ir ihi

.'I d.ill.r

APPRECIATIVE RECOGNITION

II is most pleas '!,' to ri-pl-i'M'iit.'l

. ::',.'l'
.'p,',','

e;i iM.'i-a iiK'ii. A fittiiiir 1 i-st iiiionia

to the al.ility of most I'f I)"' <-:i!ii

eraiiien is sjioun on Hi. s.

picturi's of note by lli. :i|'i

flo'i-eoii followitiir tin- nani'

'iii.'etor. of till' name of tli.- .-.ini

.i.i.-iian pliotoL'-i-apbiiii: th.- fit.

till-' Till- i-i comiit ii.ii of 11. . ..

iii..i'."i.iplier evi.l.'iii-i - III. L'l'

iiiii.; II sIhiws 111. '.' ;

CINE:.TAT0GKAPK.ERS in the fields of ACTION

News Notes of C-nrrent Events in the Studios Where the Films Are iii

the M.iking— Mention of Recent Releases.

The siasoii of l'l

the members of the
eioty of Ciiieiiiatosr

is.'S to bi llllUsi; '

Tt'!-estin'.r, \-. il !j -

in ."lllel I'.l.s

.Mr. f'l.iHcs fi lf"si . .
.

ji.ipir r f"r .Mary I'ie!.

I 111 ii'iil .1 'li' pro.iiielioi
;

Ki iipbini: modern It.ili.'in s,

for Miss Pickford's le-w sixn i'

pieliire. "The Fbinie in ili. I'.nl:
'

t t'ctc'l bv Frances ^'

Mi-. Philip K Ros' i.

! > .-I iiiK .Metro iirodiii ' •
i t

1. finished the ]iictiiii 'Xi'.hili

Vslies." an all-slrir ea-i K. iiiv> f.' i

ii!r Ib ii Wilson and .Vi-

in "The Criaison
etacnbir dramatie

^l.'innlnjr comedy production, says
ill.' laugh lovois will rrci iv fiiil

benefits ivhi n they look iip'.it "ii's

liliM, now alioiit reads- 'oi iili -is.
.

Vv. Fred W. Jackimin. -il. .s

ill the midst of a reiiiai kii'i'' s. 1 1. s

iif .'..iii.-<lv stunts for .1 :\l.i.-i;

pl:ints tiavi* bei-n ei-

places, and what the
I

I S to sivi- to th- p .-- .

I't siirroiiiidiiics wi'l b,

coiiiiiiercial protiis

' vine come when e " n

<tT iiatiind beaiiti.-s

1 etiirii''d

ilie tine-

III.' siill

aii'i real nafiire of the liai-kuround

\aliire and the movi.'j i.ietiire

f'll-iii a splendid ai.' •.1'

|i irinei'shil) as told 1.

l'l' oiir cineiiiatov'i ap

BUILDING IMPROVEMENTS

l'l Ihls

l,..i.,[ll'

ill .1 I'll.!' >.il,.l'' tC'ini.tkuM on p*zr 2)

in-i lit ' il-' '4 I •n\ I II »jiui linpiil '
-

tiiiHi.t:iN ct -lolKiis an- itivo>tr«l.

. i flirt" I irr" I r •* fry I MlMil^
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•CAPTAIN JACK- POLAND. EDITOR
MARY B. HOWE. ASSOCIATE EDITOK

A Scmi-Monthljr Ne*fvpjp*T D«vc.ttt1 to the
CAm«Tamen An Erfji iiiomi and Inbtructivc
Publiotion Espoti»lrt{ I>rocr«» and An m
Motion Picture Phon>Kr«pKy. While F^sterini,
th* Induitry.

PubltshcJ UnHer the Auspii.cs oj the
AUERiCAN SOCIETY OF CINEMATOQ-

KAPHERS

Subscription Pric« r

$2.50 « Yw. in Advjnce

AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER
CINEMATOGRAPHERS IN FIELDS OF ACTION

We Cor-liilly Invite Newt; Afticle* Akn.c
InttructiviE in'i Corntruciive Lints of Motion
Pteture Photography from Out Metnbcft aiif'

Di/ectori Active tn the Motion Pkture lit-
dtistry. An Articlea for Pubhcauon MuBt be
Signed by Nume o{ Wriicr-

LOYAITY! PROGRESS! AST!

Willi thf aliovo motto in the
henits of it« nn-nib< i-s tht Atiioi i-

can Society t.f Cinfmatosi-aplnis
was (Inly organizeii in I,o- Aneclcs
and incoi(>m-ated niKifi- the laws
of ihv State of ("alifoniia in Jan-
uary, Today, this orftaniza-
lion tif canieraincn—the ini-u who
make the motion pictures—is one
of the most notable in the motion
picfnre industry- because its mem-
bers are upbiiilil'^n; believinj; in
adv.'iiiceijifiit ;tl, .),.,' edueati.iiial
Jincs.

The ideals of its ni.-uiber^hip c.ill

for >lii>linctiou basod on UH iit in

the making of motion piciuic'..
The orsranization was, f.inn.-d for
the purpose of brnisiiisr into tlu'

sevt cnnli rb ratinn thiiso b\-ideiv
Ih'' I Wi"matit!;raphic scielici

Osf x't iiMiiii-iits 111 Ibis rapidly
de\.-b.|,ir,ir liciil nititlr tli.-i,, fi
r'-f'^nihon ;in.! t.tc rh.- ]ifjii"i--i'

..f ..,|.,l,),.lMi,- „l,.l ;,i.,inl.-M.

Ilie blfli sl.„.,J.„.ls in,

K.ini -It n,n. .ni.l .it I hr ..ilii.' inn,.
I" plomnte tlni inl. iv,!., .md w.-l-
fare ^ih.l |.iotii.-t tbi rit,-lil< of
who ni;t> bec.iin.- a member
thereof.

Sfenibei'ship to the Ameriean .So-
ciety of r'inein.atosraphers is by
invitation only, each man being
jndeetl .sid'd\ ii[ion hi.s record and
ability as n einematoBraphcr and
his personal fitness as a man. the
ideal being that membership in
this Society may beeonic a mark
of special honor

The Society's interests are for
improve nts in all teelinie.Tl mat-
terft and details as rcRartls cine-
matoftraphy anti closer relation-
ahip between the canieraiiien and
the directoi-s in proiluetinns of
sterling worth ami merit. The
splendiil improvcmints notable
duiine the i>ast twenty months
broitaht .iboiil by cinemntosraph-
ers simply demonstrate their abil-
ity aiiil real worth to the industry.

A belter feeline nf nnderstand-
ing and appreciation is fast erow-
iiig between members of this So-
ciet,v and rlireetors nnil protiuction
nianai^ers because the inteUiirent

producer and director feels with
the cinematoarapher. that b.» him-
est ideals and persistent stUily and
effort to_s;ether. each can material-
ly support the other, and thronph
ef)-operalion. highclass modern
idea.^ in motion picture photogra-
phy be developed.

Loyalty ' Projfres!?! Art.' is there-
fore the unintcrrupt.tl ;tiid con-
stant motto of the nioiiibi is of the
American Society- of i immalogra-
jtheis

.Mr .11. I,\iii.tu lit (>,-iiinij, who
has iecentl\ tinislic.l the hist pic-

ture with iJonithy I'billips .ind

Mr. Victor Miliier. fi.rnit rl.v plio-

toiriaphinK 11. li. W.-irner, \isile.l

tilaeier Xational l*ark ftu' sf\er!il

>vei'ks' work tin a new proibietinn
with .Marshall Neilan The A. S.

I', boys mention some VMUulerfiil

camera elTects on this trip.

.Mr. Wni I.', '-nilly" Foster,
w ith lajis Weber pnxUietioii.s, lias

recently finished pholoRrapbie
specialties i)f excellent drama ef-

fects in the picture " I'lraiiiliii;; tin'

Lily" (which name may \f Imt
tfiiii>orary'l, therein Lois W'l h. i

,

the famcil woman direelor. fi .i

tnres liouis (.'alhotin anti I'lniie

Wimlstir in an ctTeetive spueialr/a-
tion. The natural interiors and
lighting elfects are said to he ex-
cellent.

"Sir. Perry Kvaiis, well known
comedy photographer, « itii the
Mack Scnnett Conipiiny, is Iiiisy on
a tive.reelcr entitled '-Tbe Small
Tt.wn Idol," being diiifted by
Karl Kenton, featuring I'liylis

Ifavor and Hen Tiiriiin. .\s this
is the first picture to be tunu .1 out
luider the Mack Sennett ni \> le-

U'asin^ arran?ehieiits. tin i|rt,iil>

are being handle.! t jioioiiifhly

About Hin.lXU) feet of tilm li.ive

bt'cii sbtit on this jiinnre ninl it i>

mil', .-iliciit liiilf :inisln'il, tills .it.

t.-.|lli- llii' llnlK.I inni-e nl III.- Srn-
lielt MStelll

Mr, KesLrie Lyons, ..( tb, \ ita-

Mraph pliotn'^rapliie fnrei's, is in

tin- ini.lsl r,f .^ nrl; ,,,, the n.-liune
drama. "RLu-k Hennt\ ." .lip'oled
b_v D;)\i,| Smith, t'eainrinir .bun
P,Ax- Ti.i,. 1, ;,,

reels nnd will present new nn\el-
ti'.-s in liKlit eff.'cls. lib tM.n.l. r-

1 nl •lel mil in i .ieni;; se.nn-s.

Mr .1 II .1. n.js, v.iio liiis

o..il..g...|.be. »llb the l,..ld«yn nr-

K.lin.'.'ltioil. .-llni V. Ill, cn'. eli-H .-neb

i.leal pliotoirrapl, ;. ii, .Miss I'anline
I'le.lerick's niiislei pierf Mii.l-
arae X," one .tf ih. bj.,' .iii.n,i:i

proilnctioiis of tb.- yciu, b.is In i n
engaged by this wnrld nmi.-.i si:ir

to lake full charge ..f the pi .,

tography f.O' her fntnrr loitnii-s

with Robertson-Cole.
Mr. Pr.iiik flood, known as r.ne

of the most adventurous of eani
eramen, now photographing Tom
Mix feafnr. s for the Pox compan.v,
uniler the .lireclion nf Tjynn Rey-
nolds, has recently completed
scenes for another sensati.nial Tom
Mix westerner that bids fair to at-
tract attention from thos.' loving
thrills Jfr. C.on<\ stati-.s that the
first Fox produclitin to enter the
Capital Theatre, Xew York, was a
Tom Jfix-Fox feature, "The T'n-
tami>d."

Jfr. narr.\' Jf. Fowler, cinema-
touirapher for the Universal, re-

ports the recent completion of a
remarkable five-reel picture star-
ring TTarry Carey, directe.l hy Val
Paul. Ill this picture jihnl.isfraiihy
was taken umler extreme ilifliciil-

ties in the ileplhs of a c.opper mine
about 2.O1IO fi'.-t below- th.- snrfac
ITarry ..says if it ii» thrills one
wants, .just try taking jiictures
down in a mine when the miners
are blasting all around your cam
.'(•a. AVhen a blast of dynaniili- ~

.s.-t olf close the sudden shn.-k ,,i

air riisliing thi-onsh the tiiniiels

puts all lights out. an.l tin- oi-.li-

uary L.is .Angel.'S ..n-'lnnr'te
shook seems like a i-

btation ill comparis.n
der smoke .jives nn, ,

that lasts r.n 1-1. In He ( M.-v

pi.-tiir.-. F.i" 1. r |.|i.ili.s.'i ,i|ilii .!

.e.-tn le i-.-in bl.i.st tlnit .-nii

I. iili.-il .M-\en l.ni> nl' -^intlt pi.\i.!.-r

>\a.s .lls.-h.ii .;etl III tin- laakilr.' of
a thrill, •! Ill |.h.il.../i:ipliiiiL' \V. si

Is W.-st
"

,\lr. .^111,, Liiii.ff j-s p!n.t..tera])h-

iiig li.-ssie Lov.-. .ill .-.-t.-.l by .\r.

thin I'.ertllelet. in -I'l-nln," a

diaina fni- tin- A. -I
( '.ill'a -ban

l'r.uln.;ti.3ns, is authoiitx ftii- the
•.lati-meiit thai tliis pi.-ture ..ii'-.-s

the star unusual ojipoi-lnnit.e to

pholi.gra|ih in a most i-t)'.-etivi-

kn.... s 1.. tal-:.' ;nlv.-ilil,-isi- of
.ii-.tni.it ii- Mif-i(b-nts in true t.t life

f..i-iii.

Mr-. Allen M. l)av.-v, eiu.-nia-

fOL-rapher for ttn- K.liia K.-lil.'v

rro.liietions. now pro'bu'tng thir-

t.-i n two- feelers, 1 1 aiislai i.ms of
"Seattergood .Stories'' by t'l.ir-

en.-e Biid.lington K.-llanil, .lii.-eteii

by .Mfie.l ^fcKinnoii, uirl. Seat
t.-r-.,'.....! IbniH-s pl.iye.l b> Wnn II.

Hrm-.n, Kilh Cli.irbs i;..r.l,.ii ami
.Ma.2.1a Lam- playing ba.ls. s:iys

tb.-se |>ietnr.-s will m.-ef n-.in-ral

c.iiiinieniiati.O!. .-is laeli reel is a

C'litn-.lv of ni.-rit.

.\I--svis William M.-(lann an.l

TTni 1-% Thorpe of the .V. S. C, have
b.-cii unusually busy .luring the
p:,sf f. w V. t>eUs k.--.»ping paei- uith
that tnei.-ss 111 o. 111.-. -r l).,n..;liis

l-':iirl.:illks. 11. ev <-re:ilini.' 'I'lir

t'nist- nf I '-ipistr.in.i." .f -ili t isl on
MeCuil.'y's nov,-I .if liive ,,n,l ii.l-

venttp-e. liit-c.-tinn is in Me- l.iimls

of F1-.-.I X'llil.i. nssisf. ,1 by T.-.l

17. e.l. ill. s<.,.n;tii.i ^\ as prepare.!
by !-'.n-..', n,- .Miillin The .im-ma-
t.i^nipli.-i-s n-p.ilt tb,-lt this pii-tnli-

n Hi e.e„ie „ s,-„s„i;,„,.

ifr. f K. S.-bn.-nbauni. ]ilnit.>

giaplnie/ W.ilbu-.- lenl, is iin.v

bus. lihnii,-.; R.-i.l ni a biiiu'lnibb-

(-1,11. .h .,f th.' speet:i.-nbir, Jil. nl'v

.if a. t i.Mi kind. "Free .Mr " .In .-.-f

- .1 fv .l.iiin-s f'nize. .s.lm.-nb.-nim

s.-i\s this pi.-ture will !). tli pial

.if -'.Mun-.s .\u.!aci.»us," .in.' of
Wall' 1;, ill's b.-st.

Mr. li. .r, Uer'j.piLst, .-inenm.

tn>.;raiibei- f.ir Mad;imi- \azinir.\a,
.iln- .if tlie wi.b-aMal...- b.ivs ..f th.'

M-tin st.itT, is ],.,\>py b.-.-.ins.- nf
(-x]i.*f-f.-.i f.tnrn of ibis '.ir.-.it

star f.i l.ns Ani;.-l.-s wliei.- she ill

soon b.'.jiii annth.-r notable pr..-

.Inetion

^Ir. Ira II. ^torean, former eani-

t-r.'tniaii with King Vidor, has
join. .1 tbf- f'nsniofi.ilitan staff and
is snj.inrnni'j n the wealth*- .-ob

oti_\- :-t s;,|i
; I liititiar.i, fra says

it is ,111 i.b-al city in wbii-li til ].i-...

duee .piality plnilm.11 ajibv

Mr. Wiill.-r L. (Inllin .-: ninian
pli..toL"-ni|.himj- .lani.'s liliv.-r i'ur-

w I in-.i,lii,-ti.,ns. Ihi.-i.l Tlaitr.it-,1

ilir.-i-tinLe has r.-.-.-iitls- ri-turii.-.l

fr.im an interest tug bf-atinns. el.iii.^

tour thrnui.'li tb.- wil.K .,! I lali.

Idab... Wvnniini/ win.biii: u[i in a

ragii.'^ siinv sim-iii in L.-a.lviUe,

the iin sf p ,. 1 n '
s. nil- (if .M'sti-rn

.•ities H li.-v, 111.
, si .it th,- (iliiis r,.r

tb.- IIP-,, p., ini-,- ...ill li.- 1.1,1,1,- Mr.
(iiil'fii. s liisi pii.tni-,- \,iii,a,ls .li'

tbe \,,ith,'- ul,i, li -Will" |,ii,-

II. -nil -I S a w,, 11. 1,-1- III pli,it..;..rapla

>. ,-.s i-.-h as.-il tlirmmb tin Filsl Xa
ti.-nai all.i th.- I'rst slniw illL' w iH 1'.

v. I
'

- .h-.iti.j a f,,i-.-st lii,- in tins

Mr nril'fin r.-hili-s that

,
s,„|,!,.,,l.. ,lian,^.-il an.l

•
, i-i lie- .-frtii-i- .-.iiiipan\. b,'f,,i-,- it.

sr, that tliev tli'.l f.ir tli.-ir liv, s ,U
1- ih,- Ifaiii.-s M.-l-e s,, ..|.,s,. th.it

•I Iln- l,a,-k nf Ih,-ii h. ...Is

- -i, t - s;,hai,|i,| pi,.i,i,-, .

Th.- l;. -l!.-ss S,.,^ "
wlii.-li Ik ,.11'

THE CAMERAMAN

lie ilois .so iniich. he braves so
iniieh, .\ et gels .so little thanks

He must not tire, miisl face a

lir.-. an.l risky idaces span;
Through waves that .lash, in bat-

tle's dash, he stands his

grniind and cranks,
An.l stands there, too, till hv is

thi'iiigh —.\our |iatient eaiii-

.-raiiian.

.\.) .bmger fears, at tinm clocks
sue.'IS, each nnii-n bis work's
begun

;

High mountains s.-alcs, wades
strenrns, walks dab\s—he's al-

w ays in the van,
With more to do when ''work" is

through and slowly sinks the

sun

—

Your silent, wiry, nev.'r-tiry, pa-

tient eameraman.

So—when you go to a picture
slii'w

. i i-iin-mber if .you can
Tli.it a 1 1 of praise for good

photopla.vs belongs to the
(-aiu.'ra mtin.

.lo\iii;; a 1. -.1 run at tiraunuin's

Kiali.i ill l.i.s .\ngeh-.s. stiows every
attrihii!.- .if supi-rior attractions,

I's]..', iall\ 111 thi phot.ii;riipli> . Mar-
!i,n Ihn ..-s th,. C.isin.ipolit.-in star,

bi-a.ls til,- i-ast a.liiiiiably support. -.1

bv Kalph Kelbir.l an.l Carlvle
lilai-kw-ll Tin- iih.iP.L'rapbi.- no.

f,.l.Iiii._' of the si, ,1-1 pr.'sents t.-nsc

. I n .l ..n- ill II . a[i:il,b- iiii,n|i.'r.

nniliinj ihis I, III- .'1 th.- L'orgi-nlis

,-IIIi-Mias i,f till- ;s,-ils.ill

".\lw-ii>-s .Vu.lai-i.iiis." Walla. -e

b'enl's biti-st I'araiiinunt pii-tlir.',

pli.,l.i-i-aph,-il bv .Ml- f. F. s,-ii,„-n-

liaimi. whi,-h was tl,,- hm ;i t lr,i,-t ...u

:.t lir, inn. all's \lilll..n |i,,ll,il- Tln-a-

i
111- art 1,1'

. ;n, Iti.il
. ul apll . lit .111 ill-

t,-iestiiie i,,anii,-i- Tb,- ,|,.nl,l.' .-har-

,i,-l,-ri.'ati,iii of tin- star .lisch.si-d

lust, ability of .•^..pti.mal

in. -Ill ami .Mr, ii.'i.l simply ail.i.'d

n,-« laur.-ls tn iiis w,-ll .-stablisllcl

pri st n;.-

Mr. lelle (lllissart .-ani',-i anian
f.-r .\iiit-i sii-wari s lute pii-tnre.
" llarri.'t 1111,1 th,- I'lpi i-

" which
wa- I'.-atiir. ,1 r,-. ,-iiil\ at the Kin^
,-ii;a. briiiigbt forth m-w spi-.-irtlties

111 '-ann-i-.-i wi.rk that ail.b-il gr.'iitly

til th,- ,ii I raet ivene.ss of tlie star and
t hi- s ,, II, . ,,i 1 1,,, picture.

Mr I'linl 1'. rrv eoutiuues to do-
li..;iit hirL't- an.liellces by the laugh-
abb' niatiui-r in whit-h li.' t>hoto-

graplis 'Fatly" .-Vrbu.-kle. the fa-

niniis fuiiTiy num. "Fatt.v," in hi.s

lalest. "Th.' Roundup." gave Mr.
1', i-ry an opjiortunity to bring forth
iiii-ritnri'ius efinie(l,v [ihotograph.v
iiiiib-r ilillii'Ulties.

Mr Kny Kbill'ki. phot.jgraphie
and laiiiiiatory spt'i'ialist in eliarge
lif Ihis niiportanl liraneb at the
M,-tr,, sin.li.i. is atlding to his well
, stalilisbe.l prestige llirongh eare-

fiil stii.ly nf pliotographic ctfe.'ts,

while Icniling every aid to the di-

reetors and eameratnen producing
-Metro features.

Mr, .1. .\. I)iibray, .-timeraman
li.r tbisiiit,!', set a new pace in the
liliniiiL^ 1,1' Lew ('iid,v in 'Oeeasion-
iilly 'imiis." which showetl at the
^- " p' 'U\ last week to lame Hii.li-

I
! i-;i\- seems In get the t-ofi-

,ii.-.l by the .•eh'brate.l
si

i i I, ,! i ,,fi\ iiK-ing manner.

Tin- It, lebi i,\ ereat tlieu reached
ami

\'-,'. I.- i -itt. -.1 b> su.l.l.-n

I'll' tin ir i,-oinpani..ns

\'',
,

1
, .

i
I .i; upu ard in Ibe

Hi Mi
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Iti'licMllt; IllUt III!' I"*t ali'l Irirpht

.•irislwratii- ilijiinrjix jmlU'i: in tlu"

Wi'sl IS just idiiil is

to riiiiintain llii' KTOwii"-' s';i'ial

status <>!' llif iirKuni/at itiri, tln' oflt

i-i-rs ii( llir Aiii(M-i.-an Sucicly nf
< 'inrnijflttj^rjipliiM's 'il' I/i'h Ani,'i-lcH

liavi' c ui?aci''l till' iM-aiilil'ul and iiii-

I'osiiif^ lialltvj()tn of th'; new AmitaK.
sailor Motel. Ill whicli to Hta!»c tla'ir

aniiuHl liall this srasoii, u'liich \^ill

III- I'rat mi ll on till' I'M'iiiei!; nf. J/in-

niirv 22i)il in tlif ;t.'i.ii|ilU)l)(l lii.h-

li-lr'y. '

'f'hi' aiiniiiil Soiivnif Hull Ilnok-

Irt ol' 1!I2I, which is now lii;.

in*; |>ri*iiaml. will In* one of the
most (itfra<'ti\i' pnMifal inns of it:*

kiiid i-\<T piililislii'il, ami il is srniti-

fyini: to imti' tin- s[il'-inli(l pi'i-son-

ncl of till" Icaili rs ami otlins of thi'

pnifcssion who aio Nuppoi tint; this

work of ait.

Full .li tiiils of llu- v'l-an.l liall of
till. A, S. C. will Ik- loililisii.'.! in

lali'v issni's of Till" Ami i'icun Cini'-

matogriiplior, and tin: pri'ss of Ijok

Au{jp1c». as wi'll as in our own trade
jonnuils of the motion picture
fields.

NEW PROOUCINC COMPANY

Kdna Seiile.v I'i-.kIih lions. Ine ,

eoiii(ile|.-.l two of tile taiii"iis

Seattei'cood " stories Ia t'lar-

*nce l<ndin<.don Kelland. The lirst

filmed, 'Seatlert'imd .Make.s a

^lateh," reeri\ed \iry f!atl<r!ii^'

eonirnellt at a pii \ i'';s jil tht Str.inil

Theatre. Pa-s.-oh iu),

Th.. n.l S,...(tnni.. .Syr.,,.
"

IS ready for pr.Aiew antl is s.tid to

he gi'f.ater entertainment thati the
firnt. "Down the Line" is ready
for produetiiin and it is the phm to

prixliiee fhiitiiti s,;iiiiT|.',«od'"

two-reelei-i ,1 y„r William II.

Hroun. foj-ni( riy ;i iiritlitli player.
IS !V:iliir..d a^ .s^.-^ill. r;.;(.,i.l tie- Upt
mist. Uraiiia .in.l . <.iiit.-ly ar--

equally (li\-HL.d in tiu-s.. Iiiniian in-

terest stories of rural life that have
niet pojudar fa^-nr .for years in the
Satlinl iv l-'v.-i.ilr.; 111, I

|H.ii!.-iri nil, I til. Ami r .-. ii \I.il-.i-

/iiie Sii stroll;.' IS till- i|..|ii,iiid fi.r

them that Harper Hrothers & Com-
pany are preparing « f;roup for
liook pidillcation.

.Mfred McKiunon is din-i-tin? the
si-ries

.Mhll lhi\r\ 1^ re»li,,I|sihle for
tin- esc.-lli-nf pliotouiaphy.

The most imiisii.-il

ever seen in pi. tnn > i>,

}>y Andre Bai laiii i in

of K.iilhl.ouii.l H
<

, |il,i

plo.ti.^'rai.liy

liriiurht out
1 the filming'

has pl.-ii-i.l

,). h.-IL-hl-

illl-ei-lioM hy T lliiy.v Hiiulcr (v,-i,

something whi -li .i. il.l hardly he
surpassed. \i im> iihh .liirinj; the
filiiiin"; wan there an iin-olie-ent mo-
ment —"Close.I:p." t)etoi«-r 20.
11211
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MOnON PICTURE COMPANIES AND DIRECTORS

Att Almost Complete List of Leading Orf;anizailon.s and Directors Rcc-
ognizinjf Los Angelt-s as the Film Producing Cent«r of the World.
With Every Pro<lucin(f Company the Ciutmalojfrtipher Is a Promi-
nent Factor.

1,'is Angeles iij not oiil.v known l-'or lie- eonvenien<;e of those in-

the worhl ovi r ax the tilin metrop-
olis of the eoniilry, hut is known
aM the home eily for inaii.\ nolahlcs

of the creiit industry. Many of

the leadintr production oiuaiiiza-

lions ow)i and operate exteiiHive

studios in this eity, and maii.i di-

reetom, staiii. players and eini-raa-

tnirrajiliei's own eoz.v, some e'lslly

and einlioiale, hiniies and estates,

all atldine lo the ftnaneiul jiiipnrt-

nnee of the eity and c-reatijiK an
atinos|)licre of permanency for the

notion pietnre industry that i* fai

rcaehinu and valnuble.

There are now in r,os AnKeles
and vieinity the following produc-
mc units

:

DouiflflK Fail-hank" Film ('"rpo-

ration, Thomas II. Ince Produc-
tions. Vilntiiaph Company of

Anieiica, Ko-t Film Corporation,

Charles Tl«.\ rioduelioii«. Metro
Pictines Corporation, Roliert-

Hriniton }'i-oilue.lions. Cnrti-r De
lln\' ii Prnductions. Benjamin B.

Ilamptoii I'rodii'-lions, .ChriJitie

Film Company. Hal Roaeh (Har-

old Mo.vd Comedies 1. Rolin Film
Company. .Mack St-nnett Comedies,

Oem jre ixiane Tueker Productions,

Ceoi-ife Behnn Company. Allart

I'liliillani I'roduetions. Haworth
I'ieiiiies, Sydney Chaplin Com-
paiis. Katharine MaoDonald Pie-

lurn Corporation, Federal Photo-

]>lays of Califnrnia, Campbell
I'omedies, Ch.ipliii-Mayer Coin-

p ill'. . .1 Parker Read, Jr. Produe-
iiohs. Davi<l Hoi-slcy Studios, Bet-

f. ( iiinpson Productions. Allen

ll iliihar Producti.'ins, William De
.Mille Pi-oduetions. Borwilla Stu-

dios. C'lerniont Photoplays, Fron-

tier Film Corfioration, Rnhertson-
Cole Coiiiiiaii". lTenr\ I.ehrinaii

I'rodiietioiis. Iiic- . .\tl:i^ Film Com
paiiy, Willat I'rodiiel ions. Mast.-r

I-'iliiis. Inc.. As.Miciated Produeers,

I'iiiiiaele Productions. Ine.. Lois

WeI.er Productions, Harold Bell

Wright Picture Company. Ilaiik

"Mnnn Comedies. Anita Stewart
I'rii.liieiii.iis, TTine-i Film Coin-

|.- n - 1\ iiif' \"i.|..r I'l '••luetioiis,

l\.i-iMi-i-. l'!:iyei.,.I,;isk;. Coip.ira-

tiiMi. i:Ml.hvyii Pictures Corpora-
tion. Ciiarirs Chaplin Film < 'or-

jioration. .Ii sse ft. Hampton Pro-

ductions, William S. Hart Produc-

tions. Oarson Stuilios. Inc., Cni-

versid Film Cmp-iny. Allan T'--'

I'rodie-Tion-- IIo'i-"v- ."""i >I

Jlie .
A,,ti-a FlliH C,i,|.,.t;,tl,.l.

ti.iii.i! Fill., ^>
I".-.-

PiekliiMi r iiiiUri .,

Picture., ( Ol [iiH alion

Film Corporation. Iiloyd Carleti

Prednction.s, Zaiie Grey Picta .

Ini.
,

l-;il..:.ir T... -.vis I'l odueli.ii

\[iu--hi,ll Niiliin PioiliK'tioiis 1..

Coitv Film C,ii,:|.:il

ProdiieiiiK I .1
,

'

dies, Mauri' . 1 •

tioiis. Halli.i:i Vil

Bes.sie Barri
Oe Mille Pr.

A revii--.> ,

, '' '.'
.

|i - ,1,111' ii
I

'

in photopl 1

the past !,

the exhihili.i .in.i i r,. i In-.in .

ins puhlic a harvest of attr-aclivc

ofTerint's Fiimoiis sli'is urul til.t.^-

ion, .\l.ii'.

Kealart
Breritwon.i

tiicKted wc prenenf a partial list

of alars and pla.vers w ho have an
rxtiin.ited .».">,(MKi,(»)l) in%-esled in

bcaiitiful hoiucfc nnd staled in Loh
Antfcleit -a Kreat factor in estah-

lishini; the permanency of the in-

dustry in Los An(iel'>«:

I)on(!las Fairhaiiks, William S.

Hart, (lloria Swanson. William
Farniim. Anita Stewart, Thomas
^leixhun. Flora Kimball Voun|{,
Sessue TIa>akawa. Uoscoft Ar-
bucklc. Knid Bennett, Karlc Wil-
liams. Bessie Bai riscale. Tom Mix,
Dorothy Phillips. Vi..la Dana,
Wanda Hawley. Alice L.iVe. Jul-

ian EltiiiK'*, liouise f^lanm. filadys

Brockwell, N'iKel I'.arrie. Helen
(iibKon. Aim Foritxt, Aifnea Ayre«.
Donald Crisp. Lon Chaio-y, .Nor-

nian Keiry, Kranccllia Billinirton,

Frank Keennii. Maijorie |)iiw-,

Mari .Miles Minter. Uoiis Ma.v.

House I'etem, Kathl.vn Williams,
R..V St<-warl. Jack Holt, .Mary

Piekford, Wallai e Kcid. Will Ho(r

era, Betty Coinpson, Doii^lax ^fac-

l.eaii. fieraldine Farrai. Jack
Piekford. Hobart Bosworth, Mon-
roe Salisbniy, Kathcrijic MacDon-
abl William Russell. .Mr and Mi-s

Carter De Haven, Bert I..vtell.

Roliert Warwick, Prixcilla Pcan,
Dust in Kariium, Ruth Roland,
Henry Walthall, Beverly Ba.>-ne.

Louise Faxeiiila, Helen Holnie^,

Helen Fcrsuson. PeBtr> Hvlaiid.

Trvin(t Cuninr ^
'

'
'' '

-

l.lovd Iluth
Lee, Mildre.i i

.
. i ,,

ran. Collt-en .Mooit, Billy Rh
Louise Lovely. Wal Hart, Ani.ett.

Kellei-niaii. Charles Chaplin, Pau-
line Frrdeiirk. Charles Ray, IjC-b-

Cwiy. Behe Danielo. fJenree Bebaii.

All'' Na/irTio\a. Harold Llovd.

T..I1, Ali...r... Mildred Tlairi" C1ki|.-

liii. F.tliel Clapton. Bessie Love,

Alav Allison. Elliott Dexter. Wd-
liaiii Desmond. Kine BaCROt. Mm'

.

Yorska, Rosemary Thel.y, Mar;^,..-

rita Fischer, Lloyd Hamilton,
F,dith Roberts. Charles Clary, J.

Warren Keriioaii. Harry Carey,

.t.ji Kii-kwi.i.d. William Dunenii.

Mitebell l.e-.vis. •Max Liiider.

Frank Mayo. Lewis Stone. Za Su
Pitts. AVnlter Hiers Al St. John
And scon s of others, all Loosters

for this clorious Sfnitliland City.

An.l it iiiiaht lie timely t" mention
i -il'- mines of ni.-in-.- of ^h-' -Ii-

,-. .:!,o Hvi- in I..-- •in,;rl,-<

,
,1 i.i her lil:. n,. -^.n-' -1

atioMspheti- Ti - t 1, .. i tl-. -n -

liors pleas;,. ; i !,,! ii i m j

,s C- eii i;. lie Mill.-. M.i>i!-. "

- nr. Fi-ank Bori'aKC. F

1..,;, W- lu r, All.-ii U:h,

J. Oor<loii Ldwardfi, J. Farrell .Mc-

Donald, David Hartford. Hujjipt'M
Del Kuili, William Uerlraiu,
lojoij^e Loaiic Tucker, Thoniaa IL
luce. .Mian Dwan, ReyiJiald Bark
i r, lie(,ri{e |i. Baker, .\ll)erl Cu|<e!-

lani, Joseph De fiiaHiM-, Henry
Kinir, ('Inience BailRer. tiivrgi

.Melford, I'aul .Scardon. Ida .May
Park. Henry otto. Jack Dillon.

Kupcrl Julian. William H. Taylor,

Colin CamplM-ll. Filward Slonian,

Lynn H«-.\n.ild«. Tom Sanljichi.

Jerome Stoini, Jack Ford. William
Hoberl IVil.\, Ernest C Ward.
<,'hcsfer Wilhcy. Kdwanl J. I*
,Saint, John P. Mcfjowan. Honarri
Hiekrnan. William C Dowlnii. IWrr-

trarn Bracken and many otherx.

And we miftlit .vld, tliot we have
fjnite a iiumbtr "f representaliie

oinematoftraphen. who own homes
iind are directly interest- d in ih"

progressive advancement and np-

buildin)^ of the motion pietuic in-

dustry in Los Aii|{ele» and South-

ern California.

S-,i(-h

T'lml

Fi For, I

'i^ine-

Fk
1

I
I'll-:

.T.ihi, h

n lis!,

Ffa-.

Cha

F ,,k LI, .yd

F-i .int. .11,

,
, K A

-s F.. .

I-'.

-li I',,

1,1..- C
riii- l.-Ki

K-iiii

ill,..

f),

Tleri-

,
Willi,

AViil--!

F-iil'

nuc to aild

' ors to the
i-'xliieers «>f

proven abilit.v.

p.un Tl"ii'-'| <- !'
' - -

li,,i, w: ,',

rii-lll|-<-' C.ir|,, -1., -l''ii'i ^

Photoplay (.'ompaiiy, liuth i;..!anil

Film Company. R. C. P. Sinitli I'l'

In-asei lia Fn
lures Corii'ii

I'roduclioiis.

])oi atioii.

M,-,,iipI

Vnlliic,

r-.-ih.-.ii

AN APPRECIATION

A letter fiom the production of-

fleea of the BradlcA Feature Film
Company, Clevrlarid. Ohio, under

a iccent dntv. tell,, about Jlr,

Harry W (icist.-uLa p<ipidar nieni-

bcr of the Arneriei.n Society of

Cinematoifiaphei-s. in a pleasiniic

and appreciative manner.

The communication states: "It

has been our ifood fortune to he

able to s<.-cure Mr. U. W tierstad,

nicmher of the American Society

..f Cinematoci-aphein. for -ur past

'iiodiictioii "Women Mel. l^ise.

,t;n-riii^ Wm Di«.niond. directed

n. Smiiuel K Bra.llev, which ha-s

iusi been c<impleted. We miKht
iiir ntion that this picture is One of

the few bi(t pictures that was ever

photographed in a mansion, which
consists of s.ilid sets lhrouBh..ut

This home I'.rnicrly Ik-IoiiKwI to

Floiu'-e Aiidf v-s. at one tirne as-

s.,eiiit.-d Willi .Inhn I) Rockefeller.

T' v. -,s buih a e..s> of *-.iCi,iWi,

.ilifl if it v.-ie to V.e .iuT.llcal'.l tO-

din -..vouM probably cost dotthle

that amount. Tlie hotoe h;is fort.v-

eieljt roorfit, all carved woodwoik
f htou^lionl. fi-e-.eoed c.-ilintts and

v.al's, iiiiT...rf"<l tai" siries tifim all

ov( r tbe'wni-lil. ^Oiicb offer.-d a

settine rdmo,,t irr.p.-sit.l. tor--pio-

dnce in ster.-oi pel -'udios. Th-

results obtainr.l hy Mi Cerstad

will only be best biov. n e.-ben oro-

sees the pietur. sen eiv-d This

spliiidid cineiiiato<.'rnp!!er worked
iiTuF r a rnlher ditSenlt handicap,

-is Vijc nui2'ies. v.-ere limit. -d. v.-hieh

is always e;.s,. in s-olid set

baeVirrounds W.- ai e v. ry pleased
,

-, ;, ,
, L -i-l voe.i- oreaniza-

,i;,] to have 1 im
..- W.. ..-ill rnaVe

ir title on

-h,- (.leiv.i. Crt-r«tad

:.s -111 i)lioi.-.-i .
Ii , - .da member

of the A. S C.

,,,11 Xeilan,
.Tessie D.

lell. .Limes

Al F.. Christie. Lloyd In-

. Rex Inffrnm. Lawrence
m. Luilis Casliier. Rolliii St-n

, I-: Ma-., ,11 fl..pi).-r. Fn.i.l-

i;..I,'-it 'film i,l>-. .
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AMERICAN C 1 N E M AT OG R A P H E R

THE "PRIDE-MARK" OF SEVENH MEN

LOYALH, PROGRESS, ART

The crest of the American Society of Cinematographers on a picture Is the personal

word of the man who photographed it that he has put the traditions of

the Society into his v/otk, and that he believes it to be

another step toward the artistic goal of each

individual member.

Like the old guild-mark of excellence, the crest of the

AMERICAN SOCIETY OF
CINEMATOGRAPHERS

may only be used by one who has been called to membership.

The following cinematogrsphers have earned the right to give the producer engaging them the u»e of the
Society's crest with all of its significance to art

:

OFFICERS;
PHILIP E ROSEN
WILLIAM C FOSTER
L. GUY WILKY
FRED W. JACKMAN
H. LYMAN BROENING

President

First Vice-President
Second Vice-President

- Treasurer
. - Secretary

Jct«ph A^KUil
Win. C Fo5tjr
Kmz D. Gray
Roy H Klaftkl
Ptiiltp E. Rosen

BOARD OF GOVERNORS:
T G. G.u Oc.
W, L. Gtiffin
L. Guy Wilky
Homtf A. Scott

Prao? B. Good
F W lackman
S. S- Norton
Philip H. Whte

MEMBERS:
ABEL. DAVID—Mayn Stni'io.
ARNOLD. JOHN~.Witti Viola Dana. Metro Stuilto.
AUGUST. lOSEPH—With Wm. S. Ilart. Hart Siud.o.
BAKKR FRIEND F —Wiih Sliirl.y Mason Fox Studio.
BARNES. GEORGE S —W.ih Cooclen.iy Foote. Ince Studio.
EECKWAV. WM J.—Wiih Carlton Kinn. Ma.ter Picturea.
BERGQUIST, R. I.—Wilh DoraHlna. Metro Studio.
BROENING H CVMAN—With Mar.hall Ne.lan, Hollywood Studio.
HROWN KARL—With RoKoe Arbutkie. La.ky Studio.
CLAWSON, L DAL—With Ruiul Walsh Production*. Hioftraph. N, Y.
CRONIACAR. HENRY—With Mary Ploklord Produeliona. Brunton Stu
DAVfiV. A M —Wiih E-lna Schley Pioduction.. Universal Studio.
DEPEW. E S—With Slim Siiminerviile Productions. National Studio.
DORAN, KOKERT V.—Wiih RoMn Comedies, Hal E. Roach Studio.
DUBRAY, J A —W.ih Gisnier. Roben.on.Cole Studio
EDESON. APTHUR—Wiih Clara Kimhall YounE. Gataon Studio.
EVANS PERRY—With Mack Senreit Productions. Sennett Studio.
FM.DEW WILLIAM—With Pri.cilla Dean. Univerval Studio.
FI.-tMER ROSS G.—With Lloyd InKi.iham. Mayer Studio.
FOSTER- WM. C— Wiih Lol. Weber Productions, Louts Weber Stodlo.
FOWLER HARRY M.—With Harry Carey. Uni^erial Studio.
CAIJUIO T. With Allan Dwan Hollywoo.1 Studio.
CERSTAD. HARRY W.—Wilh Wm Desmond Cleveland. Ohio,
GOOD. FRANK B —Wilh Tom Mix. Fox Studio.
GRANVILLE. FEED L —Direclins Safnueteon Productions. Islcvvorth, E
GRAY. KINO U—With Ben Wition Productions. Berwilla Studio.
GRIFFIN WALTER L-—With Davi'l M. Hartford Production*.
GUISSART. RENE—With B B. Features, Bruolon Studio.
HEIMERL. ALOIS G.—
HILL. GEORGE W.— Mavfloseer Productions. Brunton Studio.
JACKMAN FEED W —Supervi.inii Cinematojr.spher. Mack S»nnett Co.
JENNINGS. J, D—Wilh p.iulinr Fredericks, Hollywool Studio.
KLAFFKI. ROY H —In Ch,ir<c ol PhoioKr.iphy and L.iboiatory, Melio
KOENEKAMP. H. "Flfc-With Larry Season. Vitasraph Studio.
KULL. EDWARD—Dliectir* Eileen Sedjiseiefc. Universal Studio.

Mfinbership is by invitation only, each man
being judged solely upon his record and ability

as a cinematographer and his personal fitness

as a man.

KUERLE R, B —With Edwin Cntvt.
LANDERS, SAM—With Bc..:i: I., v o IT -

LEEZEE. JOHN—
LOCKWOOD, ]. R_W'i,. •.•

PICARD. MARCEL LE-
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MACKENZIE. JACK—With Earl William
McGANN, WM. M —With Dctlslas Fairb.
McCLllNG. HUGH C —
MILNER VICTOR -

MORGAN. IRA H
NF.WHARD. ROBl
NORTON, S S —
PALMER. EARNEST v -

PERRY, PAUL P.—W.ih
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POLITO, SOL.—Metro S'
REYNOLDS. B. F —

W

RIEARD, CEOFC1 •

ROSEN. PHILIP !

HOSHKK CHARI
SCHOENPAUM, k

SCHOI.TZ A —
SCOTT, HOMER A —vv
SEITZ lOHN F —Will, ' •

SJEGLER, AL.— .

SMITH. W- S . Jtt —Will; 1., r
THORPE. HARRY—W'-H D:u'. ;-,:u'.i

TOTHROH R H —Wilh Ch.irlie Chaplin
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To communicate wilh Members address the
Persofinel Secretary at the Society*s headquar-
ters, 325 Markham Building, Hollywood, Cali-

fornia.
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PHOTOGENIC GUATEMALA
INSPIRES
(Continued from, Pac/e 505)

upon US. The lake quickly riffled

like a hen's feathers under storm,
turning gray and slate colored.

Clouds poured over the edge of the
mountain rim about us, encircling

the volcanoes and having cloud
falls down the steep inclines into

the lake.
Rain drove across the horizon

and went west with the impetus of

the wind. Clouds followed in tower-
ing masses. There was a quick play
of sunset lights everywhere, and
then darkness fell as if a curtain
had come down.

In the day time the lake was
sparkling once more and I went to

San Antonio Palopo, the village on
the terraced hillside where the
white fagade of the church domi-
nates the scene and is rivaled only
by the view through the campanile.

These bells, dated 1660, still ring
with mellow tones, in spite of the
great crack in one of them. My last

view of the town was from the
path, looking at an angle which
suddenly became dramatic as an In-

dian girl, unconscious of my pres-

ence, ran to the edge of the cliff,

looking over the lake. Behind her
was the white church, above the
blue sky.

Grace of Grecian Figurines

The women of Santiago Atitlan
in the women's market—the men
were in the corn fields in July

—

were startlingly beautiful. I came
to this village expecting to see the
red and white costumes which
charm everyone, but I did not ex-

pect to have the women exhibit the
grace of Grecian figurines on old

vases.
Their pleasant faces framed in

their famous halo headdresses,
their bodies wrapped in red and
white skirts and white huipiles

with small colored stripes, they
walk with lightness and grace.

These women do not carry their

children on their backs, and this

relief from weight, plus the bal-

ance given by the baskets which
are placed there, gives them an up-
right carriage which is noticeable
even in the very old women.

Another Grecian Touch

The scarf which they throw over
their shoulder and let fall to the
knee and below when it is not used

for carrying objects adds another
Grecian touch which is beautiful.

The photographic highlight of
this place, besides the market, was
a courtyard of weavers, supervised
by their patriarch. The grand dame,
weaving on the ground, her loom
tension held as usual by the leather
thong about her loins, wore a skirt,
a huipile, and a carrying cloth on

A new low temperature sound-stage
developed to provide sub-freezing tem-
peratures and actual snow storm for
motion picture "shooting," and a radical
new type of mobile camera platform,
were among the many contributions to

greater realism in motion pictures de-
scribed before the convention of the
Society of Motion picture engineers.

While outside temperatures approached
85 degrees, authentic movie scenes were
photographed in the special "cold" stu-
dio, at a temperature of 21 degrees that
varied only imperceptibly despite the
glare and heat of an ordinary studio
lighting system, R. Van Slyker, head of

R. Van Slyker Enterprises, told the con-
vention.

Pointing out that the photographic val-

ue of "shooting" winter scenes in ap-
propriate surroundings is considerable,
and that not the least of the advantages
is the visible breath of the actors, Mr.
Van Slyker declared that the low-tem-
perature studio operated effectively even
with Technicolor photography.

It was used to excellent advantage
by Paramount for "Untamed." He said
the California Consumers Corporation,
Los Angeles, has set aside one of its

ice houses to introduce the studios to

the new method of making realistic snow
scenes.
Snow is manufactured by means of

portable blowers which grind 50 pound
cakes of ice into powder and expel the
snow through special nozzles when and
where needed.

Electron Microscope Opens
New Worlds to Researchers
An astonishing new electron micro-

scope which is twenty to fifty times
more sensitive than the finest optical

microscope and promises to open up
whole new worlds to the biologist, the

her head, each of which was a tri-

umph of her weaving art.

Still another piece was on her
loom. With her were three younger
women weaving and one sewing.
About them played the babies and
young children of the household,
one of them playing with a hand-
carved hobby horse with solid
wooden wheels.

There are pictures to take at
every turn in Guatemala. It is sim-
ply a question of which to select for
the film you are making. No won-
der that I finished my last pack
with regret and took the plane
home. I had just begun to take
pictures in Guatemala.

metallurgist, and a host of other re-
searchers was described to the Society of
Motion Picture Engineers by a distin-
guished research engineer who crossed
the country to deliver the lecture.

Many aspects of television, including
the historic covering of the Republican
convention last June at Philadelphia by
the new visual communication medium,
were also discussed during a technical
session which concluded the five-day con-
vention of the society.

The delegates also heard a report from
their Television Committee, delivered by
its chairman. Dr. Peter C. Goldmark,
chief television engineer of the Columbia
Broadcasting System. The committee re-

ported continuing research into the prob-
lems of visual fatigue, flicker and use
of films in television.

Dr. Vladimer K. Zworykin, director of
RCA's Electronic Research, and world-
famed for his contributions to television,

took the convention through the myste-
ries of the electron microscope, which was
developed under his direction in the

Camden, (N. J.) laboratories.

He explained that objects heretofore
invisible because they were tinier than
the wave length of light became easily

visible when electrons were substituted

for light and magnetic fields took the

place of lenses.

The limitation of the optical micro-

scope is the limitation of light itself.

For example, pickaxes are fine for grad-

ing roads, but you wouldn't trust a

dentist who tried to use one to probe a

cavity.

That's the way it is with light itself

when you try to see very small objects.

The tool is many times bigger than the

subject. By using electrons, instead of

light, it is possible to see certain bac-

teria, viruses and other minute objects

which have hitherto been beyond the

limits of visibility by any other means.

ACTUAL SNOW STORMS
ON REALISTIC STAGES
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How to

Organise Your
Camera
Friends

By CLAUDE W. A. CADARETTE
Founder Los Angeles 8mm. Club

1HAVE had many inquiries, from all

sections of our United States and
its possessions, written by motion

picture camera enthusiasts who ask me
what is the best procedure for them to

follow in forming a club in their locali-

ties. For their benefit and for those
who are harboring the same thought of

organizing photographic groups, I am
pleased to give them whatever knowl-
edge I have to assist them. '

I am a firm believer in photographic
clubs. They are the means by which
those that have a common interest in

a hobby can associate and discuss their

problems, enjoy each other's films, and
participate in a fellowship which is prob-
ably the most harmonious to be found
in any kind of a group or organization.

The first necessary step to take is to

determine the type of club you want.
Will you have a mixed group of sixteen

and eight millimeter users, or a closed

group who shoot only one or the other
film widths?

In small communities, it is probably
necessary to have a mixed club due to

the smaller number of prospective mem-
bers. In larger cities, I would suggest
clubs whose membership would use en-
tirely sixteen millimeter cameras or

eight millimeter cameras.

Sometimes a Hurdle

Closed groups of this nature auto-
matically eliminate any possibilities of

friction due to the advantages of one
type of camera over the other type.

Although a picture depends on the man
behind the camera, nevertheless, it has
been known where dissension has arisen
from this point.

Having made this decision, call on all

of the local photographic dealers and
ascertain who has purchased motion pic-

ture cameras from them. Ask the deal-

ers to help advertise your project with
small counter posters, and to speak to

each motion picture camera customer.
Always remember that your dealers are
your most valued friends in an enter-
prise of this sort, and you must con-
stantly keep their good will.

They are the ones who contribute
prizes for your contests and help build
your membership roll. Likewise, a mo-
tion picture club always stimulates more
photographic activity which, in turn, is

an asset to their business.

Meeting Places Many
Mail letters to all magazines that

reach amateur cameramen, asking them
to print an announcement of your first

meeting, stating the time and place.
Having secured a list of camera users

in your locality, telephone, write or mail
folders to each name stating your rea-
sons for forming a club and the ad-
vantages it will give to the membership.
The response will be enthusiastic, I am
sure, as most camera users are anxious
to belong to well planned organizations.
Your first meeting should be held in

Credit Was Eagler^s

IN our review of "Foreign Cor-
respondent" last month Paul

Eagler, A.S.C., should have been
credited with special photography.
That exceedingly skillful job was
his. The production credits con-
tained in the preview program in

error spotted the name of Ray
Binger, A.S.C., who was at the
time engaged on another Wanger
production, which will be released
later.

a suitable place to accommodate the num-
ber you anticipate will attend. Meeting
places can be found in school buildings,

small auditoriums, local dealers stores,

or civil buildings without charges, if a
little time is devoted to locate them.

Arrange the program of the first

meeting to be entirely for entertainment
purposes. State the purposes of the or-

ganization to the group and give a brief

outline of the future plans of the club.

Stress the need for members, and the

necessity of each member to help in

advertising the new venture.

At this meeting, it is important to

have as a guest some person in the city

who is prominent as a photographer or

photographic dealer. A little encour-
agement from a person of this type lends

an assurance to the prospective mem-
bers.
Arrange a program of motion pictures

of outstanding value, which can be
loaned from clubs in other cities. Should
any new members bring film, let the

photographic expert give a constructive

analysis of each one.

Diplomacy Vital

The greatest asset in forming a club

that you can possess is the use of diplo-

macy and tact. The art of keeping all of

the members happy at all times will usu-

ally tax your diplomatic skill, but it is

vitally necessary.
Assuming that you have an organiza-

tion well started, it is necessary to elect

officers and appoint committees to as-

sume part of the duties of management.
The election of officers can be handled

in many ways, either by floor nomina-
tions or by a nominating committee ap-

pointing candidates augmented by floor

nominations.
The officers should consist of a presi-

dent, vice president and secretary-treas-

urer. The appointment of a Social

Committee and Membership Committee
is also necessary. The founders of a
club should be installed as a permanent
Board of Directors with the president

acting as chairman of the board each
year.
The adoption of a permanent board is

advisable, as in later years they are ex-

perienced and become acquainted with
the problems which arise within a club.

They also act in an advisory capacity
for each new president and interpret the

club constitution and by-laws. They also

can step forward to assume executive
control in the event of unforeseen con-
ditions which may arise.

Social Committee Important

The Social Committee arranges any
programs or activities, such as picnics,

club outings, or banquets. At the month-
ly meetings it is their duty to greet the
members and their guests and provide
for any equipment necessary to carry on
the program.
The Membership Committee investi-

gates the status of prospective members
and passes their approval or disapproval
of the applicants. This is most impor-
tant in order that the membership consist
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of high type individuals. In any organi-
zation it is vital that no members be
engaged in the photographic field in a
professional way. An amateur club can-
not include members whose livelihood is

gained in the photographic profession.
The by-laws and constitution of the

club sets forth all rules and regulations
concerning elections, membership, con-
test judging, expulsion of any member,
dues, meetings, etc. The Board of Di-
rectors may appoint a committee to form
a draft of the constitution and by-laws
subject to the approval of two-thirds of
the membership present at any meeting.
The rules should be as complete as

possible to provide for any event which
may occur. When the constitution and
by-laws are once adopted, all members
and officers mu.st adhere to the policies
set forth, without partiality.

F'rogram.s Planned

Programs are usually arranged by the
president and vice-president with the

purpose of providing educational fea-
tures and entertainment. Speakers from
within or outside of the club should be
presented at each meeting to talk on
some phase of motion picture photogra-
phy, after which members' films should
be viewed.
An exchange of film with other clubs

throughout the country will give variety
to the program. One meeting during
the summer may be held as a picnic or
outing at some location suitable for
members to film any events, or games
that are held as part of the entertain-
ment. The final meeting of the year
is usually held at a banquet at which the
new officers are installed.

The success of any club depends on
the cooperation of all members in ac-
cepting any assignments which are given
to them. The spirit of good fellowship
must be carefully guarded so that all

members are on the same plane and re-
ceive the same benefits.
Film contests must be judged fairly

ThiH picture wan taken without a
filter and empkasizeH the fine color
values obtained ivith infrared film
under normal ah oo tinf/ conditions.

and prizes awarded according to merit.

The officers must use every precaution
to avoid unpleasantness or embarrass-
ment to any member and make each
member feel that he is as necessary to

the club as the other members. The
meetings must not stagnate or become
dull, and the programs should provide
lots of variety and educational features.

Co-operation with Dealers

Close contact should be kept with all

photographic dealers and the club should
at all times keep their good-will. They
are the donaters of prizes for contests
and their generosity will depend on their

attitude toward the club.

Any club must have contests to stimu-
late the members' filming activities and
a contest without prizes is useless. The
dealers are, of course, an excellent
source for obtaining the names of pros-
pective members.

Advertise your club well. Send your
club letters to the amateur movie maga-
zines for their consideration. All maga-
zines of this type are anxious to know
what each club is doing, and they will

always give you any information or en-
couragement you may need.

Should your group issue a club maga-
zine or organ, exchange with all clubs
in the country and learn what they are
doing in their club activities.

Your organization is founded for peo-

ple who have a common hobby and re-

gardless of their business life they will

become a brotherhood when meeting to-

gether. It is their means of relaxation
and fun. Keep this spirit prevalent at
all meetings and your club w-ill grow
and prosper.

Art Reeves Centralizes His
Interests at Camera Supply
Art Reeves, whose factory and offices

formerly have been at 7512 Santa
Monica Boulevard, is moving his com-
plete stock to a display room a couple

of doors from his Camera Supply Com-
pany at 1515 Cahuenga avenue. This

will enable Mr. Reeves to change his

offices to the Camera Supply Company,
centralizing his interests and avoiding
much travel. The factory at 7512 Santa
Monica Boulevard will be retained under
the owTiership of Mr. Reeves.

A year or more ago when Mr. Reeves
noted the signs of war and believing it

might develop into a prolonged condi-

tion he invested heavily in a supply of

stainless steel and other materials neces-

sary in the manufacture of developing
machinery and sound equipment. At
present he has an extensive line of ar-

ticles large and small in those branches
of manufacturing.
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I Use
Infrared Film-

By HATTO TAPPENBECK
Photos by ivriter

THE use of infrared film is not
new to the Hollywood camerman,
who has been using it for a num-

ber of years already. Since its appear-
ance the stability as well as the speed
of the film have been increased; and it is

now available to professionals and ama-
teurs alike.

The infrared film is mostly sensitive
in the infrared part of the spectrum well
known under the name of heat waves.
These are invisible to our eyes, but have
the same eff'ect on the infrared film as
the visible rays on a regular panchro-
matic emulsion.
But the infrared film is sensitized also

in the visible deep reds, in the full scale
of the visible blues, and somewhat in the
invisible ultraviolet rays on the other ex-
treme end of the visual spectrum.
From this it is at once apparent that

the film will give a good reproduction of
a landscape or person without the use
of filters; at least equal to pictures made
with orthochromatic material. With a
yellow filter holding back the blues to

some extent infrared film will produce
a picture similar to one made on pan-
chromatic film without filter.

I mention this as we are more often
shy at using infrared film, because its

extensive use in motion pictures for ef-

fect shots has spread the idea that the

film can only be used for that purpose.
The results with this film for regular
work is satisfactory as long as exact
color rendition is not required.

Available in 16mm.
The infrared film has been made avail-

able by the Eastman Kodak Company
in 35mm., in all sizes of cut film, and
in many sizes of roll film for amateur
cameras. It is of particular interest that
it also can be had in 16mm., but only
as a negative non-reversible film due to

the characteristics of the product.
This should be a welcome addition to

the special effects department of the se-

rious 16mm. worker. P'acilities for proc-
essing and printing are just as acces-
sible as for reversal film. The Agfa
Ansco Corporation has added to the pro-
fessional infrared film a line of the most
popular sizes in infrared rollfilm. The

Time exposure of 1 second at f :3.5 on
infrared film without filter. The illumi-
nation xvas furnished by the infrared
rays of the electric stove with the addi-
tion of a 25 tvatt ruby darkroom lamp.

This picture was taken in total darknesa
with radiation from the stove only. Ex-
posure 2 seconds at f:3.5, on infrared
film. The steam of the boiling water re-

flects the infrared rays.

specific qualities of all these infrared
films correspond very closely.

Infrared rollfilm will be an added at-

traction for many who want to explore
the invisible. A very instructive book-
let on the subject of infrared photog-
raphy is put out by the Eastman Kodak
Company.

Infrared film was originally used for
night shots in the daytime and in aerial

photography. Since then many uses
have been found for it in science as
well as in industry. The speed of this

film lies between 20 and 24 Weston,
which amounts to slightly less than
half the speed of the well known East-
man Plus-X or the Agfa Supreme Pan-
chromatic films.

The best time for getting night shots
in the daytime is during the noon hour
when the shadows are deepest. Side
light or even backlight is essential. The
effectiveness of the shot depends on the
contrast between highlights and shadows.

Lights burning in streetlamps, auto-
mobile headlights, etc., add realism. A
thorough study of actual night scenes
and buildings in the moonlight points
the way. The main characteristic of a
night shot is the black sky. With infra-
red we easily accomplish this by filtering

out all the ultraviolet and blue rays.

Filter Exposures

A heavy red filter such as a Wratten
25A or 29F will usually be sufficient.

For extreme night shots we use a Wrat-
tan 70 or 72 filter; both have a filter fac-
tor of 10 for infrared, while the filter

factors for 25A and 29F are 4 and 5
respectively.

The stop in bright sunlight for a
camera speed of 16 frames per second
or approximately 1/30 of a second ex-
posure will be f:ll without filter, f:8
with a K2 filter, f:5.6 with filter 25A,
f :4.5 with filter 29F, and f :3.5 with a 70
filter.

Exposure meters of various types de-
pend on their readings for the visible
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light rays whose relation to the amount
of infrared radiation is not constant.

If exposures are made always during the
same hour of the day in bright sunlight
we have a fairly accurate standard re-

lying on our meter.

During early morning or late after-

noon when the light changes more rap-
idly in color I find that the readings are
on the high side resulting in underex-
posure of the infrared film. At times
the values obtained from your exposure
meter safely can be doubled without
danger of overexposure. A series of com-
parative tests, however, provide the
most reliable data for future reference.

The lens material on the modern cam-
eras needs no or little adjustment when
infrared film is used. If the negative
image appears to be unsharp the long
infrared rays fall too far back of the
film and the lens has to be brough for-

ward 1/32 to 1/16 of an inch for the
average lens. The exact amount has to

be established by trial. If you focus on
a groundglass it is good practice to use
your lens wide open with the filter in

front of it and to stop down afterward.
This will take care of the correct focus
as the long rays admitted through the
red filter border closely on the infrared.

The development of the infrared film

bears no difliiculties. Any good fine-

grain negative developer is suitable. The
most frequently quoted developer D-76
requires an average development of 8 to

10 minutes at 67 degrees F.

Safelights Out

Any other developer can be timed ac-

cordingly. A higher contrast is reached
by longer development. This is often de-
sirable with infrared film, because lack
of shadow detail and a great difference
between highlights and deep shadows
enhance the effect of night or moonlight.
The Eastman Kodak Company advises

that no safelights of any kind be used
during the handling and developing of
the film. The reason is that the dyes
used in the safelights transmit quite a

Nifjht shot of New York fair on fast
panchromatic film.

Graph of Wratten No. 25A filter use'l

for night shots during the day.

Graph of Wratten filter No. 70 with ex-
treme haze penetrating quality, recom-

mended for aerial camerawork.

high percentage of infrared rays from
the lightbulb which tends to fog the film

quickly.
As I do all my developing by the time

and temperature method and load my
film in total darkness I have never en-
countered any fog on the infrared film.

I keep the film in a cool place, but do
not see any reason for putting it on ice.

Beautiful clouds often give the final

touch to an otherwise commonplace pic-

ture. Infrared rays do not penetrate
heavy fog, clouds, or steam, but make
them stand out instead in almost third
dimension. This fact is still augmented
the chief property of infrared to pene-
trate haze to a considerable extent.

The long distance photographer, the
astronomer, and principally the aerial
cameraman make use of this quality of
the infrared ray. Depending on the
darknes of the red filter used landscapes
do not appear in their true color rendi-

tion, chiefly because the green foliage

reflects a great percentage of infrared
rays.

The snowy white appearance of the
landscape thus taken gives the picture

a wintery aspect, or if no clouds are vis-

ible in the dark sky it may be passed
for a moonlit scene. It is imperative to

take your night shots against a deep
blue sky without any clouds; otherwise
the illusion will be incomplete.

Not for Portraits

All regular light sources emit an
abundance of infrared light. By prop-
erly filtering the same we obtain pure
infrared rays for our camerawork. How-
ever, it is not advisable to make por-

traits by infrared rays.

The change in skin texture combined
with the untrue rendering of the eyes,

lips, hair, and clothes makes a portrait
from an infrared negative anything but
flattering and pleasing.

But there are many very useful appli-

cations of infrared film other than the

ones mentioned. One of the most amaz-
ing and educational uses is in photo-
graphing old manuscripts with it.

Many heretofore unsuspected writings
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have been brought to light as well as
alterations and changes which had been
made in the originals on later dates. In
this manner much has been revealed
about the habits and customs of .ancient
peoples from parchments which had been
used a number of times after the old

script had been erased.

I also want to mention here how infra-

red photography helps to uncover the
facts about paintings, drawings and
other art objects. It shows if the original

is intact, or if it has been altered or re-

paired at some other time, or if it is

merely a copy. This can be ascertained
through infrared if the paints and pig-
ments are the same in this painting or
differ from the materials used at the
time it was supposed to be painted.

Infrared rays will also bring out a
clear outline of pictures which faded
with time or darkened with age when
the eye can hardly distinguish anything
anymore.

In planteology, the study of plant life

and its development, infrared photog-
raphy plays its part in recording the
changes in plants. Forestry makes use
of it for the determination of the va-
rious types of trees present in the vast
timberlands. This can be obtained from
the lighter and darker foliage areas in

the picture.

And in more recent war times infra-
red photography can distinguish plainly
between painted camouflage and the real
thing which cannot be detected by eye.
The painted objects usually are much
darker in the print than the natural sur-
roundings.

For this very reason we notice that in

many recent pictures of camouflaged
guns and men, trees and branches are
more frequently used; they do not so
easily give the secret away when the
enemy uses infrared photography.

Infrared for Architects

Architects sometimes use infrared film

to create an artistic effect by contrast-
ing a white building against an almost
black background and sky. This natur-
ally draws the attention to the main
object, the building. California missions
and the homes with Spanish architecture
lend themselves especially for such shots
with clouds and palm trees providing the
necessary atmosphere.

Another very useful field for infrared
camerawork lies in the medical profes-
sion. Its application there is so numer-
ous and out of the ordinary sphere of
the average photographer that it re-

S«n«ltlvlty: Bliic-violct and infrared.

quires special knowledge and experi-

mental work in each individual case.

But more apparent is its use for the
criminologist, and especially in the field

of forgery the revelations in an infra-

red photograph are unmistakable evi-

dence.

Importance of Infrared

Infrared photography is most widely
used in science, industry, and other
technical branches. Changes in materials
and metals are readily detected by com-
paring photographo taken before and
after the change took place. Texture and
coloring in textiles which look identical

to the eye do not deceive the infrared
film and are exposed as differing in

quality.

It is well known that photographs can
be made on infrared film in total dark-
ness with the use of infrared rays only.

The Kodaflector Senior, a new lighting
unit for amateur photography, still and
movie, is announced by the Eastman
Kodak Company, Rochester, now ready.

Features of the Kodaflector Senior in-

clude reversible reflectors which offer a
choice in the effective angle of the light

beam or spread, suitable adapters for
both No. 1 and No. 2 Photoflood lamps,
flexibility in height adjustment, and pro-
vision for an accessory extra assembly
which adds a third light to the basic
two.
The stand of the Kodaflector Senior

consists of two 30-inch telescoping nickel

plated tubes, which clamp at various
height settings by means of a thumb
screw. The outer tube is seated in a
small black lacquered iron casting, with
sockets for four 11-inch steel rods which
form the base of the unit.

These rods are removable, and when
the unit is not in use, the base rods in-

sert in four other sockets which hold
them close to the central tube for com-
pact storage and convenient transporta-
tion. Two lamp sockets are mounted
on L-shaped extension rods at the top
of the Kodaflector Senior stand, and are
adjustable for angle.

The reflectors are of sheet aluminum,
conical in shape when in use, and may
be "unbuttoned" for storing flat. One
side of each reflector is entirely bright

A hot flatiron produces enough infrared
rays to give a good image of itself in

about one minute at f :3.5, while a longer
exposure will be sufficient to photograph
objects nearby.

Flashlight pictures can be made with-
out visible flash when the bulb is prop-
erly shielded by a filter which only lets

the infrared rays pass. In this way
many surprising pictures can be taken
unawares of animals at nighttime, of
the fox who steals the chickens, etc.

These are a number of uses to which
we put infrared photography, but it by
no means exhausts the possibilities and
usefulness. The field is comparatively
new. In order to get the most out of it

and to find new ways for it you have to
use it yourself, experiment with it, and
apply it to the best advantage in your
own business, or make a practical and
interesting hobby out of it.

and polished, and provides the narrower
lighting beam most suitable for use with
home-movie camera lenses in the cus-
tomary focal length.

The other side has a sand-blasted
matte center, a provide a wider beam of
less intense but more uniform light.

Thus, by reversing one or both reflec-

tors, the lighting may be varied to suit

the subject at hand.

For convenience in storage and trans-
portation, the Kodaflector Senior is sup-
plied in a suit-case type box made of
stout corrugated cardboard, which may
be carried easily. The box has extra
space for lamps and incidental accesso-
ries.

Retail price of the Kodaflector Senior
is S12. The Kodaflector Senior Extra As-
sembly, complete with L-shaped mount-
ing rod, socket, cord, bracket, handle,
reflector, and adapter for No. 1 and
No. 2 lamps, is S3. 75.

Bass Camera Produces Its

Cine Bargaingram No. 245
The Bass Camera Company of 179

West Madison Street, Chicago, has issued

Cine Bargaingram No. 245. It is in 84 pp.
of which each page is 5 by 8 inches size

of small type. Practically everything
photographic is included within these
pages. It starts off with the complete
list of movie cameras, with projectors,

filters, cine lenses. There is a full line

of Da-Lite Challenger Screens. And so

on down the line.

The book will be mailed free on re-

(juest. And it's worth having.

Spectograrn of Infrared film used in the
illustrations.

u V

KODAFLECTOR SENIOR,
MOTION, STILL, READY
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Paul Neiierburg
First Award, Class B. Camera Rollei-
flex; exposii7-e, 1/10; film, Panatomic X;
developer, DK20; taken in Devil'n Play-
ground at 6:30 a.m., April, 19^0; print
on Velour Black DL; developed, U mine,

in 55DG.

Leo Moore Gets First Award
(Continued from Page 502)

November 7 at 10:30 a.m. in our club-

rooms at 1489 West Washington boule-

vard (up stairs). This month will be
the final contest, to pick out the best
picture of the year. The judging will

be by five of the West's better photog-
raphers, men who have won international
recognition for their work in each one's
particular line. Each member will be al-

lowed a maximum of ten prints to be
entered. These prints will be restricted
to those that have been exhibited in one
of our yearly salons, but each member
has the privilege of remaking his prints,

using the knowledge gained from the
judges' criticisms. In this way we can
ascertain the value of the various con-
tests to the members, and in closing
I would like to add that the public as
well as the wives and families of the
members will be admitted.

Second prize in Finalist Class was
Leo Moore's; third prize and Honorable

God's Poem, by Eddie Cuffe; first aivard.
Class A; also popular aivard.

Mention went to Ed McQuoid; second
prize in Class A to Lee Lindley of Long
P^ach; third prize in Class A to C. G.
Bert Vaughn; second prize in Class B
to Paul Neuerburg.

Washington Society
The Washington Society of Amateur

Cinematographers held its October meet-
ing October 7.

The president of the National Capital
Cinema Club, Arthur Hahn, screened
his 16mm. Kodachrome picture, "Beauti-
ful Bermuda." Mr. Hahn selected appro-
priate phonograph records to go along
with his film, and addressed the club
on the technique of adding sound to film

via the medium of the dual turntable
record player.

A fifteen minute talk on "The Mys-
teries of Projection" by Theodore Sar-
chen widened the eyes of some of
those present. Mr. Sarchen is an ex-
theater projectionist.

A comparison by Robert V. Anders of
the negative-positive and the reversal
processes of producing movies proved
interesting. Mr. Anders is a motion pic-

ture technician at the Signal Corps Pho-
tographic Laboratory at the Army War
College and has had extensive experi-
ence in both of these methods of making
motion pictures.

Mr. Gray, of the Ritz Camera Stores,
also was on hand to addre.ss the meet-
ing on that very interesting and much
talked-about and misunderstood subject,
"Color Photography."

AURICON
(6 M.M. SOUND'ON'FfLM RECORDER

You can make lip-synchronized

talking pictures with the Auricon
Recorder and any synchronous-
motor-driven 16 mm. camera, creat-

ing sparkling, true-to-life movies
which will run on any 16 mm. sound
film projector.

Music, dialogue, narration, sound
effects—all can be recorded directly

on film by photographic means
identical in principle to professional

AURICON 2>uu^, E. M,

Hollywood productions, but with
Auricon 16 mm. equipment which is

designed and built in Hollywood
for use by the 16 mm. movie maker.

Complete Recorder and Amplifier

with instructions for making 15 mm.
talking pictures — $560. To be used
with any synchronous-motor-driven
camera.
Ask your Dealer, or write today

for free descriptive literature.

D17DlJr\T PHDD ^^'^ Sunset Blvd.
DJjKjNUl tUKr. Hollywood, Calif

CAMERA SUPPLY COMPANY
ART REEVES

ISIS NorHi Cahuenga Boulevard

HOLLYWOOD Cibla Addresj—Camerai CALIFORNIA

Efficient-Courteous Service New and Used Equipment

Bought—Sold—Rented

Everything Photographic Professional and Amateur
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There Were Big Ones
(Continued from Page 495)

nicolor), staggered, and then slowly re-

covered and rode the wave. It was mag-
nificent. From that moment on the
house accepted the picture, made chiefly
in England. It had been planned to
complete it in North Africa, but the war
intervened. The company was brought
to Hollywood and from there conveyed to
Grand Canyon and the Painted Desert
for exteriors.

Of the several mystifying features
there were the flying horse, the magic
carpet, the giant Genie, the murderous
dancing doll, the flying Genie with Sabu
on his shoulder holding on to his also
flying locks—all defying description.

The beauty and the magnitude of the
settings, the artificial no less than the
natural; the charm and the romance of

the story and the following action; the
illusion and the conviction that picks
you up and transports you to another
land for an hour and three quarters
make "The Thief of Bagdad" one of the
greater specimens of entertainment of
all time.

It is a picture that is created for chil-

dren of all ages.

Tugboat Annie Sails Again
Marjorie Rambeau created a niche for

herself in the way of screen characteriza-
tion in "Tugboat Annie." While she has
at times created parts on the stage
that might parallel Annie, this per-
haps is the first time she has tackled
anything quite as "robust." And she
does credit to the characterization. In
fact, it will be surprising if we do not
see more of them, many more of them.

The mantle of Marie Dressier has been
awaiting some one who could take it up.
It is possible a new wearer may have
been found.
Although in this Warner Brothers' pic-

ture there is a good cast the story is

dominated by Miss Rambeau. Alan Hale
has the male lead, although it is as a
"mean" and not a "good" lead he is

seen. With Jane Wyman and Ronald
Reagan playing the juveniles the pic-

ture has what is rarely seen—husband
and wife as lovers. Ihey don't appear
to be in any particular need of coaching.
Arthur Edeson, A.S.C., is director of

photography. Much of the action is on
the water, and by the same token much
of the thrill. A great deal of the pho-
tography is of the lower key, just on the
edge of nothing. A tug is towing a dry-
dock. For several minutes there is heard
the ominous deep-throated note of an
approaching big boy of the sea. It is

answered by the comparatively mild man-
nered and higher noted reply of the tug.

Then the big ship is sighted through
the fog. Annie and one of her crew put
all of their weight on the tug's wheel.
The collision is averted—with the tug.

But it cannot be escaped with the dry-
dock. It is a thrilling climax of several
minutes' suspense. And it is finely pho-
tographed.
The picture should be popular in any

town—or village either.

Third Finger, Left Hand
Myrna Loy and Melvyn Douglas were

finely teamed in M-G-M's amusing con-
coction of "Third Finger, Left Hand."
The story turns on the farcical, but once
the theme is accepted as a possibility or
within the bounds of reason it flows
mirthfully along. There is a good cast,

among others present being Raymond
Walburn, Lee Bowman, Bonita Gran-
ville, Felix Bressart, Donald Meek, Ann
Morris, Sidney Blackmer, Ernest Whit-
man and Halliwell Hobbes.
George Folsey, A.S.C., is director of

photography. There is a wide variety
of settings, suited to please the fancy of
any cameraman, and to which Folsey
has dug into with sure hand.

•
Three Men from Texas

Out of all the many pictures Harry
Sherman has produced for Paramount he
has pretty near hit the peak with "Three
Men from Texas." You may add to that
contribution from Sherman the work of
Russell Harlan, A.S.C., director of pho-
tography, who has put on the screen
some of the most beautifully scenic shots
that he has been permitted to register

—

wrapped, delivered in a truck to your
grocer. Stacked on a shelf, sold by a
clerk, bought by you. You bring it

home, spread butter on it and eat it. And
as you munch do you think about it in

relation to the system which does all

that and charges you a dime ?

Facilities must exist in your neigh-
borhood which open up innumerable pos-
sibilities for the manufacture of fas-

LANDERS CAMERA RENTALS
RENTALS - SERVICE

MOTION PICTURE CAMERAS - BLIMPS - DOLLIES
AND ALL ACCESSORIES

PHONE 6313 SUNSET BOULEVARD
ZJ^ NEAR VINE STREET
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1600 CAHUENSA BOULEVARD

HO 3651 Hollywood, California Cable: Hocamex

MOTION PICTURE FILM
DEVELOPING MACHINERY
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for

CONTROL DEPENDABILITY
QUALITY ECONOMY

Thermostatic Temperature Control of Developer

Developer Agitation & Circulation

Units for 35mm., 16mm., or Combination 35-16mm.
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There is nothing like it.

MODERN SAFE COMPLETE

FONDA MACHINERY COMPANY, INC.
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and to pet by the scissors. Don't get us
wrong: The picture as a picture stands
on its own feet, not as sometimes lean-

ing on the photography to make the
picture. The camera work is a thing
apart, bestowing its superb exposure on
people as well as places, on closeups as
well as longshots.

Identifying the three men from Texas,
there are of course Bill Boyd and of
course Russell Hayden. There also is

but not of course Andy Clyde. In the
particular kind of setting in which the

COOKE LENSES
Easily passing tests far more
exacting than present uses
require, Cooke Lenses bring
assurance of meeting both
your present and your future
needs. Speeds and focal
lengths for every need. Write
for descriptive literature.

BELL & HOWELL
COMPANY

Exclusive World Distributors of
Taylor-Hobson Cooke Cine Lenses

1848 Larchmont Avenue, Chicago
New York: 30 Rockefeller Plaza
Hollywood: 716 N. LaBrea Ave.
London: 13-14 Great Castle St.

player was placed Clyde very likely will

not or may not be recognized. Every one
realizes nevertheless the unusual quality
of the characterization created by this

man—he enters the picture at the open-
ing in a minor part, but promptly forges
out front.

The same quality that Sherman places
about Bill Boyd also is to be found in

the battalion of heavies, at the head of
which is Morris Ankrum. And in the
feminine juvenile there is Esther Es-
trella. While she is new she has the
poise of maturity. They tell a story
about this girl of soft voice and quiet
manners, about her being called for an
extra chore at Lone Pine, hundreds of
miles away from Hollywood in the
mountains.

All of the crew and cast were as-

sembled on the spot, there was no one
left in Hollywood who knew the com-
pany's business particularly well. The
girl was bundled into a car and whirled
to location. Arrived there it was quick-
ly discovered she was not the person
who was considered. There was no prac-
ticable help for the dilemma, however;
she had to be taken. She was taken

—

to the delight of all who were con-
cerned. And so without competition she
was selected for the part she so appeal-
ingly plays in "Three Men from Texas."
We recommend lovers of photography

and beautiful scenery—and stirring mel-
odrama—to be sure to see this picture.

•

They Knew What They Wanted
RKO-Radio's "They Knew What They

Wanted" may be referred to as comedy-
drama, but forget the comedy. Drama
it has in abundance, but the comedy may
be ignored as of the technical class.

Speaking well within the bounds of
truth, there was plenty of tragedy, of

the soul as it proved, but very close to

tragedy of blood.

The story does not move with much
speed, but it does proceed relentlessly,

with piling fear of climax just around
the corner. The tale is an adaptation
from Sidney Howard's Pulitzer prize

play—and likewise in turn, as memory
may serve across a not too short life-

time, in the betrayal aspect is not unlike
or at least is reminiscent of Bartley
Campbell's "My Partner," a popular play
of the eighties.

The leads in "They Knew What They
Wanted" were Charles Laughton and
Carole Lombard. Laughton had the part
of a Napa Valley (California) grape
grower, well-to-do, but not educated,
straightforward and good citizen; Lom-
bard was a waitress in San Francisco,
fed up on the world's buffetings and
ready to accept the marriage offer of a
man who could give her a home. Frank
Fay was the parish priest. Harry Carey
was the village doctor. William Gargan
was the grape grower's helper.

It was Miss Lombard's second serious
theme of recent months, the other being
"Vigil in the Night," a change from the
usual comedy role which demonstrates
she is a master of both. Laughton's
characterization was of unusual strength
and power. The picture by its grip
will impress itself upon one's memory.
Harry Stradling, A. B.C., directed the

photography, with special effects by
Vernon L. Walker, A.S.C. The company
wisely and commendably chose to make
the picture exteriors right in Napa Val-
ley, and the consequent illusion and con-
viction were most complete.

Moon Over Burma
Paramount's "Moon Over Burma,"

featuring Robert Preston, Preston Fos-
ter and Dorothy Lamour, is a colorful

picture, melodramatic at times, and in

one particular instance strikingly so.

That one sequence involved a supposed
cobra snake—it may have been a five or

six footer, but it was terrifyingly large.

Involved were a blind man and a
frightened girl. The blind man's keen
hearing had detected the presence of the

gliding serpent. Quietly he had warned
the girl as his fears were confirmed.

He had instructed the girl to get out and
call for help, which she had done. A
pistol shot had ended the incident.

At other times across thirty years
complaints as to similar sequences have
brought stern measures by censor boards
and other agencies regarding elimination

of snake scenes. One of the reasons

for the action was fear of pre-natal in-

fluence. It may be interesting to note

the action that may be taken on this

sequence by various supervisory agencies

throughout the country. If you would
throw a scare into 'em, this is it.

It was in the making of this film the

elephants Sallie and Queenie, working
in the picture, were fatally burned in the

fire at Goebel's wild animal farm.
William C. Mellor, A.S.C, was director
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of photography, and it was a varied as-
signment he had. Some of the incidents
that enlivened the making of the film

were a forest fire, a log jam and the
aforesaid snake scare. There were
others.

Mexican Spitfire Out West
RKO-Radio's "Mexican Spitfire Out

West" is a riotous, rollicking farce, with
abundance of laughter and not a trace
of a choke or a tear. It's absurd, of
course, but who cares if the fun is hearty
and the laughs prolonged. Lupe Velez is

the center of disturbance, and compar-
atively speaking, she is quite alone in
the way of tempest making.
Leon Errol is the chief conspirator as

associate funmaker. Really, he should be
made chief funmaker, for such he is. He
plays two parts, Uncle Mat and Lord
Epping. The first named he plays reas-
onably straight and the other a cari-
cature English lord of the super-ap-
proved type. You see Uncle Mat make up
for Lord Epping. It is cleverly done,
this make-up and characterization, prob-
ably fooling a great majority of the
house, especially as to the actual identity
of the seemingly Lord Epping when he
appears "in person."

Throughout the course of the story
some one is being fooled practically all

the time, so it would be nothing strange
if the audience was mixed up with the
characters. But as remarked, it is fun.

Jack McKenzie, A.S.C., is director of
photography and Vernon L. Walker,
A.S.C., is responsible for special effects.

Hullabaloo

MGM's "Hullabaloo" really does star
Frank Morgan. There's no mistake about
that. Morgan does a good share of the
show. He does many imitations, too.
One is inclined to take from him credit
for all of these. There are some that
sound a little too much like the
originals.

In the beginning the picture borders
on the absurd. Conviction creeps into
the latter half of the action. It is then
amusing, and in several cases builds
into most dramatic entertainment. Those
instances are the singing by Charles Hol-
land of "Carry Me Back to Ole Vir-
ginny" and the clown song in "I Pag-
liacci."

The two songs were given in the order
named. At first the audience seemed
sort of stunned, but there was generous
applause just the same. The young
negro certainly is blessed with a mar-
velous voice. On his second appearance,
in the Pagliacci song, all doubt was
removed. The audience knew they were
listening to something away out of the
ordinary. There was a sob in it that
would have given Caruso occasion for
pause.

The thunderous and long-continued
applause that tumbled out of that house
at the Alexander Theatre in Glendale
at the conclusion of the song—the audi-

ence impatiently jumped the gun on its

closing—attested the thrill Holland had
imparted to his hearers. It is unlikely
there ever had been any such tribute

from a preview house.

There was another unusual singer, a
slip of a girl, Leni Lynn, whose splendid
work was minimized by the overshadow-
ing triumph of the young negro.

Charles Lawton, A.S.C., was director

of photography. It was worth while—

•

all the way.

A Little Bit of Heaven
Gloria Jean, the child marvel who

burst upon a welcoming world in Uni-
versal's "The Under-Pup," appears in

her third production, "A Little Bit of

Heaven," also made by the same com-
pany. The story was the work of the
late Grover Jones, possibly his last, the

end of a long list—the end of a pic-

turesque career. Gloria has added poise,

a smile more winsome than it was, and
that is saying much; her age is said to

be twelve years, but her manner is that
of a mature person.

Gloria is given plenty of opportunity
to sing. She does it well, the effective-

ness, greater or lesser, being governed
by the judgment exei'cised in the selec-

tion of the material. There is some
comedy in the working out of the story,

which in its beginning, and continuing
more or less through it, is of the home-
spun type. When Gloria attains the af-

fluence of a radio dignitary the family
expands in luxury even if it remains sta-

tionary in polish.

In the cast are a dozen "uncles," which
attract considerable attention among old-

timers. They include Noah Beery, Sr.,

Maurice Costello, Charles Ray, Fred
Kelsey, Monte Blue, Tom Dugan, Wil-

liam Desmond, Edgar Deering, Kenneth
Harlan, Pat O'Malley and David Oliver.
John Seitz, A.S.C., directed the pho-

tography. Without in any manner neg-
lecting any of those confided to his
care, he has given especial attention to

young Gloria, bringing out the attractive-
ness and the winsomeness of the child.

The Hit Parade of 1941

Republic's "Hit Parade of 1941" is a
lively, tunesome thing. Not much atten-
tion is paid to story, the program being
more like a vaudeville show, with the
high spots around Kenny Baker, who is

a host in himself; Frances Langford,
Ann Miller, Patsy Kelly, Franklin Pang-
born and others to complete. Among
these were Borrah Minnevitch and his
harmonica rascals, who had a brand of
entertainment that is different.

Hugh Herbert and Mary Boland con-
tributed to the farcical side of things.
Jack Marta photographed and John H.
Auer directed.
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EASTMAN ISSUES THREE
vFOOT SCHOOL FILMS

with both black-and-white, and color
film, and outdoors as well as with arti-
ficial illumination.

THREE new 16mm. silent films are
announced by the Teachin}? Films

Division of the Eastman Kodak Com-
pany, Rochester. The prices quoted
cover outright purchase. Titles are:
YUGOSLAVIA—The simple peasant

life on a small Yugoslavian farm; the
growing of vegetables and flowers for
commercial seed, and thrashing of the
seeds; hog raising; rug weaving; use
of modern machinery on larger farms;
an elementary school; Belgrade, the cap-
ital, including waterfront scenes, the old

fort, the modern city with its market-

STATEMENT OF THE OWNERSHIP, MANAGE-
MENT, CIRCULATION, ETC.. REQUIRED BY
THE ACTS OF CONGRESS OF AUGUST 21.

1912. AND MARCH 3. 193.3

Of American Cinematographer. published monthly
at Los Angeles, Calif., for October 1, 1940.

State of California ) gj.

County of Los Angeles, Calif, j

Before me, a Notary Public in and for the
State and county aforesaid, personally appeared
George Blaisdell. who, having been duly sworn
according to law, deposes and says that he is

the editor of the American Cinematographer, and
that the following is, to the best of his knowledge
and belief, a true statement of the ownership,
management (and if a daily paper, the circula-
tion), etc., of the aforesaid publication for the
date shown in the above caption, required by
the Act of August 24, 1912, as amended by the
Act of March 3, 1933, embodied in section 537.
Postal Laws and Regulations, printed on the
reverse of this form, to wit

:

1. That the names and addresses of the pub-
lisher, editor and managing editor are:
Publisher, American Society of Cinematogra-

phers. Inc., Los Angeles, Calif. ; editor, George
Blaisdell, Los Angeles, Calif. ; managing editor,
George Blaisdell.

2. That the owner is : (If owned by a corpora-
tion, its name and address must be stated and
also immediately thereunder the names and ad-
dresses of stockholders owning or holding one
per cent or more of total amount of stock. If
not owned by a corporation, the names and ad-
dresses of the individual owners must be given.
If owned by a firm, company, or other unincor-
porated concern, its name and address, as well
as those of each individual member, must be
given.) The American Society of Cinematogra-
phers. Inc., Los Angeles, Calif. ; John Arnold,
President, Los Angeles, Calif. No capital stock.

3. That the known bondholders, mortgagees,
and other security holders owning or holding 1

per cent or more of total amount of bonds, mort-
gages, or other securities are: (If there are none,
so state.) None.

4. That the two paragraphs next above, giving
the names of the owners, stockholders, and secur-
ity holders, if any, contain not only the list of
stockholders and security holders as they appear
upon the books of the company but also, in cases
where the stockholder or security holder appears
upon the books of the company as trustee or in
any other fiduciary relation, the name of the
person or corporation for whom such trustee is

acting, is given ; also that the said two para-
graphs contain statements embracing affiant's full
knowledge and belief as to the circumstances and
conditions under which stockholders and security
holders who do not appear upon the books of
the company as trustees, hold stock and securities
in a capacity other than that of a bona fide
owner ; and this affiant has no reason to believe
that any other person, association, or corporation
has any interest direct or indirect in the said
stock, bonds, or other securities than as so stated
by him.

.5. That the average number of copies of each
issue of this publication sold or distributed,
through the mails or otherwise, to paid subscrib-
ers during the twelve months preceding the date
.shown above is (This information
is required from daily publications only.)

(Signed) GEORGE BLAISDELL, Editor.
Sworn to and subscribed before me this 24th day

of September, 1940.
(Seal! M. R. DAVIS.
Notary Public in and for the County of Los

Angeles, State of California.
(My commission expire.s February 27, 1944.)

place, street scenes, railway station, and
public buildings. One reel (approximate-
ly 400 feet), 16mm. black-and-white; $24.
BULGARIA—Urban and rural life in

Bulgaria. Characteristic street scenes,
public building.s, and market place in

.Sofia, the capital city. The primitive
nature of Bulgarian agriculture. House-
hold handicrafts, shoeing an ox, harvest-
ing crops. The manufacture of cheese
from sheep's milk in a typical cheese
factory. An agricultural school in ses-
sion. One reel (approximately 400 feet),
16mm. black-and-white; S24.
GLIMPSES OF THE NEAR EAST—

Impressions of the countries along the
ancient trade routes between Europe and
Asia. Primitive farming scenes, oriental
bazaars, native handicrafts such as metal
work, pottery, wood carving, rug weav-
ing. A mullah school. Modern trans-
portation. The contrast between East
and West in the larger cities—modern
buildings; department .stores showing
western - made goods; motion - picture
houses; modern schools and a university.
One reel (approximately 400 feet),
16mm. black-and-white; S24.

New Light Meter Arouses
Much Convention Interest

A retired United States Army Cap-
tain has solved one of the principal prob-
lems of photography by the development
of a light meter which measures the
direct light on the subject at the light
source, instead of the reflected light
from the subject, the Society of Mo-
tion Picture Engineers was told the final

day of the convention.
The technical paper, delivered by its

author, Captain Don Norwood, occa-
sional writer in this magazine, was a
feature of the day's sessions of the
Engineers' convention in Hollywood.

Capt. Norwood said his new meter
is free from many influences which tend
to cause undesirable variations and er-

rors in negative exposure, and provides
a means of putting negative exposure
control on the basis of an exact sci-

ence. The new meter is designed spe-
cifically to respond to three-dimensional
characteristics of incident illumination,
as compared with reflected light.

The meter is pointed directly at the
light source instead of at the subject,
he said. Its calibrations show how to
set the lens. Reflectance problems occa-
sioned by different tones, colors and
shades are automatically compensated
for, with the result that the camera,
when set properly according to the me-
ter, "sees" exactly what the eye sees.

He added that most of the factors
which invite errors are eliminated from
consideration. These include contrast, ef-

fect of haze, distance of subject from
the camera, chromatic composition of
the subject, etc. It operates effectively

Fight Nature's Photographic
Traps in Death Valley

(Continued from i'nf/e h'.Kl)

Close up Indian caddies.
Devil's Golf Course.

8—Death Valley Scotty.
Exterior views of Scotty's

Castle.
Closeup of Scotty inside

Castle.

9—Final Shots.
Two riders galloping

through Devil's Corn-
field and across Sand
Dunes.

I always like to survey the field
first and then make a working
outline as the foregoing, trying to
line up a wide variety of subject
matter. As each sequence is ar-
ranged and photographed, it is

easy to be sure of making it ef-
fective with backgrounds and
camera angles.

GOERZ
KINO-HYPAR
LENSES
/;2.7 and f:3
For regular and color
moviei oi surprising
quality. High chro-
matic correction . . .

I Focal lengths 15mm to l(X)mm—can be fitted

j !n suitable focusing mounts to Amateur and
I Professional Movie Cameras. )

•

GOERZ Reflex FOCUSER—Patented—
for 14mm Movie Camera users—voids PARAL-
LAX between finder and lens—provides full-

size ground-glass image magnified 10 times.'
Adaptable to lenses 3" and up. Also use-
ful as extension tube for shorter focus lenses
for close-ups. Extensively used in shooting
surgical operations, small animal life, etc.

GOERZ Parallax-Free FOCUSER
and FIELD FINDER CONTROL
for RImo 121 and Simplex-Pockette, no more
off-center pictures, magnifies 4 and 8x.

For Detailed Information Address
Dept. AC-Il

C.P.GOERZ AMERICAN OPTiCAL CO.

I 317 E. 34th St.. Nev* York. N. Y.
j

j
American Lens Makers Since 1899

j
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AGFA ISSUES INFRA.RED
ROLL FILM IN THREE SIZE

IN response to the wide interest evi-

denced by amateur photographers in

the possibilities presented by infra-

red photography, Agfa Ansco is now
supplying a new, eight-exposure infra-

red roll film in three popular sizes. This
new film is coated v/ith an emulsion sim-
ilar to the well-known 35mm. infra-red
film which, shortly after its introduction,

won for Agfa Ansco Hollywood's high
technical honor—the Class II award of
the Academy of Motion Picture Arts and
Sciences.

CHRISTMAS SEALS

Help to Protect Your
Home from Tuberculosis

FAXON DEAN
INC.

CAMERAS
BLIMPS-DOLLYS

FOR RENT

Day, NOrmandie 22184

Night, NOrmandie 22563

4516 Sunset Boulevard

Long used in professional motion pic-

ture work for the production of night-
effect scenes in direct sunlight, this film

emulsion will prove a valuable tool to

still photographers who wish to drama-
tize their subjects with unusual tone in-

terpretations. With its special sensi-

tivity to deep red and infra-red regions
of the spectrum, this film records blue
skies in dark tones, and green foliage,

light-colored buildings, white clouds and
similar subject matter in various tone.s

from light gray to clean white.

Because of this individual type of sen-
sitivity and tone recording, pictures
made with infra-red film present innu-
merable opportunities for unusual and
artistic treatment of outdoor scenes and
scenic views. Only requirements for
infra-red photography with this new
Agfa film are bright sunlight and a red
or other blue-extinction filter for the

exposure. Average exposure with filter

in sunlight is 1/25 second at f5.6 to f6.3.

Other specifications of Agfa infra-red

roll film include fine grain size, moder-
ately brilliant gradation, and an effective

type of anti-halo protection.

This new Agfa film is entirely made
in the United States and is available

through all photographic dealers, the A8
size (same size as 127) at 40 cents; the

PB20 size (same size as 620) at 45 cents
and the B2 size (same size as 120) at

45 cents. Agfa 35mm. infra-red film,

with similar properties for use in min-
iature cameras, will continue to be avail-

able in spools, cartridges and bulk
lengths.

B&H Filmosound Recorder
and Record Player Issued

The new Filmosound recorder and rec-

ord player, just announced by Bell &
Howell, promises to be of real impor-
tance to those interested in school oc
home recording. The new combination
unit is complete in its case without am-
plifier, plugging directly into the Filmo-
sound and making use of the amplifier
in the sound projector. Thus it is pos-
sible to offer a high quality recorder at
low cost, still achieving the superior re-

cordings of the more expensive instru-
ments.

The depth of the cut made by the
crystal cutting head is said to be readily
adjustable to different types of record
blanks and recording needles, and a con-
venient volume level indicator permits
even an inexperienced operator to modu-
late the recording volume to the proper
level.

To operate the Filmosound Recorder,
the microphone and the recorder are
simply plugged into the Filmosound. The
recording may be played back immedi-
ately, by throwing a switch on the re-
corder and by using the superior phono-

graph pick-up with which the unit is

equipped. Sound reproduction of record-
ings and commercial records is claimed
to be of highest quality, with volume
controls provided.

The amateur who is interested in horns
recording may use this new recorder
whether he has a Filmosound or not, for
the new unit may be used both as a
recorder and as a record player when
properly connected to any standard radio
having two or more stages of audio
amplification.

The Filmosound recorder and record
player is housed in a compact, portable
case finished in fabric leather to match
the Filmosounds.

16MM. ONLY

We are opening our lab-

oratory for the quality

processing of 16 mm. nega-

tive and positive films for

the benefit of other produc-

ers in the direct 16 field.

Features of our service

include complete machine

processing, timer-strip tim-

ing, thermostat control, and

an exclusively 16 mm. point

of view.

Many have preferred our

Kodachrome Duplicates,

also.

POULSONFILMS
LABORATORY
DEPARTMENT

3505 South Figueroa Street

Los Angeles PR 2634
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Savels Show Alaska in Color
(Continued from Page .'iOl

)

a second and opened his aperture all the
way. The rainbow is on the screen.

Asked as to the time he had spent on
his title table he said it just happened
he had kept a record of the time he had
put in. Admittedly he had paid a lot of
attention to titles. He had used a soup
alphabet, the letters of which were
about 18 points in depth.

In other than printer's language they
were one-quarter of an inch deep.
From the beginning of the 450 feet he
had sat at his table twenty-six hours.
And it was fun all the way. He admitted
it was his custom to wait until all the
rest of the family had departed for the
night and then to sit down amid all the
silence to surrender himself to the deep
pleasure of the problems that faced him.
There were quite a number of them, he
conceded, but he would not be debarred
from any single one of them.

Titles Are Good

The titles, as said, were of the soup
variety. It may be said of them or these,
however, that typographically they were
superior to some of less insubstantial
material. They were easy to read. Not
always may that be said of titles.

Although there were thirty titles, they
had the merit of keeping the observer
informed of just where he was going
and what he was seeing. Then again the
trip was covering seven thousand miles,
and that is quite a distance.

Stops were made at San Francisco,
Portland, Multnomah Falls, Columbia
River and Seattle. When they sailed
the seagulls followed them, and the
camera followed these in their twistings
and turnings. Days of rest followed.
But lifeboat drills provided material
for filmfodder. Columbia Glacier was
interestingly photographed. This is a
sizeable piece of work, too. Four hun-
dred feet high, seventy-five miles long
and four miles wide.

Fortunate in Projection

Back in Los Angeles Mr. Savel is for-
tunate in his choice of projection points.
If it is a small party he is entertaining
with a screen show there is ample space
in the living rooms. If it be a larger
party it may be in the patio or in the
playroom. That playroom is 16 by 25
feet, giving a practical 25-foot throw.

The projector mount is on a stand
giving a beam of light approximately
five feet from the floor. This means a
flat trajectory for a picture well above
the heads of a seated audience. A swivel
lamp provides illumination independent
of the projector.

Although Mr. Savel has possessed a
motion picture camera but a little over
a couple of years already there are evi-

dences he is going to take it places and
give it some work to do. In another way
of expressing it, he will be a good club
member, and the Los Angeles 8mm.,
as it so often does, has landed on an-
other live one.

Otterson Discusses "Theme"
of Picture Sets

(Continued from Page 503)

straight and the strictly vertical. Men-
ace or impending horror calls for low-
ceilinged sets, distorted shadows and
masses."

8 16 '1?)"' 8
Geo. W. Colburn Laboratory

Special Motion Picture Printing
1197 MERCHANDISE MART

CHICAGO

MOVIOLA
FILM EDITING EQUIPMENT

Used in Every Major Studio
Illustrated Literature on request

MOVIOLA CO.
1451 Gordon St. Hollywood, Calif.

ONLY 0He ADJUSTMENT
After the necessary initial focusing, the B-M Model F
Sound Recording Unit never requires other adjust-

ments. For utmost simplicity, all parts are adjusted at
the factory and permanently locked. Write for literature.

B-M
SOUND RECORDING UNIT

AAODEL F _

The BERNDT-MAURER Corp.
117 EAST 24th STREET • NEW YORK, N.Y.

Clipping shown in film lifted from
newspaper in Juneau.

Revealing a few tricks of the trade,
introduced for effect, and which have
re.sulted in changes in architecture of
new builders, Otterson tells of building
high doorways to make a player look
smaller and having writers inquire for
the dimensions of that particular door-
way. "After all," he says, "Why not?
Why should a door be always of the
same proportions " Wide and low door-
ways also have drawn letters.

Another innovation, introduced two
years ago in "Three Smart Girls Grow
Up," has already had its effect.

"We were looking for a set of colors
which would photograph well, allow
bright illumination without glare, and
give contrast to objects placed against
them," Otterson says. "We eventually
selected four colors — buff, ashes of

roses, gray-green and blue gray. We
then subdivided these into four shades.

"These shades give soft, yet light-

reflecting qualities. Decorative designs
retain their detail against these colors

and they seem to add depth to the sets.

Cameramen report that they need 40
percent less light to illuminate sets so

painted.

"While these colors photograph as

varying shades of gray, we can expect

to see the effect of their use in lighter

walls in homes.

"And, having the opposite effect, is

the growing use of wallpaper—a revival

given impetus by the employment of

figured papers by Hollj^'ood's art di-

rectors."

Otterson has been head of Universal's

Art Department for the past three years.

A graduate of the Yale School of Fine

Arts and the Paris Beaux Arts school,

he was awarded the John Weir Scholar-

ship, Yale, in 1927-28. He won honor-

able mention in the award of the Alvord
Scholarship, 1928-29, and in the award
of the Winchester Fellowship, 1929-30.

He assisted on the decorative design

of New York's Empire State building,

and did the decorative designs in the

New York Architectural League cata-

logue in 1929. He entered the moving
picture industry in 1932 as a sketch

artist and in 1936 became supervising

art director at Universal studios.
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NEW BOOKS
Copying Technique. Compiled by Frank

R. Fraprie, F.R.P.S., and Robert
H. Morris. 1940. American Photo-
graphic Publishing Company. Bos-
ton. 128 pp. Illustrated: Photo-
graphs, charts, diagrams. $1.50.

The problem of copying, that is, mak-
ing a reproduction of an absolutely

flat object, while apparently simple, is

actually a most difficult one, because of

the great variation in the nature of the
originals to be reproduced and the varied
conditions under which the work is to be
accomplished. So declare the editors in

their preface.
It is an omnipresent problem, one to

which nearly every photographer comes
at some stage in his career, the editors
continue in their opening remarks, and
on which seems to provoke more ques-
tions than almost any other photographic
process. It is probably because the prob-
lem seems so simple that there is a

dearth of printed information, for, aside
from chapters and paragraphs in gen-
eral works, no text covering this matter
exists in English.
The book was originally designed to

appear as a short treatise in the Prac-
tical Photography series, and John A.
Tennant, long-time editor of Photo Min-
iature, prepared a compilation based on
three numbers of this latter series, to

be thus published.

JOSEPH VALENTINE WINS
PHOTOGRAPHIC HONORS

Philadelphia Cinema Club
An entertaining program was arranged

for the October meeting of the , Phil-

adelphia Cinema Club, held on the roof
garden of the Adelphia Hotel.

First was a showing of two sound
films in 16mm. black and white through
the courtesy of Chesterfield Cigarettes.
The one, "Tobacco Land," covered the
production of tobacco from seed to ciga-
rette. Also a few shorts of Southern
University football teams, an old time
barbecue, etc.

The second film, called "Pleasure
Time," pictured the time and work en-
tailed in preparing for a fifteen minute
radio program featuring Fred Waring's
Orchestra. The film showed in detail

all of the rewriting, arranging, and prac-
ticing that is required for a production
lasting only fifteen minutes.

Another feature of the evening was
the 700-foot reel of 16mm. black and
white sound-on-film shown through the
courtesy of the War Department pic-

turing some big gun testing at Aber-
deen Proving Grounds, and another 400-
foot reel showing the vast radio network
of the United States Government.

Last but not least was a homemade
sound projector built entirely by the ex-
hibitor, William Smith. Mr. Smith even
cast his own metal parts and ground and
polished his own projection lens. It was
a fine piece of work and operated very
much like a factory-made machine.

HERBERT E. MOORE,
Director of Publicity.

JOSEPH VALENTINE, A.S.C., was
awarded the photographic poll for
September on Universal's "Spring

Parade." It was a total of eight firsts

on the same picture, pretty near if not
a record in the thirty-one months the
poll has been in existence. Gregg Toland
was second in the photographic division

with Goldwyn's "The Westerner," while
James Wong Howe and Sol Polito took
third for their work on "City for Con-
quest."

THE ACADEMY
Baby SPOTLIGHT

6
95

your
dealer

Eliminates "Rings" and "Hot Spots"
Change spot to flood instantly; 3" Fresnel
lens, slots for diffusion disk or filter; rust
proof; 2V4 lbs.; 12 ft. cord with switch; uses
100-150-200 watt T-8GE double contact bayonet
base bulbs.

Manufactured by
PERFECTO PRODUCTS CO.

Distributed by
FRANK A. EMMET CO.

2707 W.Pico Rochester 91 1 1 Los Angeles

PACIFIC
LABORATORIES
Complete 16mm. Film Service

Machine Developing
For the professional Photographer.
Densitometry, and Time and Temper-
ature Control. Specializing in Nega-
tive-Positive Sound Track and Picture
Work. Also Duplicate Negatives,
Composite Prints, 35 mm. Optical
Reductions to 16 mm.

Kodachrome
Duplications
A three-day service on sound or si-

lent prints from Original Kodachrome.

Sound Recording
Direct on 16 mm. fOm. Dubbing, Nar-
ration, Sound Effects, and absolute
Synchronous Sound on film. Sound
Camera and Sound Truck available
for location.

The most complete 16mm. plant
on the West Coast,

m

1027 NO. fflGHLAND
HOLLYWOOD HI-0226 CALIFORNIA

The September poll was of unusual
interest from several angles. Albert
Basserman was voted the winner in the
award for the best incident performance,
his picture being "Dispatch from Reu-
ters." The win was notable by reason
of being his third appearance on the
American screen and his third win.

The award for best supporting actress
performance carries with it an incident
of more than ordinary human interest.

Betty Brewer, who with her sister had
received just a casual singing test in

Paramount's casting office for a possible
chorus selection, had received instead a
speaking part, her first parallel chance
in pictures. Maybe the Reporter was cor-

rect in describing the surrounding cir-

cumstances as following "through in the
very best Cinderella tradition."

Last month's issue of this magazine
remarked Paramount's "Rangers of For-
tune" . . . "was interesting especially
for introducing Betty Brewer, the thir-

teen-year-older who plays an adult."

Well, as before stated, Betty was voted
on her first appearance on the screen to

be the best supporting actress in Holly-
wood that had appeared in all of the
pictures previewed in Hollywood for
September.

It may be of added interest that as
the story runs the family last year lived
in Missouri, in Joplin, and that it had
been necessary to apply for work to the
W.P.A. The family demonstrated that
in all truth it was "from Missouri." It

brought Betty from Joplin to Hollywood,
to prove to the world that their faith
in the little girl with the ways of an
adult woman was a solid one: and Holly-
wood made good. Betty will next be
seen in Harry Sherman's Paramount
"Round-Up." She is now at work in

that picture.

The firsts taken by "Spring Parade"
other than the photographic award al-

ready mentioned are for the best picture,
Universal; best direction, Henry Koster;
best screenplay, Bruce Manning and
Felix Jackson; best actress performance,
Deanna Durbin; best supporting actor,
S. Z. Sakall; best musical score, Charles
Previn; best original song, "It's Foolish
but It's Fun."

For the best actor performance, James
Cagney in "City for Conquest"; tied for
best original song, MGM's "Strike Up
the Band," and best general feature,
"Dulcy," MGM.

FRED HOEFNER

Cinema Camera Shop
True Ball Tripod Heads

915 N. La Cienega, Los Angeles, Calif.

Telephone CRestview 5-7092
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Engineers Convene in
Hollywood

(Continued from Page Jt93)

8:20, "Twentieth Century Camera," G.

Laube, Twentieth Century-Fox Film,

Hollywood {Demontitration )

.

8:35, "Electrooptical Slating and Cue-
ing Device," Daniel B. Clark, A.S.C.,

Twentieth Century-Fox Film, Hollywood
{Demonstration) .

8:45, "Photoelectric Method for Rating
the Light-Speed of Lenses," Daniel B.

Clark, A.S.C., Twentieth Century-Fox
Film, Hollywood {Demonstration).

9:20, "Scene-Slating Attachment for

Motion Picture Cameras," F. C. Gilbert,

Paramount Pictures, Hollywood {Demon-
stration )

.

10, "A New Treatment for the Pre-

vention of Film Abrasion and Oil Mot-
tle," R. H. Talbot, Eastman Kodak Com-
pany, Rochester {DemoruHtration)

.

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 25

Blossom Room; Laboratory Session;

A. C. Downes, Chairman.

10 a.m.. Report of the Committee on

Non-Theatrical Equipment, J. A. Maurer,
chairman.

10:30, "Some Laboratory Problems in

Processing 16-mm. Black-and-White and
Color-Films," W. H. Offenhauser, Jr.,

Precision Laboratories, Inc., New York.

11, "Reduction of Sprocket-Hole Modu-
lation in Film Processing," M. Leshing,

T. Ingman, and K. Pier, Twentieth Cen-

tury-Fox Film Corporation, Hollywood
{Demonstration)

.

11:30, "Some Observations on Latent

Image Stability of Motion Picture Film,"

K. Famulener and E. Loessel, Agfa
Ansco Company, Binghamton.

12 Noon, Report on the Activities of

the Inter-Society Color Council, R. M.
Evans, chairman of SMPE delegates to

the ISCC.

12:30 p.m., "Quarter-Wave Method of

Loud Speaker Testing," S. L. Reiches,

Cleveland.

Blossom Room; Laboratory Session;

C. R. Sawyer, Chairman.

2 p.m., "The Elimination of Hypo
from Motion Picture Film," J. I. Crab-

tree, G. T. Eaton, and L. E. Muehler,

Eastman Kodak, Rochester.

2:45, "The Effect of Developer Agita-

tion on Density Uniformity and Rate
of Development," C. E. Ives and C. W.
Jensen, Eastman Kodak, Rochester.

3:30, "The Measurement of Photo-
graphic Printing Density," J. G. Frayne,
Electrical Research Products, Inc., Holly-

wood.

4, "Negative Exposure Control," D.

Norwood, Hollywood.

4:30, "Remote Control Incandescent
Television Lighting," W. C. Eddy, Bala-

ban & Katz Corporation, Chicago.

Blossom Room; Television Session;

E. A. Williford, Chairman.

8, "Photographic Aspects of Television

Operation," H. R. Lubcke, Don Lee
Broadcasting System, Los Angeles.

8:30, Report of the Television Com-
mittee, P. C. Goldmark, chairman.

9, "The RCA Electron Microscope,"
V. K. Zworykin, RCA Manufacturing
Company, Camden.

9:45, "NBC Television at the Republi-
can National Convention of 1940," H.
See, National Broadcasting Company,
New York.

10:15, "Problems in Television Reso-
lution," C. F. Wolcott, Gilfillan Brothers,
Inc., Los Angeles.

Los Angeles 8mm. Club
The October meeting of the Los An-

geles 8mm. Club was held in the Bell &
Howell Auditorium, 716 North La Brea
avenue.

President William Wade called the
meeting to order and announced that
his employers had transferred him to

Denver, and that this would be the last

meeting presided over by him. The
members of the club know they are
losing a good friend and a good cine
filmer, and hope that the transfer is for
the best interest of Mr. Wade. Claude
Cadarette, member of the Board of
Governors, then presented Mr. Wade
with the presidential pin, which is usu-
ally awarded to the retiring president at
the annual banquet.

The main attraction of the evening
was a demonstration of the synchro-
sound attachment for 8mm. cameras and
projectors presented by Gilfillan Radio
engineers through the courtesy of Mr.
Seeman of the Slavicks Jewelry Com-
pany. This sound system provides for

recording sound on records for pictures
at the time they are taken or for syn-
chronizing sound for pictures already
taken.
Member Bion Vogel, who was in charge

of sports activities at the joint movie
clubs picnic held in Long Beach, gave
an interesting talk on the highlights of
the picnic.

Fred Evans was taken in as a new
member.
Member J. A. Savel screened his koda-

chrome travelogue of Ala.ska which
showed outstanding shots of glaciers and
the midnight sun. Other pictures shown
were by members Reed and Remier.

LEO CALOIA, Secretary.

Fried

16mm.
Sound and

For Black & White and
Kodachrome Duplicating

FRIED CAMERA CO.
6156 Santa Monica Blvd.

HOLLYWOOD, CALIF.

Cable Address: FRIEDCAMCO

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
FOR SALE

THE WORLD'S LARGEST VARIETY OF
Studio and Laboratory equipment with latest
improvements as used in Hollywood at tremen-
dous savings. New and Used. Mitchell, Bell-
Howell, Akeley, De Brie, Eyemo, animation
process cameras, lenses, color magazines, adapt-
ors, lighting equipment, silencing blimps,
dollies, printers, splicers, moviolas, motors,
light-testers, gear bo.^es, synchronizers. Guar-
anteed optically and mechanically perfect. Send
for bargain catalogue. Hollywood Camera Ex-
change. 1600 Cahuenga Blvd., Hollywood, Calif.
Cable : Hocamex

AKELEY CAMERA WITH FIVE MAGAZINES,
Gyro tripod, pair of 50mm. Tessar F:3.5's, 6V2

"

Tessar F :4.5 and finder lens, complete with
cases, good condition, $450.00. Also many Eyemo
bargains. Bass Camera Company, Dept. D,
179 West Madison St.. Chicago, 111.

WE BUY, SELL AND RENT PROFESSIONAL
AND 16mm EQUIPMENT, NEW AND USED.
WE ARE DISTRIBUTORS FOR ALL LEAD-
ING MANUFACTURERS. RUBY CAMERA
EXCHANGE, 729 Seventh Ave., New York City.
Established since 1910.

NEW, USED, REBUILT. STUDIO, RECORDING
AND LABORATORY EQUIPMENT. Cameras,
Printers, Splicers, Recorders, Amplifiers, Cable
Horses, Moviolas, Interlock Motors, Developers,
Galvanometers, Opticals. Glowlamps, etc. Free
Bargain Bulletin. Buy or Trade. S. 0. S.

Cinema Supply Corporation, New York.

IN NEW CONDITION^CINE KODAK SPECIAL
with F1.9 I^ns and 4 Filters, $250. S. UVKE
BASS. 1961 Gov. St., Baton Rouge, La.

ONE MITCHELL N. C. CAMERA. No. 54. 40-
50-75 Pan Astro lenses. Four 1000 ft. maga-
zines. Camera complete and in perfect condi-
tion. J. R. Lockwood, 523 N. Orange St.,

Glendale, California.

BELL & HOWELL, 5-WAY SOUND PRINTER.
CAMERA EQUIPMENT COMPANY

1600 Broadway New York City
Tel. Circle 6-5080 Cable: Cinequip

EYEMO CAMERAS. 71AB. SPEEDS 16 TO 24,

COOKE F2.5. CASE $115.00 TO $135.00: TUR-
RET. 71BB, 16 to 24 SPEEDS. 3 LENSES,
CASE. FILTERS. LIKE NEW, $290.00; SPE-
CIAL. BELL & HOWELL STANDARD CAM-
ERA HEAD. CONVERTED TO 16MM. UNIT
•'I- SHUTTLE. PILOT PINS. 40-50MM. F2.7
LENSES : 1-400 AND 2-200 FT. MAGAZINES.
$700.00 ; SEVERAL OTHERS; WE BUY-
TRADE.

CAMERA MART, INC., DEPT. D
70 WEST 45TH STREET NEW YORK

WANTED
WE PAY CASH FOR EVERYTHING PHOTO-
GRAPHIC. Write us today. Hollywood Camera
Exchange. 1600 Cahuenga Blvd., Hollywood.

WANTED TO BUY FOR CASH
CAMERAS AND ACCESSORIES

MITCHELL, B & H. EYEMO, DEBRIE. AKELEY
ALSO LABORATORY AND CUTTING ROOM

EQUIPMENT
CAMERA EQUIPMENT COMPANY

1600 BROADWAY, NEW YORK CITY
CABLE: CINEQUIP
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ff Takes a 'JlJ^f^ Movie Camera
to Match Advanced Skill!

AUTO
MASTEK

...the only 16 mm.
magazine-lo€iding

motion picture camera
with a turret head

fcir iiiiiiiTii I I .1

\ masterpiece of precision by the
nakers of Hollywood's professional
equipment. You can load it in three
seconds and change from black-and-
vhite to color film in mid-reel without
egging a single frame. Its positive-
ype viewfinder, enclosed and pro-
ected, provides sharp, brilliant image
•ven in poor light

—

ant/ what you see,

nu get.

The three lenses that mount on its

urret head enable you to get those
now or never" pictures. A quick turn
if the turret places the desired lens
lid its matching viewfinder in photo-
raphing position.

A built-in exposure chart gives read-
ings in a single setting for both black-
and-white and color film. It has four
speeds, including slow motion . . . pro-
vision for making single frame ex-

posures . . . starting button lock . . .

Steady-strap Handle that swings it in-

stantly into action. It is durable, light,

compact, and versatile.
• •

With film speeds of 16, 32, 48, and
64, Taylor-Hobson 1" F 2.7 universal
focus lens $195
Available on special order with

speed range of 8, 16, 24, and 32 at

slight additional cost.

ACCESSORIES FOR FILMO AUTO MASTER

IRECT FOCUSER-
lips into the cam-
-a in place of the
Im magazine and
^rmits you to look
irough the cam-
a lens while you
djust focus and
etermine exact
eld. Eliminates
arallax entirely,
ny lens may be focused with
lis accessory. The image on
le ground glass is upright and
lagnified ten times. Price,
i7.50.

FILMO FADER
ay be used with either color
* black-and-white film to
Jress up" your pictures with
lany professional transitions.
makes fade-ins, fade-outs,

Ipe-ons, wipe-oflfs. Complete
poklet telling how it works
pd how to use it sent free on
luest. Price, $17.50.

CHARACTER TITLER
Produces fine titles on any 16 mm. film, with ease and
assurance of accuracy : printed ; hand -written, with
fingers and pen shown in act of writing; animated let-
ters ; maps:graphs;diagrams; cartoons : miniature sets

;

small scientific subjects : etc. Visual centering. Camera
is attached as shown, and adjusted to test card. Once
adjustment is made, all following cards will be cor-
rectly centered. May be used horizontally or vertically.
Price, $21.

EXTRA LENSES
Shown here are some of the extra lenses available for
Filmo Auto Master.

Price
15 mm. F 2.5 T-H universal focus $46.00
15 mm. F 2.5 T-H focusing 57.00
1" F 2.7 T-H focusing 46.00
1" F 1.9 B&H Lumax focusing 43.50
1" F 1.5 B&H Extol focusing 70.00
1" F 1.5 T-H focusing 76.50
2" F 3.5 T-H focusing 57.00
3" F 4 T-H focusing 74.00
4" F 4.5 T-H focusing 76.50
4" F 2.8 B&H Acura focusing 73,50
6" F 5.5 T-H focusing 76.50
6" F 4.5 T-H focusing 105.00

TURRET 8
keeps pace with your skill

no matter how far you go!

If you use an 8 mm. motion picture
camera, Filmo Turret 8 is the only 8
that provides a/l the features and
does the precision work your skill

will eventually demand. Neverthe-
less—it is amazingly easy to oper-
ate. Press the button

—

u hat you see,

you get. You focus attention on the
picture—not on the camera.

Three lenses and their matching
viewfinders mounted on the turret
make you master of every movie
opportunity. A quick turn of the
turret and you have switched from
a lens for average conditions to a

telephoto lens ... or to a wide-angle

Quick, easy loading—film i

into place, no loops to formform |h

lens ... or to a speed lens for shots in

the shade. You can make pictures in

black-and-white or full, natural color,
indoors or out. It has four speeds, in-

cluding slow motion, automatically re-

set film footage dial, built-in exposure
calculator, critical focuser—every ad-

vanced feature built in, and every worth-
while accessory available.

With one lens—Taylor-Hobson 12y2 mm. F2.5 $140

With provision for film wind-back for making lap-dissolves and
double exposures $172

ACCESSORIES FOR FILMO TURRET 8

QUICK SHIFT ZOOM
ATTACHMENT Permits
filming a new professional
effect \yy providing a
smootli. rapid sfiift from
one lens to another with-
out stopping the camera.
In the hnished movie, one
scene slips oft the bottom
of the screen while another
drops down from above.
Zoom effects are achieved
by filming the first scene
with a standard lens, the
second with a telephoto.
Also produces wipe-offs and
wipe-ons. Price, installed
on your camera at factory,
$16.50.

FILMO FADER and WIPE DISC
Permits making fade-ins
and fade-outs, wipe-ons and
wipe-offs, from any direc-
tion, and, if camera is
equipped with film rewind,
lap-dissolves as well. Spring
driven, fully automatic. Ad-
justable arrow indicator,
showing when special effect
starts and ends, is visible in
viewfinder, eliminating
need for tripod in such film-
ing. Price, with wipe disc,
$17.50.

REWINDING ATTACHMENT
This device may be added
to any Filmo 8. It permits
lap-dissolves and double
exposures. It may be pur-
chased as original equip-
ment—or added to your
Filmo 8. When added at the
factory to your single-lens
Filmo 8, the price is $34.50.
When added to your Tur-

ret 8. the price is $37.
When ordered as original

equipment, prices are $5
less.

Two fine. Low-priced Projectors
FILMO 8 mm. PROJECTOR—Entirely gear driven
no belts, no chains. Ciears fully encased for silence.

Entirely automatic power rewind. Brilliant illumi-
nation—eit*ier 400- or 500-watt lamp. Fast F 1.6
projection lens interchangeable with longer or
shorter focal length lenses. Cannot scratch film.
Automatic lubrication. Precision-built throughout
with Bell & Howell attention to detail. Price with
carrying case, $118.

FILMO-MASTER 16 mm. PROJECTOR—Finest moderately priced 16 mm. projector
ever produced by Bell & Howell. Entirely gear driven—no belts or chains. Enclosed gears.
Power film rewind. 750-watt illumination. Fast 2-inch F 1.6 lens interchangeable with
others from 5/8" to 4" for special purposes. Safe- lock sprockets prevent incorrect thread-
ing. Magnilite condenser. Capacity, 400 feet of 16 mm. film. Carrying case holds films
and accessories. Complete with lens, lamp, and case . . . $139.

For detailed information about any of the cameras, projectors, or accessories men-
tioned here, use the coupon. Bell & Howell Company, Chicago; New York; Hollywood;
Washington, D. C; London. Established 1907.

PRECISION-
MADE BY

8 mm. TITLER—Consists of a pedestal, which has a
card holder adjustably mounted upon its base, and
provision for holdinf^ Filmo 8 Camera at the top. A
cross-arm supports two sockets fitted with reflectors.
The highly corrected copying lens mounted in the
top of the pedestal is focused sharply on the title
card.^The card holder takes title cards approximately
3l/4"x2 9/16"and one dozen each of black and white
cards are included. Price, for single lens 8, $25. For
Turret 8, $27.59.

EXTRA LENSES
Two makes of lenses are offered for Filmo Turret 8
Cameras—Taylor-Hobson and Bell & Howell.

Price
I F 2.7 T-H focusing $46.00
1" F 1.5 T-H focusing 76.50
I'-i" F 3.5 B&H Telate focusing 46.00
I

I
2" F 3.5 T-H focusing 57.00

2" F 3.5 T-H focusing 57.00
Hyper-Cinor Lens attachments for ; F2.5 T-H
lenson Filmo 8's—alters focal length to M". 21.00

'
" -------

BELL & HOWELL COMPANY |
I 1848 Larchmont Ave., Chicago, III. |
' Send details about ( ) Filmo Turret 8; ( ) acces- I
• sories forTurret 8; () Filmo Auto Master 16 mm. I

Camera: ( ) accessories for Filmo Auto Master; I
' ( ) Filmo 8 mm. Projector; ( ) Filmo-Master I

j
16 mm. Projector. I

' I

\ Name I.

.\ddress ||

' \City State ACll-<0 |l
' ll



The Camera that has stood

the test of time

For twenty years the

MITCHELL
CAMERA
has taken the pictures

of the Motion Picture

Industry under all

conditions* It has been
constantly improved to

meet the requirements

of modern technique*

Proven and Dependable

MITCHELL CAMERA CORPORATION
665 NORTH ROBERTSON BOULEVARD

WEST HOLLYWOOD, CALIF.
Cable Address "MITCAMCO" Phone OXford 1051

AGENCIES
BELL & HOWELL, LTD., London, England MOTION PICTURE CAMERA SUPPLY CO., New Yorit City

CLAUD C. CARTER, Sydney, Australia FAZALBHOY, LTD., Bombay, India

D. NAGASE & CO., LTD., Osaka. Japan H. NASSIBIAN, Cairo, Egypt
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MASTER POSITIVE RELEASE POSITIVE

SOUND RECORDING

Du Pont now adds to its list of standard cine products a

group of fine grained sound recording and positive print

stocks. Developed in collaboration with production and

laboratory engineers engaged in the industry, these new

films transmit to the exhibitor's screen the benefits gained

by using modern camera negatives and improved sound

recording techniques. Extensive practical tests have estab-

lished that these new materials are thoroughly dependable.

They possess the stability and uniformity characteristic of

all Du Pont Cine Products.

Du Pont Film Manufacturing Corporation, Incorporated

9 Rockefeller Plaza Smith &. AUer, Ltd.

New York . . . N. Y. 6656 Santa Monica Blvd.

Plant . . Parlin, N.J. Hollywood . . California

BETTER THINQS /or BETTER LIVINQ through CHEMISTRY



1. New "Positive'' Viewfinder
Magnifies rather than masks . . . with any lens, fills entire finder

aperture with large-size upright image . . . eliminates eye parallax.

2. New Viewfinder Turret
Enables Eyemo user to select matching viewfinder objective unit

with same speed he picks lens. Convenient. Fast. Accurate.

WHEN the shots come fast and
various, and you must get the

picture . . . that's when you most
appreciate the versatile Eyemo.
For it's instantly ready to meet the
emergency!
What will you have.' A swift

change of lenses.' . . . conversion
from 1 ()()-foot film capacity to 200-
or 400-foot magazines.' ... a tripod
mount or a light, easy-to-handle
hand camera? ... a change from
electric to spring or hand drive?

... a silent camera or a hookup
for sound? . . . slow motion or
silent or sound speeds? NX hatever
the demand, Eyemo meets it.

Send the coupon now, and get
complete details on this unsur-
passed portable camera. Do it to-

day. Bell & Howell Company, 1 848
Larchmont Ave., Chicago; 30
Rockefeller Plaza, New York; 716
North LaBrea Avenue, Hollywood;
13-14 Great Castle St., London.
Established 1907.

EYEMO can be et,uipped

with many iscccss^jr/cs /or

itndio ancU loct.-tion u ork.

or il can be strilliecl down
to a IrJ't, com'uict, spring-

driven band camera.

PRECISION-MADE BY

CONVERT YOUR EYEMO
Eyemo owners may convert their Eyemos
to include the following new features at

very moderate cost. NX'rite for details.

1 New "positive" viewfinder

2 New viewfinder turret

3 New flat base—2V2 in. square

4 Locl<ing screws to lock each lens in focus

5 Turret lock for Eyemos with offset turret

6 Detachable cord for electric-drive models

BELL & HOWELL COMPANY
1848 Larchmont Ave., Chicago, 111.

( ) Send details about new, improved Eyemos.

I own Eyemo Serial No
Am interested in convertins it to include

AC 12-40

BELL & HOWELL
Name. .

.

Address.

City .Stale.
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Bathing Beauty
/"CONSIDERING the poor light, they

never expected to capture her smile

but . . .

. . . they used A^fa 16 mm. Triple S
Pan Reversible! The extreme speed of

this fully panchromatic film makes it your

best choice for indoor movies or for slow-

motion work under poor light conditions.

Wide latitude, fine-grain size and a grada-

tion that is balanced for brilliant results

under either natural or artificial light are

your additional assurances of fine pictures.

And, thanks to the highly effective Agfa

anti-halation coating, your projected pic-

tures retain all the sharpness of detail

recorded on the film.

Ask your dealer for Agfa 16 mm. Triple

S Pan Reversible Film today. It comes in

100-foot rolls (at $6.00) and 50-foot rolls

(at $3.25). These prices include processing

and return postage. Agfa Ansco, Bing-
hamton. New York.

Agfa
16 mm. TRIPLE SPAN

FILM

MADE IN U.S.A.^



Orchids for Toland
Northwest Mounted Police

Cecil De Mille in the course of nearly
thirty years has made something over
sixty pictures. Some of them were really
hig ones. Amonp these were many spec-
tacles. One of the first of the spectacles
was "Joan the Woman," following "Car-
men." That was twenty-five years ago.
At the head of the players in those pro-
ductions was Geraldine Farrar, opera
singer, one of the most brilliant women
ever to grace the screen.

Across the years there have been
many notable successors to Farrar and
to the several subjects in which she ap-
peared. There have been many specta-
cles, which are simple to create. There
also have been others with heart inter-

est, which are not easy or simple to cre-
ate. Seldom is it the two elements meet
in one film. Nevertheless De Mille has
done that in his latest picture, "North-
west Mounted Police."

This production of the North Woods
is rare—in its beauty of natural set-

tings, in the grandeur of the backgrounds
unchanged by man; in the unforced, the
natural, interpretations of the men and
women in the cast; in the treatment of
the story, the dialogue, the cutting—and
in the photography.

As to the photography: In the first

place it is Technicolor. Five A.S.C. men
as well as their crews contributed to the
execution of the work. These were Vic-
tor Milner, director of photography; W.
Howard Green, Technicolor associate;
Dewey Wrigley, second unit; Gordon
Jennings and Farciot Edouart, special

photographic effects. The photography
is worthy of the natural beauty of the
settings referred to—and of the men
credited with it.

The head of the cast is Gary Cooper.
In fifteen years this man has gone far,

perhaps in no picture to quite the dis-

tance he attained in this last effort for

De Mille. He portrays a man from Texas,
a Ranger, a portrayal that will be as
heartily accepted in Canada as in Texas.
It is a human piece of work, of a man
v/ho fights hard—and stubbornly—as also

he loves; who consoles himself that if

he does lose the woman he gets what
ha came to Canada for—he gets his man,
v/ho incidentally also was wanted by the
Police.

•

The Long Voyage Home
Walter Wanger has made an unusual

picture in "The Long Voyage Home."
Without very clearly understanding how
it could be made for the stage, it still

ceems more of a tale for the stage than
of the screen. The story is rdapted from
four one-act plays. It is of the sea. M:)re
than that, it ic of a tramp—as one of
the sailors described the craft, "A bum."
We pick it up v/ith its crew aboard at a

By George Blaisdell

Southern port. The ship sails for the
United States, where it takes on ammu-
nition, or dynamite if you will, and sails.

NOTICE
With this issue George Blaisdell,

who for the past four years has
served as Editor of The American
Cinematographer, retires to devote
himself to other fields of activity.
He takes with him the sincere good
wishes of the A. S. C. and its offi-

cers and members.
Succeeding him as Editor of this

journal is William Stull, A.S.C,
for more than eleven years a con-
tributor to this magazine, and at
one time its Associate Editor. Mr.
Stull needs no introduction to the
readers of this magazine, but it

seems significant that The Ameri-
can Cinematographer should be one
of the first if not actually the first

technical journal of its kind to be
actively headed by a man who is

both a journalist and a technician,
and who is, as Mr. Stull has been
for many years, a member of the
organization behind the magazine.

JOHN ARNOLD,
President of American Society of

Cinematographers.

In Saying Good^Bye
AFTER being closely associated

with a reader for nearly four
years not lightly or casually does
an editor say good-bye—especially
one who has done the whole job
from office boy through the tricky
stages to the final page revise.

And though as a rule all the talk-
ing is done on one side there are
occasional messages that squeeze
through handing the editor en-
couragement or perhaps telling
him where to head in. And he's
glad to get these messages in any
event.

The bound volumes of a publica-
tion bear mute testimony to the
goings and comings of an editor

—

to other times and generations
than his own. But really this is a
good-bye, not an essay. And so let

it be—to all the splendid friends
the mail has brought, from as far
as Australia.

G. B.

As the craft nears England, its destina-
tion, it is bombed and machine-gunned
and one man is killed. But the ship
reaches port.

There the members of the crew de-
clare they are through with that ship.
But one of the crew is shanghaied and
one goes home to Sweden, to work on
a farm. The remainder reship on an-
other freighter. The theme of the story,
which is Eugene O'Neill's, is that the
ship comes home and sails again. The
crew is partly broken up.
John Ford directs. It is the .same man

who made "Stagecoach." But the two
stories are oceans apart. You may won-
der why you sit .so quietly through the
hour and forty minutes of this picture's
running, so enthralled, perhaps. This
reporter did, also, but he doesn't know
why. To be sure, there were two favor-
ites of his, Tom Mitchell and Ian Hunter.
There is one phase of the picture, how-

ever, the memory of which will remain.
That is the work of Gregg Toland, A.S.C.
As sometimes happens, rarely happens,
the very first .shot on the screen is one
to remember, till the day after, and
the day after that. And these same
notable shots are cropping up all through
the story. By all means every one
photographically inclined should see this
picture, not once but again, to observe
for himself how narrow is the margin
between darkness and distinctness, or
nearly so.

Special effects are under the gu dance
of R. T. Layton and Ray 0. B'nger,
A.S.C. There were two spectacu'ar in-

stances of unusual work in this depart-
ment—the drawing of a map or some-
thing around a human being crouched
on a bulkhead. To be sure, the pencil
employed was a machine gun and the
operator of it was in a moving plane
and the human being was sprawled on
a moving vessel. But maybe that's a
question for Einstein. The other in-

stance was a near typhoon at sea. Either
is sufficiently terrifying.

The Letter

Somerset Maugham's "The Letter" for
the second time came to the screen this

last month, this time from the Warner
Brothers' studio and with Bette Davi;-

in the top role. The first time was by
Paramount nearly twelve years ago and
incidentally it was one of the first of thf
talking pictures. Jeanne Eagles was in

the top spot at that time.

It is a sombre, drab picture. In theme
it qualifies most thoroughly as a Con-
tinental subject. A woman, presumably
living happily with her husband, kills

her lover because he has married a

Eurasian woman. The latter finds a

letter which makes certain the convic-

(Continued on Page 566)
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44Vermejo
Empire in the

Rockies^^

Tale of Allure
By GEORGE BLAISDELL

Photofpriphs by Harriaon Chandler

DWELLERS in city streets, especially victims of
the photographic or cinematographic bug, de-

light to indulge in daydreams of vacation ex-

cursions—of trips to fields afar, of hill and plain,

of lake and stream, of old garb and new gear, of
meals out in the open, of—just fishing and fish.

Harrison Chandler of Los Angeles has completed
assembling 1100 feet of 16mm. Kodachrome which
he has titled "Vermejo, an Empire in the Rockies."
Just to give it added lure and appeal, just to put an
extra pull on the wishbone in the hand of the day-
dreamer, the picture has been set to music and to a
commentary of perhaps four thousand words.

It is the setting of this picture that will excite
the observer. It is Vermejo (j sounds as h) Park,
an estate of baronial magnitude in the northeast
corner of New Mexico, spreading across the border
into Southern Colorado. Within the 350,000 acres of
this ranch are approximately eight lakes besides the
many streams to tempt the fisherman.

Really it is a cattle ranch, some ten thousand
head being lost among the great reaches of the place.

Several houses as extensive as hotels can accommo-
date many guests. The buildings are grouped in

the shadow of the towering vermillion-hued cliffs,

from the color of which Vermejo gets its name.

Six Months To Live

The ranch originally was part of the old Maxwell
Grant. It was acquired by W. H. Bartlett of Chicago
in the early 90s. Doctors had given him six months
to live and he came West. Here in this park he spent
the following eighteen years' building a magnificent
estate, which has come under other ownership in

recent years.

The main buildings are the headquarters. In its

heyday it was a self-sufficient principality in the
heart of the Rocky Mountains, ranging from 7500
to 10,000 feet above sea level.

The first building is Casa Grande, former home
of the lord of the manor. Among its many surpris-

Lookinci from living room of Cresmer
cabin toward mountains.

ing features is or was a library of approximately
20,000 beautifully bound books. Looking at a row
of these books which formerly rested at Vermejo
they are among the finest examples of London's
binding art.

The middle building was occupied by a son of the
original owner. To give you an idea of its size, it has
complete accommodations for sixty guests. The last
building, which is now the only one in use, is oc-
cupied by the present lessee.
When the assembling of the film was started there

was something like thirteen hundred feet uncut.
Photographically there was a good level of quality.
The film that was due to be discarded was negligible.
That was on the exposure side. But in the building
of a story there is the larger and far more important
side of entertainment. Not all good exposure by any
means is good entertainment.

Got Friends' Reaction

Mr. Chandler made tentative cuts and tried the
results on his friends. He watched closely their re-
actions, as to whether they sat still and silently
followed it or whether they turned and spoke to
friends. If they manifested any degree of lessening
interest he made a mental note of the spot in the
film and took it for granted remedial action would
be in order, that a fi^^hing sequence was too long,
perhaps, or some similar action.
When the length was pat it stood at 1100. It was

with this picture Mr. Chandler encountered his first

experience with sound. His sister and brother-in-
law, Constance and Earl E. Crowe, who with him
had formed the threesome of the trip, worked to-
gether on the comment, and then the commentator,
Maurie Webster, edited it. At first the music was
too loud and the voice was not loud enough.

In the end Synchro-Sound was taken on, and it
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went right through the whole show, with excellent
results.

Mr. Chandler said he left home with the intention
of making the picture of the trip. He had not been
at the ranch for twelve years. His sister had visited
it at various times and had taken some pictures of
the place, but no really definite, planned photograph-
ing.

So it was decided to make a comprehensive script.

It was sufficient to give a total stranger an idea or
even a good idea of what he had in mind. To be
sure, he may not have followed it V^lindly, but he
followed it fairly well. The continuity possessed suf-
ficient fidelity to the original to create the ambition
to go back again and remake the picture, either in

whole or in part.

Rod or Camera?
Mr. Chandler's companions on the trip, as said

before his sister and brother-in-law, were inclined
to demur at being what they described as "ordered
around" in the carrying out of the script, but on
seeing the screened product smilingly agreed that all

was forgiven, they were glad they had had a chance
to do their part.

Asked as to how he arranged the order of his fish-

ing and his camera work, Mr. Chandler said he had
settled that his first day in camp. He had left his

camera behind and had taken along his rod, de-
termined to get the heavier and the controlling pai-t

of fishing out of his system first. That policy had
worked out to good advantage.
When his camera was not with him fishing was

supreme—and only. When his camera was with him
his fishing rod was background—just necessary
scenery; that is, almost.

The picture opens with the arrival of the pho-
tographer-fisherman in Trinidad, the spot appointed
for meeting his companions. The strangely quiet
railway platform concealed a hell-raisin', rip-roarin'
town. The companions were on time, coming in over
the Santa Fe Trail to rescue the earlier arrival from
the possibility of being exposed to wild frontier
influences.

Scenery Piles Up
Vermejo Park was but sixty miles away. "The car

speeds along," as the commentator explains,
"through village, hamlet and farm, penetrating
deeper and deeper into this rugged, mountainous
country, over which the fur traders and adven-
turous pioneers of the old Santa Fe Trail once
laboriously made their way.

"That jagged battlement of rock you see ahead
is the Great Stone Wall, said to be part of a singular
geological formation that may be traced from the
Canadian Rockies through the United States and
into Mexico."
Even before the party has reached Vermejo the

scenery is piling up. The Kodachrome comes into

its own when it is turned loose in the open. The

Front porch of Cresmer cabin.

Mr. Crowe, left, and William (Bill) Cresmer.

Looking at the Sangre de Crista range from porch.

Camera catches Photographer Chandler in afternoon shot.
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picture shows the buildings of the ranch, and about
a mile down the road from headquarters are the
United States Post Office, the general store and
other buildings which serve as a gathering place for

ranch employes after work is done.

The picture takes us now across country to Bernal
Lake, where the expedition plans to establish its

base. But that base waits on doing a bit of road
work, so their heavily laden car won't leave part
of its transmission or what have you on a rock.

Conversational Touch

The cabin which shelters the base is about four-
teen miles from headquarters—we are dealing in

miles when being a part of 350,000 acres. It is near-
ly hidden in a forest of towering pines. A short
distance below is the lake, shimmering in the sun-
light. On all sides the lush green of the woods pre-
sents an ever-changing picture of light and shade.

The screen reveals the detail through which the
members of the expedition have to go. The luggage
is moved into the rarely used cabin. There are flies

to be inspected and discussed. How are the fish bit-

ing and on what? Lines must be greased, so that
they will spin off the reel more easily and float upon
the water. Every one must ready his or her own
tackle.

There is something unusually worth while in the
comment bestowed on this film. It has a conversa-
tional, an intimate, touch throughout. Strangers
may be in the audience, but they do not feel strange
toward the participants. Note the manner of intro-
ducing Reel 2:

Preliminaries Over

"The preliminaries are over at last. Connie and
Earl, well laden with equipment, head down the hill

for the boat landing.

"The gear is stowed aboard and they set forth in
search of high adventure. 'What will happen? Did
they decide on the right flies? What does Connie
really think as she looks into the still waters of
Bernal Lake? Will Earl hook the fish of his dreams?
. . . Stay tuned in to this projector for the next
episode, which will follow in just a moment."

Episode 2 of "Vermejo, an Empire in the Rockies."
opens with the two fishermen in the middle of the
lake, all set. Expert casting is rewarded by the first
fish, a rainbow, and pretty fair-sized, too. The aver-
age are from 9 to 18 inches in length.

Visitors are somewhat rare in these wild spots,
so the picture shows the gayety that follows the
arrival at Vermejo of the Coberleys of Los Angeles,
"Winnie and Bill." There was great interest in the
arrival, too, of a newspaper, the latest

—"surpris-
ingly enough, it turns out to be a copy of The
Times."
A picnic is suggested, so the entire party may see

more of the wonders of the park. St. Mary's Lake is

chosen. Here is where the real out-door revelation
of the entire film takes place. It is a most strongly

Vermt-jo ox cart.

Mr. (iiid M)f!. Cobeiley operate at the biisinesa or aiipph/ cud
of the ox cart.

Vieiv of driver arid side of car.

Complete side view.
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constructed truck, bearing the in-

scription of "Vermejo Ox Cart."

The commentator describes the
truck as "the brainchild of Bill

Coberley and the likes of which
you have never seen before. A
masterpiece of ingenuity, it has
practically all the comforts of home
upon its chassis, plus a few that
home doesn't boast. The rear com-
partment is the feature that will

make your mouth water. It's as
well stocked as any good house-
wife's kitchen, for not a thing in

the way of supplies and equip-
ment has been overlooked. It is

so compact and convenient that it

seems to take only a few moments
to turn out a supply of victuals fit

for a king."

Mr. Coberley was a guest at the
ranch in 1939 and got tangled in
the mud, with the result he had to
walk miles. He designed and in his
own cellar built compartments for
an International truck, designed
not only for a complete commis-
sary but also devices for the relief

of a driver having road trouble or

any kind of delay.
The spirit of the hills rides in

Pictures of Veitnejo headquartern bttihl-

ings on this page.

the picture, and some of it creeps
into the consciousness of the be-
holder. Let's tune in:

"The sun is dropping, and it's

back to Bernal Lake, where the
Maestro takes time out to meditate
in the gathering dusk. . . .As the
chill of the New Mexico night
creeps over the nearby mountain
tops our hardy adventurers relax,
to dream before the warming glow
of their fire."

Owing to transportation difficul-

ties over the Vermejo roads in a
city car the Coberleys contribute
their sturdy, high-wheeled ox cart
for future treks, so the expedition
is off again. The next stop is the
cabin of the Will Cresmers of Chi-
cago—Range Retreat it is called.

It is situated on a vega dominated
by Ash Mountain in the rear and
faces, in the distance, the cloud-
capped Sangre de Cristo Moun-
tains.

Fishing continues, in Leandro
Creek this time, in a setting of
slender quaking aspen, or as the

natives delightfully refer to it,

"Quakinaspen." There are more
fish, and coffee, and flapjacks;

—

what food and what appetites!

Ten Thousand Feet
In the opening of Reel 3 we are

again at Vermejo Park, with the
expeditionary force exploring the
Costilla country—up on top, the
old-timers describe it

—"a primi-
tive expanse of turquoise skies,

shimmering aspen, singing streams
and sweeping vegas." Over ten
thousand feet elevation, testing the
lung capacity of the hardened, "let

alone a gang of softies."
While now they are in the most

inaccessible of all the cabins at
Vermejo, there are many of civili-

zation's conveniences—h o t and
cold running water, two showers
and inside plumbing.
The film shows a layout of fish

that, packed in dry ice, is destined
to make a trip across the desert to
Los Angeles proving to friends
the sort of fishermen the absen-
tees are. It is a tempting mess.
Many feet are devoted to show-

ing what the beavers can do in the
(Continued on Page 541)
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Rev Scott

.Brings Cliiiia

BoHibing

Pictures

Photo m KImm. Kodnchrome by Rey Scott.

REY SCOTT, cameraman, war-cor-
respondent, explorer and lecturer,

has made four trips to China since
the outbreak of Sino-Japanese hostili-

ties in 1937. Last May he was commis-
sioned by Life magazine and Pathe
Newsreel to make pictures for them in

China.
He left the United States on June 1

and arrived in Hongkong June 22. For
a month he used his cameras around
the fortifications near Hongkong, with
the active aid and co-operation of the
British. His were the first pictures to

be taken of the activities on the border
between Hongkong and Japanese-occu-
pied territory.

After a month in and around Hongkong
Scott took a plane of the China Na-
tional Aviation Corporation for Chung-
king. The company is owned 50 percent
by Pan-American and 50 percent by
the Nationalist Government. Two of
these planes have been shot down by
the Japanese in the last year.
Once about a year ago a plane was

shot down and all the passengers were

killed, but the pilot escaped. This last

month a plane with ten passengers and
an American pilot—a Los Angeles man,
by the way—was shot down. All were
killed.

These experiences have made the avia-
tion company more wary. The passen-
gers are not notified of the starting
time until after dark, probably after
midnight. Then they do not follow any
regular routine. At Chungking the
landing field is on an island in the
Yangtze River.

Scott has brought back nearly 10,000
feet of Kodachrome. This is divided into

three stories. Two of these are docu-
mentaries of life in China, including
"China's Comeback," the first all-color

China documentary. The other is a rare
film. It is Chungking under bombing.
The bombing picture and the last docu-
mentary have been edited by Hal Hall.
The bombing covered two days. It is

Scene of the bombing of Chungking and
of the subsequent fire.

Key Scott, left, and Nelson T. Johnson,
American Ambassador, in the American

Embassy opposite Chungking.

said Japan had announced the city would
be bombed for seven straight days. Ac-
tually the assault lasted but two days.
It is believed that at the end of the
two days there may not have been enough
buildings standing to justify a third
thousand-mile trip.

The bombing beggars description.
Eight hundred yards of river runs be-
tween the two banks. Chungking is built

upon the side of a hill, a long hill and a
high one. There is another hill on the
opposite side, at the crest of which is

the United States Embassy. A United
States gunboat is at the foot of the
long hill below the embassy.
More than 400 bombproofs dot Chung-

king. The town is ideal for defense. The
many hideouts or dugouts are cut from
the solid rock. A late gazeteer in the
office where this is written gives the
population of Chungking as 635,000.
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Some of these, of course, have been
killed and many thousands have left the
city. At the time the city was raided
last August Scott was given to under-
stand the population was 240,000. It is

the home of the nationalist government.
Generalissimo Chiang Kai-shek has his

quarters in the city.

When the Japanese planes set sail

from their headquarters by the coast
word is telegraphed to Chungking. The
people of the city get the word. A bal-

loon is raised to a point where it may
be seen by all. When the planes cross
the border of the province a second bal-
loon is raised. Then their arrival is due
almost any minute. As the second bal-
loon is put in place the city is in motion.

Ferries are crossing the river, taking
the people to the shore so they may
climb the sharp sides of the hill and
make escape to the points beyond the
area of danger. Finally the planes are
in sight, in waves of thirty. Nearly two
hundred appeared on the first day and
170 on the second.

They come over the river and begin
dropping their loads as they reach the
water. From 12,000 feet in the air they
splash all around the United States gun-
boat. Then they begin again as the
planes cross the river. Scott posted him-
self at the grounds of the United States
Embassy and had a clear field of the
frightful operations of the Japanese. He
looked right down upon it, across and
above.
You see the flash of the bombs and

the slow following of the flame, which
gradually grows until it covers a hill.

Vermejo Empire in the Rockies
(Continued from Page 538)

way of engineering. It is an un-
usually interesting and entertain-
ing sequence.

Just before the sunset and the
fadeout there is a remarkable pic-
ture of an old beaver who in the
dusk swims back and forth across
a stream, apparently seeking a
glimpse of the camera which is
recording his movements. At the
slightest reaction of the two by-
standers there is a warning flip
of his big flat tail and he dives
below the surface.
The picture has you securely in

its grasp as it draws to a close.
"It's eternal spring in this land,
where the blue of the sky crowns
the glory of the distant mountain
peaks," says the commentator as
his voice gives just a suggestion
of coming to a close. "There's a
real thrill in the mile after mile of
Nature's handiwork.

"But the sun sets, to end the
summer's adventure, and another
colorful chapter of this vast Em-
pire of Vermejo in the Rockies."

A.^ the planes come i:i squadrons so do
the flames spread over the city. The
smoke billows higher and higher. The
burned-out people seek slioltf-r when ap-
parently the dugouts are filled.

The older seem to be at the end of

their rope. With them hope is gone.
With the younger as a rule ii seems

to be all in a day's work. No business
is attempted when a raid is on, but
when the raiders pass the throngs pour
out of the dugouts.

Practically all dugouts are with two
entrances, like a rabbit warren. Some
are equipped with electric lights, tele-

phone connections and wireless.

Photof/raphed i>i Clinngking

FATHER MEEUS AT
CHUNGKING

FATHER CHARLES F.

MEEUS, the Belgian priest

who took up his life's duties in

China and in the course of his

work visited the United States,

was well when Ray Scott left

Chungking this last fall. Father
Meeus returned to China from Los
Angeles last June and went direct-

ly to Shanghai. There he was or-

dered by his Bishop to leave that
city and go into free China. As it

had been his intention before sail-

ing for the Orient to visit Chung-
king he took up his temporary
residence in that bomb-ridden city.

Father Meeus was in the United
States for more than a year. In the
course of his stay he was engaged
in work for the benefit of his
"Boys," several hundred of whom
were in his care. In this country
he visited all parts. He brought
his own motion pictures with him,
and these he showed and lectured

on them, telling of the work and
play of his boys. He made thou-
sands of friends, personal friends,
who will be waiting for his return
at the end of five or six or seven
years as the case may be.

The priest's comparative youth
cannot prevent the conviction he is

destined to go far in his career
as a man of God. Born and reared
in wealth, he chose to take his

course among the world's humblest
and poorest—as well as the great-
est—to make their life his life.

He is overflowing with friendliness
and humanity.
He has become a citizen of China.

In that added capacity he will be
a credit to his adopted country and
a tower of strength and influence
to the men and women and partic-
ularly to the man and woman who
are trying to build a mighty China
out of one that has been sorely
beset.
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TOLAND PRAISED FOR
''LONG VOYAGE HOME"

C'^^

KEGG TOLAND did the u u-ual
•m- thing- in the way of acquirinK hon-

ors for the photographic poll for

October. Not only with a black and
white subject did he nojo out one con-
tender that was in Technicolor. He nosed
out two. And both of these color pic-

tures were "thei-e." They were "North-
west Mounted Police" and "Down Ar-
gentine Way." The accredited men on
the two color pictures were Victor Mil-
ner and W. Howard Green on the first

named and Leon Shamroy and Ray Ren-
nahan on the second.

Gregg Toland's subject was "The Long
Voyage Home." It was one of those ex-
amples of photography which extended
to the rating on the quality of the pic-

ture and to the quality of the direction.
We know that is so because the corre-
spondents rated it the best picture and
also the best directed picture. Aside
from the photography the picture was
not awarded the best screenplay, the best
actor or actress performance, the best
supporting actor or actress performance,
the best musical score, the best original
song, or any of the factors on which to

base a great picture.

Completion of a dramatic new color
and sound motion picture, "The Power
Behind the Nation," which tells the story
of bituminous coal, was announced today
by the Norfolk and Western Railway
Company.
The movie depicts the importance of

the bituminous coal industry to the eco-
nomic life of the Nation, and shows the
various phases of coal production. Scenes
in full color picture the origin of coal,

mining, processing, transportation, dis-

tribution, uses as a fuel and as a source
of countless valuable by-products.

Railway officials said the film will be
shown at coal meetings, N. & W. em-
ploye Better Service clubs, conventions
civic clubs, schools, colleges and all

Let us take away from the picture
the superb photogiaphy which it rated.
Let us yield it average quality, the same
(juality that the run of the mine hits

every week, say 98 or 99 out of 100, and
the picture would not only not have
been the best picture. It would not have
rated perhaps a mention. And with two
of the highest class Technicolor produc-
tions in the same bag with it? Not a
chance. Toland's triumph in October is

one of the greater in nearly three years.

As said before, "The Long Voyage
Home" was voted the best picture and
the best dii-ection, with boutjuets to .lohn
Ford, the veteran who among his other
accomplishments is a good picker of a
cameia chief. The best screenplay was
voted to be "Arise, My Love,'" with
Charles Brackett and Bi'ly Wil Jer (Para-
mount). The best actres", pGrfrr"'<"n''e

wa3 that of Carole Lombard in RKO's
"They Knew What They Wanted." And
truly it would be difficu't to name a
better.

The best actor performance was
awarded to Charles Chaplin in his own
"The Great Dictator," and Jack Oakie
was given the best supporting actor

other functions where coal and rail

transportation is of interest.

In production eight months, the 16 mm.
Kodachrome film, which runs approxi-
mately thirty-eight minutes, has been
narrated by Bob Trout, well known
Columbia Bl-oadcasting System news
commentator.
A special cameraman employed by

the N. & W. traveled more than 15,000
miles in order to get accurate shots of
mines, tipples, trains, boats, factories,

and homes—everything to portray bitu-

minous coal as "The Power Behind the
Nation." It is understood this is the
first time color moving pictures have
been taken in the interior of a coal mine,
thousands of feet below ground.

performance for his work in the same
show. With Chaplin that verdict will
be popular, exceedingly. And why not
with Jack Oakie? Jack was serious for
once in his life. He knew he had a great
opportunity—and he went to it.

Nazimova was given the best support-
ing actress performance for her work in

MGM's "Escape." The great actress
must have wondered why it was so or-
dained when the great part of her time
before the camera she had the role of a
dead woman. Micha Auer took honors
for Universal's "Seven Sinners."

Emil Newman was credited with the
best musical score for "Down Argentine
Way" (Twentieth-Fox) and to the com-
poser of the song of the same name went
similar honors. MGM's "Hullabaloo"
was voted the best feature.

Presto Synchro-Sound for

8mm. as Well as 16mm. Film
The Presto Synchro-Sound System is

announced by the Presto Recording Cor-
poration of New York as not only ap-
plicable to 16mm. but also to 8mm. It

is stated to be possible to produce either
of these sizes at a material reduction in

cost for sound film production. Perfect
"lip synchronization" is said to be main-
tained between sound-on-disk recordings
and silent film. High praise is bestowed
on the result of use in conjunction with
the Presto Recorder and an ordinary
silent projector. The quality of sound
recording and accuracy of synchroniza-
tion is described as unusually good.

The Presto Synchro-Sound recording
equipment can be carried conveniently.
It presents no intricate problems in the
production of amateur or professional
pictures. Sound can be edited and re-

recorded at will on to other disks or on
to film. Synchronized sound can be re-

corded on Presto master records from
which pressings can be made in any re-

quired quantity for distribution with
prints of the original film.

Picturemakers will be enabled to add
dialogue and genuine synchronized ef-

fects to pictures without perceptible in-

crease in production costs. Synchronized
sound for a five-minute sequence can be
placed on one twelve-inch Presto disk
costing $1. The disks required for record-
ing 15 minutes of continuous sjTichro-

nized sound cost from $2 to 85, depend-
ing on the type of production.

NORFOLK AND WESTERN
MADE IN DOCUMENTARY
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This has Da-Lite's Glass-Beaded
screen surface and special two-
ply spring wire support for set-
ting up on a desk or table.

THREE SCREENS %
IN ONE - 30 X 40 750

Contest closes December 31, 1940. So, if you want to

win that $200.00 first prize, send in your entry today!
Nothing to buy. All you do is suggest a name for
Da-Lite's new low-priced triple-duty screen.

These facts about the screen will help you in selecting

an appropriate name. It is a triple duty screen that

can be used as (1) a tripod screen, (2) a map-type
hanging screen, or (3) a table screen. The surface is

Da-Lite's famous Glass-Beaded surface, which reflects

more light and stays white longer than any other white
surface. This screen (a 30" x 40" size) with case, fold-

ing tripod, and special Da-Lite two-ply spring support
for setting up on table sells for only $7.50*. This is

the first time that a screen of this size, style and qual-

ity, has ever been offered for so low a price. See this

new Da-Lite Screen at your dealer's! Ask him for

entry blanks. There will be 139 prizes totalling

$1050.00 and you may win. one of them. Send your
entry today to Da-Lite Screen Contest Editor, 215 IS.

Michigan Ave., Chicago, III.

*Prices slir/htly hit/her on Parifii Coast.

DA-LITE SCREEN CO., INC.
Dept. 1 2 AC, 2723 North Crawford Avenue, Chicago, Illinois

FOLLOW THESE EASY RULES!
1. Suggest a name for DA-LITE'SNKW GLASS-BEADED Combina-

tion Tripod—Hanging—Table screen
and give in 25 words or less your
reason why you think this name is

best.

2. Send in as many entries as you
wish. Mail to DA-LITE Screen Con-
test Editor. 215 N. Michigan Ave.,
Chicago. Illinois.

3. The contest closes December 31st.
1940. Your entrl&s must be past-
marked not later than midnisht.
December 31st. and must be received
by us within ten days.

4. An independent, experienced contest
organization will have complete
charge of the contest. They will
judge all entries from the stand-
point of originality. uniQueness and
applicability of the name suggested
in conjunction with the sender's

reason for reconuiiending it. Deci-
sion of judges will be final. Jn case
of ties, duplicate prizes will be
awarded. All entries become the
property of DA-LITE Screen Com-
pany, Inc.. Chicago, 111. No entry
will be returned.

Any one living in continental United
States may compete, except em-
p.oyees of DA-LITE Screen Com-
pany, Inc.. and its advertising
agency or their families. The con-
test is subject to Federal. State
and Local regulations.

Prizes with a total value of $1,050
will be awarded. First prize Is
$200.00 cash. See complete list of
prizes at upper right.

All winners will be notified by
mail. A complete list of the win-
ners will be sent on request of any
contestajit enclosing stami>ed. ad-
dressed envelope.

ENTRY BLANK Mail Now!
CONTEST CLOSES DECEMBER 31, 1940

DA-LITE SCREEN CONTEST EDITOR Date
Dept. 12 A.C.

215 N. Mich.iqan Avenue, Chicago, III.

For the new Da-Lite Glass-Be.ndcd Triple Duty .Screen I suggest

the name:

My reasons* are :..

* Limit statement to 25 words or less.

NAME
ADDRESS
CITY STATE..

NAME OK DEALER
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DRAMATIC SCENARIO FOR
LOW KEY LIGHTING

By CLAUDE "W, CADARETTE
FADE IN

Main Title, "A Mother's Ordeal."
Sub-Title, Cast.

The Mother
The Son
Detective

Sub-Title
Directed by
Camera

FADE OUT
FADE IN (Sequence No. I).

Scene 1—Exterior of an old farmhouse,
with chickens or other livestock in fore-

ground. An old lady enters from right
with pail in her hand. She places the
pail on the porch and faces toward cam-
era.

Scene 2—Closeup. Three quarter view
of face of the mother as she wipes her
face with her apron. She appears tired

and worn.

Scene 3—Medium shot. The mother
turns and enters the door.

Scene 4— (Interior of farmhouse. The
furnishings are crude, but the appearance
reflects neatness. A table with a kero-
sene lamp on it is in the center of the
room. A checkered red and white cloth
or oil cloth can be used. A picture of a
young man and a Bible are also on the
table. A tall cupboard can be seen on
a side wall. Any cabinet that is large
enough to enable a man to enter it is

suitable. An old fashioned rocking chair
is by the table).

The mother enters the room, which is

seemingly lighted from the kerosene
lamp, and sits in the chair. She takes the
Bible from the table.

Scene 5—Semi-closeup. The mother
picks up the boy's picture and faintly
smiles, then replaces the picture and
opens the Bible to read.

FADE OUT
FADE IN (Sequence No. II).

Scene 1—The man is seen running
down a dark alley-way carrying a small
suitcase. He intermittently pauses be-
hind a post or pile of boxes as though
he is pursued. He emerges from a shad-
owed place and runs toward the camera.
At a closeup position he pauses and we
recognize him as the same boy as in the
picture at the farmhouse. He is excited
and appears frightened. As he leaves the
camera, two figures in the distance are
seen running in pursuit of the boy.

Scene 2—Long shot. (Exterior of
farmhouse.) A figure is seen running to
the farmhouse and on the porch. He
pounds on the door.

Scene 3—Medium shot. The mother
looks up from her Bible toward the

door.

Scene 4—Semi-medium shot. The
mother opens the door and the boy
enters, very excited. He closes the door
and bolts it. The mother is happy, but
senses something is wrong. She attempts
to kiss the boy, but he steps to the table

and places the suitcase on it. The cover
of the case falls open, and papers that
appear to be bonds and wrapped cur-
rency fall across the table. The boy hur-
ries to try to hide this sight from his

mother, but she picks up some of the
packages and looks to her son for an
answer to this.

Scene 5—The mother and boy are
.seated at the table talking earnestly to

each other.

Scene 6—Cut a series of facial closeups
of each character back and forth to

catch the serious expressions on the faces
as the boy explains he has robbed a
bank.

Scene 7—Long shot. The mother stands
up grief-stricken and assumes an atti-

tude of prayer. The boy holds his head
in his hands.

Scene 8—Closeup. The mother is pray-
ing as she looks up. Suddenly she looks
toward the door.

Scene 9—Exterior-medium shot. Two
men on the porch are knocking on the
door.

Scene 10—Interior. The mother and
son look toward the door. Suddenly she
opens the door to the cupboard and
pushes her son into the cabinet. She then
goes to the door and opens it. The
two men enter, showing their detective
badges. They see the money on the
table and the boy's picture.

Scene 11—Semi-closeup. The detective
asks the mother where the boy is hiding,
pointing to the picture.

Tri-City Cinema Club
The Tri-City Cinema Club (Davenport,

Rock Island, Moline) held its regular
meeting November 7 in Rock Island.

There was a fifteen-minute talk and
question and answer by R. Fawn Mit-
chell of the Victor Animatograph Com-
pany of Davenport. Dr. James Dunn of
Davenport showed a thousand feet of

Kodachrome covering a route from Holly-
wood to San Francisco.

In the annual contest award for June
the footage has been increased from 100
to 200 feet for 16mm. and from 50 to 100
feet for 8mm.

Scene 12—Long shot. The two detec-
tives are questioning the mother and
looking over the bonds. One detective
draws his gun and aims it at the cab-
inet door. The mother runs to the cab-
inet and stands in front of the door, im-
ploring him not to shoot.

Scene 13—Closeup of detectives telling

the mother to step aside.

Scene 14—Closeup of the mother, very
di.straught, pleading for mercy and not
to shoot. Her face then changes a.s she
realizes the crime her son has committed
and she assumes a determined attitude.

Scene 15—Long shot. The mother
walks to the detective and takes the
gun from his hand, and turn? toward
the cabinet door.

Scene 16—Closeup. The mother is

murmuring a prayer.

Scene 17—Semi-medium shot. The
mother lifts the gun and shoots three
times into the cabinet, then turns to the
detective and returns the gun to him.
She then goes to the table and picks
up the boy's picture and lifts her eyes
up as in prayer.

Scene 18—Semi-medium shot. The two
detectives stand looking at the mother
and slowly remove their hats and bow
their heads.

Scene 19—Closeup. The mother is

praying, tears in her eyes as she clasps
the boy's picture to her. Slowly fade out.

This is a scenario wherein the action
of the players and their expressive
ability can eliminate the use of spoken
sub-titles. The interior of the farmhouse
can be set up in any garage, as only
rough furnishings are necessary.

The strength of the story will depend
greatly on good editing and close cut-

ting of the scenes. Select characters
who are exceptionally good at express-
ing their emotions with facial expres-
sions, as any dramatic picture requires
this type of people. Add any human in-

terest shots that arise during the taking
of the picture.

Keep the lighting in low key with deep
shadows to increase the dramatic effect.

Fill in some of the actions with closeups
of hands, or objects pertinent to the
story, but do not fail to use these
closeups except as short intimate view
for emphasis. Closeups of faces must be
of sufficient length to allow the expres-
sions to tell the story.

Select heavy, dramatic music for the
background during projection, and I am
sure that you will entertain your audi-

ence thoroughly with this story.
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Projectionists

Hold

Final Salon

for 1940

By PAUL R. CRAMER

A S you have probably noticed from
/-\ past issues of this magazine the
^ final salon of the Southern Cali-

fornia Projectionists Camera Club for

1940 was held November 7 at our own
clubrooms at 1489 West Washington
Boulevard. This time more than 150
prize winning prints were exhibited. Of
these pictures the judges selected the
portrait "Model," by George Stewart.
This portrait was given the award for

the best picture of the year of all classes.

The judges for the special occasion
were John Nickolaus, chief of the MGM
Laboratory; Larry Kronquist, head of the

Douglas Aircraft Art Department; Al
(Whitey) Schaefer, head still photog-
raphy, Columbia Studio, and Ray Jones,
head Still Department, Universal Studio.
The members of the jury worked hard

and faithfully, and the Projectionists
certainly were appreciative of the time
and patience expended on the awards.
They expressed that appreciation, not
only individually but collectively.

In judging the prints our judges,
headed by John Nickolaus, explained to

the group that it was almost impossible
to pick one portrait from 150 prints of

various types and classes, but that in

Edwin McQuoid's "Marsha," best picture
of year in Finalists' Class.

selecting George Stewart's "Model" he
had taken into consideration the com-
plete year's work of Mr. Stewart.
The readers will no doubt go back to

our first salon of children showing
George Stewart's first print on "Re-
pairs."' This was followed by his prize
winning table top "The Wrong Hencoop,"
and then finally his prize winning print
"Model."
These will show you the unusual abil-

ity of Mr. Stewart. In each and every

JURY FOR ANNUAL SALON OF SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA PROJECTIONISTS' CAMERA CLUB
John Nickolaus

Chief MGM Laboratori/
Photo Clarence Sinclair Bull,

MGM

Larry Kronquist
Head Douglas Aircraft

Art Department

Al (Whitey) Schaefer
Head Still Photography

Columbia Studio

Ray Jones
Head Still Department

Universal Studio
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print that he had exhibited he has gone
out of his way to create something new
and something different. In using the
standard method of getting table tops,

children or portraits, he has gone into

the creative end of photography. If you
are in a position to do so, kindly refer

to the August, 1940, issue of this maga-
zine. Page 366, for one of his best prints.

We are reproducing part of it here to

show you how it was done at that time.
Because the policy of the magazine has
never permitted the printing of undraped
figures, we are sorry that "The Model"
must be omitted from this publication.

Edwin McQuoid's print "Marsha" was
awarded best picture of the year in

Finalists' class because of the clarity,

the workmanship and the absolute fresh-

ness of the print. This print shows clear-

ly that McQuoid understands his light-

ing to the nth degree. In July Ed Mc-
Quoid was awarded first prize for his

print of "Philip Ahn," Page 365, of the

August, 1940, issue, and at that time his

prize winning print "Marsha" was only
given honorable mention. The above
judges, however, after going over the
field, decided to reverse this decision

and award the grand prize for Finalists
class to the accompanying print "Mar-
sha."

Lee Lindley's print "Sea Fury" was
awarded the best picture of the year
in class A, and has become nationally

Lec Lindley's famous print of "Sea
Fury," awarded best picture of the year

in Class A.

famous by virtue of its hanging in the
Douglas Exhibit in the New York
World's Fair, but all one has to do is to
analyze the print thoroughly and you
can understand why i . was sent there.
As Lindley explained at the first show-

ing of the print in August, it took him
all day to get this picture. First it was
necessary to wait for high tide, and then
to get the correct lighting on the water
at the proper angle for good composi-
tion, practically on the rocks.

Paul Neuerberg's "Devil's Playground,"
awarded by jwy best picture of the year

in Class B.

Of course it was necessary to use a

filter to darken the skies. He used a
23A filter which brought a sharp con-
trast between the sky and the water.
As Lindley further explained, this

negative was deliberately overexposed
and slightly underdeveloped in D72,
which had been diluted to four parts of

water to one part solution. The unusual
part of the developing of this negative
is that it was developed at 70 degrees in

a tray for only two and one-half min-
utes. This is a decidedly unusual method
of handling film, but the results were
perfect as you can see.

Paul Neuerberg's "Devil's Playground"
won best picture of the year in class

B. Taken in the Devil's Playground, lo-

cated in the High Sierras, it shows
a typical view of that portion of Cali-

fornia. The greatest difficulty to be sur-

mounted in obtaining this picture was to

be there and fully prepared at the exact
moment the sun-cast the shadows on the

sundial grass in the foreground of the

picture. For further reference see No-
vember, 1940, issue. Page 518.

The next meeting of this camera club

will be held Thursday, December 5, at

10 a. m. at Brittingham's Cafe, 6113

Sunset Blvd. This will be a breakfast
business meeting, including election of

officers and the revision of the rules and
regulations pertaining to classifications

and salon showings.
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WARNERS' ^^VITASOUND"
PRAISED AT SHOWING

THE practicable perfection of "Vi-
tasound," Hollywood's latest im-
provement of the talking screen,

was demonstrated by Warner Brothers'
studios, originators of the Vitaphone
process, during the latter part of No-
vember.

Developed in the Warner laboratories
during the past five years, with the co-

operation of RCA engineers, the new
sound process represents improvements
in both recording and projection tech-

niques. It is claimed by interested ex-

perts to offer completely faithful repro-
duction of original sounds without vio-

lent and expensive changes in theatre
or studio equipment, and to give an au-
dience the benefit of every shade of tone
and volume found in the original sound.

Vitasound, according to the engineers,
will not upset long established theatre
practices nor antiquate all the theatre
and studio equipment in the industry.

It is said to be neither too complicated
nor too expensive for general use.

A second sound track on the release

print regulates sound control and makes
possible startling improvement in re-

sults in the theatre. The only added ex-
pense involved is a $40 attachment on
printing machines and a probable $1500
investment for additional amplifiers and
horns in the theatre.

"The new control track method," ac-

cording to Major Nathan Levinson of
the studio sound department, "is advan-
tageous in that it requires no additional
equipment or change in technique in the
shooting of pictures. Even the difficult

'dubbing' process is unchanged because
the sound control track is printed di-

rectly on release prints as they are run
through the sound printers. This con-
trol track does not affect the reproduc-
tion of sound in theatres not equipped
with Vitasound and, conversely, ordi-

nary prints will play normally through
new equipment in the theatre without
actuating the control track mechanism."
The device has been demonstrated be-

fore the Research Council of the Acad-
emy of Motion Pictui-e Arts and Sci-
ences.
Warner Brothers' Hollywood and

Downtown Theatres in Los Angeles, and
the Strand Tlieati'e in New Yoi'k will
be the first to have Vitasound. Other
Warner theatres will be equipped with
Vitasound as fast as possible.

In order to make Vitasound available
as soon as possible to all producers and
exhibitors desiring to take advantage
of it, RCA has requested the Research
Council of the Motion Picture Academy

George Stewart's prize ivinninp print of
"The Wrong Hencoop," table top cited by
jury a,s example of Mr. Steivart's crea-

tive ability.

of Arts and Sciences to establish stand-
ards of manufacture at the earliest pos-
sible date.

Seven Subjects Shown
At the demonstration, which was held

in the studio in Burbank, Mr. Levinson
gave a brief description of the new proc-
ess. Seven short subjects or excerpts
from feature pictures were demonstrated
under the control of Douglass Churchill
of the New York Times, he having been
invited by Major Levinson to take the
control desk in order that some visiting

fireman might certify the genuineness.
The programme was as follows: Henry

Busse short subject, gusher sequence
from "Flowing Gold," battle sequence
from "Fighting 69th," symphony mod-
eme from "Four Wives," earthquake se-

quence from "The Sisters," Beethoven's
Egmont Overture from "Four Mothers"
and a short subject, "Service with the
Colors."

Inevitably the process will be com-
pared with the recent demonstration of
stereophonies at Pantages Theatre. While
of course the audience at the studio this

last month was of no size sufficient for
a comparison with the great audience
assembled at Pantages', nevertheless the
volume of sound at the studio seemed to

equal that in the theatre but lacking the
terror, conscious or otherwise, that ac-
companied the theatre showing.

Vitasound Adds Drama

The gusher film from "Flowing Gold"
was a revelation in sound, in well-direct-

ed sound. It was almost an inconceiv-
able, unimaginable roar, yet the listener

might sit unmoved. The earthquake se-

quence from "The Sisters" was some-
thing to remember—how could you help
it—and the overture was enjoyable.

But the little subject, "Service with
the Colors," a Technicolor picture
made at the Presidio and photographed
by Charles Boyle, A.S.C., is transformed
from an ordinarily incidental skit to a
drama of great power by the addition
of the Vitasound.

It will be shown soon in those theatres
equipped with the new devices. No one
who has been touched by the hand of
war will enjoy the experience of sitting
under it. Yet no one who has been sim-
ilarly searched can afford to miss it.

The incident takes place in a time of
peace. Anyone who sits through it un-
moved is indeed a person who will clas-

sify as hardened.

Washington Movie Club
The Washington 8mm. Movie Club

held its twenty-ninth regular monthly
meeting at the Washington Hotel on
Wednesday, November 13. President
William McConnell was reelected for the
ensuing year.
The annual dinner, one of the club

features, announced for December 11, is

to be held at the Washington Golf and
Country Club.
The other officers elected are Milton

J. Pike secretary, and Maurice Hejnal
treasurer.

Mrs. Tetzlaff Passes
Mrs. Anna Tetzlaff, mother of Ted

Tetzlaff, A.S.C., second vice-president of
the A.S.C., died at her home in Los An-
geles during the month. She was buried
November 13 from Forest Lawn. Sym-
pathy of his many friends is extended to
Mr. Tetzlaff.
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AT ITS BEST

• The light produced by "National" Studio Carbons dupHcates
the photographic effects of natural sunlight supplemented by
the blue from the sky. It gives true daylight quality and realism
to studio scenes, whether in color or monochrome.
Carbon arc lighting has exceptional penetration and photo-

graphic speed without excessive heat. It supplies all of the
spectral colors, balanced in intensity to the sensitivity of modern
photographic emulsions. It gives accurate and natural repro-

duction of form, color and detail.

MOTION PICTURE STUDIO AND
HIGH INTENSITY CARBONS

NATIONAL CARBON COMPANY, INC.
Unit of Union Carbide and Carbon Corporation

CARBON SALES DIVISION, CLEVELAND, OHIO
General Offices: 30 East 42nd Street, New York, N, Y.

BRANCH SALES OFFICES
NewYorIt Pittsburgh - Chicago • St. Louii • San Francisco

'
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Motion
PictmLres

By WILLIAM D. FERGUSON
Amatenr Cinema Club of Buffalo

STILL photographers use retouching
pencils. They scrape their negatives
with knives and put prints through

trick processes. But we who make movies
find patching up impossible. We either

photograph it right the first time, or

shoot it over. This is where makeup steps
in to aid the cineamateur. And with a

little knowledge and common sense any-
one can apply makeup. Let's discuss a

few of the principles.

First, the subject's face must be
thoroughly cleaned with a good cleansing
cream. Liquid makeup remover might be
used instead, one being equally as effec-

tive as the other. All old makeup must
be removed. A mild astringent will aid
in closing the pores and should by all

means be used.

Grease Paint Ideal Foundation

Next, apply a foundation in a thin,

smooth layer. Hollywood has found the
best foundation to be grease paint. This
has a professional sound and usually
frightens the average amateur. Probably
the reason many people have trouble
with grease paint is that they apply en-
tirely too much. If used in excess, the
results will be blotchy and altogether un-
satisfactory.

If used sparingly, and thoroughly and
evenly distributed, freckles and spots
disappear. The face takes on a smooth,
clean appearance. Blemishes and irregu-
larities cannot, usually, be covered with
makeup, however. Distribute evenly
over the entire face, throat and neck. If

the subject's ears are to be visible, cover
them.
The smoothing process may be accom-

plished more easily if the following trick

is utilized. After the grease paint has
been applied in tiny daubs or specks over
the face, wash your hands completely.
Returning to your task with dampened
fingers, you will find the smoothing
greatly simplified. When the fingers be-
come dry, wet them and continue.

Spread the grease paint away from
the nose, outward, with a circular mo-
tion. Be sure it is worked into the hair
line—not far into the hair, merely enough
so that no distinguishing line is visible.

And use it sparingly. Don't smear it

over the edges of the lips or into the eye-
brows.

Eye Makeup

Eye shadow is applied to the lids in a

soft, upward motion, using the finger

tips. Work upward, gradually fading
the color. Make sure no line can be seen
on the lids, and use very little of the
color. Always try to be subtle, not
obvious.

Eyebrows and lashes are next. Stray
hairs along the brow edges may be
plucked, but retain the natural outline of
the brow. Avoid a thin, penciled appear-
ance. The choice of black or brown pencil

is dependent upon the subject's general
complexion and coloration.
Apply mascara to the lashes, but do

not form beads. Beads produce an un-
pleasantly artificial appearance. Makeup
must never appear artificial. Unless you
have had some experience making up
eyes, it would be advisable to allow the
subject to perform this step.

Eyes should be lined carefully. This is

done as follows: An eyebrow pencil is

sharpened to an extremely fine point.

Beginning at a spot about three-quarters
of the distance from the outside corner
of the eye to the inner corner, carefully
apply a thin line immediately adjacent
to the lash roots. Follow these hair bases
exactly.

A similar thin line is applied complete-
ly across the upper lashes, again follow-
ing the root line. Never apply this line

with a black pencil. It should not appear
sharply defined, but blended away from
the roots. If application proves too diffi-

cult, it is better to omit this step. Lin-
ing is not an absolute essential, but if

properly done adds greatly to the final

result.

Applying Rouge
Lips should next be colored. Cream

rouge is entirely suitable for the pur-
pose. Liquid rouge will be found ideal.

However, application of the liquid type
requires considerable skill. No matter
which type is used, the lips should be
perfectly dry before application. If the
subject has extremely small lips, they
may be made to appear larger by running
the rouge just over the lip edge. Care
should be taken to see that this running
over is very slight and not overdone. If

the subject's mouth is too large, it may
be made to appear smaller by keeping
the rouge just inside the lip line.

After the edges of the lips have been
shaped, following the natural outline to

avoid artificiality, the mouth should be
opened. This enables color to be applied
well inside the lips, avoiding a two-color
effect when the mouth is opened. Any
excess rouge adhering to the teeth may
be easily removed with tissue.

Application of cheek rouge is next.
Cream or powder rouge may be used, be-
ing a matter of personal preference. If
powder is used, it should not be rubbed
on. Use, instead, a light, patting motion,
following the natural contour of the
cheeks. Blend the color well, fading out
the edges. Avoid "wooden soldier" spots.

Now check your subject's makeup.
Look to see if the eye lining is too sharp.
If so, soften it by carefully using a small,
clean brush. Be sure the lid shadow is

not prominent, it should be but a mere
suggestion of color. Is the color applied
well around the inside curve of the lips?
The foundation must be worked into the
hair line. And neck, throat and ears
should be covered.

Powder Heavily

Apply face powder heavily all over the
face. Do not cover the lips. Don't worry
about the eyebrows, not powdering them
any more than can be helped, of course.
Powder the eyelids, inside and outside
corners of the eyes, carefully, under-
neath the eyes, and carefully into the
hair line. Powder the neck and throat,
and ears, if they are to be exposed. It is

advisable to cover the hair with a towel
before powdering is done.
Now, using a camelhair brush made

expressly for the purpose, lightly dust
off all excess powder. If your base has
been correctly applied, you now begin to

(Continued on Page 570)
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Handled 363,000 Prints in
Two Years (>(>^ Record?

THE biggest single photographic job

that was done in the New York
World's Fair was turned out in

the Ford Motor pavilion. Seven crack

men did the job in a unique modern
press-photography setup.

This setup was original in layout and
in some of its equipment. It enabled the

Ford photographic staff to make pic-

tures with the systematic speed and pre-

cision of an auto assembly line. And in

fact some of the most unusual step-sav-

ing, time-conserving features of the de-

partment were inspired by the mass-pro-
duction arrangements in the mighty
Rouge plant of the Ford Motor Com-
pany.
The department's production totaled

363,000 prints—120,000 in the first

World's Fair season, 243,000 in the sec-

ond. That is a daily average of 700 prints

during 1939, of 1400 prints every day
during the Forty-Fair. Of the totals,

80,000 were issued for publication in

1939, and 162,000 were sent out this

year. The rest were courtesy pictures
and record shots—a story in themselves.

Just as impressive as that volume
were the department's (juality and va-
riety of production. All the major metro-
politan newspapers, the national wire-

Here's the time-trimming, atep-suving,
compact layout, p^-inting room of the
Ford Motor pavilion's photographic de-
partment. A heavy pull curtain shuts
off this space from the section of the
printing room in which contact-printing
was done witliout interfenng with the
processes pictured here. Notice the plac-
ing of the Eastman auto-focus enlargers
and the tanks—prints were handed di-

rectly from, the enlargers to the tanks.
They moved without intermption from
developer to hypo wash to second wash,
then through the chute, shown at the
right in this photo, into the outer finish-
ing room. The photographers seen here,
left to right, are Frank Collins, Bert
Lawson, F. H. Davies and Charles De

Soria.

photo services such as the Associated
Press, carried the department's news
and feature pictures. So did the top-
flight news picture magazines like Time,
Life and Look.

In addition, the department produced
highly specialized photographs by the
dozens of types—fashion pictures, photo-
graphic illustrations of machinery,
theatrical photos—and made them up
to the standards of outstanding general-
circulation magazines like House Beau-
tiful, of trade journals like Textile Age,
of art publications like The Dance, and
of national feature syndicates like NEA.

Looking back on this job, the photog-
raphers admit it was a fabulous as-

signment. And those photographers had
a thing or two in assignments before
they started this one.

The staff was headed by Kenneth T.

Young, formerly a Boston free-lance,

later a star of the photographic illus-

( Continued on Page 569)
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REI^ERVE
POWER

CAMERAMEN depend on the extra abil-

ity of each Eastman negative film to

meet inevitable emergencies, and by so

doing to help maintain exacting shooting

schedules. This reserve power always

has distinguished Eastman raw films.

Eastman Kodak Company, Rochester, N. Y.

J. E. BRULATOUR, INC., Distributors

Fort Lee Chicago Hollywood

PLIJS-X SUPER-XX
for general studio use when little light is available

BACKGROUXD-X
for backgrounds and general exterior work

EASTMAN NEGATIVE FILMS
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HAROLD WARNER OF
ORANGE COUNTY 8mm. CLUB

FILMS CITRUS PESTS
riiotof/rapha hi/ Harold Warner in 16mm.

HAROLD WARNER of Santa Ana
showed "Friends and Foes of Cit-

rus Growers" to the members of

the Los Angeles 8mm Club at its October
meeting. It was shot in about 800 feet,

in Kodachrome, but it will be recut to a
little under 400 feet. The picture in

KJmm. outlines some of the trials and
tribulations of an orange grower, of

which Mr. Warner is a representative.
Also is he an unusual photographer, un-
usual in that he chooses as his subject
one the average amateur without any
fanfare leaves to the domain of the
photographer who combines the quali-
fications of a scientist.

The picture has been taken over by
the Bell & Howell Library. The film will

be set to sound, and the comment is all

prepared.
The picture starts with rows of an

orange orchard going up hill, with palms
on the skyline. There is a road in the
foreground, with tractor turning under
cover crop. There is spraying, fumiga-
tion and irrigation. A long shot of a
tree shows effects of purple scale. A
closeup shot of leaves also shows effects.

There is a magnified shot of adult
purple scale, with purple scale eggs and
purple scale crawlers. Successively it

takes the camera through the first stage
on branch, the second stage on leaf, the
third stage (fuzzy) and the last stage
before mature adult. Then comes the
branch with black scale. Then with the
black scale the action is carried through
five stages. With the Scutellista larva
we are taken through the same
procedure.
We now get an insight on the inroads

of the red scale. Other pests are the red
mite, brown lacewing, and aphis.

The ladybird beetle tells a different
story. Some species are propagated by
the county and state insectaries for dis-

tribution in citrus areas. The green lace-

wing is another predator which does a
lot of damage to the aphis.

"California's equable climate is a boon
to the citrus grower, furnishing days on
end brimming with sunshine and warmth
to swell the golden fruits and fill them
with health giving vitamins and to keep

Last stages and adult Purple Scale.

Aphis.

Adult Scutellista. Parasite of Black Scale.

Green Lacewing adult larva feed on
Aphis.

Eggs of Green Lacewing.

Large Lacewing larva feed on Aphis.

the trees vigorous and ready to produce
fine fruits another year," declares the
accompanying comment. We quote a
little further from the script, which
may indicate the interesting nature of
the subject on the literary side alone.
"During the winter warm rains fill

underground reservoirs and man-made
dams above ground, and provide bounti-
ful cover crops, which are turned back
into the soil to provide humus and
nitrogen.
"However, this ideal climate is also

favorable to the development and spread
of numerous insect pests, which may
prove very harmful to citrus trees if not
checked. Their natural enemies, while
destroying large numbers of the harmful

Mr. Warner and his camera

insects, are not numerous enough to

control them.
"So the citrus grower finds it neces-

sary to make frequent inspections

throughout the year and to aid the

balance of nature with his program of

spraying and fumigation."
The comment describes what is taking

place on the screen, in plain language,
and with no attempt to be profound. The
production is a worthy one, and un-
doubtedly it will have wide approval
in communities in which the subject

discussed has vital interest for all the

people.
Believing there was much of interest

to photographers generally behind all

these experiments of Mr. Warner the

editor requested him to give our readers
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Harold Warner

a story on what he had been doing.
Mr. Warner has kindly obliged as
follows:

By Harold Warner

THE original film, made in 8mm.,
which you saw at the meeting of
the Orange County 8mm. Club

about two years ago, was the result of
my natural interest in the insects which
attacked my citrus grove combined with
experiments with a new gadget, a Goerz
reflex focuser, which I had had^adapted to

my 8mm. Bell & Howell camera.
I entered the film in a local club con-

test with no thought of the interest it

might create. News of the film spread
quickly and soon numerous invitations
came to show it at various farm bureau
meetings and other organizations con-
cerned with agricultural development in

this vicinity.

I had made the film more as a hobby
rather than a film for entertainment.

However, when I realized the interest it

was causing and the size of the groups
desiring to see it, I decided to make a
16mm. film on the subject and make it

more complete, with more thought to the
educational value of such a film.

It has been surprising, in showing the
8mm. film, the amount of interest dis-

played by growers and the seeming lack
of knowledge and available films on this

subject. There are numerous good ref-

erences in book form which, however, do
not have the appeal that an interestingly
presented film has.

Larva of Ladijhird Beetle emerging from
^!7ffs. (Circular object is a pinhead, to

establish relative size.)

Large Larva of Ladybird Beetle ivith
Aphis.

Young Black Scale.

Eggs of Ladybird Beetle.

Young Black Scale.

Red Scale—Three-quarters grown lower
one in first molt, upper one just gone

through second molt.
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On the other hand, film in natural color

presents the insect in animated form as

in real life, free of the dryness that often
accompanies a scientific treatise. Also,

after consulting with Walter Evans,
educational director at Bell & Howell's
Hollywood branch, I began to see that

the film might have some commercial
value.

As to organizing the story, we took
into consideration the major insects

which aff"ect citrus trees, particularly in

the coastal areas. The narration was
necessarily limited or extended, accord-

ing to the action we were able to film

of the various insects. Previous experi-

ence has shown that a great deal of
interest or curiosity was displayed in

the details that make up the life cycle of

the individual insect. After the intro-

ductory paragraphs, the life, habits, and
peculiarities of each insect was dis-

cussed as it appeared on the screen.

Use Goerz Focuser

As to statistics concerning the life

history of the insects, we are indebted
to the entomologists who have made a
life work of the study of citrus insects.

Concerning details of the life of the in-

sect such as the number of eggs laid,

length of time required for develop-
ment, mortality rate, how local climatic

conditions affect the insect and numer-
ous other facts which require long hours
of research and study, we referred to

government bulletins and other reliable

references.

The equipment used in filming the
subject was a 16mm. Bell & Howell
70-DA with one, two and four-inch
Taylor-Hobson Cooke lenses, and the
Goerz reflex focuser. I used the two-
inch lens with a long extension tube
for most of the work. It was necessary

to mount the camera on a heavy tripod
during all of the filming. The subject
was mounted on a movable stage which
was also placed on a firm support.
As we .settled on Kodachrome film,

filters were unnecessary^, as we found
direct sunlight essential. Filters of any
kind would have been a handicap, as
we were forced to use larger stops with
the long extension tubes necessary for
this work. From one to three or more
stops larger diaphragm openings were
necessary where the lens was extended
beyond its normal seat.

Method Different

The procedure followed in this type of
work is entirely different from ordi-

nary picture taking. The subject is

mounted on the movable stage, the
camera and stage being set up in ap-
proximate focus. The subject is then
brought in with the movable stage.

Then the final focusing is done with
the helical mount on the lens. The
focusing is done through a ten-power
eyepiece on ground glass, which is in a
tube at right angles to the lens. The
image is reflected on the ground glass
by a prism. This prism is removed
from the path of the image while the
picture is being taken.

The trials encountered in this type
of photography are many. As stated
before, it is necessary to work in direct
sunlight, which many of the insects dis-

like very much. Normally, when in the
tree, unless they are insects which are
in a fixed position as adult scale in-

sects, they stay in the shaded portions
of the tree during the sunshiny hours.
Many of the insects, such as the scale

crawlers, are so minute that a magni-
fier is required in locating them, and
often these insects are lost in preparing

them for filming. We worked in a
sheltered place, but even then a sudden
puff of wind often blew away the sub-
ject after painstaking mounting.

Feed with Pin

It was impossible to hold or anchor
the subjects in any way because that
interfered with their natural movements,
and some of the more minute insects
would be crushed even when the greatest
care was used. On one occasion we in-
duced the lacewing larva to stay in one
position, while focusing, by feeding it

aphis from the point of a pin.

Often the lowly house fly upset the
subject after everything was in readi-
ness for a "take." The procedure for
a take usually ran about as follows:

After collecting the subject matter
(which sometimes required hours of
searching) the desired point in the cycle
of the in.sect's life was selected and
mounted on the movable stage. The
camera was set up in approximate focus,
the subject brought into close focus with
the movable stage, and the final focus-
ing was done with the lens mount with
the diaphragm wide open.

All this, providing the insect obliged
by staying in the field long enough to
focus. After this, the lens was stopped
down to a predetermined opening. We
substituted a larger object of the same
color and used a Weston Meter for cal-
culating exposure. The prism pulled
out, and the exposure made for the
necessary ten to twenty seconds.

The best period for photographing
these insects is during the summer and
early fall. It is necessary to know
more or less about the life cycle of the
various insects because there is a fairly
definite time for finding each species in
the desired stages.

"Nation Builders" Brought
Up To Date by J. A. Sherlock
Reports from the Australian Amateur

Film Society of Sydney disclose that
James A. Sherlock's 16mm. epic "Nation
Builders," grand prize winner in the
American Cinematographer's Interna-
tional Amateur Movie Contest of 1938,
has been brought up to date.

"Nation Builders," it will be remem-
bered, is a 1600-foot film depicting the
history of Australia. It has been brought
up to date by adding to the closing se-
quences scenes showing Australia once
more in uniform for World War II.

Necessarily the recorded score and
narration have been correspondingly re-
vised, with the narrator referring in
telling manner to Australia's war effort

and quoting impressively from the Em-
pire Broadcast of King George VI. Well
done, Australia!

A George H. Scheibe contact print from
a 4. by 5 inch standard ortho plate,
exposed some nine years ago. Taken at
Lake Tee Jay, in the Mammoth Lakes

Region (California).
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Re^edit Yoiur

Films Wlien

By HATTO TAPPENBECK

BY this time the sentimentality has
worn off from your first films and
you regard them with more or less

indifference or find them rather boring
compared to your more recent ones. You
have taken your movies, but you have
not made pictures out of them! If that
is the case it is time to re-edit your
films.

Re-editing is synonymous with bring-
ing the picture up to date and up to the
present standard. This can be done by
a number of different means or by any
combination of them. Once in a while
the large studios re-edit one of their
older films and present it to the public
in a modernized form.

It does not necessarily mean to retake
the whole picture, although this is be-
ing done, too, with an entirely new cast,

new sets, a new director, new locations,

and perhaps shot from an entirely dif-

ferent dramatic viewpoint.

However, this does not apply to the
16 or 8mm. owner who uses reversal
film and has only one positive picture
and a limited means at his disposal.
This changes the whole situation. Do
you remember when you took this or
that of your old pictures, the reason
for shooting it, how proud you and your
family were with the result, and how
splendid it looked on the screen ?

Maybe you are one of those conserva-
tive persons who want to keep every
foot of film they shoot, and who dislike

even to change the continuity of the
scenes, although it would improve the
picture.

Times Change

Then remember the many thousand
feet of film shot for each regular studio
production—the average amount of nega-
tive film required for each varies from
100,000 to 200,000 feet—is cut down
to 6000 or 7000 feet, and many perfect
shots which cost enormous efforts and
sums of money are sacrificed in the

final editing to bring the film down
to the required length in order to keep
the public from getting tired by too
long a performance.
Times have changed since the incep-

tion of your first films, your ideas have
progressed, and your point of view is

more advanced along with your tech-
nique. But your old films still have
merit, even though you would not make
them again in the same way.
What to do about them ? Simply re-

edit them. This is not difficult at all

and a fascinating pastime as well. It

calls at the same time for a lot of
thought, imagination and hard work.
The first thing to do is to project the

picture and review it a number of times.
Then write all the scenes down on paper
and remake the film then and there with
remarks as to length of scene, the need
for a closeup, angleshot, title, etc. Use
all scenes of your original picture if

possible.

Ask yourself: "Why don't I like my
picture anymore the way it is ? How
can I improve it? Are there any vital

scenes missing? Is the tempo too slow,
or should there be a little more foot-
age added to this or that scene?"

Use Cloth-Lined Basket

All these and a lot more questions
come up as the picture moves on. And
they all can be remedied by re-editing.
Do not be afraid of cutting the film,

but keep all scenes in order in a cloth-
lined basket to prevent scratches and
dirt, and fasten the start of each scene
properly to the edge of the basket, or
put them in rolls in a trough or in

pigeonholes on your cutting table with
numbers readily to identify each scene.
Both methods are used in the motion
picture studio.

If you have since made your own
equipment or bought the most expensive
tools for editing and titling which were
fashioned after the professional ones.

you must keep in mind that the real

editing of a picture is still done in

your head. It is largely based on your
experience in thinking out the scenes
and situations and visualizing the fin-

ished product as you want it to appear
on the screen.

Many of your films from years back
have lost their appeal, because they still

remain in the stage they were in when
the processing laboratory returned them
to you, uncut and untitled. Lack of the
fundamentals of titling and editing is

usually responsible for it. You have
gradually perfected your more recent
pictures, but your old films remain mere-
ly a record from which the thrill has
worn off.

News stories have headlines. Why
should your film be without them? One
of the surest improvements is a good
set of titles if we find that our early
film has none at all. How to make
good titles is perhaps not new to you
—or it may open up an entirely dif-

ferent field, also for your latest pic-

tures.

As a still picture needs to be framed
or put in an album to bring out its

beauty and qualities, so is your motion
picture in want of a good introduction
through titles and of a beautiful end-
ing which makes the story linger on
after the show is over.

Shoot Your Titles

Some cameramen prefer to make their
own titles during the shooting of the
picture, incorporating the names found
on signs, signposts, advertising material
about the place or product they are
shooting, etc.

In that case we do not want to make
any changes in the original. Double-
exposed titles with backgrounds fitting

the individual scenes will greatly en-
hance the value of the picture. It is

not difficult to make them from stills.

Rewinding the film for double exposing
the title over the background is easily
accomplished with a little practice in

the darkroom.

You can shoot the titles on ortho-
chromatic film which enables you to
work with a ruby safelight in the dark-
room to facilitate the rewinding. If you
do not have a still picture on hand you
can make a paper negative from a suit-

able frame of your motion picture film
by enlarging.

Lettering the paper negative on the
back with black letters or putting the
titles in white letters on the front of
the print will give you a background
title without going through the necessity
of rewinding the film for a double ex-
posure.

Titles can often be used to speed up
the tempo of the picture. We insert
a few words in long scenes at the point
where conversation takes place. If the
film is torn or a sprocket hole damaged
so that it has to be cut out and spliced,
you may often find that it is also just
the proper place for an insert, a closeup
or a brief explanation. The most widel]
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followed practice is to establish the
scene in a long shot and to play the
remainder of the action in closeups.

If we do not have any closeups we
can take some added shots against a
similar background as used in the orig-

inal scene. Or if that is impossible a
close view from a low set-up against
the sky will fit well into almost any
exterior scene. Closeups properly inter-

cut with medium and long shots tend
to speed up the continuity.

Editing Made Pleasure

To facilitate the re-editing we splice

a short piece of leader in between the
scenes where a new shot or title has to

be inserted. On this we write with ink the
scene number or other identification, and
we replace it as soon as we get our
picture or title for it.

This enables us to run the film again
through the projector or rewind it

through the film-viewer without inter-

ruption. The new rewinds with film
splicer and film viewer make editing a
pleasure. Perfect and smooth splicing

can be acquired with a little practice
in a short time.

New scenes will often add to the pic-

ture. Shots from different angles than
the one originally shown can be used
for cuts also. Low angles, high set-

ups, aerial shots made with a long focal

length lens from a steep mountain or
from a tall building, moving shots, or
scenes in the rain or at night present
many opportunities for inserting inter-

esting action which will lend new at-

traction to your films.

Cut out all the unnecessary footage
and replace it with a better scene or
shoot a whole new sequence for the
picture. Do not keep anything in your
film which annoys you for one reason
or another. That is the only way to

bring your picture up to the highest
standard. Lengthy scenes with little

action should also be reduced to a
minimum.
You may wonder what to do with the

pieces you cut out, scenes which are
good but unnecessary to that picture. I

keep them on hand, splice them to-

gether in sequence as far as possible,

and keep them on one reel for use in

other pictures, where such shots are
required. They constitute a ready li-

brary of film cuts from which to draw.

Sometimes a few of such scenes sug-
gest a new picture and form a nucleus
around which I build up another scena-
rio. Shots from a travel picture can
give a start to a variety of subjects
such as "City Life," "National Parks,"
"Wildlife," "A Fish Story," "Modern
Transportation," "Highways of Today,"
"Engineering Feats," etc. The possibili-

ties are unlimited and depend largely
on your own interests and imagination.

Titles Means to End

I like to remark here that many titles

do not necessarily improve a picture;
they should only be a means to an end.
We should strive to rearrange and shoot

the picture in such a manner as to

make it perfectly understandable with
as few titles as possible.

Occasionally a clever cartoon or draw-
ing in the hands of one of the actors
can be a good substitute, and finishing

a few explanatory words on a type-
writer allowing enough time to read it

all by the time you are through typing
is also very effective.

Your earlier pictures constitute often-
times valuable records to you and your
immediate family only—records of the
new addition to the family, the dog,
the various members, the visiting friends,
special events, etc. The real thought
behind it is to keep a living memory
which can be revived at will.

This, on the other hand, can at the
same time be made very attractive and
up to date by inter-cutting recent shots

PERFECTION of a scientific meth-
od of measuring the "density" or

pattern of light and shade which
comprises the image on a motion picture

film has been accomplished by research

engineers working in the Holly'wood lab-

oratories of Electrical Research Products

Inc. The new tool for use by the mo-
tion picture industry resulting from this

research is called an integrating-sphere
densitometer.

According to Dr. J. G. Frayne and
G. R. Crane, who were mainly responsi-

ble for the development of the new de-

vice, it functions to indicate the time of

development of the film in much the same
manner that the exposure meter indicates

the time of exposure for the film in his

camera. The new device, in addition, can
be used for controlling the development
of both positive and negative films.

Heretofore, density measurements have
been taken with an instrument that re-

lied for much of its accuracy on the eye
and on the judgment of the individual

operator. In this old method, light trans-

mitted through a test sample of films

was compared visually with that given
off by a standard sample. Fatigue, eye-

strain, and individual differences between
operators often resulted in error.

The integrating-sphere densitometer
traps that portion of a beam of light

which succeeds in penetrating a test

sample of motion picture film. The trap
consists of a hollow ball or sphere, the

inner surface of which is finished in

white, and fitted with a photoelectric
cell or "electric eye."

Light entering the globular chamber is

reflected many times and finally falls

on the photoelectric cell as a thoroughly
mixed or "integrated" product. Its value
or brightness is then translated into

electrical current and registers, in terms
of density, on a meter.

This information enables technicians
to regulate with extreme accuracy the

of the same person or event with the
previous ones and adding more scenes
as time goes on.

Comparisons like that with the past
arouse new interest and make your older
films valuable beyond belief. And your
friends will be as eager as you are to see
your pictures time and again in antici-
pation of the changes and additional
shots with which you are improving
your pictures.

Film editing and re-editing is not
merely an interesting creative hobby.
It teaches at the same time the proper
requirements for your future films. As
your camera technique advances you will

find it also a great help both during
the shooting and afterward. It reduces
your film waste to a minimum and
points the way to eliminate much cut-
ting in your next production.

chemical processes involved in develop-
ing or "finishing" the film. By eliminat-
ing the human element the new device
gains in speed, accuracy and consistency.

Orders have already been placed for
the new device by several of the large
studios, and it is expected it will rap-
idly become a standard instrument in the
industry.

"Boy in Court" Prepared by
National Juvenile Authority
The National Probation Association

has sponsored the making of "Boy in

Court," a film in 400 feet of 16mm. and
1000 feet in 35mm. Both sizes are com-
plete with sound and may be used on all

standard sound projectors. From the
typical experience of one of thousands of
young offenders who stand before the
courts of the nation each year the Pro-
bation Association has built an appealing
story of the juvenile court and probation.
The film may be bought outright or

rented. The price of the 35mm. is $60
and for the 16mm. $25. Queries may be
addressed to the National Probation As-
sociation, 1790 Broadway, New York.

Art Reeves Says His Move
Was Popular with Customers
Where for ten or more yc^;. 3 several

miles have separated the two business
addresses of his store and factory. Art
Reeves' recent move putting them almost
under one blanket has proved popular
with his customers. Whether the latter

wanted something at the factory or the
store or something at the store and to

find him at the factory the doubling up
of the two within a couple of doors of

each other has proved to the liking of his

clientele. They can reach two birds with
one shot, and have taken the occasion to

say so. Reeves says his move was well

worth while.

ERPFS DENSITOMETER
CUTS HUMAN ELEMENT
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Sclieilbe

^Works and

Plays^ Too

PHOTOGRAPHERS everywhere and
of every kind will be interested in

a workshop that sets in behind a

cottage on a suburban Los Angeles
street. It is not a large workshop. Its

dimensions are only 9 by 18 feet, but it

is packed on its four walls from floor

to ceiling with items of interest to pho-
tographers. Those items in the main
center around filters.

That workshop is George H. Scheibe's.

For twenty-four years it has been his

other home, his second home, his first

one being the spacious cottage which
rides in front of it. In that twenty-four
years he has witnessed many changes
in the photographic map which he makes
it his business to study from day to day
and year to year. He has seen film ad-

vance in speed—well, let's be conserva-

tive and say five hundred percent.

And you know the newer brand of

photographer may not realize that the

faster the film the less time there is

for the filter at a stated exposure to

register on the film. In other words, in

the old days much more time was al-

lowed light to pass through the filter

than is possible today.
Filters may do queer things. Three

years ago Karl Freund wanted a cloud
effect scene for "Good Eartlj." He wanted
a scene in which a shadow passed over
the landscape, just the same as you and
I often have observed from an elevation

in the countryside. George Scheibe ac-

commodated him, providing a filter that
with a cloudless sky nevertheless put on
the screen a view of clouds.

Hotspot Iris

Filters graduated in two and three
colors are made to register clouds in

greater contrast or for moonlight or

George H.

Scheibe,

photo by

Mrs.

Scheibe

night effect. The exposure factor is ap-
plied to lower half only. Mr. Scheibe has
one box of ten inches length containing
eighteen graduated filters each 3 by 3

inches in diameter. They make an im-
posing array—but they are not all.

Sometimes in background projection
work, where the projection machine is

placed behind the screen and actors are
in action in front of scenes that are
photographed thousands of miles away,
the Hotspot Iris, which may be made to

fit any spot on the screen, wipes out
that hotspot and leaves the entire sur-
face an even lighting. This is accom-
plished by using the iris at varying dis-

tances on the projector. The particular
filter is of course for moving pictures
only and is made in 6 by 6 inch and
8 by 8 inches only.

Fog filters are largely used in movie
work, although there is no reason why
they should not be employed in stills.

Just to indicate the varying densities
that may be obtained by these the fol-

lowing figures will be of interest:

No. Vs, ^/4, atmospheric haze or mist;
No. 1/2, very light fog; No. 1, light fog
effect; No. 2, medium fog effect; No. 3,

heavy fog effect; No. 4, dense London
fog; No. 5, graduated—used for street
scenes in movies. No. Vs, V2 and 1

can be used at night.

Diffusing screens (soft focus effect)
also are popular among more advanced

photographers. Some of the stated ad-
vantages of these are avoidance of dou-
ble image, flare or halation, smoothing
out of facial wrinkles and studio make-
up to perfection. By using this diffuser
with a high-speed anastigmat lens one
is enabled to produce a finely diffused
image without sacrificing speed or the
correction of the lens. Worthwhile ef-

fects also are obtainable with these
screens when making projection prints
from sharp negatives.

Monotone Filter

The following numbers indicate the
varying degrees that may be obtained
with a diffuser: No. 1/256, 1/128, ex-
tremely mild; No. 1/64, 1/32, delicate
diffusion; No. 1/16, Vs, for distant views;
No. V4, V2, for closeups; No. 1, 2, 3, ex-
treme diffusion.

Another filter Mr. Scheibe has found
of value since 1916 is the monotone
filter, for visual use only. It was the
forerunner of the meter—and today is

still employed in spite of the meter. It

is used to judge light values, highlight
and shadow, and enables one to see color

in terms of black and white and halftone.

Someone has said that to the builder
of the best mousetrap the multitude will

wear a path. Mr. Scheibe has had some-
thing of that experience, for from all

over the world come paths to that door.
He does not attempt to explain why or
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how, but he lilts orders from a drawer
that come from Australia and Bombay
and Calcutta.
These are in line with West and East,

although it is to be expected many or-

ders will come from the studios. They
do, but the studios are not confined to
any part of the world; they are all over.

Mr. Scheibe keeps in touch with his
work—he is a still photographer. He
conducts his own experimentation. And

when his word is passed as to the abil-

ity of a certain filter to do a certain
thing in certain circumstances he is

talking of something of which he knows
the answer—he has experimented on it

himself. More than that—he has had
the fun that is a part of a still photog-
rapher's work.
And that workshop of his: By closing

a door and posting a single shutter his

darkroom is perfect.

DISNEY'S 'TANTASW IS
REALLY REVOLUTIONARY

THE first public showing of Walt
Disney's "Fantasia," in the Broad-
way Theatre, New York, will un-

veil an entirely new type of motion pic-

ture sound recording and reproduction,
which projects a complete third-dimen-
sional effect of sound and music. It is

expected that within a few years all lead-

ing theatres, in order to show this new
type of screen entertainment, will have
to be equipped with this type of sound
equipment.

Christened "Fantasound" because, like

the picture itself, it represents a revo-

lutionary technique in sound reproduc-
tion, the new system of recording and
reproducing sound-on-film employs en-
tirely new principles both in the studio
production and in theatre presentation.
Three years of work by Disney and RCA
engineers went into its developments.
"Fantasound" causes sound actually to

move with all action on the screen. This
realism in sound is accomplished by the

use of a number of loudspeakers placed
at different points behind the motion pic-

ture screen. If a bee buzzes into the

scene, for instance, to circle around the
screen and off again, loudspeakers are
automatically cut on and off to follow its

progress. This drone can also be heard
traveling all around the theatre.

Began As Idea

"Fantasound" plays an enormous part
in "Fantasia." The music of the 103-

piece Philadelphia Orchestra under the
baton of Leopold Stokowski is the chief

and sometimes the only actor. But to

achieve the unusual orchestral effects re-

quired a staggering amount of work.
"Fantasound" began as an idea in

Walt Disney's mind several years ago.
He watched a bumble bee buzz off the
screen in one of his own cartoons, and
the finality of the disappearance dis-

turbed him. He felt that it should be
possible to have the bee around even if

it weren't needed on the screen any
longer. RCA sound engineers were called
in to consult with Disney engineers, and
the development work began.
At about the same time Disney's

studio was filming a super-short with
Mickey Mouse in the title role. The pic-
ture was to be a pictorial interpretation
of Dukas' musical composition, "The
Sorcerer's Apprentice." The musical

score was to be conducted by Stokowski.
But, as production progressed, it was

thought the subject was too interesting
to be dismissed with a ten-minute short,
and so the decision was reached to ex-
pand it into a full-length concert feature.

Deems Taylor was called in to aid in

selecting the music to be featured. The
selections finally chosen, in addition to

Dukas' work, were Bach's "Toccata and
Fugue in D Minor," Tschaikowsky's
"Nutcracker Suite," Stravinsky's "Rite
of Spring," Beethoven's "Sixth Sym-
phony," Ponchielli's ballet music, "The
Dance of the Hours," Moussorgsky's
"Night on Bald Mountain," and Schu-
bert's "Ave Maria."

420,000 Feet Recorded

The studio dispatched a crew of tech-

nicians and studio musicians to Phila-
delphia's historic Academy of Music,
where the business of recording the
Philadelphia Orchestra was carried on
with the assistance of RCA engineers.
Over 420,000 feet of music were recorded,
from which 18,000 were to be selected

for the final picture.

Du Pont Issues Fine Grain
100 Daylight Superior Pan

Superior Pan (Reversal) is a
new high speed 16mm. film cur-

rently being introduced by the Du
Pont Film Manufacturing Cor-
poration. Tentative speed ratings
are 100 to daylight and 80 to

mazda, according to the Weston
system.

Considering this high degree of

sensitivity, the film is very fine

grained. It may be spliced with
scenes made on slower materials
without comparing unfavorably.
Shadows are well filled with detail.

Intermediate tones possess a nice
gradation.

Complete lemoval of the non-
halation backing in processing
gives added brilliancy to the pro-
jected image. The list price of $6
for a 100-foot roll includes proc-
essing upon return of the film to

Parlin, N. J.

For every group of loudspeakers used
in the theatre there had to be a separate
source of sound synchronized with the
picture. So when Mickey Mouse appears
on the right, a control mechanism
switches on the loudspeaker directly be-
hind him and veers the sound to another
speaker when he moves.

Stokowski directed as he would ordi-
narily and the orchestra played with its

familiar fire and skill. But there all con-
vention ended. For the music had to be
divided up in such a way that later it

could be blended at will and reproduced
through the required loudspeaker—^Mvher-

ever Disney wanted it.

To do this, the orchestra was divided
into five sections—strings, basses, wood-
winds, brasses and percussions. Each
section was covered by three micro-
phones, and recorded on a separate track.
Also, there were three additional
"straight" recordings, two on film, one
on records, and a "beat" track giving the
beat, entrance cues, etc., which the car-
toonists used to synchronize the action to
the music.

Each of these tracks could be blended
in any way with any other track or com-
bination of tracks, so that actually any
single instrument, section or the whole
orchestra could be heard coming from
any one point on the screen.

Increases Music's Importance

It worked out like this: During the
recording the music approaches a clari-

net solo. The Disney engineer sharing
the podium with Stokowski signals the
engineer in charge of the woodwind sec-
tion to look out for the clarinet, and
gives him the level at which it is to be
recorded.

In the final blend, the clarinet's loud-
ness is played up or played down de-
pending upon what purpose it fulfills in

the finished production. And it may be
heard in the theatre from any desired
loudspeaker.
"Fantasound" succeeds in taking music

and sound out of its customary accessory
or incidental role in the theatre, and ele-

vates it to the position of an important
tool in the hands of the dramatist.
The results can best be described as

surprisingly delightful. The Disney ex-
perts who produced the picture had diffi-

culty in believing their own ears when
they first beheld their handiwork.
They heard screen sounds come forth

with flexibility for the first time. They
followed the music with their ears and
eyes all over the screen. In addition,

they heard it coming from all around
them in certain of the more exciting or
dramatic parts.
"Fantasound" should prove an impor-

tant step forward for the motion picture
art. At present limited to "Fantasia" be-
cause of the elaborate sound reproducing
system required for the theatre, it is ex-
pected nevertheless to form the basis for
further research and development in the
realm of sound on film, from which even-
tually will come new sound equipment
which the average theatre can afford to

install.
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Alternately

Swellings Deflating^ in

Initial Thrill of

First Hundred Feet
By Forever B* Anonymous

THE Greenhorn had completed his

first hundred feet of movie film, of

16mm., and had taken it as it

came from the processor to his friend

the Doctor to put on his machine and
give it a candid criticism. In the picture

were shots, random so to speak, of a

railroad excursion. There were pictures

taken from a moving train and one or

two from the ground. Also there were
views of a shadowed brook tumbling
down a long hill.

Although that hill really was around
fifteen miles in length, down to the

point where the brook joined a river,

there were not more than three or four

shots. Up at the top of the hill was a
view of a lake, the source of the brook
by the way. Later on there were shots

of a desert scene, of the real desert, of

joshua trees without number, with moun-
tains in the distance and with the desert

fading away into nothingness.

At the end of the reel was a view of

a freight train, seemingly endless, with
its locomotive in front and then back
toward the end two more locos puffing
away to get the train up the hill. And
just as the camera recorded the two
engines the circles came in the stock

and the film was shot. Just in time.

Well, the big moment had arrived. The
film was very carefully entered in the
projector and the lights were out.

What a thrill it was following on the
screen the first picture on which a but-
ton had been pressed! And how tensely
was awaited word, of criticism or praise
or damning with faint praise—only
something—from the Doctor. In really

a few seconds it came: .

Deep Shadow

"That exposure is good, but you should
have rested that camera against the
side of the window. Then when the
train jolted you would not have had
the sway of the train and your accom-
panying jolt. You would have had only
the uneven movement of the train."

Suddenly the train swung around a
curve, about a deep canyon into which
the sun could not penetrate. "M-m-m,"

muttered the Doctor, but he said noth-
ing. The train stopped and the camera
was taken to the ground. At a distance
of perhaps fifty feet the camera was
panned—right to left, to make it worse
—the distance of a whole car.

"Would you mind telling me," purred
the Doctor, "what particular thing you
had in mind when you panned that
shot?"

"Don't ask me," was the completely
humble response. "I am asking myself
the same question."

"It must have been to get the wheels,"
said the Doctor. And thereafter he
appeared to get a sort of quiet joy in

referring to the "wheels shot."

Then on the screen was shown a pic-

ture of a brook in Bouquet Canyon.
The Greenhorn secretly was inclined to

Harry Parker Starts on
Tour of South America

HARRY PARKER, member of
the Los Angeles Cinema Club,

and many other Los Angeles or-
ganizations, left Los Angeles Nov.
20 for Chicago, where he will re-
main briefly transacting business.
He then will proceed to New
Orleans, where he will embark for
South America. It is his intention
to remain in the Southern coun-
tries for perhaps six or eight
months before returning home.

Mr. Parker has been a world
traveler for many years. Always
heretofore he has been accom-
panied by Mrs. Harriet Parker,
whose sudden passing this last
summer shocked her many club
and other friends. Mr. and Mrs.
Parker constituted an ideal motion
picture team, Mr. Parker doing
the photographing and Mrs.
Parker the editing and also at-
tending to the projection while Mr.
Parker described the events on
the screen.

admire it. He was awaiting the Doc-
tor's say-so or something. Again it came.
"You know really that is not bad

—

or was not bad until you started that
climb up through the trees and out to
the sky. Why the devil did you pull that
pan? You ruined what otherwise was a
good shot."

"I—I thought it would be a swell idea
to take that picture of the brook and
show what was over it; swinging toward
the left up through all the trees with
the wind blowing and the sun shining
through them until I reached the open
sky."

Watch Exposure
There was a picture of the desert

away underexposed. What actually hap-
pened was that the camera probably was
laid aside, only to be picked up under
conditions similar to those existing when
last used. The exposure had been
changed by casual interference while
the camera was laying around the back
seat of the car. Certainly no meter
had been used on the shot nor had the
exposure been examined. There were
other pictures of the desert, normally ex-
posed.
"Why the desert shots?" asked the

Doctor. "Did you think you were taking
stills? Did you see anything moving?
You must understand that thing you are
carrying around is a moving picture
camera and not a still camera."
The Greenhorn was silent. He was

busy thinking. The projector still was
running. The train shot came on, with
its engines puffing black smoke as they
hauled the big train up the hill.

"There!" exclaimed the Doctor with
a semblance of enthusiasm. "There's
your best shot of the lot. It's not only
a moving picture, but you have hit your
exposure on the nose!"
The Greenhorn awaited the inquest,

the dissection from the one-man tech-
nical committee. But the Doctor decided
he would run the picture again before
he further discussed it.

"I'll tell you what I suggest be done,"
remarked the Doctor at the conclusion of
the run of the hundred feet. "I'll go
through this and throw out the stuff you
can't use and put together what you will
want to keep for use in other pictures
as you may need them. What do you
say?"
"You are the Doctor," was the Green-

horn's response.
The Doctor sat himself down to his

editing board. Mercilessly he snipped
here and there. He was talking as he
worked.

Pan Shot Is Out

"This piece here is underexposed," he
said. "Where a picture as a whole has
an average level exposure, and certainly
all pictures should, an under or over
exposed shot stands out to the picture's
detriment." And several feet came out.

"Here's your wheels shot," continued
the Doctor. "Your exposure on that is

good and I am going to leave it in,

although for the life of me I don't
know why. That pan shot on the brook
is out—from the point where you started
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the pan." And so the inquest proceeded.
And the dissection, too.

When the job was finished the Doc-
tor looked up. "I have thrown out
thirty feet or more. I am going to

put that together and we'll run it just

to show you. After we have seen that

we'll see the part that's good."
The discarded film was shown. The

Doctor smiled as the film was unwound.
"When it is all grouped together it

does not look so bad as when it is

sandwiched in with the good," he said.

"We'll now look at what you are going
to keep."
The Doctor was silent a moment when

the selected film had been shown. "I

can't understand this," he said as he
talked directly to the two other per-

sons in the room. "These pictures we
have just looked at are better than
the ones I had to show when I made
my first moving picture film. Now I

had been taking still pictures just the

same as he had when I made my first

movie.
"How the devil did it happen he was

ahead of me the way he was?"
No one answered as the Doctor sat

in deep thought for a half a minute.
The Doctor banged his fist on the table.

Meter Makes Difiference

"I've got it," he said triumphantly.
"The damned rascal used a meter and
when I began meters were not used.

I feel better. In fact, I will go so far

as to say that any one who can use
a meter to good advantage on a still

camera can do the same thing on a

movie."
Plainly the Doctor felt better. And as

plainly the Greenhorn had lost some of

the inward cockiness he had felt but
had tried not to show. For the Green-
horn had been unable to understand
how a man could tackle what to him
seemed like a new medium, a strange
field, going from a still camera to a
movie, and getting almost the same re-

sults with a movie as he had with a
still.

The initial thrill of looking at your
own film, where some of it got by and
some of it certainly did not, was almost
equaled by the reaction of looking at

film that had been revised, where the
weak sisters had been dropped by the

roadside or in the wastebasket more
properly speaking.
One is reminded of the force that rides

in the remark of the professional

photographer who said the chief differ-

ence between the amateur and the pro
is that the amateur insists in showing
all his work and the pro only the best,

leaving to himself and God the sight of

what appeals to his own judgment as
not so good.
"How much did you use that new

tripod?" asked the Doctor. "You know
you have read a great deal about always
using it." And the Doctor looked quizzi-

cally at the Greenhorn.
"Well," was the response, "I cheated

several times. I couldn't use it on the
train, meaning that regardless of what
others do I could not. Perhaps half the

times I shot at the bi'ook I did. That
l)rincii)ally was where I discovered I

had difficulty in getting it to line up
quickly. I learned very soon it was not
all so easily done in making that camera
stand up right and look straight ahead
or down as required.

Eye Glasses Out

"On the desert I tried it with the
tripod nearly all the three or four times
I used it but on the freight train I saw
I would not have time to get a proper
set-up. I very promptly acquired the
information that using a tripod is no
simple matter. Time is required, but of
course it is well worth it."

"What did you do about eye glasses
when you were panning?" said the Doc-
tor.

The Greenhorn chuckled. "About the
last thing I learned during the photo-
graphing of that first hundred feet is

that the thing to do is to take 'em off,"

was the response. "I had thought of
doing that, but believed the finder was
too small.

"I did not believe I could follow with
the naked eye what was going on, that
the aperture was not large enough.
But I was driven to it, I guess, by cir-

cumstances. I determined to find out,

NEW BOOKS
The American Annual of Photography

1941. American Photographic Pub-
lishing Company, 353 Newbury
street, Boston. Chapman & Hall,
Ltd., London, 1940. Volume 55.

Price: Paper, $1.50; cloth, $2.25.

Edited by Frank R. Fraprie, F.R.P.S.,
and Franklin L Jordan, F.R.P.S. 276
pp. Plus 48 pp. advertisements. Over
100 illustrations. Pages 7% by 9%
inches.

Fifty-five years is a long time, but it

is an unusually long time w^hen it is re-

lated to things photographic. Certainly,
when any firm stays with any subject
that length of time we may be sure men
associated with it know what's what. The
articles printed and the illustrations

chosen for printing are pretty sure to be
out of the ordinary. And so they are.

The first article in the book is by
Julian Smith, "My Aims and Methods."
Mr. Smith tells how he always had a yen
to take pictures—of humans; how as he
began to get busy with his surgical work
he found his photography being crowded
out of his reckoning; how then he deter-
mined to get an even break for his

camera. And he did. Some of his models
are shown, one of them particularly strik-

ing, under the titles of "The Squire" and
"Brother Ambrose." It is altogether a
most interesting tale.

Calvin Rutstrum writes of "Using
Polarized Light." Paul L. Anderson's
subject is "Modern Trends in Pictorial

Photography." He goes back nearly a

hundred years and tells us of how
photography was adopted in 1843 by a
painter, David Octavius Hill, who re-

mained with it five years. Hill then was
induced, or cajoled, or commanded by

anyway. I threw my hat on the ground
and dropped the glasses into it. I

pressed the camera close up to my eye. I

could see perfectly!
"The camera was steadied much bet-

ter. It occurred to me right then , why
the old-time cameramen so commonly
formerly wore caps and turned them
backside forward when they were work-
ing. It gave them a chance to get their
eye on the ball."

"Did you try panning with your
tripod?"

"No, I did not," was the decided re-

sponse. "That's another thing I have
got to learn. I tried it just as a sort of
rehearsal and found I jerked it worse
than if it were free. It will be some
time before I try any panning or tilting

with a tripod when the film is moving.
Did I answer your question?"
"You did." And the Doctor smiled.

"And you may have some difficulty in

locating a tripod in the amateur field

that will pan and tilt to your satisfac-

tion, one, for instance, with a ratchet
arrangement the professionals use."
"That must be something like Fred

Hoefner's True Ball Tripod Head, which
goes on the big tripods," was the quick
answer. "I got my hands on it one day
for a minute. It's as smooth as velvet."

his wife, tired of the part of darkroom
widow, to resume painting. He is classed
as a fifth-rater in painting. As a photog-
rapher he is considered a master.
Lynwood M. Chace wTites of "Diver-

sions of a Nature Photographer," Stan-
ley N. Tess of "Press Photography,"
Robert R. Miller of "Making the Most of
Architecture," Roland F. Beers of "Ex-
pose for the Shadows or For the Light
Areas," H. W. Honess Lee of "Lines in

Landscape," Adolf Fassbender of "The
Paper Negative," R. Fawn Mitchell of
"Race-Track Photofinish Photography,"
Charles W. Seager of "The Photographic
Darkroom" (and this is a humdinger),
F. L. English of "Bromoil: Facts and
Fancies," Roy L. Gallagher of "Fluores-
cent Light in Photography," Hy Schwartz
of "Photoflash Photography," Joseph S.

Friedman of "Color Photography," Allen
Stimson of "An Eclectic Approach to

Pictorial Photography," Eugene V. Con-
nett of "A Perfect Print" and Frank R.

Fraprie of "Our Illustrations."

Seventeen pages of small type are de-

voted to "Who's Who in Pictorial Photog-
raphy 1939-40," with the exhibition rec-

ord for the past three years. The book
deserves a niche in any photographer's
library.

Hollywood Visits Camden
William Bullock, in charge of general

administration at RCA Photophone's Hol-

Ij^ood office, and Barton Kreuzer, in

charge of Photophone sales and record-

ing operations on the West Coast, are

in Camden for meetings with Edward
C. Cahill, RCA Photophone Manager,
and other executives at Company head-
quarters. Plans for 1941 operations on
the West Coast are being formulated.
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DA^LITE'S $1050 PRIZE
CONTEST ENDS DEC. 31

THE recent announcement of Da-
Lite's new triple duty low-priced
screen and the contest for naming

it are good news for the readers of
this magazine. Not only does the screen
offer many new attractive features at a
remarkably low price, but the 139 prizes,

in cash and merchandise, totaling $1050,
are distinctly worth shooting at.

Everyone who has seen this new screen
is enthusiastic. It can be used in three
different ways. (1) It can be used as a
tripod screen, (2) a map type hanging
screen, (3) a table screen.
For tripod use it has its own sepa-

rate tripod. There is a bracket attached
to the case for hanging on the wall.

This bracket also fats Da-Lite's special
two-ply spring support furnished with
the screen for setting up on a table.

The surface is Da-Lite's famous glass-
beaded surface, which provides maximum
illumination to wider angles than ordi-
nary beaded screens and stays white
an unusually long time.

The beaded surface (30 inch by 40 inch
size) is spring-roller-mounted in hand-
some black crystal-finished metal case.
The screen complete with case, folding
tripod, and two-ply spring support costs
only $7.50. It is slightly higher on the
Pacific Coast. This is the first time
a screen of this quality and type has
been available at so low a price.

The Da-Lite Screen Company feels
that this screen fills a real need in the
low price field and wants its many

American-made Goerz Lenses
Available In Several Sizes
As a result of the practical stoppage

of the import of foreign-made photo-
graphic lenses due to the war, the de-
mand for American-made lenses has
increased sharply. As a result in some
types and lines a definite shortage has
been felt. This is especially true of
high-quality objectives in the more popu-
lar focal lengths and speeds.

The recent announcement by the G. P.
Goerz American Optical Company that
a fair-sized stock of the well-known
f:4. Goerz Dogmar lenses in the 5%-
inch focal length is available will there-
fore be of especial interest. These lenses
are available either in barrel mounts or
fitted to Ilex Acme and other American-
made inter-lens shutters. The 5% -inch
focus is excellent for 2^/4 by 3% and 3%
by 41/4 still cameras.

The Goerz organization further reports
a considerable number of other Dog-
mars, Dagors and other American-made
Goerz types in stock, though admitting
that in spite of every effort to keep their
stock replenished, not all listed focal
lengths may be immediately available.

friends to have a part in selecting
the best name for it. The prizes of-

fered will make everyone want to try.

The first prize is $200 in cash, and there
are three cash second prizes of S40
each. Ten Da-Lite Projector stands re-

tailing at S18 each will be given to
the third prize winners. For fourth
prizes, twenty-five Da-Lite Unipods re-

tailing at 86 each will be awarded, and
there will be 100 fifth prizes consisting
of Da-Lite Junior Screens, 22 inches by

30 inches, retailing at $4 each. On the
Pacific Coast the retail price of each
of these products is slightly higher.

Each contestant will submit the name
he thinks most appropriate and his rea-
sons in twenty-five words or less why
he thinks this name is best.

Contestants may submit as many sug-
gestions as they desire to on blanks
.supplied by dealers.

An independent, experienced contest
organization will have complete charge
of the contest, which is open to every-
one except employees of the Da-Lite
Screen Company and its advertising
agency. Entries should be sent to Da-
Lite Screen Contest Editor, 215 North
Michigan Avenue, Chicago. The contest
closes December 31, 1940.

H

USED AS A TABLE AS A HANGING SCREEN

1

USED AS A TRIPOD
SCREEN

Da-Ljte Triple-Duty Screen
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DociuLiiientary

and the

Amateur^s

Conception
By BILL SEINEKE, Jr.

RECOGNITION of documentary by
the theatergoing public has been
a crystallization as sudden as

Johnny's falling in love with the girl

next door who quite as miraculously
graduated overnight from pigtails and
freckles into something feminine and
wonderful.

Like the girl next door, documentary
pictures have been with us for a good
twenty years. Average movie fan has
come home from the theater more than
once and remarked, "Saw an odd pic-

ture tonight. Sort of makes you think,

seeing that kind of picture. Oh, it was
about fishing fleets. D'you know, though,
when I open a can of tuna from now
on I'm going to get an extra thrill."

Average movie fan has called such
pictures movie fill-ins, travelogs, trips

through various kinds of industrial

plants and most anything to which he
could lay his tongue except, until recent-

ly, documentaries.

Dazzled Listeners

Even now he hesitates to employ the
word to describe a type of motion pic-

ture, though the temptation to dazzle
listeners with the casual use of an im-
portant sounding term is not easy to

resist.

Apart from its proper application by
cinematographers to the kind of film it

is, documentary has crept into the con-
sciousness of laymen and many ama-
teurs chiefly through mediums only par-
tially informed. The result has been
a misunderstanding as dangerous as
complete misinformation.
Who's responsible? A few self-styled

movie critics, for one group. The other
group is the reading and listening pub-
lic, whose apathy to any evolution is

deplorable until that which has evolved
assumes skyscraper proportions. Yes,
the girl next door is back from college

and gosh! her freckles are gone and her
hair is all done up!

In the first place, the pictures pro-

duced for entertainment purposes with
historical hnckf/rotnids have been ex-
tolled as documentaries and publicized

as the current popular trend in cinema.
Whether or not they deserve the classi-

fication is perhaps a matter of opinion.

Documentary on History

Perhaps it is drawing too fine a line

to say that these have not been true
documentaries, but did possess docu-
mentary characteristics. In order to ar-

rive at an exact understanding of the
word, however, it may as well be pre-

cepted at once that the approach to the
creation of an entertainment film just

about sinks its chances to rate as a
documentary.

This does not absolutely preclude en-

tertainment features from the other
classification, but when one does receive

acclaim as a documentary you may call

it luck or the demonstration of a re-

markable talent on the part of the
writer or the director or the editor.

Well, we ask impatiently, why can't

an ordinary good historical drama get
into the documentary class ? It's history,

isn't it?

History it is. And a number of other
things. Drama, for instance. Now drama,
in order to be good, has to move swiftly
and its inevitable corollary is distor-

tion. It must appeal to our emotions
because we are seeking diversion or
distraction. We are feasting our senses
upon oomph men and women; more
often than not we attend movies to see
til em.

Theme Is Vital

As for the picture itself—it's merely
something to enable us to live their por-
trayals vicariously. All of which is not

to take a poke at the star system. We
simply strive to expose an attitude of
mind that causes us to expect certain

things of pictures. And it follows natu-
rally that producers have tapped our
attitudes for exactly what they're worth
in theater admissions.

People aren't important to documenta-
ries except as they relate to the under-
lying theme. Theme is vital. It is the
drumbeat, the rhythm, the coordinated
skeleton of documentary.

Yes, the cinema has always spelled

entertainment. There was a time when
anything but entertainment at the movies
bored us. That time is irrevocably past.

A new attitude is shaping in Mr. and
Mrs. Average Movie Fan, because they
are asking more questions than ever be-

fore. Questions that get at the root of
things.

Definitely New Attitude

They want to know what makes ma-
chines tick and wheels go 'round. They
don't look scared any more when some-
one mentions relativity, and atomic
power and U-235 are mysteries they
feel they're entitled to understand be-

cause someday, they declare, smashed
atoms may run automobiles and that
would obviate the use of gasoline and
we wouldn't have to worry about ex-
hausting natural resources and w^hat a
wonderful world we may live in! Defi-

nitely a new layman attitude.

The attitude is father to the appetite
and the appetite must be satisfied. There-
fore motion pictures are performing more
or less new functions on a grander scale

than in their embryonic past.

They are educating our children as
well as ourselves; they are reporting
factual, contemporary history; they are
propagandizing; they are analyzing and
parading before our eyes and minds the
pulse beats of men, machines and mod-
ern miracles. They are documentary.

All this hasn't just happened . . . like

that. Any number of factors are respon-
sible: radio, better educational facilities,

better highways, cheaper automobiles.

More responsibility and greater credit

are traceable, however, to the doorsteps
of the pioneers in documentary.

Men Who Rank

Mary Field, Robert Flaherty, John and
Marion Grierson, Joris Ivens, Stuart
Legg, and Basil Wright are but a few
of the individuals who will forever rank
among the great documentalists of the

era in which they have lived.

Paul Rotha, himself a producer of

documentary, has written a book entitled

"Documentary Film." This is no book
review, but amateur cinematographers
are strongly advised to read the work
if their aims embody the making of

purposeful pictures that endeavor to es-

tablish some comprehension of the fac-

tors of civilization today.

All very well, you say, for the pro-

fessional brotherhood. Quite all right

for students able to enlist the aid of

practitioners of the abstract sciences.
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but what of the amateur cinematogra-
pher ? Where does he fit into the picture ?

You are a cinematographer, an ama-
teur. You belong in a class created by
your desires and prejudices, circum-
scribed only by your measured ability

and initiative. You travel blithely along
a smooth highway, one of progress,
you're sure.

Three Roads

Suddenly you arrive at a point where
the road branches and becomes three,

and over each new roadway hangs a
sign.

One sign invites those who would enter
a land of fun and frivolity, of laughter
and of tears, of drama. That road veers
to the left.

The sign over the middle lane, which
proceeds straight ahead, reads simply:
"To Mediocrity. Speed Limit—10 m.p.h.
Careful of Camera-conscious Cows."
You note, before your eyes pass to

the third sign, that the middle road is

dust covered, weed grown, little used.
Sign number three possesses more in-

terest. In large letters at the top it

reads:

Adventurers Welcome
Beneath that:

"Enter here who would tread new
paths. This is the land of experiment
and of documentary. Bumps and de-
tours ahead. Bridges out. No speed
limit."

The third road takes off to the right.

And so, somehow, do you. Why?
Well, you know. You can't resist the
challenge of that wordage. Yes, you've
struggled a little with the blandishments
of the left road. You've kno^n folks
who have traveled it. They did very
well. Had enormous fun; made fine

pictures. Entertainment pictures . . .

with plot, with drama. Made their
marks with them.

Into the Unknown
But something urges you into the

unknown. Rare curiosity, the pioneer-
ing, go-west instinct—both compelling
impulses. You turn right.

Along the way, nailed to rickety fence-
posts, you spot a series of small red
signs. "Ah!" you exclaim. "A Burma
Shave ditty." Then you read aloud, in

cadence:

"Amateurs wise . . . Analyze . . .

Dramatize . . . Tell no lies . . . Docu-
mentary tells the whys . . . You and
yours and the other guys."

Roughly, documentary does that, and
no cracks about the verse. . More spe-
cifically, one authority states: "Docu-
mentary relies exclusively on the be-
lief that there is nothing so interest-
ing to ourselves as ourselves."

Unerring truth! We love us instinc-
tively. And how we dramatize our-
selves! We're Freudy-cats, Winchell-
sensitive, Jones-keeperupwiths. As we
grow older we tend more and more to
ascribe our odd human behavior to pat-
terned isms.

Documentary is difficult to produce
in exact proportion to our will to break
away from someone else's conclusions
about us, and is easy to produce in pro-
portion to the keenness of our analytical

perceptions.

The naive simplicity of a childlike ap-
proach is excellent. Ever have a child

pepper questions at you of the whys of
things? Has a credulous voice ever
asked: "Do I eat to live, father, or do
I live to eat?"

At the conclusion of an investigation
into the wherefores of his parent's shav-
ing, a local attorney's small son char-
acteristically asked: "Daddy, what is

'why?'"
Documentary on Hands

If you are making, or have made a
film that tells not only what, but the ivhy
of what, you are quite likely to have a
documentary on your hands, and so,

congratulations. Children have ways of
jumping undeviatingly at fundamental
truths, hence our recommendation.

In his book already mentioned, Paul
Rotha divides documentary into four
classes. Robert Flaherty's "Nanook"
and "Man of Aran" are examples of the
first, or Naturalist Tradition. Walther
Ruttmann's "Berlin" and "World Mel-
ody" exemplify the Realist Tradition.
The March of Time series aptly illus-

trate the Newsreel Tradition. John
Grierson's "Drifters" is a case in point
for the Propagandist Tradition.

The amateur's timid assault upon an
emulation (in principle, of course) of any
of these naturally predicates a thousand
questions concerning the differences in

treatment, selection of subject matter.
The writer here confesses his sole pur-
pose is to inveigle you into a serious
consideration of documentary for your
next project.

He particularly wishes to impress

Cinema Club of San Francisco
The meeting of the Cinema Club of

San Francisco was held November 19 at
the Merchandise Mart.

Our own club member, Russel Hanlon,
showed his vacation pictures entitled
"Northern Playground." This was in

Kodachrome and an excellent picture.

Richard Wagner, chairman of the
photographic committee of the San Fran-
cisco junior Chamber of Commerce,
showed us three pictures.

"Mood Indigo," a story of a Sierra trip

in Kodachrome and sound; "Harbor Day,"
a Kodachrome record of that yearly holi-

day, and "How to Make a Salon Print," a
comedy on black and white film.

In addition to the program of enter-
tainment as outlined, uar business meet-
ing included a discussion on the rules
and regulations governing the mammoth
contest for the annual trophy. This
trophy, as most of you know, has been
dsplayed in the windows of some of our
members' stores and has received wide
publicity.

amateurs with one very vital power they
alone can claim: namely, complete free-

dom of operation.

No hazards of box office, theater own-
ers' objections, or movie fans' average
IQ's cloud his horizon. Unfettered, he
can make the kind of film he likes in

the manner he likes. He is master tech-
nician in his own laboratory, the poten-
tial true documentalist.

Torch Flung

In a sense, a torch has been flung
to amateur cinematographers, collective-

ly and individually. Can they respond?
Can they mark the complex andante
vivace of society? Rhetorically, we reply
with the question: Can they fail to

respond ?

Objectively, can amateurs strip the
contemporary scene of its call-it-by-

another-name dressings, photograph its

true ideology and present them in a
series of sequences that command in-

terest and provoke analytical and re-

flective thought?

In the September American Cinema-
tographer the writer suggested that in-

teresting short subjects could be filmed
around anything that can be named. A
list of topics was given. With the ex-
ception of some abstractions which in-

cluded the emotions, others of the sub-
jects (wood, concrete, leather, glass,

iron and steel) provide ample material
upon which to build documentary films.

Let a loaf of bread be your subject.

What of bread? WJiu of it? Is there
a story behind it? Are there economic
and social forces mixed up in it? It

started in a wheatfield. Seed was sown;
grew. Wheat was reaped, stored, milled,

sacked as flour, distributed, redistribut-

ed, retailed to the baker. He mixed it

with other ingredients, shoved it into

an oven.

Fascinating, Impelling

Baked, it was machine-sliced, machine-
cinating, impelling documentaries. Your
town is an agricultural center, an in-

dustrial center, a transportation cross-
roads, or a resort. It has something
. . . something that dictates your occu-
pation, your way of life, your recrea-
tions, your very inner philosophy.

Tomorrow, next month, next year and
a decade hence, men will take the pulse
of our times and base their conclusions
concerning the contributions of our age
to progress upon the nature and quality
of what we produce.
No motion picture exists which can

recall the gay nineties. Insofar as doc-
umentary is concerned, those westward
trekking, lusty times are quite dead.
Only reproductions of them are possible.

Today need never be lost, can never
die. Amateurs are legion. Their view-
points are diverse. Present-day society
is complex enough to demand the focused
attention of every picture maker upon
it in order that it may be preserved
intact for future builders of a more per-
fect society. The challenge is there.

Documentary is the answer.
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Reprinted from Journal of Society of Motion Picture Engineers

Effect of Aeration on Pliotograpliic

Properties of Developers
By J, I. Crabtree and C. H. Schwingel
Comnnndcalion No. 1172 from the Kodak Rmearch Laboratories

Part III

Effect of Sodium Sulfite Concentration
on the Relative Oxidation Rates of
Elon and Hydroquinone

In order to determine the change in

rate of oxidation of elon and hydro-
quinone in combination with varying con-
centrations of sodium sulfite, various de-
velopers were compounded according to

the following formula:

Developing agent 5.0 grams
Sodium sulfite

(desiccated) Varying concentrations
Sodium carbonate

(desiccated) 25.0 grams
Potassium bromide 1.5 grams

The end point of the aeration test was
taken as the time required to render the
solution incapable of developing an image
density for a given exposure on positive

film, when developing for 15 minutes at

65 ° F. From Figure 7 it is seen that elon

was protected by sodium sulfite to a
much greater degree than hydroquinone.
The results with mixtures of elon and
hydroquinone seem to indicate that the
rate of oxidation of elon is somewhat
accelerated by the oxidation products of
hydroquinone, especially at low sulfite

concentrations.

EfTect of Temperature on Mute of
Developer Oxidation

Tests with Formula D-16 indicated
that a change in temperature from 65
to 95° F. had only a slight effect on the
rate of oxidation.

Removal of Developer Sludge
by Aeration

Developing solutions, especially those
for use with positive types of film, are
usually discarded when they become col-

ored and tend to stain the gelatin.21 It

was observed that when a badly discol-

ored D-16 developer was agitated with
air it became lighter in color and the
opalescence in the solution disappeared.
On closer observation, it was seen that
the froth which formed on the surface of
the solution was quite dark in color and
could be skimmed off, thereby leaving
the solution relatively clear. Also, the
clearing effect was most complete after
about 15 minutes of agitation when the
developer was pale straw colored but,
if aeration was continued further, the
hue darkened to a very dark brown. Pos-
sibly practical use could be made of this
obser\'ation as a means of clarifying
large quantities of developer.
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Agitation with Nitrogen

When nitrogen was used for agitating
various developers, no change was ob-
served in their photographic properties
even after 10 hours of continuous aera-
tion.

EflFect of Carbon Dioxide

Since air contains approximately 0.045
per cent (by weight) of carbon dioxide,
which gas reacts with alkalies to form
bicarbonates, thereby lowering their de-
gree of alkalinity, it might be expected
that carbonation of the alkalies would
reduce their photographic activity apart
from the oxidation phenomena.

Accordingly, aqueous solutions con-
taining 20 grams per liter of sodium car-

bonate and 40 grams per liter of Kodalk
respectively were bubbled with carbon
dioxide for 16 hours in which time an
apprfcei^ble effect would be obtained if

air were used. The solution was then
used for compounding the D-16 and
DK-40 developers. No essential differ-

ence in the properties between these de-
velopers and solutions prepared with the
treated alkalies was detected, showing
that the degree of carbonation produced
by the aeration was very slight.

Calculations would indicate that only
0.0015 mol. of carbon dioxide would pass
per hour when bubbling air at the rate
of 5 cubic feet per hour. To eliminate
the effect of carbon dioxide the air could,

of course, be passed through a soda lime
or sodium hydroxide absorber.

(Continued on Page 571)
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Figure 7. Effect of sulfite concentration on the rate of
oxidation of developers containing (a) elon, (h) hydroquinone,

and (c) mixtures of elon and hydroquinone

Figure 8. Effect of exhaustion of D-16 developer, with and
icithout aeration, when in use in a motion picture processing

machine.
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Tops a Movie Maker's List • .

.

CINE-KODAK FILM
SOMETIMES friends and family overlook the

simple, obvious thing. The one ijifi a morie maker

can abvay.s use ?.s' morie film—Cine-Kodak Film.

And Cine-Kodak Film is a gift the pleasures of

which are shared by the movie maker's whole circle

of friends and family. For with it, he makes clear,

sparkling, memorable movies not only of Christmas

but of other days and delights.

Cine-Kodak Film is top {piality film, available in a

variety of types for both 8 mm. and 1(5 mm. cameras.

There's .speed film for indoor shots, superb extra-fine-

grain film for general movie making, and magnificent

full-color Kodachrome' Film. "Too much film" is a

phrase that simply doesn't make .sense to a movie

maker -|)r()vide(l, of course, it's Cine-Kodak Film.

Here are the Cine-Kodak Kilins. The price of each inchides the

cost of expert processing and return, ready for projection.

16 MM. CINE-KODAK FILMS
SUPER-X, a pancliroinatic fihn perfectly adapted for most outdoor

work. Fine in grain, brilliant in <)uality. lOO-ft. roll, $(); .50-ft. roll,

.>()-ft. magazine, $;!..)().

SUPER-XX, the brilliant, high-speed film for indoor movies or out-

doors under adver.se light conditions. lOO-ft. roll, $6.7.5; 50-ft. roll,

$.'{.7.>; .)()-ft. magazine, $4.

KODACHROME, the beautiful full-color film. Regular for daylight.

Type A for indoor shots by Pliotoflood light. lOO-ft. roll, $H; .)0-ft.

roll, .")()-ft. nmgazine, $!..().).

SAFETY "PAN," a general utility panchromatic film of good qual-

ity, available only in 100-ft. rolls at $4..50.

8 MM. CINE-KODAK FILMS
SUPER-X is the 8 mm. speed film. •2.5-ft. roll (equal to 100-ft. l(i mm.
roll ill projection time). $'2. '2.); i2.)-ft. magazine, $'•2. .50.

8 MM. "PAN," the fine-grain film that made H mm. movies pos-

sible and popular. '2.5-ft. roll, $'2.

8 MM. KODACHROME. The full-color film. In two types. Regular

and Type -'.j-ft. roll, $.'!.40; 2.5-ft. magazine, •(!.'!. 7.5.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY, ROCHESTER, N. Y.
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Orchids for Toland
(Continued from Pa(/e 53A)

tion of the killer. This she sells to the
murderer, later killing her. As she is

escaping from the scene of the crime :i

policeman picks her up.

That's the bald tale. In the telling
are many tense moments. The chief
characters are taken by Bette Davis,
Herbert Marshall, the injured husband,
and James Stephenson, the lawyer repre-
senting the two. Splendid work is done
by the three, one and all. Stephenson's
portrayal really stands out, beyond ques-
tion. Sen Yung, in the guise of a
lawyer's clerk, also did noteworthy work.
The company went to great pains and

expense in making the production. Tony
Gaudio, A.S.C., directed the photography
and he had his problems. Much of the
action takes place at night, and conse-
quently much of the lighting is low.

One of the most effective shots is where
through a dimly lighted lane we see a
glimpse of a ballroom 150 yards away.
It is all most effective.

Bitter Sweet
In its latest MacDonald-Eddy produc-

tion, "Bitter Sweet," MGM has done its

best. It has spent regardless. And it

has spent to the best advantage. Novel
devices in the field of entertainment are
introduced, and successfully. It seemed
to be a fact the two chief players were
unusually generous with their voices,

yielding good satisfying measure.

The theme of the picture was Eddy in

the role of music teacher and MacDonald
as the pupil, with the pupil slated to

marry a local sap and the teacher re-

turning to his own country. A cog is

slipped in the arrangements and the
marriage does not come off. Instead there
is an elopement, with the two singers

EVERYTHING PHOTOGRAPHIC
AND CINEMATIC

FOR PROFESSIONAL AND AMATEUR
The World's Largest Variety of Cameras and Projectors. Studio and
Laboratory Equipment with Latest Improvements as Used in the
Hollywood Studios. New and Used. BARGAINS.

Hollywood Camera Exchange
1600 CAHUENGA BOULEVARD

HO 3651 Hollywood, California Cable' Hocamex

AURICON
16 M.M. SOUND'ON'FftM RECORDER

You can make lip-synchronized
talking pictures with the Auricon
Recorder and any synchronous-
motor-driven 16 mm. camera, creat-

ing sparkling, true-to-life movies
which will run on any 16 mm. sound
film projector.

Music, dialogue, narration, sound
effects—all can be recorded directly

on film by photographic means
identical in principle to professional

Hollywood productions, bul with
Auricon 16 mm. equipment which is

designed and built in Hollywood
for use by the 16 mm. movie maker.
Complete Recorder and Amplifier

with instructions for making 16 mm.
talking pictures — $560. To be used
with any synchronous-motor-driven
camera.
Ask your Dealer, or write today

for free descriptive literature.

AURICON 2>uu44o*t, E. M. BERNDT CORP. Ho'iUootK

returning to Vienna. Happiness is ideal,
but recurring hunger furnishes the bit-
ter with the .sweet.

Happy ending there is not. The finish
is of tragedy, the bridegroom meeting
his death in a duel that la.sts long enough
for the soldier to make a thrust that the
singer cannot parry. George Sanders is

Baron von Tranisch, Viennese staflF-offi-

cer bounder. He is most convincing in

his villainy and what have you. Ian
Hunter is Lord Shayne, the Englishman
who aids the widow and who probably
in the view of the women spectators
furnishes a ray of hope in an atmos-
phere of gloom. Nevertheless he surely
is a most forceful foil for the Baron.

Oliver T. Marsh, A.S.C., and his Tech-
nicolor associate, Allen Davey, A.S.C.,

do a splendid job. One of the features
of it is the photographing of the stag-
ing of the operetta coming toward the
close of the picture. The entire struc-

ture is of whitish material, the men's
and women's costumes are of the same
color, and the entire scheme seems to be

to make things as tough as can be made
for the photographers. But in this as in

the rest of the picture the photography
stands out.

Those who are aware of some of the

things a camera can do to those who fol-

low it will be bound to take a lot of in-

terest in this phase of the production.

Seven Sinners

As a follow-up for "Destry Rides
Again" Marlene Dietrich appears in

"Seven Sinners." It is a worthy .succes-

sor, this picture of Universal's, but of

course the novelty is not present in the
full flush of its initial characterization.
There is no doubt, however, of Dietrich's

flare for the robust type that marks the

portrayal of the entertainer and mistress
of the Western amusement saloon and
of the cafe singer of the South Seas.

The supporting cast is unusual in its

"heft." There are John Wayne, Albert
Dekker, Broderick Crawford, Anna Lee.

Mischa Auer, Billy Gilbert, Richard
Carle, Samuel S. Hinds, Oscar Homolka,
Reginald Denny, Herbert Rawlinson,
James Craig, William Bakewell, Antonio
Moreno, Russell Hicks and William Da-
vidson.

Rudolph Mate, A.S.C., was director of

photography and Jack Otterson was art

director. Tay Garnett directed.

Lady with Red Hair

In "Lady with Red Hair" Warners has
an undoubted hit. It's another one of

those biographical hits, which seem to

be unfailingly popular—when well done.

Miriam Hopkins was abundantly temper-
amental to fill the shoes of the woman
known on two continents as Mrs. Leslie

Carter and in the picture as Caroline

Carter. Miss Hopkins made the charac-

ter live and breathe.

Claude Rains, who took the part of

David Belasco, gave a rare performance.
It was not a simple or an easy task that

fell to him. Belasco was temperamental.
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TYPE T-5
(2000-5000-wa't)

:

Gives th-ee t mes intensity
of old-style "24V'.
Your "24*s" can be con-
verted to Type T-5s.

TYPE 19 SENIOR
(5000- watt)

:

I nstant foousingdevice (pat-
ented).
"Leak-proof" Fresnel-type
lens. Approved fo<- Tech-
nicolor— Kodachrome.

TYPE 14 JUNIOR
(1000-2000-watt)

:

Instant foousinadevice (pat-
ented).
"Leak-proot" Fresnel-typo
lens. Approved for Tech-
niooloi—Kodachrome.

LIGHTS from Hollywood
For Better Motion Pictures . . . The World Over

• Photographically, Optically Correct
• Heat Resisting and Leak Proof Lenses
• Whiter Lenses—Instant Focusing Devices
All Exclusive Bardwell & McAlister Features

100 Watt to 5000 Watt Lights Available for Immediate Delivery
Bardwell & McAlister incandescent lights lead the field for every motion picture lighting

need. Engineered and manufactured to the thousandth degree of accuracy, they are
universally recognized as the finest lighting equipment available. This precision accuracy,
designing, engineering and manufacturing supremacy means: better pictures, saving of

time, no costly retakes, more light at less cost, less weight to carry, less heating problems,
longer hours of use per globe—lifetime service—for Bardwell & McAlister lightt are
made to the exacting requirements of the world's outstanding motion picture producers
and photographers. Furthermore B & M lights include all the latest developments in

photographic and film technique because their engineers are in intimate touch with motion
picture studios, film manufacturers and outstanding lighting research engineers. This means
when you use B & M Equipment you enjoy all the benefits of the most efficient lights for

your every photographic need.

Write For Full Information About any Lighting Problem
Just tell us your lighting problem, what B & M Equipment you are interested in and we
will give you all the advice at our command. Please mention your photographic or studio
connection.

BARDWELL & McALISTER, INC.
MOTION PICTURE ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT

7636 SANTA MONICA BLVD. HOLLYWOOD, CALIFORNIA
Foreign Representatives of Bardwell & McAlister

PHOTO CINE STUDIO AGENCIES, LTD. GRUN BROS.
Bombay, India Cairo and Alexandria, Egypt

BABY KEG-LITE
(50O-750-watt)

:

Ijistant focuslngdevioe (pat-
ented).
"Leak-proof" Fresnel-type
lens. Approved for Tech-
nicolor—Kodachrome.

FOCO SPOT
ATTACHMENT:

Optical attachment for
Baby Keg- Lite. Prov'des
sharp or soft-edged circles
or rectangular shapes. Pro-
jects backgrounds.

DINKY INKIE
(lOO-ISO-watt):

5',i" diameter; 7" taJI: wt.
2% lbs. When space U
small and lighting Impor-
tant—use a "DINKY".

too, even as the red-headed woman.
By no means did it require a major up-
set to precipitate a real quarrel between
the two.
One of the rare occurrences in the list

of biographical films is the installing as
technical director of a man who for
thirty-six years was the husband of the
woman being portrayed as the heroine of
the story. That was Lou Payne, who in-

cidentally through Richard Ainley was
one of the principals in the tale.

There can be no question as to the
authenticity and accuracy of the infor-
mation contributed to the director by the
technical director, both as to Belasco and
Mrs. Carter as well as to himself. We
repeat, the action was unusual and most
commendable.
Arthur Edeson, A.S.C., was director

of photography, a splendid, even brand;
a brand of which the observer is uncon-
scious.

•

Escape
It is a sombre picture, this MGM

adaptation from Ethel Vance's novel,
"Escape." It has strength, undoubtedly,
even if it does not have novelty. It goes
back to the sleeping potion of Juliet, ad-
ministered to a mother portrayed by no
less an actress than Nazimova. The sub-
ject is another in the series of anti-Nazi
films, this time introducing a young
American seeking to find his mother.
Robert Taylor plays the young Ameri-
can.

Norma Shearer is the American-born
Countess von Treck, who takes her lib-

erty in her own hands to help the young
man. Conrad Veidt is a general, pre-
sumably a German, an admirer of the
Countess and one who finally catches up
with the American.

That is a big four, in all truth. There
is another pair of actors who can play
such parts with conviction as fall to

them in this film—Felix Bressart and
Albert Basserman. Philip Dorn plays a
sympathetic doctor in Nazi uniform.
Then there are Bonita Granville, Edgar
Barrier, Elsa Basserman, Blanche Yurka
and Lisa Golm, who splendidly sustain
the principal character parts.

Robert Planck, A.S.C., directs the pho-
tography in a picture in which much of
the lighting is of low key as well as of
a story that is heavy by design, although
it is of swift as well as a happy ending.

•

Remedy for Riches

This Stephens-Lang production for
RKO-Radio release featuring Jean Her-
sholt varies its usual routine and por-
trays its star not as a medico taking
care of the health of the town. It shows
him as an even wider friend of the man
in the street. A promoter visits the
town, buys land to build a hotel, and
when he breaks ground for the develop-
ment discovers oil, so he says.

Dr. Christian is skeptical regarding
the singular discovery and starts a

check-up. Melodrama develops fast, as
the doctor sends for an expert friend

of his. The check-up starts, but the
expert lands in jail on a trumped-up
charge before he has a chance to report.

The swindler collects the money from
the townspeople, but the doctor lands
him in jail before he gets out of town.

There's a crew of first-class character
players in support. Among them are
Edgar Kennedy, Jed Prouty, Walter
Catlett, Maude Eburne, and Margaret
McWade.
John Alton, A.S.C., directs the pho-

tography. Like its predecessors in the
series, that is uniformly smooth.

You'll Find Out
Kay Kyser's RKO-Radio mystery

comedy with music steps from chills to
laughs—and back again. The band
leader and radio man through Director
David Butler has conceived and exe-
cuted a novel brand of entertainment
that will be liked—much. "You'll Find
Out" has not one horror maker, but
three: Boris Karloff, Bela Lugosi and
Peter Lorre. The romance is taken care
of by Helen Parrish, the deb, and
Dennis O'Keefe, Kyser's manager.
Sandwiched in through the entertain-

ment are musical numbers contributed
by Kyser and his artists. Ginny Simms
and Harry Babbitt, his leading singers,
do their full part. Also worth while are
the comedy work of Ish Kabibble and
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Sully Mason as well as that of an un-
identified dog.
Frank Redman, A.S.C., is director of

photography, and special effects are in

charge of Vernon Walker. Both have
much to do and it is well—and spookily
—done.

•
(iallant Sons

Although there is a militant or even
military suggestion in this title, no such
angle is connected with it. It is a story
of college boys, bent on righting a
wrong. They take unusual means at least
of accomplishing this end. In the view
of some it may be improbable, but there
can be no doubt it is interesting. At
times it is near to gripping in its in-

tensity.

Ian Hunter, Gail Patrick, Jackie Coop-
er, Bonita Granville and Gene Reynolds
are the principals.

Sidney Wagner, A.S.C., directs the
photography. It is excellent.

•
Barnyard Follies

Republic Pictures in "Barnyard Fol-
lies" puts on an honest to goodness
countryfied show. From Rufe Davis

down it is one of the greatest combina-
tions of bucolic fun that ever has been
got together.

Besides Rufe Davis, whose talent as a
comic is undisputed, there were in the
cast Mary Lee, June Storey, Jed Prouty,
Victor Killian, Joan Woodbury, Carl
"Alfalfa" Switzer, Robert Homans and
Dorothy Harrison. From the field of
radio came Harry "Pappy" Cheshire,
Mary Jane and Carolyn De Zurik, the
Cackle Sisters; Jim Jeffries, announcer;
the Kidoodlers, themselves; Ralph Bow-
man and Isabel Randolph.
The appeal of the show should be gen-

eral. Meaning by that, no house should
be exempt from the lure of its frolick-
ing antics, whether palace or unadorned
hall with benches. The entertainers are
of all ages, from two and a half years on.
The youngsters will love it—and how.
The oldsters? The older the harder.

Ernest Miller does the photography

—

and does it well. There's plenty of melo-
dramatic action and some suspense to
give the picture a "punch," even to the
wild chase around a dooryard by Rufe
Davis in a big truck fast on the trail of
a pony cart containing a female no
longer young but far from helpless.

Philadelphia Cinema Club
The Novembei meeting of the Phila-

delphia Cinema Club was held on the
Roof Garden of the Hotel Adelphia, No-
vember 12, with only slightly more than
half of its members present.
The contest films on Philadelphia were

shown and voted on by the members.
The number of members represented in
the contest was very disappointing, to
put it mildly. The club has a total ac-
tive membership of 85 and when only
five members out of a club that size
come out for a contest there are a num-
ber of things might be pointed out that
are responsible foi- such apparent dis-
interest.

Entries in the contest were limited to
200 feet of Ifimm. or 100 feet of 8mm.
either black and white or color. The
first prize was a one year subscription
to the Movie Makers magazine, the sec-
ond prize one year subscription to the
American Cinematographer.
The five members submitting contest

films each did a fine job of filming. Three
were in 8mm. and two others in 16mm.
all color. First prize went to the club
president, Carl Finger, for his splendid
16mm. Second prize was won by the
club program director, Francis Hirst,
who had a very well connected sequence
of Philadelphia.
Come on, members! Let's have some

interest in future contests! And an-
other thing—if any of our good readers
of this report have a suggestion to offer
for the cause of such little interest in
club contests as is reported here the
Philadelphia Cinema Club would be very
glad to hear from you. If any club any-
where has found a plan to stir interest
in their members making pictures for
contests the Philadelphia Club would be
vei-y grateful for the idea.

HERBERT E. MOORE.
Director of Publicity.

Los Angeles 8mm. Club
The November meeting of the Los An-

geles 8mm. Club was held in the East-
man Auditorium, Hollywood.

Vice President Lari->' Zeman, in charge
of the meeting, reminded members of the
forthcoming contest and banquet to be
held in the main ballroom of the Hunt-
ington Hotel, Pasadena, on December 14.

The following were elected : President,
Larry Zeman; vice president, Foster K.
Sampson; treasurer, B. Bevans; secre-
taiy, Betty Barney.

Bill Millar demonstrated a new device,
called "Add Plus Color," which changed
black and white movies to color, through
an ingenious arrangement of colored
celluloid segments. The gadget can be
obtained from Fridels Camera store in

Huntington Park, Calif.

Pictures shown were by Members
Evans, De Virgilio and Frick. Paul
Cramer screened the official picnic pic-

ture.

New members taken into the club were
Ronnie Sinclair, Frank De Virgilio and
Charles Moore.
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Handled 363,000 Prints in

Two Years
(Continued from Page 550)

tration department of McGraw Hill Pub-
lishing Company.

Charles De Soria joined the Ford staff

at the Fair after serving two years as
chief photographer for Pan American
Airways. In Shanghai, De Soria had es-

tablished the North China Daily's news
photo department, the first newspaper
darkroom setup in the Far East—and he
had been a Paramount Newsreel cam-
eraman for four years in the Far East.

F. H. Davies came to the Ford build-
ing from Times Wide World Photos. He
had free-lanced in Palm Beach society
pictures for New York services.

Bert Lawson, specialist in portraits,
fashion photography and unusual com-
position shots, came to the Ford staff

after working for Fashion Camera Stu-
dios, Dry Goods Economist, the New
York Daily News' commercial photog-
raphy department, and the radio pub-
licity departments of NBC and CBS.

Other staffers were Frank Collins, for-

merly of the New York World-Telegram
news photograph department; Victor A.
Goldman, formerly with Arthur Studios
and H. Tarr studios, New York City
commercial photographers, and Bill

Joyce, another former commercial pho-
tographer and crack aerial cameraman.

Ebling Devised Plan

Joyce broke in as a member of the
McGraw-Hill staff. Later he operated his

own laboratory in Ithaca, N. Y., whence
he flew over the Fingerlake, N. Y., flood

areas to get a notable scoop on_the up-
state New York flood of 1935.

"

George Ebling, chief photographer of

the Ford Motor Company in Dearborn,
devised the ingenious plan of the Ford
photographic layout at the World's Fair.

It was characterized throughout by com-
pactness, order, and spic-and-span equip-
ment arranged according to the cardinal
principle of mass production—bring the
task to the man instead of letting him
walk for it.

The entire floor plan of the department
measured just 291/2 by 19 feet. This
space was divided into an outer and in-

ner room, with connecting door. The
outer room was equipped for final wash-
ing, drying, straightening and other fin-

ishing processes and for record files.

The inner room was divided again
into two 8 by 6 feet developing rooms

—

each of which opened into a hallway,
permitting two men to develop negatives
independently of each other's lights

—

and a printing room. The printing room
was divided in turn, by a heavy pull

curtain.

This made it possible to contact-print
and enlarge simultaneously in the print-
ing room. On one side of the curtain
contact-printing was done; on the other,
negatives were enlarged, printed and
washed. When the curtain was drawn,
contact-printing could be carried on with
all needed light, without interfering with

the printing processes that required
semi-darkness.
The contact-printing machine was an

original time-saver. It was equipped with
12 separate switches affording individ-

ual control of as many lights for local

"printing-in'' and dodging. This elim-
inated the usual slow method of "paper-
dodging."

Just a Dream

The printing room was equipped with
two 5 by 7-inch Eastman auto-focus
enlargers, and three wooden tanks, con-
taining developer, hypo rinse and water
for washing, respectively. These had a
capacity of 600 prints an hour, and they
were placed in the center of the room
to permit free access to them.

The washing tank stood flush with the
wall separating the printing room and
the outer finishing room, and in this

wall, above the washing tank, there was
a chute. Through this chute the prints
were passed directly into a final washing
tank in the outer room—whence they
were picked up and whisked on to the
Pako dryer. This dryer had a capacity
of 450 prints an hour.
For speed production the Ford photog-

raphers used a trademarked blotting
paper — Majestic Dry-Stock — to take
moisture from their negatives, and they
completed the drying by means of hot-

air fans. In this way they could dry a
negative in five minutes, eliminating the
troublesome job of wet-printing.
They used 4 by 5 speed graphics—

-

the usual newspaper camera—for news
and news feature work. They used 5 by 7
and 8 by 10 view cameras for special
jobs. Their quantity production was
facilitated by unusually large stocks of
supplies: always handy in the hallway
giving on the darkrooms were 80 to 100
gross of various grades of paper, and 10
to 12 cases of flashbulbs in the three
popular sizes.

Through these rooms, pictures trav-
eled from hand to hand as if on an as-
sembly belt—and often four and six sets

of negatives traveled simultaneously

—

from negative developing room to fan
dryers, to printing room, to rotary dryer.
Beside the latter dryer was an automatic
straightener that performed the final

operation—taking the curl out of the
print.

Only Twenty Minutes

Under pressure, the photographers
completed the entire process in just 20
minutes. It was not unusual, in this de-
partment, to take a picture and have six

or eight prints in the mail within 25
minutes.
News and news feature pictures were

made as the photographers covered the
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Ford building. They worked with four
writers, under the supervision of George
F. Pierrot, director of the Ford press
department at the Fair. The events they
covered were big, colorful, exceptional

—

the most amazing stream of special
events, observers agreed, that took place
anywhere in the World of Tomorrow.

Record shots were used as guides to
architects and engineers in construction,
repairs, and finally in demolition of the
vast Ford building. They will be pre-
served permanently in the Ford Motor
Company's archives in Dearborn—a not-
able record of a job such as those who
did it expect never to see duplicated.

Simplifying Makeup for Mo-
tion Picture Films

(Confirmed frorti f'ttge 5/4!))

see your subject in a mo.st flattering
light. Clean the powder from the eye-
brows and carefully dust the lashes. Both
these will undoubtedly have to be touched
up with pencil and mascara. It is best
to do so.

The lips may need some repairing.
Edges can be sharpened. Any powder
that might have fallen on the lips should
be removed. A woman's lips are never
powdered, except in some character parts.

While on the distinction between male
and female makeup—makeup for mule
characters is applied essentially the same
as that for females, except that darker,
more robust shades of grease paint and
powder are used. Never use eye make-
up on males, unless it is applied with ex-
treme care and delicacy. Male charac-
ters should always have their lips pow-
dered.

Creating Lip-Highlights

A clear oil or cream, carefully applied
in a thin layer on the lips, provides added
charm by producing highlights. This re-

lieves the subject of the annoyance of
frequently moistening her lips. And eye-
lids, too, may be beautified if just a tiny

CHRISTMAS SEALS

daub of clear oil or cream is applied to
them. Be careful not to rub this oil on
and smudge the makeup. A finger tip
lightly touched to each lid will suffice.

Vaseline may be used in place of oil.

Have the subject comb her own hair
carefully. She probably will be able to
do this with more ease and skill than
you. B'rilliantine should be applied to the
hair. An atomizer would be best for this,

because it would not disturb the hair.

Removing Makeup

Cold cream should be thoroughly mas-
saged into the subject's skin. When the
makeup is dissolved, it may best be re-
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moved with tissues. A Kood old-fashioned
scrubbing with soap and water will re-

move the last trace of makeup. It is most
important to clear the pores of all color.

The cosmetic counter of your favorite
department store or local theatrical
makeup shop will be glad to furnish you
color charts. Suggested colors for vari-
ous complexions are also easily acquired.
It is for this reason they are not listed

here.

It is always advisable to make test ex-
posures on short film lengths before pro-
ceeding with actual filming. These tests
are easy to make and will prove valu-
able time and film savers.
Bear in mind one important point. In

making up your subject, apply your
colors subtlely; beware of artificiality.

"Filmo Visual Review" Makes
Its Bow With Autumn Issue
The first issue of "Filmo Visual Re-

view," Bell & Howell's interesting new
eight-page magazine devoted to visual

education, has just been received. We
congratulate B & H on an informative
publication that cannot help be of in-

terest to the visual educator.
For years Bell & Howell has devoted

one page of its well-known "Filmo
Topics" to motion pictures as applied to

visual education. However, the accept-
ance of the motion picture as a vital edu-
cational tool has been increasing by
leaps and bounds, and for some time Bell

& Howell has had more information of

real value to impart than one page could
handle. Hence the establishment of the
new organ.
"Filmo Visual Review" leads off with

an article by Professor W. Gayle Starnes
of the University of Kentucky, entitled

"Looking Into the Future," in which the

role of motion pictures in education is

discussed and analyzed.
There is another special article on the

use of the film by athletic coaches, and
considerable space is given to brief re-

views of important classroom films.
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Effect of Aeration on
Developers

(Continued from 564)

Efifect of Sodium Arsenite and
Sodium Hypophosphite

It was thought that other protecting

agents, such as sodium arsenite and
sodium hypophosphite might produce

better stability in a developer than

sodium sulfite and, by so doing, lessen

the tendency of the developer towards
oxidation. When a portion of the sodium
sulfite in a developer was replaced by
equivalent quantities of sodium arsenite

and sodium hypophosphite (from mere
traces to the limit of solubility of the

salts) no improved protection over that

furnished by the sodium sulfite was ob-

served although the gamma-time charac-

teristics were changed.

Efifect of Developer Oxidation
on Graininess

Throughout the tests discussed above,

the effect of developer oxidation products

on the graininess of the developed images
was constantly observed. When compar-
isons were made of images developed to

equal densities and gammas at equal

effective emulsion speeds, in solutions

which had been aerated to different

degrees, no marked differences in grain-

iness were noted as a direct result of

the aeration.

Practical Considerations

In order to determine the practicability

of employing air for agitation purposes

when developing photographic materials,

it is necessary to know approximately
the relative extent of the developer

exhaustion produced by (a) aeration,

and (b) exhaustion by virtue of perform-
ing useful work in developing the image.

It is known that the magnitude of

(b) is quite considerable but this can be

compensated for by suitable replenish-

ing --' -3 with the result that the photo-

graphic properties of a developer can
be maintained over prolonged periods of

use.

In order to obtain a measure of the

relative magnitude of (a) and (b) in

practice, exhaustion tests were made
with the D-16 developer in a continuous
processing machine, using motion picture

positive film. The capacity of the tank
was 25 gallons, the rate of recirculation

5 liters per minute, and the film traveled

at the rate of 25 feet per minute.

A test run was made over a period of

10 hours without aeration and without
replenishing, and the test repeated with
aeration and without replenishing. A
study of the cui'ves in Figure 8A and B
shows that the rate of change in gamma
and density with exhaustion was practi-

cally identical in both cases, showing that
the aeration had little or no effect on the
photographic properties of the solution.
When the developer was merely aerated
(without exhaustion or replenishing) no
visible change in photographic activity
occurred over a period of 10 years.

TABLE I

r eet per Minutes or 1 ime oi
tiallon Aeration Development

Developer (Cumulative) (Cumulative) tor damma = u.oa

A 12.0 Min.
A 8% 15 11.8 Min.
A 10 30 11.2 Min.
A 10 30 10.0 Min.
A 12 80 9.0 Min.
A 12 90 7.0 Min.
A 13 100 5.5 Min.
B 7.2 Min.
B 8% 12 7.3 Min.
B 13 60 7.3 Min.
B 17 80 7.5 Min.
B 24 120 7.6 Min.
B 25 140 7.4 Min.

The method of air agitation was essen-
tially that described by Ives and Kunz i**

although the severity of the agitation
was much less than that obtained by
bubbling air through a tube as used in

the tests described above. Also, with
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the machine aerator, the very small
air bubbles which formed in the tube
aerator were eliminated, thereby reduc-
ing the rate of oxidation for a given
degree of agitation.

It is apparent, therefore, that under
the conditions described, the effects pro-
duced by aeration are negligible as com-
pared with those produced by exhaustion.

In practice, with the above machine
using D-16 and motion picture positive
film, replenishing is accomplished by
adding developer at the rate of 225 cc.

per minute when developing at the rate
of 25 feet per minute, the excess over-
flowing into the drain. The fresh devel-
oper in the tank is compounded two-
third normal strength but the normal
developer is used for replenishing. In
this way, any slight initial increase in

activity by virtue of aeration is com-
pensated for by the lower activity of
the weaker solution.

(Continued next month)
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Among rioted veteran pliotoyraphcrtf of

the Photofiraphic Society of Americd
who attended the Nela Park special pro-
gram during the Society's sixth annual
convention held recently at Cleveland
was William H. Zerbe, staff photogra-
pher of the New York Herald Tribune.

General Electric Entertains
Photographic Society Meet

Nearly one hundred members of the

Photographic Society of America at-

tending the organization's Sixth Annual
three-day convention at Cleveland, late in

October, were guests of General Electric

Institute, Nela Park.
Chief speakers on the program were

R. E. Worstell of Nela Park Engineering
Department, W. D. Riddle of the Insti-

tute staff, and Don Mohler—photo ex-

pert with the lamp department's sales

promotion division. Mr. Worstell ex-

plained the advantages of fluorescent

lighting for portraiture. Mr. Mohler
brought the group up to the moment on
flash photography, and Mr. Riddle en-

tertained the guests with a rapid-fire

lighting magic presentation.
Included in the group were Frank

Liuni, president of the Photographic
Society of America; and William H.
Zerbe, staff" photographer of the New
York Herald-Tribune. Mr. Zerbe, in-

cidentally, has been engaged in photog-
raphy for fifty-six years, thirty of which
have been devoted to newspaper photog-
raphy, the last two decades to picture-
taking for the Herald-Tribune.

g Enlarged
Jj^^

Reduced g
Geo. W. Colburn Laboratory

Special Motion Picture Printing

1197 MERCHANDISE MART
CHICAGO

General Electric Develops
Photometer That Cuts Error

A new photometer for application to

transmission measurements where small

areas are important has been developed
by the General Engineering Laboratory
of the General Electric Company, Sche-
nectady, N. Y. The instrument is espe-

cially valuable in such work as quanti-

tative spectrographic analysis because it

eliminates the "human element" in com-
paring the densities of spectral lines,

thus reducing errors to the minimum.
The new photometer was developed to

ONLY 0He ADJUSTMENT
After the necessary initial focusing, the B-M Model F
Sound Recording Unit never requires other adjust-

ments. For utmost simplicity, all parts are adjusted at

the factory and permanently locked. Write for literature.

B-M
SOUND RECORDING UNIT

The BERNDT-MAURER Corp.
117 EAST 24th STREET • NEW YORK, N. Y.

provide the compactness, mechanical sim-
plicity, ease of operation, and flexibility

necessary to give the best results in

applications such as this. The arrange-
ment of the instrument allows the oper-
ator to see a magnified portion of the
exact field which is being measured.

Several apertures are provided in the
screen, but these may be easily altered
by changing the position of the dia-

phragm. The slit diaphragm can be
rotated to closely align the image of the
spectral line with the slit aperture, and
there is provision in the diaphragm for

any shaped aperture to accommodate
special conditions of measurement.

After final adjustment, the optical

parts remain fixed and require no fur-

ther movement for focusing. Spectral
lines are focused on the .screen by mov-
mg the plate plane with respect to the
objective, thus the magnification always
remains constant.

Other outstanding conveniences of the
new photometer include: horizontal plan*

mounting, vernier adjustment of the
plane in the direction of the wavelength
;txis, focusing by the up and down move-
ment of the stage, convenient location of

light control devices directly in front
of the operator, and convenient loca-

tion of the stage, screen, and galva-
nometer scale so that the operator can
make all adjustments from a single posi-

tion.

Air Bubbles In Lenses No
Indication of Inferiority

Tiny air-bubbles in the glass of a
photographic lens are by no means an
indication of inferior quality. These
bubbles are almost inevitable in any
piece of fine optical glass sufficiently

large to be used for making an element
of a photographic lens. In a lens of

high quality they are few, but it is al-

most impossible to eliminate them en-

tirely. However, their effect upon the

quality of the lens is generally negligi-

ble.

How negligible may be seen by the

following example: Assume an f:4.5 lens

of 6-inch focus, with a diameter (at the

front glass surface) of 32mm. Assume,
too, a dozen bubbles (more than usual!)

in the various glass elements, each
bubble averaging 0.1mm. in diameter.

The lens-surface will have a total area

of 804 square millimeters. The total area

of the bubbles will be 0.0942 sq. mm.
Thus out of the whole area of the lens,

approximately l/8700th part will be

rendered less eff'ective by the inter-

ference of the light passing through the

bubbles.

About l/8700th of the total light pass-

ing through the lens may be diverted

from the film. If the lens is stopped

down, this ratio may be increased, but

in most cases the number of bubbles

affecting the lens-action will also be

reduced. Either way, the effect of the

bubbles may be considered negligible in

practice.
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Academy names five standing committees : 331.

Agfa issues cameras in low-priced field: 326.
.\gfa issues infrared roll films in three sizes: 523.
Amateur Clubs: 7: 14; 83; 118; 124; 157; 173;

227 ; 273 : 324 : 406 ; 418 : 426 ; 513.
Amateur Photography : 7 ; 12 ; 23 ; 32 ; 55 ; 81 ;

303 : 414 : 419.
.American Cinematographer twenty years old : 507.

.\mpro announces its first 8mm. projectors; 76.

.Anonymous : Alternately swelling, deflating, in

initial thrill of first hundred feet: 559.

Artist uses movies to study the form of birds: 318.

.\.S.C. Board elects officers: 198.

.A.S.C. names committee to consider Leshing let-

ters: 356.
.•Australia names best ten in world contest: 418.

B

Barnes and Rennahan win poll by one vote: 344.

Bausch & Lonib increase lens light transmission

:

140.
"Behind the Bottle" tells good story: 81.

B&H designs cabinet for projector and kit: 395.

B&H film book 1940 edition 30 per cent gain
over 1939: 142.

B&H Filmosound recorder and record player
issued : 523.

Berko : Handicaps against India's film produc-
tion : 84 : 115.

Documentaries attaining full swing in India: 497.

Blaisdell: Mrs. Zimmerman makes pictorial diary
Orchids for Toland: 534.

of pre-war Europe : 32.
Projectionist get closeup of speed ray

that really travels: 307.
Professional Film Reviews: 6 ; 54 ; 105;

119; 213; 246; 297; 352; 402; 440:
495.

Vermejo, Empire of the Rockies, tale
of allure : 535.

Book Reviews : 62 ; 252 ; 364 ; 399.
Boyle: Boyle gets genuine thrills on Asiatic

expedition : 358.
Bi'ian puts on peace films, talks of war: 154.

Cadarelte : Amateur report-s on Academy light

tests: 500.
Camera Technique dominates filming

results: 11.
Dramatic scenario for low key light-

ing: 544.
8mm. cameras behave much like their

bigger brothers: 449.
Good projectionist is an artist: 404.
How to organize your camera friends

:

513.
Kodachrome filming presents more

problems : 224.
Lighting for interiors : 79.
Securing required light on outdoor

pictures: 134.
Snip your films and put snap in pic-

tures: 269.
Special effects enticing with good

splicing: 317.
There's fun in using a filter, if it's

used rightly: 175.
Cameras: 166 ; 326 ; 396.
Captain Don Norwood, U. S. A. retired, intro-

duces light meter to convention : 522.
Cartwright—Treatment of camera lenses with
low reflecting films: 215.

China at Bay: 315.
Cinema Club technical gathering a Memory : 426.
Cinematographers show how to achieve produc-

tion economics: 360.
Clark: Photography by Infrared: 464.

The light meter and its relatives: 342.
Clifford Nelson shows remarkable color film : 55.

Color: 219 ; 224 ; 277 ; 371 ; 4 12 ; 501.
Count De Sakhnoffsky talks on streamlines: 469.
Crabtree : Effect of aeration on photographic

properties of developers: 253; 319.
Cramer: Leo Moore gets his first award in Final-

ists' : 502.
Moviemakers advised on waj^ of projec-

tor: 181.
Potter wins tops in Camera Club's salon :

273.
Professional projectionists conducting
amateur contest : 125.

Projectionist amateurs hold first salon

:

227.
Projectionists alter rules at committee
meeting: 173.

Projectionists choose nudes for their
salon : 467.

Projectionists get closeup of speed ray
that really travels: 307.

Projectionists honored by nationwide
merchants : 365.

Projectionists show class in salon: 414.

Cram.er : Projectionists hold final salon for 1940:
545.

Crosby : In making Government documentaries you
meet the unexpected: 168.

Daily paper gives over half space to photos: 226.
Da-Lite's $1050 prize contest ends December 31:

561.
Developing : 229 ; 253 ; 319.
Disney's "Fantasia" really revolutionary : 558.
"Dr. Cyclops" in two counts in Hall of Fame: 220.
Duke : Collegiate cameramen produce picture : 303.
DuPont issues three types Mini fine grain : 266.
Dupy : Obtaining increased illumination for fine

grain film recording : 36.

Eastman 8mm. camera makes marked advance

:

316.
Eastman has enlarger for minicam user: 201.
Eastman issues three 400-foot school films: 522.

16MM. ONLY
Negative-Positive film
Machine processed

Kodachrome Duplicates
16 mm. Technique for

16 mm. Films

Rapid Service of the
Highest Quality

Poulson Films
Laboratory
3505 South Figueroa St.

Los Angeles PR 2634

COOKE LENSES
have long formed the"spear-
head" of progress in cinema-
tography by exceeding current
demands and anticipating
future requirements. Focal
lengths for every need. Write
for descriptive literature.

BELL & HOWELL
COMPANY

Exclusive World Distributors of
Taylor-Hobson Cooke Cine Lenses

1849 Larchmont Avenue, Chicago
New York: 30 Rockefeller Plaza
Hollywood: 716 N. LaBrea Ave.
London: 13-14 Great Castle St.

Eastman tops World's Fair showing of 1939 : 211.
Editing: 269 ; 317.
Editorials: 213 ; 246 : 261.
Ld Harrison watches birds grow up: 199.
,"mm. 76 ; 252 ; 316 ; 449.
Equipment: 38; 395; 410.
Engineers advance Hollywood sessions to every

third: 493.
Erpi's densitometer cuts human element: 556.

Father Hubbard adds sound and color : 212.
Father Meeus given honors at farewell : 305.
Father Meeus is well in China: 541.
Felbinger: Red Felbinger writes vividly big tale
around small town stuff : 440.

Ferguson : Shooting stars with movie camera : 276.
Simplifyinc makeup for motion pic-

tures : 549.
Fightin' fish hi.ld center of stage : 204.
Film exports in 1940 not far behind 1939 : 424.
Filming for Amateurs good book to possess: 364.
For either 8mm. or 16mm. B&H has new viewer;

344.
Four awards out of five go to Glennon : 305.

Gadgets & Tricks : 130 : 307 ; 322 : 350.
George Barnes wins photographic honors : 222.
Gorstenkorn records Pendleton's rodeo thrills: 12.
Glennon: Story should always come first: 63.

H
Haller, Rennahan. and Cline win photographic

honors : 68.
Handle 353,000 prints in two years—a record:

550.
Haskin: Making modern matte shots: 29.
Hayden : When the amateur tackles Kodachrome

:

277.
Haythorne : Uncle Sam builds camera car that

will stand up : 267.
Herbert: Commercials as they were and as they

are : 208.
Dramatic storv on making "South of
the Border": 345.

Dramalizmg Ti-avelo.nue as it was in
Sovithuest: 24 9.

Fighting Nature's photographic traps in
Di-ath Valley: 4S7.

Finding picture treasures in the desert:
163.

Making ranch picture that is real : 298.
Photofloods mean much to the photog-
rapher: 461.

Sequences are the heartbreak of trave-
logues: 111.

Tucson Trails : How real travelogue was
made: 456.

Yellowstone, where temptation is to
ovei'shoot : 391.

Hezzlewood : Showmanship keeps St. Paul ama-
teur i>erformance rolling: 406.

Hilliard: Obtaining increased illumination for fine
grain film recording : 36.

Hirsts' 8mm. charms Philadelphia Cinema: 118.
Hoadley: Otterson discusses "theme" of picture

sets : 503.
Hoke : Progressive Kodak Hawaii opens new
home: 171.

Hollywood hears sterophonic reproduction ... It
is good : 325.

Hollywood Forum has interesting meeting: 369.
Hollywood's youngest sure-enough producer: 419.
Honor Ridolph Mate in photograi)hic vote; 459.
Hunt: Constructing and usin.g 16mm. blimp for

Kodachrome sound: 410.
Making a 16mm. middleweight camera

dolly: 310.
Story of a 16mm. sync machine which

really works: 271.
Huse: New head of Engineers' Society: 486.

Issue Kodak 35. f.3.5. Kodamatic shutter: 350.

.lepson : What's good in India is good everywhere:
248.

OPTICAL
8mm PRINTING CONTACT

14mm
35mm
35mm
9.5mm
9.5mm

To 16mm
To 8mm

PATH EX
PATH EX

To
To
To
To

8mm
16mm
8mm
16mm

Superior Scdet-y Film Co.
I4I-A WASHINGTON ST., NEWARK, N. J.
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.loseiih Valentine, A. S. C, wins photographic
honors: 525.

K

isearns: Simple chanpres improve camera equip-

ment: S8.

Kidd: lOxposure meter accuracy means unilorm
results; 445.

Kodak cavalcade of color will tour west: 427.

Kiapp: Cleveland amateurs make comic quickie:

157.

Lamp nains in brilliance at expense of lonKcr

life: 447.
Lens: 108; 215; 260; S32 ; 452.

I,<t's have an award for color by itself: 261.

Lcvene: Philadelphia's cinema (lives kids a great

time: 14.

Philadiliihia Cinema has rare fourth an-

nual: 124.

IJuhtinK: 36; 70; 79: 134: 140; 180; 202: 283;

204 ; 447 : 461 ; 466.

Little ahead of schedule. Parkers parking m
Mexico: 119.

Little's ileventh show opens to crowd: 222.

Little: Overcoming difficulties in puttinf? on ama-
teur shows: 257.

.

Littles' program nets six formal showinRs: 167.

Long: Mexico picturesque beyond belief: 152.

M
Maior sound chiefs East as KRPI Kuests :

160.

Marsh: Cleveland paper describes local movie-

maker: 221.
, u •

Marx tells engineers of screen lighting: 180.

Mau: Collegiate cameramen produce picture: 303.

Mellor and Davey win photographic awards: 255.

Meters: 18; 64; 119; 342; 370 : 445; 522.

Metropolitan . Council holds fifth annual in New
York: 263.

Miller: Lighting bif? sets sixteen years ago and
today: 70. , • , ,oo

Moviemakers advised on ways of projector:

Moyse: DuPont's Superior II combines speed, fine

grain, wide latitude: 22.

Mrs. Zimmerman makes pictorial diary of pre-war
Europe : 32.

N

Nelson : Mountain authoi ity completes color fea-

ture : 23.
New books : 560.
New Kcdaguides offer aid to advanced photog-
raphers: 140.

New Master Cine with "Sharpshooter angle: 370.

New Publications: 364; 399.

New 2-inch f.1.6 Kodak anasti.gmat telephoto :
332.

Non-theatrical group denies theatre demand: 34.

Norwood : Studying photoelectric exposure meter-

ing : 18 ; 64 : 119.

In framing your picture compoBition
search for lines: 178.

Making titles that will stand up: 117.
Practical amateur to beginners: 452.

16mm: 271; 310.
Sol Polito take? bow for Reporter's award : 405.
Som*? recent films: 213.
Sound : 325 ; 389.
Southern Conference to be held in Atlanta : 499.
Spencer Lens Company extends for national de-

fense: 468.
Spruiigman ; Color in Sourdough Land: 57.

Polishing up "Arctic Holiday": 121.
St Paul Club does big job produc-

ing School Police: 7.

Stanford: Photogenic (Juatemala inspires: 504.
Scandinavia in 11)39: 312.

Stanmyre: Syracuse teaches cinema: 155.
Stull : Amateur progress in 1939 exceeded profes-

sional : 16 ; 77.
"Hehind the Bottle" tells good story: 81.
Herndt's 16mm. sound film recorder revo-

lutionary: 389.
How the small lamps are being used on
major .set.s : 202.

Mitchell blimpless cameras really silent:
166.

Nun-glare coating makes lenses one stop
faster: 108.
Putting scene slate into camera: 322.

Sparkuhl builds 35mm. developer for home
laboratory : 229.

Surveying major studio light levels: 294.
Twentieth Century-Kox holds preview for

big camera : 396.

Tappenbeck : Good color in Kodachrome within
everyone'^ reach: 371.

I u <c i n fra red film: 515.
Making bbuk and white prints from
Kodachrome: 442.

Re-edit your films when novelty
wears : 555.

Technicolor reduces price 1 cent a foot: 219.
Tenth biological meet called for Milwaukee: 314.
Teorey : Making all-purpose effect box in home

worksho]): 130.
Thompson: Dramatizing the family dog: 210.
Three great films: 54.
Tilling: 117 : 462.
Toland and Ilaller win camera awards: 102.
Toland praised for "Long Voyage Home" : 542.
Travel: 32; 56; 57: 121: 1.52 ; 206; 249; 264 ; 312;

315 : 345 : 358 : 391 ; 408 ; 456 ; 487 : 504.
Turret head magazine loader issued by B & H

:

350.

U
Uncle Sam seeks camera and laboratory men: 429.
Unusually strong pictures shown by Hollywood
Korum: 498.

Use more small lamps rather than few large ones :

283.

V

W
Wade: Bill Wade discusses artificial lighting: 466.
Wagner and Skall win photographic award: 162.
Walker: New gadget coordinates meter, make-up
and lighting: 67.

Warner: Harold Warner of Orange County 8mm.
Club films citrus pests: 552.

Warners christen replicas of ancient vessels: 132.
Western merrymaking at .Juily's welcoming: 151.
What work went into "Noit iv.esi Passage": 110.

/.anuck names committee to lixjk over sound field:

470.

Van Leuven of I">>nda visits East; I 1.

SALESMAN'S
VIEWPOINT

Sales manager was talking of

j)ieviews, of the apparent intent on

the part of the producer to stimu-

late business by inviting reporters

to view a new film and thereupon

to pass on to their readers a view

of the worthiness of what they

saw.

"Sometimes I wonder why the

producers do not invite a house

of salesmen to take a peek at their

opus. Now I am in close contact

every day with thirty or forty men.

I have salesmen who by phone or

in person contact even more.

"From sentiments of good-will

a houseful of salesmen can moti-

vate 3 chain of customers to see

a new product, a chain which
through secondary or subsequent

contact will bring home a lot of

bacon for the box office. I wonder
if the idea is worth anything."

Parkers tour Mexico: 2(>;; : 264.

Photographer Bryan crowned by Polgar : 448.

Photographic Facts and Formulas—A Review: 252.

Photography of the month: 68; 305; 344; 405;

459: .525.

Pike : Washington club looks on unusual Koda-
chrome: 83.

Positive and negative film exports drop 15 per
cent: 133.

Probation agencies make juvenile film : 354.

Projection: 125; 128; 181: 404.

R

Radio Chief McCiosker home after strenuous visit

:

110.
Revere 8mm. camera issues triple mount: 252.

Rey Scott brings China bombing pictures : 540.

Roos—The Road to Bali: 56.

Russian book demands camera's recognition : 399.

S

St. Paul men proud of woman who wins first: 324.

Savels show Alaska in color : 501.
Scenarios : 7.

Scheibe works and plays, too : 557.
Schoedsack te'ls of making "Dr. Cyclops" : 158.

Schwingel : Effect of aeration on photographic
properties of developers : 253 ; 319.

Seeing some films: 149.
Seineke: Competition speeds up demand for origi-

nality . . . treatment?: 421.
Dotumeiitary and the amateur's concep-
tion : 562.

Frame your titles to put life in pic-
tures : 462.

Self-reflecting photoflood lamp designed by GE

:

140.
710, 711 Magnifications is the best we can do: 354.
Sewelson in North China: 408.
Sherlock : As practical amateur Sherlock writes

for beginners: 260.
Composition is simple — perhaps — but

very important: 27.

CLASSIFIED
FOR SALE

THE WORLD'S LARGEST VARIETY OF
Studio and Laboratory equipment with latest
improvements as used in Hollywood at tremen-
dous savings. New and Used. Mitchell, Bell-
Howell, Akeley, De Brie, Eyemo, animation
process cameras, lenses, color magazines, adapt-
ors, lighting equipment, silencing blimps,
dollies, printers, splicers, moviolas, motors,
light-testers, gear boxes, synchronizers. Guar-
anteed optically and mechanically perfect. Send
for bargain catalogue. Hollywood Camera Ex-
change. 1600 Cahuenga Blvd., Hollywood, Calif.
Cable : Hocamex

WE BUY, SELL AND RENT PROFESSIONAL
AND 16mm EQUIPMENT, NEW AND USED.
WE ARE DISTRIBUTORS FOR ALL LEAD-
ING MANUFACTURERS. RUBY CAMERA
EXCHANGE, 729 Seventh Ave., New York City.
Established since 1910.

LIKE NEW, H.C.E. "Hollywood" Combination
35 and 16 mm automatic one-man developing
machine. Operating capacity 3000 feet of posi-
tive or 1500 feet of negative per hour. Price,
.$1250.00. HOLLYWOOD CAMERA EXCHANGE,
1600 N. Cahuenga Blvd., Hollywood. California.

NEW, USED, REBUILT, STUDIO, RECORDING
AND LABORATORY EQUIPMENT. Cameras,
Printers, Splicers, Recorders, Amplifiers, Cable
Horses, Moviolas, Interlock Motors, Developers,
Galvanometers, Opticals, Glowlamps, etc. Free
Bargain Bulletin. Buy or Trade. S. O. S.

Cinema Supply Corporation, New York.

ADVERTISING
BELL & HOWELL, 5-WAY SOUND PRINTER.

CAMERA EQUIPMENT COMPANY
1600 Broadway New York City
Tel. Circle 6-5080 Cable: Cinequip

ONE MITCHELL N. C. CAMERA, No. 54. 40-
50-75 Pan Astro lenses. Four 1000 ft. maga-
zines. Camera complete and in perfect condi-
tion. J. R. Lockwood, 523 N. Orange St.,
Glendale, California.

CAMERA INTERLOCK MOTORS — WESTING-
HOUSE, 220 volt, 3 phase, ?15.00. B&H 400 ft.

magazines, $15.00. Mitchell 1000 ft.. $35.00.
Box 981, American Cinematographer.

WANTED

WE PAY CASH FOR EVERYTHING PHOTO-
GRAPHIC. Write us today. Hollywood Camera
Exchange. 1600 Cahuenga Blvd., Hollywood.

WANTED TO BUY FOR CASH
CAMERAS AND ACCESSORIES

MITCHELL. B&H, EYEMO, DEBRIE, AKELEY
ALSO LABORATORY AND CUTTING ROOM

EQUIPMENT
CAMERA EQUIPMENT COMPANY

1600 BROADV/AY, NEW YORK CITY
CABLE: CINEQUIP

WANT— 200 FT. MAGAZINE. SOUNDRIVE.
lenses for Cine Special. Must be in perfect
condition. THP, Box 2109. Tucson. Arizona.
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I'M GOING TO GIVE MYSELF
A ^^l^f^^ MOVIE CAMERA!

PERHAPS you feel the same way about it. You have

wanted a new Filmo Motion Picture Camera for a

ong time. You know that any Filmo Camera you choose

s a fine-quality precision instrument standing head and

houlders above anything else of its type. You know that

ooner or later your skill will demand the ability and

j

ersatility that only a Filmo can give you. So why not give

ourself that Filmo you've been wanting? . . . Yes

—

now!

ith one lens—Tavlor-Hobson 13'2
1. F 2.5 $140

Ith provision for film wind-back for
akinii lap dissolves and double ex-
jres S172

imo "Companion" 8, with film speeds
8, 16, 24. 32 and B&H 12'^ mm.

".5 universal focus lens $49.50
|mo ".Sportster" 8. with speeds of 16.
48, and 64 and Ta.\ lor-Hobson 12'..

1. F 2.5 universal focus lens $75

Filmo "Companion" 8
Filmo "Sportster" 8

Filmo Turret 8
If it is an "eight" you want—step into
your camera dealer's and give the Filmo
Turret 8 your most critical inspection.
Compare the workmanship the finish
. . . the features it provides . . . the work
it is capable of doing. You'll see why it

is miles ahead!
The turret mounts three lenses and

their matching viewfinders. Both are
placed in position by rotating the turret.
Five fine, color-corrected lenses are
available for it. Its positive-type view-
finder eliminates errors in composition.
Its magnifying, critical focuser shows
you the entire frame through the lens.

Four speeds, including slow motion . . .

single frame exposure . . . built-in ex-
posure calculator . . . automatically reset
film footage dial . . . and other desirable
features.

FILMO Auto Master is the only 16 mm.
magazine-loading motion picture

camera with a turret head. Precision-built
by the makers ofHollywood's professional
motion picture equipment, it provides
features that will match your skill no
matter how far you go.
Loading is a three-second operation.

The pre-threaded film magazine drops
into place. You can change from black-
and-white to color film in mid-reel with-
out fogging a single frame. Any three of
a wide range of lenses and their matching
vieiifincien may be mounted on the turret
head. When the desired lens is rotated
into photographing position by a quick
turn of the turret—its viewfinder is also

WO MASTER PROJECTORS-BOTH SUPER-VALUES!
ffc Hove All-gear Drive . . . Both Are Built to Protett Your Film

FILMO-MASTER 16 MM. PROJECTOR
Built with true B&H precision.
Embodies features heretofore found
only* on higher-priced Filmos: all-
gear drive, no belts inside or out;
speedy power rewind ; 7 50-watt lamp:
new Magnihte condenser for 32 %
brighter pictures; fast 2-inch F 1.6
lens in two-speed focusing mount,
with lens lock; instant lens inter-
changeability ; Safe- lock Sprocket
guards to prevent incorrect thread-
ing; two-way tilt; reverse; still pic-
ture clutch; "floating film" protec-
tion; metered lubrication. Capacity,
4l)0-foot 16 mm. reels. Greatest Bell
& Howell projector value ever
offered. Price, complete with case,
only SI 39.

FILMO-MASTER 8 MM. PROJECTOR
Screen pictures are rock steady be-
cause of camera-matched film regis-
tering mechanism. Brilliant illumi-
nation by the 400- or SOO-watt lamp
and elftcient direct optical system.
Flickeris banished by 11-to-l shut-
ter movement. All-gear drive ;

power
film rewind ; clutch for "still" picture
projection; fast F 1.6 lens, inter-
changeable with special lenses for
longer or shorter throws; lens lock;
tripod socket in base makes any
tripod a projector stand; "floating
film" protection ; metered lubrica-
tion ; line and lamp switches central-
ized on one panel; two-way tilt.
With case, $118.

automatically positioned. You get those
now-or-never shots. The lens you need is

always at your finger tips. The positive-
type viewfinder, enclosed and protected,
provides brilliant image—and u hat you
see, you get. A built-in ex posure chart gives
readings at a single setting for both color
and black-and-white film.
Slow-motion scenes and animated car-

toons can be filmed without extra attach-
ments , . . the fast, color-corrected lens of
the Auto Load is interchangeable with
a full range of special-purpose lenses.
Steady-strap handle; light weight; com-
pact; pocket-fitting smooth contours; du-
rable and beautifully finished. Guaranteed
for a lifetime!

FILMO AUTO MASTER, withnim speeds of 16.
32, 48. and 64. Taylor-Hobson 1" F 2.7 uni-
versal focus lens $195

FILMO AUTO LOAD mounts, one fast, color-
corrected Taylor-Hobson l" F 2.7 universal
focusing lens, provides film speeds of 8, 16,
24, 32 $115

FILMO AUTO LOAD "SPEEDSTER," identical
twin of the Auto Load except that it provides
film speeds of 16. 32, 48. and 64; with Taylor-
Hobson 1" F 1.5 focusing lens $160.50

FILMO ACCESSORIES make the ideal gifts for
the movie makers in your family and among
your friends. Your dealer can show you the
complete line—or mail the coupon for any
desired information.

BELL & HOWELL COMPANY
1848 Larchmont Ave.
Chicago, HI.
Send me detailed information on ( ) Filmo
Auto Master ;( ) Filmo Auto Load ; ( ) Filmo
Auto Load ** Speedster" ; ( ) Filmo 8 mm.
Cameras; ( ) Filmo-Master 8 mm. Projector;

I Filmo-Master 16 mm. Projector; ( ) Filmo



MITCHELL CAMERAS
for sound or high

speed work are rug-

gedly built to with-

stand that day-

to-day use over

many years with
«minimum mainte

nance»

Proven and Dependable

MITCHELL CAMERA CORPORATION
665 NORTH ROBERTSON BOULEVARD

WEST HOLLYWOOD, CALIF.
Cable Address "MITCAMCO"

BELL & HOWELL, LTD., London, England

CLAUD C. CARTER, Sydney, Australia

D. NAGASE & CO., LTD., Osaka, Japan

AGENCIES

Phone oxford 1051

MOTION PICTURE CAMERA SUPPLY CO., New York City

FAZALBHOY, LTD.. Bombay, India

H. NASSIBIAN, Cairo. Egypt
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